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Preface

This book presents the results of a year-long workshop devoted to a review of the physics opportu-
nities of the BABAR experiment at the PEP-IIB Factory, at the Stanford Linear Accelerator Center
laboratory. The workshop meeting schedule was as follows:

University of Rome “La Sapienza” 11th–14th November 1996
Princeton University 17th–20th March 1997
LAL Orsay 16th–19th June 1997
California Institute of Technology 22nd–24th September 1997

The workshop brought together a number of theorists with experimentalists from the BABAR Collab-
oration. Each chapter represents the contribution of a working group and presents both a theoretical
summary of the relevant topics and the results of related simulation studies. The working group
convenors, listed below, were teams that included both theorists and experimentalists.

The book represents the status of work around the beginning of 1998. Both the state of the theory
and of the experiment’s simulation and analysis tools continue to advance. The results presented
here are thus not a final view of what the experiment can achieve, but represent an interim study.
The studies are more detailed and comprehensive than those made at the time of the Technical
Design Report, but still lack many features that will be needed for the real data analysis. The book
is intended as a guide to the work that still needs to be done, and as a detailed introduction which
will assist new members, joining the Collaboration, and, we hope, other researchers in the field.
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Working Groups and Conveners

The BABAR workshops were divided into the following working groups with the conveners named.
Chapters 5–12 and 14 of this book directly represent the work done in these groups.

Determinations of�
Y. Karyotakis, L. Oliver, J. Smith, W. Toki

Determinations of� and Direct CP Violation.
M. Giorgi, H. Jawahery, F. LeDiberder, D. London, A. Soni

Methods of Measuring
P. Dauncey, R. Fleischer, L. Lanceri

SemileptonicB Decays and the Extraction ofVub, Vcb from B decays
T. Mannel, M. Neubert, K. Schubert, M. Witherell

RareB Decays within the Standard Model
J. Hewett, A. Masiero, S. Playfer, S. Wagner

Hadronic B Meson Decays
I. Bigi, A. Petrov, P. Rankin, R. Waldi, D. Wyler

Non-CP B Physics
J. Chauveau, J. Izen, G. Martinelli, U. Nierste

Charm, � , QCD and Two-photon Physics
P. Burchat, F. Gilman, R. Peccei, A. Pich, A. Seiden

Overall Determinations of the CKM Matrix
G. Eigen, B. Grinstein, Y. Nir, M. Schune

In addition, Chapter 1 was convened by H. Quinn and Y. Nir; Chapter 2 was convened by A. Falk,
and Chapters 3 and 4 were convened by P. F. Harrison and M. Pia. Chapter 13 was convened by
J. Hewett, A. Masiero, and Y. Nir.
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1

A CP Violation Primer

This chapter is a primer on the subject ofCP violation. It is intended as an introductory background
for physicists joining the BABAR experiment. Much of the emphasis is on the physics relevant to
that experiment. However other related topics are briefly reviewed and summarized.

The subject ofCP symmetry and its violation is often referred to as one of the least understood
in particle physics. Perhaps a better statement would be to say that it is experimentally one of the
least constrained.CP symmetry violation is an expected consequence of the Standard Model with
three quark generations, but is one of the least well-tested parts of that model. The only part of
CP violation that currently is considered puzzling by theorists is the lack ofCP violation in strong
interactions. That subject is outside the realm of this document and of BABAR experiments. TheCP
violation that shows up in a small fraction of weak decays is accommodated simply in the three-
generation Standard Model Lagrangian. All it requires is thatCP is not imposed as a symmetry.

However, while it is known thatCP violation occurs, because it has been observed inK decays [1],
it is not yet known whether the pattern ofCP violation predicted by the minimal Standard Model
is the one found in nature. TheK-decay observations, together with other measurements, place
constraints on the parameters of the Standard Model mixing matrix (the CKM matrix [2, 3]) but
do not yet provide any test. A multitude ofCP -violating effects are expected inB decays, some
of which are very cleanly predicted by the Standard Model. If enough independent observations
of CP violation in B decays can be made then it will be possible to test the Standard Model
predictions forCP violation. Either the relationships between various measurements will be
consistent with the Standard Model predictions and fully determine the CKM parameters or there
will be no single choice of CKM parameters that is consistent with all measurements.

This latter case, of course, would be much more interesting. It would indicate that there is a
contribution of physics beyond the Standard Model. There may be enough information in the
pattern of the inconsistencies to learn something about the nature of the new physics contributions.
Thus the aim of the game is to measure enough quantities to impose redundant constraints on
Standard Model parameters, including particularly the convention-independent combinations of
CP -violating phases of CKM matrix elements.

One may well ask, after the many successes of the Standard Model, why one would expect
violations to show up in such a low-energy regime. The best answer is simply that it has not
yet been tested. Theorists will give a variety of further reasons. Many extensions of the Standard
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Model have additional sources ofCP -violating effects, or effects which change the relationship of
the measurable quantities to theCP -violating parameters of the Standard Model.

In addition there is one great puzzle in cosmology that relates toCP violation, and that is the
disappearance of antimatter from the Universe [4]. In grand unified theories, or even in the
Standard Model at sufficiently high temperatures, there are baryon number-violating processes.
If such processes are active then thermal equilibrium produces equal populations of particles and
antiparticles. Thus in modern theories of cosmology the net baryon number of the universe is zero
in the early high-temperature epochs. Today it is clearly not zero, at least in our local region.
A full discussion of the cosmological arguments is not possible here. It suffices to remark that
there is large class of theories in which the baryon number asymmetry is generated at the weak-
phase transition [5]. Such theories, however, must includeCP violation from sources beyond the
minimal Standard Model. Calculations made in that model show that it does not generate a large
enough matter-antimatter imbalance to produce the baryon number to entropy ratio observed in
the universe today. This is a hint thatCP violation from beyond Standard Model sources is worth
looking for. It is by no means a rigorous argument. There are theories in which baryon number is
generated at a much higher temperature and then protected from thermalization to zero byB � L

(baryon number minus lepton number) symmetry. Such theories do not in general require any new
low-energyCP -violation mechanism. Neither do they forbid it.

More generally, since there isCP violation in part of the theory, any extension of the Standard
Model cannot be required to beCP symmetric. Any additional fields in the theory bring possible
additionalCP -violating couplings. Even assumptions such as soft or spontaneousCP symmetry
breaking leave a wide range of possibilities. Further experimental constraints, from experiments
such as theB factory, are needed.

Section 1.1 begins by discussing the wayCP violation appears in a field theory Lagrangian [6].
Sections 1.2–1.6, follow the discussion in [7].1 Section 1.2 turns to the quantum mechanics and
time dependence of neutral meson systems, and Section 1.3 gives a model-independent treatment
of the possible types ofCP violation. Following that, Section 1.4 presents the Standard Model
version ofCP violation, and Section 1.5 gives the predictions and relationships for various decays
that arise from that theory. Finally, in Section 1.6, the situation forK-decays is reviewed.

1.1 CP Violation in Field Theories

1.1.1 Field Transformations

This section provides a basic introduction to the field theory basis ofCP symmetry breaking.
The fundamental point is thatCP symmetry is broken in any theory that has complex coupling

1For a recent, excellent, and very detailed review see [8].
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1.1CP Violation in Field Theories 3

constants in the Lagrangian which cannot be removed by any choice of phase redefinition of the
fields in the theory.

Three discrete operations are potential symmetries of a field theory Lagrangian [6]: Two of them,
parityandtime reversalare spacetime symmetries and constitute part of the Poincar´e group. Parity,
denoted byP , sends(t;x) ! (t;�x), reversing the handedness of space. Time reversal, denoted
by T , sends(t;x) ! (�t;x), interchanging the forward and backward light-cones. A third (non-
spacetime) discrete operation ischarge conjugation, denoted byC. This operation interchanges
particles and antiparticles. The combinationCP replaces a particle by its antiparticle and reverses
momentum and helicity. The combinationCPT is an exact symmetry in any local Lagrangian field
theory.

What is the status of these symmetry operations in the real world? From experiment, it is observed
that electromagnetic and strong interactions are symmetric with respect toP , C andT . The weak
interactions violateC andP separately, but preserveCP andT to a good approximation. Only
certain rare processes, all involving neutralK mesons, have been observed to exhibitCP violation.
All observations to date are consistent with exactCPT symmetry. (Gravitation couples to the
energy-momentum tensor and is thusC, P , andT invariant. This is supported by the universality
of the gravitational coupling for different types of matter, with different baryon number to mass
ratios.)

To understand whether a given theory can accommodateCP violation, one needs to know the
transformation properties of the fields under the various discrete symmetries. In particular for a
Dirac spinor:

P (t;x)P = 0 (t;�x); (1.1)

T (t;x)T = �13 (�t;x); (1.2)

C (t;x)C = �i( (t;x)02)T : (1.3)

The Lagrangian, being a Lorentz scalar, can only depend on terms bilinear in fermion fields (and
not on single fermion fields). The transformation properties of various fermion bilinears underCP

are summarized in the table below. Here the shorthand(�1)� � 1 for � = 0 and(�1)� � �1 for
� = 1; 2; 3 (namely,(�1)�a� = a�) is used.

term  i j i i
5 j  i

� j  i
�5 j

CP�transformed term  j i �i j5 i �(�1)� j� i �(�1)� j�5 i
(1.4)

Similarly, theCP transformation properties of scalar (H), pseudoscalar (A) and vector boson (W )
fields, and also of the derivative operator are given by

term H A W�� @�

CP�transformed term H �A �(�1)�W�� (�1)�@�
: (1.5)
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Taking into account the Lorentz invariance and hermiticity of the Lagrangian, the aboveCP

transformation rules imply that each of the combinations of fields and derivatives that appear in
the Lagrangian transforms underCP to its hermitian conjugate. However, there are coefficients in
front of these expressions which represent either coupling constants or particle masses and which
do not transform underCP . If any of these quantities are complex, then the coefficients in front
of CP -related terms are complex conjugates of each other. In such a case,CP is not necessarily
a good symmetry of the Lagrangian. When the rates of physical processes that depend on these
Lagrangian parameters are calculated, there can beCP -violating effects, namely rate differences
between pairs ofCP conjugate processes. Examples are given below.

Note, however, that not all Lagrangian phases are physically meaningful quantities. Consider
the Lagrangian that contains the most general set of complex coupling constants consistent with
all other symmetries in the theory. That is to sayCP symmetry is not imposed, and hence any
coupling is allowed to be complex (unless the Hermitian structure of the Lagrangian automatically
requires it to be real). Now any complex field in the Lagrangian can be redefined by an arbitrary
phase rotation; such rotations will not change the physics, but will change the phases of some set
of terms in the Lagrangian. Consider for example a typical Yukawa-type term,

yijH i j + hermitian conjugate: (1.6)

The phase ofyij can be changed by redefining the phase of any one of the three fieldsH;  i;  j that
enter this term. In general such redefinitions will also change the phase of any other terms in the
Lagrangian that involve these same fields, unless the complex conjugate field appears with the same
power in the same term. Some set of couplings can be made real by making such field redefinitions.
However if any non-zero phases for couplings remain after all possible field redefinitions have
been used to eliminate as many of them as possible, then there isCP violation. It is a matter
of simple counting for any Lagrangian to see whether this occurs. If all phases can be removed
in this way then that theory is automaticallyCP -conserving. In such a theory it is impossible
to introduce anyCP violations without adding fields or removing symmetries so that additional
couplings appear. (This is the case for the Standard Model with only two generations and a single
Higgs multiplet.)

If some phases survive the redefinitions, there is, in general, convention-dependence as to where
the complex phases appear. One can choose to make certain terms real and leave others complex,
but a different choice, related to the first by field redefinitions, has the same physical conse-
quences. Only those differences between pairs of phases that are unchanged by such redefinitions
are physically meaningful. How such phase differences manifest themselves asCP -violating
effects will be shown below. First some conventions and notation for neutralB mesons need
to be established.
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1.2 NeutralB Mesons 5

1.2 NeutralB Mesons

1.2.1 Mixing of NeutralB Mesons

This section treats the quantum mechanics of the two state system of neutralB mesons. Unless
otherwise specified, this discussion is completely model independent and does not depend on
Standard Model specific results. It will however use features of the flavor and weak-interaction
structure of the Standard Model, which will inevitably also be part of any extension of that theory.

The systems of interest are neutral self-conjugate pairs of mesons. There are two such sys-
tems involvingb quarks:Bd mesons, made from oneb-type quark or antiquark and oned type;
andBs mesons from oneb and ones. Like the neutralK mesons, the neutralB mesons are
complicated by the fact that different neutral states are relevant to the discussion of different
physical processes: there are two flavor eigenstates, which have definite quark content and are most
useful to understand particle production and particle decay processes; and there are eigenstates
of the Hamiltonian, namely states of definite mass and lifetime, which propagate through space
in a definite fashion. IfCP were a good symmetry, the mass eigenstates would also beCP

eigenstates, namely under aCP transformation they would transform into themselves with a
definite eigenvalue�1. But sinceCP is not a good symmetry, the mass eigenstates can be different
fromCP eigenstates (see further discussion below). In any case the mass eigenstates are not flavor
eigenstates, and so the flavor eigenstates are mixed with one another as they propagate through
space. The flavor eigenstates forBd areB0 = bd andB

0
= db. (The convention is thatB0 is the

isospin partner ofB+; therefore it contains theb quark. This is similar to theK mesons, whereK0,
the isospin partner ofK+, contains thes quark.) The conventional definitions for theBs system
areBs = bs andBs = sb. Unless explicitly stated the following general discussion applies to both
B systems, and a similar notation can be used also forK0 orD0 mesons. However, the two neutral
K mesons have very different lifetimes (while their masses are almost identical), so that it is more
convenient to define the states by the half-life,KL andKS for the long-lived and short-lived state,
respectively. For the neutralD mesons, the mixing rate is much slower than the decay rate so that
flavor eigenstates are the most convenient basis.

An arbitrary linear combination of the neutralB-meson flavor eigenstates,

ajB0i+ bjB0i; (1.7)

is governed by a time-dependent Schr¨odinger equation

i
d

dt

�
a

b

�
= H

�
a

b

�
� (M � i

2
�)
�
a

b

�
(1.8)

for whichM and� are2� 2 Hermitian matrices.CPT invariance guaranteesH11 = H22.
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6 ACP Violation Primer

The off-diagonal terms in these matrices,M12 and�12, are particularly important in the discus-
sion ofCP violation. They are the dispersive and absorbtive parts respectively of the transition
amplitude fromB0 toB

0
. (Note that both of these can be complex quantities because of complex

coupling constants.) In the Standard model these contributions arise from the box diagrams with
twoW exchanges. The large mass of theB makes the QCD calculation of these quantities much
more reliable than the corresponding calculation forK mixing. The dispersive part,M12, is clearly
short-distance dominated (i.e., large-quark momenta in the box diagram) and long-distance effects
are expected to be negligible. For the dispersive part, one calculates the cut of the quark box
diagram and uses the argument ofquark-hadron duality(see Chapter 2) to relate this quantity
to the corresponding hadronic quantity. This is similar to the calculation ofRe+e�, the ratio of
hadron to leptonic cross-sections fore+e� scattering. While there is no rigorous argument that
quark-hadron duality holds at a single energy scale (known as local quark-hadron duality), it can
be shown to be true when averaged over a sufficient range. However in a region where there are no
thresholds the value of this cut does not vary rapidly with energy and hence one expects the quark
calculation to be reliable. Combining heavy quark behavior with QCD calculation one obtains an
estimate for�12 that is expected to be valid up to corrections of order1=NC and/or�=mb where
NC = 3 is the number of colors and� is the scale that defines how the QCD coupling evolves with
energy. New physics effects, that is physics from additional diagrams that arise in models beyond
the Standard Model, are not expected to have significant effects on�12 because any additional
particles in such theories are required to be massive and hence do not give new cut contributions at
this scale, but such effects can significantly alterM12, as is discussed in Chapter 13, Section 13.2.

The lightBL and heavyBH mass eigenstates are given by

jBLi = pjB0i+ qjB0i; (1.9)

jBHi = pjB0i � qjB0i: (1.10)

The complex coefficientsp andq obey the normalization condition

jqj2 + jpj2 = 1: (1.11)

Note thatarg(q=p�) is just an overall common phase forjBLi and jBHi and has no physical
significance.

The mass difference�mB and width difference��B between the neutralB mesons are defined
as follows:

�mB � MH �ML; ��B � �H � �L; (1.12)

so that�mB is positive by definition. Finding the eigenvalues of (1.8), one gets

(�mB)
2 � 1

4
(��B)

2 = 4(jM12j2 � 1

4
j�12j2); (1.13)

�mB��B = 4Re(M12�
�
12): (1.14)
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1.2 NeutralB Mesons 7

The ratioq=p is given by

q

p
= ��mB � i

2
��B

2(M12 � i
2
�12)

= �2(M�
12 � i

2
��12)

�mB � i
2
��B

; (1.15)

1.2.2 Phase Conventions

(This section follows the discussion in [9].) The statesB0 andB
0

are related throughCP transfor-
mation:

CP jB0i = e2i�B jB0i; CP jB0i = e�2i�B jB0i: (1.16)

The phase�B is arbitrary. The freedom in defining it comes from the fact that flavor conservation
(in particularb-flavor) is a symmetry of the strong interactions. A phase transformation,

jB0
� i = e�i� jB0i; jB0

�i = e+i� jB0i; (1.17)

has therefore no physical effects. In the new basis,CP transformations take the form

(CP )�jB0
� i = e2i(�B��)jB0

�i; (CP )�jB0

�i = e�2i(�B��)jB0
� i: (1.18)

The various quantities discussed in this chapter change with the phase transformation (1.17):

M
�
12 = e2i�M12; ��12 = e2i��12; (q=p)� = e�2i�(q=p): (1.19)

Decay amplitudes, defined by
Af = hf jHjB0i; (1.20)

Af = hf jHjB0i; (1.21)

are also affected by the phase transformation (1.17):

(Af)� = e�i�Af ; (Af)� = e+i�Af : (1.22)

From the transformation of states (1.17), and the transformation ofq=p in (1.19), one learns that

jBL�i = ei�
0jBLi; jBH�i = ei�

0jBHi; (1.23)

namely both mass eigenstates are rotated by a common phase factor, which has no physical
significance.

Similar phase freedom exists in defining theCP transformation law for a possible final statef and
its CP conjugatee2i�ff . The quantity�f depends on the flavor content off and is related to the
quark flavor symmetries (c; u; s; d) of the strong interactions.
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8 ACP Violation Primer

However, the freedom in defining the phase of the flavor eigenstates (which are defined through
strong interactions only) does not mean that the full Lagrangian, which involves also weak inter-
actions, is invariant under such phase redefinitions. Indeed, the differences of flavor redefinition
phases appear as changes in the phases of the quark mixing matrix elements and of the Yukawa
couplings of quarks to Higgs fields (or any other Lagrangian terms that cause couplings between
different flavor eigenstates in more general models). While both(q=p) andAf acquire overall
phase redefinitions when these phase rotations are made, the quantity

� =
q

p

Af

Af
(1.24)

has a convention-independent phase that has physical significance, as will be seen when the possi-
ble types ofCP violations are examined below.

Another subtle point that has to do with the arbitrariness of the phase�B in theCP transformation
law (1.16) is the following. Ifjq=pj = 1, it is always possible to choose aCP transformation
(1.16) such that the mass eigenstates (1.9) and (1.10) are eigenstates of this transformation. Such
a definition is, however, not meaningful, because there is no relationship between the so-called
CP quantum numbers for state with different flavor content. For example, the stateBH can be
chosen to be odd under such an appropriately defined transformation, but can decay into a final
two-pion state (which is even under the conventionally definedCP transformation) even without
CP violating phases in the decay amplitude.

1.2.3 Time Evolution of NeutralBd Mesons

The two neutralBd mesons are expected to have a negligible difference in lifetime,

��Bd=�Bd = O(10�2): (1.25)

Note that��Bd has not been measured. The difference in width is produced by decay channels
common toB0 andB

0
. The branching ratios for such channels are at or below the level of10�3.

As various channels contribute with differing signs, one expects that their sum does not exceed the
individual level, hence��Bd � �Bd is a rather safe and model-independent assumption [10]. (For
B0
s mesons the lifetime difference may be significant [11].)

On the other hand,�mBd has been measured [12],

xd � �mBd=�Bd = 0:73� 0:05: (1.26)

From (1.25) and (1.26) one learns that, model-independently,

��B � �mB: (1.27)
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1.2 NeutralB Mesons 9

Equations (1.25) and (1.27) imply that, toO(10�2) accuracy, Eqs. (1.13), (1.14) and (1.15)
simplify into

�mB = 2jM12j; ��B = 2Re(M12�
�
12)=jM12j; (1.28)

q=p = �jM12j=M12: (1.29)

Any B state can then be written as an admixture of the statesBH andBL, and the amplitudes of
this admixture evolve in time

aH(t) = aH(0)e
�iMHte�

1
2
�H t; aL(t) = aL(0)e

�iMLte�
1
2
�Lt: (1.30)

A state which is created at timet = 0 as initially pureB0, is denotedjB0
physi, it hasaL(0) =

aH(0) = 1=(2p). Similarly an initially pureB
0
, jB0

physi, hasaL(0) = �aH(0) = 1=(2q). The time
evolution of these states is thus given by

jB0
phys(t)i = g+(t)jB0i+ (q=p)g�(t)jB0i; (1.31)

jB0

phys(t)i = (p=q)g�(t)jB0i+ g+(t)jB0i; (1.32)

where
g+(t) = e�iMte��t=2 cos(�mB t=2); (1.33)

g�(t) = e�iMte��t=2i sin(�mB t=2); (1.34)

andM = 1
2
(MH +ML).

For some purposes, it is useful to go beyond the leading approximation forq
p
, the relevant expres-

sion is:
q

p
= � M�

12

jM12j
�
1� 1

2
Im

�
�12

M12

��
: (1.35)

1.2.4 Two-Time Formalism for CoherentBB States

At aB factory, that is ane+e� collider operating at the� (4S) resonance, theB0 andB
0

mesons
produced from the decay of the� are in a coherentL = 1 state. One way to view this state is that
each of the two particles evolve in time as described above for a singleB. However they evolve
in phase, so that at any time, until one particle decays, there is always exactly oneB0 and one
B

0
present. (This is yet one more particle physics case of the classic Einstein-Podolsky-Rosen

situation.) However once one of the particles decays the other continues to evolve, and thus there
are possible events with twoB or twoB decays, whose probability is governed by the time between
the two decays.
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10 ACP Violation Primer

The two particles from the Upsilon decay are identified by the angle� that they make with thee�

beam direction in the Upsilon rest frame. Then the two-B state

S(tf ; tb) = 1p
2
fB0

phys(tf ; �; �)B
0

phys(tb; � � �; �+ �)

�B0

phys(tf ; �; �)B
0
phys(tb; � � �; �+ �)g sin(�) (1.36)

can be written as

S(tf ; tb) =
1p
2
e�(�=2+iM)(tf+tb)fcos[�mB(tf � tb)=2](B

0
fB

0

b �B
0

fB
0
b )

�i sin[�mB(tf � tb)=2](
p
q
B0
fB

0
b � q

p
B

0

fB
0

b)g sin(�f ); (1.37)

wheretf is the proper time of theBf , theB particle in the forward half-space at angle(�f <

�=2; �f) andtb is the proper time for the backward-movingBb, at(� � �f ; �f + �). Since theB’s
have equal (though back-to-back) momenta in this frame, until such time as one or the other of
these particles decaystf = tb and Eq. (1.37) contains oneB0 and oneB

0
. However decay stops

the clock for the decayed particle. Then the terms that depend onsin[�mB(tf � tb)=2] begin to
play a role.

From Eq. (1.37) one can derive the amplitude for decays where one of the twoB’s decays to any
statef1 at timet1 and the other decays tof2 at timet2. One obtains

A(t1; t2) =
1p
2
e�(�=2+iM)(t1+t2)�(t1; t2)fcos[�mB(t1 � t2)=2](A1A2 � A1A2)

�i sin[�mB(t1 � t2)=2](
p

q
A1A2 � q

p
A1A2)g sin(�1); (1.38)

whereAi is the amplitude for aB0 to decay to the statefi, Ai is the amplitude for aB
0

to decay
to thesamestatefi (see Eqs. (1.20) and (1.21)). Any state that identifies the flavor of the parent
B (‘tagging decays’) has eitherAf or Af = 0. (The fact that sin(2� � �) = -sin(�) is used to
write Eq. (1.38) with�1 running over angles(0; �).) In Eq. (1.38) to keep signs consistent with
Eq. (1.37) the shorthand

�(t1; t2) =
�
+1 t1 = tf ; t2 = tb,
�1 t1 = tb; t2 = tf

(1.39)

is introduced, but this overall sign factor will disappear in the rate.

It is now straightforward to calculate the time-dependent rate for producing the combined final
statesf1; f2. One finds

R(t1; t2) = Ce��(t1+t2)f(jA1j2 + jA1j2)(jA2j2 + jA2j2)� 4Re(q
p
A�
1A1)Re(q

p
A�
2A2)

� cos(�mB(t1 � t2))[(jA1j2 � jA1j2)(jA2j2 � jA2j2) + 4 Im(
q

p
A�
1A1) Im(

q

p
A�
2A2)] (1.40)

+2 sin(�mB(t1 � t2))[Im(
q

p
A�
1A1)(jA2j2 � jA2j2)� (jA1j2 � jA1j2) Im(

q

p
A�
2A2)]g:
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1.2 NeutralB Mesons 11

Here an integral over all directions for eitherB has been performed, so the angular dependence
has dropped out of the expressions, and an overall normalization factorC has appeared. The
approximationjq=pj = 1 has also been used.

To measureCP asymmetries one looks for events where oneB decays to a finalCP eigenstatefCP
at timetf , while the second decays to a tagging mode, that is a mode which identifies itsb-flavor,
at timettag. For example, take a tagging mode withA2 = 0, A2 = Atag. This then identifies the
otherB-particle as aB0 at timet2 = ttag at which the tag decay occurs. Note that this is true even
when the tag decay occurs after theCP eigenstate decay. In this case the state of the otherB at any
time tf < ttag must be just that mixture that, if it had not decayed, would have evolved to become
aB0 at timetf = ttag. The double time expression reduces to the form

R(ttag; tfCP ) = Ce��(ttag+tfCP )jAtagj2jAfCP j2f1 + j�fCP j2

+cos[�mB(tfCP � ttag)](1� j�fCP j2)� 2 sin[�mB(tfCP � ttag)] Im(�fCP )g (1.41)

where

�fCP �
q

p

AfCP
AfCP

= �fCP
q

p

AfCP
AfCP

: (1.42)

The second form for�fCP here uses the property

AfCP = �fCPAfCP ; (1.43)

where�fCP is theCP eigenvalue of the statefCP . The amplitudesAfCP andAfCP are related
by CP and differ only in the signs of the weak phase for each term, while�fCP = �1, so the
second form is useful in calculating the expected asymmetries, and explains the extra minus sign
that appears for aCP odd final state.

For the case where the tag final state hasA2 = 0, A2 = Atag, which identifies the second particle
as aB at timettag, an expression similar to Eq. (1.41) applies, except that the signs of both the
cosine and the sine terms are reversed. The fact thatjq=pj = 1 means that the amplitudes for the
two opposite tags are the same. Thus the difference of these rates divided by their sum, which
measures the time-dependentCP asymmetry[13], is given by

afCP =
(1� j�fCP j2) cos(�mBt)� 2 Im�fCP sin(�mBt)

1 + j�fCP j2
; (1.44)

wheret = tfCP � ttag.

It is useful to note that the above expressions can be integrated over the variable(t1+t2), which for
t1 � 0 andt2 � 0 can take values betweenjt1 � t2j and infinity. Thus one can fit the dependence
on the variablet1 � t2 without having to measure the� decay time. The fact that the variable
t1� t2 can be related to the distance between the locations of the two decays is of course the prime
reason for building an energy-asymmetric collider for theB factory. If one had to integrate over
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12 ACP Violation Primer

this variable as well all information on the coefficient ofsin(�mB(t1 � t2)) would be lost in the
above expressions, and the experiment would be sensitive only to thoseCP -violating effects that
give j�j 6= 1. (Note that this is a consequence of the coherent production of the twoB states, in a
hadronic environment, where theB’s are produced incoherently, time-integrated rates are always
integrals fromt = 0 to infinity and hence retain information about thesin(�mBt) behavior.)

1.3 The Three Types ofCP Violation in B Decays

The possible manifestations ofCP violation can be classified in a model-independent way:

1. CP violation in decay, which occurs in both charged and neutral decays, when the amplitude
for a decay and itsCP conjugate process have different magnitudes;

2. CP violation in mixing, which occurs when the two neutral mass eigenstates cannot be
chosen to beCP eigenstates;

3. CP violation in the interference between decays with and without mixing, which occurs
in decays into final states that are common toB0 andB

0
. (It often occurs in combination

with the other two types but, important for BABAR, there are cases when, to an excellent
approximation, it is the only effect.)

In each case it is useful to identify a particularCP -violating quantity that is independent of phase
conventions and discuss the types of processes that depend on this quantity.

1.3.1 CP Violation in Decay

For any final statef , the quantityjAf
Af
j is independent of phase conventions and physically mean-

ingful. There are two types of phases that may appear inAf andAf .

Complex parameters in any Lagrangian term that contributes to the amplitude will appear in
complex conjugate form in theCP conjugate amplitude. Thus their phases appear inAf and
Af with opposite signs. In the Standard Model these phases occur only in the CKM matrix which
is part of the electroweak sector of the theory, hence these are often called “weak phases.” The
weak phase of any single term is convention dependent. However the difference between the weak
phases in two different terms inAf is convention independent; the initial and final states are the
same for every term and thus any phase rotation of the fields that appear in these states will affect
all terms in the same way.
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1.3 The Three Types ofCP Violation in B Decays 13

A second type of phase can appear in scattering or decay amplitudes even when the Lagrangian is
real. Such phases do not violateCP , since they appear inAf andAf with the same sign. Their
origin is the possible contribution from intermediate on-shell states in the decay process, that is an
absorptive part of an amplitude that has contributions from coupled channels. Usually the dominant
rescattering is due to strong interactions, hence the designation “strong phases” for the phase shifts
so induced. Again only the relative strong phases of different terms in a scattering amplitude have
physical content, an overall phase rotation of the entire amplitude has no physical consequences.

Thus it is useful to write each contribution toA in three parts: its magnitudeAi, its weak-phase
term ei�i, and its strong phase termei�i . Then, if several amplitudes contribute toB0 ! f , the
amplitudeAf (see (1.20)) and theCP conjugate amplitudeAf (see (1.21)) are given by:

Af =
X
i

Aie
i(�i+�i); Af = e2i(�f��B)

X
i

Aie
i(�i��i); (1.45)

where�f and�B are defined in 1.2.2. (Iff is aCP eigenstate thene2i�f = �1 is itsCP eigenvalue.)
The convention-independent quantity is then

�����
Af

Af

����� =
�����
P
iAie

i(�i��i)P
iAie

i(�i+�i)

����� : (1.46)

WhenCP is conserved, the weak phases�i are all equal. Therefore, from Eq. (1.46) one sees that

jAf=Af j 6= 1 =) CP violation: (1.47)

This type ofCP violation is here calledCP violation in decay. It is often also calleddirect
CP violation. It results from theCP -violating interference among various terms in the decay
amplitude. From Eq. (1.46) it can be seen that aCP violation of this type will not occur unless at
least two terms that have different weak phases acquire different strong phases, since:

jAj2 � jAj2 = �2
X
i;j

AiAj sin(�i � �j) sin(�i � �j): (1.48)

Any CP asymmetries in chargedB decays,

af =
�(B+ ! f)� �(B� ! f)

�(B+ ! f) + �(B� ! f)
; (1.49)

are fromCP violation in decay. In terms of the decay amplitudes

af =
1� jA=Aj2
1 + jA=Aj2 : (1.50)

CP violation in decays can also occur for neutral meson decays, where it competes with the other
two types ofCP violation effects described below. There is as yet no unambiguous experimental
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evidence forCP violation in decays. (As explained in 1.6.3, a measurement ofRe "0K 6= 0 would
constitute such evidence.)

The magnitude and strong phase of any amplitude involve long distance strong interaction physics,
and cannot be calculated from first principles. Thus quantities that depend only on the weak phases
are much cleaner than those that require knowledge of the relative magnitudes or strong phases of
various amplitude contributions. There is however a large literature and considerable theoretical
effort that goes into the calculation of amplitudes and strong phases. In many cases one can only
relate experiment to Standard Model parameters through such calculations. The techniques that
are used are expected to be more accurate forB decays than forK decays because of the larger
B mass, but theoretical uncertainty remains significant. The calculations generally contain two
parts. First, the operator product expansion and QCD perturbation theory are used to write any
underlying quark process as a sum of local quark operators with well-determined coefficients.
Second, the matrix elements of the operators between the initial and final hadron states must be
calculated. This is where the theory is weakest and the results most model dependent. Ideally
lattice calculations should be able to provide accurate determinations for the matrix elements, and
in certain cases this is already true, but much remains to be done. In the following chapter an
overview of the principal methods used in such calculations is given. Further details on the status
of various theoretical approaches are presented in relevant chapters and in the appendices.

1.3.2 CP Violation in Mixing

A second quantity that is independent of phase conventions and physically meaningful is

�����qp
�����
2

=

�����M
�
12 � i

2
��12

M12 � i
2
�12

����� : (1.51)

WhenCP is conserved, the mass eigenstates must beCP eigenstates. In that case the relative phase
betweenM12 and�12 vanishes. Therefore, Eq. (1.51) implies

jq=pj 6= 1 =) CP violation: (1.52)

This type ofCP violation is here calledCP violation in mixing; it is often referred to asindirect
CP violation. It results from the mass eigenstates being different from theCP eigenstates.CP
violation in mixing has been observed unambiguously in the neutral kaon system.

For the neutralB system, this effect could be observed through the asymmetries in semileptonic
decays:

asl =
�(B

0

phys(t)! `+�X)� �(B0
phys(t)! `��X)

�(B
0

phys(t)! `+�X) + �(B0
phys(t)! `��X)

: (1.53)
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In terms ofjq=pj,
asl =

1� jq=pj4
1 + jq=pj4 ; (1.54)

which follows from

h`��XjHjB0
phys(t)i = (q=p)g�(t)A

�; h`+�XjHjB0

phys(t)i = (p=q)g�(t)A: (1.55)

As can be seen from the discussion in Section 1.2.3, effects ofCP violation in mixing in neutral
Bd decays, such as the asymmetries in semileptonic decays, are expected to be small,O(10�2).
Moreover, to calculate the deviation ofq=p from a pure phase, one needs to calculate�12 andM12.
This involves large hadronic uncertainties, in particular in the hadronization models for�12. The
overall uncertainty is easily a factor of 2–3 injq=pj � 1 [10]. Thus even if such asymmetries are
observed, it will be difficult to relate their rates to fundamental CKM parameters.

1.3.3 CP Violation in the Interference Between Decays With and Without
Mixing

Finally, consider neutralB decays into finalCP eigenstates,fCP [14, 15, 16]. Such states are
accessible in bothB0 andB

0
decays. The quantity of interest here that is independent of phase

conventions and physically meaningful is� of Eq. (1.42),� = �fCP
q

p

A
fCP

AfCP
. WhenCP is conserved,

jq=pj = 1, jAfCP =AfCP j = 1, and furthermore, the relative phase between(q=p) and(AfCP =AfCP )
vanishes. Therefore, Eq. (1.42) implies

� 6= �1 =) CP violation: (1.56)

Note that bothCP violation in decay (1.47) andCP violation in mixing (1.52) lead to (1.56)
throughj�j 6= 1. However, it is possible that, to a good approximation,jq=pj = 1 andjA=Aj = 1,
yet there isCP violation:

j�j = 1; Im� 6= 0: (1.57)

This type ofCP violation is calledCP violation in the interference between decays with and
without mixinghere; sometimes this is abbreviated as “interference between mixing and decay.”
As explained in Section 1.6, this type ofCP violation has also been observed in the neutral kaon
system.

For the neutralB system,CP violation in the interference between decays with and without mixing
can be observed by comparing decays into finalCP eigenstates of a time-evolving neutralB state
that begins at time zero asB0 to those of the state that begins as aB

0
:

afCP =
�(B0

phys(t)! fCP )� �(B
0

phys(t)! fCP )

�(B0
phys(t)! fCP ) + �(B

0

phys(t)! fCP )
: (1.58)
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It was shown above (1.44) that this time-dependent asymmetry is given by:

afCP =
(1� j�fCP j2) cos(�mBt)� 2 Im�fCP sin(�mBt)

1 + j�fCP j2
: (1.59)

This asymmetry will be non-vanishing if any of the three types ofCP violation are present. How-
ever, for decays such thatj�j = 1 (the ‘clean’ modes — see below), (1.44) simplifies considerably:

afCP = �Im�fCP sin(�mB t) : (1.60)

One point concerning this type of asymmetries is worth clarifying. Consider the decay amplitudes
ofB0 into two different finalCP eigenstates,Aa andAb. A non-vanishing difference between�a�a
and�b�b,

�a�a � �b�b =
q

p

 
Aa

Aa
� Ab
Ab

!
6= 0; (1.61)

would establish the existence ofCP violation in�b = 1 processes. For this reason, this type of
CP violation is also called sometimes “directCP violation.” Yet, unlike the case ofCP violation
in decay, no nontrivial strong phases are necessary. The richness of possible finalCP eigenstates
in B decays makes it very likely that various asymmetries will exhibit (1.61). (A measurement
of B(KL ! ���) >� 10�11 can establish the existence [17, 18, 19] of a similar effect, a�s = 1
CP violation that does not depend on strong phase shifts.) Either this type of observation or the
observation ofCP violation in decay would rule out superweak models forCP violation.

CP violation in the interference between decays with and without mixing can be cleanly related to
Lagrangian parameters when it occurs with noCP violation in decay. In particular, forBd decays
that are dominated by a singleCP -violating phase, so that the effect ofCP violation in decay is
negligible,afCP is cleanly translated into a value forIm� (see (1.60)) which, in turn, is cleanly
interpreted in terms of purely electroweak Lagrangian parameters. (As discussed below,Im"K
which describesCP violation in the interference between decays with and without mixing in the
K system, is cleanly translated into a value of�12, the phase betweenM12(K) and�12(K). It is
difficult, however, to interpret�12 cleanly in terms of electroweak Lagrangian parameters.)

When there isCP violation in decay at the same time as in the interference between decays with
and without mixing, the asymmetry (1.58) depends also on the ratio of the different amplitudes
and their relative strong phases, and thus the prediction has hadronic uncertainties. In some cases,
however, it is possible to remove any large hadronic uncertainties by measuring several isospin-
related rates (seee.g.,[20, 21, 22]) and thereby extract a clean measurement of CKM phases. This
is discussed in further detail in Chapters 5 and particularly 6.

There are also many final states forB decay that haveCP self-conjugate particle content but are not
CP eigenstates because they contain admixtures of different angular momenta and hence different
parities. In certain cases angular analyses of the final state can be used to determine the amplitudes
for each differentCP contribution separately. Such final states can then also be used for clean
comparison with theoretical models [23]. This is discussed in more detail in Chapter 5.
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1.4 CP Violation in the Standard Model

1.4.1 The CKM Picture ofCP Violation

In the Standard Model (SM) [24] ofSU(3)C � SU(2)L � U(1)Y gauge symmetry with three
fermion generations,CP violation arises from a single phase in the mixing matrix for quarks [3].
Each quark generation consists of three multiplets:

QI
L =

�
U I
L

DI
L

�
= (3; 2)+1=6; uIR = (3; 1)+2=3; dIR = (3; 1)�1=3; (1.62)

where(3; 2)+1=6 denotes a triplet ofSU(3)C , doublet ofSU(2)L with hyperchargeY = Q� T3 =
+1=6, and similarly for the other representations. The interactions of quarks with theSU(2)L
gauge bosons are given by

LW = �1

2
gQI

Li
��a1ijQ

I
LjW

a
� ; (1.63)

where� operates in Lorentz space,�a operates inSU(2)L space and1 is the unit matrix operating
in generation (flavor) space. This unit matrix is written explicitly to make the transformation to
mass eigenbasis clearer. The interactions of quarks with the single Higgs scalar doublet�(1; 2)+1=2
of the Standard Model are given by

LY = �GijQ
I
Li�d

I
Rj � FijQ

I
Li
~�uIRj +Hermitian conjugate; (1.64)

whereG andF are generalcomplex3 � 3 matrices. Their complex nature is the source ofCP

violation in the Standard Model. With the spontaneous symmetry breaking,SU(2)L � U(1)Y !
U(1)EM due toh�i 6= 0, the two components of the quark doublet become distinguishable, as are
the three members of theW � triplet. The charged current interaction in (1.63) is given by

LW = �
s
1

2
guILi

�
1ijd

I
LjW

+
� + h:c:: (1.65)

The mass terms that arise from the replacementRe(�0)!
q

1
2
(v +H0) in (1.64) are given by

LM = �
s
1

2
vGijd

I
Lid

I
Rj �

s
1

2
vFiju

I
Liu

I
Rj +Hermitian conjugate; (1.66)

namely
Md = Gv=

p
2; Mu = Fv=

p
2: (1.67)

The phase information is now contained in these mass matrices. To transform to the mass eigen-
basis, one defines four unitary matrices such that

VdLMdV
y
dR =M

diag
d ; VuLMuV

y
uR =Mdiag

u ; (1.68)
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whereMdiag
q are diagonal and real, whileVqL andVqR are complex. The charged current interac-

tions (1.65) are given in the mass eigenbasis by

LW = �
s
1

2
guLi

�V ijdLjW
+
� + h:c:: (1.69)

(Quark fields with no superscript denote mass eigenbasis.) The matrixV = VuLV
y
dL is the (unitary)

mixing matrix for three quark generations. As such, it generally depends on nine parameters: three
can be chosen as real angles (like the Cabibbo angle) and six are phases. However, one may reduce
the number of phases inV by a transformation

V =) V = PuV P
�
d ; (1.70)

wherePu andPd are diagonal phase matrices. This is a legitimate transformation because it
amounts to redefining the phases of the quark-mass-eigenstate fields, as was discussed earlier:

qLi ! (Pq)iiqLi; qRi ! (Pq)iiqRi; (1.71)

which does not change the real diagonal mass matrixMdiag
q . The five phase differences among

the elements ofPu andPd can be chosen so that the transformation (1.70) eliminates five of the
six independent phases fromV ; thusV has one irremovable phase. This phase is called the
Kobayashi-Maskawa phase [3],�KM, and the mixing matrix is called the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-
Maskawa (CKM) matrix [2]. It is interesting to note that the same procedure applied to a two-
generation Standard Model Lagrangian with a single Higgs field would remove allCP -violating
phases — that theory could not accommodateCP violation without the addition of extra fields.
It was this observation that led Kobayashi and Maskawa to suggest a third quark generation long
before there was any experimental evidence for it.

The irremovable phase in the CKM matrix allows possibleCP violation. To see this, recall theCP
transformation laws (1.4) and (1.5),

 i j !  j i;  i
�W�(1� 5) j !  j

�W�(1� 5) i: (1.72)

Thus the mass terms and gauge interactions are obviouslyCP invariant if all the masses and
couplings are all real. In particular, consider the coupling ofW� to quarks. It has the form

gVijui�W
+�(1� 5)dj + gV �

ijdj�W
��(1� 5)ui: (1.73)

TheCP operation interchanges the two terms except thatVij andV �
ij are not interchanged. Thus,

CP is a good symmetry only if there is a mass basis and choice of phase convention where all
couplings and masses are real.

CP is not necessarily violated in the three generation Standard Model. If two quarks of the same
charge had equal masses, one mixing angle and the phase could be removed fromV . This can be
written as a condition on quark mass differences:CP violation requires

(m2
t �m2

c)(m
2
c �m2

u)(m
2
t �m2

u)(m
2
b �m2

s)(m
2
s �m2

d)(m
2
b �m2

d) 6= 0: (1.74)
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(The squared masses appear here because the sign of a fermion mass term is not physical.) Like-
wise, if the value of any of the three mixing angles were 0 or�=2, then the phase could be removed.
Finally, CP would not be violated if the value of the single phase were 0 or�. These last eight
conditions are elegantly incorporated into one, parameterization-independent, condition [25]. To
find this condition, note that unitarity of the CKM matrix,V V y = 1, requires that for any choice
of i; j; k; l = 1; 2; 3

Im[VijVklV
�
ilV

�
kj] = J

3X
m;n=1

�ikm�jln: (1.75)

Then, the conditions on the mixing parameters are summarized by

J 6= 0: (1.76)

The fourteen conditions incorporated in (1.74) and (1.76) can all be written as a single requirement
of the mass matrices in the interaction basis [25]:

Imfdet[MdM
y
d ;MuM

y
u]g 6= 0 , CP violation: (1.77)

This is a convention-independent condition. The quantityJ is of much interest in the study of
CP violation from the CKM matrix. The maximum value thatJ could in principle assume is
1=(6

p
3) � 0:1, but it is found to be<� 4� 10�5, providing a concrete meaning to the notion that

CP violation in the Standard Model is small.

The fact that the three generation Standard Model with a single Higgs multiplet contains only
a single independentCP -violating phase makes the possibleCP -violating effects in this theory
all very closely related. It is this that makes the pattern ofCP violations inB decays strongly
constrained in this model. The goal of theB factory is to test whether this pattern occurs.

1.4.2 Unitarity of the CKM Matrix

The unitarity of the CKM matrix is manifest using an explicit parameterization. There are various
useful ways to parameterize it, but the standard choice is the following [26]:

V =

0
B@ c12c13 s12c13 s13e

�i�

�s12c23 � c12s23s13e
i� c12c23 � s12s23s13e

i� s23c13
s12s23 � c12c23s13e

i� �c12s23 � s12c23s13e
i� c23c13

1
CA ; (1.78)

wherecij � cos �ij andsij � sin �ij. In this parameterization

J = c12c23c
2
13s12s23s13 sin �: (1.79)

This shows explicitly the requirement that all mixing angles are different from0; �=2 and� 6= 0; �.
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The unitarity of the CKM matrix implies various relations among its elements. A full list of these
relations can be found in Ref. [8]. Three of them are very useful for understanding the Standard
Model predictions forCP violation:

VudV
�
us + VcdV

�
cs + VtdV

�
ts = 0; (1.80)

VusV
�
ub + VcsV

�
cb + VtsV

�
tb = 0; (1.81)

VudV
�
ub + VcdV

�
cb + VtdV

�
tb = 0: (1.82)

Each of these three relations requires the sum of three complex quantities to vanish and so can be
geometrically represented in the complex plane as a triangle. These are “the unitarity triangles.”
Note that the term “Unitarity Triangle” is reserved for the relation (1.82) only (for reasons soon to
be understood).

(c)

(b)

(a)

7204A47–92

Figure 1-1. The three unitarity triangles a)VidV �
is = 0, b)VisV �

ib = 0, and c)VidV �
ib = 0, drawn to

a common scale.

It is instructive to draw the three triangles, knowing the experimental values (within errors) for the
variousjVijj. This is done in Fig. 1-1. In the first two triangles, one side is much shorter than the
other two, and so they almost collapse to a line. This would give an intuitive understanding of why
CP violation is small in the leadingK decays (the first triangle) and in the leadingBs decays (the
second triangle). Decays related to the short sides of these triangles (for example,KL ! ���)
are rare but could exhibit significantCP violation. The most exciting physics ofCP violation
lies in theB system, related to the third triangle. The openness of this triangle predicts largeCP

asymmetries inB decays.

Equation (1.75) has striking implications for the unitarity triangles:

1. All unitarity triangles are equal in area.

2. The area of each unitarity triangle equalsjJ j=2.

3. The sign ofJ gives the direction of the complex vectors.
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ρ
γ β

α

Aη

(b) 7204A5
7–92

1

VtdVtb
∗

|VcdVcb|∗
VudVub

∗

|VcdVcb|∗

VudVub
∗

VtdVtb
∗

VcdVcb
∗

α

β

γ

0
0

(a)

Figure 1-2. The rescaled Unitarity Triangle, all sides divided byV �
cbVcd.

The rescaled Unitarity Triangle (Fig. 1-2) is derived from (1.82) by (a) choosing a phase convention
such that(VcdV �

cb) is real, and (b) dividing the lengths of all sides byjVcdV �
cbj; (a) aligns one side

of the triangle with the real axis, and (b) makes the length of this side 1. The form of the triangle
is unchanged. Two vertices of the rescaled Unitarity Triangle are thus fixed at (0,0) and (1,0). The
coordinates of the remaining vertex are denoted by(�; �). It is customary these days to express the
CKM-matrix in terms of four Wolfenstein parameters(�;A; �; �) with � = jVusj = 0:22 playing
the role of an expansion parameter and� representing theCP -violating phase [27]:

V =

0
B@

1� �2

2
� A�3(�� i�)

�� 1� �2

2
A�2

A�3(1� �� i�) �A�2 1

1
CA+O(�4): (1.83)

� is small, and for each element inV , the expansion parameter is actually�2. Hence it is sufficient
to keep only the first few terms in this expansion. The relation between the parameters of (1.78)
and (1.83) is given by

s12 � �; s23 � A�2; s13e
�i� � A�3(�� i�): (1.84)

This specifies the higher order terms in (1.83).
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The definition of (�;A; �; �) given in (1.84) is useful because it allows an elegant improvement of
the accuracy of the original Wolfenstein parameterization. In particular, up to O(�6) corrections,

Vus = �; Vcb = A�2; Vub = A�3(�� i�); (1.85)

Vtd = A�3(1� �� i�); (1.86)

ImVcd = �A2�5�; ImVts = �A�4�; (1.87)

where
� = �(1� �2=2); � = �(1� �2=2): (1.88)

These are excellent approximations to the exact expressions [28]. Depicting the rescaled Unitarity
Triangle in the(�; �) plane, the lengths of the two complex sides are

Rb �
q
�2 + �2 =

1� �2=2

�

����VubVcb

���� ; Rt �
q
(1� �)2 + �2 =

1

�

����VtdVcb
���� : (1.89)

The three angles of the Unitarity Triangle are denoted by�; � and [29]:

� � arg

"
� VtdV

�
tb

VudV
�
ub

#
; � � arg

"
�VcdV

�
cb

VtdV
�
tb

#
; (1.90)

The third angle is then

 � arg

"
�VudV

�
ub

VcdV
�
cb

#
� � � �� �: (1.91)

These are physical quantities and, as discussed below, can be measured byCP asymmetries in
variousB decays. The consistency of the various measurements provide tests of the Standard
Model.

The angle� gives, to a good approximation, the Standard Model phase between the neutralB

mixing amplitude and its leading decay amplitudes. It is interesting to define the analog phases for
theBs meson,�s, and theK meson,�K :

�s � arg

"
�VtsV

�
tb

VcsV
�
cb

#
; �K � arg

"
� VcsV

�
cd

VusV
�
ud

#
: (1.92)

The angles�s and�K can be seen to be the small angles of the second and first unitarity triangles,
(1.81) and (1.80), respectively.

It is straightforward to express the angles of the triangle in terms of� and�. For example, the
following two relations are useful:

sin 2� =
2�[�2 + �(�� 1)]

[�2 + (1� �)2][�2 + �2]
; sin 2� =

2�(1� �)

�2 + (1� �)2
: (1.93)
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Note that unitarity is a fundamental property of any field theory. When one speaks of testing the
unitarity of the CKM matrix one is not looking for violations of unitarity, but for violations of
the consequences of unitarity in the three generation theory. Such violations would simply imply
the presence of other channels, particles not included in the Standard Model theory, contributing
in some way to the decays under study. To call these effects “unitarity violations” is perhaps
misleading, but it is the common terminology of the field.

1.4.3 Measuring CKM Parameters withCP -Conserving Processes

Six of the nine absolute values of the CKM entries are measured directly, namely by tree-level
processes. (All numbers below are taken from [12].) Nuclear beta decays give

jVudj = 0:9736� 0:0010: (1.94)

Semileptonic kaon and hyperon decays give

jVusj = 0:2205� 0:0018: (1.95)

Neutrino and antineutrino production of charm off valenced quarks give

jVcdj = 0:224� 0:016: (1.96)

SemileptonicD decays give
jVcsj = 1:01� 0:18 (1.97)

Semileptonic exclusive and inclusiveB decays give

jVcbj = 0:041� 0:003: (1.98)

The endpoint spectrum in semileptonicB decays gives

jVub=Vcbj = 0:08� 0:02: (1.99)

Using unitarity constraints, one can narrow some of the above ranges (most noticeably, that of
jVcsj) and put constraints on the top mixingsjVtij. The full information on the absolute values of
the CKM elements (as given by [12]) from both direct measurements and three generation unitarity
is summarized by

jV j =
0
B@ 0:9745� 0:9757 0:219� 0:224 0:002� 0:005

0:218� 0:224 0:9736� 0:9750 0:036� 0:046
0:004� 0:014 0:034� 0:046 0:9989� 0:9993

1
CA : (1.100)

Note that the only large uncertainties are injVubj andjVtdj. However, the two are related through
(1.82). Thus, the unitarity triangle is a very convenient tool for presenting constraints from indirect
measurements on the most poorly determined parameters.
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The most usefulCP conserving indirect measurement, namely a Standard Model loop level pro-
cess, is mixing in theB0 � B

0
system. The experimental result is

xd � �mB

�B0

= 0:73� 0:05: (1.101)

Note that this value averages over measurements at the� (4S) of

�d �
�(B0 ! `�X)

�(B0 ! `�X)
=

x2d
2(1 + x2d)

; (1.102)

and measurements at theZ0 of
�mB = xd=�B0 : (1.103)

The Standard Model accounts for this quantity by the box diagrams with intermediate top quarks
[30]:

M12 = � G2
F

12�2
�mB(BBf

2
B)m

2
t f2(m

2
t =m

2
W )(VtbV

�
td)

2e�2i�B ; (1.104)

xd = 2�bjM12j: (1.105)

In Eq. (1.104) the quantity� is a QCD correction factor andf2(y) is a kinematic function calculated
from the box diagrams. Both are positive quantities. Using [12]BBf

2
B = (1:2 � 0:2)(173 �

40MeV )2 andmt = 174� 16 GeV as input, (1.105) gives

jV �
tbVtdj = 0:009� 0:003; (1.106)

which significantly improves over the unitarity constraint (1.100).

The above ranges for theVij ’s give the following 90% CL range for theCP -violating measurejJ j:
jJ j = (3:0� 1:3)� 10�5 sin �: (1.107)

1.5 ExpectedCP Asymmetries — Standard Model Predictions

1.5.1 CP Violation in Mixing

As mentioned above, in theBd system the result�12 � M12 is model independent. Moreover,
within the Standard Model and assuming that the box diagram (with a cut) is appropriate to
estimate�12, one can actually calculate the two quantities from the quark diagrams of Fig. 1-3.
The calculation gives [10]

�12

M12

= �3�

2

1

f2(m2
t=m

2
W )

m2
b

m2
t

 
1 +

8

3

m2
c

m2
b

VcbV
�
cd

VtbV
�
td

!
: (1.108)
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This confirms the order of magnitude estimate,j�12=M12j <� 10�2. The deviation ofjq=pj from
unity is proportional toIm(�12=M12) which is even further suppressed by another order of mag-
nitude. Thus, to a very good approximation,

q

p
= � M�

12

jM12j
=
V �
tbVtd

VtbV
�
td

e2i�B : (1.109)

Note that (1.108) allows an estimate ofCP violation in mixing, namely

1�
�����qp
����� = 1

2
Im �12

M12

=
4�

f2(m2
t=m

2
W )

m2
c

m2
t

J

jVtbV �
tdj2

� 10�3: (1.110)

The last term is the ratio of the area of the Unitarity Triangle to the length of one of its sides
squared, so it isO(1). The only suppression factor is then(m2

c=m
2
t ). The uncertainty in the

calculation comes from the use of a quark diagram to describe�12 and could easily be of order
30%, but not three orders of magnitude. (A similar expression to (1.109) holds forBs, except that
the last terms isJ=jVtbV �

tsj2 � 10�2, as can be seen from the relevant unitarity triangle in Fig. 1-1.)

1.5.2 Decay-Amplitude Weak-Phase Structure

Most channels have contributions from both tree and three types of penguin diagrams [31]. The
latter are classified according to the identity of the quark in the loop, as diagrams with different
intermediate quarks may have both different strong phases and different weak phases. On the
other hand, the subdivision of tree processes into spectator, exchange, and annihilation diagrams
is unimportant in this respect since they all carry the same weak phase. In addition to gluonic
penguins there are also electroweak penguin contributions, with a photon orZ boson. In certain
cases the latter contribution can be significant because it is enhanced by a factorM2

t =M
2
Z which

partially compensates the relative suppression of electroweak versus QCD couplings.
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Figure 1-3. Quark diagrams contributing tob decays.

Figure 1-3 shows the quark diagrams for tree, penguin and electroweak penguin contributions.
While quark diagrams can be easily classified in this way, the description ofB decays is not so
neatly divided into tree and penguin contributions once long distance physics effects are taken into
account. Rescattering processes can change the quark content of the final state and confuse the
identification of a contribution. There is no physical distinction between rescattered tree diagrams
and long-distance contributions to the cuts of a penguin diagram. While these issues complicate
estimates of various rates they can always be avoided in describing the weak-phase structure of
B-decay amplitudes. The decay amplitudes forb ! qqq0 can always be written as a sum of three
terms with definite CKM coefficients:

A(qqq0) = VtbV
�
tq0P

t
q0 + VcbV

�
cq0(Tccq0�qc + P c

q0) + VubV
�
uq0(Tuuq0�qu + P u

q0): (1.111)

HereP andT denote contributions from tree and penguin diagrams, excluding the CKM factors.
As they stand, theP terms are not well defined because of the divergences of the penguin diagrams.
Only differences of penguin diagrams are finite and well defined. (However, as will be seen,
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introduction of a common high momentum cut off in the loop diagrams does not affect the final
answer, since it depends only on differences of penguin amplitudes. This can be seen by using
Eqs. (1.81) and (1.82) to eliminate one of the three terms, by writing its CKM coefficient as minus
the sum of the other two.

In the case ofqqs decays it is convenient to remove theVtbV �
ts term. Then

A(ccs) = VcbV
�
cs(Tccs + P c

s � P t
s) + VubV

�
us(P

u
s � P t

s);

A(uus) = VcbV
�
cs(P

c
s � P t

s) + VubV
�
us(Tuus + P u

s � P t
s); (1.112)

A(sss) = VcbV
�
cs(P

c
s � P t

s) + VubV
�
us(P

u
s � P t

s):

In these expressions only differences of penguin contributions occur, which makes the cancelation
of the ultraviolet divergences of these diagrams explicit. Further, the second term has a CKM
coefficient that is much smaller than the first. Hence this grouping is useful in classifying the
expected directCP violations. (Note that termsb! dds, which have only penguin contributions,
mix strongly with theuus terms and hence cannot be separated from them. ThusP terms in
A(uus) include contributions from bothdds anduus diagrams.)

In the case ofqqd decays the three CKM coefficients are all of similar magnitude. The convention
is then to retain theVtbV �

td term because, in the Standard Model, the phase difference between this
weak phase and half the mixing weak phase is zero. Thus only one unknown weak phase enters
the calculation of the interference between decays with and without mixing. One can choose to
eliminate whichever of the other terms does not have a tree contribution. In the casesq = s or
d, since neither has a tree contribution either term can be removed. Thus the amplitudes can be
written

A(ccd) = VtbV
�
td(P

t
d � P u

d ) + VcbV
�
cd(Tccd + P c

d � P u
d );

A(uud) = VtbV
�
td(P

t
d � P c

d ) + VubV
�
ud(Tuud + P u

d � P c
d ); (1.113)

A(ssd) = VtbV
�
td(P

t
d � P u

d ) + VcbV
�
cd(P

c
d � P u

d ):

Again only differences of penguin amplitudes occur. Furthermore the difference of penguin terms
that occurs in the second term would vanish if the charm and up quark masses were equal, and thus
is GIM (Glashow-Illiopoulos-Maiani) suppressed. However, particularly for in modes with no tree
contribution,(ssd), the interference of the two terms can still give significant directCP violation,
and thus complicate the simple predictions for the interference of decays with and without mixing
[32] obtained by ignoring this term.

The penguin processes all involve the emission of a neutral boson, either a gluon (strong penguins)
or a photon orZ boson (electroweak penguins). Excluding the CKM coefficients, the ratio of
the contribution from the difference between a top and light quark strong penguin diagram to the
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contribution from a tree diagram is of order

rPT =
P t � P light

Tqqq0
� �s

12�
ln
m2
t

m2
b

: (1.114)

This is a factor ofO(0:03). However this estimate does not include the effect of hadronic matrix
elements, which are the probability factor to produce a particular final state particle content from
a particular quark content. Since this probability differs for different kinematics, color flow, and
spin structures, it can be different for tree and penguin contributions and may partially compensate
the coupling constant suppression of the penguin term. Electroweak penguin difference terms are
even more suppressed since they have an additional�em=� or�w=� compared to tree diagrams, but
certainZ-contributions are enhanced by the large top quark mass and so can be non-negligible [33].

1.5.3 Low-Energy Effective Hamiltonians

The most efficient tool to analyzeB decays is that of the low-energy effective Hamiltonian. The
meaning and use of this tool is discussed further in the following chapter. Here the conventional
notations used for theB decay Hamiltonian are simply noted. This section is based on Ref. [34],
where a more detailed discussion can be found.

Low-energy effective Hamiltonians are constructed using the operator product expansion (OPE)
which yields transition matrix elements of the structure

hf jHeffjii /
X
k

hf jQk(�)jiiCk(�); (1.115)

where� denotes an appropriate renormalization scale. The OPE allows one to separate the “long-
distance” contributions to that decay amplitude from the “short-distance” parts. Whereas the
former pieces are not calculable and are relegated to the nonperturbative hadronic matrix elements
hf jQk(�)jii, the latter are described by perturbatively calculable Wilson coefficient functions
Ck(�).

In the case ofj�Bj = 1, �C = �U = 0 transitions one finds

Heff = Heff(�B = �1) +Heff(�B = �1)y (1.116)

with

Heff(�B = �1) = GFp
2

2
4 X
j=u;c

V �
jqVjb

(
2X

k=1

Q
jq
k Ck(�) +

10X
k=3

Q
q
k Ck(�)

)3
5 : (1.117)

HereGF denotes the Fermi constant, the renormalization scale� is of O(mb), the flavor label
q infd; sg corresponds tob ! d and b ! s transitions, respectively, andQjq

k are four-quark
operators that can be divided into three categories:
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(i) current-current operators:

Q
jq
1 = (q�j�)V–A(j�b�)V–A

Q
jq
2 = (q�j�)V–A(j�b�)V–A :

(1.118)

(ii) QCD penguin operators:

Q
q
3 = (q�b�)V–A

P
q0(q

0
�q

0
�)V–A

Q
q
4 = (q�b�)V–A

P
q0(q

0
�q

0
�)V–A

Q
q
5 = (q�b�)V–A

P
q0(q

0
�q

0
�)V+A

Q
q
6 = (q�b�)V–A

P
q0(q

0
�q

0
�)V+A :

(1.119)

(iii) EW penguin operators:

Q
q
7 = 3

2
(q�b�)V–A

P
q0 eq0(q

0
�q

0
�)V+A

Q
q
8 = 3

2
(q�b�) V–A

P
q0 eq0(q

0
�q

0
�)V+A

Q
q
9 = 3

2
(q�b�)V–A

P
q0 eq0(q

0
�q

0
�)V–A

Q
q
10 = 3

2
(q�b�) V–A

P
q0 eq0(q

0
�q

0
�)V–A:

(1.120)

Here� and� denoteSU(3)C color indices, V�A refers to the Lorentz structures�(1 � 5),
respectively,q0 runs over the quark flavors active at the scale� = O(mb), i.e., q0 infu; d; c; s; bg,
andeq0 are the corresponding electrical quark charges. The current-current, QCD, and EW penguin
operators are related to the tree, QCD, and EW penguin processes, depicted in Fig. 1-3.

In the case of transitions of the typeb ! quc andb ! qcu with q infd; sg, only current-current
operators contribute. The structure of the corresponding low-energy effective Hamiltonians is
completely analogous to (1.117). To obtain it, one replaces both the CKM factorsV �

jqVjb and
the flavor contents of the current-current operators (1.118) straightforwardly with the appropriate
quark flavor structure, and omits the sum over penguin operators.

1.5.4 Decay Asymmetry Predictions in the Standard Model —
General Patterns

As mentioned above, directCP violations require two contributions to the decay process which
differ in both their strong phases and their weak phases so thatjA=Aj 6= 1. Purely leptonic
and semileptonic decays are dominated by a single diagram and thus are unlikely to exhibit any
measurable directCP violation. Nonleptonic decays often have two terms that are comparable in
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magnitude and hence could have significant directCP violations. The theoretical calculation ofCP
asymmetries of the type (1.50) requires knowledge of strong phase shifts and of absolute values of
various amplitudes, as can be seen from (1.46). The estimates therefore necessarily have hadronic
uncertainties. In contrast, a clean relationship between measured asymmetries and CKM phases is
obtained when studyingCP violation in the interference between decays with and without mixing
for CP eigenstate modes dominated by a single term in the decay amplitude.

B decays can thus be grouped into five classes. Classes 1 and 2 are expected to have relatively
small directCP violations and hence are particularly interesting for extracting CKM parameters
from interference of decays with and without mixing. In the remaining three classes, directCP

violations could be significant and the neutral decay asymmetries cannot be cleanly interpreted in
terms of CKM phases.

1. Decays dominated by a single term:b ! ccs andb ! sss. The Standard Model cleanly
predicts zero (or very small) directCP violations because the second term is Cabibbo sup-
pressed. Any observation of large directCP -violating effects in these cases would be a clue
to beyond Standard Model physics. The modesB+ !  K+ andB+ ! �K+ are examples
of this class. The corresponding neutral modes have cleanly predicted relationships between
CKM parameters and the measured asymmetry from interference between decays with and
without mixing.

2. Decays with a small second term:b! ccd andb! uud. The expectation that penguin-only
contributions are suppressed compared to tree contributions suggests that these modes will
have small directCP violation effects, and an approximate prediction for the relationship
between measured asymmetries in neutral decays and CKM phases can be made.

3. Decays with a suppressed tree contribution:b ! uus. The tree amplitude is suppressed by
small mixing angles,VubV �

us. The no-tree term may be comparable or even dominate and
give large interference effects. An example isB ! �K.

4. Decays with no tree contribution:b ! ssd. Here the interference comes from penguin
contributions with different charge 2/3 quarks in the loop. An example isB ! KK.

5. Radiative decays:b ! s. The mechanism here is the same as in case4 except that the
leading contributions come from electromagnetic penguins. An example isB ! K�.

Recent CLEO results onB(B ! K�) andB(B ! ��) [35] suggest that the matrix element of
penguin operators is enhanced compared to that of tree operators. If this enhancement is significant,
then some of the decay modes listed in Class 2 might actually fit better to Class 3; that is it
becomes more difficult to relate a measured asymmetry to a CKM phase. For example, it is possible
that b ! uud decays have comparable contributions from tree and penguin amplitudes. On the
other hand, this would also mean that some modes listed in Class 3 could be dominated by a
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single penguin term. For such cases an approximate relationship between measured asymmetries
in neutral decays and CKM phases can be made. This is discussed in greater detail in Chapter 5.

It is useful to summarize all this discussion in two tables. The first table shows all cases for
b! qq0s while the second givesb! qq0d.

The last line in the first table of Table 1-1 are methods to measure the angle inBd ! DK decays.
These modes have no penguin contributions, but can have directCP violation due to interference
of D0 andD

0
in decays to common final states.D decays toc-flavor-distinguishing states are

then used to measure individual amplitude strengths. Thus the value of can be extracted, up to
a fourfold ambiguity, via these modes if rates are high enough to make the relevant measurements
accurately. These methods are discussed in more detail in Chapter 7. Again in the second table
of Table 1-1 the final entry refers to directCP violation studies inBd ! D� or Bs ! DK

decays through interference of commonD0 andD
0

channels [36, 37]. Here one of theB-decay
amplitudes is doubly Cabibbo suppressed, so the only hope for large interference effects is in a
channel which is a doubly Cabibbo-suppressed decay of the otherD state. Rates will be small, but
the directCP violation could be a large effect. Tagging via the secondB is necessary to identify
b-flavor. ChargedB ! D� can be similarly studied (with no tagging needed) [38].

1.5.5 Decay Asymmetry Predictions in the Standard Model —
Some Sample Modes

The decayB !  KS is an example of Class 1. A new ingredient in the analysis is the effect of
K �K mixing. For decays with a singleKS in the final state,K �K mixing is essential because
B0 ! K0 andB

0 ! K
0
, and interference is possible only due toK � K mixing. This adds a

factor of  
p

q

!
K

=
VcsV

�
cd

V �
csVcd

e�2i�K (1.121)

into (A=A). The quark subprocess inB
0 !  K

0
is b ! ccs which is dominated by theW -

mediated tree diagram:

A KS

A KS

= � KS

 
VcbV

�
cs

V �
cbVcs

! 
VcsV

�
cd

V �
csVcd

!
e�2i�B : (1.122)

TheCP eigenvalue of the state is� KS
= �1. Combining (1.109) and (1.122), one finds

�(B !  KS) = �
 
V �
tbVtd

VtbV
�
td

! 
VcbV

�
cs

V �
cbVcs

! 
V �
csVcb

VcsV
�
cb

!
=) Im� KS

= sin(2�): (1.123)

The second term in (1.112) is of orderrT sin2 �C for this decay and thus Eq. (1.123) is clean
of hadronic uncertainties toO(10�3). This measurement will thus give the theoretically cleanest
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Table 1-1. Decay modes forb! qq0s andb! qq0d
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determination of a CKM parameter, even cleaner than the determination ofsin �C fromK ! �`�.
(If B(KL ! ���) were measured, it would give a comparably clean determination ofsin� [39].)

The channelB !  K� has a similar amplitude structure, but, since the two vector particles can
have either even or odd relative angular momentum, the final state is not a pureCP eigenstate. The
two differentCP states can be separated by an analysis of the angular distribution of the decays
[23]. This requires more data to get a comparable accuracy forsin 2�, but on the other hand the
branching ratio to this channel is somewhat higher and it appears to be dominated by a singleCP

eigenstate [40], so it may in fact give comparably accurate and equally clean results.

A second example of a theoretically clean mode in Class 1 isB ! �KS. The quark subprocess
involves flavor changing neutral current and cannot proceed via a tree-level Standard Model dia-
gram. The leading contribution comes from penguin diagrams. The two terms in Eq. (1.112) are
now both differences of penguins, but the second term is CKM suppressed and thus of order0:02
compared to the first. ThusCP violation in the decay is at most a few percent and can be neglected
in the analysis of asymmetries in this channel. The analysis is similar to the KS case, and the
asymmetry is proportional tosin(2�).

The same quark subprocesses give theoretically cleanCP asymmetries also inBs decays. The list
of clean modes is given in Table 1-1.

The best known example of Class 2 isB ! ��. The quark subprocess isb ! uud which is
dominated by theW -mediated tree diagram. Neglecting for the moment the second, pure penguin,
term in Eq. (1.113) one finds

A��

A��
= ���

VubV
�
ud

V �
ubVud

e�2i�B : (1.124)

TheCP eigenvalue for two pions is+1. Combining (1.109) and (1.124), gives

�(B ! �+��) =

 
V �
tbVtd

VtbV
�
td

! 
V �
udVub

VudV
�
ub

!
=) Im��� = sin(2�): (1.125)

The pure penguin term in Eq. (1.113) has a weak phase,arg(V �
tdVtb), different from the term with

the tree contribution, so it modifies bothIm� and (if there are nontrivial strong phases)j�j. Recent
results from CLEO suggest that theB ! K� rate is comparable to or larger than theB ! �� rate.
This in turn indicates that the penguin contribution toB ! �� channel is significant, probably10%
or more. This then introducesCP violation in decay, unless the strong phases cancel (or are zero, as
suggested by factorization arguments). The resulting hadronic uncertainty can be eliminated using
isospin analysis [20]. This requires a measurement of the rates for the isospin-related channels
B+ ! �+�0 andB0 ! �0�0 as well as the correspondingCP conjugate processes. The rate for
�0�0 is expected to be small and the measurement is difficult, but even an upper bound on this rate
can be used to limit the magnitude of hadronic uncertainties.

Related but slightly more complicated channels with the same underlying quark structure areB !
�0�0 andB ! a01�

0. Again an analysis involving the isospin-related channels can be used to help
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eliminate hadronic uncertainties fromCP violations in the decays. Channels such as�� anda1�
could in principle also be studied, using angular analysis to determine the mixture ofCP -even and
CP -odd contributions.

The analysis ofB ! D+D� proceeds along very similar lines. The quark subprocess here is
b! ccd, and so the tree contribution gives

�(B ! D+D�) = �D+D�

 
V �
tbVtd

VtbV
�
td

! 
V �
cdVcb

VcdV
�
cb

!
=) Im�DD = � sin(2�) (1.126)

since�D+D� = +1. Again, there are hadronic uncertainties due to the pure penguin term in
(1.113), but they are estimated to be small. (See, however, [41].)

Now consider Class 4 decays, for example the caseB ! ��0. Here both terms in (1.113) are sig-
nificant, though the second is GIM suppressed; that is it would vanish if charm and up quark masses
were equal. Neglecting this term early studies predict noCP asymmetry in this channel in the Stan-
dard Model. However it has been shown that the presence of the second term can introduce asym-
metries that may be as large as 10% [32]. Hence this channel cannot readily be used to look for vio-
lations of Standard Model predictions, unless one can reliably bound the size of the penguin effects.

In all cases the above discussions have neglected the distinction between strong penguins and
electroweak penguins. The CKM phase structure of both types of penguins is the same. The only
place where this distinction becomes important is when an isospin argument is used to remove
hadronic uncertainties due to penguin contributions. These arguments are based on the fact that
gluons have isospin zero, and hence strong penguin processes have definite�I. Photons andZ-
bosons on the other hand contribute to more than one�I transition and hence cannot be separated
from tree terms by isospin analysis. In most cases electroweak penguins are small, typically no
more than ten percent of the corresponding strong penguins and so their effects can safely be
neglected. However in Cases 3 to 5, where tree contributions are small or absent, their effects may
need to be considered. A full review of the role of electroweak penguins inB decays has been
given by Fleischer [34].

1.5.6 Effects of Physics Beyond the Standard Model

A more detailed examination of the effects in a variety of theories beyond the Standard Model
is given in Chapter 13 of this book and in various reviews [42]. Here only some very general
observations are in order.

By now the Standard Model and its particle content are so well established that any future theory
will certainly contain them. However extensions that go beyond the Standard Model inevitably
introduce additional fields. Along with them there often come additional coupling constants
and hence the possibility of additionalCP -violating phases. Even if no new phases occur there
can be changes in the relationship between various physical quantities and CKM matrix element
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magnitudes and phases. Effects of physics beyond the Standard Model can manifest themselves
in two ways, as additional contributions to the mixing ofB0 andB

0
states, and/or as additional

contributions to some set of decays.

An additional contribution to the mixing would have two effects: a change in the relationship
betweenxd and jVtdVtbj which led to Eq. (1.106) and a change in the relationship between the
phase ofq=p and the phase ofVtbV �

td. However, since all�f have a common factorq=p, it would
not change the relative phases between various�f .

Additional contributions to the decays can only be unambiguously and model-independently ob-
served in cases where an amplitude is dominated by a single weak-phase term in the Standard
Model. Then such terms destroy the relationship between the asymmetry and a CKM matrix
phase and so lead to inconsistencies. For example, various modes that have the same Standard
Model asymmetry may actually give different asymmetries [43]. In cases where two competing
terms with different weak phases occur in the Standard Model expression, any additional term,
whatever its phase, can always be absorbed into these two terms, appearing simply as changes in
their magnitudes. Since these magnitudes cannot as yet be calculated in a model-independent and
reliable fashion, this makes it quite difficult to identify changes from the Standard Model in these
cases. However by a systematic study of expected patterns and improved theoretical calculations
of matrix elements, one may be able to identify the impact of contributions beyond the Standard
Model in these cases as well.

1.6 Some Comments about theK System

This section briefly reviews theK system in order to understand (a) the similarities and differences
between neutralK and neutralB mesons and (b) the implications ofCP violation as measured in
K decays for future measurements ofB decays.

1.6.1 The NeutralK System

In marked difference from the neutralB mesons, the neutralK meson states differ significantly in
their lifetimes:

�S = (0:8927� 0:0009)� 10�10 s; �L = (5:17� 0:04)� 10�8 s; (1.127)

where the sub-indicesS andL stand for the short-lived and long-lived mass eigenstates, respec-
tively. Indeed, for theK system it is more useful to define the eigenstates by the lifetimes,

jKSi = pjK0i+ qjK0i; (1.128)
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jKLi = pjK0i � qjK0i; (1.129)

namely��K < 0 by definition. (Thep; q coefficients are of course different in theB andK
systems. The notation(q=p)K for the ratio in theK system is used wherever the distinction is
necessary.) The mass difference in theK system is measured to be

�mK �ML �MS = (3:491� 0:009)� 10�15 GeV: (1.130)

Equations (1.127) and (1.130) provide a convenient empirical approximation:

��K � �2�mK ; (1.131)

which is quite different from theBd system (1.27).

The calculation of(q=p)K according to (1.15) proceeds a little differently than for theBd case. To
understand the situation in theK system, it is useful to define a phase�12 according to

M12

�12

� �
����M12

�12

���� ei�12 : (1.132)

SinceCP -violating effects in theK system are known to be small,�12 � 1, so that�12 can be
used as a small expansion parameter. To leading order in�12, Eqs. (1.13) and (1.14) give

�mK = 2jM12j; ��K = �2j�12j: (1.133)

Consequently, Eq. (1.132) can be rewritten, to first order in�12, as

M12

�12

=
�mK

��K
(1 + i�12): (1.134)

In some arbitrary phase convention,

�12 = j�12je�2i�K : (1.135)

Using (1.134) and (1.135), gives from (1.15):

 
q

p

!
K

= e2i�K

2
641� i�12

1 + i ��K
2�mK

1 +
�

��K
2�mK

�2
3
75 : (1.136)

Thus(q=p)K is, to a good approximation, a pure phase. Actually, (1.136) implies that in theCP

limit (�12 = 0), theCP transformation law isCP jK0i = e2i�K jK0i. TheKS andKL states are
CP eigenstates toO(�12) � 10�3 approximation.

As a result of the large lifetime difference between the neutral kaons, kaon experiments can easily
separate the mass eigenstates and investigateKL andKS decays independently. This is impossible
in B experiments, so there one will follow the decays ofB0

phys(t) andB
0

phys(t) instead.
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To compare the effects ofCP violation in mixing, note that Eqs. (1.133) and (1.28) imply that
jq=pjK andjq=pjBd are both very close to 1.CP violation in mixing is then small in both systems.
However, while for theBd system the reason for that is the small lifetime difference, in theK

system the reason is the smallness of the relevantCP -violating phase.

Finally, considerCP violation in the interference of mixing and decay. This could give a theoret-
ically clean observable, provided that the decay is dominated by a single weak phase or a single
strong phase. It is not difficult to findK decays into finalCP eigenstates wherejA=Aj = 1 to a
good approximation: for example, the�I = 1=2 rule implies thatK ! �0�0 andK ! �+�� are
both dominated by a single strong phase. The difference in width,�12, is completely dominated
by the two pion intermediate state and therefore

arg(�12) = arg(A�
2�A2�) = arg(A2�=A2�): (1.137)

In the approximation that(A2�=A2�) is a pure phase, thus

A2�

A2�

= ���K
2��12

= e�2i�K : (1.138)

(See (1.135) for the last equation.) However, Eq. (1.136) shows that in the approximation where
q=p is a pure phase, it is given byq=p = e2i�K . Thus, the prediction forCP asymmetry inK ! 2�
which is clean of hadronic uncertainties is simply zero:

�(K ! ��) = 1 =) Im��� = 0: (1.139)

It should hold (as it does!) toO(10�3). To learn something aboutCP violation it is necessary to
go beyond this approximation and use

q

p

A��

A��
= 1� i�12

1 + i ��K
2�mK

1 +
�

��K
2�mK

�2 : (1.140)

Thus a value of�12 can be cleanly extracted from measurements ofCP violation inK ! ��.
However, the translation of�12 into electroweak parameters requires the knowledge of either the
long distance contribution toM12 or the matrix element of the relevant four quark operator between
K0 andK

0
states. This introduces large hadronic uncertainties into the calculation.

1.6.2 MeasuringCP Violation in the K System

CP violation was first (and so far only) measured inK decays [1]. A number of complementary
measurements have been made.CP asymmetries in the semileptonicK decays,

�(`) =
�(KL ! ��`+�`)� �(KL ! �+`��`)
�(KL ! ��`+�`) + �(KL ! �+`��`)

; (1.141)
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have been measured, giving

�(�) = (3:04� 0:25)� 10�3; �(e) = (3:33� 0:14)� 10�3: (1.142)

These asymmetries are manifestations ofCP violation in mixing:

� =
1� jq=pj2K
1 + jq=pj2K

; (1.143)

hence the statement above thatjq=pjK is very close to unity.

The asymmetries in the two-pion channels,

�00 =
A(KL ! �0�0)

A(KS ! �0�0)
; �+� =

A(KL ! �+��)
A(KS ! �+��)

: (1.144)

have been measured:

j�00j = (2:275� 0:019)� 10�3; �00 = 43:5� 1:0o; (1.145)

j�+�j = (2:285� 0:019)� 10�3; �+� = 43:7� 0:6o: (1.146)

A straightforward evaluation gives

�00 =
pA00 � qA00

pA00 + qA00

=
1� �00

1 + �00
; �+� =

pA+� � qA+�
pA+� + qA+�

=
1� �+�
1 + �+�

: (1.147)

As shown below,�00 and �+� are affected by all three types ofCP violation: jq=pj 6= 1 and
Im� 6= 0 giveO(10�3) effects, whilejA=Aj 6= 1 gives anO(10�6) effect.

1.6.3 The"K and "0

K
Parameters

There is a possible contribution to (1.147) from directCP violation. This is due to the fact that
there are two isospin channels, leading to final(2�)I=0 and(2�)I=2 states:

h�0�0j =
s
1

3
h(��)I=0j �

s
2

3
h(��)I=2j; (1.148)

h�+��j =
s
2

3
h(��)I=0j+

s
1

3
h(��)I=2j: (1.149)

However, the possible interference effects are small because (on top of the smallness of the relevant
CP -violating phases) the finalI = 0 state is dominant (this is the�I = 1=2 rule). Isospin
amplitudes can be defined by

AI = h(��)IjHjK0i; AI = h(��)IjHjK0i: (1.150)
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Experimentally,jA2=A0j � 1=20. Instead of�00 and�+� one defines two combinations,"K and
"0K, in such a way that the possible directCP -violating effects are isolated into"0K.

The definition of"K is

"K � 1

3
(�00 + 2�+�) =

1� �0

1 + �0
; (1.151)

where�0 � (q=p)K(A0=A0) and the equation holds to first order inA2=A0 (at zeroth order�00 =
�+� = "K). As, by definition, only one strong channel contributes to�0, there is indeed no direct
CP violation in (1.151).

Note that"K is a manifestation ofCP violation in both mixing and the interference between decays
with and without mixing (to see this explicitly, examine Eqs. (1.136) and (1.140)):

�����qp
�����
K

� 1 = �12

��K
2�mK

1 +
�

��K
2�mK

�2 ; (1.152)

2"K � 1�
 
q

p

!
K

A0

A0

= �12
i� ��K

2�mK

1 +
�

��K
2�mK

�2 : (1.153)

As��K � �2�mK , the deviation ofjq=pjK from unity (CP violation in mixing) and the deviation
of Im[(q=p)K(A0=A0)] from zero (CP violation in the interference between decays with and
without mixing) are bothO(�12) and thus contribute to"K at the same order. One can interpret
Eqs. (1.152) and (1.153) to imply thatRe("K) is a manifestation ofCP violation in mixing while
Im("K) is a manifestation ofCP violation in the interference between decays with and without
mixing. As (1.153) predictsarg("K) � �=4, the magnitudes of the two phenomena are similar.

One can define"0K by

"0K �
1

3
(�+� � �00) =

2(�00 � �+�)
3(1 + �00)(1 + �+�)

� 1

6

q

p

 
A00

A00

� A+�
A+�

!
; (1.154)

where the last equality used (1.145) which gives�00 � �+� � 1. One can further evaluate (1.154)
in terms ofA0 andA2 with the help of the relationships given in Eqs. (1.148) and (1.149). The
approximations(q=p)(A0=A0) � 1 andjA2=A0j � 1 give

"0K =
ip
2

����A2

A0

���� ei(�2��0) sin(�2 � �0): (1.155)

In the derivation of (1.155), since it is a good approximation to replaceq=p with a pure phase,
one sees that there is noCP violation in mixing in "0K. Equations (1.154) and (1.155) imply
thatRe("0K) is a manifestation ofCP violation in decay whileIm("0K) is a manifestation ofCP
violation in the interference between decays with and without mixing. For recent experimental
results, see [44].
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2

Introduction to Hadronic B Physics

The purpose of this chapter is to provide an overview of theoretical techniques essential to the study
of B mesons and their decays. Of course, there is an enormous literature on this subject, and it is
not our goal here to review it all. Rather, this chapter will provide a general context within which
to place the theoretical treatments of specific processes found later in this book. The focus here
will be on general issues of philosophy and approach. No attempt is made in this chapter to include
references to the voluminous literature of individual contributions on each topic. Subsequent more
detailed chapters will, it is hoped, remedy this situation.

A key factor in the experimental interest inb physics is the potential insight it affords into physics
at very short distances. In particular, it is hoped that the high precision study of phenomena such
asCP violation, rare decays, and flavor changing processes will provide precious insights into new
interactions associated with the flavor sector of whatever theory lies beyond the Standard Model.
However, in order for this information to become available, it is necessary to confront the fact that
the b quarks, which are the ultimate objects of study, are bound by strong dynamics into color
neutral hadrons. While understood in principle, the nonperturbative nature of these bound states
makes problematic the extraction of precision information about physics at higher energies from
even the most clever and precise experiments onB mesons. To explore new physics effects one
faces a daunting theoretical challenge to untangle them from the effects of nonperturbative QCD.

This is not a problem which has been solved in its entirety, nor is it likely ever to be. Rather,
what is available is a variety of theoretical approaches and techniques, appropriate to a variety
of specific problems and with varying levels of reliability. There are a few situations in which
one can do analyses which are rigorous and predictive, and many in which what can be said is
more imprecise and model dependent. The result is an interesting interplay between theory and
experiment, where one often cannot measure what one can compute reliably, nor compute reliably
what one can measure. In the search for quantities which can be both predicted and measured, one
must be creative and flexible in the choice of theoretical techniques. While approaches which are
based directly on QCD, and which allow for quantitative error estimates, are clearly to be preferred,
more model-dependent methods are often all that are available and thus have an important role to
play as well.

The theoretical methods discussed in this chapter fall roughly into three categories. First, there are
effective field theories such as the Heavy-Quark Expansion (HQE) and Chiral Perturbation Theory
(ChPT). Effective field theories derive their predictive power by exploiting systematically a small
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expansion parameter. For nonperturbative QCD, this parameter cannot be the strong coupling
constant�s; instead, it is a ratio of mass scales obtained by considering a particular limit or special
kinematics. Second, there are the approaches of lattice QCD and QCD sum rules, which are based
on QCD but do not exploit a large separation of scales. While in principle these techniques are
rigorous, they suffer in their current practical implementations from a degree of uncontrolled model
dependence. In the case of the lattice, this problem will improve with the availability of ever more
powerful computers. Third, there are quark models, which do not purport to be derived from QCD.
Instead, in using models one introduces some new degrees of freedom and interactions which, it
is hoped, capture or mimic some behavior of the true theory. The advantage of models is their
flexibility, since a model may be tuned to particular processes or hadronic states. The disadvantage
is that models are intrinsicallyad hoc,and it is difficult to assess their reliability. For this reason,
one should use them only when no better options are available.

Effective field theories are based on the idea that in a given process, only certain degrees of freedom
may be important for understanding the physics. In particular, it is often the case that kinematical
considerations that restrict the momenta of external particles effectively restrict the momenta of
virtual particles as well. Thus it is sensible to remove from the theory intermediate states of high
virtuality. Their absence may be compensated by introducing new “effective” interactions between
the degrees of freedom which remain. Effective field theories are often constructed using the
technique of the operator product expansion, which provides an elegant and general conceptual
framework.

Both the HQE and ChPT are effective field theories which are derived from formal limits of QCD
in which the theory exhibits new and useful symmetries. In the case of the HQE, the limit is
mb; mc ! 1, where a “spin-flavor” symmetry yields a variety of predictions for heavy-hadron
spectroscopy and semileptonic decays. For ChPT, the limit ismu; md; ms ! 0, which leads to
exact predictions for the emission and absorption of soft pions. In both cases, the quark masses
are large or small compared to the scale of nonperturbative QCD, typically hundreds of MeV.
What makes an effective field theory powerful is that the deviations from the limiting behavior
may be organized in a systematic expansion in a small parameter. Hence one can both improve
the accuracy of an analysis and derive quantitative error estimates. An effective field theory is
predictive precisely because it is under perturbative control.

While the HQE and ChPT are powerful tools where they may be applied, their use is restricted
to a small number of processes involving certain initial and final states. Unfortunately, the HQE
and ChPT have nothing to say about the vast majority of processes and quantities available for
experimental study at aB Factory. Similar considerations affect lattice QCD. Because of both
computational and theoretical limitations, reliable lattice predictions are confined largely to spec-
troscopy and matrix elements with restricted kinematics. QCD sum rules, also for technical
reasons, may only be used in limited circumstances.

Thus a serious problem remains, namely that many quantities of experimental and phenomenolog-
ical importance cannot be analyzed by methods which are systematic and well understood. For
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inclusive weak decays, some exclusive semileptonic decays, and some static properties, effective
field theories or the lattice give controlled theoretical predictions. But for the description of exclu-
sive hadronic weak decays, most exclusive semileptonic decays, strong decays, fragmentation, and
many other interesting aspects ofB physics, only a variety of model-dependent approaches are
available. While no model is “correct,” some models are better than others. A successful model
should be motivated by some physical picture, should reproduce much more data than there are
input parameters, and should behave correctly in appropriate limits, such as obeying heavy-quark
symmetry asmb ! 1. It will not be possible in this chapter to discuss or even enumerate all
of the models which are used inB physics, but it is generally true that every model ought to be
judged by criteria such as these.

Because there is no single theoretical framework which suffices for all ofB physics, it is often
necessary to utilize a variety of methods in one theoretical analysis. Usually, this is desirable, as a
combination of complementary approaches can lead to conclusions which are much more robust.
But at the same time, one must be careful to be consistent in the use and definition of theoretical
concepts and quantities, and particularly in their translation from one context to another. Otherwise
one is led easily to error and confusion.

An excellent illustration of how problems can arise is given by the definition of the heavy-quark
mass. Clearly there issomethingwhich is meant by “theb mass” because to say that theb quark
is heavy is to say that the parametermb is large compared to�QCD. Whatever theb mass is, it is
presumably somewhere close to 4 or 5 GeV. But the situation becomes more complicated when
one tries to pin downmb more precisely than that.

On the one hand, it is known that theb quark acquires its mass from its coupling, of strength�b, to
the “Higgs vacuum expectation value”v, somb = �bv. The quark mass which is directly related
to this coupling is known as the “current mass” or “short-distance mass.” Its value depends on the
renormalization scheme, such asMS, which is used to define the theory. In perturbation theory,
there is also a pole in theb-quark propagator, the position of which corresponds to the rest energy
of a freely propagatingb quark. This “pole mass” is closer to an intuitive notion of an invariant,
relativistic mass. Unfortunately, because of confinement, a freely propagatingb quark cannot
actually exist, and the pole mass is not defined nonperturbatively. In fact, even within perturbation
theory the pole mass is ill behaved and can only be defined to a fixed finite order�ns . Hence there is
really a family of pole masses, namely the “1-loop pole mass,” the “2-loop pole mass,” and so on,
none more “accurate” or intuitively accessible than another. There are also “Wilsonian” running
massesmb(�), which are defined with additional subtractions in the infrared.

An analogous variety ofb-quark masses is defined in lattice calculations. While it is typically
understood how these latticeb masses are related to each other, relating them to pole or current
masses defined in continuum QCD can be problematic. For example, lattice field theory, both
perturbative and nonperturbative, is regulated and subtracted differently from field theory in the
continuum, and the relationship between the various schemes often is not straightforward. Similar
ambiguities can affect theb-quark masses which appear in QCD sum rules. Finally, there are the
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many quark masses introduced in models, which are free parameters withno rigorous relationship
either to each other or to masses defined in QCD. A typical example is the “constituent-quark
mass” of the nonrelativistic quark model. No matter how precisely one fits the constituent-quark
mass to data, it can never be used as an input into a lattice or HQE calculation. The most that can
be said is that all of these various masses probably are within several hundred MeV of each other.

It is important to understand that there is no more precise way to unify these many masses into
a single universal quantity. The ambiguity inmb is unimportant, so long as its definition is
consistentwithin a given analysis, and ultimately one predicts measurable quantities in terms
of other measurable quantities. This issue will be treated with care in the detailed discussions
found in subsequent chapters. The problem is that it is difficult to make anmb defined on the
lattice consistent with one defined in the continuum, and impossible to make a model-dependent
mb consistent with either. Hence there can be limitsin principle to the accuracy which one can
obtain when a variety of methods are combined in a single analysis.

The rest of this chapter consists of elementary introductions to the most important theoretical
techniques inB physics. After a general discussion of operator product expansions and effective
field theories, Heavy-Quark Effective Theory and Chiral Perturbation Theory are introduced. The
next two sections contain discussions of lattice QCD and QCD sum rules, and the chapter will
close with a brief discussion of quark models. None of these ideas will be developed in much
depth; rather, they will serve as a background to the variety of detailed theoretical analyses to be
presented in subsequent chapters. More extended and technical discussions of some of these topics
are given in Appendices A–D.

2.1 The Operator Product Expansion

2.1.1 General Considerations

A central observation which underlies much of the theoretical study ofB mesons is that physics at a
wide variety of distance (or momentum) scales is typically relevant in a given process. At the same
time, the physics at different scales must often be analyzed with different theoretical approaches.
Hence it is crucial to have a tool which enables one to identify the physics at a given scale and to
separate it out explicitly. Such a tool is the operator product expansion, used in conjunction with
the renormalization group. Here a general discussion of its application is given.

Consider the Feynman diagram shown in Fig. 2-1, in which ab-quark decays nonleptonically. The
virtual quarks and gauge bosons have virtualities� which vary widely, from�QCD to MW and
higher. Roughly speaking, these virtualities can be classified into a variety of energy regimes: (i)
� � MW ; (ii) MW � � � mb; (iii) mb � � � �QCD; (iv) � � �QCD. Each of these momenta
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Figure 2-1. The nonleptonic decay of ab quark.

corresponds to a different distance scale; by the uncertainty principle, a particle of virtuality�

can propagate a distancex � 1=� before being reabsorbed. At a given resolution�x, only some
of these virtual particles can be distinguished, namely those that propagate a distancex > �x.
For example, if�x > 1=MW , then the virtualW cannot be seen, and the process whereby it
is exchanged would appear as a point interaction. By the same token, as�x increases toward
1=�QCD, fewer and fewer of the virtual gluons can be seen explicitly. Finally, for� � �QCD,
it is probably not appropriate to speak of virtual gluons at all because at such low momentum
scales QCD becomes strongly interacting and a perturbation series in terms of individual gluons is
inadequate.

It is useful to organize the computation of a diagram such as is shown in Fig. 2-1 in terms of the
virtuality of the exchanged particles. This is important both conceptually and practically. First, it is
often the case that a distinct set of approximations and approaches is useful at each distance scale,
and one would like to be able to apply specific theoretical techniques at the scale at which they
are appropriate. Second, Feynman diagrams in which two distinct scales�1 � �2 appear together
can lead to logarithmic corrections of the form�s ln(�1=�2), which for ln(�1=�2) � 1=�s can
spoil the perturbative expansion. A proper separation of scales will include a resummation of such
terms.

2.1.2 Example I: Weakb Decays

As an example, consider the weak decay of ab quark,b! cud, which is mediated by the decay of
a virtualW boson. Viewed with resolution�x < 1=MW , the decay amplitude involves an explicit
W propagator and is proportional to

c�(1� 5)b d�(1� 5)u� (ig2)
2=4

p2 �M2
W

; (2.1)

wherep� is the momentum of the virtualW . Sincemb � MW , the kinematics constrainsp2 �
M2

W , so the virtuality of theW is of orderMW , and it travels a distance of order1=MW before
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decaying. Viewed with a lower resolution,�x > 1=MW , the processb ! cud appears to be a
local interaction, with four fermions interacting via a potential which is a� function where the four
particles coincide. This can be seen by making a Taylor expansion of the amplitude in powers of
p2=M2

W ,

c�(1� 5)b d�(1� 5)u� g22
8M2

W

"
1 +

p2

M2
W

+
p4

M4
W

+ : : :

#
: (2.2)

The coefficient of the first term is just the usual Fermi decay constant,GF=
p
2. The higher order

terms correspond to local operators of higher mass dimension. In the sense of a Taylor expansion,
the momentum-dependent matrix element (2.1), which involves the propagation of aW boson
betweentwo spacetime points, is identical to the matrix element of the following infinite sum of
local operators:

GFp
2
c�(1� 5)b

"
1 +

(i@)2

M2
W

+
(i@)4

M4
W

+ : : :

#
d�(1� 5)u ; (2.3)

where the derivatives act on the entire current on the right. This expansion of the nonlocal product
of currents in terms of local operators, sometimes known as anoperator product expansion,is
valid so long asp2 � M2

W . ForB decays, the external kinematics requiresp2 � m2
b , so this

condition is well satisfied. In this regime, one may consider a nonrenormalizableeffective field
theory, with interactions of dimension six and above. The construction of such a low-energy
effective theory is also known asmatching. As it is nonrenormalizable, the effective theory is
defined (by construction) only up to a cutoff, in this caseMW . The cutoff is explicitly the mass of
a particle which has been removed from the theory, orintegrated out.If one considers processes in
which one is restricted kinematically to momenta well below the cutoff, the nonrenormalizability
of the theory poses no technical problems. Although the coefficients of operators of dimension
greater than six require counterterms in the effective theory (which may be unknown in strongly
interacting theories), their matrix elements are suppressed by powers ofp2=M2

W . To agiven order
in p2=M2

W , the theory is well defined and predictive.

From a modern point of view, in fact, such nonrenormalizable effective theories are actually
preferable to renormalizable theories, because the nonrenormalizable terms contain information
about the energy scale at which the theory ceases to apply. By contrast, renormalizable theories
contain no such explicit clues about their region of validity.

In principle, it is possible to include effects beyond leading order inp2=M2
W in the effective theory,

but in practice, this is usually quite complicated and rarely worth the effort. Almost always, the
operator product expansion is truncated at dimension six, leaving only the four-fermion contact
term. Corrections to this approximation are of orderm2

b=M
2
W � 10�3.
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k�

Figure 2-2. The nonleptonic decay of ab quark at one loop.

2.1.3 Radiative Corrections

At tree level, the effective theory is constructed simply by integrating out theW boson because
this is the only particle in a tree-level diagram which is off-shell by orderM2

W . When radiative
corrections are included, gluons and light quarks can also be off-shell by this order. Consider the
one-loop diagram shown in Fig. 2-2. The components of the loop momentumk� are allowed to
take all values in the loop integral. However, the integrand is cut off both in the ultraviolet and
in the infrared. Fork > MW , it scales asd4k=k6, which is convergent ask ! 1. For k < mb,
it scales asd4k=k3mbM

2
W , which is convergent ask ! 0. In between, all momenta in the range

mb < k < MW contribute to the integral with roughly equivalent weight.

As a consequence, there is potentially a radiative correction of order�s ln(MW=mb). Even if�s(�)
is evaluated at the high scale� =MW , such a term is not small in the limitMW !1. At n loops,
there is potentially a term of order�ns ln

n(MW=mb). For�s ln(MW=mb) � 1, these terms need
to be resummed for the perturbation series to be predictive. The technique for performing such a
resummation is therenormalization group.

The renormalization group exploits the fact that in the effective theory, operators such as

OI = ci
�(1� 5)bi dj�(1� 5)uj (2.4)

receive radiative corrections and must be subtracted and renormalized. (Here the color indicesi and
j are explicit.) In dimensional regularization, this means that they acquire, in general, a dependence
on the renormalization scale�. Because physical predictions are of necessity independent of�, in
the renormalized effective theory it must be the case that the operators are multiplied by coefficients
with a dependence on� which compensates that of the operators. It is also possible for operators
to mix under renormalization, so the set of operators induced at tree level may be enlarged once
radiative corrections are included. In the present example, a second operator with different color
structure,

OII = ci
�(1� 5)bj dj�(1� 5)ui ; (2.5)
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is induced at one loop. The interaction Hamiltonian of the effective theory is then

He� = CI(�)OI(�) + CII(�)OII(�) ; (2.6)

and it satisfies the differential equation

�
d

d�
He� = 0 : (2.7)

By computing the dependence on� of the operatorsOi(�), one can deduce the�-dependence of
theWilson coefficientsCi(�). In this case, a simple calculation yields

CI;II(�) =
1

2

2
4
 
�s(MW )

�s(�)

!6=23
�
 
�s(MW )

�s(�)

!
�12=23

3
5 : (2.8)

For� = mb, these expressions resum all large logarithms proportional to�ns ln
n(MW=mb).

The decays which are observed involve physical hadrons, not asymptotic quark states. For exam-
ple, this nonleptonicb decay can be realized in the channelsB ! D�, B ! D���, and so on.
The computation of partial decay rates for such processes requires the analysis of hadronic matrix
elements such as

hD�j c�(1� 5)b u�(1� 5)d jBi : (2.9)

Such matrix elements involve nonperturbative QCD and are extremely difficult to compute from
first principles. However, they have no intrinsic dependence on large mass scales such asMW .
Because of this, they should naturally be evaluated at a renormalization scale�� MW , in which
case large logarithmsln(MW=mb) will not arise in the matrix elements. By choosing such a
low scale in the effective theory (2.6), all such terms are resummed into the coefficient functions
Ci(mb). As promised, the physics at scales nearMW has been separated from the physics at scales
nearmb, with the renormalization group used to resum the large logarithms which connect them.
In fact, nonperturbative hadronic matrix elements are usually evaluated at an even lower scale
� � �QCD � mb, explicitly resumming all perturbative QCD corrections.

2.1.4 Example II: Penguins and Box Diagrams

In the previous example of nonleptonic decays, the operatorOI appeared when the matching at tree
level was performed. It is also possible to find new operators in the effective theory which appear
only when the matching is performed at one loop. The most common such operators are those
which arise from penguin and box diagrams, such as those shown in Fig. 2-3. These diagrams are
important inb physics typically because they lead to flavor-changing interactions at low energies
which are suppressed at tree level in the Standard Model. Hence the transitions mediated by these
operators are potentially a sensitive probe of new physics.
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Figure 2-3. Penguin diagram (left) and box diagram (right).

Both penguins and box diagrams can lead, via the operator product expansion, to four-quark
operators with new flavor or color structure, such as

s�T ab d�T
ad ; (2.10)

which mediates nonleptonicB decay, or

b�5d b�
5d ; (2.11)

which is responsible forB0–B0 mixing. Penguins can also lead to new flavor-changing magnetic
interactions, such as

s���T abGa
�� ; (2.12)

when thed-quark line in Fig. 2-3 is removed. The gluon could also be replaced by a photon or a
Z boson. From the point of view of the low-energy effective theory, it is unimportant that these
operators arise at one loop at high energy. They can mix with four-fermion operators induced at
tree level, insofar as such mixing is allowed by the flavor and Lorentz symmetries of the effective
theory. In fact, the renormalization of penguin-induced operators can be quite complicated, due
to the nature of their flavor structure; two loop calculations may be required to resum the leading
logarithms�ns ln

n(MW=mb).

2.1.5 Summary

Low-energy effective theories are constructed using the operator product expansion and the renor-
malization group. This procedure implements an important separation of scales, isolating the
physics which involves virtualities� � mb and accounting for it systematically in a double
expansion in powers of�s andmb=MW , whereMW is the matching scale at which heavy particles
are integrated out of the theory. This procedure may be generalized to integrate out heavy particles
of many different kinds. For reference, Appendix A includes the complete�B = 1 effective
Hamiltonian responsible forB decays.

This analysis explicitly does not address those parts of a process which are dominated by low mo-
menta, which will typically be more difficult to deal with. By breaking the problem up according
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to momentum scale, one may compute systematically in perturbation theory where it is possible
to do so. However, the accuracy obtained in this part of the calculation is useful only if one can
also account for physics at lower energy. The chief limitation on the accuracy of most theoretical
calculations inb physics is, in fact, from these lower energy effects.

2.2 The Heavy-Quark Expansion

2.2.1 Separation of Scales

This section considers physics characterized by virtualities� � mb and below. The previous
section discussed how physics at higher scales is accounted for in QCD perturbation theory because
at high energies�s(�)=� � 1. Althoughmb � MW , at this “low” energy it is still the case that
�s(mb)=� � 0:1 � 1, and�QCD=mb � 0:1 � 1. Hence one seeks a technique analogous to the
operator product expansion by which to exploit the presence of such small parameters.

The status of theb quark in aB meson is different from that of a virtualW in a weak decay because
theb is real, not virtual, and theB carries nonzerob-number which persists in the asymptotic state.
Hence it is not appropriate to integrate out theb in the same sense as theW was integrated out,
removing it from the theory entirely. Rather, when bound into a hadron with light degrees of
freedom of typical energiesE � �QCD, theb makes excursions from its mass shell by virtualities
only of order�QCD. What can be integrated out is not theb itself, but rather those parts of theb
field which take it far off shell. The result will be an effective theory of a staticb quark, in its rest
frame.

Processes with hard virtual gluons, which drive theb far off shell, will lead to perturbative correc-
tions in the effective theory of order�s(mb). They may be included as before. In addition,power
correctionsappear, analogous to the higher order operators appearing in Eq. (2.3). In this case, it
will be necessary to include the leading higher-dimension operators to achieve results of the desired
accuracy. These power corrections will lead to terms of order(�QCD=mb)

n. The appearance of
the scale�QCD serves as a reminder that these corrections involve nonperturbative physics and
will typically not be calculable from first principles. Instead, the inclusion of power corrections
will require the introduction of new phenomenological parameters, whose values are controlled by
nonperturbative QCD. These parameters have precise field-theoretic definitions, and they will be
introduced in a systematic manner. Their appearance will not spoil the inherent predictability of the
theory, although in practice they will increase the number of quantities which must be determined
from experiment before accurate predictions can be made.

Finally, for some applications (notably the analysis of exclusive semileptonicB decays), it will be
useful to treat thec quark as heavy, that is, to perform an expansion also in powers of�QCD=mc.
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In this case, clearly, the leading power corrections will be important and will have to be well
understood for the theory to be predictive.

2.2.2 Heavy-Quark Symmetry

Let us, for generality, consider a hadronHQ composed of a heavy quarkQ and “light degrees
of freedom” consisting of quarks, antiquarks, and gluons, in the limitmQ ! 1. The Compton
wavelength of the heavy-quark scales as the inverse of the heavy-quark mass,�Q � 1=mQ. The
light degrees of freedom, by contrast, are characterized by momenta of order�QCD, corresponding
to wavelengths�` � 1=�QCD. Since�` � �Q, the light degrees of freedom cannot resolve
features of the heavy quark other than its conserved gauge quantum numbers. In particular, they
cannot probe the actualvalue of �Q. Although the structure of the hadronHQ is determined
by nonperturbative strong interactions, the typical momenta exchanged by the light degrees of
freedom with each other and with the heavy quark are of order�QCD � mQ, against which the
heavy quarkQ does not recoil. In this limit,Q acts as a static source of electric and chromoelectric
field.

There is an immediate implication for the spectroscopy of heavy hadrons. Since the interaction of
the light degrees of freedom with the heavy quark is independent ofmQ, then so is the spectrum
of excitations. It is these excitations which determine the spectrum of heavy hadronsHQ. Since
thesplittings�i � �QCD between the various hadronsH i

Q are entirely due to the properties of the
light degrees of freedom, they are independent ofQ and, in the limitmQ !1, do not scale with
mQ. For example, ifmb; mc � �QCD, then the light degrees of freedom are in exactly the same
state in the mesonsBi andDi, for a giveni. The offsetBi �Di = mb �mc is just the difference
between the heavy-quark masses. By no means does the relationship between the spectra rely on
an approximationmb � mc.

This picture is enriched by recalling that the heavy quarks and light degrees of freedom also
carry angular momentum. The heavy quark has spin quantum numberSQ = 1

2
, which leads to

a chromomagnetic moment�Q / g=2mQ. Note that�Q ! 0 asmQ ! 1, and the interaction
between the spin of the heavy quark and the light degrees of freedom is suppressed. Hence the
light degrees of freedom are insensitive toSQ; their state is independent of whetherSzQ = 1

2
or

SzQ = �1

2
. Thus each of the energy levelsBi andDi is actually doubled, one state for each value

of SzQ. In summary, the light degrees of freedom in a heavy hadron are the same when combined
with any of the four heavy-quark states:

b(") ; b(#); c(") ; c(#) : (2.13)

The result is anSU(4) symmetry which leads to nonperturbative relations between physical quan-
tities.
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Suppose the light degrees of freedom have total angular momentumJ`, which is integral for
baryons and half-integral for mesons. When combined with the heavy-quark spinSQ = 1

2
, physical

hadron states can be produced with total angular momentum

J =
���J` � 1

2

��� : (2.14)

If J` 6= 0, then these are two degenerate states. For example, the lightest heavy mesons have
J` =

1

2
, leading to a doublet withJ = 0 andJ = 1. When effects of order1=mQ are included, the

chromomagnetic interactions split the states of givenJ` but differentJ . This “hyperfine” splitting
is not calculable perturbatively, but it is proportional to the heavy-quark magnetic moment�Q.
Since�Q / 1=mQ, one can construct a relation which is a nonperturbative prediction of heavy-
quark symmetry,

m2
B� �m2

B = m2
D� �m2

D : (2.15)

Experimentally,m2
B� � m2

B = 0:49GeV2 andm2
D� � m2

D = 0:55GeV2. The correction to this
prediction is of order�3

QCD(1=mc � 1=mb) � 0:1GeV2, so it works about as well as one should
expect. Note that the relation (2.15) involves not only the heavy-quark symmetry, but also the
systematic inclusion of the leading-symmetry-violating effects.

So far, heavy-quark symmetry has been formulated for hadrons in their rest frame. One can easily
boost to a frame in which the hadrons have arbitrary four-velocityv� = (1;v). The symmetry
will then relate hadronsHb(v) andHc(v) with the same velocity but with different momenta. This
distinguishes heavy-quark symmetry from ordinary symmetries of QCD, which relate states of the
same momentum. It will often be convenient to label heavy hadrons explicitly by their velocity:
B(v), B�(v), and so on.

2.2.3 Heavy-Quark Effective Theory

It is quite useful to make heavy-quark symmetry manifest within QCD by taking the limitmb !1
of the QCD Lagrangian. This is done by making the dependence of all quantities onmb explicit,
and then developing the Lagrangian in a series in inverse powers ofmb. The idea is to write
the Lagrangian in a form in which the action of the heavy-quark symmetries is well-defined at
each order in the expansion, so the effect of symmetry breaking corrections can be studied in a
systematic way. The resulting Lagrangian is known as the Heavy-Quark Effective Theory (HQET).
The HQET is similar to an effective theory which results from an operator product expansion, in
the sense that the only virtualitiesp which are allowed satisfyp � mb, with effects of greater
virtuality absorbed into the coefficients of higher dimension operators. The difference is that in
this case, the heavyb quark is not explicitly removed from the effective theory.

In the heavy-quark limit, the velocityv� of the b quark is conserved. Thus one may write its
four-momentum in the formp�b = mbv

� + k�, wherembv
� is the on-shellpart andk� is the

residual momentum.In this decomposition,k� � �QCD represents the fluctuations inp�b due to
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the exchange of soft gluons with the rest of theB meson. Only the on-shell part ofp�b scales
with mb. Also, mixing between the “quark” and “anti-quark” components of the Dirac spinor is
suppressed by powers of2mb, the mass gap between the positive- and negative-energy parts of the
wavefunction. Hence an effective heavy-quark fieldhv can be defined,

hv(x) =
1 + =v

2
eimbv�x b(x) ; (2.16)

where the Dirac matrix(1 + =v)=2 projects out the “quark” part of the field. Furthermore, since
i@�hv(x) = (p�b �mbv

�)hv(x) = k�hv(x), derivatives acting onhv scale as�QCD, rather than as
mb.

The next step is to express the QCD Lagrangian,L = b(i=D�mb)b, in terms of themb-independent
field hv. At lowest order in1=mb, the result is

LHQET = hv iv �Dhv : (2.17)

At leading order,LHQET respects the heavy spin and flavor symmetries explicitly. Both bottom
and charm quarks can be treated as heavy by introducing separate effective fieldsh(b)v andh(c)v
and duplicatingLHQET. The theory has a simple heavy-quark propagator and quark-gluon vertex
which are manifestly independent ofmb and have no Dirac structure.

The effective theory is also expanded perturbatively in�s(mb). In particular, the quark massmb is
shifted tompole

b , thepole massatn loops. The pole mass is a quantity which makes sense only at
finite order in perturbation theory. One must always be careful to be consistent in the convention
by which one chooses to define it.

The mass of theB meson may be expanded in powers ofmb,

mB = mb + �+O(1=mb) ; (2.18)

where� � �QCD is the energy contributed by the light degrees of freedom. Its precise definition
depends on the convention by which one chooses to define the heavy-quark pole mass. The
parameter� depends on the flavor, excitation energy, and total angular momentum of the light
degrees of freedom.

When one includes the leading1=mb;c corrections, the heavy spin and flavor symmetries are broken
by the subleading terms. The leading Lagrangian (2.17) is modified by the addition of two terms,

L(1) =
1

2mb

(O1 +O2) =
1

2mb

�
hv(iD)2hv + hv

1

2
g G���

��hv
�
; (2.19)

neglecting terms which vanish by the classical equations of motion. Note that the “kinetic”
operatorO1 violates the heavy-flavor symmetry, while the “chromomagnetic” operatorO2 violates
both the spin and flavor symmetries. When radiative corrections are included, the operatorO2 is
renormalized, and its coefficient develops a logarithmic dependence onmb.
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The subleading operatorsO1 andO2 contribute to the mass of theB meson through their expecta-
tion values,

�1 = hBj hv(iD)2hv jBi=2mB ; (2.20)

�2 = hBj hv 12g G���
��hv jBi=6mB : (2.21)

The matrix elements�1 and �2 are often referred to by the alternate names�2� = ��1 and
�2G = 3�2. The parameter�2� actually differs from�1 in that it is defined with an explicit infrared
subtraction. Because they are defined in the effective theory, the parameters�1 and�2 do not
depend onmb. The expansion ofmB now takes the form

mB = mb + �� �1 + 3�2
2mb

+ : : : ;

mB� = mb + �� �1 � �2

2mb

+ : : : : (2.22)

BecauseO2 violates the heavy-spin symmetry, it is the leading contribution to the splitting be-
tweenB andB�. From the measured mass difference,�2 � 0:12GeV2. On the other hand,
the parameters� and�1 must be measured indirectly. Estimates from models yield the ranges
200MeV < � < 700MeV and�0:5GeV2 < �1 < 0. Measurement of various features
of inclusive semileptonicB decays will provide experimental information on� and�1 in the
future.

2.2.4 Application of the HQE toB Decays

A variety of applications of the HQE toB decays will be discussed in later chapters. Here a few
general comments and two illustrative examples are given. In principle, the value of using an
effective theory such as the HQE is that there is a framework within which one can estimate the
error in a calculation, due to uncomputed terms of a definite size. Even when the accuracy is not
so good, it is under control in the sense that one can understand the magnitude of the error to be
expected. In any application of the HQE, then, two sorts of questions must be addressed in addition
to the computation itself:

1. What are the sizes of the leading uncomputed corrections in the expansion in powers of�s
and1=mb (or 1=mc, as appropriate)? With what accuracy are the parameters known which
appear in the expansion?

2. Whatother assumptions or approximations have been made, beyond those that go into the
HQE itself?
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2.2.4.1 Exclusive semileptonicB decays

The paradigmatic application of heavy-quark symmetry is to semileptonicB decay in the limit
mb; mc ! 1. This decay is mediated by the quark transitionb ! c `�. Suppose the weak decay
occurs at timet = 0. What happens to the light degrees of freedom? Since theb quark does not
recoil, fort < 0 they see simply the color field of a point source moving with velocityv. At t = 0,
this point source changes (almost) instantaneously to a new velocityv0; the color neutral leptons
do not interact with the light hadronic degrees of freedom as they fly off. The light quarks and
gluons then must reassemble themselves about the recoiling color source. There is some chance
that this nonperturbative process will lead the light degrees of freedom to reassemble themselves
back into aD meson. The amplitude for this to happen is a function�(w) of the productw = v � v0
of the initial and final velocities of the heavy color sources.

Clearly, the kinematic pointv = v0, orw = 1, is a special one. In this corner of phase space, where
the leptons are emitted back to back, there is no recoil of the source of color field att = 0. As far
as the light degrees of freedom are concerned,nothing happens!Hence the amplitude for them to
remain in the ground state is exactly unity. This is reflected in a nonperturbative normalization of
�(w) at zero recoil,

�(1) = 1 : (2.23)

This normalization condition is of great phenomenological use. There are important corrections to
this result for finite heavy-quark massesmb and, especially,mc.

The weak decayb! c is mediated by a left-handed currentc�(1�5)b, which can also change the
orientation of the spinSQ of the heavy quark during the decay. Since the only difference between a
D and aD� is the orientation ofSc, heavy-quark symmetry implies relations between the hadronic
matrix elements which describe the semileptonic decaysB ! D`� andB ! D�`�. These matrix
elements are parameterized by six form factors, which are independent nonperturbative functions
of w. In the heavy-quark limit, they are all proportional to�(w), a powerful constraint on the
structure of semileptonic decays.

Now consider more closely the structure of the theoretical expansion for the decayB ! D�`�,
which may be used to measure the CKM matrix elementjVcbj. Near the zero-recoil point, the tran-
sition is dominated by a single form factor,hA1

(w), with the normalization conditionhA1
(1) = 1

in the heavy-quark limit. For generalmB andmD�, the differential decay rate may be written

d�

dw
= G2

F jVcbj2K(mB; mD�; w)F 2(w) ; (2.24)

whereK(mB; mD; w) is a known kinematic function andF (w) has an expansion atw = 1 of the
form

F (1) = �A(�s)
�
1 +

0

mc

+
0

mb

+O
�
1=m2

b

��
: (2.25)

The perturbative function�A(�s) has been computed to two loops, with the result�A = 0:960. The
leading HQE corrections arise at order1=m2

b;c rather than at order1=mb;c, and have been estimated
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to be approximately 5%. A more detailed analysis of this decay will be given in a later chapter.
For now, the point is to note how the double expansion in powers of�s and1=mb;c appears in a
physical quantity. This analysis is also typical because it applies only to a very particular case of
enhanced symmetry, namely the decay rate asw ! 1. The extrapolation of the data to this limit
requires both experimental ingenuity and more theoretical input beyond the HQE.

2.2.4.2 Duality and inclusive semileptonic decays

As a second example, consider theinclusivedecayB ! Xc, whereXc is any final state containing
a charm quark. The analysis of inclusive decays, although it relies on a similar expansion, is
different from the treatment of exclusive decays. In this case, it is useful to observe that the energy
released into the final state by the decay of the heavyb quark is large compared to the QCD scale.
Hence the final hadronic state need not be dominated by a few sharp resonances. If resonances
are indeed unimportant, then there is a factorization between the short-distance part of the decay
(the disappearance of theb quark) and the long-distance part (the eventual hadronization of the
decay products). This factorization implies that for sufficiently inclusive quantities it is enough to
consider the short-distance part of the process, with the subsequent hadronization taking place with
unit probability. Note that what is important here is that theb quark is heavy, with no restriction
placed on the charm mass. In fact, a smaller charm-quark mass is better because it increases the
average kinetic energy of the decay products.

This factorization, known aslocal parton-hadron duality, is an example of a crucial assumption
which lies outside of the HQE itself. What is its status? Clearly, local duality must hold as
mb ! 1 with all other masses held fixed. In this limit, wavelengths associated with theb-quark
decay are arbitrarily short and cannot interfere coherently with the hadronization process. On the
other hand, it is not known how to estimate the size of corrections to local duality formb large but
finite. There is no analog of the heavy-quark expansion appropriate to this question, and no way
to estimate systematically deviations from the limitmb ! 1. Although we will incorporate an
expansion in powers1=mb in the calculation of inclusive quantities, the behavior of this expansion
does not address directly the issue of violations of duality. The duality hypothesis, while entirely
reasonable for inclusiveB decays, is not independently verifiable except by the direct confrontation
of theoretical calculations with the data.

For semileptonicB decays,B ! Xc ` �, the situation has additional interesting features. On the
one hand, in the region of phase space where the leptons carry away most of the available energy,
the final hadronic state is likely to be dominated by resonances and local duality is likely to fail.
(In someB decays, local duality can be shown to hold even in the resonance region; however, this
requires a more subtle and less intuitive argument than the one on which this discussion is based.)
On the other hand, if one integrates over the lepton phase space to compute an inclusive quantity
such as the total semileptonic width, then one needs not local duality but rather the weaker notion
of global parton-hadron duality.(The use here and elsewhere in this book of this term, while it
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reflects current practice, is ahistorical. This notion originally was known simply asduality, while
global dualitywas first introduced to describe the technical assumption that one can neglect distant
cuts in computing the semileptonicB decay rate, which is an important and distinct issue. Both
terminologies remain in use in the literature.)

In essence, the argument is as follows. Letq be the momentum carried away by the leptons. The
semileptonic width is an integral of a differential width, written schematically asd�=dq, which
must be calculated under the hypothesis of local duality. For certain ranges ofq (q2 near its
kinematic maximum), local duality clearly fails. However,d�=dq has a known analytic structure
as a function ofq, with cuts and poles, corresponding to thresholds and resonances, which are
confined to the real axis. If the integration contour inq is deformed away from the resonances,
into the complex plane,then it may be possible to compute the integral without knowing the
integrand everywhere along the original (real) contour of integration. From one point of view,
complexq forces the final state away from the mass shell, where long-distance effects can become
important. From another, the integral overq imposes an average over the invariant masssH of the
hadrons in the final state, which smears out the effect of resonances when they do contribute. This
property, that quantities averaged oversH may be computable even when differential ones are not,
is global duality. The most important feature is thesmearingof the perturbative calculation over
the resonance region. Note that global duality does not apply to purely hadronicB decays, for
whichsH = m2

B is fixed.

Once the issue of duality has been addressed, the actual expansions obtained for inclusive decays
are very similar to those for exclusive decays. For example, the total charmless semileptonicB

decay width takes the form

�(B ! Xu `�) =
G2
F jVubj2
192�3

m5
b

"
1� 2:41

�s

�
+
�1 � 9�2
2m2

b

+ : : :

#
: (2.26)

The leading corrections to this expression are of order�2s, �s=mb and1=m3
b . Note that the1=m2

b

corrections are far more tractable than in the exclusive decay: first, because1=m2
c does not appear,

and second, because they may all be written in terms of the two parameters�1 and�2, one of which
is already known. Finally, note the strong dependence on the massmb, which is equivalent via the
mass expansion (2.22) to a dependence on�. This is a significant source of uncertainty in the
expression for the rate. The extensive recent theoretical efforts to reduce this uncertainty will be
discussed in detail in Chapter 8. Similarly, the technically-more-complicated case ofB ! Xc `�

is left until this later more-detailed discussion.

2.2.5 Limitations of the HQE

While the heavy-quark expansion and the HQET are powerful tools in the analysis of many aspects
ofB spectroscopy and decay, there are important issues into which they provide little direct insight.
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What the HQE provides is a framework within which the dependence of quantities on the large
massmb may be extracted systematically. However, once this has been accomplished, the task
usually remains of analyzing those parts of the process which are characterized by long distances,
small momenta, and nonperturbative dynamics. For a few quantities, such as the exclusive and
inclusive decay rates discussed in this section, the calculation can be organized so that such effects
appear only at subleading order, with the leading order terms controlled by heavy-quark symmetry.
But this is not the typical situation inB phenomenology; one is usually required to analyze
quantities and processes for which the nonperturbative nature of QCD is a dominant effect.

By necessity, such analyses involve a wide variety of methods, techniques, approximations and
ansatzes. Some of the most important approaches are briefly discussed in the rest of this chapter.
But even where the heavy-quark limit is not itself predictive, it still has an important role to play.
Any model or effective theory which purports to describeB mesons must obey the heavy-quark
limit. By the same token, it is often possible to enhance or extend a model by building heavy-quark
symmetry in explicitly. The information provided by the heavy-quark limit will prove to be very
useful in this broader context.

2.3 Light Flavor Symmetry

2.3.1 Chiral Lagrangians

Complementary to the heavy-quark limit, new symmetries of QCD also arise in the limit of
vanishing light-quark masses. Asmu; md; ms ! 0, the quarks of left and right helicity decouple
from each other. In this limit, the invariance of the Lagrangian separately under rotations among
(uL; dL; sL) and(uR; dR; sR) gives rise to anSU(3)L � SU(3)R chiral flavor symmetry. In the
QCD vacuum, this symmetry is dynamically broken to the diagonal subgroupSU(3)V by the
quark condensatehqiqji 6= 0. As a consequence, there are eight Goldstone bosons in the light
spectrum, which we identify with the physical�, K, and�. Since the actualu, d, ands-quark
masses are small but nonzero, the�,K, and� are light but not exactly massless.

The spontaneous breaking of chiral symmetry is characterized by a scale�� � 1GeV, which
is related to the value of the quark condensate. For light massesm�; mK ; m� � �� and small
momentap � ��, QCD exhibits a separation of energy scales which can be used as the basis
for an effective field theory. Thischiral Lagrangiandescribes low-energy interactions in a sys-
tematic expansion in powers ofp=�� andmq=��. Since the fundamental degrees of freedom, the
eight “pions”�, K and�, are the Goldstone bosons associated with the spontaneous symmetry
breakingSU(3)L � SU(3)R ! SU(3)V , they transform in a complicated nonlinear way under
the full symmetry group. It is convenient to assemble them into a matrix�ab, which is in turn
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exponentiated,
�ab = [exp (2i�=f�)]ab ; (2.27)

wheref� � 130MeV is the pion decay constant anda; b are flavor indices which take valuesu; d,
or s. The unusual looking field� has the property that it transforms simply underSU(3)L �
SU(3)R.

The chiral Lagrangian is the most general function of� consistent with the symmetries, con-
structed order by order in powers of1=��. At lowest order, the Lagrangian is completely fixed,

L =
f 2�
4
@��

y

ab@��ba + : : : ; (2.28)

where the flavor indices are summed over and the ellipsis indicates operators suppressed by�n�.
The exponential form of the� field allows this simple Lagrangian to describe interactions between
arbitrarily large numbers of pions. Indeed, one of the useful features of Chiral Perturbation
Theory (ChPT) is its ability to relate scattering amplitudes involving different numbers of external
particles.

All hadrons other than the pions, such as vector mesons or baryons, have masses of order��.
Hence for external momentap � �� they can only appear as virtual states. Their effect on the
effective theory is reproduced by higher dimension operators involving�, such as

f 2�
�2
�

Tr
h
@��y@��y@��@��

i
; (2.29)

where the trace is over flavor indices. Because one cannot solve QCD, the couplings of these
operators are unknown constants which must be determined phenomenologically. In practice, the
Lagrangian (2.28) has been generalized to include operators containing up to four derivatives or
one power of the light-quark masses, as well as effects from electromagnetic and flavor changing
currents. By now, most of the couplings have been extracted from experiment. Typical predictions,
such as�–K radiative reactions or�–� scattering, are accurate at the10–30% level, although in
some cases, such as the extraction ofjVusj fromK ! �`�, the uncertainties are much smaller. It
is important to keep in mind that these predictions are valid only so long as external momenta are
small compared to�� � 1 GeV.

2.3.2 Heavy-Hadron Chiral Perturbation Theory

Although heavy hadrons have masses much larger than��, it is still possible to incorporate them
into ChPT. This is because it is only the light degrees of freedom in the hadron, whose mass
does not scale with the heavy quark, which interact with external pions. This extension of the
effective theory, known as Heavy-Hadron Chiral Perturbation Theory (HHChPT), incorporates the
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heavy-quark spin-flavor symmetry in an expansion in derivatives, light-quark masses, and inverse
heavy-quark masses. It describes soft pions interacting with a static heavy hadron.

A simple example of where such a formalism is useful is the semileptonic decayB ! �`�. Over
most of the Dalitz plot, the pion is much too energetic for chiral symmetry to apply. However,
in the region where the pion is soft, the form factorf+(q

2) which determines the differential rate
can be determined reliably. For a sufficiently soft pion, the dominant contribution toB ! �`�

comes from the process whereB ! B��, with the virtualB� then decaying leptonically. The
strength of theB ! B�� transition is proportional to a universal coupling constantg, which may
be determined from the rate for the decayD� ! D�. The amplitude forB ! �`� at lowest order
in HHChPT is then

f+(q
2) =

gM2
BfB=f�

M2
B� � q2

; (2.30)

which is simply a statement of nearest pole dominance, which holds rigorously in the combined
heavy-quark and chiral limit. Physically, pole dominance holds because in this limit the mass
splitting between theB andB� vanishes, whereas the energy gap to the nearest excited resonance
remains finite. Thus, for arbitrarily soft pions, theB� is the only resonance which can affect the
form factor. Note that the heavy- and light-flavor symmetries relateBs; D andDs states to theB,
so there are analogous form factors inBs ! K`�;Ds ! K`�, andD! �`�.

As is typical in chiral calculations, the amplitude relations hold only where the pions are soft.
There will be corrections to these relations at higher order, when loop graphs and explicit sym-
metry breaking terms are included. Most calculations within HHChPT are done at leading order,
or include only some of the numerically important corrections. Since the number of unknown
coefficients tends to proliferate at higher order, such results are usually presented as estimates of
the size of symmetry breaking effects. Chiral Lagrangians are particularly useful for exploring the
light-flavor dependence of quantities arising from pion loops and other infrared physics.

2.3.3 Factorization, Color Flow, and Vacuum Saturation

The problem with chiral calculations is that they only apply when the external pions are soft,
and for most processes of phenomenological interest, nothing constrains this to be the case. For
example, it is not very useful to apply such techniques to exclusive nonleptonic decays such as
B ! D�, since the� has momentump = 2:3GeV > ��. If one attempts to use the chiral
Lagrangian here, one finds that the effects of higher dimension operators, which scale as(p=��)

2,
are unsuppressed, and the theory loses its predictive power. The hadrons in the final state continue
to interact long after the weak decay, and there is no clean separation of scales. The situation is
even more complicated for multiple pion production (B ! D��; � � �), which is governed over
most of the phase space not by low-energy theorems but by the nonperturbative dynamics of QCD
fragmentation. In the absence of a solution to QCD, exclusive nonleptonic decays remain one of
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the most intractable problems inB physics. All that one has is a variety of models, based on ideas
such as light cone wavefunctions or fragmenting strings, which describe the data with varying
degrees of success.

In the absence of any theory based on first principles, phenomenological approaches are often used
instead. The most popular of these is the hypothesis offactorization,which applies to certain
two body nonleptonic decays. A simple example isB ! D�, which is mediated by the quark
transitionb ! cud. Immediately after the weak decay, the quarks typically find themselves with
a large momentum and in the middle of a medium of gluons and light quark-antiquark pairs, with
which they subsequently interact strongly. However, if theud pair has a small invariant mass,
m(ud) � m�, then these two quarks will remain close together as they move through the colored
medium. If, in addition, they are initially in a color singlet state, then they will interact with the
medium not individually but as a single color dipole. Since the distance between theu and thed
grows slowly, it is possible that the pair will have left the colored environment completely before
its dipole moment is large enough for its interactions to be significant. In this case, the pair will
hadronize as a single�. Such a phenomenon is known as “color transparency.”

If, by contrast, theud pair has a large invariant mass, then the quarks will interact strongly with
the medium. In this case, their reassembly into a single� is extremely unlikely. As a result, it is
reasonable to hypothesize that the decayB ! D� is dominated by the former scenario, and that
the matrix element actually factorizes,

hD�j c�(1� 5)b d�(1� 5)u jBi = hDj c�(1� 5)b jBi � h�j d�(1� 5)u j0i : (2.31)

The result is something much simpler:h�j d�(1 � 5)u j0i is related tof�, and hDj c�(1 �
5)b jBi may be extracted from semileptonicB decays. With this ansatz, it is possible to obtain
relations among various two body decays which can then be tested experimentally. A proper anal-
ysis is fairly complicated because it is necessary to take into account short-distance perturbative
corrections and other formally subleading effects. In particular, when the leading QCD radiative
corrections are included, the matrix element (2.31) develops a dependence on the renormalization
scale� which cannot be compensated within the factorization ansatz. Thus even the question of
whether a matrix element factorizes has no scale invariant meaning. A complete discussion is
reserved for later chapters.

There is a heuristic distinction which is often made in the discussion of nonleptonicB decays,
between contributions to decays which are “color allowed” and those which are “color suppressed.”
In the spirit of factorization, it is often convenient to use Fierz identities to rewrite the effective
Hamiltonian as a sum of products of quark bilinears which could interpolate certain exclusive final
states. For example, if one were interested in the semi-inclusive processB ! Xs , it would be
useful to re-express the combination

C1 si
�(1� 5)cj cj�(1� 5)bi + C2 si

�(1� 5)ci cj�(1� 5)bj ; (2.32)
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wherei andj are color indices, as

(C1 +
1

3
C2) c

�(1� 5)c s�(1� 5)b + 2C2 c T
a�(1� 5)c s T a�(1� 5)b : (2.33)

Then the first term can be factorized in the sense of Eq. (2.31), while the second cannot. If the
coefficientC1+

1

3
C2 of the factorizable term is large, that is, ifC1+

1

3
C2 � 2C2, then the amplitude

is said to be “color allowed”; if the reverse is true, then it is said to be “color suppressed.” It is often
supposed that amplitudes which have the wrong color structure to factorize are intrinsically small.
Of course, soft gluons can always be exchanged to rearrange the color structure, so this distinction
does not survive radiative corrections. However, the neglect of nonfactorizable amplitudes is a
common phenomenological starting point for analyses of nonleptonicB decays, where it is often
useful to have some guess as to which four-quark operators are the most important for mediating a
given transition.

Another common ansatz, which is similar in spirit to factorization, isvacuum saturation.The
computation ofB0–B0 mixing requires the hadronic matrix elementhB0j b�5d b�5d jB0i;
where the four-quark operator has been induced by an interaction (such as a box diagram) at very
short distances. In vacuum saturation, one inserts a complete set of states between the two currents,
and then assumes that the sum is dominated by the vacuum. This ansatz is neither stable under
radiative corrections, nor really well defined, sinceb�5d b�5d is an indivisible local operator.
The result is of the form

hB0j b�5d b�5d jB0i = Af 2Bm
2
BBB ; (2.34)

whereA is a known constant andBB absorbs the error induced by keeping only the vacuum
intermediate state. Deviations ofBB from unity parameterize corrections to the ansatz. Vacuum
saturation becomes exact in the formal limitNc ! 1, whereNc is the number of colors, since
then the mesons are noninteracting. This limit is often cited as a justification of the ansatz. As it
turns out, calculations in lattice QCD do seem to prefer a value forBB which is close to unity. One
may use HHChPT to estimate the uncertainty in the light-flavor dependence of the ratioBBs=BBd

.

2.4 Lattice Gauge Theory

An important alternative to the analytic analyses presented so far is the attempt to solve QCD
directly via a numerical simulation. As for any quantum field theory, QCD may be defined by a
partition function,

Z =
Z
[dA�][d i][d i] e

iS(A�; i; i) ; (2.35)

where thefunctional integralis over all configurations with given gauge potentialA� and quarks
 i. The action,

S(A�;  i;  i) =
Z
d4x

h
�1

4
G��G�� +  i(i=@ � g =A�m) i + : : :

i
; (2.36)
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is supplemented by sources for the quarks and gluons, and by gauge fixing terms. The functional
Z and its derivatives are enough to determine all of the correlation functions of the theory. The
program oflattice gauge theoryis to perform the integral in the action by discretizing space-time
on a grid of spacinga, and then to computeZ by summing over a finite but representative set of
configurations ofA� and i. In principle, given enough configurations and a fine enough grid,
such an analysis provides an arbitrarily accurate solution to QCD.

However, there are a number of important practical difficulties with this program, which effectively
restrict its accuracy and rigor, and the uses to which it may be put. The first is that any realistic
analysis requires an enormous amount of computer power. While such resources continue to
improve at a remarkable pace, it will be long in the future before it will be possible to analyze
processes in which a wide range of momentum scales is important. Effectively, this limits the use
of the lattice for the study of exclusive nonleptonicB decays or�–� scattering. For the time being,
it is the static, rather than the dynamical, properties of QCD which are most amenable to a lattice
treatment.

Another practical limitation of lattice QCD is that it is extremely expensive to include quark loops
in the computation. It is possible to save a huge factor in computing time by working in the
quenchedor valence approximation, in which quark loops are neglected entirely. Quenching is
really more an ansatz than an approximation, in the sense that it is difficult to estimate reliably
the error which it induces. It can be argued that in certain contexts, such as heavy quark-antiquark
bound states, the primary effect of quenching is to renormalize the effective coupling of the gluons,
which can be compensated by adjusting the couplingg at the lattice scale. But in most cases,
quenching is just a necessary simplification of the calculation, with a largely unknown effect on
the results. With the emergence of a new generation of computers capable of� 1012 flops, some
unquenched calculations will become feasible. Then it will begin to be possible to study the effects
of quenching in more quantitative detail.

Other practical difficulties in lattice QCD are more tractable. Because of the nature of the propaga-
tor, massless quarks induce singularities in lattice calculations, so one must work with light quarks
of massm � 100MeV or larger and then extrapolate to physicalmu � 5MeV andmd � 10MeV.
The nature of this extrapolation is strongly affected by quenching. It is also necessary to work at
nonzero lattice spacinga, and finite overall lattice sizeL, extrapolating toa ! 0 andL ! 1
at the end. These extrapolations are believed to be reasonably under control in most calculations.
Finally, it turns out to be extremely difficult to incorporate chiral quarks in lattice computations,
although this is not an important problem for a vector theory such as QCD.

Even given these limitations, the progress in lattice QCD in the past ten years has been phenom-
enal. This is due both to advances in computing technology, and perhaps more important, to
the development of new theoretical methods particular to the lattice. New techniques which are
relevant to the study of heavy quarks include thestatic approximation, nonrelativistic QCD, and
improved actions. The first of these is the analogue of HQET for heavy quarks on the lattice, which
actually predates (and inspired) the development of HQET in the continuum. Static techniques are
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necessary because the Compton wavelength of theb-quark scales as1=mb and is much smaller
than any lattice spacinga in use, so fully dynamicalb quarks are extremely difficult to simulate.
The static limit has proven very useful for the computation of heavy-hadron spectra and decay
constants. Nonrelativistic QCD, a somewhat different expansion in powers of1=m, is relevant
to the study of heavy quark-antiquark bound states. Such analyses have become so accurate that
lattice determinations of quarkonium splittings, when compared with data, provide a measurement
of �s which may be competitive with precision measurements at theZ pole. Finally, it has been
understood how to “improve” the actionS(A�;  i;  i) by including discretization effects order by
order ina, thereby allowing the same accuracy to be obtained with larger lattice spacing. Since for
a lattice of a given size in physical units, the number of points scales as1=a4, the result can be a
significant saving in computer resources.

In summary, the lattice will continue to be an important tool forB physics, but it is not a universal
approach for the numerous important quantities which cannot as yet be treated analytically. Lattice
QCD has been very successful for certain quantities, such as the bag constantBB and the splittings
in the� system. For others, such as bottom meson and baryon spectroscopy, decay constants, and
semileptonic form factors, the situation continues to improve. A collection of lattice results rele-
vant toB phenomenology is given in Appendix C, along with additional discussion of lattice meth-
ods. On the other hand, there are quantities, such as exclusive nonleptonic decays or fragmentation
functions, where lattices of impractical size and granularity would be required to obtain useful pre-
dictions. For such processes, there is no rigorous theoretical calculation based on first principles.

2.5 QCD Sum Rules

Another theoretical approach which is based, in principle, on QCD is that ofQCD sum rules. The
idea is to exploit parton-hadron duality as fully as possible, by studying inclusive quantities with
kinematic or other restrictions which require them to be dominated by a single exclusive interme-
diate state. In this way one can learn something about nonperturbative physics, which controls the
detailed properties of bound states, within a calculation based on a perturbative expansion.

The construction of QCD sum rules has a number of technical subtleties. This section only
outlines the ingredients and the general structure, leaving specific applications to later chapters. A
discussion which contains considerably more detail, along with some results, is found in Appendix
D. The method involves the study of correlation functions in QCD, as a function of external
momenta. The correlation functions of a quantum field theory contain all the information about
the theory, and hence in principle this method has access to every observable of QCD. In practice,
it is only feasible to study two-point and some three-point functions, so QCD sum rules are useful
primarily for computing spectra, decay constants and form factors.

The main features of the method will be illustrated here with a simple example fromB physics.
One attractive feature of sum rules is that they can be formulated within HQET, thereby incorpo-
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rating heavy-quark symmetry automatically. In HQET, the currenthv
5q can create aB meson, or

other excited statesBn with the same quantum numbers. Since theb quark is static, the appropriate
measure of the mass of a state is the excitation energy�n = (m2

Bn
�m2

b)=2mb, which is independent
of mb asmb !1. The object of study is the two point function

�(!) = i

Z
d4x eik�x h0jTfq5hv(x); hv5q(0)g j0i ; (2.37)

where! = v � k is the energy injected into the correlator. For general!, the correlator�(!)
receives contributions from all intermediate statesBn. Hence�(!) may be written in the form

�(!) =
X
n

F 2
n

�n � ! � i�
; (2.38)

whereFn is the coupling of the current to the excited stateBn. The correlator (2.37) and sum over
states (2.38) are often referred to, respectively, as the “theoretical” and “phenomenological” sides
of the sum rule.

The goal is now two-fold: first, to compute the correlator (2.37) in QCD, and second, to isolate
the contribution of the ground stateB to the sum (2.38), so that its properties can be extracted.
These two goals conflict, as they require different limits of!. A perturbative calculation of the
correlator is appropriate for! far from resonances,! � �QCD, or even better, in the unphysical
region! ! �1. On the other hand, the ground state will only dominate the sum for! small and
near theB resonance. The compromise is to work in a regime of intermediate!, where it is hoped
that, with some technical improvements, both the correlator and the sum over states can be treated
accurately. These improvements are the source of most of the complications in the method.

The first step is to rewrite�(!) as a dispersion integral over its imaginary part, which receives
contributions from real intermediate states,

�(!) =
Z

1

0
d�

�(�)

� � ! � i�
; (2.39)

where�(�) / Im�(�). For simplicity, local subtractions, which may be required to make this
expression well behaved, have been omitted here. Note the similarity between the theoretical
expression (2.39) and the phenomenological sum over states (2.38). While it is certainly not true
that�(�n) = F 2

n at each point, global duality allows the two expressions for�(!) to coincide once
both sides have been integrated. For! large enough, it suffices to compute the density�(�) as a
power series in�s. But for intermediate!, it is necessary also to include corrections to�(!) of
order1=!n. These corrections appear in the form ofcondensates, new nonperturbative quantities
characteristic of QCD. It is usually enough to include the condensates of dimension� 5, whose
values have been extracted at the� 30% level from other processes:

hqqi � �(0:23GeV)3 ;
h�sG��G��i � (0:45GeV)4 ;

hgq���q G��i � �(0:40GeV)5 : (2.40)
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The condensates are universal quantities which, it is hoped, capture the leading nonperturbative
effects of the QCD vacuum and allow the correlator to be computed accurately even for! not
asymptotically large.

The next step is to focus on the ground stateB. The excited statesBn are all quite broad and
unlikely to induce rapid variations in�(!), and it is assumed that above some scale!0, the integral
over the excited states can accurately be described by parton-hadron duality. Actually, it is hoped
that the scale!0 may be chosen as athreshold,in the sense that the entire contribution of the excited
states (and none of the ground state) may be modeled by the perturbative dispersion integral for
� > !0. The contribution of the excited states is then subtracted from both expressions, leaving an
upper cutoff!0 on the dispersion integral (2.39), and only the ground staten = 0 in the sum over
intermediate states (2.38).

The object of the analysis is now to equate the theoretical and phenomenological sides of the sum
rule and attempt to fit the couplingF and the energy� of the ground stateB. To do so, one must
fix values for the threshold!0 and the energy!, neither of which is givena priori. (In Borel sum
rules,! is exchanged for a “Borel parameter”T .) While there exists a prescription for choosing
these parameters, it is not based directly on QCD, but rather derives from the requirement that the
sum rule be self-consistent, that is, dominated neither by the condensates nor by the excited states.
In fact, therein lies a fundamental source of uncertainty in the practical application of QCD sum
rules. While it is certainly encouraging that!0 and! usually may be chosen to make the sum rule
consistent and well behaved, there is no way to test whether theconsistentchoice is, in fact, the
correctone. It is not clear, from first principles, how the stability of a sum rule corresponds to its
accuracy.

The absence of a reliable estimate of the error from choosing!0 and!, as well as of the error
from truncating the sum over intermediate states, leaves QCD sum rule analyses with systematic
uncertainties which are difficult to quantify. In this respect, they are a lot like lattice gauge theory
calculations in the quenched approximation. Both methods are based, in principle, on QCD, which
is their most attractive feature. However, in their practical implementation it is unavoidable that
uncontrolled model dependence emerges. The result in each case is a bit of a hybrid, a valuable
theoretical tool which one must rely on only with considerable care.

2.6 Quark Models and Related Methods

This section discusses quark models and their relatives. While a QCD analysis is always preferable
to a model, there are unfortunately many processes and quantities of interest for which models are
the only recourse. The variety of models, even commonly used ones, is indeed enormous, and
there is no hope to survey the field here. More information about specific models may be found in
Appendix B. This brief section explains what is meant by a model, and why a model is distinct from
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QCD. Many models are invented for a very limited purpose, to capture some particular feature of
hadron phenomenology such as spectroscopy, fragmentation, or weak decay. Here the focus is on
a popular model with more general ambitions, thenonrelativistic quark model.This is probably
the most intuitively accessible model, and it serves as an excellent illustrative example. Appendix
B contains some discussion of a number of models used to estimate hadron form factors relevant
in semi-leptonic decays.

Consider a�+ meson. In QCD, this state is a complicated collection of quarks, antiquarks, and
gluons, carrying overall flavor quantum numbers. Note that although a�+ has the flavor of aud
pair, there are in fact manyu, u, d, andd quarks in a�+, and it is not correct to assign the flavor
of the overall�+ to any particular ones. In the nonrelativistic quark model, however, a meson is
treated as a bound state of a single quark and antiquark. Entirely new degrees of freedom have
been introduced, since theseconstituentu andd quarks are only indirectly related to the quarks
of QCD. They have large masses of order 300 MeV (in contrast to theQCD-currentquark masses
of 5 � 10MeV), they have small magnetic moments, they are nonrelativistic, they are not pair
produced, and they interact with each other through an instantaneous potential. This is an ansatz,
not an approximation to or a limit of QCD.

Given these new degrees of freedom, one can then guess a potential and solve the Schr¨odinger
equation to find quark wavefunctions. Magnetic interactions and other effects are introduced as
necessary, as perturbations to the nonrelativistic potential. The wavefunctions then may be used to
fit or predict physical observables such as spectra, decay constants, or transition rates. Note that
the very idea of a nonrelativistic wavefunction is foreign to QCD, so there is no meaningful sense
in which the solutions which are obtained are “correct.” All that one can ask is that the model be
“predictive,” in that it fit many independent pieces of data with few adjustable parameters.

In principle, models should be constrained to reproduce the known behavior of QCD in its various
limits, but this is not always possible. The chiral limit is a particular problem: it is difficult to tune
the nonrelativistic quark model to obtain a massless pion when theu andd current masses vanish.
By contrast, heavy-quark symmetry provides useful constraints, and it can be used to tune aspects
of the quark model when it is applied to bottom and charmed hadrons.

The central problem with models is that it is difficult to accompany their predictions with mean-
ingful error estimates. Since they do not arise as an expansion of QCD, there is no small parameter
and no systematic corrections to a controlled limit. It is very difficult to guess, when a model is
extended to a new region, at what level to trust its predictions. For example, the nonrelativistic
quark model typically works very well for hadron spectroscopy, but this fact gives little insight
into its reliability in predicting form factors. It is common practice, unfortunately, to cite uncer-
tainties due to “model dependence” which are obtained by surveying the predictions of a variety
of models. This exercise certainly provides more insight into the tastes of model builders than into
the accuracy of their predictions.
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Of the wide variety of models currently in use, just a few of the most popular ones forB physics
are listed here. The Isgur-Scora-Grinstein-Wise model is a version of the nonrelativistic quark
model which is tuned to the study of semileptonicB decays. The Bauer-Stech-Wirbel model
is a quark model on the light front, used for weakB andD decays and the exploration of the
factorization hypothesis. String fragmentation and flux tube models are used to study heavy-quark
fragmentation. The Skyrme model, derived from the chiral Lagrangian, is a model of light baryons
which has been extended to describe heavy baryons as well. An alternative tool for studying
baryons is the nonrelativistic diquark model. The ACCMM (Altarelliet al.) model is used to
include initial bound state effects in inclusiveB decays. What these models, and others like
them, have in common is that they are tuned to specific particles or specific processes, for which
they typically work reasonably well. By contrast, their predictivity in new contexts is hard to
assess reliably. Since it is unavoidable that models will continue to be an indispensable tool inB

phenomenology, it is important always to remain mindful of their limitations.

2.7 Further Reading

This chapter has given only the briefest discussion to a few topics in the theory of hadronicB

physics. Many of the ideas introduced here will be developed in considerably more detail in
subsequent chapters, when they are applied to specific processes and analyses. The purpose here
has been to provide a background and some context for these later applications. Because of the
very general level of the discussion in this chapter, references to the original literature have not
been included. In subsequent chapters where these methods are applied the relevant references
are given. The reader who wishes to explore any of these topics further at an introductory level is
invited to consult the many textbooks and reviews which now exist.

A few examples are:

� Effective Hamiltonians and operator product expansions

– Dynamics of the Standard Model,John Donoghue, Eugene Golowich and Barry R. Hol-
stein, Cambridge University Press (1992)

– G. Buchalla, A. J. Buras and M. E. Lautenbacher,Rev. Mod. Phys.68, 1125 (1996)

� The heavy-quark expansion

– M. Neubert,Phys. Rep.245, 259 (1994)

– M. Shifman, in QCD and Beyond,Proceedings of TASI 95, ed. D. Soper, World
Scientific (1996)

– B. Grinstein, inCP Violation and the Limits of the Standard Model,Proceedings of
TASI 94, ed. J. F. Donoghue, World Scientific (1995)
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� Chiral perturbation theory

– J. Gasser and H. Leutwyler,Phys. Rep.87, 77 (1982)

� Lattice gauge theory

– Phenomenology and Lattice QCD,Proceedings of the Uehling Summer School on
Phenomenology and Lattice QCD, eds. G. Kilcup and S. Sharpe, World Scientific
(1995)

– S. Sharpe, inCP Violation and the Limits of the Standard Model,Proceedings of TASI
94, ed. J. F. Donoghue, World Scientific (1995)

and

� QCD sum rules

– Stephan Narison,QCD Spectral Sum Rules,World Scientific (1989).
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3

An Introduction to the B ABAR Experiment

The primary goal of the BABAR experiment is the systematic study ofCP asymmetries in the decays
of neutralB mesons. In addition to this, a sensitive measurement of the CKM matrix element,
Vub can be made, and a number of rareB meson decays may be measured, together enabling good
constraints to be put on fundamental parameters of the Standard Model. A range of other physics
may also be studied at BABAR, including otherB physics, the physics of charm and tau leptons,
and two-photon physics. Many of the methods for doing this are described in later chapters of this
book.

The particular channels in which it is hoped that BABAR will be able to measureCP asymmetries
include the following:

� Forsin 2�: B0
! J= K0

S
,B0

! J= K0
L

,B0
! J= K�0,B0

! D+D� ,B0
! D�+D��,

etc.

� For sin 2�: B0
! �+�� , B0

! �+���0 , B0
! a1�

TheCP asymmetries in question may be quite large, needing only a few hundred reconstructed
events in the appropriate channel to observe. The branching ratios to reconstructible final states
are very small, however,e.g.,� 10�5 for J= K0

S
and for�+��, so that in excess of107 B0B0 pairs

need to be produced, in order to measure the asymmetries with errors at the 10% level or better.

In order to observe the asymmetries, three things need to be measured: the exclusive final state
needs to be fully reconstructed; the flavor (beauty or anti-beauty) of the decaying particle needs to
be tagged; the proper time of theB0 decay with respect to its production needs to be measured, as
(in most cases), the asymmetry cancels to zero in time-integrated measurements ate+e� machines.

The BABAR experiment was designed and optimized to achieve the goals specified above. The PEP-
II B Factory was designed to deliver theB mesons to the experiment.

3.1 e
+
e
�

B Factories and PEP-II

In the late 1980s, studies [1] indicated that the best source ofB mesons for such a physics program
was ane+e� collider, operating at the� (4S) resonance, but in anasymmetricmode,i.e., with
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beams of unequal energy, resulting inB0 mesons with significant momenta in the laboratory
frame (the small Q-value of the� (4S) ! BB decay results inB mesons almost at rest in the
center of mass frame). This enables theB0 mesons’ decay times to be inferred from their now-
measurable decay lengths. The machine must also have unprecedented luminosity; of the order of
a few�1033 cm�2s�1, or more, in order to provide enoughB mesons. The PEP-IIB Factory was
designed with just these characteristics.

There are several advantages of thee+e� environment over the hadronic environment, for doing
such physics, namely:

� A high signal-to-background ratio, with�bb=�TOT ' 0:28.

� Clean events, with a mean charged multiplicity of� 11.

� Low interaction rates� 10 Hz (physics rate).

� The possibility to reconstruct final states containing�0s and photons, thereby allowing the
possibility to make measurements in many more channels.

� Straightforward extrapolation from existing experiments.

There are two major advantages of the� (4S) resonance over the situation at LEP. The first
is the absence of any fragmentation products, thereby reducing the possibility of combinatorial
backgrounds. The second advantage is the existence of several kinematic constraints, namely
knowledge of the exact 4-momentum of the two-B meson system and also knowledge of the
momentum magnitudes of the twoB mesons individually in the center-of-mass frame. These
constraints help considerably in suppressing backgrounds.

PEP-II will have two rings, one of 9 GeV (for electrons) and one of 3.1 GeV (for positrons),
housed in the former PEP tunnel. This results in a� for the resultingB mesons of 0.56 in
the laboratory frame. The machine will use the already-existing SLAC linac as an injector. The
machine construction schedule allows for phased commissioning of the various components. The
design luminosity goal is3� 1033 cm�2 s�1.

3.1.1 Cross-Sections at the� (4S)

The cross-sections for the production of fermion pairs at the� (4S) are shown in Table 3-11. They
are discussed in more detail in Section 11.4.1.2. TheBB cross-section can be calculated from

1All quark-antiquark cross-sections exceptbb are calculated with theJetset7.4 event generator for
p

s =

10:58 GeV. Radiative corrections are included; hence the cross-sections include radiative events for which acceptance
will be low.
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Table 3-1. Production cross-sections at
p
s =M(� (4S)). Thee+e� cross-section is the effective

cross-section, expected within the experimental acceptance.

e+e� ! Cross-section (nb)

bb 1.05

cc 1.30

ss 0.35

uu 1.39

dd 0.35

�+�� 0.94

�+�� 1.16

e+e� � 40

known� (4S) properties and the beam-energy spread of the machine. Since the BABAR beam spread
is very close to being the same as it is for CLEO, we take the peak cross-section obtained in CLEO
and adjust for the slightly larger beam spread expected in BABAR. This yields a peak cross-section of
1.05 nb with an uncertainty of less than 0.1 nb (the BABAR TDR [2] used 1.15 nb for most analyses).

While in principle theqq cross-section can be calculated if the value ofR � �qq=��+�� is known,
initial-state radiation assures that the value depends sensitively on the minimum value of center-
of-mass energy that is required in an analysis. Events with very hard radiated photons look more
like 2-photon processes than typicalqq events. For most purposes in this book, it is only necessary
to know how to normalize the Monte Carlo samples that have been generated. In this case we use
the cross-section calculated fromJetset7.4 with the usual photon-energy cutoff of 0.99Ebeam,
corresponding to a minimum center-of-mass energy of 1.06 GeV. This cross-section is found to be
3.39 nb.

3.1.2 Data Taking in the Continuum

It is intended to run PEP-II at the� (4S) resonance, for the majority of its running. However,
off-resonance data are essential for all precision measurements ofB meson decays since Monte
Carlo simulations forB decay backgrounds from the continuum are less reliable than their direct
determination from real data (the non-BB physics (charm, tau,. . . ) does not require any data
taking off the� (4S) resonance since these data come simultanuously withBB events). For decays
with very little background, likeB0

! J=	 K0
S with background/signal ratiosB=S < a few %,

a very high fraction of data taking on the� (4S) resonance gives the smallest error on theCP
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asymmetry for these events. For decays with higher continuum background, likeB0
! �+��

with B=S = O(1), the smallest errors onB(B ! �+��) andACP(B ! �+��) are obtained
with a much larger fraction of continuum data taking. The same holds for all inclusive studies like
B ! `�X. In this section, a recipe is derived for choosing the optimal fraction of continuum data
taking.

In order to reach a minimal error onS, the cross-section� branching ratio for a signal, in the
presence of a continuum background with a magnitudeB (for the analogous quantity), a given
integrated luminosity,L =

R _L dt should be shared between two fractions,(1� c)L on the� (4S),
andcL in the continuum. Assuming that the error is predominantly statistical, the optimal value
for c depends onb = B=S. This can be seen as follows. The numbers of events on the� (4S) and
in the continuum are respectively

N(� (4S)) = (1� c)L(1 + b)S; N(continuum) = cLbS; (3.1)

so thatS can be obtained from

S =
N(� (4S))

(1� c)L
�
N(continuum)

cL
: (3.2)

Propagating the errors, and substituting for theNs gives

�(S) = [
(1� c)L(1 + b)S

(1� c)2L2
+
cbLS

c2L2
]1=2 = E �

q
S=L (3.3)

where

E = E(c) = E(cjb) =

s
c+ b

c(1� c)
: (3.4)

The functionE describes the increase of the error on the signal cross-section with respect to the
conditionb = c = 0. Its dependence onc, for values ofb between 0 and 1 is shown in Figure 3.1.2.
In all cases, the minimum obtained is very shallow, and wide ranges ofc give very similar statistical
errors for the signal cross-section. Table 3-2 gives the optimal continuum fractioncmin, E(cmin),
E(0:15)=E(cmin), andE(0:20)=E(cmin).

It may be concluded that small luminosity fractions in the continuum, around one sixth of the total
integrated luminosity, cover the optimal conditions for background to signal ratios up to 0.50. The
price for channels without background is very low; their errors increase only by 10 percent with
respect toc = 0, i.e.,with no continuum running at all.

This conclusion leads to a recommendation for the initial running conditions of BABAR: choose
c = 0:174. At this continuum fraction, the errors on channels with no background increase by
exactly10%, the errors are minimal forb � 0:05, and the errors increase by less than10% for all b
values up to 0.40. Figure 3.1.2 showsE(0:174; b),E(cmin; b), andE(0:174; b)=E(cmin; b), i.e., the
error increase atc = 0:174 with respect tob = c = 0, the error increase at the optimalc, and the
ratio of the two, as a function ofb.
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Figure 3-1. increase of the signal error with respect tob = c = 0 as a function of the continnum
luminosity fractionc for various background to signal ratiosb.

Table 3-2. The optimal fractioncmin of continuum luminosity, the increase of signal errors with
respect tob = c = 0, and the increase ratios at twoc values, for seven background to signal ratiosb.

b cmin E(cmin)
E(0:15)

E(cmin)

E(0:20)

E(cmin)

0.00 0.00 1.00 1.08 1.12

0.05 0.18 1.25 1.00 1.00

0.10 0.23 1.37 1.02 1.00

0.15 0.27 1.46 1.05 1.01

0.25 0.31 1.62 1.09 1.04

0.50 0.37 1.93 1.17 1.08

1.00 0.41 2.41 1.24 1.14

Continuum running with the recommended fraction of around one sixth of the total integrated
luminosity should be done at a center-of-mass energy around60MeV below the�(4S) mass. For
the storage ring operation, the easiest option might be to keep the low-energy ring at3:109GeV

and to decrease the high-energy ring from 9.000 to8:900GeV. This choice would change the boost
from 0.5568 by a negligible amount to 0.5505.
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Figure 3-2. Increase of the signal error at a continuum luminosity fractionc = 0:174 (upper
solid curve) with respect tob = c = 0, the same increase at the optimal luminosity fractioncmin

(dashed curve), and ratio of the two (lower solid curve) as function of the background to signal ratio
b = B=S.

3.2 An Overview of the BABAR Detector

In order to achieve the physics goals stated in the introduction to this chapter, and to function
optimally, the BABAR detector needs:

� The maximum possible acceptance in the center-of-mass system. The asymmetry of the
beams in BABAR causes the decay products to be boosted forward in the laboratory frame.
This puts the solid angle in the forward direction at a premium. Although the boost is rather
a small one, optimizing the detector acceptance leads to an asymmetric detector.

� To accommodate machine components close to the interaction region. The high luminosities
needed to achieve the physics goals at BABAR necessitate unusual beam optics with machine
elements coming very close to the interaction region.

� Excellent vertex resolution. TheB mesons travel almost parallel to thez-axis, so that
their decay time difference is measured via a difference in thez-components of their decay
positions. This stresses thez-component of vertex resolution. The experiment needs the
best possible vertex resolution in order to help in the discrimination of beauty, charm, and
light-quark vertices. Vertex resolution also stresses the importance of minimizing multiple
scattering.

� To do tracking over the range� 60 MeV < pt <� 4 GeV.

� Discrimination between e,�, �,K andp over a wide kinematic range. Tagging of the flavor
of B-meson decays is needed in many analyses, and this can be done with high efficiency
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and purity only if electrons, muons and kaons can be well identified. In addition,�-K
discrimination at high momenta ( 2–4 GeV) is essential in order to distinguish between
the decay channelsB0

! �+�� andB0
! K���, B0

! �+�� andB0
! K� and

B0
! K��.

� To detect photons and�0s over the wide energy range� 20 MeV < E <� 5 GeV.

� To have neutral hadron identification capability.

The BABAR detector was designed to provide all the above features. A schematic of the detector is
shown in Fig. 3-3. Major subsystems of the detector include:

1. A Silicon Vertex Tracker (SVT). This provides precise position information on charged
tracks, and also is the sole tracking device for very low-energy charged particles.

2. A Drift Chamber (DCH) filled with a helium-based gas, in order to try to minimize multiple
scattering. This provides the main momentum measurement for charged particles and helps
in particle identification through energy loss measurements.

Figure 3-3. Layout of the BABAR detector. See text for key.
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3. A Detector of Internally Reflected Cherenkov light (DIRC). This is designed and optimized
for charged hadron particle identification.

4. A Caesium Iodide Electromagnetic Calorimeter (EMC). It has a forward endcap, but none in
the backward direction, for reasons of economy, as it was found that the boost prevents more
than a tiny fraction of neutrals from going in the extreme backward direction. In addition to
neutral electromagnetic particles, the calorimeter provides good electron identification down
to about 0.5 GeV, and information for neutral hadron identification.

5. A superconducting coil, which provides a 1.5 T solenoidal magnetic field.

6. An Instrumented Flux Return (IFR) for muon identification down to about 0.6 GeV and
neutral hadron identification. The latter is of particular interest in theCP -violating time-
dependent asymmetries inB0

! J= K0
L

as a cross-check to the result in theB0
! J= K0

S

channel.

As always, the detector is constrained by space, time, and financial considerations. In addition,
however, it is more than usually constrained by the machine considerations already mentioned. A
number of the design parameters of the BABAR detector are listed in Table 3-3.

Table 3-3. Detector design performance parameters. Acceptance coverages are quoted for the
Center of Mass system.

Parameter Value [2]

Tracking coverage (/4�) 0.92

�pt=pt (%) (1 GeV pions at 90�) 0.36

�z0 (�m) (1 GeV pions at 90�) 52

Calorimetry coverage (/4�) 0.90

X0 in front of Calorimeter (at 90�) 0.25

�E=E (%) (1 GeV at all angles) 1.8

 efficiency within acceptance ( at100 MeV) 0.92

Charged Hadron ID coverage (/4�) 0.84

The BABAR detector, was extensively described in the Technical Design Report (TDR) [2]. Since
that time, a number of features of the design have changed. These changes include the following:

� A slight increase in the amount of material in the beam-pipe and beam support tube;

� The re-design of the drift chamber, including the forward end-plate;
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� The removal from the design of the forward aerogel threshold counter;

� The removal of the inner ring of CsI crystals from the forward end-cap;

� Numerous small changes in the geometry of the Instrumented Flux Return, in order to
accommodate other pieces of the detector, its supports and services.

In this Chapter, the main features of each of the detector systems are reviewed, paying particular
attention to those features which have changed since the design quoted in the TDR. Individual
expected performances of systems will be summarized here. The anticipated performances of the
detector as a whole, as seen in the latest full simulations at the time of writing, will be summarised
in Chapter 4, and subsequent chapters.

3.3 The Silicon Vertex Tracker

3.3.1 Physics Requirements and Performance Goals

The main task of the BABAR vertex detector is to reconstruct the decay vertices of the two primary
B mesons in order to determine the time between the two decays. This determination will allow
the measurement of time-dependentCP asymmetries inB0 decays. For a given track, the best
angular information is provided by the inner points, measured by the silicon vertex detector,
because the precision on the outer points is limited by multiple scattering. In addition, charged
particles with transverse momenta lower than 100MeV=c will not reach the drift chamber, so for
these particles the silicon vertex tracker provides the complete tracking information. The drift
chamber reaches full efficiency only for tracks withpt larger than about 180MeV=c. For these
reasons this subdetector is called the Silicon “vertex tracker” rather than the “vertex detector,”
henceforth referred to as the silicon vertex tracker.

The basic requirement fromCP violation physics on the silicon vertex tracker is to measure
the separationz between the twoB vertices with a precision of better than one half the mean
separation, that is� 250�m at PEP-II [3]. This corresponds to a single vertex precision of better
than 80�m, which is readily achievable with silicon micro-strip detectors. However, obtaining a
better precision will help with pattern recognition, vertex reconstruction and background rejection.
The silicon vertex tracker was designed to reach the best practicable resolution. Multiple scattering
sets the lower limit for the useful point resolution: resolutions of 10–15�m for the inner layers, and
30–40�m for the outer ones, will ensure that the impact parameter resolution will be dominated
by the uncertainty given by multiple scattering [4].

It is a general requirement, for a collider detector, to cover as much solid angle as possible.
As PEP-II is an asymmetric collider, particular care must be taken to cover the forward region.
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The accelerator bending magnets limit the maximum acceptance to 17.2�, in both forward and
backward directions. To allow the maximum forward coverage, machine components such as
cooling systemsetc., are located in the backward region. Taking into account the unavoidable
dead spaces due to mechanical supports, electronics and cabling, the active parts of the silicon
vertex tracker will cover the polar angle between 20.1� and 150.2�.

A near-perfect overall track reconstruction efficiency is needed to handle the high background
level foreseen at PEP-II. Moreover, low-momentum tracks, like slow pions inD� decays, will be
mostly contained in the silicon vertex tracker volume; in this case only the silicon vertex tracker
information can be used for track reconstruction. In addition, the silicon vertex tracker must be
efficient for particles likeK0

S
which decay within the active volume.

As the impact parameter resolution is dominated by the precision of the measurement closest to the
interaction point; both high efficiency and good point resolution are needed for the inner layers,
requiring redundancy for this measurement. Also an outer point redundant measurement is needed
to allow a better alignment with the drift chamber measurements. The third detector, placed in
the middle region, will help the track reconstruction in particular when the tracks’ helices are
completely contained in the silicon vertex tracker volume.

At PEP-II the radiation near the interaction region is nonuniform in azimuth, peaking in the
bending plane of the machine, with a maximum of 240krad/ yr for the innermost layer detectors,
and 110krad/ yr for the electronics in the same layer. The system is designed to withstand at least
ten times the expected annual dose for the lifetime of the experiment, of about ten years.

Particular attention is being paid to the reliability of the detector, given the high statistics needed
for CP violation studies. The detector will be mounted in a zone of the BABAR apparatus which is
not easily accessible, so that a shutdown period would be required if intervention were necessary.

3.3.2 Silicon Vertex Tracker Layout

As can be seen in Fig. 3-4 and 3-5, the BABAR silicon vertex tracker consists of five concentric
cylindrical layers of double-sided silicon detectors with 90� stereo. Each layer is divided in
azimuth into modules. The inner three layers have six detector modules and are traditional barrel-
style structures. The outer two consist respectively of 16 and 18 detector modules, and employ a
new arch structure in which the detectors are electrically connected across an angle. The bend
in the arch modules increases the solid angle coverage and avoids very large track incidence
angles. The two outer layers are further divided into “a” and “b” modules, with “a”-type modules
situated at slightly smaller radii than the corresponding “b”-type ones (see Fig. 3-5), to allow the
detectors to overlap. For the inner “barrel”-like modules, overlap is guaranteed by a pin-wheel
type arrangement.
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Figure 3-4. Detail of the inner part of the apparatus, showing the cross-sectional view of the
silicon vertex tracker in a plane containing the beam axis.

Each module is divided into two electrically separated forward and backward half-modules, the
shorter (if they are not exactly symmetrical) always being the forward one. In order to follow the
designed structure of the fourteen half-modules, detectors with six different wafer geometries are
needed.

The inner sides of the detectors have strips oriented perpendicular to the beam direction to measure
thez coordinate (z-side), whereas the outer sides, with longitudinal strips, allow the� coordinate
measurement (�-side). The read-out electronics will be placed outside the active area, thez-side
strips will be connected to them with flexibleUpilex fanout circuits glued to the inner faces of the
half-modules. In the two outer modules, the number ofz strips exceeds the number of readout
channels, so some fraction of the strips is “ganged”,i.e., two strips are connected to the same
readout channel. The “ganging” is performed by the fanout circuits. The� strips are daisy-chained
between detectors, resulting in a total strip length of up to 26cm and a maximum capacitance of
35 pF. Also, for the�-side, a short fanout extension is needed to connect the ends of the strips to
the readout electronics.

Half-modules contain from two to four detectors. The connections between two adjacent detectors
on the�-side, and with the fanout on both sides, are made with wire bonds. The bending of the
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x

y

Figure 3-5. Layout of the BABAR silicon vertex tracker. Cross-sectional view in the plane
orthogonal to the beam axis.

outer detector of external layers is done after the wire bonding. The modules are supported on
Kevlar ribs mounted to the end cones located in the forward and backward directions. A carbon-
fiber space frame supports the assembly, which is mounted on the bending magnets using kinematic
mounts. The space frame is needed to allow some motion of the magnet during the assembly
procedure.

The BABAR silicon vertex tracker will have 340 silicon detectors in total, covering an area of about
1m2, with a total of� 150.000 readout channels. Details of the silicon vertex tracker parameters
are shown in Table 3-4: here the intrinsic point resolution is calculated for tracks incident at 90�,
assuming a signal-to-noise ratio,S=N = 20 : 1.

3.3.3 The Silicon Microstrip Detectors

Silicon vertex detectors use double-sided silicon strip detectors, AC coupled with polysilicon bias
resistors [5]. They have p+ strips on the p-side and n+ strips on the opposite, n-side. The n+ strips
on the n-side must be interleaved by p+ implants (p-stops). They are fabricated on (300�30)�m
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Table 3-4. Some parameters of the silicon vertex tracker layout.

Layer Layer Layer Layer Layer Layer Layer

1 2 3 4a 4b 5a 5b

Radius (mm) 32 40 54 124 127 140 144

Modules/Layer 6 6 6 8 8 9 9

Wafers/Module 4 4 6 7 7 8 8

Readout pitch (�m)

� 50 55 55 80–100 80–100

z 100 100 100 210 210

Floating Strips

� — — — 1 1

z 1 1 1 1 1

Intrinsic Resol.(�m)

� 10 10 10 10–12 10–12

z 12 12 12 25 25

thick high-resistivity silicon with [111] orientation. Six types of detectors (I to VI) are needed,
having different physical dimensions, number of strips and readout pitches. The readout pitch is
sometimes larger than the strip pitch. This is due to the floating strips, which are biased but not
connected to preamplifiers, capacitively dividing the charge between adjacent channels, which are
connected to the readout system.

The wafers of the “barrel” detector (I to V) have orthogonal strips on the two sides. The strips
which read thez coordinates are on the junction side for the model I, II and III detectors, and on
the ohmic side for models IV and V. On the “wedge” detectors, due to their shape, the strips are not
orthogonal on the two sides. Strips which read thez coordinates (ohmic side) have constant width
and pitch, whereas the strips which read the� coordinates (junction side) have different starting
and ending pitches. Also, the strip width is scaled to maintain a constant width/pitch ratio over the
whole detector.

3.3.4 Silicon Vertex Tracker Readout

The front-end signal processing will be performed by ICs mounted on hybrid circuits [6] which
distribute power and signals, and thermally interface the ICs to the cooling system. The chips are
fabricated in a radiation-hard CMOS technology.
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Signals from strips are amplified, shaped, and compared with a threshold. The time interval during
which they exceed the threshold is approximately logarithmically related to the charge induced on
the strips. The length of this interval, called “time over threshold” (TOT), is digitally recorded and,
in the case of level-1 trigger acknowledgment, is read by the data acquisition system.

The TOT method has several advantages with respect the traditional linear analog readout: due to
the logarithm relation the dynamic range is compressed, reducing the number of bits needed for
the recording. In addition, since digitization is accomplished in the front-end chips, cost, power,
and space requirements are reduced. In Fig. 3-6(b) different readout modes are compared for a
100�m readout pitch and one floating strip configuration, showing that the expected resolution for
the ideal TOT readout scheme is comparable with that of an analog readout.

The readout chips amplify, shape, and digitize the input signals, in parallel for all channels [7, 8].
The signals are buffered for the duration of level-1 trigger latency. Buffered data are stored
until a read command is received, in the case of trigger acknowledgment. Due to the large
anticipated trigger rate, data acquisition, digitization, buffering and readout occur simultaneously
during normal operations to allow a high acquisition rate.

The acquired data will be transmitted from the hybrid on flexible cables to passive impedance
matching cards, situated at about 40cm from the front-end electronics; from there, twisted pair
cables will carry the signals to multiplexer modules, located on the detector platform. These
modules will convert the signals, transmitting them to the remote readout electronics on optical
fibers.

3.3.5 Silicon Vertex Tracker Space Resolution

A Monte Carlo simulation of the intrinsic resolution for 300�m thick silicon, as a function of
track incidence angle for different strip and readout pitches, is shown in Fig. 3-6(a) and (b) [2]; a
noise level of 1200e� and a perfect analog readout are assumed. According to these simulations,
a 100�m readout pitch with one intermediate floating strip gives better readout results, both at
low and at high incidence angles, being equivalent to 50�m readout pitch at low angle (but 50�m
readout pitch degrades significantly at high angle), and to 100�m readout with no floating strips
at high angle (this configuration has worse resolution at low angle).

In 1995 prototypes of the detectors, reproducing all the relevant configurations of physical and
readout strip pitch and ganging, were tested in an SPS beam at CERN [9], with a classical analog
readout. For a geometry corresponding to thez side of the inner layers, the achieved resolution
at 90� incidence angle was 13�m. Figure 3-6 shows the measured resolutionvs. track incidence
angle for thez side of a detector with 25�m strip pitch and 100�m readout pitch; the result is
in good agreement with the simulated one. Several other configurations were tested with different
pitches and numbers of floating strips, giving full confidence in the design of the silicon vertex
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Figure 3-6. (a) Simulated intrinsic resolutionvs. dip angle for various strip configurations
assuming perfect analog readout.(b) same as(a), assuming 100�m readout pitch and one floating
strip, for various readout techniques [2].(c) Measured resolutionvs.track incidence angle for thez
side of a detector with 25�m strip pitch and 100�m readout pitch. The result is from the July 1995
test-beam [9].
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tracker and the Monte Carlo prediction of its performance. More recently, final detector modules
of layers 2 and 5a were tested with prototype TOT readout chips, confirming the basic features of
the system.

3.3.6 Calibration and Alignment

Procedures for calibration, reconstruction and alignment are currently under development.

The front-end electronics is calibrated by injecting known amounts of charge into the preamplifiers
and varying the TOT thresholds. This method will also be used frequently during data taking to
monitor the stability of the TOT response function for each channel.

Different point reconstruction algorithms are used, according to the number of strips collecting the
released charge in a given wafer, as a function of the angle of incidence of the incoming particle.
They are being optimized to take into account also the detailed knowledge of unavoidable detector
defects collected during construction which will be stored in a database.

Global and local alignment algorithms using reconstructed particle tracks are under development.
They will monitor the position of each wafer in the experiment at the required precision level.

3.4 The Drift Chamber

The drift chamber is the main tracking device of the BABAR detector. It provides up to 40 mea-
surements of space coordinates per track, ensuring high reconstruction efficiency for tracks with
transverse momentum greater than 100MeV=c. Combined with the silicon vertex tracker, the
BABAR tracking system provides excellent spatial and momentum resolution required for exclusive
reconstruction of theCP decays ofB mesons.

The performance goals of the drift chamber, motivated in detail in [2], are to provide spatial
resolution better than 140�m, averaged over the cell in theR-� plane, and to supply particle iden-
tification for low momentum tracks bydE=dx, with a resolution of 7% (for 40 measurements). For
tracks with momentum above 1GeV=c, a resolution of�pt � 0.3%� pt is expected. The angular
acceptance in the forward region must extend down to the beam-line components,i.e.,300 mr. In
addition, the drift chamber is designed to provide one of the principal triggers for the experiment.

For low momentum tracks, the momentum resolution is limited by the multiple scattering in the
inner cylinder of the drift chamber as well as in the silicon vertex tracker. The material in the
drift chamber also affects the performance of the DIRC and the electromagnetic calorimeter. The
mechanical structure of the drift chamber is built using light materials and the gas mixture is
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Helium-based. The read-out electronics are mounted on the rear endplate to minimize the material
in the forward region.

The high luminosity of PEP-II imposes a stringent demand on the deadtime tolerated both for the
chamber itself and for its readout electronics. Background from synchrotron radiation is expected
to cause high signal occupancy, especially in the innermost sense wires. A small-cell cylindrical
chamber design was chosen to minimize the drift time, and a fast and highly pipelined design was
adopted for the front-end electronics, in order to eliminate the readout deadtime.

The detailed engineering design of the drift chamber was finalized after the time of the BABAR

Technical Design Report [2]. An up-to-date description of the design can be found in [10]. In the
following sections, the main features of the final design are summarized.

3.4.1 Drift Chamber Design

A schematic side view of the BABAR drift chamber is shown in Fig. 3-7. The BABAR drift chamber
is a 280 cm-long cylinder, with an inner radius of 23.6 cm and an outer radius of 80.9 cm. The flat
endplates are made of aluminum. Since the BABAR events will be boosted in the forward direction,
the design of the detector is optimized to reduce the material in the forward end. The forward
endplate is made thinner (12 mm) in the acceptance region of the detector compared to the rear
endplate (24 mm), and all the electronics is mounted on the rear endplate. The inner cylinder is
made of 1 mm beryllium, which corresponds to 0.28% radiation lengths (X0). The outer cylinder
consists of 2 layers of carbon fiber on a Nomex core, corresponding to 1.5% X0.

IP
1618
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236

324 681015 1749

551 973

17.1920235

Figure 3-7. Side view of the BABAR drift chamber. The dimensions are in mm.
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Figure 3-8. Cell layout in the BABAR drift chamber.
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The drift cells are arranged in 10 superlayers of 4 layers each, for a total of 40 layers. Axial
(A) and stereo (U, V) superlayers alternate, following the pattern AUVAUVAUVA as shown in
Fig. 3-8. The stereo angle varies from a minimum of 40 mrad in the innermost stereo superlayer,
to a maximum of 70 mrad in the outermost stereo superlayer. The 7104 cells are hexagonal with
typical dimension of 1.2� 1.8 cm2. Figure 3-9 shows the 50 ns isochrones in a typical cell in a
1.5 T magnetic field.

The sense wires are 20�m gold-plated tungsten-rhenium, the field wires are 120�m and 80�m
gold-plated aluminum. The chosen gas mixture, Helium-isobutane (80%:20%), provides good
spatial anddE=dx resolution and reasonably short drift time, while minimizing the material. The
gas and the wires total 0.3% X0 for tracks at 90� [11].

Nominal voltages of 1960 V for the sense wires and 340 V for the field-shaping wires at the
boundaries of the superlayers are supplied by HV assemblies mounted on the feedthroughs of
the rear endplate. Other field wires are connected to the ground through metal feedthroughs on the
rear endplate. The forward endplate carries no components other than the feedthroughs.

 

Figure 3-9. 50 ns isochrones in a typical BABAR drift chamber cell.
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3.4.2 Drift Chamber Electronics

The BABAR drift chamber electronics is designed not to degrade the intrinsic performance of the
chamber by more than 10%. For the drift-time measurement, the electronics detects the leading
edge of the signal from the charge arriving at the sense wire and digitizes the time with 1 ns
resolution. ThedE=dx measurement requires summing the total charge in the pulse. The approach
adopted is to apply a slow shaper, then digitize the pulse with a 6-bit 15 MHz FADC.

In order to achieve the required channel density, the electronics design uses a 4-channel amplifier-
discriminator IC [12] and an 8-channel CMOS TDC/FADC IC [13]. The amplifier, digitizer, and
the trigger interface electronics are mounted on the rear endplate, on top of the HV Assembly. They
are contained in 48 wedge-shaped aluminum boxes called Front-End Assemblies (FEAs) that are
water-cooled.

The data from the TDCs and FADCs are written through a 12�s trigger latency buffer into 4 levels
of event buffers to minimize the dead time. The electronics provides prompt trigger signals by
sending the hit information from all 7104 channels to the Level 1 Trigger system at a sampling fre-
quency of 3.75 MHz. The system is designed to maintain good performance in severe background
conditions. The expected single-cell efficiency for the trigger signal is greater than 95%.

3.4.3 Prototype Results

A full-length prototype of the BABAR drift chamber was built at SLAC in 1996. This test chamber
consists of 214 drift cells (930 wires) and reproduces a portion of the first 4 superlayers of the
final chamber. The main goals of this prototype are the validation of the design choices, test of the
assembly procedures, and provision of a test bench for the electronics and for the development of
the online and offline software.

The tracks used for the analysis are cosmic rays with a minimum momentum of 0.8 GeV/c. The
typical data set was recorded using the nominal gas mixture (He:isobutane 80:20) and the nominal
settings of the high voltages (1960 V for sense wires). The gas gain was� 7�104 and the
discriminator threshold was� 2.5 electrons. The resolution for this configuration [14] was�

100�m in the central part of the cell and 131�m averaged over the cell (Fig. 3-10). ThedE=dx
resolution was studied by comparing the truncated mean of the signal charges measured in the
inner and outer 8 layers of the 16-layer prototype chamber [15]. The result, extrapolated to 40
layers, corresponds to a predicteddE=dx resolution of 6.8% for the BABAR drift chamber. These
results meet the goals for the BABAR drift chamber and confirm the validity of both the mechanical
and the electronics design.
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Figure 3-10. Spatial resolution obtained in the Prototype drift chamber with sense wire voltage at
1960 V.

3.5 The DIRC

The DIRC, an acronym forDetection ofInternallyReflectedCherenkov (light), is a new type
of Cherenkov-based detector devoted to particle identification (PID). In particular, the DIRC is
designed to provide excellent kaon identification, not only for tagging purposes, where kaon mo-
menta extend up to about2:0GeV=c, but also at higher momenta forrareB meson decay processes.
In order to distinguish between the two-body decay modesB0

! �+�� andB0
! K+��, the

DIRC must be able to separate pions from kaons up to about4:0GeV=c at large dip angles in the
laboratory frame. The DIRC will also participate in muon identification in the momentum range
where the IFR is still inefficient (typically below� 750MeV=c).
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3.5.1 DIRC Concept and Hardware Overview

The DIRC inverts the traditional concept of ring-imaging Cherenkov counters (RICH) in that it
relies on the detection of Cherenkov photons trapped in the radiator due to total internal reflec-
tion [16].

The DIRC radiator consists of 144 long, straight bars of synthetic quartz with rectangular section,
arranged in a 12-sided polygonal barrel. The bars have transverse dimensions of1:7 cm thick by
3:5 cm wide, and are4:9m long. The DIRC radiator extends through the steel of the solenoid flux
return in the backward direction, to bring the Cherenkov light, through successive total internal
reflections, outside the tracking and magnetic volumes. Only this end of the bars is instrumented.
A mirror placed at the other end on each bar reflects forward-going photons to the instrumented
end. The Cherenkov angle at which a photon was produced is preserved in the propagation, modulo
a certain number of discrete ambiguities, some of which can be resolved by the photon arrival-time
measurement. Remaining ambiguities are dealt with by the pattern recognition during Cherenkov
angle reconstruction.

At the instrumented end, the Cherenkov image is allowed to expand. The expansion medium is
purified water, whose refractive index matches reasonably well that of the bars, thus minimizing
the total internal reflection at the quartz-water interface. The region containing water is called the
Standoff Box. Cherenkov photons are detected in the visible and near-UV range by a close-packed
array of linear focused2:82 cm diameter photomultiplier tubes (PMTs), lying on an approximately
toroidal surface. A small piece of quartz with a trapezoidal profile glued at the back end of each bar
allows for significant reduction in the area requiring instrumentation because it folds one half of
the image onto the other half, while also reflecting photons with large angles in the radial direction
back into the detection array. The dimensions of the Standoff Box are such that geometrical errors
on angle measurements due to the finite size of bars and PMTs are of the order of the irreducible
error due to quartz achromaticity. Sixm3 of water are needed to fill the Standoff Box, and about
11,000 PMTs to cover the detection area. The PMTs are operated directly in water, and are
equipped with light concentrators. The PMTs are about1:2m away from the end of the quartz
bar. Magnetic shielding around the Standoff Box is further needed to maintain the magnetic fringe
field at an acceptable level for PMT operation.

The DIRC technique was chosen for some of its many advantages. It presents an amount of
material comparable to that of other techniques (14% of anXo for a particle at normal incidence).
The DIRC occupies only8 cm of radial space, which allows for a relatively large radius for the
drift chamber while keeping the volume (and thus the cost) of the CsI Calorimeter reasonably low.
Furthermore, its material is located close to the front faces of the crystals and has minimal impact
on the Calorimeter performance for soft photon detection. Also, the DIRC performance tends to
improve with the steepness of incidence of particles, as more light is generated and trapped at
steeper angles, which matches well the needs of a detector at an asymmetricB Factory. Finally,
the DIRC design is rather robust, involving conventional photodetectors and well-known materials.
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The main uncertainty resides in the photoelectron yield, which depends on various parameters such
as transparencies of quartz, water and glues, reflectivities of mirrors and light collectors, and on the
quality of quartz polishing. However, extensive beam tests with a large prototype of the DIRC [17]
give some confidence in the DIRC simulation model currently used in theBBsim full-simulation
program.

3.5.2 DIRC Acceptance

In the nominal1:5 T magnetic field, the DIRC radiator polygon, with an internal radius of80 cm,
can only be reached by particles produced (at the IP) with transverse momenta larger than�

250MeV=c. The DIRC bars extend178 cm forward from the IP (up to60 deg in dip angle),
covering 87% of the polar solid angle in the center-of-mass frame. The azimuthal coverage is
93%, since there are gaps between bars at the 12 sides of the radiator polygon.

3.5.3 DIRC Performance

The refractive index of quartz is close to 1.474. In a quartz radiator, the Cherenkov threshold
for kaons (� 460MeV=c) is well below the value of momentum for which there is no possible
confusion between a pion and a kaon through ionization loss measurement (dE=dx) in the drift
chamber (� 700MeV=c): the two systems are remarkably complementary as far as�=K separation
is concerned. The difference in Cherenkov angle between a pion and a kaon at4:0GeV=c is as
small as6:5mr (the same difference occurs between a muon and a pion at700MeV=c). A good
�=K separation therefore requires resolutions on the Cherenkov angle for a track of2mr or better.
The single photoelectron resolution, intrinsically limited by geometry and quartz achromaticity,
is of order9mr, largely independent of the track momentum and dip angle. Designed track
resolutions are obtained by combining measurements from the large number of photoelectrons
generally observed for each track. As an example, the expected number of photoelectrons for an
ultrarelativistic particle at60 deg of dip angle is larger than 50. This number drops to around 25 at
some smaller dip angles, but momentum spectra are then much softer.

The DIRC performance depends also on the accuracy of extrapolated track parameters and their
errors, as provided by the tracking software. The best accuracy is obtained with a Kalman filter fit,
which takes into account correctly the effects of scattering and energy loss in the material along
the trajectory, including the material between the last drift chamber hit and the quartz bar. At low
momenta, the uncertainty on the track direction due to multiple scattering in the drift chamber outer
wall, the DIRC supports and the bar itself, actually dominates the error on the Cherenkov angle
measurement. Cherenkov resolutions are greatly improved at low momenta by a full constrained
fit of the Cherenkov image. This is particularly relevant for�=� separation below750MeV=c.
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The DIRC reconstruction provides for each charged track, together with an estimation of the
Cherenkov angle and its error, a confidence level for each of the five mass hypotheses (e, �, �, K
andp). The probability for a kaon in the DIRC acceptance to be given the largest confidence level
for the kaon hypothesis is of order 95% or larger for all dip angles and all momenta above the kaon
threshold, while the fraction of pions misidentified as kaons is lower than 3% up to momenta of
� 3GeV=c. These results are fully satisfactory for tagging needs. Studies of the benchmark mode
B0

! K+�� show excellent results as well, with efficiencies of order 97% and contaminations
lower than 3 for both pions and kaons, except for kaons in the very upper tail of the momentum
spectrum (above4GeV=c), where the efficiency drops to 90%. A study of a sample of isotropically
generated muons shows that the probability of correctly assigning muon as the best hypothesis to
a muon in the DIRC acceptance, is larger than 80% below750MeV=c and is 95% at500MeV=c.
The DIRC can also be used in veto-mode when there are not enough associated photons, or when
a Cherenkov image cannot be reconstructed, for a track whose extrapolated trajectory crosses the
radiator. However, efficiencies and purities in this mode are strongly dependent on the level and
nature of machine induced backgrounds. Most protons at PEP-II have small velocity. Even above
the proton Cherenkov threshold (� 940MeV=c), the Cherenkov cone hardly opens. At small dip
angles, the effective proton threshold, for which some fraction of the Cherenkov cone is trapped
by total internal reflection, is as high as2GeV=c. Protons are therefore identified most of the time
in veto mode, above the kaon threshold. Below the kaon threshold, kaons and protons cannot be
distinguished.

3.6 The Electromagnetic Calorimeter

3.6.1 Performance Goals and Layout

The physics requirements of BABAR led to a calorimeter design [2] based on quasi-projective CsI(Tl)
crystals over a solid angle corresponding to�0:775 � cos � � 0:962 in the laboratory frame, and
�0:916 � cos � � 0:895 in the center-of-mass frame. Useful physics coverage is slightly less since
one has to stay away from the forward and backward edges to avoid excessive shower leakage. The
properties of CsI(Tl) are summarized in Table 3-5. The crystal scintillation light is read-out by
photodiodes because of the strong magnetic field in which the calorimeter lies.

The target energy resolution for photons at a polar angle of 90� is:

�E

E
=

1%

4

q
E(GeV)

� 1:2%: (3.5)

The constant term arises from front and rear leakage (� 0:5%), inter-calibration errors (0.25%),
and light collection non-uniformity (� 0:5%). This expression includes neither electronic noise,
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Table 3-5. Properties of Thallium-doped CsI.

Properties CsI(Tl)

Radiation Length (cm) 1.85

Moli ère Radius (cm) 3.6

Absorption Length for 5GeV pions (cm) 41.7

Density (g/cm3) 4.53

dE=dxjmip (MeV/cm) 5.6

Light Yield (Photons/MeV�103) 40–50

Light Yield Temperature Coef. (%/�C) 0.1

Peak Emission (nm) 565

Refractive Index at Emission Maximum 1.79

Decay Time (ns) 940

Hygroscopic slight

Radiation Hardness (rad) 103–104

nor beam-background noise. The energy resolution degrades towards the ends of the barrel as
a consequence of the staggered arrangement of crystals and the increasing amount of inactive
material in front of the calorimeter.

The angular resolution is determined by the transverse crystal size and average distance to the
interaction point. The target angular resolution for photons at a polar angle of 90� is:

��;� =
3mr

2

q
E(GeV)

+ 2mr: (3.6)

As in CLEO-II, the minimum detectable energy for photons is about 10–20MeV. It is expected to
be largely determined by beam- and event-related backgrounds in the calorimeter even at energies
as low as a few MeV, since the intrinsic CsI(Tl) efficiency should be close to 100%.

The calorimeter consists of a cylindrical barrel section and a forward conic endcap, as shown in
Fig. 3-11. Radially, the barrel is located outside the particle ID system and within the magnet
cryostat. It weighs 23.5 metric tonnes and is supported off each end of the coil cryostat. The barrel
has an inner radius of 91cm and an outer radius of 136cm. It is located asymmetrically about the
interaction point. The active crystal volume starts at a radius of 91.9cm its inner radius extending
112.7cm in the backward direction and 180.9cm in the forward direction. The barrel crystals
cover a solid angle corresponding to� � 684mr � � � 470mr (�0:775 � cos � � 0:892) in the
laboratory frame, and�0:916 � cos � � 0:715 in the center-of-mass frame.
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Figure 3-11. The EMC layout: Side view showing dimensions (in mm) of the calorimeter barrel
and forward endcap.

The barrel consists of 5760 CsI(Tl) crystals, arranged in 48 polar-angle (�) rows of distinct crystal
sizes, each having 120 identical crystals in azimuthal angle (�). The crystals are grouped in 280
modules, each spanning7 � 3 crystals in� and�, respectively (except for the most-backward
module, which has only 6 crystals in�). The modules are made from 300�m thick carbon fiber
composite (CFC) material and held from the rear by an aluminum strongback. They are mounted
in an aluminum support cylinder, which in turn is fixed to the coil cryostat.

By supporting the crystals from the rear, minimal material is placed in front of them. The EMC
front material consists of two 1mm-thick cylinders of aluminum, separated by foam, which pro-
vide a gas seal and rf shielding. Additional front material due to the liquid radioactive source
calibration system consists of the equivalent of another 3mm of aluminum. (All thicknesses are
quoted at perpendicular incidence.) Cooling, cables, and services are located at the back of each
module and thus do not add to the inactive-materials budget.

The total amount of external material in front of the calorimeter barrel (endcap) is about 0.25X0

(0.20X0) at a polar angle of 90� (20�), the major contributors being the DIRC (drift chamber
endplate) with about 0.14X0 in both cases. Areas of particular concern are the forward and
backward end of the barrel, where the material grows to 0.5X0 and 0.39X0, respectively.
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CFC and crystal wrapping material introduce gaps between the crystal active material of about
1.25mm in each of the� and� directions. In order to minimize the loss of photons traversing
these gaps, all� gaps (except the one at 90�) are nonprojective by�15mr for most of the barrel,
increasing to +45mr within the most-forward module. The gaps in� are fully projective; this
allows for identical crystals within a� ring, at the cost of up to 2.5% of photons traversing inactive
material between crystals.

The forward endcap is a conic section, with front and back surfaces tilted at 22.7� with respect
to the vertical. The endcap weighs about 3.2 metric tonnes. It is supported off the barrel support
cylinder to enable precision alignment relative to the barrel; this is to minimize the barrel/endcap
gap, which is expected to be about 2mm. At present, the endcap contains 820 CsI(Tl) crystals,
arranged in 8� rings, starting at an inner radius of 55.3cm from the beam line. It covers the solid
angle range corresponding to468mr � � � 275mr (0:893 � cos � � 0:962) in the laboratory
frame, and0:718 � cos � � 0:895 in the center-of-mass frame. A 9th ring is currently filled with
lead shielding blocks, but could be instrumented with CsI(Tl) crystals to provide coverage down
to a polar angle of 250mr. The� segmentation of the endcap is not the same in all rings. In the
outermost three rings, it is matched to that of the barrel with 120 crystals. In subsequent inner
rings it decreases to 100 and 80 crystals. The crystal non-projectivity, 45mr at the barrel/endcap
gap, is 45mr in the outer endcap ring and then reduced to the regular 15mr over the next rings.

As in the barrel, the endcap crystals are grouped in modules: there are 20 modules around in
azimuth, each with currently 41 crystals (potentially 45 crystals if the innermost ring is instru-
mented). The modules are of a CFC construction similar to the one in the barrel and are also held
from behind by aluminum strongbacks, mounted to an aluminum backplate. Inactive EMC front
material is very similar to that in the barrel; and again, all cooling, cables, and services are mounted
behind the crystals or at polar angles below the acceptance.

3.6.2 Crystal Subassemblies and Readout

The crystals are of trapezoidal shape with typical transverse dimensions of47�47mm2 at the front
face, flaring out towards the back to about60 � 60mm2 (55 � 55mm2) in the central (forward)
part of the barrel. Crystal dimensions in the endcap match those of the barrel at the barrel/endcap
interface, reducing to46� 53mm2 for the innermost ring. Front face dimensions vary by no more
than 2mm across the barrel, and are square to within 2mm; variations are somewhat larger in the
endcap — up to 8mm— due to the changing azimuthal segmentation.

In an effort to keep the CsI volume down, crystal lengths change with polar angle, taking into
account the effect of the boost on the photon energy spectrum: all crystals in the backward half
of the barrel have a length of 16.1X0 (29.76cm); towards the forward end of the barrel, crystal
lengths increase in steps of 0.5X0 every 7 crystals (i.e., every module), up to a length of 17.6X0

(32.55cm) in the most-forward barrel module; all endcap crystals are of 17.6X0 (32.55cm) length,
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except the two innermost rings which had to be shortened by 1X0 due to space limitations. Crystal
dimensions have tolerances of about 250�m transversely, and about 1mm longitudinally.

A crystal subassembly consists of a CsI(Tl) crystal covered with a white, diffuse reflector wrapped
in thin aluminum foil, and a readout package located at the rear. The readout package consists
of two silicon PIN diodes, closely coupled to the crystal and to two low-noise, charge-sensitive
preamplifiers, all enclosed in a metallic housing (which is tightly connected to the aluminum foil)
to shield against rf noise. All components are selected to have uniform and high light collection,
together with minimal noise from the readout electronics, in order to achieve optimal energy
resolution. Mostly for reliability reasons, but also to increase signal/noise, two independent readout
and electronics chains are implemented, starting with the diodes.

The diffuse reflector consists of two 150�m layers of Tyvek 1056D, covering the front and all side
faces. It is wrapped in one layer of 30�m aluminum foil. The area of the rear surface not viewed
by the diodes is covered by a white plastic reflector plate (Trovidur, coated with NE561 paint). The
two Hamamatsu S2744-08 diodes (10�20mm2 each) are glued with epoxy to a slightly oversized,
1mm thick Polystyrene carrier plate, which in turn is glued with epoxy to the crystal. Each diode
is connected via a 3cm long flexible flat cable to its own preamplifier IC, which sits on a printed
circuit board located in a metal box whose side walls rest on the rear plastic reflector plate.

This setup results in an average light yield per crystal of 7300 pe/MeV, varying between 5000
and 10000. Using a “long-shaping-time” digital filter, the incoherent electronic noise has been
measured as about 900 e per crystal, resulting in an average equivalent noise energy of less than
150keV per crystal. That renders incoherent electronic noise a negligible contribution to the
calorimeter’s energy resolution for typical cluster sizes of 9 to 25 crystals, even at the lowest
energies. The beam background noise, even at nominal levels, completely overwhelms electronic
noise: it is estimated as about 350keV (1000keV) per crystal at�1 (�10) background.

Using a variety of techniques (e.g., surface roughening), every crystal has been compensated,
resulting in the light collection efficiency along the length of the crystal being uniform to within
�2% (�6%) for the front (back) half of the crystal. At that level, non-uniformity contributes
less than 0.5% (absolute) to the constant term in the energy resolution. Concern remains, though,
that radiation damage might increase this. There is also concern about how a change in the light
collection profile can be monitored.

3.6.3 Calibration

In order to realize the intrinsic performance of which a CsI calorimeter is capable, it is crucial
to provide for precise means of setting its energy scale and for monitoring short- and long-term
variations of its response. The calibration and monitoring system [18] for the BABAR calorimeter
consists of the following:
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� A charge injection system to linearize the response of the FEE to better than 0.1% over all
of the four ADC ranges;

� A liquid radioactive source system using 6.1MeV photons from the16N �- cascade for
setting the initial energy scale per crystal to better than 0.5%, and monitoring long term
variations;

� A light pulser system for conveniently tracking short term changes to better than 0.5%; and

� A detailed program of using physics processes to determine the energy scale for individual
crystals as well as clusters to better than 0.25% and 0.5%, respectively.

The main tasks of the radioactive source system are to determine single-crystal calibration con-
stants and to provide an absolute monitor of changes in light collection due to crystal radiation
damage or to degradation of optical couplings, surfaces, or wrappings. For both functions, the
most crucial feature of the source is that it provides an absolutely known and stable photon-
energy deposit in a single crystal. The source provides a readily-determined low-energy point
on the photon response curve. It will be the primary means of calibration during initial running,
when it will also help establish the Bhabha calibration procedure. Together with Bhabhas, it will
provide continuing calibration of the energy dependence of single-crystal response, a necessity in
the potentially hostile PEP-II environment. Reliance on the source is heavier still for those crystals
which are not hit by coincident Bhabha events.

Calibration using colliding beam events entails measuring the response of the system to a particle
of known type, known energy, and known position at the calorimeter. The events to be used are
those providing constraints: two-body final states such ase+e� (Bhabhas),, and�+��, as well
as radiative Bhabha and states, and a clean subset of�� !  decays in more complex states.
The nonradiative Bhabha events play a special role: because of their high yield, they are used both
to track the crystal gains in time and — with small geometry-dependent corrections determined
from simulation and from events — to provide intercalibration of crystals. They also give the
overall scale at the highest possible energies. At design luminosity, it takes less than 12 hours of
data to achieve 0.25% accuracy per crystal.

Radiative Bhabha events are used to study the photon-energy response in the energy range from a
few hundred MeV to a few GeV. Photons from radiative Bhabhas cover the whole kinematically
allowed range of photon energy versus polar angle. They are used to derive an energy-dependent
correction to the energy ofshowers, initially measured using a combination of the Bhabha and
radioactive-source single-crystal constants. In order to achieve the best possible calibration from
radiative Bhabha events, geometric effects such as variations in crystal length and stagger need to
be taken into account. This requires energy-response curves in bins of polar angle, likely as small
as individual crystal rings. At design luminosity, it takes less than two weeks to collect the data
required to calibrate the energy response of a crystal ring to 0.25%.
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Many of the photons produced inBB events have very low energy, and almost all of them originate
from decays of neutral pions,�0 ! . ExclusiveB reconstruction efficiency is very sensitive to
our ability to reconstruct�0s effectively and with the best possible mass resolution. Fortunately,
that very population of�0s can be used to check the photon-energy response by employing the�0

mass constraint on pairs of well-separated photon showers. Although this technique is complicated,
it is expected to be used in the energy range from approximately 20MeV up to near 1GeV, where
there is overlap with other calibration methods (e.g.,radiative Bhabhas). It remains to be seen
how well the method works at the very lowest energies, as the background level there increases
rapidly. (This is due to fake photons from within the event as well as from beam background.) The
accuracy of such a calibration should approach 0.5%, depending on photon energy and the actual
background conditions. This assumes that any variations in crystal response are monitored over
the time it takes to collect the necessary statistics.

3.7 The Muon and Neutral Hadron Detector

3.7.1 The Detector Layout

The large iron structure needed as magnet yoke is segmented and instrumented with Resistive Plate
Counters (RPCs), in order to provide muon identification and (in tandem with the calorimeter)
neutral hadron detection. This system, called the Instrumented Flux Return (IFR), consists of a
central part (Barrel), and two plugs (End Caps), which complete the solid angle coverage down to
300 mrad in the forward direction and 400 mrad in the backward direction.

A novel feature of the BABAR experiment is the graded segmentation of the iron, which varies from
2 to 10 cm, increasing with the radial distance from the interaction region. This segmentation
is the result of detailed Monte Carlo studies which have shown that muon identification at low
momentum andK0

L
detection improve, for a given amount of absorber, as the thickness of the

iron plates decreases. This effect, however, is most important in the first absorption length, so by
grading the segmentation it is possible to improve the performance without increasing too much
the number of layers.

The iron is segmented into 18 plates, giving a total thickness of 65 cm in the Barrel and 60 cm in
the End Caps. The innermost nine plates are 2 cm thick, followed by four of 3 cm and three of
5 cm; the two outermost plates are 10 cm thick in the Barrel, with one 5 cm and one 10 cm in the
End Caps. The gaps housing the RPCs are 3.2 cm wide, except the ones between the 2 cm Barrel
plates where more room, 3.5 cm, is allowed for housing the RPCs.

In the Barrel region there are 21 active detector layers: a double layer cylindrical RPC surrounding
the Electromagnetic Calorimeter, an inner layer of planar RPCs between the solenoidal coil and
the iron, 17 layers in the gaps, and one last layer outside the iron structure. The total area covered
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Figure 3-12. The IFR Barrel: layout of the RPC Modules.

by detector exceeds 1000 m2. The cylindrical RPC is another novel feature of the BABAR detector.
It consists of 8 chambers, in two layers, for maximum efficiency. Each chamber covers one quarter
of a cylinder, 147 cm in radius, and is made by joining 4 modules, for a total of 32 modules, each
of approximate size 115 by 190 cm2.

Each planar Barrel chamber covers the whole gap and consists of three modules, joined along
their long sides (in the direction perpendicular to the beam axis), as shown in Fig. 3-12; each RPC
module is 125 cm wide and 181 cm to 320 cm long, depending on the radial distance from the
interaction region. The Barrel yoke is divided into sextants, so there are 114 chambers and 342
independent modules.

Each End Cap door has a hexagonal shape and is divided vertically into two halves to allow access
to the inner detectors; each half door is divided into three sections by horizontal spacers which
are needed to withstand the magnetic forces; so there are 6 chambers in each layer of one door.
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There are 18 detector layers, with the first starting behind the innermost iron plate, for a total of
216 modules, and� 1000 m2 detector surface.

3.7.2 The Active Detectors

The active volume is filled with a gas mixture based on comparable quantities of Argon and Freon
134A (C2H2F4), and a small amount (a few %) of Isobutane. This choice was driven by the
need to operate the RPCs with a nonflammable and environmentally safe gas mixture: the mixture
traditionally used in RPCs [19] has a large fraction of isobutane,� 40%, and does not satisfy the
safety standards for BABAR. With the choice used here, the chambers can work in streamer mode,
and it has been proved to yield good performance. Long-term effects of this new gas have been
studied over a period of two years on the first-built chambers, which have been kept in continuous
operation. Typical examples of efficiencies, single rates and currents as a function of the operating
Voltage are shown in Fig. 3-13. The estimate of the absolute efficiency of the RPCs was computed
on a sample of events in which full spatial reconstruction and tracking of the cosmic muons was
performed.

The distribution of' 100 RPCs shows an average value of 97.2% at 8 kV, [20] with losses due
essentially to the dead areas corresponding to the spacers. All modules were tested with cosmic
rays prior to assembly; finished chambers were also tested with cosmic rays before insertion into
the iron.
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Figure 3-13. Typical results obtained with a set of 12 RPCs, as a function of HV: Left: Currents;
Right: Plateau curves.

3.7.3 The Readout System

The external pick-up electrodes are made of aluminum strips glued on a plastic support and
coupled, with a suitable 4 mm thick insulator, to the bakelite sheets. On the other side, a 40�m
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aluminum plane is connected to ground and insulated from the iron by a laminated mylar sheet.
Both sides of the RPC are read-out with such strip electrodes, which run along the chamber
lengthwise and crosswise, respectively, to provide 3-dimensional information.

In the Barrel, the strips which run along each module measure the direction along the beamline,i.e.,
thez coordinate; this strip plane faces the ground side of the RPCs. The strip-width is 36.5 mm,
and the gap between strips is 2 mm, for a total pitch of 38.5 mm: there are 32 longitudinal strips
on each module. The other plane of strips is glued across three modules on the HV electrode, and
allows the measurement of the� angle; the pitch is different in each layer, increasing with the
radial coordinate from 19.7 to 33.5 mm, to give exactly 96 strips in each chamber.

In the End Cap chambers, the strips run horizontally and vertically, to measure thex and y
coordinates, respectively. The horizontal strips are glued on the HV side of each module; their
width is 26.4 mm, and the gap between strips is 2 mm, for a total pitch of 28.4 mm. The vertical
strips are glued across two modules, on the Ground side, and have a 38 mm pitch. Strip pitch
is the same throughout all End Cap chambers. Typically each one has 64 horizontal strips and 64
vertical; due to the conical shape of the central hole in the forward door and the presence of cutouts
for services, the chambers come in many different sizes and the strip planes vary accordingly.

One end of each strip is connected to the ground plane with a 2K
 resistor, the other side is
connected to the input of the Front End readout Cards (FEC), which have 16 channels each. In
the Barrel, the readout cards for layers 1–16 are positioned directly on the chambers, six cards at
one end are connected to the odd-numbered strips, the other six at the opposite end are connected
to the even-numbered strips; adjacent strips are read by different cards so that in case of a card
failure there are no dead areas. The FECs for the cylindrical RPC and for layers 17–19 are housed
in external small custom-built crates (minicrates), located on the top of the Barrel.

In the End Cap, the chambers can be accessed only by one side, adjacent strips are, however, always
connected to two different cards; for lack of space in the gaps, only the FECs for the horizontal
strips are positioned on the chambers, the others are in external minicrates, on the back of the
doors.

The FECs are interfaced to the readout module, which is a BABAR standard, by a set of custom built
modules [21].

3.8 The Trigger

The BABAR trigger has two levels: Level 1 which executes in hardware and Level 3 which executes in
software after the event assembly. The trigger system Requirements Document contains a detailed
description [22].
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The primary performance measure of a trigger system is its efficiency for benchmark physics
processes. The Level 1 trigger system is designed to achieve very high efficiency and good
understanding of the efficiency. The charged track trigger requires at least two tracks in the drift
chamber: one long track withpt > 0:18 GeV/c and one short track withpt > 0:12 GeV/c. The
energy trigger requires two clusters in the electromagnetic calorimeter, both with reconstructed
energy deposits above a threshold that is efficient for muons. The orthogonality of the requirements
allows good cross-calibration of trigger efficiency. Under nominal background conditions, this
‘open trigger’ is simulated to produce a rate of 1.5 KHz, while yielding 100% efficiency inside the
fiducial region of the detector forB and� physics and> 99% for  physics.

With no further restrictions, the total trigger rate for this open trigger is simulated to be about
16 KHz at 10 times nominal beam backgrounds, which is greater than the specification of 2 KHz.
The rate can be reduced further rather simply, for example by using a correlated trigger which
requires either one charged track and two energy clusters, or two back-to-back clusters with one of
the cluster energies above0:5GeV. Most simulated backgrounds may alternatively be reduced by
introducing apt cut on the track with the largest transverse momentum and an energy cut on the
largest energy deposit.

While a detailed simulation of the trigger electronics is available, most properties of the trigger
can be obtained from the acceptance curves for the individual trigger objects (tracks and clusters).
There are three drift chamber trigger objects: long tracks (A), short tracks (B) and long tracks
with a configurable cut onpt(A0). The calorimeter trigger reports three main trigger objects,
corresponding to three configurable energy thresholds for clusters. The energy lowest threshold
object (M) defaults to> 0:12GeV, low enough to be quite efficient for minimum ionizing muons.
The solid angle acceptance for these can be seen in Fig. 3-14.

The global trigger selects events using any combination of these objects, using requirements on
the number of objects, optionally subject to separation cuts in azimuth and to matching between
tracks and clusters.

The efficiency for events such asB0
! �+��,B0

! �X is simulated to be close to 100% for any
reasonable variation of the proposed trigger. There are so many charged tracks and photons with
high momentum in such events that the efficiency is very robust.

Tau events with1 + 1 prongs and low-mass two-photon production are more demanding of the
trigger, and therefore have been given attention in the trigger design. Even under worst-case
scenarios of backgrounds and drift chamber cell inefficiences, requirements are met for these
challenging topologies. For example, efficiencies larger than about 95% inside the fiducial volume
are expected for events with�+ ! e+��, �� ! ����. The crucial performance parameter for
such events is not the efficiency itself, but the systematic error in determining the efficiency. Since
the efficiencies for� events are dominated by the angular acceptance of the experiment, they should
be measurable with great precision.
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Figure 3-14. Differential efficiencies for single muons to be identified as trigger objects A, A0, B
or M, as a function of (a)ptwith jcos �j < 0:7 and (b)cos � with pt > 0:4GeV=c.

The Level 3 trigger contains a flexible combination of tools to reduce backgrounds while keeping
the physics. Under nominal background conditions, it has been demonstrated that the output rate
to mass storage can be kept to the specified value of 100 Hz. Preliminary studies indicate that
simulated above-nominal conditions can also be handled, using information from the full event.
For example, a hierarchy of increasingly complex algorithms obtain more and more accurate
precision on track impact parameters from the Level 1 trigger track segments, the drift chamber hits
and the silicon vertex tracker hits. The Level 3 trigger is not expected to reduce significantly the
efficiencies delivered by Level 1. In Level 3, the only physics processes that need to be prescaled
are two-photon processes used to match data from previous experiments and Bhabhas. The rates
of all other physics processes amount to only 20 Hz of the 100 Hz budget at the design luminosity.
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4

A Snapshot of BABAR Software and
Analysis Tools

This chapter presents an overview of the software tools used in the physics analyses reported in
this book. It includes a review of the simulation and reconstruction tools, and of some physics
analysis tools which were developed during the work.

The chapter reflects the status of the development of BABAR simulation, reconstruction and analysis
tools at the time it was written. The results quoted do not represent the ultimate performance of
the BABAR detector, or its software, but only those found in the simulation and used for the reported
analyses.

Some features of the BABAR experimental environment, such as machine backgrounds, misalign-
ment and calibration effects, were not included in the event simulation at this early stage of the
experiment. Such effects will be taken into account in later studies. In some areas, such as the sim-
ulation of hadronic showers at low energies, Monte Carlo simulations are known to be imprecise
and model-dependent, and this uncertainty should be borne in mind when considering the results
of these studies. Strategies and procedures for extracting the relevant measurements for calibration
and validation of the detector and its software using real BABAR data are under development.

4.1 Simulation

The physics studies described in this book are based on simulated data. The simulation process
begins with event generation, for which BABAR uses a combination of a new generator,EvtGen ,
and the more familiarJetset7.4 . Two different detector simulations were used to model the
simulation of the BABAR detector response: a fast parametric Monte Carlo calledAslund and a
detailedGeant321 -based ([1]) simulation of the experiment, calledBBsim . Both simulation
packages were interfaced to the event generators via theBeget package.
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4.1.1 Event Generators

Two different event generators were used to perform the studies in this book:EvtGen [2] and
Jetset7.4 [3]. The former was used forB decays to exclusive final states and the latter for
generic continuum and inclusiveB decay simulation.

The interface to both event generators is calledBeget [4]. This simulates the smearing of the
beam energies and the position of the interaction point. The beam-energy smearing is modeled
as a single Gaussian for each of the beams with widths of 5.5 MeV and 3.1 MeV for the high-
energy and low-energy beams respectively. The smearing of the interaction region in thex andy
coordinates is 160�m and 6�m, respectively, and is simulated by a single Gaussian in each case.
The beam position inz is modeled as a flat distribution, 1cm long. Beget also provides access to
other generators, such asKoralB which can be used for the generation of�+�� events, the event
generator for Bhabhas; the two-photon generator; and many others.

The main generator forBB physics is calledEvtGen . This implements a large number of physics
processes in detail. This includes the generation of the asymmetries inCP -violating decays as
well as many other decays, such as semileptonic decays.EvtGen provides a framework into
which decay models may be added as modules. These modules can have a variety of different
functionality. The most useful type calculates amplitudes for the decay. As an example consider
the decayD� ! D�. Here a vector (J = 1) particle, theD�, decays to two scalar particles. This
decay is described by 3 amplitudes, one for each possible state of theD�. The state of the particle
is related to the helicity.

The generator uses the amplitudes to simulate many decay distributions of theD�, e.g.,it can be
used to generate the correct angular distribution inB ! D�`�, D� ! D� or in B ! D�D�,
D� ! D�, including all the correlations.

EvtGen introduces mixing by generating decays of the� (4S) to the proper mixture ofB0B0,
B0B0, andB0B0 final states, with the correct distributions of�t. CP asymmetries are generated
in modules that modify the generated lifetime distributions of the twoBs produced in the decay of
the� (4S). Generic models are available for simulating two-body decays to a pair of scalar mesons,
a scalar and a vector meson, a scalar and a tensor meson, or a pair of vector mesons. Besides these
generic models there are special models for generating3� and 4� final states. Currently, the
generator assumes that the otherB always provides a flavor tag.

The generator uses a main decay file (DECAY.DEC) which provides a fairly complete table for
decays of particles below the� (4S). However, the generator handles only exclusive final states,
i.e., it does not perform any fragmentation. In order to provide a complete table of decays, it
usesJetset7.4 to produce the final states that are not enumerated as exclusive states. This is
implemented in such a way that ifJetset7.4 produces a final state that is listed as an exclusive
decay, it will be rejected and a new decay is generated byJetset7.4 . This ensures that there is
no double-counting. For the decays ofB mesons, about 50% are accounted for by exclusive states,
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while the other 50% are produced byJetset7.4 . Jetset7.4 is also used to generate thecc
states and weakly decaying baryons. The originalJetset7.4 decay table was modified in order
to be in line with recent measurements.

4.1.2 Full Detector Simulation

The full detector simulation is structurally divided into two parts: event generation and particle
tracking, followed by the detector response simulation. The full simulation is used for detailed
detector performance, design optimization, and physics analysis studies. It complements the
Aslund fast simulation described in the next section in that it provides much greater detail
and realism in terms of detector geometry, particle interactions in the detector, decays, showers,
magnetic field, detector response,etc., at the expense of execution speed. The detailed simulation
is described in greater detail below; the fast parametrized simulation is described in the following
section. A simplified data flow model of the simulation is shown in Figure 4-1.

Framework

StdHep, GHits, G3Data GHits digis

XxxSimDbiEvent

dbin+ffread

.xdr file
BBSIM/
BEGET

Figure 4-1. Simplified dataflow diagram for the full simulation.

BBsim is based on the CERN detector description and simulation tool,Geant321 [1]. Geant321
provides tools to construct the detector geometry; to step charged and neutral particles through
the detector, simulating the full variety of interactions and decays that each particle species may
undergo; to register Monte Carlo track hits (referred to asGHits in BABAR terminology); and to
display the detector components, particle trajectories, and track hits.

BBsim is organized as a set of driver, framework, utility, and subsystem packages as shown in
Table 4-1. Each subsystem-specific package consists of a standard set of routines which are called
from the framework package at various stages of the simulation. In the initialization phase, the
detailed subsystem geometries are built from parameters specified in an ASCII geometry database.
The model includes the definition of materials, shapes, positions and orientations of the sensitive
and insensitive subdetector components, and the tracking media quantities associated with the
sensitive detectors. For the data simulations in this book, a constant magnetic fieldBz = +1:5T
inside the coil was used. A cut-view of the assembled detector is shown in Figure 4-2.
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Table 4-1. Packages inBBsim.

Subsystem Package Name Output

Driver package gnbase -

Infrastructure package gnbbg -

Utility package gnutil -

Beam Line, Beam Pipe, and Support Tubegnbpip -

Silicon Vertex Detector gnssvd SvtGHit

Drift Chamber SvtSimGeom DchGHit

DIRC gndirc DrcGTrkHits , DrcGHits

Electromagnetic Calorimeter gnemca EmcGHits

Coil and Instrumented Flux Return gnmuon IfrGHits

Figure 4-2. Side cut view of the BABAR detector as modeled inBBsim.
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In the event loop phase, events are first generated byBeget , and the results stored. Long-lived
particles (“primaries”) from the event generation step are stepped through the detector and allowed
to interact or decay. InBBsim , hadronic interactions may be simulated using eitherGheisha [5]
(default),Fluka [6] or GCalor [7]. Secondaries resulting from interactions or decay are tracked
as well. However, when recording the Geant3-level genealogy (G3Data ), only the kinematics
of primaries and secondaries resulting from decays are recorded. ParticleGHits are scored in
the active detector components. TheGHit contains all the information needed to perform the
subsequent detector response simulation. This usually includes a position, a direction, the time of
flight from the production vertex, the energy lost, the Monte Carlo track number, and an identifier
for the sensitive detector, together with other subsystem-specific quantities.

At the end of the event, all of the subsystemGHits are written along with the generator- and
Geant321 -level Monte Carlo truth to an output file. The output file is then read into the BABAR

Offline Framework and the subsystem digitization is performed using theGHit information as
input.

To validate the geometry of the parameterizedAslund simulation against that ofBBsim , material
scans of theBBsim detector are periodically performed. Figure 4-3 compares the amount of
material traversed as a function of polar angle from the interaction point, averaged over azimuth,
in theBBsim material simulation (solid lines) and inAslund (open circles). As can be seen, the
amount of material is the same in both cases.

4.1.3 Fast Detector Simulation:Aslund

Aslund is a fast, parameterized Monte Carlo simulation of the BABAR detector. It is interfaced
to the two generator packages,Jetset7.4 [3] andEvtGen , described in Section 4.1.1, via the
Beget interface. The parametrization includes the tracking system, particle identification with
thedE=dx and the DIRC, neutral clusters (only) in the electromagnetic calorimeter, and the inner
flux return. These will be reviewed in the next sections.

4.1.3.1 The tracking system

The simulation of the tracking is performed with a package calledTrackErr [8]. The program
enables the description of any cylindrically symmetric tracking system and computes the fully
correlated error matrix and the smeared track quantities. In the calculation of the parameters,
the program takes into account the geometrical description of the silicon vertex detector and the
drift chamber. The magnetic field is assumed to be uniform and parallel to the detector’s axis of
symmetry. The program first searches for all the layers in the Drift Chamber intersected by the
helical trajectory but, without taking into account the energy loss and multiple scattering along the
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Figure 4-3. Material traversed in fractions of a radiation length as a function of angle with respect
to the z-axis, averaged over azimuth, as estimated inBBsim (solid lines) andAslund (open circles)
after exiting: the beam pipe (PEP), the Silicon Vertex Tracker (SVT), the Quadrupole Support Tube
(QST), the Drift chamber (DCH), and entering the Electromagnetic Calorimeter (EMC).
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trajectory. This assumption is an important limitation of the program in the case of tracks with
a significant amount of energy loss. Another limitation is the reconstruction efficiency, which is
taken to be 100% when the track is in the fiducial volume of the tracking system (� 4 silicon vertex
detector hits or drift chamber layers). The detection efficiency per layer is assumed to be 100%.
Once all the hits have been found, the smeared track parameters, as well as the error matrix, are
calculated at the origin. A comparison of the parametrization with the full simulation showed an
agreement within 15% for the mass resolution in the decayB0 ! �+��.

4.1.3.2 The DIRC parametrization

Once a track is calculated to hit a quartz bar, the DIRC simulation is activated. It needs as an input,
the 4-vector of the track, the coordinate of the track impact in the quartz bar, and the error on the
measurement of the azimuthal and dip angle of the track. Given these quantities, the simulation
returns the number of Cherenkov photons detected by the photomultipliers and the error on this
measurement. Also it computes the number of standard deviations for each of the five hypotheses
(e� , ��, K�, ��, p�). The parametrization is still based on the TDR design, which is not up-to-
date in some areas, (mirror replaced by the wedge). The wedge made of quartz should increase the
number of photons, especially at small dip angles.

A comparison of the parametrization output with the full DIRC simulation, which takes into
account all types of effects, has been made. The study showed that a polynomial correction was
needed in the fast simulation. The first one provides a dip angle correction to the absorption. The
second one is related to the number of Cherenkov photons as a function of the dip angle. Finally,
the last one concerns the resolution as a function of the momentum. The performances of the fast
simulation for theK-� separation with the DIRC TDR design has shown good agreement with the
full simulation for tracks with momenta above 1GeV=c. However, for tracks with momenta near
the Cherenkov threshold, the results are less reliable.

4.1.3.3 The EMC parametrization

The EMC fast simulation is based on the results obtained from the full simulation of the detector
BBsim . The momentum vector, the polar angle, and the azimuthal angle of the neutral particle
interacting with the electromagnetic calorimeter are smeared according to the distributions [9]
obtained fromBBsim . These distributions are in eight bins in energy andcos �lab which vary
from 0.02 GeV to 5.12 GeV and -0.920 to 0.960 respectively. Therefore, the smearing is
performed as a function of these two quantities. Also, a factor of efficiency detection is applied
according to the corresponding bin in energy andcos �lab. As a result of this parametrization, the
�0 mass distribution shows a tail at low mass which reflects the amount of material in front of the
EMC.
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The simulation of this system also includes the photon background coming from PEP-II. The
distribution of the number of background photons has a mean of 1.6 and a width of 3.1. The
energy spectrum has an exponential shape and the� distribution is peaked in the forward region of
the detector.

The two main limitations of the EMC parametrization are that:

� It does not treat the showers caused by charged tracks. It cannot therefore be used to simulate
electron identification or to simulate the difficulties of total energy reconstruction.

� It does not simulate overlapping showers, for example, those coming from high-energy�0s.

4.1.3.4 The IFR parametrization

Aslund simulates both charged and neutral particles in the IFR. In the case of charged particles,
it treats muons and pions. These are expected to be reconstructed by the detector within the
fiducial acceptance0:350 < � < 2:75 and for energies above�400 MeV. The muon reconstruction
efficiency and the pion contamination is based on the algorithm described in Reference [10]. The
dependence of the reconstruction efficiency on track energy and polar angle is not included.

For the neutral hadrons, namely theK0
L, n, andn, the detection efficiency in the IFR fast simulation

is a function of the momentum, the polar angle, and azimuthal angle. First, the simulation checks
if the hadron interacts with the EMC and extracts the energy deposited. Then, the hadron’s angles
are smeared according to results obtained withBBsim .

4.2 Reconstruction

The BABAR reconstruction software [11] is organized as a set ofModules, which process sequentially
the data in anEvent. The order of execution of these is controlled by aFramework, which provides
command line facilities for controlling execution and access to the Tcl/Tk scripting language. The
reconstruction package used for most of the studies in this book contained approximately 65 such
modules, arranged inSequencesto do subdetector-specific processing (hit finding,etc.), followed
by pattern recognition, fitting, and subdetector-specific particle identification.

The results of these computations will eventually be saved in an event store currently being con-
structed. As this was not available at the time of the current studies, temporary support for BABAR

Event Analysis Summary Tapes (Beast tapes) was developed. This allowed certain of the high-
level reconstruction results to be stored after computation and read back into simple analysis
software. Only limited information could be made available in this way at the time these analyses
were performed, so that the results obtained cannot be considered optimised.
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The output of reconstruction is accessed through an analysis toolkit calledBeta [12]. Beta
provides code enabling the analyst to treat charged tracks and clusters as four-vectors, bypassing
many of the details of the reconstruction results. It also provides access to vertexing, particle
identification, Monte-Carlo simulation truth information, and reconstruction of sequential decay
chains. Beta can be used with either the output of the fast simulation,Aslund , the summary
tapes (Beast ), or the full reconstruction, so that the same analysis program can generally be used
for each kind of input.Beta also serves as a “point of access” to the underlying reconstruction
information, so that the analysis program can select events of interest using simple four-vector-
based cuts before invoking more powerful, but slower, detailed reconstruction.

The complete code base for this system is available to the collaboration from a central CVS
repository. This is used by a set of release tools (SoftRelTools) to create periodically “releases”
of the software, which have been compiled, linked, and tested. These are then used to create the
various analysis programs. During the period leading up to the completion of the analyses for this
book, four major releases were created, each with an enhanced set of features.

4.2.1 Tracking

For the studies in this report which used full simulation, it was necessary to pass the output of
the detector simulation through a preliminary version of the full BABAR reconstruction program. In
these studies, all track-finding and fitting was done using only simulated data;i.e.,no Monte Carlo
truth was employed in reconstructing tracks.

4.2.1.1 Pattern recognition

Tracks are found independently in the two tracking devices, the silicon vertex detector and the drift
chamber; different algorithms are used in each. The silicon vertex detector algorithm first combines
r�� andz hits in the same silicon wafer to form space points, and then does an exhaustive search
for good helical tracks, requiring hits in at least four out of the five layers of silicon.

Two drift chamber algorithms are run in sequence. The first drift chamber algorithm finds straight-
line track segments in all ten superlayers. It then combines segments to form first a circular track
(using axial segments only, and with a strong bias toward tracks coming from the interaction point),
and then a helical track (by adding stereo segments to the axial track).

The second drift chamber track-finding algorithm uses circular superlayer segments in three adja-
cent superlayers (all eight possibilities are tried) to form a trial helix. If the helix is of sufficient
quality, it is projected forward and backward, and other segments are added. This algorithm is
designed to find tracks not coming from the primary vertex (such asK0

S
and other decays), tracks
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which only pass through a small number of superlayers (large dip angle tracks), and lowpT tracks
(loopers).

Another piece of code merges the separately-found drift chamber and silicon vertex detector tracks;
it projects each silicon vertex detector and drift chamber track to the support tube and looks for
good matches. Those that match are combined into a single track, which is placed in the output list
of good tracks; any silicon vertex detector or drift chamber tracks that fail to be merged are copied
and placed in the output list as well.

4.2.1.2 Fitting

After pattern recognition, all tracks are initially fitted with a simple helix fitter, which ignores
interactions with materials. After merging of drift chamber and silicon vertex detector tracks, the
merged tracks are assigned track parameters based on a weighted average of the two input tracks.
All tracks in the output list (merged or not) are then refitted with a Kalman filter fitter, using as a
mass hypothesis the mass of the pion. (Access to multiple fits for different mass hypotheses was
not available at the time of these studies, although support for this is under development.) The
effects of multiple scattering and energy loss in the detector are included in the fit; the detector
description used in the calculation of material effects includes a fairly detailed model of the vertex
detector, including support structure, models of the beampipe and support tube, and a simple model
of the drift chamber (treating the gas as a set of concentric cylinders). All physics analyses using
full simulation, presented in this book, were done using the Kalman filter’s best estimate of the
track at the interaction point; this should give the best estimate of the particle momentum, except
in the case ofK0

S
s decaying outside the beampipe. In the latter case, theK0

S
finders used do

correct for the curvature along a track from the interaction point to the decay vertex, as will be
seen later.

4.2.1.3 Limitations

There are a number of pieces missing from the tracking code described here. Looping tracks and
decays in flight are often found as two pieces, and no attempt has yet been made to join them. Drift
chamber hits from tracks which do not have enoughpT to be found in the drift chamber are not
associated with found silicon vertex detector tracks; no attempt is made yet at joint silicon vertex
detector/drift chamber pattern recognition. These defects (all of which will be remedied before
BABAR data become available) mean that current results are a pessimistic estimate of the quality of
tracking in BABAR.

On the other hand, a number of effects that will degrade tracking performance have not yet
been modeled. These include some detector inefficiencies and defects, misalignments, mixing
of background and signal events, and electronic noise (drift chamber). Consequently, the track-
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finding efficiencies found in the various analyses should be treated as rough estimates of the
efficiencies that will be obtained with real data.

4.2.1.4 Performance

Figures 4-4 (a)–(d) illustrate the performance of the BABAR tracking measured using full simulation,
in the same version of the code as used for the physics analyses in this book. Figure 4-4 (a) shows
�p=p as a function ofp at p = pT = 90� in the lab. frame, while Fig. 4-4 (b) shows�pT=pT as
a function ofcos � in the lab. frame. Both these distributions compare very favorably with those
in the TDR [13]. Figures 4-4 (c) and (d) show the resolution obtained on ther-� andz0 impact
parameters respectively as a function of momentum.

4.2.2 Reconstruction in the Electromagnetic Calorimeter

The main task of the calorimeter is to measure the energies and positions of neutral and charged
clusters (primarily photons and electrons, but also,e.g.,K0

L
s) with the best possible resolution

and efficiency over the full energy range and solid angle. In addition, the calorimeter contributes
to particle identification which utilizes information on the cluster’s total energy and its lateral
distribution. The results are then used to

� Reconstruct single photons in,e.g.,radiative decays;

� Reconstruct�0s (even at high energy, when the photon showers overlap);

� Aid in electron, muon, and charged and neutral hadron identification (via cluster energy and
transverse shower shape);

� Aid in K0
L

reconstruction (position measurement); and

� Aid in neutrino reconstruction (via missing energy).

4.2.2.1 Clusters and bumps in the EMC

The reconstruction of clusters starts from a list of crystals with energy above some threshold, nom-
inally 0.5MeV. (This is the lowest threshold commensurate with the expected level of electronics
noise; beam background may require this to be raised significantly.) The energy in a crystal is
calculated by applying electronics and physics-process-derived calibration constants to pedestal-
subtracted ADC counts.
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Figure 4-4. Performance of the BABAR tracking measured using full simulation: (a)�p=p as a
function ofp for pion tracks at 90�in the lab. (b)�pT =pT as a function ofcos � in the lab. Circles
are for0:3 < p < 0:7 GeV/c and Squares are for1:8 < p < 2:2 GeV/c. (c) Impact parameter
in r-� plane as a function of momentum. (d) Impact parameter inr-z projection as a function of
momentum.
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A cluster is a set of adjacent crystals, with the sum of their energies above some threshold,
nominally 20MeV. (This threshold is driven by event-related fake clusters, but, again, beam
background may require it to be raised significantly.) “Adjacent” here means: neighboring crystals
that touch on a side or a corner. A cluster is the energy deposit caused by one or more particles
interacting in the calorimeter.

An attempt is made to split clusters into bumps. A bump is created from a local maximum within
the cluster, such that it represents the fraction of the cluster energy deposit caused by a single-
particle interaction. Thus, clusters and bumps are identical in the case that there is one and only
one local maximum; otherwise, a cluster contains more than one bump. In identifying bumps,
care has to be taken to discount so-called splitoffs — shower fluctuations that manifest themselves
as additional local maxima in a cluster. This can only be done reliably for clusters caused by
electromagnetic interactions: using the readily predictable shower shape, spurious local maxima
can be eliminated.

Neutral, electromagnetic multi-bump clusters can be caused by random overlap of multiple photons
or by the overlapping photon showers from the decay of a high-energy�0. (For example, a two-
bump cluster with 500MeV energy is most likely caused by random overlap, whereas one with
3GeV is a merged-�0 candidate.) For genuine multi-bump clusters, the bump parameters can
be unfolded by assigning the proper fractions of energy in shared crystals, using the expected
exponential lateral shower profile. It should be noted, though, that merged-�0s, once identified as
such, are better reconstructed from the cluster parameters rather than from the bump parameters of
the individual photons.

Charged clusters created by electrons can be treated reliably in much the same way as photon/�0

clusters. Care should, and can, be taken to deal with potentially overlapping showers from brems-
strahlung and to take into account the bending effect of the magnetic field. Clusters caused by
ionizing-only particles, most notably muons, are straight-forward to handle: they are usually
single-bump clusters made of a rather small number of crystals, depending on the particle’s path
through the crystals — which can be reliably predicted by swimming tracks from the tracking
detectors. As for clusters caused by particles interacting hadronically, charged or neutral, there is
no reliable way to suppress spurious bumps, since hadronic showers are highly irregular and suffer
from large fluctuations.

In the software, clusters and bumps are represented by classes known asEmcCluster and
EmcBump(which “inherits” from EmcCluster). These classes provide a number of basic services,
most notably: the energy function which reports the sum of the energies recorded in all crystals
that are part of the cluster (bump), and functions which return the� and� coordinates of the
cluster centroid. The cluster centroid is calculated from the energy-weighted front-center angles
of all crystals participating in the cluster. Several other functions are provided, which include
characterization of the transverse cluster shape for particle identification purposes.
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All bumps and neutral clusters are then made into “candidates” (class nameEmcCand) to be
used for physics analysis. In the process, their energy and position get calibrated assuming a
certain particle hypothesis. The default (and only) particle type considered at the moment is that
of the photon. For the energy, calibration entails applying an energy- and polar-angle–dependent
correction, which corrects for losses due to leakage and inactive material, and nonuniform light
collection. Position calibration applies an S-shaped correction to the measured cluster centroid, in
order to remove a bias inherent in the center-of-gravity method (due to the finite granularity of the
calorimeter).

4.2.2.2 Matching tracks to calorimeter clusters

In order to identify charged and neutral particles, it is necessary to discriminate between calorime-
ter clusters deposited by each of these types of particle. This is done by attempting to “match”
geometrically clusters to nearby reconstructed charged tracks found in the tracking detectors, as
candidate charged-particle clusters.

The matching is done by finding track-cluster separations in ther-� andz coordinates, near the
point of entry of the tracks to the calorimeter. The calorimeter barrel is modeled as a cylinder, with
its axis along thez axis, while the end-cap is represented as a truncated cone of the appropriate
angle, coaxial with thez axis. The intersection of a track is found with the appropriate surface and
the reconstructed centroid position of a cluster is projected onto the front face of the calorimeter
by assuming that the cluster direction lies along the radial direction from the interaction point. The
separations inr-� andz between a track and cluster are then simply calculated as the difference
of these two projected intersection points. The curvature of a charged track means that its entry-
direction into the calorimeter is not in the radial direction and the corresponding cluster centroid is
in general displaced accordingly in the� projection. Hence, the mean separation inr-� is non-zero
and has a sign which depends on the particle’s charge. The mean “shift” increases with decreasing
particle momentum as the curvature increases.

The shapes of the distributions of the track-cluster shifts in the two projections were calibrated
using theBBsim Monte Carlo simulation of the BABAR detector. It is found that the distributions
of the separations for a given momentum differ between electrons, muons, and pions, the pion
distributions being the widest. Furthermore, pions are the most populous particles in BABAR. There-
fore the separation distributions for pions are used as a measure of the goodness of geometrical
matching between tracks and clusters, in order to determine whether a given track-cluster pair is
consistent as being deposited by the same charged particle.

By considering single-pion Monte Carlo events, and using only the highest energy cluster if there
is more than one, the matching method was found to be approximately 95% efficient for the barrel
and 90% efficient for the end-cap, for track-cluster pairs with a matching confidence level greater
than 0.1%. This inefficiency is due mainly to non-Gaussian fluctuations in the distribution of
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the pion separations and is much smaller for electron tracks, which have smaller deviations than
pions. Further work is underway to improve the matching efficiency. For production, a matching
confidence level of10�6 was used as the default, in order to keep the matching efficiency high.

4.3 Charged Particle Identification

The identification of charged particles — both hadrons and leptons — is relevant for the reconstruc-
tion of many beauty and charm decay channels and plays an essential role in the determination of
theB flavor.

All BABAR detectors contribute in a complementary way to charged particle identification: the sili-
con vertex detector and the drift chamber providedE=dx measurements; the DIRC is a Cherenkov
ring-imaging device; the electromagnetic calorimeter discriminates electrons, muons, and hadrons
according to their energy deposit and their shower shape; and the IFR characterizes muons and
hadrons according to their different transverse and longitudinal interaction pattern in the segmented
iron.

The software for particle identification is structured in two stages: first, the information from
each detector is analyzed independently to provide a response — in terms of a likelihood and a
confidence level — for each charged particle hypothesis (e; �; �;K; p), without performing any
selection; then algorithms combining the information from the various detectors are applied to
perform particle selections.

Due to the wide momentum spectrum covered and the variety of requirements imposed by the
different characteristics of many physics channels, flexible selection tools have been developed,
allowing the optimization of the efficiency and purity of the selection according to the physical
context of the application.

The cases of ambiguous identification of a particle in terms of more than one acceptable hypothesis
are handled differently according to the context of the application: for instance, while only an
unambiguous particle hypothesis is acceptable as an input to the tagging algorithm, many of the
exclusive channel reconstruction algorithms accepted multiple identification hypotheses for the
same reconstructed track, the identification of a particle among the various hypotheses being
subject also to compatibility with the decay kinematics. Analyses are structured, however, in
such a way that the same identified track cannot be used more than once in any given final state
reconstructed.

The performances of the particle identification tools reported in the following sections were based
on simulated events and are dependent on the model of hadronic simulation — theGeant321
packageGheisha [5] — adopted in the event production for this book.
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4.3.1 Charged Hadron Identification

There are two main purposes of the charged hadron identification in BABAR: theB-flavor tagging
which relies on the correlation between the charge of a kaon and the flavor of the decayingB0 from
which it originated, and the identification of exclusive final states, such asB0 ! �+��. Since the
relative abundances of pions, kaons, and protons inB decays are approximately 7:1:0.2, theB-
flavor tagging requires good kaon identification with minimal pion contamination. The average
� (K) momentum ranges between about0:3 (0:45)GeV=c in the backward direction to about
0:75 (1:1)GeV=c in the forward direction. Therefore in the generic case, goodK=� separation
is especially important at low momentum.

The reconstruction ofCP -violating modes, such asB0 ! �+�� andB0 ! ��, and the mea-
surement ofVub in charmless decays require high pion identification efficiency with minimal kaon
contamination, particularly in the high momentum region (3 � 4:5GeV=c). Hadron identification
is also useful to reduce the continuum background, since the sample of background tracks hard
enough to mimic a�� event is enriched in kaons and protons.

High kaon efficiency (but not necessarily strong pion rejection) is needed for reconstruction ofD

andD� decays. EfficientK=� separation is also required for� physics, particularly in the study of
K�� andKK� systems.

For all the above reasons, goodK=� separation must be achieved over a broad momentum range
(up to about4:5GeV=c). Particularly difficult is the separation at high momenta where the differ-
ence in velocity at a given momentum (and hence Cherenkov angle anddE=dx) between pion and
kaon becomes rather small.

Particle identification information for charged hadrons is available from three detectors: the DIRC,
the silicon vertex detector, and the drift chamber. The latter two provide the measurement of the
ionizationdE=dx and are effective at the low momenta (below700MeV=c forK=� discrimination)
where the DIRC performance degrades. On the other hand, about half of the tagging kaons and
most of the kaons from the exclusiveB decays are hard and are identified exclusively by the DIRC.
Thus, to achieve effective identification over the full momentum range, one needs to combine
information from all available subsystems.

4.3.1.1 The DIRC

For each charged track which intersects it, the DIRC reconstruction provides an estimate of the
corresponding Cherenkov angle and its error. In addition, the corresponding confidence level
for each mass hypothesis (e, �, �, K, and p) is calculated. A charged track is identified by
the hypothesis with the highest confidence level. In the following, efficiency is defined as the
fraction of particles identified correctly within the acceptance of a detector. For a genericBB
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event sample, the kaon efficiency for the DIRC is on the order of85%, above the kaon threshold
(93% for momenta greater than700MeV=c), while the fraction of pions misidentified as kaons is
less than2:5% up to about3GeV=c.

Below the Cherenkov threshold, the DIRC can also be used in thevetomode. In this region the
kaon efficiency drops to about50% with the fraction of pions misidentified as kaons being about
7%. Efficiency and purity in the veto mode strongly depend on the level and nature of the machine-
induced backgrounds.

Most of the pions fromB0 ! �+�� fall in the barrel region. For events where both pions are
in the tracking acceptance, the fraction of pions which miss the DIRC is about11%: 4% due to
cracks between the quartz bars and about7% in the forward region. Studies on the continuum
events show excellent results, with kaon efficiencies of order97% and contamination lower than
3%, except for kaons in the very upper tail of the momentum spectrum (above4GeV=c) where the
efficiency drops to90%.

4.3.1.2 dE=dx measurements

In the version of the simulation used at the time of writing, measurements of the ionizationdE=dx

are available from both the silicon vertex detector and the drift chamber. These provide information
on the velocity of a charged particle, and therefore can be used for identification purposes at low
momenta. For both detectors, a truncated averagedE=dx is calculated for every track, and a
likelihood and significance level for a given mass hypothesis are obtained.

In the case of the silicon vertex detector, the bestK=� separation is achieved by selecting the
mass hypothesis with the highest confidence level greater than a certain cut (typically, 0.05 for
the silicon vertex detector). The average kaon efficiency in the silicon vertex detector is85%

below 700MeV=c, and the fraction of pions misidentified as kaons is� 1%. The analogous
quantities for the drift chamber are53% and2% respectively. The optimal performance is presently
achieved by usingdE=dx information from the silicon vertex detector, and using the drift chamber
identification only when the silicon vertex detector information is not available. The average kaon
efficiency in this case is82% below700MeV=c, and the fraction of misidentified pions is1%.

It remains to be demonstrated in practice that the silicon vertex detector can really providedE=dx

measurements with the discrimination power indicated in the present version of the simulation.

4.3.1.3 Performance of charged hadron identification at low momenta

Figure 4-5 shows the momentum dependence of the kaon efficiency and pion misidentification
probability for the DIRC anddE=dx measurements together at low momenta.
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Figure 4-5. Kaon identification efficiency for the DIRC (solid triangles) anddE=dx in the silicon
vertex detector and drift chamber (solid circles), and pion mis-identification probability for the
DIRC (open triangles) anddE=dx (open circles).

4.3.1.4 Kaon identification

The signals provided by the different detectors are, to a good approximation, uncorrelated. This
offers the prospect of relatively straightforward methods of combining the information from all
sub-systems in a statistical fashion. ThedE=dx information provides betterK=� separation at low
momenta, but this rejection power deteriorates quickly at high momenta. For this reason, kaons
are identified usingdE=dx belowp = 700MeV=c, and using the DIRC at higher momenta. The
particle selectors offer two modes: loose and tight. Figure 4-6 shows the kaon efficiency and
pion mis-identification probability in theloosemode, optimized to provide the best product of
efficiency and dilution factor for kaons in genericB0 decays. Averaged over the entire momentum
range, the kaon efficiency is78%, and the pion contamination is4:5%.1 A better pion rejection (at
the expense of reduced kaon efficiency) can be achieved by applying simultaneous cuts on kaon
significance level in all detectors (silicon vertex detector and drift chamber at low momenta, and
in DIRC, silicon vertex detector, and drift chamber at high momenta). Kaon efficiency and pion

1This number includes acceptance effects and kaon decays in flight.
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Figure 4-6. Kaon identification efficiency and pion mis-identification probability (per track) for
theloose(left) andtight (right) modes. The data used were from a sample of genericB0 decays.

rejection for thistight selection are shown in Fig. 4-6. An average kaon efficiency of58% and an
average pion contamination of0:6% are achieved.

4.3.1.5 Proton identification

Most protons in the detector have small velocity, and even above the Cherenkov threshold, the cone
opening angle is very small. At small dip angles, the effective threshold is increased because some
fraction of the Cherenkov cone is trapped by total internal reflection and is as high as2GeV=c.
In the DIRC, protons are therefore identified most of the time in the veto mode, above the kaon
threshold, while below such threshold kaons and protons cannot be distinguished by the DIRC
alone. On the other hand,dE=dx measurements provide goodp=� separation up to1:4GeV=c,
andp=K separation up to1GeV=c. The selection is similar to the kaon identification:dE=dx is
used below1:2GeV=c, and the DIRC is used above1:2GeV=c. The proton efficiency and pion
mis-identification probability for bothlooseandtight selections are shown in Fig. 4-7.

4.3.2 Electron Identification

The identification of leptons is of crucial importance for the tagging ofB decays, as well as
for the studies of semileptonic and leptonic charm and beauty decays; it also plays a role in the
reconstruction of heavy quarkonia, such as in the processB0 ! J= K0

S
.
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Figure 4-7. Proton identification efficiency and pion mis-identification probability (per track) for
theloose(left) andtight (right) modes. The data used were from a sample of single particle events,
generated isotropically, and flat in momentum.

Flexible tools for lepton identification are necessary to cope with the different physics require-
ments: leptons for flavor tagging represent a very challenging task, since both high purity and high
efficiency are required over a wide momentum spectrum, while the identification of high-energy
leptons from quarkonium decays is more straightforward.

The identification of electrons is done using information predominantly from the electromagnetic
calorimeter, but also using information from the DIRC anddE=dx in the tracking devices at lower
momenta. There are two main methods of discriminating between electrons and other particles in
the calorimeter. The first uses the ratioE=p, the energy deposited by a particle in the calorimeter to
its measured momentum in the tracking devices, which provides good discrimination above about
400MeV=c. The second method uses the spatial distribution of energy deposited in the calorimeter,
which is rather different between electrons, muons, and hadrons.

4.3.2.1 Electron identification usingE=p

The ratioE=p, whereE is the measured energy of a shower in the calorimeter andp is the
measured momentum of the corresponding charged track, provides good discrimination between
electrons and other charged particle species. When an electron enters the calorimeter, it produces
an electromagnetic shower consisting of photons, electrons and positrons, which together deposit
the energy of the original electron. In an ideal calorimeter therefore, electrons should have an
E=p ratio close to unity. Muons on the other hand deposit energy only as a single ionizing
particle. Charged hadrons sometimes pass through the calorimeter without interacting, appearing
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Figure 4-8. E=p ratios for electrons, pions, and muons with track-cluster matching significance
levels� 1% for momenta 0.5GeV=c and 1.2GeV=c. The electronE=p distributions were fitted to
a Gaussian with a power law tail on the low side.

like muons, and sometimes interact, leaving a larger fraction of their energy in the calorimeter,
although rarely their full energy. Muons and charged hadrons therefore generally have values of
E=p less than unity.E=p distributions for electrons, pions, and muons with track-cluster matching
significance levels� 1% are shown in Figure 4-8. The electron distributions were fitted to a
Gaussian with a power law tail on the low side.

In a real calorimeter, the value ofE=p for electrons will be slightly different from unity, due to
shower leakage and other resolution effects. For high-energy electrons, theE=p ratio can be greater
than unity, owing to the effects of bremsstrahlung, in which the emitted photon(s) can be merged
with the electron shower, whereas the measured momentum (after the bremsstrahlung) is reduced.
These effects can be seen in the figures. Muons have only a single well-defined peak characteristic
of the energy deposition of a single minimum-ionizing particle, while the pion distributions have
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such peaks, supplemented by broad tails at higherE=p values, corresponding to those pions that
have interactions and produce partially-contained showers. As can be seen, the separation inE=p

between electrons and the other species of charged particle is not perfect, and there will be some
contamination from pions and muons, especially for particles with momenta well below 1GeV=c,
in which there is significant overlap between theE=p distributions of the different species.

A candidate can be considered to be an electron if itsE=p ratio is consistent with that expected for
an electron. One way to check this is to calculate the significance level for the electron hypothesis,
defined as the fraction of the area under theE=p curve (on a given side of the peak) withE=p
values further from the peak than the measured value. Other methods might involve just cutting
on theE=p value directly, or using the likelihood technique. TheE=p distributions of electrons,
pions, and muons were parameterized separately in bins of track momentum and direction, and
this information was used to calculate the significance levels. By construction, significance level
distributions should be flat, independent of track momentum and direction, as was found to be the
case, except for track-cluster pairs withE=p values much larger than unity, owing to the effects of
bremsstrahlung, as explained above. This leads to artificially low significance levels for tracks in
this region.

A way to deal with the problem of low significance levels for highE=p values is to note that the
backgrounds, pions and muons, have lowE=p values, so that only thoseE=p values on the low
side of the peak need to have a consistency check. Thus each significance level is supplemented
by a flag, corresponding to whether it is on the low or high side of theE=p peak.

The electron identification efficiency for a given cut can be defined simply by the ratio� = Ne
N0

,
whereN0 is the total number of matched track-cluster pairs, andNe is the number of matched track-
cluster pairs classified as electrons. This also gives the misidentification probabilities when applied
to non-electron samples. Using samples of single-particle events, it was found that, for samples of
track-cluster pairs matched at the 1% level, the electron identification efficiency was approximately
96% when cutting on an electron significance level value of 2% (only forE=p values on the low
side of theE=p peak). This efficiency can be increased by reducing theE=p significance level cut
value. However, this will also increase the pion and muon contamination. Figure 4-9 shows how
the electron identification efficiency varies with pion misidentification probability. It was found
that for a good electron identification efficiency (� 96%) the pion/muon contamination is of the
order of a few tenths of a percent (� 0.2%).

4.3.2.2 Improving electron identification using lateral shower shape

As mentioned in the last section, hadrons sometimes interact with the calorimeter by ionization
and excitation alone, and sometimes they interact hadronically, initiating a hadronic shower. In
the latter case, they can deposit a large fraction of their energy in the calorimeter, which can make
them difficult to distinguish from electrons when looking atE=p alone. The longitudinal and
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Figure 4-9. Electron (positron) identification efficiency vs pion mis-identification probability to
be an electron (positron) for the momenta 0.5, 1.2, and 3.0GeV=c.
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Figure 4-10. Definition of the variablesri, 'i andR0.

lateral energy distributions of hadronic showers differ significantly from those of electromagnetic
showers, being characterized by the longer length scale of the nuclear interaction length, compared
with the radiation length.

In order to describe the lateral energy distributions of showers, the following variables are defined:
N , the number of crystals associated with the shower;Ei, the energy deposited in thei-th crystal,
numbering them such thatE1 > E2 > : : : > EN ; andri; 'i, the polar coordinates in the plane
perpendicular to the line pointing from the interaction point to the shower center (see Fig. 4-10).
Using these variables, one can define [14] the variable

LAT =

NP
i=3

Eir
2
iPN

i=3Eir
2
i + E1r

2
0 + E2r

2
0

; (4.1)

where r0 is the average distance between two crystals, which is approximately 5 cm for the BABAR

calorimeter. This variable is constructed to discriminate between electromagnetic and hadronic
showers based on their average properties. The summation in the numerator omits the two crystals
containing the highest amounts of energy. Electrons deposit most of their energy in two or three
crystals, so that the value of LAT is small for electromagnetic showers. Multiplying the energies
by the squared distances enhances the effect for hadronic showers, compared with electronic.

Another approach [15] is to expand the lateral energy distribution into various moments which
contain information about the azimuthal distribution (with respect to the particle’s initial direction)
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Figure 4-11. Distributions of LAT, and a'-sensitive moment for electrons (left) and pions (right)
atp = 1 GeV/c andE > 0:4 MeV.

of the shower shape. For example, the value of the moment will be zero when the energy distribu-
tion is isotropic in' and large if it is quite anisotropic. In general, since hadronic showers are far
more irregular and less isotropic in' than electromagnetic ones, the moment should be larger for
pions than electrons.

In order to find an enhanced discriminating variable for the shower shape classification, a combi-
nation of variables is used, combining discrimination based on the way the energy is distributed
with respect to the distance from the center, and on deviations from the rotationally invariant shape
expected for an electromagnetic shower. Figure 4-11 illustrates this. LAT is small for electrons, and
the distribution of the momentA42 is very narrow for electrons compared with pions, which occupy
a larger volume in the LAT-A42 plane. By using a (preliminary) combination of these parameters
andE=p, the pion-misidentification rate was found to be reduced in Monte Carlo events, as shown
in Fig. 4-12.

In summary, this preliminary inclusion of shower shape information reduces the probability of
misidentifying pions as electrons by factors of between 1.5 and 2 at momenta between 0.6 and
1 GeV/c. By using more sophisticated analysis methods like neural networks and including the
track-cluster separations inr-�, a further reduction of the pion contamination could be achieved.

4.3.3 Muon Identification

Muon identification and pion rejection are performed in the IFR with detailed information on the
patterns of the interactions of muons and pions in the iron.
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Figure 4-12. Efficiencies and misidentification probabilities using onlyE=p (�) and additional
shower shape information (�).
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4.3.3.1 Track finding in the IFR

The track finding in the IFR is not a critical aspect of muon identification since the average
occupancy in this detector is rather low, and a tiny fraction of tracks overlap each other.

IFR tracks are first reconstructed in two-dimensional projections in each sector using a clustering
algorithm based on a maximum hit-distance criterion. The two orthogonal views of each cluster
are associated together checking for the compatibility of the 2D hit patterns. Finally, using the ex-
trapolation into the IFR of the charged tracks measured by the tracking systems, clusters belonging
to different sectors are merged into a composite cluster. Such clusters are considered as candidates
for muons or charged hadrons and are subsequently processed by a discrimination algorithm.

4.3.3.2 �=� discrimination in the IFR

The IFR muon identification works by discriminating between the two hypotheses that the detected
track has been produced by a muon or a pion. Other hadron hypotheses (K�, proton) have very
similar patterns in the IFR to pions and are discriminated from the pion hypotheses by the other
PID sub-systems in BABAR.

Several discriminating variables are considered in order to separate muons from pions. The quan-
tities used in the current algorithm depend on the detailed pattern of the IFR clusters, namely, the
penetration depth in the iron of the track, the transverse size of the cluster, which identifies the
showering pions, and “missed” planes along the path, which may be caused by neutral particles
coming from the pion hadronic shower. The inner (cylindrical) RPC layers are included in the
algorithm.

Studies done outside the current reconstruction framework [10] show that variables based on the
extrapolation of the drift chamber tracks to the IFR can give a significant improvement in muon
identification. Such variables have not been considered yet in the current implementation.

In order to combine the rejection power of all the considered variables, a likelihood ratio criterion is
applied. The probability distribution of each variablexi; i = 1; : : : ; n is computed in 16 momentum
bins from 0 to 4 GeV/c and in different angular regions which correspond to the barrel, the forward
and backward endcaps, and the overlapping regions in between.

Once an IFR cluster is defined, the likelihood ratioR is calculated as:

R = log10(P�=P�); (4.2)

where the probabilities to be a muon or a pionP� andP� respectively, are defined as:

P�=� =
nY
i=1

P�=�(xi) : (4.3)
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The distribution ofR is then normalized, in order to obtain a flat distribution for the right particle
hypothesis. Such a normalized value defines the significance level for a given particle mass
hypothesis. In order to identify muon candidates, a cut on the significance level for the pion
hypothesis may be applied,e.g.,

C� < 0:05: (4.4)

The efficiencies obtained for muon identification as a function of momentum with this cut are
shown in Fig. 4-13.

4.3.3.3 Combining the IFR with other detector information

The IFR muon identification capabilities decrease progressively at low momenta. Here, the in-
formation from other detectors can improve the muon/hadron discriminating power. In fact, at
momenta smaller than�400 MeV=c, charged tracks do not even reach the IFR because of the
effect of the magnetic field, and energy loss in the inner detector systems. The muon identification
efficiency and corresponding pion mis-id probability for the IFR alone are shown in the top left
plot of Fig. 4-14. An attempt has been made to improve muon identification capabilities below
400 MeV/c in the form of a selection algorithm which makes use of detector systems other than
the IFR at low momenta. For instance, the DIRC can be used to identify muons for charged tracks
with p > 250 MeV=c. The muon efficiency and pion mis-id probability for the DIRC are shown in
the top right plot of Fig. 4-14.

The current muon selector can be set to one of three criteria depending on the desired efficiency
and purity of the resulting sample. For instance, the “loose” criterion uses silicon vertex detector
dE=dx for the momentum range 50MeV=c < p < 130 MeV=c, the DIRC for 250MeV=c < p <

850 MeV=c and the IFR for higher momenta. Often, information from two separate sub-detectors
is combined such that a candidate particle must pass significance level cuts from two different
measurements in order to be selected. Whether or not this is done is dependent on the momentum
range in question and which criteria (and therefore algorithm) is being used. An example is
the “tight” selection which uses the significance level from the energy deposited in the EMC in
conjunction with the DIRC for the momentum range 350MeV=c < p < 550 MeV=c and uses both
the DIRC and the IFR to discriminate in the range 550MeV=c< p < 850 MeV=c. The “verytight”
selection algorithm uses the combinations described for the “tight” criterion, but uses both IFR and
DIRC out top = 1:5 GeV/c to achieve a purer sample of muons. The outputs of the “loose” and
“tight” selection algorithms are shown in the bottom two plots of Fig. 4-14.

4.3.4 Identification of Particles with Neural Networks

Traditional probability theory assumes an accuracy and precision of categorization of the world
that may not be available in many important problems. Artificial neural networks estimate dis-
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Figure 4-13. Muon efficiency for muons (solid line) and pions (dashed line) as a function of
momentum for forward (top), barrel (middle), and backward (bottom). The sample used here has a
flat distribution in� and�.
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Figure 4-14. The top two plots show muon efficiency (filled circles) and pion mis-id probability
(open circles) for the IFR (left) and the DIRC (right) in the momentum range 200MeV=c < p <

700 MeV=c. The lower two plots show the output of the muon selector in both “loose” (left) and
“tight” (right) selection mode forp < 4 GeV=c (where the symbols have the same meaning as
before).
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crimination functions from sample data, as do conventional statistical methods. However, for each
individual problem, statistical approaches require that it is known (or at least can be modeled)
how outputs depend functionally on inputs. Neural networks on the other hand do not require
such a model. Since neural networks do not implement a specific mathematical model, the same
architecture and dynamics can be applied to a wide variety of problems.

Neural networks consist of many simple computing elements — generally simple nonlinear sum-
ming joints (called neurons) — linked together by connections of varying strength. This weight
matrix stores pattern or function information with distributed encoding. There are many neural
network architectures. The multilayer perceptron groups a fixed number of neurons in layers:
input layer–hidden layers–output layer. The network has to be optimized in an iterative process
fitting the problem at hand. A more elegant approach is the self-organizing growing network where
each neuron has the same basic functionality, and network topology evolves during training in a
dynamical growth process.

Neural networks ultimately learn to adapt to a priori unknown probability density functions, even
in the presence of strong correlations in the data. Here, supervised learning uses class-membership
information, known for instance exactly from Monte Carlo-generated training samples. Unsuper-
vised learning on the other hand uses unlabeled samples,i.e.,experimental data. Neither supervised
nor unsupervised learning systems assume knowledge or a specific behavior of the underlying
probability density function.

In BABAR neural network tools are available in the field of particle identification (NNOSelectors)
and event tagging (Cornelius ). Up to now multilayer perceptrons have been trained with
Monte Carlo-generated event samples in supervised mode; in the future unsupervised training
might play an important role and offer an elegant solution in domains where no reliable Monte
Carlo simulation yet exists (e.g., low-energy pions,KL, beam backgrounds). All networks are
implemented with the Neural Network Objects package (NNO) [16].

4.3.4.1 Methodology

Artificial neural networks are currently being investigated for identification of charged (e,�, �,
K, p) and neutral (, �0, K0

L
) particles [17]. The use of neural networks allows for a coherent

treatment of all particles with the identical computer program. The knowledge about a specific
system is not in the code, but is located in a separate network weight file. Thus modification of
a particle selector’s behavior requires a reload rather than a recode. Neural networks for particle
identification offer the following benefits in comparison to a combination of conventional cuts:

� Single cut parameter to adjust purity/background ratio (variable criterion);

� Higher efficiency at the same background level with smoothly changing momentum depen-
dence;
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� Easy reprogramming by retraining to adapt to varying experimental conditions; it is possible
to load a different weight file depending on conditions;

� Robustness with respect to varying or even missing inputs (graceful degradation);

� Neural networks are model-free estimators; there is no need to implement a specific mathe-
matical model (likelihood, significance level);

� Neural networks inherently take into account any kind of correlation.

7-40-20-1 and 5-20-10-1 multilayer perceptrons have been trained with Monte Carlo-generated
single particle samples in the whole momentum and angular range. The following data are used as
the input vector, without cuts:

� Track momentum and�,

� Silicon vertex detectordE=dx

� DIRC Cherenkov angle,

� EMC energy,

� Number of DIRC photons, and

� Number of IFR hits.

The target vector holds a one in the presence of the particle under investigation or zero for any
other particle.

4.3.4.2 Performance

The most important feature of neural network selectors (NNOSelectors) is that the purity/background
ratio can be adjusted with a single cut on the network output node as if smoothly operating a slider.
In the following, this cut was adjusted so that the resulting efficiency matched the efficiency of the
conventional selectors. Table 4-2 indicates that at comparable efficiencies lower background levels
are in principle achieved with neural network selectors.
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Table 4-2. Inclusive single-track efficiency in percent for the NNOSelectors at different cuts on
the output node as compared to conventional selectors. Efficiency is defined as number of correctly
assigned tracks divided by the total number of tracks.

Selector e+� �+� �+� K+� p+ p�

ElectronSelection (tight) 83 0 0 0 0 5

NNOElectronSelection (Cut=0.9) 83 0 0 0 0 0

MuonSelection (loose) 1 83 12 23 9 10

NNOMuonSelection (Cut=0.5) 5 85 11 13 2 2

PionSelection (loose) 92 87 79 12 3 15

NNOPionSelection (Cut=0.3) 8 14 78 27 18 22

PionSelection (tight) 26 42 58 16 13 26

NNOPionSelection (Cut=0.6) 2 3 59 7 3 9

KaonSelection (loose) 0 2 4 78 14 6

NNOKaonSelection (Cut=0.6) 1 2 6 73 9 9

KaonParamSelection (tight) 2 1 4 66 11 5

NNOKaonSelection (Cut=0.8) 0 1 3 65 1 3

ProtonSelection (loose) 1 0 6 3 89 82

NNOProtonSelection (Cut=0.3) 2 2 5 7 84 82

4.3.4.3 Future improvements

Further improvements and optimizations of the neural network selectors are currently under inves-
tigation:

� There is the possibility that different networks produce a similar response for the same
track. According to the central limit theorem a better performance could be achieved by
taking into account all individual outputs rather than just accepting the best value. This is
technically realized by introduction of a top-level gating network which learns to weight and
add together the outputs of the individual particle identification experts.

� Efficiency could be improved by consideration of additional detector information like spe-
cific energy loss in the drift chamber and timing information from the instrumented flux
return.
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� The transition from supervised, trained, multilayer perceptrons to unsupervised, self-organizing
networks would allow independence from the Monte Carlo-generated samples: unsupervised
training without labeled samples could boost the performance of pion orK0

L
selectors once

experimental data become available.

4.4 Neutral Particle Identification

4.4.1 �0 and Photon Identification

The identification of�0s and photons in the EMC is performed by examining the transverse shower
shape of reconstructed clusters.

An EMC cluster is defined as a contiguous array of crystals, all with energy above some threshold
(nominally 0.5MeV), whose total energy exceeds another threshold, nominally 20MeV. A cluster
is the energy disposition resulting from the interaction of one or more particles.

Two particles with small angular separation create energy deposits which overlap, resulting in a
contiguous region which is reported as one cluster. In an attempt to resolve this situation, regions of
local maxima are located and separated according to criteria based on an electromagnetic shower
hypothesis. Such regions are referred to as bumps. A bump represents the energy deposit of a
single particle and contains one and only one local maximum. (Thus, bumps may be thought of as
clusters with one local maximum; a cluster always contains one or more bumps.)

The lateral distribution of energy within a cluster depends heavily on the nature of the incident
particle. Electromagnetic particles deliver a rather regular and characteristically cylindrically
symmetric shape in their lateral energy distribution, with the fall-off in energy from the center
being exponential. In contrast, hadronic particles produce irregular and less predictable energy
deposits, often resulting in more than one cluster per incident hadron. Those extra clusters, so-
called (hadronic) splitoffs, are likely not identified as charged and may result in fake neutral
showers.

Decays of�0s into two photons fall into two categories: for�0 energies below about 1GeV, the
two photons are sufficiently far apart to produce two well-separated clusters (ideally with one bump
each). In that case, the�0 is reconstructed from the two photon 4-momenta. As the energy of the
�0 increases (beyond�1.5GeV), the photons have decreasing separation, to the extent that they
are no longer distinguishable as separate clusters. Further, the division of the cluster into bumps
becomes increasingly difficult, to the extent that at the very highest energies (for example, in the
decayB ! �0�0) two photons may enter adjacent crystals or even the same crystal, making such
a separation impossible.
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Fortunately the distribution of energy within such clusters provides a mechanism by which such
cases may be identified. Thesecond moment, S, of a cluster is defined as:

S =
�i=n
i=0Ei(��i)

2

�i=n
i=0Ei

(4.5)

where��i is defined as

��i =

�
�clus � �i
�clus � �i

�
(4.6)

and

�clus =
�i=n
i=0Ei�i

�i=n
i=0Ei

; (4.7)

with a similar expression for�. At medium to high energy, the resulting second moment distri-
bution for�0s is reasonably well separated from that of photons (see Fig. 4-15). Moreover, the
quantityE2S, after subtracting a constant offset due to the non-zero value of this quantity even
for massless photons, is proportional to the mass of the incident particle, and can thus be used to
identify such merged�0s. Their 4-momentum is measured from the cluster energy and center-of-
gravity, after proper calibration.

This method works very well for distinguishing between medium- to high-energy photons and�0s,
as can be seen in Figs. 4-16 and 4-17. It also provides a way of identifying photons in their own
right (see Fig. 4-18), with two caveats though: for small energy deposits resulting in few crystals
contributing to the sums in the above equations,S ceases to be well behaved due to the granularity
of the calorimeter; moreover, the nature of the backgrounds to be discriminated against changes
dramatically as a function of energy. As a result, other methods need to be developed to identify
low-energy photons with high efficiency and low contamination.

4.4.2 K
0

L
Identification

A large fraction (� 85% ) of all K0
L
s with momenta greater than 0.5 GeV/c produce at least one

hit in the IFR chambers. Previous analyses [18], done outside the full reconstruction environment,
indicated that it is possible to obtain a good detection efficiency forK0

L
in the channelB !

J= KL by requiring a minimum of four IFR layers hit. The IFR is not a calorimeter and is not
used for energy measurements: it can measure only the flight-direction of theK0

L
s. The detection

efficiency and the angular resolution can be improved if the interaction starts in the EMC (which
happens in� 55% ofB ! J= KL events) and information from the EMC is added (see Fig. 4-19).
In about one third of cases, the interaction starts in the flux return iron, and the IFR is the only
detector involved.

TheK0
L

reconstruction is now being implemented [19] in the standard BABAR reconstruction frame-
work. Preliminary results using the fullBBsim simulation are shown in Fig. 4-20.
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Figure 4-15. Distribution of the second moment of clusters in theta, phi space for 3GeV�0s. At
this energy, some�0s form separated photon clusters, giving the left-hand peak, and some form
one merged cluster, giving the right-hand peak. This may be seen by the separation of the two
distributions using Monte Carlo truth.
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interaction in the calorimeter (left) and those with an initial interaction in the calorimeter (right).
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Figure 4-20. K0
L

reconstruction efficiency as a function of momentum and theta.

As in the earlier studies, the results depend somewhat on the hadronic shower simulation used.
Unfortunately, existing simulations do not all describe consistently the interactions ofK0

L
at low

momenta. All the hadronic interaction models accessible throughGeant321 do, however, agree
on the general characteristics of the response to penetrating hadrons, namely that:

� There is a high multiplicity of hadronic shower topologies, distributed over a wide part of
the IFR detector;

� Shower longitudinal development depends on momentum and particle direction;

� Shower transversal development depends on the particular pattern of showering physics
processes;

� There is a significant fraction of early hadronic showers in the inner calorimeter.

The design for the reconstruction ofK0
L

is based on the general detector response characteristics.

TheK0
L

reconstruction starts by selectingneutralclusters, from the available 3-dimensional IFR
clusters in each event, by checking that no reconstructed track extrapolates (using a swimmer
algorithm) to the IFR cluster position. An algorithm attempts to combine such neutral clusters,
as being associated to the same hadronic shower on the basis of a vicinity criterion. The final
object output by this process is a neutral cluster aggregate which combines both IFR and Inner
RPC response to the particle. Such an object can have components found in different geometric
sectors of the IFR and can provide a first estimate of the neutral hadron flight direction.
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An association is formed between the above IFR aggregate and calorimeter clusters, assuming
that the position of the EMC cluster provides the position of the first interaction, that the shower
develops into a cone of tuned opening angle, and taking into account the covariance matrix of the
IFR aggregate. Each created association has a significance level based on the�2 of the match,
which can be used to select different match qualities. The IFR-EMC association is used to create
an object representing the neutral hadron. This object provides the implementation of different
algorithms for the computation of the flight direction and is available for the physics analysis.

A good resolution for theK0
L

flight direction helps provide a clean reconstruction of the signal
channelB0 ! J= K0

L. Different direction-finding strategies have been studied and are useful for
comparison and cross-check purposes:

� Position in the IFR only: this method is based on the response of the the IFR alone to the
hadron.

� Position in the Inner RPC: this method exploits the response in the Inner RPC, if present in
the neutral aggregate.

� First layer method: the average position of single hits in the first layer only is used as estimate
of the flight direction.

� Optimal hit method: the ’optimal’ hit is defined as the hit minimizing the distance from the
position obtained by the full IFR response.

� Calorimeter cluster position: this method exploits the available information from the IFR-
EMC association and applies in the cases of early hadronic showers.

4.4.2.1 K0

L
calibration

TheK0
L

detection efficiency can be evaluated using the detailed Monte Carlo simulation; the lack
of experimental data available now makes the hadron shower simulation not entirely reliable at low
momenta, and the results depend somewhat on the hadronic shower generator used. Hence, it is
important to find a calibration channel so that identification and detection efficiency can be tested
directly with data.

The ideal calibration channel would have a branching ratio much larger than� 5� 10�5, which is
the combined branching ratio of the reference channelB0 ! J= K0

L
, (J= ! `+`�), and should

be as pure as possible, to enable the identification ofK0
L

on an event-by-event basis. Unfortunately
there is no singleB-decay mode with aK0

L
in the final state with a branching ratio much larger than

the reference channel which can be kinematically selected. A copious source ofK0
L

however, is
the decay�! K0

S
K0

L
, which is produced abundantly, both in the continuum and in� (4S) events.

The inclusive� production rate is very high,�8% per event, and roughly the same for� (4S)
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Figure 4-21. (a) Opening angle betweenK0
S

andK0
L
; (b) Momentum spectrum ofK0

L
from �

decays.

events as for continuum events. The continuum cross-section is�3.5 times the peak cross-section
of � (4S) ! B0B0, so that the number ofK0

L
from this calibration channel is�3000 times more

than the reference channel.

The expected distribution of the opening angle between the two kaons in the laboratory frame, has a
peak at small angles, due to the average� velocity and to the very smallK0

L
momentum in� center

of mass frame. The inclusive angular distribution between anyK0
S

and anyK0
L

from hadronice+e�

interactions (both� (4S) and continuum events) is shown in Fig. 4-21(a). In any such event where
aK0

S
is selected, there is a good probability to find aK0

L
within a cone of�10�, enablingK0

L
to be

selected and their direction to be estimated using observedK0
S
. The correspondingK0

L
momentum

spectrum is shown in Fig. 4-21(b). It can be seen that it covers most of the critical range where
the detection efficiency needs to be tested. TheK0

L
from the referenceB decay and from other

interesting channels typically have momenta of 1–3GeV=c. In the higher momentum range, the
detection efficiency is expected to flatten out anyway.

Further selection criteria can be found to enhance the signal from� decays with respect to the
background. From the study ofK0

L
from � decay, it is also possible to determine theK0

L
momen-

tum,PL, with reasonable resolution, from the measurement of the momentumPS of theK0
S

and
the opening angle�, with the relationship:

M2
� = 2m2

K + 2[ELES � PLPS cos�]: (4.8)

This equation has two solutions forPL, and thus introduces a two-fold ambiguity. The ambiguous
cases can be reduced strongly as follows. First of all, only those events are selected where the
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Figure 4-22. Fractional difference between true and reconstructedK0
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momenta.

solution corresponding to the lower momentum gives a value too small for detection, (PL �
500 MeV). Furthermore the correct solution is fairly flat in the� center-of-mass reference frame
(the� being mostly unpolarized and the detection efficiency affecting mostly very forward angles).
On the contrary the wrong solution is strongly backward-peaked. In cases where only one of the
two solutions is in the backward hemisphere, the solution in the forward hemisphere is likely to
be correct. This criterion also drastically reduces the combinatorial background, since for these
events, both solutions are likely to correspond to backward emission. An additional cut onPS may
halve this background without affecting very much the events from� decay.

Applying these criteria after aK0
S

has been selected, aK0
L

from � decay is expected in a10� cone
in �10% of the cases with a few percent contamination from the combinatorial background. The
efficiency is�50%. The sample is very large and further cuts can be envisaged if the need should
arise to reduce the background further. In Fig. 4-22, the fractional difference between true and
reconstructed momenta in such a sample is shown. The distribution shows a tail corresponding to
�10% of the events, where the wrong solution has been chosen and the momentum is overesti-
mated. TheK0

L
momentum is measured with�8% resolution, mainly due to the uncertainty on the

K0
L

direction.

The detection efficiency may be measured as a function of momentum from a sample ofK0
L

selected in this way. It can be normalized by using�! K+K� events.
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4.5 Vertexing and Kinematic Fitting

4.5.1 Vertex Reconstruction

This section is a brief introduction to the vertexing tools in use in BABAR. Vertexing is the process of
finding the best estimate of the three-dimensional point of intersection of a number of tracks. Errors
present in all measurements mean that there is no unique point through which all reconstructed
tracks pass, so that the problem must be solved by some kind of optimization process.

In addition to finding the intersection of long-lived tracks, the vertexing tools should provide
additional features. The quality of the fit should be reported, aiding the removal of incorrect fits,
in which tracks that in reality do not meet have been vertexed.

4.5.1.1 Algorithms

Vertexing of charged tracks is complicated by the presence of the magnetic field and material
in which particles can scatter. To the extent that the field is uniform and the material is thin,
the trajectories of a charged particle can be approximated by a helix. The vertexing of neutral
“tracks” is hindered by the fact they lack most spatial information and are reconstructed from
energy deposits in the calorimeter. The precision of a neutral track can be improved if it can be
identified with a decay vertex and perhaps kinematically fit.

Most vertex reconstruction algorithms work by minimizing the sum of the squares of the distance
of closest approach of a set of tracks to a point. The curvature of tracks makes the problem
nonlinear. The general procedure for solving nonlinear problems is to linearize them and look for
a local solution. This procedure is iterated from the local solution until convergence is obtained.
A drawback of such methods is that they require an initial guess of the location of the vertex. In
general the primary interaction point is an unbiased choice for this first guess, but the convergence
radius of such methods is only a fewcm[20]. This is good enough forB andD decays, but can
be a problem for long-lived particles such asK0

S
, �, or other hyperons. To handle this case, a tool

has been developed using a global method [21] that solves analytically the nonlinear equations
to provide a first guess well within the convergence radius. The performance of this tool has
been shown to be a significant improvement over traditional methods. Several examples of its
application can be found ine.g.,Section 4.5 and Chapters 5 and 6.

4.5.1.2 Primary vertex reconstruction

The size of the interaction point (IP) at the PEP-II interaction region is about 150�m in x, 6 �m

in y, and 1 cm inz. For many physics analyses and reconstruction tasks, it is desirable to have
a more accurate estimate of the primary interaction vertex. For instance, reconstruction of and
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�0 candidates will, in many cases, use the primary vertex as the point of origin in constructing
momentum vectors.

The primary vertex is estimated on an event-by-event basis from a vertex fit which uses selected
charged tracks in the event and knowledge of the average IP position. The selected tracks are
those with an impact parameter less than 1 mm in thex-y plane, with respect to the nominal IP.
This requirement removes most charged tracks associated with particles which decay a relatively
long distance from the interaction point, such asK0

S
mesons. Although the performance of this

algorithm is dependent on the type of event, the efficiency for reconstructing a primary vertex is
always above99%.

For events where thee+e� collision produces light quarks, the reconstructed primary vertex is a
good estimate of the true primary interaction point. In this case the resolution is about 63�m

in x, 7 �m in y, and 62�m in z. For charm andBB events, the reconstructed primary vertex
resolution is degraded due to the effects of the charm andB meson lifetimes. The resolution for
charm events is about 87�m in x, 9 �m in y and 99�m in z. ForBB events, bothB mesons
travel along the positivez direction in the lab frame, and so the reconstructed primary vertex will
be shifted in the positivez direction from thee+e� interaction point. The vertex reconstructed by
this algorithm therefore represents something like the averageB decay position (the midway point
between the two decays). In many applications this is, in fact, the quantity one is most interested
in. The resolution, using the midway point between the twoB decay vertices as a reference, is
101 �m in x, 10 �m in y, and 115�m in z.

4.5.1.3 Reconstruction of the tagging-B vertex

Vertex reconstruction of the tagB is more complicated than that of theCP B. In the latter case
one has all the final-state tracks of theBCP decay chain, and one can choose those which should
originate from theB decay vertex and use those for vertexing.Btag vertex reconstruction on the
other hand is done with all the remaining charged tracks in the event. This means that most of
the time there is not a complete decay tree, and there are tracks which are daughters of long-lived
intermediate particles and cannot be used to reconstruct the vertex.

In theBtag finder tool three algorithms are used for inclusive vertex reconstruction.

1. Vertex Fit (VF): this method is used when at least two tracks are available.

2. Simple Impact Parameter (SIP): this is a one-track method. The point on the track nearest to
theBCP is selected and it is assumed as theBtag vertex.

3. Lepton Impact Parameter (LIP): this is also a one-track method which is applied only to
high-energy primary leptons from semileptonic decays:B ! X`�. In this case, the point
on the track nearest to the nominal detector origin is used as theBtag vertex.
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All three methods are applied after a suitable track selection. The cuts applied for track selection
depend on the algorithm used. As a first step, tracks from secondary vertices that are too far
from the nominal interaction point to be vertexed, and tracks too near to the detector acceptance
boundary that could be badly reconstructed are eliminated. This selection is based on thed0 andz0
impact parameters and on the polar angle�. If more than one track remains, the vertex fit algorithm
is used, and cuts on the vertex�2 probability and on the pseudo-track mass are made. The first
cut is obviously to remove vertices with a bad fit and the second one to remove secondary vertices.
If only one track remains, a cut on its momentum is made. The aim of this cut is to remove low
momentum particles which are badly reconstructed due to multiple scattering effects. If the track
passes this cut the simple impact parameter method is used.

The spatial information of leptons can be very useful in theBtag vertex reconstruction. In order
to maximize its benefit, it is necessary to distinguish between primary and secondary leptons.
This can be achieved by making a cut on the momentum of the leptons. Primary leptons from
semileptonic decays, especially fromB ! D`� decays, have a high momentum in the� (4S)
rest frame. Among leptons in the charged track list the one with highest momentum is selected
and a cut is made on its momentum. In this case the impact parameter method is used. The two
“one-track” methods are used with different tracks (generic tracks and leptonic tracks) depending
on how well the track (and consequently itsz0 impact parameter) is reconstructed. In the lepton
case it is not necessary to search for another point on the lepton track because thez0 choice is a
good enough approximation.

All three methods are used in each event. The VF and SIP methods are exclusive. This means that
in a given event, only one of these situations occurs. However they can each coexist with the LIP
method. If this is the case, an arithmetic mean is made between thez coordinate (ztag) calculated
with one of the first two methods and thez coordinate (zlep) calculated using the lepton. More
details on theBtagvertex reconstruction tool, including the results obtained in thea1� analysis, can
be found in Ref. [22].

4.5.2 Kinematical Fitting

This section is a brief introduction to the kinematic fitting tools used in BABAR. Kinematic fitting
is the process of using kinematic constraints, such as masses, and energy and momentum conser-
vation, to improve our knowledge of an event. Kinematic fitting can provide improved parameters
for charged and neutral tracks. It can assist in particle identification and in event classification. It
can also be useful in resolving ambiguous vertices. An ambiguous vertex is one in which multiple
tracks seem to come from a unique point in the detector, but the sum of energy and momenta for
the tracks associated with the point do not correspond to the decay of a known particle.
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4.5.2.1 Algorithms

The classic fitter,Squaw [23], is still in use and has been adapted for use in BABAR [24]. The
adaptations include extending the underlyingFortran code to support up to 50 tracks and putting
C++ wrappers around the code.

Squaw uses the method of�2 minimization of the measured track parameters, combined with
Lagrangian multipliers to impose the constraints.

f(x; x�) = 0 (4.9)

M = 2f� + (x�m)TG(x�m) + (x� �m�)TG�(x� �m�) (4.10)

Herex andx� are the track parameters to be fitted andm andm� are those that have been measured.
G andG� are the weight matrices, the inverse of the covariance matrices, for each of the tracks.
The vector of constraints is represented in the formf = 0 andM is the function to be minimized.�
is the vector of Lagrangian multipliers. The code distinguishes between well-measured variables,
m, and badly measured ones,m�. Minimization ofM with respect to the set ofx, x�, and� leads
to a set of coupled nonlinear equations. These are solved using traditional methods of linearization
and iteration. Chapter VI of Ref. [23] provides more details of the fitting methods used.

Squaw is a kinematicfitter and does not use any spatial information in doing the minimization.
Only the momenta and momenta errors are employed. Another kinematic fitter,BetaKfit [25],
has also been developed for use in BABAR. The main difference from theSquaw fitter is that it
employs both kinematic and spatial information in the fitting. The Least Squares method used in
BetaKfit minimizes the sum:

S2 =
X
i

(mi � hi(�))
TWi(mi � hi(�)) + A(�); (4.11)

taking into account kinematic and spatial constraintsf(�) = 0; wheremi is a vector of the track’s
measured parameters andWi is its weight matrix. The vector of fitted parameters,� includes the
positions of the vertices and the momenta of registered tracks. The functionhi(�) is a mapping
from the fitted parameters to the track parameters. An additional termA(�), which may appear in
S2, accounts for the independent measurements of some function of the track parameters; this may
be a beam energy, for example. In these fits, charged tracks are represented by five parameters and
neutral tracks are represented by three parameters.

For now, there exist two implementations of theBetaKfit fitter — one is an interface to the
FitVer package developed for the DELPHI experiment [26], and another is a native C++ imple-
mentation of the algorithm. Both, however, use the same interface. Constrained minimization in
both these implementations uses the penalty function method, and minimization is performed with
theMinuit package [27].
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Squaw Probability D+-

Figure 4-23. The confidence level distribution of a set of kinematic fits to the decayD ! K��.
The kinematic fit is done on events with 12 charged tracks with 100%K-� ambiguity. The peak at
low probability is mostly misfits. Even with the ambiguity of 90 combinations per event, less than
15% give poor fits with confidence levels significantly greater than zero.

4.5.2.2 Applications and performance

One application of kinematic fitting is in the reduction of vertexing ambiguities. When there
are multiple charged tracks from the decay of different short-lived particles emerging from a
very small region, it is quite possible that the association of tracks to vertices based purely on
spatial coincidence can lead to multiple solutions, including many incorrect ones. Since all of the
interesting vertices are associated with the decay of particles with known masses, this constraint
can be used to select the correct association of daughter particles. The kinematic fit will also
permit the association of calorimeter neutrals with a vertex, since this cannot be done with spatial
information.

Figure 4-23 shows the confidence level distribution for kinematic fits to theD� ! K�� decay
mode. The fitted events had 12 charged tracks each. No particle identification was used in the
fits, so every track was tested against both the� andK hypothesis. Figure 4-24 shows the
two-dimensional plot of the kinematic fit confidence level plotted against the spatial vertexing
confidence level. Both the kinematic and spatial confidence level can be combined to get an overall
probability for the decay hypothesis.
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Figure 4-24. Two-dimensional confidence level distribution for a set of fits to the decay hypothesis
D ! K��. The kinematic fit confidence level is shown from right to left; the vertex fit confidence
level is shown from rear to front.

Table 4-3. BetaKfit resolution parameters forAslund -generated events. Decay modes -
1) B0 ! D+D� with bothDs decaying toK��; 2) B0 ! D+D� with bothDs decaying to
K0

S
� ! �+���; 3)B0 ! �� with �! �0�.

Decay mode mass constraint �z(B0), �m �M(B0), MeV=c2

1)D+D� none 48 9.6

1)D+D� D+D� 48 5.3

2)D[K0] none 53 10.8

3) �� none 44 28

Table 4-3 summarizes performances achieved with theBetaKfit fitter. An example of clear
improvement is the mass resolution ofB0 in the decayB0 ! D+D� when eachD decays into
K��. The resolution improves dramatically from 9.6MeV to 5.3MeV when the masses of both
Ds are fixed.
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4.6 Reconstruction of Particle Decays

4.6.1 K
0

S

Reconstruction ofK0
S

mesons in BABAR plays a crucial role both in the search for “golden channel”
events,B0 ! J= K0

S
, and in the reconstruction ofD mesons. The reconstruction procedure of

the charged mode,K0
S
! �+��, is the same in both cases, but the selection of input tracks and

outputK0
S

candidates could be very different. A general-purposeK0
S

finder combines oppositely-
charged input tracks and finds a common vertex. An invariant-mass cut can be applied, and other
variables for possible cuts are provided to allow users to set the values of cuts according to their
analyses. This tool uses the analytic method introduced previously in Section 4.5.1 [21].

In the following,K0
S
s fromB0 decays in events such asB0 ! J= K0

S
with B0 ! X, andK0

S
s

fromD mesons in events such asB0 ! D�+D�� withB0 ! X are considered. Figure 4-25 shows
the signal mass resolution and combinatorial background contamination (in the same events) for
K0

S
s fromB andD mesons. A signal mass resolution of about 3.5 MeV is obtained in both cases,

but forK0
S
s fromD mesons there are longer tails. Table 4-4 shows the efficiencies obtained using

an invariant-mass cut at three times the signal resolution from the nominalK0
S

mass. In order to
clean up the selection, a number of other cuts may be used. For example, the vertexing algorithm
itself can be used as a background-suppression tool, cutting on the�2 probability of the found
vertex, or a simple cut can be applied on the decay length of theK0

S
.

K0
S
s that are direct decay products of aB meson tend to have larger momenta (Fig. 4-26) than the

combinatorial background, so that a momentum cut can be used to help suppress the background
in such cases (although this would not be useful in a genericK0

S
finder). The relatively longK0

S

lifetime typically results in vertices detached from the primary event vertex and impact parameters
larger than those of the primary tracks (Fig. 4-27). Effects of further cuts on the�2 probability,
momentum, and impact parameters of daughters pions are shown in Table 4-5. In the table, the
efficiency of combined cuts is equal to the product of efficiencies of single cuts,i.e.,the chosen cuts
are independent of each other. The lower row in the table shows an overall efficiency, including
the efficiency of cuts and the tracking efficiency (83%, including geometrical acceptance). These

Table 4-4. Effect of a3� invariant-mass cut (487MeV=c2 < m < 509 MeV=c2).

Channel Efficiency(%)

K0
S

fromB0 79

K0
S

fromD 69
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Figure 4-25. Invariant-mass plots forK0
S
s from (top)B and (bottom)D mesons. The filled

(unfilled) histogram is signal (combinatorial background within the event).

efficiencies are, of course, valid only for the particular cuts chosen, and with the reconstruction
version available at the time of writing.

4.6.2 D andD�

In this section the reconstruction of the charmed mesons, which will be used for the study of
CP asymmetries, for charm physics andB physics and for understanding the detector will be
discussed. Due to the mass threshold in theD� decay, theD0 resonance is the most interesting
state and is the only one described in this part.
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Figure 4-26. Momentum distribution ofK0
S
s fromB0decays: the filled histogram is signal and

the empty histogram is background.
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Figure 4-27. Distribution of jd0(�+)j+ jd0(�
�)j in K0

S
s fromD mesons: the filled histogram is

signal and the empty histogram is background. A possible cut is shown, whose effects are reported
in Table 4-5.
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Table 4-5. Efficiencies of cuts applied after a mass cut onK0
S
s coming fromB0 andD decays.

Efficiency(%) Efficiency(%)

for K0
S

fromB0 for K0
S

fromD

p(�2) > 0:01 98 96

1: < PK0 < 3: 98 N/A

jd0(�+)j+ jd0(��)j > 0:07(0:1) 95 94

Combined cuts 91 89

Combined��mass � �trk 60 51

4.6.2.1 D0 reconstruction

The following decay channels have been considered with the daughter branching ratios in paren-
theses:

� D0 ! K��+ (3:8%)

� D0 ! K��+�0 (13:9%)

� D0 ! K��+�+�� (7:5%)

The momentum range of the charged kaon (between 0.5 and 4GeV=c) is well suited to the DIRC
so that the standard BABAR particle ID described earlier can be used to identify it. A good vertex for
theD0 decay tracks is useful in decreasing the combinatoric background. In theK��� channel a
further identification of the pions is required. In a sample of 10,000B0B0 ! X events, a clean
D0 signal can be obtained only for theK� mode (Fig. 4-28). In this channel, a resolution of
� ' 6MeV is achieved. Nevertheless all the decay modes will be used for reconstructing theD�.

4.6.2.2 D�� reconstruction

In this section, the decayD� ! D0�+ (68%) is considered. TheD0 is reconstructed and mass
cuts of three standard deviations are applied on the candidates. The soft pion (below 400MeV=c)
is required to have charge opposite to that of the kaon. The usual�m = M(D�) �M(D) must
exhibit a sharp peak around 145MeV=c2. The signals obtained in a sample of 10000B0B0 ! X

are displayed for the differentD0 channels in Fig. 4-29.

The combination of all three modes shows a good signal/background ratio and a�m resolution
of about 1MeV=c2. The reconstruction efficiencies were obtained using the full simulation and
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Figure 4-28. K� invariant mass reconstructed from a sample of 10,000B0B0 decays.

Table 4-6. D� reconstruction efficiencies measured using full simulation/reconstruction for the
differentD0 decay modes.

�rec D0 ! K� D0 ! K��0 D0 ! K���

Acceptance (D0 tracks) 0.85 0.85 0.5

K identification 0.8 0.8 0.8

� identification 0.9 0.9 0.73

�0 reconstruction - 0.3 -

vertexing + mass cuts 0.97 0.97 0.95

Acceptance for soft� 0.7 0.7 0.7

Total 0.41 0.12 0.19
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Figure 4-29. �m distributions obtained in a sample of 10000B0B0 events, for the differentD0

decay channels. Multiple entries, which occur frequently in theK3� mode, have been removed by
selecting the bestD0 candidate.
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reconstruction chain and are given in Table 4-6. The�0 reconstruction efficiency is presently low
and this number should improve with time when better algorithms become available.

4.7 Multivariate Analysis Tools

In standard analyses one often has to characterize events for acceptance or rejection. This task
is generally performed by applying cuts on various distributions which distinguish signal events
from background. This approach is not always the optimal solution to the problem because all the
information (the shapes of the variable distributions, the correlations between the variables) is not
exploited, and this leads to a loss in signal efficiency. Statistical methods based on multivariate
analysis have been developed over many years to tackle this kind of problem. For historical
reasons these methods have been focused on linear problems which are easily tractable. In order
to deal with nonlinearities, artificial neural networks have been shown to be a powerful tool in the
discrimination task, and during the last decade they have been more and more extensively used in
the particle physics community, either for searches for new particles (top, Higgs) or inB physics
at LEP.

In the specific case of the BABAR experiment, in order to measureCP violation it will be necessary
to suppress the hugeqq background to a level of some10�5, or even less, and to tag with a
reasonably high efficiency theCP -modeB candidate after reconstruction. In the first step of
the background rejection, one deals with loose cuts, in which the signal sample is preserved with
the maximum possible efficiency, but for the tagging and the remaining background suppression,
the use of multivariate analysis provides a quantity which can be used as a weight for the event to
originate from ab or b quark or continuum background.

4.7.1 Presentation of the Different Methods

In this section, the different multivariate analysis methods used in the rest of this book are sum-
marized. In order to separate a signal from its background, the simplest approach consists of
applying cuts to the discriminating variables. First, a method (Genetic Algorithm) which allows
the optimization of a set of cuts is presented. Then, a likelihood method (Parameterized Approach)
which deals with the shape of the distributions of the discriminating variables is described. Finally,
two methods are presented, (Fisher and Neural Network approaches) in which the correlations
between the variables are taken into account respectively by a linear or nonlinear combination of
the variables.

In the following discussion, the case where one has to discriminate between two classes of events
is considered. One class is associated with the signal — the events to be characterized. The other
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class is referred to as background. These methods are collected together in a single package called
Cornelius which returns the probabilities for an event to belong to the two classes, according
to any of the different methods.

4.7.1.1 Method to optimize cut approaches: genetic algorithms

Genetic Algorithms [28] are search algorithms based on the mechanics of Darwinian evolution:
survival of the fittest. Each possible solution to a given problem (e.g.,a set of cuts on some
discriminating variables) is considered anindividual: each cut may be regarded as onegene, the set
of cuts comprising the individual. The genetic algorithm is designed to find the best solution to the
problem from apopulationof possible solutions. The algorithm calculates afitnessvalue for each
individual (set of cuts). This is specified by the user with his/her problem in mind, and could be,
for example, a measure of the signal to background ratio for each set of cuts (individual). Then the
worst candidate solutions (the least fit) are removed from the population. The algorithm then acts
on the surviving solutions using three fundamental (genetic) operators:reproduction, crossover
andmutation: more individuals are “spawned” from combinations of the surviving ones in order
to form a new (descendant) population, which retains the best characteristics of the previous one.
The individuals comprising the population improve, on average, after each iteration,i.e., they gain
better and betterfitnessvalues.

In experimental particle physics it has been demonstrated [29] [30] that genetic algorithms can help
in physics analysis when statistical significance optimization is needed. Applications of genetic
algorithms [29] include distinguishing signal from background (in rare decays) and flavor tagging.

4.7.1.2 The parameterized approach

The Parameterized Approach (PA) [31] is based on the use of relative likelihood and is constructed
from the distributions of the discriminating variables for the two classes of events (1 and 2)
which should be distinguished. Ideally, forN discriminating variables, the likelihood for an
event to belong to the class� (� = 1 or 2) is given by theN -dimensional density distribution
g�(x1; � � �xN ). To characterize this event one can then construct the ratio of the likelihood for the
two hypotheses:

XPA =
g1(x1; � � �xN )

g1(x1; � � �xN ) + g2(x1; � � �xN ) : (4.12)

In practice, it is difficult to obtainN -dimensional distributions forg1(x1; � � �xN ) andg2(x1; � � �xN).
Hence in the PA, the approximation may be made that the discriminating variables are uncorrelated,
i.e., that:

g�(x1; � � �xN) =
NY
i=1

g�i (xi) ; (4.13)
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whereg1i (xi) (g2i (xi)) is the one-dimensional density distribution of the variablexi for events of
Class 1 (2). Several points should be emphasized:

� By construction,XPA tends to 1 for Class 1 events and tends to 0 for Class 2 events.

� If a discriminating variablexi is not useful, (g1i (xi) ' g2i (xi) over all the range considered
for xi), it does not dilute the information from the other discriminating variables.

� If there is no correlation between the different discriminating variables the combined variable
XPA is optimal.

� In the case where there are correlations between the discriminating variables, some informa-
tion is lost. Nevertheless the use ofXPA as a new discriminating variable (cf. Probability
building below) insures that no bias is introduced into the analysis. However, care should be
taken not to incorporate too many correlated variables, to avoid a dilution of the discriminat-
ing power of the PA.

Despite the above advantages, the PA may be improve for a given application by the use of two-
dimensional distributions for the highly correlated pairs of variables.

4.7.1.3 Linear multidimensional methods (Fisher, Mahalanobis)

In Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) [32], also known as the Fisher method, the initially selected
N variables which characterise the events are combined linearly to provide the best separation
between the two classes of events. The discrimination task consists of determining an axis in the
RN space of the discriminating variables such that the two classes are maximally separated. In
order to apply this method, one needs only the mean values of each variable over the full sample,
(x), the means over each class, (x1, x2), and the total variance-covariance matrix,T��. This matrix
may be separated into two components:T�� =W��+B�� whereW�� andB�� are the Within- and
Between-class matrices respectively.W reflects the dispersion of the events relative to the center
of gravity of their own class, andB represents the distance of a class to the total center of gravity.

The distance between the projected points will naturally be maximum along the direction defined
by the line betweenx1 andx2. Then the segment(x1;x2) is the projection axis. In his original work
[32], Fisher proposed to normalize the projected distance by the quadratic sum of the projected
dispersion of each class. Mathematically, discriminating an event means: compare the value of a
discriminating function (the projection) for the event (x), given by

XFI =

p
n1n2

n
(x1 � x2)

TW�1x (4.14)

with some threshold value. For the case of interest here, the threshold is

�0 =

p
n1n2

n
(x1 � x2)

T W�1 (x1 + x2)=2 (4.15)
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wheren1; n2 are the number of events in each sample andn is the total number of events. More
generally, as will be discussed below, one merely calculates the probability forXFI to be in each
class and uses these probabilities rather than making a cut. The Mahalanobis analysis uses the
full covariance matrix instead of theW matrix. An event is classified in Class 1 ifXFI > �0.
Otherwise, it is classified in Class 2. It is often preferable to compare to 0, in which case the
discriminating function is simply redefined byXFI � �0.

4.7.1.4 Nonlinear multidimensional methods (neural networks)

A natural extension of the previous linear approaches is to use a nonlinear one [33],e.g.,neural
networks (see also Section 4.3.4). Here, the focus is on the multilayer perceptron architecture
(MLP) using back-propagation of the error. The basic building block of the architecture of the NN
is a processing element called a neuron. To this single neuronj is associatedN input variables
xk and a response, the outputzj. The inputs are linearly combined according to some parameters
called weights,!jk. A constant term (the threshold�j) can be added to the weighted sum of the
inputs, giving the signalZ which will activate the neuron:

Z =
NX
k=1

!jk xk + �j (4.16)

The activation of the neuronj is simulated by evaluation of a nonlinear functiona(x) at the pointZ,

zj = a(Z) (4.17)

where the activation function is generally given by the sigmoid function

a(x) =
1

2
(1 + tanhx): (4.18)

For the tagging, background fighting, and particle ID studies, two different packages were used:
the feed-forward NN developed by theJETNETgroup [34], and the C++ package (NNO [16]). In
the MLP architecture(N : Nh : 1), the neurons are put into layers. The data flow is directed from
the first layer ofN data inputs (discriminating variables) to the last layer, which gives the response
of the NN, throughNh neurons placed in hidden layers in between. The weights!1j and!jk of the
connection between the neurons, respectively (output layer–hidden layer) and (hidden layer–input
layer), are determined by minimizing the error function:

E =
1

2n

nX
p=1

(XNN � t
p
1)

2 ; (4.19)

whereXNN is the output parameter defined as a function of the input parametersxk by:

XNN = a (
NhX
j=1

!1j a (
NX
k=1

!jk xk + �j) + �1) ; (4.20)
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wheren is the number of patterns (number of events used for the training) andt
p
1 is the desired

value of the output parameter. This parameter,t
p
1, is fixed to 0 if the patternp is a background event

andtp1 is fixed to 1 if the patternp is a signal event.

4.7.2 Description ofCornelius

Considering the large choice of multivariate analysis methods and the need to compare their
performances, it was considered desirable to provide common software for all of them. In order to
achieve this goal, a general purpose package, namedCornelius ,2 was developed. This groups
together the above described methods (except genetic algorithms). It handles the input/output
requirements of each multivariate method, and translates the outputs into probabilities.

In general, the output of each method can be used in two ways: one can either apply a cut on the
output value to associate an event to a given class, or one can derive from the distributions of the
output a probability for an event to belong to a given class.3 In order to exploit the full information
carried by these methods, one should use the probabilities (cf. [35]). If there are two classes of
events, the relative probability for an event to originate from Class 1 is defined by:

p1 =
f1F1(X)

f1F1(X) + f2F2(X)
(4.21)

where thefi are the fractions of events coming from classi (f1 + f2 = 1) andFi the density
distribution of the output variableX (i.e.,X = XNN ; XFI:::), normalized to unity. An example is
provided in Figure 4-30, where theFi distributions are shown and the correspondingp1 distribu-
tion.4

By default,Cornelius is set up to perform tagging (cf. Section 4.8), but it also provides the
user with various tools and options. In particular, for a user wishing to use the package for another
specific application, it handles the learning phase of the multivariate methods and proceeds to an
evaluation of the best set of variables to be retained.

Among the features of the package is the possibility for the user to treat events differently de-
pending on the reconstructed final state: one may introduce different categories of final states. An
event may belong to several such categories and one must predefine a ranking between them. For
example, when used for tagging, the package treats differently events with one lepton and events
with one lepton and a Kaon, using different variables. In that case, the chosen hierarchy uses the
second category because its discriminating power is better.

2Combined Optimal Reconstruction with NEural network and Likelihood for Identification USage.
3This does not apply to the genetic algorithms method, as there the output is a binary one.
4Some peaks may appear in the probability distribution. This is simply due to relation (4.21) whenF1(X) /

F2(X) within a given range inX .
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Figure 4-30. Example of the distribution of the output of the FI method (on the left) and the
related probability (on the right). These distributions are obtained with the discriminating variables
defined for the tagging category (lepton+kaon) (cf. Section 4.8.4).
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4.8 Tagging

The physical asymmetries which need to be measured in order to establishCP violation depend on
the time differencetCP � ttag between the decay of theCP -modeB meson,BCP , and the decay of
the recoiling mesonBtag, and on the flavor of theb quark (b or b) of this tagging-B. The purpose
of the tagging is to identify this flavor.

4.8.1 Direct- and Reverse-Sign Classes

Theb-quark flavor is derived from the correlation between the sign of the charge of the quark and
signed characteristics of the decay products. The presence of a lepton in the final state provides
the most simple example of such a correlation. If the lepton stems from a semi-leptonic decay of
theB meson, as in Fig. 4-31(a), the sign of the charge of the lepton is identical toqb, the sign of
theb quark. However, the lepton may originate from a cascade, in which case the sign of its charge
may be opposite to that ofqb, as in Fig. 4-31(b), or the same asqb, as in Fig. 4-31(c). Whereas
it is not possible to distinguish between the two types of cascade decays, leptons from the semi-
leptonic decays (b ! c) may be distinguished from those coming from cascade decays by using
the momentum of the lepton in the� (4S) rest frame, since the spectrum of those is known to be
harder than the spectrum of the cascade decays.

Figure 4-31. (a) Direct production of a lepton. (b) Cascade production of a lepton with reverse
sign. (c) Cascade production of a lepton with direct sign.
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More generally, events can be sorted into two classes: the direct-sign class, in which the sign
attributed to the decay products is the same as the sign of theqb, and the reverse-sign class, in which
the sign attributed to the decay products is the opposite of the sign ofqb. It is the purpose of the
tagging to perform the most efficient discrimination between these two classes, hence performing
the best identification of the flavor of the taggingB.

4.8.2 The Tagging Strategy

The classification of events in the direct-sign class or in the reverse-sign class is based on a category
(e.g., a lepton is present in the final state (see below)) and on kinematical and/or topological
quantities (i.e., a set of discriminating variables) characterizing the tagging-B decay products.
As discussed in Section 4.7.2, two approaches can be adopted to tag events on the basis of a set
of discriminating variables. One can either use a fixed criterion to associate each event to a given
class, or one can associate to each event, a probability to belong to each class. This latter approach
is the method advocated here.

The measuredCP asymmetries are quantities which are diluted by two effects:

� The tagging efficiency�ctag, which is the fraction of events which can be associated to a
tagging category. This parameter contains the branching ratio of the decay channel and the
particle ID efficiency of the tagging particles.

� The tagging separationhs2i, which is a measurement of the tagging purity. In the fixed
criterion approach, the separation is a fixed number which can be written as

hs2i = (1� 2w)2 ; (4.22)

wherew is the wrong tag probability,i.e., the probability that the criterion associates an
event to the wrong class. In the probability approach, the separation is given by

hs2i = h(pR � pD

pR + pD
)2i = h(1� 2pD)

2i = h(1� 2pR)
2i ; (4.23)

wherepD (pR) is the relative probability (cf. Section 4.7.2) for the taggingB of a given event
to belong to the direct-sign (reverse-sign) class.

In both approaches, apart from other detector and background effects, the statistical uncertainty on
the measured asymmetries for events tagged in a given category(c) is inversely proportional to the
product of the tagging efficiency and the separation:

� / 1q
�
tag
c hs2ci

: (4.24)
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Hence, as far asCP violation is concerned, the absolute separation, defined by the sum:

S2 =
X

category

�tagc hs2ci ; (4.25)

plays the role of a selection efficiency common to allCP channels. It is therefore a crucial task
to maximize this quantity, in order to maximize the sensitivity of the experiments toCP violation,
without introducing large systematics effects.

4.8.3 Definition of Discriminating Variables

The tagging is performed using variables computed after the explicit removal from the event of the
tracks belonging to theCP final state. Thus the correlation between the tagging performance and
theCP final state under study are minimized. The discriminating variables computed are based on
the information associated with the leptons (muons and electrons) and the charged kaons from the
decay of the taggingB0.

In order to discriminate between direct-sign leptons, mostly produced by theb ! c transitions,
and reverse-sign leptons produced by the cascade decays of thec quarks, many topological and
kinematical variables (see Fig. 4-32) have been studied. A systematic study of the performance of
each variable has enabled the definition of the following set of discriminating variables:

1. P �

l , the lepton momentum in the� (4S) center of mass (CM) system

2. Mrecoil, the recoil mass of the lepton.

3. Pmiss, the missing momentum of the event.

4. �miss in theB0 CM, the angle between the lepton direction and the missing momentum of
the taggingB.

5. �Wmin in theB0 CM, the angle between the the direction of the reconstructed virtualW and
the particle closest to this direction. The direction of the virtualW is approximated by the
sum of the lepton and missing momenta.

6. EW
90 , the energy in theB0 CM in the 90 degree cone defined around of the direction of the

reconstructed virtualW .

7. Asym, the asymmetry in theB0 CM between the projection with respect to the lepton
direction of the sum of all the particle momenta in the lepton hemisphere, and the projection
of the sum of the other particles’ momenta.

8. Q2, the invariant mass of the virtualW from the lepton momentum and the reconstructed
neutrino momentum.
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Figure 4-32. Distributions of the discriminating variables (P �

l ,Mrecoil, Pmiss, �miss, �Wmin,QlQK)
of the lepton and theCornelius output for “direct-sign” (solid line) and “reverse-sign” (dotted
line).
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9. QlQK , the product of the charge of the lepton and that of the kaon.

10. Ql1Ql2, the product of the charges of the two leptons.

In the case of the tagging performed with the charged kaons, the sign of the kaon’s charge is a
very efficient discriminating variable. However, the discrimination between the direct-sign and
reverse-sign kaons may be improved by introducing two variables:

1. Nimp, the number of tracks in the event with impact parameter� 1mm in the transverse
plane.

2. Mmiss, the missing mass of the taggingB0.

When two kaons (of any charge) are produced by the sameB0, the kaon information is not useful
for tagging. The purpose of these two discriminating variables is to identify the events with an
associated neutral kaon.Nimp helps to discriminate events with decays of long-lived particles,
such asK0

S, andMmiss allows the identification of Significant mass loss asK0
L.

4.8.4 Definition of Categories of Events Treated

In tagging studies, the events are separated into several different categories: events with at least
one lepton, events with one lepton and one kaon, and events with a single kaon. This splitting
into categories allows the treatment of about 60% of the events produced. In order to take into
account the fact that the discriminating variables may have different shapes due to the different
nature of the particle identification algorithms, a separate category is created for electrons and
muons. Therefore, for the three methods (PA, LDA, and NN), there are five categories with a set
of discriminating variables:

Lepton: P �

l , Mrecoil, Pmiss, �miss, �Wmin.

Lepton and kaon: QlQK .

Kaon: Nimp, Mmiss.

In order to increase the performance of the NN method, a special category has been created. In
this, the above five categories (lepton, lepton+kaon) are merged into a single category where all
the variables are treated at the same time. Moreover, some variables linked to a second lepton are
added. The set of 15 variables used for this category is as follows:
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1st Lepton: P �

l , Mrecoil, Pmiss, �miss, �Wmin, EW
90 , Asym, Q2.

Kaon: QlQK, Nimp, Mmiss.

2nd Lepton: P �

l , Mrecoil, EW
90 , Ql1Ql2.

4.8.5 Performances of the Tagging Methods

The performances obtained for the different methods implemented inCornelius and for dif-
ferent categories of event (one or two categories for the leptons) are summarized in Table 4-7.
These results were obtained using the full simulation and reconstruction chain of BABAR and were
generated with the standard event generator,EvtGen . The identification of the reconstructed
tracks was performed with a preliminary (and unoptimised) version of the particle identification
tools, a later version of which was described in Section 4.3.

The three different methods are seen to each have approximately the same performance. However,
a slight gain, essentially due to the increase in the number of discriminating variables (15 instead
of 5), is observed when the lepton and lepton+kaon categories are merged into a single category.

In terms of separation, the total performance of around 23% reported in Table 4-7 may be con-
sidered a lower limit of the eventual tagging performance, in view of the fact that these results
were obtained with unoptimised particle ID software. In order to obtain an upper limit on the
performance, the same tagging method and the same set of discriminating variables was used with
perfect particle ID (using Monte Carlo truth information). A total separation of 36% was achieved,
as seen in Table 4-8.

It was found that the absolute performance of the tagging software is very sensitive to the assumed
branching ratios in the event generator; for example, the recent measurement of the branching ratio,
B(B ! DDX) = 7:9�2:2%5 by CLEO [36], leads to a loss of'20% of leptonic separation. This
is because in this channel, secondary leptons are produced with the same sign as direct leptons in
the decay of theD (cf. Fig. 4-31-c).

With the tools used at the time of this tagging study, it is very difficult to give an accurate figure
for the eventual tagging performance of BABAR, but the final number is likely to be between the two
limits 23% and 36%. A value of 30% has been used for the estimates of eventualCP -reach in the
rest of this book.

5These recent results are included inEvtGen .
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Table 4-7. Comparison between the different discriminating methods (PA, LDA, and NN)
obtained using fully reconstructedBBsim events with preliminary particle ID software.

Tagging Methods Separation Tagging Absolute

Category Efficiency Separation

hs2i (%) �tag (%) �taghs2i (%)

PA 34.6 12.9 4.5

Electron LDA 34.2 12.9 4.4

(1) NN 36.0 12.9 4.6

Electron PA 60.2 6.0 3.6

+ Kaon LDA 62.6 6.0 3.8

(2) NN 60.6 6.0 3.6

PA 31.5 7.9 2.5

Muon LDA 31.1 7.9 2.5

(3) NN 34.6 7.9 2.7

Muon PA 51.8 4.6 2.4

+ Kaon LDA 57.0 4.6 2.6

(4) NN 57.5 4.6 2.6

Electron NN 44.4 18.9 8.4

(5)

Muon NN 42.9 12.5 5.4

(6)

PA 39.3 24.2 9.5

Kaon LDA 39.5 24.2 9.6

(7) NN 39.5 24.2 9.6

TOTAL PA 55.6 22.5

(1)+(2) LDA 55.6 22.9

(3)+(4)+(7) NN 55.6 23.1

TOTAL NN 55.6 23.4

(5)+(6)+(7)
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Table 4-8. Comparison between the different discriminating methods (PA, LDA, and NN)
obtained with fully reconstructedBBsim events and using perfect (MC-truth) particle ID.

Tagging Methods Separation Tagging Absolute

Category Efficiency Separation

hs2i (%) �tag (%) �taghs2i (%)

PA 41.5 25.7 10.7

Lepton LDA 42.0 25.7 10.8

(1) NN 43.1 25.7 11.1

Lepton PA 77.6 13.8 10.7

+ Kaon LDA 77.4 13.8 10.7

(2) NN 81.1 13.8 11.2

Lepton NN 58.0 39.5 22.9

(3)

PA 60.0 21.3 12.8

Kaon LDA 59.9 21.3 12.8

(4) NN 60.8 21.3 13.0

TOTAL PA 60.8 34.2

(1)+(2)+(4) LDA 60.8 34.3

NN 60.8 35.3

TOTAL NN 60.8 35.9

(3)+(4)

4.8.6 Measuring the Tagging Performance with Real Data

The uncertainty on the tagging purity has a direct impact on everyCP violation measurement
becauseAmeas = (1� 2w)Aphys, whereAmeas andAphys are the measured and the true asymmetry.
Moreover, the tagging algorithm depends crucially on a number of features of the distributions
of the discriminating variables, including their correlations. Therefore, it is mandatory to be able
to measure the performances of the tagging algorithms with a data sample, independent of the
Monte Carlo simulation, and to extract the distributions of the discriminating variables used in the
algorithm.
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Although a number of checks can be done on a genericBB sample, studying the multiplicities of
leptons and kaons, for example, and momentum spectraetc., the most important studies are those
on a sample that is independently tagged, where for example, oneB0 meson has been completely
reconstructed in an exclusive state [37]. The tagging algorithm can then be applied to the recoil
neutralB meson, in the same way as for aCP analysis. The measurement of the wrong tag
probability,w, can then be done very easily. In fact,

w =
fmix � �

1� 2�
(4.26)

wherefmix is the fraction of events that are classified as mixed according to the tagging and� is
the time-integrated mixing probability.6

A more sophisticated approach is to use the time information by fitting the time distributions of
events that have been classified as mixed and unmixed with

M(t) = (1� 2w)m(t) + wu(t) and U(t) = (1� 2w)u(t) + wm(t): (4.27)

Here,m(t) andu(t) are the time distributions of true mixed and unmixed events convoluted with
the experimental resolution. Using this method, the experimental error onw is 50% lower than
using the time-integrated method discussed above.

The efficiency�rec of the exclusive reconstruction of aB0 can be estimated in two ways: using
theAslund efficiencies for the reconstruction of the modesB0 ! D(�)h whereh = �; �; ���, a
value�rec = 2� 10�3 is obtained. As a lower limit, it will be assumed that this efficiency will be
at least as large as at CLEO, where it was0:3� 10�3 [38].7 Taking conservatively the latter figure,
a sample of104 taggedB0 would be obtained for 30 fb�1, leading to an error on1� 2w of 0.7%.
The same method can be applied in the case of the probability approach by considering the value
of hs2i on this tagged sample.

Using the same sample, it is possible to extract the distributions of the discriminating variables for
direct and reverse signs. In this case, as previously discussed, both a time-integrated measurement
and a time-dependent fit can be used. Both approaches have been implemented and tested on data
generated with the fast simulation programAslund . A method using the tagged sample to train a
neural network has also been developed and tested on simulated data.

Thus, the performances of the tagging algorithms can be checked and measured using the data
themselves, completely independent of the Monte Carlo simulation. The precision of this mea-
surement, which is a source of systematic error for everyCP violation analysis, will be below 1%
for one year of nominal luminosity, much lower than the overall statistical error.

6The small contamination which will be present in the tagged sample has been neglected and it has been assumed
that the flavor of the completely reconstructedB0 meson is known without ambiguity. A realistic analysis can easily
take these small effects into account.

7Though the BABAR acceptance is slightly smaller than that of CLEO, improvements in particle ID should make up
for this loss.
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4.8.7 Future Prospects and Improvements

Within the present version of the tagging package, several improvements have been considered.
In addition, the intrinsic performance of the particle identification will improve. Various studies
have been performed to improve the lepton categories, and discriminating variables such as those
related to the information of the soft pion produced in the decay of aD�� ! D0�� have been
reviewed [39].

For the Kaon-alone category, the discriminating variables applied improve the separation by a few
percent. A more elaborate program has already been started to improve the tagging. It relies
on the fact thatb quarks decay almost exclusively toc quarks. As a consequence the exclusive
reconstruction of charm mesons (and baryons) provides very good tagging information.D0, D+,
andD�

s mesons can be used asB0 tags. Compared to the more classical kaon-tag method, charm
tagging offers three advantages:

� A higher tagging purity for charm tagged events already correctly tagged with kaons;

� When aD meson is reconstructed, a correct assignment of an opposite sign to the tagging
kaon (the improvement occurs mainly when two kaons are produced but only one identified);

� Addition of new tags for previously untagged events.

Preliminary estimates show thatD decay modes containing up to four charged tracks and two
�0s could provide a relative enhancement of the overall tagging performance of the order of 20%.
Work is in progress to determine to what extent large multiplicityD decays can really be used for
this purpose. If proven, this new tagging method will be incorporated intoCornelius .

4.8.8 Conclusions

A general package, namedCornelius , has been set up for multivariate analyses. It offers several
different methods (presently a Likelihood approach, a Fisher discriminant, and a Neural Network)
to discriminate between hypotheses given a set of discriminating variables. Its main application is
currently theB0 B0 tagging forCP violation studies. It provides theprobability that each event is
aB0 or aB0. Rather than using a deterministic estimate of the type of event (with some fraction
of wrong tags) this probability may be input to the final likelihood fit (for the extraction of the
amount ofCP violation) giving results which are much closer to optimal. The so-calleddilution
factor used in the deterministic approach(1 � 2w)2 (with w being the fraction of wrong tags) is
replaced by theseparation, which is a measurement of the overlap of the output distributions for
the two hypotheses tested.
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The absolute separation (i.e., accounting for the tagging efficiency) obtained for the tagging lies
in the range 23–36%, depending on whether one uses the Monte Carlo truth information for
identifying leptons and kaons (36%) or the preliminary version of the general particle identification
tools (23%). It must be stressed that the particle identification is in a preliminary stage at the time
of these studies and substantial improvements are expected before BABAR begins to take real data.
For this reason, the average of 30% has been used for all theCP violation analyses presented in
this book.

Finally, the tagging performance relies on some input distributions obtained from the Monte Carlo.
They will eventually be extracted directly from the data, thereby minimizing systematics, once
sufficient data become available.

4.9 Tools for Continuum Identification

The issue of continuum background suppression is an important one for BABAR, where typically the
branching ratios for the channels of interest are very small. The challenge is to achieve background
rejection factors in many analyses, of at least105, with as little loss of signal as possible. Many
of the techniques and variables traditionally used for background suppression are well known and
applicable to a range of analyses. A set of tools has therefore been developed for dealing with the
general procedure of discriminating signal from continuum background.

4.9.1 Criteria for Continuum Identification

A powerful method for discriminating signal events fromqq background events exploits the dif-
ferences in their characteristic topologies. In a true signal event, the primarye+e� pair produces a
BB pair via the� (4S) resonance. In the� (4S) rest frame, theB mesons have low momenta, so
that the decay of eachB meson is nearly isotropic. An additional feature of a signal event is that
there is no correlation between the directions of the decay products coming from each of the two
B mesons.

In a light-quark (u; d; s) continuum event, however, the event shape has a pronounced two-jet
structure, so there is a strongly preferred direction characterizing the whole event.B candidates
from such an event will therefore tend to have less isotropic decay shapes in the� (4S) rest frame,
and there will also be correlations between the directions of the decay products of the twoB

meson candidates, since they will tend to lie within the two jets. In acc event, the jet structure is
still present, but is less pronounced, and so the methods described here using shape variables will
provide less discriminating power for this type of background.
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A set of discriminating variables used for continuum identification and suppression has been
chosen. The list is by no means exhaustive, and other variables may be added subsequently.
In addition to characteristic shape variables for the event, the list includes properties of theCP

candidate, and kinematic variables.

The variables in use are described below. Some of them can be applied generally to any decay,
while others require modification according to the number of bodies in the final state of theB

candidate decay. For the two-body case, the characteristic direction is clearly defined by theB

decay axis, while for the three-body case, a suitable characteristic direction is the normal to theB

decay plane. The choice of reference frame is another issue which can affect the discriminating
power of the variables used. For global event variables, it is appropriate to use the� (4S) rest
frame, while for variables using properties of theB decay products, theB rest frame is used. In
practice, this distinction does not make very much difference, as the two frames are very similar,
owing to the small momentum of theB in the� (4S) rest frame.

Another consideration when using each of these variables is the choice of the subset of the event
to which it should be applied. For some variables, only the charged tracks in the event are used,
while others apply to all charged and neutral candidates. For discrimination purposes, a variable
may be applied globally to the event, or just to the decay products of one (theCP B) or other (the
tag-B) candidate in the event (the latter is hereafter referred to as the ‘rest of the event’).8 All of
the event shape variables described here are calculated as standard for the entire event and for the
tag-B candidate, when these tools are invoked.

� B0 mass: In each analysis theCP B decay is reconstructed for each event producing a set
of ‘candidate’ particles. The invariant mass of the decay products from a signal candidate
should be equal to theB mass, up to resolution effects. There are no realB mesons produced
in continuum background events, so that the distribution of invariant mass for reconstructed
B0 candidates in these events has a wide range. The distribution is slowly falling in the
region of theB mass. These effects are illustrated in Fig. 4-33 (a).

� The Momenta of theCP B0 and its decay products:In a signal event the momentum of
eachB in the� (4S) rest frame is kinematically constrained to be�0.35 GeV=c, while the
B candidates produced from continuum events exhibit a wide range of momenta, as shown
in Fig. 4-33 (b).

� Sum of the transverse momenta of the rest of the event with respect to theB direction:
For aqq event, the transverse components of momenta for the rest of the event are small with
respect to theB candidate direction, due to the jet structure, whereas for aBB event there is
no such correlation.

8Though it is convenient to speak in terms of theCP B decays, the discussion in this section is general and applies
equally to charged-B decays.
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Figure 4-33. (a)B invariant mass, (b) momentum of theB in the� (4S) rest frame (signal: solid
line, light-quark continuum: dotted line).

� Thrust: The thrust axis of an event,̂T , is defined to be the direction which maximizes the
sum of the longitudinal momenta of the particles. Thrust,T , is related to this direction [40]
by

T =

P
i jT̂ � pijP
i jpij

: (4.28)

The allowed range ofT is (0.5, 1), whereT � 1 corresponds to a highly directional event,
andT = 0.5 corresponds to an isotropic event. Thrust distributions for a typical signal and
continuum background are shown in Fig. 4-34 (a).

In a typical background event for a two-body decay, the decay products of theB0 candidate
each lie in one of the two jets and are therefore approximately back-to-back. Thus the decay
axis of theB0 candidate is roughly collinear with the thrust axis for the rest of the event. For
a true signal event, theB0 decay axis is uncorrelated with the thrust axis of the rest of the
event, which in that case comes from the decay of the otherB0 meson.

For background discrimination, the cosine of the angle between the thrust axis of the rest of
the event is taken with each of the following:

– TheB direction,

– EachB decay product direction,

– The thrust axis of theCP B decay mode, and

– The normal to theB decay plane, for a 3-body decay (see Fig. 4-35 (b)).

� Sphericity: As with thrust, sphericity provides good separation ofqq continuum events
and signal due to the jet structure ofqq events. Sphericity is a measure of the sum of the
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Figure 4-34. Examples of event-shape variables for the whole event: (a) thrust, (b) sphericity
(signal: solid line, light-quark continuum: dotted line).

squares of transverse momenta for each track with respect to the event axis. Defined over
the interval (0,1), with highly directional events having low sphericity, and isotropic events
corresponding to sphericity = 1.

Sphericity is defined [41] as,

S =
3

2
(�2 + �3) ; (4.29)

where�2 and�3 are the two larger eigenvalues of the diagonalized sphericity tensor

S�� =

P
i p

�
i p

�
iP

i p
2
i

; (4.30)

where�; � = 1,2,3 corresponds to thex; y; z components respectively. Sphericity distribu-
tions for a typical signal and continuum background are shown in Fig. 4-34 (b).

The Sphericity Axis of the system is determined by the direction of the eigenvector corre-
sponding to the largest eigenvalue. The sphericity axis of the rest of the event is used in an
analogous way to the thrust axis of the rest of the event (e.g.,see Fig. 4-35 (a)).

� Aplanarity: Aplanarity is a measure of the transverse component of momentum out of the
event plane. It is related to the smallest eigenvalue of the sphericity tensor [41] by

A =
3

2
�3 : (4.31)

In the case of a totally planar event,�3 = 0, so the Aplanarity is zero. In an isotropic event
the three eigenvalues are of equal magnitude (1

3
), and the Aplanarity takes a maximum value

of 1
2
.
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Figure 4-35. Examples of event shape variables (a) cosine of the angle between the sphericity
axis of the rest of the event and the daughter pion (for the channelB ! ��), (b) cosine of the angle
between the normal to theB decay plane and the thrust axis for the rest of the event (signal: solid
line, light-quark continuum: dotted line).

� Fox-Wolfram Moments:

The Fox-Wolfram moments,Hl, are defined [42] as,

Hl =
X
i;j

jpij:jpjj
E2

vis

Pl(cos�ij) (4.32)

wherePl are the Legendre polynomials,pi;j are the particle momenta,�ij is the opening
angle between particlesi andj, andEvis is the total visible energy of the event.

Neglecting particle masses, energy-momentum conservation requires thatH0 = 1. For 2-jet
events,H1 = 0 andHl � 1 for l even, andHl � 0 for l odd. For this application the ratio of
Fox-Wolfram 2nd to 0th moments is used as the discriminating variable.

4.9.2 A Common Procedure for Background Fighting

A common procedure [43] has been developed to provide background suppression for any analy-
sis. Many of the more general of the discriminating variables described above are automatically
calculated, while the basic structure of these tools allows further variables to be calculated easily
and added to the procedure. Each stage in the procedure is controlled by a module, as described
below:

Filtering: Filtering is an optional step, allowing the application of a set of preliminary selections
to every reconstructed event, in order to isolate a sample of events, each of which contains at least
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one candidateB meson in the desired channel. The aim is to reduce the background sample by
a significant fraction (typically one to two orders of magnitude), providing a condensed sample
which contains the most dangerousqq background events for the signal channel considered, and
of course, the signal. The cuts are loose enough to maintain signal efficiency as far as possible and
are typically made on the masses and momenta of theCP -mode candidates.

User Analysis Module: This runs on the filtered or unfiltered events, and typically applies the
same or a similar preselection as in filtering. Its output is a list ofB candidates for each event.
This list, together with details of the decay products for each reconstructedCP mode, are then
passed to the background fighting module, BtaBgFighter.

Background Fighting: This tool has been set up to provide an interface between the various
functions used to calculate a set of background discriminating variables, and the subsequent mul-
tivariate analysis tools (e.g.,Cornelius , see Section 4.7), which can be used to optimize back-
ground suppression. The aim is that it should supply a general list of variables which can apply to
any channel, and that it should be straightforward to add further variables which are customized
for particular channels. The output of the tool is an n-tuple containing the distributions for each
variable.

Cornelius Training: This requires two n-tuples of the discriminating variables to be supplied, for
signal and background events respectively. For the neural network approach at least 5000 entries
are needed in each n-tuple to achieve good performance.

Cornelius Output: Having been trained on aqq sample,Cornelius can be implemented in the
analysis in order to provide continuum suppression. A probability of being signal/background is
attached to each event, and the user can then select events based on this criterion.

4.9.3 Performance

The effectiveness of the procedure described above is dependent on both the discriminating power
of the individual variables, and on the correlations between them. Selecting the final set of
discriminating variables to use for background suppression must also take into account the type
of multivariate analysis method employed, as correlations between the variables are handled dif-
ferently in the various methods (see Section 4.7).

An example of the output of trainingCornelius , on fully reconstructed events, is shown in
Fig. 4-36 for theB ! �� channel. The final separation achieved, using the PA method and four
discriminating variables, was 75%. The separation at each stage of the training process is shown in
the figure on the right. The PA method is most effective when the variables are uncorrelated, and
it can be seen in this example that adding a fourth variable provides no additional discriminating
power. A neural network method, however, can handle correlations effectively, so in general it is
possible to use more variables in the training process.
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Figure 4-36. Results of Cornelius training with the PA method (Section 4.7) on four
discriminating variables. Left: distribution of the final separation (see Sections 4.7 and 4.8) of
signal and background; Right: the value of separation (on the vertical axis) achieved during the
training process using different sets of the discriminating variables (signal: solid line, light-quark
continuum: dotted line).

4.10 Extraction ofCP Asymmetries

This section presents a discussion of methods [44] of extracting theCP asymmetry fromB orB
decays toCP eigenstates in� (4S) ! BB events produced in an asymmetric collider. It begins
with a discussion of the equations that describe the�z distributions of the data. That is followed
by a discussion of the distribution, given perfect knowledge of theB flavor tag recoiling against the
CP eigenstate, and then follows a discussion of a more realistic experimental situation with tagging
that contains some misidentification ormistagging. Then a formula is presented for providingCP
error estimates assuming Gaussian smearing of the vertex and including tagging efficiency and
backgrounds. Finally, there is an introduction to alternative methods of fitting and displaying the
CP results with the Kin variable.

4.10.1 Fit Equations

The time evolution of the process

� (4S)! R+(�z+)! fCPBtag or fCPBtag (4.33)
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is given by Eq. (1.41) as

R(ttag; tCP ) / e��tCP e��ttag [1 + A sin (�m(ttag � tCP )=�)

+ B cos (�m(ttag � tCP )=�)] (4.34)

wheretCP andttag, are the proper times of the decay to theCP eigenstate,fCP , and the decay of
the recoilingB orB tag, and the coefficients,A andB are

A = � 2Im�f

1 + j�f j2
; B =

1� j�f j2
1 + j�fj2

: (4.35)

If the coefficientA is non-zero there will beCP violation. The coefficientsA andB for aB tag
will be equal in magnitude and opposite in sign to those for aB tag. Integration of the above
expression forR(ttag; tCP ) over the time variable,ttag + tCP , yields the dependence in terms of the
single variable,ttag � tCP , which is the time difference between the two decays:

R�(ttag � tCP ) / e��jttag�tCP j[1 � A sin (�m(ttag � tCP )=�)

� B cos (�m(ttag � tCP )=�)] (4.36)

where the� sign depends on whether the recoiling tag is aB or aB. Experimentally, the time
difference is actually determined in the laboratory from the difference in thez positions of the
decay to theCP eigenstate,fCP , and of the recoilingB or B tag. They are related by Lorentz
transformation as follows:

�c(tCP � ttag) �= zCP � ztag � �z; (4.37)

whereztag(zCP ) is thez position of theBtag (BCP ) decay in the laboratory and� �= 0:56 is
the Lorentz transformation factor between the laboratory frame and the� (4S) rest frame. The
measurement of�z in the laboratory is exact for decays along thez-axis and has a small correction
for decays that deviate from thez-axis. Usually this correction is ignored in the fit.

The observed measurements will be smeared by the finite resolution of the vertex measurements.
If the errors are Gaussian, the observed distributionf�, will be the convolution integral

f�(�z = �t=(�c)) =

Z
1

�1

e�(t
0

��t)2=2�2e��jt
0

j

: [1� A sin (�mt0=�)�B cos (�mt0=�)] dt0 (4.38)

The expected vertex separation will be approximately�c� �= 0:56 � 468�m = 260�m and the
experimental vertex resolution in thez direction is�130 �m. Hence�� �= 0:5 and�m� �= 0:35.
Given these parameters, thef�(�z0) distribution for -1 < �z0 < 1 will be a slightly skewed,
smeared exponential centered on zero. TheCP asymmetry occurs in the odd functional part of
f(�z0). This asymmetry is more readily apparent by forming the forward-backward asymmetry of
f�(�z

0) � f�(��z0), which appears as a Lorentzian distribution for non-zeroCP violation and
flat for zeroCP violation.
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4.10.2 Adding Flavor-Tagging Information

Since there are not pure samples ofB andB tags, what is really measured is the probability that
the recoil tag is aB or aB. Denoting this probabilityb andb respectively, then an observedCP
event will have a probability

P = b e��t [1 + A sin�mt] + b e��t [1� A sin�mt] = e��t
h
(b+ b) + (b� b)A sin�mt

i
:

(4.39)
If the probabilities,b andb, of the events being aB or aB are measured according to some variable
x (e.g.,from Cornelius ), then the joint probability distribution of the decay is

e��t
h
(b(x) + b(x)) + (b(x)� b(x))A sin�mt

i
dxdt ; (4.40)

where the number ofB events in a differentialdx is b(x)dx. To simplify the discussion, assume
the variablex varies between -1 and 1, where the selection is optimized such that whenx is near
1, the tag is aB, and whenx is near is near -1, the tag is aB. The above can be rewritten as

f (t; x; A) dxdt = e��t [1 + q (x)A sin�mt]n(x)dxdt ; (4.41)

whereq (x) =
�
b (x)� b (x)

�
=
�
b (x) + b (x)

�
andn(x) = b (x) + b (x). Note theb (x) andb (x)

distributions must be known (either from measurement or accurate Monte Carlo simulation) and
their relative normalizations must be determined.

When vertex resolution is included, the above becomes a convolution integral, with

f (t; x; A; �t) dxdt =

2
4Z 1p

2��t
e
�

1
2

�
t�t

0

�t

�2
e��jt

0

j [1 + q (x)A sin�mt0]n(x)dt0

3
5 dxdt (4.42)

This represents the probability distribution of theCP events as a function of the two measured
observables,t andx and the fitting parameterA. The notation can be simplified by writing

f (t; x; A; �) dxdt = [E (t) + Aq (x)S (t)]n(x)dxdt (4.43)

with

E (t) =

Z
1p
2��t

e
�

1
2

�
t�t

0

�t

�2
e��jt

0jdt0; (4.44)

S (t) =

Z
1p
2��t

e
�

1
2

�
t�t

0

�t

�2
e��jt

0j sin�mt0dt0: (4.45)

The functionsE (t) andS (t) have simple analytic forms obtained from complex error function
integrals. These error functions can be approximated by computer programs and used to fit the
distributions.
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4.10.3 Likelihood Estimate ofA

In the maximum-likelihood approach, the value ofA is chosen which maximizes the log likelihood,

lnL = ln
NY
i=1

f (ti; xi; A; �t) =
NX
i=1

ln f (ti; xi; A; �t) (4.46)

ln
NY
i=1

f (ti; xi; A; �t) =
NX
i=1

ln [(1 + Aq (x)S (t) =E (t))E (t)n(x)] (4.47)

=
NX
i=1

ln (1 + Aq (x)S (t) =E (t)) + C :

Since the maximum depends only on terms which includeA, the other terms are absorbed intoC
with the result

lnL0 =
NX
i=1

ln

�
1 + A

qS

E

�
: (4.48)

The value ofA that maximizeslnL0 is the likelihood estimate ofA, and the one standard deviation
error onA occurs where the value oflnL0 decreases by 0.5. Usually the maximum and error are
determined numerically maximizinglnL0 using a program such asMinuit ˙

If one prefers to estimateA without fitting, the log likelihood can be expanded:

lnL0 =
NX
i=1

ln

�
1 + A

qS

E

�
= A

NX
i=1

�
qS

E

�
� 1

2
A2

NX
i=1

�
qS

E

�2

+ (4.49)

1

3
A3

NX
i=1

�
qS

E

�3
� 1

4
A4

NX
i=1

�
qS

E

�4
+ :::

The value ofA that maximizes the log likelihood occurs when the derivative of the log likelihood
is zero.

0 =
@ lnL
@A

=
NX
i=1

qS
E

1 + A qS
E

(4.50)

0 =
NX
i=1

�
qS

E

�
� A

NX
i=1

�
qS

E

�2
+ A2

NX
i=1

�
qS

E

�3
� A3

NX
i=1

�
qS

E

�4
+ ::: (4.51)
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In the limit thatA is small, this equation can be solved forA:

0 =
NX
i=1

q (xi)S (ti) =E (ti)

1 + Aq (xi)S (ti) =E (ti)
'

NX
i=1

q (xi)S (ti) =E (ti)� A [q (xi)S (ti) =E (ti)]
2 (4.52)

A '
PN

i=1 q (xi)S (ti) =E (ti)PN
i=1 [q (xi)S (ti) =E (ti)]

2 ; (4.53)

The values ofq (xi) ; S (ti) andE (ti) for each event are used to evaluate the sums. Note that the
termq (xi)S (ti) =E (ti) is equivalent to the reduced Kin (see next section). This short cut is easy
to calculate and allows a fairly precise estimate whenA is less than 1, but it is slightly less precise
than the likelihood estimate. It is easy to see from Eq. (4.51) that this is equivalent to a moment
analysis, where moments of powers ofq(xi)S (ti) =E (ti) are formed and the appropriate ratios
yield Eq. (4.53).

4.10.4 Error of the Likelihood Estimate

The uncertainty in the likelihood estimate ofA can be calculated from

1

�2A
= N

Z
1

f

 
@f

@A

!2

dx ; (4.54)

whereN is the number of events andf is the probability distribution function. In the present case,
there are two random variables leading to a double integral:

1

�2A
= N

Z 1

�1

Z
1

�1

1

f

 
@f

@A

!2

n(x)dtdx : (4.55)

For the case where vertex resolution is ignored, this becomes

1

�2A
= N

Z 1

�1

Z
1

�1

e��jtjq2 sin2�mt

1 + q (x)A sin�mt
n(x)dtdx ; (4.56)

while the case with vertex resolution becomes

1

�2A
= N

Z 1

�1

Z
1

�1

q (x)
2
S2 (t)

[E (t) + Aq (x)S (t)]
n(x)dxdt = N

Z 1

�1

Z
1

�1

�
q(x)S(t)

E(t)

�2
h
1 + A q(x)S(t)

E(t)

iE (t)n(x)dxdt ;

(4.57)
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whereN is the number ofCP events. The above formula is the exact likelihood error estimate
for A.

If q (x) is near 1, then this can be approximated as

1

�2A
� N

Z 1

�1

Z
1

�1

�
q(x)S(t)
E(t)

�2
h
1 + A

S(t)

E(t)

iE (t)n(x)dxdt � N

Z 1

�1
q2 (x)n(x)dx

Z
1

�1

�
S(t)
E(t)

�2
h
1 + A

S(t)

E(t)

iE (t) dt :

(4.58)
Finally,

�A �
�0p

N
q
hq2i

; (4.59)

where D
q2
E
�
Z 1

�1
q2 (x)n(x)dx (4.60)

and

�0 � 1sR
1

�1

( S(t)
E(t))

2

[1+A S(t)

E(t) ]
E (t) dt

: (4.61)

With this approximation for theCP error, the number of events, the tagging error and vertex error
parts are separated in a simpler expression for�A.

The�0 term has been tabulated in Ref. [45] for different values ofA,�m; and measurement errors.
The error increases for larger values of�t, but decreases for largeA. Table 4-9 gives the error on
A for the case ofA=0.7 and�m/�=0.75, for different values of measurement resolutions,�z, in
units of�c� .

Table 4-9. Single event error onA as a function of the error on�z

�0(A;�m=�; �z) for A=0.7 and�m=�=0.75 for 1 event

�z/�c� 0 .25 .50 .75 1.0 2.0

�0(A;�m=�; �z) 1.36 1.42 1.59 1.85 2.17 3.66

The uncertainty in the flavor determination of the recoilingB tag is contained in the factorhq2i.
This factor can be rewritten as a product of the tagging efficiency� and(1� 2w)2, wherew is the
B flavor misidentification probability. This results in

�A(A;�m=�; �t; N; w) =
�0(A;�m=�; �t)p
N
p
�(1� 2w):

(4.62)
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Often fitting nomenclature designates theeffective tagging efficiencyas the product of the efficiency
to measure the tag and(1 � 2w)2, and the inverse of�0(A;�m=�; �t) is sometimes called the
dilution factor. If the measurement error is�z/�c�=0.5 and the effective tagging efficiency
is 0.3, at least 135 reconstructed events would be needed to achieve a four standard deviation
measurement forA = 0:7.

An error due to symmetric backgrounds can also be included, which scales as,
q
(NS +NB) =NS;

whereNS is the number of signal events andNB is the number of background events. This
can be obtained from the estimator equation by lettingN represent the sum of background and
signal, and lettingf(x) include both the normalized background and signal distribution. Thus
the combined error on A,�A, including the value ofA, the resolution�z, the mixing�m=�,
the number of signal eventsNS, the number of backgroundNB, the tagging efficiency�, and the
tagging misidentification ratew is

�A(A;�m=�; �z; NS; �; w;NB) =
�0(A;�m=�; �z)

p
NS +NBp

�(1� 2w)NS

: (4.63)

The above equation will be used in later sections to estimate the precision of measuring theCP

asymmetry, with a correction applied when the backgrounds are not symmetric. Since the back-
grounds should be peaked near zero and theCP events should be more displaced, providing more
sensitivity to the parameterA, the above is an over-estimate of the effect of background on�A.

4.10.5 The Kin Variable

For any final state analysis, the likelihood can be rewritten as a sum of two terms:

L =
NX
i=1

ln fi = L0 + LCP ; (4.64)

with:

L0 =
NX
i=1

ln (
1

2
(fi + f i)) ; (4.65)

LCP =
NX
i=1

ln(1 +Ki) ; (4.66)

where:

� fi is the density distribution for eventi, taking into account detector and background effects.

� f i is the density distribution for a virtual event, defined as theCP conjugate of eventi.
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� Ki is the Kin variable [46], defined by:

Ki =
fi � f i

fi + f i
: (4.67)

The first component of the likelihoodL0 is by constructionCP invariant and therefore contains no
information on the possibleCP violation present in the data. In contrast, the second termLCP

embeds all information aboutCP violation. The Kin variable depends on�z, but also on the
tagging and background information available for eventi:

K = (F+ � F�)
R+ � R�

R+ +R�

1

1 +RtagB
(4.68)

whereF� are the relative probabilities for the event to follow theR� time and phase-space distri-
bution, the latter including detector effects,B is the time and phase-space dependent background
over signal ratio, andRtag is a correction term accounting for the tagging response for background
events [47]. The Kin variable bears interesting properties due to the fact that its distribution is of
the form:

	(K) = 	0(K)(1 +K) ; (4.69)

where	0(K) is an even function. Its properties are best illustrated by considering theB0 !
J= K0

S
channel whereR+ � R� / sin 2� and where the Kin variable is thus linear insin 2�:

Ki = sin 2� Ki : (4.70)

The reduced Kin variableK allows the immediate determination of theCP -violating parameter
through:

sin 2� =

PN
i=1KiPN
i=1K2

i

� 1qPN
i=1K2

i

vuut1� sin2 2�

PN
i=1K4

iPN
i=1K2

i

; (4.71)

where the statistical uncertainty is only slightly larger than that achieved in a likelihood analysis.
The occurrence ofCP violation is displayed by the asymmetry in theK distribution. The adequacy
of the Monte Carlo simulation used to computefi, and hence to measuresin 2�, can be checked
by dividing the data distribution ofK by 	0: the result must be a straight line of slopesin 2�.
TheK distributions obtained from different final states whereCP violation is due tosin 2�, can be
merged directly into a single histogram, thereby permitting simultaneous handling of a variety of
channels.

4.11 Data Production

For the analyses in this book, approximately 10 million events were generated with full simulation.
These were generated in numerous exclusive physics channels, as well as in various inclusive
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Table 4-10. The number of events produced for each of the general types of event.

Type of Event Number of

Events (106)

Continuum (u; d; s) 3.6

Continuum (c) 2.4

GenericB0B0 1.3

GenericB+B� 1.3

Exclusive Physics Channels 1.2

modes for use in background studies. The numbers of events generated in the various inclusive
modes are summarized in Table 4-10). In addition, over 2 million events containing only a single
particle per event were simulated and reconstructed. The single particle events (as well as the
physics events) were used to aid the development of the sub-detector reconstruction algorithms
(such as electromagnetic calorimeter cluster-finding, tracking,etc.) and were also used to develop
particle identification algorithms. The results of these technical studies have been described in
earlier sections of this book.

The events were generated using the BABAR event generation packagesBeget (for control of the
input parameters) andEvtGen (see Section 4.1.1) to handle the dynamics of the decays. The
generated data were then passed through the full detector simulation package,BBsim , described
in Section 4.1.2, and were written out to tape as raw hits. These simulated events were then
passed through the full reconstruction software (see Section 4.2), the high-level results of which
were written out toBeast tapes. This large-scale production was carried-out at six different sites
around the world. It used more than 61000 CPU hours and required more than 1200 GB of storage
space.

Eight million events from the inclusive background samples onBeast tape were passed through
10 different physics filter algorithms (see Section 4.9), each one corresponding to a different
exclusive physics channel, and were written out to filter summaryBeast tapes. These filtered
event samples, and the exclusive physics samples, were used as input to many of the physics
analyses which are described in the rest of this book.
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5

Determination of �

This chapter presents results on methods of extracting the angle� of the unitarity triangle. It starts
with a theoretical introduction, which is followed by a general discussion of some experimental
considerations. Then the results of Monte Carlo-based analyses are presented in successive sec-
tions on: modes with charmonium and a kaon, modes with charmonium and aK�0, modes with two
charmed mesons and modes which have dominant penguin contributions. The chapter concludes
with a summary of the expectedCP -reach for nominal BABAR luminosity.

5.1 Theoretical Review ofsin 2� Measurements

The first subsection gives an overview of the three classes of decay for which theCP asymmetry
can be related (at least naively), tosin 2�. These are discussed in more detail in Section 5.1.2,
which gives a detailed discussion of the calculation ofCP asymmetries for each class, and the
resultant theoretical uncertainties in the extraction ofsin 2�. Uncertainties due to hadronic effects
are quite different in the three classes. In general the discussion is model-independent, although
in some instances, for the purpose of illustration, it appeals to models. Following that, the ideas
and methods of angular analysis are presented in Section 5.1.3. This can be used to separateCP -
odd andCP -even contributions in certain vector-vector modes. The application of isospin analysis
to modes of interest for the determination ofsin 2� is discussed in Section 5.1.4. Section 5.1.6
discusses the measurement of� in inclusive decays and Section 5.1.7 addresses the question of
discrete ambiguities. The theoretical introduction ends with a summary of existing data, since
these determine input numbers for simulation analyses.

5.1.1 Decays That Can Measure�

The angle� of the unitarity triangle is defined by [1]:

� = Arg

 
�VcdV

�
cb

VtdV
�
tb

!
: (5.1)
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The time-dependent asymmetry for anyCP eigenstatef is given by

af (t) =
�(B0(t)! f)� �(B0(t)! f)

�(B0(t)! f) + �(B0(t)! f)
= Cf cos�mt + Sf sin�mt (5.2)

where

Cf =
1� j�f j2
1 + j�f j2

Sf = � 2Im�f

1 + j�f j2
: (5.3)

f is aCP eigenstate,�f = q
p

A(f)

A(f)
, andA(f), A(f) are the amplitudes of the decaysB0

d ! f ,

B0
d ! f . Present data constrain theCP phase,�, in the Standard Model to lie within the limits

[2]:
10� � � � 35� : (5.4)

In the modes discussed in this chapter, a naive leading result is predicted, with corrections that
differ according to the type of mode, of the form

�f �= �fe
�2i� af(t) �= �f sin 2� sin�mt (5.5)

where�f = �1 for CP (f) = �1.

The decay modes that can be helpful in the determination of� [3, 4, 5, 6, 7] can be classified into
three main types, here called Types I, II, and III, according to the underlying quark processes.

5.1.1.1 Type I decays

Color-suppressed modesb! ccs: B0
d ,B

0
d !Charmonium+K0

S
(K0

L
) and the corresponding modes

with K�, where theK� decays into aCP eigenstateK� ! K0
S
�0(K0

L
�0).

The diagram for the tree amplitude in these modes is shown in Fig. 5-1. For such modes,e.g.,
J= K0

S
(CP = �),

�(Bd ! J= K0
S
) = �

 
V �
tbVtd

VtbV
�
td

! 
V �
csVcb

VcsV
�
cb

! 
V �
cdVcs

VcdV �
cs

!
(5.6)

where the first term comes fromB0
d-B

0
d mixing, the second from the ratioA(f)

A(f)
and the third from

K0-K0 mixing. Hence,
Im �(Bd ! J= K0

S
) = sin 2� : (5.7)

For decays of Type I, the tree amplitudes are color-suppressed because of the topology of Fig. 5-1.
However the dominant penguin contribution has the same weak phase as the tree, as will be shown
below. The only term with a different weak phase is a penguin contribution that is Cabibbo sup-
pressed byO(�2) where� is the Wolfenstein parameter. Thus, to good accuracy, and independent
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d
−
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b

c c
−

s

K
− 0, K

− ∗0B
− 0

d

J/Ψ

Figure 5-1. B0
d ! charmonium +K0(K�0) decays, color-suppressed (Type I).

of any assumptions about factorization, color suppression, or the role of final state interactions,
j�f j = 1 for this mode, and the simple relationship between theCP asymmetry andsin 2� has
negligible theoretical uncertainty.

TheCP of a two-body state has a(�1)L dependence on the relative angular momentum of the
two particles. When two non-zero spin particles are produced from aB decay, they can have
either even or odd relative angular momentum, and thus final states (those which are otherwise
CP self-conjugate) are a mixture of even and oddCP . In such cases,e.g.,Vector-Vector (V V ),
such asJ= K�, an angular analysis is needed to separate the amplitudes of definiteCP . This
adds an experimental complication, but once this analysis is applied, these modes are as clean,
theoretically, as the vector-pseudoscalar case.

5.1.1.2 Type II decays

Cabibbo-suppressed modesb! ccd: B0
d, B

0
d ! DD,DD�,D�D,D�D�, etc.

The tree diagram for these modes is shown in Fig. 5-2. The dominant tree amplitude,e.g., for
D+D�, is:

�(Bd ! D+D�) =

 
V �
tbVtd

VtbV
�
td

! 
V �
cdVcb

VcdV
�
cb

!

Im�(Bd ! D+D�) = � sin 2� (5.8)

sinceCP (D+D�) = +. In these modes, the tree amplitude is CKM suppressed. Hence, the
contribution of penguin graphs with a different weak phase is potentially significant. Such effects
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d
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− 0

d
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Figure 5-2. B0
d ! D+D� decay, Cabibbo-suppressed and color-allowed (Type II).

are an example of directCP violation, and result inj�f j 6= 1. This complicates the expression for
the measured asymmetry to the form given in Eq. (5.3). Hence, as will be shown below, if this
complication is ignored in the extraction ofsin 2�, the value obtained is shifted from the correct
one by an amount which depends on the ratio of tree to penguin contributions and their relative
weak phases. Calculations for these quantities depend on models and have large uncertainties,
as is typical for such low-energy hadronic effects. This translates into significant theoretical
uncertainties in the extracted value ofsin 2�. Eventual reduction of these uncertainties is possible
as models, and final-state interaction effects are constrained by comparison with data in a variety
of channels.

In addition, for theV V case,D�D�, one again needs an angular analysis to separate the amplitudes
of definiteCP .

5.1.1.3 Type III decays

Penguin-only or penguin-dominated modes,b! sss or dds: B0
d , B

0
d ! �0K0

S
(K0

L
), �0K0

S
(K0

L
),

�K0
S
(K0

L
) etc., and the corresponding modes withK� : B0

d,Bd ! �0, �0 or �, etc., andK�(K� !
KS�

0(KL�
0)) [8].

In some of these modes, tree contributions are completely absent (e.g.,for �K, �K�). In others a
uus tree contribution can enter for the same modes, but it is both color-suppressed and Cabibbo-
suppressed, thus the penguin contributions are expected to dominate. As shown in Table 1-1,
one can always use the unitarity relationship to group the three penguin terms as two terms
with different weak phases, one with coefficientV �

csVcb (charm minus top) and a second with the
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Figure 5-3. Penguin-dominatedB0
d decays (Type III).

Cabibbo-suppressed coefficientV �
usVub (up minus top). Examples of the diagrams for such modes

are given in Fig. 5-3. Ignoring the Cabibbo-suppressed terms the asymmetry is given by

�(Bd ! �KS) �= �
 
V �
tbVtd

VtbV
�
td

! 
V �
csVcb

VcsV
�
cb

! 
V �
cdVcs

VcdV �
cs

!

Im�(Bd ! �KS) �= sin 2� : (5.9)

Except for�K, �K�, the theoretical status of Type III decays is less clear than for Types I and II,
as will be discussed below. In theV V case like�K�, one needs of course angular analysis.

Penguin-only modes (Type III modes) also include the radiative penguin transitionsB0
d , B

0
d !

+K�(K� ! KS�
0(KL�

0)), although in this case, the asymmetries are quite small in the Standard
Model.
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5.1.2 Uncertainties: Penguins and FSI phases

This section discusses in some detail the different contributions to the amplitudes for the decay
modes that can be used to determine�. The focus is on contributions that modify the time-
dependent asymmetries away from the clear-cut caseaf(t) = �f sin 2� sin�mt. This occurs
when there are two contributions to the amplitude with different weak phases. Calculations of the
relative size, or the relative strong phases, of the various contributions are model-dependent, and
involve the typical uncertainties of low-energy hadronic calculations. Theoretical uncertainties are
thereby introduced into the value ofsin 2� determined from such modes. Throughout this section,
factorization is assumed, whenever needed, to estimate the relative sizes of terms. More detailed
model assumptions are discussed point by point as they arise.

Using the Operator Product Expansion (see Section 2.1), the amplitude of a decayB ! f ,A(f) =
hf jHeff jBi, can be written as sums of products of the formCi(�)hf jOi(�)jBi. The amplitude
contains CKM factorsV �

UqVUb (U = u; c; t;q = d; s), which are physical quantities independent of
the renormalization scale,�. Hence, the�-dependence of the short-distance coefficients,Ci(�),
must cancel the�-dependence of the matrix elements of local operatorshf jOi(�)jBi. The matrix
elements are complicated objects, containing the long-distance QCD effects, not included in the
short-distance coefficientsCi(�), namely soft gluons, rescattering, final-state interaction (FSI)
phases,etc. The coefficientsCi(�) are computed for� �= mb. For diagrams with penguin
topology withc andu quarks in the loop the amplitudes also include long distance effects, where
these quarks are on or close to mass-shell. Such effects are not reliably given by the short-
distance calculation of the operator coefficient. Therefore, one needs to write a completely general
expression of the amplitudeA(f) that includes in principle all such nonperturbative effects. This
section considers onlyCP eigenstates and avoids spin complications. Our analysis generalizes
easily to non-CP eigenstates such ase.g.,DD� + DD�. Angular analysis forV V modes will be
discussed in more detail in Section 5.1.3.

While it is a general and model-independent result that theCP asymmetry for Type I decays
gives sin 2� directly, it is useful for comparison purposes (and also for model testing) to cast
this calculation in the same form as will be used subsequently for other modes. For this type of
decay, from the general form of the CKM matrix and of the effective weak Hamiltonian (�B = 1,
�C = 0, �U = 0, �S = 1) written in Appendix A, theB0

d, B
0
d ! f amplitudes can be written,

in general:

A(f) = A(B ! f) = VusV
�
ubM

(u) + VcsV
�
cbM

(c) + VtsV
�
tbM

(t)

A(f) = A(B ! f) = V �
usVubM

(u) + V �
csVcbM

(c) + V �
tsVtbM

(t) : (5.10)

The amplitudesM (u), M (c), andM (t) are completely general, defined by their CKM factors and
the expression ofHeff in terms of local operators. (Note that technically, the separate penguin
graphs are ill-defined because they are divergent. However, formally, they can be simply defined
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by introducing a cutoff on the loop momenta in the penguin diagrams at some large value (well
abovemtop) since the unitarity relationship guarantees the cancellation of the high momentum
(divergent) contributions between the three graphs. The eventual answers depend only on the
differences between two penguin graphs with different quarks in the loop, and thus are independent
of the cutoff prescription. All such divergences are correctly handled in the usual operator product
treatment; large loop momenta are integrated out in defining the residual local operators and their
coefficients.) The separate terms in Eq. (5.10) are:

1. The amplitudeVcsV �
cbM

(c) �= A�2M (c) contains the dominant tree amplitude contributing to
J= K(K�) (Fig. 5-1).M (c) is the matrix element of the operatorC1O

(c)
1 +C2O

(c)
2 . Assuming

factorization, this is proportional toa2 = C1 +
C2

Nc
�= 0:2, whereC1 = O(�s), C2 = O(1)

andNc = 3 is the number of colors. Thusa2 ! O(�s) in the largeNc limit (Fig. 5-4a)
(in fact, �s and1=Nc are of comparable magnitude). This term also contains the penguin
contribution with thec quark in the loop [9]. This has a possible (small) long-distance part,
represented by (Fig. 5-4b).

2. Theu-penguin termVusV �
ubM

(u) �= A�4(� + i�)M (u) has a different weak phase than the
dominant term. However, it is suppressed byO(�2) as well as the factor�s in the penguin
coefficients. Any long distance part is also suppressed by the Zweig rule (creation of a color
singletcc pair by soft gluons in Fig. 5-4b). The amplitudeM (u) is the matrix element of
the combination of current-current operatorsC1O

u
1 + C2O

u
2 [9] and corresponds to a long

distanceu-penguin (Fig. 5-4b with theu quark in the loop), describing rescattering of the
typeB0

d ! (su)(ud)! (cc)(sd)! J= K(K�). This term is presumably very small.

3. The amplitudeVtsV �
tbM

(t) �= �A�2M (t) corresponds to the usual short-distance penguin
contribution (top quark in the loop).M (t) is the matrix element of the sum of local penguin
operatorsC3O3 + � � � + C10O10 (Fig. 5-4 where the dot represents the penguin operators).
Using the unitarity relation, one can writeVtsV �

tb = �VcsV �
cb � VusV

�
ub and regroup this term

into the other two terms.

With the notationT =M (c) �M (t), P =M (u) �M (t),

A(f) = VcsV
�
cbT + VusV

�
ubP

A(f) = V �
csVcbT + V �

usVubP (5.11)

Since V �
usVub
VcsV

�

cb

� O(�2), andP is suppressed relative toT by penguin short-distance coefficients
or by the Zweig rule, there is a clear hierarchy between the two terms. Therefore, in this class of
decays,�f defined above, is close to a pure phase�f = �fe

�2i�. The time-dependent asymmetry
has the simple form

af (t) = �Im
 
q

p

A(f)

A(f)

!
sin�mt = �f sin 2� sin�mt : (5.12)
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Figure 5-4. Contributions of local operators to Type I decays,B0 ! Charmonium +K0(K�0).
The dot represents the local operators (current-current or penguin). Figure 5-4b represents the long
distanceu andc-penguins, with thecc pair created by soft gluons.

The determination of� using modes of this type is thus safely free of hadronic uncertainties.

For Type II decays, the dominant contributions to theB, B ! f amplitudes (e.g.,f = DD) are
Cabibbo suppressed (Fig. 5-2), of the orderA(f) � �3a1, with a1 = O(1) (for color-allowed
modes). Assuming factorization,a1 = C2 +

C1

Nc
, with C2 = O(1). Then

A(f) = VudV
�
ubM

(u) + VcdV
�
cbM

(c) + VtdV
�
tbM

(t)

A(f) = V �
udVubM

(u) + V �
cdVcbM

(c) + V �
tdVtbM

(t) : (5.13)

The different terms are:
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1. The amplitudeVcdV �
cbM

(c) �= �A�3M (c) is Cabibbo suppressed relative to the decays of
Type I.M (c) is the matrix element of the current-current operatorsC1O

(c)
1 +C2O

(c)
2 (Fig. 5-5a).

It contains the tree amplitude (Fig. 5-2) and also the contribution of Fig. 5-5c with thec quark
in the loop.M (c) is color-allowed in decays likeD+D�, and color suppressed in decays of
the typeD0D0 (Fig. 5-5b). This dominant decay amplitude is the one related to�.

2. The amplitudeVtdV �
tbM

(t) �= A�3(1 � � � i�)M (t) corresponds to the usual short-distance
penguin contribution (Fig. 5-5 where the dot represents the local penguin operators). It is
Cabibbo suppressed and also suppressed by the small penguin short-distance QCD coeffi-
cients,aP � O(10�2). It has a different weak phase than the dominant term; in the Standard
Model, this is the weak phase of the mixing amplitude.

3. The amplitudeVudV �
ubM

(u) �= A�3(� + i�)M (u) is theu-penguin term [9], which includes
also the long-distance contribution (Fig. 5-5c) with theu quark in the loop. This term also
has a different weak phase than the dominant term. This term is not Zweig rule suppressed
because it can describe rescattering processes of the typeB0

d ! (ud)(du) ! (cd)(dc) !
D+D�.

Using the unitarityV �
udVub + V �

cdVcb + V �
tdVtb = 0, and the notationT � M (c) � M (u), P �

M (t) �M (u), the amplitudes may be written

A(f) = VcdV
�
cbT + VtdV

�
tbP

A(f) = V �
cdVcbT + V �

tdVtbP : (5.14)

Again hereT denotes the tree-dominated term whileP is a penguin-only contribution. However
the relative size of the two terms in Eq. (5.14) is quite different from Type I decays. The CKM
coefficients are comparable in magnitude. Only theO(�s) OPE coefficient of penguin graphs
suppressesP relative toT .

Hence theP terms cannot be neglected in this case. Using the fact that the weak phase of the
mixing, q � VtdV

�
tb, cancels the weak phase of the coefficient of P,VtbV

�
td, the ratio of amplitudes

can be written

�f = �f
e�i� � jRjei�
ei� � jRjei� (5.15)

using the definitions

R = z r z =
V �
tdVtb

V �
cdVcb

r =
P

T
= jrjei� : (5.16)

where,z is the ratio of CKM matrix elements, andr is the ratio of the penguin-only termP to
the tree-dominated termT . �f = +1 for D+D� is theCP eigenvalue of the statef , and� is the
relative strong phase between the amplitudesP andT . It is important to keep in mind thatjRj
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Figure 5-5. Contributions of local operators to Type II decays,B0
d ! DD. The dot represents

the local operators (current-current or penguin). Figure 5-5c represents the long-distanceu andc
penguins induced by local operators.
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depends on the CKM ratioz, and is therefore also a function of the weak angles�, �. The small
jRj limit is not a priori justified.

In Type II decays, the coefficientsCf andSf in Eq. (5.3) are now

Cf =
�2jRj sin� sin �

1 + jRj2 � 2jRj cos� cos � Sf = �f
sin 2� � 2jRj sin� cos �
1 + jRj2 � 2jRj cos� cos � : (5.17)

For smalljRj,
Cf �= �2jRj sin� sin � Sf �= �f (sin 2� + 2jRj sin� cos 2� cos �) : (5.18)

In Section 5.1.5, factorization and models are used to calculateR and estimate the theoretical
uncertainty in the extraction ofsin 2� for some Type II decays.

For Type III decays, the dominant amplitudes are of the penguin type, (Figs. 5-3a and 5-3b). The
tree amplitude can pollute the determination of� in some channels like�0KS, etc. From the
general form of the CKM matrix, theB, B ! f amplitudes for this type of decay can be written,
in general:

A(f) = VusV
�
ubM

(u) + VcsV
�
cbM

(c) + VtsV
�
tbM

(t)

A(f) = V �
usVubM

(u) + V �
csVcbM

(c) + V �
tsVtbM

(t) (5.19)

because in the modes under consideration, there is a singles quark from theK(K�) in the final
state and the other mesons�0, �, etc., do not have open flavor.

These modes will be useful to measure�, if the CKM termVtsV
�
tb (i.e., the short-distance penguin

operators) clearly dominate the other contributions. This is still a matter of discussion and depends
on the particular decay mode considered.

The different terms are:

1. The amplitudeVtsV �
tbM

(t) �= �A�2M (t) + O(�4) is the dominant short-distance penguin
term contributing to this class of modes (Figs. 5-3a, b and Fig. 5-6 with the dot representing
the local penguin operators). This contribution is of the order�2aP whereaP is a combina-
tion of the short-distance penguin coefficientsC3;:::6, and thus is suppressed by�s. Therefore
the rates are expected to be small, ofO(10�5) for any of these modes.

2. The amplitudeVusV �
ubM

(u) �= A�4(�+i�)M (u) is CKM suppressed and has a different CKM
phase than the top penguin term (Fig. 5-6a withq = u, and Fig. 5-6b with theu quark in the
loop).

3. The amplitudeVcsV �
cbM

(c) �= A�2M (c) is c-penguin term, which includes long-distance
effects (Fig. 5-6b with thec quark in the loop).
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Figure 5-6. Contributions of local operators to penguin-dominated, Type III decays,B0
d ! �KS ,

�0KS , etc. The dot represents the local operators. In Fig. 5-6a, forq = u there are contributions
from current-current and penguin local operators. Forq = d; s, only penguin operators contribute.
Figure 5-6b represents the long-distanceu andc penguins induced by local operators.

Once again, unitarity can be used to group these terms into two, one with the CKM coefficient
VcsV

�
cb and the other with the Cabibbo-suppressed CKM coefficientVusV

�
ub. If the first of these

terms dominated the decay then the asymmetry would be proportional tosin 2�. Therefore, these
modes will be useful to measure� if jVusV �

ub(M
(u) �M (t))j � jVcsV �

cb(M
(c) �M (t))j.

Note that the termsM (u) andM (c) differ only in their dependence on the mass of the quark in the
penguin diagram loop, and hence their short-distance parts are comparable in size. The possible
long-distance parts, plus any tree graphb ! uus contribution toM (u) lead to large theoretical
uncertainties in the relationship between the asymmetry and the value of� in some modes.
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The relative sizes of these terms for different modes can be quite different:

1. In modes of the type�K(K�), M (u) contains a long-distanceu penguin (Fig. 5-6b with the
u quark in the loop), describing rescattering,e.g.,B0

d ! (su)(ud) ! (ss)(sd) ! �K0.
There is a corresponding long-distancec contribution toM (c). The size of these two terms

is expected to be comparable, so that the ratiojVusV �

ub
(M(u)�M(t))j

jVcsV �

cb
(M(c)�M(t))j

is expected to be of order

j�2j. Hence the asymmetry in these modes gives a measurement ofsin 2� which has quite
small theoretical uncertainties, though not quite as small as for the Type I modes where the
second term is suppressed by a further factor of�s.

2. In modes of the type�0K(K�), �0K(K�), �0K(K�),!K(K�)M (u) has a (color-suppressed)
tree amplitude contribution (Fig. 5-6a with the dot representing the current-current opera-

tors). Therefore one expects a magnitudeVusV �

ub
(M(u)�M(t))

VcsV �

cb
(M(c)�M(t))

of order�2a2=cP � 0:4 where
cP � �0:02 is typically a short-distance penguin coefficient, anda2 � 0:2 is the color-
suppression factor. Thus, in this latter case it seems that the term with a different weak phase
must be included in relating the asymmetry measurement to�. Uncertainties in this quantity
will lead to significant uncertainties in� as measured by these modes.

For these latter modes it is convenient to write

A(f) = VusV
�
ubT + VcsV

�
cbP

A(f) = V �
usVubT + V �

csVcbP (5.20)

whereT =M (u) �M (t), P =M (c) �M (t). The notationT is used because this term contains the
tree contribution wherever there is such a contribution. Note, however, if applying this notation for
�KS, T represents a difference of two penguin terms.

Thus for the modes of Type III one gets

�f = �f

 
V �
tbVtd

VtbV
�
td

!  
V �
usVubT + V �

csVcbP

VusV
�
ubT + VcsV

�
cbP

!  
V �
cdVcs

VcdV �
cs

!
(5.21)

that gives

�f = �f
e�i� � jRjei� ei�
ei� � jRje�i� ei� (5.22)

where now

R = z r z =
VubV

�
us

VcbV �
cs

r =
T

P
= jrjei� (5.23)

�f = �1 for �KS, �0KS, �0KS, etc., and� is the relative strong phase between the amplitudesT

andP . Again here, the quantityjRj depends on the weak phases� and� throughjzj. In Eq. (5.23)
the small phase ofVcd, ofO(�5), is neglected.
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Figure 5-7. The decayB0
d ! K0.

The correctionjRj differs according to the decay mode. Naively, one expects

jRj �= �2
p
�2 + �2 for �KS; etc:

jRj �= �2
p
�2 + �2

��� a2
aP

��� for �0KS; etc: (5.24)

where
��� a2
aP

��� is the ratio of the color suppression factora2 �= 0:2 of the tree diagram, andjaP j �
few%, of the order of the penguin short-distance coefficients.jRj is small for�KS while it could
be not negligible for�0KS, etc.

To summarize, the correction to�f = �fe
�2i� is expected to be small in modes of the type

�K(K�), and presumably also for�0K(K�), but it could be quite sizeable for the modes of the
type�0K(K�), �0K(K�), as will be shown in the calculations in Section 5.1.5 which are made
within the factorization assumption. The preceding discussion of the uncertainty on� for given
decay modes holds for both QCD and electroweak penguins, because the weak phase affecting
both types of operators is the same (see Appendix A).

The radiative penguin transitions [10] that are related to� in the Standard Model areB0
d, B

0
d !

 + K�(K� ! KS�
0(KL�

0)) (Fig. 5-7). In the Standard Model, the photon in the transition
b ! s is dominantly left-handed and only a fractionms

mb

of the amplitude corresponds to a right-
handed photon, where the quark masses are current masses. Thus, the final-stateK� (with e.g.,
K� ! KS�

0) is not a pureCP eigenstate, but consists to a good approximation (neglecting the
ratio ms

mb

) of equal admixtures of states withCP = + andCP = �. The expectedCP asymmetry
is therefore quite small, suppressed by the factorms

mb

�= 0:03:

A(t) �= 2
ms

mb

sin 2� sin�mt : (5.25)

Thus, this mode could be a good candidate to look forCP violation beyond the Standard Model
[2, 10].
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5.1.3 Angular Analyses to ExtractCP Amplitudes

Decays to two particles with non-zero spin need an angular analysis to extract� from an asymmetry
measurement. Examples areJ= K� (J= ! `+`�, K� ! K�),  0K� ( 0 ! J= ��), D�D�

(D� ! D�), �K� (�! KK), etc., and also theAV mode�1cK� (�1c ! J= ).

In all such channels, there are three partial wavesL = 0; 2 (parity-violating decay of theB),
L = 1 (parity conserving decay),L being the relative angular momentum between the two vector
particles. TheCP of the final state depends on the partial wave, since it contains a factor(�1)L.
Thus, even when the decays of the two particles lead to a set ofCP -self-conjugate particles, one
has a final state that is an admixture ofCP -odd andCP -even eigenstates. Since the asymmetry has
opposite sign for the twoCP states they tend to cancel, or “dilute” the overall asymmetry.

If there is no separation of theCP components ofe.g.,J= K�0 (K�0 ! KS�
0), then theCP asym-

metry has a dilution factorD < 1 coming from the cancellation of the two differentCP compo-
nents:

a(t) = D sin 2� sin�mt (5.26)

whereD is given by

D =
�CP=+ � �CP=�

�tot
=

�0 + �k � �?

�tot
= 1� 2�?

�tot
: (5.27)

Here,�0;�k andGamma? are partial widths corresponding to an angular momentum decomposi-
tion based on the decay topology, which will be explained below. However, when angular analysis
allows separation of the differentCP components, one can obtainsin 2� without dilution.1

Although the amplitudes are in general time-dependent, in an appropriate basis the angular depen-
dence and the time dependence factorize; this greatly simplifies this treatment [11, 12].The simplest
cases are described here, those in whichV decays into two spin1

2
or two 0� particles, namely the

main casesJ= K� (J= ! `+`�; K� ! K�), D�D�(D� ! D�) and�K�(� ! KK). The
mode�1cK� will be discussed in Section 5.3.

In these decays into two vector mesons,B ! V1V2, there are three different angular momen-
tum projections that can be used: the helicity basis, the transversity basis and the partial wave
decomposition. They are completely equivalent, but quantities defined in these different basis
states have different physical interpretations, and thus lead to slightly different physical insights

1There are many different factors that tend to decrease the measured asymmetry that are all referred to as “dilution
factors” in the literature. The cancellation between the asymmetry from two differentCP components in an otherwise
CP eigenstate is the most common dilution factor in theoretical papers. Other reductions coming from experimental
effects, such as the presence of aCP conserving background contribution in the data sample and the reduction in
magnitude of the measured asymmetry from the smearing of thesin�mt term due toz-resolution are also sometimes
called dilution effects. Since these effects all have different causes and thus different cures it is well to keep them
separate.
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about the underlying process. There are two general approaches that can be used in applying
the angular analysis. The first approach, generally the way theorists think about the problem, is
to isolate a particularCP contribution by projecting it out via some weighted integral over the
data and then performing a fit for� by looking at theCP asymmetry in this projected quantity.
The more experimentally-oriented approach is simply to perform a multivariate analysis where
a maximum-likelihood procedure simultaneously fits for� and for the chosen basis amplitudes.
Further restrictions on the non-CP -violating parameters can be obtained from time-integrated
and/or untagged data samples, and possibly from isospin-related charged channels.

In the helicity basis, there are three amplitudesA�, (� = 0;�1) corresponding to the helicity of
V1 or V2 in the decayB ! V1V2. The transverse amplitudes are defined as spin projections for
one vector particle parallel and perpendicular to the plane of the decay of the other. The amplitude
A0 remains unchanged, the other two transversity amplitudes are defined as the following linear
combinations of the helicity amplitudes [13]:2

Ak =
1p
2
(A+1 + A�1) A? =

1p
2
(A+1 � A�1): (5.28)

The helicity formalism gives a straightforward determination of the longitudinal rate, while the
transversity formalism is convenient for the determination of theCP -odd component of the decay
rate, allowing a ready interpretation of thesin 2� measurement.

Finally there is the partial wave decomposition corresponding to the possibleS, P andD orbital
angular momenta (relative orbital angular momentumL = 0; 1; 2 betweenV1 andV2). In terms of
the transversity amplitudes, the partial wave amplitudes read [14]

S =
1p
3
(
p
2Ak � A0); P = A?; D =

1p
3
(Ak +

p
2A0): (5.29)

Note that the(�1)L-oddP -wave term is also the transversity amplitudeA?, while the other two
transversity amplitudes are combinations of the(�1)L-even S- andD-wave amplitudes. The
preceding relations are valid for any timet. To make the time dependence explicit it is convenient
to use the transversity basis, since those amplitudes each contribute to only oneCP eigenstate.
One finds

A0(t) = A0(0)e
�imt e��t=2

�
cos

�mt

2
+ i��f sin

�mt

2

�

Ak(t) = Ak(0)e
�imt e��t=2

�
cos

�mt

2
+ i��f sin

�mt

2

�

A?(t) = A?(0)e
�imt e��t=2

�
cos

�mt

2
� i��f sin

�mt

2

�
(5.30)

2These two combinations correspond respectively toG1+ andG1� in the notation of Dunietzet al.,[12].
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where�f = q
p

A(f)

A(f)
and theCP of the final state is�f(�1)L, where�f is the intrinsicCP (for

example�(J= (KS�
0)K�) = +1) andL is the partial wave betweenV1 andV2. The factor(�1)L

is explicit in Eq. (5.30) and accounts for the negative sign in the expression forA?(t). From these
expressions one can deduce the time dependence in the helicity basis or forS, P andD.

Note that these expressions are valid if a single CKM phase contributes, a safe assumption in the
case ofJ= K�. However, forD�D�, where penguin effects can be sizeable, in general�f is not
the same for the different transversity amplitudes because the ratio of penguin to tree contributions
will be different for the different amplitudes. In general one should assume different�0, �k, �?.

The corresponding amplitudes for the decay ofB0
phys(t) into theCP eigenstatef

A0(t) = �A0(0)e
�imt e��t=2

�
cos

�mt

2
+ i���1f sin

�mt

2

�

Ak(t) = �Ak(0)e
�imt e��t=2

�
cos

�mt

2
+ i���1f sin

�mt

2

�

A?(t) = ��A?(0)e�imt e��t=2
�
cos

�mt

2
� i���1f sin

�mt

2

�
: (5.31)

The algebra that gives predicted time-dependent angular distributions has been given in detail in
[12]. To write the angular distribution, the following conventions (Fig. 5-8) are used:p1 denotes
the three-momentum of theKS in theK�0 rest frame;p2 the three-momentum of thel+ in theJ= 
rest frame;̂v is the unit vector along the direction of flight of theK�0 and ĉ(d̂) is the unit vector
along the projection ofp1(p2) orthogonal tôv(�v̂). Three angles are now defined in the helicity
frame by

cos �1 = v̂ � p1= j p1 j cos �2 = �v̂ � p2= j p2 j
cos � = ĉ � d̂ sin� = (ĉ� v̂) � d̂ (5.32)

In the helicity basis the three angles are then defined to be the polar angle of the`+ in theJ= rest
frame�2 ; the polar angle of theK in theK� rest frame�1 ; and the angle between theK� decay
plane and theJ= decay plane�, that can take values from 0 to2�.

Then the full angular distribution of theB decay in the helicity basis:

1

�

d3�

d cos �1d cos �2d�
=

9

16�

1

jA0j2 + jA+1j2 + jA�1j2
(5.33)

�
1

4

�
1 + cos2 �2

�
sin2 �1

�
jA+1j2 + jA�1j2

�
+ sin2 �2 cos

2 �1jA0j2

�1

2
sin2 �1 sin

2 �2
h
cos 2�Re(A+1A

�
�1)� sin 2� Im(A+1A

�
�1)
i

+
1

4
sin 2�1 sin 2�2 [cos�Re (A+1A

�
0 + A�1A

�
0)� sin� Im (A+1A

�
0 � A�1A

�
0)]

�
:
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Figure 5-8. Helicity frame forB0
d ! J= K�0 ! `+`�K�. The vectorŝc; v̂ andd̂ are defined in

the text.
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Figure 5-9. Transversity frame forB0
d ! J= K�0 ! `+`�K�.
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In Eq. (5.33) the amplitudes depend on time, and the angular distribution for the decay ofB0
d(t)

is normalized here at timet. It could be more convenient in practice to normalize to the total rate,
tagged or untagged, integrated over time.

The longitudinal polarization ratioR0 is defined by

R0 =
�0

�
=

jA0j2
jA0j2 + jA+1j2 + jA�1j2

(5.34)

and the proportion of transverse polarization will then beRT = 1�R0. Integrating over the angle
� gives

1

�

d2�

d cos �1d cos �2
=

9

32
(1� R0) sin

2 �1(1 + cos2 �2) +
9

8
R0 cos2 �1 sin2 �2 : (5.35)

Then, a one-parameter fit in thecos �1 � cos �2 plane is sufficient to determine the longitudinal
polarizationR0. However,�T has two pieces, corresponding to the parity conserving (P -wave)
amplitude (V V part of the weak interaction) and to the parity-violating (S +D waves) amplitude
(AV part of the interaction).

In the transversity formalism the angles are defined as follows: In theJ= rest frame, the momen-
tump defines theOx axis ; the planeK� contains theOy axis withpy(K) > 0 ;Oz is the normal
toK� plane;�tr is the so-called transversity angle between`+ andOz, and the projection of̀+ on
theK� plane in theJ= rest frame and theOx axis define the azimuthal angle�tr. The third angle
�1 is defined like in the helicity basis (Fig. 5-9).

TheK� linear polarization lies in theK� plane because the VPP couplingK�K� is of the form
"K� � (pK � p�), and one can consider theK� linear polarization to be"K� = bx (longitudinal) or
"K� = by (transverse). The three transversity amplitudes are then defined by the direction of the
polarization ofJ= :

A0 : "K� = bx " = bx (CP = +)

Ak : "K� = by " = by (CP = +)

A? : "K� = by " = bz (CP = �) :

Thus the notation becomes transparent:Ak means transverse polarization parallel to the plane of
the other decay, andA? means transverse polarization perpendicular to that plane [14].

The relation between the angles in the helicity and the transversity basis is

cos �2 = sin �tr cos�tr

sin �2 sin� = cos �tr

sin �2 cos� = sin �tr sin�tr : (5.36)
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Thus, the angular distribution writes for the transversity basis is:

1

�

d3�

d cos �trd cos �1d�tr
=

9

32�

1

jA0j2 + jAkj2 + jA?j2
(5.37)

n
2 cos2 �1(1� sin2 �tr cos

2 �tr)jA0j2 + sin2 �1(1� sin2 �tr sin
2 �tr)jAkj2

+sin2 �1 sin
2 �trjA?j2 + sin2 �1 sin 2�tr sin�tr Im(A�kA?)

+
1p
2
sin 2�1 sin

2 �tr sin 2�tr Re(A
�
0Ak)�

1p
2
sin 2�1 sin 2�tr cos�tr Im(A�0A?)

)
:

The combinationjA0j2 + jAkj2 describes the parity-even (S +D waves) whilejA?j2 corresponds
to the parity-odd (P -wave) components. Define the proportion of parity-odd component as

R? =
jA?j2

jA0j2 + jAkj2 + jA?j2
: (5.38)

Integrating over�tr and�1 one obtains

1

�

d�

d cos �tr
=

3

8
(1�R?)(1 + cos2 �tr) +

3

4
R? sin

2 �tr (5.39)

and the parity-odd component can be extracted by a one-parameter fit. This time-independent
analysis applies to chargedB decays as well as to neutralB decays without tagging. This analysis
has been done by CLEO forJ= K�, this measurement which provides a necessary input in the
simulations forCP this mode.

The CLEO fit on these distributions gives [13]

R0 = 0:52� 0:07� 0:04; R? = 0:16� 0:08� 0:04 (5.40)

and the relative phases'(A) with the convention'(A0) = 0

'(Ak) + � = 3:00� 0:37� 0:04 '(A?) = �0:11� 0:46� 0:03 (5.41)

(the � comes from the CLEO choice of angle convention). These results are consistent with

relative reality of the amplitudesAk, A?, A0, as expected within the hypothesis of factorization
[15, 16].
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Figure 5-10. Helicity frame forB ! D�+D�� ! D0�+D0��. The vectorŝc; v̂, andd̂ are used
to define the angles like in theJ= K� case, described in the text.
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Figure 5-11. Transversity frame forB ! D�+D�� ! D0�+D0��.
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The angular distribution in the helicity and the transversity frames for the modeB0
d ! D�+D�� !

D0�+D0�� are given below [17]. In the helicity basis, the angles are defined as follows:�1 is the
polar angle of�� in theD�� rest frame,�2 is the polar angle of�+ in theD�+ rest frame, and� is
the azimuthal angle between theD�+ andD�� decay planes (Fig. 5-10).

1

�

d3�

d cos �1d cos �2d�
=

9

16�

1

jA0j2 + jA+1j2 + jA�1j2
(5.42)

�
1

2
sin2 �1 sin

2 �2
�
jA+1j2 + jA�1j2

�
+ 2 cos2 �1 cos

2 �2jA0j2

+sin2 �1 sin
2 �2

h
cos 2� Re(A+1A

�
�1)� sin 2� Im(A+1A

�
�1)
i

�1

2
sin 2�1 sin 2�2 [cos� Re (A+1A

�
0 + A�1A

�
0)� sin� Im (A+1A

�
0 � A�1A

�
0)]

�
:

Integrating over the angle� gives

1

�

d2�

d cos �1d cos �2
=

9

16
(1�R0) sin

2 �1 sin
2 �2 +

9

4
R0 cos

2 �1 cos
2 �2 : (5.43)

Then, a one-parameter fit in thecos �1 � cos �2 plane is sufficient to determine the fraction of
longitudinal polarizationR0.

In the transversity basis, the angles are the polar angle�1 of the�� in theD�� rest frame (like in
the helicity basis), the polar angle�tr between the normal to theD�� decay plane and the�+ line
of flight and the relative azimuthal angle�tr (Fig. 5-11). The angular distribution writes then

1

�

d3�

d cos �1d cos �trd�tr
=

9

16�

1

jA0j2 + jAkj2 + jA?j2
(5.44)

n
2 cos2 �1 sin

2 �tr cos
2 �trjA0j2 + sin2 �1 sin

2 �tr sin
2 �trjAkj2

+sin2 �1 cos
2 �trjA?j2 � sin2 �1 sin 2�tr sin�tr Im(A�kA?)

� 1p
2
sin 2�1 sin

2 �tr sin 2�tr Re(A
�
0Ak)

+
1p
2
sin 2�1 sin 2�tr cos �tr Im(A�0A?)

)
:

Integrating over� and�1 one obtains

1

�

d�

d cos �tr
=

3

4
(1� R?) sin

2 �tr +
3

2
R? cos

2 �tr (5.45)

and the parity-odd component can be extracted by a one-parameter fit.
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5.1.4 Isospin Analysis

The isospin structure of QCD penguin diagrams is, in general, more restricted than that of the
tree contributions. Hence, isospin analysis can be a useful tool in some channels for separating
the effects of these two types of contribution. This is discussed in greater detail in Chapter 6,
since the method is most useful for channels that measure�, as it can achieve a clean separation
of a tree-only contribution. For the� modes no such clean separation can be made, but it is
possibly still useful to apply isospin analyses to these channels as it provides tests that help to gain
an understanding of and further constraints on penguin contributions, and on the validity of the
factorization approximation.

In Type I decays, charmonium+K(K�), the transition is pure�I = 0, implying the equality of
the amplitudesA

�
B0
d ! (cc)K0

�
= A (B�

u ! (cc)K�). This simple isospin relationship shows
that measurements of the charged modes can be used to constrain the time-independent quantities
that also enter into the neutral decay channels. While none of these quantities is needed to extract
sin 2� such relationships between channels provide useful cross checks for the understanding of
experimental data.

For Type II decays, as theDD modes, there are three possible charge statesB0
d ! D+D�; D0D0,

B� ! D�D0. Since the interactionHw is �I = 1
2
, with final isospin then either0 or 1 for both

tree and penguin operators, these cannot be separated via isospin analysis.

In the isospin basis the finalDD can be in a stateI = 0 or I = 1. Isospin symmetry says that
each isospin amplitude has a unique strong phase, although they are not necessarily the same for
current-current (tree) and penguin operators. This last can be understood from the fact that the
kinematics of the two diagrams are different and hence the mixing of the two-body state with
higher multiplicity states of the same isospin is different for the two terms, this then results in
different rescattering phases. One can write [18]

A
�
B0
d ! D+D�

�
=

1

2
A1 +

1

2
A0 (5.46)

A
�
B0
d ! D0D0

�
=

1

2
A1 � 1

2
A0

A
�
B� ! D0D�

�
= A1:

This implies the isospin triangular relation

A
�
B0
d ! D+D�

�
+ A

�
B0
d ! D0D0

�
= A

�
B� ! D0D�

�
(5.47)

and a similar one for theCP -conjugated processes. Relations of the same form hold separately for
the modesB ! DD�,DD� and for the different spin amplitudes ofB ! D�D�.

From these relationships it is clear that one can find the magnitudes and relative phases of the
various isospin amplitudes from a measurement of the three rates. In principle this allows one to
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define and measure an asymmetry for each isospin separately. These two quantities both would be
proportional tosin 2� if penguin effects were negligible, but the non-negligible penguins introduce
a shift to both.

However, from vector current conservation and the assumption of factorization,A
�
B0
d ! D0D0

�
=

0, since the only possible diagram is of the exchange type (Fig. 5-5b). For the other modes, the
amplitudes in the neutral mode,e.g.,A(B0

d ! D�0D0), A(B0
d ! D0D�0) or A(B0

d ! D�0D�0),
current conservation is not applicable, but these are suppressed by a color factora2 and also
by a form factor at largeq2, F cc(m2

B). Neglecting the exchange diagram, one predicts equality
between the other two modes, as inA(B� ! D0D�) = A(B0

d ! D+D�). Thus the factorization
assumption predictsA00 = 0, which implies thatA1 = A0, and in fact separatelyT1 = T0 and
P1 = P0. Thus, up to terms due to rescattering, the two definite-isospin asymmetries, and hence
the overall asymmetry, are the same. Clearly the size ofA00 and itsCP conjugateA00 provide a
test of factorization, but the isospin analysis gives little new information in these channels. Note
that the preceding discussion is not changed by Electroweak penguin operators, since these are
also�I = 1

2
.

For the Type III modes, insofar as these are penguin-dominated, there is nothing to be gained by
isospin analysis. Fordds modes there is a small tree-contribution. Here the possible application
of isospin analysis would be to isolate a pure-penguin term, whereas in the� channels the aim is
to isolate a pure-tree term. While the latter is possible, the former is not, because the tree terms
contribute to every possible isospin state, while the penguins contribute only to a restricted class.

Thus the general conclusion is that isospin analysis is not particularly useful in the� channels.

5.1.5 Modeling the Uncertainty on�

Decays of Type II or III can help to measuresin 2�, based on the naively expected order of
magnitude of penguins and current-current operators respectively. As discussed above, corrections
due to the suppressed terms may be significant. These corrections can be calculated using theo-
retical models, but this introduces a theoretical uncertainty in the extracted value of�, due to the
uncertainty of the model-dependent calculation. As a first approximation for this uncertainty, one
can take the size of the shift introduced in a simple model as the uncertainty in�. As understanding
of the validity of these models is improved by confronting them with data, the actual shift may
become better determined and the uncertainty in the shift reduced. In this section, the uncertainty
on� for decays of Types II and III is estimated as the shift in� calculated using factorization [19]
and neglecting the relatively small effect of electroweak penguins.
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5.1.5.1 Type II modes

For Type II (Cabibbo-suppressed) modes, within the factorization assumption, there are no final-
state interactions and hence FSI phases! 0. From the general formalism of decays ofB0

d, B
0
d to

common modes that areCP conjugate pairs but not necessarilyCP eigenstates [20], one can write
the time-dependent rates for the differentDD,DD� +D�D,D�D� modes in the form

R(B0
d(t)! f) � [1 +R cos(�mt) + �fD sin[2(� +��)] sin(�mt)]

R(B0
d(t)! f) � [1�R cos(�mt)� �fD sin[2(� +��)] sin(�mt)] (5.48)

where�f = + for DD and for(D�D�)CP=+, and also forDD� +DD� in some theoretical limit
(see Section 5.1.6), and�f = � for (D�D�)CP=� and

D =
2jAj jAj
jAj2 + jAj2 R =

jAj2 � jAj2
jAj2 + jAj2 (5.49)

since one has:
q

p

A(f)

A(f)
= �f

jAj
jAj e

�2i(�+��) : (5.50)

The effect of penguins is to shift the angle� by an amount��, and also to affect the dilution
factorD. Since within factorization the FSI phase is neglected, forCP eigenstatesD = 1. For
non-CP eigenstates, sinceD2 +R2 = 1 andD can be measured from thecos�mt dependence.

For the purpose of modeling the shift��, one can write the amplitudes for the different decays
DD,DD�,D�D,D�D� (up to irrelevant overall phases) [21]:

A(B0
d ! D+D�) =

GFp
2
fD(m

2
B �m2

D)f
cb
0 (m

2
D) (5.51)

�
"
V �
cd Vcb a1 � V �

td Vtb

 
a4 + a6

2M2
D

(mb �mc)(mc +md)

!#

A(B0
d ! D+D��) =

GFp
2
2fD� mBf

cb
+ (m

2
D�)p (V

�
cd Vcb a1 � V �

td Vtb a4)

A(B0
d ! D�+D�) = �GFp

2
2fD mB A

cb
0 (m

2
D)p

�
"
V �
cd Vcb a1 � V �

td Vtb

 
a4 � a6

2M2
D

(mb +mc)(mc +md)

!#

and the amplitudesD�+D�� are:

A0 = A
�
B0
d ! D�+(� = 0)D��(� = 0)

�
=
GFp
2
mD� fD�
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"
(mB +mD�)

 
2p2 +m2

D�

m2
D�

!
Acb1 (m

2
D�)� m2

B

mB +mD�

2p2

m2
D�

Acb2 (m
2
D�)

#

� (V �
cd Vcb a1 � V �

td Vtb a4) (5.52)

Ak = GF mD� fD�(mB +mD�)Acb1 (m
2
D�) (V

�
cd Vcb a1 � V �

td Vtb a4) (CP = +)

A? = GF mD� fD�

2mB

mB +mD�

V cb(m2
D�)p (V �

cd Vcb a1 � V �
td Vtb a4) (CP = �) :

In the preceding equations,a1 = C2 +
C1

Nc
, a4 = C4 +

C3

Nc
, a6 = C6 +

C5

Nc
, with the short-distance

coefficientsCi given in Appendix A. Since in this approximation the various form factors in the
DD andDD� case appear only as overall quantities, multiplying both the leading and the naively
suppressed term, their actual form does not affect the estimated value of the shift��. This is also
true for the transverse amplitudeA? in theD�D� case. Thus the model gives

(��)DD = Arg

"
1 + (1� �� i�)

1

a1

 
a4 + a6

2M2
D

(mb �mc)(mc +md)

!#

(��)D�D = Arg

"
1 + (1� �� i�)

1

a1

1

2

 
2a4 � a6

2M2
D

(mb +mc)(mc +md)

!#

(��)D�D� = Arg

�
1 + (1� �� i�)

1

a1
a4

�
: (5.53)

The two penguin terms in(��)DD have the same sign, while the two terms in(��)D�D have op-
posite signs: the penguin correction is smaller inDD� than inDD. For the purpose of illustration,
the uncertainties on masses and short-distance coefficients are neglected, and the correction�� is
computed in terms of� and�. Using the numerical valuesa1 = 1:04, a4 = �0:031, a6 = �0:042
and the current massesmb = 4:7 GeV=c2,mc = 1.2 GeV=c2, one finds

(��)DD �= Arg[1� 0:088(1� �� i�)]

(��)D�D
�= Arg[1� 0:010(1� �� i�)]

(��)D�D�
�= Arg[1� 0:029(1� �� i�)] (5.54)

Since bothsin 2� and�� are functions of(�; �), the allowed region in the� � � plane due to the
constraints coming from"K, B0

d � B0
d mixing andjVubj will result in an allowed domain in the

plane�� � sin 2�. In Fig. 5-12 the allowed domains from Eq. (5.54) are plotted for each these
modes.

5.1.5.2 Type III (Penguin-dominated) modes

In the same way one can estimate, using the factorization assumption, the correction�� due to
the tree diagram in the penguin-dominated modes like�0KS, �0KS, �0(K�0)KS�0 or �0(K�0)KS�0 .
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Figure 5-12. Uncertainty�� due to penguins in Cabibbo-suppressed (Type II) decays, assuming
factorization.
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Again one can use the model estimate of the shift as an estimate of the uncertainty in the shift.
Note that the modes�KS, �K�0 do not have any tree contribution, and the determination of� is
free from ambiguities.

To illustrate the expected shift�� for the other modes, consider the amplitudes assuming factor-
ization:

A(B0
d ! �0K0) =

GFp
2
fP (m

2
B �m2

P )f
ub
0 (m2

P )
1p
2

(5.55)

� [V �
us Vub a2 + V �

ts Vtb (a4 + a6CP )]

A(B0
d ! �0K0) =

GFp
2
2 fP mB A

qb
0 (m

2
P )p

1p
2

� [V �
us Vub a2RV P + V �

ts Vtb (a4 � a6CP )]

A(B0
d ! �0K�0) =

GFp
2
2 fV mB f

qb
0 (m2

V )p
1p
2
(V �

us Vub a2RPV + V �
ts Vtb a4)

whereCP �= 2m2
K

mb ms
, RPV = R�1

V P is the ratiofPA
qb
0 (m

2
P )=fV f

qb
0 (m2

V ), and the amplitudes for
�0K�0 are:

A0 =
GFp
2

1p
2
(V �

us Vub a2 + V �
ts Vtb a4)mV fV (5.56)

"
(mB +mV )

 
1 +

2p2

m2
V

!
A
qb
1 (m

2
V )�

m2
B

mB +mV

2p2

m2
V

A
qb
2 (m

2
V )

#

Ak = GF

1p
2
(V �

usVuba2 + V �
tsVtba4)mV fV (mB +mV )A

qb
1 (m

2
V )

A? = GF

1p
2
(V �

usVuba2 + V �
tsVtba4)mV fV

2mB

mB +mV

V qb(m2
V )p :

In all these formulaeP andV stand for light pseudoscalar and vector mesons.SU(3) symmetry
has been used to reduce the number of independent form factors. This is essential to the estimate
and introduces a further source of uncertainty into it. Moreover, for the sake of simplicity,RPV =

R�1
V P = 1 is used, although this could be an overestimation in view of the actual ratiofP=fV .

Then the shift on� for the different modes are:

(��)�0KS
= Arg

"
1� (�� i�)

�2 a2

a4 + a6CP

#
(5.57)

(��)�0KS
= Arg

"
1� (�� i�)

�2 a2

a4 � a6CP

#

(��)�0(K�0)CP
= Arg

"
1� (�� i�)

�2 a2

a4

#
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(��)�0(K�0)CP
= Arg

"
1� (�� i�)

�2 a2

a4

#

In this latter caseK�0 is assumed to decay in aCP eigenstate, and�0K�0 to be in a definite partial
wave, and hence a definiteCP .

Numerically, one finds (usingms
�= 150 MeV=c2)

(��)�0KS
= Arg [1 + 0:169(�� i�)] (5.58)

(��)�0KS
= Arg [1 + 3:49(�� i�)]

(��)�0(K�)CP
= Arg [1 + 0:322(�� i�)]

(��)�0(K�)CP
= Arg [1 + 0:322(�� i�)] :

In the�0KS case, the model predicts that the tree is of the same order as the penguin due to the
near cancellation between thea4 anda6 coefficients in the penguin term (the same cancellation that
gives a small�� for theDD� channel). It is clear that this mode cannot be used for the extraction
of �. Further the branching ratio for this mode is predicted to be very small. This suppression of
the�0KS amplitudes implies that electroweak penguins may be important in this mode; these were
not included in the above estimates.

This calculation predicts the hierarchyB(�0K0) � B(�0K�0) < B(�0K0). The mode!KS is
known from isospin arguments alone to be sizeable becauseB� ! !K� has been observed with a
branching ratio ofO(10�5) (Table 5-5). This rate is not surprisingly high taking into account both
QCD and electroweak penguin contributions, although a factorization calculation gives an unstable
result owing to the uncertainties on the short-distance coefficients. Tests of these and other model
predictions may serve to help reduce the uncertainty in the shift of�.

In the Fig. 5-13 the allowed domains in the plane�� � sin 2� for these modes are plotted. This
can be used to estimate the theoretical uncertainty onsin 2�. The correction for�0K� and�0K�

is substantial (for the former this is possibly an overestimation in view of the value adopted for
RPV ); only the mode�0KS seems favorable in view of this naive calculation.

The channel�0KS is interesting. The modesB0
d ! �0K0 andB� ! �0K� have been observed

with a large branching ratio of the order of5� 10�5 (Table 5-5). An estimation of the rate can be
made using the same model assumptions as above, withHeff of Appendix 1. The mode is found
to be penguin-dominated. Taking into account the two possible topologies for�0K0 of Figs. 5-3
(�0 = �1, cos � + �8 sin �), the model gives:

B
�
B0
d ! �0K0

� �= 3� B
�
B0
d(B

0
d)! K���

�
= (5.59)

= 3� (1:50� 0:51)� 10�5

where theSU(3) singletf1 and octetf8 pseudoscalar decay constants are taken to be equalf1 =

f8 = fK. In this rough calculation, the finite chiral-limit quantity is estimated by
p
3h0jq5qj�1i �=
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Figure 5-13. Uncertainty�� due to the tree diagram in penguin-dominated (Type III) decays,
assuming factorization.
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h0js5qjKi [22]. This naive estimate qualitatively reproduces the measured rate [23], and the shift
in � is found to be small:

(��)�0KS

�= Arg [1� 0:05(�� i�)] : (5.60)

This shift is plotted in Fig. 5-13.

The �0 is coupled to two gluons through the chiral anomaly. Contributions of this type have the
penguin topology. If they are large, the ratio of tree to penguin contributions, and hence the shift
of �, for �0KS could be even smaller. A smallcc component in the�0 wave function has also
been assumed [24] in some models to fit the large rate. Such contributions would not invalidate
the measurement ofsin 2� since the CKM phase of these terms is exactly that assumed for the
dominant term.

5.1.6 Measurement of� in Inclusive Decays

This section examinesCP asymmetries in inclusive decaysB0
d , B

0
d ! DD + X (�S = 0). It

has been suggested that such a measurement could be useful in the analysis of the earliest BABAR

results. However, since bothCP -odd andCP -even modes contribute such an asymmetry cannot
be interpreted as a measurement ofsin 2� unless the fraction of each signCP state can be reliably
calculated.

5.1.6.1 CP asymmetry in the sum of allDD type modes.

Heavy-quark symmetry and factorization be used to estimate the theCP properties of the sum of
the ground state decay modesB0

d , B
0
d ! DD +DD� +DD� +D�D�. The total branching ratio

is predicted to be about2� 10�3 (Table 5-4).

The stateDD is aCP = + state. Now considerDD� +DD�. Note that in the heavy-quark limit
D andD� are degenerate partners of the same multiplet. Define two states of definiteCP :

1p
2
(jD�(� = 0;p)D(�p) > �jD(p)D�(� = 0;�p) >) (CP = �) : (5.61)

In the limit of heavy-quark symmetry, the transformation ofHw under the operatorCP � exp
�
i�
2
�(c)z

�
implies that the spectator diagram (Fig. 5-5a) produces only theCP = + combination, while the
exchange diagram (Fig. 5-5b) gives only theCP = � one [21]. The exchange diagram contribution
is presumably small since: 1) it is suppressed by the short-distance factora2 �= 0:2 ; and 2) there is a
form factor suppressionA0(q

2) because of the largeq2 = m2
B in thes-channel. Thus,DD�+DD�

is predicted to be in aCP = + state to a good approximation [21].
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D�D� could be in aCP = + state (S +D waves) or aCP = � state (P wave). This contribution
can be estimated in the heavy-quark limit. In this limit and within the factorization assumption the
decaysDD, DD�, DD�, andD�D� are related to the decay constantfD = fD� and to the form
factorsB ! D (D�) that are given by the Isgur-Wise function�(w). In the non-leptonic decays
under consideration, the value ofw is fixed:w = mB

2mD

. One can write theCP asymmetry for the
whole ground state sum as

a(t) = Dg:s: sin 2� sin�mt (5.62)

with the dilution factor given by the pure kinematic quantity

Dg:s: = 1� 2�?

�g:s:
= 1� 4(w2 � 1)

4(w2 � 1) + (2w � 1)2(w + 1)2
w =

mb

2mc

(5.63)

where�g:s: = �(DD +DD� +DD� +D�D�) is the total ground state width. With real masses,
this givesDg:s:

�= 0:95. Even though these modes are Cabibbo suppressed, the whole sumDD +

DD�+DD�+D�D� represents a statistical gain of a factor 6 relatively to the golden modeJ= K0
S
.

However, the poorer detection efficiency in the former case putsDD+DD� +DD� +D�D� and
J= K0

S
on roughly equal footing. Further, as discussed above there is a theoretical uncertainty in

the extraction of� from these modes due to the terms from penguin diagrams that contribute with
a different weak phase.

As a check on the validity and the heavy-quark-limit estimate, theCP properties ofDD� +DD�

system can in principle be measured by looking for example at the three-body angular-distribution

D+D�� +D�D�+ ! D+D��0 :

In the center of mass of theD+D�, the relative partial wave of the�0 will give theCP of the
system (L = even, CP = �; L = odd, CP = +), and the two componentsCP = +, CP = �
could be hopefully separated. This will not be easy, however, because the� is very soft.

5.1.6.2 CP asymmetry in total b! ccd

It has been pointed out recently [25] that inclusiveB decays can be useful in the measure of the
CP angles. In the case of�, the method would need to isolate�C = 0 �S = 0, but with charmed
particles in the final states,i.e.,decays of the formb(b) ! ccd(d). The estimated total branching
ratio to such states is about1%. The time-dependent asymmetry can be written in the form of Eqs.
(5.2) and (5.3),

�f = � M�
12

jM12j
�f;12

�f;11
; �f;ij =

X
k

hijfkihfkjji (5.64)

In these formulas,i, j indicateB0
d orB0

d andf the type of final states,i.e.,�C = 0, �S = 0 with
charm. The calculation of [25] estimates the ratio ofCP -odd toCP -even final states. It is found
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that the relative size of penguin-only compared to tree-dominated contributions to the total rate is
small. One obtains a predicted dilution factor

Im �f �= �0:41 sin 2�: (5.65)

However this calculation requires strong assumptions and thus has a significant theoretical uncer-
tainty. The feasibility of such a measurement is worth studying. However care must be taken in
comparing any measurement to this predicted asymmetry because cuts made to reduce background
could possibly affect theCP -odd andCP -even states differently, so the expected dilution factor
may need to be re-estimated for the actual experimental situation. Further theoretical work is also
needed to estimate the uncertainties in the dilution factor.

5.1.7 Discrete Ambiguities

The measurement ofsin 2� can only determine� up to a four-fold ambiguity [26]:f�; �
2
� �; �+

�; 3�
2
� �g, with � defined by convention to lie between0 and2�. In addition to the values of

sin 2�, one needs to determine the signs ofcos 2� andsin�, and also those ofcos 2� andsin�.
These four signs resolve the ambiguities completely. As far as� is concerned,

� sign(cos 2�) would resolve the� ! �
2
� � ambiguity.

� sign(sin�) would resolve the� ! � + � ambiguity.

Within the Standard Model, the present data on the CKM matrix elements reduces the allowed
range, implying that2� is in the first quadrant0 < � < �

4
and that0 < � < �, and that there

is a correlation between the values of� and�. The ambiguities in� and� could hide a beyond-
Standard-Model result that has a different sign pattern, because the related ambiguous solution is
consistent with the Standard Model. Thus it is interesting to attempt to resolve these ambiguities.

5.1.7.1 Determination of sign (cos 2�)

1) Interference between oppositeCP amplitudes in J= K�.

The first question here is whether it is possible to lift the ambiguity� ! �
2
� � by examining the

interference terms between oppositeCP terms inJ= K� or D�D�. These terms are interference
terms betweenCP -even andCP -odd amplitudes, of the form

Im A?(t)A
�
k(t) Im A?(t)A

�
0(t)
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Table 5-1. Observables in transversity frame forJ= (K�0)CP

Time-dependent Time dependence Time-independent

observable observable

jAkj2 (CP= +)

jA?j2 (CP= �) sin�mt sin 2�

jA0j2 (CP= +)

constant cos['(Ak)� '(A0)]

ReAkA�0 sin�mt cos['(Ak)� '(A0)] sin 2�

sin�mt cos['(A?)� '(Ak)] cos 2�

Im A?A
�
k cos�mt sin['(A?)� '(Ak)]

sin�mt cos ['(A?)� '(A0)] cos 2�

Im A?A
�
0 cos�mt sin['(A?)� '(A0)]

that can be obtained from the transversity analysis [12, 13, 14], as was shown above. For example

Im A?(t)A
�
k(t) � Im A?(0)A

�
k(0) cos�mt� Re A?(0)A

�
k(0) � cos 2� sin�mt (5.66)

contains a term incos 2�. To lift the ambiguity one needs the sign ofcos 2�, but there is the
unknown sign of the coefficientRe A?(0)A�k(0), due to the strong interactions.

The relative phase betweenAk(0) andA?(t) and betweenAk(0) andA0 have been measured
by CLEO. CLEO reports the phases (5.41), consistent with the relative reality of the amplitudes
A0, Ak, A? as given by the factorization assumption. However there is a discrete ambiguity that
leads to a difficulty. As pointed out above, looking at the time-dependent formulae in Appendix
B of Dunietzet al., [12] one sees that one can measure by angular analysis the time-dependent
observablesjAkj2, jA?j2, jA0j2, Re AkA�0, Im A?A

�
0, Im A?A

�
k and, separating the constant,

sin�mt and cos�mt terms, one can measure the time-independent observables quoted in the
Table 5-1.

The terms containingcos 2� are of the formcos �FSI cos 2� sin�mt, where�FSI is some strong
phase. CLEO results concern the time-independent angular distribution (the non-vanishing terms
at t = 0 in the Table 5-1, the constant andcos�mt terms):

cos'(Ak) ; sin
h
'(A?)� '(Ak)

i
; sin'(A?)

(in the convention'(A0) = 0). These quantities remain invariant under

'(Ak)! �'(Ak) '(A?)! � � '(A?) (5.67)
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while the terms proportional tocos 2� change sign

cos
h
'(A?)� '(Ak)

i
cos 2� ! � cos

h
'(A?)� '(Ak)

i
cos 2�

cos'(A?) cos 2� ! � cos'(A?) cos 2� : (5.68)

Thus there is a sign ambiguity oncos['(A?)�'(Ak)] and oncos'(A?) and therefore a sign ambi-
guity oncos 2� remains. One of the solutions for sign(cos['(A?)� '(Ak)]) and sign(cos'(A?))
will correspond to the relative sign betweenCP -even andCP -odd amplitudes as given by factoriza-
tion. The other solution will correspond to the situation in which the relative sign has been exactly
reversed by a very large FSI. Thus the measurement of the relative phases plus the hypothesis of
factorization can give a model-dependent result on the� ! �

2
� � ambiguity. Clearly, however,

if this leads to a value for� inconsistent with that extracted from other measurements using the
Standard Model, the factorization hypothesis will need to be examined more closely.

2) Dalitz plot analyses throughD��.

To lift the ambiguity� ! �
2
� � one can try, in analogy with Dalitz-plot analysis for� in B0

d,
B0
d ! �+��, �+�� ! �+���0 [27], for example the Dalitz-plot interferenceD+D��0 through

D�(B(D�+ ! D+�0) = 30 %):

B0
d; B

0
d ! D+D��; D�+D� ! D+D��0

This decay mode and other interesting channels are studied in detail in [28]. The time-dependent
rates are ���At �B0

d ! D+D��0
����2 = e��t

1

2

h
jA1j2 + jA2j2

i
(5.69)

n �
jf+j2 + jf�j2

�
+D 2Re[f+(f�)�]

� cos�mt
h
R
�
jf+j2 � jf�j2

�
�D sin � 2Im

h
f+(f�)�

ii

� sin�mt
h
D(sin(2� � �)jf+j2 + sin(2� + �)jf�j2) + sin 2� 2Re[f+(f�)�]

+R cos 2� 2Im[f+(f�)�]
io

and jAt (B0
d ! D+D��0) j2 is obtained by changing the sign of the coefficients of thecos�mt

andsin�mt terms. f+(f�) are the Breit-Wigner of the decaysD�+ ! D+�0(D�� ! D��0),
and

D =
2jA1j jA2j
jA1j2 + jA2j2

R =
jA1j2 � jA2j2
jA1j2 + jA2j2

� = arg
�
A1A

�
2

�
(5.70)

whereA1 = A(B ! DD�) is the amplitude of emission ofD�, andA2 = A(B ! DD�) is
the amplitude of emission ofD. The sign ofcos 2� can in principle be measured, and lift the
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ambiguity. However, the interference effect is expected to be very small, essentially because the
D� is so narrow(�(D�) < 0:1 MeV), and the effect is unobservable.

But one could tryD�� in the different decay modesD� andD�� and look at the various Dalitz
plotsDD�;DD��,DD��,D�D��, e.g.,[28]

B0
d; B

0
d ! D+D��� +D�D��+ ! D+D��0

B0
d; B

0
d ! D�+D��� +D��D��+ ! D�+D���0

B0
d; B

0 ! D+D��� +D��D��+ ! D+D���0 :

The first excited level̀ = 1 has the following states:D��
1=2(0

+),D��
1=2 (1

+),D��
3=2(1

+) andD��
3=2(2

+),
wherej = 1

2
, 3
2

is the total angular momentum of the light quark relative to the heavy quark.
D��

3=2(1
+) andD��

3=2(2
+) have been seen clearly in semileptonicb decay:D��

1 (2420) decays only in
D��, whileD��

2 (2460) decays inD�, D�� (in a proportion 1.8, taking into account phase space).
Below a quantitative model of theDD� Dalitz plot through the distribution Eq. (5.69) is made to
study measurement ofcos 2�. One should however emphasize that, unlike the 3� case, this analysis
does not allow the penguin contribution to be separated, and hence a theoretical uncertainty in the
value ofsin 2� remains. Another Dalitz-plot analysis that could measure sign(cos 2�) isD+D�KS

viaD��
s [28] (provided rates are favorable in the interesting regions). This mode is in principle quite

interesting because it is CKM allowed and free of penguins.

3) Cascade decayBd ! J= K0 ! J= (��`+�`).

A nice remark has been made recently [29] that can also help to measurecos 2�. While the time-
dependent rate (tB is the time at which theB meson decays)

�
h
B0
d(B

0
d)! J= K0

S

i
� e��BtB [1� sin 2� sin�mBtB] (5.71)

only allows the measurement ofsin 2�, the cascade decay rate

�
h
B0
d(B

0
d)! J= K ! J= ��`��

i
(5.72)

can give information also oncos 2� due to the interference withK0-K0 mixing. The form rates,
dependent ontB andtK , can be written as (the times of decay ofB andK respectively):

e��BtB
n
e�StK [1� sin 2� sin(�mBtB)] +

e�LtK [1� sin 2� sin(�mBtB)]
�
(�) 2e

� 1
2
(S+L)tK

� [cos(�mBtB) cos(�mKtK) + cos 2� sin(�mBtB) sin(�mKtK)]
o
: (5.73)

One observes that a term incos 2� appears due to the interference betweenB0
d-B

0
d mixing and

K0-K0 mixing. The angle� here is not polluted by penguins.
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5.1.7.2 Determination of sign (sin�)

The determination of sign(sin�) [26] would lift the ambiguity� ! � + �. However, this needs
some model-dependent input. It can be done by comparing Type I and Type II decays, for example
J= K0

S
versusD+D�. The comparison of the coefficients ofsin�mt in both classes (see Eqs.

(5.12) and (5.17)):

SJ= K0
S

= � sin 2� (5.74)

SD+D� =
sin 2� � 2jRDDj sin� cos �DD

1 + jRDDj2 � 2jRDDj cos� cos �DD
can give the sign(sin�) if sign(cos 2�) and sign(cos �DD) are known. The sign(cos 2�) could be
determined by the method described above. The determination of sign(cos �DD) needs model-
dependent input. Without loss of generality one can keep the leading order injRDDj, that gives:

SJ= K0
S

+ SD+D� = 2jRDDj cos �DD cos 2� sin � : (5.75)

Within factorization, sign(cos �DD) = + (see Eqs. (5.14) and (5.52) and the fact thata4; a6 < 0)

sign
�
SJ= K0

S

+ SD+D�

�
= sign (cos 2� sin�) : (5.76)

Note that the present Standard-Model range gives sign(cos 2� sin�) > 0, and the asymmetry in
D+D� is larger in magnitude than inJ= K0

S
, and opposite in sign.

5.1.7.3 Modeling the extraction ofcos 2� from Dalitz plot analyses

The Dalitz plot analysis ofe.g.,B0
d,B

0
d ! D+D��0 throughD�, can be modeled in the factoriza-

tion approximation. This analysis seems hopeless because theD� is very narrow, and, in addition,
a further problem is that the interference term incos 2� that lifts the ambiguity is too small, since
its coefficientR vanishes in the heavy-quark limit assuming factorization,A �= A � fD �

�
mB

2mD

�
.

For theD�� channels proposed above [28] an estimate of the magnitude of the coefficient of the
cos 2� term can be made by assuming factorization. To study the different Dalitz plots one needs
to estimate the current matrix elementsB ! D,D� andB ! D��

1=2(0
+; 1+),D��

3=2(1
+; 2+) and the

decay constantsfD = fD�, and the differentfD��.

The current matrix elements forB ! D(D�) in the heavy-quark limit are given in terms of the
Isgur-Wise function�(w) and the transitionB ! D��

1=2(0
+; 1+),D��

3=2(1
+; 2+) are given in terms of

the IW functions�1=2(w), �3=2(w) [30]. On the other hand, in the heavy-quark limitD��
1=2(0

+; 1+)

have equal decay constantsf (1=2)D while f (3=2)D = 0.

Thus factorization plus heavy-quark symmetry predicts

A(B ! DD��
3=2(1

+)) = A(B ! DD��
3=2(2

+)) = 0 ! R = 1 : (5.77)
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Table 5-2. Theoretical and experimental branching ratios (B) for semi-leptonicB ! D;D�;D��

decays.

TheoreticalB Experimental Branching Ratio

(Orsay Quark PDG 1997 [32] New Measurements

Model [31])

B0 ! D+`�� 2.35% (1:9� 0:5)% (1:87� 0:15� 0:32)% [33]

B� ! D0`�� 2.35% (1:6� 0:7)% (1:94� 0:15� 0:34)% [33]

B0 ! D�+`�� 6.86% (4:68� 0:25)%

B� ! D�0`�� 6.86% (5:3� 0:8)%

B ! D��
3=2(2

+)`� 0.70%

B ! D��
3=2(1

+)`� 0.45%

B ! D��
1=2(1

+)`� 0.07%

B ! D��
1=2(0

+)`� 0.06%

On the other hand, since numerically one has�1=2(w)� �(w), and moreoverf (1=2)D is predicted to
be of the same order of magnitude asfD [31] there is an expected hierarchy

jA(B ! DD��
1=2(0

+))j � jA(B ! D��
1=2(0

+)D)j (5.78)

jA(B ! DD��
1=2(1

+))j � jA(B ! D��
1=2(1

+)D)j:
This also impliesjRj �= 1.

From these selections rules and the fact that�1=2(w) � �(w) one sees that indeed the coefficient
of thecos 2� term will be maximal for theD+D��0 Dalitz plot.

In the Table 5-2 are given the semileptonic branching ratios in the Bakamjian-Thomas scheme
(Orsay Quark Model [31]). This model predicts covariant form factors with Isgur-Wise scaling
(see also Appendix B). For the decay constants the heavy-quark-model values for the same model
are used; namelyf (1=2)D � fD, takingfD �= 210 MeV from lattice calculations.

In the Figs. 5-14a and 5-14b show the Dalitz plotBd ! D+D��0 viaD��
1=2(0

+) andD��
3=2(2

+) at
t = 0. One can clearly see theD-wave decay of the2+ state. As an illustration, Figs. 5-14c and
5-14d also show thesin 2� andcos 2� terms for�mt = �

2
and� = �

6
[28].

5.1.8 Summary of Data on Decays Measuring�

This section summarizes the existing data on the decay modes discussed in this chapter. Table 5-3
gives the measured or expected branching ratios of the Type I decaysB ! charmoniumK(K�)
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 5-14. Dalitz plot Bd ! D+D��0 at t = 0 (5-14a,b) and terms insin 2� (5-14c) and
cos 2� (5-14d) at�mt = �

2
and� = �

6
.
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decay modes. In Table 5-4 the Type II decays modes are given. The column PDG 1997 is obtained
from rescaling of Cabibbo-allowed decays, through:

B(Bd ! D+D�) �= tan2 �C B(Bd ! D+
s D

�) : (5.79)

BesidesSU(3) symmetry, this amounts to assume also that the exchange diagram (Fig. 5-5b) is
small. Table 5-5 lists the decay modes of Type III, penguin-dominated, namelyBd ! � K(K�),
�0 K(K�), etc.

Table 5-3. Data on branching ratios forB ! CharmoniumK(K�) decay modes (Type I).

Decay Mode Experimental Branching Ratio

of B0
d orB�

u PDG 1997 [32] New Measurements

J= K0 (8:8� 1:7)� 10�4 (8:5+1:4�1:2 � 0:6)� 10�4 [13]

J= K� (1:01� 0:14)� 10�3 (1:02� 0:08� 0:07)� 10�3 [13]

J= �0 < 5:8� 10�5

J= �� (5:1� 1:6)� 10�5

J= K�0 (1:49� 0:22)� 10�3 (1:32� 0:17� 0:17)� 10�3 [13]

(1:78� 0:14� 0:29)� 10�3 [34]

J= K�� (1:67� 0:35)� 10�3 (1:41� 0:23� 0:24)� 10�3 [13]

R0 = 0:76� 0:07 R0 = 0:52� 0:07� 0:04 [13]

R? = 0:16� 0:08� 0:04 [13]

 0K0 < 8� 10�4

 0K� (6:9� 3:1)� 10�4 (5:6� 0:8� 1:0)� 10�4 [34]

 0K�0 (1:4� 0:9)� 10�3 (9:2� 2:0� 1:6)� 10�4 [34]

 0K�� < 3� 10�3

�c1K
0 < 2:7� 10�3

�c1K
� (1:0� 0:4)� 10�3

�c1K
� < 2:1� 10�3

�cK

�cK
�
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Table 5-4. Data on branching ratios for Cabibbo-suppressed decays (Type II). (�) means that the
value is rescaled from data on Cabibbo-allowed decays assumingSU(3) symmetry and neglecting
the exchange diagram.

Decay Mode Experimental Branching Ratio

of B0
d orB�

u PDG 1997 [32] New Measurements

D+D� (3:9� 1:5)� 10�4 (�) < 1:2� 10�3 [35]

D0D� (6:3� 1:9)� 10�4 (�)
D0D0

D+D�� (4:8� 2:4)� 10�4 (�) < 1:8� 10�3 [35]

D0D�� (4:4� 1:9)� 10�4 (�)
D0D�0

D�+D� (4:6� 1:6)� 10�4 (�) < 1:8� 10�3 [35]

D�0D� (5:8� 2:4)� 10�4 (�)
D�0D0

D�+D�� (9:7� 3:4)� 10�4 (�) (5:3+7:1�3:7 � 1:0)� 10�4 [35]

(2:3+1:9�1:2 � 0:4� 0:2)� 10�3 [36]

D�0D�� (1:3� 0:5)� 10�3 (�)
D�0D�0
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Table 5-5. Data on branching ratios for Penguin-dominated decays (Type III).

Decay Mode Experimental Branching Ratio

of B0
d orB�

u PDG 1997 [32] New Measurements

�+K� < 1:7� 10�5 (1:5+0:5�0:4 � 0:1� 0:1)� 10�5 [37]

�+K0 < 4:8� 10�5 (2:3+1:1�1:0 � 0:3� 0:2)� 10�5 [37]

�0K0 < 4:0� 10�5 < 4:1� 10�5 [37]

�0K� < 1:4� 10�5 < 1:6� 10�5 [37]

�0K�0 < 2:8� 10�5 < 2:0� 10�5 [38]

�0K�� < 9:9� 10�5 < 8:0� 10�5 [38]

�K0 < 3:3� 10�5 [39]

�K� < 1:4� 10�5 [39]

�K�0 < 3:0� 10�5 [39]

�K�� < 3:0� 10�5 [39]

�0K0 (4:7+2:7�2:0 � 0:9)� 10�5 [39]

�0K� (6:5+1:5�1:4 � 0:9)� 10�5 [39]

�0K�0 < 3:9� 10�5 [39]

�0K�� < 1:3� 10�4 [39]

�0K0 < 3:9� 10�5 < 3:0� 10�5 [38]

�0K� < 1:9� 10�5 < 1:4� 10�5 [38]

�0K�0 < 4:6� 10�4

�0K�� < 9:0� 10�4

!K0 < 5:7� 10�5 [40]

!K� (1:5+0:7�0:6 � 0:2)� 10�5 [40]

!K�0 < 2:3� 10�5 [40]

!K�� < 8:7� 10�5 [40]

�K0 < 8:8� 10�5 < 3:1� 10�5 [40]

�K� < 1:2� 10�5 < 0:5� 10�5 [40]

�K� < 2:2� 10�5 [40]

�K�0 < 4:3� 10�5 < 2:1� 10�5 [40]

�K�� < 7:0� 10�5 < 4:1� 10�5 [40]

K�0 (4:0� 1:9)� 10�5

K�� (5:7� 3:3)� 10�5
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5.2 Experimental Considerations forsin 2� Analyses

This section introduces and describes some general aspects of the analysis required to extractsin 2�

from the data (see also Section 4.10). The determination ofsin 2� is performed by fitting the time
difference,�t = tCP � ttag, in the decay in� (4S)! BB, where one of twoB mesons decays into
particularCP eigenstates as described in the previous section and the otherB decays into a mode
whoseb-quark flavor can be ascertained (the tagB). This measurement is made experimentally
feasible by boosting the� (4S) and measuring decays in the lab frame, where the difference in the
z positions is related to the time difference by�c�t = zCP � ztag = �z.

The physically measurable observable is the difference in labz position,�z, between theCP
eigenstate and the other taggingB meson. Neglecting measurement errors, the�z distribution
will have the form

�z = Ne��z j�zj [1 + af (�z)] ; (5.80)

where isaf (�z) = Cfcos(�m�z) +Sfsin(�m�z) and the coefficientsCf andSf are functions
of � (Section 5.1.1). In the simplest case such asB0 ! J= K0

S
andB0 ! J= K0

L
, Cf = 0 and

Sf = sin 2� and the extraction ofsin 2� amounts to fitting the�z distribution of the data for the
parameterSf in Eq. (5.80), appropriately smeared to account for experimental resolution.

In the analyses in the following sections, the aim was to determine the precision to whichsin 2�

can be measured with BABAR data. The precision on the measurement ofsin 2� can be estimated
from

�sin 2� =
� (sin 2�; �m=�; �z)p
NS

q
�tag (1� 2w)

2

q
1 +NB=NS

1 + (AB=AS)(NB=NS)
; (5.81)

whereNS (NB) is the number of signal (background) events withCP asymmetryAS (AB), �z is
the measurement error of the vertex,w is the misidentification rate of theB flavor tagging and�tag
is the efficiency for finding theB flavor tag. The coefficient� (sin 2�; �m=�; �z) is obtained
from tabulated values [41]. This represents the error for one event with no background and no
uncertainty in the tag, denoted�0 throughout this book.

Hence the following analyses, to estimate�sin 2�, for a particular value ofsin 2�, require:

� Number of reconstructed signal events,NS

� Number of background events,NB

� �z vertex resolution,�z

� B mixing parameter,�m=�

� Tagging factor,�tag(1� 2w)2
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Table 5-6. Assumptions in Chapter 5

R L dt 30 fb�1

� (ee! � (4S)) 1.05 nb

B(� (4S)! B0B0) 0.5

� (ee! qq) 3.39 nb

�tag(1� 2w)2 0.3 (Section 4.8.8)

sin 2� 0.7

�m=� 0.75

The analyses assume the values of these parameters as given in Table 5-6. Throughout this book,
the termusable samplewill be used for the number of events expected, including all branching
fractions, but not including efficiencies.

In other analyses in this chapter, the extraction ofsin 2� and determination of the estimated error,
is more complex. The complications include mixedCP eigenstates and penguin corrections. The
mixedCP eigenstates are unraveled by use of the angular distributions and the penguin corrections
are applied by separating isospin states. These are explained and considered in their respective
sections.

For full-reconstruction (Beta) analyses throughout this book, two types of Monte Carlo (MC)
samples have been generated. Signal Monte Carlo was generated with theB meson decaying
to the mode of interest and theB meson decaying to all possible decay modes. Background
Monte Carlo events were generated for bothqq (Jetset7.4 ) andBB (EvtGen ) events (see
Section 4.1.1). For the latter, bothB mesons decay to all knownB decay modes. The sample
of 4.9 million qq events corresponds to a luminosity of 1.4 fb�1. The sample of 2.3 millionBB
events corresponds to a luminosity of 2.2 fb�1. Aslund and early Beta analyses have used other
Monte Carlo samples.

5.3 Charmonium + Kaon modes

The decay modesB0, B0 ! J= K0
S
(K0

L
);  0K0

S
(K0

L
) or �1cK0

S
(K0

L
), called Type I in Section

5.1.1, are color-suppressed and have the remarkable feature thatsin 2� can be measured from the
time-dependent asymmetry essentially without hadronic uncertainties, as has been discussed in
detail in Section 5.1.2. This is because the tree and penguin contributions have the same weak
phase up to small corrections.
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5.3.1 B0
! J= K0

S

The combination of relatively large branching fractions, readily accessible final states with small
backgrounds and negligible theoretical uncertainty have earned the decayB0 ! J= K0

S
the name

gold-plated mode. The aim of the analysis is to reconstruct theB meson through its decay products
with good purity and efficiency, tag its flavor with the associatedB and hence measure the time-
dependent asymmetry from whichsin 2� can be extracted.

Reconstructing theJ= through its decays to�+�� ande+e� provides high efficiency and good
background suppression. By reconstructing theK0

S
through both charged (�+��) and neutral

(�0�0) decays good overall efficiency is maintained. In the charged decay theK0
S

is identified as a
pair of oppositely charged tracks with a vertex distinct from the interaction point while the neutral
decays are identified as four neutral clusters in the calorimeter, which are consistent with being
two �0s from aK0

S
. Additional background suppression is achieved by exploiting the fact that the

B0 momentum is kinematically constrained in the rest frame of the� (4S) to bep�B0 �330 MeV=c.

In one year of data taking at design luminosity, BABAR expects to collect 30 fb�1 of data. Using
branching fractions and cross-sections measured by the CLEO collaboration [13] and noting that
the BABAR trigger efficiency for these events is expected to be nearly 100%,� 1600 B0 ! J= K0

S

events are expected to be recorded, with theJ= decaying into either a muon or an electron pair.

In order to estimate the precision which can be obtained onsin 2� from the time-dependent
asymmetries, it is necessary to know the signal efficiency, background contamination and�z

resolution. These factors are examined in Sections 5.3.1.1–5.3.1.6. The methods of extracting
sin 2� from the measured time dependent asymmetries are covered in detail in Section 4.10. All
the results quoted in this section were obtained using the fullBBsim simulation, a preliminary
version of the BABAR reconstruction software and the software tools described in Chapter 4.

5.3.1.1 J= ! `+`� reconstruction and selection

In order to selectJ= ! `+`�, all pairs of oppositely charged tracks in an event are considered.
If the two tracks are consistent with the hypothesis that they originated from a common vertex and
at least one of the two tracks is identified as either a muon or an electron, the invariant mass of the
track pair is calculated at their vertex. Those pairs with an invariant mass within 70MeV=c2 of
theJ= mass [32] are consideredJ= candidates. The widths of the invariant-mass distributions
of these candidates are dominated by detector effects. The width is 12MeV=c2 for the muon case
and wider with a long tail towards lower invariant masses in the electron channel. The differences
in efficiency and width between the electron and muon channels are due to bremsstrahlung by
electrons, which occurs mainly in the beam pipe and beam support tube.
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Much of the difference between the electron and muon decays can eventually be recovered by
adding the bremsstrahlung photons which will often be measured in the calorimeter. For this
reason in the study presented below, only the decayJ= ! �+�� is considered. The efficiency
for reconstructingJ= in the muon channel was found to be� 80%. Use of this number for both
modes is expected to be slightly optimistic.

TheB0 decay vertex on theCP side is taken to be the decay vertex of theJ= . Its z coordinate
is used in evaluating�z. The distribution of the difference between the true and reconstructed
�z can be fitted with the sum of two Gaussian distributions. The narrow Gaussian has a width of
51 �m and there is a 5% admixture of a second Gaussian with a width of 150�m. For the tag
vertex, improvements on the procedure discussed in Section 4.5.1.3 result in a narrow Gaussian
with a width of 80�m and a 20% admixture of a second Gaussian with a width of 280�m.

5.3.1.2 K0
S
! �+�� reconstruction

The decayK0
S
! �+�� is reconstructed by selecting all pairs of oppositely charged tracks which

can be fitted to a common vertex and have an invariant mass within 13MeV=c2 of the nominalK0
S

mass [32]. The reconstruction efficiency for theK0
S

selection was found to be� 75%.

5.3.1.3 K0
S
! �0�0 reconstruction

Photon- and�0- Selection Criteria

The efficiency of this channel is highly dependent upon measuring the neutral calorimeter clusters
(without an associated charged track) from the four photons from the two�0 decays. The photons
can have energies up to 2GeV, but it is essential to maintain good photon detection efficiency
down to 20MeV.

The selection of�0 mesons is complicated at high energy where the two photons from the�0 have
a small angular separation which can result in the photons entering adjacent crystals or even the
same crystal. In such cases, the entire cluster is treated as a�0, and is subjected to the shower
shape analysis, described in Section 4.4. These “merged”�0 candidates are included with those
constructed by the standard method of combining photons, as described below. A lower energy
cutoff of 700MeV is imposed on such merged�0 candidates.

Event-Selection Criteria

In order to form�0 candidates, pairs of neutral calorimeter clusters are combined. Only those
having a shower shape that is consistent with being electromagnetic in origin are considered.
To these are added those clusters which are consistent with being from a merged�0, to form a
complete set of�0 candidates. Where possible these are then combined to formK0

S
candidates.
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For the non-merged�0s, the invariant mass of the neutral cluster pair is required to lie in the range
100 MeV=c2 < m�0 < 145 MeV=c2. At this stage the invariant mass of theK0

S
is required

to be 380 MeV=c2 < mK0
S
< 550 MeV=c2. It is recognized that the invariant mass of both

the�0 s and theK0
S
, formed for this purpose will necessarily be low since no account has been

made for the finite lifetime of theK0
S
. A correction for this using the direction information from

theJ= proceeds as follows: the flight path of theK0
S

is calculated using the reconstructedJ= 
momentum and the momentum of theB0 meson, neglecting the small component of its momentum
perpendicular to the beam axis. Points along theK0

S
flight path are then considered from�2:0 to

5.0K0
S

lifetimes in steps of 0.1�K0
S

. At each point, the following procedure is adopted: if the
two �0 s constituting the candidateK0

S
are not merged, the invariant mass of each cluster pair

is calculated. The position at which the invariant mass is closest to the�0 mass is then stored
for possibleK0

S
combinations.K0

S
! �0�0 candidates are considered if the two times at which

the best�0 mass is found are within 3.0�K0
S

of each other, and the best�0 masses lie within
the range110 MeV=c2 < m�0 < 160 MeV=c2. Restricting the difference in measured lifetime
greatly reduces combinatorial background�0 s, which will tend to be randomly distributed along
the flight path. The cluster combinations from the genuineK0

S
will tend to cluster around zero

time difference. In addition, those candidates for which the bestK0
S

lifetime lie at either end of the
range described above are rejected. Approximately two-thirds of theK0

S
signal arises from these

unmerged�0 s.

If one of the two�0 s constituting the candidateK0
S

is a merged�0, then the invariant mass of the
cluster pair constituting the other�0 is formed at each point. Again, the position at which the mass
is closest to the�0 is kept, provided that it is in the range described above and that the lifetime
is not at either extreme of the allowed range. Approximately one-third of theK0

S
signal has one

merged�0.

If both of the�0 s constituting the candidateK0
S

are merged, then the invariant mass of the�0 pair
is formed at each point, and compared to theK0

S
mass. The point with the bestK0

S
mass is kept,

provided that it does not lie at the extremes of the allowed range. A cut on theK0
S

mass is not
imposed at this point. The fraction of signalK0

S
with two merged�0 s is negligible with respect to

the other two scenarios.

TheK0
S

decay length is now taken as the best point along the flight path as calculated in the
appropriate method above and is used to re-calculate theK0

S
mass. The resultingK0

S
is restricted

to have a mass in the range440 MeV=c2 < mK0
S
< 560 MeV=c2 and a momentum, calculated in

the rest frame of theB0 meson, in the range1:2 GeV=c < p�B0 < 2:0 GeV=c. Efficiencies for this
procedure are given in Table 5-7.

Machine-background suppression

While most events have few photons, there will be a significant number of low-energy showers
produced by lost particles in PEP-II. The uncertainty on the number and energy spectrum of these
machine background showers makes it difficult to predict their impact on the analysis backgrounds.
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Table 5-7. Cuts used to select the decayK0
S
! �0�0 and the corresponding reconstruction

efficiencies. All efficiencies were calculated using the fullBBsim simulation and reconstruction
chain

Cut Efficiency

Overall 2�0 efficiency 37%

WideK0
S

cut0:38 < mK < 0:56 76%

 pairs make�0 mass alongK0
S

flight path�2:0 < � < 5:0 99%

K0
S

lifetime where�0 s have correct mass�� < 3:0 96%

Kaon mass from decay point440 < M < 560 MeV=c2 99%

Kaon mom in B rest frame1:2 < p�B0 < 2:0 GeV=c 99%

CombinedK0
S
! �0�0 efficiency 26%

Since most of these machine background showers have low energy, the impact on the selection
efficiency can be studied as a function of a threshold for cluster production, as shown in Table 5-8.

Table 5-8. Efficiency forK0
S
! �0�0 detection as a function of calorimeter cluster threshold.

Minimum cluster energy detectableRelative signal�

20 MeV 100%

30 MeV 93%

40 MeV 86%

50 MeV 77%

5.3.1.4 B0 reconstruction

B0 candidates are formed by considering all possible combinations of previously reconstructed
J= andK0

S
candidates. Before combining theJ= andK0

S
, their masses are fitted to the nominal

values. TheB0 candidate is then required to have a mass within 100MeV=c2 of the nominalB0

mass [32] and the momentum of theB0 in the rest frame of the� (4S) is required to be in the range
200< PB <500 MeV=c for the�0�0 channel and 140< PB <450 MeV=c for the�+�� channel.
The global efficiencies for the full reconstruction are 60% for the�+�� channel and 21% for the
�0�0 channel.
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5.3.1.5 Backgrounds

The rejection power afforded by demanding aJ= candidate in the signal is rather good, so that the
dominant backgrounds are those which include a realJ= in the event. The following have been
considered: i)B0 ! J= X; ii) semileptonic decays ofb or c hadrons; and iii)qq continuum events.
For this study very large samples of simulated background events of each type were generated.
These studies place an upper limit of 6% for background events in both�+�� and�0�0 modes.

5.3.1.6 CP reach

A summary of the numbers used in the analysis and the resulting uncertainty insin 2� is given in
Table 5-9.

Table 5-9. CP reach for a 30 fb�1 data sample for the gold-plated mode.CP -mode efficiencies
were derived from fullBBsim simulation and reconstruction.

K0
S
! �+�� K0

S
! �0�0

B(B0 ! J= K0
S
) 4.25�10�4

B(J= ! `+`�) 0.12

B(K0
S
! ��) 0.686 0.314

Usable sample 1100 500

Reconstruction Efficiency 0.60 0.21

Number of reconstructed events per 30
fb�1

660 110

Tag factor�tag(1� 2w)2 (Section4.8.8) 0.3

NB=NS 0.06 0.06

�0 1.59

�(sin 2�) 0.12 0.30

5.3.2 B0
! J= K0

L

The study of theCP asymmetry in the channelB0 ! J= K0
L

is an independent measurement of
the angle�. Its importance goes beyond the increase in statistics. Since theK0

S
and theK0

L
are

CP eigenstates of opposite sign, this channel provides also an excellent check of the systematics,
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Table 5-10. Summary of theK0
L

final states branching ratios and expected rates. The number of
expected events is based on a�(� (4S)) = 1:05 nb�1, an integrated luminosity of (

R
L dt=30 fb�1)

and include the12% branching fraction of theJ= decay to lepton pairs. The last three rows show
theB� decay to charmoniumK�� as these are important backgrounds to all theK0

L
channels.

Channel Decay fractions (B from Table 5-3) # events

B0 ! J= K0
L

4:25� 10�4 1600

B0 ! J= K�0 (K�0 ! K0
L
�0) 1=3� 1=2� 13:2� 10�4 830

B0 !  0K0
L

( 0 ! J= �+��) 0:324� 3:5� 10�4 430

B0 !  0K�0 ( 0 ! J= �+��,K�0 ! K0
L
�0) 1=3� 1=2� 0:324� 14:0� 10�4 290

B0 ! �c1K
0
L

(�c1 ! J= ) 0:273� 5:0� 10�4 520

B0 ! �c1K
�0 (�c1 ! J= ,K�0 ! K0

L
�0) 0:273� 1=3� 1=2� 14� 10�4 240

B� ! J= K�� (K�� ! K0
L
��) 2=3� 1=2� 14:1� 10�4 1780

B� !  0K�� ( 0 ! J= �+��,K�� ! K0
L
��) 2=3� 1=2� 0:324� 14:0� 10�4 570

B� ! �c1K
�� (�c1 ! J= ,K�� ! K0

L
��) 0:273� 2=3� 1=2� 14� 10�4 480

because its asymmetry should be equal in magnitude but opposite in sign compared with that of
theB0 ! J= K0

S
decay. For these reasonsK0

L
final states have been studied extensively from the

very early stages of the BABAR experiment [42, 43], and updated and summarized in [44].

The expected event rates and branching ratios used for all the analyses involvingK0
L

in the final
state are summarized in Table 5-10. Note that the various signals contaminate each other and there-
fore they are regarded as signal or background depending on the channel under study. Although
the kinematics of the process is the same as that ofB0 ! J= K0

S
, the analysis techniques are

quite different because theK0
L

momentum is not measured. Since there are fewer constraints,K0
L

channels have a larger background than theirK0
S

counterparts. The analysis of theCP mode and
backgrounds in this channel was done using theAslund fast simulation, although, as will be
seen later, a number of results concerning the signal are taken directly from the correspondingK0

S

channel, in which the fullBBsim reconstruction analysis chain was employed. In addition, the
response of the BABAR detector toK0

L
was parameterized inAslund after a carefulBBsim study,

as summarized in Section 4.1.3.

TheJ= is reconstructed through its leptonic decay into a pair of electrons or muons as described
in Section 5.3.1.1, and its four-momentum (pJ= ,EJ= ) is completely determined. For aB0 !
J= K0

L
decay, the measuredK0

L
momentum must satisfy

M2
B0 =

 
EJ= +

r
p2
K0
L

+m2
K0
L

!2

� jpJ= + pK0
L

j2: (5.82)
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This equation has two solutions forpK0
L

, but only one is positive, hence acceptable. A value
for pK0

L

is obtained frompK0
L

and theK0
L

direction information measured in the IFR. Then, the
momentum and the energy of theB0 are simply the sum of those of theJ= andK0

L
. The value of

p�B0 is then obtained by a Lorenz transformation, using the nominal values of the beam energies. If
the assumption is correct, thenp�B0 must be monochromatic, apart from the spread in the CM total
energy and the angular resolution in reconstructing theK0

L
direction.

Mean
RMS

  .3253
  .6873E-01

pB
*  (GeV)

0

50

100
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200
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300

0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7

Figure 5-15. Distribution ofp�B0 . The spread around the expected value (� 330MeV=c) is due to
beam-energy spread, momentum resolution and a 30mr resolution in theK0

L
direction.

The distribution ofp�B0 with 30 mr as the resolution in theK0
L

direction measurement, is shown
in Fig. 5-15. The peak is centered around the correct valuep�B0 � 330MeV=c; the r.m.s. is
� 69MeV=c, with contributions from: the error in theK0

L
direction measurement (� 51MeV=c),

the beam-energy spread (� 47MeV=c, using5:5MeV and2:5MeV respectively for�EH and�EL),
and the experimental resolution in the lepton momentum measurement (� 11MeV=c). Improving
the measurement of theK0

L
direction would not result in a significant improvement of this channel,

since the distribution ofp�B0 is limited by the spread in beam energies.
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5.3.2.1 Event selection and efficiency

In theB0 CM theJ= and theK0
L

from theB0 ! J= K0
L

decay are emitted back to back; since the
component of theB0 momentum transverse to the beam direction is very small, the difference in
the azimuthal angle between theJ= andK0

L
direction is also close to180�, as shown in Fig. 5-16.

This suggests a method to improve the background rejection: theK0
L

direction in the xy plane
should be opposite to theJ= , within a few hundredmr. In this analysis the direction of theK0

L

has been required to be opposite to that of theJ= within 300mr, resulting in substantial reduction
of the background without affecting the signal significantly.

The event selection begins with all events where aJ= is identified in its decay into a lepton pair.
A �� cut of 300mr is applied around the direction opposite to theJ= to look for neutral clusters
in the EMC and the IFR, following the criteria forK0

L
identification described in Section 4.4.2, and

in greater detail in [42, 44].

Entries
Mean
RMS
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Figure 5-16. Distribution of the difference in azimuthal angle between theK0
L

and theJ= . The
dip at� is due to thesin2 �� angular distribution of the decay of the� (4S) toB mesons.
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The quantityp�B0 is calculated and a cut on this quantity,p�B0 � 450MeV=c, is finally applied. Of
a sample of 10K Monte Carlo signal events a total of 4060 were correctly identified, giving40:6%

efficiency.

5.3.2.2 Backgrounds

The same analysis has been applied to otherB0 andB+ decays which contain aJ= and aK0
L

in the
final state, since these are the dominant backgrounds. Among them, the most important processes
areB0 ! J= K�0, B+ ! J= K�+, B0 !  0X, B0 ! �c1X. There is also combinatorial
background due to accidental combinations of aJ= and aK0

L
.

The p�B0 distribution of the signal and its main background events, is shown in Fig. 5-17; the
statistics correspond to one nominal year. The corresponding numbers of reconstructed events are
summarized in Table 5-11.

Figure 5-17. p�
B0 distribution forJ= K0

L
(solid),J= K�0 (dashed) and combinatorial background

(dotted).
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Table 5-11. Summary of signal and background events selected applying the selection criteria
optimized for theB0 ! J= K0

L
decay described in the text. The analyses were performed with the

Aslund fast simulation.

Process Selection Efficiency # Events Selected

B0 ! J= K0
L

0.41 650

B0 ! J= K�0 0.11 93

B� ! J= K�� 0.12 210

B0 !  0K0
L

0.032 14

B0 ! �c1K
0
L

0.062 32

Combinatorial 36

5.3.2.3 CP reach

A total of 650 signal events are expected with a background of 380 events, of which the largest
contribution is fromB� decays. These events are expected to be reduced easily by removing
those with at least one charged track associated with theJ= vertex and compatible with the
B+ ! J= K�+ (K�+ ! K0

L
�+) decay chain. No attempt has yet been made to do such a

vertex analysis, but studies of this are planned. This background, unlike that due toK�0, has zero
CP asymmetry and therefore it affects the total statistical power of the measurement, but does not
dilute the measured value (see Eq. (5.81)).

The effect on the measured asymmetry introduced by aCP asymmetric background is to introduce
a term in the denominator of the error calculation as seen in Eq. (5.81). As the formula shows, if
Sign(AB) = �Sign(AS) then the error increases, as the measured asymmetry is diluted by the
background. When they have the same sign, the errordecreases, since in this case the background
is actually measuring the same quantity, and therefore effectively increases the amount of signal.

Assuming a value ofsin 2�=0.7, a tagging factor of0:30 (see Section 4.8.8),�0 = 1:61, and that
the background has zero asymmetry, the precision achievable with the present analysis onsin 2�

in 30 fb�1 would be�(sin 2�) = 0:15.

If the asymmetry of the various background components is taken into account, this error is altered,
according to Eq. (5.81). The combinatorial background, and that fromB+ ! J= K�+, have zero
asymmetry, so there is no correction for them. TheB0 !  0K0

L
andB0 ! �c1K

0
L

backgrounds
are expected to have the same asymmetry as the signal, and they therefore enter in the error
calculation as signal. SinceJ= K�0 is not a pureCP state, an admixture ofCP states was
assumed [13], namely that16% (84%) of it has the same (opposite) sign asymmetry with respect to
that of the signal. Recalculating the error with this assumption, but considering only the effect of
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same sign asymmetry background, leads to a reduction in�(sin 2�) or� 0:01. Including also the
opposite sign asymmetry background, increases�(sin 2�) by about 0.005, as evidently the effect
of same sign and opposite sign background asymmetries compensate each other. The net effect is
a negligible change in�(sin 2�).

A value for the�z resolution equal to that used in the correspondingK0
S

channel is assumed, since
the determinations of theCP -side (see Section 4.10) and the tag-side (see Section 4.5.1.3) vertices
are essentially the same in the two analyses.

5.3.3 B0
!  0K0

L

The decay modeB0 !  0K0
L

is expected to have the same asymmetry and almost the same
branching ratio asB0 ! J= K0

L
, as indicated by the branching ratios measured in the case of the

B� decay.

The 0 is reconstructed from the decay mode 0 ! J= �+��, which can be reconstructed with
low background since there are four charged tracks coming from the vertex. However the number
of events is reduced by a factor of three due to the 0 ! J= �+�� branching fraction. Another
significant rate reduction compared withB0 ! J= K0

L
, is the lowerK0

L
detection efficiency in

B0 !  0K0
L

decays due to the lowerK0
L

momentum.

5.3.3.1 Event selection and efficiency

The selection criteria are the same as described in Section 5.3.2.1 forB0 ! J= K0
L
. After

selecting aK0
L

and a 0 candidate, theK0
L

momentum is calculated from the 0 momentum and
from theK0

L
direction, assuming they are coming from aB decay. Consistency with� (4S)! BB

decay is used as a constraint, requiring that the reconstructed center of massB momentum has,
within resolution, the expected value.

The efficiency for the signal was measured to be� 27% on a sample of 10KAslund Monte Carlo
events of the kindB0 !  0K0

L
, B0 ! X.

5.3.3.2 Backgrounds

Background decay modes for this decay are also similar to that forB0 ! J= K0
L
. The most

significant are:
B0 !  0K�0 (K�0 ! K0

L
�0) (5.83)

B� !  0K�� (K�� ! K0
L
��) : (5.84)
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The background fromB� !  0K�� events can be suppressed with a vertex analysis, as dis-
cussed in the previous section. Further background rejection may be achieved by removing all
combinations of a 0, K0

L
and�, consistent with the process 0K�0. However the background

reduction is not sufficient to offset the loss of efficiency. Conversely, due to the 0 momenta being
softer than that of theJ= , there is a larger combinatorial background expected from uncorrelated
 0K0

L
combinations in multi-hadronic events. Such events have a broad distribution up top�B0 �

2 GeV=c.

The yields for 30 fb�1, are shown in Fig. 5-18 as a function ofp�B0 , and summarized in Table 5-12.

Figure 5-18. p�
B0 distribution for 0K0

L
(solid),  0K�0 (dashed) and combinatorial background

(dot-dashed).
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Table 5-12. Summary of signal and background events selected with the selection criteria
optimized for theB0 !  0K0

L
decay described in the text. The analysis was performed using

theAslund fast simulation.

Process Selection Efficiency # Events Selected

B0 !  0K0
L

0.27 120

B0 !  0K�0 0.06 17

B� !  0K�� 0.056 32

B0 ! J= K0
L

0.005 8

B0 ! �c1K
0
L

0.009 5

Combinatorial 34

5.3.3.3 CP reach

About 120 signal events are expected from the decay modeB0 !  0K0
L
, with a total background

of 100 events. With the same assumptions for�0 and the tag factor as in the preceding section, and
including in the signal all events with the sameCP asymmetry as the signal, the error onsin 2�
obtained is�(sin 2�) = 0:305. Correcting for the asymmetric background, as discussed already in
Section 5.3.2.3, the error becomes�(sin 2�) = 0:335.

Reduction of the background for this channel is obviously very important for thesin 2� measure-
ment.

5.3.4 B0
! �c1K

0
L

TheB0 ! �c1K
0
L

decay is expected to have similar asymmetry and branching ratio as forB0 !
J= K0

L
. The�c1 is reconstructed from the�c1 ! J= decay. Taking into account all the appro-

priate branching ratios, the number of expected events is slightly larger than the aforementioned
 0 case, as can be seen in Table 5-10.

The analysis techniques are similar to those forB0 ! J= K0
L
, described in Section 5.3.2, except

that in this case the�c1 has first to be reconstructed from theJ= and a photon. Once the�c1
four-momentum is obtained, it is used to determine theK0

L
momentum and to reconstruct the

B0. The photons from the radiative decay of the�c1 are quite energetic, as can be seen from the
energy spectrum shown in Fig. 5-19. The electromagnetic cluster energy is required to satisfy
Eclust � 250 MeV. The invariant-mass distribution of theJ= system is plotted in Fig. 5-20,
after requiringp�B0 � 450MeV=c. �c1 candidates are selected by requiring3:495 � MJ= �
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3:525 GeV=c. TheK0
L

selection is similar to that described in Section 5.3.2.1. The efficiency for
the signal was measured to be� 28% on a sample of 10KAslund Monte Carlo events of the kind
B0 ! �c1K

0
L
, B0 ! X.

Entries     2340
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Figure 5-19. Distribution of photon energy from the decay�c1 ! J= .
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Figure 5-20. (a) J= invariant-mass distribution after thep�
B0 � 450MeV=c cut; (b) �c1 decay

and background (dashed) photon angular distribution in the�c1 CM.
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5.3.4.1 Backgrounds

The backgrounds for this channel are similar to those discussed in the previous sections. The
largest contributions are expected fromB0 ! �c1K

�0, B� ! �c1K
��, B0 ! J= K0

L
, and

combinatorial background as shown in Table 5-13.

Table 5-13. Summary of signal and background events selected applying the selection criteria
optimized for theB0 ! �c1K

0
L

decay described in the text. The analysis was performed using the
Aslund fast simulation.

Process Selection Efficiency # Events Selected

B0 ! �c1K
0
L

0.28 140

B0 ! �c1K
�0 0.068 16

B� ! �c1K
�� 0.065 31

B0 ! J= K0
L

0.018 29

B0 !  0K0
L

0.01 4

combinatorial 32

The angular distributions of the photon in the�c1 CM is different for signal and background,
as shown in Fig. 5-20b. This may be used to enhance the signal/background ratio, but was not
exploited in the present analysis.

5.3.4.2 CP reach

About 140 signal events are expected from the decayB0 ! �c1K
0
L
, with a total background of 110

events. Under the same assumptions made for the otherK0
L

channels, the error onsin 2� obtained
is �(sin 2�) = 0:267 (0:285) without (with) the correction for the asymmetric background. Further
reduction in the backgrounds would substantially improve this error.

The results forsin 2� for all theK0
L

channels are summarized in Table 5-14. Since these channels
contaminate each other, it will be necessary to account for correlations when combining them.

5.4 Charmonium +K�0 Modes

The decay modesB0, B0 ! J= K�0
CP ;  

0K�0
CP or �1cK�0

CP (the subscriptCP indicates aCP
eigenstate such asK0

S
�0) are also Type I, as defined in Section 5.1.1. As in the modesB0,
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Table 5-14. CP reach for one standard year of data taking andsin 2�=0.7 in the variousK0
L

modes. CP -mode efficiencies and background levels were calculated using theAslund fast
simulation. The�z resolution was taken from theJ K0

S
analysis with fullBBsim simulation.

B0 ! J= K0
L

B0 !  0K0
L

B0 ! �c1K
0
L

B(XK0
L
) (see Table 5-10) 4.25�10�4 1.134�10�4 1.365�10�4

B(J= ! l+l�) 0.12

Reconstruction Efficiency 0.41 0.27 0.28

# of signal events per 30 fb�1 650 120 140

# of background events 380 100 110

# ofCP symmetric background events 240 66 63

# of oppositeCP background events 90 17 16

# of sameCP background events 50 13 33

�z resolution (see Section5.3.1) 130 �m

�0 1.61

Tagging factor �tag(1 � 2w)2 (see
Section4.8.8)

0.30

�(sin 2�) 0.14 0.31 0.27

�(sin 2�) with CP -asymmetric back-
ground

0.15 0.34 0.28

B0 ! Charmonium + Kaon,sin 2� can be measured from the time-dependent asymmetry without
hadronic uncertainties, as has been discussed in detail in Section 5.1.2. However, for this purpose
one needs to perform an angular analysis to separate the amplitudes of definiteCP . The transver-
sity analysis is a suitable tool for this, and has been described at length in Section 5.1.3 for the case
J= K�0

KS�0
.

In this section theB0 decays to the following final states are studied:

� J= K�0,K�0 ! K0
S
�0; K0

S
! �+��

� J= K�0,K�0 ! K0
S
�0; K0

S
! �0�0

�  0K�0,  0 ! �+��J= ,K�0 ! K0
S
�0; K0

S
! �+��

� �c1K
�0, �c1 ! J= ,K�0 ! K0

S
�0; K0

S
! �+��
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For all four channels, only the leptonic decay of theJ= was considered. The branching ratios of
theB0 meson into these states are given in Table 5-3.

Samples of events for the threeJ= K�0 channels were produced with theEvtGen Monte Carlo
generator taking into account the expected angular distribution described in Section 5.1.3. These
events were analyzed after being passed through the full BABAR detailed simulation chain. The
 0K�0 and�c1K�0 channels were studied using a fast simulation procedure (Aslund ). In all
cases, the generated events were� (4S) ! B0B0, with oneB decaying to theCP channel under
consideration and the other one to the full set of inclusiveB decay modes.

The event selection is presented for all channels. but only the channelJ= K�0,K�0 ! K0
S
�0; K0

S
!

�+�� is considered in detail for the extraction ofsin 2�.

5.4.1 Event Selection

Since all of these final states contain aJ= , the event selection starts with theJ= reconstruction.
TheJ= has a nearly background-free signature and is used to determine thez coordinate of the
decay vertex of theB0 decaying into aCP eigenstate (zCP ). When aJ= candidate is found, the
reconstruction ofK0

S
and�0 candidates is further required. These are combined to form theK�0

candidate which is combined with theJ= ,  0, or�c1 to form aB meson candidate.

5.4.1.1 J= ! e+e�; �+�� selection

TheJ= candidates are formed by combining all pairs of oppositely charged reconstructed tracks.
No particle identification is required at this stage. Only pairs originating from a fitted common
vertex are considered. The invariant mass is restricted to the range 2.9–3.15GeV=c2; the upper
bound represents a� 3� cut (� � 13 MeV=c2) around theJ= mass [32] whereas the lower
bound is loosened to take into account radiative energy loss, which is particularly important for the
electron mode. TheJ= efficiency is76%.

5.4.1.2 �0 selection

The�0 candidates are formed by combining pairs of neutral showers in the calorimeter with an
energy greater than25MeV. The invariant mass of�0 candidates is restricted to the range 0.110–
0.150GeV=c2. The�0 detection efficiency is40%.
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5.4.1.3 K0
S
! �+�� selection

Pairs of oppositely-charged tracks are combined to reconstruct the decayK0
S
! �+��. Only

track pairs with a decay distance in thexy plane greater than 1 mm are accepted. An invariant
mass is calculated at this vertex and restricted to the range 0.486–0.510GeV=c2 (the resolution is
� 3:5MeV=c2). The resulting efficiency is61%.

5.4.1.4 K0
S
! �0�0 selection

K0
S
! �0�0 candidates are created by combining all�0 pairs and requiring the invariant mass to

be within the range 0.42–0.53GeV=c2. The efficiency for this decay mode is18:8%.

5.4.1.5 K�0
! K0

S
�0 selection

K�0 candidates are created by combining pairs of�0 andK0
S

candidates. The invariant mass
of theK�0 candidates is restricted to the range 0.70–1.10GeV=c2 (0.74–0.96GeV=c2) for the
K0

S
! �+�� (K0

S
! �0�0) channel. A smaller mass range is used for theK0

S
! �0�0 case

in order to reduce the large combinatorial background coming from one or more wrong photons
among the six needed for this decay. The invariant-mass distributions are shown for signal events
in Fig. 5-21. TheK�0 efficiencies are 23% and 9% for the charged and neutral decays of theK0

S

respectively.

5.4.1.6 �c1 selection

J= candidates are combined with selected photons satisfying0:15 < E < 1:0 GeV to form�c1
candidates with a mass resolution of� 16 MeV=c2. The invariant mass of the�c1 is required to lie
within the range 3.47–3.57GeV=c2. The�c1 efficiency is62%.

5.4.1.7  0 selection

J= candidates are combined with all pairs of pions with opposite charge. A common vertex is
required to be within 1 mm of the interaction point in thexy plane. The invariant mass of the these
 0 candidates is restricted to the range 3.65–3.73GeV=c2 (the resolution is� 14 MeV=c2). The 0

efficiency is52%.
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Figure 5-21. K�0 ! K0
S
�0 mass distribution for signal events for (a)K0

S
! �+�� and (b)

K0
S
! �0�0. The integrated luminosities correspond to (a) 50 fb�1and (b) 250 fb�1.

5.4.1.8 B0
! J= K�0,K�0

! K0
S
�0 reconstruction

B0 candidates are formed from selected pairs ofJ= andK�0. For the caseK�0 ! �+���0 the
B mass andp�B0 are restricted to the range 5.21–5.34GeV=c2 and 0.25–0.43GeV=c, respectively.
The resulting total efficiency for this channel is� 11%. Finally, a cut is applied on the helicity
angle�1 (see Section 5.1.3),cos �1 < 0:8 (see Figure 5-22). This cut reduces the efficiency to 9.1%
but reduces the combinatorial background from 40% to 15%. Expected numbers of selected and
backgrounds events are summarized in Table 5-15.

ForK�0 ! 3�0, theB mass andp�B0 are restricted to the ranges 5.15–5.31GeV=c2 and 0.20–
0.45 GeV=c, respectively. In addition, theJ= and theK� are required to be nearly back-to-back
in theB rest frame,cos � K� < �0:97. The overall efficiency for this channel is� 6%, but there
is 15 times as much background as signal, so further improvement is needed to make this a viable
analysis.
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Figure 5-22. The distribution ofcos �1 for signal (solid histogram) and background (dashed
histogram).

Table 5-15. Expected numbers of signal and background events for the decayB0 ! J= K�0.
The analysis was performed using the fullBBsim simulation and reconstruction chain.

K0
S
! �+�� K0

S
! �0�0

B(B0 ! J= K�0) 1:32� 10�3

B(J= ! l+l�) 0.12

B(K�0 ! K0
S
�0) 0.167

B(K0
S
! �+��) 0.686 0.314

# of produced events per 30 fb�1 570 260

reconstruction efficiency 0.091 0.06

# of signal events per 30 fb�1 51 16

NB=NS 0.18 15
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5.4.1.9 B0
! �c1K

�0 reconstruction

TheB invariant mass is restricted to the range 5.21–5.35GeV=c2 and thep�B0 cut is the same as for
J= K�0. The overall efficiency is� 19%. Note that this number, obtained with fast simulation,
is surely too optimistic. For comparison, the final efficiency obtained forB0 ! J= K�0 with the
same fast simulation procedure is� 30%.

5.4.1.10 B0
!  0K�0 reconstruction

TheB invariant mass is restricted to the range 5.21–5.35GeV=c2. The overall efficiency, not
including branching fractions is 12%, though again this is too optimistic.

5.4.1.11 Backgrounds

Backgrounds fromqq and otherBB decays have been considered. The backgrounds were found
to be negligible for theB0 ! J= K�0 analysis, though it is possible that some background might
arise from decay modes not present in theBB Monte Carlo sample.

5.4.2 Measurement ofsin 2� with the DecayB0
! J= K�0

In this section, the measurement ofsin 2� using the transversity angular distributions ofB0 !
J= K�0 (K0

S
! �+��) events is discussed. These events were selected as described in Sec-

tion 5.4.1.8. From the time-dependent form of Eq. (5.39),sin 2� andR? can be extracted si-
multaneously using an unbinned maximum likelihood fit.�z = zCP � ztag is determined using
theJ= decay vertex forzCP , and the tagging algorithm described in Section 4.5.1.3 forztag (the
flavor of the taggingB is taken from the generator information, and the standard tagging efficiency,
Section 4.8.8, is used at the end of the analysis).

CP mixture effects on thesin 2� resolution are considered by generating the events with different
values of the transversity amplitudes in the model (detector smearing is ignored for this study).
Thesin 2� error, averaged over 20 experiments of 500 events each, is 0.09, forCP -even orCP -odd
final states, but degrades to 0.19 whenCP -even andCP -odd states are present in equal proportions.
The measured CLEO values [13] of the transversity amplitudes tend to indicate that theCP -even
eigenstates dominate, so events are generated with 100%CP -even longitudinal polarization (A? =

Ak = 0). These events were reconstructed and the selection criteria described in Section 5.4.1 were
applied.

The sample surviving the selection criteria is used to extract�z and�tr. �tr smearing is found to
be less than1:5% over the whole acceptance region, so this effect is neglected in what follows.
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Resolution on�z can be described by the sum of two Gaussians distributions with widths similar
to those for theJ= K0

S
analysis described in Section 5.3.1. Using a sample of759 signal events,

an error onsin 2� of 0:065 is obtained, implying�0 = 1:79 (Eq. (5.81)). The value for�0 would
decrease to 1.59 (as for theJ= K0

S
analysis) if theCP mixture were known to be 100% andsin 2�

were extracted with�z only.

Using the numbers of expected signal and background events given in Table 5-15 and a tagging
factor of 0.30 (Section4.8.8), an error of 0.50 on the measurement ofsin 2� with the decayB0 !
J= K�0 is obtained, for an integrated luminosity of 30 fb�1 on the� (4S). Although the other
modes appear to be feasible and will be considered in future analyses, their branching ratios and
efficiencies are much smaller and thus the capability of measuringsin 2� with these modes has not
yet been considered.

5.5 D+D�,D�D, andD�D� Final States

The decay modesB0, B0 ! DD, DD�, D�D, D�D�, that have been called Type II in Sec-
tion 5.1.1, are Cabibbo suppressed and have color-allowed contributions. However, their branching
ratios are not suppressed relative to the type I Charmonium+K(K�) because of color. As was
discussed in detail in Sections 5.1.2 and 5.1.4, these modes have a potentially important penguin
contribution that, unlike the�+�� case, cannot be extracted by isospin analysis. This penguin
pollution is thus irreducible, but naive estimates using factorization (Section 5.1.5) seem to indicate
that it is small. In the case ofD�D�, angular analysis is, of course, necessary to measuresin 2�

(up to penguins) without dilution, as discussed in detail in Section 5.1.3. Moreover, calculations
using heavy-quark symmetry and factorization (Section 5.1.6) indicate that for the sum of ground
state mesonsDD+DD�+D�D+D�D�, one expects aCP asymmetry with small dilution and a
gain in statistics of a factor of six relative to the golden modeJ= K0

S
. Section 5.1.7 points out the

reasons for studying Dalitz plots of the typeDD� orDDK0
S

viaD�� s in order to measure sign(cos
2�), necessary to resolve one of the discrete ambiguities left by the measurement ofsin 2�.

5.5.1 Study ofB0
! D+D�

Due to the low value of the branching ratios for the decay of charged charmed mesons, six channels
have been considered in the present analysis. These are shown in Table 5-16. The results from
CLEO [35], based on an integrated luminosity of 3.1 fb�1, did not show any evidence for a signal
in the channelB0 ! D+D�; a 90% CL upper limit of1:3� 10�3 was obtained. Using the HQET
hypothesis, the branching ratio for the decayB0 ! D+D� can be predicted from that of the
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Table 5-16. The branching ratio of the decay modes forD+ used in this analysis. The branching
ratios for theD� modes are the same as forD+.

Mode B (%)

D+ ! K��+�+ 9.1

D+ ! K��+�+�0 6.4

D+ ! K0�+ 2.74

D+ ! K0�+�0 9.7

D+ ! K0���+�+ 7.0

D+ ! K0���+�+�0 5.4

channelB0 ! D+D�
s via the formula

B(B0 ! D+D�) = (fD=fDs) tan
2 �c B(B0 ! D+

s D
�) ; (5.85)

wherefD andfDs are the decay constants for theD� andD�
s , respectively. The CLEO measure-

ment [45]B(B0 ! D+
s D

�) = 1:2� 0:5% leads toB(B0 ! D+D�) = 4:5� 10�4, which will be
used in this section.

The Aslund fast simulation program was used throughout the analysis of theCP mode in this
study.

5.5.1.1 Event shape cuts

Different variables were studied in order to extract the most powerful continuum background
suppression cuts. Those chosen were applied in the early stages of the analysis as filter cuts. The
initial study compared the methods using a variable called the separation, given by the formula
[46]

s =

Z +1

�1

[gs(x)� gb(x)]2

gs(x) + gb(x)
; (5.86)

wheregs andgb are the distributions of the variablex for the signal and background, respectively.
Onces is computed for each discriminating variable, the methods with the largest separation are
chosen. As discussed in Section 4.9.1, variables such as Fox-Wolfram moments, sphericity, thrust,
and aplanarity can be used to distinguishB events of interest fromqq background via the event
shape. These quantities, and a clusterization algorithm have been studied for this decay mode.

The study was performed on samples of continuum events. The separation betweenbb events and
each type of continuum background is displayed in Table 5-17. This study shows that the second-
order Fox-Wolfram moment (H2=H0) is the variable which provides the best separation between
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Figure 5-23. Four event-shape variables: the second order of Fox-Wolfram moment (top left),
sphericity (top right), aplanarity (bottom left), and thrust (bottom right). There is good separation
betweenbb events (open histogram) andcc events (shaded histogram). The cuts applied in the
analysis are shown.
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Table 5-17. The separation, as defined in the text, obtained betweenbb events and each type of
the continuum background.

Variable bb .vs.uu bb .vs.dd bb .vs.ss bb .vs. cc

H2=H0 0.50�0.09 0.46�0.07 0.53�0.10 0.56�0.09

H3=H0 0.07�0.05 0.09�0.07 0.05�0.05 0.06�0.04

H4=H0 0.32�0.09 0.31�0.07 0.35�0.09 0.27�0.08

Thrust 0.48�0.09 0.44�0.08 0.51�0.09 0.56�0.09

Sphericity 0.42�0.08 0.38�0.06 0.45�0.08 0.43�0.08

Aplanarity 0.33�0.08 0.33�0.06 0.35�0.08 0.30�0.07

Dmin(djoin = 2:5) 0.33�0.07 0.30�0.07 0.25�0.07 0.28�0.06

Dmin(djoin = 2:0) 0.32�0.06 0.29�0.06 0.24�0.06 0.26�0.06

Dmin(djoin = 1:5) 0.28�0.05 0.24�0.05 0.21�0.05 0.25�0.05

Tgen(djoin = 2:5) 0.47�0.09 0.47�0.09 0.50�0.09 0.54�0.09

Tgen(djoin = 2:0) 0.48�0.08 0.47�0.08 0.50�0.08 0.53�0.08

Tgen(djoin = 1:5) 0.39�0.07 0.37�0.07 0.39�0.07 0.41�0.07

signal and background (see Figure 5-23). A cut,H2=H0 � 0:3, allows rejection of 70% of the
continuum while keeping 93% of the signal. A slight improvement can be made by adding the
thrust variable, with a cutT < 0:79. Though these variables are highly correlated, use of both cuts
reduces the background by 75% while keeping 91% of the signal. Further improvements could be
obtained by combining all shape variables, for instance with a neural network.

qq background tends to have low multiplicity, so at least seven tracks were required in the event.
All three cuts together reject 82% of the background while retaining 90% of the signal.

5.5.1.2 Particle identification

In order to identify charged kaons fromD decays, the following simple algorithm was used. A
track is considered a kaon if:

� The DIRC response is consistent with the kaon hypothesis (3�) but inconsistent with the
pion hypothesis (3�), or

� The same criteria are satisfied fordE=dx if there is no DIRC response.
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Table 5-18. The efficiency for theK0
S

reconstruction found in theAslund study after each step
of the analysis.

Cut � (%)

Acceptance 74

Vertexing 95

Invariant mass 99

Combined 71

5.5.1.3 K0
S

reconstruction

K0
S

candidates were reconstructed from two charged tracks with opposite sign and vertexed with
the YTOP package [47]. The vertex probability was required to satisfyP (�2) > 1%, and the fitted
decay length of theK0

S
candidate was required to be more than3� from 0. Finally,K0

S
candidates

were required to satisfyjM���+�MK0
S

j� 3�K0
S

, where the mass resolution,�K0
S

, is 2.0MeV=c2.
The overall efficiency forK0

S
reconstruction was found to be71%, as seen in Table 5-18.

5.5.1.4 �0 reconstruction

Electromagnetic clusters with an energy greater than 20MeV were paired to form neutral pion
candidates. The invariant mass distribution for the signal is a Gaussian with a low-mass tail, which
reflects the presence of matter in front of the electromagnetic calorimeter and leakage out of the
back of the calorimeter. Due to the tail effect, the position of the peak was shifted from the nominal
�0 mass at low�0 momentum. This was corrected by rescaling the energy of the photons. The�0

candidates were considered if they satisfied the requirementjM �M�0 j � 3� , where the�0

mass resolution� was 5.4MeV=c2. The�0 efficiency at this point was 60%. In order to remove
background photons, the requirement thatj cos �� j� 0:7, was imposed, where�� is the decay
angle. For the signal, the distribution of this variable is expected to be flat (before acceptance cuts)
since the�0 spin is zero. This cut removed one-third of the background while reducing the signal
by 20%.

5.5.1.5 D� reconstruction

Reconstruction ofD� mesons is performed by looping over tracks andK0
S

and�0 candidates,
as applicable. In order to reduce CPU time, once one charmed meson is reconstructed, a cut is
applied on the missing mass,M2

miss = (PB0 � PDrec
)2, wherePB0 andPDrec

are, respectively, the
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Table 5-19. The reconstruction efficiency for chargedD mesons, obtained using theAslund fast
simulation program.

Variable K��+�+ K��+�+�0 K0
S
�+ K0

S
�+�0 K0

S
�+���+ K0

S
�+���+�0

Total Efficiency (%) 60.5 33.2 56.4 31.0 42.0 23.5

�D(MeV=c2) 4.3 8.1 4.7 10.9 3.5 6.2

B(%) 9.1 6.4 1.4 4.9 3.5 6.2

��B(%) 5.5 2.1 0.5 1.0 1.0 0.4

reconstructedB0 andD� four-vectors. By performing the calculation in the center of mass and
neglecting theB0 momentum, the following is obtained

Mmiss '
q
M2

B0 +M2
Drec

� 2E�
B0E�

Drec
: (5.87)

The distribution ofMmiss is a Gaussian centered at theD� mass with a resolution of 180MeV=c2.
This large resolution is due to the neglect of theB momentum in the above calculation. The cut,
1:2 < Mmiss < 2:2, is applied, which retains all signal and rejects a great deal of combinatoric
background. A kinematic vertexing of the charged daughter particles of theD� has also been
performed. TheD� mass resolution is 4–10MeV=c2, depending on the number of�0 mesons in
the final state, as seen in Fig. 5-24 and Table 5-19.D candidates are taken to be those with a mass
within 3� of the nominal chargedD mass. The total efficiency timesB for D� reconstruction is
10:5%, as summarized in Table 5-19.

5.5.1.6 B0 reconstruction

Once the list of charmed mesons has been obtained, opposite-charge pairs are combined. TheB0

momentum in the center of mass is required to satisfy0:15 � p�B0 � 0:45GeV=c. TheB mass
distribution for events passing these cuts and with 0, 1, or 2 signal�0 s is shown in Fig. 5-25. The
twoD mesons are required to be from the same vertex by requiring the probability of the combined
vertex to be greater than 1%. If more than oneB0 has been reconstructed in the analysis, the one
with the best vertex-fit probability is kept. The overall efficiency obtained in theB0 reconstruction
is
P
�i�Bi = 1:2%. The detailed results for the 21 combinations of decay channels are displayed

in Table 5-20.

In order to study the performance of the vertex reconstruction, we have defined three categories
depending on the number of charged tracks in the final state. The first category contains the modes
which have 3 tracks in the final state for bothD mesons. The second one has three tracks for one
D and one track for the other one. The third category has one charged track for eachD. The vertex
probability for the three categories is flat for the signal (Fig. 5-26). This figure also shows thez

vertex position, which has a resolution of 52�m for all three classes.
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Figure 5-24. TheD-mass distribution obtained in the six modes which are considered in the
analysis. Those with a�0 in the final state have larger mass resolution and a tail at lower mass.
This does not affect the analysis because aD mass constraint is applied when theB0 mesons are
reconstructed.
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Table 5-20. Relevant quantities for the various combinations ofDD reconstruction. The upper
number is the reconstruction efficiency for the mode, obtained using theAslund fast simulation,
the middle number is the branching ratio, and the lower number is the effective efficiency (�� B).

K�� K���0 K0
S
� K0

S
��0 K0

S
��+�� K0

S
��+���0

K�� 40% 20% 37% 18% 28% 14%

0.83% 1.2% 0.17% 0.61% 0.44% 0.34%

0.33% 0.24% 0.06% 0.11% 0.13% 0.05%

K���0 11% 18% 9.1% 12% 6.4%

0.41% 0.12% 0.43% 0.31% 0.24%

0.04% 0.02% 0.04% 0.04% 0.02%

K0
S
� 32% 18% 28% 12%

0.0086% 0.062% 0.044% 0.0034%

0.003% 0.01% 0.009% 0.004%

K0
S
��0 9.5% 10% 5.1%

0.11% 0.16% 0.12%

0.01% 0.02% 0.006%

K0
S
��+�� 15% 9.0%

0.058% 0.089%

0.009% 0.008%

K0
S
��+���0 6.1%

0.0034%

0.0002%

5.5.1.7 Background study

In order to evaluate the background in this analysis, large samples ofqq and genericbb events
have been used. The number of events for each type of background is shown in Table 5-21. The
study shows that the background arises mainly frombb events and is concentrated in six decay
combinations, five of which have two�0 s:

D+ ! K��+�+�0; D� ! K+�����0

D+ ! K��+�+�0; D� ! K0
S
���0

D+ ! K��+�+�0; D� ! K0
S
���+��

D+ ! K��+�+�0; D� ! K0
S
���+���0

D+ ! K0
S
�+�0; D� ! K0

S
���+���0

D+ ! K0
S
�+�+���0; D� ! K0

S
���+���0
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Figure 5-25. The mass distribution for theB0 depending on the number of�0 in the final state.

These modes are removed from the analysis, resulting in an efficiency loss of only 10%. After a 3�

B0 mass cut, the signal to background ratio has been measured for each type of background to be

S

B
= 5:7 jcc; 24:6 juu; 7:4 jdd; 16:4 jss; 0:42 jbb : (5.88)

While the continuum background is relatively small (NB=NS � 0:4), thebb background is prob-
lematic, as can be seen in Fig. 5-27.
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Figure 5-26. Plots on the top show theD+D� vertex probability for the three categoriesN1�N2,
whereN1 andN2 are the number of tracks in the final state for the twoD decays. Plots on the bottom
show the resolution for thez position of theB.
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Table 5-21. The number of generated events for the background study.

Type of events bb cc uu dd ss

# events 2:2� 106 3:6� 106 3:9� 106 4:1� 106 3:9� 106

Table 5-22. Summary of the expected results for theB0 ! D+D� analysis with an integrated
luminosity of 30 fb�1 running on the� (4S). The analysis was performed using theAslund fast
simulation program.

B(B0 ! D+D�) 4:5� 10�4

Usable sample 610

Average reconstruction efficiency 0.24

Reconstructed signal events 140

NB=NS 2.8

AverageCP vertexz resolution 55 �m

5.5.1.8 Final sample and conclusions

The summary of the results expected with an integrated luminosity of 30 fb�1 running on the
� (4S) is shown in Table 5-22. The results are based on theAslund fast simulation program.
Studies with the full reconstruction program show that the mass and�z resolutions are the same
as found here. However the efficiency of this analysis is likely to decrease as a more realistic
simulation is performed.

5.5.2 Study ofB0
! D�+D��

This vector-vector mode is a superposition ofCP states due to the different possible helicity
configurations of the final state. Experimentally, this means that in addition to reconstructing
the decayB0 ! D�+D�� and tagging the event to determine the flavor of theB, the transversity
angles of the final state must also be measured. Analyzing the distributions of transversity angles
then allows the separation of theCP -even andCP -odd components of the final event sample.

TheD� mesons are identified by their decayD�+ ! D0�+. TheD0 mesons are reconstructed in
four decay modes, involving one kaon (K� orK0

S
) and one or more pions (charged or neutral), as

shown in Table 5-23. Oppositely charged pairs ofD� are combined to formB0 candidates and a
tagging algorithm is then applied to identify the original flavor of theB0 candidate.
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Figure 5-27. TheB-mass distribution for2:2 � 106 � (4S) events. The signal is constrained to
the expected mass and width.

Table 5-23 lists the different modes studied and their branching ratios. TheB0 ! D�+D��

branching ratio is not yet measured; an upper limit ofB(B0 ! D�+D��) < 2:2 � 10�3 at 90%
confidence level is set by the CLEO-II collaboration [35]. The value used here to estimate the total
number of reconstructed events in this channel is:B(B0 ! D�+D��) = 9:7�10�4, corresponding
to an estimate based on the measuredB0 ! D�+

s D�� branching ratio [35].

The Monte Carlo simulation program used to produce the results presented for theB0 ! D�+D��

channel was the fullBBsim simulation/reconstruction, except for studies of theCP -fitting program
which were generally performed with a toy Monte Carlo.
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Table 5-23. Branching ratios for decay modes used in theB0 ! D�+D�� study.

Decay Mode B (%)

B0 ! D�+D�� 0:097

D�+ ! D0�+ 68:3� 1:4

D0 ! K��+ 3:83� 0:12

D0 ! K��+�0 13:9� 0:9

D0 ! K��+���+ 7:5� 0:4

D0 ! K0
S
�+�� 2:7� 0:2

5.5.2.1 General tools

In this section the general tools used to selectB0 candidates in the modeB0 ! D�+D��are briefly
summarized.

Charged particles are identified by reconstructing tracks in the silicon vertex tracker and the drift
chamber. Particle identification of charged tracks has been discussed in detail previously (Sec-
tion 4.3). Kaon candidates generally are required to be consistent with the kaon hypothesis, while
all charged tracks are considered as pion candidates. For the low-backgroundD0 ! K��+ mode,
no PID requirement is made for the kaon.

Photons are identified as energy deposits (bumps) in the EMC. A track veto is applied to eliminate
electron showers and charged hadrons that interact in the EMC. No selection is made on the photon
(or �0) momentum.

5.5.2.2 Event selection

Event selection is based on reconstructing the invariant mass ofD0, D�, andB0 candidates. At a
lower level, neutral pions and kaons are reconstructed in their decays to photons and charged pions,
respectively. Charged and neutral particle candidates are combined to form the invariant mass of
intermediate particles. Where relevant, a vertex is formed from charged tracks and a selection on
the vertex probability is applied.
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Figure 5-28. Reconstructed invariant mass of�0 (left) andK0
S

(right) candidates, using the full
BBsim simulation and reconstructing chain.

5.5.2.3 �0 selection

Neutral pions are reconstructed by combining all identified photons in an event. No selection is
made on the photon (or�0) momentum. All such candidates are then used for theD0 ! K��+�0

decay channel. The tail on the low-mass side of the distribution is accommodated by allowing the
�0 mass cuts to be asymmetric:120 < m�0 < 145 MeV=c2. An efficiency of 42% is obtained for
these�0 s.

Figure 5-28 shows the reconstructed mass of�0 candidates selected fromB0 decays.

5.5.2.4 K0
S

selection

Oppositely charged pions are paired together to formK0
S
! �+�� candidates. The reconstructed

K0
S

mass is shown in Fig. 5-28, with arrows indicating the 3.5� mass cut. The efficiency of this
selection is 40%.
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5.5.2.5 D0 selection

TheD0 selection is characterized by the application of very few selection criteria. This is possible
due to the low background that is encountered when there are two reconstructedD� candidates in
an event.

Charged and neutral kaons and pions were appropriately combined to formD0 candidates in the
four different channels as described in Table 5-23. Charged tracks were fit to a common vertex
and the vertex probability was required to be greater than1%. For the decayD0 ! K��+, for
example, this cut removes about 25% of the background while retaining 94% of the signal.

For the decay modeD0 ! K��+�0 most of the rate is through the resonant statesK�0�0,K���+,
andK��+. This substructure is exploited to reduce the combinatorial background in this channel.
For each of the possible resonances two quantities are calculated: the mass of the resonant particle
and thehelicity angle, defined as the angle between the scalar particle and one of the decay products
of the vector particle calculated in the rest frame of the vector particle. The helicity angle is
distributed ascos2�H for resonant signal and approximately flat for background. A candidate is
accepted if, for at least one of the three resonance hypotheses, the mass is within two standard
deviations of the expected mass (both the natural width and experimental resolution were taken into
account)and the helicity angle satisfies the conditionjcos �Hj > 0:3. This requirement removes
44% of the incorrect combinations while retaining 89% of the signal.

The reconstructedD0 mass distributions for the fourD0 modes are shown in Fig. 5-29. These
candidates were selected in simulatedB0 ! D�+D�� decays. Table 5-24 reports the mass
resolution�M obtained for each decay mode. The reconstructed mass is required to be within
2� (3� for theK��+ case) of the nominalD0 mass. The efficiency� of theD0 selection criteria
(including all selection on charged and neutral pions and kaons) forD0 arising from theCP mode
under study are also shown in Table 5-24, together with� � B, whereB is the branching ratio of
theD decay channel.

5.5.2.6 D� selection

D0 candidates are combined with charged pion candidates. ForD0 modes with a charged kaon, the
flavor of theD0 is unambiguous and these candidates are combined only with pions of opposite
charge. For theD0 modes with aK0

S
in the final state, all charged pions are considered when

formingD� candidates.
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GeV GeV 

GeV GeV 

Figure 5-29. Reconstructed invariant-mass distribution ofD0 candidates for the decay modes of
interest in this analysis.

Table 5-24. Mass resolution and efficiency (�) for the D0 decay modes. The analyses were
performed using the fullBBsim simulation and reconstruction.

Decay Mode �M (MeV) � ��B
D0 ! K��+ 6.5 0.64 0.025

D0 ! K��+�0 16 0.17 0.024

D0 ! K��+���+ 6.2 0.34 0.026

D0 ! K0
S
�+�� 8.1 0.33 0.006

Total 0.081
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Figure 5-30. (left) Transverse momentum (pT ) of the slow pion in theD� decay for events where
theD0 has been reconstructed from generated tracks (open histogram) and reconstructed tracks
(shaded histogram); (right) soft pion reconstruction efficiency vspT .

The low Q-value of theD�+ ! D0�+ decay means that very good resolution is obtained on the
quantitymD� � mD0 . A resolution of approximately0:8 MeV=c2 is obtained for this quantity,
independent of theD0 decay mode.D0 ! K��+ andD0 ! K0

S
�+�� candidates are accepted

if mD� � mD0 is within 3 MeV=c2 of the nominal value. A tighter cut of 2MeV=c2 is made
for D0 ! K��+�0 andD0 ! K��+���+ candidates, because of the larger background. The
resolution can be improved somewhat by constraining the vertex position of the soft pion, but this
technique was not employed in this study.

An important consideration ofD� reconstruction is the efficiency for reconstructing the slow pion.
Figure 5-30 shows the transverse momentum distribution for soft pions inD� decay in events where
theD0 was reconstructed. A significant number havepT < 100 MeV=c, which is the approximate
cutoff for a track to reach the drift chamber. For these pions, it is necessary to perform stand-alone
tracking in the silicon vertex tracker. Tracks withpT < 50 MeV=c are not reconstructed at all. Also
shown in Fig. 5-30 is the reconstruction efficiency for the soft pion as a function of its transverse
momentum.

The efficiency for selecting aD�, given aD0 candidate, is� 75% for all D0 decay modes,
corresponding to the average efficiency for identifying the soft pion. The reduction in background
obtained going from aD0 selection to aD� selection is illustrated in Fig. 5-31. The plot on the left
shows theD0 invariant-mass distribution obtained for a sample of genericB0B0 events. The plot
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Figure 5-31. D0 mass distribution without anyD� requirement (left) and requiring that theD
originate from aD� decay (right), clearly showing the reduction in background level.

on the right shows the same distribution with the additional requirement that theD0 candidate be
accompanied by a soft pion satisfying themD� �mD0 cut.

5.5.2.7 B0 selection

Oppositely chargedD� candidates selected in the same event are combined to formB0 candidates.
TrueB0 mesons produced at the� (4S) have a narrow range ofp�B0 . Fig. 5-32 shows the distribution
of p�B0 for B0 ! D�+D�� and background candidates. Most candidates are required to satisfy
0:2 < p�B0 < 0:45 GeV=c. The upper limit was tightened to 0.38GeV=c for candidates in the two
decay combinations with high combinatoric backgrounds, where oneD decayed toK��+���+

and the other to eitherK��+�0 orK��+���+.
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Figure 5-32. Distribution ofp�B0 for B0 decays (top) and for background candidates (bottom).

The invariant-mass distribution of selectedB0 candidates is shown in Fig. 5-33, where the ten final
states have been grouped into three categories, according to the number of�0 mesons in the final
state. Asignal regionis defined to be within2:5� of the nominalB0 mass, where the resolutions
given in Table 5-25 have been used. Anexpanded signal regionis also defined. This is used to
increase the effective statistics in the background studies described below. This region is five times
wider than the signal region.

Table 5-26 shows the reconstruction efficiency for the ten final states, along with the expected
number of events for an integrated luminosity of 30 fb�1 running on the� (4S). Details of this
calculation are given below.
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Figure 5-33. Invariant-mass distribution ofB0 candidates for final states with 0, 1 and 2�0 s.
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Table 5-25. Summary ofB0 resolutions grouped by number of�0 s in the final state. These results
were obtained with the fullBBsim simulation and BABAR reconstruction code.

�0 Mass Vertex Fraction of

multiplicity Resolution (MeV) Resolution (�m) final sample

0 14.2 66 0.48

1 24.7 102 0.39

2 29.7 136 0.13

Table 5-26. B0 reconstruction efficiencies. The upper number in each cell is the efficiency, while
the lower number is the number of events expected in 30 fb�1. All results were obtained with the
full BBsim simulation and the BABAR reconstruction.

K� K��0 K(3�) K0
S
�+��

0.26 0.068 0.13 0.13

K� 5.9 11.4 12.2 2.8

0.025 0.026 0.045

K��0 7.5 8.4 3.6

0.06 0.05

K(3�) 5.3 2.2

0.061

K0
S
�+�� 0.3

The decay position of theB0 is determined by performing a vertex fit of the twoD0 candidates
and the two soft pions. The possibility of determining the vertex directly from theD� candidates,
or with just theD0 candidates (excluding the soft pions from the fit), was also studied, but both
these options resulted in degraded vertex resolution. Figure 5-34 shows the vertex resolution of
reconstructedB0 candidates. The efficiency-weighted mean vertex resolution is 89�m.
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Figure 5-34. Difference in thez coordinate of the reconstructed vertex position and the true vertex
position forB0 candidates with 0, 1 and 2�0 s.
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Figure 5-35. Resolution for the reconstructed transversity angle�tr as a function ofcos �tr.

5.5.2.8 Reconstruction of angles

Once aB0 candidate is fully reconstructed, it is straightforward to calculate decay angles in
the transversity basis (see Section 5.1.3). The angular resolution was studied, and a significant
dependence of the transversity angle,�tr, as a function of angle was found, as shown in Fig. 5-35.
However the uncertainty in the angle measurement is negligible compared to the uncertainty in
�t as will be discussed with other realistic effects in Section 5.5.4.2. Figure 5-36 shows theB0

reconstruction efficiency as a function of the three transversity angles. The small deviation from
uniform acceptance is neglected when fitting the angular distributions.
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Figure 5-36. Angular acceptance for the three angles in the transversity frame: top left) angle�1;
top right) angle�tr; bottom) angle�tr. This figure was produced using the fast simulation (with all
D0 ! K��+), hence the artificially high value of the average efficiency.
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5.5.2.9 Backgrounds

Backgrounds are expected to be low for this channel, due to the low background in theD� sample.
In order to verify this expectation, samples of generic decays discussed in Section 5.2 were studied.

The background was studied separately for samples ofbb, cc and light-quark (uds) events. The
background is expected to have a large component of correctly reconstructedD� mesons, and
therefore little background fromuds events is expected. Pairs of realD� s are produced in both
cc and bb events, but most of these pairs fail theB0 mass and momentum selection criteria.
Figure 5-37 shows the scatter plot of the difference of the reconstructedB0 invariant mass from
the trueB0 mass (in sigma) versusp�B0 for the three different samples. The boxes in the figures
depict the signal region and the expanded signal region as defined above. Taking a mass window
five times larger than nominal assumes that the shape of the background in this region is linear,
although not necessarily flat. The fact that no light-quark orcc events are found in the expanded
signal region indicates that few such background events would be expected in a 30 fb�1 sample.
There are fivebb events in the expanded region, suggesting a background of 14 events in a 30 fb�1

sample.

Most of the background events have one or two correctly reconstructedD� mesons, implying that
tightening theD0 or D� selection will not reduce the background levels dramatically. Slightly
loosening the cuts demonstrates that the most serious background involves false candidates in the
D0 channelsK��+�0 andK��+���+. This is the motivation for the tighter selection criteria
above when these modes are involved.

5.5.2.10 Final event sample

Table 5-27 summarizes the event sample obtained from a 30 fb�1 sample. Theusable sampleis
the total number of events that decay into the decay modes analyzed, before any selection criteria
are applied. It represents the number of events that would be reconstructed if the efficiency were
100% for all channels.

The number of signal events is calculated by combining the information from this table with the
branching ratios from Table 5-23 and the efficiencies from Table 5-26. The yield from each of the
ten channels is computed separately (see Table 5-26) and then summed. The average reconstruction
efficiency quoted in Table 5-27 is simply the number of reconstructed events divided by the total
sample. This efficiency is considerably smaller than for the previousD+D� analysis. While part
of this loss is due to the efficiency for the slow pions, the remainder of the difference is due to
the difference between the overly optimistic efficiency obtained fromAslund and the somewhat
pessimistic values obtained here, since the reconstruction programs are still improving.
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Figure 5-37. Difference of the measured invariant mass and the trueB0 mass (in sigma) plotted
versusp�B0 for B0 candidates selected from background sources: a)bb events; b)cc events; c)uds
events. Candidates in the two high-background combinations are shown as open circles and the rest
are shown as filled circles.
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Table 5-27. Summary forB0 ! D�+D�� for a 30 fb�1 sample. The fullBBsim simulation and
the BABAR reconstruction was used for this analysis.

B(B0 ! D�+D��) 9:7� 10�4

Usable sample 1140

Average reconstruction efficiency 0.053

Reconstructed signal events 60

Background events 14

AverageCP vertexz resolution 89 �m

5.5.3 Estimates for theD�D Mode

This decay mode can have bothCP = +1 andCP = �1 depending upon whether the wavefunc-
tion is symmetric or anti-symmetric. In this section it will be assumed to beCP = +1 since the
heavy-quark symmetry prediction is that it is mostlyCP = +1.

Using theD� efficiency and background estimates from theD+D� analysis performed using the
Aslund fast simulation, and the�0 efficiency and vertex resolution from theD�+D�� analysis,
performed using the fullBBsim simulation and the reconstruction, theCP resolution is estimated
for the modeD�D��. AssumingB(B0 ! D+D��) = 4:8�10�4, and an integrated luminosity of
30 fb�1, a total of� 15000D�D�� events will be produced. 144 reconstructed events were found
in theD+D� analysis. Requiring an additional slow�0 would be expected to have an efficiency
of �30% (a guess based on numbers in theD�+D�� study, Section 5.5.2), yielding an estimate of
43D�D events observed in 30 fb�1 running at the� (4S). The signal to background rate from the
D+D� analysis, Section 5.5.1, was 0.42 and theD�D�� channel should be similar. The vertex
resolution was determined to be 149 microns in theD�+D�� analysis, and this estimate will be
used to estimate the resolution of theD�D�� channel. Assuming theD�D�� channel is 100%
CP = +1 allowsCP fitting without the need of angular information. With these estimates, an
uncertainty of 0.92 is obtained forsin 2�. This may be improved with the inclusion of other final
states.
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Table 5-28. The fitted value ofsin 2� for four event samples (background and the tagging
uncertainties are not included).

Number of events 2416 239

sin 2� = 0:4 0:42� 0:04 0:26� 0:11

sin 2� = 0:9 0:94� 0:04 1:03� 0:12

5.5.4 Measurement ofCP Asymmetries and Extraction of�

5.5.4.1 B0
! D+D�

The extraction ofsin 2� for this channel is straightforward since theD+D� final state is a pure
CP eigenstate. The asymmetry is given by the formula

a(t) =
�(B0 ! D+D�)� �(B0 ! D+D�)

�(B0 ! D+D�) + �(B0 ! D+D�)
= sin 2� sin(�mt): (5.89)

In this study, both the forward-backward asymmetry, [48], and Kin, [49], methods for extracting
sin 2� have been investigated. Both methods worked well and gave the same results. The method
which uses the Kin variable is described here. In order to illustrate this method, a simple case is
considered, without complications from background or vertex tagging, and where theB flavor is
given by the charge of the lepton. T the time-dependent rate for aB0 tag is given by

R(�z) = 	(�z)
G(�det;�z) ; (5.90)

where	(�z) = e��(ztag+zCP )[1+sin 2� sin(�m�z)]: The convolution with the GaussianG(�det;�z)
takes into account detector resolution. The Kin variable is

K � R�R

R +R
: (5.91)

The values ofhKi andhK2i are measured and the value and error ofsin 2� are extracted:

sin 2� =
hKi
hK2i ; �sin 2� =

1

hK2i : (5.92)

The method has been applied to samples of events withsin 2� equal to 0.4 and 0.9. The fitted
values are given in Table 5-28. The results in Fig. 5-38 and Table 5-28 show agreement between
the generated and fitted values.
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Figure 5-38. The Kin distribution for a large number ofB0 ! D+D� events. (a) Events
generated withsin 2� = 0:4; and (b)sin 2� = 0:9. The fitted values are shown on the plot.

In the more realistic case, where background and tagging are taken into account in the expression
of the Kin, the double time expression of Eq. (1.41) takes the form

R(�z; tag) = Psig�[PB0�	(�z)
G(�det;�z)+PB0�	(�z)
G(�det;�z)]+Pbkg��(�z);

(5.93)
where

� Psig (Pbkg) is the probability that the event is signal (background) as determined by the
Cornelius package (Psig + Pbkg = 1).

� PB0 (PB0) is the probability that the event is aB0 (B0) as determined by theCornelius
package (PB0 + PB0 = 1).

� �(�z) is the�z distribution for the background.
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Table 5-29. Error in the measurement ofsin 2� in the decay modeB0 ! D+D� for integrated
luminosity of 30 fb�1. The analysis was performed using theAslund fast simulation.

B(B0 ! D+D�) 4:5� 10�4

Usable sample 610

Average reconstruction efficiency 0.24

Reconstructed signal events 140

NB=NS 2.8

�z resolution (narrow/wide) 63/189�m

�0 1.59

Tag factor 0.3

�(sin 2�) 0.48

In this case, the Kin expression becomes

K =
R �R

R +R
=

	
G� 	
G

	
G+	
G| {z }
‘Ideal Kin’

� PB0 � PB0

PB0 + PB0| {z }
Tagging effect

� 1

1 +
2Pbkg
Psig

�

	+	| {z }
Background effect

(5.94)

Table 5-29 shows the summary of all relevant parameters in the extraction of the error in the mea-
surement ofsin 2� for our decay mode. The uncertainty expected is0:48 with the fast simulation
(Aslund ). This error is likely to increase somewhat as the efficiency becomes more realistic.

5.5.4.2 B0
! D�+D��

D�+D�� is a vector-vector final state and thus, in principle, a mixture ofCP -even andCP -odd
states. As discussed in Section 5.1.3, in order to avoid the dilution of the measured asymmetries,
an angular analysis can be performed to separate the two contributions. In this section, an un-
binned Maximum Likelihood (ML) fit is described. This is based on combined time and angular
distributions in the transversity basis.

The angular distribution in the transversity frame for the decay under study has already been given
in Eq. (5.44). In order to write the complete probability distribution function, the time dependent
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amplitudes are parameterized as

Ak(t) =Mke
i�ke�imt��t=2

�
ei� cos

�
�mt

2

�
+ ie�i� sin

�
�mt

2

��

A?(t) =M?e
i�?e�imt��t=2

�
�ei� cos

�
�mt

2

�
+ ie�i� sin

�
�mt

2

��
(5.95)

A0(t) =M0e
i�0e�imt��t=2

�
ei� cos

�
�mt

2

�
+ ie�i� sin

�
�mt

2

��
;

whereMi are the magnitudes of the amplitudes in the transversity basis and�i are the strong
phases (i = 0; k;?).

The combined time and angular distribution can then be written as

d3�(B0(B0)!D�+D��)

d cos #1d cos#trd�tr
= k

4m2
B

9
8(2�)2

e��t

f M2
k(1 + (�) sin 2� sin(�mt)) sin2 #1 sin2 #tr sin2 �tr

+ M2
?(1� (+) sin 2� sin(�mt)) sin2 #1 cos

2 #tr

+ 2M2
0(1 + (�) sin 2� sin(�mt)) cos2 #1 sin2 #tr cos2 �tr

+ M?Mk sin
2 #1 sin(2#tr) sin�tr[sin�k cos(�mt)

+(�) cos 2� cos�k sin(�mt)]
+ 1p

2
M0Mk sin 2#1 sin

2 #tr sin(2�tr)(1

+(�) sin 2� sin(�mt)) cos(�k � �0)

+ 1p
2
M0M? sin 2#1 sin 2#tr cos�tr[sin�0 cos(�mt)

+(�) cos 2� cos�0 sin(�mt)]g ;

(5.96)

where the+(�) sign corresponds to theB0 (B0) tag, and�? = 0 has been chosen by convention.
The three amplitudes,Mi, satisfy the equation:

M2
k +M2

0 +M2
? = 1: (5.97)

The definitions of the three angles(#1; #tr; �tr) are given in Fig. 5-11.

The distribution of the polar transversity angle#tr is the observable that contains most of the
information on theCP of the final state. In order to simplify the fit, the complete distribution given
above can be integrated over the helicity angle#1 and the azimuthal transversity angle�tr, without
losing the capability to disentangle theCP states. This simplified method will be referred to as
analysis in transversity; it will be described below. However the smallest uncertainty onsin 2� is
obtained using the complete angular and time information. While thefull angular analysis, will be
used to obtain the final result, both methods are described below.
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The contribution of penguin diagrams to the decays under study can shift the measured value of
�. This effect is discussed in Section 5.1.5, as a correction to be applied to the experimental
determination, and is not taken into account in the following. Here, the possibility to perform a
measurement in the case of an arbitraryCP mixture is stressed.

5.5.4.3 Transversity analysis for the extraction ofsin 2�

Integrating over the helicity angle#1 and the azimuthal transversity angle�tr, the time and angular
distribution (Eq. (5.96)) becomes (up to a normalization constant)

g(t; #tr) = �+(t)(1� a(t))
3

4
sin2 #tr + ��(t)(1� a(t))

3

2
cos2 #tr; (5.98)

where the time dependent rates��, corresponding toCP �1 states, are

�+(t) = (M2
k +M2

0)e
��t and��(t) =M2

?e
��t ; (5.99)

and the time dependent asymmetrya(t) is given by:

a(t) = sin 2� sin(�mt): (5.100)

One can then introduce a dilution factorK defined as:

K =
�+ � ��

�+ + ��
(5.101)

that relates the observed diluted asymmetry to the asymmetry that would be measured in the case
of pureCP eigenstates.

In each reconstructedB0
(—) ! D�+D�� event one can measure the transversity angle#tr and�t =

tCP � ttag. For a given measured tag, we will call this set of measurementsx = f#tr; �tg.
Using the ratioR? as defined in Eq. (5.38) and the dilution factorK one can then express the
relative rate ofB0 decay toD�+D�� CP -even states as:

�+

�+ + ��
= (1�R?) =

1

2
(1 +K); (5.102)

associated with an angular distribution of the typesin2 #tr; for CP -odd states the corresponding
relative rate is:

��

�+ + ��
= R? =

1

2
(1�K) (5.103)

and the transversity angle distribution iscos2 #tr.
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The probability distribution function for the maximum likelihood fit can then be written as:

F (x; b;K) =

8>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>:

f(x; b;K) = 1
2
(1 +K)(1 + a)3

4
sin2 #tr+

1
2
(1�K)(1� a)3

2
cos2 #tr for B0 tag

f(x; b;K) = 1
2
(1 +K)(1� a)3

4
sin2 #tr+

1
2
(1�K)(1 + a)3

2
cos2 #tr for B0 tag ;

(5.104)

where the parameterb = sin 2� appears in the time dependent asymmetry as

a(t) = b sin(�mt): (5.105)

In the unbinned maximum likelihood fit the parametersb andK are determined by maximizing the
log-likelihood function:

logL =
nX
i=1

log f(xi; b;K) +
nX
i=1

log f(xi; b;K) ; (5.106)

wheren (n) is the number of reconstructed events with aB0 (B0) tag.

As a preliminary step in the study of the sensitivity of the transversity analysis, the properties of
the maximum likelihood fit were studied with many Monte Carlo-generated distributions corre-
sponding to experiments of typically500 events each. Figure 5-39 shows the uncertainty insin 2�,
averaged over 200 experiments of 500 events each as a function of the dilution factorK. As
expected, the uncertainty increases forK � 0 where the mixing ofCP -states is maximal.

In Fig 5-40 the distribution of the fitted values ofb andK are shown for the (theoretically preferred)
input values ofb = 0:7 andK = 0:88, corresponding to a combination of eigenstates with94%

CP = +1 and6% CP = �1.

5.5.4.4 Full angular analysis to extractsin 2�

The full angular analysis will provide the most accurate measurement of� if sufficient data is
available to determine all the parameters that are present in the theoretical distribution (Eq. (5.96)).
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Figure 5-39. Uncertainty insin 2� as a function of theK dilution factor for the case ofsin 2�=
0.7.

Figure 5-40. Distributions of the fit results for the parametersb̂ (left) andK̂ (right) obtained on a
data sample generated with true valueb = 0:7 andK = 0:88.
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Five parameters must be evaluated in the fitting procedure: two of the three amplitudesMk,
M0 andM?, two strong phases�k and�0, and the� angle of the unitarity triangle. The five
parameters, represented by a vector#, are estimated by maximizing the log-likelihood function
defined as:

logL =
nX
i=1

log f(xi;#) +
nX
i=1

log f(xi;#): (5.107)

As before,n (n) is the number of reconstructed events with aB0 (B0) tag, and the probability
distribution functionsf andf , defined up to a normalization constant by Eq. (5.96), are evaluated
for each event at the measured valuesx = f#1; #tr; �tr;�tg for the given tag.

The sensitivity of the method in the simultaneous fit ofsin 2� and the other four parameters was
studied with Monte Carlo-generated samples of 500 events.

In Fig. 5-41 the resolution onsin 2� as a function of the dilution factorK is plotted for three
different configurations of amplitudes,i.e., for theCP -even transverse polarization equal to zero
(Mk = 0), the longitudinal polarization equal to zero (M0 = 0), and theCP -even combination
with equal amounts ofMk andM0. Furthermore, Fig. 5-41 shows a comparison between the
resolution achievable from a transversity analysis and from a full angular analysis. The improve-
ment achieved using the full angular analysis is more significant for the case where the final state
consists of a nearly equal mixture ofCP -even andCP -odd states.

5.5.4.5 Realistic effects

The sin 2� uncertainty will increase due to non-zero background, errors in flavor tagging of the
otherB (mis-tagging), and nonperfect resolution on�z and angle measurements. As described
above, the background fraction is expected to be about 23% in the final sample. Using Eq. (5.81),
an increase in thesin 2� uncertainty of a factor 1.12 is found. The increase due to flavor tagging is
a factor of1=

p
0:3 = 1:8.

The effect of the non-zero angular resolution is small compared to the temporal resolution and
has been neglected. The�z resolution is affected by vertex resolution of both theCP B and the
taggingB. The resolutions obtained are 89�m and 120�m, respectively, giving an uncertainty on
�z of 150�m. This resolution, for the case of the full angular analysis, gives�0 = 1:70.

5.5.4.6 CP Reach of theB0
! D�+D�� Channel

The results of the previous sections may now be combined to estimate the expected uncertainty
in sin 2� for a sample from 30 fb�1 running at the� (4S). Table 5-30 summarizes the relevant
quantities. No study of systematic errors has yet been performed.
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Figure 5-41. Resolution insin 2� as a function of different combinations of amplitudes; a
variation of theCP -oddM? corresponds to a variation of the dilution factorK; then for each
value ofK three combinations ofCP -even are shown; the open circles correspond toM0 = 0, the
open squares to theMk = 0 and the triangles to a mixture of even parities,50%M0 and50%Mk.
The filled circles correspond to the transversity analysis.
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Table 5-30. Summary ofsin 2� measurement with theB0 ! D�+D�� channel for an integrated
luminosity of 30 fb�1. The full BBsim simulation and the BABAR reconstruction was used for this
analysis.

B(B0 ! D�+D��) 9:7� 10�4

Usable sample 1050

Average reconstruction efficiency 0.053

Number reconstructed 60

NB=NS 0.23

�z resolution 150 �m

�0 1.7

Tag factor 0.3

�(sin 2�) 0.44

Improvements on the results presented here may be expected. Certain aspects of the analysis may
be optimized, which will undoubtedly have the effect of reducing the overall error. Improvements
to the �0 andK0

S
efficiencies will increase the number of reconstructed signal events, as will

increasing the number ofD0 decay modes studied. Improved vertex/kinematic fitting will improve
the mass resolution (reducing the background) and also the�z resolution.

The combined result forsin 2� resulting from this and other measurements is presented in Ta-
ble 5-38.

5.6 Penguin Modes

The decay modesB0, B0 ! �0K0
S
(K0

L
), �0K0

S
(K0

L
), �K0

S
(K0

L
); : : : (and the corresponding modes

withK�) that have been called Type III in Section 5.1.1, have dominant penguin contributions that
could allow measurement ofsin 2�. The expected branching ratios areO(10�5). As discussed
in detail in Section 5.1.2, in the pure-penguin modes�K0

S
(K0

L
), �K�0

CP , there is contamination
from other weak phases that is quite small, and these modes are then suitable to measuresin 2�.
However, in the modes of the type�0K0

S
(K0

L
), �0K0

S
(K0

L
); : : : there are tree contributions that,

although CKM suppressed, can pollute the determination ofsin 2� (see Section 5.1.2). The
mode�0K0

S
is very interesting because the measured branching ratio at CLEO is rather large [37].
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Estimation of the tree pollution onsin 2� using factorization (Section 5.1.5) seems to indicate that
this mode is very encouraging.

Included in this section are examples of the various penguin modes that have been investigated:
B0 ! �0K0andB0 ! �K�0 in theK0

S
channel andB0 ! �0K0 andB0 ! �K0 in theK0

L

channel.

5.6.1 B0
! �0K0

S

TheB0 ! �0K0
S

analysis is rather similar to theJ= K0
S

analysis discussed in Section 5.3.1. The
full BBsim simulation and reconstruction is used and theK0

S
finding is identical, except that only

theK0
S
! �+�� channel is used. For�0 candidates the�0 ! ��+�� and�0 ! �0 decay channels

are used. The�0 ! ��+�� analysis uses only the� !  channel; because of lower efficiency,
the� ! �+���0 decay would increase the�0 ! ��+�� yield by only 30%. A preliminary filter
with fairly loose mass cuts is used to obtain events for further study. In order to select a final
sample, the following cuts are applied:0:50 < m� < 0:58 GeV=c2; 0:3 < m� < 0:9 GeV=c2;
0:92 < m0

� < 0:98 GeV=c2; 0:475 < mKS
< 0:515 GeV=c2; 5:20 < mB < 5:35 GeV=c2 and

0:20 < p�B0 < 0:45 GeV=c, where the notation for masses is clear andp�B0 is theB momentum
in the� (4S) center of mass. These cuts typically require quantities to be within three standard
deviations of the nominal mean; the distributions for�0 mass andB mass, before cuts, are shown
in Fig. 5-42.

The numbers of Monte Carlo signal andqq background events which pass successive cuts are given
in Table 5-31 and Table 5-32 for the�0 ! ��+�� and�0 ! �0 decay channels, respectively. The
numbers for signal were obtained from a sample of 8000-signal Monte Carlo events and scaled to
the expectations for a 30 fb�1 sample. These numbers reflect only the situation for events with the
correctB0 ! �0K0

S
decay. With the present cuts, there are 12% (23%) additional combinations

for the�0 ! ��+�� (�0 ! �0) samples which pass all cuts but are not from the correctB decay
chain. Many of these are from events which have more than one combination of tracks and showers
which pass the selection. While further study of events with multiple combinations is necessary, it
is already known that about one-half of such events differ only in the photons in the event. Thus
the vertex position of theCP decay is the same for such combinations since photons are not used
to determine the vertex position.

The background numbers in Tables 5-31 and 5-32 are scaled from the fullqq sample discussed
in Section 5.2. The backgrounds are approximately an order of magnitude larger than for the
comparable CLEO analyses since background suppression cuts have not been made. The use of
tight event shape cuts, especially for the�0 ! �0 mode, should reduce the background to�10%
for the�0 ! ��+�� mode and�50% for the�0 ! �0 mode. TheBB background is expected
to be negligible for both of these samples, confirmed by the fact that no events from the 2.2 fb�1

BB Monte Carlo sample passed our selection cuts.
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η′

Figure 5-42. Distribution of �0 mass for (a)�0 ! ��+�� and (b)�0 ! �0 decay channels.
Distribution ofB mass for (c)�0 ! ��+�� and (d)�0 ! �0 decay channels. All other cuts have
been applied when making these distributions.
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Table 5-31. Number of events and efficiency for signal and background events passing the�0 !

��+�� selection criteria. Numbers in this table were derived from fullBBsim simulation and
reconstruction.

Signal qq Background

Cut Events Eff. Events

None 89 1.00 101691000

Filter 35 0.40 887933

� mass 30 0.34 12839

�0 mass 28 0.32 2255

K0
S

mass 27 0.30 1253

B mass 21 0.24 167

p�B0 20 0.23 21

Table 5-32. Number of events and efficiency for signal and background events passing the
�0 ! �0 selection criteria. Numbers in this table were derived from fullBBsim simulation and
reconstruction.

Signal qq Background

Cut Events Eff. Events

None 157 1.00 101691000

Filter 76 0.49 887933

� mass 71 0.46 717119

�0 mass 64 0.41 232338

K0
S

mass 61 0.39 110146

B mass 56 0.36 16450

p�B0 55 0.35 1942
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Figure 5-43. Distribution of zCP � ztag for a sample of Monte CarloB0 ! �0K0
S

events with
�0 ! �.

In order to determinesin 2� from the samples,�z = zCP � ztag is determined, as in Section 4.10.
The z position of theCP vertex is determined from the charged tracks from the�0 decay and
theK0

S
direction. Thez position of the tag vertex is obtained with an algorithm similar to that

discussed in Section 4.5.1.3, though with some improvements. The resolution is accounted for
by a double-Gaussian (with the mean allowed to be non-zero to account for the effect of tracks
from charm decays pulling the tag vertex) with parameters extracted from�z � �ztrue. The�z
distribution for the�0 ! �0 sample with an input value ofsin 2� = 0:7 is shown in Fig. 5-43.
The fitted value ofsin 2� is 0:67 � 0:04, which leads to a value of�0 = 1:8, approximately the
expected value given the effective resolution of� 175�m. Minor quality cuts on the tag andCP
vertices were needed to obtain these results. Improvements to the procedure for the location of the
vertices, should enable us to achieve approximately the same resolution (130�m) and�0 (1.59) as
in theJ= K0

S
analysis, since in both cases the resolution for theCP vertex is substantially smaller
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Table 5-33. Efficiencies for theB0 ! �0K0
L

decay obtained with theAslund fast simulation.

�(�0K0
L
) �(�0K�0)

0.52 0.46

p�B0� 0:45 (GeV=c) 0.42 0.13

than for the tag vertex. The charged tracks in the�0 ! ��+�� mode are scattered more due to
their softer momentum spectrum. Hence, the resolution for this mode is expected to be larger,
(�150�m), leading to�0 � 1:70. These and other numbers in this section are summarized below
in Table 5-38.

5.6.2 Analysis ofB0
! �0K0

L

The decayB0 ! �0K0
L

has also been studied with theAslund fast simulation. As mentioned
already, the detection of bothK0 decay modes is important because theCP asymmetries have op-
posite signs and there is a substantial increase in statistics because of the large detection efficiency
for high-energyK0

L
mesons. On the other hand the overall branching ratio,B(B0 ! �0K0

L
; �0 !

�+���; � ! �+���0; �0 ! ) ' 0:44 � 0:62 � 2:4 � 10�5 [37, 50] is relatively low. This
�0 decay chain allows reconstruction of theB0 vertex and it is more background free, due to the
constraint on the�0 and� masses than the decay�0 ! �. Only the decays� ! �+���0 and
� !  have been considered.

Selection criteria and background channels are the same as described in Section 5.3.2 forB0 !
J= K0

L
. TheK0

L
momentum is determined from the�0 momentum and from theK0

L
direction.

Consistency with� (4S) ! B0B0 decay is used as a constraint, requiring that the reconstructed
center of massB momentum has, within resolution, the expected valuep�B0 � 330 MeV. The
resolution on this momentum is dominated by the energy spread of the colliding beams and by
the angular resolution in theK0

L
direction as discussed in Section 5.3.2. Detection efficiencies are

rather high, due to the highK0
L

momenta, ranging from 1.5GeV=c up to 4.4GeV=c, with a flat
distribution. The�0 momentum distribution is rather independent of the�0 mass.

After simple cuts, the detection efficiency is' 0:42, as shown in Table 5-33.

Background arising fromBB events are expected to be negligible as seen in the previous section.
The background fromB ! �0K� decays, which was important in Section 5.3.2, is expected to
be only a few percent here because the branching fraction for theB ! �0K� decay is small
compared to theB0 ! �0K0

L
decay (see Table 5-5), unlike the case for theB0 ! J= K0

L
analysis.

Background from an uncorrelated�0 and aK0
L

in a multihadronic event is also expected to be small.
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Inclusive�0 production has been simulated and it turns out that its contribution, due to the large
difference in�0 momentum, is negligible forp�B0 � 450MeV=c.

The total yield of signal and background events expected from a 30 fb�1 sample, is shown in
Fig. 5-44 as a function ofp�B0 , with theK� background normalized as in theB0 ! J= K0

L

analysis (hence likely overestimated by about an order of magnitude). The most important back-
ground, fromqq events, is not shown because the Monte Carlo samples were not available for this
Aslund analysis. Suitable cuts such as those employed in the previous section should reduce the
background to an acceptable level.

In conclusion' 87 events are expected after these cuts fromB0 ! �0K0
L

with an integrated
luminosity of 30 fb�1. Additional cuts to reduceqq background would be expected to decrease
this level by about a factor of two.

5.6.3 Analysis of�K�

This section presents an analysis of the modeB0 ! �K�0, where the� decays toK+K�, and the
K�0 decays to aK+��. The current branching ratio limit for this mode isB(B0 ! �K�0) < 2:1�
10�5 [40]. If the true branching ratio is estimated to beB(B0 ! �K�0) = 1:0� 10�5 (close to the
central value of the CLEO analysis), theB0 ! J= K0

S
analysis can be used to estimate the number

of events expected in one year of running. The two modes have the same number of charged tracks
in the final state, so it has been assumed that they have the same geometrical acceptance and
tracking efficiency. The branching ratios in the two modes are compared in Table 5-34. Although a
factor of 40 is lost in the initial branching ratios, a factor of four is gained from the branching ratios
of the daughters. If� 600 B0 ! J= K0

S
events are expected for a 30 fb�1 sample, then� 60

B0 ! �K�0 events can be expected (this includesB0 ! �K�0 events). Note that this study looked
only at the combinatoric background inB0 ! �K�0 events, and did not include background from
continuum events.

Table 5-34. Comparison of theB0 ! �K�0 andB0 ! J= K0
S

modes.

B(B0 ! J= K0
S
) = 4� 10�4

B(J= ! e+e�; �+��) = 12%

B(K0
S
! �+��) = 69%

B(B0 ! �K�0) = 1� 10�5

B(�! K+K�) = 49%

B(K�0 ! K+��) = 67%
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Figure 5-44. p�
B0 distribution for �0K0

L
(solid histogram),�0K�0 (dashed) and combinatorial

background (dotted).
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Table 5-35. Phi-finding (reconstruction + identification) efficiency using different kaon selection
criteria.

Criterion Mis-ID Efficiency S/B

loose 10% 0.50 45

tight 10% 0.59 31

K _ (e ^ � ^ p ^ �) 0.73 19

� � �+ DOCA cut 0.65 32

5.6.3.1 The� selection

In order to reconstruct this channel,� decays toK+K� are required, so the efficiency for finding
charged kaons is an important contributor to the efficiency for finding� s. Table 5-35 shows the
efficiency of finding� s for different methods of identifying kaons. In this table “criterion” and
“mis-id” refer to parameters of the kaon selector code (KaonParamSelector ); “efficiency” is
the probability of correctly identifying a true�, and “S/B” is the ratio of true to fake� s.

At the time this analysis was performed, the kaon selector had significant inefficiencies, especially
at low momentum (see Fig. 5-45). In order to maximize the number of kaon candidates, several
other ways of creating kaon lists were explored, and the best method for this analysis was selected.
This involved taking as kaons, all charged tracks that were not selected as electron, muon, or proton
(using the tight selection criteria), nor selected as a pion (using the loose criteria), as well as any
track identified as a kaon using the standard selector (KaonParamSelector ) (with the tight
critera and a 10% mis-ID level, and all other cuts set to zero). As can be seen from Fig. 5-46,
this enhanced the efficiency considerably. Even after making a cut on the distance of closest
approach of the tracks, the efficiency is still larger than the standard kaon selection, and the signal-
to-background is still large (see Table 5-35).

The� candidates were selected by taking all pairs of oppositely-charged tracks that satisfied the
kaon-ID criteria described above. In addition to the mass and momentum cuts listed in Table 5-36,
these candidates were also required to pass a distance-of-closest-approach (DOCA) cut, where the
DOCA is the distance of closest approach between theK+ andK� tracks. This cut reduced some
of the candidates from combinatorial background. Figure 5-47 shows the DOCA between theK+

andK� tracks that form the�.
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Kaon Id Efficiency vs Momentum
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Figure 5-45. Kaon particle ID efficiency using standard kaon lists.
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Kaon Id Efficiency vs Momentum
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Figure 5-46. Kaon particle ID efficiency using all charged tracks that arenot pions, electrons,
muons, or protons.
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phi momentum, tight mass cut, true
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Figure 5-47. Momentum and DOCA for true� candidates.
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Table 5-36. Cuts used in the�K� analysis.

Cut Value

� mass 0:990 < MK+K� < 1:050GeV=c2

DOCA dK+K� < 400�m

� momentum p� > 1:30GeV=c

K� mass 0:770 < MK+�� < 1:00GeV=c2

DOCA dK+�� < 400�m

K� momentum pK� > 1:30GeV=c

B0 mass 5:18 < M�K� < 5:40GeV=c2

5.6.3.2 TheK� selection

In this study, the decay modeK�0 ! K+�� was reconstructed. This mode cannot exhibitCP

violation, but it is simpler to study thanK� ! K0
S
�0. Nevertheless, it provides an estimate of how

well theK� ! K0
S
�0 mode can be measured. About a factor eight fewer events are expected in

theK� ! K0
S
�0 mode, a factor of four coming from the branching fraction, and the rest coming

from the smaller efficiency forK0
S

and�0 reconstruction.

In order to selectK�0 ! K+�� candidates, pairs of charged tracks were used, where one track
satisfied the kaon-ID selection described above (and was not already used to make a�), and the
other track satisfied a pion-ID selection (the pion selector with loose cuts). The reconstructedK�

was required to satisfy the cuts described in Table 5-36.

5.6.3.3 Results

Table 5-36 lists all of the cuts that were used in this analysis. After these cuts, 1786 events remained
from the original sample of 4000B0 ! �K�0 events, giving an efficiency for these selection cuts
of 45%. Application ofqq background suppression cuts and the factor mentioned previously would
suggest an efficiency of�20% for theK� ! K0

S
�0 mode. TheB0 mass distribution is shown

in Fig. 5-48 for signal and fake candidate events. Since the kaons have high momenta, the�z

resolution for this mode is expected to be similar to the 130�m obtained forB0 ! J= K0
S
. The

loss due to the angular analysis should be small, as for theJ= K� case.
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Figure 5-48. ReconstructedB0 mass fromB0 ! �K�0 events, for both true and fakeB s.
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Table 5-37. Efficiencies for theB0 ! �K0
L

analysis obtained with analysis of theCP -mode and
backgrounds in this channel was done theAslund fast simulation.

�(�K0
L
) �(�K�0)

0.66 0.54

p�B0� 0:45 (GeV=c) 0.54 0.20

K�0 cuts 0.37 0.04

5.6.4 Estimates forB ! �K0
S

The usable sample for the decayB ! �K0
S
, assumingB(B ! �K0

S
) = 0:65 � 10�5 [51] and

an integrated luminosity of 30 fb�1, is�100 events. Assuming the same geometrical acceptance
and tracking efficiency as for theJ= K0

S
decay, about 60 events are expected to pass loose cuts.

Tighter cuts to reduceqq backgrounds would be expected to decrease this by about a factor of two.
The z vertex resolution for the� has been estimated to be� 80 microns. As the�z resolution
will be limited by the recoilingB tag, the�0 for this mode will be similar to the 1.59 obtained for
J= K0

S
. Hence the error insin 2�, assuming there is little background, will be approximately 0.6.

5.6.5 Analysis ofB0
! �K0

L

The B0 ! �K0
L

process is expected to have a small branching ratio,B(B0 ! �K0
L
; � !

K+K�) ' 0:49�0:65�10�5, [51, 50]. The detection efficiency before cuts, however, is relatively
large, as shown in Table 5-37, due to the highK0

L
momenta, which range from 1.5GeV=c up

to 4.4 GeV=c (see Fig. 5-49). Selection criteria and backgrounds are similar to what has been
described in Sections 5.3.2 and 5.6.2. All results in this section were obtained with theAslund
fast simulation.

For this channel, the backgrounds fromB ! �K� are expected to be closer to that for theB0 !
J= K0

L
decay than that for theB0 ! �0K0

L
decay since the branching fraction forB ! �K� is

likely comparable to the branching fraction forB0 ! �K0
L
. The analysis of these background

channels follows the method employed previously. The momentum distribution ofK0
L

mesons
from �K� decays are also shown in Fig. 5-49. The low momentumK0

L
decays can be eliminated

with the usual requirementp�B0 � 450MeV=c.

Events fromB ! �K� are rejected, if there is an additional pion such that theK0
L
� invariant mass

andp�B0 is consistent with the processB ! �K�. This cut is optimized to increase the S/B ratio.
TheK� background is reduced to�10% as summarized in Table 5-37 and shown in Fig. 5-50;
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Figure 5-49. K0
L

momentum distribution for�K0
L

(solid) and�K� (dashed) decays.
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Figure 5-50. p�B0 distribution for�K0
L

(solid) and� K�0 (dashed) after all cuts.
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theK� to K0
L

ratio was taken to be the same as for theB0 ! J= K0
L

case. The loss of signal
efficiency, could be reduced by requiring that the� and the associated pion have a common vertex.

Combinatorial background is expected mostly at very highp�B0 , as is the case ofB ! J= K0
L
X.

While inclusive� production is a factor of�200 larger relative to signal than in theB0 ! J= K0
L

case, theK0
L

s fromB0 ! �K0
L

are more energetic. Thus the detection efficiency will be higher
and the combinatorial missing mass and background smaller. Furthermore, the combinatorial
background is even more peaked at largep�B0 , than forB0 ! J= K0

L
. Inclusive� production

has been simulated and it is mostly due toDD+
s production and decay. IdentifiedD+

s channels
account for' 50% of the inclusive� production and are consistent with the mean� momentum
P� ' 1.2 GeV=c (see Fig. 5-51). The large difference in� momentum is such that no events are
expected to survive the requirementp�B0 � 450MeV=c.

' 37B0 ! J= K0
L

events are expected to pass these cuts, for an integrated luminosity of 30 fb�1

running at the� (4S). While qq background has not been simulated, it is likely that additional cuts
will be required to suppress this background as discussed previously. Such cuts would lower the
number of signal events, by�40%.

5.7 Summary and Conclusions

When measurements have been performed in several modes, it will be interesting to compare them,
in order to verify that they are consistent with the same value ofsin 2�. If this is the case, it will
also be interesting to combine them all, in order to obtain an overall value ofsin 2�. In this section,
the errors from each of the Monte Carlo-based analyses are summarised. Following that, possible
systematic errors are considered, and methods to deal with them are mentioned. Finally, there
follows a brief summary.

5.7.1 Summary of Results

The results of the Monte Carlo-based analyses are listed in Table 5-38. The individualsin 2� errors
for each mode were estimated using the dilution factor as determined from the�z resolution, the
number of reconstructed events for 30 fb�1 of data-taking at the� (4S), backgrounds if any, and
the effective tagging factor. Thesin 2� error is the one standard deviation error that would be
obtained from a maximum likelihood fit. Note that the value of the error depends on the actual
value of sin 2�; a value of 0.7 was assumed here. The individual errors could be combined by
simply adding them in quadrature, to estimate the total error onsin 2� obtained by combining all
the measurements. In this case, this is not strictly possible, as there were two distinct approaches
to the various analyses. However, it is clear that with 30 fb�1 of data-taking at the� (4S), the
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Figure 5-51. � momentum distribution for combinatorial background (solid) and�K0
L

(dashed),
normalized to the same entries.
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Table 5-38. Summary ofsin 2� measurements assumingsin 2�=0.7 for a 30 fb�1 sample.

Mode B Usable Rec. NS NB=NS ��z �0 Tag Error

(10�4) sample eff. (�m) factor

J= (`+`�)K0
S
(�+��) 4.25 1100 0:60 660 0.06 130 1.59 0.3 0:12

J= (`+`�)K0
S
(�0�0) 4.25 500 0:21 110 0.06 130 1.59 0.3 0:30

J= (`+`�)K0
L

4.25 1600 0:41 650 0.59 130 1.59 0.3 0:15�

 0(�+��`+`�)K0
L

3.5 430 0:27 120 0.83 130 1.59 0.3 0:34�

�c1(`
+`�)K0

L
5.0 520 0:28 143 0.78 130 1.59 0.3 0:28�

J= (`+`�)K�0(�+���0) 13.2 570 0:09 51 0.18 130 1.79 0.3 0:50

D+D� (6D Modes) 4.5 610 0:24 140 2.80 130 1.59 0.3 0:48�

D�+D�� (4D Modes) 9.7 1050 0:05 60 0.23 150 1.70 0.3 0:44

�(K+K�)K0
L

0.065 100 0:22 22 0.10 130 1.59 0.3 0:66�

�(K+K�)K�0(�+���0) 0.1 26 0:20 5 0.10 150 1.70 0.3 1:40�

�0(��+��)K0
S
(�+��) 0.24 88 0:23 20 0.10 150 1.70 0.3 0:73

�0(�)K0
S
(�+��) 0.24 160 0:35 55 0.90 130 1.59 0.3 0:56

�0(��+��)K0
L

0.24 210 0:21 44 0.10 150 1.70 0.3 0:49�

� The efficiency for these modes is from anAslund study, or is estimated from an incomplete
analysis.

combined statistical error is likely to be on the order of 0.08. It is likely that this will dominate
over the systematic errors and limit the precision.

Several remarks are in order concerning the results with the different modes. All the studies except
for D+D� and the variousK0

L
channels used the full simulation and reconstruction to determine

the reconstruction efficiencies. All the modes assumed an effective tagging efficiency of 0.3 and no
loss in efficiency due to the vertex reconstruction of the recoilingB meson. TheB0 ! J= K0

S
and

B0 ! �0K0
S

modes were analyzed with an actual fit to the�z distribution to extract the dilution
error and the other modes used a maximum likelihood estimator. The results of the actual fits
agreed with the maximum likelihood estimate of the error.

The results show that theJ= K0
S

andJ= K0
L

modes are the most promising in terms of precision.
These two measurements alone yield a precision of� (sin 2�) =0.09 whereas all the others not
including these two will yield worse precision. Ifsin 2�=0.7, a three-standard-deviation measure-
ment forCP violation requires an error of 0.23, which is possible with 5 fb�1 sample for the
J= K0

S
andJ= K0

L
modes or a 3 fb�1 sample with all of the modes studied here. Such samples
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should surely be obtained in the first year of BABAR running. The modeD+D� will have substantial
complications from penguin pollution and perhaps should be considered separately. Possible
improvements to the combination of different modes would be to make a joint likelihood of all
of the fits and extract nonsymmetric errors by integrating the likelihood, or to use theKin variable.

5.7.2 Systematic Errors

Possible systematic errors are likely to include:

� Monte Carlo event-generator uncertainties:

– B modeling (e.g.,semileptonic decays, rare backgrounds)

– qq modeling (e.g.,charm- vs. light-quark ratios)

– Modeling of specificCP -violatingB decays

� Simulation uncertainties:

– Uncertainties in the machine background modelling and imperfections in mixing them
with the physics events

– Digitization of the detector response

– Imperfections in modelling hadronic interactions in the detector

� Reconstruction uncertainties:

– Vertexing and tracking efficiencies

– Vertex and drift chamber resolution

– Particle identification efficiencies and mis-identifications

– Uncertainties in theB flavor tagging effective efficiency

� Detector-performance uncertainties:

– Tracking asymmetries in charge

– Detector resolutions

– Overlapping tracks

� Backgrounds:

– Amount of background

– Time distribution of background
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� Experimental parameters uncertainties:

– B lifetime, �B

– B mixing,�md

Although many effects cancel inCP -violating asymmetries, residual effects from the above sources
contribute to effective dilutions, and possibly generate their own asymmetries. These can of course
be corrected for, both on the basis of Monte Carlo simulations, and even better, on the basis of
measurements of the effects in real data. It is the uncertainties in these corrections which lead to
systematic uncertainties in the measuredCP angles.

It should be possible thatqq decays and various physics processes occurring in� (4S) decays
can provide usefulin situ measurements of resolutions and efficiencies. Such engineering mea-
surements will be helpful to reduce possible systematic errors in theCP measurements. As the
CP reach depends largely on the vertexing and the tagging, it is important to study these aspects
carefully.

For vertexing, Monte Carlo studies have indicated that the�z resolution is dominated by the
resolution on the tagging vertex. Careful studies are required, both to optimise the vertexing on the
tagging side, and to measure well the actual resolution there.

Determining effects due to tagging requires understanding the tagging efficiency and misidentifica-
tion rates. These can be measured with real data, where a set of fully reconstructedB s can be used
as a self-tagged sample, to measure the efficiency and misidentification of tagging on the other side
of the event. Untangling mixing, and possibly vertexing between the twoB s will require some
effort to deconvolute the efficiency and misidentification rates.

5.7.3 Conclusion

The theoretical and experimental sides of measuringsin 2� in an asymmetricB factory have been
extensively reviewed. The studies demonstrate that with a 30 fb�1 sample at the� (4S), a precision
of� 0:08 could be achieved in the measurement ofsin 2�, which will provide crucial input to tests
of the Standard Model description ofCP violation.
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6

Determinations of� and Direct
CP Violation

6.1 Theoretical Background: The Role of Penguins and
�-Extraction

Any mode with a contribution fromb ! duu is a possible source of measurement of�. This
chapter analyses the possibilities of extracting� in final states with two, three, and four final-
state pions. It begins with some theoretical background. Section 6.1.1 reviews the methods for
extracting the angle� of the unitarity triangle if penguin contributions can be ignored. In the BABAR

Technical Design Report it was assumed that these methods would be sufficient and expected errors
on � were determined under that assumption. However the determination of� is now expected
to be complicated by the fact that penguin contributions may be large. In this case additional
techniques, reviewed in Section 6.1.2, are needed to extract� cleanly. Several studies in this
chapter explore the impact on the extraction of� of significant penguin contributions. In addition,
in the presence of significant penguin contributions, the prospects for observing directCP violation
improve. Some expectations for such effects are discussed in Section 6.2.

The simulation work described in this chapter offers a view of both the opportunities and the
difficulties in measuring�. Three themes emerge, (1) that the theoretical uncertainty on� is large
in any analysis that does not include an isospin-based method to remove penguin pollution; (2)
that analyses which do treat the full problem are difficult and will need several years of data taking
before they can be expected to yield reliable answers; and (3) that efforts to test and improve
theoretical model-dependent estimates of the various penguin and tree contributions are important
because such methods may reduce the theoretical uncertainties in calculating penguin-induced
shifts in� and thus provide the best determinations of alpha for some time to come. Refinement of
models by comparison with data in many channels will be a significant part of the work of BABAR

and should eventually contribute to significant reduction of theoretical uncertainties.

Finally some sample channels are studied as possible searches for directCP violation inB decays.
The results again indicate that, at least for these channels, a large data sample will be needed to
yield well-controlled asymmetry measurements.
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6.1.1 Extraction of�-Ignoring Penguins

The angle� can be obtained through measurements ofCP -violating asymmetries involving final
states which can be eitherCP eigenstates or not. If the state of interest is aCP eigenstate, it
was shown in Chapter 1 how to relate an asymmetry to CKM parameters. If only a single weak-
decay amplitude contributes toB ! fCP , that is, if penguin contributions are negligible, then
jAfCP =AfCP j = 1, so that

afCP = �Im�fCP sin(�mBt) : (6.1)

In this case�fCP is a pure phase,i.e.,Im� is one of the angles of the unitarity triangle. In particular,
for the decayB ! ��, Im��� = sin 2�.

The case where the final statef is not aCP eigenstate is considerably more complicated. There
are four separate amplitudes forB0 andB0 to decay tof andf :

A(B0 ! f) � Af = jAf jei�f ;
A(B0 ! f) � Af = jAf jei�f ;
A(B0 ! f) � Af = jAf je

i�
f ;

A(B0 ! f) � Af = jAf je
i�
f : (6.2)

The rates for the physical, time-evolvedB0
phys(t) andB0

phys(t) states to decay intof can then be
written [1]

�(B0
phys(t)! f) = e��t A2�n

1 +R cos(�mBt)�D sin(2�M � �f + �f) sin(�mBt)
o

�(B0
phys(t)! f) = e��t A2�n

1� R cos(�mBt) +D sin(2�M � �f + �f) sin(�mBt)
o

(6.3)

where�M is the phase ofB0-B0 mixing, and

A2 � 1

2

�
jAf j2 + jAf j2

�
; R � jAf j2 � jAf j2

jAf j2 + jAf j2
; D � 2

jAf jjAf j
jAf j2 + jAf j2

: (6.4)

Similarly, the rates forB0
phys(t) andB0

phys(t) states to decay intof are

�(B0
phys(t)! f) = e��tA

2�n
1� R cos(�mBt)�D sin(2�M + �f � �f) sin(�mBt)

o
�(B0

phys(t)! f) = e��tA
2�n

1 +R cos(�mBt) +D sin(2�M + �f � �f) sin(�mBt)
o

(6.5)

where

A
2 � 1

2

�
jAf j2 + jAf j2

�
; R �

jAf j2 � jAf j2
jAf j2 + jAf j2

; D � 2
jAf jjAf j

jAf j2 + jAf j2
: (6.6)
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CP conservation requires that

jAf j = jAf j ; jAf j = jAf j ; (6.7)

sin(2�M � �f + �f) = sin(2�M + �f � �f) : (6.8)

CP violation occurs if any of these equalities is not satisfied.

The above expressions for the decays ofB0
phys(t) andB0

phys(t) to f andf are completely general.
However, when one assumes that each decay is dominated by a single weak amplitude (i.e., that
penguins and any new physics effects are negligible), the expressions simplify. In this case, the
parameters in the amplitudes for the decays ofB0 andB0 to f andf obey certain equalities which
reflect theirCP transformation relationships:

jAf j = jAf j ; jAf j = jAf j ;
�f = �Df + � ; �f = ��Df + � ;

�f = �D
f
+ �0 ; �f = ��D

f
+ �0 : (6.9)

In the above,�Df and�D
f

represent the weak-CKM phases of the decays ofB0 to f andf respec-
tively, while � and�0 are the strong phases. With these equalities, the expressions in Eqs. (6.4) and
(6.6) become very similar:A2 = A

2
,R = �R,D = D. The above equalities give

sin(2�M � �f + �f ) = sin(2�M � �Df � �D
f
���) ;

sin(2�M + �f � �f ) = sin(2�M � �Df � �D
f
+��) ; (6.10)

where�� � � � �0. TheCP -violating weak-CKM phase is given by the quantity2� � 2�M �
�Df � �D

f
. From measurements of the time-dependent decay distributions one can obtainS �

sin(2� + ��) andS � sin(2� � ��), and from these one can extractsin2 2� up to a two-fold
ambiguity:

sin2 2� =
1

2

�
1 + SS �

q
(1� S2)(1� S)2

�
: (6.11)

The true value ofsin2 2� is given by one of the signs on the right-hand side, while the other gives
cos2��. However, this discrete ambiguity can in principle be removed by comparison with other
final states which have the same weak-phase2�, but different strong phases. Note that, if the
three different time-dependent terms (1,cos, sin) can be isolated with sufficient accuracy, it is not
necessary to measure all four time-dependent ratesB0

phys(t); B
0
phys(t) ! f; f . The measurement

of one of the rates in Eq. (6.3) and one of the rates in Eq. (6.5) is sufficient to obtain the above
phase information.

Thus, assuming penguins make negligible contributions, this technique can be used to extract the
CP angle�: one must measure the decays ofB0

phys(t) andB0
phys(t) to such final states as�+�� or

a+1 �
�. When penguins are significant these methods yield a quantity, denoted�e� , which differs
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from the true� by an unknown amount, which we will denote as�f=2. This quantity is channel-
dependent because it depends on the ratio of tree-dominated to penguin-only contributions. Model-
dependent calculations can be used to estimate this shift in� but significant theoretical uncertainty
remains. Eventually, this uncertainty may be reduced by restricting the value of the penguin
terms from other measurements, for example via the SU(3) relationships discussed below. As
models become better tested by a variety of measurements the uncertainties that arise due to their
application may also be reduced, even without the use of such SU(3) relationships. Eventually,
however, one would like to be able to use model-independent methods that take the penguin
contributions into account correctly. These are discussed below.

6.1.2 Extraction of� in the Presence of Penguins

In most cases there is in fact more than one weak-decay amplitude contributing to a decay, which
can always be written as a tree-dominated plus a penguin-only term (see Section 1.5.2). In the
channels of interest here, the weak-phase difference between these terms is�.

For the case wheref is aCP eigenstate the amplitudes forB ! fCP andB ! fCP can then be
written as

AfCP = Tei�T ei�T + Pei�P ei�P ;

AfCP = Te�i�T ei�T + Pe�i�P ei�P ; (6.12)

whereT , �T and�T (P , �P and�P ) represent the magnitude, the weak phase and the strong phase
of the tree-dominated (penguin-only) amplitude, respectively.

Now suppose that penguin contributions are non-negligible and that�T 6= �P . In this case it is clear
from Eq. (6.12) that�fCP (Eq. (1.24)) depends on a function of tree and penguin parameters, so
that it no longer cleanly measures a single CKM phase. Thus the presence of significant “penguin
pollution” spoils the clean extraction of the angles of the unitarity triangle fromCP -violating
asymmetries. In general, the presence of non-negligible penguin contributions will also lead to
directCP violation (see Section 6.3), that is,j�fCP j 6= 1. In the presence of directCP violation,
the time-dependentCP asymmetry contains acos(�mBt) term, the coefficient of which can also
be measured. However, this need not be the case. If the strong phases are equal,�T = �P , then
�fCP is a pure phase (i.e., j�fCP j = 1). However, this phase depends on both tree and penguin
parameters, so that there is still a shift in� due to penguin contributions, even though there is no
directCP violation.

Although the above discussion has been made for the case where the final state is aCP eigenstate,
it applies equally well when the final state is not aCP eigenstate (e.g.,��, a1�, etc.). If penguin
contributions are important in decays to such final states, then theCP asymmetries alone do not
cleanly probe the angles of the unitarity triangle.
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In fact, present experimental information suggests that penguin pollution may well be significant
in B0 ! �+��. CLEO has observed the decayB0 ! ��K+: they haveNK� = 21:6+6:8�6:0 events,
which translates into a branching ratio of1:5�10�5 [2]. ForB0 ! �+�� they have9:9+6:0�5:1 events,
leading to an upper limit of1:5�10�5 [2]. While one cannot draw rigorous conclusions from these
data, one can still make a back-of-the-envelope estimate as follows. The quantity of interest is a
P=T , where

P � A(B0 ! �+��)jpenguin ; T � A(B0 ! �+��)jtree : (6.13)

This ratio can be written

P

T
=
A(B0 ! ��K+)jpenguin

T

P

A(B0 ! ��K+)jpenguin
; (6.14)

This ratio can be estimated with the help of some assumptions. First, take the central values of
the number of events at face value, so that the branching ratio forB0 ! �+�� is half that of
B0 ! ��K+. Second, assume that the observed events forB0 ! ��K+ andB0 ! �+�� are
due only to theb! s penguin and theb! uud tree amplitudes, respectively. This implies that

A(B0 ! ��K+)jpenguin
T

=
p
2 : (6.15)

The second term in Eq. (6.14) is the ratio ofb! d andb! s penguins. This can be written

P

A(B0 ! ��K+)jpenguin
=

����VtdVts
����� an SU(3)-breaking factor: (6.16)

The size of the SU(3)-breaking effects is not known. However, as a crude guess, take this factor to
be roughlyf�=fK � 1=1:2. The ratio of CKM matrix elements is constrained to be in the range
[3]

0:15 �
����VtdVts

���� � 0:34 : (6.17)

Putting all the factors together, gives

0:18 � P

T
� 0:4 : (6.18)

These numbers should not be taken literally, since they neglect both theoretical and experimental
uncertainties other than the range of

���Vtd
Vts

���. However they show that the CLEO data suggests that
penguins are likely to be significant inB0 ! �+�� and, by extension, inB0 ! �� anda1�.

The tool to separate the tree and penguin contributions is isospin analysis. Isospin amplitudes
I�I;If can be labeled by the�I value of theb-quark decay and by theIf of the final state, which
includes the spectator quark. The key observation is that a gluon is pureI = 0, so that the dominant
gluonicb! d penguins are pure�I = 1

2
. On the other hand, the tree-levelb! uud decays have

both�I = 3
2

and�I = 1
2

components. Thus, if the�I = 3
2

piece can be isolated, then the tree
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Table 6-1. Isospin decomposition forB ! ��, B ! �K andB ! �� in terms of the isospin
amplitudesA�I;If , where�I and If are the isospin change of the transition and the final-state
isospin, respectively. TheCP -even part ofB ! �� decays follow the same pattern asB ! ��;
B ! �K� andB ! �K are analogous toB ! �K; B ! a1� is similar toB ! ��.

Channel Decay Amplitudes

�� A(B+ ! �+�0) =
p
3
2
A3=2;2

1p
2
A(B0 ! �+��) = 1p

12
A3=2;2 �

q
1
6
A1=2;0

A(B0 ! �0�0) = 1p
3
A3=2;2 +

q
1
6
A1=2;0

�K A(B+ ! �0K+) = 2
3
A1;3=2 +

1
3
A1;1=2 �

q
1
3
A0;1=2

A(B0 ! �0K0) = 2
3
A1;3=2 +

1
3
A1;1=2 +

q
1
3
A0;1=2

1p
2
A(B+ ! �+K0) = 1

3
A1;3=2 � 1

3
A1;1=2 +

q
1
3
A0;1=2

1p
2
A(B0 ! ��K+) = 1

3
A1;3=2 � 1

3
A1;1=2 �

q
1
3
A0;1=2

�� A(B+ ! �+�0) = 1
2

q
3
2
A3=2;2 � 1

2

q
1
2
A3=2;1 +

q
1
2
A1=2;1

A(B+ ! �0�+) = 1
2

q
3
2
A3=2;2 +

1
2

q
1
2
A3=2;1 �

q
1
2
A1=2;1

A(B0 ! �+��) = 1
2

q
1
3
A3=2;2 � 1

2
A3=2;1 +

1
2
A1=2;1 �

q
1
6
A1=2;0

A(B0 ! ���+) = 1
2

q
1
3
A3=2;2 +

1
2
A3=2;1 � 1

2
A1=2;1 �

q
1
6
A1=2;0

A(B0 ! �0�0) =
q

1
3
A3=2;2 +

q
1
6
A1=2;0

contribution, which contains the weak phase to be measured, is thereby isolated. Inclusion of the
spectator quark then gives final isospin of0 or 1 for the gluonic penguin contributions, but0, 1
or 2 for the tree contributions. (Similar arguments apply tob ! s penguins andb ! uus tree
amplitudes.)

Isospin analysis can be used for a variety of final states [4]–[5]:��, ��, a1�, ��, K�, K��, K�,
etc.Isospin analysis for some final-state particle pairs will be discussed separately below. Table 6-1
lists the isospin amplitudes for all relevant channels for these states. Note that, in all cases, there
is at least one isospin amplitude which can be reached only via tree diagrams:A3=2;2 for B ! ��,
A1;3=2 forB ! �K, andA3=2;2 andA3=2;1 forB ! ��. Isolation of such isospin amplitudes allows
the removal of penguin pollution. (Note: this statement is only true to the extent that electroweak
penguins can be neglected [6] The effects of such contributions in the context of the various final
states are discussed below.) Note also that the decayB ! DD is not included in the list. This
is because both tree and penguin diagrams correspond to�I = 1=2 transitions. Thus, an isospin
analysis cannot be used to remove penguin pollution in this case.
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6.1.2.1 B0
! �+��

In the absence of penguin contributions, the asymmetry inB0 ! �+�� measuressin 2�. However,
penguins can contribute to this decay. Indeed, as was argued above, it appears that such penguin
contributions are sizeable. Since the weak phase of the penguin diagram is different from that
of the tree diagram, penguin pollution can affect the clean extraction of� from this process. An
isospin analysis can be used to eliminate the penguin pollution in this case [4].

The isospin decomposition of the amplitudesA+0 � A(B+ ! �+�0), A+� � A(B0 ! �+��)
andA00 � A(B0 ! �0�0) is shown in Table 6-1. Note that because of Bose statistics theJ = 0

two-pion state produced inB decay has noI = 1 contribution. Thus the three two-pion decay
amplitudes depend only on two isospin amplitudes, hence there is one relationship,

1p
2
A+� + A00 = A+0 ; (6.19)

between them. Thus they form a triangle, as drawn in Fig. 6-1.

The amplitudes for theCP -conjugate processesB� ! ���0, B0 ! �+�� andB0 ! �0�0 are
obtained from theA amplitudes by simply changing the sign of the CKM phases; the strong phases
remain the same. These amplitudes also form a triangle:

1p
2
A
+�

+ A
00
= A�0 : (6.20)

The measurements of the total rates forB+ ! �+�0 andB� ! ���0 yield jA+0j and jA�0j,
respectively. The measurement of the time-dependent decay rates forB0(t)! �+�� andB0(t)!

κππ

6–98
8418A3

A(B°     π°π°)~

A(B°     π°π°)A(B°     π+π–)~

A(B     π–π°) = A(B+     π+π°)~

1
2

A(B°     π+π–)1
2

Figure 6-1. Isospin analysis ofB ! �� decays.
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�+�� allow the extraction ofjA+�j andjA+�j as well as the asymmetry which givesIm��+��. For
the�0�0 final state, the time dependence will not be measurable at BABAR, but the time-independent
rates still allow one to obtainjA00j and jA00j. The six magnitudes determine the shapes of two
isospin triangles.

The key observation is that, since the penguin diagram is purely�I = 1=2, theA+0 amplitude
is fed solely from the tree diagram. This means thatjA+0j = jA�0j. In other words, the two
triangles have a base in common. (However, due to the fact that both the tree and penguin diagrams
contribute to theI = 0 final state,jA+�j 6= jA+�j andjA00j 6= jA00j in general.)

In fact, it is convenient to superimpose the triangles defined in Eqs. (6.19) and (6.20) by introducing

~Aij � e2i�TA
ij

(6.21)

and in particular,
~A�0 � e2i�TA�0 (6.22)

where�T is the CKM phase of the tree diagram. Then~A�0 = A+0. From the resulting Fig. 6-1
one can determine the angle��� betweenA+� and ~A+�, up to a four-fold discrete ambiguity
corresponding to the choice of orientation (above or belowA+0) of each of the triangles. Combined
with the two-fold ambiguity that comes because only the sine of the angle2� + ��� is measured,
this then leaves an eight-fold ambiguity in the value of�. Hence isospin analysis will reduce the
uncertainty in� significantly only if the error on each possible choice of��� is small.

TheCP asymmetry inB0 ! �+�� is given by

Im��+�� = Im

"
e�2i�

~A+�

A+�

#
: (6.23)

Thus the quantity~A+�=A+� gives the penguin effect on the relationship between the angle� and
the measured asymmetry. The two-triangle construction gives the magnitude and phase,���, of
this quantity, so that� can in principle be extracted cleanly, even in the presence of penguins.

The experimental prospects for carrying out such an analysis are discussed in detail in Section 6.4.
A crucial ingredient in the above analysis is the rate forB0 ! �0�0. Present theoretical estimates
put this branching ratio atO(10�6) or even smaller, which would make its measurement very
challenging. However, it should also be noted that these estimates all assume that color suppression
is significant inB decays to light mesons and small penguins. It is known and experimentally
confirmed that color suppression is important in the decays ofBs to heavy mesons: for example,
B(B0 ! 	K0) is only about 10% ofB(B0 ! D+

s D
�). However, color suppression does not hold

for D decays to light mesons: for example,

B(D0 ! �0�0) �= B(D0 ! �+��)=2:
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Figure 6-2. (a) Color-allowedZ-penguin, (b) Color-suppressedZ-penguin.

This could indicate that long-distance rescattering effects are large in such decays. If such large
rescattering effects are also present inB ! ��, the branching ratio ofB0 ! �0�0 may be
considerably larger than naive expectations, perhaps even as large asB(B0 ! �+��)=2, and the
isospin analysis could then yield more accurate results than those found in the study given below.

One potential problem from the theory side with the isospin method is the presence of electroweak
penguins (EWPs) [6]. The main EWP contributions toB ! �� come from diagrams with virtual
Z exchange (Fig. 6-2). Since the couplings of theZ contain bothI = 1 and I = 0 terms,
these contribute also to�I = 3

2
, and their effects cannot be separated from tree contributions

via isospin analysis. Fortunately, the effects of EWPs are expected to be small in this channel.
Since both theW and theZ are color singlet particles, there are two contributions (color-allowed
and color-suppressed) for each tree or electroweak-penguin quark diagram, which are defined by
which quark lines go to which final hadron. Including both color-allowed and color-suppressed
EWPs (Fig. 6-2), theB ! �� amplitudes can be written [7].

A(B+ ! �+�0) = � 1p
2
(T + C + PEW + PC

EW ) ;

A(B0 ! �+��) = �(T + P + E +
2

3
PC
EW ) ; (6.24)

A(B0 ! �0�0) = � 1p
2
(C � P � E + PEW ) +

1

3
PC
EW :

In the above,T , C, P , E, PEW , andPC
EW represent the color-allowed tree contribution, the color-

suppressed tree contribution, the gluonic penguin, the exchange diagram, the color-allowed EWP
contribution, and the color-suppressed EWP contribution, respectively. These various contribu-
tions are expected to obey roughly the following hierarchy:
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1 : jT j;
O(�) : jCj; jP j;
O(�2) : jEj; jPEW j
O(�3) : jPC

EW j; (6.25)

where� � 20%. (Note that the factor� is simply a size-counting factor which can come either
from CKM factors, from color suppression, or from coupling constant ratio and loop counting.)
The above amplitudes do indeed form the triangles of Eq. (6.19) and (6.20). However, the key point
is that there are now two amplitudes, with different weak phases, which contribute toB+ ! �+�0

and likewise to itsCP conjugate. Thus, the two triangles no longer have a common base. This
is shown in Fig. 6-3. Therefore, due to the presence of EWPs, there is a theoretical uncertainty
��f in the extraction of the angle���, which is the relative phase between the~A+� andA+�

amplitudes. This leads to an uncertainty in the determination of� [7]:

�� � 1

2
��f �

�����PEW + PC
EW

T + C

����� : (6.26)

It can however be seen from the above hierarchy that this uncertainty is small, at mostO(�
2
) � 5%.

Therefore the presence of electroweak penguins does not significantly affect the isospin analysis.
(Note that this conclusion is largely independent of assumptions about the size of color suppression

∆κππ

6–98
8418A2

A(B°     π°π°)~
A(B°     π°π°)

T+C
PEW + PEW

A(B°     π+π–)~
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Figure 6-3. Isospin analysis ofB ! �� decays with the inclusion of electroweak penguins.
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in B ! �� decays. Even if theC (andPC
EW ) contributions turn out to be larger than expected, the

uncertainty in� is still at most about 5%.)

6.1.2.2 B0
! ��

At first glance, the decaysB ! �� appear to be completely analogous toB ! ��. However,
there is an important difference. Because the� is a vector meson, the�� pair can be in a state of
angular momentumL = 0; 1 or 2. States of even and odd angular momentum correspond to states
of even and oddCP , respectively. However, the sign of theCP asymmetry for aCP -even state will
be opposite to that of aCP -odd state. Thus, if one does not separate theCP -odd component of
the�� final state from theCP -even component, there will be a dilution of theCP asymmetry due
to a cancellation between these two components. This dilution factor is unknown sincea priori
there is no information about the relative sizes of theCP -even andCP -odd components. Thus it is
not possible to extract� by simply measuring the asymmetry inB ! ��. This is independent of
whether or not there is penguin pollution.

However, it is possible to separate out the even (L = 0; 2) and odd (L = 1) angular-momentum
components of�� through an angular analysis, as discussed in Section 5.1.3. Once this is done,
then the�+�� and�0�0 final states areCP eigenstates, and so can be used to probe the angle
�. If penguins are unimportant, then all asymmetries measure� sin 2�, with the+ (�) sign
corresponding to theCP -even (CP -odd) final state. Of course, here again penguin contributions
may be important, so an isospin analysis is needed to remove the penguin pollution. For theCP -
even components, which containI = 0 and 2, the analysis is identical to that developed above for
B ! ��: theI = 2 amplitude, which is pure tree, can be isolated by measurements of the rates
for B+ ! �+�0, B0(t) ! �+�� andB0 ! �0�0, along with theirCP -conjugates. (As in the��
case, electroweak-penguin contributions are expected to be small.) However, an isospin analysis
will not work for theCP -odd components. Since these haveI = 1 only, which can be fed by both
the tree and the penguin diagrams, there is no way to remove the penguin pollution.

6.1.2.3 B0
! ��

As in the case of theB ! �� modes, theB ! ��� channels provide an independent means of
extracting the CKM angle� [1, 8]. The full three-pion distribution contains bothCP -odd andCP -
even contributions, the ratios of which cannot be reliably calculated. Several hadronic resonances
can contribute, and the nonresonantB ! 3� decay may also play a significant role. However if two
of the pions form a resonant state, the angular momentum is determined and henceCP -eigenstates
can be made from combinations of different charge states, with theCP -eigenvalues specified by the
spin of the resonance. In what follows, it is assumed that the resonant contributions are dominant
and, among them, the�(770) is the main one. Once the�-meson decays to two pions, the three
decaysB0 ! �+��, B0 ! ���+ andB0 ! �0�0 all result in a�+���0 final state.
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Neutral BDalitz-plot Analysis

As recognized by Snyder and Quinn [8], the decay to�� provides enough observables to determine
� in principle, even in the presence of penguins. The analysis of the time-dependent three-pion
Dalitz plot including interference effects between the resonances offers three attractive features:

� From decays of neutralBs alone, it allows the determination of�, even in the presence of
gluonic penguin contributions.

� It may resolve all the discrete phase ambiguities that remain after the traditional methods,
with the single exception of�! � + �.1

� It may lead to the measurement of some QCD matrix elements, including those of penguin
contributions. This will be useful in constraining and selecting models for use elsewhere.

TheB0 weak-decay amplitudes arise from “tree-dominated” contributions, for which the phase
comes fromVudV �

ub and from “penguin-only” contributions, for which the phase comes fromVtdV
�
tb,

and thus is the same as the Standard Model weak phase of theB0-B0 mixing. The onlyCP -
violating phase in the problem is thus

arg

 
VudV

�
ub

VtdV
�
tb

!
= � +  � � � � ; (6.27)

where the last equality defines the quantity�.2 The isospin decomposition for the variousB0 ! ��

decay amplitudes was shown in Table 6-1 [9]. There are four independent isospin amplitudes:
A3=2;2,A3=2;1,A1=2;1 andA1=2;0, but only three linear combinations of them contribute to the neutral
B decays. The penguins contribute only to the�I = 1=2 amplitudes, so there are only two
independent penguin amplitudes.3 It is convenient to incorporate the weak phase of the mixing

1This ambiguity is irreducible (unless there is theoretical input to resolve it), thus its presence is to be understood
everywhere in what follows.

2It is often said that one tests the Standard Model by testing the relationship�+ � +  = �; in fact there are only
two independent parameters defining the (scaled) Standard Model Unitarity triangle and one tests whether different
ways of measuring these parameters give consistent results.

3If there are sizeable penguin contributions proportional toVudV
�

ub
, as claimed by various authors [10], they can

simply be absorbed into the tree amplitude, see Section 1.5.2. The essential point is that the contribution proportional
to VtdV

�
tb

comes only from a�I = 1=2 operator. This is true up to the small correction from electroweak-penguin
contributions.
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and write the amplitudes with the weak phases displayed explicitly as follows

A(B0 ! �+��) � A+� = e�i�T+� + P+� ;

A(B0 ! ���+) � A�+ = e�i�T�+ + P�+ ;

A(B0 ! �0�0) � A00 = e�i�T 00 + P 00 ;

q=pA(B0 ! �+��) � q=pA+� = e+i�T�+ + P�+ ;

q=pA(B0 ! ���+) � q=pA�+ = e+i�T+� + P+� ;

q=pA(B0 ! �0�0) � q=pA00 = e+i�T 00 + P 00 ;

(6.28)

where the isospin relationships given in Table 6-1 together with the�I = 1=2 character of the
penguin process give

P 00 = �1

2
(P+� + P�+) : (6.29)

In the theoretical parameterization given above, the six complexB ! �� amplitudes are given by
three complex tree amplitudes, plus two complex penguin amplitudes (from Eq. (6.29) to eliminate
P 00) and the weak phase�. One can fix the strong phase of any oneT orP to make the amplitude
real by convention, so there are 10 parameters to be fit to the data (including the overall rate). The
Dalitz-plot analysis in principal allows extraction of all these parameters.

With the notation of Eq. (6.28), dropping the exponential decay factor from the lifetime, the�-
mediatedB ! 3� amplitude is given by:

A(t) = cos(�mt=2)[f+A
+� + f�A

�+ + f0A
00]

�i sin(�mt=2)[f+A+� + f�A
�+ + f0A

00] ; (6.30)

where the� depends on the flavor of the taggedB. Heref+, for example, means the Breit-Wigner
form for �+ ! �+�0. The Breit-Wigner form used here4 is

f(s) / cos �H

s�m2
� + i�(s)

; (6.31)

wheres is the square of the invariant mass of the putative�, and�H is the angle in the� rest frame
between a decay pion direction and the line of flight of the�. The function� is given by5

�(s) =
m2

�p
s

 
p

p0

!3

��(m
2
�); (6.32)

4It is assumed that the most interesting part of the� strong decay is well-described by a Breit-Wigner. The precise
form of this function is a source of a systematic uncertainty which has been investigated [11]. The form retained is the
one used by ALEPH in their study of� decays [12] where other resonant contributions (�(1450) and�(1700)) were
also taken into account. These are also considered for systematics studies (cf. [11]).

5The choice made for the function� gives the proper threshold behavior for the width of the� and is consistent
with elastic unitarity. The choice is not unique. One might ask that thep3 dependence level off far from threshold, but
this would be only a minor effect. Other overall dependence ons should be mild.
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where p = p(s) =
q
s=4�m2

� is the momentum of the daughter-pion in the� rest frame
andp0 = p(m2

�). In addition to the resonance form, the angular dependence of the� decay is
included in thefi. Angular momentum conservation requires the� to have zero helicity and thus
the decay distribution is proportional tocos �H . The known phase variation over the Dalitz plot
introduced by the Breit-Wigner form provides the means of disentangling the unknown phases
in the amplitudes, both those introduced by the weak interactions and those arising from strong
final-state interactions.

The time- and phase-space-dependent amplitude, Eq. (6.30), when squared, exhibits several con-
tributions. For example, neglecting Penguin contributions for the sake of clarity, one can identify:

a. Diagonal terms,e.g.,jf+T+�j2. These necessarily have no dependence on� and no phase
dependence from the Breit-Wigner.

b. Interference from twoB0 decays or twoB0 decays to� s of different charges. These have
no � dependence, but they show phase dependence from the Breit-Wigner factors and the
strong phases of the various tree amplitudes.

c. Interference between two different charged� s, one fromB0 and one fromB0. Here there is
a phase dependence from the Breit-Wigner factors. Then the phase information comes from

Im(f+f
�
�e

�2i�) = Im(f+f
�
�) cos 2�+Re(f+f

�
�) sin 2� (6.33)

d. Interference between aB0 and aB0 decay to the same�. These have no phase-dependence
from the Breit-Wigner (just anjf j2), but a characteristic dependence

sin(�mt) Im
h
e�2i�TT 0�

i
(6.34)

where, for charged� s, theT andT 0 are different, but for neutral� s they are the same. Thus,
for charged� s, there are terms proportional tosin(2� + �) andsin(2� � �) where� is the
strong-phase difference

� = arg(T�+(T+�)�) ; (6.35)

while for neutral� s the dependence is simplysin 2�.

Thus the interference between the various intermediate states contributing to the same three-pion
kinematic region introduces a dependence oncos 2� as well as onsin 2�. This then removes the
(�; �=2��) ambiguity in the value of�. Since the analysis fits both tree and penguin contributions
it also removes any theoretical systematic uncertainty from our lack of ability to calculate the
relative sizes and phases of these terms. The removal of these degeneracies and uncertainties
could be an important step in the comparison of Standard Model predictions andB factory results.
The interference terms are shown diagrammatically in Fig. 6-4. The strength of the interferences
implies a correction to the amplitude-squared, whose phase-space variations6 are of the order of
�10%, and which is significant even quite far from the�-band crossing region [11].

6In Ref. [8] a nonrelativistic Breit-Wigner is used. It yields significantly stronger interference effects.
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Figure 6-4. A representation of interference terms inB ! ����. The first diagram represents
the term (b), the second (c), and the third (d):� is the difference between the strong final-state-
interaction phases forB0 ! �+�� andB0 ! ���+. ForB ! �0�0 there is no such strong phase
difference. Penguin effects are neglected in describing the� dependence here, but not in the full
analysis.

There are a number of theoretical and experimental complications that need to be addressed to
complete such an analysis

� Higher resonances: The assumption of� dominance has no strong theoretical basis. As is
shown in Table 6-2 (which is not exhaustive) [13], there are many other higher resonances
which can contribute to a3� final state.7 Large values of such branching ratios would imply
a contamination of events which should, however, be detectable by inspecting the Dalitz
plots of the neutral and chargedB decays.

7In principle, if one has enough information on these resonances, one can include them as well in the analysis.
However, the increasing number of parameters necessary to describe theB-meson decay into higher resonances would
make the fit impracticable unless very high statistics data were available.
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Table 6-2. Potential�� resonance candidates, X, that may be seen inB0 ! X�. Only resonances
with large branching ratios to�� are shown [13].

Resonance (R) B(R! ��) (%) Width (MeV) IG(JPC) Remarks

f0(400� 1200) dominant 600 to 1000 0+(0++) Non-qq candidate

�(770) 100 150.7�1.2 1+(1��) Well-known

f0(980) (78:1� 2:4) 40 to 100 0+(0++) Odd shape

f2(1270) (84:7+2:6�1:2) 185�20 0+(2++) Well-known

�3(1690) (23:6� 1:3) 160�10 1+(3��) High spin

f4(2050) (17:0� 1:5) 208�13 0+(4++) High spin

� � shape uncertainties: The description of the�(770) resonance used here, Eq. (6.31), makes
the double assumption thatB0 ! �+�� andB0 ! ���+ have the same� structure and
that this structure is precisely known. This parameterization, while expected to be good,
introduces some theoretical uncertainties.

� Nonresonant3�: It is not possible to say anything reliable from theory on a nonresonant
contribution. The simplest way to handle it is to fit it, by assuming that it is dominated by
a flat component which can be measured in the center of the Dalitz plot (well outside the�

bands). The uncertainties due to the precise parameterization of the� strong decay, and to the
definition of the cuts used to reduce the contribution of higher resonances, will be reflected
in variation of the fitted nonresonant contribution. For a recent illustration of these ideas in
the nonCP studies of theD andDs systems, see for example [14]. The study of the Dalitz
plots of both neutral and chargedB decays may be helpful in understanding nonresonant
contributions, if they turn out to be large.

� Electroweak penguins: In addition to the gluonic penguins, there are alsoZ0 and photonic
penguins which have a different isospin structure. Theoretical estimates of these terms are
model-dependent [15], but suggest that they may not be negligible in the�0�0 channel,
because of cancellations between the tree and gluonic penguin terms. A procedure to define
a theoretical error on� induced by the electroweak penguins can be found in Ref. [15].

This “three-body” Dalitz-plot analysis requires fitting ten parameters and thus requires a substantial
data set, as is discussed below in Section 6.5. When the data are limited, an alternative is to attempt
an analysis that reduces the number of free parameters by making assumptions or approximations.
These will be discussed in the experimental section on��. The disadvantage of such analyses is
that they do not resolve all the discrete ambiguities in�, and, more seriously, that they introduce
theoretical systematic uncertainties which are difficult to quantify. As in the two-pion case how-
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ever, it is likely that these more restricted approaches will be the only ones feasible for some time
to come, and hence theoretical efforts to reduce the theoretical uncertainties will be important in
controlling the errors on�.

Adding chargedB decays

From the amplitudes in Table 6-1, one can write the chargedB-decay amplitudes for�� as,

p
2A(B+ ! �+�0) = e�i�T+0 + P+� � P�+;p
2A(B+ ! �0�+) = e�i�(T+� + T�+ + 2T 00 � T+0)� P+� + P�+ : (6.36)

Note that there is a pentagonal relation between the three neutral and two chargedB decay ampli-
tudes p

2
h
A(B+ ! �+�0) + A(B+ ! �0�+)

i
= A+� + A�+ + 2A00 : (6.37)

The addition of the two charged channelsB� ! ���0; ���0 adds one moreT -type amplitude.
However, theB� ! ���0 channel has two�0s in the final state, and thus may be more difficult
to measure (cf. Section 6.5.1.7). Without this channel, the inclusion ofB� ! �0�� rates in
the analysis adds as many new parameters as new observables, thus in principal giving no new
constraints. (Though an observation of directCP -violation via a difference in the rates of two
charge-conjugate channels would demonstrate that� is nonzero [11].) However the full three-
charged-pion Dalitz plot distribution could give some valuable information on the isospinI = 0, 1,
2 resonant and/or nonresonant contributions and thus should also be considered as a cross-check of
the neutral channel Dalitz-plot analysis. Once the two neutral pion amplitudes are measured then
an analysis that fits the charged three-pion decay rates as well as the neutral Dalitz plot may better
constrain the various fit parameters and should be pursued [15].

Pentagon analysis

A construction similar to the isospin triangle construction for�� can be made in the�� case,
arising from the relationship Eq. (6.37) and itsCP conjugate. The geometric figures to be
constructed are pentagons rather than triangles. However, this analysis is equivalent to solving a
number of higher-order algebraic equations for this system and hence the solution can be obtained
only up to multiple discrete ambiguities [9, 5]. Given the effects of experimental errors and the
multiple ambiguities, it is unlikely that such a phase-space-integrated (PSI) approach will give
useful information with the kind of accuracy achievable at BABAR. Furthermore, if there were
enough data to do such an analysis with small uncertainties, then the full3� Dalitz-plot analysis
would be also be possible. While the pentagon constructions rely on the measurement ofbranching
ratios, that is, amplitudessquared, the Dalitz-plot analysis measures amplitudes and islinearly
sensitive to the suppressed channels,e.g.,�0�0. Hence it is expected that analyses based on the
Dalitz-plot structure, rather than pentagon constructions will be the eventual method of choice to
determine� from these channels.
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6.1.2.4 B0
! �K

An isospin analysis can be performed forB ! �K decays [16, 9]. By measuring the rates for
B+ ! �0K+, B+ ! �+K0 andB0 ! ��K+, along with the rates andCP asymmetry in
B0 ! �0KS, it is possible in principle to remove the penguin pollution and measure�.

However, this analysis assumes that electroweak-penguin contributions are negligible. However
CLEO data [2] suggest that electroweak penguins inB ! �K are comparable to the corresponding
tree contributions, unlike theB ! �� andB ! �� cases. This can be understood as follows. In
the case ofB ! �K decays, there are contributions from both theb! uus tree amplitude and the
b! s penguin amplitude. It is this latter penguin pollution which one seeks to remove. However,
as discussed above in 6.1.2, CLEO results indicate that theb ! s penguin amplitude may be
about the same size as theb ! uud tree amplitude. Thus the Cabibbo-suppressedb ! uus

tree amplitude is smaller by a factor of about 0.2 (the Cabibbo angle) than theb ! s penguin
amplitude. Theb ! s electroweak penguin is also suppressed, however, by about 0.2 relative to
theb! s gluonic penguin. Thus, theb! s electroweak penguin and theb! uus tree amplitude,
both of which contribute toB ! �K, are possibly roughly the same size. It therefore appears that
electroweak-penguin contributions toB ! �K are non-negligible, so that an isospin analysis is
unlikely to successfully isolate a dominantly tree contribution in this case [7].

6.1.2.5 B ! ��,B ! �K, and flavor SU(3)

An additional method [17, 18] for obtaining� uses flavorSU(3) symmetry [19] to relateB ! ��

to B ! �K decays, which permits the removal of the penguin pollution inB0 ! �+��. Other
similar methods involving flavorSU(3), are discussed in Chapter 7.

The decays of interest areB0 ! �+��, B0 ! ��K+, andB+ ! �+K0. The amplitudes for
these decays can be written

A�� � A
�
B0 ! �+��

�
= � (T + P ) = T ei�T ei + Pei�P e�i� ; (6.38)

A�K � A
�
B0 ! ��K+

�
= � (T 0 + P 0) = ruT ei�T ei � P 0ei�P ; (6.39)

A+
�K � A

�
B+ ! �+K0

�
= P 0 = P 0ei�P ;

whereT � jT j, P � jP j, andP 0 � jP 0j. HereT andP represent respectively the color-
allowed tree and penguin contributions for the�S = 0 transitions, while their primed counterparts
correspond to�S = 1 processes. Unlike theK� isospin analysis, channels with a final-state
�0 are not included here, and hence electroweak penguins are “color-suppressed” and are not
expected to be a significant contribution. They are ignored in the analysis that follows. Three
strong assumptions are essential in Eq. (6.38).
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� Rescattering effects are small, otherwise the final equation receives a second contribution
from rescattered tree diagrams (see further discussion in Chapter 7).

� The b ! d penguinP is dominated by thet quark. Since long-distance effects may
substantially enhance theu andc penguin contributions, this assumption may not be justified
[20].

� The amplitudesT andT 0 are related simply by the ratio of their CKM matrix elements, with
anSU(3) breaking factor [21] of the ratio ofK and� decay constants (i.e., factorization
is assumed). Factorization is unlikely to hold for penguin amplitudes, soP andP 0 are not
related in a simple way. However the strong phase of the penguin diagram,�P , is assumed
to be SU(3) symmetric, so the same for both terms. While plausible, this assumption
introduces some theoretical uncertainty.

With these assumptions one can obtain the following six quantities:

A � 1

2

�
jA��j2 +

���A��

���2� = T 2 + P2 � 2T P cos � cos�;

B � 1

2

�
jA��j2 �

���A��

���2� = �2T P sin � sin�;

C � Im
�
e2i�A��A

�
��

�
= �T 2 sin 2� + 2T P cos � sin�;

D � 1

2

�
jA�K j2 +

���A�K

���2� = r2uT 2 + P 02 � 2ruT P 0 cos � cos ;

E � 1

2

�
jA�K j2 �

���A�K

���2� = 2ruT P 0 sin � sin ;

F �
���A+

�K

���2 = P 02: (6.40)

These give six equations in six unknowns, so that one can solve for�, , T ,P,P 0, and�. However,
because the equations are nonlinear, there are discrete ambiguities in extracting these quantities.
In fact, a detailed study [18] shows that, depending on the actual values of the phases, there can
be up to eight solutions. Many of these can be eliminated due to other information on the CKM
phases, but still some ambiguity often remains.

Note that, if one relaxes any of the assumptions, the method breaks down because additional
parameters are needed. Furthermore, even if the assumptions are correct, if� = 0, the quantities
B andE vanish, so that one is left with four equations in five unknowns. In this case one must
use additional assumptions to extract information about theCP phases. Thus, this is an interesting
method for obtaining� with little or no penguin pollution, but it depends on several theoretical
assumptions. If these assumptions can be justified (e.g.,via independent measurements), then this
may become a useful way of measuring� cleanly.
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6.2 Penguins and DirectCP Violation

Direct CP violation is an interesting and important manifestation ofCP violation [22]. As a
rule it is simpler to establish experimentally than indirectCP violation. It can occur in processes
involving either charged or neutralBs. For all charged decays and for a few neutral decays (that
are self-tagged), tagging “the otherB” is not necessary, which can translate into a reduction of
a factor of about 5–10 in the number ofBs needed. These advantages are offset by a serious
disadvantage of directCP violation: it is in general difficult to convert experimental observation
of an asymmetry in a specific channel into a quantitative determination of the basic parameters of
the Standard Model.

6.2.1 Varieties of DirectCP Violation

DirectCP violation arises from an explicitCP -odd phase in the�b = 1 decay amplitude of the
b quark. As a result, the comparison ofb-decays to a specific final state withb decays to theCP -
conjugate final state can revealCP violation. Since directCP violation results from the presence
of theCP -odd phase in the underlying (�b = 1) Hamiltonian, it can show up in all types ofB
mesons [Bu, Bd, Bs, Bc]. This is in sharp contrast to indirectCP violation resulting from mixing
and decay [23, 24], which necessarily requires mixing between neutral states:B0-B0 or B0

s -B
0
s.

Such mixing results from�b = 2 interactions,i.e.,they are second order in the usual�b = 1 weak
Hamiltonian and/or they involve�b = 2 interactions from new physics.

For theCP -odd phase in the�b = 1 effective Hamiltonian to manifest itself experimentally via
directCP violation, there must be interference between (at least) two (�b = 1) amplitudes leading
to the same final state. One can write:

A = jA1j exp[i(�1 + �1)] + jA2j exp[i(�2 + �2)]

where the�s are theCP -even strong final-state rescattering phases, whereas the�s are theCP -odd
phases which in the Standard Model result from the singleCP -odd phase present in the CKM
matrix [25]. The corresponding amplitude for theCP -conjugate process has the form:

A = jA1j exp[i(�1 � �1)] + jA2j exp[i(�2 � �2)] :

The typicalCP -violating observable is thepartial rate asymmetry(PRA) defined as:

�PRA =
B(B ! f)� B(B ! f)

B(B ! f) + B(B ! f)

=
2jA1j jA2j sin � sin�

jA1j2 + jA2j2 + 2jA1j jA2j cos � cos�
; (6.41)
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where� � (�1 � �2) and� � (�1 � �2) are theCP -even andCP -odd phase differences between
the amplitudes. Within the Standard Model,� is a function of the angles of the unitarity triangle.

Equation (6.41) exhibits the central difficulty in dealing with directCP violation. Although the
asymmetry involves four unknowns (A1; A2; �; �), the measurements of only two branching ratios
(jAj andjAj) are required to establish the existence of a PRA (i.e.,�PRA 6= 0). Thus theCP -odd
phase (�) that one wants cannot in general be deduced from a measurement of�PRA without a
separate knowledge of the strong-phase difference�, and the amplitude ratiojA1=A2j. Theory is
completely unreliable for predicting these quantities. This is especially so for exclusive reactions
and probably true even for inclusive processes. So, while many model-dependent calculations
have been done over the years to estimate PRAs in various modes, they should really be regarded
as illustrative examples. As the branching fractions of more and moreB decay modes become
measured, it is quite likely that a few good phenomenological models of hadron dynamics will
emerge which could eventually be used to deduce or at least constrain the phase� from measure-
ments of PRAs. In principle, there is also the possibility that, at least for some simple reactions
(say two pseudoscalars,e.g.,K�, ��, KK), the final-state phase shifts could be experimentally
determined. Usually this is extremely difficult, but if it could be done, the weak phase might be
deducible [26].

In some decay channels that are dominated by the presence of well-defined resonances, the strong
phases may be determined from the masses and widths of the resonances. Some examples that
have been discussed so far to illustrate this possibility are presented below [27, 28, 29, 30].

In addition to PRAs there are several other interestingCP -violating observables that can, and
should be measured in order to understand fully the dynamics. It is useful to define the transfor-
mationTN , the “naive” time reversal operator. This is defined to be the inversion of momenta
and spins. It differs from the time-reversal operator (T) in quantum field theory which requires,
in addition, the interchange of initial and final states. In generalCP -odd observables can then be
divided into two types:

1. The first type areCP -oddTN -even observables. The simplest example is a PRA. Another
interesting and important example is the energy asymmetry. In exclusive modes such asym-
metries can occur when there are three or more particles in the final state. In inclusive
reactions this means comparing the energy distribution of a particle in the final state with
that of the corresponding antiparticle in the conjugate reaction.

2. The second type areCP -odd,TN -odd observables. A simple example of this is the triple-
correlation asymmetry,e.g.,p1 � (p2 � p3), wherep1; p2; p3 are three linearly independent
momenta in the final state. For exclusive reactions this requires at least four spinless mesons
in the final state. When initial or final states involve particles with spin thenTN -odd (and also
TN -even) observables involving spin can also be defined. An important class of processes
areB decays to two spin-one mesons, such asB ! �K�, B ! ��, B ! !K�, !�, etc.In
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such cases the vector meson decays can give information about their spin orientation [31].
Another interesting case is when a� -lepton is in the final state, sayB ! D��� [32, 33].
Then the transverse polarization asymmetry of the� can be used as one of the three vectors
in the product.

TheTN -even observables require the presence of aCP -even (C-even,P -even) strong phase which
can originate from the absorptive part in a Feynman amplitude [34] and/or from the presence of
resonances [27, 28, 29, 30] in the decay chain. When it originates from the perturbation-theory
calculation of a Feynman amplitude such a phase is called the perturbative phase. Similarly,
when resonances dominate the phase it is often called the resonant phase.TN -odd observables
are, on the other hand, driven by the real part of Feynman amplitudes. For these cases theCP -
even phase isC-odd, P -odd and originates from the presence of a trace involving5, such as
Tr[5 6p1 6p2 6p3 6p4], wherep1, p2, p3, andp4 are the four linear-independent 4-momenta. For this
reason this phase is called the axial phase. A nonzero expectation value of aTN -odd observ-
able does not necessarily mean thatCP is violated. To define observables which are manifestly
CP -violating usually requires comparison of (TN -odd) expectation values between the conjugate
reactions [35].

The CPT theorem implies nontrivial and important restrictions on PRAs: absorptive parts of
Feynman amplitudes that result from the scattering of a state onto itself cannot contribute to a
PRA [36, 37, 38, 27]. As a result, PRA measurements donot represent exhaustive tests ofCP .
That is, even if all PRAs are identically zero it does not necessarily mean that the underlying
theory is notCP -violating. Consider, as an explicit example, a two-Higgs-doublet model with
natural flavor conservation. In such models flavor-diagonal interactions of neutral Higgs lead
to CP violation [39]. ThusCP -violating vertices necessarily involve rescattering of states onto
themselves. Consequently PRAs will not arise even thoughCP violation can manifest itself
through all other observables. As an example, the energy asymmetry is an observable which
is TN -even (like PRAs) and is proportional to absorptive parts of Feynman amplitude. Such an
asymmetry can, and in general will arise, through self-rescattering of quarks [40].

6.2.2 Illustrative Examples of DirectCP

The following few pages give some examples of directCP violation that have been studied. The
emphasis will be on calculations done in the last five years or so. This discussion focuses chiefly
on modes with predicted branching ratios>� 10�6 and asymmetries>� 1%.

Asymmetries due to directCP violation in inclusive processes, although somewhat challenging
to measure, are expected to be relatively clean from a theoretical point of view. This is because
notions of quark-hadron duality are likely to work best for inclusive reactions. Perturbation theory
calculations for the inclusive reactions are, in fact, closest in spirit to the initial realization [34] that
quantum corrections, in general, endow the amplitudes with an absorptive part. This absorptive
part is essential for generating the asymmetries.
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Table 6-3. Theoretical estimates of branching ratios and asymmetries for quark-level processes
and other inclusive reactions.

Process Reference(s) B jAsymmetryj Comments

(b! s)

b! sqq [41] � 1% � (1� 0:5)% q = u; d; s

B ! K;K�(X) [43] � 1� 10�4 <� 15% Energy Asymmetry

(b! d)

b! dqq [41] � 0:5% � (2:0+1:2�1:0)% q = u; d; s

b! d [44, 45] � 5� 10�4 � 1%

B ! �0(�(1440))Xd [46] � 0(10�5) <� 12%

B ! f0; f2(Xd) [46] � " "

B ! KK; ��(Xd) [46] � " "

Table 6-3 gives a sample of inclusive processes. This contains quark-level asymmetries, in charm-
less final states, viab ! sqq (i.e.,�s = 1) and b ! dqq (i.e., �s = 0), for q = u; d; s. In
a recent study [41],CP asymmetries for�s = 1 and�s = 0 inclusive charmless final states
were computed by a systematic use of the renormalization-group-improved perturbation theory by
including the probable dominant contributions to next-to-leading order. These calculations give
branching ratios and PRAs of around� 1%. (See Table 6-3.) For earlier and comparable study
see [42].

Another interesting recent study is of the energy asymmetry in the inclusive reactionB ! KX

[43]. Motivated by the recent CLEO observation[2] ofB ! �0 + Xs, estimated partial rate and
energy asymmetries in such single-particle inclusive reactions, studied in Ref. 24, are also given
in Table 6-3. Table 6-4 gives the estimated asymmetries inB ! PP [47, 48],PV [47] andV V
[49] whereP = pseudoscalar andV = vector. Table 6-5 shows the asymmetries in electroweak-
penguin processes. Note that different models can give significantly different numbers for both
branching ratios and asymmetries. As an example, compare the�� branching ratio given here to
that used in the simulations in Section 6.5 from a different model calculation.
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Table 6-4. Theoretical estimates of branching ratios and asymmetries for selectedB ! PP , PV
andV V modes. [Note: except for theK� case, where the result is due to long-distance effects,
entries in this table are based on calculations that assume the absence of long-distance rescattering.
Different models give significantly different numbers in some channels.]

Process Reference B Asymmetry

B ! K�K0 [48, 47] � 2� 10�6 � 10%

! K0K0 [48, 47] � 1� 10�6 � 8%

! K�� [48, 47] � 1� 10�5 � 1%

[50] " � 20%

! K�� [47] � 6� 10�6 � 1%

! �0�� [47] � 2� 10�5 � 2%

! ���0 [47] � 2� 10�6 � 2–10%

! ��! [47] � 1:5� 10�6 � 12%

! D0D�� [47] � 5� 10�4 � 0:6%

! ��K�0 [49] � 1� 10�5 � 0:6%

! �K�� [49] � 1� 10�5 � 0:6%

! !K�� [49] � 3� 10�6 � 28%

! �0K�� [49] � 2� 10�6 � 30%

! ��! [49] � 2� 10�5 � 4%

! D��D�0 [49] � 1� 10�3 � 1%
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Table 6-5. Theoretical estimate of branching ratio and asymmetry modes due toEW penguins
[see also Table 6-6].

Process References B Asymmetry Comments

b! s [51] � 2� 10�4 .1–1.%

b! d [51] � 1� 10�5 1–10%

B ! K� [52] � 4� 10�5 � 1%

B ! � [52, 53] � 2� 10�6 <� 30%

b! d`+`� [54, 55] � 5� 10�7 � 3% 1 < m``=GeV< 3

B ! �`+`� [54, 55] � 3� 10�8 " "

B ! �`+`� [54, 55] � 5� 10�8 " "

Table 6-6. Examples of theoretical estimates ofCP asymmetries in processes dominated by
resonances.

Process Ref. B Asymmetry Comments

B ! K�
i  [27] � (1–5)� 10�5 <� 8% energy asymmetry

K�
i ! K�;K��;K� [27] <� 3% PRA

B ! a1=a2 ! 3� [28] � (1–5)� 10�7 <� 10% TN -even, forward-backward
asymmetry

<� 10% TN -odd, triple correlation
asymmetry

<� 30% TN -even, optimal observable
<� 20% TN -odd, optimal observable

B ! h� [29] � 5� 10�7 � 10% nc = ��;KK�; ��KK : : :

h = nc; �
0
c �0c = ��;KK; 4� : : :

B� ! h��0(!) [30]

h = � � (1–2)� 10�5 � 9–30% maximum asymmetry

h = K� � 1� 10�5 � 32–79% in the region of

h = � � (2–7)� 10�6 � 17–48% M(!)� �(!)
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6.2.2.1 Long-distance rescattering effects on directCP in B ! K�-like modes

Recently there has been some discussion [56, 57, 58, 50] of the effects of soft physics on final-
state (FS) rescattering phases and the consequences for directCP violation in modes such asB !
K�. It is now recognized that directCP violation in B decays has a very rich structure. (The
presence of nontrivial final-state interaction phases and related directCP -violating effects was
discussed earlier in [42], but this work has not received much attention and the view that final-
state-interaction effects are small has been widely held.) The important point is that the short-
distance Hamiltonian, and in particular the penguin operators, are not the only source of directCP

violation inB decays. Whereas the penguin Hamiltonian (e.g.,in b ! s transitions) has�I = 0,
long-distance (LD) rescattering effects represent a distinct source ofCP violation, particularly in
states that are mixtures of isospin such asK�.

Recall that the isospin operator intimately links the two charge statesK0�� andK��0 in B�

decays, andK0�0 andK��+ in B0 decays. Indeed, the CPT theorem places severe restrictions
[50] on the PRA arising due to long-distance rescattering effects in such states related by the isospin
operator: the PRA due to long-distance effects inK0�� must cancel exactly with that inK��0;
similarly, the PRA inK0�0 must cancel with that inK��+. A very important repercussion of this
result is that the PRA caused by long-distance effects inK�� (or K�, orKa1. . . ) cannot cancel
with the PRA inK�. Thus each category of such final-state interactions provides an independent
probe for searching for directCP violation [50].

One is often tempted to assume that theB-meson mass (� 5 GeV) is large enough that final-
state rescattering effects will be negligible in such exclusive decay modes. Not only are there
no good reasons to support such an assumption, Donoghueet al. [56, 59] have claimed, on
very general grounds, that final-state rescattering phases due to soft physics do not vanish as
mB ! 1. This has an important general consequence that it could improve the observabil-
ity of direct CP in various exclusive modes. Specifically, forB ! K�, due to long-distance
rescattering effects, PRAs of around� 20% (for sin  = 1) may be possible [50]. However,
while enhancing directCP asymmetries inB decays the presence of these long-distance rescat-
tering effects also raises serious doubts about the validity of constraints on the angle [60]
deduced by using the rates forB� ! K0�� andB0(B0) ! K+��(K��+), to the extent that
the constraint is derived by explicitly assuming the absence of long-distance rescattering effects
[57, 58, 50].

Two remarks are in order. First, most of the calculations of directCP -violation asymmetries in
exclusive hadronic channels, samples of which are given in Table 6-4, assume the absence of long-
distance rescattering effects. If these effects are important forK�, as suggested in some of these
studies [56, 57, 58, 50], then they are likely to be important in many other exclusive channels as
well. Second, the PRAs due to these short- and long-distance effects are additive. As a result, in
some modes the net asymmetries may be enhanced while in others they may be reduced due to
cancellations.
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6.3 Overview of the Experimental Studies

Early feasibility studies of the measurement of the angle� focused on the modeB0 ! �+��.
This was partly motivated by the simple two-body topology of the decay and partly by the fact that
it is aCP eigenstate. However, as was discussed in the theoretical introduction to this chapter, the
presence of penguin effects can complicate the extraction of the angle� using the decayB0 !
�+�� alone. Therefore, in experimental studies it is crucial to use methods which enable the
contribution of penguin diagrams to be disentangled from that of tree diagrams.

The theoretical basis of some of the proposed methods is discussed in the theoretical introduction,
the most powerful being isospin-based analyses. The main message for experimental studies is
that accurate measurement of the angle� in any channel requires information from several related
decay modes, including chargedB decays, which provide complementary information on the angle
� and the penguin effects. The nature of this extended isospin-based analysis differs from channel
to channel but in all cases will require large luminosity data samples to be carried out. Interim
methods that constrain penguin effects by a combination of models and theory and comparison
with many different modes will be important for some time to come.

It is thus expected that the correct solution for the angle� will arise from a comparison of the
results from several modes. With this approach in mind, simulation studies have been performed
for three classes of benchmark modes, all of which have the same underlying short-distance
quark diagram structure. Modes with two, three or four pions in the final state are considered in
Sections 6.4, 6.5, and 6.6 respectively. The studies of three-pion and four-pion modes are limited
to the quasi-two-body states��, a1�, and��.

A common feature of the benchmark modes is their expected low branching ratios, on the order of
10�5 or less. All are found also to have large backgrounds, both combinatorial background within
signal events themselves and also those arising from continuumqq and genericBB events. The
focus of the experimental studies is the identification of the background sources and methods to
suppress them, and the performance of fits to extract theCP -violating asymmetry and other related
parameters from the time evolution of the decays. The specific details of the analyses of the various
decays are given in the following sections. For the two- and three-pion modes the experimental
inputs for the possible isospin-based analyses are also examined.

6.4 B-Decay Modes with Two Pions

There are threeB ! �� decay modes:B0 ! �+��, B+ ! �+�0 andB0 ! �0�0 and the
analogous decays of theB. They are all important in the study of CP-violation. In this section,
simulation studies of these modes using both the fullBBsim simulation, and the fast simulation,
Aslund are described.
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In the absence of penguin effects,sin 2� can be extracted from the analysis of the time evolution
of the decaysB0 ! �+�� andB0 ! �+�� alone. However, in the more general case, one
needs complementary information from all of the above modes in order to disentangle the penguin
and tree effects. An important experimental issue in these channels is the suppression of events
from continuumu-, d-, s-, c- quark production, which comprise the dominant background. Also,
the recent results from the CLEO experiment indicate that the decays toK� may be a substantial
source of background, which presents a challenge to the particle identification capabilities of BABAR.

The following sections contain a description of the analyses used to determine the sensitivity of the
BABAR experiment to the various relevant observables and the results of an isospin analysis which
could be performed using these measurements.

6.4.1 The�+�� Decay Mode

For this channel the observables are the coefficients of thesin�mdt andcos�mdt terms in the
time evolution, in addition to the overall branching ratios ofB0 ! �+�� andB0 ! �+��.
The branching ratio for this channel has not been measured, with the limit from CLEO currently
1:5� 10�5. A branching ratio of1:2� 10�5 has been assumed. This corresponds to� 380 events
produced in 30 fb�1 running at the� (4S). The study reported here was done usingAslund ’s fast
Monte Carlo simulation (Section 4.1.3). However, independent studies of the signal using the full
BBsim simulation and the reconstruction software indicate that for such charged-only modes, the
results are consistent.

CandidateB0 ! �+�� decays may be reconstructed simply by forming all pairs of oppositely
charged tracks in the event and assuming they are pions in calculating the invariant mass. There
are a number of possible sources of background.

6.4.1.1 Sources of background

The sources of background which were taken into account in this study were:

� Continuum qq Production. The combinatorial background produced by random combina-
tion of two tracks in events produced by nonresonante+e� annihilation into lightqq pairs;
� 108 such events are expected for nominal annual luminosity. This is the largest source of
background which survives the selection criteria. In general, the two tracks are in opposite
jets, owing to the large invariant mass of the signal.

� B0
! K+��. Using the CLEO result of1:5 � 10�5 for theK+�� branching ratio, there

will be about470 events of this kind per year. When the kaon is misidentified as a pion,
this will show up as a background to the�+�� channel. The reconstructed mass of the
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B0 is below the true value by� 42MeV=c2. Since the mass resolution forB0 ! �+��

is about22MeV=c2 at BABAR, there will be considerable overlap between the two channels
using kinematics alone.

� Combinatorial Background in Generic � (4S)! BB Events.� 3:15 � 107 events of
this type are expected to be produced per year. Due to the kinematics of the two-body decay,
this background was found to be negligible after preselection cuts. In particular,� (4S)

events containing the decaysB� ! �+���� or B0 ! �+���0 were studied. No such
events survived the kinematic cuts.

� Combinatorial Background in the Signal Channel. This was found to be insignificant,
after the cuts which suppress the above backgrounds were made.

6.4.1.2 Background suppression

Many of the techniques used to reduce the background in this channel were summarized in Sec-
tion 4.9. Here, details specific to this channel are given.

� Kinematic Cuts: The quantities which provide the most effective discrimination between
signal and background are the mass of theB0 candidate and its momentum in the� (4S)
rest frame. The reconstructed mass distribution of the signal is shown in Fig. 6-5(a), with the
mass distribution ofB0 ! K+�� decays, treated asB0 ! �+�� candidates, superimposed.
The invariant mass of the candidate is required to be within2� of the nominalB0 mass,
where�, the resolution of the invariant mass, is about22MeV=c2. The momentum of each
pion candidate in the� (4S) rest frame, is also kinematically constrained for the signal, as is
shown in Fig. 6-5(b). This is required to be in the range2:46–2:82GeV=c2. The momentum
of eachB meson in the� (4S) rest frame is fixed by energy-momentum conservation to be
� 0:33GeV=c. This translates into the range0:17–0:42GeV=c, once the widening of the
distribution due to the beam energy spread is taken into account. The distributions for signal
andqq background are shown in Fig. 6-5(c).

� Particle ID : The combinatorial background can be reduced by means of the particle iden-
tification system of BABAR. The DIRC and drift chamberdE=dx information, if available,
are combined to form a�2 variable. In order to separate effectively the signal from the
background (mainlyB0 ! K+��) the following variable is used:��2 = min(�2(K; �)�
�2(�; �); �2(�;K) � �2(�; �)) where�2(K; �), �2(�;K) and�2(�; �) are the overall�2

values for theK�, �K and�� hypotheses, respectively. The distribution of this variable for
the signal and background is shown in Figs. 6-6 (a) and (b), respectively.

� Vertexing: The vertexing capability of the BABAR tracking system is also used to reduce the
combinatorial background. For a signal event the two pions are from the same vertex, so a
fit to a common vertex is made for the two charged tracks; the�2 probability of this vertex
is required to be greater then 0.01.
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Figure 6-5. (a) The invariant mass ofB0 ! �+�� candidates for trueB0 ! �+�� decays (solid
histogram) and forB0 ! K+�� decays (dashed histogram); (b) momenta of pion candidates in
the� (4S) rest frame for signal (solid histograms) andqq background (dashed histograms); and (c)
momenta ofB0 candidates in the� (4S) rest frame (same key as (b)).
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Figure 6-6. (a) Distribution of the particle identification variable��2, defined in the text, for
signal; (b) same for background events; and (c) absolute value of the cosine of the angle between
the sphericity axis of the nonsignal tracks and the signal pion closest to it, calculated in the� (4S)

rest frame for signal (solid histogram) and background events (dashed histogram).
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� Event Shape: As explained in Section 4.9, the continuum background has a jet-like struc-
ture, while the signal is much more spherical. This difference is parameterized by the cosine
of the angle between sphericity axis of the nonsignal tracks and the signal pion closest to it,
calculated in the� (4S) rest frame, which can be seen in Fig. 6-6 (c). TheB0 candidate is
required to havej cos �sphj < 0:9. Other shape variables, being strongly correlated to this
variable, were not used.

� Flavor-Tagging: The tagging of the flavor of theB meson is determined using theCor-
nelius package, described in Section 4.7.2, for both leptons and kaons. This tagging
information is essential for the time-dependent asymmetry measurement. The tagging also
has the effect of improving the signal to background ratio forqq background, especially in
the case of lepton tagging. The efficiency for signal events is 0.39 for the lepton tag and 0.23
for the kaon tag, while for background events it is 0.03 for the lepton tag and 0.22 for the
kaon tag. The gain in the signal to noise ratio, in the lepton tag case, happens because theqq

background produces fewer leptons in the final state.

Table 6-7 summarizes the efficiencies for the cuts described above, for both signal and background
processes. The extraction ofCPasymmetries for this mode is described in detail in Section 6.4.4.

Table 6-7. Efficiencies for each successive cut, for signal and backgrounds. The efficiencies for
each row are computed after applying all the cuts in the previous rows. The final two rows are the
number of events produced and the number surviving all cuts, respectively, for30 fb�1 of integrated
luminosity.

Cut Efficiency

�+�� K+�� qq

Kinematic cuts 0.75 0.37 5:1� 10�5

Event Shape 0.88 0.88 0.30

Particle ID 0.97 0.051 0.39

Vertexing 0.99 0.99 0.89

All cuts 0.63 0.017 5:3� 10�6

Flavor Tag (̀) 0.39 0.39 0.03

Flavor Tag (K) 0.23 0.23 0.22

Produced (30 fb�1) 380 470 108

Selected (̀) 93 3 15

Selected (K) 55 2 110
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6.4.2 The�0�0 Decay Mode

Extraction of the decay rate for the processB0 ! �0�0 will not be simple. There are two key
complications which conspire to make this task a difficult one: the anticipated low branching
fractions, and the experimental problems in background suppression and in reconstructing the
B0 ! �0�0 final state. Current knowledge of the branching ratio for this mode is limited to an
upper bound of9 � 10�6 from CLEO, and the theoretical predictions of order10�6, which are
based on factorization models with color suppression effects. In constructing an all-neutral final
state, the only information available is from the calorimeter clusters. This lack of information
makes effective discrimination between signal and background particularly difficult.

GeV

GeV

Figure 6-7. Distribution of the energy of the two clusters (Et, defined in the text) for signal events
(top) and background events (bottom). The simulations were done using the fullBBsim simulation
and the reconstruction software. The small peak near0:4GeV in the distribution for signal events
is from random combinations of clusters that are not associated with the signal decay. The second
peak near2:7GeV represents combinations in which one cluster is from the signal process and
the other is not. The small peak near5GeV represents the case where both clusters are due to�0

mesons from the signal process.
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Since the�0 mesons in this decay mode are energetic, the opening angle of the two photons is very
small, and therefore they tend to overlap in the electromagnetic calorimeter. Such effects are known
to be poorly simulated by theAslund fast simulation program, so that the whole of this study
(signal and background estimation) was done using the fullBBsim simulation (Section 4.1.2) and
the reconstruction software. These studies show that about80% of the�0 mesons from this process
that enter the detector acceptance are seen as a single cluster in the electromagnetic calorimeter.
For this reason an explicit reconstruction of the�0 mass is not attempted in this analysis.B0

candidates are reconstructed by forming pairs of electromagnetic clusters that are unmatched to
charged tracks. By energy conservation, the sum of the energies of the clusters, boosted to the
� (4S) rest frame,Et, must be consistent withM(� (4S))=2, whereM(� (4S)) is the mass of the
� (4S). However, because of energy leakage in the calorimeter, the distribution ofEt has a mean
value significantly different from this nominal value. The distribution of this quantity for signal
and genericqq events is shown in Fig. 6-7. An energy window of4:75GeV � Et � 5:15GeV is
used (the resolution on this quantity is approximately100MeV).

As in the case of theB0 ! �+�� mode, the dominant background is from the continuum processes
e+e� ! qq. A multivariate technique (based on a Genetic Algorithm, see Section 4.7) is used in
order to optimize the cuts on kinematic and topological variables for background suppression. The
algorithm fixes the cuts in such a way as to maximize the statistical significance, which is defined as

N� =

p
NS +NB

NS

(6.42)

whereNS (NB) is the number of signal (background) events in a sample surviving all cuts. The
variables used (all computed in the� (4S) rest frame) are:

� Kinematic variables:

– Momenta of the pion candidates,j p�� j;
– Momentum of theB candidate,j p�B j;
– The quantity

�2B =

 
j p� + p� j �MB

�mB

!2

+

0
@
q
(M� (4S)=2)2� j p�B j2 �MB

�beam

1
A
2

;

where�mB
and�beam are the width of the reconstructedB0 candidate and the spread in

the beam energy, respectively.

� Topological variables:

– cos �H , where�H is the angle between the�0 candidate with the highest momentum
and the track closest to it;

– Fox-Wolfram momentsH20 � H2=H0 andH40 � H4=H0;
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Table 6-8. Efficiencies for preselection and for each cut separately applied. The final two rows
are the number of events produced and the number surviving all cuts, respectively, for30 fb�1 of
integrated luminosity. The number of signal events assumes a�0�0 branching ratio of3� 10�6.

Cut Efficiency

�0�0 Continuum

Preselection 0.47 2:2� 10�3

j p�0
1
j� 2:118GeV=c 0:98 0.30

j p�0
2
j� 2:864GeV=c 0:99 0.31

0:190GeV=c �j p�B j� 0:492GeV=c 0:92 0.20

�2B � 2:39 0:53 0.013

H20 +H40 � 0:096 0:52 0.046

All cuts 0.15 2:0� 10�7

Events Produced (30 fb�1) 95 108

Events Selected (30 fb�1) 14 20

Table 6-8 lists the cuts and the efficiencies for signal and background samples.

With these optimised efficiencies,�S and�B, for signal and background respectively, it is straight-
forward to show that (assuming no uncertainty on the knowledge of the background rate)

�B =

s
B + (�B�B)=(�S�S)

L�S�S
; (6.43)

where�S and�B are the cross-sections for signal and background production respectively andL
is the integrated luminosity. The error in the branching ratio found from the above formula (as a
fraction of the branching ratio itself) is shown in Fig. 6-8 as a function of the integrated luminosity
for different assumptions for the branching fraction.

The branching ratio will be used below in an isospin analysis; the uncertainty limits the precision
of the determination of�.

6.4.3 The�+�0 Decay Mode

As in the case of the�0�0 study (and for similar reasons), the simulation study of theB+ ! �+�0

mode was performed using the fullBBsim simulation and the reconstruction software. The genetic
algorithm described for theB0 ! �0�0 analysis was also used for theB+ ! �+�0 mode. The
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primary quantity of interest is the total decay rate, which is expected to be the same forB+ ! �+�0

andB� ! ���0.

The cuts used for this mode, and the resulting efficiencies for signal and background events, are
given in Table 6-9, where a branching ratio of0:8�10�5 has been assumed. In Fig. 6-9 the relative
error on the branching fraction as a function of the integrated luminosity is shown for different
assumptions for the branching fraction.

BKG efficiency

1 year luminosity

years

Figure 6-8. Relative error on the branching ratio as a function of the number of years of data
taking (assuming30 fb�1 per year), forB0 ! �0�0, assuming different values for the branching
ratio.
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BKG efficiency

years

Figure 6-9. Relative error on the branching ratio as a function of the number of years of data
taking (assuming30 fb�1 per year), forB0 ! �+�0, assuming different values for the branching
ratio.
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Table 6-9. Efficiencies for preselection and for each cut separately applied. The final two rows
are the number of events produced and the number surviving all cuts, respectively, for30 fb�1 of
integrated luminosity.

Cut Efficiency

�+�0 Continuum

Preselection 0.63 3:7� 10�3

j p�+ j� 2:441GeV=c 0:99 0:17

j p�0 j� 2:855GeV=c 0:85 0:17

0:190GeV=c �j p�B j� 0:492GeV=c 0:82 0:13

�2B � 3:55 0:49 0:005

cos �sph � 0:8 0:78 0:15

cos �H � 0:924 0:72 0:40

All cuts 0.19 1:0� 10�6

Produced (30 fb�1) 250 108

Selected (30 fb�1) 48 100

6.4.4 Extraction ofCPAsymmetries from theB0
! �+�� Decay Mode

Information onCP violation for the modeB0 ! �+�� is contained in the time evolution of the
decay, which, in the most general case (Eq. 6.3), is given by:

P (B0 ! �+��) / exp (�j�tj=�) (1 + asin sin (�md�t) + acos cos (�md�t)) ; (6.44)

where�t ' �z=(�c) (� � 0:56) and�z is the difference between thez coordinates of
the twoB0 decays in the event. The parameterasin is analogous (but not equal) to the quantity
sin 2� obtained in the case of tree-dominated decays, and the parameteracos is a measure of direct
CPviolation. They also correspond to the parametersR andD in Eq. 6.3. Theoretical predictions

are usually expressed in terms of the complex parameter� = q
p

Af
Af

(see Eqs. 1.42 and 6.23). For
the fit described here, the free parameters are the magnitude and phase of�: j�j andarg � � 2�e� .
They are related toasin andacos by:

asin =
�2j�j sin 2�e�

1 + j�j2 (6.45)

acos =
1� j�j2
1 + j�j2 : (6.46)
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An unbinned, maximum-likelihood fit to the reconstructed�t distribution is used to extract the
parametersj�j and2�e� . In order to reconstruct�t, it is necessary to estimate thez coordinates
of the decay vertices of both theB0 ! �+�� candidate (zCP ) and the otherB0 (ztag). In this
section, the analysis of the time evolution ofB0 ! �+�� decays is described, beginning with the
technique used to estimate�z = zCP � ztag.

6.4.4.1 �z reconstruction

The z coordinate of theCPvertex comes directly from a fit of the candidate pion tracks to a
common vertex. The average resolution onzCP is 40�m. The�z resolution is dominated by
the error on the vertex of the taggingB0, which is not as easily determined in an unbiased manner.
Two different methods of estimatingztag have been studied:

� A vertex is formed using all the tracks in the event, excluding those of theB0 candidate
and those with a large impact parameter at the nominal interaction point (to removeK0

S

daughters). Thez coordinate of this vertex is a reasonable estimate ofztag.

� ztag is estimated using thez coordinate of the point of closest approach of thetaggingtrack
to the axis which is parallel to thez axis and passes through thex � y projection of the
CPvertex, where the tagging track is the candidate kaon or lepton track which has been used
to tag the flavor of the otherB0. Because the twoB mesons are produced nearly at rest in
the� (4S) rest frame, they decay along the same axis, to a very good approximation. The
axis defined as described above is more accurate than the nominalz axis since theCP vertex
is known to greater precision (about40�m in bothx andy) than is the average beam spot
position (about150�m in x and6�m in y).

The primary disadvantage of the first method is that the vertex contains a mixture of tracks which
originate directly from the taggingB decay and tracks which originate from the subsequent charm
decay. Thus, this vertex does not represent an unbiased estimate of the taggingB vertex. Correc-
tions derived from Monte Carlo simulation must be applied to take into account this effect which
entangles the charm lifetime with the taggingB decay time.

This problem is mitigated in the second method since only the tagging track is used. This track is
preselected in a manner which favors particles coming directly from the taggingB decay, so there
is less contamination from tertiary charm decays. In addition, the case where the tagging track
comes from the charm decay can be taken into account in a rather straightforward manner without
much reliance on Monte Carlo simulation, as will be demonstrated below. For these reasons, this
second approach has been used here.

The�t distribution of Eq. (6.44) is modified to take into account the experimental effects described
above. The resolution onzCP is accounted for by a simple Gaussian smearing of the idealized�t
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distribution. Two separate cases are considered in order to take into account properly the effects of
the reconstructedztag:

� The case where the tagging track comes from the taggingB decay vertex (this is referred to
as a primary track).

� The case where the tagging track comes from aD meson decay vertex (this is referred to as
a secondary track).

The output of theCornelius tagging package is used to assign to each tagging tracki a prob-
ability, gi, to be a primary track versus a secondary track. Simulation studies show that a tagging
lepton track has a50% probability to be a primary track, whereas a tagging kaon track has a15%

probability to be a primary track. A numerical convolution method is used to take into account the
effect of using theCPB vertex to define thez axis for the taggingB decay and to take into account
the effect of the charmed-meson decay length (for the case of secondary tracks only). Figure 6-10
shows the distributions of�t, before and after experimental resolution convolutions, for primary
and secondary leptons for two different choices of theCPviolation parametersasin andacos.

6.4.4.2 The maximum-likelihood fit

The maximum likelihood fit used to extract the parametersj�j and2�e� makes use of a probability
density function, which is defined for each eventi in the following manner:

P(�ti; qt; j�j; 2�e�) = f sig[giPsig
p (�ti; qt; j�j; 2�e�) +

(1� gi)(fssPsig
s (�ti; qt; j�j; 2�e�) +

(1� fss)Psig
s (�ti;�qt; j�j; 2�e�))] +P
k f

bg
k Pbg

k (�ti) ; (6.47)

wheref sig is the fraction of selected events that is signal;gi is the probability that the tagging
track is primary;Psig

p (�ti; qt; j�j; 2�e�) andPsig
s (�ti; qt; j�j; 2�e�) are the�t distributions when

the tagging particle is primary or secondary, respectively;f
bg
k andPbg

k are the fraction and the�t
distribution for thek-th source of background;fss is the fraction of tagging tracks that has the
same sign of charge as theb quark in the taggingB (determined from Monte Carlo simulation);
andqt is the charge of the tagging track. The�t distributions for the background processes are
parameterized from Monte Carlo simulations. The�t distribution ofuds background is a Gaussian
centered at zero, with a width given by the experimental resolution on�t. For cc events, the�t
distribution is instead the convolution of the average charmed-meson lifetime with a Gaussian
resolution function.
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Table 6-10. Errors and correlations obtained from the fit to theCPparameters, using samples
corresponding to 10, 30 and90 fb�1 of integrated luminosity. The samples were generated with
asin = acos = 0 (noCPviolation), which is the most conservative case.

10 fb�1 30 fb�1 90 fb�1

�j�j 0.58 0.33 0.19

�2�e� 0.67 0.29 0.16

corr. (j�j; 2�e�) 0.28 0.19 0.12

�asin 0.41 0.26 0.15

�acos 0.39 0.29 0.18

corr. (asin; acos) 0.35 0.20 0.12

The likelihood for a selected sample of events is the product of the probability density functions
given by equation 6.47 for all the events in the sample. The fitted parametersj�j and2�e� are those
which maximize this likelihood. The fit was extensively tested by varying the size of the simulated
data samples and by using a variety of values forj�j and2�e� in generating the samples. In all
cases, the fitted values of theCPparameters are normally distributed around the generated values.
Table 6-10 gives the results of a fit using simulated samples corresponding to 10, 30 and90 fb�1

of integrated luminosity, generated in the most statistically conservative case, whereasin = 0 and
acos = 0.

6.4.4.3 ���, the difference between2� and 2�e�

The observation of the time-dependent asymmetry,A(t), in the presence of penguins, Eq. 6.44,
enables the amplitudes of the sine and cosine terms, Eqs. (6.45) and (6.46), to be extracted with
the resolutions quoted in Table 6-10. These in turn determine the complex parameter:

� = j�je2i�e� � q

p

A

A
=

e
�i�

T + P

e+i�T + P
= e

�2i� 1 + jZjei(� + �)

1 + jZjei(� � �)
; (6.48)

where Eq. 6.12 has been used to expand the right-hand side,Z = P=T is the ratio of the penguin
amplitudeP to the tree amplitudeT , and� = �P � �T is the difference in the strong phases ofP

andT . The experimental uncertainties inj�j and2�e� are also given in the table.

It can be seen that in the limit asjZj ! 0, the usual penguin-free limit,j�j ! 1 and�e� ! � is
recovered. In the general case, the equation represents corrections to this, of orderjZj, of unknown
sign, and of magnitude dependent on the strong-phase difference�. In fact it can be shown that the
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Table 6-11. Theoretical central values and experimental resolution for the isospin analysis. The
branching ratios are calculated in a model which gives:sin 2� = �0:04; sin 2�e� = 0:21, [61].
The experimental errors are calculated for90 fb�1 integrated luminosity.

Bav Central Value Exp. Error(%) Comments

�+�� 1:2� 10�5 6:0 Ref. [61]

�+�0 0:81� 10�5 14 Ref. [61]

�0�0 0:3� 10�5 21 Ref. [61]

j�+�j � jA+�j
jA+�j 0:81 17 From CP Fit

j�00j � jA00j
jA00j 0:94 65 Flavor Tagging

maximum shift in2� is ' 2jZj, for jZj < 1. This shift is the angle��� shown in Figs. 6-1 and
6-3, so named, because there are analogous shifts in other modes, of different values governed by
the relative magnitudes and phases of their own tree and penguin amplitudes.

The shift in the angle� limits the available precision which can be obtained in its measurement.
The relative magnitude of tree and penguin mechanisms is unknown at the time of writing, but is
thought to be significant. In the next section, a study of the experimental possibilities for measuring
��� using the isospin analysis is presented.

6.4.5 Isospin Analysis

This section studies the isospin analysis described in Section 6.1.2, which combines the informa-
tion from the three2� channels in order to estimate the effects of the penguin contribution and the
uncertainty on the measurement ofsin 2�.

As described in Section 6.1.2 and above, the effect of penguin diagrams can be characterized in
terms of a shift in the value ofj�+�j and the shift,��� = 2�e� � 2�, these in turn depend on
the ratio of the penguin to tree amplitudes and their strong-phase difference. The isospin analysis
determines��� (with four-fold ambiguity), if the decay amplitudes andsin 2�e� are known. For
this study, central values of the decay amplitudes,A+�, A+0, A00, A

+�
, A

+0
andA

00
, were

taken from the theoretical model analysis of [61]. They perform a full analysis of rareB decays,
including the recent CLEO results on the branching ratios forB ! K� andB ! ��, yielding
predictions for the size of the penguin effects and average branching ratios ofB ! ��. As an
example, for an input value ofsin 2� = �0:04, they predictsin 2�e� = 0:21. In Table 6-11 the
predictions for the central values Of the branching ratios are summarized, along with estimates

of the ratio of decay amplitudes,j�+�j � jA+�j
jA+�j andj�00j � jA00j

jA00j . In addition, the measurement
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errors on the branching ratios from Figs. 6-8 and 6-9 are shown. The experimental uncertainties
on j�+�j are known from the study of the time evolution ofB ! �+��. Since a time-dependence
analysis is not feasible for the modeB0 ! �0�0, the uncertainties on the decay amplitudes and
the ratioj�00j must be obtained from the time-integrated rates for thejoint decayof B0B0 pairs to
X� �0�0, whereX� is a taggingfinal state (X+ tags aB0 whileX� tags aB0). The joint decay
branching ratioB(X�; �0�0) is related to the partial rates by

B(X�; �
0�0) = �

(�(B0!�0�0)+�(B0!�0�0))

2�B
� 1

1+x2
d

�(B0!�0�0)��(B0!�0�0)

2�B

�
�Pi B(Btag ! X i

�) ; (6.49)

wherexd = �m=�B and�B is the total width of the neutralB meson, andB(Btag ! X i
�) is

the branching ratio to the combined tagging modes. Since in the simulation study of the mode
B ! �0�0, tagging was not applied, the branching ratiosB(X�; �0�0), and the corresponding
uncertainties, were calculated from the simulation results on the experimental resolution of the
average branching ratio forB ! �0�0, accounting in addition, for the effective tagging efficiency
and the mistag rate. By inverting the two relations (6.49),�(B0 ! �0�0) and�(B0 ! �0�0) can
be extracted, and, by dividing by a common phase space factor,jAijj andjAijj are obtained. The
resolutions obtained onj�00j andj�+�j are given in Table 6-11.

In order to understand the influence of the predicted experimental resolutions onj�00j andj�+�j, a
Monte Carlo method was used to draw the isospin triangles, taking into account these uncertainties,
for 90 fb�1 of BABAR data. In the example described above, with input values ofsin 2� = �0:04
and sin 2�e� = 0:21, the angle��� was determined with a four-fold ambiguity to be 0.2 rad.,
-0.2 rad., 0.7 rad. and -0.7 rad., with a root-mean-square spread of 0.6 rad. The distributions of
these fitted values of��� are shown in Figs. 6-11. The large magnitude of the error seen in this
analysis is mainly the result of the very poor statistics available with the branching ratio estimated
for B0 ! �0�0. With four solutions for���, and an additional factor of two in obtaining� from
sin 2�, the method has a total of eight solutions for�. With such large errors, it is doubtful that
this method will be useful for many years to come.

Another possible method for bounding the effect of penguin diagrams in the limit of a small
branching ratio has been suggested by Grossman and Quinn, [62]. This bound can be obtained
using only the measured rate ofB(B� ! ���0) and an upper bound on the combined rate
B(B0 ! �0�0) + B(B0 ! �0�0). In this approach nob tagging is required.

In Fig. 6-12 limits for the��� confidence level interval[����;+���] are displayed as a function
of the upper limit on

B00 =
Bav(B

0 ! �0�0)

B(B+ ! �+�0)
: (6.50)

Possible values for��� are not only within this interval but also in[� � ���; ���] and[��;�� +
���]. It can be seen that this method also leads to very poor limits on�.
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6.4.6 � without B0
! �0�0?

As was seen in the last section, although theoretically clean, the isospin analysis inB ! �� is
likely to be undermined by the expected smallness of the branching ratio in theB0 ! �0�0 mode:
although the measurement ofsin(2� + ���) is likely to be reasonably precise, the uncertainty in
the measurement of the correction,���, could suffer from a large statistical error. In this section,
another method is presented, which seeks to obtain information on the true�, without relying on
theB0 ! �0�0 mode. Though theoretically less clean, it is conceivable that it could provide a
phenomenologically interesting bound on�, with far lower luminosity.

Referring back to Eq. (6.48), it can be seen that it represents two constraints on the unknowns
jZj; � and�. If one more constraint could be found, then� could be determined, up to a finite
number of ambiguities. As was discussed in Section 6.1.2, the recent observation ofB0 ! K���

andB0 ! �+�� events at CLEO [2] indicates that penguins are not negligible in such modes. As
was shown there, taking the current central values of the CLEO results at face value (and, for now,
ignoring their measurement error, and theoretical uncertainties), leads to a striking estimate ofjZj,
Eq. (6.18):

0:18 < jZj < 0:40 : (6.51)

If this range could be taken seriously, it could be used as a constraint to solve Eq. (6.48) and to
bound� and�. In fact, the experimental errors on the branching ratiosB(B0 ! K���) and
B(B0 ! �+��) are today very significant and, when taken into account properly, expand the
allowed ranges of Eq. (6.51) dramatically (in fact, it is not currently possible to put an upper bound
on jZj). However, by the time that BABAR has recorded enoughB0 ! �+�� events to measure the
time-dependent asymmetry, the experimental errors on these quantities will be negligible, and only
the theoretical uncertainties will be an issue.

The rest of this section summarizes the results of a study of the precision in the determination
of � by such methods. First it is necessary to examine briefly the possible bounds onjZj. The
argument presented in Section 6.1.2, simply makes an order-of-magnitude estimate about the value
of jZj, based on an (assumed) exact knowledge of SU(3) breaking and ignoring experimental
errors. Chapter 7, and references therein, on the other hand, discuss in detail, the possible ways of
bounding penguin amplitudes using SU(3) symmetry. Here, it is assumed that an unspecified
method has been used for boundingjZj, and a range of putative resulting central values and
uncertainties have been explored. For a more detailed discussion of the possibilities for such
constraints see [63].

As a first guess estimate, the method of Section 6.1.2.5 can be used, but modified by assuming that
the SU(3) breaking factor has an uncertainty, and is given (say) by1:0 � 0:3. Here, the present
central values of the CLEO branching ratios forB(B0 ! K���) andB(B0 ! �+��) will be
assumed. The experimental errors on them will be considered negligible, as will be the case by the
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time the asymmetry inB0 ! �+�� is measured. Then, the allowed range ofjZj becomes:

0:15 < jZj < 0:62 : (6.52)

Clearly, the central value could change up or down from the one used here, so this range is just
used for illustrative purposes. In addition, as models are refined, and tested by comparison with
measurements in many channels, the model dependence in estimates ofjP=T j without reference
to SU(3) relationships may decrease to the point where the range given by such estimates is even
smaller than this.

For any given pair of measured values(acos; asin), Eqs. (6.45), (6.46) and (6.48) can be solved for
� and� as a function ofjZj within this range. The resulting range of values of� represents its
measurement. The solution is a mapping of a point in the space of possible values of(acos; asin)

onto a locus (or loci) in the solution space of(�; �). Ambiguities (mirror solutions) mean that
the mapping is, in general, a one-to-many mapping and the topology of the solution can depend
strongly on the values of(acos; asin) (or equivalently, the “true” values of� and�). It is possible to
get no solution at all, which would indicate a violation of the assumed bounds onjZj (presumably
an interesting outcome in itself), although measurement errors could cause this also.

A toy Monte Carlo was used to generate many pairs of experimental values,(acos; asin), according
to each of several initial (test) values of(�; �; jZj). The mock experimental results were generated
for each set of test parameters, according to a two-dimensional Gaussian distribution with widths
given by the experimental errors tabulated in Table 6-10 for 90 fb�1 integrated BABAR luminosity
at the� (4S). For each pair(acos; asin), Eqs. (6.45), (6.46) and (6.48) were solved numerically for
the values of the initial parameters(�; �).

Some example distributions of the true and “measured” values of� and� are shown in Fig. 6-13
(a) and (b). The broadening of the loci in the(�; �) space into bands is caused by the experimental
resolution, factored in via the Gaussian smearing of the experimental quantities. The range of
values of� is constrained with respect to the full range of possible values. Furthermore, it can be
seen that any future constraints on the allowed range of� would help restrict it further. The kind
of resolution obtainable for� can be seen from the projections of the scatter plots onto the� axis,
as seen in Figs. 6-13 c) and d). The widths here get a contribution from the slopes of the loci in
the(�; �) plane as well as from the resolution in the observed quantities. In Fig. 6-13 c), the peak
is close to the true value of�, but in the latter, the true value corresponds to the smaller peak. The
two figures shown are “typical.” They were generated with the “true” values of(�; �) shown in the
plots, and a “true” value ofjZj = 0:3. The solutions were obtained using many trial values ofjZj
in the range specified by Eq. (6.52).

Eq. (6.48) has a symmetry under the transformations� ! � + �; � ! � + �, which results in
the repeating of the pattern of solutions in diagonally opposite quadrants of the full (�, �) space.
This symmetry is the only exact symmetry of the equations, and results in the method having two
degenerate sets of solutions for�, separated by�, which is why the figures are plotted only for
0 < � < �.
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Figure 6-10. Underlying physics function: (a) true difference betweenCPand tag vertex; (b)
primary leptons; c) secondary leptons forasin = 1 (asin = �1 dotted) andacos = 0.
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Figure 6-11. Distributions of���, the shift in2� due to penguin effects, for toy Monte Carlo
samples. The four plots represent the four-fold ambiguity arising from the isospin analysis. Each
plot has an rms width of� 0:6 rad.
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Figure 6-12. Limits for the��� confidence level interval[����;+���] versus the upper limit on
B00 (horizontal scale10�7 ). The three curves displayed refer toB(B+ ! �+�0) = 1 � 10�5,
0:75 � 10�5 and0:5� 10�5.
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Figure 6-13. Scatter plots of extracted values of� and� for two pairs of “true” values, which are
indicated by the “O” characters in the figures.
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It has been found that the typical widths of the “measured” values of� are dominated by the
experimental resolution (at 90 fb�1), for values ofjZj � 1, but start to get smeared more
significantly forjZj >� 0:5. If jZj � 1, i.e.,B ! �� is dominated by penguin diagrams, then both
asymmetries’ amplitudes, Eq. (6.45), (6.46), become very small and difficult to measure. They
vanish in the limitjZj ! 1, because the penguin weak phase cancels with the one from mixing.

This method is limited by theoretical uncertainties in thea priori knowledge of the factorjZj =
jP=T j and breaks down if the central value ofjZj gets close to unity. Comparison of model
calculations and measurements to study penguin effects in many channels will eventually limit the
theoretical uncertainties, and in that case this approach may give the best knowledge of� for some
time to come.

6.4.7 Conclusions

The power of the BABAR detector to isolate signals forB0 ! �+�� decays and theirCP -violating
asymmetries has been reviewed, together with a number of methods of interpreting them in terms of
the angle� of the unitarity triangle. Observation ofCP violation in this channel can be established
if eitheracos orasin differ significantly from zero, but translation of such an observation into a value
for � requires the further considerations discussed below.

The recent discovery of significant penguin effects in these kinds of modes makes their interpre-
tation much more difficult than thought earlier. Significant penguin amplitudes however may lead
to larger than expected branching ratios forB0 ! �0�0. With present estimates for this rate the
statistical uncertainty on the measurement of this quantity, together with the large multiplicity of
solutions inherent in the method make improvement in the knowledge of� via isospin analysis of
two-pion channels, at best, a doubtful proposition.

Future efforts to reduce the theoretical uncertainties in the ratiojP=T jmay be the best hope for an
accurate value of� from the two-pion channel. Such efforts will be dependent on tests of models in
a great variety of channels. Measuring these will be an important aspect of the BABAR experimental
program.

6.5 B Decay Modes with Three Pions

Decays ofB0 or B0 to three pions via the�� channel are studied in this section. The feasibility
of the entireB ! �� ! 3� analysis depends on the number of events and their distribution
among the three� bands, the strength of the penguin contributions compared to those of the
trees, and the size of the interference effects. In order to estimate these and to provide input
for the Monte Carlo generators, the relevant QCD matrix elements have been evaluated within the
factorization assumption, together with some model and/or phenomenological ans¨atze to estimate
the contributing form factors. The sensitivity of the analysis also depends on the presence of final-
state interaction phases. Clearly once data exist, analyses will be less model-dependent, but it is
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Table 6-12. B ! �� amplitudes used in these studies. The Small Penguins amplitudes were
derived from theoretical models. The Large Penguin set enhances penguin contributions and has
also been used in studies because of the evidence that penguins are important inB ! K�.

Mode Small Penguins Large Penguins No Penguins

� + i� 0.05+i0.36 0.05+i0.36 0.05+i0.36

� 1.35 1.35 1.35

T+� 1.00 1.00 1.00

T�+ 0.47 0.47 0.47

T 00 0.14 0.14 0.14

T+0 1.09 1.09 1.09

P+� -0.09 -0.20e�0:5i 0.00

P�+ 0.01 0.15e2:0i 0.00

worth briefly discussing here the assumptions that were used in modeling these modes. The main
ingredients are [15]:

� The factorization of the nonleptonic matrix elements has been assumed. They are expressed
as the product of two matrix elements of weak currents,i.e., form factors.

� The heavy-to-lightB ! �(�) form factors8 are estimated fromD ! K(K�) Fermilab data
[13, 64] andSU(3) and heavy-quark symmetries [65, 66].

The set of amplitudes labeled “Small Penguins” in Table 6-12 is obtained from this model cal-
culation. The set of amplitudes called “Large Penguins” is obtained from the Small Penguins
amplitudes by simply increasing the penguin amplitudes, taking into account indications from
CLEO data onK� and�� that penguin terms are significant [2]. Indeed, the very small value for
P�+ predicted by the factorization model (Small Penguins set) comes from a cancellation between
terms of different signs and is quite unstable. Somewhat randomly chosen strong phases have
been included in the penguin amplitudes, reflecting our ignorance of final-state interactions.9 The
behaviour of this set is typical of what is seen with other phase choices. A set of amplitudes without
penguins, but with the same value of�, has also been defined. In Table 6-12,T+� = 1 has been
set by convention. The full model calculation provides an absolute normalization, leading to the
predicted branching ratios shown in Table 6-13.

8In order to estimate the contribution of other resonances, theB ! f0(980) (f2(1270)) form factors are estimated
from the quark model and/orD ! f0(f2)K data [15].

9Even in the1=Nc ! 0 limit, such phases between penguin and tree amplitudes areO(1).
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Table 6-13. Branching ratios forB decays predicted by the same model that gives the amplitudes
in Table 6-12. The three sets of amplitudes yield the same overall branching ratio (5:5 � 10�5) for
the average over the six processesB0 andB0 ! ��. The significant increase of theB0 ! �0�0

branching ratio predicted by the Large Penguins set is due in large part to the final-state interaction
phases assumed for the penguin amplitudes.

Mode Small Penguins Large Penguins No Penguins

B0 ! �+�� 4:4� 10�5 3:4� 10�5 4:4� 10�5

B0 ! ���+ 1:0� 10�5 0:5� 10�5 1:0� 10�5

B0 ! �0 �0 0:1� 10�5 0:4� 10�5 0:1� 10�5

B0 ! �+�� 1:0� 10�5 1:7� 10�5 1:0� 10�5

B0 ! ���+ 4:4� 10�5 4:9� 10�5 4:4� 10�5

B0 ! �0 �0 0:1� 10�5 0:1� 10�5 0:1� 10�5

B+ ! �+�0 2:6� 10�5 2:7� 10�5 2:7� 10�5

B+ ! �0�+ 1:1� 10�5 0:9� 10�5 1:0� 10�5

B� ! ���0 2:6� 10�5 2:4� 10�5 2:7� 10�5

B� ! �0�� 1:1� 10�5 1:2� 10�5 1:0� 10�5

The number of neutralB mesons produced in a canonical year of running (30 fb�1) is 3:2� 107,
leading to 1700 decays ofB0 or B0 to �� (The TDR [67] assumed similar branching ratios).
Reconstruction efficiency, tagging, and backgrounds reduce this to an equivalent number of perfect
events near 100 (cf. Table 6-18 and Section 6.5.2.3, Results for30 fb�1). The large variation
among the branching ratios for the different�� channels and the strong angular dependence of the
polarized� decay leads to the Dalitz plot shown in Fig. 6-14.

It should be stressed that these values are only indicative. In particular, the small branching
ratios for the�0�0 channels are a consequence of a cancellation between different terms, and are
very sensitive to the precise value of phases,Vtd etc.This cancellation is particularly unfortunate
because this channel is important for the analysis [11, 15]. Moreover for this channel the tree is
color-suppressed whereas the electroweak-penguin contribution is color-allowed and thus may be
significant, thereby spoiling the (critical) relation Eq. (6.29). For further discussion, see below and
Refs. [11, 15].

6.5.1 Event Selection

As in theB ! �� case, this channel suffers from a huge background compared with the small
number of expected signal events. There are several sources of background: combinatorial back-
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Figure 6-14. A Dalitz plot showing 1200B ! �� events, generated with the Small Penguins set
of amplitudes. The�0�0 band is noticeably depleted. The events are concentrated at the ends of the
� bands because of the longitudinal polarization of the� (cf. Eq. (6.31)).

ground within the signal events, background fromB decays to similar channels (such asB !
K��), combinatorial background from genericBB and, most importantly, continuumqq events.
The event selection presented here does not treat the full three-body Dalitz plot, but instead focuses
on the three� bands where a better signal to background ratio can be obtained.

In addition to selectingB0 ! �+�� candidates, the estimated selection efficiencies for the signal
can be verified by measuring the branching ratios for several similar channels with known branch-
ing ratios, with exactly the same event selection. For this purpose, the following decays can be
used:B0 ! D� �+ ! ���0 �+, B+ ! D0 �+ ! K+�� �+ andB+ ! D0 �+ ! �+�� �+.
The branching ratios are similar to those expected for�� [13]. Thus, in addition to the� bands,D
bands are included in the preselection for both neutral and chargedBs. The cuts are chosen large
enough (about 1GeV=c2) to keep both the signal and a significant fraction of background. Further
experimental cross-checks for the selection efficiency can be made by measuring the background
level in regions close to, but outside, the� bands. A study of the K�� channels which present a
particular background is presented in Section 6.5.1.4; preselection criteria do not include particle
identification and thus retain events from such channels as well as the three-pion events. Studies
of similar three body channels in chargedB decays will also be helpful.
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Table 6-14. Mass cuts and signal efficiencies forB-decay products.

Allowed Range (GeV=c2) Signal Efficiency

�0 Detects 75%

�0 0.10< M < 0.17 99%

�0 Detect�+�� 81%

�0 0.35< M�+�� < 1.20 99%

�� Detect���0 68%

�� 0.35< M���0 < 1.20 99%

The analysis was performed with theAslund fast simulation. TheBBsim full simulation was
used to evaluate the effect of particle identification with more realism. The event selection was
carried out in two stages. In the first stage, a set of preselection cuts was applied for the purpose of
reducing the background while keeping the signal efficiency essentially unaffected. In the second
stage, a set of more stringent cuts was applied, in order to increase the background rejection to a
sufficient level, but with some loss in signal efficiency. This factorization of the problem facilitates
optimization of the analysis in the second stage.

6.5.1.1 Preselection of events

The variables used for these preliminary cuts are the masses of theB candidate decay products and
the mass and momentum (in the� (4S) rest frame) of theB candidate. The continuum background
is reduced by a factor of� 200 by the following cuts:

� �0 mass: �0 s are formed inAslund by combining all pairs of photon candidates. The mass
resolution is 5.4MeV=c2 for �0 s coming from� decay, and 8.3MeV=c2 for �0 s coming from
B decay. The cuts used and the signal efficiencies are shown in Table 6-14.

� � mass: � candidates are reconstructed by forming all appropriately charged pairs of pions.
No particle identification is applied at this stage: the charged pion candidates are simply
taken to be all the charged tracks in the event. The cuts used and the signal efficiencies are
shown in Table 6-14.

� B mass and momentum: TheB candidates are reconstructed by forming all opposite-sign
combinations of� and� which give an invariant mass compatible with theB mass. TheB is
produced nearly at rest in the� (4S) rest frame, so a cut on theB momentum,p�B0 , decreases
the background substantially without affecting the signal significantly. The values of theB
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Table 6-15. Preselection efficiencies (in percent) andB-mass resolutions for the true signals.

���� �0�0 �+���0 (NR)

All particles detected 65 67 65

�, � selection 98 97 27

5:17 < M�� < 5:37 GeV=c2 and

0:12 < p�B0 < 0:52 GeV=c 95 90 93

Total efficiency 60 58 16

�(MB)(MeV=c2) 26 35 27

candidate cuts, the signal efficiencies and theB candidate mass resolutions are summarized
in Table 6-15. The mass resolution for the�0�0 channel is larger than that of���� because
of the high-energy�0 in this mode. Also included in this table are the results obtained for the
nonresonant (NR) three-pion decay of theB0, generated according to phase space, which is
selected roughly equally in the�+��, ���+ and�0�0 channels.

The mass distributions of�0 candidates for�+�� signal and continuum events after all preselection
cuts are shown in Fig. 6-15. TheB candidate mass distributions for the�+�� channel are shown in
Fig. 6-16 for signal and continuum background. It should be noted that an important combinatorial
background is present within signal events, which can be seen from Fig. 6-16. It is due to wrong
low-energy photons from the otherB or from machine background. For each pre-selected true
signal combination in the���� (�0�0) channel, there are also 1.4 (0.3) false combinations in the
same� band, and 0.65 (0.25) in the other two.10

6.5.1.2 Alternative preselection

The preselection method for reconstructingB0s relies on the efficient reconstruction of�0s. How-
ever, it is possible to undertake the entire preselection without the need to reconstruct�0s by using
only the charged pions in the event. This is advantageous, since the status of BABAR charged-
track reconstruction is quite advanced. The tracking efficiency cuts off atpt ' 50MeV=c, which
is comparable to the detection energy threshold for neutral pions. However the charged-track
efficiency is close to 100% efficient within the acceptance, while the�0 reconstruction efficiency
varies from 80% at2GeV=c2 to as little as 60% below200MeV=c2 [67].

10The signal combinatorial background may be reduced by about a factor of two by requiring that the energy of
each photon is greater than 50MeV; this reduces the signal by 10%.
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This preselection method exploits the fact thatB mesons are produced with small velocity in
the� (4S) rest frame (�B ' 0:064). Pairs of oppositely charged particles are formed, with the
requirement of a two-track vertex�2 probability larger than 1%. The method uses the quantity
��� = E?

�0 + E�+��=B, whereE�+�� is the total energy of the pair in the� (4S) rest frame, and
E?
�0 = (m2

B � m2
�� + m2

�0)=2mB is the expected�0 energy in theB meson decay frame. For
the signal,��� is a nonbiased estimator of theB meson massmB. At a given value ofm��, the
distribution is flat with width�B p? wherep? is the momentum of the�0 in theB rest frame (p? '
E?
�0). Applying a cut centered on theB mass and linear inm2

�� is very efficient for signal. The
efficiency of the preselection is 76% for�+�� events including acceptance effects, with no internal
combinatorial background. Since the tracking efficiency and acceptance are largely independent
of momentum, this preselection does not bias the Dalitz plot.

It is also possible to estimate all the topological variables that enter the list for the multivariate
analysis (see next section) without detecting the�0. In order to determine the final position of
selected events in the Dalitz plot, a well-measured�0 direction is still needed, which will decrease
the efficiency, but this requirement may be postponed until after the background-fighting process.

6.5.1.3 Multivariate background rejection

After preselection, the background still dominates by a factor� 400 (cf. Table 6-18). Unfortu-
nately there is no variable left for which a cut to reduce background does not also reduce the signal.
There are, however, a number of other discriminating variables available. In order to optimize their
use, the remainder of the background rejection which is needed is done with multivariate analysis
techniques which were discussed in Section 4.9.

The most powerful discriminating variable iscos ���sph, the cosine of the angle between the spheric-
ity axis of the rest of the event and the� or �, whichever is closer to it. A cut at 0.9, 0.8 or 0.7
on this quantity reduces the continuum background, by a factor of 3.5, 8 or 15, respectively, while
reducing signal by only 12%, 23%, or 34%. The idea is to apply a multivariate analysis in order to
reduce the background, while keeping a reasonable efficiency for signal. In this analysis, selections
based on cuts, the linear method and a neural network were used, for comparison [68].

Ten discriminating variables were used to separate signal and continuum background:

� cos ���sph, defined above

� cos �Bsph, a similar quantity defined for the reconstructedB direction,

� Rev
2 , the normalized Fox-Wolfram second moment for the whole event,

� R
tag
2 , the same quantity calculated for the rest of the event,

� PPt=B, the sum of transverse momenta of the rest of the event with respect to the B direction,

� �2m , a�2 formed from the masses of all reconstructed particles,
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� MB,

� p�B0 ,

� M�, and

� PP �
� , the algebraic sum of the three pion momenta.

Many of these variables were introduced in Section 4.9. The first five are topological, while the
last five characterize the quality of theCP candidate. Particle identification was not used in the
multivariate analysis, its use being postponed to a later stage of the analysis.

Figure 6-17 shows the effect of a cut at 0.9 on the neural network output, for both the signal and
the continuum background, as a function ofcos ���sph. This illustrates one of the advantages of
multivariate analyses, which allow the selection of events even in a variable-range dominated by
background, resulting in improved signal efficiency.

Figure 6-18 shows the efficiency for the continuum background obtained as a function of the
efficiency for the signal for the three techniques considered here (cuts, linear multivariate analysis,
neural network). For a rejection factor of105 for continuum background in the�+�� channel these
three methods have corresponding signal efficiencies of 31.5%, 32.6%, and 37.6% respectively
(these correspond to a cut with a value of 0.94 in the neural network output). These results do not
depend very much on the channel studied. For a fixed rejection factor for continuum background,
the selection based on the neural network gives the best efficiency for the signal, and will be used
in the rest of this section.

As already mentioned, there is also combinatorial background present in signal events. A separate
multivariate analysis was performed (with similar variables), optimized to reduce this background.
This resulted in a further loss of about 10% of the signal, while effectively eliminating the combi-
natorial background.

In order to see how all of the above cuts affect the Dalitz plot, Fig. 6-19 illustrates how the
efficiency for the signal varies as a function of the Dalitz-plot variables. Each plot is a projection of
one of the three� bands onto the corresponding side of the Dalitz plot. The efficiency is rather flat
except for a decrease at the ends of the ranges, which correspond to the production of a soft charged
or neutral pion. This reduction is largely due to the combinatorial background rejection cut.

6.5.1.4 Background from otherB-decay channels: particle identification cuts

TheB0 ! �+���0 mode can also suffer backgrounds from otherB decay processes, leading to
final states with one�0 and two charged particles including one or two kaons. The focus here is
on theB0 ! K+���0 final state which can be reached fromB0 ! K+��, B0 ! K�+�� with
K�+ ! K+�0, andB0 ! K�0�0 with K�0 ! K+��. The branching ratios for theK�� modes
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Table 6-16. The branching ratios for theK�� modes predicted for the three sets of amplitudes
considered for theB0 ! ��� analysis.

Mode Small Penguins Large Penguins No Penguins

B0 ! K�+�� 1:1� 10�5 3:0� 10�5 0:2� 10�5

B0 ! K+�� 0:8� 10�6 2:3� 10�5 0:8� 10�6

B0 ! K�0�0 0:4� 10�5 1:8� 10�5 0:1� 10�7

B0 ! K���+ 1:1� 10�5 4:7� 10�5 0:2� 10�5

B0 ! K��+ 0:8� 10�6 3:9� 10�5 0:8� 10�6

B0 ! K�0�0 0:4� 10�5 1:7� 10�5 0:1� 10�7

B+ ! K�+�0 0:6� 10�5 1:5� 10�5 0:1� 10�5

B+ ! K+�0 0:7� 10�6 1:1� 10�5 0:7� 10�6

B+ ! K�0�+ 0:7� 10�5 3:5� 10�5 0

B� ! K���0 0:6� 10�5 2:4� 10�5 0:1� 10�5

B� ! K��0 0:7� 10�6 2:1� 10�5 0:7� 10�6

B� ! K�0�� 0:7� 10�5 3:5� 10�5 0

predicted for the three sets of amplitudes considered for theB0 ! ��� analysis are given in
Table 6-16. The Large Penguins set leads toK�� branching ratios above the currently available
upper limits [69]. Therefore, its prediction cannot be taken at face value. However, it clearly
indicates that the level ofK�� background (and especiallyK� background) is very sensitive to
penguin contributions.

None of the topological cuts designed to fight the dominant continuum background contribute to
reduce this background, since these are genuineB decays:K+���0 events are expected to survive
the selection stage with essentially the same efficiency as the3� signal. Kinematic separation is
more difficult to exploit than in the�� case. Even thoughK�� events peak slightly below the
mass of theB in the��� mass plot, the actual shift (of the order of 50MeV=c2) and width depend
on the kaon momentum spectrum, in other words, on the position of the candidate in the Dalitz
Plot. Besides, the mass peak for the signal is broader and exhibits a low-mass tail. Therefore, the
reduction of theK�� background relies mostly on Particle Identification (PID).

By combining individual PID information as provided by the different subsystems, one defines a
discriminating variable��=K which characterizes the charged pair. A null value would indicate
that the particle of the pair most likely to be a kaon has equal probability to be a pion. A positive
value favors the�� hypothesis against any of theK� and�K hypotheses. When this variable
is included in the multivariate analysis, it improves significantly the signal efficiency for a given
rejection level of the continuum combinatorial background (by roughly20% at a rejection of105),
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Table 6-17. Efficiency of selected and tagged events fromB orB events (not summed).

���� �0�0

Signal 21 % 21 %

�+���0 (NR) 2.0 % 1.5 %

BB 10�6 < 10�6

Continuum 3� 10�6 3� 10�6

Signal combinatorial / Signal 0.11 0.05

This is because about one-third of selected continuum events otherwise would contain at least one
kaon. However, subsequent PID cuts still have to be applied to further reduce theK�� background
to an acceptable level.

The discriminating power of the��=K variable depends on the number of particles of the pair
reaching the DIRC. In the case of two-bodyB decays (�+�� andK+��), the two particles are
kinematically almost fully correlated: it is very unlikely that both particles escape DIRC detection.
The presence of a�0 in the final state greatly reduces this correlation. Furthermore, the kinematical
aspects depend on the�0 spectrum, and thus on the resonance structure of the final state. Events
are classified into three categories according to the number of particles which reach the DIRC. For
instance, the fraction of�+�� events in the first category (two particles in the DIRC acceptance)is
68%, there are 27% in the second (only one in the DIRC acceptance) and 5% in the third (none
in the DIRC acceptance). For candidates of the first category, purity is limited essentially by kaon
decays in flight occurring before the DIRC.

The study ofK�� event rejection was performed with full simulation, reconstruction and prelimi-
nary versions of PID combining algorithms, as described in Section 4.3.1, on the sample of events
surviving the alternative preselection based on charged tracks only. For a PID cut with an efficiency
of 95%, 75% of K�+�� events and80% of K+�� events are rejected. The rejection probability
reaches90% and97% respectively for candidates of the first category. While soft kaons fromK�

decays are difficult to reject from PID alone, the energy for such events is�300 MeV below the
expected value, so they can easily be rejected with an energy cut.

The selection efficiency forK�� events with the PID cuts is 4–5%, to be compared with the values
given in Table 6-17 for the signal and other backgrounds. For the branching ratios of the Small
Penguins set (cf. Tables 6-13,6-16) theK�� background is 3% with PID cuts alone. It reaches
30% for the Large Penguins set, however, as remarked above, some values given by this set for
K�� channels are already excluded by experimental upper limits.
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6.5.1.5 Time (�z) resolution and tagging

The following steps describe the remainder of the analysis.

� �z determination: TheB vertices are reconstructed by using a kinematical fitter (based on
FitVer see Section 4.5.2) for theCP -side and an impact parameter method for the tag-side
(Section 4.5.1.3). The resolutions (widths of the narrow Gaussian in a double-Gaussian fit)
obtained onzCP , ztag and�z = ztag� zCP are respectively 30, 63 and 82�m. The selection
procedure described above does not affect the�z distribution.

It is worth noting here that, as for anyB-decay channel, the discrimination between con-
tinuum background events andB-decay events could in principle be further enhanced by
performing a cut in�z, since background events cluster at small�z whereasB-decay
events (particularly those that are important for determining the coefficient ofsin(�mt))
extend to larger�z values. Such a cut is, however, not needed, since fits use�z values and
fit to different shapes in�z for signal and background events. The background to signal
ratio varies from one value of�z to another, so the overall background numbers reported
here appear worse than is actually the case for most of the range.

� Tagging: The standard method of tagging,i.e., Cornelius , is applied. This gives an
additional factor of two in continuum background rejection since the fraction of tagged
events is 58% for signal events and 30% for continuum events. However, the tagging is
not perfect; this is not accounted for in the above tagging efficiency but the effect of wrong
tags is included in estimating the number of “perfectly tagged events” (cf. Sections 4.8 and
6.5.2.3).

6.5.1.6 Summary of results for neutralB modes

Table 6-17 gives the efficiencies for the signal and the main backgrounds for each of the three�

bands after the final selection including tagging. Table 6-18 gives the expected number of signal
and background candidates from genericBB, continuum andK�� events at the various stages of
the selection, for an integrated luminosity of 30fb�1. In the case of genericBB events, relevant
exclusive final states, such as the signal, andB ! K�� events were explicitly excluded from
the generator. Other sources of background, such as downfeed from 4� (a1� and��), have been
studied and were found to make negligible contributions. For the charged� bands, the overall
background over signal ratio isB ' 2 . If �0�0 has a branching ratio at the level of10�6, the signal
to noise ratio will be about 0.01; the direct production of�0�0 events well apart from the charged
� bands will not be seen.11 However, such events are not essential for the analysis; the interference
effects in the overlap region of the bands can still be significant enough to yield results.

11Applying a tighter cut on the neural network output would achieve an efficiency of 11% after tagging with a
background less than5�10�7. The signal to noise ratio would still be very small,� 0:03 for these cuts with the same
�0�0 branching ratio.
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Table 6-18. Number of signal and background events in the charged� bands for the neutralB
decays at the various stages of the selection for an integrated luminosity of30 fb�1. The branching
ratios of the Small Penguin set of Table 6-16 are used, where the final state includes a charge kaon.
Generation of the genericBB sample explicitly excluded the3� andK�� exclusive modes. The
�0�0 signal is overwhelmed by background because of its low branching ratio. The nonresonant
B ! 3� background is not shown because its branching ratio is uncertain.

�+�� and���+ BB Continuum K��

Produced 1:7� 103 3:2� 107 1:0� 108 2:1� 102

Preselected 1:0� 103 1:3� 103 3:9� 105 1:2� 102

Selected 6:1� 102 2:2� 102 4:0� 103 7:6� 101

PID 6:0� 102 1:1� 102 2:0� 103 15

Tagged 3:5� 102 6:3� 101 5:9� 102 9

6.5.1.7 ChargedB modes

For the charged modesB� ! ���0 or �0��, the preselection analysis follows the same strategy
as for the neutral modes. Nearly all of the detectable signal remains after the preselection cuts for
the�0�� channel and� 77% remains for the���0 channel. At this level only a rejection factor of
about 400 is obtained in each channel for the continuum background.

In order to fight the remaining high background the same approach has been used as for the neutral
modes. The main results onB-mass resolution and efficiencies are given in Table 6-19. The
efficiencies correspond to a rejection factor of10�5 for theqq events.

The worsening in the resolution and the efficiencies obtained for theB� ! ���0 channel is due
to the presence of the two�0s in the final state. If the background rejection is increased to a level
of 106 to obtain better sensitivity, the���0 (�0��) efficiency is 14% (29%). Furthermore, in the
charged modes�z may be used to reject additional background, since no time-dependent fit is
needed. Rejecting candidates withj �z j< 200 �m, keeps 62% (54%) of signal events and 27%
(15%) of continuum events in the���0 (�0��) channel.

Table 6-20 gives the expected numbers of signal events and background candidates from generic
BB and continuum events at the last stage of the selection, for an integrated luminosity of 30fb�1.
Taken at face value, these numbers would lead to a� 10% precision measurement of each branch-
ing ratio within three years of data-taking.
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Table 6-19. B mass resolution and selection efficiencies (�) in the�� charged modes for a10�5

rejection in background.

�+�0 �0�+

�(MB) (MeV=c2) 45. 20.

� - preselection

Signal 0.45 0.74

� - NN selection

Signal 0.22 0.48

BB 2� 10�6 < 10�6

Continuum 10�5 10�5

Signal Combinatorial / Signal 0.22 0.05

6.5.2 Analysis

Several obstacles stand in the way of completing the full Dalitz-plot analysis of these modes. First,
the small branching ratios mean that there will be limited statistics for some time to come. Second,
the problem of low statistics will be exacerbated by backgrounds from several sources. Third, both
because of the near “mirror” solutions discussed below, and also because many parameters are to
be fitted, there may be several local minima of�2, leading to ambiguous results.

Ultimately, these issues need to be explored in a complete simulation. Results reported here
are based on simplified Monte Carlo calculations in which backgrounds have been included as

Table 6-20. Number of signal and continuum background events for the charged B decays for
30 fb�1 using the tight selection with a continuum background rejection factor of106, and applying
a j �z j< 200�m cut. At this last stage of the selection, the genericBB background contributes
about 10 events in each channels. The expected background fromK�� events is typically of a
few events. However, the Large Penguins set predicts a residual background to�0�� from K��

comparable to the signal yield.

���0 continuum �0�� Continuum

Produced 8:2� 102 1:0� 108 3:5� 102 1:0� 108

Selected (tight) 70 30 60 15
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suggested by studies with theAslund simulation, as described in the previous section.12 The
results are sensitive to the choice of input amplitudes, to their phases and to the relative amounts of
tree and penguin amplitudes. Despite these limitations, the current study is a significant advance on
the work done for the TDR [67], in which the effects of penguins were ignored. Not surprisingly,
the conclusions here are more modest.

The parameterization of Eq. (6.28) uses the fact that the penguin contribution has a purely�I =

1=2 character. In this treatment the two parameters ofP 00 are effectively replaced by�.13

When fitting for penguins as well as for�, the contributions from�0�0 are essential. To see
this, take as the independent quantities� and the four complex amplitudesA�+, A

+�
, A

�+
and

T2 = T 00 + (T+� + T�+)=2, and setA+� = 1.14 Then one can write

A00 = e�i�T2 � (A+� + A�+)=2

A
00
= e i�T2 � (A

+�
+ A

�+
)=2 (6.53)

Without any knowledge of the�0�0 contributions, the number of unknowns is greater than the
number of observables and� remains undetermined. Note, however, that a fit to data in all three
�� bands with an unobservably small signal in the�0�0 channel can still give information on�
because it requires cancellations between theT2 term and theA�� terms in Eq. 6.53, and because
of small effects in the interference regions with the���� channels. This interference effect can be
detected in the fits even when the signal-to-background ratio in the�0�0 band is quite small. (If
data from all the chargedB decays to�� channels are also available the sensitivity of the analysis
to the�0�0 modes is reduced [11].)

6.5.2.1 Alternative approaches

Since with few events it will be difficult to perform the full nine-parameter analysis, it is of interest
to consider alternative possible analyses. These analyses regard the penguins as small effects,
either by ignoring them or by using estimated bounds on their size to limit their influence on the
analysis. A variety of alternative simplifications can be considered [15]:

(a) To measure only the amplitudes of the four neutral-B charged-� channels and use a constraint
taken from theory on the relative size of tree and penguin terms. Even though in the full

12A preliminaryBBsim study, not reported here, indicates that both signal selection-efficiencies and background
rejection factors may be significantly overestimated by theAslund simulation, as expected.

13This procedure neglects electroweak penguins, which may be significant in the�0�0 channel. Cancellations
between tree and penguin contributions are found in the model calculation leading to a small amplitude. A model-
independent approach based on a ten-parameter fit together with a simple parameterization of electroweak-penguin
effects can be found in [11, 15].

14This gives nine independent parameters. The tenth, as counted in Section 6.1.2.3, is the overall rate, which does
not impact this analysis and is hence scaled out, as reflected in the arbitrary definition of the magnitude ofA+�.
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analysis the penguin contributions mask the presence of� in the amplitudes for the charged
� s, a seven-parameter description (the four complex amplitudesT+�; T�+; P�; P�, and
� minus one free phase and one free magnitude), can be augmented by a single constraint,
taken from data and/or models, to allow the extraction of�. The theoretical uncertainties
arising from the constraint can be evaluated using phenomenological assumptions and/or
model-calculations.

(b) To assume both charged and neutral� bands to be available and to ignore penguin contri-
butions.15 This analysis uses a five-parameter fit to the Dalitz-plot distributions, (the three
complex amplitudesT+�; T�+; T 00; and� minus one free phase and one free magnitude).

(c) To assume the interference with the neutral� channel to be negligible and to assume this
channel is too weak to provide reliable fits. In this case, one must also neglect penguin
contributions. This analysis uses a three-parameter fit (the two complex amplitudesT+�;
T�+; and�, minus one free phase and one free magnitude), but still retains a full description
of the resonance structure of the3� final state and interference effects between the two
charged channels. It thus depends on the assumed� shape and on a precise understanding of
detector effects.

(d) To ignore the detailed event kinematics and apply a Phase Space Integrated (PSI, or quasi-
two-body) analysis and again a three-parameter fit. This analysis, by integrating the� bands
rather than using the angular distributions, has less ability to discriminate between mirror
solutions (discussed in the following section) and to discriminate against backgrounds, but is
also less dependent on the details of the assumed� shape than the Dalitz-plot treatments out-
lined above. This method has been studied and is discussed in some detail in Section 6.5.2.3.

(e) To ignore, in addition, all interference effects and to perform the three-parameter fit of the
simple two-body analysis [1, 67].16

Methods (b)–(e) drop penguin terms, and thus implicitly assume there are no directCP violations;
observation of any such effects would indicate that there are significant penguin contributions and
thus that such methods are not satisfactory. Even if no directCP violation is seen, the results of
all such methods will include a penguin-induced shift in the measured value of� compared to the
actual value. The size of this shift depends on the size and strong phase of the penguin amplitudes,
and estimates of it are model dependent. In order to stress this theoretical uncertainty, the value of
� extracted via such an analysis will be denoted�e� .17

15Alternatively, it may be assumed that they are known from other channels such asK�� orK�.
16In practice, after integration over phase-space the residual interference contribution is weak. Thus, the PSI and

two-body analyses yield very similar results.
17The existence of such a shift is studied in Section 6.5.2.4, where errors as large as0:2 in sin 2� are encountered

when fits ignoring penguins are performed.
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6.5.2.2 Mirror solutions

Multiple minima of the Likelihood function complicate all parameter-fitting methods. Consider
first the ambiguities that occur in the two-body analysis when penguins terms are assumed to be
negligible, interference effects between different� bands are neglected, and there is no information
on the�0�0 channel (i.e.,method e above). In that case some of the minima are related by parameter
redefinitions and have exactly the same value of the likelihood. These are here referred to as “mir-
ror solutions”. The fit determinessin(2� + �) andsin(2�� �), where� is the difference between
the strong final-state-interaction phases forB0 ! �+�� andB0 ! ���+ (cf. Eq. (6.35) and
Eq. (6.11)). Given this information, the parameters� and� cannot be unambiguously determined;
the discrete ambiguities are summarized in Table 6-21. The eight minima are exactly degenerate
in this simplified treatment, see for example Section 6.5.2.3.

Table 6-21. The eight degenerate solutions(�0; �0) obtained by measuring only the charged-�

states in the absence of penguins when only���� are observed and interference between different
� bands is ignored. The true solution is(�; �).

(�0; �0) sin 2�0 cos 2�0

(�; �) sin 2� cos 2�

(�=4� �=2; �=2� 2�) cos � sin �

(�=2 + �; � + �) � sin 2� � cos 2�

(3�=4� �=2; 3�=2� 2�) � cos � � sin �

(�=4 + �=2;��=2 + 2�) cos � � sin �

(�=2� �;��) sin 2� � cos 2�

(3�=4 + �=2;�3�=2 + 2�) � cos � sin �

(��; � � �) � sin 2� cos 2�

The full three-body analysis is sensitive tosin 2� andcos 2�, thus even with vanishing penguin
contributions some of these degeneracies are lifted by interferences between� s of different charges
and�0�0 events. In the presence of penguins the mirror solutions are not precisely degenerate and
their locations are not dependent solely on�. Nevertheless, a number of local minima of the
Likelihood function are expected. Depending on the values of the parameters (�, � and penguin
amplitudes) several of the mirror solutions may have a likelihood close to that of the true solution
when the statistics are limited. At sufficiently high statistics, these degeneracies are lifted (except
for some special values of parameters).

The full analysis is further hampered by the large number of correlated parameters, and hence the
difficulty of fully searching the parameter space for alternate minima. A procedure to ensure that
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the fit finds all such solutions, including the known mirror solutions of the simplified case, has been
developed and is described in [11]. In order to clarify the extraction of�, the approach advocated
in [70] may be used.

6.5.2.3 Phase-space integrated analysis

In this approach one distinguishes four types of events:B0 (or B0) tag with a 3� final state
categorized in the�+�� (or ���+) channel. With penguins dropped, the time-dependent amplitude
Eq. (6.30) becomes

A(t) = cos (�mt=2)[f+e
�i�T+� + f�e

�i�T�+]

� i sin(�mt=2)[f+e
i�T�+ + f�e

i�T+�] (6.54)

where the� sign before the sine term depends on the sign of the tag, and+ � (�+) denotes the
tree amplitudes for final states�+��(���+). In order to find the decay rate to these final states, it
is necessary to square the amplitude, and integrate over the available phase space.

In this PSI analysis, the association of a particular 3� final state to a given channel is a matter
of experimental definition based on the event kinematics. Selection functions, denoted bys�, are
defined to be equal to one when the kinematics of a 3-� final state is such that the event is associated
with the���� channel, and equal to zero elsewhere. The choice of region wheres� are nonzero
is somewhat arbitrary and can be varied to optimize the treatment; the two functions are related by
interchange of the momenta of the two charged pions. One can then define the quantities

G =
Z
d�s+jf+j2 ; B =

Z
d�s+jf�j2 ; U =

Z
d�s+f+f

�
� (6.55)

whered� indicates an integration over the full phase space (Dalitz plot). The notations stand for
Good association,Bad association, andUndefined association.

These quantities depend only on the assumed Breit-Wigner form (cf. Eq. 6.31) and on the ex-
perimental algorithm used to select events.18 Therefore, they can be evaluated by Monte Carlo
integration. From these values, a dilution factord and two interference termsIi andIr can be
formed [71]:

d =
G� B

G+B
; Ii = Im

2U

G+B
; Ir = Re

2U

G+B
: (6.56)

The observable time distribution ofB
0

tagged events associated to the���� channel is given by
(omitting the exponential factor):

E�(t) / (1� a)
�
1� a�cos cos(�mt)� a�sin sin(�mt)

�
; (6.57)

18The quantities B and U could be made vanishingly small by choice of the selection functions, but at the cost of
reducing the efficiency of the selection procedure and removing all information from interference effects.
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where (neglecting penguins), the coefficients can be written in terms of the quantities defined above
and the unknown parameters�e� ,R and�:

a = 0 ; (6.58)

a�cos = �dR +DIi sin �

1 +DIr cos �
; (6.59)

a�sin =
sin 2�e� [D cos � + Ir]� cos 2�e� [dD sin � �RIi]

1 +DIr cos �
: (6.60)

Here,D =
p
1� R2 with R defined by

R =
jT+�j2 � jT�+j2
jT+�j2 + jT�+j2 ; (6.61)

and� is the relative strong phase betweenT+� andT�+, Eq. (6.35). ForB0 tagged events, the
signs in front of theacos and asin coefficients are reversed. The values of thea, a�cos and a�sin
observables in the three reference scenarios are given in Table 6-22.

Table 6-22. Values of thea, a�cos anda�sin coefficients predicted in the three reference scenarios
(the value� = 0 was used here). The values ofd, Ii and Ir were calculated using realistic
experimental values for thes� selection functions (cf. Table 6-23). The slight difference between
thea�sin coefficients in the No Penguins scenario arises because of interference effects. (cf. Eq. (6.59-
6.60)).

Small Penguins Large Penguins No Penguins

a �5� 10�3 �0:05 0

a+cos �0:58 �0:32 �0:59
a�cos 0:58 0:79 0:59

a+sin 0:25 0:07 0:30

a�sin 0:32 0:13 0:37

The relationsa = 0 (Eq. 6.58) anda+cos = �a�cos (Eq. 6.59) are consequences of neglecting the
penguin contribution. These relations no longer hold if penguin terms are present andsin 2� 6= 0.
In particular, evidence that these relations are violated would indicate directCP violation.

In practice, even for a crude choice of thes+ selection function, both the dilution factord and the
interference termI give corrections at the level of a few percent (cf. Table 6-23), which may appear
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Table 6-23. Examples of the evaluation of the dilution factord and the interference termsIr
andIi as obtained in two cases: using a perfect detector and using theAslund simulation of the
BABAR detector. The differences observed between the perfect andAslund values are mostly due
to combinatorial background within signal events.

d Ir Ii

perfect 0.98 0.01 �0:04
Aslund 0.95 0.03 �0:06

small compared to the statistical accuracy19 for a+cos anda+sin expected for a low statistics analysis.
However, the relationship between�e� and thea�cos anda�sin terms may be affected significantly by
d, Ir andIi, depending on the value of� andR. Therefore, a quasi-two-body analysis must check
the stability of the values obtained for�e� with respect to variations of thes� selection function
designed to reduce/enhance the values of these coefficients.20

In order to illustrate the actual capabilities of BABAR, in low-statistics regimes, analyses were
performed in the framework of the PSI approach. It was assumed that the�0�0 events would
be too scarce to be useful. The aim was to measure the model-independent five observables,a, a�cos
anda�sin (cf. Eq. (6.57)). For such measurements, the loss of precision due to imperfect tagging,
residual background, and vertex resolution have been the subject of several previous studies [72].
The experimental resolutions21 for thea, acos andasin determinations can be shown [71] to be:

�a '
1q

�a(N+ +N�)
; �a�cos '

1p
�cosN� ; �a�

sin

' 1p
�sinN� ; (6.62)

whereN� is the number of signal events associated to the���� channel (before tagging) and�a,
�cos and�sin are effectively selection efficiencies:

�a ' 0:20 = (1 + �aB0)
�1 ; (6.63)

�cos ' 0:07 =
2

3
S2(1 + �cosB)

�1e
�(�txd)2

; (6.64)

�sin ' 0:05 =
1

3
S2(1 + �sinB)

�1e
�(�txd)2

; (6.65)

19There is a subtlety here: not only are the measurements ofa+cos anda+sin subject to statistical fluctuations, but their
true values themselves depend on the analyzed sample and are thus also subject to statistical fluctuations. However,
the statistical fluctuations of the truea+cos anda+sin values are negligible compared to the statistical fluctuations on their
measurements and, thus, they can be safely ignored [71].

20For instance, since the small value of theIi integral results from an averaging of positive and negative
contributions, one may consider a choice ofs� which yieldsIi = 0, by construction.

21The formulae given here fora, acos andasin omit a2, (a�cos)
2 and(a�sin)

2 dependence, since these quantities are
all small; the exact form was used in the Monte Carlo analysis. Thea coefficient is measured without tagging.
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whereS2 accounts for the imperfect tagging; it is the absolute separation defined in Sec. 4.8 (S2 =

0:3). The next factor accounts for the residual background:B0 ' 4 is the background over signal
ratio before tagging, andB ' 2 is the background over signal ratio after tagging (cf. Table 6-18).
The quantities�a ' 1, �cos ' 1 and�sin ' 0:5 stem from the differences in the time distribution
and in the tagging response [73] for background and signal events. (The latter value reduces the
impact of background on the determination ofa�sin.) The exponential factor accounts for the limited
vertex resolution (�txd = ��z�m=�c ' 0:35). It leads to a negligible correction.

Results for 30 fb�1: One nominal year of data-taking on the� (4S) (defined as 30 fb�1) would
yield a total number of signal events, before tagging (see Table 6-18)N+ + N� ' 600 (with
about 2200 background events), hence about0:58 � 600 ' 350 tagged events (with about 700
background events). The number of perfectly tagged events isS2 � 600 ' 180 and the effective
number of perfectly tagged and background-free events is about180=(1 + �sinB) ' 100.

With these initial statistics the goal of the analysis is essentially limited to a search forCP violation
in the data. There are three signals that would indicate CP violation:

a 6= 0 (6.66)

a+cos + a�cos 6= 0 (6.67)

a+sin + a�sin 6= 0 (6.68)

For each of these, the possible significance of a nonzero value for the measurement can be ex-
pressed in terms of�2-like variables:

�2a =
a2[meas]

�2a
; �2cos =

(a+cos[meas] + a�cos[meas])2

�2
a+cos

+ �2
a�cos

; �2sin =
(a+sin[meas] + a�sin[meas])2

�2
a+
sin

+ �2
a�
sin

(6.69)
(where[meas] indicates the measured value of the quantity) or, for a combined measure ofCP -
violation, their sum22, or alternatively, the quantityN�[CP ] [70]23 can be used. The expected
sensitivities toCP violation turn out to be similar in the three reference scenarios, as shown in
Table 6-24.24 It is seen that, in the Large Penguins reference scenario, directCP violation could be
established from thea�cos observables (cf. Tables 6-22 and 6-25), whereas a nonzero value of thea

coefficient would only be barely measurable. Thus, in the Large Penguins reference scenario, for
one year of data-taking, one expects from thea, a�cos anda�sin measurements a total�2 = 6:6 which
corresponds to a demonstration ofCP violation at the 90% confidence level.25

22The correlations between thea, acos andasin measurements are weak, thus the three�2 can be directly added.
23The expression of theKin variable in the quasi-two-body approach may be found in [70, 71].
24The expected�2 for the difference of any quantityx from zero is obtained fromh�2xi = 1 + (hxi=�x)

2. The
results shown in Table 6-24 are obtained from Tables 6-22 and 6-25, scaling the latter values by three to reflect the
ratio of the running times. The results of these simple calculations have been confirmed by Monte Carlo simulations.

25However, it is easy to build other scenarios whereCP violation would be difficult to demonstrate. An example is
provided by a No-penguins reference scenario with a strong-phase� ' �=2.
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Table 6-24. Expected values of the three�2s with one year of data-taking at nominal luminosity
in the various reference scenarios (for� = 1:35, sin 2� = 0:43). Non-zero�2a and/or�2cos indicate
directCP violation.

Scenario h�2ai h�2cosi h�2sini
Small Penguins 1 1 3:4

Large Penguins 1:3 4:0 1:3

No Penguins 1 1 4:3

The distribution of events in theKin variable (Section 4.10.5) is a tool that may be used to
displayCP violation graphically, which is demonstrated by any asymmetry of the distribution.
The example shown in Fig. 6-20 is obtained using the Small Penguin scenario. The accumulation
at smallKin values corresponds to events either intrinsically irrelevant forCP violation or where
tagging information is poor. Detector effects and backgrounds tend to shrink the distribution to
small values, which explains why no events reach the extreme valuesKin = �1. Events with
sizeableKin values (e.g.,j Kin j> 0:1) give significant information onCP violation. These events
must be thoroughly understood to establish the observation ofCP violation.

Results obtainable with 90 fb�1: From the numbers of events estimated above, scaled to three
years of data taking, the errors on the measured values of thea, a�cos and a�sin coefficients are
estimated26 and given in Table 6-25.

Table 6-25. Estimated errors on the measurements of thea, a�cos anda�sin coefficients. The quoted
errors correspond to 90 fb�1 (N+ + N� ' 1800) and depend only weakly on the input values of
the parameters.

Parameter a a+cos a�cos a+sin a�sin

Error 0:05 0:11 0:11 0:15 0:15

Constraints on�e� may be derived from the measurements of thea�cos anda�sin coefficients by
using the approximate expressions of Eq. (6.59-6.60) which ignore penguin contributions. If�2a or
�2cos are large, directCP violation can be established, but in this case penguin contributions cannot
consistently be ignored and the extraction of the actual value of� requires further inputs. However,
note that small values for�2a and�2cos do not guarantee that�e� = �.

26The actual values obtained from Monte Carlo simulation are reproduced well by the approximate expressions of
Eq. (6.62).
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The values taken by thea, a�cos anda�sin coefficients in the three reference scenarios were given
in Table 6-22. The residual effect of interference is weak in the PSI analysis, so that the analysis
cannot distinguish between the various mirror solutions (cf. Table 6-21). Figure 6-21 shows an
example, for two different levels of statistics (30 fb�1 and 90 fb�1), of the�2 as a function of�e� :

�2(�e�) =
(acos � acos[meas])

2

�2acos
+
(a+sin � a+sin[meas])

2

�2
a+
sin

+
(a�sin � a�sin[meas])

2

�2
a�
sin

; (6.70)

whereacos is the differencea+cos � a�cos. At each�e� value a fit is performed in order to locate the
minimum of the�2 with respect toR and�. The values of theax at the minimum thus found are
used to determine the values of�2(�e�) shown in Figure 6-21. The translation of the�2 value
in terms of confidence level is straightforwardly obtained using a number of degree of freedom
ndof = 1. The chosen example uses the Small Penguins set. For an integrated luminosity of
90 fb�1,CP violation is established from�2sin at about a three-sigma level, while, due to a statistical
fluctuation,�2a = 3:5 indicates that there might be significant penguin contributions, although this
is not the case. Two pairs of mirror solutions are very close and are not resolved. Since the�2

behavior near the six apparent minima is not parabolic, (especially for the 30 fb�1 sample), it is
unwise to express the analysis result in terms of a set of values of� with errors. It is better to use
confidence levels [11] as a function of�e� as shown here.

The important limitations due to the multiple mirror solutions, dictate that the capabilities of BABAR

for this mode should not be summarized by the resolution onsin 2�e� , but by the resolutions on the
a�cos anda�sin coefficients of Table 6-22. These model-independent coefficients yield multiple solu-
tions for the quantity�e� . Furthermore, the shift of�e� from the true� cannot be assessed easily
and estimation of this shift introduces model-dependence and thus theoretical uncertainties (see
however [15] and [63]).27 Thus a quasi-two-body analysis of��, by itself, cannot set significant
constraints on�, even when significantCP violation is indeed visible.

Experimental cross-checks: Two experimental cross-checks should be made. The first cross-
check can be applied even for the 30 fb�1 analysis. One uses the background to probeCP -violating
effects that the detector or the analysis might induce. For instance the analysis can be repeated
using side-bands or multiply charged candidates or off-resonance data (cf. Section 6.5.1.1). It must
be verified that noCP violation is observed in such samples. The second cross-check concerns the
90 fb�1 analysis. One can use the�z distributions of events selected before and after tagging to
determine the background-to-signal ratio from the analyzed events themselves. For example, from
a naive likelihood analysis based on a 90 fb�1 sample, one may expect the background-to-signal
ratio before and after tagging to be determined asB0 = 4 � 0:3 andB = 2 � 0:25 respectively,
if the background distribution is about twice as sharp in�z as the signal distribution and if the

27Of course, in the present exercise, the true values of the theoretical parameters are known, and the measurement
biases can be quoted:sin 2�e� � sin 2� = �0:06 and+0:13 for the Small Penguins and Large Penguins sets
respectively. These numerical values only give a very rough idea of how large the theoretical uncertainties might
be.
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shape of its distribution is known. Such a precision onB would be sufficient since the systematic
effects on thea�sin coefficients (�sin ' a�sin�B=(1 + �sinB)) would be smaller than the statistical
uncertainty.

6.5.2.4 Fitting for� and penguins: studies of the three-body analysis

The full three-body analysis pioneered by Snyder and Quinn [8] holds the prospect of determining
� from the data, even in the presence of penguin contributions. How well this can be accomplished
depends on the extent and purity of the data. Studies of this method were made with a simple
Monte Carlo to address three specific questions:

� How well is the true solution separated from mirror solutions?

� How big an error is likely to be introduced by ignoring penguin contributions?

� How much does the background degrade the measurement of�?

Distinguishing the true solution from mirrors

Even though the addition of penguins and interference effects lifts the degeneracies between the
minima of the Likelihood function, with finite data there is always the chance that a near-mirror
solution, not the true solution, will have the lower�2. With the input amplitudes considered and
� = 1:35, the most dangerous mirror solution occurs for�0 = �=2 � �. To study this, multiple
samples of 300, 600, and 1200 events were generated. For each such experiment� is determined
twice with Minuit , once beginning near the true� and once beginning near the mirror solution.
The�2 for each (�2true; �

2
mirror) was noted and the better solution was identified. By taking 100

experiments of each kind one obtains the mean difference in�2:

��2 = �2true � �2mirror (6.71)

and the variation in��2 (see also [70]). The results are in Table 6-26.

From Table 6-26, using Gaussian statistics, one expects that, with 300 events, about 72% of the
time the correct� is picked. With 600 and 1200 events, this rises to 81% and 91%, respectively.
(However, one should remember that in any analysis that does not include penguin effects, these
two minima will always be indistinguishable.) In an actual analysis, one would not simply select
a given minimum, the output information is the value of the best�2 against�, for all values of�.
The point of this study is to estimate how many events are needed in order to achieve a statistically
meaningful and reliable separation of the correct value of� from the near-mirror values by this
method.
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Table 6-26. The difference,��2 = �2true � �2mirror, between the likelihood at� and that at
�=2��, averaged over 100 experiments. The rms variation away from this mean is shown, as well.
The mean separation is expected to grow asN , the number of events. The rms variation is expected
to grow as

p
N . At 300 and 600 events the separation is less than1�, while by 1200 it is more than

1�. No backgrounds are included.

Events ��2 �(��2)

300 �2.13 3.54

600 �5.22 5.81

1200 �10.7 7.90

Error introduced by ignoring penguins

A possible means of analyzing a small data set is to ignore the penguin amplitudes and thus
reduce the number of parameters to be fitted. The error introduced in this way will depend on
the magnitudes of the penguin amplitudes and their phases. This was studied in two ways. First,
the Large Penguins amplitudes were used. Since these amplitudes have ad hoc strong-interaction
phases, this study might not be representative. Therefore, a second study was done with strong-
interaction phases introduced in a random way.

For each of the three sample sizes (300, 600, and 1200 events), 100 independent samples were
generated with the Large Penguin amplitudes. Each sample was analyzed both with penguins
(nine-parameter fit) and without penguins (five-parameter fit). In each case,Minuit was run with
three different starting points, the true� (1.35),�=2� � and�=4. The last was chosen because it
is a mirror solution in the case of zero strong-interaction phases and no penguins (cf. Table 6-21).
The�2s obtained for the three fits were compared and the one with the lowest�2 value was taken
as the best solution. Thus for each of the 300 data samples, sixMinuit fits were done. The best
fit with penguins and the best fit without penguins were each retained. The results are shown in
Fig. 6-22 and Table 6-27.28

The improvement as the number of events increase is quite clear in Fig. 6-22. Looking in more
detail, it can be seen that the analysis with penguins makes fewer mistakes than the analysis without
penguins, that is, it picks�=2�� less often. In addition, it can be seen that there is also a systematic
bias in the result without penguins. This is displayed quantitatively in Table 6-27. The smaller
spread in the results when the analysis is done without penguins is an obvious consequence of
there being fewer parameters to fit. The increased precision is illusory since the systematic bias
overwhelms this apparent advantage.

28In an actual analysis the full�2 versus� plot is the “result,” not just the value of� corresponding to the the
lowest�2.
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Table 6-27. Sample studies of the determination ofsin 2� by fitting � itself along with all the
amplitudes. Both fits with and without penguins are considered. The Monte Carlo data were
generated with the large penguin amplitudes for� = 1:35 (sin 2� = 0:43). The column labeled%
indicates how often the� choice closest to the input value was identified.

# events Generated Penguins No penguins

sin 2� hsin 2�i �(sin 2�) % hsin 2�e�i �(sin 2�e�) %

300 0.432 0.34 0.27 73 0.19 0.16 76

600 0.432 0.38 0.20 89 0.20 0.12 81

1200 0.432 0.39 0.11 95 0.19 0.06 90

Since strong-interaction phases will remain unknown, an additional study was made of the error
sin(2�e�) � sin(2�) introduced by ignoring penguins. The magnitudes of the input amplitudes
were taken from the Large Penguins set. For each trial the amplitudes were given randomly-
chosen strong phases and data generated. Then two fits for the parameters, including� were made,
one including and one excluding penguins from the analysis (though always using penguins in
generating the events). To remove spurious sources of error (such as selection of a mirror solution),
many events were generated in each of 100 trials. The results are shown in Table 6-28. The analysis
with penguins performs as expected. The typical error introduced insin 2� by ignoring penguins is
roughly 0.10. (In the study that used the model-assigned phases of the Large Penguin amplitudes
the shift turned out to be about twice this, a perfectly consistent result.)

Clearly this result depends on the magnitudes of the Large Penguin reference amplitudes. It is
worth remembering that the actual penguin amplitudes may be even larger than the Large Penguin
amplitudes used here (see for instance the last column of Table 6-28). Similar errors can be
expected to limit studies that ignore penguin amplitudes in the two- or four-pion decay channels.
It is possible that, with further data on many rare decays, measurements and models will combine
to give well-constrained results for the ratio of magnitudes of tree and penguin amplitudes. In this
case simulations such as that presented here can be used to estimate the expected magnitude of the
shift j sin(2�e�) � sin(2�)j. In combination with fits to low statistics data that extractsin(2�e�),
this may provide the best estimates for the allowed range of values of� that can be made (until such
time as sufficient data are available to carry out the full analysis including penguin contributions).
The implication of this study is that the range will possibly be quite large.

Inclusion of background

The idealized three-body treatment can be made more realistic by introducing simulated back-
grounds. In addition to the�� final state, one expects some amount of nonresonant3� in addition
to background from continuum events. The nonresonant background is assumed to be distributed
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Table 6-28. The mean values of� and sin 2� and their variations determined from 100
experiments, each with many events. Each experiment had fixed values of the tree and penguin
amplitudes. Different experiments had different phase relations between different amplitudes as
explained in the text. The magnitudes of tree amplitudes for final states withI = 0; 1; and2 were
taken from the Large Penguin set. Penguin amplitudes even larger than these appear quite possible.

Events h�i hsin 2�i �(�) �(sin 2�)

With penguins 1000 1:35 0:436 0:046 0:082

2000 1:35 0:426 0:030 0:054

6000 1:34 0:437 0:016 0:028

Without penguins 1000 1:36 0:411 0:063 0:116

2000 1:36 0:406 0:063 0:115

6000 1:35 0:416 0:054 0:099

uniformly across the Dalitz plot with the same size as the signal, and thus fairly sparse in the region
of the�. The nonresonant background has the exponential decay time characteristic ofB decays.

Because the continuum events are dominantly two-jet, there is a tendency for two of the pions
to have a small invariant mass. This means that these continuum background events will tend to
accumulate near the boundary of the Dalitz plot. The continuum events are therefore modeled by
Breit-Wigner-like distributions on top of the� Breit-Wigner.29 The results drawn from the present
study do not depend significantly on the details of the background simulation30 [15].

The Monte Carlo events generated with such added background contributions were analyzed with
the ratios of the nonresonant background to the signal and the continuum background to the signal
as free parameters. Thus the number of parameters to be fitted byMinuit was increased from nine
to eleven. To study how the presence of background degrades the resolution for�, experiments of
400, 600 and 1200 signal events were generated. The continuum within the� bands was taken to
be from 2 to 7 times the signal. The spreads were determined by running 100 experiments in each
instance.

The fits with only 400 or 600 signal events showed some variability. The difficulty of working
with such a small data sample is apparent in Fig. 6-23. This figure represents a single experiment,
viewed first without any background then with continuum background included with a background
over signal ratio of two. In this last instance, much of the range of� is less than four units of�2

29This is a worst-case scenario, other distributions for the background shape, which will be determined by fits to
off-resonance data, will make it easier to separate background and signal events.

30For example, the continuumu; d; s events that are mistakenly called3� will typically have small values of�z .
Their distribution is described either by the sum of two Gaussians with widths 100�m and 200�m, with 80% of the
events in the narrower distribution and 20% in the wider, or, by a single exponential of effective lifetime 0.4�B.
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Table 6-29. The dependence of the uncertainty�� on the extent of the backgrounds. The
nonresonant background was taken to be uniform across the Dalitz plot. The continuum background
is concentrated at the periphery of the Dalitz plot as described in the text. In all instances, 100
experiments were simulated. Accordingly, the rms error on� should be about 10%. It is not possible
to determine from these limited samples how much is gained by reducing the continuum-to-signal
ratio from 7.2 to 3.6. The continuum background levels considered here reflect early results from
a preliminaryBBsim study, which are more pessimistic than theAslund results reported above.
Further work on background fighting may well reduce the backgrounds below the levels considered
in this table.

Signal Events Nonresonant EventsContinuum Events �(�)

1200 0 0 0:06

1200 1200 0 0:07

1200 1200 4200 0:13

1200 1200 8600 0:12

removed from the minimum. Of course, different samples of events would lead to different features
in detail, but the lesson is clear and unsurprising. It is difficult to fit 8, 9, or 10 parameters with
a few hundred data points, especially in the presence of background. A comparison of Fig. 6-23
with the results given earlier for the PSI study Fig. 6-21 (after three years of data taking) shows
that, even with backgrounds, the multi-parameter fit excludes a greater range of� values because
it removes a number of the mirror solutions. It is interesting to note that this occurs even though
the signal for�0�0 events is much smaller than background and could not be isolated. However
the effect of its interference with the���� bands does significantly constrain the parameters even
in this situation.

With 1200 events, the situation is much improved, as shown in Table 6-29. Roughly speaking,
the background adds about0:10 to the error in�, taken in quadrature. What is clear is that
the backgrounds significantly degrade the result that can be achieved in their absence. With
effective background fighting, a 1200-event signal sample might be expected to determine�

to �0:10. Figure 6-24 shows a single 1200-event experiment with various backgrounds added.
While this particular example is exceptionally clean in its identification of the true solution and
the near mirror, it reflects the more general feature that a 1200-event signal sample allows a good
determination of�.

The presence of background will diminish the ability to distinguish the true solution from mirror
solutions. This is shown in Table 6-30, which may be compared to Table 6-26. Here nonresonant
background equal to the signal and continuum background 2.4 times the signal have been included.
Assuming Gaussian statistics, one expects to pick the right� 70%, 77%, and 83% of the time for
300, 600, and 1200 signal events.
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Table 6-30. The difference,��2 = �2true � �2mirror, between the likelihood at� and that at
�=2 � �, averaged over 100 experiments. The rms variation away from this mean is also shown.
Here nonresonant background equal to the signal and continuum background 2.4 times the signal
have been included. At 300 and 600 events the separation is less than1�, while by 1200 it is more
than1�. The results are somewhat worse than without backgrounds (See Table 6-26).

Events ��2 �(��2)

300 �1.60 3.10

600 �2.80 3.88

1200 �5.33 5.72

6.5.3 Conclusion

In the first few years of running the analysis of three-pion channels will be carried out in the
framework of a No-Penguin analysis. Measurements of� will thus be subject to significant
theoretical uncertainties, and the values obtained should be referred to as�eff. When performed
in the quasi two-body approach, the analysis will not be able to distinguish between the eight-fold
�eff ambiguity inherent in a nonCP -eigenstate analysis. Even analyses such as the phase-space-
integrated approach described above, which retains some information from interference effects,
will have difficulty in distinguishing many of the multiple minima. It is expected thatCP violation
can be established at the 3� level within the first few years of data taking at nominal luminosity.31

Methods such as these, which suppress penguin contributions in parameterizing the data, cannot
be used to give an accurate value of� unless supplemented by theoretical models which can help
determine the shift between the measured�e� and the true�. The situation here is similar to that
for two- and four-pion channels. Systematic work to limit the theoretical uncertainties arising from
such methods is needed and will improve the information available from any of these channels.

Eventually, theB ! ��� channels in principle offer the possibility of extracting the angle� with
no ambiguity or penguin uncertainties. This ambitious goal would necessitate several years of
data taking, given current branching ratio estimates. Further it must be hoped that the underlying
amplitudes do not conspire to yield quasi-degenerate mirror-solutions, that the�(770) contribution
is fairly dominant in the three-pion Dalitz plot, and that the�0�0 contribution is large enough, both
so that its impact on the parameter fitting is sufficient and so that electroweak penguins do not spoil
the isospin relation which is at the core of the analysis. Further study and actual measurements of
these channels will clarify these points.

31The luminosity needed depends of course on the actual value of� and on the tree and penguin amplitudes.
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The chargedB decays to three-pion channels can also be measured. As for the neutralB channels,
the major problem is low rates and large background effects, particularly for the channels with two
neutral pions. It will require several years of data collection to acquire samples large enough to use
these channels, in combination with the neutralB channels, to improve the extraction of�. The
inclusion of these channels reduces the sensitivity to the expected low rate in the�0�0 channels
and provides a number of cross-checks on the effects of other resonances and of backgrounds. It
will be an important part of the eventual analysis.

With sufficient data and sufficient experience in background fighting the three-pion channels hold
out the best hope for an eventual measurement of�which resolves most of the ambiguities inherent
in the simpler treatments and correctly treats the impact of penguin effects (or beyond Standard
Model contributions) in a model-independent way. These channels, with one or two�0s in the
final state, will be quite difficult to study in a hadronic environment, so it is important for BABAR to
persist in efforts to make and improve measurements of them.

6.6 B-Decay Modes with Four Pions

6.6.1 Overview

This section describes the results of a study of two benchmark modes,B ! a1� andB ! ��,
both of which result in four pions in the final state. On the whole, analysis of these channels is
somewhat more complex than that of the two-pion and three-pion modes, as one has to deal with
a much larger combinatorial background level. Complications also arise from interference of the
various modes that make up the four-pion final states, from the fact that some of these modes are
not CP eigenstates (e.g.,a+1 �

�), and in the�� channel from the presence of bothCP -odd and
CP -even components in the final states. However, these drawbacks are somewhat compensated if
the branching ratios are much larger than forB ! ��, as expected. The following sections review
the predictions for the branching ratios of the four-pion modes, followed by descriptions of the
simulation studies of the two benchmark modesB ! a1� andB ! ��, providing a first order
assessment of the experimental issues involved in extractingCP violation in these modes.

6.6.1.1 Comments on the branching ratio for the four-pion modes

At this time, there is no experimental measurement of the branching ratio ofB mesons into four-
pion final states. Theoretical calculations of the branching ratios for the exclusiveB ! a1�

andB ! �� have been made within the framework of the factorization model, by Bauer, Stech
and Wirbel (BSW) (Table 6-31). These rates, and in particular the ratio of the branching ratios,
are sensitive to final-state scattering, which, as the authors point out, is not taken into account in
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Table 6-31. Theoretical predictions of BSW for the branching ratios of the modesB ! a1� and
B ! �� in the factorization model.

Decay Mode B (%) B
for jVub=jVcbj=0.08

B0 ! a�1 �
+ 0.59jVub=Vcbj2 3:8� 10�5

B0 ! a01�
0 0.0069jVub=Vcbj2 4:4� 10�7

B0 ! �+�� 0.45jVub=Vcbj2 2:9� 10�5

B0 ! �0�0 0.01jVub=Vcbj2 6:4� 10�7

these calculations. For example, according to BSW the branching ratios of the color mixed modes
B0 ! �0�0 andB0 ! a01�

0 are suppressed compared to the decaysB0 ! �+��, andB0 ! a�1 �
+.

Final-state scattering effects, however, tend to cancel the suppression and raise the branching ratios
of the color suppressed modes.

A rough estimate of the overall branching ratio for theB ! 4� channel also can be obtained
from the mean multiplicity of final-state particles inB decays combined with the transition rate for
b ! u. Theb ! u transition accounts for approximately 1% ofB meson decays. The measured
mean particle multiplicity ofB decay final states is 8.25. If a Poisson multiplicity distribution
is assumed, this leads to a probability of 5% for the occurrence of a four-pion final state. This
suggests a branching ratio of approximately5� 10�4 for theB ! 4� final states, which includes
nonresonantB ! 4� as well as the various resonant two and three body modes,B ! a1�,
B ! ��, andB ! ���. In the absence of more solid information on the branching ratios, this
guess-timate is used to set the scale for the branching ratios of benchmark modes in the simulation
studies. Branching ratios of10�4 are assumed for each of the benchmark modes,B ! a1� (a+1 �

�,
a�1 �

+, anda01�
0 combined), andB ! �� (�+�� and�0�0 combined). The sensitivity of the results

to changes in the branching ratios are discussed, and the results for the case of BSW predictions
are presented.

6.6.2 Thea1� Decay Modes

In order to extract a measurement ofsin 2� using the decays ofB mesons intoa1�, one must
measure the amplitudes andCP asymmetries (for the case of neutralB decays) for each of the five
possibleB ! a1� decay channels:B0 ! a+1 �

�, B0 ! a�1 �
+, B0 ! a01�

0, B+ ! a+1 �
0 and

B+ ! a01�
+. A branching ratio of6� 10�5 is assumed for the sum of theB0 ! a+1 �

� andB0 !
a�1 �

+ channels and3� 10�5 is assumed for the other threea1 channels. For background channels
of relevance here, we have assumed branching ratios of10�4 for ��, ��� and4� nonresonant. The
division of this into each of the possible charged states of these modes is assumed to be equal. As
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will be described in greater detail later in this section, each channel contains a final state with at
least two charged pions, which means that one is able to employ vertexing to estimate the parent
B vertex in all cases. Using these branching fractions, only� 1000 of each of the above decays
are expected to be produced for30 fb�1 of integrated luminosity.

In addition to the signal channels discussed above, the following sources of background have been
considered:

� Combinatorial Background within Signal Events: This consists of combinatorial back-
ground within events containing one of the signal decays. This arises when one or more of
the tracks or reconstructed�0 mesons from a signal decay is combined with products of the
otherB decay to form a candidate which passes all of the cuts. Unlike other combinatorial
backgrounds, these events tend to produce a broad peak in the4� invariant mass distribution
near theB meson mass. Hereafter this background will be referred to as SCB (Signal
Combinatorial Background).

� BB Background: This consists of combinatorial background in generic� (4S) ! BB

decays. For each30 fb�1 of integrated luminosity,31:5 million BB events are produced.

� Continuum Background: This is combinatorial background ine+e� ! qq events, where
q = u; d; s or c. Approximately100 million of these types of events are produced for an
integrated luminosity of30 fb�1.

� Physics Background:This background is fromB decays into states which have the same
four-pion final-state signature as one of the signal modes. Particular attention must be paid to
this background since it includes decays intoCPeigenstates, such asB ! ��, which exhibit
time-dependent asymmetries that must be taken into account. As will be shown later, cuts
have been devised to specifically reduce this type of background.

The rest of this section will be divided into three parts:B0 decays, chargedB decays and extraction
of theCPasymmetries and amplitudes. The analysis [74] was performed on data samples of Monte
Carlo-simulated signal and background events, generated using theAslund fast Monte Carlo
code.

6.6.2.1 B0 decays

Each of the decaysB0 ! a+1 �
�, B0 ! a�1 �

+ andB0 ! a01�
0, manifests aCPasymmetry which

must be extracted by fitting the relevant�t distributions, where�t �= �z=(�c) and� � 0:56.
For the analysis described in this section, it is assumed that a single amplitude dominates each
decay mode. Thea01�

0 mode is aCPeigenstate with time dependence

P (B0(B0)! a01�
0) / e�j�tj=� [1� a0 sin(�md�t)] ; (6.72)
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where� is theB0 lifetime,�md is theB0 $ B0 oscillation frequency anda0 is theCPasymmetry.
The�t distributions for thea�1 �

� mode are not simple because it is not aCPeigenstate. The
distributions can be described by

P (B0(B0)! a+1 �
�) / e�j�tj=� [1� R cos(�md�t)�Da1 sin(�md�t)]

P (B0(B0)! a�1 �
+) / e�j�tj=� [1� R cos(�md�t)�Da1 sin(�md�t)] ; (6.73)

wherea1 anda1 are theCPasymmetries for the two decays,R is given by

R =
[�(B0 ! a�1 �

+)� �(B0 ! a+1 �
�)]

[�(B0 ! a�1 �+) + �(B0 ! a+1 �
�)]

; (6.74)

andD is a dilution factor, related toR according toD =
p
1� R2.

The goal of the analysis of theB0 decays is to measure the three asymmetries,a0, a1 anda1,
which contain information aboutsin 2�. In fact, in the absence of penguin diagrams:a0 = sin 2�,
a1 = sin(2� + �) anda1 = sin(2�� �), where� is the difference in the strong-interaction phases
for theB0 ! a+1 �

� andB0 ! a�1 �
+ decays. Even in the presence of penguin diagrams, it may

be possible to utilize an isospin-based analysis to extract an unbiased measurement ofsin 2� using
thea1� decays alone. In that case, one must also measure the relative amplitudes of each of the
threeB0 decays, as well as the relative amplitudes of the chargedB decays, which is achieved by
measuring the branching fractions and the quantityR.

The decayB0 ! a�1 �
�, with a�1 ! �0�� and�0 ! �+��, is the cleanest signal channel to

reconstruct due to the four charged pions in the final state. In addition to the all-charged final
state, there are states containing one or more�0 mesons. For theB0 ! a�1 �

� decays, thea�1 can
decay to���0, with the�� subsequently decaying to���0, thus creating a final state with two
�0 mesons. These decays involve the same amplitudes and asymmetries as the all-charged final
state, so events reconstructed in this topology can be simply added to the all-charged sample to
enhance the statistics. In the decayB0 ! a01�

0, thea01 decays to either�+�� or ���+, with equal
probabilities, and the�� decays to���0. The final state of this decay is always�+���0�0.

The first step in reconstructingB0 candidates is to form appropriate neutral combinations of four-
pion candidates for each event. One then associates the pion candidates with thea1 and� decays.
A variety of cuts are employed to reduce the backgrounds. These cuts include kinematic cuts,
particle identification, vertex quality, and flavor tagging, the effects of which are summarized in
Tables 6-32 and 6-33.

Kinematic cuts: The so-called bachelor pion which comes directly from theB0 decay has a
momentum in theB0 rest frame in the range2:2 � 2:7GeV=c, which is much higher than the
momenta of the other pions in the decay. The distribution of reconstructed momentum, boosted
into theB0 rest frame, for the bachelor pion and for the other three pions in the decay is shown
in Fig. 6-25. The�� or the�0 with the highest momentum in the rest frame of the four-pion
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Table 6-32. Efficiencies for each successive cut, for signal and backgrounds, for the all-charged
final state. The efficiencies for each row are computed after applying all the cuts in the previous
rows. The final two rows are the number of events produced and the number surviving all cuts,
respectively, for a 30 fb�1 sample.

Cut Efficiency

a�1 �
� SCB �0�0 �0�+�� �+�+���� BB Continuum

Kinematic cuts 0.37 - 0.013 0.051 0.016 2:3� 10�5 5:0� 10�5

Particle ID 0.64 - 0.65 0.64 0.61 0.047 0.25

Vertex quality 0.83 - 0.83 0.83 0.83 0.39 0.57

Flavor Tag 0.59 - 0.59 0.59 0.59 0.53 0.32

Events Produced
(30 fb�1)

945 - 1575 1050 1575 31:5� 106 108

Events Selected
(30 fb�1)

112 7 7 17 8 7 230

Table 6-33. Efficiencies of signal and backgrounds forB0 modes containing�0 mesons in the
final state. The quantities in parentheses and square brackets are the numbers of events produced
and selected, respectively, for a 30 fb�1 sample.

Mode Signal SCB Bkgd. Physics Bkgd. BB Continuum
effic. effic. effic. effic. effic.

(evts. prod.) (evts. prod.) (evts. prod.) (evts. prod.) (evts. prod.)
[evts. sel.] [evts. sel.] [evts. sel.] [evts. sel.] [evts. sel.]

B0 ! a�1 �
� 0.065 - 0.0049 1:1� 10�6 7:8� 10�6

(a�1 ! ���0) (1890) (-) (5250) (31:5� 106) (108)

[123] [30] [26] [35] [780]

B0 ! a01�
0 0.070 - 0.0043 1:3� 10�6 9:7� 10�6

(1015) (-) (5250) (31:5� 106) (108)

[72] [14] [23] [41] [970]

combination and the correct charge for the given signal channel is assumed to be the bachelor pion
and this momentum is required to be greater than2:3GeV=c.

The remaining three-pion candidates are then assumed to be from thea1 decay and the invariant
mass of the combination is required to be in the range0:7–1:8GeV=c2 (M(a1) = 1:23GeV=c2,
� = 0:400GeV). From this three-pion combination there are two possible ways to form a�

candidate and it is required that the invariant mass of at least one of the combinations be in the
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range0:5–1:0GeV=c2. In order to reduce background fromB0 ! �� decays, the candidate is
rejected if two distinct�0 candidates can be formed from the four-pion candidates.

The most effective cuts are those on the invariant mass and momentum of theB0 candidate in the
� (4S) rest frame,M(B0) andp�B0 , respectively. The invariant mass is required to be within2:5�

(� = 17MeV=c2) of the nominalB0 mass,5:280GeV=c2, and the momentum is required to be in
the range 0.175 – 0.425GeV=c. Each of these cuts is about98% efficient for signal and rejects
continuum and genericBB backgrounds by factors of about 25.

The continuum background is further reduced with event-shape cuts as described in Section 4.9.1.
Cuts atR2 < 0:55 andj cos �thrj < 0:8 are required.

Particle ID : The particle identification capabilities of the BABAR detector are also employed to
reduce the combinatorial backgrounds. All charged tracks in theB0 candidate are required to
be consistent (within2�) with the pion hypothesis for both DIRC and dE/dx measurements and
to be at least3� from the kaon hypothesis using the DIRC alone. Only tracks for which DIRC
measurements are available are subjected to these cuts.

Vertex quality : For a signal event, all the charged tracks of theB0 candidate originate from a
common vertex. The position of this vertex is determined from a fit, for which the confidence level
is required to be greater than1%. The position of the vertex of the otherB meson in the event
is also needed. It is estimated by fitting to a common vertex all the tracks in the event, excluding
the tracks of theB0 candidate and all other tracks with impact parameters transverse to the beam
direction, measured at the point of closest approach to the nominal interaction point, greater than
1 mm. The exclusion of tracks with large impact parameters primarily removes decay products
of K0

S
mesons. The confidence level of this vertex is also required to be greater than1%. The

coordinates of the two vertices are used to reconstruct�z. The�z resolution is modeled by the
sum of two Gaussians, with widths of 85�m (75%) and 235�m (25%). The difference between
the reconstructed and true�z from Monte Carlo-simulated events is displayed in Fig. 6-26 along
with the fit to two Gaussians.

Flavor tagging: The neural network of theCornelius package, described elsewhere in this
document, is used to tag the flavor of the otherB meson in the event, using both kaons and leptons.
Since the tagging efficiency for signal events is59% and for continuum events it is32%, nearly a
factor of two is gained in the signal-to-background ratio by applying the flavor tag.

Cuts specific to channels with�0 mesons: The �0 candidates are reconstructed from pairs of
EMC clusters unassociated with charged tracks and are required to have energy above150MeV and
invariant mass in the range 123–147MeV=c2. The invariant mass of theB0 candidate is required
to be within2:5� of the nominalB0 mass, where� = 24MeV=c2 for theB0 ! a�1 �

� channel and
� = 30MeV=c2 for theB0 ! a01�

0 channel.
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6.6.2.2 B+ decays

The decayB+ ! a+1 �
0 has a final state with three�0 mesons (a+1 ! �+�0 and�+ ! �+�0) and

one with a single�0 (a+1 ! �0�+ and�0 ! �+��). Only the latter decay has been considered since
the3�0 final state is expected to have a much larger background and much lower reconstruction
efficiency. The otherB+ decay considered isB+ ! a01�

+, which always results in a final state
with a single�0 (a01 ! ���� and�� ! ���0).

The only quantities which need to be measured from these chargedB decays are the branching
fractions, which can be used to provide information about penguin-mediated decays and are inputs
to an isospin analysis

All of the decay modes considered above are reconstructed in a manner analogous to that described
in the previous section, and the same cuts are used. Two cuts, in particular, are very important in
the final selection of the chargedB decays:

� A significant increase in the signal-to-background ratio forB+ decays is obtained by cutting
on the reconstructed�z. For signal events, the twoB vertices are well separated and the�z

distribution has an RMS around250 �m, which roughly corresponds to theB lifetime. The
continuum events, on the other hand, are very peaked around�z = 0. The�z distributions
for signal and continuum events are displayed in Fig. 6-27. A cut requiringj�zj < 170 �m

is applied, which has an efficiency of58% for signal events and only13% for the continuum
events (after all other cuts have been applied).

� Flavor tagging, although not essential for the analysis of the chargedB decays, is very use-
ful in discriminating against continuum background because it preferentially selects events
containingB meson decays. As for the neutralB case, the tagging efficiency is about60%

for signal events and30% for continuum events.

Table 6-34 lists the reconstruction efficiencies, expected sample sizes, and backgrounds for the two
B+ decays.

6.6.2.3 Comparison with full simulation forB0
! �+���+��

A study of the all-charged mode was performed [75] using the full simulation of the BABAR detector
(BBsim ) and the current version of the reconstruction code. This study was limited to the all-
charged mode because the reconstruction of neutral particles is presently in a less reliable state.
Table 6-35 summarizes the results of this study for the efficiencies of the signal and background
processes. The signal efficiency is similar to that given in Table 6-32 but the background levels are
substantially higher.
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Table 6-34. Efficiencies of signal and backgrounds forB+ modes. The quantities in parentheses
and square brackets are the numbers of events produced and selected, respectively, for30 fb�1 of
integrated luminosity.

Mode Signal SCB Bkgd. Physics Bkgd. BB Continuum

effic. effic. effic. effic. effic.

(evts. prod.) (evts. prod.) (evts. prod.) (evts. prod.) (evts. prod.)

[evts. sel.] [evts. sel.] [evts. sel.] [evts. sel.] [evts. sel.]

B+ ! a+1 �
0 0.044 - 0.0012 4:1� 10�7 8:9� 10�7

(a+1 ! �0�+) (508) (-) (6300) (31:5� 106) (108)

[23] [3] [8] [13] [89]

B+ ! a01�
+ 0.042 - 0.0025 5:2� 10�7 9:8� 10�7

(945) (-) (6300) (31:5� 106) (108)

[43] [5] [16] [16] [98]

Table 6-35. Effect of cuts on signal and background, using the full simulation.

Cut Surviving events

Event type a1� BB light-quark cc

Simulated events 5000 2:0� 106 2:8� 106 1:6� 106

B Candidates 7026 1565 39460 10010

pfast 5521 343 23612 5798

mB 2796 46 2154 592

ma1 2772 46 2086 556

m� 2267 29 1300 339

pB 2088 22 766 206

BCP �
2 > 0:01 1774 8 477 90

Btag �
2 > 0:01 1509 6 440 80

R2 < 0:55 1318 5 217 38

j cos �thrj < 0:8 1094 4 168 29

Tagging 698 2 20 16

Combinatorial 607 2 20 16

Overall effic. 0.12 1:0� 10�6 7� 10�6 1:0� 10�5
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Figure 6-15. Distributions of the reconstructed�0 mass for signal events (top) and continuum
events (bottom). The fitted histogram in the top plot corresponds to the true signal, the remainder is
combinatorial within signal events.
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Figure 6-16. Distributions of mass of the reconstructedB for signal events (top) and continuum
events (bottom). The fitted histogram in the top plot corresponds to the true signal, the remainder is
combinatorial within signal events.
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Figure 6-17. Distributions of the cosine of the angle between the sphericity axis of the rest of the
event and theB decay axis,cos ���sph, for signal before (solid) and after (dashed) cutting on the neural
network output at 0.9. The continuum background is shown before (dotted) and after (dot-dashed)
the neural net cut.
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Figure 6-18. Efficiency for continuum background versus efficiency for signal for neural network
(triangles), linear method (squares) and simple cuts (circles).
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Figure 6-19. Efficiency for signal as a function of the three Dalitz-plot coordinates :�+�� band
(top), �0�0 band (center) and���+ band (bottom). The large error bars near 0 are due to the fact
that the center of each� band is depleted because of the� polarization (cf. Eq. 6.31). The drop
in efficiency at the edges of the ranges is mainly due to the cut which reduces the combinatorial
background.
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Figure 6-20. Distribution of theKin variable for a total sample of� 1000 tagged events
(corresponding to a�90 fb�1 sample) analyzed in the framework of the quasi-two-body approach
for the Small Penguins set.CP violation is established from the asymmetry of the distribution.
For most of the events theKin value is close to zero, hence they do not carry information onCP

violation: for 34% of the eventsj Kin j> 0:1, and among them 60% are signal events.
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Figure 6-21. An example of�2 (Eq. (6.70)) minimized with respect toR and�, as a function of
�e� for 30 fb�1 (dashed) and 90 fb�1 (solid) samples. The example uses the Small-Penguin set.
Because the penguin contributions are unknown,�e� is a model-dependent conventional quantity.
The only model-independent conclusion which may be drawn from this�2 is that the value reached
at�e� = 0 establishesCP violation.
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Figure 6-22. Scatter plots showing� extracted with and without penguins. There are 100
experiments each of the data sample of 300, 600, and 1200 events. The results cluster near the
true� (1.35) and�=2 � � = 0:224. The analysis with penguins chooses the correct� more often
than the analysis without penguins does. While the distribution is narrow for the analysis without
penguins, the result shows a bias, due to the model-dependent shift in� by penguin contributions.
(cf. Table 6-27).
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χ2

α

Figure 6-23. �2 (�2 lnL) as a function of� with 600 signal events: with no background (solid)
and with 1200 continuum events (dotted). The events were generated with the Large Penguins
amplitude set. The “true” (generated) value of� was 1.35. The solid curve is obtained from a set
of eight-parameter fits performed at each� value to locate the minimum of the�2 and to probe for
mirror solutions. The dotted curve is obtained from similar fits, but with the continuum background
over signal ratio as an additional parameter.
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Figure 6-24. Scan in� with 1200 events: with no background (solid), with 1200 nonresonant
events (dashed), with 4200 continuum events as well (dotted). The Large Penguin amplitudes were
used, with� = 1:35.
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Figure 6-25. Distribution of momentum in theB0 rest frame of (a) the bachelor pion from theB0

decay, (b) the remaining pions in the decay.
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Figure 6-26. Aslund distribution of the difference between the reconstructed and true�z for
Monte Carlo simulatedB0 ! a�1 �

� decays. The fit function is a sum of two Gaussians as described
in the text.
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Figure 6-27. Distribution of reconstructed�z for chargedB decays (solid histogram) and
continuum events (dashed histogram), with arbitrary normalizations. The area between the dotted
lines is rejected by a cut onj�zj.
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6.6.2.4 Extraction of theCP asymmetries and decay amplitudes

As described in Section 6.6.2.1, each of the threeB0 decays has its own distinct time evolution.
For theB0 ! a01�

0 decay, there is a single asymmetry,a0, which can be extracted from the�t
distributions. For theB0 ! a�1 �

� decays, there are two asymmetries,a1 anda1, as well as the
parameterR. The observed asymmetry in the time-integrated rates toa�1 �

+ anda+1 �
�, Robs, is

related toR by

R =
1 + (�md�)

2

2Ptag � 1
Robs ; (6.75)

wherePtag is the probability that the B flavor has been correctly tagged.

The asymmetries are extracted using an unbinned maximum likelihood fit. The probability density
function for each eventi is a sum of signal and background terms:

P (�ti) = f s [�iPB0 (�ti; �) + (1� �i)PB0 (�ti; �)]

+
X
j

f bj Pb
j (�ti) ; (6.76)

where: f s is the fraction of events which are signal;�i is the probability that the decay is that
of a B0, as opposed to aB0; PB0 andPB0 are the probability density functions forB0 andB0

decays, respectively;� represents the fit quantities (a0 or a1, a1 andR, depending on the decay
mode);f bj are the fractions of events comprised by each of the backgrounds discussed above; and
Pb
j are the probability density functions for each of the backgrounds. The functionsPB0 andPB0

are derived from the convolution of the distributions in equations 6.72 and 6.73 with resolution
functions represented by the sum of two Gaussians. The background functions,Pb

j , are empirical
parameterizations of the distributions of�t for Monte Carlo-simulated samples of each type of
background. TheB0 tag probability,�i, is derived from the output of theCornelius neural
network.

The likelihood is the product of the probability density functions, described by Eq. 6.76, of all the
events in a given sample. Thea+1 �

� anda�1 �
+ events are combined in a single fit since they are

related by a common value for the fit parameterR. Thea�1 �
� fit has three free parameters:a1,

a1 andR, whereR is given a Gaussian constraint around the value calculated from the measured
Robs. Thea01�

0 sample hasa0 as the only fit parameter.

The fits were performed on Monte Carlo-simulated samples representing luminosities of 30, 90,
120, 150, and 300 fb�1. For each luminosity, signal samples were generated with seven different
values of the fit parameters in order to estimate the variation of the errors for different values of the
parameters. For thea�1 �

� sample, events were generated using parameters given in Table 6-36.

For thea01�
0 sample, events were generated witha0 = 0:5, a0 = �0:8 anda0 = 0:2. Only small

differences were found in the sizes of the errors for the different cases. The addition of the mode
B0 ! a�1 �

�, with a�1 ! ���0, to the all-charged mode was found to improve the errors on
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Table 6-36. The parameter sets used forCP -fitting studies.

Sample 2� � R a1 a1

A 0 0 0 0 0

B 0 0 0:6 0 0

C 0:100 0 0:6 0:100 0:100

D 0:100 3�=4 0:6 0:633 �0:774
E �0:200 0:5 0:6 0:296 �0:644
F 0:800 0:2 �0:6 0:841 0:565

G 0:524 0 0 0:500 0:500

the asymmetries by a negligible amount, so it is not used in the final fit. Its very poor signal-to-
background ratio gives it a small statistical weight, relative to the all-charged mode, with a potential
for large systematic uncertainties. Figure 6-28a shows the errors on the asymmetries as a function
of luminosity for the two decay modesB0 ! a�1 �

� ! �+���+�� andB0 ! a01�
0 ! �+���0�0

for a representative subsample of the fit scenarios described in Table 6-36. The errors onR were
found to be independent of the choice of parameters. Figure 6-28b shows the errors onR as a
function of luminosity.

The flavor tagging used in this analysis is known to be optimistic, which leads to somewhat smaller
statistical uncertainties on the fitted quantities than would be expected for real data. The effect
of more realistic tagging can be accounted for by simply scaling the uncertainties by the factor
0:35=0:30 = 1:17, which is the ratio of “effective tagging efficiencies” (�(1 � 2�)2, where� is
the efficiency for tagging an event and� is the global mistag probability) for the overly optimistic
simulation and a more realistic assumption (see equation 4.62 and the discussion following it for a
description of the dependence of the error on the effective tagging efficiency).

In this simple case where one amplitude dominates each decay (no penguins), the asymmetries are
related to theCP -violating phase2� in the following manner:

a0 = sin 2�; a1 = sin(2� + �) and a1 = sin(2�� �); (6.77)

where� is the phase introduced by the strong interaction. The angle2� can be extracted froma1
anda1 with an eight-fold ambiguity:

sin2 2� =
1

2

�
1 + a1a1 �

q
(1� a21) (1� a21)

�
: (6.78)

The amplitudes for all of the relevantB0 andB+ decays are determined from the observed number
of signal events in each mode. The actual values of the amplitudes are not needed for the isospin
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Figure 6-28. (a) Errors on the asymmetries as a function of integrated luminosity. The open
circles are for scenario A, the solid squares are for scenario E, the solid triangles are for scenario F,
the solid circles are for scenario G and the open squares are for thea01�

0 mode witha0 = 0:50., (b)
Errors on the parameterR as a function of integrated luminosity.
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analysis, since an arbitrary normalization can be used. The quantities of interest are the sizes of
the amplitudes relative to each other. The time-integrated number of events for thea+1 �

� (f ) and
a�1 �

+ (f ) are related to the amplitudes according to the following expressions:

N(B0 ! f) +N(B0 ! f) / (jAf j2 + jAf j2) and (6.79)

N(B0 ! f) +N(B0 ! f) / (jAf j2 + jAf j2); (6.80)

where the amplitudes are as defined in Chapter 1. Under the assumptionjAf j = jAf j � A and
jAf j = jAf j � A, the sum of all the above decays isNa�

1
�� / 2(A2 + A2). SinceA2=A2 =

(1 +R0)=(1�R0), whereR0 is defined to beR=(1 + x2d) andxd = �md� , one can derive:

A2 /
Na�

1
��

2

1 +R0

2
and A2 =

1� R0

1 +R0 A
2 : (6.81)

The fractional errors on the amplitudes are16% for A and11% for A, for 30 fb�1, and scale likep
Lint, whereLint is the integrated luminosity.
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Figure 6-29. Distribution of extracted values of� for many toy Monte Carlo simulations with
true� = �0:1 and� = 0:5. The assumed errors on the observed asymmetries are those for30 fb�1

and90 fb�1 of integrated luminosity, for plots a) and b), respectively. The dashed line is at the true
value of�.

As discussed earlier in this section, the angle� can be extracted from the measured values ofa1 and
a1 from equation 6.78, with an eight-fold ambiguity. In order to get an idea of the uncertainty on the
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measurement of� using thea�1 �
� mode alone, thousands of values ofa1 anda1 were generated,

using the central values given by parameter set E in Table 6-36 and allowing for Gaussian smearing,
where the widths of the Gaussians are given by the expected errors ona1 anda1. For each set
of “observed” asymmetries, the eight solutions for� were calculated. Figure 6-29 displays the
resulting distributions of� assuming30 fb�1 and90 fb�1 of integrated luminosity. For parameter
set E, the true value of� is�0:1, which is shown in the figures by the dashed lines. In theory, the
measured uncertainties on the eight possible values of� are given by the widths of the peaks in
Figure 6-29. However, it is clear that for poor statistics many of the solutions become merged. The
ability to extract information about� from multiple channels will hopefully allow one to eliminate
these discrete ambiguities.

6.6.3 The�� Decay Modes

TheB ! �� decays involve three possible modes,B0 ! �0�0, B0 ! �+�� andB+ ! �+�0.
These modes result in final states with four charged pions, two charged and two neutral pions, and
three charged and one neutral pion, respectively. Since all of these contain at least two charged
particles, as in the case of thea1� modes, theB vertex can be determined for all final states.
Consequently, both neutralB decays,B0 ! �0�0 andB0 ! �+��, can be used to measureCP
asymmetries. Since�� is a vector-vector state, its decay can proceed viaS, P orD waves. Hence,
there is the possibility of both longitudinal (� = 0) and transverse (� = �1) polarization for the
� meson. The longitudinal mode isCP -even, while the transverse mode has bothCP -even and
CP -odd components. The longitudinal state is believed to be dominant [66]. This was supported
by early measurements from CLEO in other vector-vector channels. However, a recent angular
analysis of the K� mode by CLEO indicates that the transverse state may be more important than
previously thought [76].

The general formalism for angular analysis introduced in Section 5.1.3 shows that theB0 ! ��

decay is described by three amplitudes: longitudinal (A0), CP -even transverse (Ak), andCP -odd
transverse (A?). The time evolution for these is given by:

A0(�t) = A0(0)e
�im�t e�j�tj=2�

�
cos

�md�t

2
+ i��0 sin

�md�t

2

�

Ak(�t) = Ak(0)e
�im�t e�j�tj=2�

�
cos

�md�t

2
+ i��k sin

�md�t

2

�
(6.82)

A?(�t) = A?(0)e
�im�t e�j�tj=2�

�
cos

�md�t

2
� i��? sin

�md�t

2

�
;

where� = 1 for ��. The three parameters,�0, �k and�?, are in general different from one another.
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However, they are equal if penguins are negligible.32 This result is true even in the presence of
penguins if factorization is assumed. The angular dependence takes the general form given in
Section 5.1.3. Introducing explicitly the time dependence into the latter, the time-dependent decay
rate ofB0 ! �� is obtained as a function of the transversity angle�tr, defined in the�+�� (�0�0)
channel as the angle in the�+ (�0) rest frame between the line of flight of the�+ coming from one
of the� mesons and the normal to the decay plane of the other� meson in the decay:

P =
e�j�tj=�

2�
[
3

4
(1� R?) sin

2 �tr(1� a sin(�md�t)) +
3

2
R? cos

2 �tr(1 + a sin(�md�t))]:

(6.83)

A fit to the experimental distribution yields the fraction ofCP -odd componentR? and theCP
asymmetrya, which is simplysin 2� in the no-penguin approximation.

The branching fraction for each of the three�� modes is small. As explained in Section 6.6.1.1, it
is assumed to be of the order of5�10�5, which is still optimistic compared to the BSW prediction
(see Table 6-31). The number of expected signal events is therefore relatively small (1575 events
for a 30 fb�1 sample). Consequently, background will be a problem. As in the case ofB ! a1�

and theB ! 2� andB ! 3� channels, there are several sources of background: continuum
events, genericBB events, physics background, and combinatorial background in signal events.
As will be shown below, the dominant contribution comes from the continuum. The studies [68]
described in this section were performed usingAslund fast Monte Carlo-simulated events.

6.6.3.1 Reconstruction and preselection

Since an important aspect of this analysis is background suppression, two approaches were ex-
plored: 1) a simple cut method, and 2) a neural network-based multi-variate analysis. The purpose
of the neural network analysis was to explore the optimal use of the cut variables for background
separation. As a starting point for both analyses, a loose preselection of events was applied to
the data. The�0 candidates are reconstructed as a combination of two photons with an invariant
mass in the range0:10 < M < 0:17GeV=c2. Candidate� mesons must satisfy0:35 < M�� <

1:20GeV=c2. Since each� candidate originates from a two-body decay, its momentum in the
� (4S) rest frame is restricted to the range2:25 < P �

� < 2:85GeV=c. Finally,B candidates are
reconstructed by forming all possible�� combinations that satisfy5:17 < M�� < 5:37GeV=c and
0:12p�B0 < 0:52GeV=c, wherep�B0 is the magnitude of the momentum of theB candidate in the
� (4S) rest frame.

Table 6-37 gives the efficiencies of this preselection and the reconstructedB-mass resolution in
the various signal channels. The results get worse when channels with more�0s are considered.

32This is certainly not true inB ! �� decays. However the analysis during the first years of data taking will
probably be done with this approximation, since an analysis taking into account penguins will require far more data.
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Table 6-37. Efficiencies in percent and mass resolutions inMeV=c2 in the three channels for
longitudinal (L) and transverse (T) polarization.

�0�0 (L) �0�0 (T) �+�0 (L) �+�0 (T) �+�� (L) �+�� (T)

All particles detected 64.8 72.2 57.4 64.0 50.0 57.1

Reconstruction 99.8 99.9 97.7 98.5 96.0 96.8

MB andP �
B 100. 100. 95.6 96.1 88.3 90.5

Total 64.7 72.1 53.6 60.6 42.4 50.0

�(MB) 17. 13.5 23. 21.5 32.5 32.5

Table 6-38. Cuts on masses (inGeV=c2) andB momentum (inGeV=c).

�0�0 �+�0 �+��

�0 - 0:12 < M < 0:15

� 0:60 < M�� < 0:95

B 5:235 < M�� < 5:325 5:21 < M�� < 5:33 5:18 < M�� < 5:34

B 0:15 < p�B0 < 0:45

Longitudinal polarization is also less favorable than transverse polarization because the decay of
the� produces mainly a high-energy pion and a low-energy pion (less likely to be detected) in the
former case and two medium-energy pions in the latter case.

6.6.3.2 Background fighting

At this stage, the background-to-signal ratio is still close to 1000 to 1. As discussed in the previous
section, two approaches were used to further reduce the background. For the simple cut method
the criteria listed in Table 6-38 are imposed. In addition, each photon is required to have at least
50MeV of energy and each charged particle to have a greater probability to be identified as a pion
than as a kaon. Finally, the cosine of the angle between the sphericity axis of the rest of the event
and the� which is closer to it must be less than 0.8.

In the multivariate analysis, the following eleven discriminating variables are used to separate
signal and continuum background:

� The cosine of the sphericity axis of the rest of the event with the� which is closer to it.

� The cosine of the sphericity axis of the rest of the event with the reconstructedB direction.
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� The ratio of the second Fox-Wolfram moment divided by the zeroth moment for the whole
event.

� The above quantity for the taggingB only.

� The sphericity of the event.

� The algebraic sum of transverse momentum with respect to theB direction of the rest of the
event.

� The mass�2 defined as�2 =
P
(M

rec�Mtrue

�M
)2, where the sum runs over all reconstructed

particles (B, � mesons and�0 mesons, if any).

� TheB momentum in the� (4S) rest frame.

� The�=K separation of the charged track in theB candidate which is most likely to be a
kaon.

� The larger mass of the two� candidates.

� cos �H , with �H the angle of the pion from the� decay in the� rest frame, with respect to
the line of flight of the� in theB rest frame (for longitudinal polarization this has acos2 �H
distribution).

A second multivariate analysis is performed to discriminate between signal and signal combi-
natorial. Cutting on the two neural network outputs rather than only on the signal/continuum
discriminating output permits reduction of the signal combinatorial by more than a factor two for
essentially the same efficiencies on signal and continuum.

The effect of the selection will be given for the longitudinally polarized signal, which is more dif-
ficult to extract from the background. Figure 6-30 shows the rejection obtained for the continuum
in this case, as a function of the efficiency for the signal for both cut and neural-network methods.

Table 6-39 gives the continuum background efficiencies with simple cuts and with the multivariate
analysis using neural networks for the same efficiencies on the signal. It shows that the multivari-
ate analysis somewhat improves the background rejection, especially in modes with�0 mesons.
Therefore, for the remainder of this section the results are presented only for the neural network
analysis.

Table 6-40 gives the efficiencies for the signal and the background processes, and the expected
number of events after the final selection, assuming a branching ratio of5�10�5, for an integrated
luminosity of 30 fb�1. Included in the table are contaminations from various sources of physics
background. Some of these background processes can be problematic for aCP analysis, as these
events may originate fromB decays with differentCP asymmetries. Fortunately this background
is not dominant.
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Figure 6-30. Efficiency for continuum events as a function of the signal efficiency for�0�0

(circles), �+�0 (squares) and�+�� (triangles) channels. The filled symbols are for cutting at
different values of the neural network output (signal/continuum discrimination), and the open
symbols are for the simple cut analysis.

6.6.3.3 Tagging and vertexing

Cornelius is used for tagging, as described in thea1� section. Vertexing is done using an impact
parameter method. The resolutions obtained (width of the narrow Gaussian) are respectively 31,
36 and 42�m for the determination ofzCP in the�0�0, �+�0, and�+�� channels. In all cases the
resolution is dominated by the� 120�m expected for the tag vertex.
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Table 6-39. Comparison of continuum background rejection obtained with the cut approach and
the neural network approach for the same efficiency of selection on the signal.

�0�0 �+�0 �+��

�Signal 0.315 0.219 0.153

�cutsqq 0:85� 10�5 3:6� 10�5 2:6� 10�5

�NN
qq 0:75� 10�5 1:8� 10�5 1:2� 10�5

Table 6-40. Efficiencies of signal and backgrounds. The quantities in square brackets are the
numbers of selected events for an integrated luminosity of30 fb�1.

Signal SCB a1� ��� 4� BB Continuum

Produced 1575 - 5� 945 8� 1050 4� 1575 31:5� 106 108

�0�0 0.315 - 0.004 0.004 0.003 0:7� 10�5 0:75� 10�5

[496] [47] [18] [31] [20] [220] [750]

�+�0 0.219 - 0.011 0.008 0.0025 1:9� 10�5 1:8� 10�5

[345] [70] [51] [71] [16] [600] [1800]

�+�� 0.153 - 0.007 0.007 0.001 0:4� 10�5 1:2� 10�5

[241] [79] [33] [55] [8] [126] [1200]

6.6.3.4 Decay amplitudes and extraction ofCP asymmetries

With the above estimates of the signal and background yields, one can determine the resolutions of
the decay amplitudes from

p
S+B
S

, whereS is the number of signal events andB is the number
of background events for a given luminosity. Figure 6-31 shows the resolution for the decay
amplitudes for the three modes as a function of the branching fraction for30 fb�1 of integrated
luminosity.

For a branching fraction of5� 10�5, the amplitudeB0 ! �0�0 can be measured in one year with
a precision better than 10%. However, for the branching fraction of6:4 � 10�7 predicted by the
BSW model, there is no hope to see a�0�0 signal. With a time-integrated angular analysis, one
can also extract the longitudinal component and theCP -odd transverse component, as described
above. For one year of data taking, these fractions can be measured with an absolute precision
better than 10%.
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Figure 6-31. Amplitude resolution (�A=A) for �0�0 (solid line), �+�0 (dashed line) and�+��

(dotted line).

For the extraction of theCP asymmetries, the unbinned maximum likelihood method described in
thea1� section was employed. If the decay is dominated by longitudinal polarization (CP even),
the�t distribution is

P (B0(B0)! ��) / e�j�tj=�

2�
[1� a0 sin(�md�t)] : (6.84)

In the absence of penguins, the coefficienta0 corresponds tosin 2�. Figure 6-32a shows the
resolution obtained ona0 as a function of the integrated luminosity.

Allowing a transverse polarization component results in a degradation of the resolution of theCP

asymmetry. In this case, the coefficient of thesin(�m�t) term obtained in the previous method
is no longer simplysin 2�. There is an additional dilution factor(1 � 2R?), whereR? is the
fraction of theCP -odd component. The angular analysis, described in the introduction of this
section, is performed to extract simultaneously theCP asymmetrya (sin 2� in the no-Penguin
approximation) andR?. Figure 6-32b shows the resolution on theCP asymmetry (a) as a function
of theCP -odd componentR?, in the case of�0�0, for an integrated luminosity of100 fb�1. The
resolution degrades by a factor of 1.6 for a value ofR? = 0:5.
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Figure 6-32. (a) Uncertainty in theCP asymmetrya0 as a function of the integrated luminosity
for �0�0 (circles) and�+�� (triangles); (b) uncertainty ina for a 100 fb�1 sample as a function
of the value ofR? used in the generation for a perfect detector (circles) and theAslund BABAR

simulation (triangles).
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6.6.4 Summary and Conclusion for Four-Pion Channels

The results of the simulation studies are summarized in Tables 6-32 and 6-40 for the modesB !
a1�, andB ! ��. Since these studies have been carried out with theAslund fast simulation
program, and that there is little experimental or theoretical information on the branching ratios
of these modes, one should use extreme caution in the use and interpretation of these numbers.
Nonetheless, for modes involving charged particles only, the comparison with studies of the full
simulation of BABAR and the current reconstruction programs indicate that the background level
predicted by the fast simulation studies is within a factor of two of theAslund results. With
this in mind, one can conclude that at least in modes involving only charged tracks, the task of
extracting a signal from background is not insurmountable — signal-to-background ratios (S/N)
of 1/2 can be obtained in bothB ! a1�, andB ! ��. At this level of S/N ratio, with a 30 fb�1

sample, unbinned maximum likelihood fits to the�t distributions yield a statistical error of 0.4 for
theCP asymmetry for the modeB ! a1� (B = 6 � 10�5), and 0.15 for the modeB ! �0�0

(B = 5 � 10�5). For the modes involving�0 mesons, preliminary results from full simulation
studies show that the background level is significantly higher than that which is predicted by the
fast simulation studies. Therefore, further caution should be taken there, and these results should
only be used as a first indication of the experimental conditions.

Penguin effects: The simulation studies and the fits to the data were performed using the time
evolution relation for dominance of one weak amplitude. In the presence of penguins, one needs to
perform an isospin analysis, which in the case ofB ! a1�, would involve measuring the rates and
asymmetries of the chargedB modes as well as the rate of theB0 decays. These quantities form
a pentagon in the complex plane. While such an analysis may be feasible at a mature state of the
experiment, it is not warranted at early stages of the experiment, when statistical errors dominate
the uncertainties. As an example, Fig. 6-33, shows the shift (error) in the angle� which results
from ignoring the presence of a penguin diagram in the amplitude, as a function of the ratio of
penguin-to-tree amplitude (P=T ) and the difference in the strong phase of the two diagrams. For
moderate values ofP=T (e.g.,0.2) and a strong-phase difference (�p � �t) = 0:5, �� � 0:15 is
obtained, corresponding to an error of approximately 0.3 onsin 2�, as compared with the statistical
error of 0.4 for 30 fb�1. Eventually, theory may be able to restrict the range ofP=T in which case
the range of the shift in� from these effects can be limited.

In conclusion, these studies indicate that extraction of signal and ultimatelyCP information from
theB ! 4�modes, while difficult, is feasible. As was discussed in the introduction, theCP studies
in theB system, in general, and extraction of the angle�, in particular, require complementary
information from various decay processes. It has been shown that such information can be obtained
from the4� decays of theB.
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Figure 6-33. Shift in the angle� due to the the effect of ignoring the presence of a penguin
diagram, as a function of the ratio of penguin-to-tree amplitude. The plots are made with� =

0:4. The solid curve is for a strong-phase difference between the penguin and tree diagrams of0,
the dashed curve is for a strong-phase difference of0:5 and the dotted line is for a strong-phase
difference of2:0.

6.7 Conclusions

The results of the simulation studies of the neutral and chargedB decays into two, three and
four-pion final states are summarized in Table 6-41. These results, which consist of the expected
uncertainties of the observables from the various modes for an integrated luminosity of 30 fb�1,
must be viewed only as indicative since the branching ratios are not known and the BABAR re-
construction software is still in a preliminary stage. Furthermore, as discussed in detail above,
the relationship betweensin 2� and theCP observablesacos and asin, is model- and channel-
dependent and is therefore subject to important theoretical uncertainties. Hence, no additional
information can be obtained by combining the raw (penguin untreated) information from various
channels, other than improving the�2-reliability of a demonstration thatCP -violation occurs. It
is found that, with reasonable estimates of penguin size, based on the CLEOK� observations, the
shift in the extracted value ofsin 2� in an analysis that ignores penguins can be of order0:1 to
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Table 6-41. Summary of the studies of the two-, three- and four-pion final states. Note that at this
point there is very limited information on the branching ratios, those given here represent plausible
choices used in in the simulation studies. The selection efficiency,�,includes the impact of tagging.
For the�� channel, the effect of the transverse polarization is not included in the numbers presented
here. Note that for channels that are notCPeigenstates, such as�+�� a nonzero value fora+�sin +

a�+sin is needed to demonstrateCP violation, a nonzero value for a single channel is not sufficient.)

f Btot � Ntot B/S �acos(f) �asin(f)

�+�� 1:0� 10�5 0.39 135 0.9 0:29 0:26

�0�0 3:0� 10�6 0.15 14 2.5 - -

�+�0 8:0� 10�6 0.19 50 2.0 - -

�+�� + ���+ 5:4� 10�5 0.21 350 2 0:19 0:26

�0�0 1:0� 10�6 0.21 7 50 - -

�0�+ 1:1� 10�5 0.16 30 0.3 - -

�+�0 2:6� 10�5 0.09 40 0.3 - -

a+1 �
� + a�1 �

+ 6:0� 10�5 0.12 124 1.7 0:23 0:34

a01�
0 3:0� 10�5 0.07 72 13.3 - 0:47

a+1 �
0 3:0� 10�5 0.042 43 3.0 - -

a01�
+ 3:0� 10�5 0.044 23 4.6 - -

�+�� 5:0� 10�5 0.15 263 5.3 - 0:28

�0�0 5:0� 10�5 0.22 377 6.7 - 0:17

0:3, depending on the model and the channel. These large and uncertain shifts make the type of
analysis discussed in the TDR insufficient for the accurate determination of�. However despite
the difficulty in extracting the actual value of� any observation ofCPviolation in these channels
would be interesting and would indicate a nonzero-value for�. At this level of result theCP -
eignestate modes�� have the advantage that any asymmetry is a direct indication ofCP -violation.

A procedure must be devised to evaluate the penguin effects. Until such time as the statistics
are sufficient that a full isospin-based analysis that treats penguin effects correctly yields good
results for one or more channels, there will be a theoretical uncertainty in the actual value of�

coming from such effects. In order to limit this uncertainty a multi-channel study of many penguin-
related effects will be needed. The values of theacos terms, measurements of branching ratios and
asymmetries for chargedB decays, and evaluations of the size of the penguin contributions from
measurements of branching ratios for many rare decay channels will all contribute to such studies.
As a better understanding of the magnitudes of penguin contributions in a variety of channels is
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developed through these studies, theoretical constraints on the magnitude of the possible penguin-
induced shifts in the channels studied here will be refined. These will be valuable in determining
the allowed range of values for�.

Eventually, the aim will be to carry out a more complete isospin-based analysis, such as have been
studied here for the two and three-pion channels. The message from these studies is that very large
data samples must be accumulated before these studies can yield good results. As an example, in
the two-pion section an isospin analysis was presented for one set of input parameters (extracted
from a theoretical analysis of the existing CLEO results on rareB decays (forsin 2� = �0:04 and
sin 2�e� = 0:21) and with experimental resolution of observables corresponding to an integrated
luminosity of 90 fb�1. This analysis indicates that for this scenario, the phase shift,� = 2�e��2�,
can be determined (with a four-fold ambiguity) with an uncertainty of 0.6(Rad), yielding the value
of � with multiple ambiguities and a wide range about each minimum. The message of this study
is that, unless theB ! �0�0 branching ratio is somewhat higher than this model predicts, it will
be very difficult to achieve good restrictions on the true value of� from an isospin analysis in this
channel. The conclusion of the three-pion Dalitz-plot analysis is a little more encouraging. With a
data sample of1000 fully tagged and reconstructed events, and even with significant backgrounds
the analysis is able to determine the unshifted� and to rule out most of the alternative solutions.
At most one alternate minimum of the likelihood function (rather than the eight of the analysis
neglecting penguins and interference effects) is found to lie within a��2 range of five of the
true minimum. This analysis also will be improved if the suppression of the�0�0 channel is
not as large as the (model-dependent) estimates suggest. Further improvements in background
suppression may also significantly improve the result, as will the inclusion of data from charged
B decays to�� channels. For the�� channels one can in principle carry out an isospin analysis
similar to that for��, but only after angular analysis is used to isolate the even-spin contributions.
While the branching ratio to these channels is expected to be larger than for�� the requirement
of angular analysis of the� decays will mean that larger data samples are needed. No study of the
feasibility of this analysis has yet been made. Fora1� the isospin structure is similar to that for��.
An isospin-based analysis to determine the unshifted value of� is in principle possible if charged
B channels are measured as well as the neutral ones, although the overlap region of the resonance
bands are smaller than in the�� case because of the higher dimensional four-pion phase space,
which will reduce the impact of interference effects. Preliminary studies of all relevant channels
were made here, these indicate that further work on background reduction methods will be needed
to obtain good values for� via an isospin analysis of these channels.

In conclusion, the accurate determination of� will require the accumulation of a large luminosity
data sample. From the above studies one may draw the conclusion that a vigorous effort must
be pursued to explore more thoroughly the experimental feasibility of analyses that correctly treat
penguin effects. The�� Dalitz-plot analysis appears at present to be the most hopeful. Even
though these analyses are difficult at an� (4S)B-Factory, they may be even more so at a hadronic
B factory, where, despite higher rates, the need to observe low-branching-ratio channels involving
only hadrons, including�0s, makes them very challenging.
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6.8 ChargedB Decays and DirectCP Violation

A striking consequence ofCP -non-conservation is that the rate for the decay of a particle into
a definite final state can be different from that for the corresponding charge-conjugate decay.
Such partial-rate asymmetries (PRA) are predicted for many chargedB decays, and, if observed,
could be the first evidence forCP violation involving non-neutral systems. Such asymmetries are
examples of directCP violation. The observable asymmetry can be defined as

Am =
N(B+ ! f)�N(B� ! f)

N(B+ ! f) +N(B� ! f)
(6.85)

which is proportional to theCP asymmetry of the signalAm = AsNS=(NS + NB), whereNS

andNB are the numbers of signal and background events, respectively. Model predictions ofCP -
violating asymmetries (O 0.1-1%) exist for many channels (see for example Section 6.2); for some
of them the branching fractions in the corresponding channels range from10�4 to 10�6, giving
rates which should be accessible with the statistics of BABAR.

In this section the results of a study of two benchmark modes are described:B� ! �h� (where
h can be eitherK or �) andB� ! D�D0. Theoretical predictions, based on several models,
suggest that these modes have the largest value of the productB � A2

m, which is the relevant
quantity governing the observability of an asymmetry. The channels withD mesons have a large
branching ratio, but a small asymmetry, while the opposite is true for the� channel. Many other
channels can be used to search for directCP violation; these studies are simply given as examples.
However, since the benchmark channels studied here involve both charged and neutral particles in
the final state and cover a wide range of topologies, selection criteria similar to those developed
here can be applied in other cases, to estimate the efficiency and, with some caution, also the
background.

The statistical error on the asymmetry of the signal can be estimated as

�As =

s
(1� A2

m)(1 + FB=S)

NS

; (6.86)

whereNS is the observed number of signal events andFB=S is the background to signal ratio. The
number ofBB pairs needed to claim that an asymmetryA in a channelf is different from zero by
n� standard deviations, assumingA� 1, is

NBB > n2�
1

�A2
s B(B ! f)

(1 + FB=S) ; (6.87)

where� is the selection efficiency for the channelf . In order to quote the sensitivity of BABAR in
the benchmark channels, some assumption for both theCP asymmetry and the branching fraction
must be made; for the theoretical input used, see Section 6.2; this study estimates the efficiency, the
signal to background ratio, and the systematic errors. All the simulations reported in this section
were performed with theAslund parameterized fast Monte Carlo simulation.
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6.8.1 B� ! �h�

The branching fraction forB� ! ��� is estimated to be� 0:5� 10�5, with an asymmetry of the
order of 10%. The� is searched for in the channels� !  and� ! �+���0. In these channels
the acceptance is expected to be fairly large because the final states have low multiplicity.

For the� !  mode, the� candidates are reconstructed from pairs of clusters in the electro-
magnetic calorimeter not associated with charged tracks. In order to reduce accelerator related
background, photons are required to have an energy greater then 40 MeV. This removes about 90%
of the fake combinations, keeping 98% of the signal. A fit to the Gaussian core of the distribution
gives a mass resolution of 13MeV=c2. The� is required to be within 3� of the nominal value; this
selection criterion keeps 97% of the signal. The average� momentum is 3GeV=c and the opening
angle of the two photons is generally rather small: the average cosine of the opening angle is in
fact 0.85 for signal events. This feature is exploited by requiring that the cosine of the opening
angle is greater than 0 for the� candidate.

For the� ! 3� channel, the�0 is reconstructed from clusters in the calorimeter with energy
greater than 40MeV, and not associated with charged tracks. The�0 candidate is required to
have an invariant mass in the range 115–147MeV=c2; this is not symmetric around the nominal
value due to the characteristic low-mass tail. The Gaussian core of the invariant mass distribution
has a width of 4.7 MeV. The charged tracks are required to have a probability of being a pion
greater than 2%, in order to reduce the combinatorial background.B� candidates are obtained by
combining the� and the remaining pion candidates. If the� is reconstructed in the3� channel, a
fit to the common vertex of the three charged pions from theB� candidate is performed, and the
�2 probability is required to be greater than 2%.

The selection criteria that are most effective in reducing the background are those related to the
decay kinematics in the� (4S) frame: the momentum and the invariant mass of theB�. The
invariant mass is required to be within 2.5� of the nominalB� mass and the momentum is required
to be in the range 0.175–0.425GeV=c.

The main source of background arises from light quarks produced in the continuum: about half of
this contains a real�. Background fromBB decays is negligible. The continuum background has
a jet-like shape, while the signal is more spherical. These topologies can be discriminated using
the ratios of the Fox-Wolfram moments,H2=H0 andH4=H0 (calculated in the� (4S) frame), as
described in Section 4.9. In addition, the sphericity angle,�sph (see Section 4.9), is also used. The
signal candidate is required to havej cos �sphj < 0:9

After this selection, the reconstruction efficiency, including the� branching ratio, is 45%. Assum-
ing a branching ratio for the signal of0:5 � 10�5, 70 signal events are expected in 30 fb�1 with
190 background events. The expected statistical error on the asymmetry is�Am = 0:23.
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6.8.2 B� ! D�D0

The reconstruction of this channel is similar to that for theB0 ! D+D� decay described in
Section 5.5. Only channels having a branching ratio greater than 10% and not more than one�0

in the final state are included here; the decay channels are listed in the Table 6-42. In order to
reduce combinatorial background, the information from the DIRC and thedE=dx in the central
tracking chamber are combined into a�2 which is used to calculate the probability of a given mass
hypothesis. Candidate� andK mesons are required to have a probability greater than 2%. If a
track is consistent with both hypotheses, or if the particle identification information is not available,
the track is used for both� andK candidates.

Table 6-42. SelectedD� andD0 decay channels.

D0 decay B D� decay B
K+�� 0.040 K+���� 0.091

K+���0 0.138 K+�����0 0.064

K0
s�

+�� 0.026 K0
s�

� 0.014

K0
s�

+���0 0.049 K0
s�

��0 0.049

K+�+���� 0.081 K0
s�

+���� 0.035

K+�+�����0 0.043 K0
s�

+�����0 0.027

The criteria used to select the�0 are the same as described in Section 6.8.1.K0
S

mesons are
reconstructed only in theK0

S
! �+�� channel. The two charged tracks are fitted to a common

vertex and the�2 probability is required to be greater than 2%.

The masses of the twoD mesons are required to be within 3� of the nominal value. The vertex
fit for the D daughters is required to have a�2 probability greater than 2%. In addition, the
cosine of the angle between the twoDs is required to be less than�0:1. The mass resolutions and
reconstruction efficiencies for all decay channels are summarized in Table 6-43.

In the selection of theB candidate, the most effective cuts are the momentum of theB in the� (4S)
frame, and the invariant mass of the candidates. If more than oneB candidate per event survives
the cuts, that with the smaller value of the quantity

�2M =
(mreco

D0 �mtrue
D0 )

2

�2m
D0

+
(mreco

D� �mtrue
D� )

2

�2m
D�

(6.88)
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Table 6-43. Mass resolutions and reconstruction efficiencies of theD� andD0 decay channels
used in this analysis.

D0 decay mode �Dm (MeV=c2) Eff. (%) D� decay mode �Dm (MeV=c2) Eff. (%)

K+�� 5.2 77 K+���� 4.4 69

K+���0 13.0 52 K��+���0 9.6 40

K0
s�

+�� 5.3 50 K0
s�

� 6.0 58

K0
s�

+���0 10.0 29 K0
s�

��0 11.9 37

K+�+���� 3.5 56 K0
s�

+���� 5.2 43

K+�+�����0 9 33 K0
s�

+�����0 6.1 25

is retained. The background is mainly from otherBB decays and fromcc events from the contin-
uum; the latter is greatly reduced using event shape cuts: the sphericity of the events is computed
and is required to be greater then 0.1.

The number of background event surviving the cuts is 190BB events and 90cc, in 30 fb�1

collected at the� (4S) peak. The overall reconstruction efficiency, including the branching ratio of
theD mesons is� = 2:8%. AssumingB(B� ! D�D0) = 6:3� 10�4 (see Table 5-4), an sample
of 560 signal events can be expected, leading to a statistical error on the asymmetry,�Am = 0:05.

6.8.3 Outlook

These preliminary studies indicate that for the modes in question, and by extension, for other
multibody modes, the directCP -violating asymmetries predicted by the Standard Model calcu-
lations will be difficult to observe. In particular such searches will require more sophisticated
background-fighting techniques than developed in these preliminary studies. It should not be
forgotten however that models beyond the Standard Model can yield significantly larger direct
CP violations (see Chapter 13). Thus, systematic searches for such effects should be carried out
in any channel where the combined branching ratios, and efficiencies are large enough to achieve
aCP asymmetry sensitivity of�10%.
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7

Methods of Measuring

7.1 Introduction and Motivation for Measuring 

This chapter presents methods to determine the angle of the unitarity triangle. At present, this
triangle can only be constrained indirectly through semileptonicb! c ` �, b! u ` � decays,B0–
B

0 mixing and the parameter"K describing indirectCP violation in the neutral kaon system. The
latter observable requires a non-zero value of. Such indirect methods typically result in a large
allowed range,e.g.,[1]

41� <�  <� 134� : (7.1)

The studies presented in this chapter deal withdirect measurements of, which are usually
regarded as being very difficult from an experimental point of view.

Possible new physics contributions toB0
d;s–B

0
d;s mixing are among the preferred mechanisms for

physics beyond the Standard Model to manifest itself inCP -violating asymmetries of neutralB
meson decays [2, 3]; the effect of such new physics cancels in the sum of� and� determined from
Bd ! �

+
�
� andBd !  K

0
S
, respectively. A detailed discussion of this issue is given in Chapter

13. Consequently, such new physics will not affect the unitarity relation

� + � +  = 180� ; (7.2)

although the triangle may not be that given by Standard Model constraints. However other effects
can change the various quantities which, in the Standard Model, measure the 3rd angle. Hence
should be measured in a variety of ways, to check whether one consistently finds the same result.
There are indeed several methods to accomplish this task, and they are expected to be affected
differently by new physics.

7.2 An Overview of Methods for Extracting 

During recent years, several methods to obtain information on the CKM angle, to constrain or
even to extract it have been proposed. These strategies can be classified in various ways. For
example, some of them are theoretically clean, some suffer from hadronic uncertainties, some use
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Bs decays — which will not be accessible to the BABAR experiment for the first years of running
— and some methods appear simply to be unfeasible. The studies summarized in this chapter are
rather selective, and are focused on those methods which appear most promising at the present
time. They include strategies to determine using the following tools:

� Triangle relations among decay amplitudes (general discussion of experimental errors in
Section 7.3).

� B
� ! DK

� and related decays (Section 7.4).

� Amplitude relations amongBu;d ! �K decays (Section 7.5).

� Partial reconstruction ofBd ! D
(�)
� decays to extractsin(2� + ) (Section 7.6).

� Bs–Bs mixing (Section 7.7).

Although methods employingBs mesons require BABAR to operate at the� (5S) resonance, these
methods are discussed briefly in Section 7.7.

The techniques discussed in Section 7.4 use pure tree decays, which receive no penguin contribu-
tions at all and originate fromb ! u c s andb ! c u s quark-level transitions. The prototype of
this method was proposed by Gronau and Wyler [4] and employs the decaysB

+ ! D
0
K

+,B+ !
D

0
K

+, B+ ! D
0
�K

+ and their charge conjugates, whereD0
� denotes aCP eigenstate of the

neutralD meson system withCP eigenvalue�1. Using suchCP eigenstates, which are detected
for instance throughD0

+ ! �
+
�
�
; K

+
K

�
: : :, it is straightforward to derive simple relations

among the corresponding decay amplitudes. The relations areexactand can be represented in
the complex plane as two triangles. Since the difference inCP -violating weak phase between the
B

+ ! D
0
K

+ and theB+ ! D
0
K

+ amplitudes is proportional toe2i , these triangles allow a
determination of. Since the corresponding amplitude relations are exact and the decays employed
in this method are pure tree decays, this approach istheoretically cleanand does not suffer from
hadronic uncertainties. Another important feature of these methods is that they are unaffected by
a large class of new-physics effects,i.e.,by any new contribution toB0–B0 mixing as well as any
new penguin-like contribution. Unfortunately the triangles are expected to be very “squashed.”
Moreover one has to deal with additional experimental problems [5], so that this approach is very
difficult from a practical point of view. Recently variants have been proposed by Atwood, Dunietz
and Soni [5]. These methods and their experimental feasibility are the subject of Section 7.4. Since
“triangles” among decay amplitudes play an important role for the extraction of and will show up
at several places throughout this chapter, a general discussion of the propagation of experimental
errors in generic “triangle methods” is given in Section 7.3.

In contrast to the theoretically clean strategies for measuring usingB� ! DK
� and related

decays, methods employing amplitude relations amongBu;d ! ��; �K decays [6, 7] (for a review,
see [8]) are complicated by several inputs affecting the theoretical cleanliness. Both theSU(2) and
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SU(3) flavor symmetries can be used to relate amplitudes of nonleptonicB decays [9]. While the
SU(2) isospin symmetry relating up and down quarks is nearly exact,SU(3) is badly broken, so
there are significant theoretical uncertainties [10]. Another problem is related to possible long-
distance contributions to QCD penguins with internal charm and up quarks, which may affect
some of these methods considerably [11]. Interestingly, also electroweak (EW) penguins [12]
have an important impact on some strategies and have been discussed extensively in the recent
literature [13, 14]. Since the ratio�=�s = O(10�2) of the QED and QCD couplings is very small,
one would expect that electroweak penguins should play a minor role in comparison with QCD
penguins. If the top quark were not heavy, that would indeed be the case. However, the Wilson
coefficient of one electroweak-penguin operator increases strongly with the top-quark mass, so that
these contributions cannot be neglected [12]. As far as the determination of the CKM angle from
amplitude relations based on flavor symmetries is concerned, electroweak penguins lead in general
to very complicated geometrical constructions,i.e.,not just to simple triangles, but for instance to
amplitude quadrangles [14], whose experimental feasibility is questionable.

The studies of such strategies, summarized in Section 7.5, focus on a simple approach to obtain
information on with the help of the branching ratios for the decaysB+ ! �

+
K

0, B0 !
�
�
K

+ and their charge conjugates that was proposed in [15] (see also [8, 16, 17]). In these
decays, electroweak penguins contribute only in “color-suppressed” form and are expected to be
considerably less important than in the strategies mentioned in the previous paragraph. Using
the SU(2) isospin symmetry of strong interactions to relate the QCD penguin contributions to
these decays, one can derive simple relations between theB

+ ! �
+
K

0 andB0 ! �
�
K

+ decay
amplitudes, which probe the CKM angle. In order to present the basic idea, a discussion is given
that at first neglects the electroweak-penguin contributions, as well as certain final state interaction
effects, which have received a lot of attention in the recent literature [18, 19] (see also [16]). In
this case, simple triangle relations are obtained between theB

+ ! �
+
K

0, B0 ! �
�
K

+ decay
amplitudes and the color-allowedb! uu s “tree” amplitudeT 0 contributing to the latter decay. If
jT 0j could be fixed by using an additional input, one could extract from this approach, which is
— from a geometrical point of view — very similar to theB� ! DK

� method. Since it requires
only time-independent measurements of branching ratios at theO(10�5) level, theBu;d ! �K

approach is, in contrast with strategies of theB
� ! DK

� method, promising for futureB-physics
experiments [16, 17]. In fact, the CLEO collaboration has recently reported the first experimental
observation of these decays [20].

The crucial theoretical difference between theBu;d ! �K andB� ! DK
� methods is, however,

that the former approach gives a value of that suffers from some model dependence, in particular,
due to the need to fixjT 0j. Another theoretical limitation is the neglect of electroweak penguins
and rescattering effects, which may also affect the value ofjT 0j significantly, thereby making the
theoretical uncertainty hard to control [19]. Thus an accurate measurement of the modesB

+ !
�
+
K

0 andB0 ! �
�
K

+ provides phenomenologically interestingtheoretical constraintson ,
though not a precision measurement. The combined branching ratios forBd ! �

�
K

� andB� !
�
�
K, which have been measured recently for the first time by the CLEO collaboration [20], imply
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a range for, which takes the form

0� �  � 0 or 180� � 0 �  � 180�; (7.3)

where0 can be determined from data. This may be able to provide information complementary to
the presently allowed range (7.1) that is implied by the usual “indirect” fits of the unitarity triangle.
Consequently, such constraints on are of particular phenomenological interest. However, a result
inconsistent with these constraints would lead one to question the assumptions of their derivation,
particularly those related to final-state interactions, before concluding that there must be beyond-
Standard-Model effects. As was pointed out in [21], if the ratioR of the combinedBd ! �

�
K

�

andB� ! �
�
K branching ratios is found experimentally to be smaller than one, a maximal value

of 0 can be obtained, which does not depend on the magnitude of the “tree” amplitudeT
0, the

quantity that introduces the major theoretical uncertainty into the determination of as sketched
in the previous paragraph. Rescattering effects can be taken into account completely in these
constraints with the help of experimental data onB

+ ! K
+
K

0, and the theoretical accuracy is
mainly limited by electroweak-penguin effects [19] andSU(3) assumptions. These constraints on
 will be discussed in detail in Section 7.5.

In Section 7.6, it is shown how the partial reconstruction ofBd ! D
(�)�

�
� decays may be used to

extractsin(2� + ) [22]. 1 Although the expectedCP asymmetries are small, the decay rates are
large and one can reconstruct theD(�)�

�
� final states inclusively with a good efficiency and modest

backgrounds. Taking both effects into account, one finds a sensitivity that is comparable to that
expected for other determinations of� for a given luminosity. From a theoretical point of view, the
approach withBd ! D

(�)�
�
� decays [22], which are caused byb! c u d (b! u c d) quark-level

transitions, is very similar to an approach to determine from the time evolution ofBs ! D
�

s K
�

decays [23]. The important differences are that in the case ofBd ! D
(�)�

�
�, one decay path is

doubly Cabibbo-suppressed, and that theB
0–B0 mixing phase enters, which can be determined

from decays of the typeBd !  K
0
S

(theBs–Bs mixing phase is very small within the Standard
Model). As a first approximation, one may use “factorization” to estimate the corresponding
hadronic matrix elements. Since theBd ! D

(�)�
�
� modes are color-allowed tree decays receiving

no penguin contributions at all, the factorization hypothesis may work reasonably well in this
case [24]. Performing more involved analyses, the corresponding hadronic uncertainties can be
eliminated in principle, yielding a theoretically clean value of2� + , up to discrete ambiguities.
The details of this method will be discussed in Section 7.6. A brief presentation of similar strategies
which use the time evolution ofBs ! D

�

s K
� transitions is given in Section 7.7; this section also

presents a brief look at other interestingBs decays.

1This quantity can be interpreted equally well assin(� � �).
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7.3 Experimental Errors in Extracting  from Triangles

In the methods for measuring described in the following sections, decays whose amplitudeA3

can be expressed as the sum of two contributionsA1 andA2 are considered:

A3 = A1 + A2 = A1 + jA2jeiei� (7.4)

Such relations between amplitudes are represented geometrically by a triangle construction in the
complex plane. IfA1 andA2 are the two amplitudes which contribute to a given decay, and if the
decay has been chosen such thatA2 has a relative CKM phase and a relative strong-phase� with
respect toA1, the situation can be presented as shown in Fig. 7-1.A1 andA2 are the corresponding

1

A 2

A 1

A 2
A 3

A 4

A

δ
γ

= A 2 e -i2 γ

=

γ

Figure 7-1. Generic Triangle for Measurement

amplitudes for theB, where the overall phase convention has been selected such thatA1 = A1. In
addition, sincejA2j = jA2j, one finds

A4 = A1 + A2 = A1 + jA2je�iei�: (7.5)

The variable� is the difference in the strong phases for the two amplitudes andA3 andA4 are the
two total amplitudes for the decays of theB andB respectively. DirectCP violation manifests
itself in the magnitudes ofA3 andA4 being unequal, if the strong-phase� is different from zero.
There are 4 parameters in total for the two triangles corresponding toB andB; these are taken to
bejA1j, jA2j,  and�.

Explicit examples of this type of construction are given in Section 7.4.1, where, for instance,
A3 = A(B+ ! D

0
+K

+) andA4 = A(B� ! D
0
+K

�), and in Section 7.5.2, whereA3 = A(B0 !
�
�
K

+) andA4 = A(B0 ! �
+
K

�).

In the simplest case, the experimentally measured quantities are the magnitudes of the four am-
plitudesA1, A2, A3 andA4. Hence,jA1j and jA2j are measured directly, but and � need to
be calculated from the values of thejAij. Simple geometry gives (modulus symbols are dropped
between here and Eq. (7.12))

cos(� + ) =
(A2

3 � A
2
1 � A

2
2)

2A1A2

� B3 (7.6)
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cos(� � ) =
(A2

4 � A
2
1 � A

2
2)

2A1A2

� B4 : (7.7)

The resulting error on is calculated from

@

@B3

=
�1

2
q
1�B2

3

=
�1

2 sin(� + )
; (7.8)

@

@B4

=
1

2
q
1�B

2
4

=
1

2 sin(� � )
(7.9)

and the derivatives for theBi with respect to theAi:

@B3

@A1

=
�(A2

3 + A
2
1 � A

2
2)

2A2
1A2

;
@B3

@A2

=
�(A2

3 � A
2
1 + A

2
2)

2A1A
2
2

;
@B3

@A3

=
A3

A1A2

;
@B3

@A4

= 0

(7.10)
@B4

@A1

=
�(A2

4 + A
2
1 � A

2
2)

2A2
1A2

;
@B4

@A2

=
�(A2

4 � A
2
1 + A

2
2)

2A1A
2
2

;
@B4

@A3

= 0;
@B4

@A4

=
A4

A1A2

:

(7.11)
The error on is

�
2
 =

X
i

 
@

@Ai

!2

�
2
Ai
;

@

@Ai

=

 
@

@B3

! 
@B3

@Ai

!
+

 
@

@B4

! 
@B4

@Ai

!
: (7.12)

Note that for values of� � �, either @

@B3
or @

@B4
becomes very large so the error determined

in this way becomes infinite. This corresponds to the case where one of the two triangles has no
height,i.e., jA1j + jA2j = jA3j (or jA4j). However, in this case, theCP asymmetry betweenjA3j
and jA4j is relatively large for a given and therefore easier to observe. Figure 7-2 illustrates
the dependence of the uncertainty in on the value of� and the amplitude ratiojA2j=jA1j. The
relative errors on the amplitudes have been set to typical values which appear later in this chapter,
specifically�Ai

=Ai = 0:05 is used for these figures. In the first plotjA2j=jA1j = 0:5 is assumed,
in the second� = 0�. It is seen that the error is a strong function of� if no constraint is imposed.

Also included in the figure are numerical estimations of the error, which explicitly take into account
the constraint that the triangles must be closed. The numerically estimated error is still large for
 ' � although significantly reduced from the “naive” analytic value. While the strong-phase
values are unknown for many decays, it seems that small values of� are favored, while is known
to be greater than40�; hence it seems likely that this unfavorable situation will not occur. In
any case, a four-fold ambiguity in the determination of is unavoidably present, due to the four
possible orientations of the two triangles relative to the baseA1.

In more complicated cases, it may be that one of the common amplitudes is not experimentally
accessible; to be definite, assumejA2j is not directly measurable. In this case, having only three
experimental measurablesjA1j, jA3j andjA4j, will not allow the four parameters including� and
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Figure 7-2. Error on as a function of (a) the strong-phase� and (b) the amplitude ratiojA2j=jA1j.
In (a), a value ofA2=A1 = 0:5 was used. For (b), a value of� = 0� was used. The lines show the
error calculated from the equations given in the text while the points show a numerical estimate of
the error for the case of = 90�.

 to be determined. However, if another process can be found which has the same magnitudes of
the amplitudesjA1j andjA2j, but a different strong-phase�2 6= � � �1, then

A
0

3 = A1 + jA2jeiei�2 (7.13)

A
0

4 = A1 + jA2je�iei�2 : (7.14)

Measurements ofjA1j, jA0

3j and jA0

4j for this process will allow both pairs of triangles to be
completely determined. There are again three measurements for the second process, of which
one (A1) is not an independent value. Hence, the total number of measured quantities for the two
processes is five, which allows the determination of the five unknown parameters,A1, A2, , �1
and�2. Thus,A2, although not directly measurable in either process, can be calculated from these
measurements. Note that, this method results in large errors if is close to either�1 or �2, or if
�1 � �2, since the two sets of measurements become redundant. Because small values of the strong
phases may be favored (i.e.,�1 � �2 � 0), this method may not be feasible.

Clearly, this method of considering more processes can be extended to an arbitrary number of
measurements. Each new process considered adds two independent measured quantities, but
only one unknown (the strong phase). Hence, with three or more processes, the system becomes
overconstrained, allowing a cross-check to be made of the results. However, as before, nothing is
gained if the strong phases are equal. The requirement that the amplitudes have the same magnitude
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in the different processes is a major constraint and the only case considered here where this could
be applied is forB+ ! D

(�)0
K

+ decays, where the different processes correspond to different
D

(�)0 decay modes. In that case, the triangles needed for the measurement are made from the
amplitudes for theB+ decays only, but the experimental measurements are of the products of the
amplitudes for both theB+ andD(�)0 decays, where theB+ part is clearly independent of theD(�)0

decay mode.

7.4 Methods UsingB ! DK Decays

During recent years, relations among amplitudes of nonleptonicB decays have been very popular
in developing strategies for extracting angles of the unitarity triangle, in particular for. There
are bothexactand approximaterelations. The latter are based on flavor symmetries of strong
interactions in combination with certain dynamical assumptions and are the subject of Section 7.5.
The exact relations will be discussed in this section.

7.4.1 Theoretical Framework

7.4.1.1 A method usingB� ! DK� decays

Applying an appropriateCP phase convention to simplify the following discussion, theCP eigen-
statesjD0

�i of the neutralD meson system withCP eigenvalues�1 are given by

���D0
�

E
=

1p
2

����D0
E
�
���D0

E�
; (7.15)

so that theB� ! D
0
+K

� transition amplitudes can be expressed as [4]
p
2A(B+ ! D

0
+K

+) = A(B+ ! D
0
K

+) + A(B+ ! D
0
K

+) (7.16)p
2A(B� ! D

0
+K

�) = A(B� ! D
0
K

�) + A(B� ! D
0
K

�): (7.17)

These relations, which are exact, can be represented as two triangles in the complex plane. Taking
into account that theB+ ! DK

+ decays originate fromb ! u c s andb ! c u s quark-level
transitions (see Fig. 7-3) yields

A(B+ ! D
0
K

+) = e
i
� jVcbjRb jaj ei�a = e

2i
A(B� ! D

0
K

�) (7.18)

A(B+ ! D
0
K

+) = � jVcbjjAj ei�A = A(B� ! D
0
K

�) ; (7.19)

whereRb = 1��2=2
�

���Vub
Vcb

��� measures one side of the unitarity triangle. The quantitiesjaj, jAj are
magnitudes of hadronic matrix elements of current–current operators, and�a, �A denote the
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correspondingCP -conserving strong phases. Consequently, the modesB
+ ! D

0
K

+ andB+ !
D

0
K

+ exhibit noCP -violating effects. However, if 6= 0, one finds

jA(B+ ! D
0
+K

+)j 6= jA(B� ! D
0
+K

�)j : (7.20)

Observation of such aCP -violating effect would rule out superweak scenarios in an unambiguous
way.
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Figure 7-3. The leading-order Feynman Diagrams contributing to the decaysB+
! D0K+ and

B+
! D0K+.

Combining all these considerations, the triangle relations (7.16) and (7.17), which are depicted in
Fig. 7-4, can be used to extract by measuring only the rates of the six processes. This approach
was proposed by Gronau and Wyler [4]. It is theoretically clean and suffers from no hadronic
uncertainties. As can be seen easily from Fig. 7-4, this method works also for vanishingCP -
conserving strong phases in theB� ! DK

� modes. Although there would be noCP violation
in B

� ! D
0
+K

� in this case, the extraction of is still possible. Unfortunately the amplitude
triangles are expected to be very squashed ones sinceB

� ! D
0
K

� is both color- and CKM-
suppressed with respect toB� ! D

0
K

�:

jA(B� ! D
0
K

�)j
jA(B� ! D0K�)j = Rb

jaj
jAj � 0:36

a2

a1
� 0:08: (7.21)

Herea1 anda2 are the usual phenomenological color-factors [25].SU(3) flavor symmetry allows
the corresponding branching ratios to be estimated from the measured value,B(B� ! D

0
�
�) =

(5:3�0:5)�10�3 [26]; one findsB(B� ! D
0
K

�) � 4�10�4 andB(B� ! D
0
K

�) � 2�10�6.

While the former branching ratio can be measured using conventional methods, the latter suffers
from considerable experimental problems. IfB(B� ! D

0
K

�) is measured using hadronic decays
of theD0, e.g.,throughD0 ! K

+
�
�, one has to deal with large interference effects ofO(1) with

theD0 channel,e.g.,B� ! K
�
D

0[! K
+
�
�], as has been shown recently [5]. Consider as an

example the decayD0 ! K
+
�
� exhibiting the branching ratioB(D0 ! K

+
�
�) = 3:9 � 10�2

[26]. Thus the total rate for the decay chainB� ! K
�[D0 ! K

+
�
�] will be of O(10�7).
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2γ

D  K  )0 --A(B

-

=D  K  )0 +A(B+

D  K  )0 -A(B-

2 A(B D  K  )+
0 ++

D  K  )0 +A(B+ 2 A(B D  K  )+
0 -

Figure 7-4. Triangle relations amongB�
! DK� decay amplitudes.

Although doubly Cabibbo-suppressed, theD0 may also decay into aK+
�
� final state, where

B(D0 ! K
+
�
�) � 3 � 10�4 [26]. Taking into account that the primary decayB� ! K

�
D

0

has a branching ratio of4 � 10�4, the decay chainB� ! K
�[D0 ! K

+
�
�] also has a total

branching ratio ofO(10�7). Since both decay chains give the same final state, there will beO(1)
interference effects between the two channels. All possible hadronic tags of theD

0 in the decay
B
� ! D

0
K

� will be similarly affected by such interference effects. This serious problem can
in principle be avoided by using the semileptonic decayD

0 ! `
�
�`Xs to tag theD0. However,

there will be huge backgrounds, for instance fromB� ! `
�
�`Xc, which areO(106) larger and

may be difficult to control [5]. Another problem thatCP eigenstate decays of the neutralD system
D

0
+ ! �

+
�
�
; K

+
K

�
; : : : are experimentally challenging since the correspondingB�(detection

efficiency) is expected to be at most ofO(1%). Therefore the original Gronau–Wyler method [4]
will unfortunately be very difficult in practice.

7.4.1.2 A method usingBd ! DK� decays

A variant of the determination of discussed above was proposed by Dunietz [27]. It uses the
decaysB0 ! D

0
+K

�0, B0 ! D
0
K

�0, B0 ! D
0
K

�0 and their charge conjugates. Since these
modes are “self-tagging” throughK�0 ! K

+
�
�, no time-dependent measurements are needed in

this method, although neutralBd decays are involved. Compared to the Gronau–Wyler approach
[4], bothB0 ! D

0
K

�0 andB0 ! D
0
K

�0 are color-suppressed,i.e.,

jA(B0 ! D
0
K

�0)j
jA(B0 ! D0K�0)j � Rb

a2

a2
� 0:36: (7.22)

Consequently the amplitude triangles are probably not as squashed as in theB
� ! DK

� case.
The corresponding branching ratios are expected to be ofO(10�5). Unfortunately, one also has to
deal with the difficulties of detecting the neutralD mesonCP eigenstateD0

+.
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7.4.1.3 Another method usingB� ! DK� decays

Another method has been proposed [5] to overcome the problems discussed in the previous section.
In this approach, the decay chainsB� ! K

�
D

0 [! f ] andB� ! K
�
D

0 [! f ], with f

denoting a doubly Cabibbo-suppressed (Cabibbo-favored) non-CP -final eigenstate ofD0 (D0),
were considered. In this method, onemakes use ofthe large interference effects discussed above
which spoil the hadronic tag of theD0 in the original Gronau–Wyler method. Examples of such
decays are the final statesf = K

+
�
�, K��. Here, in contrast to the case ofB� ! D

0
+K

�, both
contributing decay amplitudes should be of comparable size, and potentially largeCP -violating
asymmetries proportional to the rate differenceB(B+ ! K

+[f ])�B(B� ! K
�[f ]) are expected.

Since several hadronic final statesf of neutralD mesons with different strong phases can be
considered, measurement of the small branching ratioB(B� ! K

�
D

0), is not required in order
to extract. Following Ref. [5], the relevant formulae can be written as

d(K; fi) = a(K) c(fi) + b(K) c(f i) + 2
q
a(K) b(K) c(fi) c(f i) cos(�i + ) (7.23)

d(K; fi) = a(K) c(fi) + b(K) c(f i) + 2
q
a(K) b(K) c(fi) c(f i) cos(�i � ) ; (7.24)

where

a(K) � B(B� ! K
�
D

0); b(K) � B(B� ! K
�
D

0); c(f) � B(D0 ! f) (7.25)

c(f i) � B(D0 ! f i); d(K; fi) � B(B� ! K
�[fi]); d(K; fi) � B(B+ ! K

+[f i]); (7.26)

and�i denotes aCP -conserving strong rescattering phase (consisting both of strongB andD decay
phases) andi labels a specific final statefi. SinceCP violation in theD system is very tiny within
the Standard Model,B(D0 ! fi) = B(D0 ! f i). In general, each possible final statefi will have
a different value of�i. Choosing two different final statesf1 andf2, gives a set of four equations
corresponding to (7.23) and (7.24) fori = 1; 2. Assuming thata(K) and theD0 branching ratios
c(fi) andc(f i) will be known accurately by the timed(K; fi) andd(K; fi) are measured, these four
equations determine the four unknowns, �1, �2 andb(K). It is interesting to note that one also
obtains the value of the branching ratiob(K), which spoiled the original Gronau–Wyler method,
as a by-product. These equations will be nondegenerate if eitherc(f1)=c(f 1) 6= c(f2)=c(f2) or
�1 6= �2, which will occur if bothf1 andf2 are notCP eigenstates, or iff1 is aCP eigenstate and
f2 is not. The experimental feasibility studies discussed in the following subsection, focus on this
variant of the Gronau–Wyler method. To summarize briefly the major problems of this approach:
it involves small “total” branching ratios at the10�7 level or even smaller, many channels have to
be measured and an accurate determination of the relevantD branching ratios is essential. The
limitations arising from these problems will become clearer in the following subsection.
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7.4.2 Experimental Feasibility Studies

The previous section describes the extraction of the CKM angle from the amplitudes forB !
D

0
K decays. The actual experimental measurements are of the combined rates forB ! D

0
K

and the subsequentD0 decay, meaning the magnitude of the amplitude productABAD. TheD0

amplitude must be known or measured. There is an additional strong (non-CP -violating) phase
from theD0; however, as the strong phase for theB decay is unknown and must be determined
experimentally, theD0 phase simply adds to this and so does not effect the measurement method.
Note, several as yet unmeasured Cabibbo-suppressedD

0 decay branching ratios are used in this
study; prospects for their estimation are discussed in Section 12.1.4. It is assumed in the following
that they have been measured with an accuracy such that their contribution to the error on is
negligible.

The differences between the charged and neutralB decays toD0
K mean that different experimen-

tal approaches need to be taken in the two cases. To set the scene, Table 7-1 lists the assumptions
used for the branching ratios of the relevant decay modes for this study. Some of these are known
and the rest are thought to be reasonable estimates.

For B0, theK will only be self-tagging (and hence not require further analysis of the otherB

in the event) in the case ofK�0 ! K
+
�
�. The decayB0 ! D

�0
K

�0 occurs in a mixture of
orbital angular momentum states and so would require a spin decomposition. Since this requires a
larger sample statistically, then this approach is neglected here and onlyB

0 ! D
0
K

�0 andD0
K

�0

decays are considered. As previously explained, these are both color-suppressed decays and the
branching ratios are expected to be� 10�6–10�5. It is sufficient to measure the rate when theD0

orD0 decays through a Cabibbo-allowed decay, such asD
0 ! K

�
�
+, where the interference from

the doubly Cabibbo-suppressed decay of the other mode is relatively small (<� 1%). Hence, both
the amplitudesA1 andA2 of the relevant triangle, defined in Section 7.3, are determined directly
from the data for theB0. The remaining amplitudes,A3 for theB decay andA4 for theB, need
to be measured from a decay with a substantial asymmetry. A decay such asK

�
�
+ is not useful,

for the reasons outlined above; one of the two decays is doubly Cabibbo-suppressed and so gives
a small interference. However,D0 decays such asK0

S
�
0 are attractive since they have equal rates

from both theD0 and theD0 and so give sizable interference.

TheB+ decays toD0
K

+ are quite different. Here, allK modes are self-tagging as the sign
of theK determines the sign of theB. Hence,K+, K�+ ! K

0
S
�
+ andK�+ ! K

+
�
0 are

all in principle usable. In addition, in order to avoid a spin analysis, any combination except
D

�0
K

�+ is acceptable. However, in contrast with theB0 case, the rates forB+ ! D
0
K

+ and
B

+ ! D
0
K

+ are expected to be very different, as the latter is both color and CKM suppressed;
the expected rates are� 10�4 and10�6, respectively. Hence, to measureA1 is straightforward by
measuring theB+ ! D

0
K

+ rate with theD0 to a Cabibbo-allowed decay such asD0 ! K
+
�
�.

However, forB+ ! D
0
K

+, the Cabibbo-allowed decays of theD0 are comparable to the doubly
Cabibbo-suppressed decays from theD

0 and so a clean determination ofA2 is not possible with
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Table 7-1. Assumed branching ratios forB ! DK decays.

Mode Branching ratio

B
+ ! D

0
K

+ 4� 10�4

B
+ ! D

0
K

+ 2� 10�6

B
+ ! D

0
K

�+ 12� 10�4

B
+ ! D

0
K

�+ 6� 10�6

B
+ ! D

�0
K

+ 4� 10�4

B
+ ! D

�0
K

+ 2� 10�6

B
0 ! D

0
K

�0 9� 10�6

B
0 ! D

0
K

�0 3� 10�6

D
�0 ! D

0
�
0 0.62

D
�0 ! D

0
 0.38

D
0 ! K

�
�
+ 0.038

D
0 ! K

�
�
+
�
0 0.14

D
0 ! K

�
�
+
�
+
�
� 0.075

D
0 ! K

+
�
� 3� 10�4

D
0 ! K

+
�
�
�
0 1� 10�3

D
0 ! K

+
�
�
�
+
�
� 6� 10�4

D
0 ! K

0
S
�
0 0.011

D
0 ! K

0
S
�
+
�
� 0.027

D
0 ! K

0
S
�
0
�
+
�
� 0.050

hadronic decays of theD0. In principle, the semileptonic decay modes such asD
0 ! �

+
��K

�

can cleanly determineA2 as no interference from theD0 is possible. However, experimentally
this is difficult due to the very low combined branching ratio (� 10�7) coupled with the lack of
any mass constraint because of the neutrino. Hence, theB

+ is a case where the magnitude ofA2

probably needs to be left as a parameter to be determined by measuring two (or more) triangles, as
described in Section 7.3. For the modes to be used to measureA3 andA4, then the large difference
in theD0 andD0 decay amplitudes means the overall amplitudes of a doubly Cabibbo-suppressed
D

0 decay and a Cabibbo-allowedD0 decay are similar and so give a significant interference effect.
Therefore, decays such asK�

�
+ are used.

The preliminary study presented here was based on theAslund simulation. For chargedK(�),
the statesK� andK�� ! K

0
S
�
� andK�

�
0 were used. Here and in all cases below, only the
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K
0
S
! �

+
�
� decay mode was used. For the neutralB, theK�0 ! K

+
�
� mode was used.

K
� candidates were selected from information from the DIRC anddE=dx in the drift chamber.

K
0
S

candidates were selected from all pairs of oppositely-charged pion candidates, for which the
invariant mass at the vertex position was between 0.480 and 0.515GeV=c2. Candidate�0 s were
formed from all pairs of clusters in the calorimeter. The invariant mass of the pair was required
to be between 0.12 and 0.15GeV=c2. Finally, K�� andK�0 candidates were required to have
invariant masses between 0.8 and 1.0GeV=c2. The efficiency for selecting aK� was 77%, aK��

was 19% and aK�0 was 61%, including the branching ratios of the subsequent decays.

TheD0 candidates were reconstructed in the following modes;K
�
�
�, K�

�
�
�
0, K�

�
�
�
+
�
�,

K
0
S
�
0, K0

S
�
+
�
�andK0

S
�
0
�
+
�
�. The cuts to select theK�, K0

S
and�0 candidates are described

above. TheD0 invariant mass resolution was found to be 5-10MeV=c2 and theD0 candidates were
required to have a mass between 1.84 and 1.89GeV=c2. Before being used further, all accepted
D

0 candidates were constrained to the measuredD
0 mass of 1.8645GeV=c2. The total efficiency

for reconstructing aD0 was estimated to be 6%.

TheD�0 selection used these reconstructedD
0 candidates (except theK0

S
modes) with either a

�
0 or a photon. All clusters in the calorimeter were considered as photon candidates andD

�0

candidates were formed from all combinations of aD
0 and a�0 or photon with an invariant mass

between 2.005 and 2.010GeV=c2 (for the�0 decay) or 2.000 and 2.015GeV=c2 (for the photon
decay). TheD�0 candidates were constrained to have a mass of 2.0067GeV=c2 before being used
to reconstruct aB+ candidate.

In order to formB
0 candidates, all combinations ofK�0 with any D0 candidates were used,

giving a total of six combinations, as listed in Table 7-2. TheB
0 invariant mass for one of these

modes, the decayD0 ! K
�
�
+, is shown in Fig. 7-5, where the mass resolution is found to

be �mB
' 10MeV=c2. TheB0 candidate formed was required to have a mass between 5.25

and 5.32GeV=c2 and momentum in the center-of-mass of between 200 and 450MeV=c. The
resultingB0 reconstruction efficiencies are given in Table 7-2, where the efficiency is given for

Table 7-2. Efficiencies in percent forB0
! D0K�0 channels.

B
0 Decay D

0 Decay K
�0 decay Efficiency (%)

D
0
K

�0
K

�
�
+

K
+
�
� 46

D
0
K

�0
K

�
�
+
�
0

K
+
�
� 28

D
0
K

�0
K

�
�
+
�
+
�
�

K
+
�
� 36

D
0
K

�0
K

0
S
�
0

K
+
�
� 14

D
0
K

�0
K

0
S
�
+
�
�

K
+
�
� 20

D
0
K

�0
K

0
S
�
+
�
�
�
0

K
+
�
� 16
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Figure 7-5. Invariant mass peak forB0
! D0K�0, withD0

! K��+ andK�0
! K+��.

the case where all the subsequent decays to the given channels are specified. The efficiencies for
the equivalent Cabibbo-suppressedD

0 decays are taken to be the same as for the Cabibbo-allowed
decays. The overall efficiency for selecting aB0 is approximately the product of the efficiencies
for theD0 andK�0 candidates.

The cuts applied were very loose, as the signals are expected to have small branching ratios. In
order to give some feeling for the uncertainty in the efficiencies, the analysis was redone with
BBsim and full reconstruction for the decay chainB0 ! D

0
K

�0, D0 ! K
�
�
+, K�0 ! K

+
�
�.

This yielded an efficiency of 23%, which indicates the above figures may be optimistic at the level
of a factor of two, though the reconstruction code is still being improved.

B
+ candidates were formed from all combinations of aK+ with a D(�)0 or aK�+ with a D0,

where theD0 decayed to aK� state. The resulting 15 final states are listed in Table 7-3. The
B

+ candidate formed was required to satisfy the same cuts as in the case of theB
0 candidate. The

resultingB efficiencies are shown in Table 7-3, where again, the efficiencies are mainly determined
from the efficiencies for theD(�)0 andK.

A nominal BABAR year provides an integrated luminosity of 30 fb�1, which yields�32 millionBB
events, assumed to be divided equally between charged and neutralB s. The resulting numbers
of identifiedB0 events per year at design luminosity is given in Table 7-4. For the channels with
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Table 7-3. Efficiencies in percent forB+
! D(�)0K(�)+ channels.

B
+ decay D

(�)0 decay K
�+ decay Efficiency (%)

D
0
K

+
D

0 ! K
�
�
+ 53

D
0
K

+
D

0 ! K
�
�
+
�
0 38

D
0
K

+
D

0 ! K
�
�
+
�
+
�
� 43

D
0
K

�+
D

0 ! K
�
�
+

K
+
�
0 34

D
0
K

�+
D

0 ! K
�
�
+
�
0

K
+
�
0 22

D
0
K

�+
D

0 ! K
�
�
+
�
+
�
�

K
+
�
0 23

D
0
K

�+
D

0 ! K
�
�
+

K
0
S
�
+ 16

D
0
K

�+
D

0 ! K
�
�
+
�
0

K
0
S
�
+ 12

D
0
K

�+
D

0 ! K
�
�
+
�
+
�
�

K
0
S
�
+ 13

D
�0
K

+
D

�0 ! D
0
�
0,D0 ! K

�
�
+ 25

D
�0
K

+
D

�0 ! D
0
�
0,D0 ! K

�
�
+
�
0 12

D
�0
K

+
D

�0 ! D
0
�
0,D0 ! K

�
�
+
�
+
�
� 18

D
�0
K

+
D

�0 ! D
0
,D0 ! K

�
�
+ 53

D
�0
K

+
D

�0 ! D
0
,D0 ! K

�
�
+
�
0 28

D
�0
K

+
D

�0 ! D
0
,D0 ! K

�
�
+
�
+
�
� 38

significant interference effects, the values� = 0� and = 90� are used. It should be remembered
that at least one decay mode from each of the three sections of this table must be measured to yield
the amplitudes needed to reconstruct the triangle.

Preliminary studies suggest that the main background contribution is from continuum events,
particularlycc events, which contain realD(�)0 particles. Background fromBB events is relatively
small, despite also containing a large number ofD

(�)0 s. For example, one possible contribution is
fromD

�0
�
�, where the�� is misidentified as aK� and so is reconstructed as aD0

K
� candidate

with approximately the rightB mass. However, althoughB(B+ ! D
�0
�
+) is an order of

magnitude greater thanB(B+ ! D
0
K

+), the particle identification systems of BABAR should be
able to reject all but a few percent of the kaons, reducing this background to tolerable levels. With
the cuts listed above, the background is at least an order of magnitude larger than the signals
given in Table 7-4 for any of the decay modes. It is not clear that the background can be reduced
sufficiently for this measurement to be feasible if the branching ratios in Table 7-1 are realistic.
However, it is interesting to calculate what the errors on the angle would be in the absence
of background, given the above efficiencies. This is done below assuming a total integrated
luminosity of 300 fb�1. A “central” value of� = 0� and = 90� has been used. Only the
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Table 7-4. Events per nominal BABAR year forB0
! D0K�0 channels.

B
0 decay D

0 decay K
�0 decay Number of events/year

D
0
K

�0
K

�
�
+

K
+
�
� 1.6

D
0
K

�0
K

�
�
+
�
0

K
+
�
� 3.6

D
0
K

�0
K

�
�
+
�
+
�
�

K
+
�
� 2.5

D
0
K

�0
K

+
�
�

K
+
�
� 0.6

D
0
K

�0
K

+
�
�
�
0

K
+
�
� 1.2

D
0
K

�0
K

+
�
�
�
+
�
�

K
+
�
� 0.9

(D0
=D

0)K�0
K

0
S
�
0

K
+
�
� 0.2

(D0
=D

0)K�0
K

0
S
�
+
�
�

K
+
�
� 0.7

(D0
=D

0)K�0
K

0
S
�
+
�
�
�
0

K
+
�
� 1.1

case of theB0 will be considered, as theB+ measurement has many more free parameters. The
amplitudeA1 is measured from the Cabibbo-allowedD0 decays; this provides a relative error on
A1, �A1

=A1 = 0:04. Similarly, A2 is measured from the Cabibbo-allowed decays ofD
0, with

�A2
=A2 = 0:06. The total amplitudesA3 andA4 are directly measured using theK0

S
n� final

states; the events from these different decays cannot be simply combined as the strong phase could
be different for each. For the decayK0

S
�
+
�
�
�
0, which yields the most accurate value for, the

relative error would be�A3
=A3 = 0:15, with the same value forA4 since the two amplitudes are

equal for� = 0� and = 90�. The resulting error on is then� = 14�. The other two modes,
K

0
S
�
0 andK0

S
�
+
�
�, give� = 26� and� = 16�, respectively. As described in Section 7.3, the

value of the error depends strongly on the assumed values not only of but also of the strong-
phase difference,�. The error is clearly also a function of the assumed branching ratios as listed in
Table 7-1, although this dependence is less sensitive for reasonable variations.

TheB+ case requires at least two decay modes to be measured with different strong phases; there
are many variables in such combined measurements. As pointed out in Section 7.3, if the strong
phases are almost equal, then the resulting error on will be very large. As this is theoretically
the most favored situation, no explicit values for� will be given here. However, it can be seen
from the tables in this section that the numbers of events forB

+ will be similar toB0, at least for
the interference modes which dominate the statistical error. Therefore, if the strong phases do turn
out to have a reasonably large difference, both from each other and from, then errors on of
approximately the same size would be expected.

More optimistic numbers were recently found by the BELLE collaboration [28], at least partly due
to their use of a much larger branching ratio for theB

0 ! D
0
K

�0 decay.
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7.5 Methods Using Flavor Symmetries

The previous section dealt with amplitude relations that are valid exactly. The relations used in this
section arise from flavor symmetries of strong interactions and certain dynamical assumptions.

7.5.1 Theoretical Framework

In a series of interesting papers [6, 7], Gronau, Hern´andez, London and Rosner (GHLR) pointed
out that theSU(3) flavor symmetry of strong interactions [9] can be combined with certain dynam-
ical assumptions,e.g.,neglect of annihilation topologies to derive amplitude relations amongB

decays into��, �K andKK final states. Such relations provide an important tool for determining
both weak phases of the CKM matrix and strong final-state interaction phases. To this end, only
the corresponding branching ratios have to be measured.

In order to review this approach, consider the “state of the art” available about four years ago,
when these relations were proposed. At that time it was assumed that electroweak penguins play
a very minor role in nonleptonicB decays and consequently their contributions were not taken
into account. Within that approximation, the decay amplitudes forB ! ��; �K;KK transitions
can be represented in the limit of an exactSU(3) flavor symmetry in terms of five reduced matrix
elements. This decomposition can also be performed in terms of diagrams. At the quark level
one finds six different topologies of diagrams contributing toB ! ��; �K;KK that show up in
the corresponding decay amplitudes only as five independent linear combinations [6, 7]. These
six topologies include also three non-spectator diagrams,i.e., annihilation processes, where the
decayingb quark interacts with its partner anti-quark in theB meson. However, for dynamical
reasons, these three contributions are expected to be suppressed relative to the others and thus
should play a minor role. Consequently, neglecting these diagrams, three topologies of diagrams
suffice to represent the transition amplitudes ofB decays into��, �K andKK final states. To
be specific, these diagrams, which are shown in Fig. 7-6, describe “color-allowed” and “color-
suppressed” current–current,i.e., “tree,” processesT (T 0) andC (C 0), respectively, and QCD
penguinsP (P 0). The unprimed amplitudes denote strangeness-preserving decays, whereas the
primed amplitudes indicate strangeness-changing transitions [6, 7].

Consider the decaysB+ ! �
+
�
0
; �

+
K

0
; �

0
K

+, i.e., the “original” GRL method [6], as an
example. Neglecting both electroweak penguins, which will be discussed in more detail below,
and the dynamically suppressed non-spectator contributions mentioned above, GHLR found

p
2A(B+ ! �

+
�
0) = � (T + C)

A(B+ ! �
+
K

0) = P
0

p
2A(B+ ! �

0
K

+) = � (T 0 + C
0 + P

0)

(7.27)
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Figure 7-6. Diagrams contributing toB ! ��, �K,KK decays.

with
T = jT j ei ei�T ; C = jCj ei ei�C : (7.28)

Here�T and�C denoteCP -conserving strong phases.SU(3) flavor symmetry allows the strangeness-
changing amplitudesT 0 andC 0 to be obtained from the strangeness-preserving ones:

T
0

T
� C

0

C
� �

fK

f�
� ru; (7.29)

wherefK andf� take into account factorizableSU(3) breaking corrections. It is an easy exercise
to combine the decay amplitudes given in (7.27) appropriately to derive the relations

p
2A(B+ ! �

0
K

+) + A(B+ ! �
+
K

0) = ru

p
2A(B+ ! �

+
�
0) (7.30)p

2A(B� ! �
0
K

�) + A(B� ! �
�
K

0) = ru

p
2A(B� ! �

�
�
0); (7.31)

which can be represented as two triangles in the complex plane. If one measures the branching
ratios for the corresponding six decays, these triangles can easily be constructed. Their relative
orientation is usually fixed by assumingA(B+ ! �

+
K

0) = A(B� ! �
�
K

0). The origin of this
relation is as follows: a genericb ! s QCD penguin amplitudeP 0, which governs the “penguin”
decayB+ ! �

+
K

0, can be expressed as

P
0 =

h
1��P 0 + �

2
Rbe

i
i
e
�i�jVcbj jP 0

tuj ei�
0
tu (7.32)

with

�P 0 =
P
0

c � P
0

u

P
0
t � P 0

u

; P
0

tu � jP 0

tujei�
0
tu = P

0

t � P
0

u ; (7.33)

whereP 0

q denotes strongb ! s QCD penguin amplitudes with internalq quarks [11, 29]. Unless
certain final state interaction effects play an important role, thereby leading to�P 0 close to one, the
highly CKM suppressedei term in (7.32) can be neglected. In this case, there is noCP -violating
weak phase present in theb! s QCD penguin amplitude, and

A(B+ ! �
+
K

0) = A(B� ! �
�
K

0): (7.34)
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Figure 7-7 gives an example of a rescattering process affecting this relation. In model calculations
using Regge phenomenology to estimate such final state interactions (see, for instance, [30]), one
typically finds contributions of theei term in (7.32) at the level of10%, which would lead to direct
CP -violating asymmetries inB+ ! �

+
K

0 of the same order of magnitude. Also annihilation
topologies may be enhanced considerably through rescattering effects [31]. This issue has been
discussed in several recent papers [19, 32]. It is unclear at present to what extentB ! �K decays
are affected by such rescattering processes.
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Figure 7-7. An example of a rescattering contribution to the decayB+
! �+K0 arising from

B+
! f�0K+

g ! �+K0. The shaded circle represents insertions of the usual current–current
operatorsQu

1;2.

With the assumption of (7.34), the triangles corresponding to (7.30) and (7.31) allow a determi-
nation of, as can be seen in Fig. 7-8. From a geometrical point of view, this “original” GRL
approach [6] is very similar to theB� ! DK

� construction [4] shown in Fig. 7-4. Furthermore,
it also involves only chargedB decays and therefore neither time-dependent measurements nor
tagging are required. In comparison with the Gronau–Wyler method [4], the major advantage of
the GRL strategy appears to be that all branching ratios are expected to be of the same order of
magnitudeO(10�5), i.e., the corresponding triangles are not squashed ones, and that the difficult-
to-measureCP eigenstateD0

+ is not required.

Unfortunately, things are not that simple and — despite its attractiveness — the general GHLR
approach [6, 7] to extract CKM phases fromSU(3) amplitude relations suffers from theoretical
limitations. As discussed above, an important limitation is related to final state interactions, such
as those shown in Fig. 7-7. Another more obvious limitation is that the amplitude relations are
not valid exactly, as,e.g., (7.16) or (7.17), but suffer fromSU(3)-breaking corrections [10].
While factorizableSU(3) breaking can be included straightforwardly through certain meson decay
constants or form factors (e.g., (7.29)), nonfactorizableSU(3)-breaking corrections cannot be
described in a reliable quantitative way at present. In certain strategies to extract — an example is
given below — another limitation arises from theoretical uncertainty in contributions fromb ! d

QCD penguin topologies with internal up- and charm-quark exchanges [11]. With notation similar
to (7.32) and (7.33), a genericb! d QCD penguin amplitudeP can be written as

P =

�
e
�i� � 1

Rt

�P

�
jVtdj jPtuj ei�tu ; (7.35)
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2 A(B              K  )π o

A(B              K  ) = A(B              K  )+ + o ππ o

2 π+A(B              K  )o +

A(B                    )

2ru π  πA(B                    )+ + o

2ru π  π o2γ

Figure 7-8. Naı̈ve SU(3) triangle relations amongB+
! �+�0; �+K0; �0K+ and charge-

conjugate decay amplitudesneglectingelectroweak-penguin contributions.

which is very different from theb! s case given in (7.32). The crucial point is that QCD penguin
topologies with internal up and charm-quark exchanges affect the phase structure of this amplitude
strongly. In particular, the simple relation

P = e
�i�
e
i�P jP j ; (7.36)

which would hold if theb ! d penguin amplitude were dominated by internal top quarks, may
receive large corrections so thatP is no longer proportional to theCP -violating phase factore�i�

[11].

Remarkably, electroweak penguins [12], which have been neglected in the discussion above, also
have a very important impact on someSU(3) constructions, particularly on the “original” GRL
method to determine. This approach is evenspoiledby these contributions [13, 14]. The color-
allowed “tree” amplitudeT 0 is highly CKM-suppressed by�2Rb � 0:02. Consequently, one
expects that the QCD penguin amplitudeP 0 plays the dominant role and thatT 0 and the color-
allowed electroweak-penguin amplitudeP 0

EW, which contributes toB+ ! �
0
K

+, are equally
important: �����T

0

P 0

����� = O(0:2);
�����P

0

EW

T 0

����� = O(1): (7.37)

In the presence of electroweak penguins, the construction shown in Fig. 7-8 is modified as sketched
in Fig. 7-9. If the electroweak-penguin contributions were not there, triangles could be constructed
by measuring only the corresponding branching ratios. However, since the electroweak penguins
are as important as theT 0 amplitude and are completely unknown, this construction is unfortu-
nately spoiled by their contributions. A detailed discussion of the issue of electroweak penguins
in nonleptonicB decays and strategies for extracting CKM phases is beyond the scope of this
discussion. Several solutions have been proposed to solve this “electroweak-penguin problem”
(for a recent review, see [8]). Since most of these strategies are quite complicated and appear to be
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2γ

ω
δp'

z ≡ T'
|P'|

|P'|
2 A(B+→ π0K+)

|P'|
2 A(B-→ π0K-)

z ≡ T'
|P'|

y

x

y'

x'

|P'|
(cu - cd) P'EW

P'
|P'|

=
|P'|

A(B+→ π+K0) =
|P'|

A(B-→ π-K0)

Figure 7-9. The SU(3) triangle relations amongB+
! �+�0; �+K0; �0K+ and charge-

conjugate decay amplitudes, which correspond to the “original” GRL construction, in the presence
of electroweak-penguin contributions.

very challenging from an experimental point of view, the studies presented here focus on a much
simpler approach, which was proposed in [15] and will be the subject of the next subsection.

7.5.2 A Simple Strategy for Extracting

The main role in this subsection is played by the decaysB
+ ! �

+
K

0, B0 ! �
�
K

+ and their
charge conjugates, originating at lowest order from the diagrams shown in Fig. 7-10. For these
transitions, electroweak penguins contribute only in “color-suppressed” form. To simplify the
presentation of the basic idea of this approach, electroweak penguins, as well as certain final state
interaction effects (see, for instance, Fig. 7-7) which may affect (7.34) sizeably, are first neglected.
These contributions are discussed in more detail later.

From Eq. (7.34) and theSU(2) isospin symmetry of strong interactions to relate the QCD penguin
contributions, the corresponding decay amplitudes can be written in the GHLR notation [7] as

A(B+ ! �
+
K

0) = P
0 = A(B� ! �

�
K

0)

A(B0 ! �
�
K

+) = � (P 0 + T
0) (7.38)

A(B0 ! �
+
K

�) = � (P 0 + e
�2i

T
0) :
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These relations can be represented in the complex plane as shown in Fig. 7-11. Here (a) cor-
responds toA(B+ ! �

+
K

0) = P
0 = A(B� ! �

�
K

0), (b) to A(B0 ! �
�
K

+), (c) to
A(B0 ! �

+
K

�), and the dashed lines (d) and (e) to the color-allowed “tree” amplitudesT
0 and

e
�2i

T
0, respectively. The dotted lines (f)–(h) are discussed below. From a geometrical point of

view, this construction is very similar to the “original” GRL approach [6]. The major difference is
related to the electroweak-penguin contributions, which spoil the GRL strategy, as was discussed
above [13, 14].
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Figure 7-10. The lowest order Feynman diagrams contributing toB+
! �+K0 andB0

!

��K+.

SuchBu;d ! �K decays were also considered in [33]. There it was shown that, by combining
their branching ratios appropriately with theCP -violating observables of a time-dependent mea-
surement ofB0 ! �

+
�
� and by assuming that the weak phase of theb ! d QCD penguin

amplitude is given by� (see (7.36)), a simultaneous extraction of� and may become possible.
One of the major problems of this approach is, that the latter assumption, corresponding to top-
quark dominance of QCD penguins, may fail [11].

a

2γ
b c

e

f g

h d

Figure 7-11. SU(2) isospin relations amongB+
! �+K0,B0

! ��K+ and charge conjugates.
The labels are explained in the text.

In the following discussion, a different way of combining the information provided by the branch-
ing ratios of theBu;d ! �K modes listed above is the focus. If the lengthjT 0j of the dashed lines
(d) and (e) in Fig. 7-11 could be fixed, one could then extract with the help of the construction
shown in this figure. An approximate way to fix this amplitude is to neglect color-suppressed
current–current operator contributions toB+ ! �

+
�
0 and to use theSU(3) flavor symmetry to

relate the color-allowed current–current amplitude of that decay toT
0:

jT 0j � �
fK

f�

p
2 jA(B+ ! �

+
�
0)j : (7.39)
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Another approach to obtain information onjT 0j is to use a model calculation. The factorization
assumption gives

jT 0jjfact =
GFp
2
� jVubj a1

�
M

2
Bd
�M

2
�

�
fK FB�(M

2
K ; 0

+) ; (7.40)

whereFB� is a quark-current form factor.jVubj has been measured by CLEO to be(3:2 � 0:8) �
10�3. Data fromB0 ! D

(�)+
�
� andB0 ! D

(�)+
�
� decays implya1 = 1:06� 0:03� 0:06 [34].

Using the form factorFB�(M2
K ; 0

+) = 0:3, as obtained in the BSW model [35], one has

jT 0jjfact = a1 �
" jVubj
3:2� 10�3

#
� 7:8� 10�9 GeV : (7.41)

As pointed out in [16, 17], semileptonicB0 ! �
�
l
+
�l decays also may play an important role in

fixing jT 0j, providing a measurement of the relevant form factor.

Following these lines, it is possible to extract anapproximatevalue of  by measuring only
B(B+ ! �

+
K

0) = B(B� ! �
�
K

0), B(B0 ! �
�
K

+), andB(B0 ! �
+
K

�). Note that the
neutralBd decays are self-tagging modes so that no time-dependent measurements are needed.
This strategy is very simple from a geometrical point of view — just triangle constructions —
and promising from an experimental point of view since all branching ratios are of the same
order of magnitudeO(10�5) (for interesting recent feasibility studies, see [16, 17]). The CLEO
collaboration has recently reported the first observation of the corresponding decays [20]. These
results are discussed further below

The values for obtained this way are not exact, as already noted, but suffer from some model-
dependence, related in particular to the fact thatjT 0j has to be fixed. Closer examination shows
that T 0 is not just a simple color-allowed “tree” amplitude — in that case factorization would
probably work reasonably well [24] — but actually has a rather complex structure due to final
state interaction effects [29]. In particular, it also receives contributions from penguin-like and
annihilation topologies due to some subtleties of the isospin symmetry of strong interactions in
relating the decaysB+ ! �

+
K

0 andB0 ! �
�
K

+. These contributions (a detailed discussion
is beyond the scope of this presentation) may shiftjT 0j significantly from its “factorized” value
(7.41). Thus, the theoretical uncertainty of this quantity is hard to control if rescattering processes
should in fact play an important role [19].

Interestingly, the combined branching ratios forB0 ! �
�
K

+ andB+ ! �
+
K

0 allow one
to constrainthe CKM angle without any information onjT 0j, provided the ratioR of these
combined branching ratios is found experimentally to be smaller than one [21]. The construction
shown in Fig. 7-11 provides even more information. Consider in addition the amplitude relations

p
2A(B+ ! �

0
K

+) = � [P 0 + T
0 + (cu � cd)P

0

EW] (7.42)p
2A(B� ! �

0
K

�) = �
h
P
0 + e

�2i
T
0 + (cu � cd)P

0

EW

i
; (7.43)
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wherecu = +2=3, cd = �1=3 denote the up- and down-quark charges, and color-suppressed “tree”
and electroweak-penguin amplitudes have been neglected [15]. The dotted lines (f) and (g) corre-
sponding to

p
2A(B+ ! �

0
K

+) and
p
2A(B� ! �

0
K

�), respectively, allow a determination of
the dotted line (h) denoting the color-allowedb! s electroweak-penguin amplitude(cu� cd)P 0

EW.
electroweak penguins are — in contrast to QCD penguins — clearly dominated by internal top-
quark exchanges. Thus, theb ! d electroweak-penguin amplitude(cu � cd)PEW is related in the
limit of an exactSU(3) flavor symmetry to the correspondingb! s amplitude through the simple
relation

(cu � cd)PEW = ��Rt e
�i� (cu � cd)P

0

EW; (7.44)

and can be determined from the constructed(cu � cd)P
0

EW amplitude [36]. The knowledge of
electroweak-penguin amplitudes is interesting for several reasons. For example, Eq. (7.44), in
principle, allows correction for the expected small electroweak-penguin uncertainties in the deter-
mination of� fromB ! �� isospin triangles [15, 36]. Moreover, the experimentally determined
b ! s electroweak-penguin amplitudeP 0

EW provides information on the question of whether the
neglect of the color-suppressed electroweak-penguin contributions toB

0 ! �
�
K

+ andB+ !
�
+
K

0 is really justified. Also, there are several scenarios for physics beyond the Standard Model
where electroweak penguins receive significant contributions; such a measurement provides a test
of these scenarios (see Chapter 13).

7.5.3 Constraints from CombinedBu;d! �K Branching Ratios

At present, experimental data onBu;d ! �K decays is starting to become available. The CLEO
collaboration has recently published the first results for these modes [20]. So far, however, only
results for thecombinedbranching ratios

B(B� ! �
�
K) � 1

2

h
B(B+ ! �

+
K

0) + B(B� ! �
�
K

0)
i

(7.45)

B(Bd ! �
�
K

�) � 1

2

h
B(B0 ! �

�
K

+) + B(B0 ! �
+
K

�)
i

(7.46)

are available with large experimental uncertainties:

B(B� ! �
�
K) =

�
2:3+1:1

�1:0 � 0:3� 0:2
�
� 10�5 (7.47)

B(Bd ! �
�
K

�) =
�
1:5+0:5�0:4 � 0:1� 0:1

�
� 10�5 : (7.48)

Therefore it is not yet possible to extract a value for by using the triangle construction [15, 16]
discussed in the previous subsection. However, as was pointed out in [21], from these combined
branching ratios one can deriveconstraintson, which are of the form

0� �  � 0 or 180� � 0 �  � 180�; (7.49)
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and are hence complementary to the range (7.1) for arising from the usual indirect fits of the
unitarity triangle. The quantity0 in (7.49) depends both on the ratio

R � B(Bd ! �
�
K

�)

B(B� ! ��K)
=
B(B0 ! �

�
K

+) + B(B0 ! �
+
K

�)

B(B+ ! �+K0) + B(B� ! ��K0)
(7.50)

of the combined branching ratios, and on the amplitude ratio

r � jT 0j
jP 0j (7.51)

of the current–current and penguin operator contributions toBd ! �
�
K

�. Neglecting contribu-
tions both from rescattering processes (see,e.g.,Fig. 7-7) and from color-suppressed electroweak
penguins, one finds [21]

0 = arccos

�
1�R

2r
+

1

2
r

�
: (7.52)

Thus, in order to constrain, one must not only determineR, but also fix the ratior of jT 0j and
jP 0j. While jP 0j can be measured straightforwardly through theB

+ ! �
+
K

0 branching ratio,
jT 0j introduces the same problems and model dependences as in Section 7.5.2. From Fig. 7-12,
where the dependence of0 on the amplitude ratior for various values ofR is shown, one sees,
however, that this is actually only the case forR � 1. If R is found to be smaller than one,0 takes
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Figure 7-12. The dependence of0 on r for various values ofR.
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a maximalvaluemax
0 that is independent ofr and is only a function of the measurable ratioR of

combinedBu;d ! �K branching ratios [21]:


max
0 = arccos

p
1� R : (7.53)

In the future, this constraint may become interesting to reduce the allowed region for the apex of
the unitarity triangle in the�–� plane. See also Ref. [37] for further discussion.

In a recent paper [19], a comprehensive analysis of constraints on arising from the observables
of Bu;d ! �K decays was performed. A general parametrization of theB

+ ! �
+
K

0 andB0 !
�
�
K

+ decay amplitudes was given, taking into account both rescattering and electroweak-penguin
effects. Moreover, generalized constraints on were derived, making use not only of the ratioR
of combined branching ratios defined in (7.50), but also of the “pseudo-asymmetry”

A0 � B(B0 ! �
�
K

+)� B(B0 ! �
+
K

�)

B(B+ ! �+K0) + B(B� ! ��K0)
: (7.54)

It can be shown thatR takes aminimalvalue, which is given by the expression

Rmin = � sin2  +
1

�

 
A0

2 sin 

!2

; (7.55)

where� takes into account rescattering and electroweak-penguin effects [19] (� = 1 without
these contributions). Figure 7-13, shows the dependence ofRmin on , i.e., � = 1, and various
values ofA0. If R is measured to be smaller than one, or if it should become possible to obtain
an experimental upper limitRmax

exp < 1, a range of near 90� would be excluded. With any
nonvanishing experimental result forA0, an interval around = 0� and180� can also be ruled out,
while the impact on the excluded region around90� is rather small, as can be seen in Fig. 7-13.

Measured values ofR andA0 would fix contours in the–r plane. Neglecting rescattering and
electroweak-penguin effects, one finds

r =

vuuutR � 1 + 2 cos2  � 2 cos 

vuut
R � sin2  � A2

0

4 sin2 
: (7.56)

As an example, Figure 7-14 shows the contours corresponding to the value,R = 0:65, and various
values ofA0. If r could be fixed, could be determined up to a four-fold ambiguity, as can be
seen in Fig. 7-14. ForR < 1, the allowed range for can also be read off from the corresponding
contours.
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Figure 7-13. The dependence ofRmin on the CKM angle for various values of the pseudo-
asymmetryA0, where rescattering and electroweak-penguin effects are neglected.
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Figure 7-14. The dependence ofr on the CKM angle for R = 0:65 and for various values of
the pseudo-asymmetryA0, where rescattering and electroweak-penguin effects are neglected.
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The impact of contributions from rescattering processes and electroweak penguins has been dis-
cussed in great detail in [19]. A measurement of directCP violation in the modeB+ ! �

+
K

0

would lead to a first experimental constraint on the “strength” of the rescattering effects. Model cal-
culations using Regge phenomenology giveO(10%) [30] (for other arguments suggesting sizeable
CP violation in this decay, seee.g.,Refs. [31, 32, 38]). The contributions from such rescattering
processes can be includedcompletelyin the contours in the-r plane—and therefore also in the
constraints on—with the help of the decayB+ ! K

+
K

0, which is related toB+ ! �
+
K

0

by interchanging alld and s quarks, i.e., through theU spin of theSU(3) flavor symmetry.
Interestingly, rescattering effects may enhance the combinedB

� ! K
�
K branching ratio by

a factor ofO(10) from its short-distance value,O(10�6), so that this channel may be promising
from an experimental point of view [19]. The present upper limit from the CLEO collaboration
[20] is given byB(B� ! K

�
K) < 2:1� 10�5.

Although the decayB+ ! K
+
K

0 determines the shift of the contours in the–r plane due to
rescattering processes, it unfortunately does not show how to take into account these effects in the
determination of. The latter requires, in contrast to the constraints on, some knowledge ofr.
This quantity, as discussed previously, may be affected considerably by final-state interactions.

For the electroweak penguins, model calculations using factorization to deal with hadronic matrix
elements typically give contributions at the1% level in the case ofB+ ! �

+
K

0 andB0 !
�
�
K

+ decays, where electroweak penguins contribute only in “color-suppressed” form. This
treatment of electroweak penguins may underestimate their importance [16, 31]. An improved
theoretical description of the electroweak-penguin amplitude which affects the isospin relations
(7.38) betweenB+ ! �

+
K

0 andB0 ! �
�
K

+ has been presented in [19], clarifying also the
notion of “color-suppressed” electroweak penguins. This approach does not use questionable
assumptions, such as factorization, and only makes use of the general structure of the electroweak-
penguin operators and of the isospin symmetry of strong interactions to relate the hadronic matrix
elements corresponding toB+ ! �

+
K

0 andB0 ! �
�
K

+ transitions. This analysis shows
that the importance of electroweak penguins is closely related to the ratio of certain “effective”
color factorsae�2 =a

e�
1 . Usingjae�2 j=jae�1 j = 0:25 gives an enhancement of the relevant electroweak-

penguin amplitude by a factor of three with respect to the factorized result. A first step towards con-
straining this electroweak-penguin amplitude through experimental data is provided by the mode
B

+ ! �
+
�
0. The formulae derived in [19] include the electroweak-penguin contributions in a

completely general way, which will be important once a better understanding of color-suppression
and rescattering effects inBu;d ! �K decays has been developed.

Although the decaysB+ ! �
+
K

0, B0 ! �
�
K

+ and their charge conjugates will probably not
allow a precision measurement of, they are expected to provide a very fertile ground to constrain
this CKM angle. An accurate measurement of these modes, as well as ofB

� ! K
�
K, is therefore

an important goal of the BABAR experiment. Further work is needed to investigate the theoretical
errors introduced by the various assumptions in the methods discussed, and to devise methods that
limit those errors. This is an active area of theoretical study at present.
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7.5.4 Experimental Feasibility Studies

This section contains a discussion of the experimental feasibility of the method outlined in Sec-
tions 7.5.2 and 7.5.3, selected among the several approaches proposed in this literature to determine
the unitarity angle using flavor symmetry.

This particular method relates the penguin amplitudeP
0, determined by measuring the branching

ratioB(B+ ! �
+
K

0) = B(B� ! �
�
K

0), with the amplitudes obtained fromB(B0 ! �
�
K

+)

and B(B0 ! �
+
K

�), as shown in Fig. 7-8. Underlying theoretical assumptions are SU(2)
symmetry and negligible color-suppressed electroweak penguins. For a determination of using
the two-triangles approach, however, the knowledge of the sides of lengthjT 0j is required: for this
one has to rely on theoretical calculations or on an approximateSU(3) based relationship between
jT 0j andB(B� ! �

�
�
0).

The following feasibility study concentrates on the determination of in the original approach
based on the two triangular relations (Eqs. 7.30 and 7.31), assuming that a reasonable estimate ofr

can be obtained, for instance from the measurement ofB(B� ! �
�
�
0). This method requires the

measurement of the decay rates forB ! �K andB ! �� for charged and neutralB mesons, in
several different charge combinations. The theoretical expectations for these branching fractions
are now beginning to have experimental confirmation; recent results from the CLEO collaboration
[20], summarized in Table 7-5, show that these decay modes are well within the reach of BABAR.

Table 7-5. Branching ratios and limits from CLEO. Decay modes are listed according to their
correspondence with the amplitudesAi in the triangular relations, as described in Section 7.3.

Amplitude Mode �(%) Yield Signif B(�10�5) UL(�10�5)
jA1j K

0
�
� 12 9:2+4:3�3:8 3:2� 2:3+1:1�1:0 � 0:3� 0:2 4:0

jA2j �
�
�
0 37 11:3+6:3�5:2 2:8� 0:9+0:6�0:5 2:0

jA3j,jA4j K
�
�
� 44 21:6+6:8�6:0 5:6� 1:5+0:5�0:4 � 0:1� 0:1

In the first part of this subsection an overview is presented of the efficiencies and backgrounds
expected in BABAR for the relevant decay modes. Most of these results are extrapolations from more
detailed analyses performed on two-body hadronic decay modes for the extraction of the� unitarity
angle, discussed in Section 6.4. The second part of this subsection describes the determination of
the expected sensitivity to as a function of the accumulated luminosity, using the triangular
relations described in Section 7.3 and 7.5.2. Finally some comments are given on the expected
theoretical errors of the method.
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7.5.4.1 Event selection and backgrounds

Criteria for selecting the following two-body hadronic decays were studied:B ! K
�
�
�, cor-

responding to the amplitudesA3 andA4 in the triangular analysis; andB� ! K
0
�
� and���0,

corresponding to amplitudesA1 (A1) andA2 (A2), respectively.

The reconstruction ofK� and�� candidates requires charged tracks with good particle identi-
fication. K0

S
mesons are reconstructed from theK0

S
! �

+
�
� decay, with pairs of oppositely-

charged tracks from a common vertex, within an invariant mass window. Candidate�
0 mesons are

formed selecting clusters in the electromagnetic calorimeter, not matched with charged tracks, and
evaluating their energy and momentum as discussed in Section 6.4.

Two-body decay candidatesK0
S
�
�, ���0 andK�

�
� are selected with both kinematic and event-

shape variables as described in Section 6.4, where summaries of the selection efficiencies are given.
Preliminary background estimates were obtained using theAslund fast simulation of the detector.

As reported in Section 6.4, the main background contribution is from continuum events. A careful
tuning of the kinematic and event-shape selection criteria should reduce backgrounds to the levels
in Table 7-6.

Table 7-6. Expected signal to background ratioNS=NB for the selected decays; the assumed
branching ratiosB and the efficiencies for signal (�S) and background (�B) are also given.

Amplitude Mode B(10�5 �S �B NS=NB

jA1j K
0
�
� 1.0 0:32 2:6� 10�6 ' 1=1

jA2j �
�
�
0 0.5 0:18 2:0� 10�6 ' 1=2

jA3j,jA4j K
�
�
� 1.0 0:58 4:0� 10�6 ' 1=2

7.5.4.2 Experimental errors on

The lengths of the sides of the triangles in Fig. 7-15 are proportional to the magnitudes of the
amplitudesA1, A2, A3, andA4 of the decay processes listed in Tables 7-5 and 7-6. The common
base corresponds toA1 = A1, and two of the other sides have equal lengths (jA2j = jA2j). The
different lengths of sidesA3 andA4 correspond to aCP asymmetry in the rates of the modes
B

0 ! K
+
�
� andB0 ! K

�
�
+. Any given set of measured side lengths implies a four-fold

ambiguity in the determination of, as indicated in the figure.

After collecting an integrated luminosity of 100 fb�1, corresponding to approximately three years
of data collection with nominal PEP-II luminosity, the expected relative errors on the amplitudes
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Figure 7-15. Triangular relations between the four amplitudesA1, A2, A3 andA4: the four-fold
ambiguity in the determination of2 is indicated by the four solutions labeled1, 2, 3 and4 for a
given set of measured magnitudes of the amplitudes.

jAij can be related to the total number of observed eventsNi and the corresponding estimated
number of background eventsBi:

�Ai

Ai

=
1

2

��i

�i
=

1

2

p
Ni

Ni �Bi

: (7.57)

According to Table 7-6, they will be�A1
=A1 ' 4:4%, �A2

=A2 ' 7:6%, and�A3
=A3 ' �A4

=A4 '
4:2%, where the possibility of averaging two measurements for bothjA1j andjA2j has been taken
into account.

The corresponding errors can be propagated to the measurement of the angle, as described in
Section 7.3. Uncertainties in the determination of efficiencies are neglected here; the effect of
the theoretical uncertainty in the estimate ofjA2j = jT 0j is discussed separately in the following
subsection.

As discussed in Section 7.3, the error on depends on the shape of the triangles for fixed errors on
their sides. In particular, the error is larger for� '  (at least one degenerate “flat” triangle) and
for smallr = jT 0j=jP 0j ' jA2j=jA1j (“squashed” triangles). The numerical error propagation was
therefore repeated for three values of (60�, 90�, 120�) varying� in the range between0� and100�.
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For r = jA2j=jA1j the values0:2 and0:3 were used; the lower value is preferred by the arguments
given in [16], where the rate ofB ! �l� is used to estimatejT 0j and the rate ofB+ ! K

0
�
+ to

estimatejP 0j.
Figure 7-16(a) shows the result of the numerical error propagation for = 90�, r = jA2j=jA1j =
0:3, and� varying between0� and100�: when the two solutions1 and2 become degenerate, the
errors get larger, as discussed in Section 7.3. The error on the good solution1 = 90� is � = 12�

for the specific set of conditions shown in Fig. 7-16(b) ( = 90�, � = 20�, r = jA2j=jA1j = 0:3)
and can be as small as10� for � = 0�. The corresponding errors increase to� = 19� and� = 17�

if a smallerr = jA2j=jA1j = 0:2 is assumed. The error becomes significantly larger than20� if the
strong-phase shift� is allowed to assume values larger than�50�.

7.5.4.3 Theoretical uncertainties

As discussed in the previous sections, these simple triangular relations should be modified if color-
suppressed electroweak-penguin contributions and rescattering effects turn out not to be negligible.

Moreover, factorization and SU(3) symmetry are assumed when estimating the amplitudejA2j '
jT 0j from B(B� ! �

�
�
0) and�(B0 ! �

�
l
+
�l). A corresponding additional theoretical un-

certainty of 10-20% [16] on the determination of thejA2j side may spoil the determination of,
depending on the shape of the triangles, particularly if the strong-phase� is large. However, the
B ! �K modes retain their interest because a substantial directCP asymmetry would be observed
in this case.

In either case, rather stringent constraints on may be accessible, as discussed in Section 7.5.3,
controlling rescattering effects by measurements ofB(B� ! K

�
K).

7.6 Partial Reconstruction ofBd ! D(�)��� Decays to
Extract sin(2� + )

This section discusses the extraction ofsin(2� + ) from partially reconstructedBd ! D
(�)�

�
�

decays [22]. This method can equally well be considered a measurement ofsin(� � �). Although
the expectedCP asymmetries are small, the decay rates are large and theD

(�)�
�
� final states can

be reconstructed inclusively with good efficiency and relatively low background. Before turning
to the experimental aspects, the theoretical framework of this approach will be considered.
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Figure 7-16. (a) Distributions of the solutions1 and2 when = 90�, � varies between0 and
100� and the amplitudes are measured with the errors estimated in the text (

R
Ldt ' 100 fb�1).

(b) Distribution of the two solutions1 and2, for a specific set of conditions: = 90�, � =

20� and r = jA2j=jA1j = 0:3: the rms for the “good” solution1 ' 90� is � = 12�. (c)
Representation of the triangular relation, normalized to the basejA1j, when = 90�, � = 0� and
r = jA2j=jA1j = 0:3; the error bands correspond to the errors estimated for an integrated luminosityR
Ldt ' 100 fb�1: �A1

=A1 ' 4:4%, �A2
=A2 ' 7:6%, �A3

=A3 ' �A4
=A4 ' 4:2% (see text).
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7.6.1 Theoretical Framework

ExclusiveBd decays caused byb ! u c d (b ! c ud) quark-level transitions are pure tree decays
receiving no penguin contributions. Their transition amplitudes can be expressed as hadronic
matrix elements of low-energy effective Hamiltonians having the structure [8]:

Heff(B
0 ! f) =

GFp
2
v

h
O1 C1(�) +O2 C2(�)

i
(7.58)

Heff(B
0 ! f) =

GFp
2
v
�
h
O
y

1 C1(�) +O
y

2 C2(�)
i
: (7.59)

Heref denotes a final state with valence-quark contentcd du, for exampleD�+
�
�, and the relevant

CKM factors take the form

v � V
�

udVcb =

�
1� 1

2
�
2

�
A�

2
; v � V

�

cdVub = �A�4Rb e
�i
; (7.60)

where the Wolfenstein parametrization has been used andOk andOk denote current–current
operators that are given by

O1 = (d�u�)V–A (c�b�)V–A ; O2 = (d�u�)V–A (c�b�)V–A ;

O1 = (d�c�)V–A (u�b�)V–A ; O2 = (d�c�)V–A (u�b�)V–A :
(7.61)

The Wilson coefficient functionsC1(�) andC2(�) have been calculated at NLO [39].

CP transformations can be performed by using

(CP )jB0i = e
i�CP(Bd)jB0i (7.62)

(CP )O
y

k(CP )
y = Ok (7.63)

and D
f

���Oy

1(�)C1(�) +O
y

2(�)C2(�)
���B0

E
=
D
f

���(CP)y(CP) hOy

1(�)C1(�) +O
y

2(�)C2(�)
i
(CP)y(CP)

���B0
E

(7.64)

= e
i�CP(Bd)

D
f

���O1(�)C1(�) +O2(�)C2(�)
���B0

E
:

The relevant amplitudes are then

A(B0 ! f) �
D
f

���Heff(B
0 ! f)

���B0
E
=
GFp
2
v M f (7.65)

A(B0 ! f) �
D
f

���Heff(B
0 ! f)

���B0
E
= e

i�CP(Bd)
GFp
2
v
�
Mf (7.66)
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where the strong hadronic matrix elements are

M f �
D
f

���O1(�)C1(�) +O2(�)C2(�)
���B0

E
(7.67)

Mf �
D
f

���O1(�)C1(�) +O2(�)C2(�)
���B0

E
: (7.68)

Consequently, the observable�(Bd ! f), which was defined in Chapter 1 and contains essentially
all the information needed to evaluate the mixing-induced and directCP -violating asymmetries, is
given by

�(Bd ! f) =
q

p

A(B0 ! f)

A(B0 ! f)
= � e�i�(d)M

v

v�

M f

Mf

= � e�i(2�+) 1

�2Rb

Mf

Mf

; (7.69)

where the phase convention�(d)M = 2� is used. The additional convention-dependent phase
�CP(Bd) is canceled by the one introduced through theB

0–B0 mixing phase [8]. An analogous
calculation yields

�(Bd ! f) = � e�i�(d)M
v

v�

Mf

M f

= � e�i(2�+)�2Rb

Mf

Mf

: (7.70)

If one measures the correspondingCP asymmetries, both�(Bd ! f) and�(Bd ! f) can be
determined up to discrete ambiguities and allow atheoretically cleandetermination of2� + 

from
�(Bd ! f) �(Bd ! f) = e

�2i(2�+)
: (7.71)

Since2�, i.e., theB0–B0 mixing phase, can be determined fromCP violation in decays such as
B

0 ! J= K
0
S
, one can extract from (7.71). It is interesting to note that this approach is still

possible ifB0–B0 mixing receives sizeableCP -violating new-physics contributions, since it is
unlikely that theBd ! D

(�)�
�
� decay amplitudes are affected strongly by physics beyond the

Standard Model (for a detailed discussion, see Chapter 13).

7.6.2 The Experimental Approach

TheB0 ! D
�+
�
� decay was noted by Sachs [40] and studied by others [41, 42] as a possible

CP violation mode. Even in the absence ofB
0–B0 mixing, the decay modesB0 ! D

�+
�
� and

B
0 ! D

��
�
+ are both possible, the latter through a doubly-Cabbibo suppressed (DCS) decay.

B
0–B0 mixing then causes interference and so gives an asymmetry in each case. In principle, either

decay mode can give an independent measurement ofsin(2�+) but, as shown above, combining
the two asymmetries allows cancellation of the hadronic parts of the matrix elements. Since the
selection ofD�+

�
� andD��

�
+ are identical, the charge conjugate state is implied throughout the

following.
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The decay chainB0 ! D
�+
�
�; D�+ ! D

0
�
+ has a low efficiency if the two pions and the

D
0 daughters are all reconstructed. Estimates of the efficiency for full reconstruction for this

mode indicate that it would not be useful for measuring the CKM angles. However, the CLEO
collaboration has performed a partial reconstruction [43] of this mode, where theD

0 daughters
are ignored and yet there is still sufficient information from the two pions to determine fully the
kinematics of the decay. In 3.1 fb�1 of data, the yield ofD�

� events in the partial reconstruction
is� 2600 events. This is an order of magnitude larger than the 248 events found in the same data
with CLEO’s full reconstruction [44] analysis. The higher efficiency from partial reconstruction
is enough to provide interesting sensitivity tosin(2� + ) provided the information from the two
pions is sufficient to separate signal from background. In this section, a detailed description of the
partial reconstruction technique will be given, and the error onsin(2�+ ) attainable in BABAR will
be estimated.

In order to fully describe the kinematics of theB0!D
�+
�
� decay, 20 parameters are required:

four for each four-vector of the five particles:B,D�, �f ,D, and�s. Energy-momentum conserva-
tion can be applied twice, in theB ! D

�
�f andD� ! D�s decays, yielding eight equations.

The masses of the five particles can be assumed, and the center-of-mass energy of thee
+
e
�

collisions can be used to obtain the magnitude of the three-momentum of the initialB. The six
free parameters that remain describe the kinematics of the decay sequence. These can be thought
of as six angles: two that describe theB direction, two that describe the direction of the�f in the
B rest frame (��f ,��f ), and two that describe the direction of the�s in theD� rest frame (��s ,�

�

s). The
six angles are evaluated from the measurement of the three components of the�f momentum and
the three components of the�s momentum.

The angles that provide effective discrimination between signal and background are�
�

f and��s , for
which the explicit expressions are:

cos ��f =
��B(E�

f � E
�

D�)

2P �
f

+
jpf j2 � jPD�j2
22B�BMBP

�
f

and (7.72)

cos ��s =
��D�(E�

s � E
�
D)

2P �
s

+
jpsj2 � jPDj2

22D��D�MD�P �
s

; (7.73)

where: E�

f , E�

D� andP �

f are the energy and momentum of the�f andD� in theB center-of-
mass; andE�

s , E�

D andP �

s are the energy and momentum of the�s andD in theD� center-of-
mass;B(D�), �B(D�) andMB(D�) are the Lorentz factor, the velocity and the mass of theB(D�)

in the lab frame. The magnitude of theD� andD momenta in the lab frame,jPD�j and jPDj,
are determined by applying energy-momentum conservation in the decay chain. These formulæ
relate the measured pion momenta to the center-of-mass decay angles assuming that the pions
were produced in aB0 ! D

�+
�
� decay. For signal, the magnitudes of these cosines will tend

to fall in the physical region (less than 1.0), though detector resolution can cause this limit to be
exceeded somewhat. The signal is uniform incos ��f (because theB has spin 0), and is distributed
ascos2 ��s (because theD� has helicity 0), before consideration of detector acceptance, efficiency,
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and resolution. Backgrounds are capable of producing pions with momenta that are physically
inconsistent with the assumption ofB0 ! D

�+
�
� production; the reconstructed center-of-mass

angles are often in the nonphysical region,j cos ��j > 1. The variablescos ��f and cos ��s tend
to depend linearly onjpf j and jpsj once the dependence ofjPD�j and jPDj on these variables is
included.

The angle between the plane of theB ! D
�
�f decay and the plane of theD� ! D�s decay,

� = �
�

f � �
�

s, is reconstructed in the following manner. In the lab frame, theD
� direction must lie

on a small cone of angle�f around the directionoppositeto the�f , as shown in Fig. 7-17. TheD�

mustalso lie on a second small cone of angle�s around the direction of the�s. The expressions
for these angles are:

cos�f =
M

2
B �M

2
D� �M

2
�

2 jPD�j jpf j
� 1

�D��f
and cos�s = �M

2
D� +M

2
� �M

2
D

2 jPD�j jpsj
+

1

�D��s
; (7.74)

where the momenta and velocities are measured in the lab frame. The decay kinematics limit
�f � 0:14 and�s � 0:28. Intersection of these two cones determines theD

� directions to within
the quadratic ambiguity. For both solutions

cos � =
cos � � cos�f cos�s

sin�f sin�s
; (7.75)

where� is the angle betweenps and the direction opposite topf . For most signal eventsj cos�j <
1, i.e.,a “physical” value. For the limiting casesj cos�j!1 the twoD� solutions collapse to one,
where the pions and theD� lie in a plane. The pions are closer to (further from) back-to-back for
cos� = 1 (cos � = �1). Signal events with imperfect measurement of the pion momenta, as well
as background events, can result inj cos�j > 1.

δ

sπ

s

fα πfopposite

α
D* solutionsφ

Figure 7-17. The cones of possibleD� solutions around each pion direction.
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The CLEO analysis resulted in a measurement [43] of the branching ratio ofB
0 ! D

�+
�
�.

Candidate events were required to satisfy a global event shape requirement which suppresses
continuum background. The variablescos ��f , cos ��s and cos� were reconstructed for all com-
binations of two charged pions with opposite sign. Candidate combinations were required to
satisfy a cone overlap requirement ofj cos � � cos�f cos�sj < sin�f sin�s + 0:02, which allows
for detector resolution. A two-dimensional fit was then performed with the variablescos ��f and
cos ��s to separate signal from background. This analysis resulted in2612 � 102 D�+

�
� events

reconstructed out of a sample of(3:27 � 0:06) � 106 BB pairs produced. This corresponds to
a reconstruction efficiency of 42%. Thecos ��s distribution obtained is shown in Fig. 7-18, both
before and after background subtraction. TheB

0 ! D
�+
�
� branching fraction determined in

the partial reconstruction is consistent with the value determined in a separate, full reconstruction
analysis. Even though the backgrounds are higher in the partial reconstruction than in the full
reconstruction, the measurement of the branching fraction in the former is the more precise.
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 / 
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Figure 7-18. Thecos ��s distribution of�+�� combinations in the CLEO II data. The distribution
after background subtraction is shown in a) and the distribution before background subtraction in
b). Thecos2 ��s distribution expected for signal is clearly visible.
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This technique could be applied at BABAR by first boosting into the rest frame of the� (4S), and then
performing an identical analysis. In order to use this partial reconstruction technique to measure
sin(2�+) at BABAR, it would also be necessary to tag the flavor of the otherB. There are, however,
two issues which should be noted. First, the presence of a lepton tag has the benefit of reducing the
backgrounds in the partial reconstruction. Thecos ��s distribution ofD�

� events, after requiring
the presence of a lepton tag, but before background subtraction, is shown in Fig. 7-19. Comparing
this to Fig. 7-18b, it can be seen that the signal to background ratio changes from 1:4 to 3:1,
an improvement of an order of magnitude, albeit at the expense of a significant amount of signal.
Second, as described above,D

�
� is really two distinct final states;D�+

�
� andD��

�
+. This means

that the events can be split into two samples by comparing the charge of the lepton tag with the
charge of the fast pion. It is useful to define right-sign (wrong-sign) events to be those in which the
two particles have the opposite (same) charge. Since both decay modes are present in the absence
ofB0–B0 mixing, the nomenclature is slightly misleading; the right-sign combination corresponds
to the leading decay mode and the wrong-sign to the doubly-Cabbibo-suppressed mode.

0
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0 2 4

cos s*

E
v
e
n
ts

/0
.2

Figure 7-19. The cos ��s distribution of�+�� combinations in the CLEO II data after requiring
the presence of a lepton tag.

The information extracted from these samples is enhanced by a fit to the decay time distribution
of the events as they provide additional information about theCP -violating asymmetry. The
decay time distributions of the two samples are quite different and are dependent onxd, which
describes the strength of theB0–B0 mixing. The distribution of events versus decay time is shown
in Fig. 7-20 for right-sign and wrong-sign events, along with their charge conjugates. The size
of the asymmetry has been exaggerated for effect, and the scale for wrong-sign events has been
expanded so that the larger asymmetry is visible.

One consequence of this difference in time evolution is that the asymmetry in the right-sign and
wrong-sign events is different. The asymmetry in the wrong-sign events is a factor of 4.7 larger
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than in the right-sign events. However, the actual numbers of right-sign to wrong-sign events differ
by the same factor. Since the significance of an asymmetry measurement is proportional to the
asymmetry divided by the square root of the number of events,(A=

p
N), the wrong-sign sample

actually has a greater statistical significance than the right-sign sample, by a factor of 2.2. An
interesting benefit from this effect is that it provides a useful experimental cross-check on certain
systematic errors. An asymmetry that arises from a systematic error in tagging efficiencies will
have the same magnitude in both samples, while an asymmetry fromCP violation will show the
ratio of 4.7 between right- and wrong-sign samples.

r sin(2β+γ) = 0.1

R
ig

ht
-s

ig
n 

D
ec

ay
s

B Lifetimes

l–(D*–π+)

W
rong-sign D

ecays

l+(D*–π+)

0 2 40

1

0

0.2

Figure 7-20. The time distributions for right-sign (highest curve) and wrong-sign (middle curve)
events. In each case the dashed black line shows the time evolution of the charge-conjugate state.

In order to calculate the error onsin(2� + ) that could be achieved at BABAR in this mode with
30 fb�1 of data-taking at the� (4S), the branching fractions and signal-to-background levels
determined in the CLEO analysis are used, along with the assumptions of the BABAR Technical
Design Report (TDR) where relevant. For comparison, the error onsin 2� from J= K

0
S

is also
estimated with the same assumptions. The results of the estimates are shown in Table 7-7 and the
numbers in that table are described below.

The total number ofD�
� andJ= K0

S
events were determined assuming 30 fb�1 of data-taking at

the� (4S), and multiplying by the branching fraction, reconstructible fraction, and reconstruction
efficiency. It was assumed that the reconstruction efficiency for partial reconstruction ofB

0 !
D

�+
�
� is the same as forB ! ��, as they are dominated by geometrical acceptance. The actual

efficiencies achieved in CLEO for each mode are shown in parentheses. Not all of these events will
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Table 7-7. the estimate of the error on the measurement ofsin(2� + ) from D�� compared to
the estimate of the error on the measurement ofsin 2� from J= K0

S
.

Quantity D
�
� J= K

0
S

Branching Fraction 2:8� 10�3 0:425� 10�3

Reconstructible fraction 0.68 0.08

Reconstruction efficiency 0.60 (0.42) 0.60 (0.35)

# events 36000 660

tagging efficiency (TDR) 0.86 0.86

# tagged events 31000 570

right-sign wrong-sign

# tagged events 25600 5400 570

Max. Asym. (inc. dilution) 0.0083 0.039 0.30

�(sin(�)), Counting 0.75 0.37 0.14

Fit Benefit (Cramer-Rao) 0.63 0.67 0.82

�(sin(�)), Time Fit 0.47 0.25 0.12

�(sin(�)), Combined 0.22 0.12

have tagging information however. According to the TDR, 86% of events will have some sort of
tagging information from either lepton or kaon tags. This factor was used to determine the number
of events with tagging information. Events that are mistagged will dilute the observed asymmetry,
and this effect was included when computing the dilution.

The predicted asymmetry is proportional tosin(2� + ). However, since the two interfering
amplitudes are unequal in magnitude, there is an additional suppression factor,r, in the asymmetry.
This suppression is given by the ratio of the amplitudes of the DCS decay,B

0 ! D
��
�
+, and

the Cabbibo-favored decay,B0 ! D
�+
�
�. One findsr � 0:025 from the magnitudes of the

appropriate CKM matrix elements and estimates of hadronic factors [45, 46]. For the purposes of
this study, the maximum value of the sine of the relevant angle in each case was assumed. Hence, a
maximum asymmetry was determined by assuming thatsin(2�+) = 1, r = 0:025 and integrating
the time evolution curves. The dilution due to mistags and�z measurement errors was taken from
the TDR and included in the calculation of the maximum asymmetry. The error onsin(2�+) was
estimated using the expected maximum asymmetry, the predicted number of events, and assuming
a signal to background ratio of 1:4. This was used, rather than the 3:1 quote above with a lepton
tag, as the tag enhancement is already factored in to the TDR tagging quality to some extent. This
was a simple counting analysis and no fit to the time distribution was done. The resulting error on
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sin(2� + ) in D�
� was estimated to be around 0.3, a factor of 3 higher than the error onsin 2�

from J= K
0
S
.

As previously stated, a fit to the time distribution of the decays will increase the significance of the
result. The Cramer-Rao theorem [47] gives a general limit on the amount of information which
can be extracted from a sample. For this analysis, it was assumed that the information that could
be extracted from a fit to the time distributions was optimized at this limit. However, in order to
do this, some assumptions had to be made about the amount and kind of backgrounds that can
be expected for this mode. As mentioned, a signal to background ratio of 1:4 was used, where
the background is expected to be dominated by continuum events. The remaining background is
mainlyB decays of the formB ! D

�(n�), which have the same dependence onsin(2� + )

asD�
�, although they have different hadronic factors. It was assumed that these modes would

have a negligible impact on the measurement, and they were ignored. It was also assumed that the
continuum background was peaked at a proper time of zero, with a width composed of a narrow
Gaussian of 50�m and a broad Gaussian of 250�m, where the ratio of events is 5:1 between the
narrow and wide Gaussians. The error onsin(2� + ) which would be obtained after fitting was
found to be 0.22, about twice as large as the error onsin 2�.

This estimate makes some assumptions that should be re-examined in detail with a full Monte
Carlo analysis. First, the background assumptions which were used neglected the effect of tagging
on the background levels. The background suppression from lepton tags should be re-evaluated
using the BABAR Monte Carlo. The effect of kaon tags on the background levels should also be
determined. Second, for this type of analysis one must take into account the fact that mistags tend
to convert right-sign to wrong-sign events and vice versa. The fit to the time evolution diagram
should provide a handle on this effect since mistagged events retain their parent time distribution.
However, a complete analysis of this effect remains to be done.

In conclusion, it has been shown that the modeB!D
�
� has the potential to provide interesting

information about the phases of the CKM matrix if a partial reconstruction technique is used to
give increased statistics. Along withJ= K0

S
and�+�� this mode will give a third constraint on

the vertex of the CKM triangle. This overconstraint opens the possibility that the measurements
will disagree and indicate the presence of new physics.

7.7 Strategies to Determine from Bs Decays

In theBs system, very rapidBs–Bs oscillations are expected because of the large mixing parameter
xs � �mBs

�Bs
>� 15. Consequently, in order to keep track of these oscillations, an excellent vertex

resolution system is needed and experimental studies ofCP violation inBs decays are regarded
as being very difficult. Since strategies usingBs decays require PEP-II to operate at the� (5S)
resonance, the BABAR experiment will not be in a position to make use of such methods in the near
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future. Nevertheless, to complete this review, this chapter includes a brief discussion of methods
to determine from measurements made with theBs system.

The transitionBs ! �
0
K

0
S

appears frequently in the literature as a tool for extracting (for a
detailed discussion, see,e.g., [8]). It is a Bs decay into a finalCP eigenstate with eigenvalue
�1 (similar to the case of theBd ! �

+
�
� mode) caused by the quark-level processb ! uu d.

Consequently, the phase structure of the corresponding decay amplitude is analogous to that of
Bd ! �

+
�
�, and since the weakBs–Bs mixing phase is very small (the usual convention) within

the Standard Model,Bs ! �
0
K

0
S

probes the CKM angle. Although the penguin contributions
are expected to be of the same order of magnitude in these decays, their importance is enhanced
considerably in the case ofBs ! �

0
K

0
S
, since the corresponding tree amplitude is expected to

be color-suppressed by a phenomenological color-suppression factora2 � 0:2. Therefore, a
meaningful determination of from the mixing-inducedCP asymmetry arising inBs ! �

0
K

0
S

appears not to be possible. Further, the branching ratio for this decay is expected to be ofO(10�7),
which makes its experimental investigation very difficult. One should keep in mind, however, that
Bs ! �

0
K

0
S

may be in better shape to provide information about, if color suppression is found to
fail for this transition. A recent model calculation ofBs ! �

0
K

0
S

within a perturbative framework
can be found,e.g.,in [48].

Interestingly, there are otherBs decays thatdoallow meaningful extractions of. Several of these
strategies aretheoretically clean. A key role in this respect is played by methods making use of
the time evolution of exclusiveBs decays originating fromb ! u c s andb ! c u s quark-level
transitions. Decays such asBs ! D

�

s K
� [23] andBs ! D� [49, 50] are pure tree decays,i.e.,

receive no penguin contributions. From a theoretical point of view, these decays are very similar
to theB0

d ! D
(�)�

�
� modes discussed in the previous section, and allow us (in principle) to

extract the observables�(Bs ! f) and�(Bs ! f) (see Chapter 1). The important difference is
that both decay paths are equally CKM-suppressed in theBs case, and theBs–Bs mixing phase is
tiny within the Standard Model. These facts mean that in this case, the observables take the same
forms as in Eqs. (7.69) and (7.70), with the simple replacements of�

2
Rb byRb, and of2� by the

tiny Bs mixing phase. However, in order to extract these observables from the corresponding
time-dependent decay rates, it is crucial to resolve the rapid�mBs

t oscillations, which is an
experimental challenge.

An alternative route to studyCP violation in theBs system may be provided by the expected
sizeable width difference��s � �

(s)
H � �

(s)
L between the mass eigenstatesB

H
s (“heavy”) and

B
L
s (“light”) [51]. This width difference originates from CKM-allowedb ! c c s decays that are

common to bothBs andBs and may be as large asO(20%) of the averageBs decay width [52].
Because of the width difference��s, which is studied in more detail in Chapter 11,untaggeddata
samples of nonleptonicBs meson decays, where one does not distinguish between initially present
Bs orBs mesons, may play an important role to exploreCP violation. In such untaggedBs decay
rates, the rapid oscillatory�mBs

t terms cancel, so that the time evolution is simply governed by
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two exponentials [51]. Several strategies have recently been proposed to extract CKM phases from
such untaggedBs decays [51, 53], for example fromBs ! K

(�)
K

(�) modes.

Finally, it is worth noting that theBs system also provides interesting probes for physics beyond
the Standard Model. One of the most important decays in this respect isBs !  �, which is the
Bs counterpart of the modeB0 !  K

0
S
. Since to a good approximation the decay amplitude of

this channel does not involve aCP -violating weak phase and since moreover the Standard Model
Bs–Bs mixing phase is very small, theCP -violating effects in this transition are tiny within the
framework of the Standard Model. Consequently, a future measurement of sizeableCP violation
in the decayBs !  � would be a striking signal for a new-physics contribution toBs–Bs mixing.
This study is a promising one forB physics experiments at hadron machines.

7.8 Summary of Results and Overall Reach

A clean measurement of the angle of the unitarity triangle is very desirable but not easy. Possibly
the best tools to extract are measurements of time-dependent asymmetries inBs decays: experi-
ments at theB factories are not likely to have access to these decays in the near future. However,
the studies presented in this chapter indicate that useful information on will indeed be obtained
by BABAR in several different ways.

Time-dependent asymmetries inB ! D
��
�
� decays are related tosin(2� + ) in a theoretically

clean way. The experimental challenge is to observe effects that are expected to be at the few
percent level. A preliminary analysis, performed on CLEO data, shows that an inclusive partial
reconstruction technique can be used to give increased statistics. An extrapolation of these results,
with some assumptions on dilution factors in BABAR, predicts an error onsin(2�+) approximately
twice as large as the error expected onsin 2� in the J= K0

S
channel for the same integrated

luminosity.

A promising approach, although theoretically not as clean, is the study of the rates of theB !
K

�
�
� andK0

�
� modes. Neglecting rescattering effects and color suppressed electroweak-penguin

diagrams, triangular relations between penguin and tree decay amplitudes can be deduced. Addi-
tional assumptions on factorization and SU(3) symmetry breaking are necessary to relate one of
the sides of the triangles (the tree amplitude) to the measured branching ratio of the�

0
�
� decay

mode. Depending on the shape of the triangles (i.e.,on the values of, the strong-phase difference
� and the ratior of tree and penguin amplitudes), a statistical error� in the range10� � 20�

can be achieved with an integrated luminosity of100 fb�1, corresponding to about three years of
BABAR running. The theoretical uncertainty in estimating the tree amplitude will amplify this error.
However, there are ways to constrain the allowed range of significantly, avoiding this additional
uncertain theoretical input.
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Finally, methods usingB� ! DK
� andB ! DK

� decays were considered. In particular, a
new method exploiting the interplay of color suppressed/allowedB decay amplitudes interfering
with Cabibbo allowed/doubly suppressedD decay amplitudes was studied. From a theoretical
point of view, these methods are free of penguin contributions and do not suffer from hadronic
uncertainties. However, at the nominal PEP-II initial luminosity, only a few events per year will
be collected in the different decay modes, if realistic values for color suppressed branching ratios
are assumed. In order to reach a sensitivity in the range� ' 10� � 20� an integrated luminosity
of the order of300 fb�1 will be needed.
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8

SemileptonicB Decays and the Extraction
of jVcbj and jVubj

This chapter describes BABAR’s potential to determine the two CKM matrix elementsjVcbj and
jVubj using semileptonic decays ofB mesons. These determinations rely strongly on theoretical
support. Therefore, the first five sections of the chapter describe the present status of the the-
ory connecting the observed rates of exclusive and inclusive decays with the matrix elements.
Section 8.5 summarizes the estimates of the theoretical uncertainties in the determinations of
jVcbj and jVubj. Section 8.6 gives an introduction to common features of the four experimental
determinations presented in the following four sections. The last section summarizes the estimates
of both theoretical and experimental errors.

8.1 Exclusive SemileptonicB Decays to Charmed Mesons

8.1.1 Heavy-Quark Symmetry

The properties of hadronic bound states composed of a heavy quark and other light constituents are
characterized by a large separation of length scales. The size of such systems is determined by the
QCD scale,Rhad � 1=�QCD � 1 fm, and thus the typical momenta exchanged between the heavy
and light constituents are of order�QCD. The heavy quark is surrounded by a most complicated,
strongly interacting cloud of gluons and light quarks or antiquarks. On the other hand, the Compton
wavelength of the heavy quark,�Q � 1=mQ, is much smaller than the size of the hadron, and thus
to resolve the quantum numbers of the heavy quark would require a hard probe. The soft gluons
exchanged between the heavy quark and the light constituents can only resolve distances much
larger than�Q. Therefore, the light degrees of freedom are blind to the flavor (mass) and spin of
the heavy quark. They experience only its color field, which extends over distances large compared
with 1=mQ. Therefore, in the limitmQ ! 1, hadronic systems which differ only in the flavor
or spin quantum numbers of the heavy quark have the same configuration of their light degrees of
freedom [1]–[4]. The resulting spin-flavor symmetry provides relations between the properties of
such particles as the heavy mesonsB, D, B�, andD�, or the heavy baryons�b and�c. These are
only approximate relations, since the masses of the bottom and charm quarks are not infinite. The
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symmetry-breaking corrections can be organized in a systematic expansion in powers of�s(mQ)

and1=mQ, using the formalism of the heavy-quark effective theory (HQET) [5]–[7].1

t < t0 t= t0 t > t0

Figure 8-1. Elastic transition induced by an external heavy-quark current

Heavy-quark symmetry implies relations between the weak decay form factors of heavy hadrons
[11], which are of particular interest for the analysis of exclusive semileptonic decays of the type
Hb ! Hc ` �. From a theoretical point of view, these processes are simple enough to allow for a
reliable, quantitative description based on first principles of QCD. Consider the elastic scattering
of a B meson,B(v) ! B(v0), induced by a vector current coupled to theb quark. Before the
action of the current, the light degrees of freedom inside theB meson orbit around the heavy
quark, which acts as a static source of color. On average, theb quark and theB meson have the
same velocityv. The action of the current is to replace instantaneously (at timet = t0) the color
source by one moving at a velocityv0, as indicated in Fig. 8-1. Ifv = v0, nothing happens, since
the light degrees of freedom have no way to realize that there was a current acting on the heavy
quark. If the velocities are different, however, the light constituents suddenly find themselves
interacting with a moving color source. Soft gluons have to be exchanged to rearrange them so as
to form aB meson moving at velocityv0. This rearrangement leads to a form-factor suppression,
reflecting the fact that, as the velocities become more and more different, the probability for an
elastic transition decreases. The important observation is that, in the limitmb ! 1, the form
factor can only depend on the Lorentz boost = v �v0 � 1 connecting the rest frames of the initial-
and final-state mesons. Thus, in this limit a dimensionless probability amplitude�(v � v0) describes
the transition. It is sometimes called the “Isgur-Wise function” [11]. In the HQET, which provides
the appropriate framework for taking the limitmb ! 1, the hadronic matrix element describing
the scattering process can thus be written as

1

mB

hB(v0)j bv0�bv jB(v)i = �(v � v0) (v + v0)� : (8.1)

Herebv andbv0 are the velocity-dependent heavy-quark fields of the HQET. It is important that the
function�(v � v0) does not depend onmb. The factor1=mB on the left-hand side compensates for
a trivial dependence on the heavy-meson mass due to the usual relativistic normalization of meson
states. The function�(v � v0) is nothing but the elastic form factor of a heavy meson, and current

1See also [8]. Other related work uses the method of direct nonrelativistic expansion of QCD [9, 10].–Editors
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conservation implies that it is normalized to unity at zero momentum transfer, corresponding to
the “zero-recoil” point wherev � v0 = 1, i.e., �(1) = 1. This is in accordance with the intuitive
argument that the probability for an elastic transition is unity if there is no velocity change.

The heavy-quark flavor symmetry can be used to replace the bottom quark in the final-state meson
with a charm quark, thereby turning theB meson into aD meson. Then the scattering process
turns into a weak decay process. In the heavy-quark limit, the replacementbv0 ! cv0 is a symmetry
transformation, under which the strong interactions are invariant. Hence, the matrix element

1
p
mBmD

hD(v0)j cv0�bv jB(v)i = �(v � v0) (v + v0)� (8.2)

is still determined by the same function�(v � v0). This is interesting, since in general the matrix
element of a flavor-changing current between two pseudoscalar mesons is described by two form
factors,2 F1(q2) andF0(q2). It follows that, in the heavy-quark limit, these form factors are no
longer independent, but they must obey the relation

F1(q
2) =

"
1� q2

(mB +mD)2

#�1
F0(q

2) =
mB +mD

2
p
mBmD

�(v � v0) ; (8.3)

where the momentum transferq is related to the variablev � v0 through q2 = m2
B + m2

D �
2mBmD v � v0. Thus, the flavor symmetry relates twoa priori independent form factors to one
and the same function. Moreover, the normalization of the Isgur-Wise function atv � v0 = 1

now implies a nontrivial normalization of the form factors at the point of maximum momentum
transfer,q2max = (mB � mD)

2. The heavy-quark spin symmetry leads to additional relations
among weak decay form factors. It can be used to relate matrix elements involving vector mesons
to those involving pseudoscalar mesons, because a vector meson with longitudinal polarization is
related to a pseudoscalar meson by a rotation of the heavy-quark spin. Hence, the spin-symmetry
transformationc*v0 ! c

+

v0 relatesB ! D with B ! D� transitions. Now this is even more
remarkable, since in general four form factors,V (q2) for the vector current, andAi(q

2) with
i = 0; 1; 2 for the axial current, are required to parameterize theB ! D� matrix elements. In
the heavy-quark limit, they obey the relations

V (q2) = A0(q
2) = A2(q

2) =

"
1� q2

(mB +mD�)2

#�1
A1(q

2) =
mB +mD�

2
p
mBmD�

�(v � v0) : (8.4)

Equations (8.3) and (8.4) summarize the relations imposed by heavy-quark symmetry on the weak
decay form factors describing the semileptonic decay processesB ! D ` � andB ! D�` �.
These relations are model-independent consequences of QCD in the limit wheremb; mc � �QCD.

2In this chapter, the conventions of Bauer, Stech and Wirbel [12] are adopted for the semileptonic decay form
factors.
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In terms of the recoil variablew = v � v0, the differential semileptonic decay rates in this limit
become [13]

d�(B ! D ` �)

dw
=
G2
F jVcbj2
48�3

(mB +mD)
2m3

D (w2 � 1)3=2 �2(w) ;

d�(B ! D�` �)

dw
=
G2
F jVcbj2
48�3

(mB �mD�)2m3
D�

p
w2 � 1 (w + 1)2

�
 
1 +

4w

w + 1

m2
B � 2wmBmD� +m2

D�

(mB �mD�)2

!
�2(w) : (8.5)

These expressions receive symmetry-breaking corrections, since the masses of the heavy quarks are
not infinite. Perturbative corrections of order�ns (mQ), wheremQ = mb ormc, can be calculated
order by order in perturbation theory. A more difficult task is to control the nonperturbative power
corrections of order(�QCD=mQ)

n. The HQET provides a systematic framework for analyzing
these corrections [7, 14, 15].3 An important result obtained in this way is that the leading (first-
order)1=mQ corrections to theB ! D�` � decay rate vanish at zero recoil (known as Luke’s
theorem). A similar statement is, however, not true for the decayB ! D ` � [17].

Expressions similar to Eq. (8.5) can also be derived for the semileptonic decays of other heavy
hadrons, such as the baryon decay�b ! �c ` �, orB-meson decays into excited charm mesons.
Since the configuration of light degrees of freedom involved in these transitions is different from
that in the ground-state mesons, new “Isgur-Wise functions” will appear in these expressions. For
the case ofB ! D��` � decays, this will be discussed in more detail in Section 8.1.5.

8.1.2 Determination ofjVcbj

A model-independent determination of the elementjVcbj of the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa ma-
trix can be obtained by measuring the recoil spectrum ofD� mesons produced inB ! D�` �

decays [13]. In the heavy-quark limit, the differential decay rate for this process has been given in
(8.5). In order to allow for corrections to that limit, it can be written

d�(B ! D�` �)

dw
=

G2
F

48�3
(mB �mD�)2m3

D�

p
w2 � 1 (w + 1)2

�
 
1 +

4w

w + 1

m2
B � 2wmBmD� +m2

D�

(mB �mD�)2

!
jVcbj2F2(w) ; (8.6)

where the hadronic form factorF(w) coincides with the Isgur-Wise function up to small symmetry-
breaking corrections. The idea is to measure the productjVcbj F(w) as a function ofw, and to

3See also [8, 16]–Editors
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extractjVcbj from an extrapolation of the data to the zero-recoil pointw = 1, where theB and
theD� mesons have a common rest frame. At this kinematic point, heavy-quark symmetry allows
us to calculate the normalization of the form factor,F(1), with small and controlled theoretical
errors.

The general structure of the symmetry-breaking corrections to the form factor at zero recoil is

F(1) = �A �QED

 
1 + 0� �QCD

mQ

+ const�
�2
QCD

m2
Q

+ : : :

!
� �A �QED (1 + �1=m2) ; (8.7)

where�A is a short-distance correction arising from the finite QCD renormalization of the flavor-
changing axial current at zero recoil,�QED � 1:007 accounts for QED corrections (in leading
logarithmic order) [18], and�1=m2 parameterizes second-order (and higher) power corrections.
The absence of first-order power corrections at zero recoil is a consequence of Luke’s theorem
[14]. The one-loop expression for�A has been known for a long time [2]:

�A = 1 +
�s(M)

�

�
mb +mc

mb �mc

ln
mb

mc

� 8

3

�
: (8.8)

An optimization of the scale in the running coupling constant, using the BLM prescription [19],
givesM � 0:51

p
mcmb [20]. With this choice, the above result is an excellent approximation to

the exact two-loop expression for�A, which gives the value [21, 22]

�A = 0:960� 0:007 ; (8.9)

where the error is taken to be the size of the two-loop correction.4 The analysis of the power
corrections is more difficult, since it cannot rely on perturbation theory. Three approaches have
been discussed: in the “exclusive approach,” all1=m2

Q operators in the HQET are classified and
their matrix elements estimated, leading to�1=m2 = �(3� 2)% [15, 26]; the “inclusive approach”
has been used to derive the bound�1=m2 < �3:5%, and to estimate that�1=m2 = �(7 � 3)% [27];
the “hybrid approach” combines the virtues of the former two to obtain a more restrictive lower
bound on�1=m2 , leading to�8% < �1=m2 < �3% [28]. This result has been confirmed, using a
similar approach, in Ref. [29].5 Combining this value with the results for�A and�QED given above
yields

F(1) = 0:913� 0:007� 0:024� 0:011 (8.10)

for the normalization of the hadronic form factor at zero recoil. The first error accounts for the
remaining perturbative uncertainty, while the second one reflects the uncertainty in the calculation

4The calculations of [23] suggest that higher-order terms lead to a larger uncertainty in�A, �0:03. Note however
that technical differences in definitions in various calculations lead to differences as to which parameter is assigned
certain parts of the higher-order uncertainties. See also [24, 25]–Editors

5The “exclusive approach” has also been referred to as the “symmetry approach”; matrix elements in this approach
are estimated in a nonrelativistic quark model. Earlier estimates with this approach gave�1=m2 = �(2 � 1)%, the
number quoted above is an updated estimate by the same authors. The “inclusive approach” is also known as the
“dynamical approach” and is based on sum rules [10]. The lower bounds of [28, 29] are disputed in [30, 25].–Editors
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of 1=m2
Q corrections. The third error gives an estimate of higher-order power corrections obtained

by taking 20% of the central value for�1=m2 , corresponding to a suppression by an additional
factor of�QCD=mc. Adding the theoretical uncertainties in quadrature givesF(1) = 0:913 �
0:027, whereas adding them linearly to be conservative leads toF(1) = 0:913� 0:042. Thus, the
corrections to the heavy-quark limit amount to a moderate decrease of the form factor by about 9%.
Note that, from a theoretical point of view, the definition of “perturbative” and “nonperturbative”
contributions toF(1) in (8.7) is intrinsically ambiguous and scheme-dependent. Only the sum of
all contributions is a meaningful quantity. Therefore, it was an important result when the short- and
long-distance contributions toF(1) were calculated in a different scheme based on the Wilsonian
operator product expansion. When corrected for QED effects, the resultF(1) = 0:91 � 0:06

obtained from such an analysis [24] is in good agreement with the value quoted above.6

In principle, a determination ofjVcbj can also be done using the recoil spectrum measured in
B ! D ` � decays. However, both from a theoretical and from an experimental point of view, the
accuracy that can be achieved is less than in the decaysB ! D�` � described above. Nevertheless,
such an analysis would provide an interesting consistency check. Generalizing (8.5), the recoil
spectrum inB ! D ` � decays can be written as

d�(B ! D ` �)

dw
=
G2
F jVcbj2
48�3

(mB +mD)
2m3

D (w2 � 1)3=2 V 2
1 (w) ; (8.11)

where the vector form factorV1(w) coincides with the Isgur-Wise function up to symmetry-
breaking corrections. Unlike the form factorF(w) discussed above, the functionV1(w) is not
protected against1=mQ corrections at zero recoil [17]; still, these corrections are numerically
small since they must vanish in the limitmb = mc, in which the vector current is conserved. An
explicit calculation using the QCD sum-rule approach givesV1(1)=F(1) = 1:08� 0:06 [31], and
thusV1(1) = 0:99� 0:07.

For either decay, the extrapolation of the differential decay rate to the zero-recoil point introduces
some systematic uncertainties at present. Because of the phase-space suppression, few events
occur close tow = 1. In order to reduce the theoretical uncertainty it would therefore help to have
constraints on the shape of the functionsF(w) andV1(w). Since the range ofw values accessible
in the decaysB ! D(�)` � is rather small (1 < w < 1:6), the interest is mainly in constraining the
first few parameters in an expansion aroundw = 1, e.g.,

F(w) = F(1)
h
1� b�2 (w � 1) + bc (w � 1)2 + : : :

i
: (8.12)

The shape of the form factor is highly constrained by analyticity and unitarity requirements [32]–
[34]. This is discussed in more detail below. In the long run, the statistics of the experimental

6The estimates of [24, 25] find an uncertainty of order�0:015 from higher-order corrections toF(1). In [27]
the value of approximately 10% for reduction of the form factor at the origin was first obtained. These sum-rule-
based approaches introduce a somewhat different definition of the short-distance factor, thereby avoiding some of the
theoretical uncertainties associated with�A [25, 24, 30]. Despite these differences in detail, the final estimates are
now quite similar, as noted above.–Editors
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results close to zero recoil will be such that these theoretical constraints will not be crucial to get a
precision measurement ofjVcbj. They will, however, enable strong consistency checks.

Bounds on the slope parameterb�2 can also be derived from a sum rule expressing the fact that,
in the heavy-quark limit, the inclusive sum of the probabilities for decays into hadronic states is
equal to the probability for the free quark transition. Expanding the resulting sum rule around the
zero-recoil point, and denoting by�2 the slope parameter of the Isgur-Wise function, one finds the
Bjorken sum rule [36]–[38]

�2 =
1

4
+
X
m

j� (m)

1=2 (1)j2 + 2
X
n

j� (n)3=2(1)j2 >
1

4
; (8.13)

where the functions�j(w) are the analogues of the Isgur-Wise function forB decays intop-wave
charm mesons (see Section 8.1.5). Voloshin has derived another sum rule involving the form
factors for these transitions [39], which can be combined with the Bjorken sum rule to obtain an
upper bound for the slope parameter�2, which is approximately�2 < 0:75. Because of theoretical
uncertainties in the calculation of higher-order corrections to these sum rules, as well as to the
relation between the slope of the Isgur-Wise function and that of the physical form factorF(w)
entering the semileptonic decay rate, one should relax the bounds when translating them into an
allowed region for the slope parameterb�2. A conservative range of allowed values is0:2 < b�2 <
1:1 [40], in good agreement with the range obtained from the dispersive bounds to be discussed
below.7

8.1.3 Dispersive Bounds and Unitarity Constraints on Form Factors

Dispersive methods can be used to derive rigorous, model-independent constraints on exclusive
semileptonic, radiative, or elastic form factors. The derivations are based on first principles: the
analyticity properties of two-point functions of local current operators and the positivity of the
corresponding spectral functions. Analyticity relates integrals of the hadronic spectral functions
to the behavior of QCD two-point functions in the deep Euclidean region via dispersion relations.
Positivity guarantees that the restriction of the sum over hadronic states, which contribute to the
spectral function, to the states involved in the decays of interest is bounded above by the full
spectral function. The constraints on the relevant form factors, given their specific analyticity
properties, then follow from this bound. The beauty of these techniques is that they can be supplied
with information about the form factors, such as their values or derivatives at different points, to
make the constraints more restrictive. They also have the advantage of yielding optimal constraints
on the form factor, given the information fed into them.

7Higher-order power and perturbative corrections to these sum rules, and additional sum rules, were derived in
Refs. [10, 30, 41].–Editors
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The history of these techniques goes back quite far, before the advent of QCD. In one of the
first applications, bounds on the value and the derivatives of the form factors forK ! � ` �

decays were obtained [42]. Later, the dispersive constraints were combined with the operator
product expansion, thus making the method fully rigorous [43]. After the discovery of heavy-
quark symmetry, the technique was applied toB mesons, to constrain the slope and curvature of
the Isgur-Wise function given its normalization at zero-recoil [44]. Similar techniques have since
been applied to two different situations. The first concerns exclusiveb! c decays, where the goal
is to constrain the parametrization used to extrapolate the experimental data for the differential
decay rate to the zero-recoil point. The second concerns exclusiveb ! q decays, whereq is a
light quark. Here, the recoil energy of the light final-state hadron can range from 0 up to a few
GeV, requiring one to understand the underlying QCD dynamics from a nonperturbative regime to
a semi-perturbative one. Thus, calculations of the form factors over the full kinematic range are
usually highly model-dependent. The goal, then, is to use the dispersive constraints to extrapolate
(or interpolate) form factors to kinematic regions where they cannot be calculated reliably. Some
approaches along these lines will be discussed in more detail in Section 8.2.2.

Here the focus is on applications tob ! c transitions. These decays are simpler to study theoret-
ically than heavy-to-light decays, because their kinematic range is much smaller and heavy-quark
symmetry provides a normalization of the relevant form factors at zero recoil. The application of
the dispersive bound techniques, however, is more difficult because the form factors have many
sub-threshold singularities that must be accounted for: below theB(�)D(�) thresholds, there are
variousBc meson poles andBch cuts, whereh is a light hadron with appropriate quantum numbers.
In Refs. [32], the dispersive techniques were applied to theB ! D(�)` � form factors, and few-
parameter descriptions of the corresponding differential decay rates were obtained.

A slightly different approach was taken in Refs. [33, 34],8 where the dispersive techniques were
used to provide bounds on and correlations between the slope and curvature parametersb�2, bc, etc.
entering the expansion (8.12) of the form factorF(w) around zero recoil, as well as between the
parameters�21, c1, etc. in the corresponding expansion of the form factorV1(w).. The allowed
regions for the slope and curvature parameters are strongly correlated. In the most recent analysis
[34], full use is made of the heavy-quark spin symmetry in the ground state doublets(B;B�)

and (D;D�), including the dominant1=mQ and radiative corrections. Simple one-parameter
descriptions of the form factorsF(w) andV1(w) are obtained, which are accurate to better than
2% over the full semileptonic domain. ForV1(w), for instance, the result is

V1(w)

V1(1)
� 1� 8�21z + (51:�21 � 10:)z2 � (252:�21 � 84:)z3 ;

with z =

p
w + 1�

p
2p

w + 1 +
p
2
: (8.14)

8A critique of this approach is found in [30, 35].–Editors
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The only parameter, the slope�21 at zero recoil, is constrained by the dispersive bounds to lie in the
interval�0:17 < �21 < 1:51. To exhibit the possible behavior predicted by this parametrization,
Fig. 8-2 showsV1(w) versusw, for a selection of equally-spaced values of�21 covering the allowed
domain. The width of the bands shows the total theoretical uncertainty. A similar parametrization
is obtained for the form factorF(w).
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Figure 8-2. The form factorV1(w) for a selection of equally spaced values of the slope parameter
�21 [34].

8.1.4 Tests of Heavy-Quark Symmetry

The heavy-quark symmetry relations between semileptonic form factors play a crucial role in the
model-independent determination ofjVcbj. They receive symmetry-breaking corrections, which
can be estimated using the HQET. The extent to which these relations hold can be tested experi-
mentally by comparing the different form factors describing the decaysB ! D(�)` � at the same
value ofw. When the lepton mass is neglected, the differential decay distributions inB ! D�` �

decays can be parametrized by three helicity amplitudes, or equivalently by three independent
combinations of form factors. A good choice for three such quantities should be inspired by the
heavy-quark limit [7]. One thus selects a single reference form factor, which, up to symmetry-
breaking corrections, coincides with the Isgur-Wise function, and then introduces two form-factor
ratios

R1(w) =

"
1� q2

(mB +mD�)2

#
V (q2)

A1(q2)
;

R2(w) =

"
1� q2

(mB +mD�)2

#
A2(q

2)

A1(q2)
; (8.15)

in such a way that in the heavy-quark limitR1 = R2 = 1, independently ofw (or q2). It is a com-
plicated task to extract these ratios from experimental data. However, HQET-based calculations
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suggest that thew-dependence of the form-factor ratios is rather mild and, to a good approximation,
can be neglected [31]. With this assumption, the CLEO Collaboration has extractedR1 andR2

from an analysis of the angular distributions inB ! D�` � decays, finding thatR1 = 1:18� 0:32

andR2 = 0:71 � 0:23 [45]. The HQET gives an essentially model-independent prediction for
the symmetry-breaking corrections toR1, whereas the corrections toR2 are somewhat model-
dependent [7]:

R1 � 1 +
4�s(mc)

3�
+

�

2mc

� 1:3� 0:1 ;

R2 � 1� �
�

2mc

� 0:8� 0:2 ; (8.16)

with � � 1 from QCD sum rules [31]. Here� � 500 MeV is the light-quark contribution to the
mass of a ground-state heavy meson. The experimental data confirm the theoretical prediction that
R1 > 1 andR2 < 1, although the errors are still large. In the future, precise measurements of
form-factor ratios will provide very sensitive tests of the pattern of symmetry-breaking corrections
in the heavy-quark expansion.

Heavy-quark symmetry can also be tested by comparing the form factorF(w) in B ! D�` �

decays with the corresponding form factorG(w) governingB ! D ` � decays. In the heavy-quark
limit, both form factors are given by the same function ofw. A precise measurement of their ratio
would provide information about the size of symmetry-breaking corrections away from zero recoil.

8.1.5 B Decays top-Wave Charm Mesons

SemileptonicB decays intop-wave charm mesons are the most important source of background
events polluting the measurement of theB ! D�` � decay rate. Ultimately, one would like to
understand these processes and be able to model them in a reliable way. A better understanding
of such decays is desirable also with respect to identifying the decay modes which, together with
B ! D(�)` �, saturate the inclusive semileptonic width ofB mesons. Present data suggest that
the sum of all (resonant or nonresonant) decaysB ! D(�)� ` � account for about 20% of the total
semileptonic width [46].

In the heavy-quark limit, hadrons containing a single heavy quark can be classified not only by
their total spinJ , but also by the angular momentumj of their light degrees of freedom [47]–[49].
Hadrons corresponding to the samej belong to degenerate doublets under the heavy-quark spin
symmetry. Therefore, the four charm meson statesD�� corresponding, in the constituent quark
model, to the orbital angular momentuml = 1 can be classified in two doublets:(D0; D

�

1) have
j = 1

2
andJP = (0+; 1+), whereas(D1; D

�

2) havej = 3
2

andJP = (1+; 2+). The relations
between this classification and the quark-modelp-wave states can be found,e.g.,in Refs. [50, 51].
The charm meson state withJP = 2+ has been observed and is denoted byD�

2(2460). To a good
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approximation, the observedJP = 1+ stateD1(2420) can be identified with the HQET stateD1

(j = 3
2
), even though a small admixture of thej = 1

2
componentD�

1 is present in the physical
state since the charm-quark mass is not infinite. Both states are narrow (� � 20 MeV), since their
strong decays proceed through d-wave transitions. Their two-body hadronic widths are given in
terms of a single coupling constant, which can be determined experimentally [52]. The doublet
(D0; D

�

1) corresponding toj = 1
2

has not been observed yet. These states can decay throughs-
wave pion emission and are thus expected to be rather broad. The coupling constant governing
the two-body hadronic transitions can be computed,e.g.,using QCD sum rules, with the result
�(D0 ! D+��) � 180 MeV and�(D�0

1 ! D�+��) � 165 MeV [53]. The mixing angle
betweenD1 andD�

1 has been estimated to be about16� [53, 54].

Experimental data on semileptonicB decays intop-wave charm resonances are at present rather
limited. With some assumptions, the ALEPH Collaboration finds [46]

B(B ! D1 ` �) = (0:73� 0:17)% ; B(B ! D�

2 ` �) < 0:7% (95% CL) : (8.17)

The CLEO Collaboration has reported [55]

B(B ! D1 ` �) = (0:56� 0:15)% ; B(B ! D�

2 ` �) < 0:8% (90% CL) : (8.18)

Below, the theoretical predictions for semileptonic and some hadronicB decays into the narrow
p-wave charm resonancesD1 andD�

2 are discussed in more detail.

8.1.5.1 Theoretical framework

The theoretical description of semileptonic decays involves the hadronic matrix elements of vector
and axial vector currents between heavy meson states. ForB decays into the narrowp-wave
statesD1 andD�

2, these matrix elements can be parametrized by a set of eight form factors,fi(w)

(i = V1; V2; V3; A) andfj(w) (j = A1; A2; A3; V ). In terms of these functions, the differential
semileptonic decay rates are given by

d�(B ! D1 ` �)

dw
=
G2
F jVcbj2m5

B

48�3
r31
p
w2 � 1

� h
(w � r1) fV1 + (w2 � 1) (r1fV2 + fV3)

i2
+ 2(1� 2wr1 + r21)

h
f 2V1 + (w2 � 1) f 2A

i �
;

d�(B ! D�

2 ` �)

dw
=
G2
F jVcbj2m5

B

72�3
r32 (w

2 � 1)3=2
�h
(w � r2) kA1 + (w2 � 1) (r2kA2 + kA3)

i2

+
3

2
(1� 2wr2 + r22)

h
k2A1 + (w2 � 1) k2V

i �
; (8.19)

wherer1 = mD1
=mB andr2 = mD�

2
=mB. It may be useful (if experimentally feasible) to separate

the contributions corresponding to the different helicity states of theD1 andD�

2 mesons. They
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are associated with a characteristic dependence on the angle between the charged lepton and the
charm meson in the rest frame of the virtualW boson. The corresponding expressions for the
double-differential decay rates can be found in Ref. [56].

In the heavy-quark limit, all form factors are proportional to a universal function�3=2(w), where
the subscript indicates the spinj = 3

2
of the light constituents in thep-wave states. At tree level,

p
2 fV1(w) = (w2 � 1) �3=2(w) ; kA1(w) =

p
3 (w + 1) �3=2(w) ;p

2 fV2(w) = 3 �3=2(w) ; kA2(w) = 0 ;
p
2 fV3(w) = (2� w) �3=2(w) ; kA3(w) = �

p
3 �3=2(w) ;p

2 fA(w) = (w + 1) �3=2(w) ; kV (w) =
p
3 �3=2(w) : (8.20)

In this limit, the matrix elements of the weak currents vanish atw = 1, reflecting the fact that the
ground-stateB meson is orthogonal to thep-waveD�� states. An important observation is that the
leading1=mQ corrections at zero recoil can be calculated in a model-independent way in terms
of the masses of charm-meson states [56]. The expressions for the form factors in the presence
of 1=mQ corrections are rather complicated; however, all model-independent information can be
incorporated if the result for the form factorfV1(w) in (8.20) is modified according to [57]

p
2 fV1(w) = (w + 1)(w � 1 + 2�) �3=2(w) ; � =

mD1
�mD

mD

� 0:29 ; (8.21)

so thatfV1(1) no longer vanishes. Numerically, this is quite a large effect. There are many other
sources of1=mQ corrections; however, they do not yield contributions at zero recoil. Since the
physical range ofw values is restricted between 1 and about 1.3, it is likely that these other
corrections will have a sub-dominant effect.

8.1.5.2 Theoretical predictions

In order to calculate the total semileptonic rates, an ansatz is required for the form factor�3=2(w).
It is sufficient to adopt a linear approximation,�3=2(w) � �3=2(1) [1 � �23=2 (w � 1)], since the
accessible range ofw values is small. Higher-order terms can be taken into account partially by
re-expressing the results for the decay rates obtained in linear approximation through values of the
function�3=2(w) at intermediate points. In that way, one obtains [57]

�(B ! D1 ` �) � (0:016 + 0:069� + 0:117�2)� [�3=2(1:23)]
2 ps�1

� 0:046� [�3=2(1:23)]
2 ps�1 ;

�(B ! D�

2 ` �) � 0:021� [�3=2(1:21)]
2 ps�1 : (8.22)

These results do not include1=mQ corrections, except those proportional to the quantity�, which
are kinematically enhanced and specific forB ! D1 transitions. From the analysis of power
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corrections forB ! D(�)` � decays it is known that the remaining1=mQ corrections tend to be
spin-independent and thus may be expected to cancel, to a large extent, in ratios of decay rates.
Therefore, an accuracy of about 20% can be expected in the prediction for the ratio of the two
decay rates:

R�� =
�(B ! D�

2 ` �)

�(B ! D1 ` �)
=

1:31

1 + 4:39� + 7:40�2

 
�3=2(1:21)

�3=2(1:23)

!2

� 0:48 ; (8.23)

where�23=2 = 1:5� 0:5 is assumed to estimate the form-factor difference, which is a small effect.
Note that the corrections proportional to� are very important and change the resultR1

��
� 1:3

obtained in the heavy-quark limit to a value significantly lower than unity [56]. Although the
experimental errors are still large, the data in (8.17) and (8.18) support this prediction.

The present data on the branching ratio for the decayB ! D1 ` � can be used to determine
the value of the function�3=2(w) at an intermediate point. One finds�3=2(1:23) � 0:26, which,
under the assumption that�23=2 � 1:5, translates to�3=2(1) � 0:4. The leading1=mQ corrections
parametrized by� substantially reduce the value of�3=2(1) from the result obtained in the strict
heavy-quark limit. The value determined here is in broad agreement with theoretical predictions,
as discussed below.

A reliable theoretical determination of the universal function�3=2(w), and of the corresponding
function �1=2(w) entering the description ofB decays into the broadp-wave statesD0 andD�

1,
requires nonperturbative techniques, such as lattice gauge theory, QCD sum rules, or QCD-inspired
quark models. The main difference with respect to the calculation of the Isgur-Wise form factor
�(w) is that the normalization of the form factors�j(w) at zero recoil is not predicted by any
symmetry argument. So far, the functions�3=2(w) and�1=2(w) have been calculated using QCD
sum rules and constituent quark models. A collection of results is shown in Table 8-1. Using these
parameters one can compute the branching ratios, the distributions in the invariant mass of the
lepton pair, the lepton-energy- spectrum,etc.In particular, one can predict the branching ratios for

Table 8-1. Predictions for the normalization and slope parameters of the functions�3=2(w) and
�1=2(w). Only central values are quoted. The two sets of parameters from Ref. [58] refer to two
choices of the inter-quark potential.

�3=2(1) �23=2 �1=2(1) �21=2 Method Ref.

0.28 0.9 0.25 0.4 QCD Sum Rules [59]

0.31 2.8 0.31 2.8 Quark Model [37]

0.66 1.9 0.41 1.3 Quark Model [60]

0.54 1.5 0.22 0.8 Quark Model [58]

0.51 1.4 0.06 0.7 Quark Model [58]
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the decays into the broadp-wave statesD0 andD�

1 with j = 1
2
, which have not yet been observed

experimentally. Although the theoretical uncertainties are large, it can be concluded that these
branching ratios do not exceed a few times10�3.

The analysis of semileptonicB decays intop-wave charm states is a basic step for the study of the
D�� production in nonleptonicB decays, in the factorization approximation [61, 62] and beyond
[57]. This is important in the light of the BABAR experimental program onCP violation, sinceB
decays intoD��D final states represent interesting processes as far as the determination of the
angle� of the unitarity triangle is concerned. Here the discussion is restricted to hadronic two-
body decays with a pion in the final state, which are related in a model-independent way to the
corresponding semileptonic decays atq2 = 0 [63]. For the case of decays intop-wave charm
mesons, the relation reads [57]

�(B ! D����)

d�(B ! D��` �)=dq2
���
q2=0

� 6�2f 2� jVudj2 j1 + �nf j2 ; (8.24)

where the quantity�nf = O(1=Nc) parameterizes nonfactorizable contributions to the decay am-
plitudes, which are color suppressed. The semileptonic rates atq2 = 0 can be calculated using
the HQET, as described above. With some rather mild assumptions, it is then possible to derive
theoretical predictions for the following two ratios [57]:

R�` =
�(B ! D1 �

�)

�(B ! D1 ` �)
� (0:20� 0:06) j1 + �nf j2 ;

R�� =
�(B ! D�

2 �
�)

�(B ! D1 ��)
� 0:35

�����1 + �nf(D
�

2)

1 + �nf(D1)

�����
2

: (8.25)

The first prediction is in good agreement with the measurementR�` = 0:21 � 0:08 obtained
by combining data reported by the CLEO Collaboration [55, 64]. The second prediction, when
combined with the experimental value forB(B ! D1 �

�), implies that

B(B ! D�

2 �
�) � 0:35B(B ! D1 �

�) � 4� 10�4 ; (8.26)

which is about a factor of five lower than the current central value reported by the CLEO Collabo-
ration [64].

8.2 Exclusive SemileptonicB Decays to Light Mesons and
Determination of jVubj

Since their discovery, the exclusive semileptonic decay modesB ! � ` � andB ! � ` � have been
used to extract a value of the elementjVubj of the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa matrix. The theo-
retical description of these heavy-to-light (b! u) decays is, unfortunately, more model-dependent
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than that forb ! c transitions, because heavy-quark symmetry does not help to normalize the
relevant hadronic form factors. A variety of calculations for such form factors exists, based on
lattice gauge theory, QCD sum rules, perturbative QCD, or quark models. With few exceptions,
the results forjVubj obtained by confronting these predictions with experimental data lie in the
rangejVubj = (2:5–4:5) � 10�3, which is in agreement with the (strongly model-dependent!)
values obtained from the endpoint region of the lepton-energy spectrum in inclusive semileptonic
decays. In view of the importance of a precise knowledge of the quark mixing parameters and
their impact on studies ofCP violation, a more accurate determination ofjVubj with controlled
theoretical uncertainties is most desirable.

On the theoretical side, large efforts are being made to develop more reliable methods to determine
the form factors for heavy-to-light transitions. The most promising approaches aim at combining
several methods, each of which have a limited range of applicability. Some of these developments
are described in more detail below. Some others are discussed in Refs. [65, 66]. Ultimately,
a reliable determination ofjVubj will emerge from a combination of such (and maybe other)
approaches.

8.2.1 Heavy-to-Light Form Factors from Lattice QCD

Potentially, lattice gauge theory can provide calculations of hadronic matrix elements based on first
principles. As such, it may offer the most rigorous tool to control the hadronic physics relevant to
the determination ofjVubj. Several groups have calculated heavy-to-light form factors using lattice
simulations (see Refs. [67, 68] for recent reviews). Here some representative results obtained for
the semileptonic form factors relevant toB ! � ` � andB ! � ` � decays are discussed, as well
as for the form factors of the decayB ! K�, which are related by heavy-quark and light-flavor
symmetries to theB ! � form factors.

Although heavy-quark symmetry is less predictive for heavy-to-light decays than for heavy-to-
heavy ones, it does give useful scaling laws for the form factors, as the mass of the heavy quark
varies at fixed value ofw = v � v0. They can be used to extrapolate lattice calculations performed
with quark masses aroundmc to theb-quark mass. Moreover, the heavy-quark spin symmetry
relates theB ! V matrix elements of the weak current (whereV is a light vector meson) with
the corresponding matrix elements of magnetic moment operators, thereby relatingB ! � ` � and
B ! K� decays up toSU(3)-breaking effects [69, 70].

In order to control discretization errors in lattice simulations, it is necessary that the three-momenta
of the B, � and � mesons be small in lattice units. Therefore, the form factors can only be
determined at large momentum transfer, corresponding to small recoil. Future experiments will
be able to compare the lattice form-factor calculations directly with experimental data at largeq2.
A proposal in this direction, which may serve as an example of a possible strategy to extractjVubj,
was made by the UKQCD Collaboration [71]. They parameterize the differential decay rate for
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Figure 8-3. Example of a lattice prediction for the differential decay rate as a function ofq2 for
the semileptonic decayB ! � ` � [71]. The points are measured lattice data, whereas the solid
curve is a fit using (8.27). The dashed curves show the variation from the statistical errors in the fit
parameters. The vertical dotted line marks the charm endpoint.

B ! � ` � nearq2max by

d�(B ! � ` �)

dq2
= 10�12

G2
F jVubj2

192�3m3
B

q2 �1=2(q2) a2
h
1 + b(q2 � q2max)

i
; (8.27)

where�(q2) = (m2
B +m2

� � q2)2 � 4m2
Bm

2
�. The constants

a = 4:6+0:4
�0:3 � 0:6 GeV ; b = (�8+4

�6)� 10�2 GeV2 (8.28)

are determined from the lattice calculations. The result fora incorporates a systematic error
dominated by the uncertainty ascribed to discretization errors and would lead to an extraction
of jVubj with less than 10% statistical error and about 12% systematic error from the theoretical
input. The prediction for the differential decay rated�=dq2 is presented in Fig. 8-3.

Derivation of the fullq2-dependence of the form factors from the lattice data involves a large
extrapolation from the highq2 values, where present-day lattice calculations can produce reliable
results, all the way toq2 = 0. The situation is even worse for the radiative decayB ! K�, which
occurs atq2 = 0. An interesting approach to this extrapolation problem has been suggested, and
applied toB ! � ` � decays, in Ref. [72]. Using dispersion relations constrained by UKQCD
lattice results at large values ofq2 and kinematic constraints atq2 = 0, one can derive tight bounds
on the values of the relevant form factorF1(q2) in the entire kinematic region. More generally,
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lattice-constrained parameterizations of heavy-to-light form factors, which are consistent with
heavy-quark scaling relations, kinematic constraints and dispersive bounds, have been used to
derive simple, few-parameter descriptions of semileptonic form factors [73]. The same method
has also been applied to the rare radiative decayB ! K� [74]. Potentially, these dispersive
analyses can provide model-independent results, which will improve as the error bars on the lattice
data decrease, and as the kinematic range covered by lattice calculations is extended.

8.2.2 Dispersive Bounds on Heavy-to-Light Form Factors

Some aspects of the dispersive bounds used to constrain the shape of semileptonic form factors
have already been discussed in Section 8.1.3. This section focuses on how dispersion relations
may be used to aid the extraction ofjVubj from B ! � ` � decays [75, 76]. The application of
dispersive-bound techniques is particularly clean in this case, since the only dynamical singularity
below theB� threshold is theB� pole.

t+t-
||

F(t)| |

Figure 8-4. The magnitude of a generic form factorF (t) as a function of momentum transfer
t = q2. The pair-production thresholdt+ and the semileptonic endpointt� are shown schematically.

The physical principle behind the dispersive technique can be illustrated with the help of Fig. 8-4,
which shows the typical behavior of aB ! H ` � form factorF (t) that has been analytically
continued beyond the maximum momentum transfer,t� = (mB�mH)

2, accessible in semileptonic
decays.H is a generic meson such as aD or �. Crossing symmetry implies that in the region
t � t+ = (mB + mH)

2 the form factor describes the production ofBH pairs. The point of the
figure is that the functional form ofF (t) in the semileptonic regiont � t� is largely determined
by its behavior in the unphysical regiont� < t < t+ and the pair-production regiont � t+.

It turns out [32] that the relative amount a form factor can vary over the semileptonic region0 �
t � t� is controlled by the parameter

zmax =

 p
mB �

p
mHp

mB +
p
mH

!2

: (8.29)
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Table 8-2. Maximal velocity transfers andzmax for some semileptonic decays

Decay Mode v � v0max zmax Decay Mode v � v0max zmax

D ! K�` � 1.3 0.033 B ! D�` � 1.5 0.056

D ! K ` � 2.0 0.10 B ! D ` � 1.6 0.064

D ! � ` � 1.4 0.048 B ! � ` � 3.5 0.20

D ! � ` � 6.8 0.33 B ! � ` � 19 0.52

The square roots lead to remarkably small numbers for some decays, as can be seen from Table 8-2.
To see howzmax enters the parameterizations of form factors, note that in the pair-production region
perturbative QCD can be used to describe the inclusive rate of production of all hadrons withBH

quantum numbers. This calculation in turn serves to bound the rate of production ofBH pairs,
and thus to bound the form factorjF (t)j in the regiont � t+. Schematically,

1Z
t+

dt
h
perturbativeW ! Xbh rate

i
�

1Z
t+

dt
h
exclusiveW ! BH rate

i
; (8.30)

whereXbh represents all hadronic states withBH quantum numbers. The left-hand side of this
equation is calculable in QCD, whereas the right-hand side involves the square of the form factor
F (t). In the unphysical regiont� < t < t+, F (t) will not be a smooth function because of
the contributions from resonances below the pair-production threshold. These resonances can be
accounted for by introducing a functionP (t) that has unit magnitude in the pair-production region
and depends only on the masses of the sub-threshold resonances. This leads to a bound of the type

1Z
t+

dt j�(t)P (t)F (t)j2 � 1 ; (8.31)

where� incorporates the perturbative and phase-space information in the pair-production region,
P incorporates phenomenological information in the unphysical region, and the product�PF is
smooth fort < t+.

In order to turn (8.31) into a useful constraint in the semileptonic region, one constructs a function
z(t) whose powers form an orthonormal basis in the integration region. Expanding�PF in powers
of z and substituting the result into (8.31) then gives

F (t) =
1

�(t)P (t)

1X
k=0

ak z
k(t) (8.32)
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with unknown expansion coefficients obeying
P

k jakj2 � 1. Explicit formulae for� andP for a
variety of form factors can be found in Refs. [32, 34, 75, 76]. The variablez(t) is given by

z(t) =
t0 � t

(
p
t+ � t +

p
t+ � t0)

2 ; (8.33)

where t0 is a free parameter that can be chosen for convenience. The significance of the pa-
rameterzmax introduced in (8.29) is that, in general,jz(t)j � zmax for any t corresponding to
semileptonic decay,i.e., 0 � t � t�. In fact, by choosing an optimal value oft0, one typically
finds jz(t)j <�

1
2
zmax. This, together with the upper bound on the sum of squares of the expansion

coefficientsak, justifies the truncation of the series (8.32) after the first few terms. How many
terms are needed for a given level of accuracy has to be decided case by case. For instance, in
the case ofB ! D(�)` � decays the small value ofzmax allows each of the six form factors to be
parameterized, to an accuracy of 3% or better, in terms of its normalization at zero recoil and one
unknown fit coefficient [32, 34]. ForB ! � ` � transitions, on the other hand,zmax � 1

2
would

seem to require a large number of fit coefficients for any degree of accuracy.

There are two possibilities to reduce the number of coefficients needed. The first is to include
on the right-hand side of (8.30) the contribution ofB�� states in addition toB�. Tighter bounds
on the first few coefficientsak can then be obtained by relating theB� ! � ` � andB ! � ` �

form factors near zero recoil using heavy-quark symmetry. The second possibility is to weight the
integrals in (8.30) more heavily neart+ by taking higher moments, that is, by inserting additional
powers of1=tn in the integrands. This allows one to decrease the allowed range for the first few
coefficientsak by roughly a factor of two.

To some extent, how well theB ! � ` � form factor can be described using, say, three fit
coefficients depends on what it actually looks like. To get a rough idea, assume thatF1(t) is
known at three points and takes the valuesF1(0) = 0:5, F1(21 GeV

2) = 1:7 andF1(t�) = 6:0.
This determinesa0, a1 anda2. Varying the remaining parameters over their allowed ranges gives
an envelope of the allowed parameterizations. In this example, a three-coefficient parameterization
describesF1(t) over the entire kinematic range with an accuracy of about 15%.

8.2.3 Heavy-to-Light Form Factors from Light-Cone Sum Rules

QCD sum rules provide another tool for calculating nonperturbative quantities such as hadronic
form factors. However, although they are rooted in QCD, it is not possible in practice to avoid
making several assumptions which introduce some model-dependence in this approach.

In exclusive decays ofB mesons involving only light quarks in the final state the decay products
typically have a large energy, up toE � 1

2
mB � 2:5 GeV at maximum recoil in theB rest frame.

This could potentially upset the operator product expansion adopted in QCD sum-rule calculations
[77], since contributions of operators of high dimension are accompanied by powers ofEmb=M

2,
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whereM2 � mb� (with � � 1 GeV) is the Borel parameter. A remedy is provided by the light-
cone sum-rule approach [78]–[80], in which the operator product expansion is organized according
to the twist of the operators rather than their dimension. This allows, in a certain approximation, the
resumming of an infinite series of contributions proportional to(Emb=M

2)n, using results on the
asymptotic behavior of exclusive processes at large momentum transfer. Whether this approach is
superior to the standard approach is not clear,a priori, since in many decays the maximum energy
is not very large. There are indications that forD decays both methods are equally applicable and
yield comparable results, whereas for energetic two-body decays ofB mesons, such asB ! � ` �

andB ! � ` �, the light-cone sum rules are superior.

SemileptonicB decays have attracted most of the attention, especially the simplest of them,B !
� e � (see Refs. [81]–[85] for some recent analyses). The hadronic matrix element is parametrized
by two form factors,F1(t) andF0(t), wheret = (p� p0)2 is the square of the momentum transfer.
Only F1(t) is important for the semileptonic decayB ! � e �. The results for this decay are
well established; a recent prediction is quoted in Table 8-3. Results of the traditional sum rules
and the light-cone approach are in good agreement. Both methods predict at-dependence of the
form factor which is similar to vector-meson dominance. A simple parametrization, which gives
an excellent description of the sum-rule results, is

F (t) =
F (0)

1 + aF t=m
2
B + bF t2=m

4
B

: (8.34)

The differentialB ! � e � decay rate is shown in the left plot of Fig. 8-5. The longitudinal form
factorF0(t), which can be measured in the decayB ! � � �� , has been calculated in Refs. [83, 85].
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Figure 8-5. Sum-rule predictions for the differential rates inB ! � e � [85] andB ! � e � [86]
decays, with estimated theoretical errors

SemileptonicB ! � e � decays have been controversial for some time, with a considerable
dispersion of results. The differential decay rate is described by three form factors:A1(t), A2(t)

andV (t). They were recently re-examined in [86], with the conclusion that the existing three-point
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Table 8-3. Form-factor predictions from light-cone sum rules with functionalt-dependence fitted
to (8.34)

Form Factor Ref. F (0) aF bF

FB!�
1 [85] 0:27� 0:05 �1:50 0.52

FB!�
0 [85] 0:30� 0:05 �0:84 0.03

A
B!�
1 [86] 0:27� 0:05 �0:42 �0:29

A
B!�
2 [86] 0:28� 0:05 �1:34 0.38

V B!� [86] 0:35� 0:07 �1:51 0.47

sum rules are not reliable, and the light-cone approach is more appropriate in this case. It is found
that all three form factors rise witht, contrary to some of the earlier predictions. The results are
summarized in Table 8-3, and the resulting differential decay rate is shown in the right-hand plot
of Fig. 8-5.

There exists a rich variety of rareB decays induced by flavor-changing neutral currents, which
also involve heavy-to-light transition form factors. Of these, the decayB ! K� has received the
most attention. Calculations exist both within the three-point and light-cone sum-rule framework,
although one may argue that the light-cone approach is superior in this case [86, 87]. Other decays
studied areB ! � , B ! ! , Bs ! K�, andBs ! � [87]. Also theB ! K�`+`� and
B ! K `+`� decay form factors have been calculated [88, 89].

The behavior of the heavy-to-light decay form factors in the heavy-quark limit has been subject
to numerous discussions. At small recoil, the quark-mass dependence of form factors is given by
HQET, and the QCD sum rules obey these scaling laws explicitly. However, at large recoil HQET
is not applicable and theb-quark mass dependence has to be studied using different methods [90]–
[92]. One finds that heavy-to-light form factors generically scale asm

�3=2
b at maximum recoil.

The form factors calculated by the light-cone sum rules have the expected behavior, while for
usual three-point sum rules the heavy-quark limit at maximum recoil does not exist. However for
realistic values of theb-quark mass it is important to recognize that these scaling laws have to be
applied with great caution (see,e.g.,the discussion in [87]).

The question of how to quantify the theoretical uncertainties of the QCD sum-rule method is
a difficult one. It is argued by most sum-rule practitioners that at present the most elaborate
calculations of heavy-to-light form factors have an accuracy of about 15–30%, which translates into
an uncertainty of order 30–60% in the decay rates. As far as the sum rule parameters are concerned,
the main sources of errors are the high sensitivity to theb-quark mass and the uncertainty in the
value of theB-meson decay constantfB. A typical strategy is to consider ratios of sum rules, in
which the dependence onmb andfB is reduced. On the theoretical side, significant uncertainties
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are due to uncalculated radiative corrections. Taking them into account is relatively straightfor-
ward, but tedious. In the context of the light-cone sum rules, first results on the radiative corrections
to the form factorF1(t) inB ! � ` � decays have become available very recently [93, 94]. Another
source of uncertainties are higher-twist contributions, which so far have only been studied for the
B ! � e � form factor. Their estimate for other decays requires as a preliminary step a systematic
study of light-cone distributions of vector mesons (and photons) beyond the leading twist. By
working out radiative and higher-twist corrections to the sum rules, it should be possible to increase
the accuracy and reliability of the predictions considerably.9

8.2.4 Using SemileptonicD Decays and Dispersive Bounds to ExtractjVubj

Heavy-quark symmetry can be used to predict theB ! � ` � form factorF1(t) over a limited
kinematic range, if the corresponding form factor in the charm decayD ! � ` � is measured. In
the heavy-quark limit, the two form factors obey the relation [69]

FB!�
1 (tB) =

s
mD

mB

FD!�
1 (tD) : (8.35)

This equality holds when the form factors are evaluated at equal velocity transfer,i.e.,with vB �v� =
vD � v�, or equivalently when

tB = mB(mB �mD) +m2
�

�
1� mB

mD

�
+
mB

mD

tD : (8.36)

The decay spectrum forD ! � ` � over the entire kinematic range0 � tD � (mD � m�)
2 can

thus be used to predict the spectrum forB ! � ` � over the range18 GeV2 < tB � (mB �m�)
2.

This prediction invokes heavy-quark symmetry at the charm scale, so it should be accurate to
about 30%. Some of the symmetry-breaking corrections, in particular the short-distance ones, can
be calculated. As for the long-distance corrections, one may hope to learn more about their typical
size from other decays likeB ! D�` �. If SU(3) flavor symmetry is assumed in addition to heavy-
quark symmetry, one can relate theB ! � ` � spectrum to that of the decayD ! K ` �, which
has already been measured. The theoretical uncertainties entering such relations are, however, even
larger [96]. In principle, a higher precision can be reached by taking a double-ratio of form factors,
in which the leadingSU(3) and1=mQ corrections cancel [97], such as

FB!�
1

FD!�
1

� F
D!K
1

FB!K
1

= 1 +O
 
�QCD

mc

� ms

��

!
; (8.37)

if it proves possible to make these challenging experimental measurements. A similar double-ratio
can be used to relate theB ! � andB ! K� form factors with their counterparts in the charm
sector [98].

9It has been pointed out to us by the authors that recent work has made progress in this direction, see [95].–Editors
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Alternatively, lattice simulations can be used to predict the form factorF1(t) from first principles.
Because of restrictions on the masses of the quarks that can be realistically simulated, however,
present-day simulations can only cover a limited kinematic range close to zero recoil. Hence, a
similar situation to that described above arises. Whether information on the form factor comes
from combining heavy-quark symmetry with information extracted from charm decays or from
lattice simulations, the region of phase space inB ! � ` � decays that can be directly accessed
theoretically is limited to about a third of the allowed range. Fortunately, there are rigorous
methods based on dispersion relations that allow predictions for form factors obtained in a limited
kinematic region to extend over a much wider range. These techniques have been described in
Section 8.2.2.

8.3 Inclusive Semileptonicb! c Decays

Inclusive decay rates determine the probability for the decay of a particle into the sum of all
possible final states with a given set of global quantum numbers. An example is provided by the
inclusive semileptonic decay rate of theB meson,�(B ! X ` �), where the final state consists of
a lepton-neutrino pair accompanied by any number of hadrons. From a theoretical point of view,
inclusive decays of hadrons containing a heavy quark offer two advantages [100]–[109]: first,
bound-state effects related to the initial state (such as the “Fermi motion” of the heavy quark inside
the hadron [107, 108]) can be accounted for in a systematic way using the heavy-quark expansion;
secondly, when the final state consists of a sum over many hadronic channels this eliminates bound-
state effects related to the properties of individual hadrons.10 This second feature is based on the
hypothesis of quark-hadron duality, which is an important concept in QCD phenomenology. The
assumption of duality is that cross sections and decay rates, which are defined in the physical region
(i.e., the region of time-like momenta), are calculable in QCD after a “smearing” or “averaging”
procedure has been applied [110]. In semileptonic decays, it is the integration over the lepton and
neutrino phase space that provides a smearing over the invariant hadronic mass of the final state
(so-called global duality). For nonleptonic decays, on the other hand, the total hadronic mass is
fixed, and it is only the fact that one sums over many hadronic states that provides any averaging
(so-called local duality). Local duality is a stronger assumption than global duality. It is important
to stress that quark-hadron duality cannot yet be derived from first principles; still, it is a necessary
assumption for many applications of QCD.

Using the optical theorem,11 the inclusive decay width of a hadronHb containing ab quark can be
written as

�(Hb ! X) =
1

mHb

Im hHbjT jHbi ; (8.38)

10For early work on inclusive decays see [99], and on Fermi motion, see the first paper of [101]–Editors
11The method discussed in the following paragraphs was introduced in [101].–Editors
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where the transition operatorT is given by

T = i

Z
d4x TfLe�(x);Le�(0) g ; (8.39)

andLe� is the effective weak Lagrangian. The leading contributions to the transition operator are
shown in Fig. 8-6. The large mass of theb quark means that the momenta flowing through the
internal propagator lines are large. It is thus possible to construct an operator product expansion
for the two-point functionT, where it is represented as a series of local operators containing the
b-quark fields. The operator with the lowest dimension isbb; it arises from contracting the internal
lines in the first diagram. The only gauge-invariant operator with dimension four isb i =D b; however,
the equations of motion imply that this operator can be replaced bymbbb. The first operator with
a different structure has dimension five and contains the gluon field-strength tensor. Finally, from
dimension six on, a large number of new operators appear. For dimensional reasons, the matrix
elements of these operators are suppressed by inverse powers of theb-quark mass. Thus, any
inclusive decay rate may be written in the form [101]–[104]

�(Hb ! Xf) =
G2
Fm

5
b

192�3

(
c
f
3 hbbiH + c

f
5

hb gs���G��biH
m2

b

+ : : :

)
; (8.40)

where the prefactor arises from the loop integrations,cfn are calculable short-distance coefficient
functions (which also contain the relevant CKM matrix elements) depending on the quantum
numbersf of the final states, andhOiH are the (normalized) forward matrix elements of local
operators, written using the short-hand notation

hOiH =
1

2mHb

hHbjO jHbi : (8.41)

These matrix elements, which contain all the long-distance contributions, can be systematically
expanded in powers of1=mb using HQET. For the particular case ofB mesons (Hb = B), the
result is [15, 101, 103]

hbbi = 1 +
�1 + 3�2

2m2
b

+O(1=m3
b);

hb gs���G��bi
m2

b

=
6�2

m2
b

+O(1=m3
b) ; (8.42)

where�1 and�2 parameterize the matrix elements of the heavy-quark kinetic energy and chromo-
magnetic interaction inside theB meson, respectively. The same parameters appear in the heavy-
quark expansion of meson masses. Introducing the spin-averaged massesmB = 1

4
(mB + 3mB�)

andmD = 1
4
(mD + 3mD�), one finds

mb �mc = (mB �mD)

 
1 +

(��1)
2mBmD

+ : : :

!
;

m2
B� �m2

B = 4�2 + : : : ; (8.43)
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Figure 8-6. Perturbative contributions to the transition operatorT (left), and the corresponding
operators in the operator product expansion (right). The open squares represent a four-fermion
interaction of the effective weak LagrangianLe� , while the black circles represent local operators
in the1=mb expansion.

where the ellipses represent higher-order terms in the heavy-quark expansion. From the second
relation, it follows that�2 � 0:12 GeV2. The kinetic-energy parameter�1, on the other hand, is
given in terms of a difference of quark masses and cannot be determined from hadron spectroscopy.
Extracting this parameter from data involves some theoretical subtleties, which will be addressed
later in Section 8.3.2. Various model approaches have been used to obtain values for�1. However,
since�1 is not a physical quantity, it is hard to compare the results from different methods. The
range of predictions obtained from a variety of methods is0:1 GeV2 < ��1 < 0:6 GeV2 [111].12

Inserting the results (8.42) into (8.40) yields

�(B ! Xf) =
G2
Fm

5
b

192�3

(
c
f
3

�
1 +

�1 + 3�2

2m2
b

�
+ c

f
5

6�2

m2
b

+ : : :

)
: (8.44)

The main result of the heavy-quark expansion for inclusive decay rates is the observation that the
free quark decay (i.e., the parton model) provides the first term in a systematic1=mb expansion
[100].13 For dimensional reasons, the corresponding rate is proportional to the fifth power of the
b-quark mass. The nonperturbative corrections, which arise from bound-state effects inside theB

meson, are suppressed by at least two powers of the heavy-quark mass,i.e., they are of relative
order(�QCD=mb)

2. The absence of first-order power corrections is a consequence of the equations
of motion, as there is no independent gauge-invariant operator of dimension four that could appear
in the operator product expansion. The fact that bound-state effects in inclusive decays are strongly

12For a more technical discussion of these points see [24, 25]. In the OPE approach, the quantities�1; �2 are
replaced by�2�; �

2

G where the definition of the former is chosen to avoid some of the unphysical ambiguities of�1
[10, 30].–Editors

13For related earlier work see [99].–Editors
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suppressed explainsa posteriori the success of the parton model in describing such processes
[112]–[114].

In the case of the inclusive semileptonic decay rate forB ! Xc ` � transitions, the short-distance
coefficients appearing in (8.44) are given by

cSL3 (x) = jVcbj2
n
1� 8x+ 8x3 � x4 � 12x2 log x +O(�s)

o
;

cSL5 (x) = �jVcbj2 (1� x)4 : (8.45)

wherex = (mc=mb)
2. The corrections of order�s to the leading term in the operator product

expansion can be found in [115]. Also, the corresponding expressions for the case of a heavy�

lepton are known [116]–[118]. Finally, the expression for theB ! Xu ` � decay rate is obtained by
settingx! 0 and replacingjVcbj with jVubj. In order to determinejVcbj using the above prediction
for the total semileptonic rate requires taking into account QCD radiative corrections, which in
turn requires fixing a precise definition of the heavy-quark massmb. This will be discussed in
more detail in the next section. The nonperturbative corrections, on the other hand, are very small,
and therefore the theoretical uncertainty in the value of�1 is not a limiting factor.14 In order to
determinejVubj from inclusive charmless decays it is necessary to perform cuts that are optimized
to discriminate the smallb ! u signal from the background arising from the much larger yield
of b ! c decays. Therefore, on the theoretical side there is a need to study the differential decay
distributions in different kinematic variables, such as the lepton energy or the invariant hadronic
mass in the final state. The heavy-quark expansion applies to such differential distributions as
well. However, it turns out that the relevant mass scales in the operator product expansion are
provided by the energy release to the hadronic final state and its invariant mass, in addition to
the mass of the heavy quark. In close analogy with deep-inelastic scattering, the hadronic tensor
depends on the Lorentz-invariants

p
Q2 andv �Q (whereQ is the total momentum of the final-state

hadrons, andv theB-meson velocity), and one has to distinguish various regions of phase space
depending on the values of these variables. In most of the phase space both variables are of order
mb, and the operator product expansion is performed in the way outlined above. The corresponding
expressions for differential inclusive rates start with the corresponding free-quark distributions, and
bound-state corrections are described as previously in terms of the two parameters�1 and�2. An
example is provided by the tree-level result for the lepton-energy spectrum inB ! Xu ` � decays,
which at order1=m2

b reads [103, 104]15

1

�

d�(B ! Xu ` �)

dy
=

(
2y2(3� 2y) +

y2

3
(16y � 9)

�1

m2
b

+ y2(39� 8y)
�2

m2
b

)
�(1� y)

� �1 + 33�2

3m2
b

�(1� y)� �1

3m2
b

�0(1� y) ; (8.46)

where�0 denotes the derivative of the delta function, andy = 2E`=mb is the rescaled energy of
the charged lepton. In most of the phase space the spectrum is given by a smooth function, with

14This uncertainty limits the accuracy of the calculation only via the dependence onmb �mc [27, 30]. –Editors
15See also [101].–Editors
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small nonperturbative corrections governed by the parameters�1 and�2. However, the theoretical
prediction becomes ill-behaved close to the endpoint of the spectrum where singularities appear.
This can be traced back to the fact that close to the endpoint the operator product expansion breaks
down, since higher-order terms become as important as the leading ones. It is described below how
a reasonable result can be obtained by resumming an infinite set of terms in a twist expansion. In
order to interpret the theoretical result (8.46) as it stands, one needs to “smear” it over a sufficiently
large energy interval. Then the endpoint singularities are smoothed out, and the result can be
compared with experimental data.

Close to the endpoint of the lepton spectrum, there is a kinematic region where the variableQ2

(i.e.,the hadronic invariant mass of the final state) becomes small, of order�QCDmb, whereasv �Q
is still of ordermb. Then terms of order(v � Q=Q2)n are formally all of the same magnitude,
and the operator product expansion breaks down. The way out is to resum these terms using the
twist expansion familiar from deep-inelastic scattering. The result can be expressed in terms of
a “distribution function”f(k+) [107]–[109], a nonperturbative object analogous to the light-cone
distribution functions for the quarks. The shape function gives the distribution of the light-cone
projectionk+ of the heavy-quark momentum in theB meson,

f(k+) =
1

2mB

hB(v)j bv �(k+ � iD+)bv jB(v)i ; (8.47)

whereD+ is the light cone component of the covariant derivative of QCD, which is defined with
the help of a light-like vectorn+ = (1; 0; 0; 1) as the scalar productD+ = n+ �D. This function is
non-vanishing for values1 < k+ � �, where� = mB�mb is the binding energy. The moments,

An =
Z
dk+ k

n
+ f(k+) =

1

2mB

hB(v)j bv (iD+)
nbv jB(v)i ; (8.48)

are given in terms of the matrix elements of higher-dimensional operators in the HQET. The
normalization of the distribution function givesA0 = 1, A1 = 0 by the equations of motion,
andA2 = �1

3
�1, meaning that the width of the function is proportional to the heavy-quark kinetic

energy. Indeed, the effects accounted for by the distribution function are related to the “Fermi
motion” of the heavy quark inside the meson. Ifd�parton(mb) denotes any differential decay rate
in the parton model, the corresponding rate corrected for Fermi motion is given by the convolution
[109].16

d� =
Z
dk+ f(k+) d�parton(mb + k+) : (8.49)

If one were to look into the endpoint region with an even finer resolution thanQ2 � �QCDmb, no
model-independent description of the spectrum could be obtained. The rate is dominated by single
hadron states or resonances, and the appropriate description would be to sum over these exclusive
states individually.

16See also [108].–Editors
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8.3.1 Determination ofjVcbj

The inclusive decaysB ! X ` � are dominated by final states involving charm particles, and
hence the total rate for these processes is very sensitive to the value ofjVcbj. At first sight, a
precise calculation of inclusive decay rates seems to be limited by their strong dependence on the
b-quark mass, and also by the appearance of large radiative corrections at higher orders in�s, which
indicate a sizable scale-dependence. However, a detailed investigation shows that it is nevertheless
possible to obtainjVcbj with relatively small theoretical uncertainties.

The dependence of the total semileptonic rate on theb-quark mass is less strong than is suggested
by them5

b factor in (8.44). This becomes apparent if one introduces the variablesmb andmb �mc

instead ofmb andmc. From the theoretical point of view, this has the advantage that these new
variables have uncorrelated theoretical uncertainties:mb is determined by the value of�, whereas
the differencemb � mc depends on the value of�1. In terms of the new parameters, and in the
vicinity of mc=mb � 0:3, the decay rate behaves as�SL / m2:3

b (mb�mc)
2:7 [119].17 From (8.43),

it follows thatmb�mc = 3:40� 0:03� 0:03 GeV=c2, where the first error reflects the uncertainty
in the value of�1, whereas the second one accounts for unknown higher-order corrections in the
heavy-quark expansion. An uncertainty of 60MeV=c2 in this mass difference translates into an
uncertainty of 5% in the semileptonic rate. Also, an uncertainty of 100MeV=c2 in the value
of mb translates into an uncertainty of 5% in the rate. There have been attempts to extract a
rather precise value for the pole massmb from � spectroscopy [121]–[124]. The most recent
analysis yields the range4:74 GeV=c2 < mb < 4:87 GeV=c2 for the pole mass defined at two-loop
order in perturbation theory [124]. The difference between the one- and two-loop pole masses is
about 250MeV=c2.18 Since only partial calculations of theO(�2s) corrections to the semileptonic
rate exist (see below), there is an ambiguity in which definition to use. Below, an uncertainty of
100 MeV=c2 is assigned to the value ofmb. However, it is also indicated how final error estimate
would change if a smaller uncertainty were assumed.

The next issue to discuss is that of the perturbative corrections to the semileptonic rate. The short-
distance coefficientcSL3 (x) in (8.44) is known exactly to order�s. In theMS renormalization
scheme, and with an on-shell definition of the heavy-quark mass, one finds that theO(�s) correc-
tions reduce the leading-order prediction for the rate by 12%. Unfortunately, only partial results
exist for theO(�2s) corrections. The terms of order�0�2s, where�0 is the first coefficient of the�
function, have been calculated and found to decrease the rate further by about 6% [128]. Recently,
the exactO(�2s) corrections have been computed to the differential decay rated�=dq2 at the two
kinematic points whereq2 = 0 andq2 = (mb �mc)

2 [22, 129]. At these two values, corrections
were found to be dominated by the terms of order�0�

2
s. In view of these results, one can assume

that those terms do indeed provide an accurate approximation for the fullO(�2s) corrections. To

17For earlier work see [120].–Editors
18This large difference is expected [125, 126, 127]. One can, however, achieve power-like accuracy for the decay

rates using running masses and fits based on� spectroscopy, as is discussed later.–Editors
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be conservative, an error the size of the last computed term,i.e., 6%, is assigned. This treatment
is supported by an all-order resummation of the leading�n�10 �ns terms, which yields a further
decrease of the decay rate by 7% from the terms withn � 3 [130].

There is a variety of different methods to estimate the theoretical error associated with the trunca-
tion of the perturbative series for the semileptonic rate, two of which have been discussed above:
to take the size of the last computed term, or to consider the magnitude of higher-order terms in
a certain approximation scheme. However, the values of the expansion coefficients also depend
on the renormalization scheme used to define the heavy-quark mass. For instance, if one were to
use the running mass in theMS scheme,mb(mb), instead of the pole mass, one would find a much
larger correction at order�s, whereas the next-order coefficient would turn out to be somewhat
smaller. A certain class of large higher-order terms in the scheme based on the on-shell definition
ofmb is associated with an intrinsic infrared ambiguity in the definition of the pole mass [127, 126].
Effectively, those terms can be eliminated when a value ofmb is extracted from another observable
(such as the spectrum of� resonances) and then used in the prediction for the semileptonic rate
[131, 30].19 Care must be taken that in this process the same definitions and approximations are
adopted in the two calculations. Elimination of scheme-dependent parameters, such asmb, in
favor of other observables may result in a better-behaved perturbative series. An example of this
approach is discussed below. What remains, however, are genuine higher-order corrections, which
are as yet uncalculated.20

Based on these remarks, it follows that from a comparison of the theoretical expression for the
inclusiveB ! Xc ` � decay rate with experimental data, a fairly model-independent extraction
of jVcbj is possible. From a theoretical point of view, this method is quite different from the
determination based on the recoil spectrum in the exclusive decayB ! D�` �, described in
Section 8.1.2. In the exclusive method, the main uncertainty comes from the estimate of power
corrections of order1=m2

c . Short-distance corrections, on the other hand, are small and well under
control. In the inclusive method, the genuine power corrections are of order1=m2

b and thus very
small, whereas short-distance corrections are larger. In addition, there are uncertainties related to
the explicit appearance of the heavy-quark masses. There is also an element of uncertainty related
to the assumption of global quark-hadron duality, which underlies the theoretical description of
inclusive decay rates. Both the small changes in the value ofmb, and the truncation error of the
perturbative series, translate into an uncertainty that scales as1=mb. Taking the average of the
(consistent) central values for the semileptonic rate from [130] and [30], the final result forjVcbj
reads

jVcbj = �th

 
B(B ! Xc ` �)

10:5%

!1=2 �
1:6 ps
�B

�1=2
; (8.50)

19See also [120, 121, 132].–Editors
20In calculations using the Wilson running-mass prescription and fitting this parameter from� spectroscopy, it

is found that the effect of higher-order terms is better controlled than in the pole-mass methods discussed above
[25, 120, 133]. Such calculations have recently been done. It is found that the impact of higher-order terms is about
2% in the value ofVcb [30, 120, 134].–Editors
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where�B is theB-meson lifetime, and

�th = 0:0400�QED (1� 0:030� 0:024� 0:025� 0:012) ; (8.51)

where�QED � 1:007 is the same QED correction as in the exclusive case. The different theoretical
uncertainties account for higher-order perturbative corrections, the dependence on the mass differ-
encemb �mc, the dependence on theb-quark mass, and unknown1=m3

b corrections, respectively.
The effects of terms of order1=m3

b have been estimated in [30]. The uncertainty in the value of
the bound-state correction involving the parameter�1 in (8.44) is below 1% and has been absorbed
into the last error quoted above. Adding the theoretical uncertainties in quadrature gives�th =

0:0403�0:0019, whereas adding them linearly, to be conservative, leads to�th = 0:0403�0:0037.
If the more optimistic error estimates�(mb � mc) = 40 MeV=c2 and�mb = 50 MeV=c2 are
used, the errors in these numbers reduce to 0.0015 and 0.0024, respectively.21

Another possibility for the determination ofjVcbj has been suggested in Ref. [131]. This method
refers not only to the total semileptonic rate, but also uses moments of the hadronic invariant mass
spectrum as an experimental input. In this way, all dependences on quantities that have intrinsic
ambiguities or scheme-dependences (like the heavy-quark pole mass and the kinetic energy�1)
may be eliminated, at the price of using additional input of data. Defining the moments of the
hadronic mass spectrum as

h(sH �m2
D)

ni = 1

�SL

Z
ds
d�SL

ds
(s�m2

D)
n ; (8.52)

one obtains,e.g.,

h(sH �m2
D)i = m2

B

"
0:051

�s

�
+ 0:23

�

mB

�
1 + 0:43

�s

�

�
+ 0:26

�2

m2
B

+ 1:01
�1

m2
B

� 0:31
�2

m2
B

#
;

(8.53)

where�s = �s(mb). This relation can be used to eliminate the quantity� (i.e., the dependence on
theb-quark mass) in the rewritten expression for the total semileptonic rate,

�SL =
G2
F jVcbj2m5

B

192�3
� 0:369

"
1 � 1:54

�s

�
� 1:65

�

mB

�
1� 0:87

�s

�

�

� 0:95
�2

m2
B

� 3:18
�1

m2
B

+ 0:02
�2

m2
B

#
; (8.54)

21For details of this method from the perspective of its proponents, who favor also the Wilson running-mass
definition, and for further references see [25, 30]. These authors estimate that the remaining uncertainties are at
the few percent level, and may be further reduced after detailed study of semi-leptonicB decays into excitedD-states.
–Editors
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in favor of additional experimental input. In principle, one could go further and use another
moment to eliminate the dependence on the parameter�1, as well. However, in practice, higher
moments will be more sensitive to violations of local quark-hadron duality and introduce an
additional element of theoretical uncertainty in this approach. More accurate expressions for the
hadronic mass moments, which includeO(�2s) and1=m3

B corrections, along with an estimate of
the theoretical uncertainties, can be found in Ref. [135], where the effect of an experimental cutoff
imposed on the energy of the charged lepton is also investigated.

8.3.2 Aspects of InclusiveB Decays

In addition to the extraction ofjVcbj andjVubj, inclusive semileptonic (and rare)B decays provide
information on the structure of theB meson itself. This information is available when one studies
inclusive observables which reflect kinematic distributions in the decay. Analysis of a particular
observable, such as a moment of some kinematic quantity, typically yields restrictions on hadronic
parameters such as� and�1. The requirement of consistency between results obtained from
analyses of different quantities allows one to test the accuracy of the theoretical expressions, which
are only available at some fixed order in�s and1=mb, and even to examine underlying theoretical
assumptions such as quark-hadron duality.

Only observables that are sufficiently inclusive are calculable using the operator product expansion.
At a minimum, the observable must integrate over enough kinematic variables so as to smear out
any sensitivity to individual resonances in the hadronic final states. In addition, technical features
of the expansion may require additional smearing for the theoretical calculation to make sense. For
example, the differential distributiond�=dE` in the semileptonic decayB ! Xc ` � is calculable
for all values ofE` not too close to the endpoint, where a few resonances dominate the spectrum.
Hence, one can either use the spectrum itself, or integrals of the form

R
dE`E

n
` d�=dE`, in the

comparison between theory and experiment. By contrast, consider the invariant masssH of the
inclusive hadronic final state, which is measurable if the four-momentum of the neutrino can be
reconstructed. Here the differential distributiond�=dsH is not calculable for each individual value
of sH , as it is directly sensitive to the structure of resonances in the final state. Only integrals of
this spectrum are sufficiently inclusive to yield useful information.

As an example, consider the first moment of the hadronic mass spectrum given in (8.53). The the-
oretical expression for this quantity depends on�, �1, �2, and�s. This expression refers to a fully
inclusive measurement; if the reconstruction of the neutrino requires additional experimental cuts,
the coefficients in the expansion are modified [135]. Since�2 and�s are known, a measurement
of the first moment allows one to constrain the values of� and�1. The inclusion of higher-order
perturbative corrections,e.g.,the terms proportional to�0�2s, not only improves the accuracy of
this constraint, but also changes the identity of the quantities� and�1. The situation is similar to
perturbative QCD, where a two-loop calculation of some observable such as a jet-shape variable
both improves the theoretical accuracy by reducing the renormalization-scale dependence of the
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result and also changes the value of�s, which is extracted from experiment as a quantity defined
by one-loop renormalization-group running to a quantity defined by the renormalization group at
two loops. These two quantities are generally not the same. In the case of�, e.g.,inclusion of
the�0�2s terms changes the extracted� from�one�loop to�two�loop (assuming that other two-loop
corrections are negligible). These two quantities are different, and if a comparison is made with a
value of� extracted from some other analysis, the same definition must be used in both cases.

The hadronic invariant mass momentsh(sH �m2
D)

ni have the nice feature that they start at order
�s and� in the operator product expansion.22 However, they are somewhat difficult to measure
experimentally. A more accessible quantity is the energy of the charged lepton. Moments of the
lepton-energy spectrum in the decayB ! Xc ` � may be defined as

Mn(E1; E2) =

R Emax
E1

dE`E
n
` (d�=dE`)R Emax

E2
dE` (d�=dE`)

; (8.55)

whereE1;2 are arbitrary lower cuts on the lepton energy. In general, the smaller these cuts can be
made, the more reliable is the theoretical analysis. Explicit expressions forR1 = M1 (1.5GeV,
1.5 GeV) andR2 = M0(1:7GeV; 1:5GeV) are provided in Ref. [137]; those forMn(0; 0) with
n = 1; : : : ; 5 are given in Ref. [138]. The convergence of these expressions rapidly becomes
poorer asn increases. Various higher-order corrections to the moments have been analyzed in
Refs. [139, 140].

Finally, one can extract information on� and�1 from the photon-energy spectrum in the rare
decaysB ! Xs. Since in this case the value ofE fully determines the hadronic invariant
masssH , only integrals of the spectrumd�=dE are sufficiently inclusive to be insensitive to
nonperturbative resonance effects. Moments of the form

Mn(E0) =

R Emax
E0

dE E
n
 (d�=dE)R Emax

E0
dE (d�=dE)

(8.56)

are studied in Ref. [141]. It is also possible to extract information about hadronic parameters
from a study of the photon spectrum itself [107, 142, 143].23 In this case, in the region inE

which is dominated by resonances, it is necessary to perform a smearing over a sufficiently wide
energy range. The precise nature of this smearing will depend on the shape of the spectrum that is
observed.

8.4 jVubj from Inclusive Semileptonicb! u Decays

In the past, the traditional way to determinejVubj has been to use the endpoint region of the
charged-lepton energy spectrum inB ! Xu ` � decays, applying a lower cut onE` to eliminate

22For a derivation see [136].–Editors
23See also [108].–Editors
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the background fromB ! Xc ` � transitions. This cut implies that only a very narrow window
�E � 350 MeV is left, and in order to extractjVubj, a large extrapolation is unavoidable. As
a result this method is very sensitive to model uncertainties. A more reliable extraction ofjVubj
must exploit better discriminators betweenb ! u andb ! c transitions, which may use vertex
information combined with a cut on the hadronic invariant mass (or energy) of the final state [144]–
[149]. Calculation of the fraction of events surviving such a cut is more reliable than in the case
of a cut on the charged-lepton energy. Despite significant experimental difficulties, this strategy
appears to be more attractive than the conventional method. Eventually, it may lead to a precise
determination ofjVubj with controlled theoretical uncertainties.

An obvious advantage of extractingjVubj from a measurement of the hadronic invariant mass
spectrum in the region below the charm threshold rather than from the endpoint region of the
charged-lepton energy spectrum is that most of theB ! Xu ` � decays are expected to have
hadronic invariant mass

p
sH belowmD, while only a small fraction of these decays have lepton

energies in the endpoint region. Both the invariant mass region below the charm threshold and
the endpoint region of the lepton spectrum receive contributions from hadronic final states with
invariant masses that range up tomD. However, for the electron endpoint region the contribution
of states with mass nearmD is kinematically suppressed. In fact, models suggest that the electron
endpoint region is dominated by contributions from the� and� states. On the other hand, many
final states contribute to the hadronic invariant mass spectrum below the charm threshold, without
any preferential weighting towards the lowest-mass states. Consequently, it is much more likely
that the first few terms in the operator product expansion will provide a more accurate description
of B ! Xu ` � decays in the regionsH < m2

D than in the endpoint region of the lepton spectrum.
A modest cut on the lepton energy, which will probably be required experimentally for the direct
measurement ofsH via the neutrino reconstruction technique, does not destroy this conclusion.
Note that theB ! Xu ` � decay rate in the invariant mass regionsH < m2

D is likely to be less
sensitive to nonperturbative effects than is the rate in the hadron energy (defined in theB rest
frame) regionEH < mD, because the requirementEH < mD cuts out more of the phase space
for states with mass nearmD than for the lower mass states. Thus, from a theoretical point of
view a cut on the hadronic invariant mass [144, 148, 149] is a better discriminator against charm
background than a cut on hadronic energy [146, 147].

The spectrumd�=dsH is sensitive to nonperturbative effects related to the Fermi motion of the
heavy quark inside theB meson [107, 108]. According to (8.49), these effects can be taken into
account by convoluting the parton model result for the hadronic mass distribution with the distri-
bution functionf(k+). The result obtained in this way can be compared with experimental data
provided these have been averaged over a sufficiently wide interval to smear out local resonance
structures.
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In order to extractjVubj, the relevant question is which fraction of allB ! Xu ` � decays havesH
below a certain valueM2

max. This fraction is measured by the function

�(Mmax) =
1

�SL

M2
maxZ
0

dsH
d�SL

dsH
: (8.57)

Unlike the hadronic mass spectrum itself, the function�(Mmax) is an inclusive quantity, that is
insensitive to fine details in the shape of the distribution functionf+(k+). As long as the threshold
Mmax is sufficiently large, the result for�(Mmax) is mainly sensitive to the value of theb-quark
mass and, to a lesser extent, to the kinetic energy parameter�1. A theoretical prediction for
this function has been obtained in Ref. [148] by adopting the following simple ansatz for the
distribution function:

f(k+) = N �(1� x) ecx(1� x)a [1 + b(1� x)] ; x =
k+

�
; (8.58)

with the parametersN; a; b; c chosen such that the first three moments off(k+) satisfy the relations
mentioned after (8.48). The result is shown in Fig. 8-7, where onlymb is varied with all other
parameters kept fixed. The resulting theoretical uncertainty in the calculation of�(Mmax), which
directly translates into an uncertainty in the value ofjVubj extracted using this approach, strongly
depends on the value of the thresholdMmax. First estimates yield�jVubj=jVubj � 10% for Mmax =

mD, and�jVubj=jVubj � 20% for Mmax = 1:5 GeV=c2 [148, 149]. For the theory underlying this
measurement to be reliable, it is very important that the cutMmax be as large as is experimentally
feasible. ForMmax much below 1.5GeV=c2 radiative and nonperturbative corrections are less well
controlled. This method is challenging, but ultimately it should be superior to the endpoint method.
With what precision one will be able to extractjVubj will depend on its experimental feasibility, for
example, on the value ofMmax that can be attained.

8.5 Theory Summary

In the preceding sections, the theoretical basis for precise measurements of the parametersjVcbj
andjVubj of the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa matrix has been discussed. Accurate values of these
quantities are a necessary input for many analyses that will be pursued at BABAR. Both parameters
can be measured in the semileptonic decays ofB mesons, using both exclusive and inclusive decay
modes. The theoretical tools that allow a precise description of these processes rely on heavy-quark
symmetry and the operator product expansion.

The two most precise ways to extractjVcbj are (a) the measurement of the recoil spectrum inB !
D�` � decays, and (b) the measurement of the inclusive semileptonic branching ratio ofB mesons.
In the first case, heavy-quark symmetry, Luke’s theorem and sum-rule estimates help to calculate
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Figure 8-7. Theoretical prediction for the fraction ofB ! Xu ` � events below a thresholdMmax

obtained by varyingmb between 4.7 and 4.9GeV=c2, with fixed�s and�1 [148].

the normalization of the semileptonic form factor at zero recoil. Dispersive constraints on the shape
of the form factor eliminate most of the systematic uncertainty arising from the extrapolation of the
measured spectrum to zero recoil. In the second case, experimental information on gross features
of the decay distributions, such as moments of the hadronic mass spectrum, help to reduce the
sensitivity of the theoretical prediction to the values of the heavy-quark masses. At present, both
methods have theoretical uncertainties of a few per cent, and it is realistic to expect that combining
them, a theoretical precision of 3% on the value ofjVcbj will be obtained. Looking a few years
ahead, anticipating further progress in the theoretical understanding of heavy-flavor transitions,
one can hope that ultimately an accuracy of 1% may be reached.

On the contrary, there is at present no “best way” to determinejVubj. Rather, a cocktail of various
analyses and consistency checks will be the strategy to follow. The analysis of the exclusive modes
B ! � ` � andB ! � ` � may combine information from lattice QCD, dispersive constraints,
heavy-quark symmetry and scaling relations, and QCD sum rules. As for inclusive semileptonic
decays, it seems most promising to concentrate on measurements of the hadronic invariant mass
distribution, combined with vertex information and a weak cut on the lepton energy. To what extent
such an analysis is feasible remains to be seen. With present theoretical tools, it seems a realistic
goal to reach a precision of 10% onjVubj. An optimistic hope for the long-term future, counting
again on significant theoretical progress, is to achieve an accuracy of 5%.
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8.6 Studying Semileptonic Decays with the BABAR Detector

8.6.1 The Experimental Environment

The only sources of prompt leptons at the� (4S) resonance are direct charm production and
BB events, with about equal cross sections. InBB events, the momentum of the lepton is
used to separate primary from secondary (cascade) leptons, andb ! c`� decays fromb ! u`�

decays. Figure 8-8 shows the momentum spectrum for the primary leptons fromb ! c`� decays.
Electrons with momentum as low as 0.6GeV=c will be identified cleanly using the electromagnetic
calorimeter and the IFR will be efficient for identifying muons down to about 0.7GeV=c. For
muons and electrons, the rate of hadrons faking leptons should be quite low, and the dominant
backgrounds will usually be due to real leptons from competing semileptonic decay modes.
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Figure 8-8. Momentum distribution of primary and secondary muons fromB decay in (a) the
forward endcap, (b) the barrel, and (c) the backward endcap regions. The shaded part of the
histogram refers to primary decay muons.

8.6.2 Semileptonic Event Generators

In Section 4.1.1, a general description of the event generators used in the studies were discussed.
Here, some particular features relevant to semileptonic decays are described.

The list of exclusive final state hadrons used in modeling the processb! c`� includes theD,D�,
the fourP -wave states, the radially excitedD andD�, and nonresonantD(�)�. All of these decays,
except the nonresonantD(�)�, are modeled according to the ISGW2 model, primarily because it
gives explicit predictions for many final states. The sum of branching fractions for the decay modes
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included is 10.4%, which is close to the measuredB semileptonic branching fraction at the� (4S).
The lepton-energy spectrum produced is somewhat softer than observed.

Similarly, theb! u`� transitions are modeled using the ISGW2 model for a long list of exclusive
final states. This list includes the�, �, !, and� which are of particular interest in the exclusive
measurements, but also thea1, b1, a0, a2, �(2S), �0, �0, �0, andf0. The sum of the branching ratios
for all theb! u`� transitions is about 0.1%.

There are a number of models that predict the hadronic form factors for various semileptonic decay
modes. The event generator uses these form factors to generate the distributions of the lepton
energy andq2, and the associated decay distributions for the final state meson. All correlations in
the decay are correctly handled, but no final state (electromagnetic) radiation is included.B !
X��� decays are also generated. The polarization of the� and the resulting angular distributions
are handled correctly.

In order to study the model-dependence of specific exclusive semileptonic decays, models other
than the ISGW2 default model are available. The ISGW, KS, WSB, and Ball models can be used
for �`� and�`�, and a parameterization of HQET predictions is available forD(�)`�.

8.6.3 Reconstruction of the OtherB

The detailed study ofjVubj semileptonic decays is particularly challenging because of the huge
background due to the semileptonicB decays into a charm final state that occurs one hundred
times more frequently. One way to reduce this background is to reconstruct the otherB in the
event. The nature of this reconstruction of the “otherB” depends on whether one is analyzing
exclusive or inclusive semileptonic decays.

It is possible to measurejVubj by studying one of the simpler exclusive decays, such asB ! �l�

orB ! �l�. In this case one assumes that all the other particles in the event are due to the second
B, and that the energy and momentum are those of the undetected neutrino:

p� = pCM � (pl + p� + pB) (8.59)

wherepB is the four momentum of all other particles. The background can be reduced strongly by
requiring that the reconstructed mass and energy of theB decaying semileptonically be consistent
with the kinematics of the event. This method has been used extensively by the CLEO collabora-
tion [150]. The main limitation is that if a single track is missed from the otherB decay, the event
is lost. The main advantage is that a large fraction of allB decay modes can be included.

For reasons detailed in the theoretical section, there are advantages to reconstructing the charmless
semileptonicB decays inclusively. In this case, one must use a different strategy to separate the
suppressed decays from the dominantb ! c`� decays. As is discussed below, the proposal is to
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use the mass of the hadronic system in the semileptonic decay to separate charmless decays. The
problem is how to identify which particles come from whichB meson. The surest way to do this
is to reconstruct fully the secondB in one of a number of exclusive channels. In this case, one
knows that all of the other detected particles form the hadronic system in the semileptonic decay,
making it possible to reconstruct the mass of that system.

Thus, in one case, an exclusive semileptonic decay mode is considered and the otherB is recon-
structed inclusively. In the other case, the semileptonic decays are considered inclusively, while
exclusive decays of the otherB are reconstructed. In both cases, it is necessary to reconstruct all
the decay products. Therefore the two methods put a premium on detector hermiticity, both for
charged and neutral particles, and on good energy and momentum reconstruction. Both methods
use the following cuts to reduce the fraction of events with an undetected particle:

� The total charge is required to be zero, which rejects events in which one track escaped
detection,

� No additional lepton is allowed in the event, and

� The mass of the neutrino, obtained from the missing momentum and energy in the event,
must be compatible with zero.

The crucial figure of merit for the final event sample available with this method is the fraction of
events with oneB meson fully and exclusively reconstructed. In order to estimate this fraction,
the method outlined in [151] for the study of the decayB ! DD was followed. This consists of a
simple parametrization of the efficiency according to the number of charged and neutral particles.
The decay modes considered were of the typeB ! D(�)X, whereX is �, �, or �+�+��, and
decay modes of theD mesons with up to one�0 in the final state. The modes considered for the
D+ andD0 are listed in Tables 8-4 and 8-5. The efficiency per charged track was taken to be 87%
and for�0s it was taken to be 62%. Only decays ofD�0 into D0�0 and ofD�+ into D0�+ were
considered.

Table 8-4. Efficiency forD0 reconstruction

Mode Branching Efficiency (%) �� Br (%)

Fraction (%)

K��+ 4.0 77 3.1

K��+�0 13.8 48 6.6

K��+�+�� 8.1 55 4.4

Total 21.8 14.1
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Table 8-5. Efficiency forD+ reconstruction

Mode Branching Efficiency (%) �� Br (%)

Fraction (%)

K��+�+ 9.1 67 6.0

K��+�+�0 6.4 42 2.7

Total 15.5 8.7

Table 8-6. Efficiency forB+ reconstruction

Mode Branching Efficiency (%) �� Br(10�3)

Fraction (%)

D0�+ 0.55 12.2 0.7

D0�+ 1.35 7.6 1.0

D0�+�+�� 1.10 9.2 1.0

D�0�+ 0.52 4.8 0.2

D�0�+ 1.68 2.7 0.5

D�0�+�+�� 0.94 3.6 0.3

Total 6.14 3.7

Table 8-7. Efficiency forB0 reconstruction

Mode Branching Efficiency (%) ��Br(10�3)

Fraction (%)

D��+ 0.29 7.6 0.2

D��+ 0.81 4.7 0.4

D��+�+�� 0.80 5.7 0.5

D���+ 0.26 7.1 0.2

D���+ 0.74 4.4 0.3

D���+�+�� 0.76 5.4 0.4

Total 3.66 2.0
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From Tables 8-6 and 8-7, it can be concluded that the fraction ofBB events where one of the
two B meson is completely reconstructed is5:7 � 10�3. This is higher than the fraction actually
reconstructed by the CLEO experiment,1:2 � 10�3 [152]. Some improvement with respect to
CLEO should be expected at BABAR, due to the superior particle identification capabilities and
the precise tracking and vertex information from the vertex detector, both of which should help
considerably in reducing the combinatorial background. On the other hand, additional cuts may be
needed for the high-multiplicityD decay modes to reduce the backgrounds sufficiently.

8.7 MeasuringjVcbj Using HQET in Exclusive Decays

The most precise measurements ofjVcbj using exclusive decays comes from analysis of the decay
modeB ! D�`��. There are a number of reasons for this. Experimentally, the backgrounds in
this mode are much smaller than for the other decay that might be used,B ! D`��. In addition
to combinatoric background from fakeD mesons,B ! D`�� has substantial feed-down from
B ! D�`��. Finally, the rate forB ! D`�� is suppressed at highq2 by the kinematic factorp3D,
wherepD is the momentum of theD in theB rest frame, because it is ap-wave decay. Although
it is important to test HQET and to study the form factor shape forB ! D`��, the best exclusive
measurement ofjVcbj should continue to come fromB ! D�`��.

As discussed in the theoretical section onjVcbj, the best way to extract the CKM matrix element
from the experimental data is to measure the rate near zero recoil, orq2 = q2max. The standard
analysis consists of converting the differential decay rate intoF(w)jVcbj and then plotting that as a
function ofw. A fit to this distribution is then used to find the intercept atw = 1,F(1)jVcbj.

Presently, this quantity is determined about equally well by the LEP experiments and by CLEO.
The CLEO result is

F(1)jVcbj = 0:0351� 0:0019(stat)� 0:0020(syst):

A recent review by DiCiaccio of the experimental situation gave an average value of0:0343 �
0:0016. Assuming from theoretical estimates the valueF(1) = 0:91� 0:03, DiCiaccio calculated

jVcbj = 0:0376� 0:0018(exp)� 0:0012(th):

Clearly there is room for improvement in this number at BABAR. Assuming the same acceptance
and efficiency, the statistical error for an integrated luminosity of 30 fb�1 would be�0:006. One
could reasonably expect to reduce the systematic error to about the same level.
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8.8 MeasuringjVubj Using Exclusive Decays

In studying the rare exclusiveb ! u`� transitions the biggest challenge is to reduce the back-
grounds from the much more abundantb ! c`� decays. There is also a substantial background
from nonresonantcc production. Measurements of exclusiveb! u`� transitions have focused on
the decaysB ! �`�, B ! �`�, andB ! !`�. These are expected to be the exclusive channels
with the largest branching ratios, and they are also the simplest to reconstruct. In the vector final
states the charged lepton is produced with a hard energy spectrum. Thus, a requirement of a lepton
above� 2 GeV=c is efficient, while it rejects a large fraction of theb ! c`� background. The
B ! �`� final state does not have a hard lepton-energy spectrum and it is therefore necessary to
use a larger range of lepton energies for this decay. However, the charged pion final state does not
suffer from combinatorial problems, which do affect the channel with the�.

CLEO has used a strategy to suppress the background fromb ! c`� events in which the energy
and momentum of the neutrino is estimated from the missing energy and momentum of the event.
This requires detection of all decay products of the secondB meson in the event. A series of event
selection criteria were designed to select events in which this requirement is well fulfilled.

� Events with a non-zero net charge indicate that additional charged particles are missing and
are therefore rejected.

� Events with additional leptons are rejected since most leptons are produced in semileptonic
decays and therefore indicated the presence of another, undetected, neutrino.

� A neutrino candidate reconstructed close to the beam axis is rejected since it is often due to
lost particles along the beam pipe.

� The invariant mass of the reconstructed neutrino is required to be consistent with zero.

� When estimating the total energy and momentum using information from the calorimeter,
special care has to be taken to reject as much of the hadronic split-offs and back splashes as
possible.

After this selection of neutrino candidates, the analysis is relatively straightforward. A beam-
energy-constrainedB mass is constructed from the lepton, meson, and neutrino candidate in the
event. It is also required that�E = E� + E` + EX � Ebeam is consistent with zero, whereEbeam

is the energy of the meson candidate. The signal is a peak at theB-mass in the beam-energy-
constrained mass.

CLEO has searched for the decaysB0 ! ��`+�, B+ ! �0`+�, B0 ! ��`+�, B+ ! �0`+�,
andB+ ! !`+� (the charge conjugated modes are also included and` = e or �) in 2.66 fb�1
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(2:84� 106 BB pairs). They measured the following branching fractions [150]

B(B0 ! ��`+�) = (1:8� 0:4� 0:3� 0:2)� 10�4;

B(B0 ! ��`+�) = (2:5� 0:4+0:5
�0:7 � 0:5)� 10�4

where the errors are statistical, systematic, and model-dependent, respectively. With a large model-
dependence these measurements give an estimate of

jVubj = (3:3� 0:2+0:3
�0:4 � 0:7)� 10�3: (8.60)

A study of measuring these decays at BABAR was first carried out in the fast parameterizedAslund
Monte Carlo. This study indicated that the BABAR experiment would be able to do these mea-
surements quite well. With selection criteria that were similar to those used by CLEO, a similar
reconstruction efficiency was obtained while the estimated background levels were significantly
lower. Accurate modeling of the backgrounds needs a complete detector simulation. The efficiency
for reconstructing all decay products of the otherB is about 7%. However, when migrating to the
full simulation the performance was severely degraded. This is largely understood as problems
with not yet well enough developed tools for handling hadronic split-offs and track matching in
the calorimeter.

Assuming that BABAR will be able to reach the same efficiency and cleanliness as CLEO for re-
constructing these semileptonic decays using the neutrino reconstruction technique, the statistical
uncertainty in these branching fraction measurements will be around5% for 30 fb�1.

Improvements over CLEO are expected due to the improved performance in particle identification,
i.e.,K � � separation and muon identification, and also in improved vertexing, which will help to
reduce the combinatorial background. The increase in statistics should also allow a reduction of
the systematic error, which is dominated by the simulation of the inclusive reconstruction of the
neutrino candidate. The size of these event samples should also allow studies of the dynamics,
which will reduce the model-dependence of the branching fraction measurements by allowing a
study of the distribution of events in the Dalitz plot.

8.9 MeasuringjVcbj with Inclusive Decays

In view of the continuing discrepancy between the inclusive semileptonic decay fractionsB(B !
`�X), as measured at the� (4S) and at theZ0, it is highly desirable to get a precision measurement
of this fraction with BABAR soon. Since it is one of the main sources forjVcbj, it should even be
measured more than once with increasing precision in the process of accumulating luminosity.

The fractionB is determined by integratingdB=dp over a momentum range as wide as possi-
ble and by then extrapolating to all momenta inB decays. There is no principal difference in
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choosingp either in the BABAR lab frame or in the� (4S) or B meson rest frame. For mastering
the main backgrounds, it is convenient to usep = p� in the� (4S) frame. Since electrons will
cover a wider measurablep� range than muons, we limit the discussion here toB(B ! e�X).
A precise measurement requires precise knowledge of the electron detection efficiency�e(p

�)

including trackfinding and electron identification, precise normalizationdB(B ! e�X)=dp� =

dN(B ! e�X)=dp�=N(B), and precise evaluation of all contributing backgrounds. The main
backgrounds are

1. Electrons from non-BB events,

2. Secondary electrons fromB ! D! e,

3. Misidentified hadrons,

4. Electrons fromB !  X with J= = J= or  (2S)! e+e�,

5.  conversion or�0 ! e+e� if only one electron of the pair is detected, and

6. Cascade electrons fromB ! � ! e.

To master the first two backgrounds, BABAR should not begin with a “fully inclusive” search fore�X
events, but rather should start its efforts with the “state of the art” as presented by ARGUS in 1993
[154] and CLEO in 1996 [153]. In these two analyses, electrons are tagged by requiring a second
lepton with selectedp�, either e or�, in the same event. If originating from the secondB meson in
the� (4S) decay, the charge of this lepton tags the origin of the selected electron; opposite sign`�

tags indicate primarye� and same sigǹ� tags indicate secondarye� fromB meson decays. The
charge correlation is diluted byB0–B0 oscillations in a precisely known way:

dN(e�`�)

dp�
= N(tag) � �e(p�) � [ (1� �)

dB(B ! e�X)

dp�
+ �

dB(B ! D! e�X)

dp�
] ; (8.61)

dN(e�`�)

dp�
= N(tag) � �e(p�) � [ �

dB(B ! e�X)

dp�
+ (1� �)

dB(B ! D! e�X)

dp�
] ; (8.62)

whereN(tag) = N(B) ��tag is the number of selected lepton tags to be determined separately, and
� = f0 ��0 wheref0 is the fraction ofB0B0 in � (4S) decays and the well-knownB0B0 oscillation
strength is�0 = 0:175� 0:016 [155].

After all background subtractions, now including backgrounds in the tag leptons, this set of linear
equations can be solved fordB(B ! e�X)=dp� anddB(B ! D! e�X)=dp�; the CLEO results
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Figure 8-9. The CLEO results [153] on the momentum spectra of primary and secondary electrons
fromB meson decays.

are shown in Fig. 8-9. Table 8-8 gives the main properties of the two lepton-tag experiments.
In the following, an estimate is given for the performance of BABAR with L = 30 fb�1 from the
same method with better optimized selection criteria. After a few years of running, more refined
tags with vertex information and eventually fullB meson reconstruction will be able to determine
B(B ! `�X) with smaller systematic error, and to separate intoB(B0 ! `�X) andB(B+ !
`�X). These refinements will, however, not be discussed here.

Improvements in the lepton tag measurement at BABAR will obviously come from statistics, but
there will also have to be improvements in the systematics of the measurement. For an integrated
luminosity of 30 fb�1(25 fb�1 on the� (4S) and 5 fb�1 in the continuum), the statistical error
on B(B ! e�X) is estimated to be�0:005. It is expected that at BABAR it will be possible to
identify electrons down to a lab momentum of 0.5GeV=c. The identification efficiency and the
misidentification probability for pions and Kaons cannot be determined with absolute reliability
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Table 8-8. The main features of the determination ofB(B ! e�X) using lepton tags, in the two
previous experiments and in BABAR.

ARGUS CLEO BABAR

[154] [153] Estimate

L(� (4S)) 0.25/fb 2.06/fb 25/fb

L(continuum) 0.10/fb 0.96/fb 5/fb

N(BB) 0.2 M 2.0 M 27 M

e momentum range p� > 0:6 GeV=c p� > 0:3 GeV=c

Tags e and� with 1:4 GeV=c < p� < 2:3 GeV=c

�tag 0.14 0.123 0.1

Ntag 30 K 246 K 2.7 M

N(e�`�) 956 9938 125 K

background 45% 32% � 30%

N(e�`�) 798 5319 70 K

background 65% 45% � 40%

�stat(B)=B 5:0% 1:6% 0:5%

�syst(B)=B 4:0% 4:3% 2:0%

from Monte Carlo simulation. When data become available, radiative Bhabha events will be
used to determine the the efficiency, andK0

S
andD0 decays will be used for the misidentification

probabilities.

The systematic errors on these two quantities as a function of electron momentum are the most
important, because they dominate the systematic error of the result. Table 8-9 summarizes the
contributions to the systematic error in the two previous experiments and the estimate for BABAR

with 30 fb�1. The moving� (4S) frame will be of advantage for BABAR for two reasons; the
minimum ofp�e will be much lower than the minimum ofpe(lab) and it is expected thatp�e(min) �
0:3 GeV=c — and differentpe(lab) will contribute to the samep�e. The latter will help to perform
a variety of cross checks in determining the electron ID efficiency�e, ending eventually in a
systematic error around1% on�e, which still dominates the systematic error of the result.

To conclude, it is expected thatB(B ! e�X) will be determined with systematic errors of
�0:005�0:020 or even slightly smaller after extended studies on electron identification efficiencies
and misidentification probabilities.
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Table 8-9. Contributions to the relative systematic error onB(B ! e�X). In the ARGUS list,
the track efficiency (*) is combined with the electron ID efficiency. In the CLEO list, the two errors
on the fake electrons (**) are combined.

ARGUS CLEO BABAR

[154] [153] Estimate

Ntag(syst) 0.8% 1:2% 0:6%

�(stat and syst) 2.0% 1:1% 0:6%

Faked e (opposite sign) 0.8% 2:1% 0:4%

Faked e (like sign) 0.2% (��) 0:1%

e from the same B 0.6% 0:7% 0:5%

Other bg in e sample 1.5% 1:5% 1:0%

Track efficiency (*) 1:0% 0:5%

e ID efficiency 3.2% 2:0% 1:0%

Wrong sign tags 0.7% 0:5% 0:3%

momentum extrapolation 1.0% 0:6% 0:3%

quadratic sum 4.4% 3:9% 2:0%

quoted 4% 4:1%

8.10 MeasuringjVubj with Inclusive Decays

A possible way to select charmless semileptonic events is to require that the invariant mass of the
hadronic system accompanying the lepton and the neutrino is below the charm threshold [144].
This has the advantage that it gives access to a much larger fraction of these events than the
selection based on the lepton-energy spectrum, or even the method based on exclusive decays.
Therefore, at least potentially, this method allows for a measurement ofjVubjwith a reduced model-
dependence. In addition, the systematic error of a measurement based on this method will have
little correlation with that of other methods.

Although this idea can be applied to other classes of events [156], we have focused on events where
one of theB mesons has been completely reconstructed in an exclusive mode. The task of isolating
jVubj semileptonic events is then relatively easy and proceeds through the following steps:

� A high-energy lepton is selected, thereby rejecting most of the events with a cascade lepton.
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� Some technical cuts reject events where some particles are undetected (total charge imbal-
ance, presence of an additional lepton).

� The missing momentum and energy in the event are assigned to the neutrino. Its squared
invariant mass is required to be below 0.5GeV=c2 (Fig. 8-10) and its momentum should not
point towards the forward beam direction (cos�� < 0:8) to reject events with particles lost in
the beam-pipe region.

� A cut is placed on the invariant mass of the hadronic systemMX , thereby rejecting most of
the semileptonic decays to charm (Fig. 8-11).
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Figure 8-10. Distribution ofm2
� for B semileptonic decays. The tail on the positive side is due to

events where some particles beside the neutrino escaped detection.

All these steps have been performed on the data produced by the fast simulation programAslund .
The efficiency of selecting signal events is� 30% while, with a cut onMX at 1.7GeV, the signal-
background ratio is� 5, for the background coming from the otherB semileptonic decays. It is
expected that the sample of selected events will be� 120 per 30 fb�1, for an efficiency of full
exclusive reconstruction of5:7 � 10�3 perBB event. Even considering a lower performance for
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Figure 8-11. Distribution ofmX , the mass of the hadronic system recoiling against the lepton
and neutrino, in events where the secondB meson has been exclusively reconstructed. The dashed
histograms is for charmless semileptonic transitions, the other for decays to charm.

the exclusive reconstruction algorithm, a signal sample of the order of102 events can be expected
over the full data size of 100 fb�1.

In order to convert this rate into a measurement ofjVubj, it is necessary to take into account the
efficiency of the cut onMX , which is of the order of 90 % forMX < 1:7GeV=c2 with a systematic
error that should not exceed the fraction that is rejected [149]. Even allowing for a substantial
(100 %) uncertainty in the leakage from the charm into the signal region, which is 20 % of the
signal, it is concluded that a measurement ofjVubj at the 15 % level is at least possible using this
method.

There is one additional handle to reduce the background from the dominant semileptonic decay to
charm hadronic states. Using the information from the vertex detector, one can require that all of
the tracks from the candidate semileptonic decay come from the same vertex, without evidence of
the vertex separation expected from the charm lifetime.
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8.11 Conclusions

Large data sets will be obtained at BABAR that can be used for the determination ofjVcbj and
jVubj. With 30 fb�1, the experimental errors onjVcbj are estimated to be�0:0006 (1:5%) and
�0:0004 (1:0%) from exclusiveB ! D�`� and inclusiveB ! `�X decays, respectively. The
theoretical uncertainties are of comparable size for both methods and are of the order of a few
percent. If the two results agree, a realistic estimate of the combined theoretical uncertainty is
�0:0012 (3%), leading to a BABAR result of

jVcbj = : : : � 0:0004� 0:0012 (�1%� 3%) (8.63)

after a few years of running, where the first error is experimental (statistical and systematic) and the
second is from theory. The estimate of the theoretical uncertainty is based on present theoretical
tools. A decrease in this uncertainty to a level of1% will require new theoretical ideas.

For jVubj, expectations are more modest. With 30 events/fb, BABAR will be able to determine
the decay fractions ofB ! �`�, B ! �`�, andB ! !`� with statistical errors around 6%,
giving jVubj with statistical errors around 3%. Systematic errors should be of the same order,
and averaging the three decay modes leads to an estimate of�2:5% for the experimental error on
jVubj. Inclusive decays will not reach the same precision experimentally. They will, however, be
extremely important because they have completely different theoretical uncertainties. These are
estimated to be about 10% for both methods, based on present theoretical technology. Thus, BABAR

could reach

jVubj = : : : � 0:0001� 0:0004 (�2:5%� 10%) (8.64)

after a few years of running. Again, new theoretical approaches could decrease the theoretical
uncertainties to a level of 5%.
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9

RareB Decays within the Standard Model

RareB decays are an important testing ground of the Standard Model and offer a complementary
strategy in the search for new physics by probing the indirect effects of new interactions in higher
order processes. In particular, the probing of loop-induced couplings can provide a means of
testing the detailed structure of the Standard Model at the level of radiative corrections where the
Glashow–Iliopoulos–Maiani cancellations are important. The recent observation of radiativeB

decays by CLEO has provided bounds on the CKM ratiojVts=Vcbj as well as powerful constraints
on new physics. Most classes of models which induce large effects in flavor-changing neutral
current (FCNC) decays also affectB0

d–B
0

d mixing. Should BABAR observeCP violation in theB
system that is inconsistent with the Standard Model, measurements of, or even bounds on, many of
the rare decay modes discussed in this chapter may help elucidate the origin of the new phenomena.

This chapter examines the purely leptonic decays,Bd ! `+`�; `�` and the FCNCb ! s(d) +X

transitions. The small branching fractions associated with these decays demand the high luminosity
and separatedB vertices available at PEP-II and the improved reconstruction techniques of BABAR

for accurate measurements of these modes. Note that some of these decays have larger branching
fractions than the benchmark rare hadronicB decays such asB0 ! �+��, which are discussed in
other chapters.

For each decay the theoretical construction is delineated and then the experimental analysis tech-
niques are discussed. In this chapter the theory is limited to the Standard Model. The chapter
concludes by describing a model-independent test for new physics which may appear in the loop-
mediated channels. Discussions of the effects of specific models of physics beyond the Standard
Model can be found in Chapter 13.

9.1 Leptonic Decays

The leptonic decays of theB meson provide a classic means to determine the decay constant
fB and also offer probes for physics beyond the Standard Model. The purely leptonic channel,
B ! ``0, is helicity suppressed and cleanly calculable within the Standard Model. The chargedB

decay modes (`0 = �`) proceed through theW -boson annihilation graph (displayed in Fig. 9-1),
and the neutral channels (`0 = `) are mediated by a set of electroweak penguin and box diagrams.
The photon emission in the radiative decaysB ! ``0 removes the helicity suppression governing
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��
��
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8429A3

u ν

Figure 9-1. Annihilation diagram which mediates the decayB ! `�`.

the purely leptonic modes and thus yields, in principle, larger rates for the radiative channels.
However, the radiative leptonic decays suffer from uncertainties in the associated long-distance
physics and hence do not provide as clean a determination offB.

The most general non-derivative effective four-fermion interaction involving ab quark, aq =

d ; s ; u or c quark, and a pair of leptons̀and`0 can be written in the form

Hqb
e�

= �GF

X
a

(q �a b)
�
` [Ca �a + Ca

0 �a 5 ]`
0
�
; (9.1)

where�a = fI; 5; �; �5; ���g, with a = fS; P; V; A; Tg being the standard basis of operators
of the Clifford algebra. In (9.1) the Fermi constantGF is factored out so that all the coefficients
Ca andC 0

a are dimensionless. The rareB decaysB� ! l �`, B ! l+ l� andB ! X � � depend
only on a subset of these operators [1, 2, 3] due to the fact that several matrix elements of the quark
operators vanish for purely leptonicB decays.

Purely leptonicB decays have yet to be observed experimentally. Present upper limits on the
branching fractions for the various channels are summarized in the table at the end of the chapter.
Note that the CDF andD0 bounds onBs andBd ! �+�� are already competitive with the
CLEO constraints onBd ! `+`�. The channels with muons or electrons are strongly helicity
suppressed and require samples ofB mesons significantly larger than have been accumulated so
far. Channels with� leptons have larger branching ratios, but the presence of additional missing
neutrinos makes the detection of these decays very difficult due to large backgrounds from other
B decays. The addition of a radiated photon to any of these purely leptonic decays increases
the branching fractions by about an order of magnitude, but does not significantly improve the
background situation.

Finally, note that the lepton flavor-violating decays,Bd ! e�; e�; �� , are forbidden in the Standard
Model. Observation of these processes would thus provide an unambiguous signal for the existence
of new physics. CLEO has established limits [4] on these channels of< 5:9 � 10�6 ; < 5:3 �
10�4 ; < 8:3� 10�4, respectively.
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9.1.1 B ! `�`

9.1.1.1 Theoretical framework

In the Standard Model theB+ ! `+�` decay of heavy charged mesons is of particular interest,
due to its sensitivity to both the meson decay constants and the CKM matrix elementsVqb, with
the caseq = u being relevant for BABAR. The decay is described by the effective Hamiltonian (9.1)
with `0 = �`, and proceeds through the annihilation diagram. The general amplitude for this decay
involves the set of matrix elementsh0j u�a b jBi . They vanish for the parity-even operators�S = I

and�V = � due to the pseudoscalar nature of theB meson. The tensor operator�T = ��� is
antisymmetric in the Lorentz indices, and hence its matrix element must also vanish since the only
available four-vector is the momentump�B of theB meson. Therefore, only the matrix elements
of the pseudoscalar and axial-vector operators contribute. They are given by the partial conserved
axial current relations

h0j u�5 b jB+i = ifB p
�
B ;

h0j u5 b jB+i = �ifB
m2

B

mb +mu

' �ifB
m2

B

mb

: (9.2)

Assuming massless neutrinos, the general amplitude for theB� ! l �` decay reads

A`� = i fBmB GF

�
(C`�

A � C`�
A

0

)
m`

mB

� (C`�
P � C`�

P

0

)
mB

mb

�
(`�) ; (9.3)

yielding the helicity suppressed branching fraction

B(B+ ! `+�) =
G2

F

16�
f 2B�BmBm

2

l

"
1� m2

`

m2

B

#2 ����(C`�
A � C`�

A

0

)� mB

ml

(C`�
P � C`�

P

0

)

����2 ; (9.4)

where the approximationmB=mb ' 1 has been made. In the Standard ModelC`�
P = C`�

P

0
= 0 andh

C`�
A � C`�

A

0
i
SM

= �p2Vub , which simplifies the above expression to

B(B+ ! `+�) =
G2

F jVubj2
8�

f 2B�BmBm
2

`

"
1� m2

`

m2

B

#2
: (9.5)

Numerically, the predictions for this mode are somewhat imprecise due to the present uncertainties
in the values offB andVub:

B(B+ ! `+�) = BSM
"

�B

1:66ps

# "
fB

180MeV

#2 �
Vub

0:0035

�2
; (9.6)

with

BSM = 6:9� 10�12 ; ` = e ;

2:9� 10�7 ; ` = � ; (9.7)

6:6� 10�5 ; ` = � ;
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using the central value offB = 180 MeV as calculated by lattice gauge theory (see Appendix A).
OnceVub has been more precisely measured in semileptonic decays as discussed in Chapter 8, the
�� and�� channels may be used to experimentally determine theB-meson decay constant and
validate the lattice results.

The possibility that new physics can be constrained by these decays has been explored in different
models and will be discussed in Chapter 13.

9.1.1.2 Experimental considerations:B+
! �+��

The decayB+ ! �+� is helicity suppressed with respect toB+ ! �+� by a factor of225:
However, unlike the tau, the muon does not decay before detection, so theB decay is reconstructed
as a two-body decay with a monochromatic muon momentum in theB rest frame with a central
value of 2.645GeV=c. All the other visible particles in the event must be compatible with being
produced by the decay of the otherB meson. In the recent CLEO publication [5] of branching
ratio limits for B+ ! �+� (< 2:2 � 10�3 at the90% confidence level) andB+ ! �+� (<

2:1� 10�5); their limit onfbjVubj fromB+ ! �+� is less than a factor of two worse than the one
fromB+ ! �+�:Since theirB+ ! �+� analysis contains 968 background events, about one-third
from continuum and the rest from semileptonicB decays, whereas theirB+ ! �+� analysis has
only 3 background events, one would expect the limit onB+ ! �+� to fall faster than that for
B+ ! �+�: In some ways,B+ ! �+� is the most tantalizing of all the rare decays discussed in
this chapter. At the upper end of its predicted Standard Model range, there would be� 10 of these
events in 30 fb�1 of running at the� (4S), and at the lower end, there would be� 10 decays in an
entire 10 year data sample (� 300 fb�1).

Backgrounds from the mainB decay modes are small, since true muons from semileptonicb !
c�� decays cut off at 2.3GeV=c. There are also few pions and kaons that can fake muons above
this momentum by decay or punchthrough. The largest source of background fromB decays is
b! u��, since the endpoint of the muon spectrum falls under theB ! �� signal (Fig. 9-2). The
worst background is fromB ! �0��, which has a branching ratio of� 1� 10�4; about 300 times
bigger than the signal fromB+ ! �+�.

The largest background in the CLEO analysis is from continuum background, where a charged
hadron fakes a muon, or a real high-momentum muon comes from (for example) a charm semilep-
tonic decay. This is combined with large missing momentum which can result from neutral
hadrons, an additional neutrino or a detection inefficiency. The finely segmented IFR system
should give BABAR excellent muon identification and pion rejection capabilities at these high en-
ergies. It can also be used to veto neutral hadrons. However, the level of sophistication needed
from the IFR reconstruction for this analysis is still being developed, so the question of muon
identification is deferred to future studies. In this analysis, it is assumed that the muon-finding
efficiency is close to 100% for these hard muons, and the pion rejection fraction is left as a free
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Figure 9-2. Momentum (GeV=c) in the� (4S) rest frame for all negative tracks in 2000B+B�

events where a) theB� decays into��� and b) theB� decays into�0���. The tracks from the
(generic)B+ are retained to show the clean separation of tracks from genericB decays and the
monochromatic�� fromB� ! ���.

parameter. The CLEO analysis has been repeated in aBBsim reconstruction [6] which uses full
charged-particle tracking in the drift chamber. Tracking in the silicon vertex detector should be
added in the final analysis to improve the hermiticity and the track momentum resolution. Photons
are not dealt with by full reconstruction in the calorimeter, but by using a parameterized smearing
similar to that inAslund . Photons outside the acceptance of the CsI calorimeter and with
E < 20 MeV are deleted, and the remaining photons are smeared inE, �, and�. The results
of this analysis depend very little on whether or not photon smearing is turned on. A perfect match
between charged tracks and clusters has been assumed, although it is known that the results of
this sort of “neutrino-reconstruction” analysis depend very much on accurate charged track-cluster
matching in the calorimeter. The match is being developed as part of the full reconstruction, but
was not in place for the forward calorimeter when this study was performed. Other problems
with the present analysis are the lack of treatment of additional clusters arising from machine
backgrounds, from hadronic interactions in the calorimeter (“splitoffs”), and from the reflection of
energy at the surface of the calorimeter (“albedo”). Such clusters are usually dealt with using a
cluster shape analysis. It is anticipated that such an algorithm will be developed in time for use in
this kind of analysis with real data.

With the full BBsim simulation, the CLEO analysis was repeated as exactly as possible on a
sample of 2KB+ ! X;B� ! ���. Due to the forward/backward asymmetry of the BABAR

detector, the requirement:�0:77 < cos �MISS < +0:94:was made. The rest of the CLEO analysis
can be summarized as

n > 3; 2:545 � p?� � 2:745;M > 5:23;�2 � �E � 0:5; j cos ���thrustj < 0:7;
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andR2 < 0:3 (p?, M and�E are in GeV). Our reconstruction efficiency with these cuts is10:4%;

while CLEO has13� 1%: A very similarAslund analysis [7] finds an efficiency of14%:

For the continuum background, theAslund analysis, which assumes perfect lepton ID, sees no
events in106 qq events. The reconstruction analysis was repeated (with no lepton ID) on 10K
BBsim qq events; none passed the CLEO cuts. Assuming a pion fake rate of1% (roughly the
estimate used for the BABAR TDR), there would be no background observed in106 qq events,
although one event survives to the last cut, so some background is not far away. CLEO sees
0:33� 0:11 continuum background events per106 qq events, which is consistent with this study.

For the reconstruction analysis, the primaryB decay background.B+ ! �0�+�, was examined
in detail. A sample of 2KBBsim events of this type were generated and reconstructed as above.
Three events were observed after all the cuts, for an efficiency of0:15%, Using the measured CLEO
branching ratio of0:9�10�4 forB+ ! �0�+�, their expected number of background events can be
converted to an efficiency of0:20%, consistent with the results of this study. However, it should be
noted that the CLEO number is for an inclusive sample ofb! u`�, whereas it has been assumed
here thatB+ ! �0�+� is the dominant background. It needs to be checked whetherB+ ! �0�+�

or otherb! u�� channels contribute significantly.

Either simple
p
L scaling, or slightly more detailed arguments put forward in [7], indicate that a

90% confidence level upper limit of� 4 � 10�6 should be obtained for the branching ratio for
B+ ! �+� after a “nominal” first year of 30 fb�1 data taking at the� (4S), and that the eventual
upper limit would be� 1� 10�6 after 300 fb�1. While a CLEO-type analysis will continue to put
interesting limits onf 2BjVubj2, it is clear that better separation between signal and background will
be needed if BABAR hopes to observeB+ ! �+�.

In performing the CLEO analysis on the BABAR BBsim data, several possibilities for improving
the analysis were observed. Then > 3 (event multiplicity) cut reduces the signal more than the
backgrounds considered. If backgrounds frome+e� ! �+�� events prove negligible this cut can
be changed ton > 1. Thep?� signal is symmetric around 2.645 for signal, whereas the backgrounds
are falling asp?� increases. Either an asymmetric cut of2:545 � p?` � 2:795 should be adopted,
or a likelihood fit should be used. Using the direction of the otherB with respect to the� in the
�� rest frame allows a one-sided cut to be used,cos ���B+ < 0:7. With these minor changes to
the CLEO analysis, it was possible to increase the signal efficiency by50%, while keeping the
backgrounds unchanged. There are other possible cuts to considere.g.,on missing mass squared
(mm2), onp?MISS; andm`� : These were explored and look promising. TheAslund analysis was
able to tighten up the�E distribution with a simple missing mass-squared constraint ofmm2 = 0.
Since there are significant correlations between the variables, this is an analysis where Neural Net
methods might help substantially.
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9.1.1.3 Experimental considerations:B+
! �+��

Two studies ofB� ! ��� have been performed usingAslund [7, 8] and a CLEO-style analy-
sis [5] in which a single, identified lepton is required which is assumed to come from the� decay.
The rest of the event is then required to be consistent with a hadronic decay of the otherB in
which all the energy is reconstructed. These studies show that BABAR should be able to set a 90%
confidence level upper limit of2� 3� 10�4 on the branching ratio with the “nominal” first year’s
data sample of� 30 fb�1. This is somewhat surprising, as simple

p
L scaling of the background-

dominated CLEO limit would suggest an achievable upper limit of6� 10�4:

The improved sensitivity is probably due to a lack of realism in theAslund simulation. Tracking
efficiency, neutral reconstruction and particle identification are all known to be handled optimisti-
cally, leading to an underestimate of the number of background events. The�E distribution in [8]
differs from the CLEO one in [5]), and a much tighter�E cut is used than in the CLEO analysis
[7]. This almost completely suppresses the continuum andBB backgrounds while reducing the
signal efficiency by a factor of� 4:5. The results of theseAslund studies need verifying with the
full BBsim simulation and reconstruction.

It is probably best to assume that with a CLEO-style analysis, the upper limit BABAR will achieve
with 30 fb�1 is between 3 and 6�10�4: The current best upper limit of< 5:7 � 10�4 (90%
confidence level) is from the L3 collaboration [9]. This measurement uses their entire LEP I data
sample, and so will not be substantially improved before BABAR beings reporting results.

It is possible that hadronic tau decays such as�+� could be included in the analysis. Due to the
polarization of the� , the�+ tends to follow the�+ direction [8]. The possibility of using partial
reconstruction of the otherB when it decays intoD(?)0`� has also been considered [8]. This
topology is currently excluded from the CLEO analysis, and more work is needed to show that it
will not introduce an unacceptable level of background.

About a third of the background events that CLEO sees are from continuumqq events. CLEO
needs a significant amount of off-resonance data(� 1

2
of their amount of�4S data) just to subtract

this background. Simply scaling from CLEO,� 4000 continuum events would be expected to pass
a CLEO-style analysis in 30 fb�1 of data. It is important to look for improvements in continuum
rejection, such as tightening the�E cut [7].

The number ofB+ ! �+� decays expected in a 30 fb�1 data sample is� 1500. Even at the
lower end of the Standard Model range there will still be� 500 events in the data sample. Thus
it is possible to imagine a measurement in the first year with a sophisticated enough analysis that
exploits the advantages that BABAR has over CLEO II for this measurement. For example, CLEO
states that83% of theBB background has> 500 MeV of missing energy due to neutral hadrons
(primarily K0

L), while only 14% of the signal events do. The fine segmentation of the IFR has
been shown to be efficient in identifying high-momentumK0

L mesons [10]. What needs to be
studied is the combined efficiency of the IFR and the EMC for tagging events which have aK0

L of
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any momentum which could have carried away> 500 MeV of energy. Note that the momentum
spectrum ofK0

L mesons from genericB decays is quite soft.

Another feature of theBB background is that it comes mostly from events in which at least one
B decays semileptonically. These events have a much richer vertex structure (2B vertices, 2
D vertices) than signal events (1B vertex and 1D vertex with the candidate lepton excluded).
Both analyses have looked at fitting all tracks from the recoilingB candidate to a single vertex
and cutting on the vertex probability (see Fig. 9-3). The conclusion is that this will reduceBB

background with respect to the signal by about a factor of four.

Figure 9-3. Vertex�2 probability, for all tracks excluding the candidate lepton, for a)B+
! �+�

events and b)BB background events.

9.1.2 B0
! `+`�

9.1.2.1 Theoretical framework

The purely leptonic neutralB decays are described by the effective Hamiltonian in Eq. (9.1) with
` = `0 = e ; � ; or � , andq = d being relevant for BABAR. These transitions proceed through
electroweak penguin diagrams withZ exchange (and in principle, Higgs boson exchange) as well
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asW box diagrams. Electromagnetic current conservation forbids the contribution of the photon
exchange penguin diagram for on-shell leptons in the final state. Recent analyses of this decay can
be found in [2, 11, 12].

For on-shell leptons,p�B (`�`) = (p
�
`+ + p

�
`�) (`�`) = 0, and hence the contribution of the

axial-vector operatorh0j d �5 b jBi vanishes when contracted with the leptonic vector current.
The parity-even and tensor operators also vanish as discussed above. The resulting most general
form of theBd ! l+ l� amplitude is then

A`` = iGF fBd mB

��
C``
P �

2m`

mB

C``
A

�
(` 5 `) + C``

P

0

(` `)

�
; (9.8)

and the corresponding branching ratio reads

B(Bd ! l+ l�) =
G2

F

8�
f 2B�Bm

3

B

vuut1� 4m2

`

m2

B

"����C``
P �

2m`

mB

C``
A

����
2

+

 
1� 4m2

`

m2

B

! ����C``
P

0
����2
#
: (9.9)

In the Standard Model,C``
P

0

andC``
P arise from penguin diagrams with physical and unphysical

neutral scalar exchange, and are suppressed by a factor of(mb=MW )2 [11]. The decay rate is then
determined by the coefficient

h
C``
A

i
SM

=
�Vtb V

�

tdp
8� sin2 �w

Y (xt) ; (9.10)

wherext � m2

t =m
2

W , sin2 �w is the weak mixing angle, and the functionY (x) is given byY (x) =
Y0(x) +

�s
4�
Y1(x) at next-to-leading order (NLO). At leading order [13]

Y0(x) =
x

8

"
x� 4

x� 1
+

3x

(x� 1)2
lnx

#
; (9.11)

while the expression for the next-to-leading order termY1(x) can be found in [12]. Numerically,
Y (xt) � 1:03 � Y0(xt). The NLO branching fraction for the Standard Model is then given by

B(Bd ! l+ l�) = (8:4� 10�8)
m2

`

m2

B

"
�B

1:55 ps

# "
fB

180MeV

#2 " jVtdj
0:004

#2

�
vuut1� 4m2

`

m2
B

�
Y 2

0
(xt) +

�s

2�
Y0(xt)Y1(xt)

�
; (9.12)

resulting in

B(Bd ! e+ e�) = 2:6� 10�15 ;

B(Bd ! �+ ��) = 1:1� 10�10 ; (9.13)

B(Bd ! �+ ��) = 3:1� 10�8 :

These numerical results show that these decays are too rare to be observed at BABAR unless they are
significantly enhanced by new physics.
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9.1.2.2 Experimental considerations

The feasibility of searching forB0 ! `+`0�;wherè 0� may or may not be the same type of charged
lepton as̀ +, was studied usingAslund for the case of an integrated luminosity of 30 fb�1 at
BABAR [14]. For `+`� = ee; ��, or e�; BABAR’s 90% confidence level upper limits on branching
ratios should beB(B0 ! `+`�) < 5:0 � 10�7: The signatures for these decays are two high-
momentum leptons corresponding to monochromatic lepton momenta of 2.645GeV=c in the rest
frame of theB meson. This is a remarkably clean signature, and should not be background limited
at BABAR. The limits are expected to scale approximately asL from the CLEO limits, [4], which
are< 5:9� 10�6 for all three modes, and this is what is observed in our studies.

For the`+`� = e� or �� case, the BABAR upper limit should beB(B0 ! l+l�) < 4:3� 10�5: The
signature here is one monochromatic lepton, corresponding to 2.645GeV=c in theB rest frame,
and either another, lower momentum lepton, or a pion with the additional constraint that it come
from a two-body decay of a polarized� lepton. The current CLEO limits [4] are< 5:3� 10�4 and
< 8:3� 10�4; respectively.

There is as yet no experimental upper limit onB0 ! �+��. A possible signature is two low-
momentum leptons plus a large missing energy, with the rest of the event being consistent with
a fully reconstructed hadronicB decay. This is essentially an extension of theB ! �� analysis
with the addition of a lepton from the other� . The BABAR sensitivity to this decay was found to be
B(B0 ! �+��) < 2:0� 10�3:

All of the expected upper limits for the decaysB ! ee; �� and�� are significantly above the
Standard Model predictions, even with the full BABAR data sample of 300 fb�1. Thus, their interest
lies in placing constraints on new physics (see Chapter 13). The Fermilab collider experiments
will undoubtedly set better limits onB0 ! �+��, and can also search forBs ! �+�� which has
a larger branching fraction in the Standard Model, and may even be observable (see Table 9-8 at
end of chapter). The current best limits are1:6� 10�6 for theB0 decay, and8:4� 10�6 for theBs

decay, both from CDF [15].

9.1.3 B ! `�; `+`�

9.1.3.1 Theoretical framework:B ! `�

Radiative leptonic modes, although suppressed by an additional factor of�, are not helicity sup-
pressed, due to the presence of the photon [16]. Naively, one would expect the corresponding
branching fractions to scale as

R` � B(B ! `�`)

B(B ! `�`)
' �

�
mB

m`

�2
: (9.14)
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This would imply thatB� ! ���� has a branching fraction enhanced by a factor of20 with
respect to the purely leptonic mode, orB(B� ! ����) ' few � 10

�6. Due to the lack of
dependence on the lepton mass, the muon and electron radiative modes are expected to have similar
rates; the� mode is smaller due to phase space suppression. This expected enhancement over the
helicity suppressed two-body decays suggests that this channel may be used as an alternative to
extractVub and/or measurefB. More detailed inspection reveals a complexity underlying these
decay modes due to long-distance contributions. The only contributions not suppressed by helicity
in the Standard Model involve the coupling of theB meson to a photon and an off-shellJP = 1�

meson containing ab quark, as shown in Fig. 9-4. Helicity suppression is absent here, since the
hadron coupling to the lepton pair via the weak current has spin one.1 The size of each depicted

B- B*-,  B1

γ

µ−

ν−

-

Figure 9-4. Pole contributions toB ! ���.

pole contribution is governed by aB� coupling and the weak annihilation amplitude of the pole
into a lepton pair,i.e., its decay constant. These additional unknowns add theoretical uncertainties
to these modes not present in the purely leptonic case. It is possible, however, to estimate these
quantities in model calculations, assuming a small number of resonances saturates the rate. In
[16] the contributions of theB� and the two lowest lying axial-vector mesonsB1 andB0

1
were

taken into account. Estimating theBBi couplings and the ratio of the axial-vector to vector
decay constants in a non-relativistic quark model givesR� ' (1� 20), corresponding toB(B !
���) ' (10�7 � 10�6). The uncertainties in this case arise from various sources, including
relativistic corrections and form-factor suppression in photonic couplings, and are always related
to quantities that are not calculable in perturbation theory, since they are due to hadronic effects.
Thus in these modes, an accurate assessment of the rates is rather model dependent. Other attempts
to compute the decay rates for these modes yield similar results. In Refs. [17, 18] the rate is
estimated using light cone sum rules; the result obtained in [17] givesR� ' 19, while in [18] the
branching ratio is estimated to beB(B ! `�`) ' 2 � 10�6. A non-relativistic quark model is
adopted in [19], yieldingB(B ! `�`) ' 3:5 � 10�6. Finally, the relativistic potential model in
[20] predictsB(B ! `�`) ' 0:9� 10�6. All these results suggest that the rate for these channels
is indeed an order of magnitude larger than the purely leptonic mode. However, large uncertainties
remain, and it is possible that the radiative leptonic modes have rates only just above the purely
leptonic channels.

1This is why simple Bremsstrahlung contributions are still helicity suppressed: they do not flip the heavy meson
spin.
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Although the uncertainties coming from hadronic physics limit the ability to extract interesting
quantities likeVub andfB, a detailed experimental study of these modes may result in a better
understanding of the underlying hadronic physics. The characteristics of the photon spectrum are
quite dependent on the hadronic modeling. In the models employed in Refs. [16, 19, 20], the
spectrum has a parabolic shape, which peaks at a photon energy in the rangeE = 1:3� 1:5 GeV,
with the exact value varying between the different models. Conversely, in [18] the spectrum is
asymmetric and peaks atE = 0:8 GeV. Such asymmetry is attributed to the inclusion of the
non-perturbative resonance contributions, which are prevalent in the sum rule approach. On the
other hand, the lepton spectrum in radiative leptonic decays is expected to be very hard. In [19]
it is stressed that its shape is different from the analogous spectrum in the decay chainB ! ��,
� ! `��, which represents a possible background to the radiative process considered here.

9.1.3.2 Theoretical framework:B ! `+`�

The radiative leptonic decays involving flavor-changing neutral-current vertices such asBq !
`+`� (q=s,d) possess similar properties to those discussed above for the charged transitions [16].
Hence, a potentially large enhancement inBq ! �+��, approximately one order of magnitude
with respect to the purely muonic mode, is to be expected and branching ratios for the electronic
modeBq ! e+e� are again anticipated to be similar to those for the muonic channels. The
long-distance structure of these neutral modes is related by isospin to that of the charged decays
discussed above, and is then determined by the sum over the same pole contributions. What makes
these decay modes particularly interesting is the fact that they are induced by short-distance FCNC
interactions, forbidden at tree level in the Standard Model. This suggests the possibility of using
these decays as Standard Model tests, as well as a constraint on its various extensions.

The short-distance structure of these decays is slightly different from that of theBq ! `+`� case.
The photonic penguin diagram, which does not contribute to the purely leptonic case, is present
in Bq ! `+`�. Furthermore, of the leading one-loop annihilation diagrams which contribute to
Bq ! `+`�, those in which the photon is radiated off an internalW -boson or top-quark will
result in higher dimension operators and can therefore be neglected. Hence, the short-distance
structure of these decay modes is similar to that ofb ! q`+`�, which will be studied in detail
later in this chapter. The short-distance amplitude then depends on the Wilson coefficientCe�

7
,

corresponding to the magnetic dipole operator, as well asCe�

9
andC10, which arise mainly from

the off-shell photon contributions as well as fromZ penguin and box diagrams. (These coefficients
and operators are defined and discussed in Section 9.3.) In principle, measurements of these co-
efficients can thus be obtained from these transitions, independently from observations ofb ! s

andb ! s`+`�. However, the ubiquitous hadronic uncertainties complicate the task of extracting
the interesting short-distance information. Here, the uncertainties arise in the hadronic matrix
elements of the operatorsO7,O9 andO10. These quantities cannot be obtained from first-principle
calculations other than lattice gauge theory computations. Model calculations in the constituent
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quark model [21] and light cone QCD sum rules [22] give estimates ofB(Bs ! `+`�) '
(2� 5)� 10�9 andB(Bd ! `+`�) ' (3� 6)� 10�10, for ` = e; �. These results do not reflect
a large enhancement over the purely leptonic modes, which have only slightly smaller branching
ratios. The theoretical uncertainty inherent to these calculations is unfortunately quite large.

An interesting possibility to reduce the theoretical uncertainties in these modes and turn them into
stringent constraints on the Standard Model, involves combining both theB ! `+`� and the
B ! `��` decay modes [23]. The basic idea is that the long-distance contributions in both
channels are essentially the same. The main obstacle is that the Lorentz structure of the matrix
elements is different forB ! `+`�, due to the presence of the operatorO7. Although the
operatorsO9 andO10 can be related to the effective operator mediating the transitions entering in
the charged modeB ! `�`, this is not the case with the magnetic dipole operatorO7, which
introduces new and independent hadronic quantities. It is possible, however, to relate the hadronic
matrix element ofO7 to those of the radiative charged mode by making use of heavy-quark spin
symmetry relations [24]. Once these relations are implemented, it can be shown that the short-
and long-distance pieces factorize inB ! `+`�. This factorization is valid in the limit where
(�i)=mB � 1, with�i being the excitation energy of the i-th pole above the ground statemB, for
all poles that contribute significantly. This approximation holds since contributions from highly
excited states, with larger�i, are strongly suppressed by form-factor effects. The approximate
factorization of long- and short-distance contributions implies that the long-distance pieces cancel
in the ratio

R0+ � B(B ! `+`�)

B(B ! `�`)
; (9.15)

leavingR0+ exclusively dependent on short-distance quantities. One obtains [23]

R0+ ' �2
����V

�

tbVtq

Vub

����
2 � ���2Ce�:

7
+ Ce�:

9

���2 + jC10j2
�
; (9.16)

with q = (s; d). In general, the ratios of any quantities derived from the Dalitz plot (e.g.,photon
or lepton momentum distributions) will give the same cancellation. By combining experimental
information on both types of radiative leptonic decays, it is possible to make reliable predictions
within a controlled approximation and hence test the Standard Model.

9.1.3.3 Experimental considerations:B+ ! �+�

The decayB ! �� is characterized by the relatively high energy of the detected decay products,
the muon and the photon. Neglecting the muon mass, the following phase-space constraints hold:

p� � mB

2
; (9.17)

p � mB

2
; (9.18)

p� + p � mB

2
: (9.19)
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Figure 9-5 shows the distribution of the muon and photon momenta for the signal and theB+B�

andB0B0 backgrounds.
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Figure 9-5. Momentum of the muon versus momentum of the photon for the signal and the
backgroundsB+B� andB0B0.

The low expected branching ratio (� 10�6) requires a very high rejection of the backgrounds.
The missing neutrino reduces the number of constraints that can be applied to the signal events.
In the approximation that theB meson decays at rest in the center-of-mass frame, the neutrino
momentum vector can be reconstructed as the opposite of the total momentum vector of the�

pair, and the reconstructedB mass has the spectrum shown in Fig. 9-6.

Relativistic kinematics requires that the following relation holds in the laboratory frame:

E2

� = p2B + jp� + p j2 � 2pBjp� + pj cos �0 (9.20)

= (EB � E� � E)
2; (9.21)

where�0 is the angle of the vectorp� + p with respect to the B direction. Since theB meson
momentum vector in the laboratory frame is approximately directed along the beam axis,�0 can be
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Figure 9-6. Reconstructed B mass for the signal and the backgroundsB+B� andB0B0.
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approximated by the polar angle� of the vectorp� + p . The variableD is defined as:

D = cos � � p2B + jp� + p j2 � (EB � E� � E)
2

2pBjp� + p j
; (9.22)

wherepB is the averageB momentum.D should be close to zero for the signal, but not for the
background, as shown in Fig. 9-7.

A study [25] carried out usingAslund , which also includes more kinematical variables and�0

rejection, shows that a possible level of rejection of theBB background is� 4 � 10�7, while
keeping an overall signal efficiency around 15–20%. An analysis published by CLEO [26] shows
that theqq contribution to the total background is much smaller than theBB contribution.

The CLEO analysis has put the following limits at 90% confidence level:

B(B ! ��) < 5:3� 10�5; B(B ! e�) < 2:0� 10�4:

Our study shows that BABAR should be sensitive to a signal with a branching ratio of10�6 at the 5�
level with a data sample of 100fb�1.

9.1.3.4 Experimental considerations:B0 ! �+��

No Monte Carlo study has yet been made to determine the sensitivity of BABAR to the decayB0 !
�+��. The kinematics should be the same as those described above forB+ ! �+�; except
that the� is replaced by a charged muon. This willsubstantially reduce the background, and it
is likely that this decay can be made background-free. Under this assumption a limit ofB(B0 !
�+��) < 5:0�10�7 can be obtained at the 90% confidence level from a sample of 30 fb�1. Even
with a data sample of 300 fb�1, the upper limit would still be a factor of� 10 above the Standard
Model prediction.

9.2 b! s(d) +X Transitions

Flavor-changing neutral current decays involvingb ! s or b ! d transitions have received much
attention in recent years. They occur only at loop level in the Standard Model and hence provide an
excellent probe of new indirect effects by yielding information on the masses and couplings of the
virtual particles running in the loops. Within the Standard Model they have relatively large rates
for loop processes due to the massive internal top-quark and the CKM structure of the contributing
penguin and box diagrams. Due to the heavyB mass, long-distance effects are expected to be
less important than in rareD orK meson decays, and hence the rareB transitions are essentially
short-distance dominated.
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Figure 9-7. Distribution of the variableD.
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The effective field theory forb ! s(d) transitions is universal for all the channels discussed
here; the salient features are briefly reviewed here. The one-loop processes which mediate flavor-
changing neutral currents can be classified as electromagnetic, weak, or gluonic penguin diagrams
and box diagrams. Samples of these classes of diagrams are displayed in Fig. 9-8. The operator
product expansion gives the effective Hamiltonian governing these processes (see also Chapters 1,
2 and Appendix A). The conventional form used in the rare decay literature is

Heff = �4GFp
2
VtbV

�

tq

10X
i=1

Ci(�)Oi ; (9.23)

where theOi are local renormalized operators built with light fields andV �

tqVtb are elements of the
Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa matrix withq = s; d. TheCi represent the corresponding Wilson
coefficients and contain the relevant short-distance physics. They are evaluated perturbatively at
the electroweak scale, where matching conditions are imposed, and then evolved down to the scale
� � mb via the renormalization group equations (RGE). The solution to the RGE requires the
knowledge of the anomalous dimension matrix to a given order in�s. The operators of dimension
less than or equal to four are renormalizable and contribute only to redefine couplings and fields
of the light sector, according to the decoupling theorem. The operators of dimension greater than
4 are suppressed by powers of1=MW

2. In the sum (9.23) one needs to consider only operators of
dimension5 and6; these must contain two quarks fields and a photon,Z=W , or gluon field, and
for dimensional reasons can have at most two derivatives. Other properties of the operators include
the correct flavor change�b = ��s = ��d = �1 and invariance under the unbroken color and
electromagnetic gauge interactions.

Note that the above effective Hamiltonian is defined withoppositesign and a different overall nu-
merical factor to that presented in Eq. (1.116) and in Appendix A. As stated above, this convention
is customary in the rare decay literature, and is employed here to avoid confusion in determining
the relative signs and numerical factors when including the long-distance contributions (various
pieces of which appear in several sources in the literature).

The basis of local operators that is most often used is obtained from the more general set of gauge-
invariant dimension-five and -six local operators with up to three external gauge bosons by applying
the QED and QCD equations of motion [27]. The current-current operators,O1 andO2, and the
four-fermion penguin operators,O3�6, are as delineated in Appendix A forb ! d transitions,
and with the replacement ofd by s for b ! s processes. In our convention, the magnetic and
chromomagnetic dipole operators,O7 andO8, respectively, are

O7 =
e

16�2
q��

��(mbR +mqL)b�F�� ; (9.24)

O8 =
gs

16�2
q��

��(mbR +mqL)t
a
��b�G

a
�� ;

where� and� are color indices, and the chiral structure is specified by the projectorsL;R =

(1 � 5)=2. F�� andGa
�� denote the QED and QCD field strength tensors, ande andgs represent
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Figure 9-8. Sample one-loop Feynman diagrams which mediate flavor-changing neutral current
decays.

the electromagnetic and strong coupling constants. Note that these operators are defined to contain
a mass factor. The remaining electroweak penguin operators, which are relevant forb ! s`+`�,
are of orderG2

F and can be written as

O9 =
�

4�
q�

�Lb�`�` ; (9.25)

O10 =
�

4�
q�

�Lb�`�5` :

A detailed review of this effective Hamiltonian (9.23) and its QCD corrections is given in Ref. [28]

A brief summary of the present experimental status and main theoretical features of each decay
mode is presented here. Further discussion of the theoretical formalism and experimental consid-
erations relevant for BABAR are given in the following subsections.

The inclusive decayB ! Xs , whereXs is a strange hadronic state, is of particular interest. The
branching ratio has been measured by the CLEO collaboration to be [29]:

B(B ! Xs) = (3:15� 0:35� 0:41)� 10�4 ; (9.26)
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and there is also a very recent preliminary result from the ALEPH collaboration [30]

B(B ! Xs) = (3:38� 0:74� 0:85)� 10�4: (9.27)

As usual, in the above, the first error is statistical and the second is systematic. The theoret-
ical description of the inclusive decayB ! Xs is particularly clean, since it corresponds to
the partonic weak decayb ! s. Short-distance perturbative QCD corrections introduce large
logarithms of the form�ns (�) log

m(�=M) (m � n), where�s is the strong coupling,M is a
large scale (M = O(mt) orO(mW )) and� is the renormalization scale. By using the RGE, the
large logarithms are resummed order by order and the coefficients of the effective Hamiltonian
can be calculated at the relevant scale forB decays,� � O(mb). It is well known that the
perturbative QCD corrections are important in this decay, enhancing the rate by a factor of 2–3,
and that the theoretical prediction is sensitive to the choice of scale�. A complete next-to-leading
order (NLO) calculation of these corrections has been computed recently and will be discussed
thoroughly below. The expected Standard Model branching fraction is in complete agreement with
the experimental observations. It is interesting to note that this prediction would not be compatible
with the observation, even within the current large experimental errors, if the QCD corrections
were not so large.

The original observation of a FCNC decay by CLEO was a signal for the exclusive decayB !
K� [31]. In 1.4 fb�1 of data taken on the� (4S), there were 13 events on a background of two
events, consistent with a branching ratio ofB(B ! K�) � 5 � 10�5. It is more challenging
for theory to predict the rate for the exclusive channel than the inclusive one, since this requires
an accurate knowledge of the relevant hadronic form factors. These are poorly determined, with
expectations forB ! K� between 6% and 40% of the inclusive rate, as compared to the the
measured fractional rate of(18� 6)%.

Decays of the typeB ! Xd are Cabibbo suppressed in the Standard Model by a factorjVtd=Vtsj2
relative toB ! Xs. The expected branching ratio is thusO(10�5) [32]. At present there are only
upper limits from CLEO [33] on the exclusive channelsB ! �; !. In principle, these decays
may be used to extract information onjVtdj (see [34] for a review), however various theoretical
uncertainties complicate this possibility. These include long-distance contributions, which are
expected to be more important inb ! d, as well as the additional CKM factors from the light
quark loops (bothc- andu-quark loops), which have comparable size ofO(�3) to the heavy-quark
loops.

The inclusive rareB decaysB ! Xs`
+`� andB ! Xd`

+`� (` = e; �; �) receive short-
distance contributions from electromagnetic andZ penguin diagrams as well asW box diagrams
and long-distance contributions from the resonant processesB ! Xs(cc)res ! Xs`

+`� and
from cc continuum intermediate states. After the resonant backgrounds have been eliminated by
suitable cuts in the dilepton invariant-mass spectrum, the decays are dominated by the quark-
level processb ! s`+`� which has been calculated to NLO in perturbation theory. Additional
nonperturbative effects are suppressed by�2

QCD=m
2

b and have been computed in the literature.
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Information on the contributing short-distance physics can be extracted from measurements of the
various kinematic distributions associated with the final-state lepton pair, such as the lepton pair
invariant-mass distribution, the lepton pair forward-backward asymmetry, and the tau polarization
asymmetry. Measurement of these distributions require the high statistics samples available at
PEP-II. By combining the di-electron and di-muon modes, CLEO [35] has given a bound on the
inclusive channel ofB(b ! s`+`�) < 4:2 � 10�5; D6 0 [36] obtains a similar constraint on the
�� channel alone. Limits [15, 37] on the exclusive channelsB ! K=K�`+`� are in the range
(1� 2)� 10�5.

The decayB ! Xs�� proceeds throughZ penguin andW box diagrams and is quite clean
theoretically. Measurement of this process would help to determine the size ofZ penguin effects
in rareB hadronic decays. The limit from ALEPH [38] on this channel isB(B ! Xs��) <

7:7� 10�4.

This section also includes a discussion of the hadronic FCNC processb ! sg, which introduces
the chromomagnetic dipole operator. This operator could give a large contribution to rare hadronic
decays involving aK or a � in the final state. There is speculation that this process could be
enhanced significantly compared to the Standard Model prediction of an inclusive rate of� :2%

[39]. The experimental study ofb ! sg uses the endpoints of the inclusiveK and� momentum
spectra. It is also interesting in this context to look for large directCP -violating asymmetries in
exclusive decays such asB ! K�.

9.2.1 B ! Xs;Xd

9.2.1.1 Theoretical framework: inclusive decays

In calculating the inclusive rate, it is customary to use the following approximate equality

B(B ! Xs) � �(B ! Xs)

�(B ! Xce�e)
B(B ! Xce�e) ' �(b! s)

�(b! ce�e)
B(B ! Xce�e) ; (9.28)

as the uncertainties due to the CKM matrix elements and them5

b dependence on theb quark mass
cancel in the ratio. The parton level widths are calculated in the spectator model including correc-
tions for short-distance QCD effects. Support for the use of the spectator model in inclusive decays
comes from the1=mb expansion of heavy-quark effective theory [40, 41], where the leading order
corresponds to an expansion up to1=mb terms, and the first corrections appear at theO(1=m2

b)

level.

SinceB ! Xs is a magnetic dipole transition, at leading order (LO) one obtains [27, 42, 43]

B(B ! Xs) =
jV �

tsVtbj2
jVcbj2

6�

�f(z)
jC(0)e�

7 (�)j2B(B ! Xce�e) ; (9.29)
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where
f(z) = 1� 8z2 + 8z6 � z8 � 24z4 ln z ; with z =

mc

mb

(9.30)

is the phase space factor in the semileptonicb-decay.

The full calculation at LO of the anomalous dimension matrix is now a well established proce-
dure. The main problem has been the evaluation of the two-loop diagrams that mix the operators
(O1:::O6) with the operators(O7; O8). The effect of these diagrams has been found to be very
large. It should not be surprising that two-loop diagrams are already present at the LO in the QCD
corrections, since the lowest order of this weak decay is at one loop at order�0s. The effective
coefficientC(0)e�

7 (�) can be written as

C
(0)e�

7 (�) = �
16
23C

(0)

7 (MW ) +
8

3

�
�
14
23 � �

16
23

�
C
(0)

8 (MW ) + C
(0)

2 (MW )
8X
i=1

hi�
ai ; (9.31)

where the expressions forhi andai can be found in,e.g.,Buraset al.,[44], and the coefficients at
the matching scale are [13]

C
(0)

2 (MW ) = 1 ;

C
(0)

7 (MW ) =
3x3t � 2x2t
4(xt � 1)4

lnxt +
�8x3t � 5x2t + 7xt

24(xt � 1)3
; (9.32)

C
(0)

8 (MW ) =
�3x2t

4(xt � 1)4
lnxt +

�x3t + 5x2t + 2xt

8(xt � 1)3
;

with the definitions

� =
�s(mW )

�s(�)
; xt =

m2

t

m2

W

: (9.33)

Equation (9.31) illustrates the effects of the QCD corrections at leading order. In the absence of
QCD,� = 1 andC(0)e�

7 (�) = C
(0)

7 (MW ). If mt = 170GeV, � = 5GeV and�s(mZ) = 0:118 one
obtains

C
(0)e�

7 (�) = 0:695 C
(0)

7 (MW ) + 0:085 C
(0)

8 (MW )� 0:158 C
(0)

2 (MW )

= 0:695 (�0:193) + 0:085 (�0:096)� 0:158 = �0:300 : (9.34)

Thus the inclusion of the QCD corrections lead to a large contribution from the term proportional
to C(0)

2 (MW ), which arises from the two-loop diagrams. These corrections enhance the rate by a
factor of� 2.

A troublesome feature of the expression (9.31) is that the branching fraction (9.29) changes by
�25% if � is varied by a factor of 2 in both directions aroundmb ' 5GeV [44]. This introduces
a large uncertainty in the theoretical prediction. A strong motivation to perform a NLO order
analysis was to reduce this dependence on�. The calculation of the perturbative QCD corrections
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involves several steps, requiring corrections to both the Wilson coefficients and the matrix elements
of the operators in Eq. (9.23) in order to ensure a scheme-independent result. The two-loop mixing
among the operatorsO1 : : :O6 was the first NLO effect to be calculated [45]. The two-loop mixing
amongO7 andO8 has also been computed [46], and recently the calculation of the mixing between
the operators(O1:::O6) and the operators(O7;O8) was completed [47]. This mixing involves
three-loop contributions at NLO, since they are already a two-loop effect at LO. Apart from the
anomalous dimension matrix, the other ingredients necessary for a full NLO calculation are: the
O(�s) corrections to the matching conditionsC7(MW ) andC8(MW ) [48, 49]; the one-loop matrix
elementshsgjOijbi [44, 50] corresponding to the QCD bremsstrahlung corrections; and the two-
loop corrections tohsjOijbi [51].

After employing an explicit lower cut on the photon energy in the gluon bremsstrahlung correction,
i.e.,

�(B ! Xs) = �(b! s) + �(b! sg)E>(1��)E
max
 ; (9.35)

whereEmax
 = mb=2, the complete NLO analysis gives

B(B ! Xs) =
jV �

tsVtbj2
jVcbj2

6�

�f(z)�(z)
F jDe� j2B(B ! Xce�e) : (9.36)

Here,jDe� j2 corresponds to the quantityjDj2 + A in Refs. [47, 52] and takes on the central value
jDe� j = 0:373 for mt = 175 GeV=c2 and�s = 0:118. The factorF = m2

b(mb)=m
2

b;pole =

1 � 8�s(mb)=3� arises from the mass factor present in the magnetic dipole operator and�(z)

represents the NLO QCD correction to the semileptonic decay [53]. This yields the branching
fraction [47]:

B(B!Xs) = (3:28� 0:22 (scale) � 0:25 (par))� 10�4 = (3:28� 0:33)� 10�4; (9.37)

where the first error originates from the scale uncertainty and the second error from the uncer-
tainties in the values of the input parameters�s(MZ), B(B ! Xce�e) andmc=mb. A similar
numerical result has been obtained by [51]. These predictions should be compared with those of
[52], who find

B(B!Xs) = (3:48� 0:13 (scale) � 0:28 (par))� 10�4 = (3:48� 0:31)� 10�4: (9.38)

The authors in [52] find that the NLO scale uncertainties are roughly a factor 1.5-2.0 smaller
than the scale uncertainties reported in [47, 51], while they agree on the parametric uncertainties.
The estimate in [52] includes the theoretical uncertainties related to the choice of the high-energy
matching scale�W = (MW) and the scale�t = (mt) at which the running top-quark mass is
defined. These uncertainties have not been taken into account in [47, 49, 51, 54]. Comparing
these results, it can be observed that in spite of the smaller scale uncertainties the final results in
[47, 51, 52] are compatible, due to the parametric uncertainties which dominate the theoretical
error at present.
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In addition, the two-loop electroweak corrections have recently been computed [55], where fermion
and photonic loop effects are found to reduce the inclusive branching fraction by� (8 � 2)%.
Taking the value from 9.38, this leads to the predictionB(B ! XS) = (3:28� 0:30)� 10�4.

Non-perturbative corrections due to long-distance effects are another source of theoretical error.
For theB!Xs decay, the leading power corrections in1=m2

b and1=m2

c have been calculated and
are generally estimated to be less than� 5% [41, 56, 57, 58, 59, 60]. A further reduction of both
the theoretical and the experimental errors can be expected in the forthcoming years, which should
lead to improvements in the constraints on new physics effects in these decays.

The dependence of the inclusive branching fraction on the CKM parameters can be written as

jV �

tsVtbj2
jVcbj2

= jVtbj2
 
1� jVtdj2 � jVubj2

jVcbj2
!
= 0:95(1 + 0:10�) ; (9.39)

in the Wolfenstein parameterization and takingjVcbj = 0:039 � 0:003. Comparing the full NLO
QCD plus two-loop electroweak-corrected branching fraction to the CLEO data yields [55]

� = �1:7� 1:9 ; (9.40)

which is not yet competitive with the constraints fromB semileptonic decay,B0–B0 mixing and
�0=�. Alternatively,B ! Xs may be used to determineVts; Ali [61] finds

jVtsj = 0:033� 0:007 ; (9.41)

taking [62] jVcbj = 0:0393� 0:0028 andjVtbj = 0:55� 0:15. However, some caution needs to be
applied in obtaining bounds on CKM elements from loop processes, due to the possibility of new
physics participating in the loops.

Measurement of the inclusive rate forB ! Xs is performed by searching for events in the high-
energy region of the photon energy spectrum, outside the region populated by radiativeb ! cqq

decays. A good theoretical description of the spectral shape is essential in order to perform a fit
to the spectrum and extrapolate to the total decay rate. Earlier calculations of the photon spectrum
are given in Ref. [50], while a recent NLO analysis in HQET has been performed in Ref. [63]. The
shape of the spectrum is dominated by QCD dynamics and is insensitive to contributions from new
physics.

Since the quark-level process is a two-body decay, it yields a trivial photon energy spectrum, a
discrete line. The physical spectrum is obtained by convoluting the perturbative QCD corrections,
such as those arising from gluon radiation,b ! s + g, with the non-perturbative effects of
hadronization. The inclusion of the gluon emission results in a typical Bremsstrahlung spectrum
shape, peaking near both end-points due to soft gluon and soft photon singularities. The collinear
singularities atE ! 0 are regulated by the strange quark mass, but still contain large logarithms of
the form�s log(m2

b=m
2

s). These logarithms can be resummed to all orders [64], thereby smoothing
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the singular collinearms ! 0 limit result. The soft gluon divergence atE ! Emax
 can be treated

by the isolation and exponentiation of the leading behavior in terms of the form�s(�)
m log2n(1�x)

with m � n. A full NLO resummation of these Sudakov logarithms has yet to be performed. The
leading non-perturbative effect arises from the residual interaction of theb quark inside theB
meson and is described by including Fermi motion effects. These effects comprise the dominant
source of theoretical error in the photon energy distribution. The Fermi motion can be consis-
tently included in the heavy-quark expansion by resumming the leading-twist corrections into the
universal shape function which governs the light-cone momentum distribution of the heavy quark
inside theB meson. The physical decay distribution is then obtained by convoluting the parton
model spectra with this function. The largest source of error in this procedure arises from the
imprecisely known value of theb quark mass. From the NLO QCD analysis of Kagan and Neubert
[63], including these improved bound state treatments, an extrapolation factor ofK2:2 = 0:78+0:09�0:11

is found. This factor relates the total branching fraction to that determined in the lab with the
cut E > 2:2 GeV, as employed by CLEO. Using this factor Kagan and Neubert find that the
extrapolation of the CLEO measurement to the total branching fraction results in

B(B ! Xs) = (2:62� 0:60+0:37
�0:30)� 10�4 ; (9.42)

where the first error is experimental and the second denotes the theoretical uncertainties.

The CKM suppressed radiative mode,B ! Xd, populates the high energy region of the photon
energy spectrum.B ! Xs provides the largest background source for this channel. Observation
of this suppressed mode hence requires that the hadronicXd system recoiling against the photon
does not contain strange hadrons. While difficult, this may be feasible by summing all the relevant
exclusive final states as has been done by CLEO in their measurement ofB ! Xs.

The procedure for computing theB ! Xd branching fraction mirrors that presented above for
B ! Xs. The complete set of operators is given by Eq. (9.23) with the substitutions [32, 65]

O1 ! �VcbV
�

cs

VtbV
�
ts

(d�c�)V�A(c�b�)V�A � VubV
�

us

VtbV
�
ts

(d�u�)V�A(u�b�)V�A ; (9.43)

O2 ! �VcbV
�

cs

VtbV
�
ts

(d�c�)V�A(c�b�)V�A � VubV
�

us

VtbV
�
ts

(d�u�)V�A(u�b�)V�A ;

and the remaining operatorsO3�8 are defined as forB ! Xs with the obvious replacement
s! d. Note that in this case, the CKM factors are implicitly contained in the operatorsO1;2. The
matching conditions for and the RGE evolution of the Wilson coefficients as well as the evaluation
of the operator matrix elements are as described above forB ! Xs. In addition, it has been
explicitly verified [51, 66] that the rate andE spectrum are free of mass singularities,i.e., there
are no spurious enhancements of the form�em�s log(m2

u=m
2

c), and hence the limitmu ! 0 may
be taken safely.
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A NLO analysis has recently been performed in Ref. [67] predicting the Standard Model range
6:0 � 10�6 � B(B ! Xd) � 2:6� 10�5, where the NLO corrections are found to increase the
branching fraction by10% over the leading order value. Most of the uncertainty in this prediction
is due to the imprecisely known CKM factors, while the errors associated with the renormalization
scale and remaining input parameters is only� 10%. Estimates for the long-distance contribution
from intermediate u-quarks in the penguin, which are expected to be small even though they are
not CKM suppressed, have been included in this result. The theoretical errors, including the1=m2

b

and1=m2

c corrections, tend to cancel in the ratio,

0:017 � B(B ! Xd)

B(B ! Xs)
� 0:074 ; (9.44)

evaluated here at NLO [67], where the range in values is completely attributed to the CKM factors
and the small u-quark loop contribution. Since the inclusive modes are relatively free of long-
distance contributions, this ratio would provide a clean determination ofjVtd=Vtsj.
Finally, the directCP violation asymmetry could potentially be large inB ! Xd. At leading
order the asymmetry lies in the range [67]aCP = (7 � 35)%, where the residual theoretical
uncertainty due to the scale dependence and the values of the input parameters (other than the
CKM elements) is estimated to be�aCP = 17%. The full NLO corrections to this quantity have
yet to be computed as theCP -odd numerator in this asymmetry is suppressed by an extra order of
�s, i.e., it starts at order�s(mb)(�

n
s log

n(MW=mb)).

9.2.1.2 Theoretical framework: exclusive radiative decays

Exclusive radiative decays have a distinctive signature which makes them experimentally accessi-
ble. In principle, they can provide information on the CKM elementsVts;td. Unfortunately, these
transitions are plagued with theoretical uncertainties associated with the hadronic matrix elements
and with long-distance contributions. In the end, the experimental determination of the rates for
these modes may only be used to select amongst the various hadronization models, rather than
testing the underlying theory.

At the quark level, the short-distance contribution to these decays is described by the magnetic
dipole operator, as detailed in the previous section for the inclusive case. The transition matrix
element for the exclusive processB ! V + , whereV = K�; �; !, can be written in terms of the
form factors

hV (p)j ���q�(1 + 5)bjB(pB) = 2i������
��p

�
Bp

�T1(q
2) (9.45)

+
h
���(m

2

B �m2

V )� (�� � q)(pB + p)�
i
T2(q

2)

+(�� � q)
"
q� �

q2

m2
B �m2

V

(pB + p)�

#
T3(q

2) ;
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Table 9-1. Form factor predictions in various models.

Ref. TB!K�

1
(0)

TB!K�

1 (0)

T
B!�
1

(0)
B(B ! K�)(�10�5) RK�

[68] LCSR 0:32� 0:05 1:32� 0:1 4:8� 1:5 0:16� 0:05

[71] LCSR 0:31� 0:04 1:14� 0:02 4:45� 1:13 0:16� 0:05

[72] LCSR 0:38� 0:06 1:33� 0:13 �� 0:20� 0:06

[73] lattice 0:10� 0:01� 0:3 �� �� 0:060� 0:012� 0:034

[69] lattice 0:16+0:02�0:01 �� �� 0:16+0:04�0:03

where�� represents the polarization vector of the vector meson,q = pB � p, and stands for
the light fields or d. The signs are defined such that the form factors are positive. For the on-
shell matrix element,i.e., q2 = 0, the coefficient ofT3 vanishes and it can be shown thatT2(0) =

�iT1(0). Hence in the physical cases of interest here, the decay widths can be expressed in terms
of a single form factor

�(B ! V + ) =
�G2

F

32�4
jVtbV �

t j2(m2

b +m2

 )m
3

B

 
1� m2

V

m2
B

!3

jC(0)eff
7 (mb)j2 jTB!V

1
(q2 = 0)j2 ;

(9.46)

and the branching fraction is computed by scaling to the semileptonic rate as usual. These form
factors have been estimated using a wide variety of techniques [68]�[69]; a sampling of some
recent predictions using light-cone sum rules and lattice gauge theory are given in Table 9-1. Note
that these calculations are actually performed for non-zero values ofq2 and then extrapolated to
q2 = 0 using plausible assumptions such as the pole dominance approximation. The resulting value
of B(B ! K�) is in good agreement with the CLEO data for all models displayed in Table 9-1.

A good test of the model dependence of the form factors is provided by the ratio of rates for the
exclusive to inclusive decays,

RK� =
B(B ! K�)

B(B ! Xs)
= 4

�
mB

mb

�3  
1� m2

K�

mB

!3
jT1(q2 = 0)j2 : (9.47)

As shown in Table 9-1, most recent computations agree well with the CLEO data [31] for this ratio,
which isRK� = (18� 6)%. Earlier estimates,beforethe CLEO observation ofB ! K�, ranged
from RK� = (1 � 98)%! Hence, the data sample has already been used to distinguish between
theoretical models. Veseli and Olsson [70] also estimate the ratio forB ! K�

2
(1430) to inclusive

b! s decays to be(6:2� 2:9)%.
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From Eq. (9.46) above, it appears that the ratio

�(B ! �)

�(B ! K�)
= �

jTB!�
1 (0)j2

jTB!K�

1 (0)j2
jVtdj2
jVtsj2

; (9.48)

where� is a phase space factor,

� =
(m2

b +m2

d)

(m2

b +m2
s)

(1�m2

�=m
2

B)
3

(1�m2

K�=m2

B)
3
; (9.49)

ratio of form factors, also shown in Table 9-1, can in principle be more accurately determined than
each by itself, since several theoretical uncertainties cancel in the ratio. The form factor ratio then
depends only on SU(3) breaking effects. This expression for the ratio of rates assumes that the
short-distance physics is dominant. This is essentially the case forB ! K�, where long-distance
effects have been estimated [60, 59, 57] to be not more than' 5%. This is also borne out by
the fact that the recent theoretical estimates ofRK� are consistent with experiment. However, the
long-distance contributions toB ! � can be large [74]�[75] and have the potential to destroy
the validity of this ratio.

The long-distance effects inB ! � originate from several sources, all of which involve different
CKM matrix elements than the short-distance piece. Initial studies [57, 74, 76] applied the vector
meson dominance model and examined the decayB ! �V �, whereV � represents an off-shell
neutral vector meson such as�0 ; ! ; � ;  ; with subsequent conversion of the vector meson to a
photon. This transition is depicted in Fig. 9-9(a). The results from this approach vary, but the gen-
eral consensus yields a contribution of order<� 10% of the short-distance rate. The uncertainties
present in this method arise from the fact that the effectiveV V � couplings are only measured at
theV � mass and must be scaled to zero, and that only the the transverse part of this coupling can
contribute to the photon transition.

A second long-distance contribution arises from the weak annihilation diagram, similar to that
of Fig. 9-1 with final-state quarks instead of leptons and with a possible photon bremsstrahlung
from every charged leg. Earlier perturbative estimates [74, 77] showed that this contribution
could be substantial for the chargedB� ! �� modes, but these estimates are uncertain due to
problems associated with the direct photon emission from the almost on-shell propagation of the
light spectator quark. More recent calculations [78] have employed light-cone QCD sum rules. In
this approach the annihilation contributions are dominantly induced by the four fermion operators
O1;2. Using factorization, the amplitude for the charged decay mode can then be written in terms
of two form factors,

ALD = �eGFp
2
VubV

�

ud

�
C2 +

C1

Nc

�
m��

()
� �(�)� (9.50)

�
n
�2i[g��(q � pB)� p�Mq

�]FLD
1

(q2) + 2�����pB�q�F
LD
2

(q2)
o
:

These form factors are evaluated via the light-cone sum rules and found to be roughly equal to
each other in magnitude. The ratio of long- to short-distance amplitudes can then be written as
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ALD

ASD

= RB�!��
L=S

VubV
�

ud

VtbV
�

td

; (9.51)

whereRB�!��
L=S is evaluated to be�0:30 � 0:07. This results in a10 � 20% contribution to

B(B� ! ��) from the weak annihilation diagram. The effect is anticipated to be less severe
in the neutral channel due to the smaller electric charge of thed-quark and color suppression.
Estimates giveRB0!�0

L=S ' R
B0!!
L=S = 0:05, and thus this approach asserts that long-distance

physics is not expected to contaminate the neutral channels.

A third source of long-distance contributions arises from final-state interactions, where theB

decays into some intermediate state, such as�0�0 and�+�� in B0 decay, which then undergoes
soft-rescattering into the final-state�. This mechanism is depicted in Fig. 9-9(b). The magnitude
of the�� ! � soft-rescattering contribution toB0 ! �0 is found [75] to be roughly8%. This
result differs from the QCD sum rule calculation in that the neutral channels are sizeably affected.

One measure of the size of the long-distance component of these exclusive modes is to determine
the deviation from the isospin relation

�(B+ ! �+) = 2�(B0 ! �0) = 2�(B0 ! !) ; (9.52)

which holds for the short-distance contributions only. The degree of isospin violation is found
[78, 75] to be quite sensitive to the value of the Wolfenstein CKM parameter�.

Although the size of these long-distance interactions is somewhat uncertain at present, they con-
stitute a potential source of serious error in the extraction ofVtd. However, measurement of the
exclusive radiative modes can be used to gather information on the various approaches to the
theoretical modeling of the form factors and the validity of the factorization approximation. This

B V∗0

γ

ρ

7–98
8429A2

B

(b)(a)

P,ρ

γ

ρ

ρ

ρ

Figure 9-9. (a) Vector Meson Dominance and (b) Final-State Interaction contributions to the
decayB ! �.
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in turn, can be applied to other modes, such asB ! ��, where the evaluation of the relative sizes
of the contributing tree and penguin amplitudes are subject to the same theoretical uncertainties.
As is discussed in Chapter 6, the accuracy with which� can be determined will be limited by such
uncertainties for some time to come, so measurements that can be used to reduce them will be
important.

9.2.1.3 Experimental considerations

The simplest way to measure an inclusive rate is to ignore the hadronic products of thes(d) quark,
and search for an excess of events with a high energy gamma. To establish a signal forb ! s

it is necessary to understand the backgrounds from other processes which are quite large. Note
that only the dominantb ! s transition can be measured by this method, since there is no way of
distinguishing between thes andd channels without reconstructing the hadronic part of the decay.

The CLEO collaboration reported twob! s analyses [29]. The first of these studied the inclusive
gamma spectrum. The large background from continuum processes was measured by running for
a third of the time off the� (4S) resonance. This continuum background was scaled and subtracted,
and dominates the statistical error on the measurement. If BABAR wishes to perform a similar
analysis it will have to run for a significant fraction of time below the� (4S) resonance, which may
not be desirable. The recent ALEPH result [30] also studies the inclusive gamma spectrum, but
uses topological vertex cuts to reduce the backgrounds. The remaining backgrounds are modeled
by standard Monte Carlo generators and are then subtracted. A significant part of the uncertainty
in their result comes from the reliability of the Monte Carlo models, both for the signal and for the
background.

The second CLEO analysis reconstructs a large fraction of the possible hadronic final states associ-
ated with thes quark, estimates the efficiency for the inclusive signal, and then takes the sum to be
a measurement of the inclusive rate. This appears to be a better approach to the measurement of the
inclusive rate. With the good particle identification of the BABAR DIRC system it should be possible
to make separate measurements of theb ! s andb ! d channels. By reconstructing exclusive
final states the continuum backgrounds are reduced to an acceptable level. There are difficulties
with using high multiplicity hadronic final states which have lower reconstruction efficiencies, and
which have large backgrounds fromb! c decays. This limits the ability to reconstruct all possible
final states, introducing a model-dependence into the result.

The experimental difficulties in measuring the inclusive rateb ! s are mostly associated with
the detection of the high energy photon. In the CLEO detector the� (4S) is produced at rest, and
b ! s is a quasi two-body process giving an almost monochromatic photon with an energy of
2.45�0.25 GeV. The smearing results from the Fermi motion of the quarks in theB meson, the
smallB meson momentum, and the effects of gluon bremsstrahlung which lead to a low-energy
tail [50]. In BABAR the� (4S) is boosted in the lab frame. The photons have to be measured up to a
maximum energy of 4 GeV in the forward endcap calorimeter, and there is a correlation between
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Figure 9-10. Photon lab angle versus energy.

the energy and the theta direction of the photon (see Fig. 9-10). By boosting back into the� (4S)
rest frame the original spectrum is recovered, but with a photon energy resolution that depends on
the laboratory angle.

The photon energy resolution is expected to be in the range 1.2 to 1.5%, corresponding to 30-
50 MeV. This is small compared to the smearing effects discussed above, but it is large compared
to the resolution on the reconstructed energy of the hadronic system that makes up the rest of an
exclusiveb ! s decay. TheB invariant-mass resolution, and hence the level of the background,
is determined primarily by the photon energy resolution. It is important that the calorimeter is
accurately calibrated, and that this resolution function is well understood.

A preliminary study ofB0 ! K�0(�0) in Aslund shows that the resolution on theB invariant
mass is�(MB) = 41 MeV=c2, and the resolution on theB momentum in the� (4S) rest frame is
�(pB) = 52 MeV=c. (see Fig. 9-11). These numbers are very similar to the resolutions obtained
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Figure 9-11. B momentum versus invariant mass.

in the CLEO detector in spite of the fact that BABAR has to measure higher energy photons. The
calorimeter response is rather naively modeled inAslund , and it is desirable that this study should
be repeated with a full simulation and reconstruction. Since this analysis is very sensitive to the
energy resolution of the high-energy photon, it is necessary to include beam backgrounds, and to
have an accurate shower energy calibration.
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There are three types of background that need to be suppressed:

� Initial State Radiation (ISR) where the processe+e� ! qq occurs after the radiation of the
high-energy photon.

� Continuum jets (qq) in which the high-energy photon comes from the decays of�0 and�
mesons or from final-state radiation.

� B meson decays (BB) in which the high-energy photon comes from�0 or � decays or from
other radiative decays. There are contributions fromb! c, b! u andb! sg decays.

At energies above theb! s signal region, the ISR contribution is the only significant one. Below
the signal region theBB backgrounds fromb ! c decays dominate. In the signal region all three
backgrounds have to be considered, with theBB background falling to zero at the endpoint of the
b! s spectrum.

The CLEO inclusive analysis used a large number of shape variables to suppress the continuum ISR
andqq backgrounds. These variables were eventually combined into a neural net approach to give
the most effective discrimination between signal and background events. This type of analysis
should be redone for the BABAR detector. Additional suppression of the continuum backgrounds
may be possible using vertex constraints as was done in the ALEPH analysis, although the shortB

decay length and the fact that a lot of energy is taken away by a neutral make this an unfavorable
channel for such a cut.

The photons from theqq andBB backgrounds come primarily from the decays of�0 and� mesons.
There are two ways of dealing with this background, both of which depend on detecting the second
photon from the decay. The simplest thing to do is to apply a veto to the high-energy photon if
it can be combined with another photon to form a�0 or �. This costs efficiency for the signal,
particularly if there are large beam-associated backgrounds, since the decays are very asymmetric
and the second photon is typically very low in energy. There are also problems at the highest
energies with the merging of the two photons to form a single cluster. Studies of the use of shape
variables to distinguish merged clusters from single photons are in progress.

An alternative approach is to retain the reconstructed�0 and� samples and use them to model
the expected contribution of high-energy photons from these decays. This effectively replaces the
�0 and � spectra generated by the Monte Carlo with the spectra measured in data. To do this
accurately it is necessary to understand the�0 and� reconstruction efficiencies, however, it should
be noted that symmetric decays of high-energy mesons can be used to measure the spectrum as
well as the asymmetric decays that give rise to the background photons. A study of this approach
should be made with realistic beam backgrounds, and with a calibrated calorimeter.
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Figure 9-12. Possible insertions of the operatorsOi [81]. In the 1PI diagramsq indicates a generic
virtual quark. The double circled cross vertices represent the two possible insertions of the operators
O1; : : : ; O6, depending on their flavor, chiral, and color structure; the cross vertices stand for the
insertion ofO7.

9.2.2 B ! Xs

The decay processB ! Xs can also be studied in the well established framework of elec-
troweak effective Hamiltonians described in Eq. (9.23). The basis of local operators coincide
identically with that used for the transitionB ! Xs, and the reader is therefore referred to that
Section 9.2.1 for more details on both the structure of the local operators and the behavior of
the Wilson coefficients. Recall that the coefficientsCi(�) are process-independent and that their
renormalization is determined only by the basis of operatorsfOig.
The amplitude for the quark-level processb! s was first determined in Refs. [48, 79, 80], and
the leading order QCD corrections are computed in [81, 82]. The amplitude can be expressed in
the form

A = � ie
2GFp
2�2

VtbV
�

ts

7X
i=1

Ci(�)us(ps)T
��
i ub(pb)��(k1)��(k2) ; (9.53)

where��(k1) and ��(k2) are the polarization vectors of the two photons and the convention on
momenta is as in Fig. 9-12.T ��i denotes the tensor structure of the transition amplitude induced
by the operatorOi; their explicit form can be found for example in [81]. The differentT ��i are
obtained inserting the operatorsOi into the Feynman diagrams of Fig. 9-12. Note that both one-
particle reducible (1PR) and one-particle irreducible (1PI) diagrams contribute to the process.

The inclusive decayB ! Xs can be studied to a very good approximation in terms of the quark
level decayb ! s [83]. In order to obtain the total rate into two hard photons one has to place
suitable kinematical cuts. Two hard photons can be isolated if one demands that their energy is
not too small and that they are not collinear to each other and to the outgoings-quark. Indeed the
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Figure 9-13. The invariant-mass distribution of the two photons in the presence of the�c
resonance, normalized to the total rate�tot = 5:7 � 10�7, as obtained forms = 0:5 GeV=c2.
The curves are the distributions for pure non-resonant (solid), pure resonant (dashed) and the total
(dot-dashed). The resonance peak is truncated in order to show the relevance of the different
contributions both inside and outside the resonance region.

total rate and the relevance of each different contribution (1PR,1PI) depends on the kinematical
cuts imposed. In the absence of QCD corrections, the branching ratio into hard photons is about
1 � 10�7 in the Standard Model [80]. QCD corrections, however, enhance the rate by a factor of
' 2� 2:5 [81]. The main source of theoretical uncertainty arises from the scale dependence and it
is around25� 30%, as is the case forB ! Xs at LO.

Another source of uncertainties in the expected branching fraction arises from the effects of long-
distance contributions. In fact, in the region of invariant mass of the two photons nears'4m2

c=m
2

b ,
the rate is dominated by the�c resonance, which subsequently decays into two photons,i.e.,B !
�cXs ! Xs. In order to estimate the effect of these contributions, a resonant amplitude is
added to the short-distance amplitude and one can then determine its influence on the invariant-
mass distribution,d�=ds, away from the resonance peak. As shown in Fig. 9-13, the effect of
the resonance is very well localized around the peak and is practically negligible in the regions
0:0 � s � 0:3 ands � 0:5. Cutting around the resonance and including only these two regions
in the perturbative calculation reduces the branching ratio by at most14% [81]. The impact of the
long-distance contribution can be further reduced by using a model calculation of the�c-photon-
photon coupling where the vertex form factorf(q2) is drastically suppressed whenq2, the invariant
mass of the two photons, is smaller thanm2

�c
[84].
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A useful probe of the dynamics of the inclusive decay is given by the forward-backward asymmetry
[80]

AFB =
�(cos �s � 0)� �(cos �s < 0)

�(cos �s � 0) + �(cos �s < 0)
; (9.54)

where�s is the angle between thes quark and the softer photon. The main effects of the QCD
corrections tend to cancel in the ratio and hence they do not significantly change the value of
AFB, increasing it by no more than15%. The asymmetry is thus found to be 0.78 (with LO QCD
corrections) [81]. FurthermoreAFB is practically insensitive to the choice of scale in the LO
Wilson coefficients.

This decay has also been studied in some extensions of the Standard Model, in particular in Two-
Higgs Doublet models [80] and in SUSY [85]. The effects of both models on this transition are
quite restricted after the constraints from the measurement ofB ! Xs (which are discussed in
Chapter 13) are imposed. However, measurement ofAFB could yield additional information on
the existence of new physics.

At the exclusive level, many interesting channels can be studied. The first calculations of the
exclusive modesBs ! �(�0) andB ! K have been performed very recently, by using a
cascade mechanism for both the 1PI and the 1PR contributions [86], however difficulties arise from
the unknown relative phase between the 1PR and the 1PI amplitudes.

Another interesting decay induced by theb! s is theBs !  exclusive mode, which may be
studied if PEP-II has future runs on the� (5S). Here, the final state containsCP -odd andCP -even
states, allowing one to studyCP -violating effects.

9.2.3 B ! Xsll; Xdll

9.2.3.1 Theoretical framework: inclusive decays

The dominant contribution toB ! Xs`
+`� comes from the partonic processb ! s`+`�, which

can be calculated in perturbation theory [87] via the effective Hamiltonian in Eq. (9.23). This
formalism leads to the decay amplitude (neglecting the strange quark mass),

A(B ! Xs`
+`�) =

p
2GF�

�
VtbV

�

ts

h
Ceff
9 sL�bL`

�`+ C10sL�bL`
�5`

�2C(0)eff
7 mbsLi���

q�

q2
bR`

�`

#
; (9.55)

whereq2 represents the momentum transferred to the lepton pair.
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This yields the differential branching fraction (neglectingO(m2

s=m
2

b) terms)

dB(B ! Xs`
+`�)

dŝ
= B(B ! X`�)

�2

4�2
jVtbV �

tsj2
jVcbj2

(1� ŝ)2

f(z)�(z)

�
1� 4x

ŝ

�1=2 ( h
jCeff

9 j2 � jC10j2
i
6x

+
h
jCeff

9 j2 + jC10j2
i �
(ŝ� 4x) + (1 +

2x

ŝ
)(1 + ŝ)

�
(9.56)

+12C
(0)eff
7 ReCeff

9 (1 +
2x

ŝ
) +

4jC(0)eff
7 j2
ŝ

(1 +
2x

ŝ
)(2 + ŝ)

)
;

with x � m2

`=m
2

b which is relevant for the casè= � [88], and ŝ � (p`+ + p`�)
2=m2

b is the
scaled momentum transfer. The rate has been scaled to that forB semileptonic decay, with the
definitions ofz, f(z) and�(z) given in Section 9.2.1. There are four contributions to this quantity,
arising from the modulus squared ofCeff

9 , C10, C
(0)eff
7 and from the interference ofC(0)eff

7 with
Ceff
9 . Ceff

9 contains contributions from physics at the weak scale (includingmt dependence) and
from renormalization group evolution betweenMW and� � mb. In additionCeff

9 is defined to
incorporate the contributions from theb! s`+`� matrix elements ofO1�6 (hence the superscript
‘effective’), which involve loops with charm- and light-quark flavors.C10 is a function only of the
top-quark mass.C(0)eff

7 is the same coefficient that appears inB ! Xs decay; its main effect
onB ! Xs`

+`� is through the interference withCeff
9 , which is a sizable contribution. The piece

proportional tojC(0)eff
7 j2 is comparatively small, except for very low values ofŝ. The dominant

terms in the branching fraction are those fromjCeff
9 j2 and jC10j2, which have about the same

magnitude formt � 175GeV.

The NLO analysis for this decay has been performed in [43, 89], where it is stressed that a
scheme-independent result can only be obtained by including the leading and next-to-leading
logarithmic corrections toC9(�), while retaining only the leading logarithms in the remaining
Wilson coefficients. The residual leading� dependence inC9(�) is cancelled by that contained in
the matrix element ofO9. The combination yields an effective value ofC9 given by

Ceff
9 (�; ŝ) = C9(�)�(ŝ) + Y (ŝ) : (9.57)

Y (ŝ) is the one-loop matrix element ofO9, which incorporates the contributions from the charm
and light quark loops as mentioned above. The expression for this quantity can be found in [89, 90].
�(ŝ) = 1 + �s(�)!(ŝ)=�, where the function!(s) is given in [28, 89], represents the single gluon
corrections to this matrix element. In the naive dimensional regularization (NDR) scheme

C9(�) = P0 +
Y0(xt)

sin2 �w
� 4Z(xt) + PEE(xt) ; (9.58)

whereY0(xt) is given in Eq. (9.11),P0;E ; E(xt) can be found in [89], and
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Z(x) =
x

4

"
x� 6

2(x� 1)
+

3x + 2

2(x� 1)2
lnx� x(19x� 25)

36(x� 1)3
+
x(5x2 � 2x� 6)

18(x� 1)4
lnx� 4

9
lnx

#
:

(9.59)

The effective value forC(0)eff
7 (�) is as defined in Eq. (9.31). The operatorO10 does not

renormalize and hence its corresponding coefficient

C10(�) = � Y0(xt)

sin2 �w
(9.60)

does not depend on the value of� (except for the� dependence associated with the definition of
the top-quark mass). The numerical estimates, in the NDR scheme, for these coefficients are then
(takingmpole

b = 4:87 GeV=c2,mphys

t = 175 GeV=c2, and�s = 0:118)

C9(� = mb
�mb=2
+mb

) = 4:21+0:31
�0:40 ; C10(�) = �4:55 : (9.61)

B ! Xs`
+`� also receives large long-distance contributions from the tree-level processesB !

K(�) (
0

) followed by (
0

) ! `+`�. These pole contributions can be incorporated into the lepton
pair invariant-mass spectrum following the prescription in Ref. [91], where both on- and off-shell
vector mesons are considered by employing a Breit-Wigner form for the resonance propagator.
This produces an effective(sL�bL)(`�`) interaction which can be incorporated intoCeff

9 via the
addition of

�3�
�2m2

b

X
Vi=J= ; 0

MVi�(Vi ! `+`�)

(ŝ�M2

Vi
=m2

b) + i�ViMVi=m
2

b

: (9.62)

The relative sign between the short- and long-distance terms was once a source of controversy, but
can be explicitly determined via the analyses presented in Ref. [92].

The resulting differential branching fraction, with and without the long-distance resonance contri-
butions, is presented in Fig. 9-14. The small cusp in the partonic result atŝ = 4m2

c=m
2

b originates
from intermediatecc pairs and is the perturbative ‘remnant’ of intermediatecc resonances. The
residual dependence on the renormalization scale� at NLO is quite moderate and is typically below
�6% (for 2:5GeV � � � 10GeV). It is clear that the pole contributions dominate the branching
fraction near theJ= and 0 peaks, and that there is significant interference between the dispersive
part of the resonance and the short-distance contributions. However, suitable`+`� invariant-mass
cuts can eliminate the resonance contributions, and observations away from these peaks cleanly
separate out the short-distance physics. This divides the spectrum into two distinct regions [90], (i)
low-dilepton mass,4x � ŝ �M2

 =m
2

b � �, and (ii) high-dilepton mass,M2

 0=m
2

b + � � ŝ � ŝmax,
where� is to be matched to an experimental cut. The integrated branching fractions (without the
pole contributions) for̀ = e; �; � are presented in Table 9-2 for both the total and high-dilepton
mass regions of̂s. Note that the branching fraction forB ! Xs�

+�� is comparable to that for
` = e; � in the clean̂s region above the 0 resonance.
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Figure 9-14. Dilepton invariant-mass spectrum ofB ! Xse
+e� normalized to the semileptonic

rate: partonic result (full line), partonic result +O(�2QCD=m
2

b) corrections (dotted line), partonic
result +O(�2QCD=m

2
c) corrections (dashed line), partonic result + factorizable resonance contri-

butions (dash-dotted line). These results have been obtained for� = mb = 4:8 GeV=c2and
mc = 1:4 GeV=c2.

Other interesting observables that can be studied inB ! Xs`
+`� decays are the lepton forward-

backward (AFB) [93] and the left-right (LR) polarization [88, 94] asymmetries. The former can be
defined as

A(ŝ)FB =

R
1

0
dzd2B=dzdŝ� R 0

�1
dzd2B=dzdŝR

1

0
dzd2B=dzdŝ+ R

0

�1
dzd2B=dzdŝ ; (9.63)

wherez � cos � with � being the angle between the momentum of theB meson (or outgoing
s-quark) and thè+ in the dilepton center-of-mass frame. As shown in [95]A(ŝ)FB is identical to
the energy asymmetry introduced in [96]. The NLO perturbative result forA(ŝ)FB is given by

A(ŝ)FB = �3(1� 4x=ŝ)1=2C10[Re Ceff
9 ŝ+ 2C

(0)eff
7 ]

D
; (9.64)

whereD is the expression in curly brackets in Eq. (9.56) andx is defined above. The tau polariza-
tion asymmetry is

P� (ŝ) � dB�=�1 � dB�=+1

dB�=�1 + dB�=+1

; (9.65)
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Table 9-2. Integrated branching fractions forB ! Xs l
+ l� for the total and high-dilepton mass

regions.

` 4x � ŝ � 1 0:6 � ŝ � 1

e (6:25+1:04�0:93)� 10�6 5:8� 10�7

� (5:73+0:75�0:78)� 10�6 5:8� 10�7

� (3:24+0:44�0:54)� 10�7 2:5� 10�7

wheredB represents the differentialB ! Xs �
+ �� branching fraction. The spin projection oper-

ator is represented as(1+5=s)=2, with the normalized dot product being defined asŝ � p̂ = � = �1
with the�(+) sign corresponding to the case where the spin polarization is anti-parallel (parallel)
to the direction of the�� momentum. This corresponds to the usual definition of a polarization
asymmetry, given in terms of couplings,i.e., (L � R)=(L + R), in the massless case. This
asymmetry is calculated to be

P� (ŝ) =
�2 [1� 4x=ŝ]

1=2
C10

h
ReCeff

9 (1 + 2ŝ) + 6C
(0)eff
7

i
D

: (9.66)

The forward-backward and polarization asymmetries are displayed as a function ofŝ in Fig. 9-15.
Both asymmetries are sensitive to the relative signs betweenC

(0)eff
7 andCeff

9 and provide a
powerful probe for new physics. However, the LR asymmetry is not likely to be observed in
the early stages of theB-factory.

The parton-level results for the lepton pair invariant-mass distribution and asymmetries receive
nonperturbative corrections from higher orders in the heavy-quark (1=mb) expansion. The leading
effects of this type arise atO(�2

QCD=m
2

b). They have been investigated most recently in [95] (see
[41] for earlier work on this subject). From the results of [95] one can derive

�1=m2
b

dB
dŝ

=
3�2

2m2

b

 
�2

4�2

����VtsVcb
����
2 1

f(z)�(z)

"
(1� 15ŝ2 + 10ŝ3)(jCeff

9 j2 + jC10j2)� (9.67)

(6 + 3ŝ� 5ŝ3)
4jC(0)eff

7 j2
ŝ

� (5 + 6ŝ� 7ŝ2)4C
(0)eff
7 ReCeff

9

#
+
g(z)

f(z)

dB
dŝ

!
;

where�2 = (M2

B� � M2

B)=4 and g(z) = 3 � 8z2 + 24z4 � 24z6 + 5z8 + 24z4 ln z. The
contribution proportional tog(z) arises from the corresponding correction to the normalizing rate
�(B ! Xce�). The correction due to theb-quark kinetic energy is the same for�(B ! Xsl

+l�)

and�(B ! Xce�) and therefore cancels in the ratio. The relative magnitude of this correction
decreases from+4% to about�5% as the variablês is increased from0:1 to 0:7; this is shown in
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Figure 9-15. Lepton forward-backward (` = e) and tau polarization asymmetry with and without
the long-distance resonance contributions.

Fig. 9-14. The correction from�(B ! Xce�) contributes a constant+3% to this. The (negative)
correction becomes much larger beyondŝ = 0:7 and the expansion eventually breaks down in the
endpoint region. Similarly, theseO(�2

QCD=m
2

b) corrections toAFB amount to a few percent up to
ŝ = 0:6 and diverge in the limit̂s! 1.

In addition to higher order terms in the1=mb expansion,B ! Xs`
+`� decays are affected by long-

distance corrections related tocc intermediate states. These originate from the nonperturbative
interactions of thecc pair in the processB ! Xscc ! Xs`

+`�. If the dilepton invariant mass is
near to aJPC = 1�� cc-resonance (	, 	0; : : :) this effect is very large and shows up as a peak in
the distribution (see Fig. 9-14). However, as discussed above this background can be eliminated
by suitable kinematical cuts. The estimation of the long-distance effects away from the resonance
regions is a more delicate problem.

Nonperturbative contributions generated bycc intermediate states have been widely discussed in
the literature by means of phenomenological resonance-exchange models [94, 93, 95, 97]. These
approaches are useful near the resonance peaks, but their validity outside this region is certainly
less reliable. Indeed, the shape of the resonance tails far form the peaks is not under control.
Moreover, a double-counting problem is introduced by the simultaneous use of quark and hadronic
degrees of freedom. Nevertheless, within this framework it is worthwhile to mention the approach
of [94], which incorporates�(e+e� ! cc-hadrons) data using a dispersion relation. This method
has the advantage of avoiding the double counting problem but has the disadvantage of only
including thefactorizablecontributions due to resonance exchanges.
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A more systematic and model-independent estimate ofcc long-distance effects far from the reso-
nance region, based on a heavy-quark expansion in inverse powers of the charm-quark mass, has
been recently presented in [98] (see also [99]). This approach, originally proposed in [58, 59]
to evaluate similar effects inB ! Xs decays, has the advantage of dealing only with partonic
degrees of freedom. In this framework the leading nonperturbative corrections to both the rate and
the asymmetries turn out to beO(�2

QCD=m
2

c). They originate from the effectivesb–photon–gluon
vertex (induced by charm loops), where the gluon is soft and couples to the light cloud surrounding
theb quark inside theB meson. The corresponding matrix elements can be related to the strength
of the chromomagnetic interaction of theb quark inside the meson and thus are known both in
magnitude and in sign. The explicit correction is given by

�1=m2
c

dB
dŝ

= � 8�2

9m2
c

C2

(
�2

4�2

����VtsVcb
����
2 (1� ŝ)2

f(z)�(z)
Re

"
F (ŝ)

 
C
(0)eff
7

1 + 6ŝ� ŝ2

ŝ
+ Ceff

9 (2 + ŝ)

!#)
;

(9.68)
where the functionsF (ŝ) can be found in [98]. This correction is expected to be the dominant
long-distance effect for small values of the dilepton invariant mass (ŝ < 0:2), however, the relative
magnitude of this effect is very small (at the one or two percent level), as shown in Fig. 9-14.
Higher-order terms become more important near thecc threshold, where the description in terms
of partonic degrees of freedom is clearly inadequate. An estimate [98] of the higher-order terms
shows that the leading corrections should provide a reliable approximation of the effect up to
ŝ = 3m2

c=m
2

b � 0:25. Moreover, theO(�2

QCD=m
2

c) calculation should also be reliable above the
resonance region (ŝ > 0:7) where the effect is again quite small.

The hadronic invariant-mass and energy spectra inB ! XS`
+`� have recently been studied in

[100]. Here the leading order perturbative QCD and1=m2

b power corrections have been computed
using HQET techniques and an improved Fermi motion model which takes theB-meson wave
function effects into account. The corrections are found to be small over most of the hadronic
energy spectrum. However, the1=mb expansion fails near the lower kinematic endpoint and at the
cc threshold. The hadronic invariant-mass spectrum is found to be only reliably calculable over a
limited rangeMH > �mB in the heavy-quark expansion where� ' mB �mb.

The theoretical treatment ofB ! Xs`
+`� is reasonably well under control, particularly in the

region of small dilepton invariant mass. Forŝ < 0:25 the dominant uncertainty is from the scale
dependence of the perturbative result and is of the order of few percent. Due to the appearance
of the resonance peaks and due to the breakdown of the1=mb expansion for̂s ! 1, somewhat
larger uncertainties are expected forŝ > 0:25. The ratio of decay distributionsdB=dŝ(B !
Xd`

+`�)=dB=dŝ(B ! Xs`
+`�) can be used [101] to extract the ratio of CKM elementsjVtdj=jVtsj

with an estimated theoretical uncertainty of 15%.

CP violation can occur in the inclusive modeB ! Xd`
+`� due to the simultaneous presence of

different CKM phases in theuu- andcc-loop contributions and different dynamical phases. The
results of [102] show that aCP asymmetry of(2 � 5)% is possible for dilepton invariant masses
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below theJ= resonance. In addition, a determination of theCP angle may be possible, with
some associated theoretical uncertainty.

9.2.3.2 Theoretical framework: exclusive decays

The investigation of the rare exclusive decaysB ! K(�)`+`� is experimentally more tractable than
the inclusive case, but suffers more theoretical uncertainties related to the values of theB ! K(�)

hadronic matrix elements. The relevant matrix elements of the effective Hamiltonian governing
the exclusive transitions can be parametrized in terms of form factors as follows:

< K(p0)js�bjB(p) > = (p+ p0)�F1(q
2) +

m2

B �m2

K

q2
q�
�
F0(q

2)� F1(q
2)
�
;

< K(p0)js i ���q�bjB(p) > =
h
(p+ p0)�q

2 � (m2

B �m2

K)q�
i FT (q

2)

mB +mK

;

< K�(p0; �)js�(1� 5)bjB(p) > = ������
��p�p0�

2V (q2)

mB +mK�

� i

"
���(mB +mK�)A1(q

2)� (�� � q)(p+ p0)�
A2(q

2)

(mB +mK�)

� (�� � q)2mK�

q2
(A3(q

2)� A0(q
2))q�

#
; (9.69)

< K�(p0; �)js���q� (1 + 5)

2
bjB(p) > = i������

��p�p0� 2 T1(q
2)

+
h
���(m

2

B �m2

K�)� (�� � q)(p+ p0)�
i
T2(q

2)

+ (�� � q)
"
q� �

q2

m2
B �m2

K�

(p+ p0)�

#
T3(q

2) :

Here, q = p � p0 is the momentum transferred to the lepton pair,F1(0) = F0(0), A3(q
2) =

mB+mK�

2mK�
A1(q

2) � mB�mK�

2mK�
A2(q

2), A3(0) = A1(0), andT1(0) = iT2(0). The value ofT1(0),
which is estimated,e.g., in [103], determines the exclusiveB ! K� decay rate as discussed
above. The various observables inB ! K(�)`+`�, such as the differential decay rate, the angular
lepton asymmetry and the lepton polarization asymmetry, depend not only on the normalization
of the form factors at vanishing momentum transfer, but also on theirq2 dependence in the range
q2 =M2

` � (MB�MK;K�)2. These form factors have been estimated by lattice QCD (for largeq2)
[104], QCD sum rules [105], light-cone sum rules [106] and quark models [107, 108]. In Table 9-3
various predictions for theB ! K(�)`+`� branching fractions are collected, takingVts = 0:04

and neglecting the long-distance resonance contributions from the processB ! K(�) (n), with
the subsequent decay (n) ! `+`�.
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Table 9-3. Predictions for the branching fractions of the exclusive decaysB ! K�`+`� in
various models.

Ref. B(B ! K`+`�) B(B ! K�e+e�) B(B ! K��+��)

[104] 1:15� 10�6 1:15� 10�6

[105] 3� 10�7 1� 10�6 1� 10�6

[107] (6:2� 1:3)� 10�7 (2:1� 0:7)� 10�6 (1:5� 0:6)� 10�6

[93] (5:9� 2:2)� 10�7 (3:4� 1:3)� 10�6 (2:2� 0:9)� 10�6

[106] (2:45� 0:7)� 10�7 0:95� 10�6

[108] 0:5� 10�6 1:4� 10�6

The prediction of [105] for the invariant-mass-squared distribution of the lepton pair for the decay
B ! K`+`� is displayed in Fig. 9-16, with and without the long-distance pole contributions.
A comparison between the results of [105] and [107] is also shown in the figure. Analogously,
various model expectations [104, 105, 107] for the same quantity in the case ofB ! K�`+`�

is presented in Figure 9-17, where the curve including long-distance effects is superimposed over
that for the short-distance contributions for the model from Ref. [105].

The lepton forward-backward asymmetry inB ! K�`+`� can provide important information,
since it is sensitive to the relative sign of the coefficientC7 in the effective Hamiltonian as discussed
above. This asymmetry is displayed in Fig. 9-18, where the three curves refer to the results of
[104, 105, 107].

While these model calculations of exclusive decay modes provide useful estimates of the decay
rates and distributions, it is clear that the theoretical uncertainties associated with them are large
enough to hamper the use of these modes as meaningful tests of the short-distance structure of the
Standard Model or its extensions. Inspection of Table 9-3 shows that while various models agree
on the order of magnitude of the branching ratio, uncertainties of factors of four to five are present.
Clearly, most extensions of the Standard Model not presently ruled out by other measurements can
only produce deviations that cannot be resolved by these ambiguous expectations. Thus, in order to
turn these modes into stringent tests of the Standard Model, reliable predictions within controlled
approximations are needed. An example of this approach, is the model-independent analysis of the
processesB ! K�`+`� andB ! �`+`� proposed in [109]. In the limitmb !1, it is possible to
derive relations among the form factorsFT , Ti andFi, V , Ai [24], that allow the expression of the
B ! (K(�); �)`+`� amplitudes in terms of the form-factors entering in the semileptonic process
B ! �`�. These relations are valid over the entire physical region forB decays. Thus, employing
experimental information on the semileptonic transition (and neglectingSU(3) corrections in the
K� case), it is possible to reliably predict the dilepton mass distribution, lepton asymmetry and
overall decay rate of the various exclusive transitions. TheSU(3) corrections in the case ofB !
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Figure 9-16. Invariant-mass-squared distribution of the lepton pair for the decayB ! K`+`�.
The dashed and dotted lines refer to the short-distance contribution only, computed using the form
factors in [105] and [107], respectively. The solid curve refers to both short- and long-distance
contributions according to [105].

K�`+`�, which is expected to be the dominant mode, are small as long as the recoil energy of the
K� is above1 GeV [23]. In this region,e.g.,dilepton massesbelowtheJ= and 0 resonances,
the validity of the heavy-quark relations of [24] is thus ensured.

An additional model-independent constraint can be derived from the zero of the forward-backward
asymmetry for leptons,AFB, in theB ! (K(�); �)`+`� decays. This asymmetry depends on the
short-distance coefficientsC(0)eff

7 , Ceff
9 andC10 as described in the previous section on the inclu-

sive modes. If the asymmetry vanishes at some value ofm2

``, as is the case in the Standard Model,
the location of this zero is independent of the value ofC10 [23]. In the exclusive case, it is possible
to write the condition for this asymmetry zero such that its only dependence on hadronic form-
factors is through the ratio of the vector to the axial-vector form-factors,RV � V (s0)=A1(s0),
wheres0 represents the value ofm2

`` for whichAFB vanishes. This ratio can be measured in the
semileptonic modeB ! �`�. Since the vanishing condition is not very sensitive toRV [23], a
highly precise measurement ofRV is not necessary in order to obtain an accurate prediction of the
location of the asymmetry zero. For example, in the Standard Model the values ofC

(0)eff
7 andCeff

9

imply the occurrence of this zero at aboutm2

`` ' 4 GeV=c2, rather independently of the model used
to computeRV . Shifts in these Wilson coefficients, induced by new physics contributions, could
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Figure 9-17. Invariant-mass-squared distribution of the lepton pair for the decayB ! K�`+`�.
The dashed, dotted, and dashed-dotted curves correspond to the short-distance contribution only,
using the form factors in [105], [107], and [104], respectively. The long-distance contributions are
shown for the model of [105].

drastically change2 the value ofs0. In this way, the determination of the value ofs0 provides a test
of the physics encoded in the short-distance coefficients, with small theoretical uncertainties.

9.2.3.3 Experimental considerations:B ! K(�)�+��

There have been twoAslund -based Monte Carlo studies [110, 111] of the feasibility of detecting
the decaysB ! K�(892)�+�� andB+ ! K+�+�� at BABAR. The branching ratios expected for
these modes are less than or equal to10�6 so the expected number of signal events is small, and a
huge factor is needed for the background rejection. As described in detail in the following, most
of the experimental issues for detecting this decay are associated with the background rejection,
which has been estimated using fast simulation in order to obtain sufficiently large statistics.

Events have been generated according to three-body phase space, and according to the models of
[95] and [112], which give predictions for the invariant-mass distribution for the lepton pair and
their angular distribution with respect to the decayingB. TheJ= and 0 resonances and long-

2For instance, ifC(0)eff
7 has the opposite sign to the Standard Model prediction, thenAFB does not have a zero.
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Figure 9-18. Lepton pair forward-backward asymmetry in the decayB ! K�`+`�; the three
curves correspond to the results of [105] (continuous line), [107] (dashed line) and [104] (dotted
line).

distance effects are not included in the generator, since it is assumed that these are negligible after
suitable lepton invariant-mass cuts have been applied (Fig. 9-19).

Samples of� 50; 000 signal events have been used to evaluate the acceptance. The decay modes
considered areB+ ! K�0�+�� (with K�0 ! K+��), B+ ! K�+�+�� (with K�+ ! K+�0

andK0

s�
+) andB+ ! K+�+��. A requirement of two muons identified in the Instrumented Flux

Return (IFR), is imposed, and also the presence of a suitable combination of identified neutral and
charged pions and kaons, in order to reconstruct aB decay candidate.

The fast simulation package uses parameterized response functions for both muon and hadron
identification. The geometrical acceptance of the IFR is 90%, and the average detection efficiency
for a muon is 85%. The pion contamination has been modeled as a constant value in the range
2–5% for all momenta. The reconstruction efficiency for charged particles is modeled as 95%
based on studies using the detailed Monte Carlo packageBBsim . Charged-particle identification
is provided by parametrized outputs from the DIRC and the drift chamberdE=dx. A track is
positively identified as a particular hadron if the�2 probability for that hypothesis is greater than
2%. The efficiencies for� andK identification are 98% and 92% respectively. The probability
that a pion is misidentified as a kaon is 5%, and the� ! K contamination is17%.
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Figure 9-19. Invariant-mass distribution of the generated and reconstructed lepton pair. The
J= and 0 cuts are evident. Long-distance effects are not included in this plot.

Neutral pions are reconstructed from pairs of neutral clusters in the electromagnetic calorime-
ter. The clusters are required to have more than 50 MeV of energy to reduce the combinatorial
background by a factor of two. The invariant mass of the pair is required to be in the range
0:120GeV=c2 < M() < 0:144GeV=c2. The efficiency for finding a�0 is 60% (Fig. 9-20).

TheK0

s candidates are looked for by forming all possible pairs of opposite-sign charged tracks
which have been identified as pions. The fast simulation unfortunately does not properly handle
tracks originating from secondary vertices displaced from the beam axis. For this study the decay
length of theK0

s has been forced to be no greater than 2.0 cm. It is assumed that this is not an
important bias, but this needs checking with a full simulation and reconstruction. The invariant
mass of the pairs is required to be within 18MeV=c2 of the nominal mass, and the�2 probability
that the two pions come from the same vertex has to be larger than 2%. The vertex is required
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Figure 9-20. C.M. momentum vs. invariant mass for backgroundcc events with two identified
muons in the IFR.

to be more than960�m from the beam axis (three times the impact parameter resolution). The
efficiency for finding aK0

s is 63%.

The K�0 is reconstructed from a charged kaon and a pion� 40% of the times (this includes
branching ratio, hadron identification and a tight invariant mass cut). TheK�+ is reconstructed
with a similar efficiency by combining aK+ with a�0 candidate or aK0

s candidate with a charged
pion. In both cases the invariant mass of the combination is required to be within 60MeV=c2 of
theK� mass.

TheB candidate formed from theK(�) and the muon pair is required to have an invariant mass,
MI , and a beam constrained mass,MB, within 2� of the nominalB mass. The resolution onMI

varies between 14MeV=c2 and 22MeV=c2 according to the mode considered. The resolution on
MB is 3 MeV=c2.
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The background sources for this channel can be classified as:

� B meson decays

� Continuum events with leptons (mostlycc events)

� Continuum events without leptons (mostly lightqq events)

It might be anticipated thatB andD semileptonic decays would be the source of most of the
background, but with the assumed muon fake rate of 2–5% the third type of background also needs
to be considered.

Both analyses have generated large background samples consisting of� 108 cc events,� 3 �
107B0B0 events. and� 2:5� 107 light-quark events. An additional sample of 3.3�107 cc events
was generated with� misidentification set at 5% to test the dependence of the background on the
assumed fake rate.

The largest single background comes fromB decays toJ= K(�) or  0K(�) followed by theJ= 
and 0 decay into�+��. These decays can be rejected by cuts on the invariant mass of the lepton
pair. In one of the analyses a wider cut has been made covering the region9:0 GeV 2 < s�� <

14:35 GeV 2. It is argued that this is required to remove the region of interference between graphs
containing virtualJ= s and graphs containing the FCNC loop [95].

The distribution of the continuum background events as a function ofB invariant mass,MI , and
beam-constrained mass,MB, is rather uniform. Without additional cuts the continuum background
is between 7 and 20 times the signal depending on the channel. Most of this background comes
from cc events in which there is aD meson decaying semileptonically and a second� coming from
the misidentification of a�. The events in which both theD mesons decay semileptonically are
only 20% of the total continuum background.

In order to reduce the continuum background cuts have applied on event-shape variables evaluated
in the center-of-mass frame of the� (4S):

� Sphericity (S)
The sphericity of the event is computed using all charged and neutrals clusters.S is between
0 (perfectly jet-like event) and 1 (perfectly spherical event). For aBB eventS tends to be
large and for aqq event it is small.

� j cos(�S) j
The angle between the sphericity axis of theB candidate and the sphericity axis of the rest
of the event is�S. j cos(�S) j has an almost flat distribution for signal events, but is peaked
at 1 for the background.

A two-dimensional cut is applied in the planeS versusj cos(�ss) j. Note that for signal eventsS
andcos(�ss) are almost uncorrelated whereas they are strongly correlated for continuum events.
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Table 9-4. Efficiency and rejection factor after the cuts.

Mode Signal qq BB NS Nqq Nbb

K+���� 0.114 7:6� 10�9 0:2� 10�7 3.9 1.4 1.3

K+�0�� 0.038 9:3� 10�9 1:1� 10�7 1.3 1.7 7.4

K+�� 0.224 1:4� 10�8 0:9� 10�7 2.3 2.5 5.9

K0�+�� 0.028 3:2� 10�9 3:9� 10�8 1.0 0.6 2.7

A further reduction in the continuum background can be obtained by requiring that the charged
tracks forming the candidate come from a common vertex. In the case of charm background the
charged tracks, in particular the muons, come from differentD decays and are separated in space.
The same is true forBB events where the muons originate from two semileptonicB decays. A
vertex fit was performed with four tracks in theK�0 mode and with three tracks in the other modes.
The tool used for the vertexing is based on the Kalman Filter [113]. The�2 probability of the vertex
fit is required to be larger than 2%.

The signal efficiencies and background rejection factors from one of the studies are summarized in
Table 9-4. The rejection factors have been determined by relaxing the cuts onMI andMB to study
the effect of the other cuts.

The second study did not apply shape and vertex cuts to reduce the continuum background, and
has slightly larger backgrounds. In this analysis there were no background events from the light
quark sample. From theB0B0sample there was one event which is a double semileptonic decay of
theB pair. Thecc sample yielded 15 events, of which seven are double semileptonic decays, six
are single semileptonic decay with a misidentified�, and two are doubly misidentified pions.

The results of these studies demonstrate that after one year of running at nominal luminosity
(3� 1033cm�2sec�1) a handful of signal events should be observed, with a signal to background
ratio of about 1:1. This encourages us to believe that a branching ratio measurement can be made
using a few years of data. Whether it is possible to obtain information on the lepton pair invariant-
mass spectrum and forward-backward asymmetry requires further study using larger background
samples, of the order of at least 108 events, and a better parametrization of the detector response.
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9.2.4 B ! Xs��

9.2.4.1 Theoretical framework

The decayB ! Xq � � (q = s; d) was thoroughly studied in [3]. Under the single assumption that
neutrinos are purely left-handed and effectively massless, the general amplitude has the remarkably
simple form

Aq�� = GF

h
Cq��
L (qL�bL) (�L

��L) + Cq��
R (qR�bR) (�L

��L)
i
: (9.70)

In terms of the coefficients in (9.1)CL;R can be written asCL;R = [(CV � C 0

V )� (CA � C 0

A)]=4.
Summing over the three undetected neutrino flavors, the branching ratio (again normalized to the
semileptonic decay) reads

B(b! Xq��)

B(b! Xce�)
=

3
�
jCq��

L j2 + jCq��
R j2

�
�

8 jVcbj2fPS(zc) �(zc)
; (9.71)

where z ; f(z) ; �(z) are defined as usual (see Section 9.3.1). The factor� = �(0) � 0:83

represents the QCD correction to the matrix element of theB ! Xq � � transition [28].

In the Standard Model, the decay proceeds viaW box andZ penguin diagrams which induce only
the left-handed operator, whileCq��

R = 0. The corresponding coefficient reads

h
Cq��
L

i
SM

=

p
2�V �

tb Vtq

� sin2 �W
X(xt) ; (9.72)

wherext = m2

t=m
2

W ,X(x) = X0(x) +
�s
4�
X1(x) and at leading order [13]

X0(x) =
x

8

"
2 + x

x� 1
+

3x� 6

(x� 1)2
lnx

#
: (9.73)

The QCD correctionX1(x) can be found in [12]. NumericallyX(xt) � 0:985 �X0(xt).

Explicit expressions for the1=m2

b and�s corrections to this decay can be found in [3, 12, 28, 114].
In contrast to the previous decays in this section, the theoretical predictions forB ! Xq � � are
remarkably free from uncertainties. All the parameters entering in (9.71) and (9.72) are known with
good accuracy; there are no long-distance effects and QCD corrections are small [3]. In fact, the
main theoretical uncertainty comes from the precise value ofmt! The Standard Model prediction
for the branching ratio isB(B ! Xq � �) = (4:1+0:8�1:0) � 10�5 jVtq=Vtsj2 . It is worth noticing that
in the ratioB(B ! Xd � �)=B(B ! Xs � �) the uncertainties related toB(B ! Xc l �) andjVcbj
cancel, allowing in principle for a very clean determination ofjVtdj=jVtsj.
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A preliminary 90% confidence level limit on this decay, which is only one order of magnitude
above theB ! Xs � � Standard Model rate, was recently obtained by the ALEPH Collaboration
[115]

B(B ! X � �) < 7:7� 10�4 : (9.74)

The exclusive decaysB ! K(�)�� are characterized by the absence of long-distance contributions,
and by the fact that the effective Hamiltonian is represented in Standard Model by only one
operator. Various predictions for the branching ratios are collected in Table 9-5. Missing energy
distributions, using three point QCD sum rules results, are shown in Figs. 9-21, 9-22 [105].

Table 9-5. Branching Fraction predictions for the exclusive decaysB ! K��� in various
theoretical models.

Ref. B(B ! K
P
i �i�i) B(B ! K�

P
i �i�i)

[105] (5:1� 0:8)� 10�6 (2:4� 0:6)� 10�6

[107] (7:6� 1:6)� 10�6 (1:9� 0:7)� 10�5

[93] (4:7� 2:3)� 10�6 (1:6� 0:8)� 10�5

9.2.4.2 Experimental considerations

A search for the decaysB ! K(�)�� has been studied [116] using theAslund fast simulation
and fully reconstructed data from theBBsim simulation. These decays are distinguishable by
the large amount of “missing” energy carried off by the neutrino pair. This characteristic is more
pronounced by the fact that the neutrino pair occasionally carries very little invariant mass as well.
Hence, the signalK(�) tends to have a high value of energy in theB=� (4S) rest frames. Additional
distinctions are based upon requiring that the remainder of the event is consistent with aB decay.

Candidates for the signal modes are reconstructed through the following channels:

� B0 ! K0

S
��,K0

S
! �+��

� B0 ! K�0��,K�0 ! K��+

� B� ! K���, (no secondary decay)

� B� ! K����,K�� ! K0

S
��,K0

S
! �+��

Each of the exclusive signal decay modes have been studied with 3 million generatedAslund
events and 600 thousand generatedBBsim events. Charged kaon candidates were identified by
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Figure 9-21. Missing energy distribution for the decayB ! K�� [105].

a consistency, from the product of the silicon vertex detector, drift chamber, and DIRC detector
consistencies, of greater than 0.02. Charged pion candidates were similarly identified. TheK0

S

candidates were reconstructed from all pairs of oppositely charged pion candidates by first applying
a loose mass cut(400 MeV=c2 � M�� � 600 MeV=c2) to the invariant mass of the pair before
fitting the tracks to a common vertex. The invariant mass of the fitted tracks was then required to be
within 480 MeV=c2 � M�� � 516 MeV=c2; and theK0

S
candidate vertex position and momentum

vector were required to satisfy the relation(x� px + y � py) =
�
p2x + p2y

�
> 1 cm/GeV=c. The

K�0 candidates were reconstructed from all pairs of oppositely charged kaon and pion candidates
by fitting to a common vertex and requiring the vertex consistency be greater than 0.02 and the
invariant mass be within 50MeV=c2 of the nominalK� mass. TheK�� candidates were similarly
reconstructed from charged pion candidates and previously reconstructedK0

S
candidates. The

center-of-mass energy of theK(�) candidate was required to be greater than 2.4 GeV ( note the
kinematic limit isMB=2 +M2

K(�)
=2MB ). The trajectory must also point away from the beamline

(�0:8 � cos � � 0:8):

Once the signal channel is selected, the remainder of the event is required to meet several criteria
which categorize it as consistent with the decay of the otherB in the event. The total four-
momentum of the remainder of the event is constructed from the sum of all reconstructed tracks
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Figure 9-22. Missing energy distribution for the decayB ! K���; the dashed curve corresponds
to a transversely polarizedK�, the dotted curve to a longitudinally polarizedK� [105].

and calorimeter clusters which do not match any track with a consistency of at least 1%. The
energy in the center-of-mass frame must satisfy3:2 GeV � E � 5:6 GeV: The thrust axis of the
remainder of the event is also formed and compared to the trajectory of the signalK(�). This angle
measured in the center-of-mass system must satisfy�0:8 � cos � � 0:8: Furthermore, the square
of the missing mass (assuming the remainder of the event originated from aB decay) was required
to be greater than -0.5GeV=c2.

Table 9-6 summarizes the efficiencies for each of the above criteria as applied to signal and
background (bothbb andqq) for each of the exclusive channels considered. The numbers appearing
in parentheses are those taken from theAslund simulation, which in some cases may better
represent the actual efficiency because of known defects in the vertex reconstruction code at the
time of this analysis. Given the anticipated luminosity and production cross-sections the expected
number of events for each channel can be calculated. These numbers are listed for the backgrounds
in Table 9-6. Their corresponding contribution to statistical uncertainty in the branching ratio
measurements is displayed. Systematic uncertainties in the estimated background level will also
degrade those channels with especially high background numbers (denoted by an asterisk in the
branching ratio uncertainty estimate). Reaching below the10�4 exclusive branching ratio level
appears difficult in these modes with two neutrinos.
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Table 9-6. Summary of efficiencies for signal and background for each exclusive channel, as
discussed in the text.

Cuts Candidates per Generated Event

Signal bb qq

B� ! K���

K� ID (.90) 1.24 (1.10) .908 (.775)

Signal Mode Cuts (.10) 7.10�10�4 1.35%

OtherB Cuts (8.0%) � 6� 10�6 (4�10�6) 3.8�10�4 (1.7�10�4)
Num Evts / 30fb�1 (200) 34k

�B(bkg) 8�10�5

B0 ! K0

S
��

K0

S
ID (.46) 2.54% (.20) 2.71% (.25)

Signal Mode Cuts (6.6%) 1�10�4 7.2�10�4
OtherB Cuts (3.8%) � 6� 10�6 (� 2� 10�6) 2�10�5 (4.2�10�5)

Num Evts / 30fb�1 (120) 1.8k

�B(bkg) 4�10�5

B� ! K����

K�� ID (.16) 1.43�10�3 (.47) 1.40�10�3 (.13)

Signal Mode Cuts (3.5%) 2�10�5 8.4�10�5
OtherB Cuts (2.1%) � 6� 10�6 (6�10�6) � 3� 10�6 (4�10�5)

Num Evts / 30fb�1 (360) (3.6k)

�B(bkg) 1�10�4

B0 ! K�0��

K�0 ID (.39) 7.3% (.63) 6.3% (.29)

Signal Mode Cuts (8.5%) 3.9�10�3 5.3�10�3
OtherB Cuts (5.2%) 6�10�6 4�10�5 (1.2�10�4)

Num Evts / 30fb�1 (2.4k) (11k)

�B(bkg) 7�10�5
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9.2.5 B ! Xs + Gluon

9.2.5.1 Theoretical framework

The subject of QCD loop-induced charmlessB decays is a murky one, both computationally
and experimentally. The various contributions to inclusive gluonic penguins can in principal be
classified according to the different kinematic regions of gluon momentum. These are (i) q2 = 0

(light-like), corresponding to directb! sg where the emitted gluon is on-shell, (ii) q2 > 0 (time-
like), where the off-shell gluon subsequently branches into quark or gluon pairs or where two
gluons are emitted,i.e.,, b ! sqq; sgg, and (iii) q2 < 0 (space-like), corresponding to the process
bq ! sq. In reality gluons are not directly observed, and these regions are separated by some
typical hadronic mass scale of order�QCD.

To lowest order, these subprocesses can be described by the gauge invariantbsg three-point func-
tion

�a� =
gsGF

4
p
2�2

VibV
�

isst
a
h
F i
1
(q2� � q� 6q)L� F i

2
i���q

�(msL +mbR)
i
b ; (9.75)

whereta = �a=2 with �a being the Gell-Mann matrices. At lowest order, the charge radius form
factor is given by

F t
1
(x) =

x3 + 11x2 � 18x

12(x� 1)3
+

"
2

3(x� 1)
� 4x3 � 3x2 � 4x

6(x� 1)4

#
lnx ; (9.76)

with the usual definitionx = m2

t =M
2

W . For i = u; c the external momentum dependence must be
treated more carefully sincemu;c < mb=2 resulting in

F i
1
(q2) = �4

Z
1

0

dx x(1� x) ln

"
m2

i � q2x(1� x)

M2

W

#
: (9.77)

Clearly, absorptive parts occur whenq2 > 4m2

i , i.e.,when quark level on-shelluu; cc intermediate
states rescatter via a single gluon, giving rise toCP asymmetries [117, 118].F2 is related to the
chromomagnetic dipole moment Wilson coefficient given in Eq. (9.32) byF2(x) = �2C(0)

8 (MW ).
When the gluon goes on-shell,i.e.,, q2 ! 0, theF1 contribution vanishes and only the dipole
moment form factor contributes. However, for the time-like and space-like subprocesses bothF1
andF2 participate.

The time-like subprocesses give the largest loop-induced contribution to charmlessB decays. This
may seem surprising at first as this subprocess is higher order in�s compared to the light-like case.
However the charge radius form factorF1 contains large logarithms which dominate the GIM
suppressedF2 and compensate for the higher order. A partial QCD-corrected rate forb! sqq was
computed some time ago in terms of this form factor language [119, 120] with

hHi = GFp
2

2
4�s
8�

X
i=u;c

VibV
�

is

 
F t
1
(xt)� F i

1
(q2) +

2

3
ln

m2

b

M2
W

!35 hP i : (9.78)
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Here,P = O4+O6� (O3+O6)=Nc, the QCD corrections have been approximated by evaluating
�s at� = mb, and theF2 contributions have been neglected. This results in an inclusive branching
fraction of� 1%. A careful treatment of the subprocessb! sgg was performed to lowest order in
[79] with the result that its contribution to charmlessB decays is smaller withB(b! sgg) � 0:1%.
The space-like subprocessbq ! sq is also found [119, 120] to be numerically insignificant with
B � 0:1%.

The NLO QCD corrections to the time-like transitions were computed in terms of the operator
product expansion in [45]. The effective Hamiltonian can be written as

Heff =
GFp
2
(VubV

�

us[C1Ou
1
+ C2Ou

1
] (9.79)

+VcbV
�

cs[C1Oc
1
+ C2Oc

1
]� VtbV

�

ts

6X
i=3

CiOi

!
+ h:c: :

The resulting expressions for the partial widths forb ! sqs (note that the case ofq = s must
include identical particle effects) are rather lengthy and can be found in Fleischer [118]. The
corresponding rates for the loop-induced semi-inclusive modes areB(b ! sdd; suu) ' 4 � 10�3

andB(b ! sss) ' 3� 10�3. The NLO corrections are found to increase the branching fractions
by 10� 15% over the result from Eq. (9.78) above.

Computation of the loop-induced contributions to the corresponding exclusive decay modes re-
quires evaluation of the relevant hadronic matrix elements. Here, the factorization approach is
usually applied [121]. This is discussed in other sections of this book and will not be repeated
here.

The light-like transitionB ! Xs plus an on-shell gluon is mediated by the chromomagnetic dipole
operatorO8, which is given in Eq. (9.24). The leading order QCD corrections to the on-shell
decay mirror those presented above for the radiative processB ! Xs. The effective coefficient
C
(0)eff
8 (�) can be written as

C
(0)eff
8 (�) = C8(MW )�14=23 + C2(MW )

�
�0:0571��0:8994 + 0:0873��0:4230

+0:0209�0:1456 � 0:9135�0:4086 + 0:8623�14=23
�
; (9.80)

whereC(0)

2;8(MW ) and� are defined in Eq. (9.32). The branching fraction is given by the expression
(9.29) with the substitutions�! �s and7! 8 and is found numerically [39] to beB(b! sg) =

(1:57� 0:15+0:86
�)0:59 � 0:23) � 10�3, for mt = 175. Here, the first error corresponds to varying the

values of the input parameters (mt; mc;B(B ! X`�)) within their allowed ranges, the second to
varyingmb=2 < � < 2mb, and the last to uncertainties in the determination of�s. The full NLO
corrections have yet to be computed, and until this step is complete, a full NLO prediction, which
would significantly decrease the scale dependence, is not available.

There is a possibility thatB(b! sg) is enhanced to� 10% by new physics that contributes to the
�B = 1 chromomagnetic dipole operators. In many models enhancedb ! sg is associated with
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generation of particular combinations of quark masses or CKM mixing angles via new dynamics
at TeVscales [122]. The chirality flip inherent in new contributions to the dipole operators and to
quark mass matrices has a common origin, leading to direct correlations between the two. There are
several known examples in which this connection can be realized without violating FCNC bounds
[122]: radiatively induced quark masses at one-loop via exchange of gluinos and squarks, or via
exchange of new charge -1/3 vectorlike quarks and neutral scalars, and dynamically generated
quark masses in technicolor models with techniscalars. Note that constraints following from the
measurement ofB(b ! s) rule out enhancedb ! sg via one-loop exchange of Higgs doublets
and top quark. A detailed discussion ofb! s in supersymmetric models of enhancedb! sg can
be found in Ref. [123]. Models of quark substructure withO(TeV) compositeness scales would be
natural candidates to consider since gluon emission by an exchanged preon participating in quark
mass generation would also lead to new dipole operator contributions.

Some phenomenological consequences of enhancedb ! sg for B decays are a decrease in the
average charm multiplicity, a decrease in the semileptonic branching ratio [124], and an increase
in the kaon yields. There exist some hints for all three of these outcomes in the present world data
sample; details are given in [125, 126, 127]. Hence it is worthwhile to consider placing constraints
on this decay. The challenge is to define what is meant by this decay from an experimental point
of view.

One technique of setting bounds onB ! Xsg is by measurement of the charmlessB branching
ratio. Updated inclusiveB to charmed-hadron flavor-blind branching ratios used to obtain theB

decay charm multiplicity at the� (4S) are given in [126]. For theD=Ds yields an average of
the ARGUS, CLEO 1.5 and CLEO measurements [128] can be used. The charmed-baryon and
charmonium yields are those recently used by the CLEO collaboration [129]. The resulting world-
averageB decay charm multiplicity at the� (4S) is

nexpc = 107:9� 4:8%: (9.81)

Using only the recent CLEOD=Ds yields [129] rather than the world averages givesnc = 111:8�
5:3%.

The flavor-specific inclusive charmed-hadron branching ratios [130] are combined with the inclu-
sive charmonium yield to obtain

Bexp(B ! Xccs) = 19:5� 3:5%: (9.82)

Using only the recent CLEOD=Ds yields givesB(B ! Xccs) = 21:3� 3:6%, which is consistent
with NLO QCD predictions. It is important to note thatB(B ! Xcud) can also be determined
purely experimentally by combining flavor-blind and flavor-specific charmed-hadron yields [125,
126], giving

Bexp(B ! Xcud) = 45:5� 6:6%: (9.83)
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The result using only the CLEOD=Ds yields is essentially the same. It will be shown below that
this is also in good agreement with NLO predictions. Similarly, one finds

B(B ! Xcud ! DX=DsX) = 41:0� 6:2%; (9.84)

which is used to normalize estimates of kaon production via non-perturbativess pair production
(from the hadronic remnants of theB), subsequently called “ss popping.”

The charm multiplicity andB(B ! Xccs) can be used to boundB(B ! Xsg) via the relation

nc = 1 + B(B ! Xccs)� B(B ! Xno charm): (9.85)

The above determinations ofnc andB(B ! Xccs) give

B(B ! Xno charm) = 11:6� 5:9%: (9.86)

Using only the recent CLEOD=Ds yields gives9:5 � 6:4%. For comparison, a recent NLO
analysis [131] givesB(B ! Xno charm) = 1:5� 0:4% in the Standard Model. Bounds onB(B !
Xsg) follow by subtracting� 1% to account forb ! u transitions. This is a potential hint for
enhancedb ! sg, although it is also consistent with nob ! sg at the2� level. In the error bars
approximately�3:4% is due to uncertainties in theD decay branching fractions,i.e.,,D0 ! K�,
D+ ! K+��, andDs ! ��. The remaining errors will be considerably reduced at theB

factories, so that this method will provide an important measurement of the charmless branching
ratio.

9.2.5.2 Kaon counting

It is possible to check whether the potentially large charmless yield is due tob ! s transitions by
comparing the measured flavor-blind [62] and flavor-specific [132] inclusiveB ! KX branching
ratios with the kaon yields from intermediate charmed states [125, 126]. The latter are divided into
two classes: kaon yields which are essentially determined by experiment and those which have
to be estimated. For example, the largest known contributions are decays of intermediateD=Ds,
which have been obtained by combining inclusiveB ! DX=DsX and PDGD=Ds ! KX

branching ratios. Sizable4:4� and5:6� excesses remain in the totalK� andK+=K� yields,
respectively, compared to known contributions.

The most important contribution to be estimated isss popping inB ! Xcud, leading to final states
of the formDKKX andDsKX.3 The additional kaon yields perB ! Xcud ! DX=DsX decay
have been estimated using aJetset7.4 [133] string fragmentation model forB ! Xcud. The
total probability ofss popping in such decays is found to be� 14 � 3%. Crude but generous
estimates for kaon production from�c, �c and charmonium decays make up the rest.

3
ss popping in other processes,e.g.,B ! �cX orB ! Xccs, can be safely neglected due to small rates for these

processes or phase space suppression.
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Including the above estimates gives [%]

B(B ! K�X)� B(B ! Xc ! K�X) = 16:8� 5:6; 15:2� 5:8

B(B ! K+X)� B(B ! Xc ! K+X) = 1:2� 4:2; 0:8� 4:2

B(B ! K+=K�X)� B(B ! Xc ! K+=K�X) = 17:8� 5:3; 15:8� 5:7

B(B ! K0=K�0X)� B(B ! Xc ! K0=K0X) = 4:6� 6:9; 2:9� 7:2: (9.87)

The second set of numbers is obtained using only the recent CLEOB ! DX=DsX branching
ratios. A 3� K� excess is seen. TheK� excess is also reflected in the3� total charged kaon
excess. TheK0=K0 result is consistent with either no kaon excess, or sizable kaon excess.

Such kaon excesses are consistent with expectations from enhancedb ! sg, as discussed later.
Alternatively, if the excesses are due to underestimates of kaon yields then the most likely culprit is
ss popping. It is important to note that this can be determined at theB factories via measurements
of B(B ! DKKX) andB(B ! DsKX). A measurement of the additional kaon spectra in these
decays is also extremely important since this is one of the largest uncertainties in determining the
Standard Model inclusive kaon spectra. About 90% of the uncertainty in the charged kaon excesses
in Eq. (9.87) is due to measurements ofB(B ! KX), B(B ! DX), andB(D ! KX). The first
two of these will be known much more precisely at theB factories.

9.2.5.3 nc andB(B ! Xc`�`
)

In Fig. 9-23 predictions of the Standard Model and models with enhancedb! sg for nc, B(B !
Xccs), B(B ! Xcud), andB(B ! Xc`�`) are compared with their measured values at the� (4S).
For the measured semileptonic branching ratio [134]

Bexp(B ! Xc`�`) = 10:23� 0:39; (9.88)

is used, which is the average of the nearly model-independent ARGUS and CLEO dilepton charge
correlation measurements [135]. The theoretical inputs include full on-shell scheme NLO QCD
corrections [136], andO(1=m2

b) HQET corrections [137] to the tree-levelb ! c parton model
decay widths. NLO scheme-independent corrections to the�(b ! ccs) penguin contributions
are also included. The remaining scheme-dependent corrections should be an order of magnitude
smaller. Theb ! u transitions have also been taken into account to NLO [136], but the penguin
b ! s transitions have been neglected. As in Ref. [138] the quark pole masses are varied in
the range4:6 < mb < 5:0 and 0:25 < mc=mb < 0:33, and the renormalization scale from
mb=4 < � < mb.

According to Figs. 9-23a,c,e,nexpc is lower than the Standard Model range for all�, butBexp(B !
Xccs) andBexp(B ! Xcud) are consistent with the Standard Model ranges. In particular, there is
no indication that the discrepancy innc is due to poor theoretical control over hadronic decays,
e.g.,large deviations from local parton-hadron duality, beyond the sources of uncertainty already
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considered above.Bexp(B ! Xc`�`) is consistent with the Standard Model range at low values
of �. Note, however, that whereas a low renormalization scale appears to be justified for the
semileptonic decay widths [139]; this may not be the case for the hadronic decays [126].

Figures 9-23b,d,f useB(B ! Xsg) � 10%. With this value,nc becomes consistent with experi-
ment,Bexp(B ! Xccs) andBexp(B ! Xcud) remain consistent with experiment, andBexp(B !
Xc`�`) can now be reproduced at larger values of�, i.e., without requiring large perturbative or
non-perturbative QCD corrections.
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Figure 9-23. SM NLO predictions (�s(MZ) = :117) for (a)nc, (c) B(B ! Xccs), (e)B(B !

Xcud) vs. B(B ! Xc`�`). The impact ofB(b ! sg) = 10% is shown in (b), (d), (f), respectively.
Left (right) borders are for� = mb=4 (� = mb). Dashed lines are for� = mb=2. Bottom (top)
borders are formb = 5:0, mc=mb = 0:33 (mb = 4:6, mc=mb = 0:25) in (a)–(d). This is reversed
in (e) and (f). The crosses are the experimentally determined ranges at the� (4S).
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9.2.5.4 K and� production from B ! Xsg

The main contribution of enhancedb ! sg to K and� production is fragmentation via softqq
popping. In theb quark rest frame the gluon ands quark emerge back to back with energymb=2.
In the string picture a string connects thes and spectator quarks and the gluon is a kink in the
string which carries energy and momentum [133]. The ensuing fragmentation is modeled [125]
using aJetset7.4 Monte Carlo with recent DELPHI tunings [140]. The same tunings accurately
reproduce theK and� spectra observed in thee+e� continuum near the� resonances [141]. The
large energy release in this decay leads to high-multiplicity final states, or softK and�momentum
spectra.

The number of kaons perB ! Xsg decay produced in Monte-Carlo [125] is 0.67 (K�), 0.19
(K+), 0.62 (K0), and 0.15 (K0). As an example of the impact of enhancedb! sg on the charged
kaon excesses, note that forB(B ! Xsg) � 15% the observed inclusive kaon yields can all be
accounted for at the1� level.

Hardqq fragmentation of the gluon becomes important at largeK and� momenta. In this case the
decayb ! sg� ! sqq can be described by an effective four-quark operator. The corresponding
contribution to fastK or � production can be estimated using factorization [142],i.e., the meson
is formed from the primary quarks in the decay. This mechanism will also be important when
discussing directCP violation.

9.2.5.5 Semi-inclusiveK and� momentum spectra

In Fig. 9-24 inclusiveKs momentum spectra (in the� (4S) rest frame) generated by theB ! Xsg

and (SLD tuned) CLEOB ! Xc Monte Carlos are compared with the measured spectrum [132].
In the b ! sg Monte Carlo theb and spectator quark momenta are modeled using the Gaussian
distribution of Ref. [143], withpF = 250 MeV=c. Parton showers are also included. For those
momenta where mostb ! sg kaons are produced the expected ratio of signal to Standard Model
background is� 1 : 5 � 1 : 10. Clearly, resolving the presence of enhancedb ! sg at these
momentadirectly would be a very difficult task. A vertexing veto of charm would have to be
extremely efficient to significantly enhance theb ! sg component. Perhaps the relative back-to-
back geometry of signal events versus the more spherical geometry of background events could
help discriminate between the two.

A promising strategy is to search for kaons from enhancedb ! sg at higher momenta,e.g.,
pK >� 1:8 GeV=c.4 According to Fig. 9-24b the ratio of enhancedb! sg signal to Standard Model
background in this region is expected to be� 1 : 1. Although branching ratios are reduced to the

4A significant kaon signal at still higher momenta,e.g.,above 2.1GeV=c, where the background from intermediate
charm states is highly suppressed would provide an unambiguous signal for charmlessb ! s transitions.
Unfortunately, because of very large theoretical uncertainties above2:1 GeV=c [125] it would be very difficult to
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Figure 9-24. B(B ! KsX) vs. pKs [ GeV=c]. Branching ratios are for0:1 GeV=c bins except
CLEO upper limits. (a) ARGUS data (crosses), SLD/CLEO Monte Carlo (upper solid), Monte
Carlo forB(B ! Xsg) = 10% (lower solid) and 15% (dashed). (b) fast kaon spectra: CLEO 90%
CL UL’s for 2:11 < pKs < 2:42, 2:42 < pKs < 2:84 (dot - dashed), SLD Monte Carlo (thick
solid), Monte Carlo forB(B ! Xsg) = 10% (solid), 15% (dashed).

10�3 level, high statistics analysis will be possible at theB factories. In principle, the background
can be determined experimentally with little theoretical input. For example, the dominantB !
D ! K contributions can be obtained directly by folding measuredB ! DX and MARK III
D ! KX inclusive momentum spectra. Of course, theD spectra will be determined to very
high precision at theB factories. Furthermore, the poorly knownss popping andB ! Ds ! K

contributions should be much softer and are unlikely to contribute significantly. In addition, a
vertexing veto of charm of modest efficiency, which should certainly be available at BABAR, would
significantly enhance theb ! sg component above1:8 GeV=c. The SLD Collaboration is in fact
carrying out such an analysis for highpT K� production [145].

It is important to use an essentially model-independent procedure when searching for new physics
in the kaon spectra. The high-momentum search advocated above satisfies this criterion since
it minimizes the need to model Standard Model background. On the other hand, fitting the
entire measured spectra with Monte CarloB ! Xsg andB ! Xc components kept free is too
model-dependent at the present time to reach definitive conclusions. This is especially true since
the shapes of the two components are not expected to differ dramatically over a wide range of
momenta, as indicated in Figs. 9-24 and 9-25. Of course, once more precise knowledge of the
Standard Model spectra is available, particularly thess popping andDs ! K components, this
will be a more reliable technique. The DELPHI Collaboration has been pursuing such a strategy
[146].

determine whether the origin is purely due to Standard Model penguins or intervention of enhancedb ! sg, unless
the signal is close to the current bound [144].
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Finally, Fig. 9-25 compares the inclusive�momentum spectrum generated by theB ! Xsg Monte
Carlo to the measured spectrum in the� (4S) rest frame [147].x is the scaled momentum variable,
x � p�=pbeam. ForB(B ! Xsg) � 10%, the� yield is predicted to account for about 16% of the
total � yield. However, fast� production is essentially consistent with the 90% confidence level
CLEO upper limit [148] in Fig. 4b. As in the case ofK production, a signal beyond theB ! D end
point would be indicative of charmlessb decays but would be unlikely to place a useful constraint
on B(b ! sg) because of large theoretical uncertainties. The Monte Carlob ! sg spectrum is
much broader than the measured spectrum and therefore considerably harder than the Standard
Model spectrum, so there should be significant distortion ifb ! sg is enhanced. In principle,
such a test is possible at theB factories. Unfortunately, there is not enough currently known about
D=Ds ! � decays to reliably estimate the Standard Model spectrum.
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Figure 9-25. B(B ! �X) vs.x. Branching ratios are for0:025 bins inx, except the CLEO upper
limit. (a) CLEO data and Monte Carlo forB(B ! Xsg) = 10% (solid),15% (dashed). (b) same as
(a) with CLEO 90% confidence level upper limit for0:4 < x < 0:5 (dot-dashed) included.

9.2.5.6 CP violation

Enhanced dipole operator coefficients can carry newCP -violating weak phases. Furthermore, for
B(b! sg) � 10% the dipole amplitudes for rare hadronic decays are of same order as the Standard
Model amplitudes [126]. Since the strong interaction phases associated with the two amplitudes
must in general differ, their interference can lead to largeCP asymmetries. Factorization model
results forB� ! �K�, B ! �Xs andB� ! K0�� will be presented here. In the Standard
Model the leading contributions to these decays are due to the penguinb ! sss andb ! sdd

transitions, respectively. In the absence of soft final state interactions the expectedCP -violating
asymmetries in these modes are� 1% [118], so that they are thought to be particularly well suited
for new physics searches.
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Figure 9-26. 104B(B ! �Xs), 105B(B� ! �K�), and105B(B� ! K0��) vs. �11 and
corresponding directCP asymmetries vs.�11 for B(b ! sg) � 15% (dotted curves), 10% (solid
curves), 5% (dashed curves). Horizontal solid lines are Standard Model branching ratio estimates.
Horizontal dot-dashed lines are CLEO branching ratio upper limits forB ! �K; �Xs and measured
interval forB� ! K0��.
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The dipole operators

O11 =
gs

32�2
mb(�)s���Rt

abG��
a ; O0

11
=

gs

32�2
mb(�)s���Lt

abG��
a (9.89)

are included in the factorization model by allowing the gluon to go off-shell and turn into a quark-
antiquark pair. The dipole operator Wilson coefficients can be parametrized as5

c11 = �jc11jei�11 ; c0
11
= �jc011jei�011 : (9.90)

For economy, only results withc011 = 0 are presented. Strong phases originating at NLO fromcc

rescattering [149] have been taken into account in the Standard Model penguin amplitudes using
the NLO scheme-independent effective Wilson coefficient formalism of Refs. [118, 150].

In Fig. 9-26 rare decay branching ratios with enhancedb ! sg (averaged overCP conjugate
modes) are compared to CLEO measurements [148, 151, 152] and Standard Model predictions.
The large dependence on�11 confirms that there can be substantial destructive or constructive
interference between the penguin and dipole amplitudes. Given the large uncertainties in the
factorization model estimates it is clear that the experimental constraints can be satisfied for a
significant range of�11, even ifB(b! sg) � 15%. The general case where bothO11 andO11

0 are
enhanced is even less constrained. Note that the directCP asymmetries can easily exceed 20%.
This is more than an order of magnitude larger than naive Standard Model estimates which do not
take soft final state interactions into account. Moreover, even if there were no strong interaction
phases, hence no directCP asymmetries, large effects would still be seen by comparing time-
dependentCP asymmetries forB !  Ks andB ! �Ks [153].

9.2.5.7 Conclusion

There are two novel features of radiativeB decays which can arise in models with enhancedb! sg

and which are accessible at theB factories. It has been pointed out [154] that new chromomagnetic
dipole operator-mediated graphs in which the spectator quark radiates a photon can lead to large
isospin violation inB ! K�. In particular, rate asymmetries between theK�� andK�0 final
states could exceed 50%, compared to only a few % in the standard model. In models in which
enhanced dipole operators are associated with generation ofVub the b ! d transition can be
enhanced [122] so that, for example,B(B ! �) could be an order of magnitude larger than in
the Standard Model.

It is remarkable that enhancedb ! sg can evade all existing rareB decay constraints. To
summarize, there are two experimental hints for enhancedb! sg, a2� deficit in charm counting
and a3� deficit in kaon counting. Significantly improved precision in charm and kaon counting
will require a reduction in uncertainties in the absoluteD=Ds branching scales. Improved precision

5In the Standard Modelc11 � �:3, andc011 is a factorms=mb smaller hence negligible.
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in kaon counting will also require an experimental determination of the amount ofss popping in
B decays via future measurements ofB(B ! DKKX) andB(B ! DsKX). There are also
well-known hints for something new from comparison of NLO Standard Model predictions for the
charm multiplicity and semileptonic branching ratio with measurements at the� (4S). All these
things are only hints, because there are large theoretical uncertainties in the relevant predictions.
Unfortunately, improved theoretical precision poses a difficult challenge.

A promising direct search strategy is the search for high-momentum kaon excesses inB decays,
e.g.,pK >� 1:8 GeV=c. A Jetset7.4 analysis indicates that forB(b ! sg) � 10% the corre-
spondingB ! KX branching ratios are of order10�3. The Standard Model background at these
momenta is of same order and is dominated by kaon yields from intermediateD0=D+ decays,
which can be determined experimentally. in addition, new weak phases in the chromomagnetic
dipole operator coefficients can lead to largeCP violation. For example, directCP -violating
asymmetries inB� ! �K� andB� ! K0�� can easily exceed20%. In the absence of final
state interactions small� 1% asymmetries are expected for these decays in the Standard Model.

At the present time, despite several interesting hints, compelling evidence for or against the en-
hancedb! sg hypothesis is lacking. Direct searches and related measurements at theB factories
should resolve this issue.

9.2.5.8 Experimental considerations

Several previous experiments have attemptedb! sg searches using the method described above,
but they have all been limited in one way or another. CLEO lacks particle ID, but has studied
theKs spectrum. The analysis has been limited by continuum background, however. ARGUS
has looked at the charged kaon spectrum, but in addition to continuum background, they also had
to contend with low statistics. At theZ0, SLD and Delphi have used their Cherenkov detectors
to study the charged kaon spectrum, but have been limited by lack of knowledge of theB boost.
Delphi has placed a preliminary limit ofB(b� > sg) < 4%; but their result is new and somewhat
controversial. SLD has observed a 2.5� excess of kaons with high momentum transverse to theB

flight direction. SLD, however, is limited by statistics.

BABAR should essentially remove all of these limitations. The statistics, will, of course, be ample
and the particle ID provided by the DIRC will allow study of the charged kaon spectrum. The
DIRC particle ID should be sufficient to suppress mis-ID backgrounds since in the SLD analysis,
with somewhat worse�=K separation, mis-ID accounts for only about 25% of the background.
BABAR will still have to contend with continuum background, and this will probably form the bulk
of the work that will be needed.

This analysis has not yet really begun. But, it seems clear that BABAR is uniquely suited to determine,
once and for all, whetherb! sg is greatly enhanced over Standard Model predictions or not.
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9.3 Model-Independent Test of the Standard Model

A powerful and model-independent test of the Standard Model is provided by the simultaneous
experimental determination of the magnitudes and signs of the Wilson coefficients which con-
tribute to the flavor-changing neutral current transitions discussed in this chapter. In some ways a
determination of the Wilson coefficients via a global fitting procedure in rareB decays is similar to
the searches for new physics in precision electroweak measurements through the use of the oblique
parametersS; T; U [155]. In general there are three ways new physics can affect such a global fit
to the coefficients: (i) the numerical values for the coefficients are found to agree with Standard
Model expectations with a good�2; in this case new physics is either decoupled or doesn’t exist.
(ii) A quality fit is obtained, but the fit values of the coefficients deviate from Standard Model
expectations. (iii) The�2 value for the best parameter fit is found to be very large and cannot be
explained by an under estimation of systematic uncertainties. It is this latter case which indicates
the existence of additional non-Standard Model operators,e.g.,right-handed operators.

Measurements ofB(B ! Xs) alone constrain the magnitude, but not the sign, ofCeff
7 (�). The

coefficients at the matching scale can be written in the formCi(MW ) = CSM
i (MW )+Cnew

i (MW ),
whereCnew

i (MW ) clearly represents the contributions from new interactions. Due to operator
mixing, B ! Xs then limits the possible values forCnew

i (MW ) for i = 7; 8. These bounds
are summarized in Fig. 9-27. Here, the solid bands correspond to the constraints obtained from
the current CLEO measurement, taking into account the variation of the renormalization scale
mb=2 � � � 2mb, as well as the allowed ranges of the other input parameters. The dashed bands
represent the constraints when the scale is fixed to� = mb. Note that large values ofCnew

8
(MW )

are allowed even in the region whereCnew
7

(MW ) ' 0. Experimental bounds on the decayb! sg

are needed to constraintC8.

Measurement of the kinematic distributions associated with the final-state lepton pair inB !
Xsl

+l� as well as the rate forB ! Xs allows for the determination of the sign and magnitude
of all the Wilson coefficients for the contributing operators in a model-independent fashion [90,
88, 156]. Here, a Monte Carlo analysis is performed in order to ascertain how much quantitative
information will be obtainable at futureB-factories. For the processB ! Xs l

+ l�, the lepton
pair invariant-mass distribution and forward-backward asymmetry for` = e; �; � , and the tau
polarization asymmetry forB ! Xs �

+ ��are considered. Recall that the asymmetries have the
form A(ŝ) � C10(ReCeff

9 f1(ŝ) + C
eff
7 f2(ŝ)), and hence are sensitive probes of the Wilson

coefficients. Monte Carlo “data” is generated, assuming that the Standard Model is realized, by
dividing the lepton pair invariant-mass spectrum into nine bins. Six of the bins are taken to be in
the low dilepton invariant-mass region below theJ= resonance (in order to take advantage of the
larger statistics), with0:02 � ŝ � 0:32 and a bin width of�ŝ = 0:05. The region nearq2 = 0 has
been cut in order to remove the photon pole. The highM`+`� region above the 0 pole is divided
into three bins, corresponding to0:6 � ŝ � 0:7, 0:7 � ŝ � 0:8, and0:8 � ŝ � 1:0. The number
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Figure 9-27. Bounds on the contributions from new physics toC7;8. The region allowed by the
CLEO data corresponds to the area inside the solid diagonal bands. The dashed bands represent
the constraints when the renormalization scale is set to� = mb. The diamond at the position (0,0)
represents the standard model.

of events per bin is calculated as usual via

Nbin = L
Z ŝmax

ŝmin

d�(B ! Xs l
+ l�)

dŝ
dŝ ; (9.91)

and the average value of the asymmetries in each bin is

hAibin = L
Nbin

Z ŝmax

ŝmin

A
d�(B ! Xs l

+ l�)

dŝ
dŝ : (9.92)

The “data” is statistically fluctuated using a normalized Gaussian distributed random number
procedure, where the statistical errors are given by�N =

p
N and�A =

q
(1� A2)=N . The

errors in each bin are expected to be statistics dominated and hence systematic errors are neglected
here. ForB ! Xs, the “data” is again statistically fluctuated for the inclusive rate. However,
in this case, the statistical precision will eclipse the possible systematic and theoretical accuracy;
thus a flat10% error is assumed in the determination of the branching fraction in anticipation of
future theoretical and experimental improvements. A three dimensional�2 fit to the coefficients
C7;9;10(�) is performed, employing the usual prescription

�2i =
X
bins

 
Qobs
i �QSM

i

�Qi

!2
; (9.93)
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Figure 9-28. The 95% confidence level projections in the (a)C9 � C10 and (b)Ceff
7

� C10

planes, where the allowed regions lie inside of the contours. The solid, dashed, and dotted contours
correspond to3� 107, 108, and5� 108 BB pairs. The Standard Model prediction is labeled by the
diamond.

for each observable quantityQi. This procedure is repeated for three values of the integrated
luminosity,3 � 107, 108, and5 � 108 BB pairs. The95% confidence level allowed regions as
projected onto theC9(�) � C10(�) andCeff

7 (�) � C10(�) planes are depicted in Figs. 9-28(a-b),
where the diamond represents the expectations in the Standard Model. The determinations are
seen to be relatively poor for3 � 107 BB pairs and that higher statistics are required in order to
focus on regions centered around the Standard Model. Clearly,C9 andC10 are highly correlated,
whereasCeff

7 andC10 are not. The�2 values are found to be good with�2 = 22:3=25 degrees
of freedom for the large luminosity case. Note that the sign, as well as the magnitude, of all the
coefficients includingCeff

7 can now be determined. The effects of an extended operator basis on
this fit procedure is discussed in Chapter 13 and [157].

9.4 Summary

The theoretical description of the short-distance physics mediating rare decay modes of theB me-
son is well in hand. The next-to-leading order QCD corrections have been computed for essentially
every channel. For inclusive decays the theoretical uncertainties are at the10 � 15% level. For
exclusive channels the uncertainties in hadronic matrix elements dominate the predictions.
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The radiative decays,B ! Xs andB ! K�, should be well measured with a nominal year’s
data sample of 30fb�1 These branching fractions are a few�10�4 and�10�5, respectively, which
is no longer rare at the BABAR design luminosity. Improvement of the systematic error on the
inclusiveB ! Xs measurement, and an attempt to describe the inclusive rate as the sum of
the exclusive channels, are both interesting topics made accessible by BABAR’s vertex detector and
particle identification.

Measurements ofB ! (�; !) andb! d appear to require more data. However, the sum of the
�(!) exclusive modes is 1/10 of theK? ones (see Table 9-8), and our canonical year’s sample
is� 20 times what it took CLEO to findK?, so observation of these channels should be pursued
aggressively. While long-distance effects do complicate the extraction ofjVtd

Vts
j, the measurement

of the inclusive rateb! d is an important one which requires the excellent particle identification
of BABAR. These channels are also a very promising place to look for largeCP -violating effects
predicted within the Standard Model.

Measurements of the branching fractions forB+ ! `+� and`+� will require very large data
samples (100 to 300fb�1), and some significant advances in background rejection.B+ ! �+�

seems more promising thanB+ ! �+�.

B ! K(?)`+`� andb ! s`+`� should be observable within a few years. These channels really
become interesting when the lepton pair invariant-mass and forward-backward asymmetry can be
measured. This will require a very large data sample.

b ! s�� may be accessible if background problems can be resolved. In addition to its physics
interest, it is a possible background to the search forB+ ! �+�.

The possibility of a large branching ratio forb ! sg may not resolved before BABAR turns on, in
which case measurements of charm and kaon production are required, as well as studies of possible
excesses inK and� spectra at the kinematic limit forB decays.

Table 9-7. Standard Model predictions and the present experimental bound [62] for the branching
fractions of theB� leptonic decay modes, assumingfB = 180 MeV and taking the central value
[62] of the CKM matrix elementVub.

Mode Experimental Bound SM Prediction

e��e < 1:5� 10�5 (CLEO) 6:9� 10�12

���� < 2:1� 10�5 (CLEO) 2:9� 10�7

���� < 5:7� 10�4 (L3) 6:6� 10�5
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Table 9-8. Standard Model predictions for the branching fractions for various rareB meson
decays withfBd = 180 MeV. Also shown are the current experimental limits [62].

Decay Mode Experimental Limit BSM

B0

d ! e+e� < 5:9� 10�6 (CLEO) 2:6� 10�15

B0

d ! �+�� < 1:6� 10�6 (CDF) 1:1� 10�10

B0

d ! �+�� — 3:1� 10�8

B0 ! e��� < 5:9� 10�6 (CLEO) 0

B0 ! e��� < 5:3� 10�4 (CLEO) 0

B0 ! ���� < 8:3� 10�4 (CLEO) 0

B0

d !  < 3:9� 10�5 (L3) 1:0� 10�8

B ! Xs +  (3:15� 0:35� 0:41)� 10�4 (CLEO) (3:28� 0:30)� 10�4

B ! K� (4:2� 0:8� 0:6)� 10�5 (CLEO) (4:45� 1:13)� 10�5

B ! Xd +  (1:6� 1:0)� 10�5

B0 ! �0 < 3:9� 10�5 (CLEO) (0:65� 0:35)� 10�6

B0 ! !0 < 1:3� 10�5 (CLEO) (0:65� 0:35)� 10�6

B� ! �� < 1:1� 10�5 (CLEO) (1:5� 1:1)� 10�6

B ! Xs + e+e� < 5:7� 10�5 (CLEO) (6:25+1:04�0:93)� 10�6

B ! Xs + �+�� < 5:8� 10�5 (CLEO) (5:73+0:75�0:78)� 10�6

B ! Xs + �+�� — (3:24+0:44�0:54)� 10�7

B0 ! K0ee=�� < 1:5=2:6� 10�4 (CLEO) (5:0� 3:0)=(3:0� 1:8)� 10�7

B� ! K�ee=�� < 1:2=0:9� 10�5 (CLEO) (5:0� 3:0)=(3:0� 1:8)� 10�7

B0 ! K�0ee=�� < 1:6=2:5� 10�5 (CLEO/CDF) (2:0� 1:0)=(1:25� 0:62)� 10�6

B� ! K��ee=�� < 6:9=11� 10�4 (CLEO) (2:0� 1:0)=(1:25� 0:62)� 10�6

B+ ! K+e��� < 1:2� 10�5 (CLEO) 0

B0 ! K�0e��� < 2:7� 10�5 (CLEO) 0

B ! Xs + �� < 7:7� 10�4 (ALEPH) (4:1+0:8�1:0)� 10�5
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10

Hadronic B Meson Decays

The two previous chapters have treated semileptonicB decays and rareB decays, respectively.
This chapter describes theoretical ideas and experimental information on generic hadronicB

meson decays. Hadronic decays are generally a topic where direct QCD calculations give only
limited information. However simulations of genericB decays are essential to experiment, and the
extraction of theoretically interesting parameters also often depends on the simulation inputs. This
chapter therefore reviews the situation from the theoretical perspective, and also discusses the gen-
erator input used in BABAR simulation. General parameterizations, for example in terms of helicity
amplitudes, can be used for many exclusive decays, but rely on measurements or theoretical models
to fix the parameters. Any simulation generator is an evolving system; wherever possible, inputs
based on measurement replace theoretical models as such data become available. However there
are inevitably theory- and model-dependent inputs to the simulation. The uncertainty (sometimes
called the “theoretical error”) introduced into any result by this dependence needs to be studied,
and is often ill-defined. Typically it is estimated by looking at the range of values obtained by using
a variety of models for input. Since certain assumptions are common to all models, this procedure
is not rigorously justifiable, but it is usually the best one can do. One should however be wary of
treating the range of values so obtained as if it is a statistical (Gaussian distributed) error.

There is some hope that the largeb-quark mass, and in particular its large difference from lighter
quark masses makes predictions forB decays somewhat more reliable than for charmed-meson
decays, as the asymptotic freedom of QCD may govern certain aspects of the decays. Quasi-two-
body decays, namely any decays to two particles or resonances, can be treated by approaches based
on the assumption of factorization. These are discussed in Section 10.1. Section 10.2 discusses the
theory of final-state interactions, which are neglected in the factorization approximation. These
effects can have a marked impact on a number of theoretical predictions (see for example the
discussion in 7.5.3 and [1]) and are currently an active area of theoretical discussion. In Section
10.3, relations between various decays that can be obtained by combining heavy-quark perturbation
theory and chiral perturbation theory for the emission of soft pseudoscalar particles (�s andKs)
are discussed. Section 10.4 presents approaches to many-body channels. One approach here is to
apply QCD fragmentation methods to the fast-moving quarks produced in the decay of ab quark.
This approach, other theoretical tools, and the experimental inputs, used to develop a generator
that describes genericB decays as completely as possible, are discussed in this section. Finally,
Section 10.5 discusses exclusive decays to baryons.
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10.1 Exclusive Hadronic Decays: The Factorization Ansatz in
Nonleptonic Decays of Heavy Mesons

There are many ways that the quarks produced in a nonleptonic weak decay can arrange themselves
into hadrons. The final state is linked to the initial state by complicated trees of gluon and quark
interactions, pair production, and loops. These make the theoretical description of nonleptonic
decays difficult. However, since the products of aB meson decay are quite energetic, it is pos-
sible that the complicated QCD interactions are less important and that the two-quark pairs of
the currents in the weak Hamiltonian, Eq. 2.6, coalesce individually into the final-state mesons
without further exchanges of gluons. The “color transparency” argument [2] suggests that a quark-
antiquark pair remains a state of small size (on the QCD scale) with a correspondingly small
chromomagnetic moment until it is far from the other decay products.

Color transparency is the basis for thefactorization hypothesis, in which amplitudes factorize into
products of two current matrix elements. This ansatz is widely used in heavy-quark physics, as it
is almost the only way to treat hadronic decays. Its validity, however, is not demonstrated by any
quantitative theoretical argument, and there can be instances where this approach is not applicable.
The most obvious cases are those in which the final state is chosen in such a way that the quark pair
of one of the currents does not correspond to a final state particle. Whether factorization “works,”
therefore, depends on the particular decay considered. Surprisingly, it seems to be applicable
in many cases. It has been used mainly in hadronic two-body decays [3, 4], but it may also be
applicable to certain multibody decays [5].

Figure 10-1 illustrates the diagrams by which hadronicB0 andB+ decays are often assumed to
proceed. The light quark in theB-meson is a spectator, that is, it participates in the decay only
through gluon exchanges. Decays where the spectator is involved in the weak process are usually
much less frequent. Mesons are colored singlets, and for this reason, diagrams (b) and (d) are
suppressed relative to (a) and (c) by a factor1=Nc, whereNc is the number of colors: in the
latter, the color index of the second quark line (top) is free and thus runs over all colors, while in
the former, all final quarks must have the same color. Therefore one expects (b) and (d) (color-
suppressed) to give smaller contributions than (a) and (c) (color-enhanced). In general, the two
types of diagrams give different final states, but as seen from the figure, inB+ decays there can be
interference between (c) and (d).

When gluon exchanges between the quarks are added, the color structure of the effective four-
fermion interaction is modified and an additional effective neutral-current contribution arises with
the sameV � A structure as the charged current matrix element from pureW exchange. Further-
more, sincemb is much smaller thanmW , the weak interactions can be represented via effective
four-quark interactions. One obtains, after partial summation of the leading QCD contributions,
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Figure 10-1. Some diagrams for hadronicB0 (a,b) andB+ (c,d) decays. Diagrams (b,d) are often
called color-suppressed since they can only lead to stable hadrons if the colors of the combined
quarks match appropriately. Diagrams (a) and (b) forB0 decays lead to different final states, while
diagrams (c) and (d) forB+ decays can lead to the same hadronic final state and interfere.

the two four-Fermi interaction operatorsO1 = OI andO2 = OII in the total weak Hamiltonian
given in Eq. 2.6:

He� =
4GFp

2
VcbV

�
ud

h
C1(�)O1(�) + C2(�)O2(�)

i
;

O1 =

�
ci�

1� 5

2
bi

��
dj

� 1� 5

2
uj

�
;

O2 =

�
ci�

1� 5

2
bj

��
dj

�1� 5

2
ui

�
: (10.1)

Here, Roman indices represent the color of each quark participating in the process and theCi(�)

are the (Wilson) coefficients. Here� is a momentum scale, typically� � mb. At this value,
C1(�) = 1:13 andC2(�) = �0:29. Without QCD corrections,C1 = 1; C2(�) = 0, andO1 is
the conventional four-Fermi interaction operator. (Note, however that the corresponding matrix
elements can not be evaluated at the high scale� � mb as discussed in Chapter 2, and hence
these results must be used, in combination with calculations of higher order QCD corrections, to
determine the coefficients at the lower scale appropriate for the matrix elements, approximations
made in this evaluation lead to theoretical uncertainties and residual unphysical scale dependence
in the results.)

Both operators contribute to the two decay types in Fig. 10-1. From the color structures, it can
be seen thatO1 enters (a), (c) unsuppressed, but there is a factor1=NC for (b) and (d). ForO2,
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the situation is the opposite. Thus it can be seen that the effective coupling strength isa1 =

C1 +
1
NC
C2 for the color-enhanced modes anda2 = C2 +

1
NC
C1 for the color-suppressed modes.

More elaborate extensions of this simple picture are presented in the following sections. In the
following discussion the scale dependence of the operator coefficients is not explicitly indicated.

In order to see how factorization is applied, consider the effective Hamiltonian (10.1) forB decays
to a final state containing one charmed quark, where the coefficientsC1 andC2 are taken at the
scale� = mb. While the scale dependence would cancel in a complete calculation, the choice of
� is often crucial, given the present low-order calculations. Although the representation above is
natural (C2 vanishes in the absence of strong interactions in the standard model), it is somewhat
arbitrary, since the effective Hamiltonian can be transformed into the sum of two different operators
by a Fierz transformation, which is a purely algebraic operation. One possibility is to write the
Hamiltonian as the sum of the operatorO1 introduced above and the octet operatorO(8) defined by

O(8) =

 
ci�

1� 5

2

�aij
2
bj

! 
dk

�1� 5

2

�akl
2
ul

!
; (10.2)

where�a, with a = 1 : : : 8, indicates the Gell-Mann matrices. Of course, the corresponding Wilson
coefficients are changed; the first coefficient changes fromC1 to C1 + C2=Nc, and the coefficient
of the operatorO(8) is 2C2. In other words, one tries to choose the two operators in such a way
that the contribution of one of them to the decay in question is very small and can be neglected.
In the example above the contribution of the octet operator is usually neglected, since no color
singlet state can be produced by factorizing out currents which are octets in the color space. The
validity of any factorization-based result clearly depends on the scale at which it is applied, since
the approximation does not give any scale dependence to the matrix elements. Hence a residual
scale dependence and a corresponding theoretical uncertainty appears in results calculated using
this approximation. Table 10-1 shows the values of the Wilson coefficients at the scalemb =

4:8GeV=c.

Table 10-1. Values of the Wilson coefficients at the scalemb = 4:8 GeV=c2, both at leading (LO)
and next-to-leading (NLO) order (from [4]).

�s(mZ) CLO
1 (mb) CLO

2 (mb) CNLO
1 (mb) CNLO

2 (mb)

0.115 1.102 �0:239 1.124 �0:273
0.118 1.108 �0:249 1.132 �0:286
0.121 1.113 �0:260 1.140 �0:301

Continuing with the above example of the simplest weak transition that converts an initial-stateb
quark to a final-statec quark and a pair of light quarks, consider the color-allowed decayB ! D+��.
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The algebraic procedure outlined above yields for the matrix elements

A(B(pB)! D(pD)�(q)) =

� i
4GFp

2
VcbV

�
ud

n�
C1 +

1

Nc

C2

�
h�Djc�

1� 5

2
b d�

1� 5
2

ujBi

+ 2C2h�Djc�
1� 5

2

�a

2
b d�

1� 5
2

�a

2
ujBi

o

= �i4GFp
2
VcbV

�
ud

n�
C1 +

1

Nc

C2

�
M1 + 2C2M8

o
: (10.3)

A Fierz identity for the Dirac matrices

( 1 2)V�A( 3 4)V�A = ( 1 4)V�A( 3 2)V�A; (10.4)

and the completeness relation for the color matrices

�il�kj = 2
�aij
2

�akl
2
� 1

Nc

�ij�kl; (10.5)

were used to bring the second operator into the desired form. The matrix elementsM1, M2, and
M8 are

M1 = h�Dj O1 jBi = h�Djci�
1� 5

2
bi dk

� 1� 5

2
ukjBi

M2 = h�Dj O2 jBi = h�Djci�
1� 5

2
bk dk

�1� 5

2
uijBi

M8 = h�Dj O(8) jBi = h�Djci�
1� 5

2

�aij
2
bj dk

� 1� 5

2

�akl
2
uljBi; (10.6)

where color indices are written explicitly. In factorization, where one separates currents by in-
serting the vacuum state and disregards any QCD interactions between them, the matrix element
M1 would be given byhDjc� 1�52

bjBih�jd� 1�5
2
uj0i. One therefore writes the complete matrix

element as

A = �i4GFp
2
VcbV

�
ud a

e�
1 hDjc�

1� 5
2

bjBih�jd�1� 5
2

uj0i; (10.7)

where the coefficientae�1

ae�1 =

�
C1 +

1

Nc

C2

�
(1 + �1(�)) + 2C2�8(�); (10.8)

and the quantities�1, �8 are given by

�1(�) =
M1

hDjc� 1�52
bjBih�jd� 1�5

2
uj0i � 1

�8(�) =
M8

hDjc� 1�52
bjBih�jd� 1�5

2
uj0i: (10.9)
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The coefficientae�1 is independent of the scale�, since all the dependence in the various terms must
cancel. The quantities�1; �8 measure, respectively, the deviation of the singlet matrix element from
the factorized form, and the admixture of the octet operator. Obviously, they take different values
depending on the decay considered. In the followinga1 is often written, instead ofae�1 , especially
in the factorization approximation.

Processes such as this one, which are governed in this approximation by the coefficienta1, are here
denoted as “Type I,” often called “color allowed” transitions. Type Ib! c transitions correspond
essentially to the decays where the spectator quark in theB meson becomes the spectator quark
in aD meson, that is, processes such asB0 ! D+ andB� ! D0. Similarly, b ! c transitions
corresponding to decays where the spectator quark in theB meson cannot become part of aD
meson are called “Type II” or “color forbidden” transitions. Type II transitions include the decays
B0 ! D0. For these, one writes the analogous equation to (10.7) as

A = �i4GFp
2
VcbV

�
ud a

e�
2 h�ju�

1� 5

2
bjBihDjd� 1� 5

2
cj0i; (10.10)

where the coefficientae�2 is

ae�2 =

�
C2 +

1

Nc

C1

�
(1 + e�1(�)) + 2C1e�8(�) : (10.11)

The quantitiese�1(�) ande�8(�) are now defined as:

e�1(�) = M2

h�ju� 1�52
bjBihDjd� 1�5

2
cj0i � 1

e�8(�) = M8

h�ju� 1�52
bjBihDjd� 1�5

2
cj0i : (10.12)

Factorization in Type II processes is not very reliable. The coefficient2C1 multiplying e�8 is much
larger than the(C2 + C1=Nc) factor, due to the cancellation between theC2 andC1=Nc terms.
However, as discussed below, the approach of Bauer, Stech, and Wirbel (hereafter, BSW [3]),
which is related to factorization, can work for Type-II decays.

Finally, decays governed by a combination ofa1 anda2 are known as “Type III” processes. Here,
theD meson’s spectator quark can come either from theB meson or from the quark pair produced
in theb decay. One example of a Type III process is the decayB� ! D0.

The values of theC1; C2 coefficients are given in Table 10-1 for a scale� = mb, which seems
appropriate forb decays. They yield

a1 � 1; a2 � 0:1: (10.13)

The near cancellation ofC2 andC1=Nc, in a2 makes the perturbative scale dependence a sensitive
issue in Type II processes; these are the most difficult ones to handle theoretically and they may ac-
quire large nonfactorizable contributions. As will be explained later, the diagrams of Class III play
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an important role in understanding the QCD dynamics in nonleptonic heavy-meson decay, and, in
particular, in extracting the information on the magnitude and sign of the effective constanta2.

In the factorization ansatz, each current in the operators develops separately into a physical state.
Thus, when the effective Hamiltonian is written as the sum ofO1 andO8, the octet part does not
contribute, so�8 = 0. Note that such an approximation breaks the “duality” (“equivalence”) of
the quark and hadron description of the amplitudes [5], since neglecting the octet contribution
corresponds to omitting different contributions in the quark and hadron pictures.

In the second step, corresponding to setting�1 = 0, the matrix elements of the currents are
representedapproximatelyby products of physical quantities, such as decay constants and form
factors. This introduces a scale uncertainty since these physical quantities are scale-independent,
and thus the scale dependence of the Wilson coefficient of the singlet operatorO1 cannot be
matched. This approximation can at most hold at one particular scale, the factorization scale, a
quantity which is in general different for all decays. Note also that in this approximation, the
constanta1 is taken to be universal,i.e.,process-independent. The failure to reproduce the known
renormalization group dependence of the matrix elements reflects the purely phenomenological
nature of the factorization ansatz.

The two-quark matrix elements appearing in Eq. (10.7) are well known from the studies of semilep-
tonic transitions. They are conventionally parameterized as

h�jd�5uj0i = �i
p
2F�q

�;

hDjc�bjBi = f+(q
2)(pB + pD)� + f�(q

2)q� : (10.14)

Some other parameterizations often used in the literature are as follows:

hV j(qq)V�Aj0i = ��mV fV (10.15)

hP j(bq)V�AjBi =
 
p�B+p

�
P �

 
m2
B�m2

P

q2

!
q�
!
F1(q

2) +

 
m2
B�m2

P

q2

!
q�F0(q

2); (10.16)

hV j(bq)V�AjBi = �
�
(mB+mV ) �

��A1(q
2)� �� �q

mB+mV

(p�B+p
�
V )A2(q

2)

� 2mV

�� �q
q2

q�
�
A3(q

2)�A0(q
2)
�
� 2i�����

���pB�pV �
mB+mV

V (q2)

#
(10.17)

Hereq� = (pB + pD)� is the momentum transfer, which in this case satisfiesq2 = m2
�. This yields

the amplitude

A = �GFVcbV
�
ud

�
C1 +

1

Nc

C2

�
F�f+(q

2)(m2
B �m2

D): (10.18)

Further refinements are possible. One can show that in the heavy-quark limit there is only one
form factor in Eq. (10.14). It can be parameterized by the usual Isgur-Wise function�(v � v0),
wherev � v0 = (m2

B +m2
D �m2

�)=(2mBmD),

A = �GFVcbV
�
ud

�
C1 +

1

Nc

C2

�
F��(v � v0)

s
mB +mD

4mBmD

(m2
B �m2

D); (10.19)
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which leads to the decay rate
� = jAj2jp1j=(8�m2

B); (10.20)

wherejp1j = [(m2
B � (m� + mD)

2)(m2
B � (m� � mD)

2)]1=2=(2mB). The Isgur-Wise function
is normalized as�(1) = 1 and can be studied in semileptonic decays of theB meson at different
values ofv � v0 (see Chapter 8). If the gluon exchanges between the light-quark pair and the rest
of the hadronic system are included, new nonfactorizable corrections to the amplitudeA can arise.
This results in additional contributions to Eq. (10.7) from the octet part of the matrix element (last
line of Eq. (10.3)). Obviously, a more quantitative estimate of these contributions is needed. This
is considered later, after a discussion of the heuristic BSW approximation.

There are many applications of the formalism illustrated in this section. These include studies
of the decayB ! DDs, although there are two complications here which must be considered,
but turn out to be numerically unimportant. The first complication is associated with the effect
of the penguin operators. Since the decay amplitude produces acc pair in the final state, the
penguin operators also contribute. As shown below, the penguins are suppressed by small values
of the Wilson coefficients. Another complication is associated with the fact that one can no longer
discard terms proportional toq2 ' m2

Ds
. Thus, even in the heavy-quark limit, this decay amplitude

is proportional totwo form factors instead of one. The effective Hamiltonian is now given by

He� =
4GFp

2
VcbV

�
cs

h
C1(�)O1(�) + C2(�)O2(�)�

6X
i=3

Ci(�)Oi(�)
i
;

O1 = ci�
1� 5

2
bi sj

�1� 5

2
cj; O2 = ci�

1� 5

2
bj sj

� 1� 5

2
ci (10.21)

O3
5
= si�

1� 5
2

bi cj
�1� 5

2
cj; O4

6
= si�

1� 5
2

bj cj
� 1� 5

2
ci;

whereCi � 10�2 for i = 3:::6. Here, the unitarity relation for the CKM matrix elements was used
and the term proportional toVub was neglected. Following the procedure outlined above, the decay
amplitude can be written as

A(B� ! D0Ds) = Atree + Apeng; (10.22)

whereAtree andApeng are defined as

Atree = �GFVcbV
�
csa1FDs

f+(m
2
DS

)(m2
B �m2

D)

"
1 +

f�(m
2
DS
)

f+(m
2
DS
)

m2
DS

m2
B �m2

D

#
;

Apeng =
1

a1

 
a4 � 2a6

m2
DS

(mb �mc)(mc +ms)

!
Atree: (10.23)

Here a4
6
= C4

6
+ C3

5
=Nc � 10�2 � 10�1 and nonfactorizable contributions were completely

neglected. The decay rate� = jA(B� ! D0Ds)j2jp1j=(8�m2
B), wherejp1j = [(m2

B � (mDs
+

mD)
2)(m2

B � (mDs
� mD)

2)]1=2=(2mB), can be obtained readily. It is clear that the inclusion
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of the penguin operators does not significantly modify the prediction for the decay rate, but is
essential for evaluation of directCP -violating asymmetries. The smallness of the “penguin pol-
lution” makes this decay mode useful for the observation of mixing-inducedCP -violating effects.
There is, however, a conceptual difference in the evaluation of theB ! D� andB ! DD

decays which is associated with the small energy release inB ! DD decay. This implies that
the color transparency argument of [2] is not applicable to this decay mode (this is a common
problem foranydecay governed by theb ! ccs quark subprocess). A more theoretically sound
argument is needed to justify the factorization of these decay amplitudes and the neglect of the
octet contribution.

10.1.1 The BSW Approach

In the phenomenological BSW approach [3], the constantsa1 anda2 are not calculated perturba-
tively. They are considered to be free parameters and are fitted using data from one or several
decays. This procedure ensures that, for the decays used in the fit, all of the unaccounted pieces
are automatically absorbed. The point is that thea1 anda2 values obtained are now taken to apply
universallyto all decays. That is, the universality hypothesis assumes that the nonfactorizable parts
are the same for the decays used in the fit as for any other decays studied. Predictions based on the
BSW approach are correct only if this is true. This hypothesis is not justified by any theoretical
arguments and, in fact, these nonfactorizable terms can be rather different in different decays.

In order to denote the effective nature of these coefficients and their process-dependence, they are
often complemented with additional subscripts, such asae�1 jDDs

, which denotes the effectivea1
obtained for the decaysB ! D(�)D(�)�

s , etc.The constantsa1; a2 are obtained by fitting formulae
such as (10.19) to the decay amplitudes, replacing(C1 + C2=Nc) by the free parametera1, and
using the best values for the necessary form factors and decay constants from various sources
(heavy-quark symmetry, lattice, sum rules) (see Chapter 8). In a recent analysis by Neubert and
Stech [4], two models were used for the form factors, which each yield a value for the effective
coefficients (one of which is shown in square brackets). The difference in the two results can be
taken as a minimal estimate of the theoretical uncertainty.

From the class of decaysB0 ! D(�)+h�, whereh� is a light meson (h = �, � or a1), one finds

ae�1 jDh = 1:08� 0:04 [0:98� 0:04] : (10.24)

The coefficienta1 can also be determined from the decaysB ! D(�)D(�)�
s , which are char-

acterized by quite different decay kinematics. In principle, it would be interesting to investigate
whether the resulting value is different in the two cases,i.e.,whether there is an observable process-
dependence of the phenomenological parameter. In practice, this cannot be done because of the
large uncertainties in the values of the decay constants of charm mesons. From a fit to the data,
one finds

ae�1 jDDs
= 1:10� 0:07� 0:17 [1:05� 0:07� 0:16] ; (10.25)
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where the second error accounts for the uncertainty inf
D
(�)
s

. In both cases, (10.24) and (10.25),

the data support the theoretical expectation thatae�1 is close to unity (see (10.13).

A value for the parameterjae�2 j (but not the relative sign betweenae�2 andae�1 ) can be obtained from

the Class II decaysB ! K
(�)
J= andB ! K

(�)
 0. From a fit to the six measured branching

ratios, one extracts
jae�2 jK = 0:21� 0:01 [0:29� 0:01] : (10.26)

This result is even more strongly dependent on the model chosen for the form factors. This is not
surprising, since Class II decays involve heavy-to-light transition matrix elements (see Ref. [4] and
Chapter 8 for a discussion of form factors).

A determination ofae�2 from decays with rather different kinematics is possible by considering the
Class III transitionsB� ! D(�)0h� with h = � or �. Moreover, because of the interference of
thea1 anda2 amplitudes, these decays are sensitive to the relative sign of the QCD coefficients.
From the theoretical point of view, it is useful to normalize the branching ratios to those of the
correspondingB0 decays, which are Class I transitions. The theoretical predictions for these ratios
are of the form

B(B� ! D(�)0h�)

B(B0 ! D(�)+h�)
=
�(B�)

�(B0)

2
41 + 2x1

ae�2
ae�1

+ x22

 
ae�2
ae�1

!2
3
5 ; (10.27)

wherex1 and x2 are process-dependent parameters depending on the ratio of some hadronic
form factors and decay constants (x1 = x2 except for the decayB� ! D�0��). The ratios of
branching fractions on the left-hand side are taken from recent CLEO data reported in Ref. [6].
By performing a fit to the data, one extracts the ratioae�2 =a

e�
1 for each channel. The results are

collected in Table 10-2, where the second error results from the uncertainty in the lifetime ratio [7]
�(B�)=�(B0) = 1:06� 0:04. Taking the average, and using (10.24), gives

ae�2
ae�1

�����
Dh

= 0:21� 0:05 [0:31� 0:08] ;

ae�2 jDh = 0:23� 0:05 [0:30� 0:08] : (10.28)

The value ofae�2 is in remarkably good agreement with that obtained in (10.26).

The magnitude and, in particular, the positive sign ofae�2 (which coincides with the sign of the
perturbative valueC1 + C2=3) are important for the theoretical interpretation of the results. In
nonleptonicB decays the two parametersae�1 and ae�2 have the same sign, meaning that the
corresponding amplitudes interfere constructively. This is in contrast to the situation encountered
in D meson decays, where a similar analysis yields [3]

ae�1 jcharm = 1:10� 0:05 ; ae�2 jcharm = �0:49� 0:04 ; (10.29)

indicating a strong destructive interference. Since mostD decays are (quasi) two-body transitions,
this effect is responsible for the observed lifetime difference betweenD+ andD0 mesons [8],
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Table 10-2. Ratios of nonleptonic decay rates of charged and neutralB mesons [6], and the
corresponding values forae�2 =a

e�
1 .

Experimental Ratios Predictions forxi ae�2 =a
e�
1

B(B� ! D0��)

B(B0 ! D+��)
= 1:73� 0:25 1:127 [0:729] 0:24� 0:08� 0:02

[0:38� 0:13� 0:03]

B(B� ! D0��)

B(B0 ! D+��)
= 1:19� 0:24 0:587 [0:450] 0:10� 0:18� 0:03

[0:13� 0:24� 0:04]

B(B� ! D�0��)

B(B0 ! D�+��)
= 1:64� 0:28 1:361 [0:886] 0:18� 0:08� 0:02

[0:27� 0:12� 0:03]

B(B� ! D�0��)

B(B0 ! D�+��)
= 1:71� 0:36 x1 = 0:759 [0:646] 0:35� 0:17� 0:03

x2 = 0:813 [0:675] [0:41� 0:20� 0:04]

�(D+)=�(D0) = 2:55 � 0:04. In B decays on the other hand, the majority of transitions proceed
into multibody final states, and moreover, there are manyB� decays (such as those involving two
charm quarks in the final state) where no interference can occur. The relevant scale for multibody
decay modes may be significantly lower thanmb, leading to destructive interference. Therefore,
the observed constructive interference in the two-body modes is not in conflict with the fact that
�(B�) > �(B0).

The values ofae�2 extracted fromB ! K
(�)
J= andB ! D(�)h decays in (10.26) and (10.28)

indicate that nonuniversal contributions (at the scale� = mb) are small in these processes. Writing
(for a definition of� and� see below)

ae�2 jKJ= = C2(mb) + �KJ= C1(mb) = 0:21� 0:01;

ae�2 jDh = C2(mb) + �DhC1(mb) = 0:23� 0:05; (10.30)

with conservative errors, and combining these with the values of the Wilson coefficients given in
Table 10-1, gives

�K = 0:44� 0:05 ; 2�
(BK; )
8 (mb) = 0:11� 0:05 ;

�Dh = 0:46� 0:05 ; 2�
(BD;h)
8 (mb) = 0:13� 0:05 : (10.31)

Hence, within errors there is no experimental evidence for a process dependence of the value of�.
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The predictions of the BSW approach, refined by Neubert and Stech [4] are listed in Tables
10-3, 10-4, and 10-5 for several two-body decays. Although there are discrepancies with the
experiments, the errors are still too large to dismiss the BSW approach. It is important to measure
these decays as accurately as possible to detect deviations from the BSW approach (universality of
the coefficients) and from simple factorization.

Table 10-3. Branching ratios (in percent) for Class-I nonleptonicB0 decays in the model
described in [4]. The last column shows the world average experimental results [6, 9].

B0 Modes NS Model ae�1 = 0:98 Experimental

ae�2 = 0:29 Average

Class I

D+�� 0.318a21 0.30 0:31� 0:04� 0:02

D+K� 0.025a21 0.02

D+D� 0.037a21 (fD=200)
2 0.03

D+D�
s 1.004a21 (fDs

=240)2 0.96 0:74� 0:22� 0:18

D+�� 0.778a21 0.75 0:84� 0:16� 0:07

D+K�� 0.041a21 0.04

D+D�� 0.032a21 (fD�=230)2 0.03

D+D��
s 0.830a21 (fD�

s
=275)2 0.80 1:14� 0:42� 0:28

D+a�1 0.844a21 0.81

D�+�� 0.296a21 0.28 0:28� 0:04� 0:01

D�+K� 0.022a21 0.02

D�+D� 0.023a21 (fD=200)
2 0.02

D�+D�
s 0.603a21 (fDs

=240)2 0.58 0:94� 0:24� 0:23

D�+�� 0.870a21 0.84 0:73� 0:15� 0:03

D�+K�� 0.049a21 0.05

D�+D�� 0.085a21 (fD�=230)2 0.08

D�+D��
s 2.414a21 (fD�

s
=275)2 2.32 2:00� 0:54� 0:49

D�+a�1 1.217a21 1.16 1:27� 0:30� 0:05

�+�� 50.0a21 jVubj2
�+�� + �+�� 176.9a21 jVubj2
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Table 10-4. Branching ratios (in percent) for Class-II nonleptonicB0 decays in the model
described in[4]. Here� = 20� is used for the�-�0 mixing angle. Upper limits are at the90%
confidence level.

B0 Modes NS Model ae�1 = 0:98 Experimental

ae�2 = 0:29 Average

Class II

K
0
J= 0.800a22 0.07 0:075� 0:021

K
0
 0 0.326a22 0.03 < 0:08

K
�0
J= 2.518a22 0.21 0:153� 0:028

K
�0
 0 1.424a22 0.12 0:151� 0:091

�0J= 0.018a22 0.002 < 0:006

�0J= 0.050a22 0.004 < 0:025

�0D0 0.084a22 (fD=200)
2 0.007 < 0:033

�0D�0 0.116a22 (fD�=230)2 0.010 < 0:055

�0D0 0.078a22 (fD=200)
2 0.007 < 0:055

�0D�0 0.199a22 (fD�=230)2 0.017 < 0:117

!D0 0.081a22 (fD=200)
2 0.007 < 0:057

!D�0 0.203a22 (fD�=230)2 0.017 < 0:120

� D0 0.058a22 (fD=200)
2 0.005 < 0:033

� D�0 0.073a22 (fD�=230)2 0.006 < 0:050
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Table 10-5. Branching ratios (in percent) for nonleptonicB� decays in the model described in [4].

B� Modes NS Model ae�1 = 0:98 Experimental

ae�2 = 0:29 Average

Class I

D0D� 0.039a21 (fD=200)
2 0.04

D0D�
s 1.069a21 (fDs

=240)2 1.03 1:36� 0:28� 0:33

D0D�� 0.034a21 (fD�=230)2 0.03

D0D��
s 0.883a21 (fD�

s
=275)2 0.85 0:94� 0:31� 0:23

D�0D� 0.025a21 (fD=200)
2 0.02

D�0D�
s 0.642a21 (fDs

=240)2 0.62 1:18� 0:36� 0:29

D�0D�� 0.091a21 (fD�=230)2 0.09

D�0D��
s 2.570a21 (fD�

s
=275)2 2.47 2:70� 0:81� 0:66

Class II

K�J= 0.852a22 0.07 0:102� 0:014

K� 0 0.347a22 0.03 0:070� 0:024

K��J= 2.680a22 0.23 0:174� 0:047

K�� 0 1.516a22 0.13 < 0:30

��J= 0.038a22 0.003 0:0057� 0:0026

��J= 0.107a22 0.009 < 0:077

Class III

D0�� 0:338 [a1 + 0:729 a2 (fD=200)]
2 0.48 0:50� 0:05� 0:02

D0�� 0:828 [a1 + 0:450 a2 (fD=200)]
2 1.02 1:37� 0:18� 0:05

D0a�1 0:898 [a1 + 0:317 a2 (fD=200)]
2 1.03

D�0�� 0:315 [a1 + 0:886 a2 (fD�=230)]2 0.48 0:52� 0:08� 0:02

D�0�� 0:926 [a21 + 0:456 a22 (fD�=230)2 1.26 1:51� 0:30� 0:02

+ 1:292 a1a2 (fD�=230)]

D�0a�1 1:296 [a21 + 0:128 a22 (fD�=230)2 1.36 1:89� 0:53� 0:08

+ 0:269 a1a2 (fD�=230)]
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10.1.2 Phenomenology of Nonfactorizable Contributions

Since it is known that the factorized result of Eq. (10.7) is altered by QCD, one should investigate
the nonfactorizable effects and attempt to calculate the quantities�1 and�8 introduced earlier. The
expected decrease of experimental errors will eventually enable one to test these calculations and
the quantitative understanding of QCD that they represent. Note that in the presence of a sizable
octet contribution, the parametersae�1 andae�2 defined in (10.8) and (10.11) are not universal.

It can be shown that�1 is of order1=N2
c , and therefore it is usually neglected. Defining

� =
1

Nc

+ 2�8; (10.32)

one can write
ae�1 = C1 + �C2: (10.33)

Here � is an additional parameter which one must fit to get agreement with experiment. The
factorization approximation corresponds to� = 1=Nc ' 0:3.

The situation is more complicated in the case where the decay rate is not dominated by a single
amplitude. This occurs in some Class II decays, for instance, where the tree-level amplitude can
be suppressed if it depends on CKM matrix elements which have small values and the penguin
amplitude may contribute at a comparable level. Additional complications arise in the case of
decays involving particles with spin in the final state [10]. It has been shown [10, 11] that
nonfactorizable corrections aredifferentfor different helicity amplitudes.

In order to gain a complete understanding of the hadronic (two-body) decays and of the octet
contributions which break factorization, additional QCD-based methods must be found. Some of
the available results are discussed below. In particular, sum-rule calculations [12] seem to shed
some light on this issue. Other model calculations exist but may yield only order-of-magnitude
estimates. Unfortunately, no systematic treatment exists and only scattered results are available.

10.1.3 Towards an Understanding of Factorization. Departures from
Factorization

As emphasized above, a complete theoretical treatment of hadronic decays is not close at hand.
There are, however, attempts to “understand” the factorization ansatz. These are reviewed briefly
below.

In the definition of the effective couplingsae�1 andae�2 , there are terms proportional to1=Nc which
come from the Fierz reordering of one of the operators. Furthermore, inae�2 there is the term
proportional to2C1, which is of similar magnitude in model calculations. It was noticed some
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Figure 10-2. Feynman rules in the largeNc limit.

time ago that the omission of the contribution of the Fierz-transformed current (which scales
like 1=Nc) significantly improves the agreement between theoretical predictions and experimental
measurements ofD0 ! K0�0 [13]. The 1=Nc suppressed amplitudes can be dropped in the
so-called “largeNc” limit. The argument is similar for theB meson decays, due to the energy
independence of the1=Nc expansion. It turns out that QCD withNc = 3 is in many respects a
largeNc theory. There are also indications that the nonfactorizable contribution proportional to
2C1 in ae�2 partly cancels the1=Nc term [14].

The bookkeeping of the largeNc theory is most easily done in terms of the so-called topological
Feynman diagrams (Fig. 10-2). Since the number of colors is extended toNc, the gauge group
of QCD is no longerSU(3) but SU(Nc). In this limit the physics of meson decays simplifies
considerably and the leading contribution can be easily identified. This is achieved by redrawing
the relevant Feynman diagrams using the following graphical rules [15]:

1. A meson is represented by its valence quark content.

2. Each gluon is represented by a double line.

3. A factor ofNc is associated with each closed-quark loop.

4. A factor of1=
p
Nc is assigned to each quark-gluon vertex.

5. A factor of1=
p
Nc is assigned to each quark-meson vertex.

Using this set of rules, it is easy to isolate the leading contributions to nonleptonicB decays. For
example, because of the different number of closed-quark loops, the weak rescattering diagrams
are sub-leading with respect to Type-I diagrams. This has implications for those decays which are
manifestly governed by the weak annihilation amplitudes, as there are always other decay channels
which can scatter into the channel of interest. These decay channels arecoupled; for instance, final
state interactions can convert aD+D� state to a�+�� one [16], so amplitudes calculated in the
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factorization approximation are modified. Neglecting final state rescattering contributions and
retaining only the leading terms in the1=Nc expansion, implies for the effective QCD constants,
a1 = C1 > 0 anda2 = C2 < 0. 1=Nc arguments are much more subtle when applied to baryons,
since a baryon is itself made ofNc quarks.

The first attempt to put the factorization approximation on a solid theoretical base was made in [17]
(see also [18]). The authors considered the limit of a large energy transfer to the light quarks

E = v � q = m2
b �m2

c

2mb

; (10.34)

which scales asmb, asmb !1. Herev is the velocity of the decaying heavy quark,pb = mbv+k,
andq is the momentum transferred to the light-quark pair. As seen from Eq. (10.34), in this limit,
the energy scales as the heavy-quark mass. By proposing a Large-Energy Effective Theory as an
extension of Heavy-Quark Effective Theory and by making use of a convenient gauge condition,
the authors could prove factorization applies for the physical amplitude dominated by collinear
quarks. However, this approach does not clarify how the pair of collinear quarks hadronizes into
the pion.

10.1.3.1 Perturbative studies

Another problem is the numerical estimate of the size of nonfactorizable corrections. These can
originate from either perturbative or nonperturbative effects. Consider first perturbative contribu-
tions. Here, one is trying to account for gluon exchanges by treating them perturbatively, since
�s(mb) ' 0:21 is still a reasonably small quantity. Some of the perturbative QCD corrections have
already been taken into account in the derivation ofHe� , but there remain the effects in the matrix
elements.

For theB ! �D decays treated before, these have been evaluated in [19], where the Brodsky-
Lepage perturbative QCD framework was employed. In this approach, the mesons are described
by quark-antiquark (and gluon) wave functions which are used to calculate the matrix elements.
The perturbative QCD corrections to the decay can be summarized by the convolution of a wave
function with a “hard” amplitudeT representing the exchange of large-momentum gluons, propor-
tional to�s(mb).

hHc(v
0)��(q)jOj(mb)jHb(v)i =
1

4
hHc(v

0)jhcv0hbvjHb(v)imb(1� r)
Z 1

0
dxT Sj (x; r;mb)�(x)

+
1

4
hHc(v

0)jhcv05hbvjHb(v)imb(1 + r)
Z 1

0
dxT Pj (x; r;mb)�(x): (10.35)
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Thehq
v(0)

are the heavy-quark velocity-dependent fields. At the leading (zeroth) order in�s(mb),
the hard rescattering amplitudes are given by

T S1 (x; r;mb) = T P1 (x; r;mb) = 1; T S8 (x; r;mb) = T P8 (x; r;mb) = 0; (10.36)

andr = mc=mb is fixed asmb !1. Here�(x) is a pion distribution function normalized as

Z 1

0
dx�(x) = f�=2

q
Nc; (10.37)

wheref� is the pion decay constant. Clearly, theT8 amplitudes vanish in leading order since a
gluon exchange is needed to rearrange the colors. As a consequence, the matrix element of interest
is factorizable in the leading order in�s(mb), i.e.,when the QCD interactions are switched off. In
order to illustrate the QCD effect, consider the ratio of�(B0 ! D+��) and�(B0 ! D�+��),
which can be written as

�(B0 ! D+��)

�(B0 ! D�+��)
=

�����
R 1
0 dxT

S
1 (x; r;mb)�(x) + (C2=C1)

R 1
0 dxT

S
8 (x; r;mb)�(x)R 1

0 dxT
P
1 (x; r;mb)�(x) + (C2=C1)

R 1
0 dxT

P
8 (x; r;mb)�(x)

�����
2

: (10.38)

Expanding in the strong coupling, gives

�(B0 ! D+��)

�(B0 ! D�+��)
' 1 + 2Re

Z 1

0
dx(T S1 (x; r;mb)� T P1 (x; r;mb))�(x)

+ 2
C2

C1

Re
Z 1

0
dx(T S8 (x; r;mb)� T P8 (x; r;mb))�(x); (10.39)

with the following expression for the gluon exchange inT8,

T S8 (x; r;mb)� T P8 (x; r;mb) = ��s(mb)

9�

(
rI[x(1� r2)] +

1

r
I

"
(1� x)

 
1� 1

r2

!#)
; (10.40)

where

I[z] =
1

(1� z)

 
z log z

1� z
+ 1

!
: (10.41)

The singlet corrections are proportional toT S1 (x; r;mb) � T P1 (x; r;mb) and have been studied in
the context of semileptonicB decays. They do not contribute any new nonfactorizable corrections
and numerically change the ratio Eq. (10.39) by approximately10%.

On the other hand, the octet contributions are responsible for the corrections to the factorization
result of Eq. (10.7). From Eq. (10.40) one sees that they are numerically small, not exceeding
0:1�s(mb)=�. This small correction is typical for perturbative effects. In order to estimate the range
of possible values, it is instructive to study the wave-function dependence of this nonfactorizable
contribution. Although the overall correction turns out to be relatively small, the result strongly
depends on the value ofr and on the form chosen for the pion wave function; it grows significantly
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if one changes from the asymptotic wave function�� � x(1 � x) to the Chernyak-Zhitnitsky one
with �� � x(1�x)(1�2x). Moreover, since the ratio Eq. (10.39) is a sum of terms of comparable
magnitude but different signs, even the overall sign of the correction is uncertain; the correction
turns negative for smaller values ofr. One must note that although the value of the perturbative
correction is unstable, the uncertainty associated with it is rather small and does not exceed5%.
It would of course be desirable to extend these calculations to other situations, but it seems that
perturbative effects cannot account for possibly large deviations from factorization.

10.1.3.2 Nonperturbative contributions

Sum rules provide a useful tool for studying QCD effects, including the important nonperturbative
ones (see Appendix D). An important step towards the theoretical description of nonperturbative
nonfactorizable corrections was made in [21]. The authors considered a specific small velocity
(SV) limit wheremb � mc � const. This implies a different scaling of (10.34),E � const as
mb !1. It turns out that this limit is theoretically “clean” for the application of the QCD sum rule
method and provides a theoretical justification of the “rule of discarding1=Nc corrections” [13] on
dynamical grounds. Consider the correlator

A� = �
Z
d4xeiqxhDjTfH8(x); �

�(0)gjBi; (10.42)

where�� = u�5d is the interpolating axial current that annihilates the pion, andH8(x) is an
octet part of the interaction Hamiltonian.

As in the usual QCD sum rule calculation, the correlator Eq. (10.42) is evaluated in Euclidean
space, both phenomenologically

A� =Mnf

f�q
�

q2
+ ::: ; (10.43)

and theoretically, applying short-distance OPE to the right hand side of Eq. (10.42),

A� = i
1

4�2
q�q�

q2
hDjc�5G��bjBi+ ::: : (10.44)

Equating Eqs. (10.43) and (10.44) one finds for the nonfactorizable contributions

rnf � 2�8 = � m2
�H

4�2f 2�
' � 1

Nc

; (10.45)

with m2
�H = 3(m2

B� � m2
B)=4, which, as can be seen from Eq. (10.32), numerically implies

a partial cancellation of the1=Nc suppressed factorizable amplitude and a nonfactorizable one.
Unfortunately, the actualB decays are at the borderline of the kinematic limit which justifies the
formalism, bringing large uncertainties into the estimation of the matrix elements. Note that as
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for the phenomenological estimate, the nonfactorizable corrections are case-by-case dependent. A
similar analysis was performed for the color-suppressedB0 ! �0D0 decay [14], which reached a
similar conclusion: the nonfactorizable corrections partially cancel1=Nc-suppressed factorizable
amplitudes,i.e.,a2 ' C2 < 0.

An alternative approach, using four-point sum rules [20], was earlier applied to investigate nonfac-
torizable effects in charmed decays. It also has been applied to determine nonfactorizable effects in
the decayB0 ! J= K0

S
[12]. Consider an effective Hamiltonian for this color-suppressed decay

with a singlet and an octet operator,

He� =
4GFp

2
VcbV

�
cs

��
C2 +

C1

Nc

�
(�)O(1)(�) + 2C1(�)O

(8)(�)

�
;

O(1) = ci�
1� 5

2
ci sj

�1� 5

2
bj;

O(8) = ci�
1� 5

2

�aij
2
bj sk

� 1� 5

2

�akl
2
bl; (10.46)

where nowanaive2 = (C2 + C1=Nc)(�) ' 0:155 at the scale� � mb, while at the scale� � mb=2

it is � 0:08.

One can compare these results with the values given earlier fora2 in the BSW framework (recall
a2 � (C2+C1=Nc)). The BSW approach, where only the first operator is retained with a factorized
matrix element, yieldsa2 � 0:31 � 0:02, which is not inconsistent with the estimates ofa2
made earlier. Since this value is considerably larger than the naive valueanaive2 = (0:0 � 0:155),
factorization must be badly violated in this decay. In Ref. [12], the octet contribution is determined
using a sum rule involving a four-point correlation function. Since this operator is multiplied by the
large Wilson coefficientC1, it is expected that its contribution is substantial. Indeed, these authors
find an increase of the effectivea2 coupling which, however, is not quite sufficient to reproduce
the experimental value. Moreover, the sign ofa2 is preferably negative in contrast to the former
results.

Departing from the small velocity limit introduces new operators each contributing at the same
order of magnitude to the amplitude under consideration. These can be resummed in the limit
E � mb asmb !1 [22]. The idea is to study the propagation of the light quarks emerging to
form the final hadron while passing through the (perturbative or nonperturbative) gluonic fields
present in the decay. Interestingly, results can be obtained which are independent of the nature
of the gluonic fields and, at leading order, of the hadronic wave function. The light-quark pair
produced atx = 0 interacts strongly with the background gluonic field while escaping from the
production point and hadronizing into the pion. Since the energy transferred to the quark pair is
large, it is not necessary that the hadronization occur atx � 0. As a result, it is not sufficient to take
the operators of the lowest dimension in the Operator Product Expansion (OPE). Instead, one must
sum up a whole series of operators by introducing a set of “generating (distribution) functions”
which incorporate this infinite series of matrix elements. Heavy-quark symmetry is then used to
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restrict the form of the matrix elements enough that useful statements can be made. In principle,
the generating functions could be modeled or perhaps fixed by other measurements. However, at
the leading order inq2 = 0; x2 � 0 the color octet matrix element vanishes due to cancellations
and factorization holds [22].

10.1.4 Tests of Factorization

As discussed in the previous sections, factorization allows one to express the matrix element of
a given four-quark operator as the product of two matrix elements of color-singlet currents. One
may test the deviations of experimental results from predictions based on factorization and, in
some cases, extract certain physical quantities, such as meson decay constants or form factors.
Factorization tests are interesting because of the insight they shed on strong dynamics. However,
because of the uncontrolled nature of the ansatz, the use of factorization for the direct extraction
of form factors and decay constants is not very reliable.

The first test involves making a direct comparison of branching ratios (R-test). Once the total
matrix element for a hadronic decay is factorized, the amplitude in a particular region of phase
space in a related semileptonic decay can be obtained by replacing one of the matrix elements by
the corresponding leptonic quantity. For any Type-I decay, one finds

R
(�)
h =

�(B0 ! D(�)h�)

d�(B0 ! D(�)l��)=dq2jq2=m2
h

= 6�2f 2h ja1j2jVijj2X(�)
h ; (10.47)

where the semileptonic differential decay rate is evaluated atq2 = m2
h. Herefh is the decay

constant of the mesonh, andVij is the appropriate CKM matrix element (depending on the flavor
quantum numbers of the mesonh). One example ish = �, whereVij = Vud. The constantX(�)

�

was evaluated in [23] and found to be

X� =
(m2

B �m2
D)

2

(m2
B � (mD +m�)2)(m

2
B � (mD �m�)2)

�����F0(m
2
�)

F1(m2
�)

�����
2

;

X�
� = (m2

B � (mD +m�)
2)(m2

B � (mD �m�)
2)

jA0(m
2
�)j2

m2
�

P
i=0;� jHi(m2

�)j2
; (10.48)

whereF andA0 are form factors.

The helicity amplitudesH0(q
2) andH�(q

2) are defined in Ref. [4]. Numerically,X� ' 1:001 and
X�
� ' 0:994. Taking the Heavy Quark Limit,X� ' X�

� = 1, one finds

R� = R�� = 6�2f 2� ja1j2jVudj2 '
� a1

1:12

�2 � 1:23 GeV2: (10.49)

Experiment givesR�� = (1:21 � 0:43) GeV2, which is in excellent agreement with Eq. (10.49).
This impliesae�1 = 1:11 � 0:10, in good agreement with previous values. Further improvements
in the measurements would test the assumptions with better precision.
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An even cleaner test of factorization is obtained when (10.48) is evaluated for a vector or pseu-
dovector meson, in which case one has exactly [24]

XV = X�
V = 1 : (10.50)

Since the lepton pair created by the(V �A) current carries spin one, its production is kinematically
equivalent to that of a (pseudo)vector particle with four-momentumq�. For a� meson in the final
state, for instance,

R� = R�� = 6�2f 2� jae�1 j2 jVudj2 � jae�1 j2 � 2:48 GeV2 ; (10.51)

which can be compared with the experimental valueR�� = 2:92 � 0:71 GeV2. This givesae�1 =

1:09 � 0:13, again in good agreement with the expectation based on factorization. In principle,
Eqs. (10.48) and (10.51) offer the possibility for four independent determinations of the parameter
ae�1 . Good agreement among the extracted values supports the validity of the factorization approx-
imation inB decays. At the present level of accuracy this agreement already indicates that there
is little room for final state interactions to affect the magnitude of the considered decay amplitudes
(which is not always the case for Type-II decays).

It is interesting to note that if the factorization approximation holds for Type-I decays, and if the
coefficienta1 is known with enough precision, then Eqs. (10.47) and (10.48) can be used to extract
the decay constants of various mesons. This has been exploited in Ref. [4] forD mesons.

Given the argument that the lepton pair in the semileptonic decay and the spin-1 meson in the
hadronic decay are equivalent, it follows that (10.47) is valid separately for longitudinal and
transverse polarization of theD� meson in the final state. Thus, the polarization of theD�

meson produced in the nonleptonic decayB0 ! D�+V � should be equal to the polarization in
the corresponding semileptonic decayB ! D�` � at q2 = m2

V . However, in order to turn this
prediction into a test of the factorization hypothesis, one would have to determine the polarization
of theD� meson with high precision. This is because in both the semileptonic and nonleptonic
cases, theD� polarization at the pointsq2 = 0 andq2 = q2max is determined by kinematics alone
to be 100% longitudinal and1=3 longitudinal, respectively. This shows that for a stringent test
of the factorization hypothesis at smallq2, one must determine the transverse polarization contri-
bution with a small relative error. In the heavy-quark limit, the ratio of transverse to longitudinal
polarization at some fixedq2 is simply given by

�T

�L

=
4q2(m2

B +m2
D� � q2)

(mB �mD�)2[(mB +mD�)2 � q2]
: (10.52)

Including the leading symmetry-breaking corrections to this result [25, 26], one obtains the num-
bers shown in Table 10-6. For the polarization of theD� meson in the decayB0 ! D�+��, the
CLEO Collaboration finds [9]�T=�tot = (7� 5� 5)%, in agreement with the prediction of 12%
transverse polarization for the semileptonic decay atq2 = m2

�. However, in order for this test to
be sensitive to deviations from factorization, the experimental uncertainty will have to be reduced
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substantially. The situation may be more favorable in the decayB0 ! D�+D�
s , where the predicted

transverse polarization is 48%, which will permit, one hopes, a measurement with smaller relative
uncertainties.

Table 10-6. Theoretical predictions for the ratio�T=�tot at fixedq2, where�tot = �T + �L.

q2 0 m2
� m2

a1
m2
D�

s
q2max

�T=�tot 0 0:12� 0:01 0:26� 0:02 0:48� 0:01 2/3

There are also factorization tests involving the color-suppressed Type-II decays. As mentioned,
the nonfactorizable terms are proportional to the large Wilson coefficientC1, and therefore cannot
be neglected. Nevertheless, if universality is assumed, as advocated in the BSW picture, specific
predictions can be made and checked.

One of these decays isB ! J= K� which is of major interest forCP violation measurements.
The vector-vector decayB0 ! J= K�0, withK�0 ! K0

S
�0, is a mixture ofCP -even andCP -odd

eigenstates since it can proceed via anS-, P -, orD-wave decay. If oneCP eigenstate dominates
or if the twoCP eigenstates can be separated, this decay can be used to measure the angle� of the
unitarity triangle in a manner similar to that in which theCP -odd eigenstate decayB0 ! J= K0

S

is used.

Several phenomenological models predict the longitudinal polarization fraction inB ! J= K�

decays, denoted�L=�, and the ratio of vector to pseudoscalar meson production,R � B(B !
J= K�)=B(B ! J= K) [3, 23, 27, 28, 29]. Additional information about the validity of factor-
ization can be obtained from measuring the decay amplitude phases, since any nontrivial phase
differences indicate final state interactions and the breakdown of factorization [30]. A recent
CLEO collaboration publication [31] presented a complete angular analysis and an update of
the branching fractions forB ! J= K�0. They measured five quantities including�L=� =

0:52 � 0:07 � 0:04 andR = 1:45 � 0:20 � 0:17. The data on the relative phases�(A?) and
�(Ak) with respect to�(A0) indicates that the amplitudes are relatively real, and that final state
interactions are not present at a significant level.

From the effective Hamiltonian (10.1) with the Wilson coefficientsC1 andC2, the decay amplitude
for B ! J= P (V ) can be written as (see (10.10))

A
�
B(pB)! P (V )(pP (V )J= (q)

�
=

=
4GFp

2
V �
cbVcs

��
C2 +

1

Nc

C1

�
hP (V )J= jO1jBi+ 2C1hP (V )J= jO(8)jBi

�
: (10.53)

As before, the matrix elements are split into a factorizable part and a remainder. Since now there
are spins involved, instead of one matrix element, there are several form factors. Instead of using
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the�s introduced earlier, one can denote the nonfactorizable terms by a subscript NF and write

hP (V )J= jO1 jBi = hJ= j(cc)V�Aj0i hP (V )j(bs)V�AjBi+ hP (V )J= jO(1)jBiNF ;
hP (V )J= jO(8)jBi = hP (V )J= jO(8)jBiNF : (10.54)

The factorizable parts are given by Eqs. (10.15)-(10.17) with momenta implicitly defined in (10.54).
The nonfactorizable ones are

hPJ= jO(1;8)jBiNF = 2(��pB)m f F
(1;8)NF
1 (q2)

hV J= jO(1;8)jBiNF = �
(
(mB+mV )(����)A(1;8)NF

1 (q2)� 2
(��pB)(�� �pB)
mB+mV

A
(1;8)NF
2 (q2)

� 2i
������

����p�Bp
�
V

mB+mV

V (1;8)NF (q2)

)
m f : (10.55)

The polarization vectors�� and�� correspond to the two vector mesonsJ= andV , respectively.

Substituting Eqs. (10.54)-(10.55) into the decay amplitude (10.53), one can calculate decay rates
for the processesB ! P (V )J= and polarization for theB ! V J= process. The decay widths
for each process are

�(B ! PJ= ) =
G2
Fm

5
B

32�
jVcbj2jVcsj2

�
C2+

1

Nc

C1

�2 f 
mB

!2

k3(t2)
���F1(m2

 )
���2
�����1 + 2C1�F1

C2+C1=Nc

�����
2

;

�(B ! V J= ) =
G2
Fm

5
B

32�
jVcbj2jVcsj2

�
C2+

1

Nc

C1

�2 f 
mB

!2���A1(m
2
 )
���2 k(t2)t2(1 + r)2

X
��

H��;

(10.56)

where�� sums over the vector mesons helicities:00;++ and��. The symbol�F1 is defined as

�F1 =
1

F1(m
2
 )

�
F

(8)NF
1 (m2

 ) +
1

2C1

�
C2+

1

Nc

C1

�
F

(1)NF
1 (m2

 )

�
; (10.57)

and the dimensional parametersr; t; k are

r =
mP (V )

mB

; t =
m 

mB

; k(t2) =
q
(1� r2 � t2)2 � 4r2t2: (10.58)

The longitudinalandtransversepolarizations for the decayB ! V J= , are given by

HL = H00 =

"
a

 
1 +

2C1�A1

C2+C1=Nc

!
� bx

 
1 +

2C1�A2

C2+C1=Nc

!#2
;

HT = H++ +H�� = 2

2
4
 
1 +

2C1�A1

C2+C1=Nc

!2

+ c2y2
 
1 +

2C1�V

C2+C1=Nc

!2
3
5 ; (10.59)
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where�A1
, �A2

, and�V , are defined as in (10.57), whenF1 is replaced, respectively, byA1, A2,
andV . In (10.59) the dimensionless parameters

a =
1� r2 � t2

2rt
; b =

k2(t2)

2rt(1 + r)2
; c =

k(t2)

(1 + r)2
(10.60)

were introduced. Their numerical values for the processesB ! J= K(K�) are given asa =

3:165; b = 1:308; c = 0:436. Furthermorex, y, andz are defined by

x =
ABK

�

2 (m2
 )

ABK
�

1 (m2
 )
; y =

V BK�

(m2
 )

ABK
�

1 (m2
 )
; z =

FBK
1 (m2

 )

ABK
�

1 (m2
 )
: (10.61)

The longitudinal polarization fraction�L=� and the ratioR are defined as

�L

�
� �(B ! J= K�)L

�(B ! J= K�)
=

HL

HL +HT

; (10.62)

R �
�(B ! J= K�)

�(B ! J= K)
= 1:08

(HL +HT )

z2j1 + 2C1�F1
C2+C1=Nc

j2
: (10.63)

Finally the parity-odd (P -wave) transverse polarization measured in the transversity basis [31, 32]
is given by

jP?j2 =
jA?j2

jA0j2 + jAkj2 + jA?j2
= 2c2y2

�
1 +

2C1�F1
C2+C1=Nc

�2
(HL +HT )

: (10.64)

Strict factorization would imply that all the quantities� are equal to zero. Since this is not tenable
for Type-II decays, for simplicityuniversalityis assumed,�F1 = �A1 = �A2 = �V = �. In this
case, the nonfactorizable terms only affect the coefficienta2,

C2+
1

Nc

C1 �! ae�2 = C2 + �C1; � =
1

Nc

+ 2�: (10.65)

Note, however, that the ratios�L=�,R , andjP?j2 are in fact independent of the value of�, as for
the strict factorization ansatz [3].

For comparison with experiment, several phenomenological models of form factors are considered:

1. The BSW model [3] in whichB ! K(K(�)) form factors are first evaluated atq2 = 0

and then extrapolated to finiteq2 using a monopole typeq2-dependence for all form factors
F1; A1; A2, andV .
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2. The modified BSW model (called BSW II here) [23], takes the values of the form factors at
q2 = 0 as in BSW I but uses a monopole form factor forA1 and a dipole form factor for
F1; A2,andV .

3. The nonrelativistic quark model by Isguret al. (ISGW)[27] with exponentialq2 dependence
for all form factors.

4. The model of Casalbuoniet al. and Deandreaet al. (CDDFGN)[28] in which the normal-
ization atq2 = 0 is obtained in a model that combines heavy-quark symmetry with chiral
symmetry for light pseudoscalar degrees of freedom and also introduces light vector degrees
of freedom. Here all form factors are extrapolated with monopole behavior.

Several authors have derived theB ! K(K�) form factors from experimentally measuredD !
K(K�) form factors atq2 = 0, using the Isgur-Wise scaling laws based on the SU(2) heavy-quark
symmetry [33], which relateB andD form factors atq2 nearq2max.

1. TheB ! K(K�) form factors are calculated in Ref. [34] by assuming a constant forA1 and
A2, a monopole type form factor forF1, and dipole type forV .

2. An ansatz proposed in Ref. [29], which relies on “soft” Isgur-Wise scaling laws and a
monopole type forA1 and a dipole type forA2; V; F1.

3. For Ref. [35], they are computed by advocating a monopole extrapolation forF1; A0; A1, a
dipole behavior forA2; V , and an approximately constant value forF0.

Table 10-7 summarizes the predictions of�L=�; R andjP?j2 resulting from the use of the various
form factor models mentioned above. The factorization approach is used and the absence of
inelastic final state interactions is assumed.

Gourdin et al. [36] also have suggested that the ratioR�c = B(B ! �cK
�)=B(B ! �cK)

would provide a good test of the factorization hypothesis in Type-II decays. Using the Particle
Data Group [8] value forB(B+ ! K+J= ) = (1:02 � 0:14)%, one expectsB(B+ ! K+�c) =

(1:14 � 0:31) � 10�3 (a value consistent with this was recently reported by CLEO [37]). Other
decay rate ratios in modes with charmonium mesons may also be used to test universality [10, 34,
38].

Finally, yet another test [40] is possible. Consider the matrix element corresponding to the product
of two currents. These currents can, in general, produce only0�, 1� and 1+ states from the
vacuum, but not0+ and2+ states. Only if the current is not conserved (e.g.,a c�d current) can
0+ be produced, since it is directly related to the divergence. This implies immediately that in the
factorization approximation, certain two-body decays with2+ and0+ mesons have a vanishing
decay rate.
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Table 10-7. Experimental data and theoretical predictions for�L=�; R , andjP?j2.

�L=� R jP?j2

CLEO II(96)[31] 0:52� 0:07� 0:04 1:45� 0:20� 0:17 0:16� 0:08� 0:04

BSW I [3] 0.57 4.23 0.09

BSW II [23] 0.36 1.61 0.24

ISGW [27] 0.07 1.72 0.52

CDDFGN [28] 0.36 1.50 0.30

JW [39] 0.44 2.44

Orsay [29] 0.45 2.15 0.25

Keum [34] 0:59� 0:07 1:74� 0:38 0:14� 0:05

CT [35] 0.56 1.84 0.16

A partial list of these “forbidden” decays is:

Type I: B0 ! D+a�2 ; B0 ! D���
s(2+)D

+

B0 ! D+a�0 ; B� ! D���
s(2+)

Type II: B0 ! D��0�0

B0 ! �c0K
0
; B0 ! �c2K

0

B� ! �c0K
�; B� ! �c2K

�

In Type-III decays, the decayB� ! D��0�� has a factorizable contribution proportional toa1,
and since thea2 component is forbidden by current conservation, the amplitude equals that of the
Type-I decayB0 ! D��+��.

10.1.5 Factorization in Multibody Decays

The theoretical treatment of multibody decays is still in its infancy. However, as these decays are
expected to have sizable branching ratios and to be an important background to specificCP studies,
it is important to make at least qualitative estimates for branching ratios, angular distributions,etc.
The literature on this subject is rather limited; here the paper by Reader and Isgur [5] is followed.

One possible way to estimate the rates of multibody processes with several pions is to use heavy
quark chiral perturbation theory. The applicability of this theory is limited to low-energy pions, it
is discussed in Section 10.3
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Figure 10-3. Color-allowed (a) and (b) and color-suppressed (c) diagrams forB0
! D+���0.

Only (a) contributes toB0
! D+K�K0.

Another alternative is to use factorization. Although this has been mainly applied to two-body
decays of theB meson, it might also be a suitable framework for describing multibody decays.
However, the situation is more involved. Since the weak (four-Fermi) interaction generates only
three quarks, at least one of the quark pairs in a multi body decay has to be pair produced via gluons.
This can usually happen in many ways. Consider as an example the decayB0 ! D+���0. The
color preferred contribution (mainlyO1) comes in two ways: the first current,cb (together with
the spectatord quark) can either produce aD+ or aD+�0 pair while the other current generates
the remaining particle(s)1 (Fig. 10-3). While both contributions factorize, there is no way to assess
their relative size. In order to overcome this problem, one might look at decays where one of the
topologies cannot occur. One possibility includes decays to some specific final states containing
strange-quark pairs.

Consider the decayB0 ! D+K�K
0
. It can proceed only through the diagram where thecb current

produces theD+ and the other current the kaon pair (see Fig. 10-3). The factorizable contribution
for B0 ! D+���0 is

A(B0 ! D+���0) = (�i)GFVcbV
�
uda1m

2
B�n

2fD+ (s13)F
��
� [1��D��23 � 2�13] + 2fD+ (s13)F

��
+ [1��D] + 2fD� (s13)F

��
+ �23

�F�S(0) [1��13]� F�P (0) [1�2�23��13]
o
+ A2(B

0 ! D+���0); (10.66)

1In addition, there is also a color-suppressed combination, where theD+�� are produced by one term and�+ by
the other.
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with A2(B
0 ! D+���0) being a color-suppressed combination,

A2(B
0 ! D+���0) = (�i)GFVcbV

�
uda1m

2
B�n

f�+(s12)F
D�
+ + f��(s12)F

D�
+ [1+�D��23��13] + f�+(s12)F

D�
� �D

o
: (10.67)

This is to be compared toA(B0 ! D+K�K
0
), for which only three terms contribute [cf. Eq. (10.66)],

A(B0 ! D+K�K
0
) = (�i)GFVcbV

�
uda1m

2
B�n

fD+ (s13)F
KK
� [1��D��23��13] + fD+ (s13)F

KK
+ [1��D] + fD� (s13)F

KK
+ �23

o
;

(10.68)

where form factors defined in Eq (10.14) were used in addition to

hP1P2ju��dj0i =
p
2F P1P2

� (k1�k2)� +
p
2F P1P2

+ (k1+k2)�;

hPDP2jc��bjBi = �i
n
S(p1+k2)� + P (pD�k2)� +R(pB�pD�k2)� + iH�����p

�
Bp

�
Dk

�
2

o
:

(10.69)

The invariant variabless12 = (pB�k2)2; s23 = (pB�pD)2; s13 = (pB�k1)2, with s12+s23+s13 =
m2
B +m2

D and�ik = sik=m
2
B have been used in these equations.

Thus, unless the final state is carefully chosen, factorization does not seem a very useful concept.
Only if there are no gluons exchanged and the produced pair “stays within” the color singlet flow
of one of the current quark pairs, is factorization applicable. This implies in general that there are
only limited kinematical regions of validity, for instance where there are intermediate resonances,
and thus the multibody decay is a quasi two-body decay.

In Ref. [5] the decaysB ! D + n� are considered. The effective Hamiltonian is split according
to Eq. (10.1). The various rates are calculated using a resonance model where the final state
is generated by a sum of possibleD (or D�, D��) and multi pion(�; a1; etc:) resonances in an
obvious way. The results, which depend on model input, are shown in Tables 10-8 and 10-9.
Various improvements can be made, but they are beyond the scope of this discussion.

10.2 The Role of Final State Interactions inB Decays

The decay of a heavy hadron produces quarks in the final state. These quarks interact strongly, and
these QCD interactions continue after the weak transition takes place and after hadron formation.
As a result, developing an understanding offinal state rescatteringsor final state interactions(FSI)
is an important part of understanding the physics of nonleptonicb-decays.

Final state rescatterings can be extremely important. They can crucially affect the decay am-
plitudes; changing their sizes and even their dependence on CKM matrix elements. This is an
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Table 10-8. Theoretical predictions and experimental values for various three-body decays
described in the text.

viaD� viaD�
2 viaD�

0 Total
Decay Th. Exp. Th. Exp. Th. Exp. Th. Exp.

B0
! D+���0 .55 :88� :62 .02 - .01 - .59 -

B0
! D0 ���+ 0 < :06 .04 < :04 .02 < :01 .07 < :70

B� ! D0 ���0 .55 1:32� 0:62 .02 - .01 - .59 -

B� ! D+���� 0 - .04 < :40 .02 < :48 .07 < :70

viaD�� viaD�
2 viaD

3
2

1 viaD
1
2

1 Total
Decay Th. Exp. Theor. Th. Exp.

B0
! D�+���0 .69 :70� :44 .01 :03 .01 .75 1:80 � :66

B0
! D�0 ���+ 0 - .02 .07 .02 .11 -

B� ! D�0 ���0 .69 1:01 � :70 .01 .03 .01 .75 -

B� ! D�+���� 0 - .02 .07 .02 .11 :24� :18

important effect as one tries to pin down the angles�; � and from the mixing-decay mechanism
(see chapters 5,6,7). The effect most obviously dependent on FSI is directCP violation (CP
violation in decay), a difference in the rates of aB-meson decay with the charge-conjugated
process. The asymmetries depend on both a weak phase (from CKM matrix elements) and a
strong rescattering phase. This strong phase is provided by the FSI. Any nonvanishing asymmetry
requires two different final states produced by different weak amplitudes which can mix with each
other by a strong-interaction rescattering. Thus, FSI must occur to give any directCP asymme-
tries, furthermore the size of these asymmetries can only be interpreted in terms of fundamental
parameters if these FSI phases are calculable.

FSI occur both at the quark and at the hadronic level. It is impossible to separate these two
effects cleanly and to avoid double counting of effects. These are often described as “short-” and
“long-distance” effects, respectively, but the separation is not rigorously made. In the following
discussion, the two effects and their relationship are described, but these issues are not resolved.

Final state interactions arise as a consequence the fact that there are multiple interacting states of
a given isospin. Unitarity of the fullS-matrix,SyS = 1 gives some constraints that can be useful.
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Table 10-9. Theoretical predictions and experimental values for various four-body decays de-
scribed in the text.

via via via via via

Da1 D�
2� D�

0� D�� D���
Total

Decay
Th. Exp. Theor. Expt. Th. Exp.

B0
! D+���0 �0 .19 - .05 .03 - - .27 -

B0
! D+�����+ .19 :30� :17 0 0 :11� :10 :39� :31 .21 :80 � :28

B0
! D0 �0 ���+ 0 - .10 .05 - - .15 -

B� ! D0 ���0 �0 .19 - .05 .03 - - .27 -

B� ! D0 �����+ .19 :22� :18 0 0 :42� :32 :51� :42 .21 1:15 � :39

B� ! D+�0 ���� 0 - .10 .05 - - .15 -

via via via

D�a1 D�
2� D

3
2

1 � D
1
2

1 � D��� D����
Total

Decay
Th. Exp. Theor. Expt. Th. Exp.

B0
! D�+���0 �0 .27 - .02 .06 .03 - - .40 -

B0
! D�+�����+ .27 :90� :44 0 0 0 :68� :40 :00� :00 .29 -

B0
! D�0 �0 ���+ 0 - .04 .13 .06 - - .22 -

B� ! D�0 ���0 �0 .27 - .02 .06 .03 - - .40 -

B� ! D�+ �����+ .27 - 0 0 0 - - .29 -

B� ! D�+�����0 0 - .04 .13 .06 - - .22 1:80 � :92

TheT -matrix, defined byS = 1 + iT , obeys the equation (optical theorem):

Disc TB!F �
1

2i

h
hF jT jBi � hF jT yjBi

i
=

1

2

X
I

hF jT yjIihIjT jBi; (10.70)

whereDisc denotes the dispersive part (in theories withoutCP violation it is often referred to as
the imaginary part, but when the Lagrangian contains complex coefficients this is a misnomer).
UsingCPT in the form

hF jT jBi� = hBjT yjF i = hF jT yjBi (10.71)

this can be transformed into the more intuitive form

hF jT jBi� =
X
I

hF jSyjIihIjT jBi: (10.72)
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Here, the statesjIi represent all possible final states (includingjF i itself) which can be reached
from the statejBi by the weak transition matrixT . The right hand side of Eq. (10.72) can then
be viewed as a weak decay ofjBi into jIi followed by a strong rescattering ofjIi into jF i. Thus,
hF jSyjIi may be identified as aCP -conserving FSI rescattering of particles. Notice that ifjIi is
an eigenstate ofS with a phasee2i�, then

hIjT jBi� = e�2i�I hIjT jBi; (10.73)

which implies equal rates for the charge conjugated decays and hence noCP asymmetry. There-
fore, at least two different states with equal quantum numbers must exist which can be connected
by strong rescattering (for example states with different numbers of particles or states with different
particle charges but the same total charge and isospin) Eq. (10.73) implies also

hIjT jBi = ei�TIhIjT jBi = ei�T �I : (10.74)

The matrix elementsTI are assumed to be the “bare” decay amplitudes, which have no rescattering
phases and which are calculated, for example, in the factorization approximation [2, 13, 17, 21,
22]. This implies that the transition matrix elements between charge-conjugated states are just the
complex conjugates of each other. Eq. (10.74) is known as Watson’s theorem [41]. Thus in (10.74),
one finds, instead of2� that would arise for a full rescattering of in states to out states, only the
phase� because the amplitudes refer to the transition of theB meson to the final states.

Thus final state interactions provide not only the absorptive phases of the amplitudes, but also
affect their magnitudes as well because they relate to the mixings of various intermediate channels
jIi available. (Recall thatS must connect the different statesjIi andjF i; so these should not be
eigenstates.) Therefore, the separation of each amplitude into “bare” and “FSI” parts in Eq. (10.74)
is quitead hoc. The mathematical procedure for finding the “correct” functionsA(0)(s) is known
as the Omn`es problem [42]. In the case of the one-channel (elastic) process, consisting of two
massesm1 andm2, one looks for the functions which are analytic ins, the two particle invariant
momentum squared, except for a cut(m1 +m2)

2 < s < 1 if s is real ands < (m1 +m2)
2, and

for whiche�i�(s)A(0)(s) is real ifs is real ands > (m1 +m2)
2. The solution is given by

A(0)(s) = P (s)D�1(s) = P (s) exp

 
s

�

Z 1

4m2

dt

t

�(s)

t� s� i�

!
; (10.75)

whereP (s) is a polynomial ofs, D�1(s) is the Omnès function, andlims!1 �(s) = finite;
lims!1 jA(0)(s)j=s ! 0. Equation (10.75) could be used, for instance, in the decayB ! D�

if �(s), if theD� scattering phase were known for sufficiently many points of the invariant mass
squared (s). In principle, the procedure can probably be generalized to a multichannel problem,
as appropriate inB decays; however, this is a complicated problem. It has been partly solved for
decays of the formK ! 3� or � ! 3� [43]. There is not even a partial treatment along these
lines available forB decays, the discussion here relies directly on Eqs. (10.70, 10.74). However,
this brings in the uncertainty of whether or not to use quark or hadronic states.
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The treatment of this problem in the following is based on [46], which gives a perturbative descrip-
tion for the rescattering. Consider a block diagonalS-matrix, one can divide each block into two
sets,A andB (the result can be generalized to the case of many sets) and write theS-matrix as

S = S0 + S1; (10.76)

whereS0 describes the “elastic”A(B) toA(B) transition andS1 is responsible for the “inelastic”
off-diagonal transitions. Now assumeS1 is proportional to asmallparameter�. Working always
to first order in the�, gives:

S0�� = e2i�� ; S0�� = e2i�� ;

S1�� = 2i���e
i(��+��); ��� = ���; (10.77)

where unitarity and time reversal invariance have been used. Here a basis spanned by the eigen-
states ofS0: A�; B� is chosen. This leads to a set of solutions of (10.70, 10.74):

hA�jT jBi = ei��
n
T� +

X
�

i���T�
o

(10.78)

and similarly forB�. Here, of course,T� is the “bare amplitude”:

T� = (hB�jT jBi)bare (10.79)

etc.

After these general comments, now consider aCP -violating rate asymmetry, defined as

aCP =
�f

�B!f + �B!f

; �f = �B!f � �B!f : (10.80)

The asymmetries can easily be obtained:

�� = 4
X
�

Im(T ��T�)���

�� = 4
X
�

Im(T ��T�)��� ; (10.81)

or inclusively (summing over all possible states�(�))

�A = ��B = 4
X
��

Im(T ��T�)���; (10.82)

where the first identity follows from CPT invariance.

It is clear from Eqs. (10.81, 10.82) that directCP violation can occur if two amplitudes with
differentCP -violating weak phases interfere.
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In the literature it is commonly stated that in order to obtain a nonvanishing asymmetry, two
amplitudes with different weakand strong phases must contribute. In the present discussion, it
is seen that this can only occur if there are two weak transition amplitudes (with different weak
phases) each of which creates a different superposition of statesjIi which mix via FSI with the
final state of interest. Clearly this requires that there are at least two different possible states
created in the weak decay which undergo strong transitions into each other. The strong phase is
then nothing but the absorptive part due to the occurrence of thephysicalintermediate statesjB�i
and arises when summing over the intermediate states as in Eq. (10.81). (In the summation, one
sums over all the states, for instance over all allowed momenta of a given set of particles, all charge
configurations etc.)

The final state rescatterings of high-energy particles may be divided into “soft” and “hard” scatter-
ing. Soft scattering occurs primarily in the forward direction. The transverse momentum is limited,
having a distribution which falls exponentially on a scale of order0:5 GeV=c. Soft scattering is
probably best described via hadronic rather than quark states as it is a long-range process. At
a higher transverse momentum one encounters the region of hard scattering, which falls only
as a power of the transverse momentum. Collisions involving hard scattering are interpreted as
interactions between the point-like hadronic constituents, the quarks and gluons of QCD.

As an example, consider the phase generated in the “penguin loop” involving a charmed quark.
In the language of the present discussion, the weak process isb ! ccs . Thecc then annihilate
(“rescatter”) into auu pair. Integration over all intermediatecc momenta yields a phase for the
amplitude ofb ! uus. The quarks then group themselves into hadrons, sayK and�. On the
other hand, the tree-level processb ! uus also produces the same final state without this phase.
The process may be viewed also in another way. The decayb ! ccs gives rise to decays such as
B ! DsD. The quark rescattering can be replaced now by hadronic processes likeDsD ! �K.
These rescatterings are considered soft rescatterings and are usually described as interactions of
the asymptotic states of QCD, that is of mesons or baryons. It should be clear from this example
that the two rescattering mechanisms — soft and hard — cannot be really separated. The hope is
that in certain processes one of them dominates.

The possibility of the hard rescattering on the quark level was noticed (see above) by Bander,
Silverman and Soni [44] (see also Refs. [45, 46, 47]) in nonleptonicB decays into charmless final
states. As mentioned, there are two different pathways to reach a given final state: the first proceeds
through the Cabbibo-suppressed tree diagramb! uus, the other produces a Cabibbo-favored final
statevia b ! ccs tree-level process, with subsequent final state rescattering of the two charmed
quarks into two up quarks (penguin diagram). Since the energy release inb-decay is of the order
mb > 2mc, the rescatteredc quarks can go on-shell. In addition,cc annihilation involves a large
energy release (i.e.,creates a hard gluon), and therefore the use of a one-gluon perturbative QCD
description can be justified.

The absorptive FSI parts arise in penguin decays as follows. The penguin diagram is usually
described by two form factors, the Inami-Lim functionsF1;2 describing the internal (charm,etc.)
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quark loop.F2 is dropped hereafter as being numerically small. For each quark flavori, the leading
contribution toF i

1 comes from the integral

F i
1(m

2
i ; Q

2) = �4
Z 1

0
dx x(1� x) ln

"
m2
i
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� Q2
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The explicit form for�(Q
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: (10.85)

Here,Q2 is the invariant momentum squared of the emitteduu pair. One observes from (10.85) that
�(Q2=m2

i ) develops an imaginary part forQ2 > 4m2
i when internal quarks go on their mass shells,

signalingCP violation; the asymmetry is proportional to the imaginary part. The presence of the
tree-level diagram is not a necessary condition, andCP -violating effects may also occur in purely
penguin transitions, such asb ! sss. The formalism is parallel to the one described above, with
the difference that the interference occurs among penguin diagrams with different quark flavors.
The theoretical problem with pure penguin modes is that the rescattering among light quarks of
different flavors is not always a short-distance process. Moreover, since the perturbative QCD
calculation of theCP asymmetry involves corrections up to�2s, one must include all possible
diagrams to maintain unitarity and gauge invariance [47, 48, 49].

SinceQ2 is not a direct observable, it is not clear how to translate this result into an observable
effect. In exclusive transitions the quarks are distributed (hadronize) according to some wave func-
tion and there is no model-independent approach available. Using the factorization approximation
and adopting a specific model for the meson form factors, one can calculate the values ofaCP
using the procedure described above [47, 50, 51], but results are model-dependent. Moreover the
treatment of the rescattering itself is purely perturbative, including even those kinematic regions
where this approach is not clearly justified.

As noted, the rescattering of the charm quarks could possibly be better described with “hadronic”
language. In the case of the exclusive transitions, one might expect that the final state phases are
not exhausted by their perturbative values, but they should be dominated by soft, nonperturbative
effects. Although soft hadronic interactions generally cannot be computed from first principles,
there is a wealth of experimental studies [8] and accurate high energy phenomenology [52] as
a basis to investigate the behavior of soft final state phases. One way to generate FSI by soft
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processes is to use “resonance-background interference,” where FSI phases arise because ofs-
channel resonances and the phase shifts have a characteristic peaked behavior. An example is the
decayB+ ! �+���+ which can proceed through the decay chainB+ ! �c0�

+ with subsequent
decay�c0 ! �+�� [53, 54]. The asymmetry is then proportional to an interference of this
mechanism with an unpeaked background decay. The asymmetries in this case are of course peaked
around the resonance.

In the kaon system, the low-energy effective theory of strong interactions can be used to estimate
FSI phase differences. In theD system, where the center of mass energy is too large to apply
low-energy effective theory, final state rescattering has been studied assuming the dominance
of intermediate resonances: the strong interaction amplitude is parameterized in terms of the
couplings of the resonance to the interacting particles, and of the decay rate of the resonance [55].

In theB system, where the density of the resonances available is large due to the increased energy,
a different approach must be employed. One can use, for example, the fact that theb-quark mass
is large compared to the QCD scale. Then, in the context of soft FSI inB decays, it is worth
investigating the issue on the leading-order behavior of soft final-state phases in themb ! 1
limit. The common perception is that they should become less and less important as the mass of
the decaying quark becomes heavier. This can be shown to be true for thehard rescattering part,
since “the final state particles emerge at such high momenta that they do not have a chance to
rescatter.” However, one has to take into account the fact that soft scattering actually increases
with energy.

One can investigate this point by considering first theelastic channel, and demonstrating that
elastic rescattering does not disappear in the limit of largemB. Since the unitarity of theS-
matrix requires that the inelastic channels are indeed the dominant contributors to soft rescattering,
such contributions have to share a similar behavior in the heavy-quark limit. The elastic channel
is convenient because of the optical theorem which connects the forward (imaginary) invariant
amplitudeM to the total cross-section,

ImMf!f(s; t = 0) = 2k
p
s �f!all � s�f!all ; (10.86)

where s is the squared center-of-mass energy andt is the squared-momentum transfer. The
asymptotic total cross-sections are known experimentally to increase slowly with energy. All
known cross-sections can be parameterized by the form [56]:

�(s) = X

�
s

s0

�0:08
+ Y

�
s

s0

��0:56
; (10.87)

wheres0 = O(1) GeV2 is a typical hadronic scale. Thus, the imaginary part of the forward elastic
scattering amplitude (10.86) increases asymptotically ass1:08.
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Considering only the imaginary part of the amplitude, and building in the known exponential fall-
off of the elastic cross-section int (t < 0) [57] by writing

iImMf!f(s; t) ' i�0

�
s

s0

�1:08
ebt; (10.88)

one can calculate the contribution of the imaginary part of the elastic amplitude to the unitarity
relation for a final statef = a+ b with kinematicsp0a + p0b = pa + pb ands = (pa + pb)

2:

DiscMB!f =

=
1

2

Z
d3p0a

(2�)32E 0
a

d3p0b
(2�)32E 0

b

(2�)4�(4)(pB�p0a�p0b)
 
�i�0

�
s

s0

�1:08
eb(pa�p

0

a)
2

!
MB!f

= � 1

16�

i�0

s0b

 
m2
B

s0

!0:08

MB!f ; (10.89)

wheret = (pa � p0a)
2 ' �s(1� cos �)=2, ands = m2

B.

On can refine the argument further, since the phenomenology of high-energy scattering is well
accounted for by the Regge theory [57]. Scattering amplitudes are described by the exchanges of
Regge trajectories (families of particles of differing spin) which lead to elastic amplitudes of the
form

Mf!f = ��(t)

�
s

s0

��(t)
ei��(t)=2; (10.90)

with � = 1 for charge conjugationC = +1 and� = i for C = �1. Each trajectory is described by
a straight line:

�(t) = �0 + �0t: (10.91)

The leading trajectory for high energy scattering is the Pomeron, havingC = +1; �0 ' 1:08 and
�0 ' 0:25 GeV�2. Notice that, since

�
s

s0

��(t)
=

�
s

s0

��0
e�

0 ln(s=s0) t; (10.92)

the exponential fall-off int in Eq. (10.88) is connected with the slope�0, and the effective slope
parameterb increases logarithmically withs. Since�0 is near unity, the phase of the Pomeron-
exchange amplitude is seen from Eq. (10.90) to be almost purely imaginary. One can also include
several nonleading trajectories; their net effect is represented by a second term in (10.87) and, as
a consequence, they vanish as1=mB in the infinite heavy-quark mass limit. Taking into account
the momentum dependence of the residue function, and evaluating the corresponding integrals at
s = m2

B ' 25 GeV2, the Pomeron contribution inB ! �� turns out to be:

DiscMB!��jPomeron = �i�MB!��; � ' 0:21: (10.93)
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From this numerical result and from the nature of its derivation, one can conclude that additional
individual soft FSI are not vanishingly small. Moreover, other final states should have elastic
rescattering effects of comparable size. However, of chief significance is the naive expected weak
dependence of� onmB — the (m2

B)
0:08 factor in the numerator is attenuated by theln(m2

B=s0)

dependence in the effective value ofb (compare Eqs. (10.88), (10.92)).

The analysis of the elastic channel suggests that, at high energies, FSI phases are mainly generated
by inelastic effects. At a physical level, this conclusion immediately follows from the fact that the
high-energy cross-section is mostly inelastic. It is also plausible at the analytic level, given that
the Pomeron elastic amplitude is almost purely imaginary. Since the study of elastic rescattering
has yielded aT -matrix elementTab!ab = 2i�, i.e.,Sab!ab = 1 � 2�, and since the constraint of
unitarity of theS-matrix implies that the off-diagonal elements areO(p�), with � approximately
O(m0

B) in powers ofmB and numerically� < 1, then the inelastic amplitude must also be
O(m0

B) and of magnitude
p
� > �. There is another argument, utilizing the form of the final

state unitarity relations, which also shows that inelastic effects are required to be present. In the
limit of T invariance for the weak interactions, the discontinuityDiscMB!f is a real number (up
to irrelevant rephasing invariance of theB state). The factor ofi obtained in the elastic rescattering
in Eq. (10.93) must be compensated by the inelastic rescattering in order to make the total real.
Therefore, the presence of inelastic effects is seen to be necessary.

Inelastic final state interactions can contribute toCP -violating asymmetries at leading order in
mB. Since the strong phase is generated by inelastic channels, the relevant pathways would
involveB ! f directly orB ! “multibody” followed by the inelastic rescattering, “multibody”
! f . Depending on the dynamics of weak decay matrix elements, these may pick up different
weak phases. As an example, consider the final statef = K��0, which can be generated either
by a standardW exchange or by the penguin diagram, involving different weak phases�w and
�n, respectively [46]. For the strong rescattering, one must also consider a channel to which
K��0 scatters inelastically, here calledKn� (although one can generate this asymmetry by a hard
rescatteringDsD ! K��0, the emphasis here is on the soft physics). TheW -exchange and
penguin amplitudes will contribute with different weight toK� andKn�, so that in the absence
of final-state interactions one expects:

M(B� ! K��) = jA1jei�1 = Aw1 e
i�w + Ap1e

i�p

M(B� ! K�n�) = jAnjei�n = Awn e
i�w + Apne

i�p ; (10.94)

with �1 6= �n and an obvious notation forW exchange and penguin amplitudes. Representing the

strong rescattering by the two channel model [58], gives forB andB decays

M(B� ! K��) = jA1jei�1 + i
p
� jAnjei�n

M(B+ ! K+n�) = jA1je�i�1 + i
p
� jAnje�i�n: (10.95)
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This leads to aCP -violating decay-rate asymmetry

�(B� ! K��0)� �(B+ ! K+�0) � p�jA1jjAnj sin(�n � �1): (10.96)

This can yield an asymmetry as large asaCP ' 0:2.

Final state interactions can modify the decay amplitudes, violating the expected hierarchy of
amplitudes in the absence of rescattering. For example, it is expected that the amplitudes that do not
involve spectator quarks (such as color-allowed and color-suppressed tree-level amplitudes or pen-
guin amplitudes) dominate over the diagrams involving spectator quarks (e.g.,weak annihilation or
weak rescattering amplitudes). In many cases, large amplitudes might contribute to the processes
involving spectator quarks through the final state rescattering [59, 60]. It must be stressed that
although the predictive power of available methods is limited and most of the numerical estimates
are based on the two-body rescattering diagrams, some conclusions can still be reached. Using
the Regge-based analysis [58] it is possible to show [60] that the rescattering from the dominant
channel leads to a suppression of order� � 0:2 compared tofB=mB � �2 obtained from the naive
quark diagram estimate. Soft FSI manifest themselves even more dramatically in the processes
where the contribution from the tree-level operators is mixing,e.g.,B� ! ��K. For instance,
they might induce large (aCP ' 0:2) CP -violating asymmetries (usually associated with potential
New Physics contributions), or spoil certain relations constrainingCKM angles [61, 1]. However,
in the case of nonleptonicB decays to charmed mesons (B ! KD, B ! �D�, B ! �D)
the application of the Regge theory suggests that FSI phases are small; provided that the Pomeron
coupling to the charm quark is suppressed in comparison with the coupling to the light quarks [62].

Another class of the processes affected by FSI are the radiative decays ofB mesons, which provide
valuable information on the structure of the CKM matrix. In the case ofB ! K�, the process
is dominated by the short-distance penguin amplitude, related to the single CKM matrix element
Vts [63]; on the other hand, the extraction ofVtd from B ! � is hampered by uncertainties
related to certain long-distance effects [64] and to the contribution of the two-body on-shell hadron
rescattering with subsequent conversion of one of the hadrons into the photon. This contribution
could be sizable [65].

It is possible that the values of strong phase differences in various decay channels will be ex-
perimentally accessible. This could be the case, for example, for the decay modeB0

d ! �+��,
where a time-dependent analysis would allow the extraction from experimental data of the weak
phase� and the strong phase shift�(up to certain discrete ambiguities), and allow a test of various
theoretical predictions [66].
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10.3 Heavy-Quark Chiral Perturbation Theory

In the heavy-quark limit of QCD the interactions of the heavy quarkQ are simplified because
of a new set of symmetries not manifestly present in the full QCD. This fact is usually used in
the construction of the new effective theory where the heavy-quark mass goes to infinity (mQ �
�QCD) with its four-velocity fixed. The spin-flavor symmetry group of this new theory withN

heavy quarks isSU(2N) because the interactions of the heavy quarks are independent of their spins
and flavors. This fact is widely used in the description of the semileptonic decays ofB mesons to
D andD� mesons where heavy-quark symmetry allows a parameterization of the decay amplitudes
in terms of the single Isgur-Wise function (See Ref. [67] and Chapter 8 for an overview).

Similarly, the chiral symmetry of QCD constrains the interactions of pions and kaons at low energy.
This approximate symmetry arises because the masses of the light quarksu; d; s are well below the
scale�QCD � 300MeV which governs nonperturbative QCD. At low energies, the approximate
SU(3)L�SU(3)R chiral symmetry of QCD is spontaneously broken down to itsSU(3)V subgroup.
The Goldstone theorem then gives rise to the octet of the Goldstone bosons which are essentially
identified with the light octet of pions, kaons and eta. The effective theory of heavy and light
mesons is based on the assumption that the energy release in the reactions among pions and kaons
(and possibly photons) is small and allows a controlled expansion in terms of derivatives and quark
mass insertions.

It is clear that while in most cases of heavy meson or baryon decays the energy release is rather
large, there is always a part of the phase space where the momentum of the produced pions or kaons
is small. This is the case in semileptonic decays ofB-flavored mesons to pions and nonleptonic
multibodyB decays. Thus a consistent description of the heavy to light weak transitions, not
available in HQET alone, is possible in the combined-heavy quark and chiral-symmetry limit (see
Ref. [68, 69, 70]).

In order to write a heavy-quark chiral Lagrangian and to establish notations, recall that the pseudo-
Goldstone bosons are incorporated in a3� 3 unitary matrix [71]

U = exp

 
i
2�a�a

F

!
;

�ap
2
�a =

0
BBB@

1p
2
�0 + 1p

6
� �+ K+

�� � 1p
2
�0 + 1p

6
� K0

K� K
0 � 2p

3
�

1
CCCA : (10.97)

HereF = 0:093 GeV is the pseudoscalar decay constant at lowest order in chiral expansion. In
order to build a Lagrangian satisfying the desired transformation properties, one must consider how
this field changes under the QCD symmetry transformations. Under chiralSU(3)L�SU(3)R, the
fieldU transforms as

U ! LURy; (10.98)
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whereL(R) belongs toSU(3)L(SU(3)R). It is also convenient to introduce the field�: U = ��

with
� ! L�V + = V �Ry; (10.99)

with V from SU(3)V . Because the heavy quark is a singlet under the light-quark flavor symmetry,
the heavy-hadron multiplet transforms as

H ! V H (10.100)

under unbrokenSU(3)V . The role of the first excitation of theB(D) meson, theB�(D�), deserves
comment. As the mass of the heavy quark increases, this particle becomes degenerate with the
ground state meson, sincemB � mB� = O(1=mb). Therefore, it must be explicitly included
in the description. The superfield formalism [72] (see also [73]) in which theB and theB� are
incorporated into a4� 4 matrix serves this purpose:

H =
1 + /v
2

�
B�
�

� � B5
�
; v�B�

� = 0: (10.101)

In order to build an effective Lagrangian, a covariant derivative is needed. SinceV is a position-
dependent matrix, the covariant derivative is defined as

D� = @� + iV�; V� = �1

2
i
�
�y@�� + �@��

y
�
;

D�H ! V D�H (10.102)

An axial currentA� is introduced analogously:

A� = �1

2
i
�
�y@�� � �@��

y
�
; A� ! V A�V

y: (10.103)

These are all the components necessary to build an effective Lagrangian invariant under both the
chiral and heavy-quark symmetries [68, 69, 70]

L = �iTrHv �DH � gTrH�5A
�H + ::: ; (10.104)

with H = 0Hy0. The normalization of the heavy hadron fields is chosen such that they have
(mass) dimension3=2. This Lagrangian is useful in the processes where two heavy mesons and an
arbitrary number of light pseudoscalars are involved,e.g.,B ! Dn�. An example, is the rate for
the strong decays of excitedB� states such asB�(5732) toB� whose rate is given by

�(B� ! B�) =
1

12�

g2

F 2
jp�j3 (10.105)

and which allows a qualitative estimate of the value forg. Similar estimates are possible for strong
decays of higher excitations of heavy mesons [74].
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There are many applications of the heavy-quark chiral perturbation theory inB meson decays. It
is not difficult to extend the strong Lagrangian discussed above to the weak transitions. The matrix
element of the currentJh� = q�(1 + 5)b transforms as(3L; 1R) underSU(3)L � SU(3)R and is
therefore given by

Jh� = i
FBp
2mB

Tr �(1 + 5)H�
y (10.106)

where the coefficient is fixed by the definition of theB-meson decay constant. Then, the total weak
currentJ� consists of all the usual terms (light quarks, leptons) plusJh� , and the decay Lagrangian
is simply

Leff = �GFp
2
�qJ�J

� (10.107)

where�q denotes the appropriate factors ofCKM matrix elements.

As a simple example, take the semileptonic decayB ! �l�. The relevant hadronic matrix
element is

h�ju�(1 + 5)bjBi = f+(pB + p�)� + f�(pB � p�)�: (10.108)

The heavy-quark chiral expansion formulae (10.104) and (10.107) yield for the form factor

f+ ' �
gFBmB

2F (v � p� +�)
; (10.109)

where� = mB� �mB ' 50 MeV=c2. The expressions (10.107, 10.104) can be used to estimate
semileptonic or hadronicB decays with many pions in the final state, such asB ! 3�. These are
required for estimates of the background toCP searches using decays such asB ! ��. However,
the high pion momenta in large areas of the phase space for such decays make such estimates
untrustworthy; a more serious attempt would require additional considerations, a combination of
HQChPT and phenomenological descriptions, or perhaps modeling of the process.

An improvement is possible if the decays can be modeled as proceeding via one or several in-
termediate resonances. For instance, the semileptonic decayB ! �l� can proceed through an
intermediate step where theB decays first to aB� and a�, and theB� decays leptonically.
If this route is dominant, a good representation of the decay is possible. Equally, multibody
decays to several pions, such asB ! 3� can be treated this way. The problem is that the
method works only for limited regions of phase space, and therefore no systematic investigation
has been undertaken. It is however extremely useful for studies of directCP -violating effects on
the appropriate portions of the available phase space. For instance, heavy-quark chiral-perturbation
theory can be used to estimate the resonance-backgroundCP -violating asymmetries inB ! ���

vs.B ! �0� ! ��� [54] as the interference occurs in the region where the momentum of one of
the pions is soft.

A similar formalism can be applied to semileptonic and nonleptonicD decays as well as to rare
decays of the typeB ! Kl+l�.
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This procedure fixes the semileptonic form factor at low values of the pion momentum. The use
of the perturbative QCD at higher values and the application of dispersion relation techniques
constrain the behavior of the semileptonic form factor over virtually the whole range of the pion
momenta inB ! �l� [75]. It has also been noted that an “effective” model for the semileptonic
and nonleptonicD decays can be constructed, based on the fact that the relatively low mass of the
D meson allows for zero-recoil values of the form factors, fixed by the chiral predictions, to be
successfully extrapolated from the zero-recoil point by assuming a pole-like structure of the form
factors using “full propagators” instead of the HQET ones [76] (cf. (10.109)).

10.4 Inclusive Properties ofB Meson Decays

While D meson decays into hadrons proceed almost completely via two-body decays involving
resonances, the much heavierB mesons decay into multiple hadrons most of the time, giving rise to
an innumerable number of exclusive final states. It then becomes highly desirable to describe these
exclusive decays in terms of their common properties and make predictions in terms of inclusive
and semi-inclusive decays. These predictions can then be compared to experimental measurements
of the inclusive properties ofB meson decays. At the� (4S), exclusive pairs of charged or neutral
B mesons are produced almost at rest. What is measured are the combined properties ofB0 and
B+ decays unless special efforts are made. This isodoublet is denoted in the following by the
generic nameB meson.

A natural extension of these studies is the investigation ofB0, B0, B+ andB� separately or in
pairs, via charge and angular correlations between two particles in an event, and, more straightfor-
wardly, via events where oneB meson is fully reconstructed. This latter method does not suffer
from model dependence in the interpretation of the data, but requires a large data sample and will
provide useful results only at theB factories.

10.4.1 Fully Integrated Rates

Invoking quark-hadron duality one expects that total widths and other fully integrated rates can
be treated theoretically with decent accuracy. Such a program has been undertaken most recently
through Heavy-Quark Expansions (HQE); for a critical review of the literature see [77] and for
a discussion specifically of beauty and charm widths see [78]. The basic idea is the following:
analogous to the treatment ofe+e� ! hadrons one describes the transition rate to an inclusive
final-statef through the imaginary part of a forward scattering operator evaluated to second order
in the weak interactions [79, 80]:

T̂ (Q! f ! Q) = i Im
Z
d4xfLW (x)LyW (0)gT ; (10.110)
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where f g denotes the time-ordered product andLW the effective weak Lagrangian at the
parton level. For a sufficiently high-energy release in the decay thenonlocal operator product
in Eq. (10.110) can, through an operator product expansion (OPE), be expressed as an infinite sum
of local operatorsOi of increasing dimension with coefficients~ci containing higher and higher
powers of1=mQ; a short-distancemass must be used here for the heavy quarks. The width for a
hadronHQ containing the heavy quark,Q, is then obtained by taking the expectation value ofT̂

for the stateHQ:

hHQjT̂ jHQi / �(HQ ! f) = G2
F jCKM j2

X
i

~c
(f)
i hHQjOijHQi ; (10.111)

whereCKM denotes the appropriate CKM matrix elements. Through order1=m3
Q it takes the

following form:

�(HQ ! f) =
G2
Fm

5
Q

192�3
jCKM j2

"
cf3hHQjQQjHQi+ cf5

hHQjQi� �GQjHQi
m2
Q

+
X
i

cf6;i
hHQj(Q�iq)(q�iQ)jHQi

m2
Q

+O(1=m4
Q)

#
: (10.112)

Equation (10.112) represents a master equation for a host of different inclusive heavy-flavor de-
cays: semileptonic, nonleptonic and radiative transitions, CKM-favored or -suppressed,etc.They
can all be calculated through an OPE; the only difference lies in the operatorLW . Since that
operator has a simpler structure for semileptonic than for nonleptonic transitions one might expect
a faster convergence for the former than the latter expansion. Yeta priori there is little reason for
a qualitative difference here.

There are two leading classes of nonleptonic beauty decays, namely�(b! cud) and�(b! ccs).
One finds

�NL(B
0) ' �decay(B; b! cud) + �decay(B; b! ccs) (10.113)

�NL(B
�) ' �NL(B

0) + ��PI(B
�) (10.114)

where

�decay(B; b! cud) =
3G2

Fm
5
b

192�3
jVcbVudj2 hBjbbjBi�

"
A0

3
I0(x; 0; 0) +

h�2GiB
m2
b

 
x
d

dx
� 2

!
I0(x; 0; 0)�

4

3
A2

h�2GiB
m2
b

I2(x; 0; 0)

#
(10.115)

�decay(B; b! ccs) =
3G2

Fm
5
b

192�3
jVcbVcsj2 hBjbbjBi�

"
A0

3
�ccI0(x; x; 0) +

h�2GiB
m2
b

 
x
d

dx
� 2

!
I0(x; x; 0)�

4

3
A2

h�2GiB
m2
b

I2(x; x; 0)

#
(10.116)
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wherex =
m2
c

m2
b

. The phase space factorsI0 andI2 are defined as

I0(x; 0; 0) = (1� x2)(1� 8x + x2)� 12x2logx

I2(x; 0; 0) = (1� x)3 (10.117)

I0(x; x; 0) = v(1� 14x� 2x2 � 12x3) + 24x2(1� x2)log
1 + v

1� v

I2(x; x; 0) = v(1 +
x

2
+ 3x2)� 3x(1� 2x2)log

1 + v

1� v
; (10.118)

with v =
p
1� 4x The quantitiesA0, A2 and�cc denote the QCD radiative corrections:

A2 = (c2+ � c2�) = 4C1C2 ; A0 = (c2� + 2c2+) J = (3C2
1 + 3C2

2 + 2C1C2) J (10.119)

with J denoting the subleading logarithms. The nonperturbative corrections through order1=m2
b

enter through two quantities:

� The chromomagnetic moment

h�2GiB � hBjb
i

2
� �GbjBi (10.120)

which can be determined reliably from the hyperfine splitting

h�2GiB '
3

4
(M2

B� �M2
B) ' 0:37 GeV2 (10.121)

� The expectation value

hBjbbjBi ' 1� hp2
bi

2m2
b

+
1

2

h�2GiB
m2
b

(10.122)

wherehp2
bi is the average kinetic energy of theb quark inside theB meson and is estimated

to be�0.4–0.5GeV2.

A lifetime difference arises in order1=m3
b

��PI(B
�) =

G2
Fm

5
b

8�
jVcbVudj2

f 2B
M2

B

��4�
"
(c2+ � c2�)�

9=2 +
c2+ + c2�

3
� 1

9
(�9=2 � 1)(c2+ � c2�)

#
(10.123)

with � reflecting hybrid renormalization

� �
"
�S(�

2
had)

�S(m
2
b)

#1=b
; b = 11� 2

3
nF ; (10.124)
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leading to the prediction that the lifetime of chargedB mesons exceeds that for neutral ones by
several percent. One should note here the absence of nonperturbative corrections of order1=mb.
Strictly speaking the expansion parameter is the inverse of the energy release, rather than1=mb;
therefore the result for�(B = [bq] ! cudq) has to be viewed as intrinsically suspect since in it
the energy release is not much larger than ordinary hadronic scales. Together with�SL(B), one
can then predict the lifetime ratios among beauty hadrons, their semileptonic branching ratios,
BSL(B), and the charm content in the final state,nc.

The predictions of the lifetime ratios forB0
d andB+

u are in good agreement with present data:
�(B+)

�(B0)
= 1:07 � 0:04, and there is no longer a clearcut discrepancy between predictions and data

for BSL(B) andnc.

It is possible that problems might (re)surface once more accurate data become available on�(B+)=�(B0)

andnc. The important point to note in any evaluation is that HQE predictions are deduced from
QCD proper rather than from merely a model ansatz. Thus, a failure of these predictions would be
an important result.

This is exemplified by the discrepancy between the expected and the presently observed beauty
baryon lifetime, where the expected value relative to theB0 lifetime

�(�b)

�(B0)

�����
HQE

' 0:90� 0:95 (10.125)

is significantly larger than the world average measurements:

�(�b)

�(B0)

�����
WA

= 0:77� 0:05 : (10.126)

There is a lively debate on this issue in the theoretical literature, where four positions are advocated:

(i) A violation of so-called local quark-hadron duality generating contributions of order1=mb

has been established.

(ii ) Such a violation can actually be predicted which limits the numerical reliability of HQE
results for nonleptonic, but not for semileptonic rates, since a weaker form of quark-hadron
duality suffices for the latter.

(iii ) There is no principal or qualitative distinction in the validity of quark-hadron duality in
semileptonic and nonleptonic decays, but there are larger pre-asymptotic corrections for the
widths of baryons than mesons that have not been brought under theoretical control yet due
to the more complex structure of hadrons.

(iv) Wait for an upward movement of the measurements.
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The foreseeable future will show whether position (iv) is vindicated. If position (iii ) is closest to
the truth, then the predictions for theB meson lifetimes basically stay as quoted above. Positions
(i) and (ii ) on the other hand would have serious consequences for�(B) as well making the present
success of the HQE prediction a coincidence. Further insights will be gained from more precise
measurements of the lifetimes of charm-strange baryons and from ongoing theoretical work.

Without belittling the theoretical uncertainties, it seems fair to state that these total widths can
now be described with decent accuracy within a theoretical rather than merely phenomenological
framework. More accurate data will yield further valuable lessons for hadronization in QCD.

10.4.2 Semi-inclusive Transitions

The two extreme regimes, of two-body modes on the one hand and total rates on the other,
represent — for very different reasons — the areas where the most reliable theoretical tools
for understanding nonleptonic transitions are available. There is strong theoretical as well as
experimental motivation to go beyond those regimes,i.e., to analyze semi-inclusive and genuine
multibody channels. Unfortunately theory can provide little quantitative guidance there: on the
one hand the specifics of hadronization are essential in shaping the amplitudes, on the other the
complexity of the final state is considerably higher than for the two-body modes. The concept of
factorization can be defined in several inequivalent ways, the most straightforward one is described
in Section 10.1.5. One is forced to rely on phenomenological prescriptions. However, some further
help can be derived from theory beyond the provision of just the overall normalization of the fully
integrated rates.

10.4.3 Charm Production and Charm Counting

The dominantB-decay modes proceed via the spectator tree diagram, and commonly involve the
b! c transition. Only a small fraction (�2jVubj2=jVcbj2 � 1%) of decays proceed throughb! u.
Therefore,0:99 charm quarks perB decay fromb ! c are expected. In addition, the virtualW
in the loop can produce acs or cd pair, which accounts for another�0:2 charm quarks, resulting
in a totalnc � 1:2. A more precise number can be calculated on the quark level using the QCD
operator-product expansion. However, the results of these calculation vary with the values of
unknown parameters such as the quark masses or the renormalization scale, and allow therefore
a wide range of possiblec-quark multiplicities. Thereby the value ofnc becomes related to other
inclusive properties, such as the total semileptonic branching fraction and the ratio ofB-mesons
lifetimes.

The multiplicity of charmed mesons is listed in Table 10-10. Although these numbers have reached
a satisfactory experimental precision, they have fluctuated during the last few years. One reason
is the change in results on charmed-hadron branching fractions which still contribute significantly
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Table 10-10. Charmed-meson multiplicities: experimental product branching fractions and values
rescaled to current values ofD branching fractions [8]. The last error of the multiplicity is always
due to theD branching fractions. A best guess is indicated inbold typeface.

Particle hni B hni Experiment

D0 ! K��+ 0:0194� :0015� :0025 0:502� 0:038� 0:065� 0:018 ARGUS 91 [81]

0:0233� :0012� :0014 0:602� 0:032� 0:035� 0:022 CLEO 92 [82]
0:0251� :0006� :0007 0:644� 0:014� 0:020� 0:023 CLEO 96 [83]

0:0243� :0008 0:625� 0:021� 0:023 average

D+ ! K��+�+ 0:0209� :0027� :0040 0:230� 0:030� 0:044� 0:018 ARGUS 91 [81]
0:0226� :0030� :0018 0:249� 0:033� 0:020� 0:019 CLEO 92 [82]
0:0216� :0008� :0008 0:237� 0:009� 0:009� 0:018 CLEO 96 [83]

0:0217� :0011 0:238� 0:012� 0:018 average

D�+ ! (K��+)�+ 0:0071� :0006� :0012 0:269� 0:023� 0:046� 0:011 ARGUS 91 [81]
0:00556� :00031� :00050 0:211� 0:012� 0:019� 0:009 CLEO 92 [82]

0:00655� :00034 a 0:248� 0:013� 0:014� 0:010 CLEO 96 [83]
0:00634� :00029 average

D�+ ! (K��+�+)�0 0:00639� :00054 0:229� 0:019� 0:014� 0:026 CLEO 96 [83]
D�+ ! D+�0+D0�+ 0:239� 0:011� 0:014� 0:009 CLEO 96 [83]

0:234� 0:013� 0:009 average

D�0 ! (K��+)�0 0:00620� :00031 0:259� 0:013� 0:019� 0:015 CLEO 96 [83]

D+
s
! ��+ 0:00306� :00047 0:085� 0:013� 0:021 CLEO 90 [84]

0:00292� :00039� :00031 0:081� 0:011� 0:009� 0:020 ARGUS 92 [85]
0:00424� :00014� :00030 0:118� 0:004� 0:009� 0:029 CLEO 96 [86]

0:00384� 0:00028 0:100� 0:007� 0:025 average
a Forx > 0:15 : 0:00570� 0:00021, extrapolation fromD+�0 mode:+0:00085� 0:00027.

to the total error. For example, theD0 ! K��+ decay branching fraction has changed from
(5:4 � 0:4)% in 1986 to(3:86 � 0:14)% in 1996. The most reliable value has been obtained by
CLEO. This one measurement dominates the present number; therefore, a second independent
measurement of similar precision is highly desired. The multiplicities in Table 10-10 have been
rescaled toB(D0 ! K��+) = 0:0386�0:0014,B(D+ ! K��+�+) = 0:091�0:007,B(D�+ !
D0�+) = 0:683� 0:014, B(D�+ ! D+�0) = 0:306� 0:025, B(D�0 ! D0�0) = 0:619� 0:029,
andB(Ds ! ��+) = 0:036� 0:009 [8].

The results for the production of vector mesons are also included in Table 10-10.D-meson
momentum spectra are shown in Fig. 10-4,Ds spectra in Fig. 10-5, andD� spectra in Fig. 10-6.
All scales are renormalized to the world average multiplicities given in Table 10-10, except theD0

andDs multiplicities where the most recent CLEO II results are used (as listed in Table 10-10,
normalized to world averageD branching fractions). TheDs spectrum has a pronounced soft
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Figure 10-4. Inclusive momentum distribution of (a)D0 andD0 mesons (normalized tohni =
0:644) and (b)D� mesons in� (4S) decays [83]. Only statistical errors are shown.

component in addition to a two-body-like peak. This may be taken as an indication that not allD+
s

mesons are produced fromW+ ! cs, but some may contain thec quark fromb! c.

The relationship ofD meson flavor to that of the parentB has been derived fromD lepton charge
correlations by CLEO [88]. While these correlations had been used previously to measure the
BB mixing probability, with the availability of a precise value for this from the time-dependent
analyses at LEP, one can now use this flavor analysis to deduce the effectiveness of flavor tags. If
the ratio

B(B ! DX)

B(B ! DX)
= 0:100� 0:026� 0:016

is the same for neutral and chargedB mesons, it corresponds to a “wrong” sign fraction of
(9:1 � 2:6)% for all D mesons which would provide a “wrong” tag, or a dilution factorDt =

0:82 � 0:05. The spectra of theseD mesons are expected to differ, so that the momentum could
serve as a discriminating variable to increase the tagging separation obtained with reconstructedD

mesons. Twocaveatsshould be noted: first, the ratio forD� mesons will differ, since the vector
to pseudoscalar ratio is not the same for the dominant production mechanism in different flavor-
correlated channels. Second, due to this fact the actual dilution forD� and neutralD mesons can
differ also.

These correlations give for the first time information on the amount ofD mesons from theb !
ccs(d) process (“upper vertex” charm production). Thecd could produceD� or D�� directly,
while cs requires a quark-antiquark pair from the vacuum in addition, and can produce charged and
neutralD mesons with equal probability. A known process of the latter kind is theD��

s ! DK
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Figure 10-5. Inclusive momentum distribution ofD�
s mesons in� (4S) decays [86]. Only

statistical errors are shown.
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Figure 10-6. Inclusive momentum distribution of (a)D�0 andD�0 mesons and (b)D�� mesons
in � (4S) decays [83]. Only statistical errors are shown.
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Figure 10-7. Inclusive momentum distribution of (a)J= mesons and (b)�c1 mesons in� (4S)
decays [87].

decay, but nonresonant production is also possible. More detailed studies at BABAR, including
information on the lifetime difference to separate flavor changes from mixing, will shed more
light on these mechanisms.

Complementing HQE with additional assumptions on how chiral symmetry and duality are im-
plemented, the authors in Ref. [89] infer the (somewhat surprising) result that at most half of the
decays driven byb! ccs contain aDs in the final state. They find

�(B ! DK +X) � 1

2
�(B ! ccsq) ; (10.127)

which is supported by the data.

Charmonium states have been observed by ARGUS, Crystal Ball and CLEO. All results are
summarized in Table 10-11, rescaled to the best estimate ofB(J= ! l+l�). Results for inclusive
J= production have also been obtained at LEP [90, 91]. However, since they correspond to a
mixture includingBs mesons and beauty baryons, they can not be merged with results on the
� (4S). The missing states can be estimated from theoretical predictions of the ratios [96] to be
hn(�c)i � 0:006 andhn(hc)i � 0:002, adding to a total ofhn(cc-onium)i = 0:027� 0:003.

The total number ofc andc quarks fromB decays can be obtained by adding up all the charmed
and charmonium states that decay into light flavors. These are the charged and neutralD and
Ds mesons listed in Table 10-10; the charmed baryons�c and the�c isodoublet listed in Table
10-15 (the
c can be neglected due to its twos quarks); and charmonium states below the open
charm threshold (from Table 10-11, subtracting the decay fractions into lower charmonium) which
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Table 10-11. Inclusive branching ratios to charmonium states rescaled toB(J= ! l+l�) =
(6:02 � 0:19)%.

B [%] Experiment

B ! J= X

1:34� 0:24� 0:04 CLEO 86 [92]
1:23� 0:27� 0:04 ARGUS 87 [93]
1:28� 0:44� 0:04 Crystal Ball 90 [94]
1:11� 0:05� 0:04 CLEO II 95 [87]

1:12� 0:05 average

B !  0X incl. (0:57� 0:04)J= 

0:50� 0:18� 0:12 ARGUS 87 [93]
0:36� 0:09� 0:13 CLEO [9]
0:34� 0:04� 0:03 CLEO II 95 [87]

0:35� 0:05 average

B ! �c1X incl. (0:273� 0:016)J= 

1:20� 0:40� 0:23 ARGUS 91 [95]
0:39� 0:06� 0:04 CLEO II 95 [87]

0:41� 0:07 average

B ! �c2X incl. (0:135� 0:011)J= 

0:25� 0:10� 0:03 CLEO II 95 [87]

account for twoc quarks. TheD branching fractions are still an important part of the uncertainty
of this sum. For example,B(Ds ! ��+) = (3:6�0:9)% is used, but previous measurements have
resulted in numbers as low as2% which would imply almost double theDs multiplicity. Similarly,
smaller uncertainties apply to the other mesons. Surprisingly, some product branching fractions
given in Table 10-10 have also increased over time. Therefore, the sum from the average of all
measurements and the sum using only CLEO II data are listed side by side in Table 10-12. The
weak tendency to a higher sum from more recent measurements may indicate a movement in the
direction of the result predicted by theory.

10.4.4 Production of Light Hadrons

The charged multiplicity inB decays is5:45�0:03�0:12which includesK0
S

and� decay products
[9, 97]. CLEO finds about the same number of photons,hni = 5:00� 0:26� 0:25.
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Table 10-12. Charm counting inB decays from average� (4S) data and from CLEO II data (Nc

denotes charmed baryons).

Average CLEO II “Best guess”

B ! D0X 0:625� 0:031 0:644� 0:034 0:644� 0:034

B ! D+X 0:238� 0:022 0:237� 0:022 0:238� 0:022
B ! DsX 0:100� 0:026 0:118� 0:031 0:118� 0:031

B ! NcX 0:070� 0:005 0:059� 0:022 0:070� 0:005

2� B ! ( : : :)X 0:054� 0:006 0:052� 0:006 0:054� 0:006

sum 1:09� 0:05 1:11� 0:06 1:12� 0:05

The production of light flavor (u; d; s) hadrons inB decays is at the very end of the decay chain, and
can therefore not be predicted from theory. A simple model to describe inclusiveB decays starts
with two or four quarks according to QCD predictions, and uses a fragmentation model to produce
the final state composition. Monte Carlo event generators are based on this ansatz, and inclusive
data are important input to tune these programs. The light hadrons test the combined effect ofB
decays and subsequent charmed hadron decays. This means that the branching fractions and decay
models used forD andDs mesons, and also for�c and�c baryons, have a significant influence on
the light meson and baryon spectra.

A list of light-meson multiplicities is given in Table 10-13. Although these numbers sometimes
appear in the literature as “branching fractions,” they are in fact average multiplicities, including
multiple particles in the same event, as decay products from the sameB meson. These numbers
are determined by measuring inclusive yields on the� (4S), and subtracting the continuum contri-
bution by using data taken at center-of-mass energies below theBB threshold.

These analyses give inclusive momentum distributions on the� (4S), which are close to the dis-
tributions expected in theB rest system, since the boost of aB meson is only� = 0:06. These
spectra are therefore more useful for checking models of inclusiveB decays used in Monte Carlo
event generators, than are spectra obtained inbb jet events. Figure 10-8 shows the spectrum of
charged pions, which are the most abundant particles inB decays. The measurement [98] is
dominated by systematics rather than statistics, because it relies sensitively on the understanding of
dE=dx and time-of-flight distributions used to separate pions from electrons, kaons, and protons.
The distributions of these parameters overlap substantially in the high-momentum region, and the
particle types can only be separated by a fit of the data to these distributions.

The same procedure leads to the inclusive charged kaon spectrum shown in Fig. 10-9a. In addition,
the faint crosses show a kaon spectrum obtained independently by reconstructing kaons that decay
within the ARGUS drift chamber, and can be identified by the kink in their tracks. This method
suffers from poor statistics, but due to completely different systematics is a valuable consistency
check. Directb ! s decays via penguin diagrams are expected to produce a hard kaon spec-
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Table 10-13. Light-meson multiplicities inB decays. These numbers are obtained as one-half of
the mean number of produced particles per� (4S) decay. A best guess is indicated inbold typeface.

Particle hni Experiment

�� 3:585� 0:025� 0:070 a ARGUS 92 [98]
4:105� 0:025� 0:080 b ARGUS 92 [98]

K� 0:85� 0:07� 0:09 CLEO 87 [99]
0:775� 0:015� 0:025 ARGUS 92 [98]

B ! K+X 0:66� 0:05� 0:07 CLEO 87 [99]
0:613� 0:01� 0:04 ARGUS 92 [98, 100]

B ! K�X 0:19� 0:05� 0:02 CLEO 87 [99]
0:162� 0:01� 0:04 ARGUS 92 [98, 100]

K0=K0 0:63� 0:06� 0:06 CLEO 87 [99]
0:642� 0:011� 0:042 ARGUS 92 [100]

� 0:176� 0:011� 0:012 CLEO 96 [101]

�0 < 0:15 (90%CL) ARGUS 93 [102]
0:031� 0:006� 0:006 c CLEO 96 [103]

�0 0:208� 0:042� 0:032 ARGUS 94 [104]

! < 0:81 (90%CL) ARGUS 94 [104]

K�� 0:182� 0:054� 0:024 ARGUS 94 [104]
K�0=K�0 0:146� 0:016� 0:020 ARGUS 94 [104]

� 0:023� 0:006� 0:005 CLEO 86 [105]
0:0390� 0:0030� 0:0035 ARGUS 94 [104]

a withoutK0
S

and� decay products
b incl. K0

S
and� decay products

c for 0:10 < xp < 0:39

trum. BothK� andK0 (Fig. 10-9b) momentum distributions are interesting in this respect. The
present data show no substantial excess, so no quantitative statement can be made within present
knowledge of the details of spectator decays.

BABAR will be able to redo these measurements using the DIRC for particle identification. This
particle identification system will be able to separate pions from kaons with much less overlap,
which leads to a significant reduction in systematic errors. The performance can be verified with
the help of reconstructedD0 ! K��+, which may be separated from the background either
by requiring a well-separated vertex, or by tagging withD�+ ! D0�+ production. After a small
period of data taking at the� (4S) and below theBB threshold, results with substantially improved
errors can be obtained.
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Figure 10-8. Inclusive momentum distribution of charged pions in� (4S) decays [98]. Pions from
K0 and� decays are subtracted. Only statistical errors are shown.

The correlations between kaon charge (strangeness) andB flavor (beauty) have been investigated
by CLEO [99] and ARGUS [100], by investigating kaon-lepton charge correlations. Since this
analysis has not yet been repeated with a taggedB sample, the rates given are for a mixture of
charged and neutralB mesons, and their assignment to an individual type is based on simple
Monte Carlo models. The true experimental information is summarized in Table 10-14, and is a
most unbiased test for an inclusiveB decay model. These data are the basis on which to estimate
the performance ofB flavor tagging via charged kaons. Using the ARGUS data, and assuming an
equal correlation for charged and neutralB mesons, one finds that charged kaons asB flavor tags
have a dilution factor ofDt = 0:59� 0:08.

The spectra of flavor-neutral mesons such as�0 or � are not sensitive to theB flavor, but provide
useful information on the reliability of Monte Carlo models. The� spectrum from CLEO is shown
in Figure 10-10a.

Table 10-14. Kaon multiplicities inBB events with a lepton on the� (4S).

CLEO [99] ARGUS [100]

BB ! l+�;K+X 0:54� 0:07� 0:07 0:594� 0:021� 0:056

BB ! l+�;K�X 0:10� 0:05� 0:02 0:086� 0:011� 0:044

BB ! l+�;K0
S
X 0:195� 0:03� 0:02 0:226� 0:019� 0:028
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Figure 10-9. (a) Inclusive momentum distribution of charged kaons in� (4S) decays [98]. The
thin crosses are reconstructed fromK� decays in the detector. (b) Inclusive momentum distribution
of neutral kaons in� (4S) decays [100]. Only statistical errors are shown.

The production rates of some light flavor resonances is also shown in Table 10-13. The spectra
of charged and neutralK� mesons are shown in Fig. 10-10b. These data can be substantially
improved with BABAR data.

10.5 B Meson Decays to Baryons

B mesons are heavy enough to decay into baryons. These decays could proceed via two-body de-
cays to a baryon-antibaryon pair, with subsequent decays of baryon resonances to ground states, or
via multibody decays. A parton model ansatz has been invoked some time ago [106] to suggest in
a semi-quantitative way that a substantial fraction ofB meson decays lead to a baryon-antibaryon
pair in the final state. This has been borne out by the data.

When theB-meson decays into baryons, at least one additional quark pair has to be generated
besides those created in theb-quark decay. The three quarks and three antiquarks can then combine
in many ways. Hence decays into baryons are difficult to describe theoretically and there exists
only a rudimentary literature. Furthermore, with limited experimentalb-flavor-tagging capability,
there are often ambiguities in identifying baryons or antibaryons from aB decay, and this then
requires taking into account even more production mechanisms. In order to simplify the discussion,
the decays ofb (rather thanb) quarks will always be considered in what follows.
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Figure 10-10. Inclusive momentum distribution (a) of� mesons [101], and (b) ofK�0 andK��

mesons in� (4S) decays [104]. Only statistical errors are shown.

One usually distinguishes several contributions which are illustrated in Fig. 10-11. The basic
mechanism is a tree-level four-fermion interaction for ab ! c transition. This can be replaced by
b! u or by a penguin graph in an obvious way.

The first mechanism is disintegration of the excitedcq state from theb ! c transition and the
spectator quark into a baryon anti-baryon pair (+ � 0 mesons) with “external”W -emission, where
the emittedW transforms into a lepton and neutrino as in graph (a) or to mesons. This requires
at least two quark-antiquark pairs produced from the vacuum. The accompanying meson(s) from
the hadronization of theW have little phase space, henceW� ! c(u)s is suppressed. This
mechanism would produce semileptonic decays to baryons even with an advantage in the available
phase space, but only small upper limits have been observed:B(B ! pXl+�) < 0:16% (90%CL)
[107] andB(B ! �cXl

+�)=B(B ! �c=�cX) < 0:05 (90%CL) [108].

A very similar process works for “internal exchange” graphs where the emittedW boson interacts
with the spectator quark in theB meson shown as graph (d).

Another process is the recombination of all four quarks in a spectator decay into a baryon-antibaryon
pair (+ � 0 mesons), using one additional quark-antiquark pair from the vacuum. These are the
“internal emission” graphs (b) and (c). Process (b) is the most favorable process given the available
phase space.

Process (e) is the very unlikely decay of the virtualW into a baryon-antibaryon pair (+ � 0

mesons). This, too, requires at least two quark-antiquark pairs produced from the vacuum.
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Figure 10-11. Various topologies of baryonic decay modes of B-meson. (a) Semileptonic
baryonic decay; (b) Internalud emission; (c) Internalcs emission; (d) Weak Annihilation topology;
(e) baryon production fromW .

Note that certain decays are only possible through one or the other mechanism. For instance,
the decays into a doubly-charged charmed baryon containing twou quarks only proceeds through
internal exchange graphs or when many pairs are produced from the vacuum. This implies that
various production mechanisms can possibly be studied and distinguished by selecting appropriate
decay channels. Channels where both four-fermion and penguin decays contribute suggest possible
studies of directCP violation in baryonicB decays.

The dominant decays are those induced by ab! c transition. Depending on whether theW boson
transforms into aud (or leptons) or acs pair, either one or two charmed baryons are generated. The
two cases can be distinguished, if appropriate tagging is possible. Most processes strongly favor
light quarks overs quarks as additional valence partners, while (b) and (c) allow ans quark from
W� ! c(u)s. The suppressedb ! u transition leads to the final states including only “ordinary”
baryons, such as protons, neutrons and� baryons, as will baryon production fromW� ! ud
decay. Finally, penguin decays can yield more exotic final states, such asp�,
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Table 10-15. Baryon multiplicities inB decays. These numbers are obtained as half of the mean
number of produced particle per� (4S) decay. A best guess is indicated inbold typeface.

Particle/Pair hni Experiment

p=p 0:055� 0:005� 0:0035 a ARGUS 92 [98]
0:056� 0:006� 0:005 a CLEO 92 [109]

0:055� 0:005 a average
0:080� 0:005� 0:005 b ARGUS 92 [98]
0:080� 0:005� 0:003 b CLEO 92 [109]

0:080� 0:005 b average

�=� 0:042� 0:005� 0:006 ARGUS 89 [110]
0:038� 0:004� 0:006 CLEO 92 [109]

0:040� 0:005 average

��=�+ 0:0028� 0:0014 ARGUS 89 [110]
0:0027� 0:0005� 0:0004 CLEO 92 [109]

pp 0:025� 0:002� 0:002 b ARGUS 89 [110]
0:024� 0:001� 0:004 b CLEO 92 [109]

�p=�p 0:023� 0:004� 0:003 b ARGUS 89 [110]
0:029� 0:005� 0:005 b CLEO 92 [109]

�� < 0:009 (90%CL) ARGUS 89 [110]
< 0:005 (90%CL) CLEO 92 [109]

“�c=�c” 0:076� 0:014 ARGUS 89 [110]
0:064� 0:008� 0:008 CLEO 92 [109]

a without� decay products
b incl. � decay products

Since baryons are quite heavy and have to be produced in pairs, even the spectra of the baryons
at the end of the decay chain,i.e.,protons or� hyperons, can tell something about the underlying
decay mechanisms. They have been observed by ARGUS and CLEO, and the data are shown in
Fig. 10-12. More direct decay products are�c, �c or �c baryons. The baryon multiplicities are
listed in Table 10-15. While the proton and� data are well under control, the average number of
charmed baryons has a pronounced uncertainty due to the unknown absolute scale of their exclusive
branching fractions into the reconstructed final states.

The total fraction of baryon-antibaryon pairs inB meson decays can be estimated from the number
of protons and� hyperons, assuming that an equal number of neutrons is produced for the protons
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which are not from� decay. This leads to a fraction

fNN =
2hnp;p;no�i+ hn�;�i

2
= 0:075� 0:008

of events with baryons. Including a better guess from baryon-antibaryon and baryon-lepton corre-
lations, a fit to ARGUS data gives [111]

fNN = 0:068� 0:005� 0:003

The true branching fraction will most probably be in between these two estimates, and a mea-
surement of antineutron production (e.g., in the BABAR EMC and IFR) could be very helpful in
determining this number.

The numbers of�c baryons given in Table 10-15 are based on the assumption that the majority of
baryonicB decays proceed via a�c as the carrier of thec quark. For all processes in Fig. 10-11,
the assumption that one�c baryon (or its antiparticle) is among the decay products is a good
approximation; for process (e) this is true only forW� ! cs(d). The momentum spectrum of the
baryons is shown in Fig. 10-13a.

From the total numbers of�c baryons, the scale of�c branching fractions can then be obtained as
B(�+

c ! pK��+) = (4:1� 0:3� 0:8)% [109, 111].

This assumption still holds for cascades from other charmed-baryon states, for example, the�c

baryons observed by CLEO [112], the scale of which depend on the scale of the�c branching
fractions:

B(B ! �++
c X)B(�c ! pK��+) = (2:1� 0:8� 0:7) � 10�4

B(B ! �+
c X)B(�c ! pK��+) = (2:3� 0:8� 0:7) � 10�4

B(B ! �0
cX)B(�c ! pK��+) < 4:8 � 10�4 (90% CL)

However, CLEO has recently found a substantial fraction of�c baryons [113] which do not decay
via the�c state:

B(B ! �0
cX)B(�0

c ! ���+) = (1:44� 0:48� 0:21) � 10�4
B(B ! �+

c X)B(�+
c ! ���+�+) = (4:53� 0:96� 0:85

0:65
) � 10�4

The absolute branching fraction ofB mesons to these states are very uncertain due to the unknown
�c branching fractions. Therefore, the normalization of their spectra in Fig. 10-13b is only a guess.

Both charmed- and stable-baryon spectra are surprisingly soft, indicating that either the exclusive
baryon-antibaryon pair is not the favored final state, or that there is a dominant contribution from
b ! ccs via process (c) with two heavy charmed baryons, which would occupy the low region
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Table 10-16. InclusiveB=B decays to leptons + baryons

B ! �;B ! l+

B ! �;B ! l+
0:55� 0:22 ARGUS 92 [111]

< 0:14 (90%CL) CLEO 92 [109]
0:43� 0:09� 0:07 CLEO 96 [115]

B ! ��c ; B ! l+

B ! �+
c ; B ! l+

0:19� 0:13� 0:04 CLEO 96 [115]

in the momentum distributions due to the limited phase space available. The production of�c
baryons may indicate eitherss pairs produced from the vacuum, or the presence of process (c).

Our ignorance of the relative weight of the different production processes and of the absolute
branching fractions of�c and�c baryons makes it hard to make further progress on both items.
However, the correlation of thes quark and thec quark with theB flavor can shed further light on
the first one, thereby helping with the second question, too. Process (a) yields from ab quark onlyc,
and equal numbers ofs ands. Process (e) yields a dominance ofs overs from the primary quarks,
and onlyc from b. “Internal” emission graphs yields a dominance ofc overc from (b), and ofs
overs from (c). These correlations can be explored with baryon-lepton correlation measurements
inBB events at the� (4S). Experimental results on lepton� correlations are given in Table 10-16.

The more interesting data are those on charmed-baryon correlations with leptons, where first results
are also given in Table 10-16. Although the errors are still large, the presence of the “wrong” charm
flavor together with the soft spectra seems to indicate that processes (b) and (c) are contributing
significantly to the production of baryons.

Further experimental results on charmed baryon flavor correlations with respect to the parentB

meson will be an interesting topic for BABAR studies. These may eventually reveal the secrets of
baryon pair creation in the weak decays of heavy mesons.

10.5.1 Exclusive Decays to Baryons

Baryon number conservation implies that the final state should contain at least one baryon-anti-
baryon pair. Since baryons are in general relatively heavy, it seems reasonable to assume that
decays with many additional mesons are suppressed by the phase space limitations. Furthermore,
in the internal emission picture additional mesons require extra quark-antiquark pairs. Therefore,
the exclusive and inclusive baryon decays might not be too different in rates, maybe by factors of
order ten, and exclusive decays are expected at rates of a few tenths percent. Comparing decays
with �c to those with�c, much can be learned about the production mechanism.
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Table 10-17. Branching rations for baryonicB decays.

Decay Mode BCZ � 10�5 [116] BBD � 10�5 [117] BJLY OPR � 10�5 [118]

B ! pp 0:16 0:4� 3:8 0:7

B ! NN 0:05� 0:2 0:4� 3:8 � 1

B ! �+
c p 40 170� 190 � 100

B ! �c�c 100 120� 180 �
B ! p�++ 0:04 0:001� 0:012 32

Several authors [116, 117, 118] have attempted to calculate exclusive decays rates. The results are
model-dependent and vary quite drastically. In particular, certain models favor decays with specific
final-state baryons such as the� [118], which are not particularly enhanced in others. Some of the
theoretical predictions are presented in Table 10-17 along with recent limits from CLEO [119].

Considering first decays with charmed baryons, it is desirable to understand the production mecha-
nisms. From the existing data [108], it seems that the external production mechanism with leptons
is rather suppressed, since at most5% of the charmed baryon decays have a lepton. Therefore,
internal emission plays a dominant role in baryon production inB decays. It was proposed [120]
that the situation where theW produces acs pair contributes significantly to the charmed baryons.
However, further experiments [115] indicated that although there is a slight enhancement in the
B ! �c�c channel, this is not the case because no significant amount ofc have been seen.
Furthermore, it is widely assumed that the contribution of the internal exchange graph (d) is not
significant, since its amplitude is proportional to the small decay constantfB because theB meson
is annihilated. Therefore, it may be concluded that the internal emission with theud pair (b)
dominates the single charmed baryon prediction.

The next class of decays includes a pair of a charmed and anticharmed baryon, originating from
internal emission with acs pair. Here, the problem is whether thecc modes (such as theJ= )
dominate this quark diagram. In order to estimate the baryonic part, one uses the fact that decays
with aD pair make up about a tenth of those with oneD. It seems reasonable to take0:1� 6% =

0:006 as a typical branching ratio for these decays. Again, final-state particle identification is
highly desirable.

The most interesting decays are those without charm, since they can also contribute toCP violation
studies. TakingjVub=Vcbj2 � 10�2, it may be expected that the total inclusive baryonic rate is
around0:01 � 6% � 10�3. This is considerably larger than the sum of expected quasi-two-body
meson modes (��, ��, a1�). Thus, even if the exclusive decays make up only10% of the inclusive
one (see above), baryonic decays still might be comparable to mesonic decays.
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Generators that include baryon production are necessary both for theB-decay channels and for the
simulation of continuum backgrounds. Given the lack of definitive theoretical predictions, such
generators necessarily contain parameters which must be adjusted to fit data as baryonic channels
are detected.

10.5.2 CP Violation in Baryonic Decays

It is questionable whether baryonic decays are useful forCP violation studies because of the many
amplitudes involved. Indeed, a baryonic final state in general is not aCP eigenstate. The reason
for this is the fact that theCP transformation flips the helicity of the state. Therefore, formation
of the usualCP -violating asymmetries of theB andB decays would not reveal clean information
about weak phases of the CKM matrix. The baryonic final state (pp) canbe cast into the form of
the linear combinations of the statesjp; 1=2; p; 1=2i andjp;�1=2; p;�1=2i that areCP eigenstates

jpp;CP = �i = 1p
2
(jp; 1=2; p; 1=2i � jp; 1=2; p; 1=2i) ; (10.128)

but since the ratio of the two states is not known, the resultingCP asymmetry is not free of hadronic
uncertainties. The decay rate is given by

�(B ! pp) = (A2
+ + A2

�)e
��t

 
1� A2

+ � A2
�

A2
+ + A2

�

sin�w sin�mt

!
; (10.129)

whereA� are the amplitudes forB decay to one of theCP eigenstates. The explicit factor(A2
+ �

A2
�)=(A

2
+ + A2

�) persists in the asymmetry and not only spoils a clean determination of the weak
phase but also decreases the asymmetry itself. In principle, in the case of unstable baryons such
as�, angular distributions of the decay products can be analyzed to separate the different helicity
contributions, just as in the vector-vector two-meson decays described in Section 5.1.3. In such
cases asymmetries can be written for baryonicB decays to the states of definite angular momentum
exploiting the fact that the baryon-antibaryon state in theS or P wave is in fact an eigenstate of
CP (with oppositeCP signs forS andP waves) and thus would become independent of hadronic
models in cases where only a single weak phase occurs in the production amplitudes. However it
is not likely to have sufficient data in any clean channel to perform such an analysis.

Some of the possible signals ofCP violation inB decays to baryonic final states require movingB

mesons to extract the time-dependent terms and thus exploit unique capabilities of asymmetricB

factories not available for CLEO. The analysis of any such signal has many unavoidable theoretical
complications, but will add to the overall picture ofB decay and hence should be searched for
wherever branching ratios are sufficiently large to make such a search feasible.
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11

Non-CP b Physics

11.1 Overview

Previous chapters have demonstrated why a factory is needed to doCP -violation physics inB-
meson decays. Before theB-production lineis in a steady state, running at the desired pace, it
can produce significantB-meson physics. These measurements can be compared with previous
experiments in the field, and, given the different detector capabilities at BABAR, they will have
different systematic errors, and will doubtless bring new insights. In some cases, because of new
features in the BABAR setup, breakthroughs can be expected. In addition, some present-day puzzles
inB physics simply cry out for new data. Last but not least, the physics reachable after one year of
operation will help understand the detector and provide solid ground for the long termCP -violation
physics.

This chapter focuses on two main topics that can be investigated at the� (4S). First,Bd mixing
will be studied through flavor oscillations, a new feat at ane+e� machine running at threshold.
Section 11.2.2 deals with that subject. The second topic is the measurement ofBd andB+

lifetimes. There again, the boost at the asymmetricB factory allows such a study for the first
time at the� (4S) (see Section 11.3.4). More precise data than currently available are awaited.
These will help sort out non-spectator hadronic decay mechanisms. Both subjects are introduced
theoretically in Sections 11.2 and 11.3.

Section 11.4 summarizes bottomonium spectroscopy. The properties of the� (4S) and their impli-
cations onB pair production are first described. Then, new measurements at PEP-II are discussed.
The studies presented here have found that, with the luminosity of PEP-II, radiative decays from
the� (4S) to bound bottomonium states are accessible. This genuine non-CP b-physics topic is
treated in Section 11.4, together with bottomonium physics.

Finally, in Section 11.5, more speculative studies onBs mesons are presented. They are for a more
distant future if any, so not much emphasis has been put on them. The� (5S) is the place of choice
on the machine energy scale to produceBs. A prototype of partialBs reconstruction methods is
presented in Section 11.5.2. A sketch of a method to look for two lifetime components in theBs

system is explained in Section 11.5.3.
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Figure 11-1. Box diagram de-
scribing B0–B0-mixing. The
zigzag lines denoteW -bosons or
charged Higgs bosons.
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Figure 11-2. Local �B = 2

four-quark operator.

11.2 The Determination of�mB

11.2.1 Theory ofB0–B0 Mixing

The general formalism which describesB0–B0 mixing was presented in Section 1.2. The2 � 2

matrix H governing the time evolution in Eq. (1.8) was decomposed into a Hermitian partM

and an anti-Hermitian parti�=2. Equations (1.13), (1.14), and (1.28) show how the mass and
width differences of the physical eigenstatesBH andBL are related toM12 and�12. This section
elucidates howM12 and�12 are calculated from the fundamental parameters of the Standard Model
Lagrangian, to expressM12 and�12 in terms of CKM elements, quark masses,etc.The next section
is devoted to the mass difference; the section following it covers the width difference of the neutral
B eigenstates.

11.2.1.1 TheBH-BL mass difference

In order to calculate theBH-BL mass difference,�mB, one needs to obtainM12, see Eq. (1.28).
The transition of aB0 into aB0 changes the bottom quantum numberB by two units and is
therefore forbidden at the tree level in the Standard Model. The lowest order contribution toM12

arises from the box diagram depicted in Fig. 11-1. The matrix element is roughly proportional to
the masses of the two internal quark lines, so that the box diagrams in which one or both top quarks
are replaced by up or charm quarks are negligible compared to the one with two top quarks.

Is it sufficient to calculate the box diagram to findM12? No! Calculations based on Fig. 11-1
treat theb andd quarks as free particles and therefore ignore the strong interaction. The virtual
W and top travel over short distances of the order�hc=MW . The asymptotic freedom property of
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QCD makes quarks behave like free particles at short distances, and Fig. 11-1 provides the correct
physical picture in this regime. Further short-distance QCD correction can be calculated within
perturbation theory by dressing the box diagrams in all possible ways with gluons. At longer
distances of order�hc=mb, however, thej�Bj = 2 transition appears to arise from a pointlike
four-fermion interaction shown in Fig. 11-2. Pictorially this four-quark interaction is obtained by
shrinking the box in Fig. 11-1 to a point. Most importantly QCD effects associated with long-
distance hadronic scales of order�hc=�QCD can no longer be described by the exchange of gluons
and quarks. Instead they are described by nonperturbative forces, which bind the quarks intoB

mesons. The best method of calculating such binding effects is by lattice QCD. Consequently the
correct inclusion of QCD effects requires the clear separation of short- and long-distance physics.
The theoretical tool for this is theoperator product expansion, which has been explained in detail
in Section 2.1 (see also Appendix A). The aim is to derive a low-energy Hamiltonian,H j�Bj=2,
which reproduces the Standard Model amplitudeM12 for B0–B0 mixing correctly for energies of
ordermb or less:

M12 =
hB0jH j�Bj=2jB0i

2mB

"
1 +O

 
m2

b

M2
W

!#
: (11.1)

The result is of the form is

H j�Bj=2 =
G2
F

16�2
(VtbV

�

td)
2
C j�Bj=2 (mt;MW ; �)Q(�) + h:c: (11.2)

Here,

Q = d� (1� 5) b d
� (1� 5) b (11.3)

is the localj�Bj = 2 operator depicted in Fig. 11-2. All the short-distance physics is contained in
theWilson coefficient, C j�Bj=2. G2

F=16�
2 and the CKM elements are factored out by convention,

so thatC j�Bj=2 is real. One can interpret the right hand side of Eq. (11.2) as a local four-
quark interaction with coupling strength(G2

F=16�
2) (VtbV

�

td)
2C j�Bj=2(mt;MW ; �). The Wilson

coefficient depends only on the heavy massesmt andMW and the renormalization scale�. Since
H j�Bj=2 does not depend on the unphysical scale�, the�-dependence betweenC j�Bj=2 andQ
cancel. However in practice the calculation of such matrix elements between physical observables
involves approximations, which render the theoretical predictions�-dependent. It is common prac-
tice, though not rigorously defensible, to use the remaining�-dependence over some “reasonable”
range of� to estimate the theoretical uncertainty.

The crucial point in calculating the coefficientC j�Bj=2 is that any Wilson coefficient is indepen-
dent of the nature of the external states. One needs to adjustC j�Bj=2 in Eq. (11.2) such that
Eq. (11.1) holds. FortunatelyC j�Bj=2 is the same whether one takesB mesons as external states
on both sides of Eq. (11.1) or free quarks. The evaluation ofM12 in the Standard Model for free
quarks to lowest order in�s is easy. It is simply the calculation of the box diagram in Fig. 11-1.
Likewise it is simple to calculate the operator matrix elementhQi for free quarks, so that one
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can findC j�Bj=2(mt;MW ; �) by comparing the two results. This procedure is called amatching
calculation. It can be done to any desired order in�s by including QCD radiative corrections
to the box diagram and tohQi. Already the correction of order�1s requires the cumbersome
calculation of two-loop diagrams. The result forC j�Bj=2(mt;MW ; �) contains logarithms of the
form �s ln(�=MW ). This leading logarithmappears repeatedly in all orders�ns , n = 1; 2; : : : ; as
�ns ln

n(�=MW ). For a perturbative result to be reliable, higher order corrections must be small.
Hence one originally chooses� close toMW . The hadronic matrix element ofQ(�), as discussed
in Chapter 2, can only be calculated for� = O(mb) or less! In order to predicthB0jH j�Bj=2jB0i
one therefore needs to knowC j�Bj=2(mt;MW ; �) for � = O(mb). This is accomplished with the
help of therenormalization group(RG). The RG-improved Wilson coefficient contains the large
logarithm�ns ln

n(�=MW ), n = 1; 2; : : : ; summed to all orders in perturbation theory. The result
reads

C j�Bj=2(mt;MW ; �) = M2
WS

 
m2

t

M2
W

!
�B bB(�) (11.4)

HereS(x) is the result of the box diagram calculation,

S(x) = x

"
1

4
+

9

4

1

1� x
� 3

2

1

(1� x)2

#
� 3

2

�
x

1� x

�3
lnx: (11.5)

(In Eq. (1.104)M2
W S has been denoted bym2

t f2.) The coefficients�B and bB in Eq. (11.4)
comprise the short-distance QCD corrections. In leading order they read

�B = [�s(MW )]
6=23

bB(�) = [�s(�)]
�6=23

: (11.6)

The exponent6=23 is composed of the two ingredients governing the RG evolution: Theanoma-
lous dimensionof the operatorQ and the QCD�-function. By expanding�BbB(�) in terms of
�s(�) one may reproduce the summed leading logarithms�ns ln

n(�=MW ).

This leading-log approximationhas some severe drawbacks that render leading-order predictions
too inaccurate for high-precision experiments like BABAR. For example, the result for the box
diagram, Eq. (11.5), contains two physical scales,MW andmt. Hence one is equally entitled to
sum�s ln(�=mt) instead of�s ln(�=MW ). This would replace�s(MW ) by �s(mt) in Eq. (11.6),
and would change the result numerically. This scale ambiguity, however, is reduced, if one extends
the calculation to the NLO, which involves two-loop corrections to the box diagrams and to the
anomalous dimensions entering (11.6). Including the NLO corrections in the theoretical prediction,
the expressions in Eq. (11.6) are modified by factors of the form1 + O(�s). Then they not
only contain the leading logarithms summed to all orders, but also the next-to-leading logarithms
�n+1s lnn(�=MW ), n = 1; 2; : : :
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Another shortcoming of the leading-log result in Eq. (11.6) concerns the proper use of quark
masses. Two popular definitions of the quark mass are related as

m
(1)
pole = m(m)

"
1 +

�s(m)

�

4

3

#
(11.7)

Herem(1)
pole is theone-loop pole massmeasured at Fermilab andm(�) is the runningMS mass.

In Eq. (11.7) the relation between the two definitions of the mass is given for� = m. For the
top quark, the two definitions differ by 7–8GeV. Leading-order results are not sensitive to the
mass definition, and one may use either one in Eq. (11.5), thereby introducing uncertainty in the
theoretical prediction. This problem is cured by using the NLO result. The NLO calculation has
been carried out in [1] yielding

�B = 0:55: (11.8)

When using NLO results, one must use the correct definition ofmt in S(m2
t =M

2
W ) multiplying

�B in Eq. (11.4). The value in Eq. (11.8) corresponds to the use of theMS massmt(mt) =

(167� 5)GeV.

Now the calculation of the hadronic matrix element ofQ(�) is needed. The result is parameterized
as

hB0jQ(�)jB0i = 8

3
BB(�)f

2
Bm

2
B =

8

3

B̂B

bB(�)
f 2Bm

2
B: (11.9)

In the vacuum-saturation approximation described in Section 2.3.3,BB(�) = 1. The unphysical
�-dependence must cancel betweenbB(�) in Eq. (11.4) andhQ(�)i in Eq. (11.9). Hence, in an
exact calculation,̂BB does not depend on�. Actual values forB̂B from lattice calculations are
tabulated in Table C-2 and are summarized in Eq. (C.20). The present situation forB̂Bf

2
B is

summarized in Eq. (C.21), while the result from QCD sum rules can be found in Eqs. (D.31) and
(D.36). Inserting Eqs. (11.4) and (11.9) into Eq. (11.1) gives the result for�mB:

�mB = 2jM12j =
G2
F

6�2
�BmB B̂Bf

2
BM

2
WS

 
m2

t

M2
W

!
jVtbV �

tdj
2
: (11.10)

In order to calculateM21 instead ofM12, the quark lines are simply reversed in Fig. 11-1. The
result is the same, except thatVtbV �

td is replaced byV �

tbVtd. Hence,M21 = M�

12, as required by the
hermiticity ofM , becauseS(x) in Eq. (11.5) is real. This is not the case in the width difference
calculation, which is discussed in the following paragraph. Notice also that the phase ofM12,
which is responsible for the mixing-inducedCP violation, can be calculated without hadronic
uncertainty from Eqs. (11.1) and (11.2):argM12 = 2�. This would not be the case, however, if
there were a second operator with a different CKM structure contributing to Eq. (11.2).

The mass difference for the two eigenstates of theBs meson involves the diagram of Fig. 11-1
with d replaced bys. The result differs from the one in Eq. (11.10) in thatjVtdj2 mB B̂Bf

2
B is
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replaced byjVtsj2 mBs
B̂Bs

f 2Bs
. The ratio�mB=�mBs

can be predicted more cleanly than�mB

and�mBs
individually, because the ratiôBBf

2
B=(B̂Bs

f 2Bs
) can be calculated more reliably than

each of the hadronic parameters separately (see (C.23)). The measurement of�mBs
will therefore

precisely determinejVtd=Vtsj from�mBd
=�mBs

.

How does new physics affect the prediction in Eq. (11.10)? New particles are heavy and therefore
they affect the Wilson coefficients rather than the hadronic matrix elements. Yet if there were new
physics contributions toM12, they would probably not only modifyC j�Bj=2, but also generate
additional operators. For example, the coefficient of the operatord (1 + 5) b d (1 + 5) b is zero
in the Standard Model, but not in its supersymmetric extensions. New physics scenarios will be
discussed in Chapter 13.

This section closes by reviewing the contrast betweenB0–B0 andK0–K0 mixing. Recall that
the key information available today onCP violation stems from the measurement of�K, which
describesCP violation inK0–K0 mixing. The corresponding box diagrams substitute ans quark
for theb quark in the external lines. The boxes with internalu andc quarks become important, and
one encounters three QCD coefficients instead of one. These coefficients have been calculated in
the NLO in [1, 2].

11.2.1.2 TheBH-BL width difference

The width difference was given in Eq. (1.13) as

��B = �H � �L =
1

2mB

2
4X

f

���hf jH j�Bj=1jBHi
���2 �X

f

���hf jH j�Bj=1jBLi
���2
3
5 : (11.11)

Here, the sum is over all final statesf into whichBH orBL can decay. The decays are triggered
by thej�Bj = 1 Hamiltonian introduced in Chapter 1.jBHi andjBLi are expressed in terms of
jB0i andjB0i. With Eqs. (1.9) and (1.10), one finds from Eq. (11.11)

��B = � 2

mB

Re
2
4pq� X

f

hB0jH j�Bj=1jfihf jH j�Bj=1jB0i
3
5 : (11.12)

In Eq. (11.12), non-zero contributions come only from those final statesf , into which both theB0

and theB0 can decay. The following modifications use the approximations of Section 1.2.3, which
exploit the fact that��B � �mB. Then Eqs. (1.11) and (1.29) imply thatjpj2 = jqj2 = 1=2, and
one can thus eliminatep andq from Eq. (11.12):

��B =
Re

h
M�

12

P
fhB0jH j�Bj=1jfihf jH j�Bj=1jB0i

i
mB jM12j

: (11.13)
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Figure 11-3. Diagrams determining��Bs . Only the CKM favored contribution is shown.
The left-hand diagram is theweak annihilation diagramand the right-hand one is thespectator
interference diagram. The dashed line indicates the cut through the final state.

��B can now be calculated directly from Eq. (11.13). It is instructive to compare the direct
derivation above with the result in Eq. (1.28), in order to understand the connection between��B
and�12. The underlying principle is theoptical theoremwhich states that

��21 = �12 =
1

2mB

2
4X

f

hB0jH j�Bj=1jfihf jH j�Bj=1jB0i
3
5 : (11.14)

Inserting Eq. (11.14) into Eq. (11.13) yields the expression found earlier in Eq. (1.28).�12 is called
theabsorptive partof theB0–B0 mixing amplitude. In the Standard Model,�12 is related to box
diagrams with internalu andc quarks. The corresponding analogues of the heavy box function
S(x) in Eq. (11.5) have a non-zero imaginary part, which contributes to the anti-Hermitian part
i�12 of the mixing matrixH in Eq. (1.8). Equation (11.14) makes it clear that this imaginary part
is related to real intermediate states, which are kinematically accessible inB-meson decays.

In the effective theory describingB decays in terms ofH j�Bj=1, the desired absorptive part is
calculated from the diagram in Fig. 11-3, which is obtained from the corresponding box diagram
by shrinking theW lines to a point. One can view Fig. 11-3 either as a contribution to theB0–B0

mixing amplitude, and recall that the imaginary part of the loop function contributes to�12, or
one can divide the diagram by a “cut” through the light quark lines and interpret the part on the
left-hand side of the cut as the decay amplitudehf jH j�Bj=1jB0i and likewise the part on the right
hand side ashf jH j�Bj=1jB0i� = hB0jH j�Bj=1jfi. The sum overf in Eq. (11.14) corresponds to
the integration over thec� c phase space.

All of the discussion presented so far applies to the width difference for both theBd and theBs

systems. The CKM-favored contribution to��Bs
depicted in Fig. 11-3 involves the CKM factor

(VcbV
�

cs)
2, while the dominant diagrams for��B involve a CKM factor which is smaller by two

powers of the Wolfenstein parameter�. In fact��B may be too small to be detected. Therefore
only��Bs

is discussed in the following. The diagrams in Fig. 11-3 yield [3, 4, 5]
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�12 = � G2
F

24�mBs

(VcbV
�

cs)
2
m2

b

p
1� 4z

��
(1� z)K1 +

1

2
(1� 4z)K2

�
hB0

s jQjBsi

+(1 + 2z)(K1 �K2)hB0
s jQSjBsi

i
: (11.15)

Herez = m2
c=m

2
b , and

K1 = 3C2
1 + 2C1C2; K2 = C2

2

are combinations of Wilson coefficients fromH j�Bj=1. In addition to the operatorQ in Eq. (11.3)
(with d replaced bys), one now encounters a second operator,QS, and thereby anotherB-factor
BS(�):

QS = s (1 + 5) b s (1 + 5) b; hB0jQSjB0i = �f 2BS
m2

BS

5

3
BS (�) : (11.16)

Comparing Eq. (11.15) with Eq. (11.10) shows that�12 is smaller thanM12 by a factor of order
m2

b=m
2
t , which predicts that��Bs

� �mBs
. There cannot be a sizable contribution from new

physics to�12, because the decaysB0, B0 ! Xcc arise at the tree level in the Standard Model.
Furthermore, the coefficientsC1 andC2 are fairly well determined by the experimental information
from various hadronicB-decays, leaving little room for nonstandard contributions. If there is also
no new physics inM12, one can simplify Eqs. (1.28) and (1.29) further to

��BS
= 2�12; p = �q = � 1p

2
; (11.17)

because the phases of all the CKM elements involved can be rotated away (up to small corrections
of higher order in�). This simplification occurs because in the Standard Model,CP violation is
negligible in theBS mass and decay matrix, so thatjBHi andjBLi areCP eigenstates.

The short-distance QCD corrections to�12 in Eq. (11.11) are known in the NLO [4, 6]. Compared
to M12, there is a further source of relevant corrections here:�12 receives corrections of order
�QCD=mb [5]. Both contributions reduce the value of�12 in Eq. (11.15) considerably.

A further assumption was made in the derivation of Eq. (11.15): in the sum over the final states in
Eq. (11.14), quark states rather than hadron states were used. This assumes the validity of local
quark-hadron duality, a concept which is discussed in Section 2.2. Physically, this means that the
effect of the hadronization process cancels out in the sum over a sufficient number of hadronic final
statesjfi, even though these states all have the same energy,mBs

. At present, duality is tested in
various inclusive observables inB decays and no experimental evidence for duality violation in
B-meson widths has yet been found. On the other hand, duality violations in the width difference
may be larger than in the averageBs width, �Bs

, because there are fewer final states contributing
to ��Bs

than to�Bs
. One indication that the result may be reliable is that the earlier theoretical

analysis in Ref. [7], where a sum over exclusive final states was performed and a numerical result
for ��Bs

was found which is consistent with that in Ref. [5].
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11.2.2 Measurement of�mB

The mass difference�mB between the two mass eigenstates of the(B0B0) system may be mea-
sured by comparing the rate as a function of time for pairs of neutralB mesons to decay with
the sameb-flavor sign with the rate to decay with the opposite flavor sign, using the following
time-dependent asymmetry:

A(�t) = N(B0B0)(�t)� (N(B0B0)(�t) +N(B0B0)(�t))

N(B0B0)(�t) + (N(B0B0)(�t) +N(B0B0)(�t))
= cos(�mB ��t); (11.18)

where�t is the difference between the two neutralB decay times. The simplest way to determine
the b flavor [8] of the decaying neutralB is to use leptons as tagging particles. By counting the
number of “like-sign” events(l+l+) + (l�l�) and “unlike-sign” events(l+l�), a measurement of
�mB may be extracted through the asymmetry:

A�mB
(j�tj) = N(l+l�)� (N(l+l+) +N(l�l�))

N(l+l�) + (N(l+l+) +N(l�l�))
: (11.19)

The probability to get a direct lepton (muon or electron) from a(b! c) transition is around 20%.
The dilepton events useful for this analysis represent 4% of the� (4S) ! B0B0. In terms of
statistics, the dilepton tagging at BABAR is more efficient than the semi-exclusive tagging performed
at the ARGUS [9] and CLEO[10] experiments. Moreover, this dilepton approach with a time-
dependent asymmetry is radically different from the usual dilepton methods developed at the
� (4S)[10], which allow only the measurement of�d = x2d=(2 � (1 + x2d)) with xd = �mB=�.
With only one year of data taking at nominal luminosity, this simple and robust approach can lead
to a relative accuracy of about 1% in�mB, whereas the current world average (essentially due to
LEP results) has an accuracy of� 4% [11]. In addition, the study of the asymmetry permits the
measurement of the ratioR = (b2+f+�)=(b

2
0f00) (whereb+ andb0 are respectively the semileptonic

branching fraction of charged and neutralB mesons, andf+�=f00 is the production ratio of charged
and neutralB meson pairs at the� (4S)).

Beyond the measurement of�mB, the specific study of like-sign events(l+l+) and(l�l�) may
show for the first time that the neutralB0B0 andB0B0 pairs cannot decay at the same time in
the� (4S) frame, which constitutes a test of the EPR [12, 13] correlations predicted by quantum
mechanics in the (B0B0) system. Moreover, the comparison of the number of(l+l+) and(l�l�)
pairs probesT (orCP ) violation in mixing.

This subsection is exclusively devoted to the�mB measurement. The method used to identify and
select the lepton pairs is first described, then that for determining the difference between the two
B-decay times. The accuracy of the measurements that can be achieved with one year of data-
taking at the nominal luminosity is then discussed. This analysis has been performed both with the
BABAR fast Monte Carlo (Aslund + perfect particle ID) and withBBsim with a full reconstruction
of the tracks and a preliminary version of particle ID (earlier than that described in Section 4.3).
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11.2.2.1 Identification of leptonic tracks

In this study of the mixing parameter�mB , the flavor of theB meson is determined by the sign of
the direct leptons produced in the(b! c) transition. The cascade leptons are not included because
the�z resolution for these leptons is very bad. This contrasts with the flavor tagging performed for
aCP analysis, where both direct and reverse-sign leptons are used. Here, the typical momentum
of direct leptons which tag the flavor is rather high (above800 MeV). Hence the identification of
the electrons is essentially based on the calorimeter and that of the muons on the IFR. At lower
momenta, this identification may be augmented by thedE=dx and the DIRC information.

With the list of particles identified as leptons by the preliminary version of the particle ID tools
package used, the efficiency of lepton identification obtained withBBsim events was relatively
low (around 40%), with a rather large contamination due to pions. However, these pions look
like cascade leptons, and are greatly suppressed by the tools developed to separate the direct and
cascade leptons.

11.2.2.2 Selection of dilepton events

A selection is made to discriminate the direct leptons produced in the(b ! c) transitions from
the cascade leptons produced in the decays of thec quark. This separation is obtained with the
following discriminating variables:

� P �

1 , the momentum in the� (4S) center-of-mass system (CMS) of the first lepton in the event
particle list.

� P �

2 , the second lepton momentum in the� (4S) CMS.

� Pmiss, the missing momentum of the event in the� (4S) CMS.

� Etot, the total energy of the event in the� (4S) CMS. The total energy is computed by
summing the energy measured by the calorimeter for the neutral tracks with the energy
calculated from measured momentum for charged tracks assuming they are pions.

� Nch, the number of charged tracks.

� V x
12, the difference between thex positions for each lepton at the point of closest approach

to the origin (mean beam position) in the transverse plane.

� V
y
12, the difference between they positions for each lepton at the point of closest approach to

the origin in transverse plane.

� �lep, the angle between the two leptons in the� (4S) CMS.
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The first two variablesP �

1 andP �

2 are very powerful discriminants between direct and cascade
leptons and the last variable�lep efficiently removes direct-cascade leptonic pairs coming from
the same neutralB and rejects-conversions. One can also extract information from the other
variables. In order to combine all the information, a multidimensional nonlinear treatment is
performed using an Artificial Neural Network (ANN). The neural network architecture chosen
(8:8:2) is a multilayer perceptron with back-propagation updating composed of three layers. The
first layer is composed of eight neurons (one for each discriminating variable). Then there is a
hidden layer with eight neurons, and the output layer is designed with two outputs (one for each
lepton). The ANN is trained withAslund events in order to have the following outputs (1 , 1,
1 , 0, 0 , 1, 0 , 0) for the leptonic pair configurations (direct, direct, direct, cascade,
cascade, direct, cascade, cascade) respectively (see Fig. 11-4).

For fully reconstructedBBsim events, the discriminating variablesV x
12 andV y

12 are not very effec-
tive, therefore a simpler NN (6:6:2) without these two variables is used.

Identical cuts are applied to the ANN output for each lepton candidate. Figure 11-5 compares the
performance of a traditional approach based on a cut on the (P �

1 ,P �

2 ,�lep) variables and an ANN
approach.

In terms of mistag probability (�)1 and efficiency ("), the ANN approach is always better. The
optimum for the sensitivity (/ 1=(

q
(") � (1 � 2�)) is obtained for a cut on ANN outputs above

0.8 ( " = 45% and� = 13%) for theAslund events. For the fully reconstructedBBsim events
the optimum is about the same (ANN output> 0:75). However, the mistag probability is slightly
higher (� = 14%) because of the pion contamination (8% of the pairs), and the total efficiency
(NN + particle ID) decreases to" = 22%.

This selection, based on ANN, is also efficient against continuum background. After a cut at 0.75
on the ANN output, the ratio of continuum background over signal is equal to 7.5%. In addition, a
cut on the ratio of Fox-Wolfram parametersH2=H0 > 0:35 reduces the continuum background to
2.5% with an efficiency of 90% for the signal.

11.2.2.3 Validity of the boost approximation

In BABAR, the�t time difference is usually taken to be equal to�z=(< � > c), with < � >=

0:557. This approximation neglects theB meson motion in the� (4S) rest frame. Numerically, the
B0 momentum in the� (4S) rest frame is very small (340MeV), but this approximation introduces
a systematic shift in the determination of�mB which is not negligible for a 1% measurement of
�mB[14]. In this dilepton study, the inclusive approach does not permit an exact determination of

1This mistag probability,�, is defined as the probability that aB0B0 pair is tagged as aB0B0 or aB0B0 pair.
Note that this mistag probability differs from that,w (the probability that aB0 is tagged as aB0) used in the tagging
section, Section 4.8. However� ' 2w.
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Figure 11-4. Distribution of the dilepton events as a function of the two ANN outputs (one for
each lepton) for the four cases (direct, direct, direct, cascade, cascade, direct, cascade,
cascade).
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Figure 11-5. Mistag probability� as a function of the efficiency" for the cut approach (circles)
with the (P �

1 ,P �
2 ,�lep) variables and for the ANN 8:8:2 (squares).

the boost. Therefore, the effect of this shift may be explored statistically by comparing the fitted
value ofxd = �mB=� with the true�t and with�z=(< � > c). In this case, for an initial value
of xd = 0:700, the shift is estimated to be0:009, which is in good agreement with an independent
determination of the shift (0:008) obtained with an analytical computation of the effect using the
method developed in Ref. [14]. The good agreement between the two approaches shows that the
effect is well controlled and this systematic bias introduced by this boost approximation can be
corrected, for example by applying the shift of0:009 calculated with the Monte Carlo data.

11.2.2.4 Measurement of�z

This study requires a simple and robust method to determine�z, because it must rely on the
resolution function computed from Monte Carlo data.

The standard method estimatesz of the vertices of theB0 decays with thez of the point of closest
approach to the origin(0; 0) in the transverse plane for each lepton (Method 1). This estimator is
a fairly good estimator of theB0 decay vertices, since the selected leptons which are direct leptons
have rather high momenta. This method does not take into account the widths of the beam in thex

andy directions which are respectively155�m and6:2�m. To improve the�z resolution one must
determine better the transverse coordinates(xI ; yI) of the� (4S) decay vertex. The narrowness of
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the beam in they direction allows the choiceyI = 0. For the determination ofxI two different
methods have been studied:

� Method 2: The coordinatexI is estimated by the projection ontox axis of the intersection
of the two lepton tracks in the transverse plane (see Fig. 11-6).

� Method 3: In the transverse plane, the intersections of each of the two lepton tracks with
the x axis are computed and the vertex is estimated by the middle of the two points thus
determined (see Fig. 11-6).

Y

Intersection of the two tracks. Intersection of each track with y=0.

Xi X2X1
Xi=(X1+X2)/2

XX

Y

Figure 11-6. Estimation of the� (4S) decay vertex using the intersection of the tracks in the
transverse plane (left), and using the middle of the intersections of the tracks withx axis (right).

Then the point of closest approach for each lepton to the decay vertex point,(xI ; yI), of the� (4S)
is determined. The results of the various methods are compared using the rms difference and with a
two-Gaussian fit to the resolution function. The results are summarized in Table 11-1 forAslund
and for fully reconstructedBBsim events. Particle identification is used for all three methods.

The correction due to the beam width obtained with Methods 2 and 3 improves significantly
the resolution performance and should reduce the sensitivity of the�mB measurement to the
resolution correction. The resolution function obtained with method 2 is displayed in Fig. 11-7.
This resolution functionfreso(j�tj) may be checked with the data sample, by using leptonic
tracks which originate from aJ= decay. A preliminary study made withBBsim shows that
a simpleJ= reconstruction, based on a cut on the squared invariant mass of the leptonic pairs
(9:45GeV < M(l+l�)2 < 9:7GeV), selects 50,000J= for one year of data taking at nominal
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Table 11-1. Resolution of the�z measurement for the three methods described in text for
Aslund andBBsim events.

Aslund BBsim

Method 1 Method 2 Method 3 Method 1 Method 2 Method 3

rms (�m) 217: 229: 240: 286: 277: 282:

�narrow(�m) 97:� 2 92:� 2 94:� 2 120:� 5 110:� 3 113:� 3

�wide(�m) 282:� 5 304:� 14 341:� 10 360:� 20 439:� 31 459:� 28

In narrow Gaussian 0:58 0:69 0:70 0:62 0:75 0:76

∆z(method 2)-∆z(true) for Aslund data, NN
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-1500 -1000 -500 0 500 1000 1500

RMS   228.8
  383.5    /   145

P1   869.1
P2   1.576
P3   91.61
P4   115.9
P5  -12.90
P6   304.4

Figure 11-7. Fit with two Gaussians of the�z resolution function.
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luminosity, with a background of 12%. With this amount of data, that part of the resolution function
arising from the reconstruction method may be directly determined fromJ= decays.

11.2.2.5 The extraction of�mB

This study used500; 000B0B0, 500; 000B+B� and800; 000 cc generated and parametrized by
Aslund with a perfect particle ID, and roughly the same quantity ofBBsim events fully recon-
structed with a realistic particle ID. The values and statistical errors for�mB, and the mistag
probability�, are extracted from the fit of the leptonic asymmetryA�mB

(j�tj) to the following
function:

Afit(j�tj) =
f+ � f�

f+ + f�
� (1� 2�) (11.20)

with

f+ = [1=2e��
0
j�tj(1 + cos(�mBj�tj)) +R � e��+j�tj]
 freso(j�tj) ; (11.21)

f� = [1=2e��
0j�tj(1� cos(�mBj�tj))]
 freso(j�tj) ; (11.22)

where the
 symbol represents the convolution of the two functions. The decay rates of the charged
and neutralB mesons (�+ and�0) are fixed.

The results ofxd = �mB=� = 0:71�0.03,R = 1:14 � 0:11 obtained withAslund events
and perfect particle ID are consistent inside the statistical errors with the input values introduced
(respectively 0.70 and 1). The value of� = 9:2% is in good agreement with the results obtained in
Section 11.2.2.2. The comparison betweenAslund andBBsim shows the same resolution, the
same (cascade, direct) separation, and similar mistag probability. However there is a decrease
in the efficiency, essentially due to the low efficiency of the particle ID used here (about 40% for a
leptonic pair). The extrapolation of these results to (30 fb�1) gives statistical errors around1% for
�mB.

The same fit has been performed withBBsim data (see Fig. 11-8), using620; 000B0B0 and
500; 000B+B�. The results,xd = 0:86 � 0:05 andR = 0:77 � 0:11 are in good agreement
with the input values (xd = 0:80 andR = 0:81), given the statistical errors. The extrapolation of
these results to (30 fb�1) gives a statistical precision of1:1% for �mB and about2:5% for the ratio
R = (b2+f+�)=(b

2
0f00).

The main contribution to the systematic error on�mB and(b2+f+�)=(b
2
0f00) (see Table 11-2) is the

2.5% uncertainty on theB (both charged and neutral) lifetime [11]. This term should be drastically
reduced by measurements of neutral and chargedB lifetimes, measured at the level of 1% with the
first year of BABAR data. Then, the measurement of�mB will be limited by the uncertainty on the
resolution function determined with Monte Carlo data. However, the knowledge of the resolution
function may be improved by studying the resolution with real data (leptonic decays of theJ= ).
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Figure 11-8. Fit of theA�mB
(j�tj) asymmetry between the “unlike” events(l+l�) and the “like”

events(l+l+) + (l�l�) with the functionAfit(j�tj) performed withBBsim events.

11.2.2.6 Conclusions

This study has shown that the mixing parameter�mB may be extracted from the asymmetry
between like- and unlike-sign dilepton events. Direct leptonic decays are selected by combining
kinematical and topological discriminating variables through a neural network approach. The
resolution function is determined with Monte Carlo and incorporated in the fit. In order to reduce
the systematics on the�mB measurement, the resolution function may be checked once real data
is available usingJ= decays.

The statistical errors expected from one year of data-taking at nominal luminosity (30 fb�1 at the
� (4S)) is 1:1% for �mB . This will constitute the most precise determination of this parameter.
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Table 11-2. Summary of the different contributions to the estimation of the systematic error on
�mB and(b2+f+�)=(b

2
0f00).

Type of systematic error �(�mB) (%) �((b2+f+�)=(b
2
0f00)) (%)

Correction of the resolution effect 0.6 1.4

Correction of the boost approximation 0.3 negligible

Sensitivity to�0 (PDG 98�1�) 1.2 14

Sensitivity to�+ (PDG 98�1�) 0.8 7

Correction of theqq asymmetry (20%) 0.4 negligible

Charge asymmetry"+ 6= "� negligible negligible

Mistag asymmetry�+ 6= �� negligible negligible

Correction of�(B0) 6= �(B�) negligible 5.0

Further improvements inB-lifetime measurements are expected and therefore a reduction of the
main source of systematic error cited here.

11.3 Lifetimes

11.3.1 Lifetimes and Inclusive Semileptonic Decays

This section contains a brief review of the theory of inclusive decays of heavy hadrons and a dis-
cussion of its application to the calculation of several physical quantities. The section is organized
as follows. The formalism which has been developed for inclusive processes is introduced and
discussed in Section 11.3.1.1. The formulae necessary for the calculation of the semileptonic and
nonleptonic decay rates are summarized in Section 11.3.1.2; the reader is referred to the original
references for the derivation of the expressions and for further details. In Sections 11.3.2 and
11.3.3, the formalism is applied to heavy-hadron lifetimes and semileptonic branching fractions
respectively2, and the theoretical predictions are compared to experimental results. Although the
present experimental measurements will certainly be improved by the time BABAR is commissioned,
this discussion is useful to illustrate some important applications of the theory of inclusive decays,
and to discuss the limitations which may stem from the use of the so-called quark-hadron duality
introduced in Section 2.2.4.2.

2The extraction ofjVcbj from the inclusive semileptonic decay rate is not discussed here. It can be found in
Chapter 8.
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11.3.1.1 Theory of inclusive decays of heavy hadrons

General formalism

The basic theoretical tool used to study of heavy hadrons is the Wilson operator-product expansion
(OPE) explained in Section 2.2. The expansion parameter is not necessarily the inverse heavy-
quark massmQ, but rather the energy release,E , of the process at hand. In most calculations of
the inclusive rates,E is of the order of the heavy-quark mass. In this case, under the hypothesis of
quark-hadron duality explained in Section 2.2.4.2, the OPE is expected to give accurate predictions
for the decay widths [15]–[19], [21].

Using the optical theorem, the inclusive decay rate of a hadronHb, containing ab quark, into a
final stateX can be written in terms of the imaginary part of the forward matrix element of the
transition operator̂T

�(Hb ! X) =
1

2mHb

2 Im
h
hHbjT̂ jHbi

i
: (11.23)

The transition operator is given by the time-ordered product (T ) of the relevant effective weak
HamiltonianHe�

T̂ = i

Z
d4x T [He�(x)He�(0)] : (11.24)

The dominant space-time separationx is related to the inverse ofE in the process: if this is large
enough, for example ifE � mb, then one can perform a short-distance expansion ofT̂ , obtaining
an infinite sum of local operators of increasing dimension

�(Hb ! X) =
X
i

eci(�)hHbjOi(�)jHbi
2mHb

; (11.25)

where� is the scale at which the operatorsOi(�) have been renormalized. Since�(Hb ! X) is
�-independent, the dependence ofOi(�) on the unphysical renormalization scale (and renormal-
ization scheme) is canceled by the corresponding dependence of the Wilson coefficientseci(�). The
Wilson coefficientseci(�) include short-distance QCD effects which can be computed in perturba-
tion theory; the nonperturbative effects are contained, instead, in the hadronic matrix elements of
the local operatorsOi(�).

The coefficientseci(�) are dimensionful quantities containing powers of1=mb which increase
with the dimension of the corresponding operators. For this reason, it is convenient to introduce
dimensionless coefficientsci(�) = mdi�3

b
eci(�), wheredi denotes the dimension of the operator

Oi(�). In this way one readily sees why it is expected that the sum is dominated by the lowest-
dimension operator terms, since the operator matrix elements are not expected to grow inmb.

In the OPE, the operator with the lowest dimension which contributes to the sum in Eq. (11.25) is
the dimension-three operatorbb. There is no dimension-four operator since the only possible one,
ib =Db, can be reduced tobb by using the equations of motion. Thus, the first higher dimensional op-
erator is the dimension-five chromomagnetic one,b���G

��b. The dimension-six operators (O6;i),
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to be defined below, will also be considered. Therefore any inclusive decay rate can be written in
the form

�(Hb ! X) = jVCKM j2
G2
Fm

5
b

192�3
[c3(�)hHbjO3(�)jHbi+

c5(�)

2m2
b

hHbjO5(�)jHbi+
X
i

ci6(�)

m3
b

hHbjO6;i(�)jHbi+ : : :

#
; (11.26)

whereO3 = bb andO5 = b���G
��b. In this equation, the combination of CKM parameters,

jVCKM j2, and the relevant kinematical factor

�0 =
G2
Fm

5
b

192�3
(11.27)

have been explicitly factored out.�0 is the naive parton model result for the decay width: it is
obtained by computing the inclusive rate for the decay of a free quark of massmb into the appro-
priate quark and/or lepton final states, Fig. 11-9. By the optical theorem, it can also be computed
from the imaginary part of the diagram in Fig. 11-10. The absence of operators of dimension four
implies that the power corrections to the parton-model result are at least ofO(�2

QCD=m
2
b). The

chromomagnetic term is obtained from the imaginary part of the diagram in Fig. 11-11.

b c

d

u

W

Figure 11-9. Parton-model diagram for the decay of ab quark.

b b

Figure 11-10. By the optical theorem, the imaginary part of this diagram gives the parton model
result for the inclusive decay rate.
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b b

g

Figure 11-11. The imaginary part of this diagram gives the chromomagnetic correction to the
inclusive decay rate. The spring-line represents a gluon.

The most important corrections of order1=m3
b are calledspectator effects[16, 17]. In the parton-

model approach, they arise from the diagrams shown in Figs. 11-12 and 11-13, which are referred
to as Pauli-interference andW -exchange diagrams, respectively.

b c

u u

d

u

W

B-

Figure 11-12. Pauli-interference (PI) diagram. Indeed, there are two identical particles,us, in the
final state obeying the Pauli exclusion principle. The absolute square of this amplitude gives two
diagrams, the conventional spectator diagram and the PI diagram of Fig. 11-14.

The first arises from the interference of two identical quarks (twou quarks in the example of
Fig. 11-12) in the final state, the second from the scattering of the two valence quarks (b and
d in the example of Fig. 11-13) inside the hadron. In the nonrelativistic language, both effects
are proportional to the probability of finding two quarks at the same point (either the twou or
the b andd quarks),i.e., to the hadron wave-function at the origin. Spectator effects can also be
computed from the imaginary part of the diagrams in Figs. 11-14 and 11-15. As shown in the
figures, their effect, at largeE , is equivalent to the insertion of local operators of dimension six.
By dimensionality, this implies that these diagrams contribute atO(�3

QCD=E3) � O(�3
QCD=m

3
b)

to the decay rate. Beyond the tree-level, theb-quark massmb appearing in the rate (11.26) must
be appropriately defined in order to be consistent with the renormalization scheme used for the
operatorsOi(�).

Equation (11.26) shows that, in order to predict the inclusive rates, one must evaluate both the
Wilson coefficients of the different local operators and their hadronic matrix elements. The former
can be computed in perturbation theory, while the latter are, in general, obtained by using some
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b c

d u

B0

Figure 11-13. W -exchange diagram.

b b

u u

d

c

Figure 11-14. The imaginary part of this diagram corresponds to the PI diagram. In the OPE it
gives rise to the four-fermion operators appearing in Eq. (11.40)

b b

d d

u

c

Figure 11-15. The imaginary part of this diagram corresponds to theW -exchange diagram. In
the OPE it gives rise to the four-fermion operators appearing in Eq. (11.40)

nonperturbative technique, such as lattice QCD or QCD sum rules. In order to control the power
corrections, the level of accuracy of the perturbative calculation of the coefficients of the leading
operators must be comparable to the corrections induced by the operators of higher dimensions.
Thus, for example, the inclusion of theO(1=m2

b) terms makes sense only if the error onc3(�),
which is computed up to some order�ns in perturbation theory, is smaller than these power-
corrections.

Inclusive Decays and Heavy-Quark Expansions

The derivation of the general expression given in Eq. (11.26) relies only on the OPE at short dis-
tances. A further step can be made by expanding the forward matrix elements of the local operators
in inverse powers of the heavy-quark mass (for example, by using the HQET, see Section 2.2.3). In
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this way, it is possible to relate the value of the operator matrix elements to parameters that can be
extracted independently from the spectrum of heavy-hadron states. For the operators of dimension
three and five, one finds [18, 19, 20]

Z3(�;mb)hHbjO3(�)jHbi = 1 +
�1(Hb) + 3�2(Hb)

2m2
b

+O(1=m3
b) (11.28)

and
Z5(�;mb)hHbjO5(�)jHbi = 6�2(Hb) +O(1=mb) ; (11.29)

where the factorsZ3 andZ5 depend on the renormalization conditions imposed on the operators
bb andb���G��b. They can be computed in perturbation theory and reabsorbed in the coefficients
c3(�) andc5(�). The quantities�1(Hb) and�2(Hb) parametrize the matrix elements of the kinetic
energy and chromo-magnetic operators respectively. Contrary to the operator matrix elements
themselves, the parameters�1(Hb) and�2(Hb) are, up to logarithmic corrections, independent of
the heavy-quark mass. Estimates for the theoretical uncertainty of predictions for quantities which
depend on�1 (and�) are typically made simply by varying these parameters over the range given
by various theoretical estimates.�2 can be directly related to physical quantities. For example,
for B mesons, and up to corrections of higher order in1=mb, �2 = (M2

B� �M2
B)=4. In contrast,

�1 (like �) is not a physical quantity and its value depends on the renormalization procedure used
to define it. The ambiguity in the definition of�1 is of O(�2

QCD). Likewise the coefficientc3
in Eq. (11.26) is ambiguous by an additive term ofO(�2

QCD=m
2
b). The ambiguities ofc3 and�1

in Eq. (11.26) cancel, so that the predicted decay rate is uniquely defined (up to higher orders in
1=mb). When using a particular numerical value for�1, one must make sure that it corresponds to
consistent definitions of�1 andc3. In many theoretical models used to calculate�1 this is not easy,
which, indeed, explains the wide spread of values for�1 found in the literature.

11.3.1.2 Semileptonic and nonleptonic decays

This subsection discusses semileptonic and nonleptonic decay rates in turn. For each process the
effective Hamiltonian and the relevant formulae needed to obtain the theoretical predictions for the
corresponding decay rate are presented. More details of the semileptonic decays can be found in
Section 8.3. A general discussion of the effective Hamiltonian for nonleptonic decays, and of the
calculation of the Wilson coefficients, can be found in Chapter 2 and in Appendix A.

Effective Hamiltonian and Decay Rates for Semileptonic Decays

Inclusive semileptonic decays have been used extensively for the extraction of the CKM matrix
elementsjVcbj andjVubj. The relevant effective Hamiltonian is given in this case by

Hsl
e� =

GFp
2

X
l=e;�;�

n
`�(1� 5)�` (Vub u

�(1� 5)b+ Vcb c
�(1� 5)b) + h.c.

o
: (11.30)
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From this Hamiltonian, by using the general formula in Eq. (11.26), together with Eqs. (11.28) and
(11.29), one can derive the expression for the semileptonic width [18, 19, 20, 22]:

�(Hb ! Xc;u`�`) = jV(c;u)bj2
G2
Fm

5
b

192�3

"
Csl
0

 
1 +

�1(Hb) + 3�2(Hb)

2m2
b

!

�6
 
1�

m2
c;u

m2
b

!4
�2(Hb)

m2
b

+
�s

4�
Csl
1 + : : :

3
5 : (11.31)

The dots stand for higher-order perturbative and/or power corrections. The terms ofO(1=m3
b)

are not written explicitly because they are expected to give negligible contributions to�(Hb !
Xc;u`�`). This is different from what happens in nonleptonic decays. For nonleptonic decays, as
explained below, the corrections ofO(1=m3

b) are enhanced by a large multiplicative factor and
may give sizeable contributions. In Eq. (11.31),Csl

0 � Csl
0 (xc;u; xl) andCsl

1 � Csl
1 (xc;u; xl) are

known phase-space factors which depend on the ratios of the final quark or lepton masses tomb

(xc;u;l � m2
c;u;l=m

2
b). Csl

0 (xc;u; xl) is given in Eq. (8.43). The expression forCsl
1 depends on

the definition of the heavy-quark mass which is adopted beyond the lowest order in perturbation
theory (pole mass,MS-mass, etc.). A detailed discussion of the perturbative corrections to the
semileptonic rate and of the dependence ofCsl

1 on the definition of the quark mass can be found in
Ref. [23].

If one uses the pole mass, except for trivial color factors,Csl
1 is essentially the same as the first order

electro-magnetic correction occurring in� ! e�� decays, see Fig. 11-16. As discussed above,

b c

d

u

W

g

Figure 11-16. Generic first-order correction appearing in heavy-particle decays. The spring-
shaped line represents a gluon.

�-dependence enters the result because the methods for estimating�1 do not properly account
for this scale-dependence. The effect could, in principle, be reduced if the full NLO calculation
were performed. In the absence of such a calculation, BLM [23] have given a prescription for
scale-setting which includes all�n(nf )n terms correctly, using the fact that all such terms arise
from fermion-loop insertions on a vector-propagator line (see Figs. 11-17 and 11-18), and hence
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b c

d

u

W

Figure 11-17. Vacuum-polarization diagram which renormalizes the coupling at the vertices of
the external fermion lines.

b c

d

u

W

Figure 11-18. Chain of vacuum polarization diagrams.

are similar to such loop insertions in QED, which have been calculated. The BLM prescription
then assumes such terms appear only in the form�n(nf � 33=2)n, as this is the coefficient which
controls the running of�s. It turns out that in most of the cases where a comparison of the BLM
approximation with exact second-order calculations is possible, the approximation proves to be a
good one.

Effective Hamiltonian for Nonleptonic Decays

The theory of nonleptonic inclusive decays is important for predictions of the lifetimes of heavy
hadrons, of their semileptonic branching fractions and of the charm yield.

For�B = 1 nonleptonic decays, it is convenient to separate the possible cases into two different
classes:
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� Decays with�C = 1

For�S = 0 decays, the effective Hamiltonian is given by

Hnl1
e� =

GFp
2
[V �

ubVcd (C1(�b)O1(�b) + C2(�b)O2(�b))

+ V �

cbVud (C1(�b)O
0

1(�b) + C2(�b)O
0

2(�b))] ; (11.32)

where the relevant operators are:

O1 = (ua�(1� 5)bb)(db
�(1� 5)ca)

O2 = (ua�(1� 5)ba)(db
�(1� 5)cb) (11.33)

O0

1 = (ca�(1� 5)bb)(db
�(1� 5)ua)

O0

2 = (ca�(1� 5)ba)(db
�(1� 5)ub) ;

a andb are color indices and�b denotes the scale at which the four-fermion operators,Oi,
have been renormalized. Frequently it is convenient to choose�b � mb. In general, this
scale can be different from the renormalization scale of the operators appearing in the OPE
in Eq. (11.25). In order to avoid confusion, the renormalization scale of the operators of the
weak Hamiltonian will here be denoted by�b. The coefficientsC1;2(�b) are known at the
NLO [24, 25]. For�C = 1 and�S = 1 decays, the Hamiltonian has the same form as in
Eq. (11.32), with the obvious substitutiond! s in Eqs. (11.32) and (11.33).

� Decays with�C = 0

For�C = 0 and�S = 0 decays, the effective Hamiltonian has the form

Hnl2
e� =

GFp
2

h
V �

ubVud (C1(�b)O
u
1 (�b) + C2(�b)O

u
2 (�b)) (11.34)

+V �

cbVcd
�
C1(�b)O

c
1(�b) + C2(�

b)Oc
2(�b)

�
� V �

tbVtd
X
i=3;6

Ci(�b)Oi(�b)
i
;

where

O
q
1 = (qa�(1� 5)bb)(db

�(1� 5)qa)

O
q
2 = (qa�(1� 5)ba)(db

�(1� 5)qb)

O3 = (da�(1� 5)ba)
X
q

(qb
�(1� 5)qb) (11.35)

O4 = (da�(1� 5)bb)
X
q

(qb
�(1� 5)qa)

O5 = (da�(1� 5)ba)
X
q

(qb
�(1 + 5)qb)

O6 = (da�(1� 5)bb)
X
q

(qb
�(1 + 5)qa) :
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The sums above run over the quark flavors which are active at the scale�b. Thus, for
�b = mb, the sum is over theu, d, s andc quarks. For�C = 0 and�S = 1 decays, the
Hamiltonian has the same form as in Eq. (11.34) with the substitutiond! s in Eqs. (11.34)
and (11.35). The operatorsOi with i = 3 – 6 are the strong-penguin operators which
arise when top-quark effects (for�b � mt) are integrated out to give the effective theory.
The electro-penguin operators are not included in Eq. (11.34), since they give very small
contributions to the inclusive rates considered here. Note that in some exclusive decays
electro-penguin operators give important contributions and cannot be ignored.

In the following, it will be convenient to introduce the Wilson coefficientsC�(�b) = C2(�b) �
C1(�b) and to write their renormalization-scheme-independent parts as

C�(�b) = L�(�b)

 
1 +

�s(MW )� �s(�b)

4�
R�

!
;

�(�b) = 2L+(�b) + L�(�b) : (11.36)

TheL�(�b)s andR�(�b) are the leading and next-to-leading order contributions to the Wilson
coefficients which govern the renormalization-group evolution fromMW down to�b.

Nonleptonic Decay Rates

One can expand the nonleptonic rates in powers of1=mb

�(Hb ! XNL) = �0(Hb ! XNL) +
�2(Hb ! XNL)

m2
b

+
�3(Hb ! XNL)

m3
b

+ � � � : (11.37)

For the leading term in1=mb, one finds [26]

�0(Hb ! XNL) = jVCKM j2�0�(xf1 ; xf2 ; xf3)
h
�(�b) +

�s(MW )� �s(�b)

2�
�

[2L2
+(�b)R+(�b) + L2

�
(�b)R�(�b)] +

�s

2�
[L+(�b)� L�(�b)]

2 C11 + (11.38)

�s

2�
[L2

+(�b)� L2
�
(�b)] C12 +

�s

2�
[L+(�b) + L�(�b)]

2 C22
i
+ �Pen ;

where the CKM factor,jVCKM j2, and the phase space,�, are those appropriate for the decay
b ! qf1qf2qf3 . The coefficientsCij � Cij(�b) depend on the final state and are known at the
NLO. Their�b-dependence compensates, at this order, the�b-dependence of the coefficients�(�b),
L�(�b), etc.�Pen denotes the penguin-operator contribution to the decay rate; it is only present in
b ! ccq decays, withq = d or s. This term is rather small and its expression is not given here.
The interested reader can find the details in Ref. [26].
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In the case of�2(Hb ! XNL), only the leading QCD corrections are known. This term can be
written as [18, 19, 20, 27]

�2(Hb ! XNL) = �0(Hb ! XNL)
h�1(Hb) + 3�2(Hb)

2
� 6�2G(Hb)

�1

�

i
�

12jVCKM j2�0
�
L2
+(�b)� L2

�
(�b)

�
�2(Hb)�2 ; (11.39)

where the phase space factors,�1 and�2, depend on the final-state quarks. Forb ! cud or
b! cus, neglecting the light quark masses, one has

�1 = (1� x2c)
4; �2 = (1� x2c)

3 :

For b ! ccd or b ! ccs, the expressions are more complicated [28, 27] and will not been given
here.

The expression for�3(Hb ! XNL) is given by [29, 5, 28]

�3(Hb ! XNL) = (16�2)jVCKM j2�0
�
(1� x2c)

�
3

8
R1 �

1

8
R2

�

�

q
1� 4x2c

8
R3

3
5+ : : : ; (11.40)

where the dots represent terms which are not enhanced by the factor16�2 appearing on the right
hand side of Eq. (11.40), and

R1 =
�
2C1(�b)C2(�b) +

C2
1(�b) + C2

2(�b)

3

�
hOu

V�Ai

+ 2(C2
1(�b) + C2

2(�b))hT u
V�Ai

R2 =
�
2C1(�b)C2(�b) +

C2
1(�b)

3
+ 3 C2

2(�b)
��
(1 + x2c=2)hOd0

V�Ai

� (1 + 2x2c)hOd0

S�P i
�

+ 2C2
1(�b)

�
(1 + x2c=2)hT d0

V�Ai � (1 + 2x2c)hT d0

S�P i
�

R3 =
�
2C1(�b)C2(�b) +

C2
1(�b)

3
+ 3 C2

2(�b)
��
(1� x2c)hOs0

V�Ai

� (1 + 2x2c)hOs0

S�P i
�

+ 2C2
1(�b)

�
(1� x2c)hT s0

V�Ai � (1 + 2x2c)hT s0

S�P i
�
: (11.41)

d0 and s0 denote the Cabibbo combinations coupled to the weak charged-currents andhOi �
hHbjOjHbi. Penguin contributions toR3 can be found in Ref. [30, 28]. In Eqs. (11.40) and
(11.41), the operatorsOu

V�A, T u
V�A, etc., must be understood as renormalized at the scale� = �b.

It is certainly possible to choose� 6= �b. In this case, the expressions in Eqs. (11.41) would
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be more complicated. The operators appearing in Eq. (11.41) are�B = 0, dimension-six four-
fermion operators given by

O
q
V�A = b�(1� 5)q q

�(1� 5)b ;

O
q
S�P = b(1� 5)q q(1 + 5)b

T
q
V�A = btA�(1� 5)q qt

A�(1� 5)b ;

T
q
S�P = btA(1� 5)q qt

A(1 + 5)b ; (11.42)

where the color indices are implicit (e.g.,b�(1 � 5)q � b
b
�(1 � 5)q

b), and thetA are the
generators of theSU(3) color group.

In Eq. (11.40), only theO(�3
QCD=m

3
b) contributions which are enhanced by a factor16�2 are

written explicitly. This factor comes from the difference between the phase space occurring in the
imaginary part of thetwo-loopdiagram in Fig. 11-10 (and Fig. 11-11), and the phase space of the
one-loopspectator diagrams of Figs. 11-14 and 11-15. The dots stand for other terms which are not
multiplied by16�2 and, for this reason, are expected to give negligible contributions to the decay
rates. They include1=m3

b corrections to the coefficients of the operatorsO3(�) andO5(�), terms
due to the presence of two-quark operators of dimension six containing extra covariant derivatives,
etc.

11.3.2 Lifetime Ratios

An important test of the OPE-based theory of inclusive decays, and of the heavy-quark mass
expansion, is the comparison of the theoretical predictions with the experimental measurements for
the heavy-hadron lifetimes and their ratios. This is the subject of this subsection. A related topic,
the predictions of the semileptonic branching fractions and of the charm yield, will be discussed in
Section 11.3.3.

11.3.2.1 General considerations

The differences in lifetime are studied most conveniently by considering lifetime ratios. In this
way, one cancels the dependence on quantities which are poorly known, such as theb-quark mass
(which, moreover, enters at the fifth power in the rate). For similar reasons, semileptonic branching
fractions can be better predicted than absolute inclusive decay rates. For early work on this topic
see [19, 20, 31], for recent reviews see [32]and [33]. The reader is recommended to consult these
papers for more detailed discusion of the many technical points which are only briefly mentioned
here.

From Equations (11.31) and (11.38) it can be seen that, neglecting higher-order corrections in
1=mb, the semileptonic and nonleptonic widths depend only on the CKM-factors and the quark
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masses. This implies that all the heavy-hadrons have the same lifetime and semileptonic width.
Lifetime differences arise either from corrections ofO(1=m2

b) originating from heavy-hadron
“wave-function” effects, or they arise fromO(1=m3

b) corrections induced by Pauli-interference
and W-exchange diagrams;i.e.,spectator corrections. There are no corrections atO(1=mb). Thus
it is expected that lifetime differences in theb hadrons are much smaller than for charmed hadrons.

The corrections ofO(1=m2
b) to lifetime-universality are due to the heavy-quark kinetic energy�1

and to the chromomagnetic term�2 which differ for different hadrons. For example�1(Bs) 6=
�1(B) because ofSU(3)f symmetry-breaking effects, because the mass of the strange quark is
much larger than the mass of theu andd quarks. (Numerically such effects are found to be small.)
Likewise�1(B) 6= �1(�b) because mesons and baryons have different wave-functions, and the
chromomagnetic term�2 vanishes for the�b but not for theB meson.

The spectator contributions, although ofO(1=m3
b), are enhanced by the factor16�2 and for this

reason may give sizeable effects. Note that these corrections may have CKM factors different from
those of the leading terms.

To make more specific predictions one has to evaluate the size of the expectation values for the
relevant operators. While�2(Hb) is known — it vanishes for�b and�b and can be deduced for the
mesons from theB(s) �B�

(s) hyperfine splitting —�1(Hb) is not known apart from a lower bound
on it.

The determination of the expectation values of the four-fermion operators is also problematic. For
mesonic matrix elements one has a simple yardstick against which one can calibrate the results,
namely factorization. Following the notation of Ref. [29], the matrix elements of the four-fermion
operators in terms of theirB parameters are parametrized. ForB mesons define

hBqjOq
V�A;S�P jBqi = f 2Bq

m2
Bq
B1;2

hBqjT q
V�A;S�P jBqi = f 2Bq

m2
Bq
�1;2 : (11.43)

Factorization corresponds to settingBi = 1 and�i = 0. The value of theB parameters defined
above depend on the scale at which the corresponding operators have been renormalized; further
the factorization assumption can only be correct at one scale. Since factorization represents a
statement about QCD dynamics, if it holds anywhere, it would be expected to be at hadronic scales
� 1� 1:5 GeV.

For the baryonic expectation values no such simple yard stick as factorization exists. Thus one has
to rely on quark models to estimate the size of various matrix elements, which are expressed in
terms of baryonic wavefunctions taken at zero spatial separation; the results are thus of uncertain
reliability[34, 35]. For heavy baryons, specifically the�b, the number of independent matrix
elements is smaller than in the meson case. The reason is that, at lowest order in the HQET
expansion, some of these matrix elements are related to each other

h�bjOq
V�Aj�bi = �2h�bjOq

S�P j�bi+O(1=mb) : (11.44)
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It is also convenient to change basis by definingT
q
V�A � �1=(2Nc)O

q
V�A + 1=2 eOq

V�A, witheOq
V�A = ba

�(1 � 5)qbqb�(1 � 5)ba, whereNc is the number of colors. The followingB
parameters are then introduced:

h�bj eOq
V�Aj�bi = � eB h�bjOq

V�Aj�bi ; (11.45)

h�bjOq
V�Aj�bi = �

f 2Bq
m2

Bq

6
r : (11.46)

In the quark model,r can be related to the ratio of the squares of the wave functions determining
the probability of finding the light quark in the vicinity of theb quark inside the�b and theB
meson

r =
j �b(0)j2
j B(0)j2 : (11.47)

11.3.2.2 Experimental measurements and theoretical predictions

At the time of this review, the average experimental results for lifetime ratios are [36]:

�(Bs)

�(B)
= 0:98� 0:07 ;

�(B�)

�(B0)
= 1:06� 0:04 ; (11.48)

�(�b)

�(B0)
= 0:78� 0:04 :

Theoretically, the difference between�(Bs) and �(B) is due to very smallSU(3)f symmetry-
breaking effects present either in�1;2 or in the matrix elements of the four-fermion operators, or
due to penguin effects, which affect�(Bs) but not�(Bd) [30]. Precise predictions for these effects
are very difficult to obtain. They have been estimated to be at most of the order of 1%. For the
other ratios, the results can be written in terms of theB-parameters defined above. Thus

j�(Bs)

�(B)
� 1j < 1% ;

�(B�)

�(B0)
= 1 + 16�2

f 2BMB

m3
b

[k1B1 + k2B2 + k3�1 + k4�2] ; (11.49)

�(�b)

�(B0)
= 1� �1(�b)� �1(B

0)

2m2
b

+ cG
�2(�b)� �2(B

0)

m2
b

+ 16�2
f 2BMB

m3
b

h
p1B1 + p2B2 + p3�1 + p4�2 +

�
p5 + p6

eB� ri :
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The�(Bs) and�(B) each represent an average of the lifetimes for the two-mass eigenstates.3 The
perturbative coefficientski andpi are related to the coefficients of the operators in Eqs. (11.41),the
operators themselves are expressed in terms of theB-parametersBi and�i, and the ratior; these
depend onxc and on the renormalization scale�. Naively, one expectsBi and eB to be ofO(N0

c ) �
1 and �i of O(1=Nc) � 1=3 (however quite different results arise in more detailed calculations
including renormalization and scale-dependent effects). It is dangerous to neglect the contributions
of the color-suppressed parameters�is because their coefficients are about one order of magnitude
larger than those of theBis. The most uncertain parameter isr, for which theoretical estimates,
based on quark models or QCD sum rules, give values in the range0:1–2:0.4 The derivation
assumes factorization at a low-scale� � 1 GeV to obtain the ratio�(B�) to �(Bd). In this ratio
the contribution coming from the differences of�1 and�2 in theB� andB0 mesons was neglected.
cG is the coefficient of the chromomagnetic term. TheO(1=m2

b) contributions to�(�b)=�(B
0) can

be estimated using relations which can be derived in the HQET:

(m�b �m�c)� (mB �mD) = [�1(B)� �1(�b)]

�
1

2mB

� 1

2mD

�

+ O(1=m2
Q) ; (11.50)

�2(B) =
m2

B� �m2
B

4
�2(�b) = 0 ; (11.51)

wheremB = (mB + 3mB�)=4 andmD = (mD + 3mD�)=4, andmQ is eithermc or mb. As
discussed above, the individual kinetic-energy parameters�1 depend on the renormalization pro-
cedure. Equation (11.50) shows that in contrast, the difference�1(B) � �1(�b) is directly related
to a certain combination of physical hadron masses. Using the experimental values of the hadron
masses, one obtains5

�1(B)� �1(�b) = �(0:01� 0:03)GeV2 ;

�2(B) ' 0:12GeV2 : (11.52)

Numerically, one obtains predictions such as [32]

�(B�)

�(Bd)
= 1 + 0:05 �

 
fB

200MeV

!2

� � 40%

�(Bd)

� (Bs)
= 1�O(1%) (11.53)

�(�b)

�(Bd)
' 0:9� 0:95

3The difference in lifetimes for the twoBs mass eigenstates is estimated to be' 0:18 � (fBs
=200MeV)2,

considerably larger than that between their average and�(B) [4, 5, 30].
4However, some of these models also yield unusual values forfB [34]. –Editors
5Note, however, that the higher order corrections in(1=m2

c
) may introduce larger uncertainties here [37].–Editors
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There has been a recent and as yet unresolved debate in the literature about the reliability of
the factorization approximation for the relevant four-fermion operators, and related differences
in estimates of the theoretical uncertainty in the prediction of�(B�)=�(B0). For two opposing
viewpoints see [38] and [33]. The experimental result can, however, be easily accommodated
within the uncertainties of the current data. As more precise experimental numbers become
available it will be important to refine the understanding of theoretical errors. Lattice calculations
are one prospect for improved accuracy here.

In contrast, the low experimental value of�(�b)=�(B
0) turns out to be a big surprise. In order

to explain it, without abandoning the validity of the OPE, combined with1=mb expansion, one is
forced to choose a negative value for�2 (�2 � �0:3) and a large value forr (r � 1:8). While such
parameter choices are hard to justify on the basis of models; reliable, nonperturbative calculation
of these parameters is needed to unambiguously test the validity of the framework .

In the absence of more precise determinations of the hadronic matrix elements, several alternative
explanations of the low value of�(�b)=�(B

0) have been presented in the literature. The most
popular one is that local duality, which is assumed in predicting nonleptonic widths, is violated.
The mechanisms proposed to explain (and ultimately to correct) this violation are, however, rather
different: a deviation from local duality due to the asymptotic nature of the OPE (this is equivalent
to saying that theb quark is not sufficiently heavy for these processes); deviations due to the
divergence of the OPE or to some dynamical generation of two scales;1=mb effects not present in
the OPE, etc. Further theoretical investigation to test these ideas is needed.

It would be very interesting to measure separately the semileptonic branching fractions of the
different heavy hadrons (also for charmed hadrons), from which the semileptonic widths could
be extracted. From the knowledge of the individual semileptonic widths, it would be possible to
test the validity of global duality, which is the ingredient necessary to make predictions for the
semileptonic (and radiative) decay rates. It is not anticipated that there will be a difficulty with the
validity of global duality.

11.3.3 The Semileptonic Branching Fraction

The semileptonic branching fraction ofB mesons is defined by

BSL =
�(B ! Xe�e)

�tot(B)
; (11.54)

with

�tot(B) =
X

l=e;�;�

�(B ! Xl�l) + �(B ! Xc) + �(B ! Xcc) + �Rare ; (11.55)

where�Rare includes decays to charmless final states [39],�(B ! Xu), and possible contributions
from new physics.
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A quantity related toBSL is the charm yield (i.e., the average number of charm particles per event)
defined as

nc = 1 + b(B ! Xcc)� B(B ! no charm) : (11.56)

For these quantities the present experimental situation is the following:

CLEO LEP

BSL = (10:19� 0:37)% (11:12� 0:20)%

nc = 1:12� 0:05 1:20� 0:07

The LEP value forBSL must be corrected for the admixture from the otherb hadrons which are
produced together with theB-meson at the center-of-mass energys � Mz. This givesBcorrSL =

(11:12� 0:20)%� �(B)=�(b) = (11:4� 0:2)%.

Theoretical uncertainties in the predictions forBSL come from a variety of sources: the quark
massesmb andmc, unknown higher order radiative and power corrections, the choice of renormal-
ization scale�, and even the applicability of local parton-hadron duality in the various processes
which contribute to (11.54). For thorough analyses, the reader is referred to [20, 40, 33]. As an
illustration of the issues which arise, the sensitivity to the quark masses and the renormalization
scale will be discussed here.

A convenient parametrization of the dependence of the results onmb�mc and� is to use the
dimensionless quantitiesmc=mb and�=mb. Note that explicit dependence on�1 introduced in
Section 11.3.1.1) cancels out in a branching fraction, because it is the same for all inclusive decays.

Using the HQET, themb�mc mass difference can be derived from the relation

mb�mc = (mB�mD)

 
1� �1

2mBmD

!
+O(1=m2

Q) (11.57)

wheremQ denotes eithermb ormc. As explained in Section 11.3.1.1, the value of�1 depends on
the renormalization prescription and is subject to large uncertainties. UsingmB = 5:31 GeV=c2

andmD = 1:97 GeV=c2, and taking the estimate of�1 obtained in dimensional regularization,
�1 = �(0:4 � 0:2) GeV2, the mass difference was originally estimated to bemb�mc = (3:4 �
0:3 � 0:3) GeV=c2, where the first error reflects the uncertainty in the value of�1 and the second
takes into account higher order corrections. More recently, lower values of�1 have been presented
in the literature, and�1 as small as0–0:1 remains an open possibility. By taking�1 = 0–0:1, one
getsmb �mc = 3:34–3:35. Results forBSL andnc presented here are obtained by assuming the
broader range

mb�mc = (3:40� 0:06) GeV=c2 : (11.58)

Allowing the b-quark pole mass to vary in the rangemb = 4:8 � 0:2 GeV=c2, one obtains for the
charm-to-bottom mass ratio0:25 < mc=mb < 0:33. Taking into account the uncertainty onmc=mb
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one gets

BSL = (12:0� 1:0)% ; nc = 1:20� 0:06 �=mb = 1 ;

BSL = (10:9� 1:0)% ; nc = 1:21� 0:06 �=mb =
1

2
: (11.59)

This example calculation demonstrates is that it is not hard to reproduce the LEP results by
adjusting the input parametersmb and�, while the CLEO results remain outside the theoretically
preferred region. This is a feature of the more complete analyses as well.

The theoretical prediction of the nonleptonic width is an essential ingredient in the calculations of
these quantities. The theoretical prediction ofB(B ! Xcc) is 22 � 6% in good agreement with
the experimental value obtained by the CLEO collaborationB(B ! Xcc) = 23:9� 3:8%.

This situation has led to considerable theoretical speculation, chiefly regarding mechanisms to
increase the hadronic branching fraction without at the same time significantly increasing the
charm fraction. These efforts fall into two classes, those that look for this possibility within
the Standard Modele.g.,[41] and those that suggest this result is a possible indicator of beyond
Standard Model physicse.g.,[42]. Both the experimental situation and the theoretical uncertainties
of Standard Model predictions for charmless hadronic decays will have to be clarified before one
can understand whether or not there are new physics effects here. The situation, however, is an
interesting one and merits serious further work on both fronts.

11.3.4 B-Lifetime Ratio Measurement at BABAR

Precise measurements of exclusiveB meson lifetimes are needed to fit�mBd
mixing and to

extract the electroweak parametersAfb and�bb. They are important in their own right for testing
theoretical models of heavy-quark decays. For example, two calculations [19, 21] and [33]
predict a lifetime difference between theB+ andB0 at the level of 5–10% and 1%, respectively.
The current world average of all exclusiveB meson lifetime measurements carries a relative error
of 3% [43, 44]. The most recent averages from the LEPB lifetimes working group [44] give:

�(Bd) = 1:57� 0:04 ps; �(B+) = 1:67� 0:04 ps;
�(B+)

�(Bd)
= 1:07� 0:04

These errors are too large to make a meaningful distinction between theoretical models. Measure-
ments of these lifetimes with errors of� 1% are required.

The high-energy experiments capable of precisionB-lifetime measurements are the LEP groups
at CERN, the SLD experiment at the Stanford Linear Collider, and the CDF/D0 experiments
operated at the Tevatron at Fermilab and HERA-B at DESY. LEP has finishedZ0 running and
has moved on to higher energies, which are not useful forB-lifetime measurements because of
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Figure 11-19. Geometry in the laboratory of the� (4S) decay to a pair ofB mesons, of which one
is fully reconstructed.

a much smaller event rate. It is not anticipated that SLD will operate concurrently with BABAR.
Therefore LEP and SLD will eventually be statistically limited to a precision of about 2–3%. The
CDF/D0 experiment will resume running in 1999 with an upgraded higher luminosity Tevatron
accelerator and improved vertex detection. Their current measurements are statistically limited.
They quote systematic uncertainties of order 1%. Since they anticipate collecting' 20 times the
number ofBs they have in hand from Run I, they will reach an interesting level of precision. The
purpose of this section is to study the error level obtainable at BABAR. It is found that, with two
years at nominal luminosity (30 fb�1 per year), BABAR can achieve lifetime measurements at a level
of precision close to the 1% required to detect departures from the spectator model. More studies
are needed to substantiate this conclusion.

11.3.4.1 Strategy

The� (4S) decays exclusively to pairs of charged or neutralB mesons. For lifetime measurements,
this simple configuration has the complication that no particle comes out of the� (4S) decay point,
Y4S, which is thus unmeasurable. Were that not the case, a lifetime measurement would consist of
recording the� (4S) decay point and the decay vertices of both mesons. The decay distance and
the momenta of aB meson determine its lifetime. If bothB mesons are vertexed, two lifetimes
measurements per event would be made. Figure 11-19 shows the geometry of the problem for the
example described below. The figure has not been drawn to scale; the flight paths are of the order
of 250�m the error ellipse for a vertex point are typically' 50 �m (for a fully reconstructed
B meson), or 100�m (for a partially reconstructed one), numbers like those given in the BABAR

TDR [45], and BABAR notese.g.,[46]. The maximum opening angle between the trajectories of the
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B mesons is 214mr or 12.3�. In other words, theB mesons fly almost along the electron beam
(z direction). The collision region is ribbon-shaped with rms extensions of 150�m in x, 6�m in y
and' 1cm in z. The longitudinal size of the beam is far bigger than the picture size.

In order to measure lifetimes without knowing where the production point of theB mesons is,
one can infer the lifetime from�z, the distance between the twoB decay vertices projected
on the beam axis. The distribution of this variable is sensitive to the (common) lifetime of the
two B mesons in the event [14]. A mixing correction has to be applied in the case of neutralB

mesons. Applying this method to completely reconstructed events (double-tagged sample) gives
the best precision, but a price has to be paid in statistics. Conversely, partially reconstructing or
only vertexing one or twoB mesons gives more events, but the systematic errors are harder to
control. When none of theB mesons is exclusively reconstructed, a tagging technique has to be
employed. Tagged samples with no exclusive reconstruction have large intrinsic vertex errors and
fits require detailed tuning. These have not yet been pursued. Table 11-3 gives rough estimates of
the expected statistics for a typical BABAR year. Up to now studies have concentrated on the events
with one exclusiveB decay and one vertexedB and, to get a flavor of what will be achievable in
the experiment, simulated data from two samples have been analyzed:

B� ! J= (! �+��)K� (11.60)

and
B0
d=B

0
d ! J= (! �+��)K��� : (11.61)

Admittedly, these modes are not typical of those that can be used to determine the lifetimes. They
are all-charged, few-body final states with no open charm. They are chosen here for the initial
study, for simplicity.

Table 11-3. Rough estimate of the data sample (1 sample per charge) sizes for a nominal BABAR

year (30 fb�1 running at the� (4S)).

Type of Events Produced " Detectable

both exclusive 9M 10�4 900

1-exclusive 1-vertexed 12M 3� 10�3 36k

11.3.4.2 Implementation to date

Several studies were performed, which, due to lack of space, cannot all be described in detail here.
They are described fully in Refs. [47, 48, 49]. The analyses were done mostly using theAslund -
parameterized fast Monte Carlo. The numbers of simulated events used are given in Table 11-4.
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Table 11-4. Data samples used for the lifetime analyses. “accepted” refers to the events which
satisfy the event selection criteria.

type of events Aslund �-Aslund BBsim

B� ! J= (! �+��)K� generated 4000 2000 none

accepted 2840 1064 ”

vertexed 1702 289 ”

B0
d=B

0
d ! J= (! �+��)K��� generated 4000 4000

accepted 2550 1000

vertexed 1348 188

The full BBsim simulation and reconstruction chain was used for a limited statistics sample of
events from the process shown in Eq. (11.61).

Event selection

Dedicated samples were generated in which oneB meson decayed through the process of Eq.
(11.60) or (11.61) and the other in a standard way. Monte Carlo truth lepton identification was used
to obtain theJ= decay products. To be accepted, an event needed to have enough reconstructed
tracks within the detector acceptance (in particular all the tracks from the exclusively reconstructed
B meson had to be present) and suitable momentum intervals. In order to be used in the lifetime
analysis, successful vertex fits to both the exclusive mode and the left-over tracks were required.
The acceptance cuts retained' 30 % of the events. Another third were lost in the vertexing of the
non reconstructedB.

�z Results

The simplest way to extract aB meson lifetime is by fitting the�z= zopp � zrec distribution.
Fig. 11-19 denotes the (completely) reconstructedB by “rec,” and the other one by “opp” (for
opposite). The probability density function for�z was computed as described in Ref. [14], in the
most general case ofBd events with aCP exclusive decay mode and mixing. Using a simplified
formula for the cases of the chargedB mesons (no mixing) and neglectingCP violation for theBd

decay, maximum likelihood fits were performed. An analytical form of the distribution is derived
later, in Section 11.5.3 (see Eq. (11.93). The results of thisMethod-1fit for Aslund were:

c�(B+) = 414� 19�m (11.62)

c�(Bd) = 433� 19�m:
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Figure 11-20. �z fit result for events generated withAslund and BBsim . The curves
superimposed on top of the distributions to guide the eye are the appropriate fitting functions where,
for each event, the average standard deviation has been used.

For the (small)BBsim sample ofBd, the results are:

c�(Bd) = 453� 50�m;

where the errors are purely statistical. Figure 11-20 displays the result of this fit. Only 188 events
belong to theBBsim sample. Still the determination of theBd lifetime is within expectations. The
various distributions shown below in the description of more sophisticated lifetime determination
methods compare quite well with theirAslund counterparts.

The systematic errors of that method should be small for the following reasons. Minimum use
of detector elements is required (the vertexing geometrical fit requires essentially only the vertex
detector). Since a difference in positions is measured, the result should be quite insensitive to
global detector misalignment. The main systematic error stems from the bias in the partially
reconstructedB meson vertex, due to charmed particles in the final state. Other systematic ef-
fects, like the degree of approximation in the likelihood function, or the features of the real
lepton identification algorithms, should be of less importance because of the quality of theJ= 

signature.

More sophisticated methods

More sophisticated methods of reconstructing the geometry and the kinematics of the events have
been tried. The results look promising using theAslund fast simulation program. These results
are bourne out using the fullBBsim simulation and the reconstruction software, albeit with a very
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small number of events studied to date. In these methods, global kinematic and geometric fits are
performed. The� (4S) decay point is fitted using one geometric constraint (the vanishing vertical
beam width) and the kinematic constraints provided by the conservation of four-momentum in
the� (4S) decay: theB-meson energies in the� (4S) frame. Access to the flight paths of theB
mesons is thus granted and 2 determinations of the lifetime per event are possible in principle.
After the fit, it is found that the only geometrical quantities which are significantly improved are
the transverse coordinates,xopp; yopp of the non-reconstructedB meson. Since the measurement
relies essentially on�z, a great improvement in the precision of the lifetime is not expected from
the fit. There is however a two-fold bonus. Firstly, since direct determinations of the reconstructed
B meson flight paths are obtained, the bias from charm, which normally affects the opposite vertex,
can be avoided. Secondly, with two possible measurements per event, the statistical error can be
improved. These considerations led to the fits ofMethod-2andMethod-3. The first considerations
looks quite promising. Projecting Fig. 11-19 onto thex; z plane, it is straightforward to show that
the lifetime is obtained from:

c� recmeth�2 = (yrec � y� (4S))MB=P
rec
y (11.63)

whereP rec
y is they component of the reconstructedB meson momentum. Note that this quantity

ranges from 0 to 325MeV=c as the decay angle (�) in the� (4S) frame varies over all values.Py
is reconstructed with a 5MeV=c rms error. Relevant error distributions for thisMethod-2fit are
shown in Fig. 11-21.

The combined fit (Method-3) gives two observablesc� recmeth�3 andc� opp, which can be subtracted,
�c� , or summed,�c� . Note that�c� looks very much like�z. The results obtained using
Aslund are summarized in Table 11-5. Only�c� has an average error (' 150�m) which is much
less than the expectation (' 450�m). The observables which are flight paths or a sum of flight
paths exhibit sensitivity to lifetimes, both through the average and the shape of the distribution. The
net departure from zero of the average is due to the exponential decay distribution (convoluted with
a Gaussian-like resolution function). The averages for observables includingc� opp furthermore
exhibit shifts towards long lifetimes because of charm. In order to correct for the charm bias, a
Monte Carlo simulation has to be performed, which brings in systematic errors. Note that such a
correction is needed for the simple-mindedMethod-1.

Figure 11-22 shows the error distributions of thec� recmeth2
, c� recmeth3

and�c� observables. For the
first of these, events with excessively large errors (P rec

y close to zero) have to be discarded. The
distributions of the same observables are shown for neutral and chargedB mesons in Figs. 11-23
and 11-24. The same plots for theBBsim analysis are shown on the above figures. In spite of poor
statistics, it can be seen thatBBsim only brings a slight degradation of the distributions.

11.3.4.3 Extrapolation to 30 fb�1

Using theAslund event-selection efficiency, the estimated sizes of the exclusiveB-meson data
samples given in Table 11-3, and the errors given in the previous subsection, an estimate of the
statistical error on the lifetime ratio of' 1.5% is obtained for one year of running at the� (4S).
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Figure 11-21. Quality of the vertex and the momentum of the reconstructedB mesons, using
the geometric and kinematic constraints: left and middle: errors onxrec=yrec andzrec coordinates
expressed incm. The full histograms show the effect of adding three kinematic constraints to a pure
geometric fit ( dashed lines). Right: residue inGeV=c of thePx, Py components. The top figures
correspond toAslund and the bottom ones, toBBsim .
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Figure 11-22. Distribution forB0 lifetimes of the errors on: (left)c� rec in the case of the beam-
spot fit with(shaded area) and without the cut�(Lz) < 800�m: (center)c� rec and (right)�c� in
the case of the “combined fit”. Top:Aslund , bottom:BBsim .
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Figure 11-23. Distribution of lifetimes observablesc� rec and�c� for neutralBs. Top:Aslund ,
bottom:BBsim.
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Figure 11-24. Distribution of lifetimes observablesc� rec and�c� for chargedBs.

Table 11-5. Summary of straightforward and “sophisticated” methods results usingAslund . All
numbers are given in�m.

Method-1 Method-2 Method-3

c� from�z c� recmeth�2 c� recmeth�3 c� opp �c� 1
2
�c�

B+ average error 755 583 158 1170

Max. Lik. fit 414� 19 455� 27 452� 20 421� 19

average 465� 25 461� 21 486� 20 457� 18

Bd average error 780 611 162 1213

Max. Lik. fit 433� 19 462� 30 446� 26 441� 19

average 471� 27 433� 23 491� 24 472� 22
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In the eventual analysis, errors will be different because of many factors. The precision of the
reconstructed vertex is worse for most of the reconstructible decay modes. That factor should not
be too important, since the lifetime resolution is mostly determined by the vertex of the opposite
B. Some increase in the statistics may come from the inclusion of semileptonic decays through
missing mass techniques in the reconstructedB sample. Further degradation will unavoidably
come from detector effects which have not been modeled byAslund and will require stronger cuts
in the event selection. The actual lepton identification will not be perfect. Finally, the background
under theB-mass peak for exclusively reconstructed channels will degrade the statistics. Since
these factors include both degradations and improvements, an eventual statistical error of 1.5%
seems reachable for one year at nominal luminosity running at the� (4S).

Some very preliminary studies of the systematics have been performed using toy Monte Carlo
simulations. The effects of detector misalignment and momentum resolution are below 0.1%. So
is the uncertainty caused by the background subtraction usinge.g.,a low-mass sideband in the
B-mass plot, or other more refined techniques. The major effects are the charm bias which tends
to push the opposite vertex away, and the control of the errors on the (z) position of the vertices.
Further studies need to be done before claiming a 1% irreducible systematic error. A good way
to master most systematic effects with data is the measurement of the charmed-meson lifetimes
since their lifetimes are known to 1% (D+) and 1.4% (D0). DD pairs from thecc continuum have
similar topologies to theBB events. Since in that case, the production vertex is known, these
events could help a lot in assessing the systematics of the sophisticatedMethods-2and-3 which
use theB-meson production point reconstruction.

11.3.4.4 Conclusions

A measurement of the ratio of the lifetimes of charged and neutralB mesons to the 1% level of
precision required to test details of the decay mechanisms will be hard to achieve. More than one
year at nominal luminosity will be needed to collect sufficient statistics. The level of systematic
error cannot be assessed before extensive studies are made on realistic simulation data. Promising
methods for using real data to control some systematic uncertainties have been identified.

11.4 Bottomonium Physics

11.4.1 � (4S) Resonance Parameters

The� (4S) state has a mass slightly above the openBB threshold. It therefore decays predomi-
nantly6 intoB0B0 andB+B� pairs, decays which are not available to the lighter resonances. This
is a strong interaction process which makes the� (4S) considerably wider than the lowerS states,
which cannot decay strongly. The measured parameters correspond to a state� (10580), which is
most probably, due to its width and overlap with excitedD states, not a pure4S state, but a mixture

6Substantial non-BB decays were once discussed, triggered by an abundance of high-momentumJ= mesons
[50]. These can be completely explained, however, by continuum production.
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of � (4S) and�1(2D). A rich structure at higher energies is formed by more overlappingS andD
states.

11.4.1.1 The� (10580) total width and �ee

It is necessary to use a relativistic Breit–Wigner shape

�0(s) = 12�
�ee�(s)

(s�m2(s))2 +M2�2(s)
(11.64)

with energy-dependent�(s), in the parametrization of the resonance shape. ARGUS [51] has
derived this shape from a quark pair creation model calculation [52, 53]. The matrix element for
the decay� (10580)! BB is given by the product of a spin-dependent amplitude and an overlap
integral comprising the meson and quark wave functions involved in the decay. The real part of
the propagator is absorbed in a mass shift functionm(s), which is related to�(s) by a dispersion
relation.

The processe+e� ! � (10580) ! BB is given to lowest order by Eq. (11.64). A remark has to
be made concerning the partial width�ee. In the derivation of the Breit Wigner cross-section, use
has been made of the fact that the matrix elements are equal for

M(e+e� ! � ) =M(� ! e+e�) (11.65)

i.e.,the production probabilitye+e� ! � equals the decay probability� ! e+e�, if simply phase
space factors are replaced by flux factors. This exchange of final and initial state is no longer
possible, if a photon from bremsstrahlung of thee+e� is present, since the initial state energy

p
s

and the resonance massm� uniquely determine the photon energyk in the production process,
whereas the decay is always an integral over allk of, in principle, even infinitely many photons,

�exptee :=
1X
n=0

�(� ! e+e� + n): (11.66)

The connection between�0ee and�exptee to order�3, i.e.,of the process� ! e+e�, is

�exptee = �0ee

�
1 + �vac + ��nalvirt +

Z
��nalbrems(k)dk

�
: (11.67)

With this, one can formally rewrite the cross-section in terms of�ee = �exptee instead of�0ee. The
Breit-Wigner cross-section with this substitution and first order radiative corrections is

�(s) =

Z �max

0
�0(s(1� �)) � ��� (1 + �vert) d�; (11.68)

where� = 2�
�
(ln s

m2
e
� 1), and� = 2k=

p
s is the scaled photon energy in thee+e� cms.
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Table 11-6. Results on the partial width�ee of the� (10580) meson.

:20 :25 :30 �ee [ keV] Experiment

0:28� 0:05� 0:01 ARGUS 95 [51]
0:283� 0:037 CUSB 85 [54]

0:192� 0:007� 0:038 CLEO 85 [55]

0:248� 0:031 average [56]

The energy spread of the colliding beam machine has to be taken into account. The distribution of
the actuale+e� energy,

p
~s, is assumed to have a Gaussian form with a mean energy

p
s:

G(
p
~s;
p
s) =

1p
2��

exp

 
�(
p
~s�

p
s)2

2�2

!
(11.69)

and consequently, the experimental cross-section at the mean energy
p
s is a convolution of�(~s)

andG(
p
~s;
p
s).

The fit of the resonance curve yields, at the nominal resonance mass, the following parameters:

�ee(� (10580)) = (0:28� 0:05� 0:01) keV

�tot(� (10580)) = (10:0� 2:8� 2:7)MeV
: (11.70)

The systematic error on the total width reflects the model uncertainty. This width is substantially
smaller than the previous world average, which is obtained from fits using a parametrization valid
for narrow resonances. The approximation�� �tot used for its derivation is, however, not valid
for the broad� (10580). Actually, a fit of this function to the ARGUS data yields a width which
is about a factor two larger than the quoted result,7 while a convolution of a simple Breit Wigner
with the Gaussian machine resolution gives�tot = (13:6� 4:4)MeV, in agreement with the result
from the more elaborate model.

The partial width�ee is less dependent on the resonance shape, since it is given by the integral
of the cross-section. Therefore, it seems reasonable to average the ARGUS result with values
obtained by other collaborations, summarized in Table 11-6, although a shift to slightly higher
values is expected.

11.4.1.2 The peak cross-section

The peak cross-section can be calculated from the convoluted shape, and depends on�ee, �tot
and the machine resolution�. Its value as a function of� is shown in Fig. 11-25, using the

7�tot = (21:7�3:6)MeV, similar to the values of CUSB,(25�2:5)MeV [54] and CLEO(20�2�4)MeV [55].
The average given by the Particle Data Group [56] is not a sensible quantity.
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Figure 11-25. Peak cross-section of the� (10580), using�tot = 10MeV [51] and various�ee
values from0:21 keV to 0:29 keV, versus the machine resolution� = �(Ecms) [57]. The crosses
are the ARGUS/DORIS data (right) and CLEO/CESR (left, errors guessed).

best estimate on�tot (from ARGUS) and four different values for�ee within the range given by
measurements at DORIS and CESR. The(�peak; �) pairs for DORIS/ARGUS and CESR/CLEO
are inserted as data points. The errors on the CESR energy resolution and the systematic error due
to small deviations from the peak energy at the CLEO� (4S) data taking runs (from which the
cross-section is determined) are guesses. There is only a small extrapolation from CESR/CLEO
to PEP-II/BABAR (� = 5:2MeV); hence, the peak cross-section at BABAR is expected to be close to
1:05 nb within�0:1 nb.

11.4.1.3 The� (10580) mass

The� (10580) mass measurements are dominated by systematic errors in the storage ring energy
[58]. The most precise value is the CLEO measurement at CESR [59], which gives

m� (10580) = (10580:0� 3:5)MeV=c2 (11.71)

A precise determination of the� (10580) mass will require sophisticated beam-energy calibration
via a depolarization technique [60], which becomes possible, when the beam particles get vertically
polarized by the Sokolov-Ternov effect [61]. If a beam particle is exposed to a horizontal magnetic
field, its spin is tilted, and if this field is alternating in phase with the precession, the cone of
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precession is opened during many revolutions and the beam is depolarized. This will also occur
at energies, where the precession frequency is in phase with the orbital frequency, since constant
horizontalB components are always present in storage rings. At these energies, no polarization
will build up, and the technique cannot be used for beam-energy calibration.

With a time-dependent field, depolarization can be achieved at other energies, too. The depolariz-
ing frequencyfD must match

fD = fP � n � f0 = (a� n) � f0 (11.72)

with arbitrary integern, wherefP = f0 �  � a is the precession frequency,a = (g � 2)=2 =

0:0011596521[9�1] the anomalous magnetic moment of the electron or positron, = 1=
q
1� v2=c2

the Lorentz factor, andf0 the orbital frequency. Choosing a suitablen, one can have

fD = frac(a) � f0 (11.73)

with only the fractional part ofa. ScanningfD shows a dip in beam polarization. The correctn

has to be calculated from the approximate energy. Then

a =
fD

f0
+ n and Ebeam = me: (11.74)

In contrast to a symmetric storage ring, at BABAR/PEP-II, two beams of energy9GeV and3:1GeV
respectively are used. The error on the� (10580)mass is�m = 1:70�EL�0:59�EH . Therefore,
both rings have to build up polarization and their energies have to be determined at the same time.
This will probably not be possible, and the� (10580)mass will be determined only to the precision
in energy difference to a nearby well-known state,e.g.,the� (2S), which will result in an accuracy
of about�1MeV.

A determination of the width is independent of the polarization capability, since only small energy
differences are important, which can be reliably calculated from (dipole) magnet currents in the
rings.

11.4.2 � (4S) Decays toB-Meson Pairs

The kinematics ofB mesons from� (10580) decays at rest are easily calculated from the following
data, where the mass scale is set by the� (10580) mass, hence no contribution from its error enters
into the calculation:

m(� (10580)) = 10580MeV

m(B0) = 5278:8� 0:2MeV m(B+) = 5278:6� 0:2MeV

p(B0) = 344:1� 3:1MeV p(B+) = 347:1� 3:1MeV

� = 0:065

 = 1:002
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The decay width is
�(� (10580)! BB) / p3B�

2(pB): (11.75)

The ratio ofP -wave� phase space (� p3) alone gives

f00

f+�
=
B(� (4S)! B0B0)

B(� (4S)! B+B�)
� �(� (4S)! B0B0)

�(� (4S)! B+B�)
= 0:97� 0:04 =

0:492� 0:009

0:508� 0:009
: (11.76)

However, the vertex function�(pB) of annS state hasn nodes, and cannot be neglected. The
vertex function is the overlap integral between theBB and� (10580) [62]. In the quark pair
creation model [52], the actual momentumpB is close to an extremum of�, where variation with
p is very low. This leads to [63]

�(� (10580)! B0B0)

�(� (10580)! B+B�)
= 0:9999� 0:0001 =

0:50

0:50
: (11.77)

In addition, there is a QED correction to theB+B� decay [64] due to the electrostatic attraction,
which is, for pointlike particlesf00

f+�
= 1=(1 + ��

2�
) = 0:85 = (0:46�0:02)

(0:54�0:02)
. Form factors reduce the

QED effect to0:86 : : : 0:93 [65, 66], and the vertex function gives another large modification, to
0:96 : : : 1:03, depending on the model for�(pB). Since�(pB) varies strongly withpB, the ratio
f00 : f+� is not constant, but varies withm� (10580), i.e.,along the resonance curve!

The ratioB(� (4S) ! B0B0) : B(� (4S) ! B+B�) is therefore taken to be1:0 by present
experiments. The remaining uncertainty is on the order of�5%. There are no experimental results
onf00 : f+�, since event ratios are always coupled to ratios of branching fractions, such asB(B0 !
e�X) : B(B+ ! e�X). With improved precision on the lifetime ratio, the weak assumption.8

�(B0 ! e�X) : �(B+ ! e�X) = 1 and a measurement of the individual semileptonic event
rates on the� (4S) could settle this point on the experimental side. A measurement at BABAR could
be made by

� Comparing exclusive event ratesN(D+l�) : N(D0l�), N(D�+l�) : N(D�0l�), or

� Using the oscillation of like-sign/opposite-sign dilepton events to determine the fraction of
neutral and charged (non-oscillating)B origin.

The first method will suffer from errors onD andD� branching fractions. The second method uses
the fact that the asymmetry

A =
No �Nl

No +Nl

= D cos x
�t

�0
(11.78)

8This assumption can be checked measuring the individual branching fractions with one fully reconstructedB0 or
B+ (or their anti-particles).
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oscillates with the lifetime difference, ifNl is the number of events with two like-sign leptons
from directB decays, andNo is the number of events with two opposite-sign leptons from direct
B decays. The amplitude of this oscillation is a dilution factor

D =
f00�0

f00�0 + f+��+
(11.79)

from which the ratio(f00�0) : (f+��+) can be calculated.

A second method to determinef+� andf00 separately is the reconstruction of one and twoB

mesons per event in various exclusive final states. This yieldse.g.,the number of reconstructed
chargedB mesons

N1 = N� � 2 � f+� � B(B+ ! : : :) � �:::; (11.80)

where�::: is the reconstruction efficiency for the final states used. The number of events with two
reconstructed chargedB mesons is

N2 = N� � f+� �
h
B(B+ ! : : :) � �:::

i2
: (11.81)

Combining these yields

f+� =
N2

1

4N2N�

: (11.82)

The same holds for events with one or two reconstructed neutralB mesons, to yieldf00. Instead
of giving just the ratio, this method has the advantage of givingf00 andf+� separately, thereby
addressing also the question of additional substantial� (4S) decay modes.

Using a sum of charged-only “D�-type” states (likeD�, D�a1) gives approximatelyB � � = 1 �
10�3 (from ARGUS/CLEO efficiencies and branching fractions). The error onf+� or f00 will be
dominated by the smallest number,N2, which is then for a sample of30= fb just 15. F or a5% error,
a factor 5 more in branching fraction is required, which can be achieved by including final states
with one or two�0 mesons. However, the assumption that the efficiency for the reconstruction of
two B mesons in the same events is just the product of the single efficiencies may no longer be
justified and requires a thorough check.

11.4.2.1 � (4S)! B0B0

The neutralB pairs produced via� (4S) decays offer the possibility of a clean determination of the
CP -violating parameters, since they are in aC-odd state. For this program to be implemented, it is
crucial to assess the role of background processes where theB0B0 pair is in aC-even state, such
as,e.g.,BB pairs produced by two photon scattering (with or without undetectede+e� pair in the
final state) or the processe+e� ! BB. Similar analyses have been carried out for�-factories
[67], and in particular both theS-wave resonant contribution to�! K0K0 and the nonresonant
one have been studied; the predicted branching fractions are in the range10�9 � 10�5 [68].
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An estimate of the branching fraction of the process

� (4S)! B0B0 (11.83)

was given in [69]. As opposed to the case of the Kaon system, it is not expected that (11.83) is
dominated by resonance decay intoB pairs, since the nearest known0+ resonance is�b0(10235),
which is below theb-production threshold and is rather narrow (� ' 0:5 MeV ). The resonance
�b0(3P ) is also expected to be below the openb production threshold; therefore, the potentially
largest contribution to (11.83) arises from processes where� (4S) decays toB0B0 via an inter-
mediate virtualB�; the expected enhancement of such processes is mainly produced by the small
B� � B mass difference. In order to compute the branching fraction of this kind of process, one
needs the coupling constantgB�B and the strong coupling�BB�.

The couplinggB�B can be written as a sum of two terms, describing respectively the coupling of
the electromagnetic current to the heavy (b) and light (d) quarks:

gB�B =
eb

�b

+
ed

�d

: (11.84)

In the limitMb ! 1 the mass parameter�b is proportional toMb, whereas�d remains constant.
The parameters�b;d were estimated using heavy-quark symmetry arguments, quark models and
QCD sum rules (see references in [69]): the results�b = 5:3 GeV , �d = 0:51 GeV represent
intermediate values among the various determinations. The theoretical uncertainty on�d (which
gives rise to the dominant contribution) does not exceed30%.

As for the strong coupling constant�BB�, no direct experimental information on this quantity
can be obtained; however, it can be determined by the knowledge of the coupling�BB, in the
infiniteMb limit. As a matter of fact, because of the spin symmetry arising from the decoupling of
the spin of the heavy quarks, the couplings�BB and�BB� are related, and their values can be
estimated from the decay width� (4S) ! B0B0 [69]. This observation allows the prediction of
the branching fraction (11.83):

B(� (4S)! B0B0) ' 3� 10�9 [69] ; (11.85)

therefore, the contamination fromC evenBB pairs arising from a final state containing an unde-
tected photon is negligible, and would not destroy the predictions forCP -violating effects in the
processe+e� ! � (4S)! B0B0.

The analogous coupling,� (5S)BB, can be computed from the decays� (5S) ! BB. Taking
into account the mass difference betweenB andB�, the production rates at the� (5S) may be
predicted:

�(� (5S)! BB) : �(BB�) : �(B�B�) ' 1 : 3 : 4; (11.86)

to be compared to the measurement made by the CUSB Collaboration:

�(BB) : �(BB�) : �(B�B�) ' 1 : 2 : 4 [54; 70]: (11.87)
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It is also possible to compute the production rates ofB(�)
s B

(�)

s pairs at the� (5S); usingMB�

s
=

5421 MeV andMB�

d
= 5324:8 MeV one gets:

�(� (5S)! BsBs) : �(BdBd) ' 1 : 4 ;

�(BsB
�

s ) : �(BdB
�

d) ' 1 : 7 ;

�(B�

sB
�

s ) : �(B
�

dB
�

d) ' 1 : 27 : (11.88)

There are however theoretical predictions for a much higherB�

s yield at the� (5S), which are
described and exploited in Sections 11.5.4 and 11.5.5, in the context of a possible upgrade of
PEP-II, giving reach toBs physics.

11.4.3 NonBB Decays of the� (4S)

The radiative and hadronic transitions between bottomonia have been studied in� (2S) and� (3S)
data. Data samples at BABAR will be large enough to observe these transitions for the first time with
� (4S) data, and several states will be discoverable. The bottomonium family is shown in Fig.11-26
[71]. The�b(3P) and the�b(1D) and�b(2D) states have not yet been observed, but are predicted
to have masses below open bottom threshold.

The technique of multiple photon cascades proposed in Ref. [71] can be extended to cascades
originating with an� (4S). The cascades of interest are shown in Fig. 11-27.

The estimates for B(� (4S)! �b(3
3PJ) ) were made using measurements of B(� (3S)! �b(2

3PJ))
and the relation:

B(� (4S)! �b(3
3PJ)) = B(� (3S)! �b(2

3PJ))� (�� (3S)=�� (4S)): (11.89)

The most promising transition in which to observe the�b(3
3P1) is � (4S)! �b(3

3P1), �b(33P1)
!  � (3S). The estimated branching fraction for this sequence is 2.1� 10�5, or 210 events
per 107 produced� (4S) events. If both photons are reconstructed, but not the� (3S), a one-
constraint kinematic fit can be used to improve the mass resolution of the�b(3

3P1). The laboratory
and center-of-mass energy spectra of the transition photons are shown in Fig. 11-28(a), and the
unconstrained�b(33P1) and� (3S) mass distributions are shown in Fig. 11-28(b). The 6MeV

mass resolution is much smaller than the expected�b(3P ) mass splitting. The combinedAslund
reconstruction efficiency for the two photons is 73%. Should further combinatorial background
rejection be required, leptonic, di-pion, or radiative� (3S) decays can be used. These comprise
about half of all� (3S) decays.
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Figure 11-26. Masses ofS, P , andD wave states inGeV=c2. The boxes denote states which
have not yet been observed. The figure is adapted from Ref. [71].
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Figure 11-27. Photon cascades from the� (4S). Values within parentheses are branching
fractions. The figure was adapted from Ref. [71].
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Figure 11-28. Energy of all rays in the (a) laboratory frame and (b) the� (4S) rest frame. The
mass recoiling from the (c) primary photon and (d) the photon pair.

TheD-wave (23P3) state can be observed in the triple cascade� (4S)! �b(3
3P2), �b(33P2) !

� (23P3), � (23P3)! �b(2
3P2). The estimated branching fraction for this sequence is 2.2� 10�6,

or 22 events per 107 produced� (4S) events. If only the three photons are observed, a one-
constraint kinematic fit using M(�b(23P2)) can be used. If M(�b(33P2)) is estimated from M(�b(33P1)),
then a second constraint is available for the kinematic fit. Since there are three transitions, cuts on
any two recoil masses may be useful to establish the third transition. The laboratory energy spectra
of the three photons are shown in Fig. 11-29(a), and the unconstrained�b(3

3P1) and� (23D3)

masses are shown in Figs. 11-29(c) and (d). The combinedAslund reconstruction efficiency for
the three photons is 60%. The 8-MeV � (23D3) line width is sufficient to distinguish the� (23D3)

from the other� (23DJ) states.
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Figure 11-29. Reconstructed energy of all transition rays in (a) the laboratory frame and (b) the
� (4S) rest frame(b). The mass recoiling from (c) the primary photon, (d) the primary and secondary
photons, and (e) all three photons.
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Table 11-7. Mass differences and widths for the two-pion transitions between Upsilon states [56].

Transition �M (MeV) ��+�� ( keV) ��0�0( keV)

� (2S)! �� � (1S) 563 8.1 3.9

� (3S)! �� � (2S) 332 0.7 0.5

� (3S)! �� � (1S) 895 1.2 0.5

The two-pion transitions may be observable as well. Table 11-7 shows PDG widths and mass
differences for measured two-pion transitions. The mass differences between the� (4S) and the
� (3S), � (2S), and� (1S) are 225MeV, 557 MeV, and 1120MeV respectively. This suggests
pion widths for the� (4S) of order 1 keV which corresponds to branching fractions 5� 10�5 or
� 500 produced decays per 107 � (4S) events. Should a subsequent decay of the� be required to
suppress background, tens of events will be present in this same sample.

No calculations of� (23D3) ! �� � (1S) are available. The� (13D3) ! �� � (1S) branching
fractions [72], however, have been calculated to be of order 10�3. This suggests theD wave states
will be detected only in radiative transitions.

11.5 The Case for� (5S) Running

The� (4S) is below theBsproduction threshold. A dedicated� (5S) run will have a much lower
priority than exploringCP violation at the� (4S). Only preliminary studies are presented here.
Simulations were not performed for most topics discussed.

The main topics inBs physics are mixing (determination ofxs), ��Bs
andCP violation. The

state of the art anticipated for the beginning of the next decade is described in Section 11.5.1.
Results are mainly expected from the CDF experiment at Fermilab. The sensitivity toxs that can
be be achieved at SLD is perhaps better, but it is not certain that this experiment will run for the
requisite time to perform the measurement. PEP II will not be able to compete with this accuracy,
so no more will be said here on the determination ofxs. The prospects for discovering a lifetime
difference��Bs

between the mass eigenstates is more promising and is described in the feasibility
study in Section 11.5.3. Such a study will benefit from the highest possible statistics. PartialBs

reconstruction techniques such as that explored in Section 11.5.2 could be important.CP violation
in theBs system is discussed in Section 7.7. For BABAR to produceBs mesons requires running
above the� (4S). Machine related issues for running above the� (4S) are treated in Sections 11.5.4
and 11.5.5.
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11.5.1 CDFBs Reach

Using Run I data (110 pb�1), CDF has reported a signal of58 � 12 Bs ! J= �, with the
J= decaying to muons and the� decaying toK+K�[73]. At the peak of the CDF signal, the
signal to noise ratio is' 1.3. CDF expects 2 fb�1 for Run II. Scaling from Run I and factoring
in trigger improvements gives 9000Bs ! J= � reconstructed for Run II [74]. The CDFxs
measurement from these data will be limited by the proper lifetime resolution of the CDF vertex
detector, approximately 27�m, corresponding to anxs reach up to about 15. CDF anticipates
measuring the lifetime difference betweenBsL andBsH to 2–3%.

11.5.2 PartialBs Reconstruction

The � (5S) energy is the most promising operating point for BABAR for physics of theBs (see
Section 11.5.4). Many physics topics use theJ= � decay. In order to be competitive with CDF and
others, a partial reconstruction technique may be useful. At the� (5S), the Unitary Quark Model
[75] predicts the main production mechanism to beB�

sB
�

s . ForB�

s ! Bs; Bs ! J= �, the
and the� can be reconstructed with reasonable efficiency. TheB�

s has a relatively low momentum
(466 MeV=c) in the center of mass frame. With the approximationpBs

= 0, and a measurement of
the and�, one can use themissing momentumto approximate the unmeasuredJ= . Then, from
the measured particles, the four-momenta of theBs and theB�

s can be reconstructed. Figures 11-30
show the missing (J= ) invariant mass, theBs mass, and�M(B�

s - Bs).

The�M resolution is 2.9MeV, but it will not be possible to distinguishB�

s from B�d based on�M
since�M(B�

s �Bs) ' �M(B�

d - Bd). Bd are rejected because only a small fraction ofBd (orBu)
decays contain a�, and these come mainly fromD(�) andD(�)

s . Such a� is a secondary product of
charm decay and is kinematically distinct from two-bodyBs ! J= � decay. Figure 11-31 shows
the result of applying theB�

s partial reconstruction analysis selection criteria toAslund B�

dB
�

d,
B�

uB
�

u, andB�

s B
�

s events (an 80k sample for each).

The plot for the latter pairs exhibits a strong peak right in the signal region despite the removal of
Bs ! J= �. This indicates the presence of backgrounds from other two bodyBs ! �X decays,
whereX is presumably other charmonia or aD0. While these are backgrounds to aBs ! J= �

analysis, they are potentially interesting channels for additional partial tags.

The overall efficiency forBs ! J= � reconstruction, including geometrical acceptance, recon-
struction, andK particle identification, but not branching fractions, is 49%. The partial-B�

s tag
sample can be estimated by scaling the3:6� 107 � (4S) events per1033 - year by factors of

� 0.1 (for the ratio ofB�

sB
�

s : � (4S) cross-sections),

� 0.7 (for the PEP-II luminosity degradation factor for� (5S) running),

� 1.4 10�3 (estimate of theBs ! J= � branching fraction),
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� 0.5 (for�! K+K� branching fraction), and

� 2 (for the number ofBs mesons per event).

The result is that3:6 � 103 events are expected per year. Assuming equal production ofB�

dB
�

d,
B�

uB
�

u, andB�

s B
�

s, the background-to-signal ratio is 27, although most of the background appears
to be other potentially useful two body modes. A study of a method to suppress background from
D! �X decays using the� vertex multiplicity is included in Ref. [76].
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Figure 11-30. Mass plots for the partial reconstruction of the decayBs ! J= �: missing (J= )
mass (top);Bs pseudomass (middle);B�

s - Bs mass difference (bottom). On the bottom plot the
signal has been emphasized.
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Bu* bg mass diff:  phi psi gamma - phi psi
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Figure 11-31. Aslund simulation of the background due to allB�B� pairs which are produced
at the� (5S). A peak in the signal region is obvious in the bottom plot which corresponds to the
B�
sB

�
s pairs. It should presumably be interpreted as the production of other charmonium states than

theJ= .
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11.5.3 Bs-Meson Lifetime Differences

The mixing ofBs andBs is governed by two parameters, the mass difference�mBs
and the

width difference��Bs
. An observable value of��Bs

is expected in the Standard Model. Recent
theoretical calculations [5, 30] predict

(��=�)Bs
= 0:16+0:11

�0:09: (11.90)

This result is comparable to the earlier calculation of [4] which gave

(��=�)Bs
= 0:18(

fBs

200MeV
)2 (11.91)

The lightBsL is expected to beCP -even, with a shorter lifetime, while the heavyBsH is expected
to beCP -odd, with a longer lifetime.

The uncertainty in the prediction for��Bs
�Bs

is dominated by the decay constantfBs
and the scalar

‘bag’ parameterBBs
, and to a lesser extent by theb-quark mass and renormalization scale. A

measurement of��Bs
thus determines a certain linear combination offBs

andBBs
. The Standard

Model also predicts the ratio�mBs
=��Bs

. In this ratio, fBs
cancels, and the uncertainty is

dominated by the ratio of bag constantsBBs
=BB. If this ratio is known, for instance from lattice

gauge calculations, then a measurement of��Bs
can be used to derive a value for�mBs

.

Observing a non-zero��Bs
is not an observation ofCP violation, but it does imply a natural sep-

aration ofCP -even andCP -odd eigenstates by lifetime. This allowsCP violation measurements
to be made with lifetime-resolved and fully-reconstructed but otherwise untaggedBs events [77].

In order to obtain a sample ofBs decays, PEP-II must run at the� (5S) energy for substantial
periods of time. PEP-II should be able to operate without modification at the� (5S) with 70 %
of the luminosity at the� (4S). Higher luminosity is possible with expensive modifications to the
machine. It is unlikely that this will be attempted until after several years of running at the� (4S).

There are two distinct approaches to measuring��Bs
. One is to neglectCP violation in the

decay and measure theBs lifetime using exclusively-reconstructedCP specific decay modes. For
example,Bs ! D+

s D
�

s is pureCP -even. The branching fraction is unknown and probably small,
and the exclusive reconstruction efficiency is also small. A statistically better method (but with
worse systematics) is to use��X events which may be predominantly fromBs ! D+

s D
�

s . The
Bs ! J= � channel is clean experimentally but has bothCP -even andCP -odd contributions.
These may be separated by angular correlations, and it has been argued thatCP -even modes will
dominate by an order of magnitude [7]. In any case, one compares aCP -specific lifetime to the
averageBs lifetime and then deduces the lifetime difference. It has been estimated that theBd and
Bs lifetimes should be identical to 1% [4, 5, 30, 31]. Note thatBs lifetime measurements which
use onlyBs ! J= � events, do not measure the appropriate true averageBs lifetime!
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Perhaps the more obvious method of measuring��Bs
is to fit the proper decay time distribution

of inclusiveBs events to a sum of two exponential distributions, and this method is the focus of
this study.

There are several complications toB-hadron-lifetime measurements, in general, at PEP-II.B or
Bs mesons from� (4S) or � (5S) decays have no extra charged tracks to determine the production
vertex, so theB orBs decay lengths cannot be measured directly; only the decay length difference.
Many of the decay tracks actually come from secondaryD decay vertices rather than aB vertex,
potentially biasing the decay length measurements.

There is also a variation in the boost parameter due to the finite momentum and angular distribution
of theB orBs in the� frame. For a measurement of the averageB orBs lifetime, the variation of
the boost, can be averaged over, so it is of little concern. For the lifetime difference measurement,
however, the variation in boost causes decay length differences which mimic lifetime differences,
so the boost variation must be corrected for event by event.

The� (5S) will decay to a mixture ofBsBs,B�

sBs, andB�

sB
�

s events. This results in a range ofBs

energies in the� (5S) frame, which further complicates the boost variations. If only events with
a fully reconstructedBs are used, the boost of theBs is measurable, and continuum andBBX
backgrounds are also eliminated. The momentum magnitude of theBs in the� (5S) frame may
then be used to classify the event as aBsBs, B�

sBs, orB�

sB
�

s (without ever detecting the missing
photon). From this, the boost of the other (unreconstructed, but vertexed)Bs may be calculated.

In summary, every event is now classified into one of three types, and for each event, there are two
boost factors and a decay length difference.

The decay length difference distribution is required for the case of two different decay lengths. Let
the two particles have decay lengths�x and�y. The probability of observing the two decays with
absolute distancesx andy from the production point is:

P (x; y; �x; �y) =
1

�x
e�

x
�x

1

�y
e
�

y

�y (11.92)

Integrating over� = x+ y, keeping� = x� y constant, gives the probability of observing vertex
separation�:

P (�; �x; �y) =
1

�x + �y
e
�

h
�

�
�y��x

2�x�y

�
+j�j

�
�y+�x

2�x�y

�i
(11.93)

This form is still simple enough that it may be convoluted with a Gaussian distribution (or a sum
of Gaussians) to include the effect of decay vertex resolution.

Since it is not known which decay vertex corresponds to which lifetime, it is necessary to use the
symmetrized form:

Psym(�; �x; �y) =
P (�; �x; �y) + P (�; �y; �x)

2
: (11.94)
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A maximum likelihood fit may now be performed, for each of the 3 event classes. The two fit
parameters are twoBs lifetimes�H and�L, and the three data are�, �11 and�22 for each event.

For the events with noB�

s , it is known that they are 100%BsHBsL. For the other events, which
have one or twoB�

ss, an equal mixture ofBsLBsL, BsLBsH , BsHBsL andBsHBsH is expected.

For theBsBs case,

Psym(�; �11c�H ; �22c�L) + Psym(�; �11c�L; �22c�H)

2
(11.95)

is used. For the other event classes, (in which there are one or twoB�

ss), the following form are
used:

1

4
[Psym(�; �11c�L; �22c�L) + Psym(�; �11c�L; �22c�H)

+Psym(�; �11c�H ; �22c�L) + Psym(�; �11c�H ; �22c�H)]: (11.96)

The number of events needed to distinguish twoBs widths from a single width can be estimated.
The boost parameter is taken to be a constant (it actually varies by�10% forB�

sB
�

s events to
�22% forBsBs events). Vertex resolution is also neglected on the first pass of this analysis, for
reasons of simplicity and cross-checking (it is, in fact, about 70�m for eachBs meson, compared
to the 400�m decay length, if PEP-II is operated with the HER at 12 GeV. This represents a 24%
resolution.). The probability of observing decay length difference� given individual widths�x
and�y is

p(�;�x;�y) =
2�x�y

�x + �y
e��

�x��y

2 e�j�j
�x+�y

2 (11.97)

As an illustration, the case of an equal mix of HH, HL, LH, and LL events is considered (the
HL+LH-only case has somewhat more statistical power). If the individual widths are�(1 + �=2)

and�(1� �=2), the probability becomes

P (�; �) =
1

4
[p(�; 1� �=2; 1� �=2) + p(�; 1� �=2; 1 + �=2) +

p(�; 1 + �=2; 1� �=2) + p(�; 1 + �=2; 1 + �=2)] (11.98)

where units have been chosen such that the average width,�, is unity.

The expected�2 value per event can be calculated, with width difference,�, compared to the null
hypothesis of� = 0:

�2(�) =

1Z
0

d�
[P (�; �)� P (�; 0)]2

P (�; �)
(11.99)

This allows the calculation of how many events,N , are required to rule out a single width at a
confidence level ofS� for a given value of�:

N = S2=�2(�) : (11.100)
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Figure 11-32. Number of events required for 3� separation of the twoBs lifetimes as a function
of �, the width difference.

As shown in Fig. 11-32, 36000 events are required to give a 3� signal for two widths differing by
the theoretically predicted value,� = 0:16.

When the 24% resolution is included, the impact on the final numbers is surprisingly tiny, on the
3% level. This is due to the fact that most of the information on the lifetime and lifetime differences
comes from the tail of the exponential distribution, where resolution does not have much effect:
resolution has the strongest effect on thet = 0 part of the exponential.

11.5.4 Bs Production Cross-Section

TheBsproduction cross-section above the� (4S) has not been measured directly, although there
is total cross-section data from a CESR scan [54, 55], shown in Fig. 11-33. Superimposed on
the data is the cross-section prediction of the Unitarized Quark Model (UQM) [78], a coupled-
channel model which is in reasonable agreement with the data. The model’s predictions forBd,
andBs production are shown in Fig. 11-33(b) and (c). In the� (5S) region, near Ecm=10.87 GeV,
the model predicts theB cross-section is dominated byB�B� andB�

sB
�

s production. The CUSB
experiment detected an excess of Doppler-broadened, monochromatic photons fromB� decay near
the� (5S), and throughout the region between the� (4S) and 11.2 GeV [79, 80, 81].
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Figure 11-33. (a) Data onR from CLEO compared with the Unitarized Quark Model, (b) The
contribution toR (�R) from non-strange neutral channels as predicted by the Unitarized Quark
Model, (c) The�R from strange channels. The figure is taken from Ref. [75].
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According to the UQM model, inclusiveBs production peaks near 10.87 GeV with a contribution
toR of 0.1 unit, or approximately 1/10 of the total� (4S) rate. A final word of caution is, however,
in order, since alternatives to the UQM prediction exist (see the end of Section 11.4.2).

11.5.5 PEP-II Options for Running Above the� (4S)

As explained in the previous section the best place forBs physics is to run on the� (5S) resonance.
There are three options for the operation of the machine at this center-of-mass energy.

� Basic option: Unchanged machine and detector. The luminosity would drop by 30% be-
cause of either longer bunches or lower currents. The boost is slightly increased from 0.5585
to 0.5735. Minor modifications would have to be made to the interaction region, for instance
the Q1 quadrupole setup would have to be changed. These modifications are thought to be
doable in “one day.”

� Intermediate option: Keep a similar boost to that at the� (4S) and maximize the luminosity.
This would require the installation of a new rf station for a cost of $ 3.3 million but would
have no implication on the detector. A shutdown of a few weeks would be necessary to
implement this option.

� Maximal option: Highest boost and luminosity. The high-energy ring would run at 12GeV.
The interaction region would have to be redesigned and rebuilt. Much more rf power would
have to be added. That expensive option would require a shutdown of several months.

At the time of writing, the run plan calls for running enough years on the� (4S) to do all the
possibleCP physics. “Enough” means of the order of three to five years, at least. Depending on
the achievements of other experiments at that time a choice can be envisaged between not running
on the� (5S) or one of the options outlined above.

11.6 Summary and Conclusions

In this chapter devoted to early physics accessible to BABAR, results of studies have been presented
which indicate that results onBd flavor oscillation with unprecedented precision are within reach
after one good year of running. A similar conclusion for the determination of the lifetime ratio
�B+

�Bd
cannot be stated at this time since the studies are still in progress.

New measurements that shed light on the properties of the� (4S) and its decays to pairs ofB
mesons have been described. The interesting possibility of breaking new ground in� spectroscopy
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at the� (4S) is evoked for the first time. The paper studies onBs physics pave a rough way towards
a possible physics program for future years. Partial reconstruction techniques that may find an
application at the� (4S)have been pioneered.
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12

Charm, � , QCD, and Two-Photon Physics

An e+e� storage ring running at or near the� (4S) resonance is an excellent laboratory for studying
charm,� , QCD and two-photon physics. Thebb production cross-section accounts for less than
one-fifth of the totals-channel cross-section at the� (4S) (see Table 3-1). Thecc cross-section
is larger than that ofbb, and the�+�� cross-section is almost as large. In addition, there is a
large two-photon cross-section of approximately 1nb for e+e� ! e+e�X whereX is a hadronic
system withW > 2GeV, which allows the study of processes that are difficult to access through
thes-channel.

It is useful to compare the number ofcc and �+�� events which are expected at BABAR after
approximately one year of running, with other data samples that will exist at that time. The design
luminosity for the initial phase of PEP-II running is3 � 1033 cm�2s�1. A running period of107 s
at one-sixth of this luminosity would result in 5 fb�1 or 5 million events for eachnb of cross-
section. Therefore, it is expected that approximately 6 millioncc and 5 million�+�� events will
be produced in the first year or so of running. The charm and tau data samples expected from
other experiments at the time BABAR starts taking data are shown in Table 12-1. The integrated
luminosity for CLEO assumes that 2–3 fb�1 will be recorded in 1998; 5.1 fb�1 were recorded with
the CLEO II detector with no silicon detector. The largest charm samples will be from CLEO, the
Fermilab fixed-target experiments E687, E791 and FOCUS, and the LEP experiments. The largest
tau samples will be from CLEO and the LEP experiments.

In this chapter, the following questions regarding non-B physics are addressed:

1. How can charm decays be used at BABAR to search for physics beyond the Standard Model?
In particular,D0D0 mixing,CP violation inD decays, and rare or forbiddenD decays are
discussed.

2. How well can BABAR measure properties of charm decays that increase our understanding of
the Standard Model or enhance our ability to make conclusive measurements inB decays?
Some topics that are discussed are leptonic decay rates and decay constants, semileptonic
decay rates and form factors, and hadronic decay rates and resonant substructure.

3. Can the measurements of the properties of the� lepton be improved? What can be learned
from precision measurements? The� lifetime, decay rates, rare decays, the� neutrino mass,
CP violation, and the Lorentz structure in� decays are all discussed.
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Table 12-1. Summary of largest charm and tau samples from other experiments, expected at the
time BABAR starts taking data.

e+e� Expts. Data Sample Size Charm and Tau Samples

CLEO (1999) � 12 fb�1 16 million cc

11 million �+��

LEP expts. 4� 106 Zs � 500; 000 cc

per experiment � 150; 000 �+��

per experiment

SLD 500� 103 Zs 86,000cc

24,000�+��

Fixed Target Expts Year Completed Fully Reconstructed

Charm Decays

E687 (FNAL) 1992 100,000

E791 (FNAL) 1992 200,000

FOCUS (FNAL) 1997 � 1 million

4. What can be learned in the area of QCD and two-photon physics? The prospects for light-
meson spectroscopy inD andB decays, studies of resonance production of light-quark
mesons and exotic mesons and glueballs, exclusive production of meson and baryon pairs,
anomalous physics in two-photon interactions, and studies of baryon production ine+e� !
qq are explored.

12.1 Charm Physics

Charm decays can be used to search for new physics or to measure parameters of the Standard
Model. This section describes simulation studies of BABAR’s sensitivity toD0D0 mixing andCP
violation inD decays. The motivation for studying rare decays, leptonic and semileptonic decays,
and nonleptonic decays is discussed, and current measurements are summarized. The section
begins with an overview of the characteristics of charm decays from thecc continuum and fromB
decays.

Acceptance and reconstruction efficiency will depend in detail on the decay mode and the analysis.
Searches for rare signals will require more stringent event selection criteria than will searches for
orbitally excited charm mesons, for example. Nonetheless, the main factors that will contribute
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to the expected signal rates can be summarized. Charm is produced ine+e� ! cc events with a
cross-section of approximately 1.3 nb, producing about 2.6 million charm decays per fb�1. Charm
is also produced ine+e� ! bb events since mostB mesons decay to charm. The cross-section
for e+e� ! � (4S) ! BB is approximately 1.05 nb, and the number of charm perB meson is
approximately 1.2, so the charm production rate will be about the same as incc events. In both
continuum production andB decays, moreD0 mesons are produced thanD+ becauseD�0 final
states always contain aD0 but never aD+ (due to kinematic constraints) and theD�+ decays
two-thirds of the time toD0, and otherwise toD+.

Historically, e+e� experiments at symmetric colliders have relied on the kinematic separation of
charm decays at high center-of-mass momentum (frome+e� ! cc) to reduce backgrounds. BABAR

will have excellent particle identification for hadrons over a large range of momenta and some
ability to resolve charm vertices, so it might be possible to use charm decays frombb events as
well as fromcc events, and to use events from a wider kinematic range than those used in previous
experiments.

The unshaded histograms in Fig. 12-1 show the momentum distributions forD0 andD+ mesons
produced incc andbb events, for the center-of-mass, (a) and (b), and laboratory, (c) and (d), frames.
For bothcc andbb events, the mean laboratoryD momentum is about 0.5GeV=c higher than the
mean center-of-mass momentum. Separation ofcc from bb events on the basis ofD momentum is
clearly better in the center-of-mass frame than in the laboratory frame.

The momentum distribution of kaons from charm decay depends strongly on the parent momentum
and the multiplicity of the decay. The unshaded histograms in Figs. 12-2 (a)–(f) show the center-
of-mass momentum distributions for kaons fromD0 ! K��+, D+ ! K��+�+, andD0 !
K��+���+ decays as representative two-, three- and four-body decays fromcc and bb events.
The unshaded histograms in Figs. 12-3 (a)–(f) show the corresponding laboratory distributions.
The mean kaon momentum is about 20% higher in the laboratory frame than in the center-of-mass
frame. In Fig. 12-4, a scatter plot of laboratory momenta versus center-of-mass momenta is shown
for kaons fromD+ ! K��+�+ from cc events.

Track reconstruction is not 100% efficient due to acceptance, interactions with material, and
limitations of the tracking algorithm. The cross-hatched histograms in Figs. 12-2 and 12-3 show the
momentum distributions for the kaons simulated inBBsim that have corresponding reconstructed
tracks. The reconstruction efficiency is about 89% for all three modes incc events. It varies
from about 86% forD0 ! K��+���+ to 91% forD0 ! K��+ in bb events. The shaded
histograms in Fig. 12-1 show the momentum distributions forD decays in which all tracks were
reconstructed. The efficiency for reconstructing all tracks is about 75% forDs in bothcc events
andbb events.
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Figure 12-1. Momentum distributions forD0 ! K��+, D+ ! K��+�+ and D0 !

K��+���+, decays. The events were produced incc events (a, c) andbb events (b, d). Figures (a)
and (b) show the center-of-mass momentum distributions. Figures (c) and (d) show the laboratory
momentum distributions. The unshaded histograms correspond to the generatedD mesons; the
shaded histograms correspond to theD decays in which all the decay particles are reconstructed.
The statistics in the upper right corner of each histogram correspond to the unshaded histograms.
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Figure 12-2. Center-of-mass momentum distributions for kaons from (a)D0 ! K��+, (c)
D+ ! K��+�+, and (e)D0 ! K����+�+ decays fromcc continuum events. Distributions
for kaons fromDs from bb events are shown in Figures (b), (d) and (f). The unshaded histograms
correspond to the generated kaons, the cross-hatched histograms to the reconstructed kaons, and
the dark histograms to the kaons that are reconstructed and identified as kaons. The statistics in the
upper right corner of each histogram correspond to the unshaded histograms.
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Figure 12-3. Laboratory momentum distributions for kaons from (a)D0 ! K��+, (c) D+ !

K��+�+, and (e)D0 ! K����+�+ decays fromcc continuum events. Distributions for kaons
fromDs frombb events are shown in Figures (b), (d) and (f). The unshaded histograms correspond
to the generated kaons, the cross-hatched histograms to the reconstructed kaons, and the dark
histograms to the kaons that are reconstructed and identified as kaons. The statistics in the upper
right corner of each histogram correspond to the unshaded histograms.
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Figure 12-4. Scatter plot of laboratory versus center-of-mass momenta for kaons fromD+ !

K��+�+ from cc events.

Most D decays produce at least one kaon, so the Cherenkov angle measured in the DIRC will
provide good discrimination against combinatorial background. The dark histograms in Figs. 12-2
and 12-3 show the momentum distributions for the kaons simulated inBBsim with reconstructed
tracks that are identified as kaons. Figure 12-5 shows the efficiency for kaon identification as a
function of laboratory momentum incc andbb events for the three representativeD decays. The
total kaon identification efficiencies vary between 81% and 85% for the three modes and the two
production mechanisms.

Requiring tracks from a decay to form a common vertex also reduces combinatorial backgrounds.
Fixed target experiments have required significant vertex separation in identifying charm decay
candidates, and this possibility is also considered for BABAR. Figure 12-6 shows the component of
theD decay length�c� along the beam direction and perpendicular to the beam direction, forD0

andD+ mesons fromcc events. Although the boost does increase the longitudinal flight distance
of theDs moving in the forward direction in the center-of-mass frame, it decreases the longitudinal
flight distance of some of theDs that are moving backwards. The fact that theD+ lifetime is about
a factor of 2.5 longer than theD0 lifetime is evident in the distributions. Figure 12-7 shows the
corresponding distributions frombb events. The decay lengths are shorter forDs from bb events
since the averageD momentum is lower.

In Figs. 12-8 and 12-9, the distributions of the errors on the reconstructed vertex position are shown
for the three representativeD decays, forDs from cc andbb events. The error is the difference
between the true vertex position and the vertex position calculated for the reconstructedD decay
tracks. The distributions for thex, y, andz components of the error are shown, as well as for the
total error. The resolution is about 150�m, which is comparable to the transverse flight path for
theD0 and about half that for theD+. Vertex separation is clearly more powerful for reducingD+

backgrounds thanD0 backgrounds due to the longer lifetime of theD+.
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Figure 12-5. Efficiency for kaon identification as a function of laboratory momentum for three
representative decay modes, forD mesons fromcc andbb events.
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Figure 12-6. The component of theD decay length�c� along the beam direction (left figures)
and perpendicular to the beam direction (right figures), forD0 (top figures) andD+ (bottom figures)
mesons fromcc events.
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Figure 12-7. The component of theD decay length�c� along the beam direction (left figures)
and perpendicular to the beam direction (right figures), forD0 (top figures) andD+ (bottom figures)
mesons frombb events.
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Figure 12-8. Distributions of thex, y, andz components of the error, and the total error on the
reconstructed vertex position for three representativeD decays, forDs fromcc events. The error is
calculated as the difference between the true decay point and the vertex position calculated for the
reconstructedD decay tracks.
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Figure 12-9. Distributions of thex, y andz components of the error, and the total error on the
reconstructed vertex position for three representativeD decays, forDs frombb events. The error is
calculated as the difference between the true decay point and the vertex position calculated for the
reconstructedD decay tracks.
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12.1.1 Searches for New Physics

12.1.1.1 D0D0 mixing

D0D0 mixing is expected to be too small to measure with BABAR if the Standard Model is a complete
description of physics. However, many extensions to the Standard Model can enhance the mixing
via loops involving new heavy particles [1]. Theoretical estimates in these models range up to the
present experimental bound. Mixing thus serves as an excellent probe for new physics, free from
Standard Model effects.

Elements common to any search forD0D0 mixing include tagging theD flavor at production, and
then observing the time evolution characteristic of mixing into the opposite flavor. This will prove
that mixing has occurred, since the wrong flavorD can come from other sources such as doubly
Cabibbo-suppressed (DCS) decays (for hadronic modes) or background (e.g.,errors in the initial
flavor tag). Key limitations to the mixing measurement come from both DCS decays and errors
in the tagging, as well as limited event samples of identifiedD mesons. The time dependence for
“wrong-sign” decays can be written:

I(t) / rDe
�t=� +

p
2rDrmix cos�

t

�
e�t=� +

rmix

2

�
t

�

�2
e�t=� (12.1)

Here� is theD0 lifetime,rD the ratio of amplitudes squared for DCS and Cabibbo-allowed decays,
rmix the mixing ratio, and� a phase angle for interference between the DCS and mixing amplitudes
[2], where

rmix =
1

2

"�
�m

�

�2
+

�
��

2�

�2#
: (12.2)

Searches forD0D0 mixing have been conducted ate+e� storage rings as well as fixed target
experiments. CLEO measured the ratioB(D0 ! K+��)=B(D0 ! K��+) to be(0:77� 0:25�
0:25)% [3]. However, the CLEO experiment was unable to distinguish between mixing and DCS
decays. The most stringent limits on mixing to date are set by Fermilab experiments E691 and
E791. E691 uses the decay modesD0 ! K+�� andD0 ! K+���+��. A fit to the proper
decay time distribution is performed to separate mixing from DCS amplitudes, albeit neglecting
effects from interference of the decay amplitudes and potentialCP violation. This results in an
upper limit of rmix < 0:37% at 90% CL [4]. Using the same decay modes, E791 performed
a mixing analysis taking into account the possible effects of interference andCP violation [5].
With the assumption of noCP violation, they obtain a combined upper limit ofrmix < 0:85%,
assuming furthermore that no mixing-DCS interference restricts the limit tormix < 0:33%. In
addition, E791 has performed a mixing analysis in the semileptonic decay modesD0 ! K+e��e
andD0 ! K+���� that are not subject to contributions from DCS amplitudes [6]. The resulting
limit of rmix < 0:50% at 90% CL is the best model independent limit ofD0D0 mixing to date. All
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of the above-mentioned results were obtained by utilizing theD�+ ! D0�+ decay chain, with its
smallQ value, to tag the flavor of theD at production.

At BABAR, D mesons are produced fromcc initial states and as secondaries fromB decays (see
Section 12.1). Those produced fromcc are used to optimize the lifetime measurement by choosing
high momentumD mesons as well as minimizing other backgrounds. They can be uniquely
selected by cutting on the momentum of the taggingD meson in the center-of-mass system. The
tag efficiency is about 50% forcc using this selection criterion; background frombb becomes
negligible.

To estimate the value ofrmix that can be positively identified, it is assumed that there are very few
mixing candidates and that the DCS and mistag rates are precisely known (e.g.,by looking at the
event distribution at short decay times relative to one lifetime). For the case of hadronic decays,
the potential interference between DCS and mixing decay amplitudes is ignored. This provides a
uniform way to compare possible channels for studying mixing, but a final analysis will have to
be done allowing for interference in each channel. Cutting at two lifetimes to enhance the mixing
fraction, the data can either be background-free, and hence just limited by statistics, or dominated
by the Poisson fluctuations on the known background; the latter is assumed below. Some examples
are considered using a simulation of the detector.

In general, letN0 be the number of right-sign decays, which is determined by the tagging technique
and its efficiency, as well as theD decay chosen for the mixing study. Ignoring interference with
the mixing for the DCS decays, the time distribution for these decays and the initially incorrectly
tagged decays is:e�t=� . The mixing time distribution is proportional tot2e�t=� .

The ratio of the number of DCS decays to the number of right-sign decays is defined asrD, and the
wrong-tag ratio asrW . Then the number of background events expected in total is(rD + rW )N0,
with e�2(rD + rW )N0, occurring after a cut at two lifetimes. Subtracting this number of events
from the observed data, the4� limit due to Poisson fluctuations is

4
q
e�2(rD + rW )N0 for t > 2 lifetimes: (12.3)

The total limit, extended to all times, is

4
q
e�2(rD + rW )

f
(12.4)

wheref = 5e�2 is the fraction of mixing events witht > 2 lifetimes. Normalizing toN0, to get
the fraction mixed, finally gives a limit

4e

5

s
rD + rW

N0

: (12.5)

Note that the above analysis assumes that the final reconstructedD candidate with lifetime greater
than twice the proper lifetime is always a realD. BBsim simulation studies indicate that this
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assumption is sufficiently accurate for fully reconstructed hadronicD decays. For semi-leptonic
decay channels,rD = 0. However, in this case tight mass cuts cannot be made and background
comes from misidentifiedD decays. The misidentification fractionrM now replacesrD in the
above formula.

To estimate the sensitivity achievable at BABAR, as one example of a hadronic decay mode, the
(right-sign) decay chainD�+ ! D0�+,D0 ! K��+ (B = 3:83%) has been investigated using the
BBsim simulation of the detector response, with the exception that perfect particle identification
has been assumed and is discussed below.

D0 candidates are formed from opposite sign kaons and pions. If the invariant mass is within
the accepted window, theD0 vertex is refitted with the Kalman filter algorithm described in
Section 4.5.1. The following selection criteria are applied toD0 candidates:

� D0 momentum in the CM frame:p(D0)CM > 2:5 GeV=c and

� D0 invariant mass:1:845 < m(D0) < 1:885 GeV=c2.

To reconstruct chargedD�s, aD0 candidate is combined with a charged pion track requiring:

� Slow pion fromD� decay:p(�s)Lab > 100MeV and

� Mass difference�m: 144:5 < �M < 146:5MeV.

The efficiency for these selection criteria is 43%. Figure 12-10 shows the mass difference and
D0 mass distributions. The resolution of the mass difference�m is � = 0:41MeV. Remaining
background in the sample is due to random combinations of pions with a realD0. Background with
a wrong-signD� tag could fake a mixing signal. In this sample, the contamination of wrong-sign
tags amounts to only 0.15%, considerably less than the background expected from DCS decays.

The two-body invariant mass distribution forD candidates, corresponding to real two-bodyD
decays with a single misidentified hadron, does not peak at theD mass and hence does not
contribute to the signal. Also, the combination of a realD0 with a random pion candidate is
discarded by the cut on�m. However,D0 decays with two misidentified hadrons could give rise
to a potentially serious background when the kaon is misidentified as a pion and vice versa. It
leads to a narrow peak in the mass difference and a broad enhancement around theD0 mass. For
instance, assuming a�=K misidentification probability as large as 10% gives rise to an additional
background of 0.1%. Hence, with the excellent PID system of BABAR this background should be
negligible. Furthermore, background could easily be reduced by a factor of 10 by requiring the
mass of aD0 candidate, calculated by interchanging theK=� assignment, to be outside a window
of 10MeV around the nominal mass. This cut introduces an inefficiency of about 6%.
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Figure 12-10. Mass difference andD0 mass distributions for theD� ! D0� ! K�� sample.
Wrong sign tags are shown as the dashed histogram. Note the logarithmic scale in the�m plot.

To distinguish mixing from DCS amplitudes, the proper lifetime distribution must be measured.
Therefore, the production and decay vertices of theD0 have to be determined. TheD0 decay vertex
is well reconstructed, with a resolution of about 50�m. However, due to the non-reconstructed
other charm meson in the event, the primary vertex position cannot be determined by just fitting
the remaining tracks of the event. This analysis takes advantage of the very small beam profile in
the y-direction (�y = 6 �m, for comparison�x = 160 �m and�z � 1 cm). TheD0 direction
of flight is extrapolated backwards and the primary vertex is constrained to the intersection of the
D0 momentum vector, withy = yrun whereyrun is the beam position iny measured for a given
run (for instance, with light quark continuum events). This approach yields a resolution of the
primary vertex position,i.e.,production vertex for theD0, of comparable size to the decay vertex,
depending on� (of course,�y = 6 �m by construction). This results in a resolution of the proper
lifetime of 0.2ps. From this analysis, a sensitivity estimate forrmix of 4:6 � 10�4 is derived for
one year running at nominal luminosity. The value forrD = (7:57� 1:2)� 10�3 is based on the
CLEO analysis [3]. Since it does not distinguish between mixing and DCS amplitudes, it serves
as an upper limit on the DCS decay rate. Naively, without taking SU(3)F symmetry breaking into
account, one would expectrD � tan4 �C � 2:5� 10�3.

Other hadronic decays of interest areD0 ! K+���+�� (branching ratioB = 7:5%) andD0 !
K+���0 (B = 13:9%). The reconstruction efficiencies of both decay modes have been estimated
to be about 60% of the efficiency of theK� decay mode (see Table 1 in [173]). It is assumed
that the signal to wrong-sign background ratio is roughly the same as for theK� mode (These
estimates agree with the observations forK+���+�� from E791 [5], albeit with very different
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Table 12-2. Sensitivity limits forD0D0 mixing for different hadronic decay modes. Please refer
to the text for the assumptions used.

Tag Mode rD rW N0 (rD + rW )N0

4e
5

q
rD+rW
N0

D� K � 7:6� 10�3 1:5� 10�3 200000 1820 4:6� 10�4

D� K � � � 2:5� 10�3 1:5� 10�3 235000 940 2:8� 10�4

D� K � �0 2:8� 10�3 1:5� 10�3 438000 1885 2:2� 10�4

D� K � 7:6� 10�3 0:8� 10�2 7600 120 3:1� 10�3

event kinematics.) For theK+���0 mode, an estimate is used forrD, derived from hadronic
decay models described in [7, 8]. ForK+��, which dominates theK+���0 decay, one expects
rD � 2:8 � 10�3. In the case ofK+���+��, the results from E791 are used, derived assuming
no mixing: rD = (0:25+0:36�0:34 � 0:03)% [5]. The resulting sensitivity estimates are summarized in
Table 12-2. The precision of the reconstruction could be further improved by constraining and
fitting the decay products to theD0 mass.

An alternative to theD� decay method of tagging theD flavor is to reconstruct a chargedD meson
in the opposite hemisphere of the center-of-mass system. Here, the decay modeD+ ! K��+�+

with a branching fraction of 9.1% is chosen. The sample is much lower in statistics compared to
theD� sample, and the combinatorial background toD� is considerably higher. Although almost
all of the background would not result in a wrong sign tag assuming perfect PID, with a smallK=�

misidentification probability, the background to the tagging procedure is estimated to be as high as
� 0:8%. Hence, this approach does not appear to be as suitable as theD� method, even though it
allows for a very good primary vertex reconstruction using bothD mesons.

Table 12-2 shows the wrong-sign ratios,rD andrW , and the expected number of reconstructed
events,N0, for a given tag method and decay mode assuming an integrated luminosity of 30 fb�1.
The last column gives the expected limit of positive identification of mixing.

Finally, semileptonic decays do not suffer from the complication of DCS amplitude; however, due
to the missing neutrino, the combinatorial background is higher. For a reasonable background-
to-noise ratio, it is essential to have a well-reconstructed primary vertex, not only for the lifetime
measurement, but also to kinematically constrain the neutrino.

It is worth mentioning that, assumingCP conservation, it may alternatively be possible to search
for mixing via the lifetime difference between differentCP eigenstates [2]. This method is only
sensitive to mixing if it is associated with a substantial lifetime difference, as opposed to mixing
caused by mass difference.
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In conclusion, with30 pb�1 of data, and by combining results from different decay modes, BABAR

should be able to probeD0D0 mixing at the level of a few�10�4, with possible interference with
DCS terms taken into account.

12.1.1.2 CP violation in D decays

Within the Standard Model,CP violation in the charm sector is expected to be small compared
to theB sector, as it is for mixing. However, this could imply that there is room for new physics
effects to be observed. Given the size of the CKM parameters involved,CP violation inD0D0

mixing is of order��5 � 10�4, while directCP violation is of order��4 � 10�3, where� is the
usual CKM parameter in Wolfenstein’s parametrization and� = sin�c. In the latter case, relative
weak phases can only be obtained in Cabibbo suppressed decays,e.g.,via the interference between
spectator and penguin amplitudes. In addition,D decays are known to be affected by significant
strong final state interactions, which can enhance certain transition amplitudes and suppress others,
thus modifying the strength of observableCP asymmetries. Specific model calculations forD0 !
KK; ��;K�K andD+ ! ��;K�0K+; �0�� seem to be able to constrain quite confidentlyCP

violation effects to be� 10�3 [7, 9]. In the case ofCP violation induced by mixing, the measurable
CP asymmetries should definitely be a few orders of magnitude less, due to the strength of�m=�.

New physics, such as models with an extended Higgs sector or non-minimal Supergravity or SUSY,
allow for significantly largerCP asymmetries both for direct and mixing-inducedCP violation [1].
In addition, through directCP violation, Cabibbo allowed decays, such asD ! K0

s�
0; K0

s�;K
0

s�,
could give asymmetries as large as 1% once the Standard Model constraints have been relaxed [10].

The current experimental situation is shown in Table 12-3 for charged and neutralD mesons. As
shown, all the current sensitivities to the asymmetries discussed above are at least one order of
magnitude higher than Standard Model predictions.

To illustrate the BABAR potentialities, theD0 ! K+K� decaying channel has been investigated
using theAslund simulation program. The observable considered in this analysis is the time
integrated asymmetry

aCP =
N(D0 ! K+K�)�N(D0 ! K+K�)

N(D0 ! K+K�) +N(D0 ! K+K�)
(12.6)

which is related within the Standard Model to theCP violation via [14]

aCP ' TKK + xDVKK (12.7)

wherexD is the mixing parameter,

TKK =
jAKKj2 � jAKKj2
jAKKj2 + jAKKj2
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Table 12-3. Current experimental results onCP asymmetries for charged and neutral D mesons
decays from E791 [11], E687 [12] and CLEO[13].

Experiment Mode aCP 90% CL Limits (%)

Charged E791 K�K+�� -0.014�0.029 -6.2< aCP <3.4

E791 ��� -0.028�0.036 -8.7< aCP <3.1

D mesons E791 K
�0
(892)K+ -0.010�0.050 -9.2< aCP <7.2

E791 ������ -0.014�0.042 -8.6< aCP <5.2

Neutral CLEO K�K+ +0.080�0.061 -2.2< aCP <18

E687 K�K+ +0.024�0.084 -11< aCP <16

D mesons CLEO K0

s� -0.028�0.094 -18.2< aCP < 12.6

CLEO K0

s�
0 -0.018�0.030 -6.7< aCP <3.1

Table 12-4. KK selection efficiencies for resonance and continuum production mechanism. Also
the background over signal ratios (b/s) are reported.

selection Efficiency [%] b/s

cut � (4S) qq � (4S) qq

Kaon id. 78.4 72.9 58.5 121.1

D0 mass 77.7 71.3 0.5 1.3

D0 vertex prob. 76.0 69.8 0.4 1.1

D� selection 48.8 63.9 0.05 0.04

measures the directCP violation mainly arising from the interference between different decay
diagrams contributing to the same amplitude, andVKK = �2 �Im� is sensitive to theCP violation
arising from the decay/mixing interference.

Experimentally the selection starts identifyingD0(D0) ! K+K�, whose branching ratio is
(4:54 � 0:29) � 10�3. To measure the asymmetry in Eq. (12.6) only tagged neutralD mesons
can be used. For this purpose chargedD� decaying toD�� ! D0�� are reconstructed, in order
to use the charge of the pion produced in theD� decay to tag the neutralD state at the production
time.

Applying particle identification criteria to the two charged kaons as shown in Fig. 12-11 (using
the DIRC and drift chamberdE=dx expected performances, as parametrized inAslund ) and
requiring the mass difference between the reconstructedD� andD0 candidates to lie between
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Figure 12-11. �2 probability built assigning kaon mass to the particles combining energy loss for

ionization and Cherenkov emission angle informations. The�2 is defined as�2 =
(rDCmeas�r
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2
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. Kaons are selected requiringPK(�2; n) > 2%, which allows to retain 98% of

kaons rejecting 96% of pions.

0.1430 and 0.1485GeV=c2 results in a background to signal ratio of 5%. The selection criteria
efficiencies and expected background are summarized in Table 12-4.

The expected number of signal events is1 � 105 coming either from� (4S) or from continuum
events assuming an integrated luminosity of 30 fb�1. This would allow a resolution on theCP
asymmetry of Eq. (12.6) of3 � 10�3, which would still be too high to sensitively test Standard
Model predictions (� 10�3) but is at least one order of magnitude better than current experimental
sensitivities. An improvement might come from measuring the time dependence of the asymmetry,
which deserves further study.

12.1.1.3 Rare or forbidden decays

Rare charm decays are excellent hunting grounds for new physics because they involve higher
order weak interaction processes that are heavily suppressed by inter-family mixing angles and by
mass effects. As a result, the rates of rare charm decay processes (when estimated using short-
distance Standard Model contributions) are very small, leaving plenty of room for new physics
effects to be felt.

In actuality, one has to be more careful since long-distance effects can strongly alter the partonic
Standard Model estimates for rare charm decay processes. For instance, the helicity-suppressed
FCNC processD0 ! �+��, when estimated using the effective short-distance Lagrangian for
cu ! �+��, gives a branching fraction ofO(10�19) [15]. However, for this process, computing
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Table 12-5. Experimental limits and theoretical predictions for various rare charm decays.

Mode Exp. Limit (90% Cl) BShort�Distance BLong�Distance

D0 ! �+�� < 4:2� 10�6 [16] O(10�19) [15] 3� 10�15 [15]

D+ ! �+�+�� < 1:8� 10�5[18] O(10�9) [19] O(10�7) [19]

D0 ! �0 < O(10�4)[20] (4� 8)� 10�13 [21] (1� 5)� 10�6 [21]

Table 12-6. Expected sensitivity for a 30 fb�1 BABAR data sample.

Mode Expected Sensitivity

D0 ! �+�� < 4:3� 10�6

D0 ! ��e� < 2:4� 10�5

D0 ! �0e+e� < 5:8� 10�6

D0 ! �0��e� < 1:1� 10�5

the effects of intermediate states, such as�0; �, or ��, yields a much larger branching ratio
of O(10�15) [15]. Neither of these numbers, however, is even remotely close to the present
experimental upper limit ofB(D0 ! �+��) < 4:2� 10�6 [16].

Table 12-5 summarizes some 90% CL for rare charm decays [17], along with theoretical estimates
for these branching ratios arising from both short-distance and long-distance contributions.1 As can
be appreciated from Table 12-5, there is still a considerable gap between these experimental upper
limits and the expected (long-distance) theoretical branching ratios. Indeed, for certain lepton
flavor violation processes, likeD0 ! �+e�, there are no theoretical expectations in the Standard
Model since these processes are totally forbidden. Table 12-6 details the sensitivity expected for
various rare or forbidden charm decays in a 30 fb�1 run at BABAR, obtained by scaling the present
CLEO limits [17]. Clearly, in most cases, there is an order of magnitude discovery window to be
explored.

New physics, in general, will contribute both to rare processes and toD0D0 mixing. For example
[22], a fourth generation quark withVub0V �

cb0 > 0:01 andmb0 > 100 GeV=c2, givesD0 ! �+�� >

5�10�12 andrmix > 10�4. In this case,D0D0 mixing is a promising way to look for new physics,
as values ofrmix of a few times10�4 are accessible at BABAR. For other new physics scenarios,
however, the constraints from rare decays are much more powerful. For instance, the branching
ratio sensitivity for the processD0 ! ��e� shown in Table 12-6 constrains the possible couplings

1The short-distance branching ratios for exclusive modes involving final state hadrons are taken as 10% of the
inclusive partonic estimates.
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and mass of a leptoquark to[FeuF�c]�1=2 < 6� 10�7[mlq=100 GeV=c2 [23]. HereFlq typifies the
leptoquark coupling strength in units ofe (�lq = Flqe). Formlq � 100 GeV=c2, the constraint on
[FeuF�c]

�1=2 obtainable from mixing, in this case is only ofO(10�2).

12.1.2 Purely Leptonic Decays ofD andDs

In this section, the measurement of purely leptonic decay rates of theD andDs is motivated,
and the status of experimental measurements is discussed. The mode that is experimentally most
accessible isDs ! �+��. Current measurements ofB(Ds ! �+��) suffer from large statistical
and/or systematic uncertainties. The quality of the measurement which will be made at BABAR will
depend on several factors: recording large integrated luminosity; the performance of the BABAR

muon identification system; and the hermiticity of the detector for reconstructing the momentum
of the missing neutrino.

The purely leptonic decays are described theoretically by the annihilation of constituent quark and
antiquark into a virtualW boson. The effect of the strong interaction can be parameterized in
terms of just one factor called the decay constant. In the Standard Model the rate of the decay
MQq ! `��, ignoring radiative correction, is predicted to be

�(MQq ! `��) =
G2

F

8�
jVqQj2f 2MMm2

`

 
1� m2

`

M2

!
2

; (12.8)

wherefM is the decay constant,VqQ is the CKM matrix element, andm` andM are the masses of
the lepton and charged pseudoscalar mesonMQq, respectively. The decay constantfM is a measure
of the overlap of quark and antiquark at zero separation, which is necessary for them to annihilate.

The decay constants forD andB mesons have been estimated with lattice QCD, QCD sum
rules, and quark potential models [24, 25, 26]. The agreement between the different approaches,
however, is not very good. The decay constant also appears in numerous heavy-flavor transitions,
including semileptonic and nonleptonic decays, mixing, andCP violation. Of particular interest
is theB decay constantfB, which currently limits our ability to extractjVtdj from measurements
of B0B0 mixing. At present it is difficult to measure purely leptonicB decays, so one must rely
on theoretical calculations offB. It would be of great help to check these calculations against the
measurements of other heavy quark decay constants such asfDs

. An experimental determination
of theD decay constant could be used as input to the models to reduce the theoretical uncertainty
on theB decay constant. For example, HQET predicts thatfB=fD � 0:69 when terms of order
1=mQ are neglected [27]. However, the1=mQ corrections for heavy-meson decay constants are
expected to be substantial and much more significant than those for weak decay form factors.

Theoretical expectations forfD are in the range 170 to 240MeV; fDs
is expected to be about 10%

larger. The theoretical predictions forfB range from 120 to 230MeV. Some of the predictions of
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Table 12-7. PredictedD+, Ds, andB leptonic decay rates and branching fractions assuming
fD = fDs = fB = 200MeV, jVcdj = 0:22, jVcsj = 0:97, andjVubj = 0:003.

Decay mode Rate (s�1) Branching fraction

D+ ! e+�e 7:8� 103 8:2� 10�9

D+ ! �+�� 3:3� 108 3:5� 10�4

D+ ! �+�� 7:1� 108 7:9� 10�4

D+

s ! e+�e 1:6� 105 7:5� 10�8

D+

s ! �+�� 6:8� 109 3:2� 10�3

D+

s ! �+�� 6:1� 1010 2:9� 10�2

B� ! e��e 4:1� 100 6:6� 10�12

B� ! ���� 1:8� 105 2:8� 10�7

B� ! ���� 3:9� 107 6:3� 10�5

fB from QCD sum rules were significantly lower than the predictions of lattice QCD. Several new
analyses based on QCD sum rules in the heavy-quark effective theory find that radiative corrections
significantly increase the value offB.

An asymptotic scaling law, derived in HQET [27], predicts thatf 2MM approaches a constant asM
becomes large. Since the total decay rate for a heavy meson scales asM5, the leptonic branching
fraction for theD andB mesons are expected to be very small.

The factorm2

` in Eq. (12.8) is a consequence of helicity suppression. For smallm`, the decays in
which the resulting fermion and antifermion have opposite helicities are favored, but this config-
uration violates conservation of angular momentum whenMQq is a spin-zero particle. This effect
leads to a suppression of the decay rate whenm` is small compared with the mass of the parent
meson.

Using a value of 200MeV for theD+, Ds, andB decay constants, the central values of the
CKM matrix elements from the Particle Data Group (1996) [28], and the measuredD+, Ds, and
B lifetimes, the leptonic branching-fraction predictions shown in Table 12-7 are obtained. The
leptonic decay rates forDs are expected to be larger than those forD+ becausejVcsj2 is much larger
thanjVcdj2. In addition, the decayDs ! �+�� has less phase-space suppression thanD+ ! �+�� .
LeptonicB decays are strongly suppressed by the small value ofjVubj2. Therefore, the leptonic
heavy-quark decays that are easiest to detect experimentally areDs ! �+�� andDs ! �+�� . The
CKM matrix elements relevant for the leptonic decays of theD+ andDs are determined quite well
from unitarity constraints, so a measurement of the leptonic decay rate for these particles provides
a measurement offD andfDs

.
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Table 12-8. Summary of measurements of the decay constants for theD+ andDs mesons. The
WA75 value is corrected by using the 1996 PDG [28] values ofB(D+

s ! K+K��+) = (4:6 �

1:2)%, and�Ds = (4:67 � 0:17) � 10�13s, and the 1997 PDG [34] value ofB(D0 ! `+X) =

(6:75 � 0:26)% (the average ofB(D0 ! e+X) andB(D0 ! �+X)).

Decay constant Decay mode Experiment Value (MeV)

fD �� MARK III [35] < 290 (90% C.L.)

fDs
�� WA75 [29] 214� 43� 19� 42

fDs
�� CLEO II [30] 344� 37� 52� 42

fDs
��, �� BES [33] 430+150�130 � 40

fDs
�� E653 [31] 194� 35� 20� 14

fDs
�� L3 [32] 309� 58� 33� 38

Several experiments have now observed the muonic decayD+

s ! �+�� (Table 12-8). The first
indication ofD+

s ! �+�� was presented in 1992 by the CERN WA75 Collaboration [29]. In this
fixed-target experiment, a�� beam is incident on an emulsion target and a muon is required in the
online trigger. WA75 determines a branching fraction forD+

s ! �+�� of (3:6+1:6+0:7�1:3�0:6�1:4)�10�3

and aDs decay constant offDs
= (214� 43� 19� 42)MeV. In both results, the last error is the

systematic error on the normalization, which depends on measurements of theD0 andDs cross-
sections from NA32, the branching fraction forDs ! K+K��+, and the inclusiveD0 branching
fraction.

The CLEO Collaboration [30] measures theDs ! �+�� decay rate relative to that forDs ! ��+,
so the normalization is more straightforward than in the WA75 analysis. CLEO searches for�

combinations from the decay chainD�
s ! Ds,Ds ! �+��. Muons are selected with a minimum

momentum of 2.4GeV=c. This removes most of the muons fromB meson decays and is 33%
efficient forDs ! �+��. From a data sample corresponding to 2.1 fb�1, the branching ratio
relative to the��+ decay mode is measured to beB(Ds ! �+��)=B(Ds ! ��+) = 0:245 �
0:052� 0:074, and the decay constantfDs

= (344� 37� 52� 42)
q
B(Ds ! ��+)=0:037MeV

is obtained.

The E653 Collaboration [31] has observed23 � 6:0+1:0�0:9 leptonic decays ofD+

s ! �+�� from
a sample of muonic one prong decays detected in the emulsion target experiment. Using the
D+

s ! ��+�� yield measured previously in the same experiment, E653 obtains the branching
ratio B(Ds ! �+��)=B(D+

s ! ��+��) = 0:16 � 0:06 � 0:03, and extracts the decay constant
fDs

= (194� 35� 20� 14)MeV.

The L3 Collaboration [32] studies the leptonic decaysD� ! ���� andB� ! ���� using a data
sample of 1,475,000Z ! qq() events collected during 1994 with the L3 detector at LEP. A signal
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is observed in the invariant mass distributionM(D�
s ) corresponding to the decay sequenceD�

s !
D�

s ,D�
s ! ���� , �� ! `��`�� . The branching fraction is determined to beB(D�

s ! ���� ) =

0:074�0:028�0:016�0:018. The corresponding decay constant isfDs
= (309�58�33�38)MeV.

In addition, L3 sets an upper limit on the branching fractionB(B� ! ���� ) < 5:7� 10�4 at 90%
C.L. because no signal ofB� ! ���� decays is observed.

The BES Collaboration [33] has fully reconstructed three events in which one of theDs mesons
decays leptonically. By normalizing to the total number of events in which at least oneDs is
fully reconstructed, they extract the branching fractionB(Ds ! ��) = (1:5+1:3+0:3�0:6�0:2) % with the
assumption of�-� universality, and the decay constantfDs

= (430+150�130 � 40)MeV. Unlike the
measurement offDs

described above, the BES measurement is not normalized to otherDs decay
modes, but suffers from a very large statistical error.

12.1.3 Semileptonic Decays

In this section, the theoretical motivation for studying semileptonic decays of theD andDs mesons
is discussed, along with the status of experimental measurements of decay rates and form factors.
Both CLEO and the Fermilab fixed-target experiments have contributed to measurements of decay
rates for both Cabibbo-favored and Cabibbo-suppressed modes, and to studies of semileptonic
Ds decays. CLEO has the highest-statistics study of the dynamics of the decayD0 ! K�`+�.
However, the measurements of form-factor ratios in the decayD+ ! K

�0
`+� are exclusively

from fixed-target experiments. This is because the study of correlations between the final state
particles, necessary for extracting form-factor ratios, requires a relatively clean sample of signal
events and reconstruction of the neutrino momentum. The high boost of the charm meson and the
presence of silicon detectors at fixed-target experiments allows the background-to-charm signals
to be suppressed and the direction of theD momentum to be determined so that the neutrino
momentum can be calculated up to a quadratic ambiguity.

The quality of the measurements that will be made with BABAR will depend on many factors:

1. Recording large integrated luminosity — this is particularly important for the Cabibbo-
suppressed modes;

2. The performance of the hadron identification systems — again, this is particularly important
for the Cabibbo-suppressed modes whereK=� separation is important;

3. The performance of the muon and electron identification systems over the full range of lepton
momenta;

4. The performance of the silicon vertex detector, for suppressing non-charm background; and

5. The hermiticity of the detector, for reconstructing the momentum of the missing neutrino.
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12.1.3.1 Theoretical motivation

BothB andD semileptonic decays contain a heavy quark in the initial state, so their decays to a
given charmless final state are very similar. TheD system thus provides a unique arena in which to
test or complement ideas about hadronic physics that are essential for analyses ofB decays. Such
ideas include heavy quark symmetry, lattice QCD, heavy baryon chiral perturbation theory, sum
rules, and quark models.

Of special interest, is that in theB rest frame a measurement of the ratio

d�(B ! �e�e)=dE�

d�(D! �e�e)=dE�

�����
sameE�

=

����VubVcd

����
2

(
MB

MD

)

�����f
B!�
+

fD!�
+

�����
2

(12.9)

yields a value forVub if the ratio of form factorsf+ that governB ! �e�e andD ! �e�e
decays is known. Analogous equations apply toB;D ! K, B;D ! K�, andB;D !
� semileptonic decays, except that decays to vector mesons involve more form factors. The
extraction of fundamental weak interaction parameters likeVub thus requires theoretical predictions
of hadronic form factors.

A promising and model-independent approach is to rely on symmetries to relate form factors
involved in different decays. Heavy quark symmetry predicts the ratio of form factors in the
semileptonic decaysB ! H andD ! H, as long asH is the same state in both cases. For
example, the ratiofB!�

+
=fD!�

+
at equal pion energies is determined by heavy quark symmetry,

so a measurement ofD ! �e�e can be used towards the extraction ofVub. Corrections to such
relations go like�QCD(1=mc� 1=mb) � 20%, and preliminary indications fromB ! D�e�e[36],
B ! De�e[37], and�c ! �e�e[38] indicate that this may be a realistic estimate. However, very
little is known about heavy-to-light decays of mesons. Comparing theq2 dependence ofB andD
semileptonic form factors is therefore critical to assessing the size of1=m corrections.

The Cabibbo-suppressed decaysD ! �e�e andD! �e�e are related bySU(3) flavor symmetry
toD ! Ke�e andD ! K�e�e, which are more accessible experimentally. The disadvantage in
using these decays to extractVub is that the uncertainty from combinedSU(3) and heavy quark
symmetry violation can be rather large, perhaps30� 40%. Even so, there is an advantage relative
to hadronic models whose uncertainties cannot be systematically quantified. Some attempts to
reduce theSU(3) and heavy quark uncertainties by measuring double ratios of form factors, as
well as a way to constrain the shapes of form factors using dispersion relations, are described in
Chapter 8.

A final symmetry that can be applied is Chiral symmetry. Combined with heavy quark symmetry,
this leads to the prediction [39, 40]

fB!�
+

=
�1
2f�

h gB�B�fB�

E� +MB� �MB

� gB�B�fB�

MB

+ fB
i
; (12.10)
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wheref�, fB, andfB� are the�, B andB� decay constants, respectively,gB�B� is an unknown
coupling, andE� is the pion energy in theB rest frame. Precisely the same formula applies to
fD!�
+

after the replacementsMB ;MB� ! MD;MD�, gB�B� ! gD�D�, andfB; fB� ! fD; fD�.
The prediction is valid for soft pions, with corrections of orderE� over the chiral symmetry
breaking scale�� � 1GeV. There are no1=m corrections, so measurements ofB ! �e�e
andD ! �e�e close to maximumq2 (soft pions) can provide both a test of the prediction for
the shape and a clean extraction ofVub if the unknown constants can be determined. The static
quantitiesfB; fB�; fD; fD� and fDs

are ideally suited for lattice studies, and their ratios even
more so, so if the overall normalization can be set by an accurate measurement offDs

, there
is reason to expect reliable determinations of all the relevant decay constants. The coupling
gD�D� can be directly determined from the absoluteD� ! D� width, or indirectly from the
D� ! D branching fraction. The couplinggB�B� is equal togD�D� in the infinite mass limit,
and1=m corrections can be eliminated ifgB�B� is amenable to lattice calculation or experimental
extraction.

For example, the decayB ! ��� involves a second form factor that in the chiral limit is given
by [39]

f0 =
fB

f�
; (12.11)

up to 1=m2 andE�=�� corrections. Given the various decay constants, a helicity or angular
analysis ofB ! ��� can givegB�B�. This is a challenging but rewarding measurement that
deserves consideration in the years after turn-on. It is worth noting that even data with relatively
hard pions will be useful in this program, because dispersive constraints on the shape of the form
factor help in extrapolating back towards zero recoil. One might reasonably hope to use this method
to extractVub with 10% theoretical errors.

Symmetries are not the only theoretical tools available. Quark models and Sum Rules have enjoyed
good success in describingD decays to pseudo-scalars, but have been less successful in describing
form factors in decays to vectors. A comparison [24] of some of the theoretical predictions against
experiment is shown in Table 12-10. For one of the form factors,A2, the discrepancy between
theory and experiment is as large as50 � 300%. Lattice simulations fare somewhat better, partly
because they have large uncertainties for this amplitude. However, they do not predict the shapes
of form factors, but rather the normalizations at a few nearby kinematic points.

Both to assess their reliability and to aid in their improvement, it is important to test the predictions
of all these methods in as manyD decays as possible. This includes not onlyB andD semileptonic
decays into�;K; �; andK�, but also decays of strange particles likeBs ! �`�` andDs ! �l�.
In this way more can gradually be learned about the size of heavy quark, SU(3) flavor, and chiral
symmetry corrections, as well as the reliability of lattice simulations and other nonperturbative
methods.
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12.1.3.2 Status of experimental measurements

D ! K`+�

The most precise experimental studies ofD ! K`+� have been made for the modeD0 !
K�`+� because the final state contains two easily reconstructed charged particles, both of which
are produced at theD decay point. Ine+e� experiments, such as CLEO, the efficiency for
reconstructingK0 is lower than that for reconstructing aK� because of the branching fraction
for neutral kaons to decay to charged particles in the detector, and because two charged tracks
must be reconstructed.

The relatively large number of reconstructedD0 ! K�`+� decays, and the fact that the decay rate
can be expressed in terms of just one form factorf+(q

2) mean thatD0 ! K�`+� is the only charm
decay for which theq2 dependence of the form factor has been studied. Since the value ofVcs is
known independently, measurements of the partial decay rate determine the overall normalization
of the form factor.

The sample ofD0 ! K�`+� decay candidates from CLEO [41] is significantly larger than any
previous sample, leading to the most sensitive study to date of theq2 dependence of the form factor
f+. The analysis will therefore be described in more detail here. The decayD�+ ! D0�+ is used
to obtain a clean sample ofD0 ! K�`+� decays, just as it is often used forD0 ! K��+. The
only difference is that theD0 is not fully reconstructed, due to the neutrino in the final state, which
broadens the peak in the distribution of mass difference�M = m(K`�) � m(K`). The signal-
to-background ratio for the selected events is about 3.6. The form factor itself increases roughly
linearly by about a factor of two over the kinematically allowed range ofq2. The world average
result of a fit to the functionalf+(q2) = f+(0)=(1� q2=M2

P ) by CLEO II [41] along with the
measurements ofMP from other experiments [42, 43, 44, 45] isMP = 2:00 � 0:15GeV, which
is somewhat lower thanMP = MD�

s
= 2:1 GeV=c2. As an alternative to the pole form, CLEO

also assumed the formf+(q2) = f+(0)e
�q2 and fit for the parameter�. The measured value of

� = (0:29� 0:04� 0:06)GeV�2 is about one standard deviation higher than the value used in the
ISGW model [46].

The form-factor interceptf+(0) can be extracted by integrating the differential decay rate for a
particular assumption for theq2 dependence of the form factor. Using the average decay rate
�(D ! K`+�), a pole form for theq2 dependence withMP = 2:1 GeV=c2, andjVcsj = 0:97,
f+(0)= 0:76 � 0:02 � 0:02 is determined to be0:76 � 0:02 � 0:02. The first error is from the
uncertainty on the decay rate and the second error is from the uncertainty in theq2 dependence [47].
This result is consistent with theoretical predictions of quark-model, lattice gauge, and QCD sum-
rule calculations, which range from 0.6 to 0.9. Theoretical predictions for theD ! K`+� form
factor are summarized and compared with the experimental measurement in Table 12-10, along
with the form factors forD! K

�
`+�, which are discussed in the next subsection. In Table 12-11,

the form factors are given atq2
max

and compared with the theoretical predictions of ISGW [46] and
ISGW2 [48].
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Table 12-9. Parameters extracted from the decay distributions forD+ ! K
�0
`+�: the ratios of

form factorsrV = V (0)=A1(0) andr2 = A2(0)=A1(0).

Experiment rV = V (0)=A1(0) r2 = A2(0)=A1(0) # of events

E691 [49] 2:0� 0:6� 0:3 0:0� 0:5� 0:2 � 200, e

E653 [50] 2:00+0:34�0:32 � 0:16 0:82+0:22�0:23 � 0:11 � 300, �

E687 [51] 1:74� 0:27� 0:28 0:78� 0:18� 0:10 � 900, �

E791 [52] 1:84� 0:11� 0:08 0:71� 0:08� 0:09 � 3000, e

Average 1:85� 0:12 0:71� 0:09

D ! K
�

`+�

The largest and cleanest signals for the decayD ! K
�
`+� are extracted from fixed-target ex-

periments in the modeD+ ! K
�0
`+�, whereK�0 ! K��+. This mode has several advantages

over the modeD0 ! K
��
`+�, with K�� ! K��0 or K0��. For theK��+`+� final state,

all the particles in the final state (except the neutrino) are long-lived charged particles that can
be reconstructed more efficiently than�0 s or neutral kaons. The non-charm background can be
studied with so-called “wrong-sign” candidates, in which the kaon charge is not consistent with the
lepton charge (e.g.,K+��`+).2 This definition of a wrong-sign background is not possible with a
neutral kaon in the final state. Ratios of form factors3 rV = V (0)=A1(0) andr2 = A2(0)=A1(0)

have been extracted from the observed multidimensional distributions of kinematic variables for
the decayD+ ! K

�0
`+� by four Fermilab fixed-target experiments [49, 50, 51, 52]. The measured

form-factor ratios for all four experiments, along with the number of signal events, are shown in
Table 12-9.

The world average partial decay rate forD! K
�
`+� can be combined with the form factor ratios

to extract the form factors themselves. The resulting values ofA1(0),A2(0), andV (0) are given in
Table 12-10, where the average measured values of the form factors are also compared with some of
the theoretical predictions from QCD-inspired phenomenological models, lattice calculations, and
QCD sum rules. Generally, the measured values of the axial form factors,A1(0) (which dominates
the decay rate) andA2(0), are low compared with theoretical predictions. The vector form factors,
on the other hand, are in reasonable agreement for bothD ! K`+� andD! K

�
`+�.

2This technique requires that the kaon be independently identified with a particle identification system such as
Čerenkov detectors. If the kaon is not identified, the wrong-sign combinationK+�+`� can be used, but then the
combination of hadronsK+�+ is no longer neutral.

3In these analyses, each of the three form factors is assumed to have a pole form for theq2 dependence, with
MP = 2:1 GeV=c2 for the vector form factor andMP = 2:5 GeV=c2 for the axial form factors.
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Table 12-10. Theoretical predictions for form factors atq2 = 0 for D ! K`+� (f+) and for
D ! K

�
`+� (A1, A2, V ) compared with experimental measurements.

f+(0) A1(0) A2(0) V (0)

Experimental Average 0:76� 0:03 0:58� 0:01 0:41� 0:05 1:06� 0:08

Quark Models

ISGW [46] 0.8 0.8 0.8 1.1

KS [53] 0.7 0.82 0.8 0.8

AW/GS [54, 55] 0.7 0.8 0.6 1.5

Lattice Gauge

ELC [56] 0:60� 0:15� 0:07 0:64� 0:16 0:41� 0:28� 0:04 0:86� 0:24

APE [57] 0:78� 0:08 0:67� 0:11 0:49� 0:34 1:08� 0:22

UKQCD [58] 0:67� 0:08 0:70+0:07�0:10 0:66+0:10�0:15 1:01+0:30�0:13

Sum Rules

BBD [59] 0.60 0.5 0.6 1.1

In Table 12-11, the form factors measured atq2 = 0 are extrapolated toq2max, assuming a pole form
for theq2 dependence withMP = 2:1 GeV=c2 for the vector form factors andMP = 2:5 GeV=c2

for the axial form factors. Future measurements of the form factors should be quoted atq2max, as
well as atq2 = 0, since the value atq2max is related to a single universal form factor in HQET,
up to (large)1=mQ corrections. Form factors atq2 = 0, on the other hand, are the product of
the value atq2max and a function that depends on the dynamics of the final state meson recoiling
with maximum momentum in the rest frame of the initial meson. In Table 12-11, the form factor
predictions are also given atq2max of the ISGW [46] quark model and the updated predictions
of ISGW2 [48]. The ISGW2 model incorporates the constraints imposed by HQET, relativistic
correction factors, hyperfine distortions of wavefunctions, and form factors with more realistic
high-recoil behavior. The updated predictions are in better agreement with the data. The prediction
for f+(q2max) has shifted upward by about6% due to four different effects. The prediction for
A1(q

2

max) has decreased by about30%, largely due to a relativistic correction. The prediction for
A2(q

2

max) has moved closer to the measured value, but the agreement is still not very good. The
net effect is that the theoretical predictions are now in better agreement with both measurements
of the form factors themselves, as shown in Table 12-11.

Ds ! �`+�

Two studies of the decayDs ! �`+� are of interest. They are measurement of the branching
fraction relative toDs ! ��+, which can be used to extract an absolute branching fraction for
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Table 12-11. Theoretical predictions of ISGW and ISGW2 for form factors atq2 = q2max for D !

K`+� (f+) and forD ! K
�
`+� (A1, A2, V ) compared with experimental measurements. Form

factors measured atq2 = 0 are extrapolated toq2max assuming a pole form for theq2 dependence
with MP = 2:1 GeV=c2 for the vector form factors andMP = 2:5 GeV=c2 for the axial form
factors.

Reference f+(q
2

max) A1(q
2

max) A2(q
2

max) V (q2max)

Experimental Average 1:31� 0:04 0:68� 0:01 0:48� 0:06 1:35� 0:10

ISGW [46] 1.16 1.0 1.0 1.3

ISGW2 [48] 1.23 0.70 0.94 1.52

Table 12-12. Measurements of the form factors for the decayDs ! �`+�.

Experiment # of events Kinematic variables rV = V (0)=A1(0) r2 = A2(0)=A1(0)

(lepton type) used in analysis

E653 [60] 19 (�) cos �`, cos �V , q2 2:3+1:1�0:9 � 0:4 2:1+0:6�0:5 � 0:2

E687 [61] 90 (�) cos �`, cos �V , q2, � 1:8� 0:9� 0:2 1:1� 0:8� 0:1

CLEO II [62] 308 (e) cos �`, j cos �V j, q2 0:9� 0:6� 0:3 1:4� 0:5� 0:3

Average 1:4� 0:5 1:6� 0:4

Ds ! ��+, and measurement of the form factors, which can be compared with those fromD+ !
K

�0
`+� and with theoretical predictions.

Two fixed-target experiments (E687 and E653) and CLEO have now measured the form factors
in the decayDs ! �`+�, albeit with large uncertainties. The statistical errors are large because
of limited Ds production in both fixed-target ande+e� machines. Also, the background level is
considerably higher than that forD+ ! K

�0
`+�. E653 monitors their background withK+K+`�

candidates. E687 and CLEO use sidebands to the� peak; since the� resonance is much narrower
than theK� resonance, sidebands to theK+K� mass peak can be used to monitor the background
level and to incorporate the background in the fit.

Measurements of form factor ratios inDs ! �`+� by E653, E687, and CLEO are shown in
Table 12-12. The experimental average of each ratio is consistent with the value measured for the
decay modeD+ ! K

�0
`+� (see Table 12-9, page 811), although the value ofr2 for Ds ! �`+�

is about two standard deviations high.
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Table 12-13. Measurements of the ratio of form factors
f�
+
(0)

fK
+
(0)

in the Cabibbo-suppressed decay

D ! �`� and Cabibbo-favored decayD ! K`�. The decay mode used and the number of
Cabibbo-suppressed signal events is listed in the second column.

Experiment Mode (num. of events)
���Vcd
Vcs

���2 � f�
+
(0)

fK
+
(0)

�
2

CLEO [63] B(D+!�0`+�)

B(D+!K0`+�)
(58) 0:085� 0:027� 0:014

CLEO [64] B(D0!��`+�)
B(D0!K�`+�)

(87� 33) 0:052� 0:020� 0:007

Mark III [65] B(D0!��`+�)

B(D0!K�`+�)
(7) 0:057+0:038�0:017 � 0:005

Cabibbo-Suppressed Semileptonic Decays of Charm Mesons

The ratio of Cabibbo-suppressed to Cabibbo-favored semileptonic decays of theD meson to a
pseudoscalar meson in the final state can be used to determine the product of the ratio of CKM
matrix elementsjVcd=Vcsj and the ratio of form factorsf�

+
(0)=fK

+
(0). In particular,

B(D0 ! ��e+�e)

B(D0 ! K�e+�e)
= 2

B(D+ ! �0e+�e)

B(D+ ! K
0

e+�)
= 1:97

����VcdVcs
����
2
�
f�
+
(0)

fK+ (0)

�
2

; (12.12)

where the factor of two difference between the two ratios arises from the1=
p
2 coupling ofdd to

the�0.

Table 12-13 lists three experimental results from CLEO [63, 64] and Mark III [65] for this ratio
of form factors. UsingjVcd=Vcsj2 = 0:051 � 0:002 from unitarity of the CKM matrix, the
average of the Mark III and CLEO measurements can be used to extract the ratio of form factors
f�
+
(0)=fK

+
(0) = 1:2� 0:3. This result is consistent with theoretical predictions which range from

0.7 to 1.4 [46, 66, 67, 68, 69, 70, 71, 72].

Three Fermilab experiments [73, 74, 75] have each observed signal in the modeD+ ! �0`+�.
The results of the measurements of the decay rate relative to the corresponding Cabibbo-favored
mode B(D+!�0`+�)

B(D+!K�0`+�)
are given in Table 12-14.

A model by Scora and Isgur [48] predicts that the measured ratio should equal0:42jVcd=Vcsj2 =

0:022, not quite consistent with the experimental average given in Table 12-14.
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Table 12-14. Results of the measurements ofB(D
+!�0`+�)

B(D+!K�0`+�)
.

Experiment Signal size (lepton) B(D+!�0`+�)

B(D+!K�0`+�)

E653 [73] 4:0+2:8�2:3(�) 0:044+0:031�0:025 � 0:014

E687 [74] 39:2� 9:0(�) 0:079� 0:019� 0:013

E791 [75] 49� 17(e) 0:045� 0:014� 0:009

54� 18(�) 0:051� 0:015� 0:009

Average 0:054� 0:010

12.1.4 Hadronic Charm Decays

Nonleptonic decays of charmed mesons and beauty mesons are more complicated than the cor-
responding semileptonic decays or the purely leptonic decays. They are also more plentiful.
Cabibbo-favored charmed meson branching ratios are often as large as 1% – 10%. This makes their
experimental determinations much easier than those for corresponding beauty decays where the
branching ratios are typically in the range 0.1% – 1%. Studying the patterns of nonleptonic charm
decays will probe the interplay of perturbative and nonperturbative physics. Nonleptonic decays
also will be used in studies ofD0D0 mixing, in studies of the masses and widths of orbitally-
excited charmed mesons which test Heavy Quark Effective Theory, and in searches for directCP

violation in the charm sector. The samples of nonleptonic decays will be very large, enabling them
to be used as laboratories for studying light meson spectroscopy. Some doubly Cabibbo-suppressed
decay (DCSD) rates to be measured will be important for extracting physics parameters fromB-
mesonCP violation measurements which are sensitive to the unitarity angle.

Earlier, in Section 12.1, the characteristics of hadronic charm decays fromcc continuum production
and fromBB decays were discussed. In Section 12.4, hadronicD decays are discussed as a source
of light mesons.

12.1.4.1 Theoretical predictions

A theoretical description of exclusive nonleptonic decays of charmed hadrons based on general
principles is not yet possible. Even if the short-distance effects due to hard gluon exchange can be
resummed and an effective Hamiltonian constructed at next-to-leading order [76], the evaluation
of its matrix elements requires nonperturbative techniques and, at present, one has to rely on
approximate methods and/or models.

The lifetime differences for charmed hadrons make it clear that the infinitely heavy quark limit
is quite far from the actual situation. Therefore, the expansion in inverse powers of the heavy
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quark mass characteristic of heavy quark effective theory is presumably not a useful tool in this
case. In addition, the simple factorization ansatz for the matrix elements is known not to describe
Cabibbo-allowedD0 decays properly — the color-suppression factor of some contributions ap-
pears to be smaller than the value of 1/3 expected from QCD and the data exhibit large phase
differences between amplitudes with definite isospin. In some recent papers [77], the importance
of nonfactorizable contributions has been stressed and their dependence on the particular process
checked. In fact, there exist several decay channels that have vanishing branching ratios in the naive
factorization assumption (i.e., without annihilation and without rescattering effects), but are seen
experimentally. For example,D0 ! �K0, which only receives contributions from annihilation
and/or rescattering, has a branching ratio similar toD0 ! �0K0, which in turn, in factorization
approximation, should be equal to that forD0 ! !K0 and is instead roughly half of it. A
recently measured channel,D+

s ! !�+ [78], has only rescattering contributions. Moreover, only
rescattering in exotic channels can be effective in this case, since resonant rescattering and (chiral-
suppressed) annihilation would only feedD+

s ! �0�+, which has not yet been observed. TheW -
exchange contribution toD0 ! K0K0 vanishes, so that this amplitude also receives rescattering
contributions only. However, its branching ratio is even larger than that forD0 ! �0�0, which
receives a factorized, albeit color-suppressed, contribution. This last decay is the most evident
signature of the strong breaking of flavor SU(3) symmetry in charm decays, which requires the U-
spin singletD0 to decay only into states having U-spin equal to one. Other symmetry predictions,
like the equality ofD0 decay rates intoK+K� and�+�� or thetan2 �C value for the ratio of the
D+ rates into�+�0 andKs�

+, are also badly violated. An analysis of charm meson decay rates in
terms of SU(3) reduced matrix elements has been performed [79]; however, the very importance
of symmetry breaking terms requires the introduction of a large number of free parameters and a
consequent lack of predictivity.

The results presented here were obtained in a phenomenological model [7, 8], which was de-
veloped to address these observations. The factorization approximation is modified by assuming
one universal but arbitrary “color-suppression” parameter� (not necessarily 1/3) and important
corrections due toW -exchange (or annihilation) and to rescattering effects in the final states are
also included. The presence of nearby resonances may well have the effect of increasing the
annihilation terms relative to their naive PCAC estimates. Strong phase shifts are determined by
the masses and widths of such resonances, when known. The model thus incorporates most of
the ingredients needed for a realistic description of known hadronic charm decays. Its predictions
allow an estimate of the channels which might prove to be the best choices for use in mixing or
CP violation searches.

The model is used to describe two-body decays of charmed mesons with final states PP, PV, and
PS (S being one of the lightest scalar mesons,a0 or f0). The factorized decay amplitudes are
well known (the fitted value for� is 0.01). The annihilation (W -exchange) contributions depend
on matrix elements of the divergence of (axial) vector currents, which are related through the
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equations of motion, to scalar (pseudoscalar) densities in the following way:

hK��+j@�(s�d)j0i = i (ms �md) hK��+j sd j0i � i (ms �md)
M2

D

fD
WPP ;

hK��+j@�(s�5d)j0i = i (ms +md)hK��+j s5d j0i

� �(ms +md)
2M�

fD
�� � pKWPV :

SU(3) symmetry is assumed for the matrix elements of the densities.WPP andWPV are two fitted
parameters (�0:28, 0.36).

For the lightest scalar resonances this model follows the suggestion of [80], considering them as
cryptoexoticssqq states belonging to (incomplete)8 and1 SU(3) representations. The value of
the form factor atq2=0 for theD meson transition to a scalar mediated by the axial current is
introduced as a new parameter and its fitted value (0.26) is much less than the similar quantity for
other form factors.

Some details on the treatment of final state interactions, a characteristic feature of this approach,
follow. The PP final states haveJPC = 0++ and belong to1, 8 and27 SU(3) representations.
Neglecting the27 phase shift, the scalar resonances determine the phase shifts in nonexotic (1 and
8) channels. The only experimental indication is for a resonanceK�

0
(1950), the other members of

an octet are reconstructed usingM2

a0
=M2

K�

0
�M2

K +M2

� and the Gell-Mann–Okubo formula —
thef0–f 00 mixing angle and the mass of the singlet are fitted parameters. The couplings are chosen
in order to inhibit the decay into�� of the heaviest resonance,f 0

0
, as happens in the tensor nonet.

The PV final states haveJP = 0� and may belong to1, 8D and27 with C = �1, to 8F with
C = +1 or to 10 and10�. The resonancesK(1830) and�(1800) determine the phase shift in the
nonexotic8F channel. These same resonances are also coupled to PS in the8D representation.
The PV final states are therefore coupled by rescattering to PS channels (j8 > = j8F >PV + xPS
j8D >PS). Given the large number of exotic final states, the model also introduced a rescattering
phase in one of them,27, that again mixes PV and PS states (j27Y=�1 > = j27Y=�1 >PV � yPS
j27Y=�1 >PS, the sign change deriving from the oppositeC properties of PV and PS states, so
thatyPS 6= 0 is another sign of SU(3) violation). Unitarity requires the statesj8 > andj27 > to
be orthogonal. This is not automatic because of SU(3) breaking. The productxPS yPS is fixed by
this requirement and onlyxPS remains as a free parameter. In the fit,yPS = �0:15 is considerably
less (� 19%) thanxPS in agreement with expectations, since a nonzeroxPS is allowed by SU(3).

The phase shift in the nonexotic isoscalar PV and PS channels is a fitted parameter (208�), as well
as those in the exotic27 channels, both forD andDs decays. Their values are quite near to each
other (� 44�). The results of the updated fit (56 experimental data or upper bounds [28, 78] with 15
parameters and a�2 ' 70)4 are presented in Table 12-15, together with the predictedCP -violating

4This update includes some newer data [28, 78] and hence the numbers differ from the earlier fits discussed in
[7, 8].
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Table 12-15. Branching ratios for Cabibbo-allowed and some doubly-forbidden decays. Experi-
mental values are from Ref. [28, 78] and theoretical predictions from Ref. [7, 8].

Decay Channel Bexp Bth Decay Channel Bexp Bth
D0 ! K��+ 3.83�0.12 3.85 D+ ! KS�

+ 1.37�0.15 1.35

D0 ! KS�
0 1.05�0.10 0.76 D+

s ! K+KS 1.80�0.55 2.47

D0 ! KS� 0.35�0.05 0.45 D+

s ! �+� 2.0�0.6 1.13

D0 ! KS�
0 0.85�0.13 0.80 D+

s ! �+�0 4.9�1.8 5.44

D+ ! K�0�+ 1.92�0.19 2.00 D+ ! �+KS 3.30�1.25 5.82

D0 ! K�0�0 3.10�0.40 3.21 D+

s ! �+� 10.3�3.2 8.12

D0 ! �0KS 0.60�0.085 0.45 D+

s ! �+�0 12.0�4.0 2.46

D0 ! K���+ 5.0�0.4 4.66 D+

s ! ��+ 3.6�0.9 4.55

D0 ! �+K� 10.8�1.0 11.2 D+

s ! K�0K+ 3.4�0.9 4.81

D0 ! K�0� 1.90�0.50 0.47 D+

s ! K�+KS 2.15�0.7 1.10

D0 ! K�0�0 < 0:11 0.004 D+

s ! �0�+ < 0:29 0.01

D0 ! !KS 1.05�0.20 0.97 D+

s ! �+�0 — 0.01

D0 ! �KS 0.425�0.05 0.414 D+

s ! !�+ 0.27�0.12 0.20

D0 ! f0KS 0.285�0.080 0.30 D+

s ! f0�
+ 1.20�0.50 0.69

D0 ! a0
0
KS — 0.10 D+ ! a+

0
KS — 0.13

D0 ! a+
0
K� — 0.49 D+

s ! a+
0
� — 0.001

D0 ! K+�� 0.029�0.014 0.033 D+ ! �K+ < 0:013 0.003

D+ ! K�0�+ < 0:019 0.027 D+ ! �0K+ < 0:06 0.029

D0 ! K�+�� — 0.038 D+ ! K+�0 — 0.055

D0 ! K�0�0 — 0.004 D+ ! K�+�0 — 0.057

asymmetries for the Cabibbo-forbidden decays, in Tables 12-16 and 12-17. Typically the predicted
asymmetries may vary up to a factor of two due to the present uncertainty on CKM parameters. In
the most favorable cases, asymmetries slightly larger than 1/1000 are predicted.

Concerning the results/predictions for branching ratios, note that the data forD0 ! K�0� and
D+

s ! �+�0 are considerably larger than the fitted value, maybe pointing to a glue component
[81]. For the Cabibbo doubly–forbidden decays, the model predicts the largest branching ratios
(� 6 10�4) for D+ ! K+(�)�0, (yet to be observed). In fact, the prediction is larger than the
present experimental bound forD+ ! K�0�+. The model predicts a very small branching ratio
for D0 ! K�0�0, which would in principle be a good channel forD0D0 mixing searches.
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Table 12-16. Branching ratios andCP asymmetry predictions for Cabibbo-forbidden decays of
D+ andD+

s mesons. Experimental values are from Ref. [28, 78] and theoretical predictions from
Ref. [7, 8].

D+ ! Bexp Bth CP asymm. D+

s ! Bexp Bth CP asymm.

�+�0 0.25�0.07 0.185 — K+�0 — 0.146 +1:07 10�3

�+� 0.75�0.25 0.38 �0:77 10�3 K+� — 0.299 �0:05 10�3

�+�0 < 0:9 0.768 +0:90 10�3 K+�0 — 0.495 �0:64 10�3

K+K0 0.72�0.12 0.763 �0:52 10�3 �+K0 < 0:8 0.373 +0:48 10�3

�+�0 < 0:14 0.104 �1:96 10�3 K+�0 < 0:29 0.198 +0:25 10�3

�+�0 — 0.451 +0:89 10�3 K�+�0 — 0.076 �0:92 10�3

�+� < 1:2 0.064 �1:60 10�3 K�+� — 0.146 �0:41 10�3

�+�0 < 1:5 0.122 � 0 K�+�0 — 0.029 �0:09 10�3

�+! < 0:7 0.038 �0:60 10�3 K+! — 0.178 �0:34 10�3

�+� 0.61�0.06 0.619 �0:09 10�3 K+� < 0:05 0.008 +1:79 10�3

K+K�0 0.42�0.05 0.436 +0:68 10�3 K�0�+ 0.65�0.28 0.444 �0:75 10�3

K�+K0 3.0�1.4 1.52 �0:19 10�3 K0�+ — 1.29 +0:36 10�3

Table 12-17. Branching ratios andCP asymmetry predictions for Cabibbo–forbidden decays of
D0 mesons. Experimental values are from Ref. [28, 78] and theoretical predictions from Ref. [7, 8].

D0 ! Bexp Bth CP asymm. D0 ! Bexp Bth CP asymm.

�+�� 0.152�0.011 0.152 �0:10 10�3 �0� — 0.054 �1:44 10�3
�0�0 0.084�0.022 0.115 +0:51 10�3 �0�0 — 0.175 +0:89 10�3

K+K� 0.433�0.027 0.427 �0:10 10�3 �� — 0.093 �0:51 10�3

K0K0 0.13�0.04 0.108 +0:26 10�3 ��0 — 0.186 �0:31 10�3

�0! — 0.013 �0:01 10�3 ��0 — 0.020 �0:53 10�3

�0� < 0:14 0.105 �0:04 10�3 �0�0 — 0.008 +0:01 10�3

�� < 0:28 0.080 �0:15 10�3 �! — 0.209 �0:02 10�3

K0K�0 < 0:16 0.052 �0:56 10�3 �0! — 0.0002 �3:66 10�3

K0K�0 < 0:08 0.062 �0:65 10�3 �0�0 — 0.216 �0:01 10�3

K�K�+ 0.35�0.08 0.431 �0:04 10�3 �+�� — 0.485 �0:43 10�3

K+K�� 0.18�0.10 0.290 +0:27 10�3 ���+ — 0.706 +0:34 10�3
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Among the once forbidden decays, two branching ratio predictions are particularly large,i.e.,
larger than 1%. ForD+ ! K�+K0, the recent experimental result is even larger than the
model prediction [8], and a check of the model could be provided by the detection of the other,
D+

s ! K0�+. The good quality of the fit for theD0 ! PP decays is remarkable. Further checks
will be given by the observation of the other channels, the largest predictions being for the�0�0

and��0 final states. In the PV sector, few branching ratios have been measured, a considerable
improvement would be provided by a Dalitz Plot analysis of the�+ �� �0 channel, allowing the
determination of the� � branching ratios (and also off0 �0 — predictedB = 0:025). Predicted
values are rather large and are different for each of the three charge modes. They are also different
for different models, see for example the model predictions used in Chapter 6 for such modes, or
[79].

An important issue concerns the predictions of the Standard Model for theD0dzb mixing. In this
model, one can evaluate the long-distance contribution to the width difference,�12. This quantity
should be zero in the SU(3) symmetric limit, and, given the large SU(3) violations in the branching
ratios, one could expect rather large values for it,a priori [82]. It turns out, instead, that the SU(3)
cancellation is still quite effective, the contribution of Cabibbo first-forbidden states being0:035,
the contribution of allowed plus doubly-forbidden�0:033, and the final result

�12 = � = 1:8� 10�3:

This may be understood easily. Unitarity makes�12 independent of rescattering effects, which, on
the other hand induce large SU(3) breaking in the branching ratios through the phase shifts related
to different masses and widths of the relevant resonances. A similar calculation, using the results
of [79] has been performed in [83].

12.2 � Physics

12.2.1 Present Status

Like the bottom quark, the� lepton is a member of the third generation which decays into particles
belonging to the first and second ones. Therefore, one can expect that� and b physics could
provide some clues to the puzzle of the recurring families of leptons and quarks. In fact, one
naively expects the heavier fermions to be more sensitive to whatever dynamics is responsible for
the fermion mass generation. Whileb decays are an ideal place to look for quark mixing and
CP -violating phenomena, the pure leptonic or semileptonic character of� decays provides a much
cleaner laboratory to test the structure of the weak currents and the universality of their couplings
to the gauge bosons. Moreover, the� is the only known lepton massive enough to decay into
hadrons; its semileptonic decays are then an ideal tool for studying strong interaction effects in
very clean conditions.
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Table 12-18. Average values [85] of some basic� parameters.

m� (1777:00+0:30�0:27)MeV

�� (290:21� 1:15) fs

Br(�� ! ��e
��e) (17:786� 0:072)%

Br(�� ! ���
���) (17:317� 0:078)%

Br(�� ! ���
�) (11:01� 0:11)%

Br(�� ! ��K
�) (0:692� 0:028)%

The last few years have witnessed a substantial change in our knowledge of� properties. The large
(and clean) data samples collected by the most recent experiments have improved considerably
the statistical accuracy and, moreover, have brought a new level of systematic understanding.
All experimental results obtained so far confirm the Standard Model scenario, in which the�

is a sequential lepton with its own quantum number and associated neutrino. With the increased
sensitivities achieved recently, interesting limits on possible new physics contributions to the�

decay amplitudes start to emerge.

12.2.1.1 Charged-current universality

The leptonic decays�� ! l�� l�� (l = e; �) are theoretically understood at the level of the
electroweak radiative corrections [84]. Within the Standard Model (neutrinos are assumed to be
massless),

��!l � �(�� ! �� l
�� l) =

G2

Fm
5

�

192�3
f

 
m2

l

m2

�

!
rEW ; (12.13)

wheref(x) = 1 � 8x + 8x3 � x4 � 12x2 log x. The factorrEW = 0:9960 takes into account
radiative corrections not included in the Fermi coupling constantGF , and the nonlocal structure of
theW propagator.

Using the value ofGF measured in� decay, Eq. (12.13) provides a relation between the� lifetime
and the leptonic branching ratiosBl �Br(�� ! �� l

��l) [85]:

Be =
B�

0:972564� 0:000010
=

��

(1632:1� 1:4)� 10�15 s
: (12.14)

The relevant experimental measurements are given in Table 12-18. The predicted value ofB�=Be

is in perfect agreement with the measured ratioB�=Be = 0:974�0:006. As shown in Figure 12-12,
the relation betweenBe and�� is also well satisfied by the present data.
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Figure 12-12. Relation betweenBe and�� [85]. The dotted band corresponds to Eq. (12.14).

These measurements can be used to test the universality of theW couplings to the leptonic charged
currents. TheB�=Be ratio constraintsjg�=gej, while theBe=�� relation provides information on
jg�=g�j. The present results are shown in Tables 12-19 and 12-20 [85], together with the values
obtained from the�-decay ratioR�!e=� � �(�� ! e��e)=�(�

� ! �m��), and from the
comparison of the� �B partial production cross-sections for the variousW� ! l��l decay modes
at thep-p colliders.

The decay modes�� ! ��P
� (P = �;K) can also be used to test universality through the ratios

R�=P � �(�� ! ��P
�)

�(P� ! ����)
=
���g�
g�

���2 m3

�

2mPm2
�

(1�m2

P=m
2

� )
2

(1�m2
�=m

2

P )
2

�
1 + �R�=P

�
; (12.15)

where the dependence on the hadronic matrix elements (the so-called decay constantsf�;K) factors
out. Owing to the different energy scales involved, the radiative corrections to the�� ! ���

�=K�

amplitudes are, however, not the same as the corresponding effects in��=K� ! ����. The size

Table 12-19. Present constraints [85] onjg�=gej.

B�=Be R�!e=� � �BW!�=e

jg�=gej 1:0005� 0:0030 1:0017� 0:0015 1:01� 0:04

Table 12-20. Present constraints [85] onjg�=g�j.

Be��=�� R�=� R�=K � �BW!�=�

jg�=g�j 1:0001� 0:0029 1:005� 0:005 0:984� 0:020 0:99� 0:05
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of the relative correction has been estimated [86] to be�R�=� = (0:16 � 0:14)% and �R�=K =

(0:90 � 0:22)%. Using these numbers, the measured�� ! ���� ; K
��� decay rates imply the

jg�=g�j ratios given in Table 12-20.

The present data verify the universality of the leptonic charged-current couplings to the 0.15%
(e=�) and 0.30% (�=�) level. The precision of the most recent� -decay measurements is becoming
competitive with the more accurate�-decay determination. It is important to realize the comple-
mentarity of the different universality tests. The pure leptonic decay modes probe the charged-
current couplings of a transverseW . In contrast, the decays�=K ! l� and� ! ���=K are
only sensitive to the spin-0 piece of the charged current; thus, they could unveil the presence of
possible scalar-exchange contributions with Yukawa-like couplings proportional to some power of
the charged-lepton mass.

In the future, the tests of lepton universality will be limited by the accuracy of the measured�

lifetime. The ratiojg�=gej is directly obtained from the ratio of the two leptonic� -decay branching
ratios, which can probably be improved at a future� -charm factory. To prove thejg�=g�j ratio
requires, however, the measurement ofm� and�� . While the� mass can certainly be accurately
measured at a threshold machine, the measurement of the� lifetime is not accessible in a� -charm
factory. Thus, it is of great interest to know how well�� can be determined at BABAR.

12.2.1.2 Hadronic decays

The� is the only presently known lepton massive enough to decay into hadrons. Its semileptonic
decays are then an ideal laboratory for studying the hadronic weak currents in very clean condi-
tions. The decay modes�� ! ��H

� probe the matrix element of the left-handed charged current
between the vacuum and the final hadronic stateH�,

hH�jd��(1� 5)uj0i ; (d� � cos �Cd+ sin �Cs) : (12.16)

Contrary to the well-known processe+e� !  ! hadrons, which tests the electromagnetic vector
current and leads to spin one states only, the semileptonic� decay modes offer the possibility to
study the properties of both vector and axial-vector currents and, furthermore, transitions to spin
one as well as spin zero final states.

For the decay modes with lowest multiplicity,�� ! ���
� and�� ! ��K

�, the relevant matrix
elements are already known from the measured decays�� ! ���� andK� ! ����. For the
Cabibbo-allowed modes withJP = 1�, the matrix element of the vector charged current can also
be obtained, through an isospin rotation, from the isovector part of thee+e� annihilation cross-
section into hadrons, which measures the hadronic matrix element of theI = 1 component of the
electromagnetic current. The� ! ��V

� decay width is then expressed as an integral over the
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correspondinge+e� cross-section:

R�!V �
�(�� ! ��V

�)

��!e

=
3 cos2 �C

2��2m8

�

SEW

Z m2
�

0

ds (m2

��s)2(m2

�+2s) s �
I=1
e+e�!V 0(s) ; (12.17)

where the factorSEW = 1:0194 contains the renormalization group improved electroweak correc-
tion at the leading logarithm approximation [84]. Currently, the experimental precision of the�

decay data is better than thee+e� one [87], which has been used for a more precise evaluation of
the hadronic contribution to the photon vacuum polarization and thus for�QED(MZ) [88].

The exclusive� decays into final hadronic states withJP = 1+, or Cabibbo-suppressed modes
with JP = 1�, cannot be predicted with the same degree of confidence, which indicates that
the decay of the� lepton is providing new experimental hadronic information. Owing to their
semileptonic character, the hadronic� decay data are a unique and extremely useful tool to learn
about the couplings of the low-lying mesons to the weak currents.

Since the hadronic matrix elements are governed by the nonperturbative regime of QCD, it is
not possible at present to make first-principle calculations for exclusive decays. Nevertheless,
our present knowledge of strong interactions at low energies may be used to estimate the gross
features of the Lorentz-invariant form factors describing the decay amplitudes. For instance,
Chiral Perturbation Theory techniques [89] can be applied to rigorously predict the low hadronic-
invariant-mass behavior [90], and one can extrapolate to higher values ofq2 by using different
models of resonance dynamics [91].

The determination of form factors in exclusive decays is not only required for a precise test of
theoretical predictions. The separation of vector and axial-vector amplitudes and their respective
spin zero and one contributions is mandatory for a number of improved phenomenological studies,
like the determination of�s and nonperturbative vacuum condensates based on moments of vector
and axial spectral functions separately, or the unambiguous separation of vector contributions (in
particular in theKK� channels) for�QED(MZ). Just like the search forCP violation (discussed
below) or the measurement ofg�V =g

�
A through parity violation in hadronic decays, this can be

performed with the help of a combined analysis of angular and energy distributions of the hadrons,
even without reconstruction of the� restframe. With a goodK=� separation, BABAR will allow the
study of, in particular, a rich variety of final states involving one or several kaons in great detail.

In the three (two) meson case, the most general ansatz for the hadronic matrix element of the quark
current,J�(q1; q2(; q3)) � hh1(q1)h2(q2)(h3(q3))jV �(0)�A�(0)j0i, is characterized by four (two)
complex form factorsFi, which are in general functions ofsij � (qi + qj)

2 andQ2 (Q� � P
i q

�
i ):

J�(q1; q2) = T �� (q1 � q2)� F +Q� FS ; (12.18)

J�(q1; q2; q3) = T �� [ (q1 � q3)� F1 + (q2 � q3)� F2 ] + i ����q1�q2�q3  F3 +Q� F4 :

T �� = g�� � (Q�Q�)=Q2 denotes a transverse projector. The form factorsF1 andF2 originate
from theJP = 1+ axial-vector hadronic current, andF3 (F ) from theJP = 1� vector current;
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Table 12-21. Structure functions for exclusive� decays.

H� �!
H�� # JP = 1+ JP = 1� J = 0

JP = 1+ WA

WCWDWE

JP = 1� WFWG WB

WHWI

J = 0 WSBWSC WSFWSG WSA

WSDWSG

| {z }
h1h2

| {z }
h1h2h3

they correspond to a hadronic system in a spin one state, whereasF4 (FS) are due to theJ = 0 part
of the axial-vector (vector) current matrix element. These form factors contain the full dynamics
of the hadronic decay. For a two-pion final state,h1h2 = ���0, FS � 0 in the isospin symmetry
limit (mu = md). In the three pion case,h1h2h3 = �����+ or �0�0��, Bose symmetry implies
F2(Q

2; s23; s13) = F1(Q
2; s13; s23); G-parity conservation requiresF3 � 0 for mu = md, andF4

vanishes whenmu = md = 0.

In the differential decay distribution, the four (two) complex form factors real “structure functions”
WX , which are defined from the hadronic tensorH�� = J�J�� in the hadronic rest frame [92].
For the precise definitions ofWX , see Ref. [92]. The contributions of the differentFi to WX

are summarized in Table 12-21. Almost all structure functions can be determined by studying
angular distributions of the hadronic system, which allows separate analysis of the contributions
from JP = 0+; 0�; 1+ and1� in a model-independent way.

While exclusive modes require some modeling of form factors, the present QCD techniques are
much more powerful at the inclusive level. The total inclusive hadronic width of the� can
be systematically calculated [93, 94] by using analyticity constraints and the Operator Product
Expansion. Both perturbative (to order�3

s) and nonperturbative (which have been shown to be
very suppressed) contributions have been taken into account [93, 94], together with the known
electroweak corrections [84, 95]. The result turns out to be quite sensitive to the value of�s, and
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has been used to obtain one of the most precise determinations of the strong coupling constant [85]:

�s(m� ) = 0:35� 0:02 : (12.19)

After evolution up to the scaleMZ , this running coupling decreases to�s(MZ) = 0:1217�0:0025,
in excellent agreement with the direct measurements at theZ peak. The comparison of these two
determinations of�s(�) in two extreme energy regimes,m� andMZ , provides a beautiful test of
the predicted running of the QCD coupling constant.

The non-strange and strange components of the� hadronic width can also be predicted separately.
Even a modest percent-level measurement of the strange component would yield a determination
of the strange quark mass, with an accuracy good enough to settle the present controversies about
this important parameter.

The non-strange component can be further decomposed into vector and axial-vector contributions.
For final states with pions only,G parity allows the resolution of the two contributions experi-
mentally. For a complete analysis, includinge.g.,KK��� the separation can be performed with
the model-independent structure function analysis as described above. The difference between the
vector and axial-vector components is a pure nonperturbative observable, which provides important
information for testing our present understanding of low-energy QCD.

The invariant-mass distributions of the different components of the� hadronic width also contains
very useful information. A combined fit of certain weighted integrals of the hadronic spectrum al-
lows [96] to simultaneously measure�s(m� ) and the parameters characterizing the nonperturbative
QCD dynamics.

A pioneering QCD analysis of the� data has been already performed by ALEPH [97] and CLEO
[98]. Their results are in good agreement with the theoretical expectations [85]. The improved
precision of the future experimental studies will allow a much deeper investigation of the nonper-
turbative aspects of QCD.

12.2.2 Limits on the�� Mass

All observed� decays are supposed to be accompanied by neutrino emission, in order to fulfill
energy-momentum conservation requirements. The present data are consistent with the�� being a
conventional sequential neutrino. The fact that taus are not produced by�e or �� beams, confirms
that �� is different from the electronic and muonic neutrinos. LEP and SLC have confirmed the
existence of three (and only three) different light neutrinos, with standard couplings to theZ.
However, no direct observation of�� , that is, interactions resulting from neutrinos produced in�

decay, has been made so far.

The possibility of a non-zero neutrino mass is obviously a very important question in particle
physics. There is no fundamental principle requiring a null mass for the neutrino. On the contrary,
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many extensions of the Standard Model predict non-vanishing neutrino masses, which could have,
in addition, important implications in cosmology and astrophysics.

The first attempts to place a limit onm�� were done by studying the endpoint of the momentum
spectrum of charged leptons from the decays�� ! �� l

��l (l = e; �). The precision that
can be achieved is limited by the experimental momentum resolution of fastest particles, which
deteriorates with increasing center-of-mass energy. Better limits have been set by studying the
endpoint of the hadronic mass spectrum of high multiplicity� decays. The limiting factor is then
the resolution of the effective hadronic mass determination. The sensitivity tom�� is higher in
decays where the hadronic final state peaks near the� mass. The strongest bound up to date is the
ALEPH limit [99],

m�� < 18:2 MeV (95%CL); (12.20)

obtained from a two-dimensional likelihood fit of the visible energy and the invariant-mass distri-
bution of�� ! (3�)��� ; (5�)

��� events.

For comparison, the present limits on the muon and electron neutrinos arem�� < 170 keV (90%
C.L.) andm�e < 15 eV. mass hierarchy among different generations is expected, with the neutrino
mass being proportional to some power of the mass of its charged lepton partner. Assuming, for
instance, the ansatzm��=m�e � (m�=me)

2, the bound (12.20) would be equivalent to a limit
of 1.5eV for m�e. A relatively crude measurement ofm�� may then imply strong constraints on
neutrino-mass model building.

At BABAR it should be possible to push the limit onm�� down to the fewMeV region. In addition to
the usual multi-pion final states, the good kaon identification will allow to add the information from
modes such as�� ! K+K����� , which are kinematically constrained to rather high hadronic
invariant masses but still have a sizeable (� 0:2%) branching ratio.

12.2.3 Determination of the Strange-Quark Mass

The Cabibbo-suppressed component of the� hadronic width,

R�;S �
�[� ! �� + hadrons; S = 1]

�[� ! ��e�e]
; (12.21)

can be accurately predicted in QCD [93], in terms of�s(m� ) and the running strange quark mass
ms(m� ):

R�;S = jVusj2NCSEW

8<
:1 + �0EW + �(0) +

X
D=2;4;:::

�(D)

us

9=
; ; (12.22)

whereNC = 3 is the number of QCD colors,SEW = 1:0194 and�0EW = 0:0010 contain the known
electroweak corrections, and�(0) is the perturbative QCD contribution (for massless quarks) toR� ,
which is known [93, 94] toO(�3

s). The remaining terms�(D)

us correspond to quark mass corrections
and nonperturbative effects of dimensionD; they are suppressed by a factor1=mD

� .
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The leadingD = 2 correction [100],

�(2)us = �8ms(m� )
2

m2
�

8<
:1 + 16

3

�s(m� )

�
+ 46:00

 
�s(m� )

�

!
2

+ � � �
9=
; ; (12.23)

represents a� �20% effect, which cancels to a large extent with the perturbative�(0) contribution.
The final prediction forR�;S is then very sensitive to the precise value of the strange quark mass.

A preliminary determination ofms from R�;S, ms(m� ) = (172+26�31)MeV has been presented
recently by ALEPH [101]. The precision of this measurement is already comparable to the best
previous determinations of the strange quark mass, and clarifies the existing controversy about
its size. The good capabilities of the BABAR detector for kaon identification should allow a more
accurate measurement of this important parameter.

12.2.4 CP Violation in Hadronic � Decays

CP violation has been experimentally observed only in theK meson system. The effect can
be explained by a nontrivial complex phase in the CKM flavor mixing matrix. However, the
fundamental origin ofCP violation is still unknown. In particular theCP properties of the third
fermion family are largely unexplored. Production and decay of� leptons might offer a particularly
clean laboratory to study these effects.CP violation [102] that could arise in a framework outside
the conventional mechanism could be observed in semileptonic� decays. The structure function
formalism [92] allows for a systematic analysis of possibleCP violation effects in the two and
three meson channels.

Particularly interesting is the�S = 1 transition� ! K��� , where possibleCP -violating signals
from multi Higgs boson models [103] could show up through a nonvanishing difference between
the �+ and�� decay amplitudes. Transitions from the vacuum to two pseudoscalar mesons are
induced through vector and scalar currents only. An exotic scalar-exchange contribution would
modify the scalar form factor [see Eq. (12.18)]:

~FS = FS +
�S

m�

FH ; FH(Q
2) � hh1(q1)h2(q2)judj0i : (12.24)

The complex parameter�S parameterizes a possibleCP violation effect. Up to the small isospin-
breaking terms, induced for example by the small quark mass difference, CVC implies the van-
ishing ofFS for the two pion (h1 � ��; h2 � �0) case. For the transition� ! K��, theJ = 1

form factorF is dominated by theK�(892) vector resonance contribution, while the scalar form
factorFS is expected to receive a sizable resonance contribution (� 5% of the decay rate) from the
K�

0
(1430) [104].

As indicated in Table 12-21 (page 825), interference of the vector and scalar form factors is
contained in the structure functionsWSF andWSG. UnderCP , �S ! ��S. Thus, one could
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investigate the presence of aCP -violating phase through the comparison of the structure functions
measured in�� and�+ decays [102]:

�WSF �
1

2

�
WSF [�

�]�WSF [�
+]
�
= 4

q
Q2jq1j

1

m�

Im (FF �
H) Im (�S) ; (12.25)

�WSG �
1

2

�
WSG[�

�]�WSG[�
+]
�
= 4

q
Q2jq1j

1

m�

Re(FF �
H) Im (�S) : (12.26)

Any observed nonzero value of�WSF or �WSG would signal a trueCP violation. Eqs. (12.25)
and (12.26) show that the sensitivity toCP -violating effects in�WSF and�WSG can be fairly
different. Whereas�WSF requires nontrivial hadronic phases,�WSG is maximal (for fixed�S) in
the absence of hadronic phases.

In essence the measurement of�WSF analyses the difference in the correlated energy distribution
of the mesonsh1 andh2 from �+ and�� decay in the laboratory. Thus, it can be measured ine+e�

annihilation experiments through the study of single unpolarized� decays, even if the� rest frame
cannot be reconstructed [102, 104]. This differs from earlier studies where either polarized beams
and reconstruction of the full kinematics [105] or correlated fully reconstructed�� and�+ decays
were required [106].

The determination ofWSG, however, requires the knowledge of the full� kinematics and� polar-
ization [102] (eventually to be substituted through correlation studies), which is possible with the
help of vertex detectors. The corresponding distributions in this case are similar to the correlations
proposed in [105, 106].

The structure function formalism [92] allows also for a systematic analysis of possibleCP violation
effects in the three meson case [107]. TheK�� andKK� decay modes with nonvanishing vector
andaxial-vector current are of particular importance for detecting possibleCP violation originat-
ing from exotic intermediate vector bosons. This would be signaled by a nonvanishing difference
between the structure functionsWX(�

�) andWX(�
+) with X in fF;G;H; Ig. A difference in

the structure functions withX in fSB; SC; SD; SE; SF; SGg can again be induced through aCP -
violating scalar exchange.CP violation in the three pion channel has been also discussed in [108]
and in theK�� andKK� channels in [109], where the latter analysis is based on the “T -odd”
correlations in [92] and the vector-meson-dominance parameterizations in the last paper of [91].

12.2.5 Lorentz Structure of� Decays

In this section, the leptonic decaysl� ! �ll
0�� l0, are considered, where the lepton pair (l, l0) may

be (�, e), (� , e), or (� , �). The most general, local, derivative-free, lepton-number conserving,
four-lepton interaction Hamiltonian, consistent with locality and Lorentz invariance [85, 110],

H = 4
Gl0lp
2

X
n;�;!

gn�!

h
l0��

n(�l0)�

i h
(�l)��nl!

i
; (12.27)
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contains ten complex coupling constants or, since a common phase is arbitrary, nineteen indepen-
dent real parameters which could be different for each leptonic decay. The subindices�; !; �; and�

label the chiralities (left-handed, right-handed) of the corresponding fermions, andn the type of
interaction: scalar (I), vector (�), or tensor (���=

p
2). For givenn; �; !, the neutrino chiralities�

and� are uniquely determined. Taking out a common factorGl0l, which is determined by the total
decay rate, the coupling constantsgn�! are normalized [110] to

1 =
X
n;�;!

jgn�!=Nnj2 ; (12.28)

whereNn = 2, 1,1=
p
3 for n = S, V, T. In the Standard Model,gVLL = 1 and all othergn�! = 0.

For an initial lepton polarizationPl, the final charged lepton distribution in the decaying lepton
rest frame is usually parametrized in the form

d2�l!l0

dx d cos �
=
ml !

4

2�3
G2

l0l

q
x2 � x20

(
F (x)� �

3
Pl

q
x2 � x20 cos � A(x)

)
; (12.29)

where� is the angle between thel� spin and the final charged-lepton momentum,! � (m2

l +

m2

l0)=2ml , is the maximuml0� energy for massless neutrinos,x � El0�=! is the reduced energy,
x0 � ml0=! and [85]

F (x) = x(1� x) +
2

9
�
�
4x2 � 3x� x2

0

�
+ � x0(1� x) ;

A(x) = 1� x+
2

3
�

�
4x� 4 +

q
1� x2

0

�
: (12.30)

For unpolarizedls, the distribution is characterized by the so-called Michel parameter� and the
low-energy parameter�. Two more parameters,� and �, can be determined when the initial
lepton polarization is known. If the polarization of the final charged lepton is also measured,
five additional independent parameters [28, 34] (�0, �00, �00, �0, � 0) appear.

For massless neutrinos, the total decay rate is given by [85]

�l!l0 =
bG2

l0lm
5

l

192�3
f

 
m2

l0

m2

l

!
rEW ; bGl0l � Gl0l

vuut1 + 4 �
ml0

ml

g(m2

l0=m
2

l )

f(m2

l0=m
2

l )
; (12.31)

whereg(z) = 1+9z�9z2� z3+6z(1+ z) ln z, and the Standard Model radiative correctionrEW
has been included. Thus, the normalizationGe� corresponds to the Fermi couplingGF , measured
in � decay. TheB�=Be andBe��=�� universality tests, discussed previously, actually prove the
ratiosj bG��=

bGe� j andj bGe�=
bGe�j, respectively.
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In terms of thegn�! couplings, the shape parameters in Eqs. (12.29) and (12.30) are [85]:

� =
3

4
(�+ + ��) + (+ + �) ; �� =

3

4
(�� � �+) + (+ � �) ;

� = 3(�� � �+) + (�� � �+) +
7

3
(+ � �) ; (12.32)

� =
1

2
Re
h
gVLLg

S�
RR + gVRRg

S�
LL + gVLR

�
gS�RL + 6gT�RL

�
+ gVRL

�
gS�LR + 6gT�LR

�i
;

where

�+ � jgVRLj2 + 1

16
jgSRL + 6gTRLj2 ;

�� � jgVLLj2 + 1

4
jgSLLj2 ;

� � 3

16
jgSLR � 2gTLRj2 ;

�� � jgVLRj2 + 1

16
jgSLR + 6gTLRj2 ;

�+ � jgVRRj2 + 1

4
jgSRRj2 ;

+ � 3

16
jgSRL � 2gTRLj2 ;

(12.33)

are positive-definite combinations of decay constants, corresponding to a final right-handed (�+; �+; +)
or left-handed (��; ��; �) lepton. In the Standard Model,� = � = 3=4, � = �00 = �0 = � 0 = 0

and� = �0 = �00 = 1.

The normalization constraint (12.28) is equivalent to�+ + �� + �+ + �� + + + � = 1. It
is convenient to introduce [110] the probabilitiesQ�! for the decay of an!-handedl� into an
�-handed daughter lepton:

QLL = �� ; QRR = �+ ; QLR = �� + � ; QRL = �+ + + : (12.34)

Upper bounds on any of these (positive-semidefinite) probabilities translate into corresponding
limits for all couplings with the given chiralities.

For� decay, where precise measurements of the polarizations of both� ande have been performed,
there exist [110] upper bounds onQRR, QLR andQRL, and a lower bound onQLL. They imply
corresponding upper bounds on the eight couplingsjgnRRj, jgnLRj and jgnRLj. The measurements
of the �m and thee� do not allow the separate determination ofjgSLLj and jgVLLj. Nevertheless,
since the helicity of the�� in pion decay is experimentally known to be�1, a lower limit onjgVLLj
is obtained [110] from the inverse muon decay��e� ! �m�e. The present bounds [28, 34] on
the�-decay couplings are shown in Figure 12-13. These limits show nicely that the bulk of the
�-decay transition amplitude is indeed of the predicted V�A type.

The experimental analysis of the� decay parameters is necessarily different from the one applied
to the muon because of the much shorter� lifetime. The measurement of the� polarization and the
parameters� and� is still possible due to the fact that the spins of the�+�� pair produced ine+e�

annihilation are strongly correlated. However, the polarization of the charged lepton emitted in the
� decay has never been measured. In principle, this could be done for the decay�� ! ������
by stopping the muons and detecting their decay products [112]. An alternative method would be
[113] to use the radiative decays� ! l��l�� (l = e; �), since the distribution of the photons
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Figure 12-13. 90% CL experimental
limits [28, 34] for the normalized�-decay
couplingsg0n�! � gn�!=N
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Figure 12-14. 90% CL experimental
limits [111] for the normalized� -decay
couplingsg0n�! � gn�!=N

n, assuminge=�
universality.

emitted by the daughter lepton is sensitive to the lepton polarization. The measurement of the
inverse decay�� l� ! ���l looks far out of reach.

The most precise determination of the� -decay parameters comes from a recent CLEO analysis
[111]. The resulting constraints on thegn�! couplings are shown in Figure 12-14.

12.2.6 Rare� Decays

In the minimal Standard Model with massless neutrinos, there is a separately conserved additive
lepton number for each generation. All present data are consistent with this conservation law.
However, there are no strong theoretical reasons forbidding a mixing among the different leptons,
in the same way as happens in the quark sector. Many models in fact predict lepton-flavor or even
lepton-number violation at some level. Experimental searches for these processes can provide
information on the scale at which the new physics begins to play a significant role.
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K, � and� decays, together with�-e conversion, neutrinoless double beta decays and neutrino
oscillation studies, have already put stringent limits [28, 34] on lepton-flavor and lepton-number
violating interactions. However, given the present lack of understanding of the origin of fermion
generations, one can imagine different patterns of violation of this conservation law for different
mass scales. Moreover, the larger mass of the� opens the possibility of new types of decay that
are kinematically forbidden for the�.

The CLEO Collaboration [114] has recently reported improved experimental bounds on the branch-
ing ratios of several rare� decays to the level of10�5 to 10�6. With an integrated luminosity
sample of 30 fb�1 (3� 107 � pairs), BABAR will be able to push these limits down by another order
of magnitude.

Particularly interesting are lepton-flavor-violating (LFV) decays with no neutrinos in the final state.
There are several motivations and ways to extend the standard electroweak theory leading to such
rare � decays. Restricting ourselves to models with the standard gauge structure, lepton flavor
violation can arise either from (a) the mixing of heavy leptons in the leptonic charged and neutral
current or (b) due to the existence of LFV Yukawa couplings to new scalar particles.

In models of type (a) the expected LFV rates will generally tend to be very suppressed by small
neutrino masses. However flavor violation can occur even when neutrinos are “protected” from
acquiring a mass by some symmetry such as the conservation of thetotal lepton number [115], like
in models with neutral heavy leptons (NHL) [115, 116].

Neutral heavy leptons which are singlet underSU(2) arise in many extensions of the electroweak
theory. Being singlet, they couple to the standard gauge bosons only through their mixing with
ordinary doublet neutrinos. The resulting charged- (CC) and neutral-current (NC) leptonic weak
interactions have the form

LCC =
gp
2
W�

X
ij

l
�

Li
�(KLij�Lj +KHijNLj) + h:c: ; (12.35)

LNC =
g

cos �W
Z�

X
ij

[�Li
�PLLij�Lj+�Li

�PLHijNLj+NLi
�PHLij�Lj+NLi

�PHHijNLj] ;

wherePAB = K
y
AKB. The admixture in the CC and NC leads in general to violations of univer-

sality which limit the attainable values of theKH matrix elements.

The presence of these NHLs can give rise to several LFV� decays, such as� ! ll0+l0�, � ! l,
� ! l�0, � ! l�, � ! l�0, � ! lK, � ! l�, and� ! l�, wherel(0) = e; �. These processes
occur at the one-loop level with at least one virtual NHL in the loop. Detailed expressions for
the different decay widths can be found in [116]. The attainable branching ratio depends on the
NHL mass and of course on the allowed values for the couplingsKH . In some modelsKH is
severely constrained by the limits on neutrino masses. However, when flavor violation occurs with
massless neutrinos the only constraints onKH follow from weak universality. For two generations
of degenerated NHLs, there are three free parameters:MN ,

P
ijKH�ij2 and

P
ijKHlij2 leading to
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Figure 12-15. (a) Attainable� decay branching ratios in the NHL model for maximum allowed
values of the mixings

P
ijKH�ij

2 � 0:05 and
P

ijKHeij
2 � 0:01. (b) Parameter region for

branching ratios larger than10�7 (to the right and above the curves) with maximum mixing with
the first generation

P
ijKHeij

2 � 0:01.

branching ratios as large asO(10�6) as seen in Fig. 12-15 (a). Figure 12-15 (b) displays the regions
in the parameter space where the branching ratios can be larger than10�7.

Supersymmetry, both in its conventional realization, and in the alternative scenarios withoutR

parity conservation [117, 118] provides examples of models of type (b). Supersymmetry can
produce rare� decays such as the emission of very light sneutrinos. Although this decay is
kinematically ruled out in the minimal supersymmetric standard model, the emergence of a mass-
less sneutrino is a generic feature of a class ofSU(2) 
 U(1) supersymmetric models where the
Rp symmetry is broken spontaneously [119]. In these models one combination of the sneutrinos
remains massless because there must be a physical Nambu-Goldstone boson associated with the
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Figure 12-16. Attainable branching ratios for LFV� decays with majoron emission, as a function
of m�� .

spontaneous violation of lepton number symmetry. This is called the majoron and is denoted by
J . The minimal SUSY model with brokenR parity [119] is now ruled out by the LEP precision
measurement of the invisibleZ width [120]. It is, however, possible to formulate theR parity
breaking model with the majoron being mainly anSU(2)
U(1) singlet so that it does not couple
to theZ [118]. The scale characterizingR parity breaking is now large,i.e.,vR = O(1) TeV.

In these models the spectrum of the� decay is modified by single majoron emission. Figure 12-16,
taken from Ref. [121], shows the attainable values of the single majoron emission� decay branch-
ing ratios as a function of the�� mass. This indicates that the flavor-violating� decay processes
with single majoron emission could lead to observable effects for a wide range of the allowed
parameters.

12.2.7 � Electric Dipole Moment

The lepton electric dipole momentsdl, which vanish in the Standard Model, are sensitive quantities
to a possible lepton substructure. Moreover, they violateT andP invariance; thus, they constitute
a good probe ofCP violation. Owing to their chiral-changing structure, the dipole moments may
provide important insights on the mechanism responsible for mass generation. In general, one
expects that a fermion of massmf (generated by physics at some scaleM � mf ) will have
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induced dipole moments proportional to some power ofmf=M . Therefore, heavy fermions such
as the� should be a good testing ground for this kind of effect.

At BABAR one could search forCP violation in � pair production, by studyingCP -odd correlations
between the final� decay products. For instance, one could look fore� final states from correlated
leptonic�+�� decays,

e+e� ! � ! �+�� ! ��e�X :

TheCP -odd�+�� production amplitude, generated by a non-zero� electric dipole moment, would
interfere with theCP -even Standard Model one. This effect can be analyzed through theCP -odd,
symmetric and traceless tensor

Tij = (q� � q+)i (q� � q+)j + (i$ j) ; (12.36)

wherei; j are Cartesian vector indices withz coordinate along the incoming electron direction and
q+ andq� represent momentum vectors of the positive and negative final charged leptons.

A preliminary Monte Carlo study has been carried out [122] using theAslund fast simulation
program in the Beta analysis framework. The� pair production has been generated withEvtGen
andKoralB . In order to minimize huge backgrounds, the study has been performed with oppo-
sitely chargede� final states. No particle identification algorithm has been used; thus, the currently
acceptede and� PID efficiency of 90% with 0.2% and 2% contamination, respectively, has been
adopted. The dominant background comes from� ! e�� decay and a pion mis-identified as a
muon from� ! ��. The event selection cuts are:

� There are only oppositely charged electron and muon candidates in the event and no photon
with energy above 100MeV. Good leptons satisfypT > 0:1 GeV=c andp > 0:5 GeV=c.
This requirement completely suppresses all the genericBB andqq backgrounds.

� In order to remove lepton pair production,pl < 6 GeV=c andpe + p� < 10 GeV=c has been
required. Their residual contaminations are further suppressed by PID.

� Leptons are accepted within the barrel region of the BABAR detector,i.e.,30� < �l < 130�.

The final accumulative selection efficiency of thee� sample is 2.1%, which corresponds toNe� =

2� 105 events at 10 fb�1 luminosity.

The most sensitive tensor element isT33. TheT33 distribution of the finale� sample, ford� = 0,
is shown in Fig. 12-17. The mean value of the distribution ishT33i = �0:01 � 0:01GeV3. This
corresponds to

jd� j � 1:8� 10�16 e cm (95%CL) : (12.37)
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Figure 12-17. T33 distribution of the finale� sample ford� = 0.

12.3 Two-Photon Physics

The reactione+e� ! e+e� ! e+e�X, where two virtual photons combine to give the final
stateX, allows a complementary probe of hadronic structure to that obtained ine+e� annihilation
or hadron collisions. In particular, two photons couple directly to charge conjugationC = +1

resonances, and preferentially to those with charge+2=3 quarks, due to thee4q dependence of
the cross-section. Couplings to “exotic” mesons, such as four-quark states or glueballs, also
differ from those seen ine+e� annihilation, and measurements of the two-photon widths� can
help to identify such mesons. Perturbative QCD makes testable predictions for the two-photon
production rates and kinematic distributions of meson and baryon pairs. Measurements of photon
structure functions and jet production in two-photon reactions can also contribute significantly to
our understanding of QCD.

While the total two-photon cross-section to hadrons is not small (� 1 nb at PEP II energies), the
rapid fall of the virtual photon flux with increasingW (the two-photon center-of-mass energy) has
made it very difficult to use the two-photon reaction to study high-mass final states. In addition, the
final states produced in two-photon processes typically have low multiplicity, making triggering
and background separation difficult. The only way to compensate for this is with large integrated
luminosity, coupled with a good detector. CLEO-II at Cornell has made a few steps into the
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higher-mass region with several fb�1 of data, but the detector and trigger are not optimal for
two-photon physics. Since the two-photon cross-section grows logarithmically with energy, LEP-
II may also contribute, but will not achieve sufficient integrated luminosity to allow systematic
studies of resonances and hadron pair production. With an excellent detector like BABAR, the PEP-
II B Factory will be an ideal place to extend two-photon physics to higher masses since it will
produce at least an order of magnitude higher luminosity than in presente+e� colliders.

The two-photon reaction is usually categorized by whether the scatterede� are detected or not.
In the “untagged” case, bothe+ ande� scatter at small angles, leaving only the final state X in
a typical detector. One of the best discriminants for the two-photon reaction from background
processes is that the final state particles have balanced momenta perpendicular to the beam di-
rection. Since the virtual photon fluxes each fall off as1=q2, whereq is the four momentum of
the virtual photon, the rate is typically an order of magnitude smaller for each detected scattered
lepton “tag”. The boost of an asymmetricB Factory causes the lower energye+ to be “pulled”
out into the detector more often than in a symmetric machine, increasing the rates for detecting the
singly-tagged reaction. However, this advantage cannot be fully realized with the present BABAR

detector, which is without a backward endcap calorimeter.

12.3.1 Monte Carlo Simulations and BABAR Rate Estimates

A Monte Carlo simulation [123] has been used to estimate event rates and kinematics for many of
the two-photon reactions of interest at PEP II. The simulation is based on one developed for the
TPC/Two-Gamma experiment at PEP [124], but has been altered to allow for beam asymmetry.
It generates the fulle+e� ! e+e�X cross-section for many different final states and allows the
application of cuts on polar angles and energies. Comparing the generated events passing such cuts
with measured results obtained for several reactions in the TPC/Two-Gamma experiment provides
detector efficiency factors. Assuming the same efficiency factors for BABAR allows the estimation
of expected rates [123]. Of course, since BABAR is, in most ways, a better detector than TPC/Two-
Gamma, these efficiency factors (and the corresponding rate estimates) are probably conservatively
low. Recently, the two-photon generator from CLEO [125] has been adapted to BABAR and has also
been used for estimating rates. Since this generator runs under Unix, while the TPC/Two-Gamma
generator does not, the CLEO generator will be added to the BABAR simulation package.

The output of the Monte Carlo generators has been converted into a form readable by the BABAR

simulation packageBeget /BBsim . This has allowed some of the two-photon reactions to be
studied with the full detector and trigger simulations and has led to the establishment of several
two-photon benchmark reactions for which minimum trigger efficiencies are specified for BABAR

[126]. These simulations show that triggering on two-photon final states is straightforward and
has high efficiency forW > 2GeV. However, triggering will be increasingly difficult for final
state masses below about1:5 GeV=c2, especially when backgrounds are high and the desired final
state has only two charged particles. Although these simulations should account for geometric
and trigger efficiencies, they do not yet provide estimates of reconstruction and background cut
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efficiencies. Thus, it is still prudent when trying to calculate absolute rates to apply estimated final
state efficiencies (33% for all charged final states,11% for states with one�0, and8% for states
with multiple �0s) based on experience from previous two-photon experiments. This is done for
all of the rates quoted in this section. An integrated luminosity of 100 fb�1 is assumed, equivalent
to three years of running with the expected peak luminosity of BABAR.

12.3.2 Resonance Production

12.3.2.1 Determination of� for qq mesons

The primary motivation for studying meson resonances with two-photon reactions is to measure
their two-photon width� , a quantity which is predictable from QCD models. As mentioned
before, two photons couple toC = +1 mesons, and the coupling strength is stronger for those
with u andc quark content, as compared withd ands quarks or gluons. In addition, production
of states witHJP = (2n + 1)� by two real photons is forbidden, as are states withJ = 1 for any
parity value (Yang-Landau theorem).� has been measured for the pseudo-scalar mesons�0, �
and�0, the tensor mesonsa2(1320), f2(1270) andf 0

2
(1525), the scalara0(980) and the�2(1670).

The expected integrated luminosity at BABAR will extend the measurements of resonance pro-
duction up to masses of at least 4GeV=c2 [123]. Heavy quark states are of special interest since
nonrelativistic potential model calculations are expected to be reliable. For instance, a nonrela-
tivistic model [127] with next-to-leading-order QCD corrections predicts�(�c)=��+��(J= ) =

(4=3)(1 + 1:96�s=�). This calculation, which assumes that the wave-functions for�c andJ= are
identical at the origin, gives�(�c) = 8:2 keV. The measured� of the charmonium states�c,
�c0, and�c2 disagree substantially amongst the experiments [28, 128, 129], but they are still based
on only a handful of reconstructed events. Monte Carlo simulations done for BABAR, assuming
the PDG average values for�, predict that 5000–10000 events will be reconstructed in each of
several decay modes for�c, with roughly 1/2 that rate for�c0 and 1/10 that rate for�c2. These
large samples will give very precise measurements of the two-photon widths, with greatly reduced
systematic errors as well.

The nonrelativistic quark model also leads to the following relation:

��c
�(�c)

=
9�2

s(Mc)

8�2
[1 +

8:2

�
�s(Mc)] (12.38)

where the wave function at the origin cancels in the ratio of widths, so that relativistic corrections
and nonperturbative QCD effects are expected to cancel. This relation should yield a precise value
for �s(Mc), provided that a precise measurement of�(�c) is performed and that phase space
effects due to a nonvanishing effective mass for the primary gluons emitted in the hadronic�c
decay [130] do not dominate.
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There will be a characteristic flavor dependence for the two-photon production of the various states
comprising aqq nonet with ideal mixing:

�(
(uu+ dd)p

2
:
(uu� dd)p

2
: ss) = 25 : 9 : 2 : (12.39)

The question of whichJPC nonets are ideally flavor-mixed (like� , ! , and� , or a2; f2; f 02 for the
2++ nonet), and which are not (like the0�+ nonet), is critical to the understanding of the dynamics
of flavor mixing.

The JPC dependence of the production ratios is also an important characteristic. Within a3LJ
multiplet, one has in a nonrelativistic approximation

�(
3P2 :

3 P1 :
3 P0) = 1 : 0 : 15=4 (12.40)

whereas, asmq ! 0, �(3P0) ! 0. Determining the�(3LJ) for many different multiplets will
provide new insight on the enigma of how to relate the small, partonic current-quark masses to the
constituent-quark masses of spectroscopy. Similar relations exist for the higher multiplets [131],
and enable, for example, separation of the2++ radial excitation of the3P2 (1270), expected at
� 1800MeV, from the3F2 state which is expected to lie in the same mass region. The3P2 is
predicted to be entirely produced in collisions in theJz = 2 substate. In contrast, a3F2 is
predicted to have a width fromJz = 0 roughly 1/3 to 1/2 of that fromJz = 2 . So observation
of a significantJz = 0 contribution for a2++ around 1800MeV can help to distinguish the3F2

from the3P2 radial excitation off2(1270).

Barnes [132] computed widths ofqq states based on an assumed Coulomb plus linear potential.
These are in good agreement with data for the3PJ states and so are hopefully a reasonable
orientation for the sought-after radial excitations. For radially excited states with masses near
1700MeV this gives, foruu anddd [ss],

�(
3P0(1700)) = (2:1� 2:3) keV [(0:15� 0:2) keV];

��=2 (3P2(1700)) = (1:5� 2:4) keV [(0:1� 0:2) keV];

��=0 (3P2(1700)) = (0:05� 0:15) keV [< 0:01 keV]: (12.41)

These predicted values are only slightly smaller than for the3PJ states and should be observable
experimentally.

Thus, there should be a very rich spectrum of states in the 1.3–2.3GeV=c2 region that could be
disentangled with the help of high-statistics two-photon data. Aside from deepening our under-
standing of the quark model, it is important to establish the nature of all states in this region so
that one may recognize the presence of nonqq mesons. Even with trigger efficiencies that are
lower at low mass, simulations show that BABAR should reconstruct the knownqq mesons at a high
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rate. For example,� 105 a2(1320) mesons and� 106 �2(1670) mesons should be reconstructed.
Measurements of� for these states may be the first two-photon results obtained by BABAR and
will certainly allow a thorough understanding of systematic effects needed for the study of rarer
two-photon processes.

An additional test of QCD and of quark models, can be made if precision measurements of the
�0, �, �0 !  and�0 ! �+�� decays are possible. Such decays are related to QCD and more
generally to quark models via triangle and box anomaly diagrams [133, 134], which are expected
to exist within the framework of QCD, even if they cannot be explicitly computed therein. Almost
all data connected with the box anomaly diagram suffer from a lack of statistics and sometimes
also from large systematic effects. Although it is very difficult to trigger on such low-mass, low-
multiplicity final states in the face of large backgrounds, simulations show that BABAR might expect
to accumulate at least� 105 fully reconstructed� and�0 events. The crucial task will be to obtain a
detailed understanding of the trigger and reconstruction efficiencies, so as to minimize systematic
errors in the determination of the two-photon widths.

12.3.2.2 Identification of exotic mesons and glueballs

Particularly interesting is the search for exotic objects which are predicted by QCD: glueballs,
hybridqqg mesons, and 4-quark states (qqqq) or meson “molecules” (KK). As photons are weakly
coupled to gluons, ! qqg and ! gg production are suppressed by factors of order 100–
1000 compared with ! qq. However, the large integrated luminosity obtainable with BABAR

should allow measurements of many of these exotic states, and the ratio of their two-photon widths
to normal mesons will aid in their identification.

There are lattice QCD predictions of glueballs between 1.5GeV=c2 and 4 GeV=c2 [135], with
some consensus that the lightest state is0++, while 0�+ and 2++ are the next heaviest states.
A serious candidate has been observed at LEAR, thef0(1500) [136]; a possible candidate is the
fJ(2220) or �(2230) [28, 137]. It will be vital to measure the two-photon widths for the3P0 qq

states, because the lightest glueball is predicted to be�= 1.6 GeV=c2, which is in the vicinity of
the3P0 nonet. The couplings to the system can disentangle the pattern of these0++ states and
clarify the role off0 (1500) andfJ (1710) in the glueball-qq mixing. As an example of the ability
of BABAR to study glueball states, a Monte Carlo simulation was done for a state with the parameters
of the�2(1670) except that a theoretically-motivated two-photon width of 1eV was chosen instead
of the� � 1 keV characteristic ofqq mesons. Even with such a small coupling, BABAR should
reconstruct� 1000 such events in the final state�+���0.

Hybrid states, where gluonic degrees of freedom are excited in the presence of theqq “seed,”
are predicted to lie around 2GeV=c2. A JPC = 1�+ structure at 1.6–2.2GeV=c2, observed at
Brookhaven in a��p reaction [138], is a candidate for such a hybrid state. The2�+ sector is also
interesting, as1D2 qq states are now becoming established in the 1.7–1.8GeV=c2 mass region
while lattice QCD predicts hybrid2�+ states should exist in the� 2GeV=c2 region.  ! �!

can access the3S state as it has a significant�! coupling and hence, by VDM, should also couple
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to . The hybrid state, by contrast, is expected to have a smaller coupling and not couple
strongly in�!. Any 0�+ in  ! �! may be compared with the�(1800) hybrid candidate [139]

One of the most interesting regions for studies of exotic mesons is around 1.4GeV=c2. Here there
exists the still-enigmatic�(1440), long noted as a possible0�+ glueball, which has not yet been
seen in reactions [140]. However, in single-tagged two-photon reactions, the X(1420) has been
detected [141, 142] and identified as a spin-1 meson. The experiments could not identify the parity
of this state, which determines whether it is an unwanted extra member of the1++ nonet or a
hybrid 1�+ state. Simulations suggest that at least 20000 X(1420)s will be seen in theK�K0

s�
�

final state with BABAR. As BABAR is without a backward endcap calorimeter, it will be difficult to
identify the scattered positron that would allow separation between spin-0 and spin-1 resonances.
However, with such high statistics it may be possible to use only the final state hadrons and do a
Dalitz plot analysis to achieve this separation. A thorough study of ! ��� andKK� might
identify more such0�+ states and1�+ states in the 1.5–2.0GeV=c2 range.

12.3.2.3 Q2 dependence and QCD

The� reaction, where one photon is tagged, allows a measurement of the transition form factor
for mesons. For largeQ2, whereQ2 = max(�q2

1
;�q2

2
) andqi is the four momentum of thei’th

virtual photon, the perturbative QCD approach of Brodsky and Lepage [70, 143] results in the
factorization of the amplitude into a parton distribution amplitude in the meson (or wave function)
and a hard scattering amplitude computed, in leading order, from Born diagrams. The transition
form factors for�0, � and�0 have been determined by two recent experiments [144, 145], but
more precise measurements of the� and�0 transition form factors are needed to determine their
wave functions [146]. These measurements will be difficult, but hopefully not impossible with
the current BABAR detector. Addition of a backward endcap calorimeter would, of course, help to
identify the “tagging”e+.

12.3.3 Exclusive Hadron Production and QCD

A real test of perturbative QCD predictions for exclusive hadron production from two-photon
interactions can be made by analyzing data in theW > 3GeV mass range. The exclusive
productions of meson pairs or baryon-antibaryon pairs are of special interest. These processes
are crossed channels of the Compton scattering of a photon from the considered meson or baryon.
One advantage over Compton scattering is that a large variety of hadron pairs can be produced
in two-photon interactions, whereas in Compton scattering experiments the possible targets are
very limited. For large center-of-mass angles, high momenta are transferred and perturbative QCD
calculations in the Born approximation are expected to account for absolute cross-sections, angular
dependence, and polarizations [70, 143].
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The predictions of Brodsky and Lepage [143] illustrate the sensitivity of the angular distributions
to the meson wave function. For charged pions, the cross-section is essentially independent of
the wave function, so that QCD predictions are almost model independent. For neutral pions,
on the contrary, predictions are very sensitive to the meson wave function�M . A measurement
of  ! �+�� therefore provides a test for the QCD predictions, whereas a measurement of
 ! �0�0 allows a determination of�M . Dimensional counting rules lead to the scaling law
d�=dt � s�4 whens is large.

The cross-section for ! �+��, as measured in the TPC/Two-Gamma experiment at PEP [147],
is several times larger than the predictions of Brodsky and Lepage, whereas for ! K+K�

the predicted cross-section is slightly larger than the measured cross-section. It should be noted,
however, that the data does not reach large values ofW , where one might expect perturbative
QCD to be valid. The inclusion of SU(3) flavor symmetry breaking effects [148] results in better
agreement with the experimental data. In more recent results from CLEO [149] based on an
integrated luminosity of 1.2 fb�1, where pions and kaons could not be separated, the angular
distributions are nevertheless in better agreement with theory for large values ofW . Simulations
using the predicted QCD cross-sections show that> 5000 �+�� and> 1500 �0�0 events should
be detected forW > 2GeV in BABAR. (The actual detected rates in the 2–3GeV region will be
higher by a factor of a few, due to resonant contributions.) These sample sizes are at least an order
of magnitude larger than those used in CLEO publications. Furthermore, the muon chambers
within the BABAR IFR should distinguish pion pairs from muon pairs, reducing systematic errors in
deriving the measured cross-sections. Similar event rates will be seen forK+K�, where the DIRC
will provide excellent event-by-event separation between� andK.

The measured cross-section for ! �0�0 shows a large enhancement near threshold not seen in
 ! �+�� [150], an effect which is not yet fully understood. There are also data for ! !!

[151, 152], and for ! �� and!� [153]. These data have very poor precision; BABAR should
provide a major improvement that will shed light on the structure of vector mesons.

The analysis of ! (baryon antibaryon) processes is similar to that for ! (two mesons); yet
the diagrams that contribute are much more numerous. Perturbative QCD at leading order leads to
the scaling lawd�=dt � s�6 for baryon pair production, which has to be experimentally verified
in order to check that the perturbative regime has been reached. Helicity conservation implies that
the baryons have opposite helicities.

The cross-section for ! pp has been measured at CLEO [154] up toW = 3:1GeV with an
integrated luminosity of 1.3 fb�1. QCD based calculations by Farrar [155], using the Chernyak and
Zhitnitsky wave function [156], give a cross-section one order of magnitude lower than the mea-
sured cross-section. However, radiation from isolated colored partons (“Sudakov suppression”)
can have a substantial effect on the cross-section [157] and should be taken into account. On the
other hand, a diquark model by Kroll [158] is in agreement with the data, but introduces further
parameters because of the diquark form factor.
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BABAR will detect a large number ofpp events (� 105). Thus, in spite of the steepW dependence of
the cross-section, measurements should be possible in the regionW =3–4GeV where perturbative
calculations are more valid. Additionally, the high statistics will allow significantly better measure-
ments of the angular distributions. The ! pp process can be compared to the closely related
Compton scattering p!  p at larges andt. TheW = 3:1GeV results at CLEO correspond to
Compton scattering of a photon beam of energyE = 4:5GeV, which is in the domain of CEBAF,
whileW = 4GeV corresponds to Compton scattering atE = 8GeV.

The ! �� reaction has been observed at CLEO with an integrated luminosity of 3.4 fb�1[159].
The cross-section is close to that for ! pp, but the diquark model predicts a cross-section a
factor of 3 lower than the data. One expects the ratio of the number of�� to pp to be about one
half, forW greater than about 3.5GeV. Large event samples are badly needed for this final state
and should be supplied by BABAR. If sufficient data is obtained, it might be possible to test helicity
conservation in this reaction.

Other baryon-antibaryon pairs can be searched for:�0�0 or�� are relatively difficult to identify,
but�+�+, where�+ ! p�0, could be easier. Farraret al. [155] predict production rates for
�+ �+ and�++ �++ much higher than forpp; therefore, it is possible that these processes will
be observed in spite of the broadness of the�.

12.4 Light-Meson Spectroscopy inB,Ds, andD Decays

Light Meson Spectroscopy is still a very active field of physics research, mostly due to the lack of
final experimental evidence for a gluonic degree of freedom in the structure of light mesons. Over
the last years, many experiments attempted to unravel different puzzles related to the study of the
light mesons using a large variety of reactions. Studies were made using peripheral [160] and cen-
tral [161] hadronic interactions,pp annihilations [162], collisions [163], photo-production [164]
and heavy flavor decays [165]. Dedicated experiments are actually still running or analyzing their
data at CERN, BNL, FNAL, Serpukhov, and Beijing.

The basic interest in this field is the possibility of the existence of exotic states: meson resonances
composed only of gluons (glueballs) or of mixtures of quarks and gluons (hybrids). These states are
expected from QCD to exist and to populate the low mass region of the hadronic spectrum together
with ordinary mesons with which they can mix [166]. The latest lattice calculations locate the low
lying glueballs withJPC = 0++ around 1.5GeV=c2 while theJPC = 2++ is expected in the
2.2GeV=c2 region [135].

Several exotic candidates have been suggested over the last years by several experiments [167].
These include the I=0 scalars,f0(980) andf0(1500), the I=1 scalar,a0(980), the pseudoscalar,
�=�(1440), and the axial,f1(1420). Glueball candidates are�=fJ(1710) and�(2200) with as yet
undefined spin. New evidence has recently been reported on the existence of an exoticJPC = 1�+
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meson,�̂(1370) [168]. In addition, a series of bumps with unknown quantum numbers exist that
are difficult to accommodate in the quark model. Even now, basicqq nonets have some undefined
members.

One of the problems encountered in the study of light meson spectroscopy is that several res-
onances are superimposed in the same mass range so that only sophisticated partial wave anal-
yses are able to separate the different contributions. However, quite often some ambiguity re-
mains [169]. It is clear that no single experiment can answer the question of the existence of exotics
— this can only be achieved by a comparison of the properties of light mesons from different
production mechanisms.

New sources of light mesons that could be worthwhile exploring are the decays ofB andD
mesons. The number ofB andD final states involving light mesons is not as rich as in charmonium
decay. Nevertheless there are a few important areas in which these reactions can make important
contributions. Some studies have already been performed and are giving interesting results. In
particular, evidence has been presented forDs decays tof0(980) [170, 171],f0(1500) [171], and
�=fJ(1700) [172], mesons which do not have an easy classification in the SU(3)qq multiplets.

BABAR, with its high luminosity and its vertexing possibilities, due to the asymmetrice+e� beam
energies, offers unique possibilities for performing these studies. The idea is to select one fully
reconstructedB decay in channels having enough constraints to allow background-free decay
chains.

In the following, the outline of a physics program that could be performed with BABAR is given. In
some cases, estimates of background contributions are provided. A complete description of the
simulation studies can be found in Ref. [173]. The study of these decays consists of fitting the
Dalitz plots using the sum of different interfering amplitudes, each described by a Breit-Wigner
lineshape and a decay angular distribution [174]. The total amplitude used to describe the Dalitz
plot population is, therefore

jM j2 = j
X

BW (m)� J(
)� ei�j2; (12.42)

whereBW (m) describes the Breit-Wigner term,J(
) describes the angular distributions and� is
the phase of the given amplitude.

Similar studies have been performed inpp annihilations at rest to pseudoscalars, where the exper-
imental situation is much more complex due to the presence of several partial waves in the initial
state. InD andB decays there is a large simplification due to the fact that the initial state is unique:
a spin-0 particle.

The following simulations have been made using theAslund program, further details can be
found in Ref. [173].
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12.4.1 B decays

12.4.1.1 B decays toa1(1260)

The decayB ! a1� is an important channel for the determination of sin2�. Since thea1(1260)
decays dominantly via�� to the3� final state,B ! 4� has to be investigated where a lot of
background is expected (a2�, ��, �(1300)�; : : :). The expected rate of thea1� final state is rather
small and will not allow for the determination of its lineshape. Therefore, it has to be imposed in
order to extract the couplings out of the partial wave analysis of the4�-channel. Unfortunately,
static properties like mass and width of thea1 are not well determined so far. In addition, a radial
exciteda1, a so-calleda1R(1700) may be present in theB-Decay, which represents part of the axial
current. This particle has been reported to be seen in charge exchange reactions [139] and at LEP
[175], always in it3�-mode. Therefore, it is important to study thea1 and its radial excitations in
a hadronic environment with very high statistics. This can be done very efficiently inB ! Da1
decays where, in contrast to� -decays, no phase space limit applies.

The a1(1260) meson has been observed already inB decays [28] with the branching fractions
shown in Table 12-22. In these decays charge conjugation is implied. TheB decay diagrams
that lead to the production of thea1(1260) meson are shown in Fig. 12-18. The results from the
simulations are summarized in Table 12-22. Backgrounds are rather small, for a signal of 1.9�103
events from the decayB

0 ! D�+a�
1

, D�+ ! D0�+, D0 ! K��+, the estimated backgrounds
yields are the following:(B+B�): 31; (cc): 74; total(qq): 79.

One interesting channel, never studied, which could enhance thea1 decay tof0� is given by the
�0�0�� finale state. This decay has also been simulated throughAslund allowing this time the
a1 to decay to�0�0��. The resulting estimate for this channel is also shown in the last row of
Table 12-22. The resulting acceptance on the3� Dalitz plots for the two decay modes show a
rather uniform behavior.

12.4.1.2 Color-suppressedB decays

A B0-decay diagram that could lead to the production of neutral light mesons is shown in Fig. 12-19.
Here, the decay of theX0 system to�+��, KK, KK�, ���, etc.could be studied. Simulations
have been performed imagining theX0 system to decay to�+��. The branching fractions for
such decays are not known, so the numbers given below have been computed in units of1� 10�3.
The resulting figures on this channel are summarized in Table 12-23. The background estimates
to the decayB

0 ! (�+��)D�0(! �0D0(! K��+)) are these: for a signal of 170 events, 52
events fromB+B� and 16 events fromcc are expected. The latter contribution may be reduced
further using the jet-like structure of the continuum. These channels, therefore, depending on their
branching fractions, require some careful study of backgrounds fromBB.
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Figure 12-18. Diagrams involvingB decays toa1.

Table 12-22. Branching fractions and estimated events for 30 fb�1 luminosity for B decays
involving thea1(1260) meson.

Channel Branching fraction (%) Acceptance Events

(a�
1
! �+����)

B� ! D0a�
1

0:5� 0:4 9� 103

D0 ! K��+ 0.38

B� ! D�0(2007)a�1 1:9� 0:5 21� 103

D�0 ! �0D0(! K��+) 0.21

B0 ! D�a+
1

0:6� 0:33 5� 103

D� ! K+���� 0.31

B0 ! D��(2010)a+
1

1:3� 0:27 16� 103

D�� ! ��D0

D�� ! ��D0(! K��+) 0.35

D�� ! �0D�

D�� ! �0D�(! K+����) 0.19

Total

B ! D(�)a�1 (! �+����) 51� 103

B ! D(�)a�
1
(! �0�0��) 29� 103
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Figure 12-19. Diagram involvingB0 decays to neutral light mesons.

Table 12-23. Acceptance and event yield for a30fb�1 luminosity in units of1� 10�3 branching
fraction forB

0
! D0�+�� andB

0
! D�0�+��.

Decay Acceptance Events

B
0 ! (�+��)D�0(! �0D0(! K��+)) 0.23 174

B
0 ! (�+��)D�0 2450

B
0 ! �+��D0(! K��+) 0.41 500

B
0 ! �+��D0 3700

12.4.2 D andDs Decays

D andDs decay diagrams that can give information on the production of neutral light mesons are
shown in Fig. 12-20.D mesons are coupled touu states whileDs mesons are coupled toss states.

The Dalitz plots from these decays have been studied by Mark II, Mark III, E691, E687, and
ARGUS experiments, with a few hundred events and in channels which involve charged tracks
only. The full reconstruction ofB decays in BABAR will allow the possibility of detecting decays
to channels involvings. Ds decays, as seen in Fig. 12-20, are coupled to mesons havingss

contributions in their wavefunction. Therefore, fromDs decays, precise measurements of the
branching fractions of strangeonium states could be obtained. Among the puzzles still present in
light meson spectroscopy, BABAR could obtain information on the internal structure of thef0(980)
meson, the�=fJ(1700), and theE=� puzzle. Ds decays can be obtained with high rates and
relatively background free conditions using the decay channels shown in Table 12-24.
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Figure 12-20. Diagrams involvingD andDs decays to light mesons.

Table 12-24. Branching fractions and events yield for a 30fb�1 luminosity for B decays
involving Ds meson.

Channel Branching Fraction % D+

s ! �+���+ D+

s ! �+K+K�

B+ ! D0D+

s 1:7� 0:6 750 1973

B+ ! D0D�+
s 1:2� 1:0 303 797

B+ ! D
�0
(2007)D+

s 1:0� 0:7 282 742

B+ ! D
�0
(2007)D�+

s 2:3� 1:4 371 976

B0 ! D�D+

s 0:7� 0:4 152 400

B0 ! D��(2010)D+

s 1:2� 0:6 272 715

B0 ! D�D�+
s 2:0� 1:5 373 981

B0 ! D��(2010)D�+
s 1:9� 1:2 343 902

Total 2846 7486
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Table 12-25. Acceptances for the reactionB0 ! D��D+

s , D�� ! D0��, D0 ! K��+ for
differentDs decay modes.

Ds Decay mode Acceptance

�+�+�� 0.30

�+�0�0 0.17

�+�� 0.24

�+K+K� 0.24

�+K0

sK
0

s 0.18

12.4.2.1 Study ofB0
! D��D+

s

The following decays have been simulated:

B0 ! D��D+

s

! �+�+��

! �+�0�0

! �+��

! �+K+K�

! �+K0

SK
0

S

with the acceptances shown in Table 12-25. The selection procedure is outlined in Fig. 12-21 where
the signal is compared with backgrounds. In this case, for 42 events signal fromB0 ! D��D+

s ,
D�� ! D0��, D0 ! K��+, D+

s ! �+���+ � 1:5 background events may be expected from
B+B� and 0.9 fromcc.

The simulation shows also a rather uniform acceptance on the Dalitz plot for�+��, K+K� and
�� final states, while some depletion in the high mass region can be seen in the�0�0 andK0

SK
0

S

final states. The estimated number of events are summarized in Table 12-24.

12.4.2.2 K matrix formalism

The structure of the mysterious sector of light quark scalar mesons is still under discussion and
needs information in terms of existence, lineshapes, and proper decay branching fractions of the
scalar isoscalar states. The main problem in the analysis of scalar mesons is the fact that all known
isoscalar scalars are overlapping and are affected by any decay threshold. However, the low mass
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Figure 12-21. Comparison between signal (5�103 events, first row),B+B� background (0.5
�106 events, second row) andcc continuum (1.0�106 events,third row) for the reaction:B0 !

D��D+

s ,D�� ! D0��,D0 ! K��+,D+

s ! �+���+. At stage 3) theD0 has been required, at
stage 4) theD�� has been selected using the mass difference. At stage 6) aB in the missing mass
toD�3� has been required, at stage 7) aB in the effective mass (D�3�) has been required. The last
figure shows theDs signal in the 3� effective mass.
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scalars are constrained by the unitarity limit condition. Therefore, a coupled channel analysis
has to be applied which guarantees unitarity. Apropos of this, a powerful method for that has
been developed by Chunget al. [176] based on aK matrix method used by the Crystal Barrel
Collaboration [177] to describe the production of three pseudoscalars inpp annihilation in terms
of isobar propagation. The same technique is applicable for the decay ofD mesons. The work of
Chunget al.shows how one can factorize the production and propagation of isobars in a hadronic
production process. The two particle dynamics can be written in terms of the unitaryS matrix with
S = I + 2i�T , whereI is the identify operator and2i is a convention.� is a diagonal phase space
matrix with �i = qi=m with qi being the two body breakup momentum andm being the isobar’s
mass. All dynamics is described by the unitaryT matrix that has poles in the complex energy
plane, which can be identified with resonances. To parametrize this matrix, it is useful to introduce
the real hermitianK matrix with the definitionK�1 = T�1 + i�, to getT = K(I � iK�)�1. The
K matrix describes the propagation of an isobar through its final states up to a infinite number of
loops. The elements of theK matrix are sums of poles for all the individual resonances� which
may occur

Kij =
X
�

g�;i(m)g�;i(m)

(m2
� �m2)

p
�i�j

+ cij; (12.43)

whereg�;i(m) = m���i(m) is the mass dependent width, which includes the relative coupling
strength and phase space factors as well as the angular momentum barrier of final statei to reso-
nance� andcij and arbitrary constant. The total width of the resonance� is then�� =

P
� ��i(m).

Since the originalK-matrix approach describes only two-body scattering, a production amplitude
has to be introduced that can be written in terms of aP vector has exactly the same poles as theK

matrix

Pi =
X
�

��g�;i(m)

(m2
� �m2)

p
�i

+ pi andT = (1� iK�)�1P (12.44)

where�� is the production strength of the resonance� andpi are arbitrary constants. The advan-
tage of this method is the generality of theK-matrix, which is identical for all final states. The
differences are covered by the production strength. ThereforeK has to be the same as,e.g.,in pp
interactions.

The proposed strategy for an analysis is to start with the scalarK-matrix parametrization as of
the Crystal Barrel Experiment including the channelsKK (K+K� andKSKS), �� (�+�� and
�0�0) and��. OtherK-matrices and/or Breit-Wigner forms may be added for other partial waves
depending on whether or not resonances of a givenJPC do or do not overlap. This should be done
for each set ofD-decays separately (Ds, D� andD0). This provides the opportunity to do cross-
checks and to settle the number of poles (resonances) needed for a perfect fit. After all, it should be
possible to combine all datasets to get a solution without biases from other experiments yielding
masses and widths (from the complex energy plane ofT ) and the decay branching fractions for all
individual resonances.
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12.4.2.3 Study of theE=� puzzle

The true composition of the axial mesons nonet is still uncertain, with two statesf1(1420) and
f1(1515) competing with being thess member of the nonet. In addition, some pseudoscalar
states have been observed in the 1.4GeV=c2 region decaying toKK� and ��� having a not
easy classification. It is, therefore, interesting to have other inputs to the problem andDs decays
could test the internal quark structure of some of these mesons.Ds decays that could be used for
this purpose are

D+

s ! (K+K��0)�+ or D+

s ! (K0

SK
���)�+ ; (12.45)

where one looks for resonances in theKK� system. The results from a simulation of these
channels gives a total of 11�103 events for the decay ofB ! D(�)Ds,D+

s ! (K+K��0)�+.

12.5 Baryon Formation

The formation of hadrons is not a subject that is amenable to first principles calculation from QCD.
Instead, the comparison between experiment and theory relies on the development of models.
Hadron structure functions are an aspect of such modeling that is quite well developed. Models
for hadron formation based on string-breaking or other phenomenological pictures are less well
understood. Models have frequently been “tuned” to fit a large amount of data, at the price of
introducing additional parameters with no QCD-based prediction for the values of such parameters.
Further development of such models offers some prospect for clarifying this area and improving
the ability to test the underlying QCD physics in a less model-dependent fashion.

One approach, developed by a UCLA collaboration [178, 179], has had some success in describing
mesonformation ine+e� ! qq. On the other hand,baryonformation, though reasonably predicted
by models such as those of UCLA or Lund, is considerably more complicated and far less well
understood. BABAR offers an excellent environment in which to bring baryon formation models
to a level of understanding comparable to that of mesons. This will require data samples of�
108 events with good flavor identification, in order to analyze the three-body rapidity correlation
structure of baryon-meson-antibaryon events. BABAR will collect significant data running below the
B0B0 threshold for background subtraction purposes. This data sample can also be used for other
studies, such as the study of hadron production mechanisms discussed here. If continuum events
can be separated cleanly fromBB events, then on-resonance data may also be useful for such
studies.

The results to date of the UCLA model are described in [178, 179]. The flavored multiplicities
and distributions in the light-quark meson sector are well predicted, employing only two inherent
parameters that arise naturally in the treatment with no additionalad hocparameters. However,
though baryon flavor rates and distributions are approximately predicted, it is clear (a) that they
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are not as well predicted as mesons, (b) the treatment of baryons involves two or three ad hoc
parameters and (c) baryon formation is indeed much more complicated. This is not surprising,
since each baryon requires that three quarks or antiquarks come together within a hadronic size.
Typically there are also a number of mesons produced. In particular, there is the possibility of
one or more mesons created in the intermediate region between baryon and antibaryon (called
“popcorn” production).

Monte Carlo modeling of continuum data at� 10GeV has been performed using both the Lund
and UCLA approaches. The aim of such studies is not to compare Lund and UCLA models;
rather it is to find ways, using Lund and UCLA as initial phenomenological models, to define a
good approximate method to isolate the individual contributions of various processes. The rapidity
correlations discussed here provide an example. Developing the ability to test and refine features of
the models is hoped for. The aim of this initial study is thus to learn how to describe, and thereby
experimentally identify, or isolate, flavored intermediate meson production. These studies were
done for samples at the Monte Carlo generator level (no detector effects) of107 events (compatible,
with reasonable efficiency and identification rates), with� 108 total continuum events recorded —
that is, a few years of running.5 The aim here is simply to indicate the type of investigation that
could be done.

The method used was to look at a data sample forpK�� production and to study the proton-K�

rapidity correlations, when the rapidity of the� is defined to be greater than that of the proton.
Such “three-body” rapidity correlations are a new physics area in which a great deal remains to be
learned.

The rapidity of theK� can be greater than that of the�, intermediate between the proton and
the� (the case of interest here) or less than that of the proton. Loosely speaking, one expects
these regions to correlate with the location in the string-breaking (quark-pair production) that
produces the strange quark in theK�. In this study, it was found that the number of events
where theK� is actually an intermediate “popcorn” meson (or daughter of such a meson) was
only� 6 � 11% of the total observedpK�� samples. Thus, it will be a substantial challenge to
identify such production mechanisms, since there are a considerable number of cases where theK�

originates from outside thep or�, some of which then “smear” into the same kinematic regions as
given by the“popcorn” production mechanism. Thus, one needs to define methods for subtracting
experimentally the effects of the outer production, to isolate the contribution of the intermediate
or “popcorn” production process. The purpose of this study was to develop such a method, using
subtractions based on appk� sample, where strange meson “popcorn” production is found to be
very highly suppressed. Figure 12-22 shows the result of these calculations for both the Lund and
the UCLA models. The full development of this method and the details of the subtraction method
are given in [180].

5Perhaps only one to two years of data will be needed if continuum events produced on resonance can be separated
from BB events for use in such studies. The biases introduced in making such a separation will require further
investigation.
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Figure 12-22. Comparison of rapidity distributions generated from “popcorn” production with
that obtained from a subtraction procedure defined usingpK�p data, for (a) the UCLA model, (b)
the Lund model.

The data shown are those generated from the intermediate “popcorn” production mechanism only.
The curve is generated by including all production mechanisms and then applying an appropriate
subtraction that can be experimentally determined frompK�p data, but here was based on the
Monte-Carlo generation of such events by the same model. The so-identifiedK� popcorn signal
is within 10% of the actual generated number for each Monte Carlo, centered at very close to the
proper rapidity correlation value, and with approximately the proper rapidity correlation shape.
It is interesting to note in Fig.12-22 that the two different models display somewhat different
YK��Yp distributions. The purpose here, however, is not to compare the two different Monte Carlo
generation models but to show how such data can be used to test the validity of particular features
of the model, the focus being the inclusion of intermediate or “popcorn” meson production.

The future studies with BABAR to bring this analysis to maturity include:

� The study of whether one can use on-resonance running for this type of study,i.e.,whether
continuum events of interest here can be separated reliably fromBB events on the� (4S)
resonance.

� Studies including detector and identification efficiencies, and mis-identification (such as
unidentified� decays in thep data sample).

� More studies of how to define subtractions to extract popcorn rates and distributions most
reliably.

This preliminary study indicates that such investigations, which can only be carried out with
continuum events at a high luminosityB Factory with good particle identification such as BABAR,
can lead to a much deeper understanding of how baryons are formed.
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12.6 General Conclusions on Non-B Physics

At the � (4S) resonance, the cross-sections forcc, �+�� and for two-photon processes with sig-
nificant hadronic energy are each comparable to thebb cross-section. In the early stages of data
analysis, studies of charm and� physics will be available, as essential ingredients in cross-checks
of the detector’s performance, and as aids in developing well-understood and reliable analysis
tools. Within a couple of years of the start of data-taking, the accumulated BABAR data sample
should be competitive with existing data samples for charm,� , QCD and two-photon physics, and
will provide topics for early physics studies.

The particle identification offered at BABAR should provide more sensitivity than that available
in current experiments, for searches for new physics (e.g.,D0D0 mixing, CP violation inD or
� decays, and rare or forbidden charm and� decays), and for measurements that increase our
understanding of the Standard Model (e.g., leptonic and semileptonic charm decays, and meson
spectroscopy).
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13

Physics Beyond the Standard Model

The B-meson system promises to yield a fertile testing ground of the Standard Model (SM).
The large data samples which will be acquired over the next decade will furnish the means to
probe the Standard Model at an unprecedented level of precision. Precision measurements of low-
energy processes can provide an insight to very high energy scales via the indirect effects of new
interactions. Thus theB sector offers a complementary probe to the high-energy frontier in the
search for new physics, and in some cases may yield constraints which surpass those from direct
collider searches or exclude entire classes of models.

New physics may manifest itself in theB system in several ways:

� Two different measurements which relate to the same quantity in the Standard Model yield
incompatible results for that quantity.

� � + � +  = �, but the values of the angles are inconsistent with the measured sides of the
triangle.

� Asymmetries which are expected to vanish or be very small in the Standard Model are found
to be significantly larger than predicted.

� Decays which are expected to be rare are found to have significantly enhanced rates

� Mixing in eitherB orD decays is found to differ significantly from Standard Model predic-
tions.

These potential deviations may originate from new interactions in tree-levelB decays, or by the
virtual effects of new physics in loop-mediated processes (e.g.,B0

d–B
0
d mixing or penguin decays

of theB), with or without the presence of new phases. Since the scale of the new physics is
expected to be large compared toMW , it is anticipated that additional tree-level contributions to
B decays are suppressed (however, this need not be the case in specific scenarios, as discussed
below).

This chapter concentrates on the loop effects of new interactions in flavor-changing neutral current
(FCNC)B decays and inCP violation. Most classes of models which induce large effects in the
FCNC decays also affectB0

d–B
0
d mixing. However, measurements of several different rare decays

may elucidate the origin of new interactions.b ! s transitions provide an excellent probe of new
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indirect effects as they only occur at loop level in the Standard Model, yet have relatively large rates
(for loop processes) due to the massive internal top quark and the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa
(CKM) structure of the contributing penguin and box diagrams. Also, long-distance effects are
expected to play a limited role due to the heavyB mass.

The following section briefly describes the situation with respect toCP violation and baryogen-
sis. Section 13.2 describes some general model-independent considerations for new effects in
B mixing, and Section 13.3 reviews decays. The remaining sections discuss expected patterns
of deviation for a number of specific types of extensions of the Standard Model: Supersym-
metry, Section 13.4; Models with Extra Scalars, Section 13.5; Models with Additional Quarks,
Section 13.6; Left-Right Symmetric Model, Section 13.7; and Models with Additional Strong
Dynamics, Section 13.8. The summary, Section 13.9, presents a table that summarizes the different
patterns of the new physics effects in these various classes of models.

13.1 Baryogenesis

The observable world is manifestly baryon asymmetric. All the stable matter is made up of
baryons, with anti-baryons being created only in high-energy collisions (either in the laboratories
or out in the cosmos). There is evidence that this asymmetry persists even at much larger scales.
Matter and anti-matter galaxies within the same galactic cluster would result in strong ray
emission due to annihilations. The absence of these confirms a baryon asymmetric region on the
20 Mpc scale [1]. More recently, a bound on the scale of the observable universe has been obtained
by ruling out a contribution to the diffuse ray spectrum from particle-antiparticle annihilation [2].
The observed nuclear abundances in the stars allows us to estimate that the current baryon to photon
ratio,nB=n = (4� 7)� 10�10. This corresponds to a baryon-antibaryon asymmetry of 1 part in
108 in the early universe [3].

One possible explanation for the asymmetry is that it is anad hocinitial condition. The other, more
appealing, possibility is that the universe initially had no net baryon number, but that microphysical
processes led it to develop one during its evolution from the big bang to the present epoch. The
hope is that these processes may eventually be understood. There are three requirements in order
for such a baryon asymmetry to develop [4]:

(i) There must be a departure from thermal equilibrium. CPT invariance guarantees the equality
of particle and anti-particle masses. Hence in thermal equilibrium both will have the same
number density as dictated by Boltzmann statistics.

(ii) There must be baryon number violation. This requirement is self explanatory.

(iii) There must beCP violation. This is required in order for the above baryon-number-violating
interactions to preferentially produce baryons. (IfCP symmetry were exact, then theCP -
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conjugate process that produces antibaryons would proceed at the same rate.) It is this feature
of cosmological baryon asymmetry that one can potentially probe at BABAR.

There are two distinct possibilities for generating a non-zero baryon number during the thermal
history of the universe. The first is using the baryon and/or lepton number, andCP -violating
decays of some super-heavy particle. The departure from thermal equilibrium typically occurs
because the decay rate of the particle is slower than the expansion rate of the universe (for a
review, see Ref. [5]). It is possible to construct models of this kind where the phase of the CKM
matrix is related to theCP -violating phase responsible for baryogenesis [6]. However, since these
are processes happening at extremely high energies, it is unlikely that they have any consequences
for terrestrial experiments. The one possible experimental handle on models of this kind is when
the lepton-number-violating heavy particle is a Majorana neutrino [6, 7, 8, 9]. In this case the light
neutrino masses can shed light on the masses of the heavy neutrinos via the see-saw mechanism
for neutrino mass.

The second, and more exciting, possibility is that baryogenesis occurred at the time the electroweak
group was broken (SU(2)L � U(1)Y ! U(1)Q) at a temperatureT � 100 GeV [10] (for a
review see Ref. [11]). Departure from thermal equilibrium would occur if the phase transition
from the symmetric phase to the broken phase of the electroweak group were strong at first
order. The anomalous coupling of the baryon number current to twoSU(2) gauge bosons violates
baryon number. The creation or destruction of baryon number by this process is rapid at high
temperatures, and turns off in the broken phase. Most importantly, theCP violation is provided
by the interactions of particles that can be produced and measured in the laboratories. Thus, this
scenario has experimentally testable consequences. For example, it has been found that although
the three required ingredients for baryogenesis all exist within the Standard Model, the baryon
asymmetry produced is too small by many orders of magnitude [12]. Not only is the phase
transition not strong enough (given the current constraints on the Higgs boson mass), but the
CKM mechanism ofCP violation is by far not efficient enough to produce the observed baryon
asymmetry. One definitely needs physics beyond the Standard Model, and more specifically new
CP -violating phases, to understand the baryon asymmetry of the universe in terms of physical
processes.

There are many models that generate the baryon asymmetry at the electroweak phase transition.
Two well-motivated examples are models with two Higgs doublets [13, 14], and the minimal super-
symmetric standard model (MSSM) [14, 15, 16]. The situation regarding the MSSM is particularly
interesting. If the MSSM dynamics is responsible for baryogenesis, it predicts (amongst other
things) deviations from the Standard Model expectations forB0

d–B
0
d mixing and theb! s decay

rate that should be observable at BABAR [15].

A discovery of beyond the Standard ModelCP violation at BABAR would provide the first hints of
the new sources ofCP violation required to explain the baryon asymmetry of the universe. It could
restrict the classes of models consistent with the observedCP violation, and focus attention among
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the surviving models that also have the other ingredients required for baryogenesis. Moreover,
it would motivate further theoretical effort to turn what is at present a sophisticated, but still
fairly rough, correspondence between the micro-physics ofCP violation and the related baryon
asymmetry into a more precise relationship.

13.2 Model-Independent Analysis of Mixing

In a large class of models, the only significant new physics effect on theCP asymmetries inB0 !
J= K0

S
andB ! �� decays is a new contribution to theBB mixing amplitude. This allows

a model-independent construction of the effects on the CKM Unitarity Triangle (up to hadronic
uncertainties). Furthermore, the contributions to the mixing from the Standard Model and from the
new physics can be disentangled.

The analysis presented below will require accurate values for various input quantities. In particular,
a good enough value forsin 2�will require an isospin-based analysis and thus will be obtained only
after some years of BABAR running. Likewise, accurate values of the sides of the scaled unitarity
triangle Ru = V �

ubVud=V
�
cbVcd andRt = V �

tbVtd=V
�
cbVcd will require a theoretical improvement in

the modeling of charmlessB decays and in the lattice calculation offB.

13.2.1 The Basic Assumptions and Results

Chapter 5 and Chapter 6 discuss methods to measure� and� respectively. In addition, BABAR will
improve knowledge of theB–B mixing parameter,xd � �mB

�B
(see Section 11.2.1), and of the

charmless semileptonic branching ratio of theB mesons (see Chapter 8).

Within the Standard Model, these four measurements are useful in constraining the unitarity tri-
angle. The asymmetries which measure angles of the unitarity triangle are for example (up to
uncertainties arising from penguin contribution in the case of�):

a K0
S
= sin 2�; a�� = sin 2�: (13.1)

The measurement ofxd determines (up to uncertainties in the value of the hadronic matrix element)
one side of the scaled unitarity triangle (Rt):

xd = CtR
2
t ; (13.2)

whereCt = �b
G2
F

6�2
�BmB(BBf

2
B)m

2
t f2(m

2
t =m

2
W )jV �

cbVcdj2. Measurements of various inclusive and
exclusiveb ! u`� processes will determine (up to uncertainties arising from various hadronic
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models) the length of the other side of the scaled unitarity triangle (Ru):

�(b! u`�)

�(b! c`�)
=

1

Fps

����VcdVud

����
2

R2
u; (13.3)

whereFps � 0:5 is a phase space factor.

In the presence of new physics it is quite possible that the Standard Model predictions (13.1) and
(13.2) are violated. The most likely reason is a new, significant contribution toB–B mixing that
carries aCP -violating phase different from the Standard Model one. Other factors that could
affect the construction of the unitarity triangle from these four measurements are unlikely to be
significant [17, 18]:

� Theb! ccs andb! uud decays fora K0
S

anda�� respectively, as well as the semileptonic
B decays forRu, are mediated by Standard Model tree-level diagrams. In most extensions
of the Standard Model there is no decay mechanism that could significantly compete with
these contributions. (For exceptions, which could affect theb! uud decay, see [19].)

� New physics could contribute significantly toK–K mixing. However, the small value of"K
forbids large deviations from the Standard Model phase of the mixing amplitude.

� Unitarity of the three generation CKM matrix is maintained if there are no quarks beyond
the three generations of the Standard Model. Even in models with an extended quark sector
the effect onB–B mixing is always larger than the violation of CKM unitarity (for more
detailed discussion of such models see Section 13.6).

The analysis presented below applies to any model which has significant new physics effects inB

mixing, but not in the decay channels used to determine� and� or theK mixing phase. In all such
models the relevant new physics effects inB mixing can be described by two new parameters,rd
and�d [20, 21, 22, 23], defined by

�
rde

i�d
�2 � hB0jHfull

e� jB0i
hB0jHSM

e� jB0i ; (13.4)

whereHfull
e� is the effective Hamiltonian including both Standard Model and new physics contribu-

tions, andHSM
e� only includes the Standard Model box diagrams. In particular, with this definition,

the modification of the twoCP asymmetries in (13.1) depends on asinglenew parameter, the
phase�d:

a K0
S
= sin(2� + 2�d); a�� = sin(2�� 2�d); (13.5)

while the modification of theB–B mixing parameterxd in (13.2) is given by the magnitude
rescaling parameter,rd:

xd = CtR
2
t r

2
d: (13.6)
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Furthermore, since the determination ofRu from the semileptonicB decays is not affected by the
New Physics, and since the unitarity triangle remains valid, the following relations between the
length of its sides and its angles can be deduced:

Ru =
sin �

sin�
; (13.7)

Rt =
sin 

sin�
: (13.8)

When�, � and are defined to lie in the(0; 2�) range, they satisfy

� + � +  = � or 5�: (13.9)

The four measured quantitiesa K0
S
, a��, xd andRu allow one to [20]:

� Fully reconstruct the unitarity triangle and, in particular, find�, � andRt; and

� Find the magnitude and phase of the new physics contribution toB–B mixing, namely
determinerd and�d.

It is straightforward to show that the above tasks are possible in principle. Equations (13.5) and
(13.7) give three equations for three unknowns,�, �, and�d. Once� and� are known, can be
extracted from (13.9),Rt can then be deduced from (13.8), and finallyrd is found from (13.6).

In practice, however, the combination of experimental and theoretical uncertainties and discrete
ambiguities will limit the usefulness of the above method. The methods that can be used to reduce
the theoretical uncertainties inxd andRu, and those that can be used to constrain or remove the
leading penguin effects in the� channels were discussed in previous chapters. The following
section discusses the discrete ambiguities that arise in this calculation.

13.2.2 Discrete Ambiguities

A serious obstacle in carrying out the above program is an eightfold discrete ambiguity in solving
for the angles of the triangle. This section describes these ambiguities. Section 13.2.3 describes
how to determine the parameters in the(�; �) plane, and Section 13.2.4 presents the(sin 2�; sin 2�)

plane description.

The range of each angle is defined here to be(0; 2�). Measurement of any single asymmetry,
sin 2�, determines the corresponding angle only up to a four-fold ambiguity:�; �=2 � �; � +

�; 3�=2��. (Once the�� channel measurements provide sufficient data to carry out the full three-
body analysis, Section 6.5, the four-fold ambiguity of� will likely be reduced to a two-fold choice
�; � + � , but this will not occur for some time to come.)
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13.2 Model-Independent Analysis of Mixing 873

Specifically, denote by� and� some solution of the equations

a K0
S
= sin 2�; a�� = sin 2�: (13.10)

Thus, measurements of the two asymmetries leads to a sixteen-fold ambiguity in the values of the
f�; �g pair. However, since� = � � �d and� = � + �d, and unitarity is not violated, still
satisfies the condition

� + � +  = � (mod 2�): (13.11)

Then, the sixteen possibilities for are divided into two groups of eight that are related by the
combined operation�! �+� and� ! �+�. This, in turn shifts the value of by 2�. However,
since is only defined modulo2�, the ambiguity in is reduced to eightfold. This reduction of
the ambiguity depends only on the definition of. Defining

�� = �� �; (13.12)

the eight possible solutions for are

 = ��+; � � �+; �=2� ��; 3�=2� �� (mod 2�): (13.13)

Note that the eight solutions come in pairs of�. This in turn implies that the ambiguity onRt is
only four-fold.

In any model where the three angles�, �, and form a triangle, the ambiguity is further reduced
[24]: the requirement that the angles are either all in the range(0; �) or all in the range(�; 2�)
reduces the ambiguity in to four-fold. It is enough to know the signs ofa K0

S
anda�� to carry

out this step. Finally, within the Standard Model, the bound0 < � < �=4 (obtained from the sign
of "K and fromRu < 1=

p
2) reduces the ambiguity in to twofold.

When one allows for the possibility of new physics effects in the mixing, knowing the signs of
a K0

S
anda�� does not lead to further reduction in the ambiguity, which remains eightfold. The

three angles�, � and are not angles that define a triangle and therefore further constraints cannot
be imposed. It is possible, for example, that both and� lie in the range(�=2; �). Further the
sign of"K may not be related to the sign of�.
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The following example will make the situation clear. Take

a�� = 1=2; a K0
S
=
p
3=2: (13.14)

Then, the ambiguities are

� =
�

12
;
5�

12
;
13�

12
;
17�

12
; � =

�

6
;
�

3
;
7�

6
;
4�

3
: (13.15)

The eight solutions for are

 =
�

4
;
5�

12
;
7�

12
;
3�

4
;
5�

4
;
17�

12
;
19�

12
;
7�

4
: (13.16)

If �; �;  define a triangle, then only four solutions are allowed:

f�; �; g =
�
�

12
;
�

6
;
3�

4

�
;

�
�

12
;
�

3
;
7�

12

�
;

�
5�

12
;
�

6
;
5�

12

�
;

�
5�

12
;
�

3
;
�

4

�
: (13.17)

If 0 < � < �=4 as in the Standard Model, only the first two choices remain. In various special
cases, the discrete ambiguity is smaller (see [25]).

In addition, for each value of there are two possibilities for�d related by�d ! �d+�. As long as
the new physics is such that the�b = 2 operator that contributes toB–B mixing can be separated
into two�b = 1 operators the�d ! �d + � ambiguity is physical. Otherwise, it is not physical.

13.2.3 The(�; �) Plane

The key point in the extraction of the CKM parameters is that the angle�d cancels in the following
sum:

2(�+ �) = arcsin(a K0
S
) + arcsin(a��): (13.18)

In other words, the angle can be determined (up to the discrete ambiguities discussed above). In
the(�; �) plane, a value for gives a ray from the origin, while a value forRu gives a circle that is
centered in the origin. The intersection point of the line and the circle gives(�; �) of the unitarity
triangle and determines it completely.

A graphical way to carry out these calculations in the(�; �) plane is the following (see Fig. 13-1)
[23]. One draws the four curves that correspond to Eqs. (13.1), (13.2) and (13.3) (even though
only the latter is valid!). The next step is to draw the ray from the origin that passes through the
intersection point of the� ray and the� circle: this is thecorrect  ray (see the dashed line in
Fig. 13-1). The intersection point of the ray and theRu circle gives thecorrect vertex of the
unitarity triangle,(�; �), namely

tan � =
�

1� �
; (13.19)

R2
t = �2 + (1� �)2: (13.20)
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β

θd
ρ,η
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ρ

η
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Figure 13-1. The model-independent analysis in the(�; �) plane: (i) Thea K0
S

ray; (ii) Thea��
circle; (iii) Thexd circle; (iv) TheRu circle. The ray is given by the dashed line. The true� ray
is given by the dotted line. Also shown are the true vertex of the unitarity triangle (�; �) and the
(�0; �0) point that serves to find�d andrd.
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The information about the new physics contribution toB–B mixing is found from the intersection
point of the� ray and thexd circle, (�0; �0), namely

�d = arctan
�0

1� �0
� arctan

�

1� �
; (13.21)

r2d =
�02 + (1� �0)2

�2 + (1� �)2
: (13.22)

13.2.4 The(sin 2�; sin 2�) Plane

A presentation of the various constraints in the(sin 2�; sin 2�) plane [20, 26, 27] is useful because
the two angles are usually correlated [28]. The model independent analysis is demonstrated in
Fig. 13-2. TheRu constraint gives an eight-shaped curve on which the physical values have to
lie. The various solutions for Eq. (13.18) fall on two ellipses, the intersections of which with
theRu curve determine the allowed values ofsin 2� and sin 2�. Note that these ellipses cross
the eight-shaped curve in sixteen points but, as argued above, only eight of these points are true
solutions. The inconsistent intersection points can be found by noting that the slopes of the ellipse
at the consistent points should be(cos 2�;� cos 2�). The eight correct solutions are denoted by
the filled circles in Fig. 13-2.

13.2.5 Final Comments

In the above, it was shown how to use measured values of theCP asymmetriesa K0
S

anda�� to
find the allowed values for� and�. The presentation in thesin 2� � sin 2� plane is also useful
for the opposite situation. Some models predict specific values for� and�. On the other hand, the
models often allow new contributions toB–B mixing of unknown magnitude and phase. In this
case, the predicted value of(sin 2�; sin 2�) is just a point in the plane, and the ellipse in Eq. (13.18)
actually gives the allowed (and correlated) values of(a��; a K0

S
). Such an analysis was carried out

in Ref. [29]. More generally, in any class of models wheresin2  cannot assume any value between
zero and one, some regions in thea�� � a K0

S
plane are excluded [30].

As explained above, the combination of hadronic uncertainties and discrete ambiguities puts seri-
ous obstacles in the model-independent construction of the unitarity triangle. In particular, there
is an eightfold ambiguity in the construction of the triangle. In order to get useful results, it will
be necessary to reduce this ambiguity. One way to eliminate some of the allowed solutions can be
provided by a rough knowledge ofcos(2� � 2�d), cos(2� + 2�d) or cos 2. This can be achieved
in various ways [31]. A different approach is to make further assumptions about the new physics
that is responsible for the effects discussed above [25].
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Figure 13-2. The� + � constraint (13.18) and theRu constraint (13.7) in the(sin 2�; sin 2�)
plane. The eight possible solutions for the unitarity triangle are given by the filled circles.
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Of course, one can combine several of these measurements and assumptions to get a better handle
on the true form of the unitarity triangle. It is clear, however, that the model-independent con-
struction of the triangle at the level of accuracy required to distinguish new physics effects, while
possible in principle, will pose serious theoretical and experimental challenges.

13.3 New Physics Effects inCP -Violating B Decays

This section presents a systematic analysis of the effects of new physics in theB decay amplitudes
on theCP asymmetries in neutralB decays [19]. Although these are expected to be smaller than
new physics effects on the mixing amplitude, they are easier to probe in some cases. Given the
current uncertainties in the values of the CKM phases, and ignoring for the time being possible ef-
fects due to Standard Model penguins, the only precise predictions concerning theCP asymmetries
made by the Standard Model are the following:

(i) TheCP asymmetries in allBd decays that do not involve directb! u (or b! d) transitions
have to be the same.

This prediction holds for theBs system in an even stronger form:

(ii) TheCP asymmetries in allBs decays that do not involve directb! u (or b! d) transitions
not only have to be the same, but also approximately vanish.

Thus, the cleanest place to look for evidence of newCP -violating physics is obviously theBs

system [17, 32]. BABAR, however, will initially take data at the� (4S) where only theBd can be
studied. Once the uncertainties in these predictions due to Standard Model penguins are quantified,
as is done below in Section 13.3.4, any larger deviations from it can be construed as a signal of
new physics.

13.3.1 Effects in Decays

In contrast to the universal effects of the new contributions to theB0
d–B

0
d mixing, the effects of

new physics in decay amplitudes are manifestly non-universal,i.e., they depend on the specific
process and decay channel under consideration. Experiments on different decay modes that would
measure the sameCP -violating quantity in the absence of new contributions to decay amplitudes,
now actually measure differentCP -violating quantities. Thus, the Standard Model prediction(i),
concerningBd decays, can be violated. Even though the possibility of new physics in decay
amplitudes is more constrained than that in mixing amplitudes, one could detect these smaller
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effects by exploiting the fact that two experiments that should measure the same quantity, in
fact, do not. This section studies this possibility. The general effects that new physics in decay
amplitudes can have are presented. Then a detailed discussion of each possible decay channel,
and the uncertainties in the universality predictions introduced within the Standard Model itself
by sub-leading effects is undertaken. Finally, the possibility of new contributions to theB decay
amplitudes is illustrated by listing the largest allowable effects in three models of new physics.

13.3.2 Formalism

This section displays the well known formulae for the decays of neutralB mesons intoCP
eigenstates, and highlights the relevant features that are important when more than one decay
amplitude contributes to a particular process.

The time dependentCP asymmetry for the decays of states that were tagged as pureB0 orB0 at
production intoCP eigenstates is defined as

afCP (t) �
�[B0(t)! fCP ]� �[B0(t)! fCP ]

�[B0(t)! fCP ] + �[B0(t)! fCP ]
; (13.23)

and given by
afCP (t) = acosfCP cos(�Mt) + asinfCP sin(�Mt) (13.24)

where

acosfCP =
(1� j�j2)
1 + j�j2 ; asinfCP = � 2 Im�

1 + j�j2 : (13.25)

Here�M is the mass difference between the two physical states, and

� =

0
@
vuutM�

12 � i
2
��12

M12 � i
2
�12

1
A hfCP jHjB0i
hfCP jHjB0i = e�2i�M

A

A
; (13.26)

whereM12 � �12 is used and thus the first fraction in Eq. (13.26) is replaced bye�2i�M , the phase
of B–B mixing.

Consider now the case where the decay amplitudeA contains contributions from two terms with
magnitudesAi, CP -violating phases�i andCP -conserving phases�i (in what follows it will be
convenient to think ofA1 giving the dominant Standard Model contribution, andA2 giving the
sub-leading Standard Model contribution or the new physics contribution):

A = A1e
i�1ei�1 + A2e

i�2ei�2 ; A = A1e
�i�1ei�1 + A2e

�i�2ei�2 : (13.27)

To first order inr � A2=A1 Eq. (13.25) reduces to [33]

acosfCP = �[2r sin�12 sin �12] (13.28)
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and
asinfCP = �[sin 2(�M + �1) + 2r cos 2(�M + �1) sin�12 cos �12] (13.29)

where�12 = �1 � �2 and�12 = �1 � �2.

In the caser = 0 or �12 = 0, one recovers the frequently studied case studied, whereasinfCP cleanly
measures theCP -violating quantitysin 2(�M + �1). If r 6= 0 and�12 6= 0 one can consider two
distinct scenarios:

(a) DirectCP violation (acosfCP 6= 0). This occurs when�12 6= 0 and can be measured by a careful
study of the time dependence since it gives rise to acos�Mt term in addition to thesin�Mt

term. Such a scenario would also give rise toCP asymmetries in chargedB decays.

(b) Different quark level decay channels that measure the same phase when only one amplitude
contributes, can measure different phases if more than one amplitude contributes,i.e., two
different processes with the same�1, but with differentr or �2.

The remainder of this section concentrates on the information one can obtain fromasinfCP . One can
write

asinfCP � afCP = � sin 2(�0 + ��); (13.30)

where�0 = �M + �1, and�� is the correction to it. For smallr, �� � r. However forr > 1,
�� can take any value. Thus, when cataloging values of�� for various models,�� ' 1 is used to
indicate such cases.

13.3.3 The Different Decay Channels

There are 12 different hadronic decay channels for theb quark: eight of them are charged-current
mediated

(c1) b! ccs ; (c2) b! ccd ; (c3) b! cud ; (c4) b! cus ;

(c5) b! ucd ; (c6) b! ucs ; (c7) b! uud ; (c8) b! uus ; (13.31)

and four are neutral current

(n1) b! sss ; (n2) b! ssd ; (n3) b! dds ; (n4) b! ddd : (13.32)

If only one Standard Model decay amplitude dominates all of these decay channels,i.e., r = 0

in Eq. (13.29), then up toO(�2) (where� � 0:22 is the expansion parameter in the Wolfenstein
approximation), theCP asymmetries inB meson decays all measure one of the four phases,

� � arg

 
� VtdV

�
tb

VudV
�
ub

!
; � � arg

 
�VcdV

�
cb

VtdV
�
tb

!
;

 � arg

 
�VudV

�
ub

VcdV
�
cb

!
; � 0 � arg

 
�VcsV

�
cb

VtsV
�
tb

!
' 0: (13.33)
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This situation is summarized, along with relevant decay modes in the Table 1-1 (see also [34]).
Note that� 0 < 2:5 � 10�2 is very small in the Standard Model [35], but in principle measurable.
This small value is a sub-leading correction to the clean Standard Model prediction(ii). Cor-
rections to this idealized limit, as well as to ther = 0 limit, are studied in the next sub-section.
Here the effects that new physics inb-quark decay amplitudes could have on the predictions of
Eq. (13.33) are discussed.

In the Standard Model theCP asymmetries in the decay modes(c1) b! ccs (e.g.,Bd ! J= K0
S
,

Bs ! D+
s D

�
s ), (c2) b ! ccd (e.g.,Bd ! D+D�, Bs ! J= K0

S
), and(c3) b ! cud (e.g.,Bd !

D0
CP�, Bs ! D0

CPK
0
S
) all measure the angle� in Bd decay and� 0 in Bs decays. [(c5) b ! ucd

acts as a correction to(c3) and will be addressed later.] In the presence of new contributions to
theB–B mixing matrix, theCP asymmetries in these modes would no longer be measuring the
CKM angles� and� 0. However, they would all still measure the angles(� + �md

; � 0 + �ms
),

where(�md
; �ms

) are the new contributions to theB(d;s)–B(d;s) mixing phase. In contrast, new
contributions to theb-quark decay amplitudes could affect each of these modes differently, and
thus they would each be measuring differentCP -violating quantities.

Several methods [36] have been proposed based on the fact that the two amplitudes(c4) b ! cus

and (c6) b ! ucs (e.g.,Bd ! DCPK
0
S
, Bs ! DCP�) are comparable in size, and contribute

dominantly to theD0 orD0 parts ofDCP , respectively, to extract the quantity

arg(b! cus) + arg(c! ddu)� arg(b! ucs)� arg(c! ddu) �  : (13.34)

This measurement of is manifestly independent of theB–B mixing phase1.

The mode(c7) b ! uud (e.g.,Bd ! ��, Bs ! �K0
S
) measures the angles(� + ; � 0 + )

in the Standard Model. This measurement can be combined with the phase(�; � 0) measured in
the (c1) b ! ccs modes to yield another determination of that is independent of the phase in
theB–B mixing matrix,e.g.,comparingaCP (t)[Bd ! J= K0

S
] to aCP (t)[Bd ! ��] allows the

extraction of

arg(b! ccs)� arg(b! uud) � : (13.35)

Since both of the above evaluations of, Eqs. (13.34) and (13.35) are manifestly independent of
any phases in the neutral meson mixing matrices, the only way they can differ is if there are new
contributions to theB orD meson decay amplitudes.

The remaining charged current decay mode(c8) b! uus suffers from large theoretical uncertainty
since the tree and penguin contributions are similar in magnitude and is not studied here.

1Note thatCP asymmetries into final states that containDCP cannot be affected by possible new contributions
to D–D mixing. One identifiesDCP by looking forCP eigenstate decay products likeK+K�, �� or �K0

S
. As

(��=�)D is known to be tiny, the mass eigenstates cannot be identified. The relevant quantity that enters in the
calculation of theCP asymmetry is theD meson decay amplitude and not theD–D mixing amplitude. Thus, the only
new physics in theD sector that could affect the standard analysis are new contributions to theD decay amplitudes.
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For the neutral current modes the dominant Standard Model contribution is first assumed to be from
a penguin diagram with a top quark in the loop; corrections to this approximation are discussed
later. Since these are loop-mediated processes even in the Standard Model,CP asymmetries into
final states that can only be produced by flavor changing neutral current vertices are likely to be
fairly sensitive to the possibility of new physics in theB meson decay amplitudes. The modes
(n3) b! sdd and(n4) b ! ddd however, result inCP eigenstate final states that are the same as
for the charged current modes(c8) b! uus and(c7) b! uud respectively. Hence they cannot be
used to studyCP violation, but rather act as corrections to the charged current modes.

In the Standard Model the mode(n1) b! sss, (e.g.,Bd ! �K0
S
,Bs ! ��0) measures the angle�

or 0 in Bd andBs decays. One can once again try and isolate new physics in the decay amplitudes
by comparing these measurements with the charged current measurements of�. Finally, (n2) b!
ssd, e.g.,(Bd ! K0

S
K0

S
, Bs ! �K0

S
) measures the angle0 and� for Standard ModelBd andBs

decays.

13.3.4 Standard Model Corrections

All of the preceding discussion treated the idealized case where only one Standard Model am-
plitude contributes to a particular decay process and worked to first order in the Wolfenstein
approximation. The size of the sub-leading Standard Model corrections to the above processes
must be estimated in order to quantify how large the new physics effects need to be to dominate
these corrections and thus to find the most promising modes to study.

There is a Standard Model penguin contribution to(c1) b ! ccs. However, as is well known,
this contribution has the same phase as the tree-level contribution (up to corrections of order� 0,
that is Cabibbo-suppressed terms) and hence�� = 0 in Eq. (13.30). Thus in the absence of new
contributions to decay amplitudes, the decayB0 ! J= K0

S
cleanly measures the phase� + �md

(where�md
denotes any new contribution to the mixing phase).

The mode(c2) b ! ccd also has a penguin correction in the Standard Model. In this case�12 =

O(1) and the correction can be estimated as [37]

��SM(b! ccd) ' VtbV
�
td

VcbV
�
cd

�s(mb)

12�
log(m2

b=m
2
t ) <� 0:1; (13.36)

where the upper bound is obtained forjVtdj < 0:02,mt = 180 GeV=c2 and�s(mb) = 0:2.

The mode(c3) b ! cud does not get penguin corrections, however there is a doubly Cabibbo-
suppressed tree-level correction coming from(c5) b ! ucd. ThusBd ! DCP� gets a second
contribution with different CKM elements. While in general�� can be a function of hadronic
matrix elements, this dependence is expected to be very weak here [38]. In the factorization
approximation, the matrix elements of the leading and sub-leading amplitude are identical, as
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are the final state rescattering effects. Moreover, both these cases get contributions from only one
electroweak diagram, thus reducing the possibility of complicated interference patterns. Thus

��SM(b! cud) =
VubV

�
cd

VcbV
�
ud

rFA � 0:05 (13.37)

gives a reasonable estimate, whererFA is the ratio of matrix elements withrFA = 1 in the
factorization approximation. HerejVub=Vcbj < 0:11 and a reasonable limit for the matrix elements
ratio,rFA < 2, were used to obtain the upper bound.

The technique proposed to extract using the modes(c4) b! cus and(c6) b! ucs is manifestly
independent of any “Standard Model pollution.”

Mode (c7) b ! uud suffers from significant Standard Model penguin pollution, which can be
estimated by [37]

��SM(b! uud) ' VtbV
�
td

VubV
�
ud

�s(mb)

12�
log(m2

b=m
2
t ) <� 0:4; (13.38)

where the upper bound is forjVtdj < 0:02, jVubj > 0:002, mt = 180 GeV=c2 and�s(mb) = 0:2.
For someBd decays (notably�� and��) the effects of the Standard Model penguin can be removed
by isospin-based analyses as is described in Chapter 6. However, this technique would also remove
any new physics contributions to the gluonic penguin operator.

For the neutral current modes(n1) b! sss the dominant penguin contribution is in phase with the
dominant contribution, and the sub-dominant part is Cabibbo suppressed. Thus it would appear
that, in the absence of new decay amplitudes, theCP asymmetry in modes mediated by theb !
sss transition such asBd ! �K0

S
andBd ! �0K0

S
will measure the angle� � � 0 + �md

and,
��SM = � 0 � 0:025. However, another source of uncertainty comes from the fact thatBd ! �K0

S

andBd ! �0K0
S

can also be mediated via the tree-levelb ! uus decay and this has a different
weak phase than the leading penguin diagram. For the�K0

S
this contribution appears only from the

uu pair rescattering into anss pair, whereas for the�0K0
S

it could come either from this mechanism
or directly, since the�0 has a significantuu component. One can use experimental data onSU(3)

related modes to constrain this pollution ([39] forBd ! �K0
S

and [40] forBd ! �0K0
S
), and it is

expected to be small. Combining these two sources of uncertainty yields

��SM(b! sss) � 0:05: (13.39)

This uncertainty can be reduced once� 0 is measured, usinge.g.,Bs ! D+
s D

�
s .

Finally, (n2) b ! dss suffers from anO(30%) correction due to Standard Model penguins with
up and charm quarks [41].

In summary, the cleanest modes areb ! ccs andb ! cus since they are essentially free of any
sub-leading effects. The modesb ! cud andb ! sss suffer only small theoretical uncertainty,
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less than0:05. For b ! ccd the uncertainty is larger,O(0:1), and moreover cannot be estimated
reliably since it depends on the ratio of tree and penguin matrix elements. Finally, theb ! uud

andb! dss modes suffer from large uncertainties.

The rare decay modesBd ! �K0
S

andBd ! �0K0
S

are important in probing new physics.
Since these are penguin-mediated decays in the Standard Model, they are the most sensitive
of all the modes discussed above to possible contributions from new physics. Moreover, the
expected branching ratios and detection efficiencies imply that theCP asymmetry in these modes
is measurable in the first few years of BABAR operation (see Chapter 5).

In the analysis above examples are given for the case ofBd decays, but the discussion can be
readily generalized to theBs case, since clearly the type of the spectator quark does not affect the
relative size or relative weak phase of tree and penguin contributions. This analysis makes it clear
that an important part of the program for BABAR will be to study the relative sizes of penguin and
tree contributions by comparing many modes. It is to be hoped that one can thereby develop better
limits on the sizes of the non-leading Standard-Model contributions and hence greater sensitivity
to possible new physics effects.

13.3.5 Overview of New Physics Possibilities

The remainder of this chapter presents in some detail the new physics effects expected in each of
several types of extensions of the Standard Model. Here we briefly summarize some of these effects
to illustrate the relevance of the preceding discussion. Table 13-1 shows the largest allowable
effects onB meson decay amplitudes in three models: (a) Effective Supersymmetry2, (b) Models
with Enhanced Chromomagnetic Dipole Operators, and (c) Supersymmetry withoutR Parity. Such
effects in general supersymmetric models have also been studied [42].

The observed pattern ofCP asymmetries can distinguish between different classes of new contri-
butions to theB decay amplitudes. Consider two examples:

(1) In both models(a) and(b), the neutral current decayb ! sss can have significant (O(1))
corrections. In model(c) however, this mode is essentially unmodified.

(2) Theb ! cud channel can be significantly affected in model(c), in contrast with the other
two models. In those models the new decay amplitudes are penguin induced, and require the
up-type quarks in the final state to be a flavor singlet (cc or uu), thus giving no correction to
theb! cud decay.

2Effective Supersymmetry denotes a class of supersymmetric extensions of the Standard Model where the third
family is light (<

�
1 TeV=c2), in order to maintain the naturalness properties of supersymmetric theories, while the

first two families are heavy (� 1TeV=c2) in order to alleviate the problem with flavor-changing neutral currents.
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Table 13-1. Summary of useful modes. The “Standard Model angle” entry corresponds to the
angle obtained fromBd decays assuming one decay amplitude and to first order in the Wolfenstein
approximation. The angle in the modeb ! ucs is measured after combining with the mode
b! cus. New contributions to the mixing amplitude would shift all the entries by�md

. �� (defined
in Eq. (13.30)) corresponds to the (absolute value of the) correction to the universality prediction
within each model:��SM — Standard Model non-leading effects,��a — Effective Supersymmetry,
��b — Models with Enhanced Chromomagnetic Dipole Operators, and��c — Supersymmetry
withoutR parity. 1 means that the phase can have any value. The branching ratio is taken from [43]
and is an order of magnitude estimate for one of the exclusive channels that can be used in each
quark decay mode. For theb! cud modeB stands for the productB(Bd ! D�)� B(D ! fCP )

wherefCP is aCP eigenstate.

Mode SM angle(�0) ��SM ��a ��b ��c B
b! ccs � 0 0:1 0:1 0:1 7� 10�4

b! ccd � 0:1 0:2 0:6 0:6 4� 10�4

b! cud � 0:05 0 0 0:5 10�5

b! sss � 0.04 1 1 0 10�5

b! uud � +  0:4 0:4 1 0 10�5

b! ucs  0 0 0 0 10�6

b! dss 0 0:3 1 1 1 10�6

Thus new physics can be probed by comparing two experiments that measure the same phase�0
in the Standard Model [see Eq. (13.30)]. If these two measurements differ by an amount greater
than the Standard Model uncertainty (and the experimental sensitivity), this provides a signature
for new physicsi.e.,

j�(B ! f1)� �(B ! f2)j > ��SM(B ! f1) + ��SM(B ! f2) ; (13.40)

where�(B ! f) is the angle obtained from the asymmetry measurement in theB ! f decay.

The most promising way to look for new physics effects in decay amplitudes is to compare all the
Bd decay modes that measure� in the Standard Model (and theBs decay modes that measure� 0

in the Standard Model). The theoretical uncertainties among all the decays considered are at most
O(10%), and they have relatively large rates. The best mode isB0 ! J= K0

S
which has a sizeable

rate and negligible theoretical uncertainty. This mode should be the reference mode to which
all other measurements are compared. Theb ! cud andb ! sss modes are also theoretically
very clean. In addition, theb ! sss being a loop-mediated process in the Standard Model, is
particularly sensitive to new physics effects. In both cases the conservative upper bound on the
theoretical uncertainty is less than0:05, and this can possibly be reduced with more experimental
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data. Moreover, the rates for the relevant hadronic states areO(10�5) which is not extremely small.
Thus, three important relations are

j�(Bd ! J= K0
S
)� �(Bd ! �K0

S
)j < 0:05; (13.41)

j�(Bd ! J= K0
S
)� �(Bd ! �0K0

S
)j < 0:05; (13.42)

and
j�(Bd ! J= K0

S
)� �(Bd ! DCP�)j < 0:05: (13.43)

Any deviation from these three relations will be a clear indication for new physics in decay
amplitudes.

Although not as precise as the previous predictions, another important way to search for new
physics in theB decay amplitudes is to look for violations of the relation

j�(Bd ! J= K0
S
)� �(Bd ! D+D�)j < 0:1: (13.44)

The advantage is that the relevant rates are rather large,B(Bd ! D+D�) � 4�10�4. However, the
theoretical uncertainty is large too. As long as one does not know how to calculate hadronic matrix
elements it will be hard to place a conservative upper bound on the Standard Model corrections.

New physics can possibly be discovered by comparing the two ways to measure in the Standard
Model. For example one can compare the direct determination of from b ! cus andb ! ucs

with the quantity = � � � � �, where� and� are determined fromb ! uud andb ! ccs,
respectively. However, this approach is less promising since some of the rates are relatively small,
and the theoretical uncertainties due to non-leading contributions to the� channels are significant.
Thus, one would require large new physics effects in order to distinguish them from non-leading
Standard Model contributions. Moreover, although an isospin-based analysis could substantially
reduce the Standard Model uncertainty inb ! uud, it would simultaneously remove any isospin
invariant new physics effects from this mode, thus requiring the new physics effects to be in the
b! cus mode. (Such effects were not found in the three models studied here.)

New physics can also contribute an observableCP asymmetry in semileptonicB decays. This is
measured by

aSL �
N(l+l+)�N(l�l�)

N(l+l+) +N(l�l�)
; (13.45)

whereN(l+l+) [N(l�l�)] defines the number of times aB0B0 pair decays into a pair of positively
[negatively] charged leptons.aSL is a measure of CP violation in theB0–B0 mixing matrix and is
given by

aSL = Im

�
�12

M12

�
=

���� �12M12

���� sin�12 ; (13.46)

where�12 is the phase between�12 andM12. In the Standard Model,aSL is unobservably small,
� 10�3 due to a combination of the fact thatj �12

M12
j � 10�2 andsin�12 � m2

c=m
2
b � 10�1 due
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to the GIM mechanism. Thus, new physics can enhanceaSL either by increasingj �12
M12

j or sin�12.
New physics that gives large contributions to decay modes that are common to bothB0 andB0 can
enhance both of these factors and could lead toaSL � 10% which could be observed with about
106 B0B0 pairs at BABAR [44]. Moreover, most models of new physics where new, heavy particles
contribute toM12 but not to�12 would result in enhancements of the relative phase�12 leading to
the possibility thataSL � 1%. This has recently been explored in the context of supersymmetric
models [45].

13.4 Supersymmetry

13.4.1 The SupersymmetricCP Problems

A generic supersymmetric extension of the Standard Model contains a host of new flavor andCP -
violating parameters; see Grossmanet al. [46] for a recent review. Experimental data provides
strong constraints on many of these parameters. For this reason, the physics of flavor andCP

violation has had a profound impact on supersymmetric model building. A discussion ofCP

violation in this context can hardly avoid addressing the flavor problem itself. Indeed, many of the
supersymmetric models that we analyze below were originally aimed at solving flavor problems.

As concernsCP violation, one can distinguish two classes of experimental constraints. First,
bounds on nuclear and atomic electric dipole moments determine what is usually called thesu-
persymmetricCP problem. It involves effects that are flavor preserving and consequently appears
already in the minimal supersymmetric standard model (MSSM) with universal sfermion masses
and with the trilinear SUSY-breaking scalar couplings proportional to the corresponding Yukawa
couplings. In such a constrained framework, the two phases of the Standard Model (�KM and
�QCD) [47, 48], are augmented by two additional phases, usually denoted by�A and�B. In the
more general case of non-universal soft terms there is one independent phase�Ai for each quark
and lepton flavor. Moreover, complex off-diagonal entries in the sfermion mass matrices may
provide additional sources ofCP violation.

The most significant effect of�A and�B is their contribution to electric dipole moments (EDMs).
In particular, the present experimental bound,dN < 1:1� 10�25e cm [49, 50] implies [51]

�
100GeV

fm
�2

sin�A;B <� 10�2
dN

10�25 e cm
; (13.47)

wherefm represents the overall SUSY scale. Whether the phases are small or squarks are heavy,
a fine-tuning of order10�2 seems to be required, in general, to avoid too large adN . This is the
SupersymmetricCP Problem.
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A second class of experimental constraints, involving the physics of neutral mesons and, most
importantly, the small experimental value of"K, pose thesupersymmetric"K problem. The
contribution to theCP -violating"K parameter in the neutralK system is dominated by diagrams
involvingQ andd squarks in the same loop. A typical bound on the supersymmetric parameters
reads [52]:

 
300 GeV=c2

em
!2 �����(�m

2
Q)12

m2
Q

(�m2
D)12

m2
D

����� sin� <� 0:5� 10�7; (13.48)

where� = arg((�m2
Q)12(�m

2
D)12), and(�m2

Q;D)12 are the off-diagonal entries in the squark-mass
matrices in a basis where the down-quark mass matrix and the gluino couplings are diagonal.
For dimensionless parameters assuming their natural values ofO(1), the constraint (13.48) is
generically violated by about seven orders of magnitude. This is the supersymmetric"K problem.

13.4.2 Classes of Supersymmetric Models

The supersymmetric flavor andCP problems have provided a very significant input to supersym-
metry model builders. Two scales play an important role in supersymmetry:�S, where the soft
supersymmetry-breaking terms are generated, and�F , where flavor dynamics takes place.

Both supersymmetricCP problems are solved if, at the scale�S, the soft supersymmetry-breaking
terms are universal and the genuine SUSYCP phases�A;B vanish. Then the Yukawa matrices
represent the only source of flavor andCP violation which is relevant in low energy physics.
This situation can naturally arise when�S � �F , for example in models where supersymmetry
breaking is mediated by the Standard Model gauge interactions [53]. In the simplest scenarios,
theA terms and the gaugino masses are generated by the same SUSY andU(1)R breaking source,
leading to�A = 0. In specific models also�B = 0 in a similar way [54, 55].

The most important implication of such boundary conditions for soft terms, here calledexact
universality[56, 57], is the existence of the SUSY analogue of the GIM mechanism of the Standard
Model. TheCP -violating phase of the CKM matrix can feed into the soft terms via Renormaliza-
tion Group (RG) evolution only with a strong suppression from light-quark masses [47, 58]. The
resulting phenomenology ofCP violation is hardly distinguishable from the Standard Model. For
theBd andBs systems, the largest SUSY contribution to the mixing comes from box diagrams with
intermediate charged Higgs and up quarks. It can be up toO(0:2) of the Standard Model amplitude
for �S = MPl and tan � = O(1) [59], and much smaller for largetan�. The contribution is
smaller in models of gauge-mediated SUSY breaking where the mass of the charged Higgs is
typically >� 300 GeV=c2 [53] and log(�S=MW ) � 5. The SUSY contributions toBd �Bd and
Bs � Bs mixing are, to a good approximation, proportional to(VtbV �

td)
2 and (VtbV �

ts)
2, respec-

tively, as in the Standard Model. Then, regardless of the size of these contributions, the relation
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�mBd=�mBs � jVtd=Vtsj2 and theCP asymmetries in neutralB decays into finalCP eigenstates
are the same as in the Standard Model.

When�F <� �S, flavor andCP violation are not necessarily limited to the Yukawa matrices and,
a priori, could be large. One way to suppressCP violation would be to assume thatCP is an
approximate symmetry of the full theory. In such a case, one expects also that the Standard
Model phase�KM is � 1. Then the standard box diagrams cannot account for"K which must
therefore arise from another source. In supersymmetry with non-universal soft terms, the source
could be diagrams involving virtual superpartners, mainly squark-gluino box diagrams. Denoting
the supersymmetric contribution to theK–K mixing amplitude by(MK

12)
SUSY, the requirements

Re(MK
12)

SUSY <� �mK and Im(MK
12)

SUSY � "K�mK imply that the genericCP phases are
� O("K) � 10�3. Then, somewhat like the superweak scenario, allCP -violating observables
(when defined appropriately) are characterized by a similar small parameter. This implies many
dramatic consequences,e.g.,dN just below or barely compatible with the present experimental
bound and, most strikingly, thatCP asymmetries inB meson decays are small, perhapsO("K),
rather thanO(1) as expected in the Standard Model.

Another option is to assume that, as in the Standard Model,CP -violating phases are large but their
effects are screened, possibly by the same physics that explains the various flavor puzzles. This
usually requires Abelian or non-Abelian horizontal symmetries. Two ingredients play a major role
here: selection rules that come from the symmetry and holomorphy of Yukawa andA terms that
come from the supersymmetry. With Abelian symmetries, the screening mechanism is provided
by alignment[60, 61], whereby the mixing matrices for gaugino couplings have very small mixing
angles, particularly for the first two down-squark generations. With non-Abelian symmetries, the
screening mechanism isapproximate universality, where quarks of the two light families fit into
an irreducible doublet of the horizontal symmetry and are, therefore, approximately degenerate
[62, 63]. An extension of these ideas, aimed at screening theCP phases in theA terms, is to
assume thatCP is a symmetry of the Lagrangian [64], spontaneously broken by the same fields
that break the horizontal symmetry. In general, it can be shown that non-universality ofA terms
and the requirement of anO(1) CKM phase imply�A >� sin6 �C � J , leading todN >� 10�28e cm.
The minimal result can be reached only with almost triangular Yukawa matrices, which can be
achieved with Abelian flavor symmetries. In models of non-Abelian symmetries, where the two
light families are in irreducible doublets, one does not expect such a structure and typically the
effectiveCP phases for light quarks are expected to be>� sin4 �C .

As far as the third generation is concerned, the signatures of Abelian and non-Abelian models
are similar. The relevant supersymmetric mixing angles are suppressed byO(Vub). The super-
symmetric contribution toB–B mixing is comparable to the Standard Model contribution for
squark masses around 300GeV=c2 [61]. The crucial difference from exact universality does
not lie, however, in the magnitude of the contributions: these may be too small to be clearly
signaled in�mB because of the hadronic uncertainties (most noticeably infB). It lies instead
in the fact that the phase of the supersymmetric contribution is now generically different from
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that of the standardW -boson box diagrams. Therefore, in models where flavor symmetries tame
the supersymmetric FCNC, observable deviations from the Standard Model predictions forCP

asymmetries inB decays are possible. In some cases, non-Abelian models give relations between
CKM parameters and consequently predict strong constraints on theseCP asymmetries [29, 63].
Also, supersymmetric contributions to FCNC decay amplitudes could be significant and carry new
phases [42]. This will induce a difference betweenCP asymmetries that are predicted to be equal
in the Standard Model [19], for example betweenB0 ! J= K0

S
andB ! �K0

S
.

Finally, it is possible thatCP -violating effects are suppressed because squarks are heavy. If the
masses of the first- and second-generation squarksmi are larger than the other soft masses,m2

i �
100fm2 then the SupersymmetricCP problem is solved and the"K problem is relaxed (but not
eliminated) [62, 65, 66]. Such squark masses do not necessarily lead to naturalness problems,
since these two generations are almost decoupled from the Higgs sector.

Models with the first two squark generations heavy have their own signatures ofCP violation in
neutral meson mixing [23]. In the neutralB system, it is possible to haveO(1) shifts from the Stan-
dard Model predictions ofCP asymmetries in the decays to finalCP eigenstates. This can occur
even when the squark masses of the third family are� 1 TeV=c2, since mixing angles can naturally
be larger than in the case of horizontal symmetries (alignment or approximate universality). Again,
interesting effects ofCP violation appear also in the decay amplitudes [19].

To summarize, measurements ofCP violation and, in particular,CP asymmetries inB decays,
will provide an excellent probe of the flavor andCP structure of supersymmetry. Models of
exact universality predictCP asymmetries that are very similar to the Standard Model predic-
tions. However, all models with new, genuinely supersymmetricCP -violating phases, allow for
deviations from the Standard Model. ApproximateCP predicts asymmetries that are� O(10�3) in
all modes. Horizontal symmetries allow deviations of order 0.3 from the Standard Model values.
In some cases, non-Abelian flavor symmetries predict very strong correlations between various
asymmetries. Models with heavy squarks allow even larger deviations (unless they are combined
with approximateCP to solve the"K problem).

RareB decays also provide a sensitive probe of supersymmetry[96]. As an example, the reach
of rareB decays in probing the supersymmetric parameter space is compared here with that of
high-energy colliders. A set of five points in the minimal supergravity (SUGRA) parameter space
were chosen at Snowmass 1996 [67] for the study of supersymmetry at the NLC; point#3 is
the so-called “common” point used for a comparison of SUSY studies at the NLC, LHC, and
upgraded Tevatron. Once these points are chosen the sparticle mass spectra is obtained, as usual,
via the SUGRA relations. Their contributions toB ! Xs can then be computed. The results are
displayed in theR7 � R8 plane in Fig. 13-3 (labeled1� 5 for each SUGRA point), whereRi is
defined in Chapter 9 in terms of the Wilson coefficientsCi asRi � CSUSY

i (MW )=CSM
i (MW )� 1.

C7 andC8 are the Wilson coefficients of the magnetic dipole and chromomagnetic dipole operators,
respectively, which mediate the decayB ! Xs (including the QCD corrections). Also shown
in the figure are the constraints in this plane obtained in Chapter 9 from fits to the present data
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Figure 13-3. Values in theR7�R8 plane for the five Snowmass NLC SUGRA points. The dashed
bands represent the constraints placed by a future measurement ofB(B ! Xs), assuming the SM
value with 10% measurement errors, while the solid bands correspond to the presently allowed
region by CLEO. The allowed regions lie inside the bands.

at CLEO (solid bands) and the anticipated bounds (dashed bands) that would be placed by a
future measurement with10% errors assuming the SM value for the branching ratio. One sees
that four of the SUGRA points lie outside of the dashed bands and should be discernable from
the Standard Model in the future, and in fact one of the points is already excluded by CLEO
data. Thus rareB decays are indeed complementary to high-energy colliders in searching for
supersymmetry.

13.4.3 Supersymmetry withoutR-parity

This section presents a short introduction to SUSY models whereR-parity is not imposed, and
lepton number (L) or baryon number (B) are not conserved by renormalizable interactions [68].
These models are characterized by several newL- andB-violating couplings involving leptons and
quarks of the three generations. Some combinations of these couplings can induce large tree-level
contributions to rareB decays. Since the values of the couplings is left undetermined, without
further theoretical input no numerical predictions of the effects onB decays are possible. To
estimate the expected size of the new physics effects, one considers models where the magnitude
of the fermion masses and CKM mixing angles is explained by assuming some horizontalU(1)
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symmetry, as discussed above [60, 61, 69]. This framework provides additional theoretical con-
straints resulting in a set of numerical predictions for all the interesting parameters, and allowing
order of magnitude estimates of the decay rates.

13.4.3.1 R-parity-violating couplings

The field content of the Standard Model together with the requirement ofSU(2)L � U(1)Y gauge
invariance, implies that at the renormalizable level the most general Lagrangian possesses addi-
tional accidentalU(1) symmetries corresponding to conserved baryon and lepton-flavor (Li) quan-
tum numbers. The conservation ofB , Li and hence of total lepton number (L =

P
i Li) naturally

explains nucleon stability as well as the non-observation ofL andLi-violating transitions. In SUSY
extensions of the Standard Model, additional gauge and Lorentz invariant terms are allowed, which
violateB, Li, andL . Denoting collectively bycH� (� = 0; 1; 2; 3) the supermultiplets containing
the down-type Higgs and the left-handed lepton doublets, which transform in the same way under
the gauge group, the followingLi- andL-violating superpotential terms arise

W6L = ��
cH�
cHu + ���k

cH�
cH� l̂

c
k + �0�jk

cH�
bQj d̂

c
k : (13.49)

Here bQi and d̂ci denote the quark-doublet and down-quark-singlet superfields,l̂ci are the lepton
singlets andcHu contains the up-type Higgs field. There are also renormalizable terms which violate
B,W6B = �00ijk û

c
i d̂

c
j d̂

c
k ; and physics at some large scaleM� can induce additional dimension 5B-

andL-violating (butR-parity conserving) terms like(�0�ijk=M�)
cH�

bQi
bQj
bQk + : : : .

To forbid the dangerous dimension 4 terms, a parity quantum numberR = (�1)3B+L+2S (S
being the spin) is assigned to each component field, and invariance underR transformations is
imposed. However, even if suppressed by the Planck mass, the dimension 5R-parity conserving
terms can still induce too rapid proton decay, unless�0 <� 10�8 etc. From a phenomenological
point of view, the first priority is to ensure the absence of operators leading to fast nucleon
decay, and in this respect other discrete symmetries can be more effective thanR [70]. These
interesting alternatives forbid dimension 4 and 5B-violating terms but do not imply the same for
theL-violating terms. Since a mild violation ofL can be phenomenologically tolerated, SUSY
extensions of the Standard Model with highly-suppressedB violation but withoutR parity and
without L number, represent interesting alternatives to the MSSM. Henceforth, it is assumed
here thatB is effectively conserved, and only theL-violating terms contained in (13.49) are
considered.

The first term in (13.49) can mix the fermions with the Higgsinos, resulting in too-large neutrino
masses [71, 72, 73, 74]. One can ensure that neutrinos remain light by assuming universal soft
SUSY-breaking terms. Universality conditions are unstable under renormalization group running
[74] and non-vanishing neutrino masses will still be generated due to the evolution of the soft
breaking parameters from the high scale down to low energy. This results in additional constraints
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on these models. In the following, it is assumed that the induced neutrino-neutralino mixing is
small enough that the experimental limits on neutrino masses are satisfied, and the effects of the
bilinear term in (13.49) can be neglected.

Once the fields are rotated to the physical basis, theL-violating trilinear terms contained in (13.49)
read

�ijk
bLi bLj l̂ck + �0ijk

bLi bQj d̂
c
k ; (13.50)

where�ijk = ��jik due to the antisymmetry in theSU(2) indices. Several of the� and �0

couplings are strongly constrained by the existing phenomenology [68]. The best limits are for
couplings involving fermions of the first two generations (i; j; k = 1; 2) while for couplings
involving more than a single third generation field the existing limits are much weaker, and in some
cases no bound exists to date. This situation is interesting since in general models that can explain
the observed fermion mass hierarchy also predict that the largestR-parity-violating couplings are
those involving more than a single third generation field. This is the case in the models introduced
in the next subsection.

13.4.3.2 R-parity violation in the framework of horizontal symmetries

Supersymmetric models withU(1) horizontal symmetries have been thoroughly investigated in
[60, 61, 69, 75, 76], this discussion follows that work. Besides predicting the order of magnitude
of the fermion masses and CKM angles, these models can also explain the suppression ofL [75]
andB violation [76] in SUSY models withoutR-parity. In these models no additional fields are
introduced in the low-energy spectrum with respect to minimal SUSY. However, each supermulti-
plet b is assigned a chargeH( b ) of an Abelian horizontal symmetryH = U(1)H . H is explicitly
broken by a small parameter" with chargeH(") = �1 , giving rise to a set of selection rules for
the effective couplings of the low-energy Lagrangian [60, 61, 69]. If each of the lepton, quark,
and Higgs superfields is assumed to carry positive or zero charge, the selection rule relevant for
the present discussion is that the effective couplinggabc for a general trilinear superpotential termb a b b b c is of ordergabc � "H(b a)+H(b b)+H(b c) . Therefore, the Yukawa couplings of the leptons and

down-type quarks are of orderY l
ij � "H(b�d)+H(bLi)+H(l̂c

j
) andY d

ij � "H(b�d)+H(bQi)+H(d̂c
j
), respectively

(rotation to the exact quark-mass eigenstate basis does not affect the order of magnitude estimates
[60, 61, 69]). Most of theL-violating trilinear couplings in (13.49) are further suppressed with
respect to the corresponding Yukawa couplings. They can be estimated as

�kij � Y l
ij "

H(bLk)�H(b�d) �
 
2
p
2GF

cos2 �

!1=2
mli "

H(l̂c
j
)�H(l̂c

i
)+H(bLk)�H(b�d) ; (13.51)

and

�0kij � Y d
ij"

H(bLk)�H(b�d) �
 
2
p
2GF

cos2 �

!1=2
mdi "

H(d̂c
j
)�H(d̂c

i
)+H(bLk)�H(b�d) : (13.52)
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These equations show that (i) the couplings� and�0 involving fermions of the third generation are
respectively enhanced bym� andmb , and (ii) like the lepton and down-quark Yukawa couplings,
the�, �0 couplings increase withtan � .

Next, a set ofH charges and a value for theH-symmetry breaking parameter" must be defined.
In general," � 0:22 is fixed by the magnitude of the Cabibbo angle, while the quark, lepton, and
Higgs charges are chosen to reproduce the values of the fermion masses and CKM mixing angles.
Besides reproducing the measured values, this framework has some predictivity in the quark sector
[60, 61, 69]. It also yields estimates for ratios of neutrino masses [75, 77], and most importantly
in the present context, it ensures that theL-violating couplings in (13.50), (13.51) and (13.52) are
safely suppressed below the present experimental limits [72]. The followingH-charge assignments
fit the order of magnitude of all the quark masses and CKM-mixing angles [60, 61, 69]:

bQ1
bQ2

bQ3 d̂c1 d̂c2 d̂c3 ûc1 ûc2 ûc3
b�d b�u

(3) (2) (0) (3) (2) (2) (3) (1) (0) (0) (0) : (13.53)

For the leptons, two different sets of charges will be used here; both fit the order of magnitude of
the charged lepton masses. A different value for the squark massesm~q is used in each set:

bL1 bL2 bL3 l̂c1 l̂c2 l̂c3 m~l (GeV=c
2) m~q (GeV=c

2)

Model I : (4) (2) (0) (4) (3) (3) 100 170

Model II : (3) (0) (0) (5) (5) (3) 100 350 : (13.54)

The charges of Model I coincide with the charges of the “master model” of [75]. While in this
model new physics effects are induced dominantly by squark exchange, in Model II the leading
effects are due to slepton exchange.

13.4.3.3 Coefficients and rates for the various decays

Once an estimate for the trilinear couplings in (13.49) is worked out, and a choice is made for
the squarks and slepton masses, it is straightforward to evaluate the coefficients of the effective
operators appearing in the general amplitudes for rareB decays such asB� ! l� l (Eq. 9.3),
Bd ! l+l� (Eq. 9.8),b! Xq�� (Eq. 9.70) orb! Xql

+l� (see Ref. [78]).

For example, the coefficients appearing in (9.3) and (9.4) for the decayB� ! l�l read

C
li�j
A � C

li�j
A

0
= � �0

�
i1k�

0
j3k

4GF m
2
~dk

�
p
2Vub �ij

C
li�j
P � C

li�j
P

0
= � �

0�
k13�kji

2GF m
2
~lk

(k 6= i) ; (13.55)
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where a sum over the repeated indexk is understood. The corresponding expressions for the
coefficients entering the decaysBd ! l+l� (9.9) andb ! Xq�� (9.71) can be found in [78]. In
(13.55) it was shown that these models allow decay channels where the final state neutrino�j has a
different flavor from the charged lepton. More interestingly, lepton-flavor-violating decays such as
Bd ! l+i l

�
j andb ! Xql

+
i l

�
j with i 6= j are also allowed, and can provide a signature for SUSY

models withoutR-parity.

To study new physics effects in the decayB ! Xq l
+ l� the Standard Model effective Hamiltonian

(9.18) has to be generalized to include several new operators that are induced by squark and slepton
exchange. A detailed discussion is given in [78].

Finally, note that in SUSY models withoutR-parity the decayb ! s is affected by the new
physics only at the loop level, and hence, unlike the leptonic and semileptonic decays, it is not
very sensitive to the effects discussed here.

To identify the measurements most sensitive to new physics, several observables measurable in
b ! � , b ! �� andb ! � transitions were studied, within the two different models defined in
(13.53) and (13.54). For decays involving electrons in final state, the new contributions are strongly
suppressed. In both models, new physics contributions to the branching ratios scale astan4 �. In
Model I the dominant effects come from squark exchange, and scale roughly as(200GeV=m~q)

4.
For light squarks (m~q ' 100 GeV=c2) and moderate values oftan� ( >� 2) this model can predict
values of the branching ratio forB ! Xs �

+ �� up to few�10�5 . Model II is defined in terms
of a different set of lepton horizontal charges (13.54). The dominant effects come from slepton
exchange and scale roughly as(100GeV=m~l)

4 .

Our results are collected in Tables 13-2 and 13-3. Table 13-2 lists the predictions for decays
involving the transitionsb ! � andb ! �� . The first five lines give the results for the decays
B� ! � �� , Bq ! �+ �� andb ! Xq�� . The results for the branching ratio, forward-backward
asymmetry, and� polarization asymmetries in the decayB ! Xs �

+ �� are given in the remaining
entries. Table 13-3 collects the results for the corresponding processes involving final state muons.
In both tables, the first column lists the Standard Model predictions for the various observables
(computed in the leading order approximation). The second and third columns list the predictions
of Model I and Model II, respectively.

SinceB ! Xs �
+ �� andB ! Xs �

+ �� are affected by large long-distance effects, to single out
the short-distance contributions, cuts were applied on the normalized dilepton invariant massŝ =

q2=m2
b with q2 = m2

l+l� . The decayB ! Xs �
+ �� is studied in the region above the 0 (ŝ > 0:6)

whileB ! Xs �
+ �� is analyzed below the resonance region (ŝ < 0:4). A comparison between the

total inclusive branching ratiosB(B ! Xs l
+ l�)no cut , the branching ratio in the region within the

cuts and the kinematic limitsB(B ! Xs l
+ l�)ŝ<0:4 (ŝ>0:6), and only the short-distance contribution

in the same regionBsd(B ! Xs l
+ l�) shows the effects of the cuts on the total rates and their

effectiveness in isolating the interesting contributions.
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Table 13-2. Predictions for the various decay rates and asymmetries forb ! � transitions in the
standard model and in the R-parity-violating models discussed in the text. Model I is sensitive
to operators generated by squark exchange. The lepton horizontal charges areH(L̂) = (4 ; 2 ; 0) ,
H(l̂c) = (4 ; 3 ; 3) while the SUSY masses arem~l = 100 GeV=c2 andm~q = 170 GeV=c2. Model II
is sensitive to operators generated by slepton exchange, with horizontal chargesH(L̂) = (3 ; 0 ; 0) ,
H(l̂c) = (5 ; 5 ; 3) and SUSY massesm~l = 100 GeV=c2 andm~q = 350 GeV=c2. In both models
the value of the horizontal symmetry-breaking parameter is" = 0:22 .

Process Standard Model Model I Model II

B(B� ! �� � ) 7:1� 10�5 7:2� 10�5 7:4� 10�5

B(Bs ! �+��) 9:1� 10�7 5:7� 10�6 1:8� 10�4

B(Bd ! �+��) 4:3� 10�8 1:9� 10�7 6:3� 10�6

B(b! Xs � � ) 4:4� 10�5 6:7� 10�5 5:0� 10�5

B(b! Xd � � ) 2:7� 10�6 3:9� 10�6 3:0� 10�6

B (b! Xs �
+��)no cut 4:9� 10�6 9:6� 10�6 1:0� 10�5

B (b! Xs �
+��)ŝ>0:6 1:5� 10�7 4:1� 10�6 4:6� 10�6

Bsd(b! Xs �
+��)ŝ>0:6 1:6� 10�7 4:1� 10�6 4:6� 10�6

hA�FBiŝ>0:6 �0:13 0:18 �0:03
h P�

L iŝ>0:6 �0:34 �0:40 �0:68
h P�

T iŝ>0:6 �0:40 �0:13 �0:14
h P�

N iŝ>0:6 0:05 0:00 0:01

From Table 13-2, it is apparent that in both models the decaysB� ! � �� andB ! Xq � � do
not show significant enhancements with respect to the Standard Model rates. New physics affects
to some extent the rates forBs ! �+ �� andBd ! �+ ��. However, in most cases the rates
still remain very small. In Model II the branching ratio forBs ! �+ �� increases by two orders
of magnitude, up to� 10�4 , however, this process is not relevant atB-factories running at the
� (4S) . A similar large enhancement forBd ! �+ �� could be more promising for new physics
searches at BABAR.

In the muon channel, the corresponding decaysBq ! �+ �� are sensitive to new physics effects
from both models. However, even if the decay rates are enhanced by two orders of magnitude, the
branching ratios are still only at the level of� 2� 10�8 for Bd and� 6� 10�7 for Bs .

As regards the decayB ! Xs �
+ ��, the branching ratio can be enhanced at most by a factor of

two (Model II). In contrast, in both models the branching ratio for the decayB ! Xs �
+ �� is

enhanced by more than one order of magnitude. Notice that Model I and Model II both predict
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Table 13-3. Predictions for the various decay rates and asymmetries forb ! � transitions in the
standard model and in the R-parity-violating models discussed in the text. Model I is sensitive
to operators generated by squark exchange. The lepton horizontal charges areH(L̂) = (4 ; 2 ; 0) ,
H(l̂c) = (4 ; 3 ; 3) while the SUSY masses arem~l = 100 GeV=c2 andm~q = 170 GeV=c2. Model II
is sensitive to operators generated by slepton exchange, with horizontal chargesH(L̂) = (3 ; 0 ; 0) ,
H(l̂c) = (5 ; 5 ; 3) and SUSY massesm~l = 100 GeV=c2 andm~q = 350 GeV=c2. In both models
the value of the horizontal symmetry-breaking parameter is" = 0:22 .

Process Standard Model Model I Model II

B(B� ! �� � ) 3:2� 10�7 3:2� 10�7 3:3� 10�7

B(Bs ! �+��) 4:3� 10�9 7:9� 10�7 7:2� 10�7

B(Bd ! �+��) 2:1� 10�10 2:9� 10�8 2:7� 10�8

B(b! Xs �
+��)no cut 3:1� 10�4 3:1� 10�4 3:4� 10�4

B(b! Xs �
+��)ŝ<0:4 4:3� 10�6 4:5� 10�6 8:3� 10�6

Bsd(b! Xs �
+��)ŝ<0:4 3:9� 10�6 4:1� 10�6 7:7� 10�6

hA�FBiŝ<0:4 �0:01 0:00 0:08

h P�
L iŝ<0:4 �0:57 �0:56 �0:73

very similar rates even though the respective enhancements are induced by effective operators of
quite a different nature. The� polarization asymmetriesPL andPT could in principle disentangle
the effects of squark exchange (Model I) from the effects of slepton exchange (Model II).

In summary, order of magnitude predictions for variousB decays have been made, within two
representative models of SUSY withoutR-parity. The decaysBq ! �+ �� andB ! Xs �

+ ��

appear to be quite sensitive to the new effects since the rates can be enhanced up to one or two
orders of magnitude. In the muon channel, sizeable effects were found only for theBq ! �+ ��

decay modes. However, even with the new physics contributions, the overall rates for these decays
appear to be rather small.

13.4.4 Model-Independent Analysis

Given a specific SUSY model it is in principle possible to make a full computation of all the
FCNC phenomena in that context. However, given the variety of options for low-energy SUSY
previously mentioned (even confining the discussion here to models withR matter parity), it is
useful to extract from the whole host of FCNC processes upper limits on a set of quantities which
can be readily computed in any chosen SUSY model.
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The best such model-independent parameterization of FCNC effects is the mass-insertion approx-
imation [79]. It is applied here to the most peculiar source of FCNC SUSY contributions, those
that do not arise from the mere supersymmetrization of the FCNC in the Standard Model. These
originate from the FC couplings of gluinos and neutralinos to fermions and sfermions [80]. One
chooses a basis for the fermion and sfermion states where all the couplings of these particles to
neutral gauginos are flavor diagonal; in this basis the FC is exhibited by the non-diagonality of
the sfermion propagators. Denoting by� the off-diagonal terms in the sfermion mass matrices
(i.e., the mass terms relating sfermions of the same electric charge, but different flavor), the
sfermion propagators can be expanded as a series in terms of� = �= ~m2 where ~m is the average
sfermion mass. As long as� is significantly smaller than~m2, one can truncate this expansion to
a single term. The experimental information concerning FCNC andCP -violating phenomena then
translates into an upper bound on these� [52, 81].

The above mass-insertion method presents the major advantage that one does not need the full
diagonalization of the sfermion mass matrices to perform a test of the SUSY model under consid-
eration in the FCNC sector. It is enough to compute ratios of the off-diagonal and diagonal entries
of the sfermion mass matrices and compare the results with the general bounds on the�s that are
provided here from all available experimental information.

There exist four different�mass insertions connecting flavorsi andj along a sfermion propagator:
(�ij)LL, (�ij)RR, (�ij)LR, and(�ij)RL. The indicesL andR refer to the helicity of the fermion
partners. The size of these�s can be quite different. For example, in the MSSM case there
is a strong hierarchy between those connecting squarks of different helicity partners(�ij)LL �
(�ij)LR � (�ij)RR.

The FCNC processes inB physics, which provide the best bounds on the�23 and�13 FC insertions,
areb ! s andBd–Bd mixing, respectively.The processb ! s requires a helicity flip. In the
presence of a

�
�d23

�
LR

mass insertion this flip can be realized by the gluino running in the loop.

On the contrary, the
�
�d23

�
LL

insertion requires the helicity flip to occur in the externalb-quark

line. Hence, a stronger bound on the
�
�d23

�
LR

quantity is expected. Indeed, this is what happens:�
�d23

�
LL

is essentially not bounded, while
�
�d23

�
LR

is limited to be< 1:3� 3� 10�2 for an average

squark mass of 500GeV=c2 and0:3 < m2
~g=m

2
~q < 4:0 (these bounds scale asm2

~q). Given the upper

bound on
�
�d23

�
LR

from b! s, the quantityxs of theBs–Bs mixing is found to receive only tiny
contributions from this kind of mass insertion. The only chance to obtain large values ofxs is if�
�d23

�
LL

is large, say ofO(1). In that casexs can easily jump up to values ofO(102) or even larger.
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As for the mixingBd–Bd, one obtains
s����Re ��d13�2LL

���� < 4:6 � 10�2
s����Re ��d13�2LR

���� < 5:6 � 10�2
r���Re ��d13�

LL

�
�d13

�
RR

��� < 1:6 � 10�2 (13.56)

for x � m2
~g=m

2
~q = 0:3 withm~q = 500 GeV=c2. The above bounds scale withm~q(GeV=c2)=500 for

different values ofm~q (at fixedx). Then, imposing the bounds (13.56), one finds that the largest
possible value forB(b ! d) arises through gluino exchange. As expected, the

�
�d13

�
LL

insertion

leads to very small values of this branching ratio (O(10�7)), whereas the
�
�d13

�
LR

insertion allows

for B(b ! d) ranging from few times10�4 up to few times10�3 for decreasing values ofx =

m2
~g=m

2
~q. In the Standard Model one expects [82]B(b! d) to be typically 10 to 20 times smaller

thanB(b ! s), i.e., B(b ! d) = (1:7 � 0:85) � 10�5. Hence a large enhancement in the
SUSY case is conceivable if

�
�d13

�
LR

is in the10�2 range. Notice that in the MSSM one expects�
�d13

�
LR

< m2
b=m

2
~q � Vtd < 10�6, and hence no hope at all of a sizeable contribution tob! d.

The question of distinguishing SUSY effects from the Standard Model inCP -violatingB decays in
the present model-independent analysis is discussed next. The problem comes down to finding the
range of results that is compatible with the Standard Model with a reasonable range for assumptions
on model-dependent inputs. The framework of the analysis of Ref. [42] is followed. The effective
Hamiltonian (He� ) formalism is used, including LO QCD corrections; in the numerical analysis,
LO Standard Model Wilson coefficients are evaluated at� = 5 GeV=c2, as given in Ref. [83].
In most cases, by choosing different scales (within a reasonable range) or by using NLO Wilson
coefficients, the results vary by about 20�30%. In some particular channels uncertainties are
larger; such channels are not as useful for looking for beyond-Standard Model effects.

The matrix elements of the operators ofHe� are given in terms of the following Wick contractions
between hadronic states: Disconnected Emission (DE), Connected Emission (CE), Disconnected
Annihilation (DA), Connected Annihilation (CA), Disconnected Penguin (DP ) and Connected
Penguin (CP ) (either for left-left (LL) or for left-right (LR) current-current operators). Following
Ref. [84, 85], where a detailed discussion can be found, instead of adopting a specific model
for estimating the different diagrams, the model-dependent inputs are allowed to vary within
reasonable ranges to estimate the Standard Model uncertainty (see Ref. [42]). First, onlyDE =

DELL = DELR are assumed to be different from zero (for simplicity, unless stated otherwise,
the same numerical values are used for diagrams corresponding to the insertion ofLL or LR
operators,i.e.,DE = DELL = DELR, CE = CELL = CELR, etc.). TheCE contribution is
then added, by takingCE = DE=3. Annihilation diagrams are then included, usingDA = 0

andCA = 1
2
DE [84, 85]. Inspired by kaon decays, some enhancement of the matrix elements
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of left-right (LR) operators is allowed, thusDELR = 2DELL andCELR = 2CELL are chosen.
Penguin contractions,CP andDP , can be interpreted as long-distance penguin contributions to
the matrix elements and play an important role. If, for example,CPLL = CE andDPLL = DE,
in some decays these terms dominate the amplitude. Finally, long-distance effects which might
differentiate penguin contractions with up and charm quarks in the loop are considered, these
can give rise to incomplete GIM cancellations (hereDP = DP (c) � DP (u) = DE=3 and
CP = CP (c)�CP (u) = CE=3 are assumed). For any given decay channel, whenever two terms
with differentCP phases contribute in the Standard Model, letting the various matrix elements vary
within the above ranges, the ratiorSM of the two amplitudes is estimated, the result is reported in
the fifth column of Table 13-4.

As noted previously, new physics can change Standard Model predictions onCP asymmetries inB
decays in two ways: by shifting the phase of theBd–Bd mixing amplitude and by modifying both
phases and absolute values of the decay amplitudes. The generic SUSY extension of the Standard
Model considered here can cause all such effects.

In the SUSY case, by using the results in Eq. (12) of Ref. [52] for the Wilson coefficients and
by parameterizing the matrix elements as was done for the Standard Model case discussed above,
the ratios of SUSY to Standard Model amplitudes given in Table 13-4 were obtained. For each
decay channel results for squark and gluino masses of 250GeV=c2 are given (r250 in the seventh
column). The inclusion of the various terms in the amplitudes,DE,DA, etc., can modify the ratio
r of SUSY to Standard Model contributions up to one order of magnitude.

The simplest case occurs when one decay amplitude only appears in (or dominates) a decay
process: theCP -violating asymmetry is then determined by the total phase�T = �M + �D, where
�D is the weak phase of the decay, while�M denotes the total mixing phase. This ideal situation
is spoiled by the presence of several interfering amplitudes. If the ratiosr in Table 13-4 are small,
then the uncertainty on the sine of theCP phase is less thanr, while if r isO(1), �T receives, in
general, large corrections.

The results of this analysis are summarized in Table 13-4. In the third column, the values for
the branching ratios of the various channels [84, 85] are given; these were obtained using QCD
sum-rule form factors to evaluateDE, andjCEj = 0:46, based on a fit to the measured two-body
B decays. The range of values given corresponds to the variation of the CKM angles and to the
inclusion of the charming penguin contributions (see Ref. [84, 85] for further details). In the fourth
column, the possible Standard Model decay phases when one or two decay amplitudes contribute
are given for each channel, as well as the range of variation of their ratio,rSM , as explained
above. A few comments are necessary at this point: (a) for B ! K0

S
�0 the penguin contributions

(with a vanishing phase) dominate over the tree-level amplitude because the latter is Cabibbo
suppressed; (b) for the channelb! ssd only penguin operators or penguin contractions of current-
current operators contribute; (c) the phase is present in the penguin contractions of the(bu)(ud)

operator, denoted asu-penguin in Table 13-4; (d) bd ! qq indicates processes occurring via
annihilation diagrams which can be measured from the last two channels of Table 13-4; (e) in
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the caseB ! K+K� both current-current and penguin operators contribute; (f ) in B ! D0D0

the contributions from the(bu)(ud) and the(bc)(cd) current-current operators (proportional to the
phase) tend to cancel.

SUSY contributes to the decay amplitudes with phases induced by�13 and�23 which are denoted
as�13 and�23. The ratioASUSY =ASM for SUSY masses of 250GeV=c2 is reported in ther250
column of Table 13-4.

Some conclusions can be drawn from the results of Table 13-4. In the Standard Model, the first
six decays measure directly the mixing phase�, up to corrections which, in most of the cases,
are expected to be small. These corrections, due to the presence of two amplitudes contributing
with different phases, produce uncertainties of�10% inB0 ! K0

S
�0, and of�30% inB0 !

D+D� andB0 ! J= �0. In spite of the uncertainties, however, there are cases where the SUSY
contribution gives rise to significant changes. For example, for SUSY masses of order 250GeV=c2,
SUSY corrections can shift the measured value of the sine of the phase inB0 ! �K0

S
and in

B0 ! K0
S
�0 decays by about 70%. For these decays SUSY effects are sizeable even for masses

of 500 GeV=c2. In B0 ! J= K0
S

andB0 ! ��0 decays, SUSY effects are only about10%, but
Standard Model uncertainties are negligible. InB0 ! K0K0 the larger effect,� 20%, is partially
covered by the uncertainty of about10% already existing in the Standard Model. Moreover, the rate
for this channel is expected to be rather small. InB0 ! D+D� andB0 ! K+K�, SUSY effects
are completely obscured by the uncertainties in the estimates of the Standard Model amplitudes. In
B0 ! D0

CP�
0 the asymmetry is sensitive to the mixing angle�M only, since the decay amplitude

is unaffected by SUSY. This result can be used in connection withB0 ! K0
S
�0, since a difference

in the measure of the phase is a manifestation of SUSY effects.

Turning toB ! �� decays, both the uncertainties in the Standard Model and the SUSY contribu-
tions are very large. Here three independent amplitudes with different phases and of comparable
size contribute. The observation of SUSY effects in the�0�0 case is hopeless. The possibility of
separating SM and SUSY contributions by using the isospin analysis remains an open possibility
which deserves further investigation. For a thorough discussion of the Standard Model uncertain-
ties inB ! ��, see Ref. [84, 85].

In conclusion, the measurements ofCP asymmetries in several channels may allow the extraction
of theCP mixing phase and to disentangle Standard Model and SUSY contributions to theCP

decay phase. The gold-plated decays in this respect are theB ! �K0
S

andB ! K0
S
�0 channels.

The size of the SUSY effects is clearly controlled by the nondiagonal SUSY mass insertions
�dij, which for illustration are assumed to have the maximal value compatible with the present
experimental limits onB0

d–B
0
d mixing.
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Table 13-4. Branching ratios andCP phases forB decays. �DSM denotes the decay phase in
the Standard Model; T and P denote Tree and Penguin, respectively; for each channel, when two
amplitudes with different weak phases are present, one is given in the first row, the other in the last
one and the ratio of the two in therSM column.�DSUSY denotes the phase of the SUSY amplitude,
and the ratio of the SUSY to Standard Model contributions is given in ther250 column.

Incl. Excl. B � 105 �DSM rSM �DSUSY r250

b! ccs B0 ! J= K0
S

40 0 – �23 0:03� 0:1

b! sss B ! �K0
S

0:6� 2 0 – �23 0:4� 0:7

b! uus P0

B ! �0K0
S

0:02� 0:4 0:01� 0:08 �23 0:4� 0:7

b! dds T 

b! cud 0

B ! D0
CP�

0 16 0.02 – –

b! ucd 

B ! D+D� 30� 50 T 0 0:03� 0:3 0:007� 0:02

b! ccd �13

B ! J= �0 2 P� 0:04� 0:3 0:007� 0:03

B ! ��0 1� 4� 10�4 P� – 0:06� 0:1

b! ssd �13

B ! K0K0 0:007� 0:3 u-P 0� 0:07 0:08� 0:2

b! uud B ! �+�� 0:2� 2 T  0:09� 0:9 �13 0:02� 0:8

b! ddd B ! �0�0 0:003� 0:09 P� 0:6� 6 �13 0:06� 0:4

B ! K+K� < 0:5 T  0:2� 0:4 0:04� 0:1

bd! qq �13

B ! D0D0 < 20 P� only � 0:01� 0:03
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13.5 Models with Extra Scalars

The Higgs sector of the Standard Model, which has a single Higgs doublet, has not yet been
experimentally tested. The possibility of an extended Higgs sector is certainly consistent with
experimental data. The simplest extensions are models with several Higgs doublets; these all
contain charged scalars. Below the general Multi-Higgs-Doublet Model (MHDM), and its simplest
version, the Two-Higgs-Doublet Model (2HDM), will be discussed. More details can be found in
e.g.,[86, 87].

Many models beyond the Standard Model have an extended Higgs sector. Often such models
deviate from the Standard Model in other sectors too. Nevertheless, most studies of charged
scalar effects are confined to the simplest cases, where no other new physics beside the extended
Higgs sector is introduced. One has to keep in mind, however, that bounds on the Higgs-sector
parameters, which are obtained from processes where the charged scalars are virtual, may be
evaded due to cancellation from other new phenomena related to other sectors of a particular model.

13.5.1 The General MHDM

There are two major constraints on any extension of the Higgs sector of the Standard Model. First,
it is an experimental fact that� = m2

W=(m
2
Z cos

2 �W ) is very close to 1 [88]. It is known [86] that
in a model with only Higgs doublets, the tree-level value of� = 1 is automatic without adjustment
of any parameters in the model, whereas models with Higgs particles in larger, higher multiplets
do not maintain this relationship. Second, there are strong experimental limits on flavor-changing
neutral currents (FCNC). In the Standard Model, tree-level FCNC are absent because fermion mass
matrices and Higgs-fermion couplings are simultaneously diagonalized. In general, this ceases to
be true in a model with a nonminimal Higgs sector. An elegant way to avoid this problem is
based on a theorem by Glashow and Weinberg [89] called Natural Flavor Conservation (NFC):
tree-level FCNC mediated by Higgs bosons will be absent if all fermions of a given electric charge
couple to no more than one Higgs doublet. This can be achieved by imposing extra symmetries.
With such symmetries, the Higgs couplings to fermions are constrained but not unique. There
are five possibilities to couple the Higgs doublets to the known three types of massive fermions
(up-type quarks, down-type quarks, and charged leptons). Summary of these possibilities is given
in Table 13-5. ForModel III at least three Higgs doublets are needed, forModel I one is enough,
while for the other models two are sufficient. It does, of course, make a difference if the number
of Higgs doublets is larger than the minimal one.

For a general MHDM the Yukawa interactions are given by

LY = QLi
FD
ij �dDRj +QLi

FU
ij
~�uURj + LLiF

E
ij�eERj + h:c: (13.57)
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Table 13-5. Summary of all the possibilities of MHDM. The numbers in the table show which
Higgs doublet couples to which fermion type.

Model

I I 0 II II 0 III

d (down-type quarks) 1 1 1 1 1

u (up-type quarks) 1 1 2 2 2

e (charged leptons) 1 2 1 2 3

Where left-handed quark doublets are denoted byQLi , and left-handed lepton doublets byLLi .
Right-handed quark singlets are denoted byDRi andURi , and right handed charged lepton singlets
by ERi . The sub-indexi is a generation index (i = 1; 2; 3). Higgs doublets are denoted by�j
(wherej runs from 1 ton, the number of Higgs doublets), and~�j = i�2�

�
j . Sub-indicesd, u and

e denote the Higgs doublet that couples to the down-type quarks, up-type quarks, and charged
leptons, respectively.FU andFD are general3 � 3 Yukawa matrices and one can choose a
basis where one of them is real and diagonal. For massless neutrinos,FE can be chosen real
and diagonal.

In a general MHDM, withn Higgs doublets, there are2n charged and2n neutral scalar fields.
After spontaneous symmetry breaking two charged fields and one neutral field become the would-
be Goldstone boson “eaten” by theW� and theZ in order to acquire their masses, and2(n � 1)

charged and2n � 1 neutral scalars are left as physical particles. The Yukawa interaction of the
physical charged scalars with fermion mass eigenstates is given by [90]

L�
Y = (2

p
2GF )

1=2
nX
i=2

(XiULVMDDR + YiURMUV DL + ZiNLMEER)H
+
i + h:c: (13.58)

MD, MU , andME are the diagonal mass matrices of down-type quarks, up-type quarks, and
charged leptons, respectively.H+

i denotes the positively charged physical scalars. Left-handed
neutrino fields are denoted byNL, and the CKM matrix byV . Xi, Yi andZi are complex coupling
constants that arise from the mixing matrix for charged scalars. An important feature of the charged
scalar-fermion interactions is that they are proportional to the fermion masses. Hence, effects are
stronger in processes involving heavy fermions, real or virtual.

There are relations betweenXi, Yi, andZi [87]. However, as long as the charged scalars are not
degenerate, and as far as the coupling to fermions are concerned, already for 4HDM, these relations
are not relevant. Consequently, in order to exploit the most general MHDM, one usually assumes
that one of the charged scalars is much lighter than the others and that all the heavy charged scalars
effectively decouple from the fermions. Then, there is effectively only the single light charged
scalar, and the sub-indices ofHi, Xi, Yi, andZi can be dropped. Thus, in this model there are
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several new parameters: the mass of the lightest charged scalar,mH , and the coupling constants,
X, Y , andZ. These couplings are arbitrary complex numbers. There are, of course, bounds on the
values of these parameters obtained (mainly) from low-energy data: neutral meson mixing, rareK

andB decays,Z boson interactions, andCP -violating effects. These bounds are summarized in
[87].

When imposing NFC, within the framework of MHDM,CP violation could arise in charged scalar
exchange if there are at least three Higgs doublets [91]. In principle,CP violation may be explicit
or spontaneous. The requirement of spontaneousCP violation forces�KM = 0 [92]. In this case,
CP non-invariance arises solely from charged scalar exchange. However, experimental data on the
neutron electric dipole moment andb ! s exclude this possibility [93, 27]. On the other hand,
explicitCP violation is allowed whereCP violation can arise from both charged scalar exchange
andW� exchange. In both cases,CP violation in the Higgs sector is manifest in phases that
appear in the combinationsXY �, XZ�, andY Z�. Note that some of the charged scalars must be
nondegenerate forCP violation to arise from the Higgs sector [94].

13.5.2 B Physics Implications

The presence of a charged Higgs boson can affect severalB physics observables. Many rare
decays can be significantly enhanced, sometimes by more than an order of magnitude. A detailed
discussion can be found in [87]. The possible implication forCP asymmetries is discussed below.

In the multi-scalar framework, because the charged-Higgs couplings are proportional to the Yukawa
couplings, the charged Higgs effect on tree-level decays is very small and can be neglected. TheB–
B mixing amplitude receives extra contributions from box diagrams, where one or two of theWs
are replaced by the charged Higgs. Thus, the mixing phase is affected by the new charged-scalar
exchange phase through the mixing dependence on Im(XY �). Thus, in principle, large deviations
from the Standard Model prediction are possible. However, the upper bound onB(b ! s)

constrains the shift in the mixing phase to be small (< 0:02) [27].

The effect on penguin amplitudes can be much larger. Due to the large top-quark mass, the charged
Higgs-top loop can generate a large contribution. The bound on Im(XY �) fromB(b! s) implies
that this new contribution is below the 10% level for the amplitude inB0 ! J= K0

S
[95]. (Since

the relevant hadronic matrix elements are not known, this effect can only be estimated.) However,
the effect on decays, which are dominated by penguins in the Standard Model, can be much larger,
up toO(1). Therefore, MHDMs can have detectable signals, for example, that theCP asymmetry
in B0 ! J= K0

S
is not equal to the one inB0 ! �K0

S
.
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Figure 13-4. Constraints in the charged Higgs mass-tan � plane from the CLEO bound on
B(B ! Xs). The excluded region is that to the left and below the curves. The top (bottom)
line corresponds tomphys

t = 181(169) GeV=c2. Also displayed is the restrictiontan �=mH� >

0:52 GeV�1, which arises from measurements ofB ! X�� as discussed in [97].

13.5.3 2HDM

Model II of 2HDM has been widely discussed in the literature because it is the simplest version of
MHDM and because this version is realized in the Higgs sector of the MSSM. In 2HDM, there are
only two parameters in the charged Higgs sector,mH andtan� where

Z = X = tan�; Y = cot �; tan� =
vu

vd
: (13.59)

wherevu (vd) is the vacuum expectation value of the doublet that couples to the up- (down-) type
quarks.

The main differences between the general MHDM and the 2HDM are (i) In 2HDM there is no
CP violation in the Higgs sector, and (ii) The bound on the charged scalar mass fromb ! s

is larger,mH >� 260 GeV=c2 [96] as shown in Fig. 13-4. The second difference is due to the fact
thatXY = 1 in 2HDM. Thus, due to its large mass and real couplings, the potential effects of the
charged scalar in 2HDM are limited.
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Figure 13-5. Standard Model andZ-mediated FCNC diagrams forB0
d–B0

d mixing.

13.6 Models with Additional Quarks

13.6.1 Isosinglet Quarks

There are many extensions of the Standard Model, where additional fermions with nonstandard
SU(2) 
 U(1) assignments naturally occur. This is the case, for example, of the grand-unified
theory (GUT) based onE6, where each fermion family forms a27 representation ofE6, which
contains, apart from the 15 standard chiral fermions, a vector-like isosinglet quark of charge�1=3,
a vector-like doublet of leptons, and two extra neutrinos. We designate as vector-like, fermions
whose left-handed and right-handed components transform in the same way under the Standard
Model gauge group. The 27 representation of E6 is a subgroup of the E8 of the heterotic string.
In other models, extra fermion representations beyond the usual Standard Model representations
are needed and also contain isosinglet down quarks [98, 99]. Models with isosinglet up quarks
are rarer, but the phenomenology of such quarks inD mesons is striking. For definiteness, we
will concentrate here on a model where aQ = �1=3 vector-like isosinglet quark is added to the
Standard Model.

Apart from the fact that isosinglet quarks naturally arise within anE6 GUT, their addition to the
Standard Model provides a simple solution [100] to the strongCP problem [101], through the
Barr-Nelson mechanism [102]. At a more phenomenological level, models with isosinglet quarks
provide the simplest self-consistent framework to study deviations of unitarity of the CKM matrix
as well as flavor-changing neutral currents. We will show that the presence of FCNC can have an
important impact on the value ofCP asymmetries in neutralB-meson decays. In the isosinglet
down-quark models, the zero weak isospin leads to flavor changing neutral currents when quarks
of the same charge mix. For extra down quarks the FCNC ofb ! d and b ! s lead toB0

d–
B0
d andB0

s–B
0
s mixing, respectively, at tree level. These processes are shown in Fig. 13-5 along

with a Standard Model mixing diagram. Similar diagrams ford ! s also contribute toK0–K0

mixing.

One can analyze the predominant effects of such additional quarks by truncating the mixing to
include just the single new quark that mixes the most, giving a3�4 charged-current quark-mixing
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matrixV [98, 99, 103, 104]. SinceV is not unitary, there is also a nontrivial neutral current mixing
matrix, denoted asU .

For the four-down-quark model, the3 � 4 mixing matrix depends on six mixing angles and three
phases, as does the mixing matrix [105] for four full generations (although such matrices are
different for more than four quarks [99, 103]). In this type of model, FCNC and deviations from
3 � 3 unitarity are closely related and both are naturally suppressed because of the large mass of
the additional quark. Indeed taking into account the order of magnitude of the mass terms, one can
readily show that

V4i = O (m=M) (13.60)

whereM is the mass of the fourth mass eigenstate andm represents the relevant lighter down-
quark mass, which implies, for the flavor-changingZ couplings,

Uij = O
�
m2=M2

�
: (13.61)

The Z flavor-changing couplings that are relevant to the neutralB, Bs, andK systems are,
�Udb = V �

4dV4b, �Ubs = V �
4bV4s, and�Usd = V �

4sV4d, respectively. When the mixing matrix is
parameterized by extending the standard parameterization of the CKM matrix to a fourth quark,
the leading order terms in the new angles and phases forUdb are

Udb = �s34(s34V �
td + s14e

�i�14 � s24ei
�24s12) ; (13.62)

whereVtd = (s12s23 � s13e
i�13), Vub = s13e

��13 , VcD = s24e
�i�24 , andVuD = s14e

�i�14 , where
D is the isosinglet down quark. In Section 13.2 a model-independent analysis to search for such
non-Standard-Model contributions to the mixing was presented.

Analyses have been performed with constraints on theV elements and on the FCNCUs from all
relevant charged current, neutral current, FCNC, and mixing experiments [106]. These analyses
allow small but sufficient values for the elements ofU so that theZ-mediated FCNC diagram
can contribute significantly to the phases inB0

d–B
0
d andB0

s–B
0
s mixing, as well as to thesin 

experiments [98, 99, 103, 104, 107, 108]. The allowed range in the (aJ= K0
S
; a��) plane is the entire

plane for the four-down-quark model, as contrasted with the Standard Model, where the allowed
range is0:3 < sin 2� < 0:9 (see Chapter 14 for the Standard Model constraints). Experiments
aiming to measuresin  may find any value between�1 and+1 as opposed to the allowed range
of 0:3 < sin  < 1 of the Standard Model. In the� � � plane, defined now as the location of
V �
ub=jVcbVcdj, negative� is allowed so that the allowed region in the four-down-quark model is an

annulus about the origin. The zero values of� occur when the new phases�14 or �24 are providing
theCP violation found inK decays.

While these models lead to unitarity quadrangles (or higher polygons), the restrictions from prior
data require that the fourth side is less than a tenth of the base, making study of the sides of the
triangle a difficult way to isolate this model. The phases or angles measured inCP violation
experiments give much more dramatic changes from Standard Model effects.
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13.6.2 Fourth Generation

While it is known that there are only three species of light neutrinos, this does not rule out the
possibility of a fourth sequential generation with a very massive neutrino flavor. If a fourth
generation (FG) exists it may be of significant importance inB physics as well as other low-energy
processes. Its precise impact is difficult to evaluate in all generality, since there is a significant
increase in the number of free parameters in comparison to the three-generation case. In addition
to the masses of theb0 and t0 quarks, the4 � 4 CKM mixing matrix has six angles and three
phases. One indication for the existence of the fourth generation inB physics would be the lack
of closure of the unitarity triangle [109]; with a fourth generation the unitarity triangle becomes a
unitarity quadrangle. However, if the magnitudes of the additional CKM elements are small it may
be difficult to distinguish a quadrangle with one small side from the conventional triangle.

In order to gauge the impact of a fourth generation it is necessary to have some constraints on the
new parameters. In almost all cases, the fourth generation leptons play essentially no role in low-
energy physics provided they are associated with their own conserved lepton number. The fourth
generation possibility remains in agreement with precision electroweak measurements [110] and
direct searches as long as: the neutrino mass is greater than one-half theZ mass; the mass splitting
between thet0 and b0 is �100-130 GeV=c2; and the masses of the charged fourth generation
fermions are above the LEP-II production threshold,i.e.,mFG �85 GeV=c2 [111]. Assuming
no other new physics sources, measurements of the ratioRb = �(Z ! bb)=�(Z ! hadrons) at
LEP and SLD also provide correlated information about thet0 mass and two of the CKM elements.
The reasonable agreement of the most recent data with the expectations of the three-generation
Standard Model implies that

1 � jVtbj2 + jVt0bj2(mt0=mt)
2 : (13.63)

Searches at hadron colliders (assumingmt0 > mb0) have excluded a lightb0 with a mass below
' 105 GeV=c2 via its flavor-changing decay mode [112] and, except for conspiratorial possibilities
[113], strongly indicate thatmt0 > mt ' 175 GeV=c2. The masses of the fourth-generation
quarks are also constrained from above by requiring that scattering amplitudes (such as those
associated with elastict0t0 scattering throughZ and Higgs exchange) satisfy perturbative unitarity
[114], which leads to the constraintmt0;b0 � 500 GeV=c2. Analyses of the strength of the fourth-
generation-fermion Higgs-Yukawa coupling would lead to similar, perhaps somewhat stronger yet
more model dependent, constraints [115]. Summarizing, it would thus appear thatmb0;t0 must lie
in the ranges105 < mb0 < 500 GeV=c2 and175 < mt0 < 500 GeV=c2 subject to the additional
constraint thatjmt0�mb0 j � 100�130 GeV=c2. One must also be careful of the fourth-generation-
fermion contributions to the oblique parameters in electroweak precision measurements.

If there is a fourth generation, present knowledge of the CKM matrix, even its conventional3� 3

submatrix, becomes compromised. As is emphasized by the PDG [88], many of the constraints
on the CKM elements arise from the assumed unitarity of the3 � 3 matrix. Recall that only the
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magnitudes of the elementsVij; i < j = 3 have beendirectly measured and that almost all our
remaining knowledge of the CKM elements is inferred from loop-induced processes such as�K
as well asB–B andK–K mixing. Fortunately, some clarification of the value ofjVtbj will occur
when the cross-section for single top production is measured during the next Tevatron run.

In theB system, in addition to the failure of the triangle to close, the fourth generation opens up
a number of intriguing possibilities which arise from new weak-scale contributions to the Wilson
coefficients,Ci(MW ), of the operators that control theB decay Hamiltonian which originate from
penguin and box graphs. In the three-generation Standard Model,t-quark loops are by far the
largest contributors to these coefficients, but significantt0 contributions are also possible. For
example, for the rare processesb ! s=d , b ! s=d g, b ! s=d `+`� and b ! s=d ��, the
augmentation of the values of the operator coefficients at the weak scale due to fourth generation
contributions takes the form

Ci(MW ) ' VtbV
�
ts;dFi(xt) + Vt0bV

�
t0s;dFi(xt0) ; (13.64)

where theFi are standard Inami-Lim functions and as usualxt;t0 = m2
t;t0=M

2
W . In addition to

obvious rate and distribution modifications that can arise from these new terms, they are also seen
to provide new sources forCP violation since there are now two large contributions to theCi with
different CKM phases. For example, in the three-generation Standard Model, the expected size
of CP violation in b ! s is of the order of1% since the charm penguin contribution is mass
suppressed. If a fourth generation exists, thisCP violation can be significantly larger than10%.

In the three-generation Standard Model, and in many new physics scenarios (e.g.,charged Higgs
bosons), the ratio of the amount ofBs–Bs andBd–Bd mixing directly yields the ratio of CKM
elementsjVts=Vtdj up to an overall ‘SU(3)’-violating factor�, which can be estimated,e.g.,from
lattice calculations. If a fourth generation is present, this direct connection is lost and one obtains

�Ms

�Md

= �

P
ij �ijV

�
ibVisVjbV

�
jsG(xi; xj)P

ij �ijV
�
ibVidVjbV

�
jdG(xi; xj)

; (13.65)

where�ij are QCD correction factors andG(xi; xj) are known box functions, and the sum extends
over botht andt0. Neglecting thet0 the conventional result is recovered. An immediate implication
of this expression is that the range of values expected for the parameterxs in the three-generation
Standard Model,10 � xs � 30 [116], would be significantly extended. Other measures of the
ratio jVts=Vtdj are also affected;e.g.,even if one neglects long-distance corrections, the ratio of the
b ! d to b ! s branching fractions would no longer provide direct information on the CKM
matrix elements. This follows immediately from the expression above for the Wilson coefficients,
Ci. The rates for bothK+ ! �+�� and theCP -violating processK0

L
! �0�� [117] can be

significantly modified (in either direction) by fourth generation contributions. Again, this prevents
one from directly extracting information onVtd.

Fourth-generation effects may also be observable in theD system due to the rather large mass of
the b0 quark. Processes that are conventionally long-distance dominated in the three-generation
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Standard Model would become short-distance dominated and enhanced. Some examples [118]
includeD–D mixing,D ! �+��, and radiativeD decays, which would be dominated byb0 boxes
and penguins, and might occur with rates close to the current experimental bounds. Given the
complexity ofB physics in the presence of a fourth generation, data from theD andK systems
would be necessary to unravel its detailed nature.

13.7 Left-Right Symmetric Model

The Left-Right Symmetric Model (LRM) [119], which is based on the extended gauge group
SU(2)L � SU(2)R � U(1), can lead to interesting new effects in theB system [120]. Due to the
extended gauge structure there are both new neutral and charged gauge bosons,Z 0;W�

R , in addition
to those present in the Standard Model. In this scenario the left- (right-) handed fermions of the
Standard Model are assigned to doublets under theSU(2)L(R) group. The Higgs fields which can
directly generate Standard Model fermion masses are thus inbi-doubletrepresentations,i.e., they
transform as doublets under bothSU(2) groups. The LRM is quite robust and possesses a large
number of free parameters which play an interdependent role in the calculation of observables and
in the existing constraints on the model resulting from various experiments.

As far asB physics and the subsequent discussion are concerned there are several parameters
of direct interest; the structure and spontaneous symmetry breaking of the extended gauge sector
accounts for a reasonable number of these. The most obvious free parameter is the ratio of the
SU(2)R andSU(2)L gauge couplings0:55 < � = gR=gL � 2. WhereasgL is directly related toe
as usual throughsin2 �W , gR is unconstrained except through the definition of electric charge and
naturalness arguments; GUT embedding scenarios generally suggest that� � 1. The extended
gauge symmetry is broken in two stages. First theSU(2)L � SU(2)R � U(1) symmetry is broken
down to the Standard Model via the action of Higgs fields that transform either as doublets or
triplets underSU(2)R. This choice of Higgs representation determines both the mass relationship
between theZ 0 andWR (analogous to the condition that� = 1 in the Standard Model) as well as
the nature of neutrino masses; in particular, the Higgs triplet choice allows for the implementation
of the see-saw mechanism and yields a heavy right-handed neutrino. After complete symmetry
breaking the resultingWL–WR mixing is described by two parameters, a real mixing angle,�,
and a phase,�. Note that it is usuallyt� = tan� which appears in expressions directly related
to observables. The additional phase, as always, can be a new source ofCP violation. (However,
in discussing processes in which the right-handed neutrinos do not participate, as is the case inB

decays, this angle can be thought of as an overall phase of the right-handed CKM matrix,VR, to
be discussed below.) The mixing betweenWL andWR results in the mass eigenstatesW1;2, with a
ratio of masses,r = M2

1 =M
2
2 , (with M2 ' MR). In most modelst� is naturally of orderr or less

in the largeM2 limit. Of course,W1 is the state directly produced at both the Tevatron and LEP-II
and is identical to the Standard ModelW in the� ! 0 limit. Note that when� is non-zero,W1
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no longer couples to a purely left-handed current. Of course, if a heavy right-handed neutrino is
indeed realized, then the effectiveleptoniccurrent coupling toW1 remains purely left-handed as
far as low-energy experiments are concerned. As is well-known, one of the strongest constraints
on this model arises from polarized� decay [121], which is trivial to satisfy in this case.

Additional parameters arise in the quark sector; in principle the effective mass matrices for the
Standard Model fermions may be non-Hermitian implying that the two matrices involved in the
bi-unitary transformation needed to diagonalize them will be unrelated. This means that the
elements of the mixing matrix,VR, appearing in the right-handed charged current for quarks will
beunrelatedto the corresponding elements ofVL = VCKM . VR will then involve three new angles
as well as six additional phases all of which area priori unknown parameters. Needless to say
the additional phases can be a further source ofCP violation. The possibility thatVL andVR
may be unrelated is often overlooked when considering the potential impact of the LRM on low-
energy physics and there has been very little detailed exploration of this more general situation.
Clearly as the elements ofVR are allowed to vary, the impact of the extended gauge sector onB

physics will be greatly effected. There are many well-known constraints on the LRM: universality,
the apparent observed unitarity of the CKM matrix,B0–B0 mixing, theK0

L
–KS mass difference

[122], and directW 0 searches at the Tevatron [123]. They are quite sensitive to variations inVR
[124], butW2 masses as low as 450GeV=c2 can be accommodated by the present data. To be safe,
however, one generally assumes thatM2 > 600� 800 GeV=c2, implying that the magnitude oft�
is less than a few times10�2. A completely updated, detailed study of the possible structure ofVR
has yet to be performed and is badly needed.

As a last point, it is important be reminded that the extended Higgs sector associated with both the
breaking of the LRM group down toU(1)em and the complete generation of fermion masses may
also have an important role to play in low-energy physics through both the existence of complex
Yukawa and/or flavor-changing neutral current type couplings. However, this sector of the LRM
is highly model dependent and is of course quite sensitive to the detailed nature of the fermion-
mass-generation problem. For purposes of brevity and simplicity it will be ignored in the following
discussion which will focus only on the effects associated withW1;2 exchange.

The influence of the LRM may be felt in both tree- and loop-level processes in theB system. In
particular, at the loop level the decaysb! s andb! s`+`� [96, 125, 126] may arguably provide
the cleanest environment for new physics searches since they are both reasonably well understood
within the Standard Model given the potential complexity of strong-interaction dynamics. In the
LRM, the decayb ! s has been examined in some detail and many interesting features have
been uncovered [127]. In particular it has been shown that left-right mixing terms associated
with t� 6= 0 can be enhanced by a helicity flip factor of� mt=mb and can lead to significantly
different predictions than the Standard Model, even whenVL = VR andW2 is very heavy as can
be seen from Fig. 13-6. Of course, given the large parameter space of the LRM, it is generally
quite simple to satisfy the experimental constraints from both CLEO [128] and ALEPH [129],
obtaining essentially the Standard Model resultwithout being in the Standard Model limit of the
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Figure 13-6. Prediction for theb! s branching fraction formt(mt) = 170 GeV=c2 and� = 1

as a function oftan� in the LRM at essentially NLO assumingVL = VR andM2 = 1:6 TeV=c2.
The95% CL allowed region from CLEO lies between the dashed lines.

theory. In this case observables associated with the decayb ! s`+`� must be used to distinguish
the LRM from the Standard Model. (Another possibility would be to measure the polarization of
the photon.) One of the most important aspects associated with theb ! s`+`� calculations is the
extension of the complete operator basis in the Standard Model (10 operators) to a basis with 24
operators which form two independent subsets of 12 each which do not mix under renormalization.
This generalization allows for both the obvious L!R doubling as well as new operators with mixed
helicity structures. In the LRM the decayb! s probes a combination of the operator coefficients
C7L;R(� � mb), while b ! s`+`� probesC7L;R, C9L;R, andC10L;R at the same scale. Note that
this extension of the operator basis implies that the conventional model-independent analysis of
b ! s andb ! s`+`� by Hewett [96, 126] wouldnot apply in this case and that the Standard
Model expressions for the lepton spectrum and asymmetries would have to be augmented. The
determination of the matching conditions for these 24 operators at the EW scale is far from trivial
due to the very large number of free parameters and, in addition to new tree graphs, 116 one-loop
graphs must also be calculated [130].

To show the power of theb! s`+`� decay mode in probing the LRM, Fig. 13-7 displays the pre-
dictions for both the lepton pair mass distribution and the leptonic forward-backward asymmetry
of the Standard Model with five sample points of the LRM parameter space. These five points yield
thesamerate for the decayb ! s as does the Standard Model and satisfyall other constraints,
such asK0

L
–K0

S
andB0–B0 mixing, and the Tevatron searches. As can been seen from this figure,

the give LRM predictions forb ! s`+`� differ not only from the Standard Model but also from
each other. Of course there is nothing unique about these five points since the volume of LRM
parameter space satisfying the above constraints is quite large.
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Figure 13-7. Differential decay distribution and lepton forward-backward asymmetry for the
decayb ! s`+`� in the Standard Model (solid) and four points in the LRM parameter space,
which yield the Standard Model value for theb ! s branching fraction and satisfy all other
existing experimental constraints.

The possibility that the hadronic current describing theb ! c transition has a large right-handed
component has been a subject of discussion for some time [120, 131]. This right-handed piece
need not originate from the LRM [132] though this is the most logical possibility. It is now
known that this right-handed interaction cannot be dominant [133] or even of the same magnitude
as the left-handed one. The L3 Collaboration [133], for example, measured both the lepton
and missing energy spectra in semileptonicb decay and compared it with various theoretical
predictions. Assuming a left-handed leptonic current, as in the LRM at low energies, both the
(V + A) � (V � A) andV � (V � A) hypotheses were excluded indicating that the strength
of the right-handed coupling was less than that for the left-handed coupling. However, no fit to
the possible right-handed fraction was performed. Presently, the greatest sensitivity to the relative
strength,� = j�jei�, of the right-handed to the left-handedb ! c coupling comes from the
CLEO form factor analysis of theB ! D�l� decay [134] as well as the determination of the�b
polarization performed by ALEPH [135] and DELPHI [136].

A two-fold analysis of the CLEO data allowing for right-handed couplings has been performed
[137]. In the first analysis the published CLEO measurements of the leptonic forward-backward
asymmetry and theD� polarization were combined with determinations ofVcb [138]. A simulta-
neous fit for the allowed values ofj�j andcos� was then obtained with sample results shown in
Fig.13-8 for the two HQET parameterizations [139]. Inclusion of the more recent unpublished
data results in a somewhat smaller allowed region and leaves room for possible right-handed
couplings, depending on which HQET functions are employed in the fit. In order to obtain
increased sensitivity to right-handed currents, a second independent fit to the decay� distribution
was performed, where� is the angle between theW � andD� event planes. This result strengthens
the case for possible right-handed interactions and favors the same parameter space regime. It is
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Figure 13-8. 95% CL allowed parameter space for the right-handed coupling strength as a
function of cos� obtained from a simultaneous fit to the published CLEO data using HQET. The
solid (dotted) curve uses the Neubert (Close and Wambach) parameterization. The upper (lower)
data point corresponds to the location of the�2 minimum for the Neubert (Close and Wambach)
cases.

clear that all of these measurements need to be repeated with a simultaneous fit to the form factors
for B ! D�l�, allowing for right-handed currents.

It is interesting to note that the regions ofj�j andcos� parameter space favored by the ALEPH
[135] and DELPHI [136] measurements of the�b polarization are in agreement [137] with those
obtained in the above fits to CLEO data with central values nearj�j ' 0:3 � 0:4 andcos� '
0:7 � 0:8. It is also possible that these apparently anomalous�b results simply reflect the rather
poor understanding at present of the strong interaction [140, 141]. Future measurements may allow
these two possibilities to be distinguished as has been discussed in Ref. [137]. If right-handed
currents with these typical parameter values are indeed present, thenCP -violating asymmetries of
the order of 5% should be anticipated in theB ! D�`� channel.

If right-handed couplings do exist, they may play an important role in addressing theB semilep-
tonic decay and charm counting problems [142] as suggested by Voloshin [120]. Given the pa-
rameter space allowed by the CLEO fit and using the LRM to complete the theoretical framework,
an examination was made to determine if right-handed currents could significantly reduce the
theoretical expectations [85, 143] for these quantities in comparison to the Standard Model. For
values of the LRM parametersr and t of order 0.01 with� = 1, a significant reduction in
both the quantitiesB` andnc were obtained in certain limited (or fine-tuned) parameter space
regions. These results suggest that(VR)cb is near unity. Interestingly, projecting the selected LRM
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parameters back onto thej�j � cos� space used in the CLEO/ALEPH/DELPHI analysis above
results in a region consistent with the indications of right-handed couplings from those data sets
nearj�j ' 0:35 andcos� ' 0:7.

13.8 Models with Additional Strong Dynamics

The possibility that the mechanisms for Electroweak Symmetry Breaking (EWSB) and/or the
generation of fermion masses involve new strong dynamics has a wide variety of consequences
in flavor physics. In these scenarios, a mechanism for dynamical EWSB involves strong dynamics
leading to the breaking of a global chiral symmetry and, as a consequence, the presence of at
least three massless Goldstone bosons. In this minimal picture, these states are absorbed by
the electroweak gauge bosons, giving rise to their longitudinal polarizations and to their masses
mW andmZ . This is the basic idea in technicolor (TC) models [144] where, in analogy with
QCD, a new gauge interaction among technifermions breaks the chiral symmetry giving rise to
large technifermion masses as well as triggering EWSB. At this point, there appears to be little
connection with flavor physics since the standard fermions remain massless. Although it is possible
that the scale underlying fermion mass generation is much higher than the EWSB scale, it is
necessary to communicate these two scales in such a way that EWSB turns on the actual fermion
mass terms. For instance, this is the case in Extended Technicolor (ETC) models [145], where both
technifermions and ordinary fermions transform under the ETC group, which breaks at some high-
energy scale�ETC down to technicolor and the Standard Model groups. The exchange of ETC
gauge bosons between technifermions and ordinary fermions generates four-fermion interactions
that turn into fermion mass terms when technifermion condensation takes place. On the other
hand, ETC gauge boson exchange tends to give large FCNC effects. The experimental bounds
from processes such asK0–K0 mixing imply that only very small quark masses ofO(1) MeV=c2

could be generated if simple QCD-like dynamics applies to the ETC gauge interactions. Several
solutions to this problem have been proposed, with the common feature being the appearance of a
large anomalous dimension which enhances the value of fermion masses without the need for lower
ETC scales. Such is the case in walking technicolor [146] and sub-critical amplification [147].
These models are relatively successful in generating the masses of the lighter two generations
without conflict with FCNC. However, the generation of a large mass for the top quark remains
problematic even in this modified ETC picture, requiring a rather low ETC mass scale and resulting
in large effects, for instance in FCNC processes involving top-quark loops [148]. However, if most
of the top mass is generated via top condensation [149], with the ETC-generated masses not
larger thanO(1) GeV=c2, the problem is circumvented. This is the scenario in Topcolor-assisted
Technicolor (TaTC) [150]: EWSB and small fermion masses are generated by TC/ETC, whereas
the top-quark mass is dynamically generated via top condensation.
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13.8.1 FCNC Effects in Topcolor-Assisted Technicolor

The basic Topcolor mechanism requires the spontaneous breaking ofSU(3)1 � SU(3)2 down to
SU(3)c at an energy scale�. TheSU(3)1 interacts strongly with the third-generation quarks. After
Topcolor breaking there is, in addition to the massless gluons, a remnant octet of massive, colored,
vector particles, the top gluons. Their strong interaction with the third-generation quarks is above
critical in the top direction, implying a non-zerohtLtRi, and thus generating a large top-quark
mass dynamically. The top condensate breaks the top-quark chiral symmetry, which leads to the
existence of a triplet of massless Goldstone modes, the top pions. Since EWSB is mostly due to
techni-pion condensation, there will be a set of physical states�t leftover after mixing with the
techni-Goldstone-bosons The physical top pions are then orthogonal to the states that are absorbed
by theW and theZ. In addition, there is a scalarht (top Higgs), which together with top gluons
and top pions constitute the minimal particle content of Topcolor models. The top-gluon masses
are of order�, the top-Higgs mass is approximatelymht ' 2mt, and the top pions acquire masses
in the range of a few hundredGeV=c2 from explicit ETC-quark masses [150].

In addition to this model-independent content, there will be other particles associated with im-
portant although model-dependent details. For example, in order to avoidb-quark condensation
while having top condensation it may be necessary to introduce either additional gauge bosons or
fermions. In the standard TaTC the isospin breaking is induced by introducing aU(1)1 � U(1)2
interaction. As before, the third generation is strongly coupled to theU(1)1. This group breaks
down toU(1)Y at the scale� [150, 151], which implies the existence of aZ 0 with a mass at this
high-energy scale. Although they are not strong enough to generate a largeb-quark mass, the
Topcolor interactions of theb are likely to lead to the presence of scalars and pseudoscalars, also
with masses in the few hundredGeV=c2 range. These “b pions,” together with the top pions and the
tree-level interactions of theZ 0, lead to interesting phenomenological consequences inB physics.

The tree-level couplings of theZ 0 are non-universal and stronger with the third generation. When
the quark fields are rotated to the mass eigenstate basis, flavor-changing neutral couplings of the
Z 0 appear. Thus,Z 0 exchange induces tree-level transitions such asBq ! `+`�, b ! q`+`�,
b ! q��, with q = (s; d). These and other effects of theZ 0 were studied in Refs. [151, 152].
Large deviations from the Standard Model are possible inBs ! �+��, b! s�+�� andb! s��,
due to the strong coupling of theZ 0 to the third generation leptons. Direct searches [153] as well as
constraints from electroweak precision measurements [154] imply a lower bound of approximately
mZ0 > 1:50 TeV=c2. However, even for these masses, the enhancements are generally of order one
for the decays listed above, and in some cases even larger, depending on details of the model
parameters. Thus, measurements of these branching ratios are of interest for such models.

The effects of scalars and pseudoscalars are mostly confined to one-loop contributions to the
various FCNC vertices. However, in the case of theb pions, there is an important tree-level effect
in B0–B0 mixing [155]. These scalar states, present if the Topcolor interaction couples strongly to
bR, lead to the flavor changing neutral vertex
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mtp
2f�t

�b
n
Dbs�
L sLbR +Dbs

R bLsR
o
; (13.66)

where�b stands for a scalar or pseudoscalarb pion, andDbs
L;R are the(b; s) elements of the rotations

that diagonalize the left and right-handed down sectors. In TaTC, the top-pion decay constant
is estimated to bef�t ' (50 � 70) GeV [150], so the interaction in (13.66) is strong. More
interestingly, it mediates tree-levelB0–B0 mixing and translates into a stringent constraint on
models generating the light masses and therefore the quark-rotation matrices [151, 156], which
must produce a largely suppressed value ofeither Dbs

L orDbs
R . The reason for this is that these two

parameters always enter multiplicatively in mixing.

One-loop contributions of Topcolor scalars are generally more difficult to avoid since they tend to
be additive. In addition to theb pions, the top pions couple strongly tob andt quarks, also with
strengthmt=

p
2f�t. Thus, there are one-loop contributions tob ! s transitions with a top quark

and a top pion or ab pion in the loop. These are generally proportional to some linear combination
of Dbs

L andDbs
R . For instance, the potential effects inb ! s were studied in [151], where

it was found that agreement with the experimental measurement could be achieved for a large
portion of the available parameter space. This is possible, in part due to cancellations between
the top pion andb pion contributions. Although the situation is similar inb ! s`+`� decays,
the cancellations do not always occur for the same set of values of the parameters, implying
that the combination of experimental observations of these two types of decay modes will be
complementary in constraining Topcolor models.

It is possible to construct Topcolor models without theU(1) groups, and therefore without aZ 0.
This is the case, for example, if the strongSU(3)1 simply does not couple tobR, thus making it
unnecessary to useU(1) couplings to have a sub-critical coupling to theb quark, while having
a critical strength to generatemt. In addition, in these scenarios there are nob pions. Several
models along these lines have been considered [151, 157, 158]. In all cases, in order to cancel
anomalies, a new set of fermions must be included. Also, it is necessary to couple more Standard
Model quark doublets toSU(3)1, which leads to the presence of additional scalar and pseudoscalar
states. As a consequence, these realizations of Topcolor are already highly constrained by indirect
observables. For instance,D0–D0 mixing [151] and theZ hadronic width and its width to charm
Rc [158], tightly constrain most such models. It is, however, interesting to notice that none of these
constraints decidedly rules out these scenarios. On the other hand, the absence of theb pions in
these models, implies that there will be no cancellation of the top-pion contributions tob ! s

andb! s`+`�. Thus, rareB processes are very sensitive to these scenarios. In general, the use of
several processes in FCNCB decays will help to disentangle the more model-dependent details,
and will begin to test more fundamental aspects of the Topcolor idea, such as the top-pion decay
constantf�t, and its mass.
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13.8.2 Model-Independent Analysis

The absence of a unified theoretical picture in strong dynamics scenarios, together with the diffi-
culty in computation inherent to them, suggests the need for a more general analysis. One that may
capture some of the essential aspects that might be present in the various, otherwise dissimilar,
theories. For instance, it is possible that although the basic mechanism of technicolor theories
may be correct, the dynamics might be very different from that usually assumed on the basis of
QCD. The same can be said of mechanisms for generating fermion masses. Another possibility
is that top condensation is the underlying mechanism for the generation of a large top-quark mass
(and perhaps even EWSB) but the correct theory [159] has not yet been fully developed. In any
case a model-independent analysis, when possible, provides a complementary alternative to model
building.

The study of deviations from the Standard Model in a model-independent analysis requires the
most general parametrization of the relevant interactions compatible with the Standard Model
symmetries. The resulting effective interactions can be divided into interactions among the degrees
of freedom of the EWSB sector, and those of fermions with the Standard Model gauge bosons. The
effective Lagrangian involving the Goldstone bosons associated with the breaking ofSU(2)L �
U(1)Y , as well as the transverse gauge bosons, resembles the chiral Lagrangian for the interactions
of pions and photons in low-energy QCD [160]. The coefficient of the leading-order term,L0,
is associated with the masses of theW and theZ gauge bosons. The next-to-leading-order
LagrangianL1 receives contributions from extensions of the Standard Model. For instance,L1

gives contributions to the two-point functions entering in the electroweak parametersS, T , and
U ; as well as to the three- and four-point functions, implying nonstandard self-interactions of the
gauge bosons. Bounds on deviations from the Standard Model predictions for the triple-gauge
boson vertices (TGV) [161] can be obtained from one-loop contributions to oblique electroweak
parameters or directly via di-boson production at LEP-II and the Tevatron. Bounds from these
sources [162] already constrain theWW couplings� and� to values smaller than1. Nonstan-
dard TGV contribute to FCNC transitions [163] such asb! s, b! d, b! sl+l�, b! d`+`�,
etc.For instance, the CLEO observation ofb ! s constrains� [164] and is competitive with
the collider bounds. Future collider measurements might improve the bounds below the10% level.
However, current bounds allow for important effects in rareB decays, such as the dilepton modes,
where also theW+W�Z couplings are tested.

On the other hand, it was recently shown that effects ofL1 involving fermions were potentially
observable if these belong to the third generation, despite the fact thatL1 itself does not contain
fermions. Among these, are one-loop vertex corrections that include internal gauge boson lines as
well as an internal top-quark. These terms in the effective Lagrangian are not bound by electroweak
precision observables, since these involve external fermions that are light compared to the weak
scale. These new contributions can be regarded as nonstandard corrections to the longitudinal
gauge-boson propagators,i.e., the propagators of the electroweak Goldstone bosons. Their effects
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were first considered inRb andB0–B0 mixing in Ref. [165]. However, FCNC processes such as
b! s`+`�, b! s�� andK ! ��� were shown to be more sensitive to these terms in the effective
Lagrangian [166]. For instance, enhancements of up to factors of two in the branching fractions of
b! s`+`� processes, are allowed by the parameter space to which these terms are constrained by
the experimental values ofRb, andB andK mixing.

Yet another distinct possibility is that the interactions of the electroweak gauge bosons with the
Standard Model fermions are affected by new strong dynamics [167]. These effects have been
considered in various forms and contexts in the literature. Considering only the third-generation
quarks, the dimension-four operators parametrizing the nonstandard interactions with the gauge
bosons are

g

4c�W
Z�

n
�NCL tL�tL + �NCR tR�tR

o
+

gp
2
W �

n
�CCL tL�bL + �CCR tR�bR + h:c:

o
; (13.67)

where�NCL , �NCR , �CCL , and�CCR are couplings induced by new physics at the high-energy scale.3

They enter in one-loop-induced FCNC in rareB decays, such asb ! s andb ! s`+`�. These
couplings are constrained already by flavor-conserving electroweak measurements [168, 169]. In
some cases the flavor-changing processes are the most constraining. For instance, the bound from
Z decays is�CCR < 0:30 [168], whereas theb ! s constraint gives a bound that is better than
0.1 [170]. It is also possible to incorporate bounds on dimension-five operators, such as the electric
and magnetic dipole moments of the top quark. A thorough analysis of the effects at theZ is carried
out in Ref. [171]. Although these couplings are in principle of higher dimension, and therefore
naively expected to be suppressed compared to dimension four operators, their effects may be the
leading ones in some extensions of the Standard Model. The bounds fromb! s transitions on the
top magnetic dipole moment, for instance, are considered in Ref. [172].

Future measurements of FCNC processes inB andK decays will help to disentangle all the
possible contributions to these transitions, and perhaps will give a first look at the nature of the
new dynamics residing at much higher energies.

13.9 Summary

This chapter has reviewed only a small subset of the many theories that introduce particles and
interactions beyond those of the Standard Model. In many cases significant differences between
these models and Standard Model predictions are found. The patterns of these differences change
from model to model. A summary of some of the effects is given in Table 13-6. As with all
new measurements, data from BABAR can be used to constrain these models. Even when such
data are also consistent with the Standard Model, this will not eliminate many of these theories,

3Additionally, one could consider similar neutral-current couplings for theb quark. However, these are highly
constrained by direct measurements at theZ pole.
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Table 13-6. Model-dependent effects of new physics in various processes.

CP Violation D0–D0

Model B0
d–B0

d Mixing Decay Ampl. Rare Decays Mixing

MSSM O(20%) SM No Effect B ! Xs – yes No Effect

Same Phase B ! Xs l
+ l� – no

SUSY – Alignment O(20%) SM O(1) Small Effect Big Effect

New Phases

SUSY – O(20%) SM O(1) No Effect No Effect

Approx. Universality New Phases

R-Parity Violation Can Do Everything Except Make Coffee

MHDM � SM/New Phases Suppressed B ! Xs, B ! Xs�� Big Effect

2HDM � SM/Same Phase Suppressed B ! Xs No Effect

Quark Singlets Yes/New Phases Yes Saturates Limits Q = 2=3

Fourth Generation � SM/New Phases Yes Saturates Limits Big Effect

LRM – VL = VR No Effect No Effect B ! Xs, B ! Xs l
+ l� No Effect

– VL 6= VR Big/New Phases Yes B ! Xs, B ! Xs l
+ l� No Effect

DEWSB Big/Same Phase No Effect B ! Xs``, B ! X � s�� Big Effect

though in many cases further data may limit the available parameter space. In the more exciting
eventuality that the results are not consistent with Standard Model predictions, the full pattern of
the discrepancies both in rare decays and inCP -violating effects will help point to the preferred
extension, and possibly rule out others. In either case there is much to be learned.
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14

Overall Determinations of the CKM Matrix

The goal of this chapter is to combine all the relevant measurements to constrain the CKM ma-
trix. Fitting the four independent CKM parameters to all available measurements provides the
most precise determination of these parameters. Moreover, the compatibility between the various
measurements tests the CKM picture of quark mixing.

Of the four CKM parameters, one,� = jVusj, is known to an accuracy of 1%. The other three,
which are less accurately known, are conventionally parameterized by either the Wolfenstein
parameters(A; �; �) [see Eq. (1.88)], or by the set(A; sin 2�; sin 2�). The first set is simply related
to moduli of various CKM combinations and is therefore convenient for presenting the existing
constraints. The second set is simply related to CKM phases and will therefore be convenient for
presenting future constraints fromCP asymmetries inB decays.

The determination of the CKM parameters is complicated by theoretical uncertainties that enter
the interpretation of the measurements. Section 14.1 describes the way that these uncertainties
may be handled. Since theA parameter is better determined than the remaining two parameters,
it is convenient to present the results of the fitting procedure in either the(�; �) plane or the
(sin 2�; sin 2�) plane. Section 14.2 presents the individual constraints corresponding to relevant
observables in the (�,�) plane and in the(sin 2�; sin 2�) plane.

The individual constraints define allowed regions in the two-parameter planes. However, combin-
ing them does not simply correspond to determining the overlap of the individual regions. One
reason is that correlations between� and � appear when combining several measurements. A
second, more subtle, reason is that the correlations with the third unknown parameter (A) are not
taken into account. The situation is further complicated by the fact that theoretical parameters
estimated by various means enter the calculation, and it is not clear how to handle the various
estimates and their error. In statistical terms, no probability density can be assumed for these pa-
rameters. In Section 14.3 a method which avoids these problems and combines all the observables
in a statistically meaningful way is proposed. The present knowledge of (�; �) and(sin 2�; sin 2�)
is studied and then the impact of BABAR measurements under different scenarios is presented.

It may be found in the future, that no single choice of CKM parameters is consistent with all
measurements. This would indicate that there is a contribution from physics beyond the Standard
Model. In a wide variety of models, new physics affects onlyB0B0 mixing but notB decays. For
these, a model-independent determination of the unitarity triangle can still be performed. This is
discussed in the previous Chapter in Section 13.2, where it is explicitly shown that the contributions
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to mixing from the Standard Model and those from the new physics can be disentangled. A serious
obstacle in this analysis is an eight-fold ambiguity in determining the angles of the unitarity triangle
from theCP asymmetries. Section 13.2 also explains how the eight-fold ambiguity may be reduced
by performing additional measurements or by making additional assumptions on the nature of the
new physics.

14.1 The Problem of Theoretical Uncertainties

Generally, theoretical uncertainties arise from limitations in the computations that relate the CKM
parameters to the experimental observables. Sometimes calculations of limited accuracy are avail-
able. If these calculations are made in the framework of a systematic expansion, it is possible to
estimate the magnitude of the error incurred in truncating the expansion. This error can be treated
much as any systematic error.

Often, however, there is no reliable method of performing the necessary calculations. One then
resorts to models, heuristic arguments and, on occasion, simply educated guesses. Not surprisingly
such “theoretical predictions” span a range of values. How does one ascertain the error in the
determination of CKM parameters when this type of theoretical guesswork is used? There is no
easy answer. It is incorrect to quote the range of theoretical “predictions” as the theoretical error;
however, this remains the most popular method (see,e.g., the PDG value[1] forjVubj). In the
absence of trustworthy calculations, it is most sensible to quote separately the extracted CKM
value for each distinct “prediction”as presented in Section 14.3.

Eventually many, if not all, calculations of hadronic matrix elements will be carried out by sim-
ulations of QCD on the lattice. These will not be calculations of absolute precision, but will
be controlled, in the same sense as any systematic expansion. Errors associated with statistical
fluctuations, finite lattice size, and the extrapolation to the continuum can all be reliably estimated,
much like truncation errors in a perturbative calculation. The one exception to the rule is in the
errors associated with modeling QCD as some simplified theory, such as “quenched QCD.” Much
like in the model calculations of the above paragraph, the errors associated with extrapolations
between theories are uncontrolled.

14.2 Individual Constraints on the Unitarity Triangle

The unitarity of the CKM matrix gives the following relation:

VudV
�
ub + VcdV

�
cb + VtdV

�
tb = 0: (14.1)
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The term “Unitarity Triangle” refers to a geometrical presentation of this relation in the complex
plane, where the side corresponding toVcdV �

cb is chosen real and rescaled to unit length. More
details can be found in Chapter 1, but for our purposes it is convenient to collect some formulae
here. In the extended Wolfenstein parametrization [2] [3]

VudV
�
ub = A�3(�+ i�);

VcdV
�
cb = �A�3; (14.2)

VtdV
�
tb = A�3(1� �� i�):

The apex of the unitarity triangle is located at(�; �). The sides are given by

Ru =

����V
�
ubVud

V �
cbVcd

���� =
q
�2 + �2; (14.3)

Rt =

����VtdV
�
tb

V �
cbVcd

���� =
q
(1� �)2 + �2: (14.4)

The relation between the(�; �) and(sin 2�; sin 2�) parameters is given by

sin 2� =
2�[�2 + �(�� 1)]

[�2 + (1� �)2][�2 + �2]
; sin 2� =

2�(1� �)

�2 + (1� �)2
: (14.5)

Note that a mapping of� ! �� yields a mapping of(sin 2�; sin 2�) ! (� sin 2�;� sin 2�).
Thus, any observable that represents a region in the(�; �) plane that is symmetric with respect to
the� axis, yields a region in the(sin 2�; sin 2�) plane that is symmetric with respect to the origin
(seee.g.,jVub=Vcbj and�mBd

).

In this section the constraints from individual measurements in the(�; �) plane and in the(sin 2�;
sin 2�) plane are discussed. The method used for displaying the constraints is the following.
Statistical errors, systematic uncertainties, and controlled theoretical uncertainties are added in
quadrature and a95% CL contour is determined. The remaining, uncontrolled theoretical uncer-
tainties are treated by scanning the quantity over a reasonable range. The bounds presented in the
following plots result from linearly adding these two uncertainties.

The measurements used in this section are summarized in Table 14-1. In this table, the exper-
imental measurements have been separated from the model-dependent estimates of theoretical
parameters. As stressed in the introduction,� is already known to a high precision and will be
considered as fixed. Extraction of the CKM parameters from the observables depends on a number
of theoretical parameters which are somewhat uncertain and model-dependent. It also relies on
a set of more “hidden” values believed to be known accurately and are considered as fixed. The
values of other parameters used in this section are given in Table 14-2.
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Table 14-1. Measured values of the CKM parameters and other observables that provide
constraints on the apex of the unitarity triangle in the(�; �) plane, as well as on theA parameter.
Theoretical uncertainties are marked with a�.

Observable Process Measurement

jVub=Vcbj B ! Xu`� 0:08� 0:005� 0:02� [1, 4]

jVcbj B ! D�`� 0:040� 0:002 [1]

� K+ ! �0e+� 0:2205� 0:0018 [1]

�mBd
Bd � Bd oscillations 0:471� 0:016 ps�1 [5]

�K CP violation inK0 �K0 mixing (2:258� 0:018)� 10�3[1]

�mBs
Bs �Bs oscillations > 12:4 ps�1 @ 95% CL [5]
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Table 14-2. Theoretical input parameters and other measured parameters.

Variable Value Reference

QCD parameters

�B 0:55� 0:01 [10]

�1 1:38� 0:2 [9]

�2 0:57� 0:01 [10]

�3 0:47� 0:04 [11]

Running Quark masses

mt 167� 6 GeV=c2 [7]

mb 4:7� 0:13 GeV=c2 [7]

mc 1:3� 0:3 GeV=c2 [8]

mBd
5279:2 MeV=c2 [8]

mBs
5369:3 MeV=c2 [8]

mK0 497:7 MeV=c2 [8]

Electroweak parameters

�s(mZ) 0:117� 0:005 [7]

�(mZ) 1/128 [1]

mW 80:41� 0:1 GeV=c2 [8]

sin2 �W 0:23 [1]

B factors and decay constants

BK 0.6 – 1.0 [12]

fBd

q
BBd

160 – 240 MeV [12]

fBs

p
BBs

200 – 280 MeV [12]

�2s 1.12 – 1.48 [12]

Inami& Lim functions [13]

S0(xt) 2.36 [13]

S0(xt; xc) 2:31� 10�3 [13]

S0(xc) 2:62� 10�4 [13]
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Figure 14-1. The jVub=Vcbj constraint in the(�; �) plane. Experimental errors are treated
statistically and the range of theoretical uncertainties is scanned (see text).

14.2.1 ThejVub=Vcbj Constraint

The measurement ofjVub=Vcbj constrains the lengthRu of the unitarity triangle through Equa-
tion (14.3). The CKM matrix elementsjVubj and jVcbj are measured in semileptonicB decays
using two independent methods (see Chapter 8). An endpoint analysis in inclusive semileptonicB

decays yields a direct determination ofjVub=Vcbj[4], while measurements of branching fractions of
exclusive final states such asB ! (�; �)`� measurejVubj [14]. For normalization, the world
average ofjVcbj measurements is used [1]. The model-dependence in either method is quite
substantial but the final ranges are, however, in good agreement. The results of the inclusive
analysis are used because the uncertainties are slightly smaller.

The jVub=Vcbj measurement defines an annulus in the(�; �) plane centered at (0,0). Figure 14-1
shows the annulus obtained for the present experimental and theoretical uncertainties. The upper
and lower contours are specified byRmax

u + 1:96�Ru
andRmin

u � 1:96�Ru
, respectively. Here

Rmin
u = 0:266 andRmax

u = 0:444 represent the maximal and minimal bounds obtained from
scanning the theoretical uncertainties and�Ru

= 0:022 is the combined statistical and systematic
error. The corresponding constraint in the(sin 2�; sin 2�) plane is shown in Figure 14-2. The
shaded area represents the allowed region. The four “wings” at smallj sin 2�j values result from
mappings of small� values. Note that for� = 0 one obtainssin 2� = sin 2�.

It is expected that the theoretical uncertainties injVcbj andjVubj can be reduced to about5% and
10%, respectively (see Chapter 8).
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Figure 14-2. ThejVub=Vcbj constraint in the(sin 2�; sin 2�) plane.

14.2.2 The�mBd
Constraint

The measurement ofBd � Bd oscillations yields a determination ofjVtdV �
tbj because of the domi-

nance of thet quark in the electroweak loop. This in turn fixes the lengthRt in the unitarity triangle
through Equation (14.6). The oscillation frequency, which is given by the mass difference between
the heavy and lightBd states, has been measured to be�mBd

= 0:471�0:016 ps�1. The prediction
for �mBd

is obtained from the�B = 2 effective Hamiltonian, yielding (see Chapter 11)

�mBd
=
G2
F

6�2
�BmBd

m2
Wf

2
Bd
BBd

S0(xt)jVtdV �
tbj2; (14.6)

whereGF is the Fermi constant,�B is a QCD correction factor calculated in NLO [10],mBd

is theB0
d mass,mW is theW mass,fBd

is theB-decay constant,BBd
parameterizes the value

of the hadronic matrix element, the Inami-Lim functionS0(xt) [13] gives the electroweak loop
contribution of the top quark without QCD corrections andxt = m2

t=m
2
W . The numerical values

of the theoretical input parameters are summarized in Table 14-2.

Note thatfBd

q
BBd

has a theoretical uncertainty of20% from systematic errors in the lattice
calculations. Combined with the theoretical uncertainty injVcbj, this yields a rather large range
for Rt despite the3% combined experimental error. The central value forRt is given by

Rt = 1:0�
����0:04Vcb

����
���� VtdV

�
tb

8:6� 10�3

���� (14.7)
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Figure 14-3. The�mBd
constraint in the(�; �) plane. Experimental errors are treated statistically

and the range of theoretical uncertainties is scanned (see text).

where

jVtdV �
tbj = 8:6� 10�3

�
�mBd

0:471 ps�1

� 1
2

�
0:2GeV

fBd

q
BBd

��
2:36

S0(xt)

�1
2

�
0:55

�B

� 1
2

: (14.8)

The�mBd
measurement defines an annulus centered at (1,0) in the(�; �) plane. The annulus

obtained with the present uncertainties is plotted in Figure 14-3. The two bounds are specified by
Rmax
t + 1:96�Rt

andRmin
t � 1:96�Rt

, whereRmax
t = 1:32 andRmin

t = 0:88 are obtained from
scanning the theoretical parameters within their uncertainties and�Rt

= 0:063 represents the total
experimental error. The corresponding region constrained in the(sin 2�; sin 2�) plane is shown in
Figure 14-4, and is indicated by the shaded area. The bulk area results from mappings of� < 1

points, while the arcs near (1,-1) and (-1,1) come from mappings of� > 1 points.

The dominant theoretical uncertainty could be significantly reduced iffBd
were determined directly

through a measurement ofB(B+ ! �+��) with adequate precision. Since this is ab ! u

transition, which is also helicity-suppressed, the branching fraction is predicted to be� 2� 10�7.
Thus, the entire data set ever collected in BABAR will be needed to obtain anfBd

measurement with
better than10% precision. TheB+ ! �+�� decay is enhanced by(m�=m�)

2 � 250 compared to
the muonic channel, but this mode is experimentally much more difficult due to backgrounds and
the presence of two or three�s in the final state (see Chapter 11).

The CKM combinationjVtdV �
tbj may be also obtained from Cabbibo suppressed electromagnetic

penguin processes such asB ! Xd, B ! Xdl
+l�, or B ! Xd��. None of these modes is

presently observed. See Chapter 9 for discussion of these modes.
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Figure 14-4. The�mBd
constraint in the(sin 2�; sin 2�) plane.

Another way of improving the determination ofRt is through a measurement ofBs � Bs oscilla-
tions,

R2
t = �2s

mBs

mBd

�mBd

�mBs

1� �2(1� 2�)

�2
; (14.9)

with

�s =
fBs

p
BBs

fBd

q
BBd

: (14.10)

The advantage of this determination over the one from�mBd
alone is, first, that the dependence

on mt and jVcbj has been eliminated and, second, that the ratiofBs
=fBd

can be more precisely
determined than each decay constant itself. Lattice calculations give�2s = 1:30 � 0:18 [12].
Presently only a lower limit on the oscillation frequency of�mBs

> 12:4ps�1 @ 95% CL has been
obtained. This provides an upper bound ofjVtd=Vtsj < 0:25 @ 95% CL, which can be translated
into an upper bound forRt, yielding

Rt < 0:92�s: (14.11)

This bound represents a circle centered at (1,0) in the(�; �) plane, excluding all values outside.
Once�mBs

has been measured, Equation (14.9) will specify an annulus. Finally, note that the
LEP search forBs oscillations yields more information than just the 95% CL limit used here. In
Section 14.3.2.2 a more complete technique that uses this information is presented.
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14.2.3 The�K Constraint

CP violation inK0K
0

mixing is described by the parameter�K ,

�K =
exp(i�=4)p

2

Im M12

�mK

; (14.12)

where�mK is theK0
L
� K0

S
mass difference. The off-diagonal mass matrix elementM12 is

obtained from the�S = 2 effective Hamiltonian with contributions from both thec quark andt
quark in the electroweak loop, yielding

M12 =
G2
F

12�2
f 2
KBKmKm

2
W [��2c �1S0(xc) + ��2t �2S0(xt) + 2��c�

�
t�3S0(xc; xt)] (14.13)

wherefK is the kaon decay constant,mK is theK0 mass,�1[11]; �2 [10] and�3 [11] are QCD
correction factors calculated in NLO,�q = VqdV

�
qs for q = c; t andS0(xq) represent the electroweak

loop contributions without QCD corrections. The main source of theoretical uncertainty comes
from theBK parameter, which parameterizes the value of the hadronic matrix element [15] [16]
[17] [18] [19]. In order to represent the spread of the different calculations ofBK, values are taken
to be in the rangeBK = 0:6� 1:0 (see Appendices C, D).

Using the unitarity relationsIm�c = Im�t, and neglecting the factorRe �t=Re �c � O(�4) in
the evaluation ofIm(�c�t) one obtains

�K = C�BK Im�tfRe �c[�1S0(xc)� �3S0(xc; xt)]�Re �t�2S0(xt)g exp(i�=4); (14.14)

where all well-measured quantities have been combined in the numerical constant

C� =
G2
F

6
p
2�2

f 2
KmKm

2
W

�mK

= 3:78� 104: (14.15)

UsingIm�t = �A2�5, Re �c = ��(1 � 1
2
�2), Re �t = (1 � 1

2
�2)A2�5(1 � �) andVcb = A�2,

one finds

�f(1� �)�2S0(xt)jVcbj2 + �3S0(xc; xt)� �1S0(xc)gjVcbj2BK = 1:23� 10�6: (14.16)

This specifies a hyperbola in the(�; �) plane. Note that the error contribution fromjVcbj is about
as large as that fromBK because of thejVcbj4 dependence. Taking all uncertainties into account,
two hyperbolic bands in the(�; �) plane are obtained as depicted in Figure 14-5. Depending on the
choice ofjVcbj andBK, the hyperbolae have a singularity in the range� = 1:35� 1:41.

The corresponding region in the(sin 2�; sin 2�) plane is shown in Figure 14-6. The light-shaded
area (a) is the allowed region obtained from the positive� values, while the dark-shaded area (b)
results from the negative� values. The large negative� values from the hyperbola are mapped into
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Figure 14-5. The j�K j constraint in the(�; �) plane. Experimental errors are treated statistically
and the range of theoretical uncertainties is scanned (see text).

the “wing” at (0,0), while� values between one and the singularity are mapped into the “wing”
of large sin 2� and negativesin 2� values. The tip of this “wing” would have extended to the
origin if for practical reasons� had not been constrained to values below 1.25. Note that within
the Standard Model, the measured sign ofRe �K implies thatsin 2� is positive if � values are
constrained to� 1.

14.2.4 The Status of�0=�

DirectCP violation in neutral kaon decays is described by the parameter�0. The prediction yields
[20]

�0=� = Im�tF (xt) = jVcbj2��F (xt); (14.17)

whereF (xt) represents a sum of top-mass-dependent functions that also depend on�MS and
hadronic matrix elements, which in turn depend on the charm-quark mass and the strange-quark
mass. Thus, the determination ofF (xt) suffers from large theoretical uncertainties specifying a
range of0:85 � F (xt) � 2:75 [6, 21]. In addition, the present two measurements have large
experimental errors and are barely consistent with each other:

Re(�0=�) = (7:4� 5:9)� 10�4 (E731)[22]; (14.18)

Re(�0=�) = (23� 6:5)� 10�4 (NA31)[23]: (14.19)

As is clear from Eq. (14.17), the�0=� measurement specifies a horizontal band in the(�; �) plane.
However, given the very large theoretical uncertainties entering the calculations, no firm conclusion
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Figure 14-6. The j�K j constraint in the(sin 2�; sin 2�) plane. Regions (a) and (b) correspond to
the two hyperbolic bands in Figure 14-5.

can presently be drawn on the unitarity triangle. Two new improved rounds of experiments have
started to take data, so that improved results may be expected by the time BABAR starts taking data.

14.2.5 Impact ofK ! ��� Decays

The rare kaon decaysK+ ! �+�� [29] andKL ! �0�� [30] are theoretically very clean. Both
modes are dominated by short-distanceZ-penguins and box diagrams. While the neutral mode
only has contributions from the top quark in the electroweak loop, the charged mode acquires
additional sizable contributions from the charm quark.K0

L ! �0�� proceeds almost exclusively
via directCP violation, allowing the cleanest determination ofImV �

tsVtd and in turn,�. K+ !
�+�� is CP conserving and allows a clean determination ofjVtdV �

tsj. The present experimental
boundB(K0

L ! �0��) � 1:8� 10�6 [24] lies about five orders of magnitude above the Standard
Model prediction [25] and about two orders of magnitude above the bound that can be deduced
using model-independent isospin relations [26] from the experimental upper bound on the charged
mode [27]. Significant constraints from the neutral mode can be expected only if a dedicated
experiment is performed.

The branching fraction forK+ ! �+�� can be expressed in terms of� and� [7],

B(K+ ! �+��) = 8:33� 10�6jVcbj4X(xt)
2 (��)

2 + (�0 � �)2

�
; (14.20)
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where

� = (1� 1

2
�2)�2; �0 = 1 +

P0(X)

X(xt)

�4

jVcbj2 ; (14.21)

andX(xt) andP0(X) represent the electroweak loop contributions in NLO for the top quark and
for the charm-quark contribution, respectively. The uncertainties inX(xt) due to scale-dependence
and�MS are about1%, whileP0(X) shows a strong dependence on both the renormalization scale
�c and�MS. The range forP0(X), i.e., P0(X) = 0:40 � 0:06, leads to an overall theoretical
uncertainty in the branching fraction of about7%.

Equation (14.20) specifies an ellipse centered at (�0,0) in the(�; �) plane with major axis�1 = r0
and minor axis�1 = r0=�, where

r0 =
1

jVcbj2X(xt)

�s
� B(K+ ! �+��)

8:33� 10�6

�
: (14.22)

With present accuracy,� = 1 is appropriate and Eq. (14.20) specifies a circle in the(�; �) plane.1

First evidence forK+ ! �+�� was presented recently [28]. From the one observed event, a
branching fraction ofB(K+ ! �+��) = (4:2+9:7

�3:5)� 10�10 is measured, which is consistent with
the SM range ofB(K+ ! �+��) = (9:1�3:2)�10�11[29]. Due to the large experimental errors,
this mode does not yet give new information for determining the apex of the unitarity triangle in
the (�; �) plane. In the next round of experiments, however, new constraints from this mode are
expected.

The branching fraction forK0
L ! �0�� in terms of� is given by [7]

B(K0
L ! �0��) = 3:29� 10�5�2jVcbj4X2(xt): (14.23)

Equation (14.23) specifies a horizontal line in the(�; �) plane.

14.2.6 Determination ofsin 2�

A measurement ofsin 2� from e.g., theCP asymmetry in theB !  KS decays will simply
specify a bandhsin 2� � �(sin 2�)i in the (sin 2�; sin 2�) plane. For representation in the(�; �)
plane, it is first necessary to determine the angle�. Due to a four-fold ambiguity, four different
angles are obtained:�; �

2
��; �+�, and3�

2
��. In the Standard Model, those two solutions which

extend into the negative� plane are excluded. In a search for new physics, all four solutions need
to be considered. Each solution is bounded by a pair of rays in the(�; �) plane, each originating at
(1,0) and given by� � ��, where

�� =
1

2

1

cos 2�
�(sin 2�): (14.24)

1Note that in this approximation� = � and� = �.
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Figure 14-7. Impact ofsin 2� measurements in the(�; �) plane. The four regions result from the
four-fold ambiguity: (a)�, (b) �=2� �, (c)� + �, and (d)3�=2� �.

The resulting picture is shown in Figure 14-7 forsin 2� = 0:750� 0:076.

14.2.7 Determination ofsin 2�

A measurement ofsin 2� from e.g.,theCP asymmetry in theB ! �� decay (in the case that
penguins were negligible) would specify a bandhsin 2�� �(sin 2�)i in the(sin 2�; sin 2�) plane.
As concerns the(�; �) plane, the locus of all points(�; �) forming a unitarity triangle with fixed
angle� is a circle centered at

(x�; y�) = (
1

2
;
cot�

2
); (14.25)

with a radius

r� =
1

2

1

sin�
: (14.26)

The resulting error on the determination ofr� is given by

�r� =
1

2
p
2

sin 2�

cos 2�

1

(1� cos 2�)
3

2

�(sin 2�) =
r�y�

cos 2�
�(sin 2�): (14.27)

The error�r� shows singularities at� = n� and� = m
4
�, with integern and odd integerm.

The first singularity reflects the fact that for� = 0 or � = � no triangle is obtained. The second
singularity accounts for the fact that for angles� � m

4
�, sin 2� is near one. Since it cannot exceed

one, the positive error has to become appropriately small, so that the product of�(sin 2�)
cos 2�

remains
finite. The latter argument applies also for the extraction of the error for� and.
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Figure 14-8. Impact ofsin 2� measurements in the(�; �) plane. The four regions result from the
four-fold ambiguity: (a)�=2 � �, (b)�, (c)�+ �, and (d)3�=2� �.

Since� is extracted fromsin 2�, we are faced with a four-fold ambiguity:�; 1
2
� � �; �+ �, and

3
2
� � �. The ambiguity yields four distinct circles:

y� = �1

2
cot� for �; � + �;

y� = �1

2
tan� for

�

2
� �;

3�

2
� �;

r� =
1

2

1

sin�
for �; � + �;

r� =
1

2

1

cos�
for

�

2
� �;

3�

2
� �: (14.28)

Each solution specifies a sickle-shaped region in the(�; �) plane centered at
�
1
2
;
q
(r� � �r�)

2 � 1
4

�
with upper and lower boundsr�� �r� , respectively. All four solutions are sketched in Figure 14-8
for sin 2� = 0:70 � 0:2. The intersection with the rays specifying� will yield the allowed range
for the apex (�; �). In general, there are four solutions each in the positive and negativesin 2�

hemispheres.

In the case that penguins diagrams are not negligible in the� modes,� must be derived, either
from an isospin analysis or from a full Dalitz plot analysis ofB ! ��, but both of these will
require several years’ data taking (see Chapter 6 for a detailed discussion). In the first few years of
BABAR running, neither of these analyses seems likely to be possible. In that case, a theoretical sys-
tematic error of order 0.2 onsin 2� is unavoidable. This error might be reduced by improving the
understanding of penguin effects through interplay between additional measurements and refined
theoretical models.
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14.3 The Determination of the CKM Parameters

14.3.1 Method for Extracting CKM Parameters

14.3.1.1 Measurements

Several measurements (Section 14.2) contain information about the unknown CKM parameters,
(A; �; �) or (A; sin 2�; sin 2�). Given the measurement of an observableY meas = hY i � �Y (the
meaning of the uncertainty�Y is discussed later), a statistical handling of the unknown parameters
is performed by constructing

�2(A; �; �) =
X
Y

"hY i � Y (A; �; �)

�Y

#2
; (14.29)

whereY (A; �; �) represents the theoretical description of theY observable. By minimizing the�2

with respect to the three parameters one gets the best estimates (Â; �̂; �̂) that satisfy�2(Â; �̂; �̂) =

�2
min. There are two aspects in minimizing the�2:

� Assuming the model is right, one obtains the best estimates of the three fitted parameters at
the minimum of the�2 function. In addition 95% CL contours can be obtained.

� This procedure may be used as a test of the compatibility between the data and its theoretical
description. This assumes that the�2 variable fluctuates around the�2

min value according to
a true�2 distribution. Using a�2-distributed variable assumes, however, that each observ-
able that contributes is Gaussian distributed. This is certainly not the case for most of the
observables under consideration because of the uncontrolled theoretical uncertainties.

14.3.1.2 Handling of errors

While it is reasonable to assume that measurements have Gaussian errors (Y meas = hY i � �Y ), as
explained in Section 14.1 it is certainly not the case for uncontrolled theoretical parameters. These
are, for instance,fBd

q
BBd

for �mBd
, BK for j�Kj or the model-dependent part in the extraction

of jVub
Vcb
j. In the procedure adopted here, each of the theoretical parameters is scanned inside its

bounds, and for each given set of values,M , of these uncontrolled theoretical parameters, the�2

function can be built and minimized,

�2
M(A; �; �) =

X
Y

"hY i � YM(A; �; �)

�Y

#2
: (14.30)
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14.3.1.3 Statistical interpretation

For a givenM , the consistency between theory and data can be tested by using a cutoff on
the (�2

M)min probability after the minimization. If the probability is lower than the cutoff, this
theoretical modelM is no longer considered. In the following, a cutoff value of 5% is used for
the probabilityP , P ((�2

M)min) > 5%. Measurements are therefore considered as ways to reject
theoretically inconsistent sets of parameters. If all sets of theoretical parametersM are rejected,
there is a consistency problem between data and theory.

For a given modelM satisfyingP ((�2
M)min) > 5%, a 95% CL contour can be obtained in

the (�, �) or (sin 2�; sin 2�) plane. Scanning over different realistic sets of valuesM yields
new parameter estimates (Â; �̂; �̂) or (Â; ^sin 2�; ^sin 2�), depicted by points in various figures and
contours that are continuously distributed. By considering the set of all the contours, the 95% CL
contour for (�, �) is obtained from the external envelope of all the contours. This procedure should
not be construed as assuming a flat probability distribution for theoretical parameters. Instead, we
are determining whether theory and experiment remain consistent within a reasonable range of
theoretical parameters.

14.3.1.4 Summary of the method

The method can be summarized in the following terms:

� Choose a set of CKM parameters to be determined.

� Choose a set of measurementsY meas = hY i��Y where the uncertainty�Y is of experimen-
tal type (Gaussian).

� Scan a setM of theoretical parameters within a reasonable range;

� Build and minimize a�2
M for each modelM .

� Keep all models satisfying a�2
M probability greater than a given cutoff. If no model survives,

invoke a consistency problem between data and theory (suggesting possible new physics).

� In a two-parameter space, draw the 95% CL contours for each model satisfying the probabil-
ity cut. The external envelope of all these contours represents the overall 95% CL contour.

14.3.2 Present Constraints on the Unitarity Triangle

The individual experimental constraints on the CKM parameters were discussed in Section 14.2.
In this section, the results of the methodology outlined above for extracting the CKM parameters
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Table 14-3. Present (1998) knowledge of the parameters entering the�2 calculation. For
measurements, a real error is quoted, while for model-dependent quantities, a range is quoted.

Measurements

jVcbj 0:040� 0:002 [1]

�mBd
0:471� 0:016 ps�1 [5]

j�K j (2:258� 0:018)10�3 [1]

jVub
Vcb
j hjVub

Vcb
ji � :003 Chapter 8

mt 167� 6 GeV=c2 [7]

�mBs
Amplitude method [5]

Model-Dependence

hjVub
Vcb
ji [:06; :1] [1] and Chapter 8

BK [0:6; 1:] Appendix C, D

fBd

q
BBd

[160, 240] MeV Appendix C

using all the experimental constraints together are presented. The currently measured values of
the various observables, and the most significant theoretical uncertainties associated with their
interpretation in terms of CKM elements as used in this section, are summarized in Table 14-3.

14.3.2.1 Constraints in the (�, �) plane

As described in Section 14.2, the present constraints on the unitarity triangle come mainly from
the observablesY = jVcbj; jVubVcb

j; j"Kj;�mBd
. Explicitly the�2 reads2

�2
M(A; �; �) =

 hjVcbji � jVcbj(A)
�cb

!2

+

 hjVub=Vcbji � jVub=Vcbj(�; �)
�ub

!2

+

 h�mBd
i ��mBd

(A; �; �)

��m

!2

+

 hj"Kji � j"Kj(A; �; �)
��

!2

; (14.31)

where the errors appearing are of experimental type only, as explained in Section 14.1. In partic-
ular, for jVub

Vcb
j the error�ub is purely experimental, while the mean value ofhjVub

Vcb
ji will be varied

2Additional information from the top-quark mass is also taken into account, by introducingmt as a new parameter
to be fitted with the constraintmt = 167� 6 GeV. Since this gives no further constraint it will be omitted in the text,
however it is considered implicitly in each fit.
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within theoretical bounds due to models. The model-dependent terms here are:3

M =

�
hjVub
Vcb

ji; fBd

q
BBd

; BK

�
:

First, in order to illustrate the individual effect of varying each of the theoretical parameters,

M =

�
hjVub
Vcb

ji; fBd

q
BBd

; BK

�

the minimization is performed several times, varying only one of the parameters at a time, within
the (conservative) bounds of Table 14-3, while keeping the others at their central values. The
effect on the fitted values in the (�, �) plane of scanning each of the theoretical parameters in turn
is illustrated in Fig. 14-9.

For the present knowledge of the unitarity triangle (without including limits on�mBs
; see the next

section for a discussion including these), all the experimental information contained in Table 14-3
is used to build the�2 (Eq. (14.31)). All the model-dependent termsM =

�
hjVub

Vcb
ji; fBd

q
BBd

; BK

�
within the conservative bounds of Table 14-3 are scanned. For eachM , the�2 is minimized using
the MINUIT package [31] and the resulting 95% CL is drawn if the contour survives the cut
P(�2

min) > 0:05. The overall envelope of all the contours describes the optimized constraints on
the� and� parameters at 95% CL.

Using this method, the contributions from experiment and from theory may be resolved; a single
contour represents what the constraints would be, given a certain value for every theoretical input.

It is also worth noting that the overall 95% CL contour obtained by this method is smaller than that
obtained by simply taking the intersection of the individual constraints, as can be seen from Fig-
ure 14-10. As explained earlier, this is due to the fact that correlations arise between the estimates
when combining several measurements and that all three parameters (A; �; �) are explicitly taken
into account in the fit.

14.3.2.2 Including�mBs
properly

As discussed in Section 14.2, a measurement of theBs oscillation frequency is useful in constrain-
ing the CKM parameters. This frequency can be written as:

�mBs
=
G2
F

6�2
�BmBs

m2
WS0(xt) fBs

q
BBs

jV �
tbVtsj2; (14.32)

3To be precise, a part of the error on the extraction ofjVcbj is also of theoretical nature. However, it was checked
that the results do not change while ignoring the model-dependent error and incorporating it in the experimental error.
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Figure 14-9. The three figures indicate the effects on the determination of the CKM parameters
(�, �) of the various theoretical uncertainties. In each of the three figures, the�2 minimization is
performed for several different values of one theoretical parameter, the other two each being held
constant at their central values. The figures should be contrasted with Fig. 14-10 where all three are
allowed to vary simultaneously. For each of the minimizations, the 95% CL contour is drawn and
the point near the center locates the fitted estimate of the point(�; �). In each case, the dashed lines
correspond to the “minimum and maximum limit” contours obtained when allowing all the degrees
of freedom (experimental ones and the free theoretical one in each case) to vary within their allowed
range. Plot (a) corresponds to a variation ofj

Vub
Vcb
j, plot (b) to a variation ofBK and plot (c) to a

variation offBd

p
BBd

.
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Figure 14-10. The overall 95% CL for (�, �) in 1998 without including limits on�mBs
. Each

contour (with its minimum represented as a point) is a 95% CL obtained with one fixed set of
theoretical parameters. These parameters are scanned within the boundaries of Table 14-3 and the
set of all these contours represents the best constraints on� and � at 95% CL. Also shown as
dotted lines are the individual constraints brought by the different measurements: they are obtained
by varying coherently all the uncertainties (experimental and theoretical) in order to produce the
maximum and minimum variation in this plane, and they are represented for illustrative purposes
only.

where, in comparison with the formula for�mBd
(see 14.6):

� The CKM factor appearing isjV �
tbVtsj2, which depends apparently weakly on (�, �) (to first

order this term is simplyA2�4). However, as the fit is performed on the full set of parameters
A; �; �, the correlations induce a reduction of the allowed (�, �) region. In other words one
does not need to incorporate explicitly the ratio�mBs

�mB
d

to observe an improvement on the
unitarity triangle. This is taken into account naturally in the full fit.

� The pseudoscalar decay constant (times the Bag factor) for theBs, fBs

p
BBs

, is different
from that for theBd. Models predict an uncertainty as large as for theBd (see Table 14-3).
However, the ratio (�s) is better known (see Table 14-3). To account for this constraint in the
scan, only the couple of values (fBd

q
BBd

,fBs

p
BBs

) which satisfies:

1:12 < �2s = [
fBs

p
BBs

fBd

q
BBd

]2 < 1:48 (14.33)

have been used in the scan.
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Presently, theBs oscillation frequency has not been measured; therefore only 95% CL lower limits
have been determined. The most stringent lower limit on theBs oscillation frequency is obtained
by combining all results from ALEPH, CDF, DELPHI, OPAL, and SLD. By using the “amplitude
method” [32] the LEP B Oscillation Working Group yields a lower limit of�mBs

> 12:4 ps�1

at 95% CL [5]. It also turns out that the “amplitude method” is the best procedure for including
�mBs

in the�2 minimization, as it contains much more information than a 95% CL lower limit
and it can be implemented easily into the�2 minimization, whereas a 95% CL limit cannot.

The basic principle of the method is the following: neglecting detector effects and mistagging, the
probability density for observing the decay of aBs meson at timet if a Bs was produced at time
t = 0 is

P =
1

�
e�t=�

1� cos(�mBs
t)

2
; (14.34)

while that for observing the decay of aBs meson is

P =
1

�
e�t=�

1 + cos(�mBs
t)

2
; (14.35)

where� is theBs lifetime. The “amplitude method” modifies the oscillation term(1� cos�mBs
t)

by (1 � A cos�mBs
t), where an amplitudeA has been introduced. This method consists of

measuring the values ofA for various�mBs
frequencies. This provides a real measurement and it

has been checked that the behavior of the likelihood function with respect toA is parabolic in the
regionjAj � 1 (i.e., the errors are Gaussian). For each value of the frequency�mBs

, A and its
uncertainty�A are obtained (Figure 14-11). For each�mBs

value, ifA is compatible with zero,
one deduces that there is no visible oscillation at this frequency. IfA is compatible with unity, one
concludes that at this frequency an oscillation is observed. The�mBs

95% CL limit was set at the
frequency for whichA+ 1:645 �A = 1.

In the analysis presented here, for each set of the free parameters (A; �; �) the value of�mBs

is computed from Eq. (14.32), and the corresponding measured value and uncertainty for the
amplitude (Ames; �mes

A ) are obtained. This amplitude is then compared to the one expected if
the tested value of�mBs

was the correct one (A = 1) and a�2 term is built and added to the
global�2,

�2
M(A; �; �)new = �2

M(A; �; �)old +

 Ames � 1

�mes
A

!2

: (14.36)

In addition, it is required for each set, that the values of�mBd
and�mBs

correspond to a choice of
parameters that is consistent with the allowed range offBd

q
BBd

=fBs
, or the case is automatically

excluded.

Once the experimental information on�mBs
has been included, the constraints on the CKM

parameters come from the set of measured values of Table 14-3, adding the amplitude information
of Fig. 14-11. As usual, all model-dependent parameters are scanned within the ranges indicated
in Table 14-3 and the 1998 best knowledge of the (�, �) parameters is the overall 95% CL contour
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Figure 14-11. Combined amplitude measurements of the ALEPH, CDF, DELPHI, OPAL, and
SLD collaborations. The dots indicate the measuredA and the error bar the uncertainty on the
amplitude�A. The line indicates the valueA + 1:645 �A. The crossing point of this line with the
valueA = 1 gives the 95% CL limit (12.4 ps�1).

obtained using the envelope of all the contours (see Fig. 14-12). Note that this treatment makes
more detailed use of the information in Fig. 14-11 than the extraction of a simple bound. The fact
that this method leads to a slightly less restricted region surviving at the 95% confidence level than
is implied by the line labeled�mBs

alone, is due to the fact that more degrees of freedom are used
in this full fit. The total area allowed by the full fit is, of course, much reduced compared with that
allowed by the�mBs

constraint alone.
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It is clear from the comparison of Figs. 14-10 and 14-12 that the inclusion of�mBs
information

reduces the allowed region for the (�, �) parameters. The zone corresponding to� values around
�0.3 does not satisfy anymore the cutoff on the�2 probability and has thus disappeared from
Fig. 14-12.

Therefore using a crude approximation, the following ranges of allowed values summarize the
constraints obtained (at 95% CL):

� �0:15 < � < 0:35

� 0:20 < � < 0:45

although the full (�, �) plane result is more complex than this.

14.3.2.3 Constraints in the(sin 2�; sin 2�) plane

Ambiguities
When the�2

M function is computed in the basis(A; sin 2�; sin 2�), ambiguities in� and� arise.
Indeed the pair(�; �) can be related uniquely to the pair(�; �) by simple trigonometry,

�(�; �) =
tan �

tan � � tan(� + �)
;

�(�; �) = � tan � tan(� + �)

tan � � tan(�+ �)
: (14.37)

However there are four solutions for relating (�; �) to (sin 2�; sin 2�):

�1 =
1

2
arcsin(sin 2�); �1 =

1
2
arcsin(sin 2�)

�2 =
�

2
� 1

2
arcsin(sin 2�); �2 =

1
2
arcsin(sin 2�)

�3 =
1

2
arcsin(sin 2�); �3 =

�
2
� 1

2
arcsin(sin 2�)

�4 =
�

2
� 1

2
arcsin(sin 2�); �4 =

�
2
� 1

2
arcsin(sin 2�) (14.38)

The angles�1 and�1 are defined to be in the range(0; �=2).

Building the�2 requires the description of all observables in terms ofA; sin 2�; sin 2�. Since
theoretical calculations of an observableY are given in terms of the independent set of parameters
Y (A; �; �), the transformation toY (A; sin 2�; sin 2�) requires a choice ofi in Eq. (14.38) to ex-
pressY (A; �(�i; �i); �(�i; �i)). In other words, the fact that for each set of values(sin 2�; sin 2�)
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Figure 14-12. The overall 95% CL for (�, �) in 1998, including the limits on�mBs
via the

amplitude measurements (described in the text). Each contour is a 95% CL obtained with one fixed
set of theoretical parameters. These parameters are scanned within the boundaries of Table 14-3
and the set of all these contours represents the best constraints on� and � at 95% CL. Also
shown (for illustrative purposes only) as dotted lines, are the individual constraints brought by the
different measurements: they are obtained by varying coherently all the uncertainties (experimental
and theoretical) to produce the maximum and minimum variation in this plane. For�mBs

, the
dotted line represents the constraint obtained by taking the ratio�mBs

�mBd

using simply the limit

�mBs
> 12:4ps�1 and the upper value of�2s = 1:48.
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there are four possible sets of values(�; �) means that at each point in the(sin 2�; sin 2�) plane,
the fit has to be performed four times and then the minimum value among the four resulting�2

must be chosen.

Present knowledge of(sin 2�; sin 2�)
Using the same ingredients as in Section 14.3.2, the present knowledge of the parametersA; sin 2�; sin 2�

is obtained by minimizing a�2 of the form

�2
M(A; sin 2�; sin 2�) = min

i in[1;4]

X
Y

"hY i � YM(A; �(�i; �i); �(�i; �i))

�Y

#2
(14.39)

for a given theoretical modelM and an ambiguityi = 1; : : : ; 4 (from Eq. (14.38)). Using the
observables from Table 14-3 and�mBs

, Figure 14-13 displays the best knowledge about (sin 2�,
sin 2�) in 1998. Here again the external envelope of the contours indicates the overall 95% CL
region for the(sin 2�; sin 2�) parameters, while one single contour describes the errors obtained
neglecting any model-dependence.

Two important remarks can be made forB factories:

� From indirect measurements (and model-dependence),sin 2� is already constrained to lie in
the range[0:4; 0:8] (95% CL). Therefore, the first task of BABAR is to use the cleanJ= K0

S

mode to check the direct measurement of this asymmetry. Any sizeable disagreement with
this range would be most interesting. It would indicate either that the errors on model-
dependent parameters are here underestimated, or that new physics is playing a role. If the
result is compatible, BABAR will allow the reduction of this range.

� sin 2� can presently have any value (except near�1). The goal of aB factory should
therefore be tomeasurethis value.

14.3.3 Including BABAR CP Asymmetry Measurements

14.3.3.1 Method for includingCP asymmetry measurements

If real measurements (i.e.,with Gaussian errors) are achievable forsin 2� andsin 2� (with errors
��, �� and a correlationc��), the way to include them in the global fit of the CKM parameters is
to add to the�2 a term of the form

�2
BABAR

(sin 2�; sin 2�) = BTWB (14.40)
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Figure 14-13. Present (1998) knowledge of the (sin 2�, sin 2�) parameters (at 95% CL), including
�mBs

limits. The fit is performed in the(A; sin 2�; sin 2�) basis. Each contour (with its minimum
represented as a point) is a 95% CL obtained with one fixed set of theoretical parameters. These
parameters are scanned within the boundaries of Table 14-3 and the set of all these contours
represents the best knowledge on (sin 2�, sin 2�) at 95% CL.

whereB is a column vector,B =

0
@ hsin 2�i � sin 2�

hsin 2�i � sin 2�

1
A, andW is the weight matrix defined as

the inverse of the correlation matrix,W�1 =

0
@ �2

� c��

c�� �2
�

1
A. In theA; �; � representation, the�2 is

expressed in terms of those parameters by using equations (14.5).

One cannot, however, avoid a level of model-dependence when extracting�, and, as is clear from
Chapter 6, the final result for� (after extraction of the penguin contribution) has non-Gaussian
errors. In order to get an idea of the impact of BABAR measurements on the determination of the
unitarity triangle at some hypothetical future time, the strategy is as follows:
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� sin 2� = 0:750 � 0:076 will be used as an example of a real measurement, obtained for
30 fb�1. The error is an example of the typical value that might be expected for this inte-
grated luminosity, and comes from combining several of the modes described in Chapter 5.
The central value is arbitrary, and was chosen to be compatible with the present allowed
range. The error will be scaled by a factor of

p
N1=

p
N2 for higher statistics.

� For �, the results of the 2-pion and 3-pion studies of Chapter 6 will be combined, once
enough statistics are available. The full likelihood distributions of those two analyses will
be transformed into a�2, mapping the whole(�; �) plane. This�2 incorporates the model-
dependence introduced with penguins in the 2-pion study. In the interests of a conservative
estimate of performance for this study, this dependence has been allowed to vary over a rather
generous range. The 3-pion analysis extracts the penguin contribution directly from the data.
Note that the� determination is used directly here, since this is the quantity delivered by
the full 3-pion analysis with penguins, which disentangles (to some extent) the ambiguities
otherwise brought by a simpler analysis.

� As more and more data are accumulated byB factories, better estimates of the quantities
jVcbj and jVub

Vcb
j will be obtained. Some improvements are therefore input, which are “edu-

cated guesses” (taken from the conclusions of Chapter 8). The improvements expected in
fBd

q
BBd

,BK, j�K j and�mBd
being less clear, the present estimates and uncertainties have

been kept.

This combination is performed for illustrative reasons only. Indeed, much will depend, in the
“real” future, on what the measured central values actually are. The transformation from�; � to
(�, �) is highly nonlinear, and the Jacobian involved can lead to very different�2 areas depending
on the measured central values. Furthermore, much depends, in the 2-pion and 3-pion analyses, on
the branching fractions of the neutral modes, which are presently very uncertain.

14.3.3.2 Results for 30 fb�1

With 30 fb�1 of data accumulated at the� (4S), it is expected (although it is not certain) from
Chapter 6, that with the presently available knowledge of the penguin pollution, it will not be
possible to extract the true value ofsin 2�. This measurement is therefore not used for this limited
luminosity. For�, the estimatesin 2� = 0:750�0:076 is used, as explained above, and is treated as
if it were a real measurement (i.e.,with Gaussian errors). The other numbers come from Table 14-4.
The results derived from the overall combination of the information from all the measurements
(i.e., jVcbj; jVubVcb

j; j"Kj;�mBd
and�mBs

amplitudes andsin 2�) are displayed in Fig.14-14.
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Figure 14-14. Combination of all observables for BABAR with 30 fb�1 of integrated lumi-
nosity at the� (4S), using data from Table 14-4. For each set of the scanned values of
(hjVubVcb

ji; fBd

p
BBd

; fBs

p
BBs

(�2s); BK) the 95% CL contour is drawn and the point locates the
fitted estimate of the point(�; �), if its �2

M min probability is greater than 5%. The dotted lines
correspond to the 95 % CL for each constraint alone. The full (lightly shaded) contours correspond
to the 95% CL obtained from the BABAR sin 2� measurements alone without any information on�.

14.3.3.3 Results for 90 fb�1

Here it is assumed that a measurement of� has been performed. In the 3-pion case, the penguin
pollution isextractedfrom the data, while for the 2-pion analysis, the model-dependence is incor-
porated in the (very) conservative range0:15 < jP j

jT j
< 0:62 (see Chapter 6). There is no inclusion

of a 4-pion analysis, although in fact some constraint may be possible from that mode.

The measurement ofsin 2� has improved and also an improvement on the understanding ofjVub
Vcb
j

is foreseen. The measurements which have been used are detailed in Table 14-5. The con-
straints coming from the combination of the information from all the observables are shown in
Figure14-15.

14.3.3.4 Results for 180 fb�1

Here the resolution of the penguin and tree contributions in the 3-pion mode is expected to be
better. The measurement ofsin 2� is improved, according to the increased integrated luminosity.
The measurements used are detailed in Table 14-6 and the constraints coming from the combination
of all the observables are displayed in Fig. 14-16.
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Figure 14-15. Combination of all observables for BABAR with 90 fb�1 integrated luminos-
ity at the � (4S), using data from Table 14-5. For each set of the scanned values of
(hjVubVcb

ji; fBd

p
BBd

; fBs

p
BBs

(�2s); BK) the 95% CL contour is drawn and the point locates the
fitted estimate of the point(�; �) if its �2

M min probability is greater than 5%. The dotted lines
correspond to the 95 % CL for each constraint alone. The full (lightly shaded) contours correspond
to the 95% CL obtained from the BABAR sin 2� and� measurements alone; they include the model-
dependence in the extraction of penguin pollution for the�� mode.
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Figure 14-16. Combination of all observables for BABAR 180 fb�1integrated luminosity
at the � (4S), using data from Table 14-6. For each set of the scanned values of
(hjVub

Vcb
ji; fBd

p
BBd

; fBs

p
BBs

(�2s); BK) the 95% CL contour is drawn and the point locates the
fitted estimate of the point(�; �) if its �2

M min probability is greater than 5%. The dotted lines
correspond to the 95 % CL for each constraint alone. The full (lightly shaded) contours correspond
to the BABAR CP -measurement-alone 95% CL including the model-dependence in the extraction of
penguin pollution for the�� mode.
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Table 14-4. Set of measurements and model-dependent parameters used in the CKM determina-
tion for a BABAR-integrated luminosity of 30 fb�1 at the� (4S).

Measurements

jVcbj 0:040� 0:002 [1]

�mBd
0:471� 0:016 ps�1 [5]

j�K j (2:258� 0:018)10�3 [1]

jVub
Vcb
j hjVub

Vcb
ji � :002 Chapter 8

mt 167� 6 GeV=c2 [7]

�mBs
Amplitude method [5]

sin 2� 0:75� 0:076 Chapter 5

Model-Dependence

hjVub
Vcb
ji [:06; :1] Chapter 8

BK [0:6; 1:] Appendix C, D

fBd

q
BBd

[160:; 240:] MeV Appendix C

fBs

p
BBs

[200:; 280:] MeV Appendix C

�2s [1:12; 1:48] [12]

14.3.3.5 Conclusions from this analysis

The inclusion of BABAR measurements clearly improves our knowledge of (�, �), i.e., the CKM
matrix elements and the description ofCP violation. The above projections may well vary,
depending on many yet unknown factors. For example:

� Central values measured forsin 2� and�. In particular, incompatibility with presentsin 2�
estimates.

� Uncertain branching fractions (B(B0 ! �0�0); B(B0 ! �0�0)).

� Experimental improvements onjVcbj; jVubVcb
j; �mBd

; �mBs
.

� Theoretical improvements onfBd

q
BBd

,BK and understanding of the penguin pollution (by
testing the models).
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Table 14-5. Set of measurements and model-dependent parameters used in the CKM determina-
tion for a BABAR-integrated luminosity of 90 fb�1 running at the� (4S).

Measurements

jVcbj 0:040� 0:002 [1]

�mBd
0:471� 0:016 ps�1 [5]

j�K j (2:258� 0:018)10�3 [1]

jVub
Vcb
j hjVub

Vcb
ji � :002 Chapter 8

mt 167� 6 GeV=c2 [7]

�mBs
Amplitude method [5]

sin 2� 0:75� 0:050 Chapter 5

� 1:347 + �2(�) Chapter 6

Model-Dependence

hjVub
Vcb
ji [:07; :09] Chapter 8

BK [0:6; 1:] Appendix C, D

fBd

q
BBd

[160:; 240:] MeV Appendix C

fBs

p
BBs

[200:; 280:] MeV Appendix C

�2s [1:12; 1:48] [12]

14.3.4 Determination offBd

q
BBd

andBK usingCP Asymmetries

Since the measurement of just two sides of the unitarity triangle is sufficient to predict its angles,
one can use the BABAR measurements of the angles to constrain the sides, and therefore to determine
the theoretical parameters describing these observables. The main theoretical parameters are:�
hjVub
Vcb
ji; fBd

q
BBd

; BK

�
. It is interesting to studyfBd

q
BBd

andBK together, since they can
both be obtained from QCD lattices. To illustrate the gain that BABAR could bring to the knowledge
of these two parameters, the values of the models that survived the�2 probability cut at 5% in the
full fit are represented in Fig. 14-17. In the two-dimensional plot,fBd

q
BBd

is plottedvs.BK for

the present values (Table 14-3) and for the BABAR projection for 90 fb�1 (Table 14-5). jVub
Vcb
j and

fBs

p
BBs

are still varied within the boundaries indicated in the tables.

While almost the whole (fBd

q
BBd

,BK) plane is presently allowed (apart from large values of

fBd

q
BBd

with low values ofBK, which is presently confirmed by lattice results) the inclusion
of constraints from BABAR restricts the allowed values to a smaller region. Here again, results may
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Table 14-6. Set of measurements and model-dependent parameters used in the CKM determina-
tion for a BABAR-integrated luminosity of 180 fb�1 running at the� (4S).

Measurements

jVcbj 0:040� 0:002 [1]

�mBd
0:471� 0:016 ps�1 [5]

j�K j (2:258� 0:018)10�3 [1]

jVub
Vcb
j hjVub

Vcb
ji � :002 Chapter 8

mt 167� 6 GeV=c2 [7]

�mBs
Amplitude method [5]

sin 2� 0:75� 0:035 Chapter 5

� 1:347 + �2(�) Chapter 6

Model-Dependence

hjVub
Vcb
ji [:07; :09] Chapter 8

BK [0:6; 1:] Appendix C, D

fBd

q
BBd

[160:; 240:] MeV Appendix C

fBs

p
BBs

[200:; 280:] MeV Appendix C

�2s [1:12; 1:48] [12]

vary depending on the measured central values forsin 2� and�. Also, to achieve the most accurate
measurement, a precise knowledge ofjVub

Vcb
jis important.

Such constraints would probably represent the first real measurements (in the model-independent
sense) offBd

q
BBd

andBK , the direct measurements of these quantities being difficult. These
values could then be used as a means to check the precision of the QCD lattice predictions.

14.3.5 In Case of Incompatibility

All previous combinations assume the Standard Model description for every observable. Since a
�2 is used, the method allows a test of this assumption. Indeed, thePM(�2

min) cut is seen as a way
to reject theoretical parameters incompatible with data, therefore determining the allowed range
of such parameters within the Standard Model. However, if all theoretically-allowed values of the
parameters were to be rejected, as for example in Fig. 14-18, this would be a possible indication of
new physics. One should then ask the following questions:
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Figure 14-17. Display of the theoretical values offBd

p
BBd

and BK which survive the
probability cutP(�2

min) > 0:05, (a) for the present situation and (b) for the projection to 90 fb�1.
Experimental values were taken from Table 14-3 and Table 14-5 and other theoretical parameters
(i.e.,hjVub

Vcb
ji andfBs

p
BBs

) were scanned according to the ranges indicated in the tables.

� Are the data reliable? In particular, are the quoted errors reasonable?

� Is the range scanned for theoretical parameters reasonable? In particular many “hidden”
quantities enter the theoretical calculations (see Table 14-2). To what level are they certain?
Inverting the problem, BABAR can provide the set of parameters that can describe the data, and
theorists can then study if they can accommodate these values within the Standard Model.

� Is it new physics? This would be particularly plausible if the measuredCP asymmetry in the
cleanJ= K0

S
mode is very different from 0.7 (in particular, no asymmetry), since here the

theoretical prediction is very clean.

In searching for incompatibility with the Standard Model, it is also important to examine those
channels where the Standard Model predicts small or vanishing asymmetries, since these may
have significant asymmetries in many models — see, in particular, the discussion in Section 13.2.
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Figure 14-18. Combination of all observables for BABAR with 90 fb�1 integrated luminosity at the
� (4S), using data from Table 14-5 except forsin 2� = 0:30 � 0:050. In this case the allowed
values for the point(�; �) obtained from(�; sin 2�) is incompatible with thejVubVcb

j measurement.
As a consequence the�2

M min probability cut of 5% is never satisfied and no 95% CL contours are
drawn.

14.3.6 Other Possible Future Constraints

The Fleischer-Mannel idea to constrain the range of gamma from combinedBu;d ! �K branching
ratios, discussed in Section 7.5.3, could prove useful. However, the most recent data [5] (which
appeared since that section was written) suggests that it will not provide a strong restriction, so it
will not be considered further here.

14.3.6.1 K ! ��� decays

The rare decay modeK+ ! �+�� is theoretically clean (see Section 14.2.5). The only sizeable
uncertainty comes from the parameterP0(X) = 0:40 � 0:06. To investigate the effect of adding-
in a constraint from here,P0(X) will be scanned in the range 0.34 to 0.46 (where the effect of
this uncertainty is quite small), along with the other parameters that have uncontrolled theoretical
uncertainties. This new constraint is taken into account by adding a term to the global�2,

�2
M(A; �; �) = �2

M(A; �; �) +

 hB(K+ ! �+��)i � B(K+ ! �+��)(A; �; �)

�K+

!2

: (14.41)
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Figure 14-19. For each set of the scanned values of (hj
Vub
Vcb
ji; fBd

p
BBd

; fBs

p
BBs

(�2s ); BK)
the 95% CL contour is drawn and the point locates the fitted estimate of the point(�; �) if the
�2
M min probability is greater than 5%. The lines correspond to the “minimum and maximum

limit” contours obtained when varying coherently all the uncertainties (experimental and theoretical)
to produce some maximum and minimum variation of the constraints. The measurements are
jVcbj; j

Vub
Vcb
j; j"K j;�mBd

�mBs
and the two rare K decaysK+ ! �+�� andK0

L ! �0��.

TheK0
L ! �0�� decay is even cleaner, theoretically. The resulting constraint is taken into account

by adding a simple term to the global�2
M ,

�2
M(A; �; �) = �2

M(A; �; �) +

0
@hB(K0

L ! �0��)i � B(K0
L ! �0��)(A; �)

�K0
L

1
A

2

: (14.42)

No uncontrolled theoretical parameters beyondM = hjVub
Vcb
ji; fBd

q
BBd

; fBs

p
BBs

(�2s); BK are
needed in this case.

The impact of these two rare K decays results in the(�; �) plane is demonstrated in Fig. 14-19,
assuming that future measurements would give:

B(K+ ! �+��) = (1:0� 0:1)� 10�10;

B(K0
L ! �0��) = (3:0� 0:3)� 10�11;

while for jVcbj; jVubVcb
j; j"Kj;�mBd

, and�mBs
, the present data are used (see Table 14-3).

Comparing Fig.14-19 with Fig. 14-12, it can be seen (as already pointed out in Ref. [29]) that
measurements of these two rare kaon decays bring stringent constraints on the CKM parameters.
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14.4 Conclusions

In this chapter, the different observables that constrain the CKM matrix elements have been sur-
veyed: (A; �; �), or equivalently(A; sin 2�; sin 2�).

A statistically meaningful way of combining them has been described, by differentiating measure-
ments from theoretical parameters that rely on model assumptions. In particular, it has been shown
that this combination gives better results than a naive intersection of the individual constraints.

An optimal way of integrating the�mBs
limits using the method of amplitudes has been de-

scribed. The present knowledge (in 1998) of the unitarity triangle has been given. Working in
the (A; sin 2�; sin 2�) representation, the conclusions are thatsin 2� is presently constrained by
indirect measurement0:45 < sin 2� < 0:85 (95% CL) whilesin 2� can essentially take any value.
The implications for BABAR are thatCP asymmetries for the� modes provide an immediate test of
the Standard Model. For�, the goal is to measure this parameter.

Just as measuring the sides of the unitarity triangle allows the angles to be constrained, measuring
the two angles� and � allows the sides of the triangle to be constrained without any model-
assumption. This translates into a measurement of the theoretical parameters,fBd

q
BBd

andBK,
which can then be compared with lattice results.

It should be emphasized that the illustrative exercise of combining all observables with the potential
BABAR CP asymmetry measurements relies presently on a choice of yet uncertain parameters (such
as the branching fractions ofB0 into 3-pion final states, and on the actual central values of the CKM
parameters). Improvements are foreseen on the experimental side (jVcbj; jVubVcb

j, rareK decays,: : :)

and on the theoretical side (fBd

q
BBd

; �s; BK). Also, with the large statistics in many channels
accumulated by the BABAR detector, theorists will test the models of hadronicB decays, and get a
better understanding of the yet unfamiliar world of penguins. This in turn will allow the reduction
of some of the theoretical uncertainties present in the analyses described in this book, and so tighten
the tests of the Standard Model discussed here.

The studies in this book show something of both the challenges and the opportunities that PEP-
II and BABAR will present. Much remains to be done in completing the detector, improving the
simulations and reconstruction software, and refining the studies presented. However, it is already
clear that there is exciting discovery potential, as well as an important long term program to exploit
fully the capabilities of this facility. The beginning of data taking in 1999 is eagerly anticipated.
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A

The Effective j� jBj = 1 Hamiltonian

A key quantity entering all chapters of this book is the effectivej� jBj = 1-HamiltonianHj�Bj=1

triggering the decay of theB-meson. This appendix summarizes the points necessary for the
correct use ofHj�Bj=1 in physical applications, sketches its origin and explains some of the physics
terminology associated withHj�Bj=1.

To obtain the decay rate of theB meson into some final statef , one must first calculate the
transition amplitudeM for B ! f . In general there are many contributions toM, each of which
is pictorially represented by a Feynman diagram such as the one in Fig. 2-1. Yet one cannot simply
take the Standard Model diagrams to obtainM: At short distances much smaller than�hc=�QCD
the strong interaction can be described perturbatively by the exchange of gluons. When traveling
over a distance of order�hc=�QCD, however, quarks and gluons hadronize and QCD becomes non-
perturbative. Therefore the physics from different length scales, or, equivalently, from different
energy scales must be treated separately. The theoretical tool for this is theoperator product
expansion (OPE)which was explained in Section 2.1. The decay amplitudeM is expressed as

M = �GFp
2
VCKM

X
j

Cjhf jOjjBi
"
1 +O

 
m2
b

M2
W

!#
: (A.1)

Here theCj are the Wilson coefficients, which contain the information on the short-distance
physics defined at some scale�. All dependence on heavy massesM � � such asmt, MW or
the masses of new undiscovered heavy particles is contained in theCj. By convention one factors
outGF=

p
2 and the CKM factors, which are denoted byVCKM in (A.1). The quantityhf jOjjBi is

the matrix element of the local operatorOj for theB ! f transition in question. Thus, formally,
(A.1) separates the physics from different distances. Due to the property of asymptotic freedom
hard QCD effects can be included perturbatively in the Wilson coefficients,i.e.,by the calculation
of Feynman diagrams with quarks and gluons. Thehf jOjjBi includes long-distance effects and
cannot be evaluated from perturbation theory. In principle such quantities can be evaluated using
sophisticated non-perturbative methods such as lattice calculation or QCD sum rules. However
often these calculations are not available and one is forced to rely instead on model-based estimates

for these quantities. The terms of orderm
2

b

M2

W

in A.1 represent the fact that the sum over operators is
implicitly truncated to include only the leading dimension six (four-quark) operators.

An important feature of the OPE in (A.1) is the universality of the coefficientsCj; they are
independent of the external states,e.g., their numerical value is the same for all final statesf
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in (A.1). Therefore one can view theCj ’s as effective coupling constants and theOj ’s as the
corresponding interaction vertices. Thus one can set up theeffective Hamiltonianor decays with a
given quantum number transition

Hj�Bj=1 =
GFp
2
VCKM

X
j

Cj Oj + h:c: (A.2)

An amplitude calculated fromHj�Bj=1, defined at a scale of ordermb, in principle reproduces the
corresponding Standard Model result up to corrections of orderm2

b=M
2
W as indicated in (A.1). The

set of operatorsOj needed in (A.2) depends on the flavor structure of the physical process under
consideration. For example the�B = �C = 1 decay of Fig. 2-2 requires the two operators of
(2.4) and (2.5) in the effective Hamiltonian. These operators are generated by the tree-levelW

exchange diagram and QCD corrections to it, see Fig. 2-2.

The Hamiltonian for�B = 1, �C = �S = 0 transitions, however, comprises more operators
because it must also accommodate for the penguin diagram with an internal top quark of Fig. 2-3.
The corresponding operator basis reads:

Oc
1 = d�� (1� 5) c� c�

� (1� 5) b�; Ou
1 = d�� (1� 5) u� u�

� (1� 5) b�;

Oc
2 = d�� (1� 5) c� c�

� (1� 5) b�; Ou
2 = d�� (1� 5) u� u�

� (1� 5) b�;

O3 =
X

q=u;d;s;c;b

d�� (1� 5) b� q�
� (1� 5) q�;

O4 =
X

q=u;d;s;c;b

d�� (1� 5) b� q�
� (1� 5) q�;

O5 =
X

q=u;d;s;c;b

d�� (1� 5) b� q�
� (1 + 5) q�;

O6 =
X

q=u;d;s;c;b

d�� (1� 5) b� q�
� (1 + 5) q�;

O8 = � g

8�2
d��� [mdL+mbR]T

ab �Ga
�� : (A.3)

These operators are depicted in Figure A-1.O1 andO2 are calledcurrent-currentoperators,O3�6

are four-fermion penguin operatorsandO8 is the chromomagnetic (penguin) operator.1 They
come with different CKM factors, the corresponding Hamiltonian reads:

Hj�Bj=1=
GFp
2

8<
:

2X
j=1

Cj

�
��cO

c
j + ��uO

u
j

�
� ��t

6X
j=3

CjOj � ��tC8O8

9=
;+ h:c: ; �q = V �

qbVqd :(A.4)

1In the literature one often findsO8 with the opposite sign. In QCD the sign of the quark-gluon coupling is not
fixed, the sign in (A.3) complies with the result forC8 in Table A-1, if the Feynman rule for the quark-gluon coupling
is chosen as+ig.
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8

b d

u -u

Ou
1,2

b d

c -c

Oc
1,2

b d

q -q

O3-6

b d

O8

b d

O

Figure A-1. Effective operators of (A.3). There are two types of fermion-gluon couplings
associated with the chromomagnetic operatorO8.

The Wilson coefficients and the operator matrix elements obtained from taking a matrix ele-
ment of (A.4) each depend on the arbitrary choice of renormalization scale�. TheCj ’s contain
�s(�) `n(�=MW ). Conversely the matrix elementshf jOjjBi must contain logarithms of the form
`n(�=mb) multiplied with�s(�). In the sum in (A.4) these logarithms combine to`n(mb=MW )
since any physical quantity, such as a matrix element ofHj�Bj=1, must be�-independent. The
choice of the scale� determines the division between the hard QCD interactions included in the
Cj ’s and the soft-QCD effects included in the matrix elementshf jOjjBi. Cj contains the QCD
effects from all scales between� andMW andhf jOjjBi comprises the strong interaction effects
from all energies below�. (Sometimes� is therefore calledfactorizationscale, meaning the scale
that factorizes hard from soft physics; in the context ofB Physics this language is a little confusing,
since there is another quantity with a similar name, namely the scale at which the factorization
approximation to the matrix elements can be expected to work well.)A priori one may choose�
arbitrarily, but in practice one wants to shift all the perturbative QCD corrections intoCj and to
choose� as small as possible. Many non-perturbative methods to calculatehf jOjjBi only work
for relatively small�.

Conversely, for perturbation theory to work radiative corrections must be small. If� is too small,
the quantity�s(�) `n(�=MW ) is of the order of 1,i.e., the large logarithm spoils the perturbative
series. A partial remedy for this problem is the application of the renormalization group to sum
the large logarithms,�s(�)n `nn(�=MW ), n = 1; 2; : : :, to all orders of perturbation theory as
explained in Section 2.1.3. The minimal way to do this is theleading logarithmic approximation;
the corresponding expression is usually called LO (forleading order) result. The L0 expression
for C1 andC2 can be found in (2.8). The summed logarithms can be reproduced by using the L0
expansion for the running QCD coupling constant:

�s (�) =
�s (�0)

1 + 2�0 �s (�0) =(4�) � `n (�=�0)
; �0 =

23

3
: (A.5)

Here�0 is the first term of the QCD�-function that controls the running of�s. Setting�0 =

MW one can insert (A.5) into (2.8) and expandC1;2(�) in terms of�s(MW ) to rediscover the
summed logarithm. One must choose� not to differ too much frommb in order to keep̀n(�=mb)

small. A typical choice ismb=2 <� � <� 2mb. Ideally, the�-dependence cancels between the Wilson
coefficients and the operator matrix elements. If it in fact did so then the choice of� would not be
an issue. However most methods to estimate the matrix elements do not give any scale dependence,
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and thus, when the sum in (A.1) is performed, calculations encounter a residual�-dependence.
With a leading order perturbative calculation significant residual scale dependence of the result
is likely. The numerical range obtained for the predicted observable, when� is varied in some
“reasonable” interval aroundmb, is often used to estimate a “theoretical error” of the calculation
(other such errors may arise from uncertainties in the matrix element calculation itself). However
there is no good way to determine what range of� represents a “reasonable” variation.

The residual�-dependence of the LO result can be very large. Thus the leading log approximation
is not sufficient for the predictions of high precision experiments like BABAR. Scale dependence is
generally reduced once anext-to-leading ordercalculation of the coefficients is made. There are
also conceptual reasons for calculatingnext-to-leading order(NLO) corrections, for example the
important question of the correct definition of quark masses is a NLO issue (seee.g.,the review
article [1]). In the NLO the coefficients and therefore (in principle) the matrix elements receive
corrections of the form1 +O(�s) and also the coupling constant expansion (A.5) changes.

An new feature arises in NLO results, which is often treated incorrectly (or simply ignored). If
we calculate a Wilson coefficientCj(�) beyond the leading-log approximation, the result depends
on therenormalization scheme, which is related to the way one treats divergent loops in Feynman
diagrams. Just as in the case of the scale dependence, thisscheme dependencemust cancel when
Wilson coefficients and correctly defined matrix elements are combined. This phenomenon can
be easily illustrated for the case of a single operatorQ and its coefficientC: Let C, C 0 be the
coefficients in two different renormalization schemes. The matrix elements must also differ; in
general these two results are related as

C 0 = C (1 + �s r)

hf jQjBi0 = hf jQjBi (1� �s r) : (A.6)

Hence

C 0hf jQjBi0 = Chf jQjBi
�
1 +O(�2s)

�
; (A.7)

so that physical observables agree within the calculated order. The OPE defines the short-distance
physics involving heavy masses likeMW andmt to belong to theCj ’s, while the long-distance
physics is contained in the matrix elements. But a constant number liker in (A.6) can be attributed
to either of them! Hence scheme dependences are inevitable. There is no unique definition of
anything like a “scheme-independent” Wilson-coefficient. In inclusive decay rates such as�(B !
no charm) the sum of matrix elements entering this calculation can be calculated perturbatively
using the property of quark hadron-duality, see Section 2.2.4.2. In that case the scheme dependence
is under perfect control and cancels as in (A.7). However, for exclusive final states we must use
non-perturbative methods to calculatehf jQjBi. In lattice calculations and QCD sum rules one can
control the scheme and scale dependence, although the scale and scheme matching problems can
be formidable. However with many popular methods used to obtainhf jQjBi this is not possible.
For example, in the vacuum insertion approximation neither a scale dependence nor any scheme
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dependence of the matrix elements is predicted. The same is true for calculations that rely on
meson form factor models. Such models can thus at best be correct for a single scale and scheme
choice, but typically they contain little or no information to help specify what choice is appropriate.

The numerical values for the renormalization group improved Wilson coefficients can be found
in Table A-1. The NLO coefficients are listed for two popular schemes, thenaive dimensional
regularization (NDR) scheme and theHooft-Veltman(HV) scheme. These results have been
independently obtained by the Rome and Munich groups [2]. The situation withC8 is special: To
obtainC1�6 in Table A-1 one must calculate one-loop diagrams. The calculation ofC8, however,
already involves two-loop diagrams in the leading order. This implies that even the LO expression
for C8 is scheme-dependent. The tabulated value corresponds to the commonly used “effective”
coefficientC8 introduced in [3], which is defined in a scheme-independent way. To know the NLO
value forC8 one must calculate three-loop diagrams. The operator basis in (A.3) is badly suited
for this calculation, and hence a different one has been used [4]. For the basis in (A.3) the NLO
value forC8 is not known; we therefore leave the corresponding rows open.

The operators in (A.3) are sufficient for the calculation of�B = 1 transitions in the lowest order
of the weak interaction with short-distance QCD corrections to any desired order in�s. These
transitions correspond to Standard Model diagrams with a singleW -boson and the appropriate
number of gluons. If one wants to include electromagnetic effects or higher orders inGf , one must
invoke extra operators. The important radiative decay modeB ! Xs involves theelectromag-
netic (penguin) operatorO7:

O7 = � e

8�2
d [mdL +mbR] ���b � F ��:

The corresponding quark-photon coupling looks like the fourth diagram of Fig. A-1 with the gluon
replaced by a photon line. Likewise Standard Model diagrams of orderG2

F involve an extra
W - or Z-boson and generate new operators such as electroweak penguin operators. Interesting
semileptonic decays such asB ! Xse

+e� require operators with external quarks and lepton
lines. These operators are only relevant for Chapter 9 and are discussed there. The inclusion of
electromagnetic corrections not only induces new operators, but also modifies the values of the
coefficients in Table A-1 by small terms of orderO(�).
New physics can modify the effective Hamiltonian (A.4). Whatever the physics beyond the Stan-
dard Model may be, it is associated with new particles much heavier than theb quark. Hence
new physics will modify the Wilson coefficients of Table A-1. New physics effects will be more
visible inC3�8, which are loop suppressed in the Standard Model, than in the large coefficients
C1;2 stemming from the tree-levelW exchange. Also new physics may generate new operators in
addition to those in (A.3). Stated differently, a coefficient which is exactly zero in the Standard
Model can obtain a non-zero value in non-standard scenarios.
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Table A-1. Wilson coefficients in the leading and next-to-leading order. The NLO running of�s
has been used in both the LO and NLO coefficients.�s(MZ) = 0:112, 0:118, 0:124 implies
�s(4:8GeV) = 0:196, 0:216, 0:238. The corresponding values of the five-flavor QCD scale
parameter�

MS
are159, 226, and312 MeV. The dependence onmt(mt), here taken as168 GeV, is

negligible. The NLO coefficients are listed for the NDR and HV scheme. There are two different
conventions for the HV scheme, here we use the one adopted in [2]. The HV coefficients tabulated
in [1] are related to ourCHV

j ’s byCHV
j ([1]) = [1 + 16=3 � �s(�)=(4�)]C

HV
j .

�s(MZ) scheme � GeV C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 C8

0.112 LO 4.8 -0.229 1.097 0.010 -0.024 0.007 -0.029 -0.146

2.4 -0.325 1.149 0.015 -0.033 0.009 -0.043 -0.161

9.6 -0.155 1.062 0.007 -0.016 0.005 -0.019 -0.133

NDR 4.8 -0.160 1.066 0.011 -0.031 0.008 -0.035

2.4 -0.245 1.110 0.017 -0.043 0.009 -0.052

9.6 -0.093 1.036 0.008 -0.021 0.006 -0.023

HV 4.8 -0.177 0.993 0.009 -0.024 0.007 -0.026

2.4 -0.260 1.020 0.014 -0.033 0.010 -0.038

9.6 -0.111 0.975 0.006 -0.015 0.005 -0.017

0.118 LO 4.8 -0.249 1.108 0.011 -0.026 0.008 -0.031 -0.149

2.4 -0.361 1.169 0.017 -0.036 0.010 -0.048 -0.166

9.6 -0.167 1.067 0.007 -0.018 0.005 -0.020 -0.135

NDR 4.8 -0.174 1.073 0.013 -0.034 0.009 -0.038

2.4 -0.272 1.124 0.020 -0.047 0.010 -0.060

9.6 -0.100 1.039 0.008 -0.024 0.006 -0.025

HV 4.8 -0.192 0.993 0.010 -0.026 0.008 -0.028

2.4 -0.286 1.022 0.016 -0.036 0.011 -0.042

9.6 -0.120 0.972 0.006 -0.017 0.005 -0.018

0.124 LO 4.8 -0.272 1.120 0.012 -0.028 0.008 -0.035 -0.153

2.4 -0.403 1.194 0.019 -0.040 0.011 -0.055 -0.172

9.6 -0.180 1.073 0.008 -0.019 0.006 -0.022 -0.138

NDR 4.8 -0.190 1.082 0.014 -0.037 0.009 -0.043

2.4 -0.303 1.142 0.022 -0.054 0.011 -0.069

9.6 -0.108 1.042 0.009 -0.025 0.007 -0.028

HV 4.8 -0.208 0.993 0.011 -0.028 0.008 -0.031

2.4 -0.316 1.025 0.018 -0.040 0.012 -0.048

9.6 -0.129 0.970 0.007 -0.018 0.006 -0.019
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B

Some Remarks on Form-Factor Models

B.1 Introduction

B.1.1 Why Use Quark Models?

It is not known how to compute a form factor from full QCD from first principles. In the last
few years various methods have been developed to avoid using a model in extracting information
from exclusive semileptonicB decays. Lattice calculations (see Appendix C) and QCD sum rules
approaches (see Appendix D) give some results and some constraints. However, no method leads
to complete predictions for the full range ofq2 and for all final states. In the early stage of the
experimental analysis, models are still an indispensable tool which enterse.g.,the Monte Carlo
simulations. However it is important to be aware of the theoretical limitations of such models.

This appendix contains some critical remarks on form-factor models that are frequently used in
semileptonicB decays. This is not meant to deny the intuitive understanding they provide, or their
practical utility, but rather to make the user aware of certain problems that are inherent in such
models. A comprehensive list of all models on the market is beyond the scope of this appendix.
The focus here is to give a general “classification” of models referring to their physical input and
to review briefly the limitations of each class of models.

It is not possible to find any model prescription which is satisfactory in all situations. Although
various ideas which have been proposed are each subjected to critical review below, each has some
particular advantages. The best choice of a model depends on the specific application.

There are some theoretical constraints which must be fulfilled by a reasonable model. These come
from the underlying field theory, namely QCD. The most stringent of these constraints are the
following:

� Compatibility with symmetries (chiral as well as heavy-quark symmetry)

� Compatibility with analyticity and unitarity bounds

� Compatibility with the behavior of QCD in the deep euclidean region.
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One can impose in addition agreement with QCD-based calculations where they exist, such as

� Compatibility with lattice data, and

� Compatibility with the various sum rule calculations.

In estimating the model-dependence of a result, only models that satisfy these constraints reason-
ably well and that have a certain degree of success in fitting data for measuredB decays should be
included.

However, many of the models predict not only the form factor for a single exclusive decay, but also
the form factors for a whole class of decays. A model that yields a reasonable form factor by these
criteria for example for the0� ! 0� transition between ground state mesons is not automatically
a “good” model for transitions into excited states.

This problem reflects a deeper drawback in using models. Once a model is employed to predict a
process or to extract a fundamental parameter, one has no control over the systematic uncertainties
induced by the model. In this there is a sharp distinction between amodeland anapproximation.
For this reason controlled approximations are always preferable over the application of models,
wherever they are possible.

The focus here is on models for semileptonic-decay form factors. These model form factors are
frequently also used for a computation of exclusive two-body nonleptonic decays. This relies
on the additional, theoretically not well justified, assumption of factorization. However, thisad
hoc prescription describes the present data on exclusive nonleptonic two-bodyB decays in a
reasonable way, so that it is frequently viewed as giving at least a reasonable estimate for the as-
yet-unmeasured decay rates. We shall not consider this point any further here, since it is discussed
in Chapter 10.

B.1.2 General Features of Quark Models for Form Factors

Before the different versions of quark models are discussed in some detail, a few general remarks
and an outline of a classification scheme are in order.

The spirit of practically all quark models is quantum mechanical, as opposed to field theoretical;
the concept is based on potentials giving rise to bound states, and the number of particles involved
is fixed (i.e., the valence quarks only). Most models include some relativistic effects. However,
relativistic effectsor a relativistic modelmean in most cases (at least in the present context)
that either the nonrelativistic approach is supplemented by relativistic corrections (i.e., the next-
to-leading terms in thev=c expansion) or that a two-body equation with a form for the three-
dimensional wave function motivated, for example, by the Dirac equation is used to determine the
wave function for the bound state of quarks.
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However, most such models yield wave functions that are not fully Lorentz-covariant, and hence
a specific reference frame has to be picked in which to apply the approximations. This is usually
taken to be the rest frame of the initial hadron. Some aspects of the hadronic physics, such as the
wave functions at the origin or the mass-spectrum of states, can be reproduced by these models,
once the potential is adjusted appropriately. A model that satisfies such constraints is sometimes
called aspectroscopic model.

In order to model a form factor one has to perform a further step to access theq2 dependence. In
general there are two ways this is done:

� The form factor is calculated for a fixed value ofq2
0
, e.g.,within a spectroscopic model, and

then an ansatz for theq2 dependence, motivated by some phenomenological picture, is used.
This is often called ahybrid model.

� The overlap of the initial and final state wave functions is computed directly, where the final
state wave function is boosted according to the value ofq2. Such calculations are here called
full quark model calculations.

The full quark model calculations may again be divided into purely nonrelativistic approaches and
(semi-)relativistic ones. The former are based on ordinary quantum mechanics, where it is known
and well defined how to boost (i.e.,how to Galilei transform) a two-particle wave function. While
such an approach has the advantage that it naturally incorporates the normalization atq2

max
implied

by the heavy-mass limit, it does not reproduce the observedq2 dependence [1]. This results in two
shortcomings:

� much too small�2 (or charge radii for light-quark systems)1 and

� much too small values of the form factors at large recoil, at least if one uses the standard
Gaussian wave functions.

Even in aB ! D transitionv=c for theD meson in the rest frame of theB can be as large as 0.7,
not to speak about the large internal velocities of the light quark inside the mesons. Thus a purely
nonrelativistic approach over the full range ofq2 is clearly not justified. Of course the situation is
even worse for theB ! � transitions.

Various ways have been suggested to include relativistic effects. Starting from full quantum field
theory one obtains a formulation in terms of the Bethe-Salpeter amplitude [3], which fulfills a
complicated integral equation involving an interaction kernel. At this stage everything is still fully

1The ISGW [2] potential model appears to be nonrelativistic, but contrary to many statements, except for some
features are zero recoil, the ISGW model for form factors is not really a nonrelativistic full quark model, becausee.g.,
the slopes of the form factors are not taken at the values predicted by the nonrelativistic calculation. The claim is that
the change parametrizes some of the relativistic effects.
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Lorentz covariant. The kernel, as well as the Bethe-Salpeter amplitude, depend on the space time
coordinates of the two fields involved in the bound state; this dependence may be rewritten in terms
of relative and cms-motion, and hence arelative timecoordinate appears. It is the dependence on
this variable which makes this approach practically intractable, unless some approximations are
made.

One common approximation is to neglect the dependence on the relative time variable, in which
case the interaction kernel is simply an instantaneous potential, and the Bethe-Salpeter amplitude
becomes a two-particle wave function, depending on the (cms)-time variable and the cms- and
relative space coordinates. This approximation makes the Bethe-Salpeter approach tractable, at
the cost of having the boosted wave-function only crudely approximated. In order to compute a
form factor in this approach, an additional approximation has to be made. This is the so-called
“triangle approximation” [4] which allows one to express the current matrix elements in terms of
an integral over the Bethe-Salpeter amplitudes of the two hadrons only. Through these assumptions
one ends up with something close to the three-dimensional quantum-mechanical approach, except
for an additional quark pair contribution which is the only remnant of field theory. This will be
discussed in some detail in Section B.3.

All other methods are not based on quantum field theory, but rather on semi-relativistic two-particle
equations, motivated by the success of the three-dimensional Dirac or Salpeter equations. These
approaches, applied as spectroscopic models, can reproduce the mass spectrum in a satisfactory
way (by a clever choice of the potential). However the computation of form factors requires
knowledge of the relativistic boosts. These are not known, and so require some ansatz, in general
not covariant. Yet, this is up to now the most practicable approach, and presently the most active
trend. This will be considered in some more detail in Section B.3.

Table B-1 summarizes the classification of models used in this appendix. Most of the models
suggested in the literature fall into one of these classes. The last column gives a “prototype” of
the corresponding model, simply to provide an example. The intent here is not to evaluate all
the models in the literature nor to make any specific suggestion which models are preferable over
others; this will anyway depend on the physical circumstances which have to be described by the
model.

A more detailed discussion of the various models and their classification follows. In the next sec-
tion we shall consider thehybrid models(that isquark models combined with a phenomenological
ansatz) together with a few remarks onpurely phenomenological models. Section B.3 discusses
the full quark model calculations, in which theq2 dependence is obtained from the wave function
overlap.
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B.1 Introduction 985

Table B-1. Schematic classification of the various models. The last column contains the reference
to the corresponding “prototype” model.

Quark Model
combined with
phenomenolog-
ical ansatz

Vector-Meson-
Dominance
models with

normalization atq2 = 0 [5]

normalization atq2max [6]

phenomenological ansatz for relativistic effects [2], [7]

constraints from
QCD

deep euclideanq2 [8]

Heavy-Quark Symmetry [7], [9]

Form factors from overlap of nonrelativistic wave functions [10], [11]

relativistic
approaches

three-
dimensional
approach

approximation
of Bethe-
Salpeter
amplitudes

Lorentz contraction [12],
[13],
[14], [15]

pseudo-potential [16]

Bakamjian-
Thomas
relativistic
quantum
mechanics

instant form [17], [18]

point form [19]

light–front longitudinal
frame

[20], [21]

transverse
frame

[22], [23]

Bethe-Salpeter approach in Mandelstam triangle approximation[24], [25]
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986 Some Remarks on Form-Factor Models

B.2 Hybrid Models and Purely Phenomenological Models

Thehybrid quark modelscircumvent the problem of the boost by using the quark model only for
a convenient valueq2

0
of the momentum transfer and applying a more or less ad hoc ansatz for

theq2 dependence. In other words, a quark model is only used to obtain the normalization of the
chosenq2 dependence. The hybrid models can be divided into those which use a true quantitative
normalization by quark models, and others, which borrow only qualitative features from quark
models (purely phenomenological models). However, all the comments on the relevance of particle
pole dominance which are discussed for the former below, are also valid for the latter.

B.2.1 Hybrid Models

In Hybrid Models there are two natural choicesq2
0
= q2

max
or q2

0
= 0. The first choiceq2

0
= q2

max

is an obvious one from both the heavy-quark symmetry point of view as well as from the point of
view of spectroscopic models. At this kinematic point the initial as well as the final state particle
have the same rest frame and the form factor at this point which is simply the overlap of two rest
frame wave functions, which can be taken from a spectroscopic model. Prototypes of these models
aree.g.,the model by Altomari and Wolfenstein [6], the two types of the Isgur, Scora, Grinstein,
Wise model, ISGW I [2] and ISGW II [7]. Here the normalization is given simply by the wave
function overlap of the initial and the final state meson.

The second choiceq2
0
= 0 is the kinematic point at which the final state particle has its maximal

momentum in the rest frame of the decaying one. Here, one may compute the form factors as
simple wave function overlaps in the infinite momentum frame. Prototypes here are the model by
Wirbel, Bauer and Stech [5], the models by K¨orner and Schuler [8], and the NRSX model [9].

There are infinitely many possible choices for theq2 dependence. In most cases, (multi-)pole
ansatz for theq2 dependence are used, except for ISGW I, where Gaussians were adopted. These
have been abandoned in the later ISGW2 version in favor of a multipole ansatz because the ISGW
I models yield much too small values for the form factors at large recoil due to the steeply falling
wave functions.

The general motivation of these ans¨atze is simply that one expects a smoothq2 behavior of the
form factors. The reason for the (multi-)pole ansatz is twofold. Close toq2

max
one expects a single

state to dominate theq2 behavior in the heavy-to-light case, implying a vector meson dominance
(VMD) form of the q2 dependence. This is discussed in more detail below. Secondly, in the
Euclidean regionq2 ! �1, perturbative QCD based on the ideas of Brodsky and Lepage [26]
predicts that theq2 behavior in the deep Euclidean is multipole-like.
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B.2 Hybrid Models and Purely Phenomenological Models 987

B.2.2 Discussion of the Idea of Nearby-Pole Dominance

More explicitly, motivation for such an ansatz for theq2 dependence comes from quantum field
theory. Consider the vector current between to pseudoscalar mesonsMi andMf . It can be shown
that this transition matrix element may be written as

hMi(p)jQ�qjMf(p
0)i = fV (q

2)

 
p� + p0� �

m2
�m02

q2
q�

!
+ f0(q

2)q� (B.1)

whereq = p � p0 is the momentum transfer of the process. The form factorsfV andf0 satisfy
dispersion relations, which have the form

fV (q
2) =

1Z
0

ds

2�

�V (s)

q2 � s+ i�
(B.2)

f0(q
2) =

1Z
0

ds

2�

�0(s)

q2 � s+ i�

where we do not discuss the possibility of subtractions. The two spectral functions�V and�0 may
be related to intermediate statesjX(pX)i such that the matrix element (B.1) may be understood as
a subsequent process in which the current creates the intermediate state which then decays into a
final statejMi(p)Mf (p

0)i. This yields the matrix elementh0jQ�qjMi(p)Mf (p
0)i which is related

through crossing symmetry (i.e.,analytic continuation of the variableq2) to (B.1).

It is tempting to assume that, because of the denominators under the integrals, the main contribution
in the region0 � q2 � q2

max
= (m�m0)2 to the integrals in (B.2) comes from states with masses

closest to this region, which are the states with masses right aboveq2
max

. Due to the structure of
the form factors the intermediate states relevant for�V are1� states, and hence one may think of
approximating�V by �V (s) = RV (m

2

�
)(2�)�(s �m2

�
) wherem2

�
is the mass of the lowest vector

particle with the correct flavor quantum numbers. Correspondingly, the states for�0 have to be0�

states, and thus we get

fV (q
2) �

RV (m
2

�
)

q2 �m2
�

(B.3)

f0(q
2
) �

R0(m
2

��
)

q2 �m2
��

wherem�� is the mass of the lowest scalar resonance with the correct flavor quantum numbers. As
examples, for theb! u transitions the lowest vector particle is theB�, while in the scalar channel
the lowest state is one of theB��s.

Thus this approximation gives a function for theq2 dependence of the form factors, where the
normalization is given byRV (m

2

�
) andR0(m

2

��
). One does not know how to compute these
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988 Some Remarks on Form-Factor Models

quantities from the underlying field theory. Hence the normalization is taken from a different
source, namely from a quark model.

There are manyad-hocmodifications of this simple ansatz such a dipole-form which is using the
second power of the denominators in (B.3).

One would expect that the nearest pole indeed can dominate the behavior of a form factor close to
q2
max

, if this pole is isolated, meaning that the density of states in this region is small. Intuitively
one expects that this may be reasonable for theb ! u decays close toq2

max
involving the vector

channel, since there is only a single isolated state below theB� threshold. On the other hand, for
the b ! c transitions there will be a larger number ofBc-states below theBD threshold, which
will cause deviations from the simple pole even close toq2

max
.

On the other hand, these decays are probably well described byfull quark model calculations. The
relation between the dispersion relation and the wave function picture has been discussed by Jaffe
and Mende [27] were they point out that the large “charge” radius of a “loosely bound” confined
system can only be reproduced by a complicated behavior of the spectral functions, since the
simple pole always yields a much smaller charge radius of the order of the Compton wavelength
of the intermediate state.

The idea of nearby-pole dominance or VMD is central to the ansatz for theq2 dependence in hybrid
models. Some problems related to it are discussed below. More details can be found in [28], [29]).

� For heavy-to-light transitions in the region close toq2 = 0 one is far away from the region
q2 � q2

max
� m2

B where one would assume that the dominance of the nearest pole is a good
approximation. The extrapolation using a simple pole will certainly not be safe.

� For heavy-to-heavy transitions there will be many closely spaced nearby states (e.g., the
family of Bc states in theb! c transitions) which may fake anomalous thresholds, yielding
a more complicatedq2 behavior of the form factor (cf. Jaffe and Mende [27]).

� The usual ansatz uses only the functional dependence onq2 with a normalization (i.e., a
residue) fixed by a quark model. The residue obtained in this way is in general unrelated to
the “true” residue one would obtain from a dispersion relation.

� Pure pole dominance,e.g., in Altomari, Wolfenstein and Wirbel, Stech, Bauer, is in con-
tradiction with certain expectations from QCD, such as the asymptotic behavior at large
negativeq2 and heavy-quark symmetry in the case of heavy-to-heavy transitions.

Hence the conclusion is that simple pole dominance can at best be expected to be a good approxi-
mation close toq2

max
in the case of a heavy-to-light transition such as a semileptonicB ! � decay.

In this region the pole form has deeper root in QCD given by the idea of uniting heavy-quark
symmetry with chiral symmetry [30].
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B.2 Hybrid Models and Purely Phenomenological Models 989

Given these problems efforts have been made to modify the ansatz. In particular, one may impose
heavy-quark symmetry on a model for heavy-to-heavy transitions using the wave function atq2 =

0. Given the dependence on the masses one may reconstruct a form of the Isgur Wise function (see
Neubert and Rickert [31]). This does, however, not result in a pole-like dependence.

One may also try to make a pole ansatz consistent with heavy-quark symmetry as it is done in the
NRSX model [9]. Here the powers are fixed according to heavy-quark symmetry relations Yet, the
NRSX model remains not fully consistent with heavy-quark symmetry because of the properties
of the quark model used atq2 = 0 [13].

The constraints from asymptotic QCD have been imposed by K¨orner and Schuler (KS) [8]; they
require that some of the form factors must be chosen to be dipoles. Clearly this ansatz departs from
the simple single resonance pole-dominance picture. The usual argument is that it corresponds to
several particle poles, as in the nucleon isoscalar form factor, or it may not correspond to particle
poles at all, rather it reflects a more complicated structure.

On the other hand, certain relativistic models support the idea of a pole ansatz, although the
physical content of the models is based on wave functions and is thus unrelated to the VMD idea.
In particular, according to Jaffe and Mende [27] this wave function picture should be matched to a
situation with many closely spaced nearby poles. As an example, in the model of [32], the dipole
like behavior is connected with the Coulomb-like behavior of the wave functions.

In conclusion, one must consider the (multi-)pole ansatz as having little to do with the dominance
of a nearby singularity, rather they have a “flexible” meaning: “pole” or “dipole” may be con-
sidered, with poles fixed at physical masses or not, at largeq2 or in the physically limited range
0 < q2 < q2

max
, for one or another set of invariant form factors.

B.2.3 Purely Phenomenological Models

There is a class of models which uses qualitatively some of the ideas described above, but they
do not make quantitative use of a quark model. In this sense they are purely phenomenological
and use only general theoretical constraints. Models of this kind are [33] [13] [34] [35], the main
motivation of which is to have more flexibility on order to get a better fit to data one.g.,D decays.

As far as the physical input is concerned, these models use either the concepts of pole dominance
or QCD constraints (mainly heavy-quark symmetries) considered above or features of the “full
quark models” discussed below. We shall not discuss this class here any further.
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990 Some Remarks on Form-Factor Models

B.3 Full Quark Model Approaches

Full quark-model calculations here refers to any approach which calculates the form factors com-
pletely within the framework of a quark model. In general such models fall into two classes. The
first class are the models based on the formally covariant Bethe-Salpeter approach and the second
class are the three-dimensional wave function approaches.

Following the trend of current research thefull quark-model calculations discussed below are
those where the form factors are calculated through the current operator matrix-elements of ordi-
nary three-dimensional wave functions. It should be stressed that, although intrinsically quantum-
mechanical, such models always aim at some sort ofrelativistic treatment.

B.3.1 Bethe-Salpeter Approach

The Bethe-Salpeter approachhas been investigated in the past by Gudehus, B¨ohm, Joos and
Krammer [24], with a full combined study of spectroscopy and decays; a later study was performed
by Körner. An even more recent Bethe-Salpeter approach, somewhat outside the scope of the usual
quark models, includes the idea of spontaneous breaking of chiral symmetry [36]. One known
difficulty of this approach is that it is not possible to reproduce the orbital excitation spectrum with
the vector exchange confining kernel which is often used to respect chiral symmetry. If the full
nonperturbative gluon propagator is used for the kernel, there is the additional danger of getting
large spin-spin confining forces. A very recent example of the application of this approach to
heavy-flavor decay form factors is found in [25].

In the Bethe-Salpeter approach one retains the triangle approximation [4] in the Mandelstam
expansion of current matrix elements. The main advantage of this formulation is that, if one uses a
covariant interaction kernel in the bound state equation, each term in the expansion is covariant by
itself; therefore, even in the triangle approximation, one obtains automatically frame-invariant form
factors. Nevertheless, this sort of invariance is rather formal because these approaches are not really
based on local field theory, but rather on phenomenological assumptions for the interaction kernel,
or even on a direct phenomenological ansatz for the Bethe-Salpeter amplitudes. An ansatz for the
interaction kernel in general is not compatible with a field theory based on a local Lagrangian. In
other words, a local field theory would yield a certain kernel, but the reverse, namely that some
guess for the kernel can be cast into the form of a local field theory, is not in general true.

Furthermore, in solving the Bethe-Salpeter bound state equation one sometimes resorts to approx-
imations built from a picture which only applies (if at all) in the hadron rest frame. Nevertheless,
this is a weaker assumption than those necessary in three-dimensional models, where one has also
to choose particular frames to calculate the form factors themselves.
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B.3 Full Quark Model Approaches 991

The difficulties of the approach are mainly related to the relative energy dependence. This compli-
cates the analysis, since this dependence is neither easily deduced from theory nor easily obtained
from data; one has then to formulate additional assumptions. Hence in general, the connection with
the underlying theory is lost. From the technical side, the analysis is complicated by the number
of independent components of the Bethe-Salpeter amplitude due to spin.

B.3.2 Three-Dimensional Approaches

The general idea of thethree-dimensional approachis to deduce three-dimensional wave func-
tions for the states in motion from the corresponding wave functions at rest, where the latter are
calculated in standard spectroscopic quark models. The direct connection to the spectroscopic
quark models is an advantage, since such models have been checked in various other applications.
In addition, the three-dimensional wave function has a probabilistic interpretation, which is not the
case for the full multi-time Bethe-Salpeter amplitude.

The main disadvantage is the lack of covariance in general; the values assigned to the invariant
form factors depend on a choice of frame for the calculation. Since models are in any case
approximate, the lack of explicit covariance in the form factors is perhaps not a problem, provided
one understands in what frame the model’s approximation is reasonable. With the exception of
the pseudopotential approach, these models retain only the simplest configurations with conserved
particle number. They neglect pair creation or annihilation effects. Despite their drawbacks, the
three-dimensional approaches have been studied extensively in the recent period.

A partial solution to the covariance problem is given by theBakamjian-Thomas formalism. This
approach is not related to field theory. It allows a rather general instantaneous interaction between
quarks, and one can obtain a covariant result in the sense that one has the correct commutation
relations for the boost operators. The spectrum and the states are fully covariant and one can
deduce consistently the relation between wave functions in different frames. It has to be stressed
again that this type of covariance is formal and is not related to the covariance of the underlying
local field theory. In particular, the results from this approach are not superior to any other model
approach only because of this formal covariance.

Within this approach using this formal covariance, the form factors in the heavy-mass limit do not
depend on the particular frame in which the calculation has been performed. This will be discussed
in more detail below. Unfortunately this method applies only for heavy-to-heavy transitions and
not heavy-to-light transitions.

There are relations between the three-dimensional approach and the Bethe-Salpeter ansatz. In
many cases the triangle approximation of the Bethe-Salpeter approach serves as a theoretical ref-
erence, from which one derives a three-dimensional approach. Within this point of view in general
the translation of the Bethe-Salpeter triangle approximation into a three-dimensional formalism
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yields a pair contribution, which corresponds to creation or annihilation of quark-antiquark pairs
by the current. Such terms are a natural consequence of field theory; however, they are not included
in most three-dimensional quark models (a notable exception is the recent works of Faustovet al.
[37]). Neglecting these contributions is in agreement with the simplifying postulate of the impulse
approximation (i.e.,a quantum mechanical treatment), which is inherent in the usual quark models.
We note that in the infinite momentum approach these terms vanish under certain kinematical
conditions, which are unfortunately unphysical (see below).

An approach which lies in between the Bethe-Salpeter method and certain three-dimensional
formulations has been proposed by Melikhovet al. [23]. It has been shown to be equivalent
to both methods under certain conditions and with some assumptions (see below).

B.3.3 Classification of Three-Dimensional Approaches

Among the three-dimensional approaches there are again various different assumptions made. The
most common ones are the following:

� Direct identification of the form factors in themQ !1 limit with nonrelativistic overlaps;
prototypes of this kind are discussed by Aliet al.,[10], and Suzukiet al., [11].

� Models of the Wirbel, Stech, Bauer type, which deduce the three-dimensional wave function
in the infinite momentum frame from an explicit four-dimensional wave function (e.g.,from
an harmonic oscillator model). Prototypes of these models are the Wirbel, Stech, Bauer
model using the infinite momentum frame atq2 = 0, with nonrelativistic structure for the
spin wave function [5], and the modified Wirbel, Stech, Bauer quark model with a semi-
relativistic treatment of the spin, which is quoted in [31].

� Approaches with a definite general prescription to deduce wave function in motion from the
wave function at rest.

The last type of approach represents the present main trend, and it can again be divided into two
groups. One consists of the models based on an intuitive approximation of the Lorentz transforma-
tion for wave functions, and the second are the so-called Bakamjian-Thomas formulations, which
incorporate in particular many of the numerous infinite momentum frame approaches.

B.3.3.1 Intuitive approximations of the Lorentz transformation for wave functions

In the four-dimensional Bethe-Salpeter formulation, the transformation of wave functions between
two frames is trivial: it amounts simply to the Lorentz transformation of space-time coordinates
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or momenta and to the standard Lorentz boost for the spins. However, this requires the knowledge
of the full relative time dependence, which is not available. For the three-dimensional wave
function models the difficulty is simply moved elsewhere, since it corresponds to the Bethe-
Salpeter amplitude at equal times. Hence there is no longer any dependence on the relative time,
but the price paid is loss of Lorentz covariance. The Lorentz transformations of the wave function is
not a priori defined in this treatment; one needs some additional assumptions or modeling to obtain
the boost. In fact, the instantaneous wave function in some frame is related to the Bethe-Salpeter
amplitude in another frame,e.g., in the hadron rest frame, with constituents taken at different
times. No simple exact relation exists to the instantaneous, equal time wave function of the rest
frame, which is the input provided by the spectroscopic models. Approximate linear relations are
taken from some intuition and are generally based on the idea of weak binding. All approximate
prescriptions contain the usual Lorentz transformation of spin, or its Pauli spinor version with
Wigner rotations. But they differ in the way they relate space coordinates or momenta in the wave
functions in the rest frame to those in motion. The typical prescriptions are the following:

� The naive Lorentz contraction prescription, which can be derived from the assumption of
weak relative time dependence of the Bethe-Salpeter amplitude in the rest frame. This dates
back to Brodsky and Primack [12], Licht and Pagnamenta [38], and has been developed
further in the old Orsay quark model [1] [13]. Some more recent discussion can be found in
Ahmadyet al. [14] and by Veseli and Olsson [15].

� The “pseudopotential” approach as discussed in [16], [39], and [37].

The latter is basically a reformulation of the Bethe-Salpeter formalism in a three-dimensional
form, with the wave function being the equal-time Bethe-Salpeter amplitude. Hence it would
be equivalent to the Bethe-Salpeter approach, if all terms in the pseudopotential expansion were
included and if the three-dimensional wave functions were calculated dynamically in each frame.
However only the simplest, lowest-order terms in the expansion can be included in practice.
Moreover, the wave function is not actually calculated in each frame from the Bethe-Salpeter
bound state equation; usually (see especially Faustov [16]) one tries to deduce the wave function
in motion from the one in the rest frame, once the rest frame wave function is calculated.

This requires an assumption for the relation between the quark momenta in the laboratory frame
and those in the rest frame, where the wave function is known. In [16], it is assumed that quarks
are quasi-free, and approximately on their mass shell in the laboratory frame. Based on this
the corresponding momenta in the rest frame are computed from a Lorentz boost of the hadron.
Another approximation, first exposed in [39] and used in more recent papers [37], is to neglect the
Lorentz transformation of the momenta and to retain only the Wigner rotations of spin.

Another approach has been suggested by Colangeloet al. [40]. They identify certain kinematic
conditions chosen to minimize the effect of the wave function transformation. In this way approx-
imate covariance is obtained.
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B.3.3.2 Relativistic quantum mechanics̀a la Bakamjian-Thomas

The basic ideas of the approach can be found in the papers by Bakamjian and Thomas [41], by
Osborn [42], and by Keister-Polyzou [43]. The approach constructs a boost-covariant theory with
a fixed number of constituents and an arbitrary direct interaction between the quarks. This is
achieved by the construction of an exact unitary representation of the Poincar´e group, that is the
HamiltonianH and the boost operatorsK. This approach is still purely quantum mechanical
and has no a-priori connection to field theory, although Close and Osborn [44] have discussed an
approximate connection to QED, using av2=c2 expansion.

One important advantage of the approach is that, since the boost operators are constructed explic-
itly, one can implement covariance at least formally. The Hamiltonian and therefore its eigenstates
are covariant. One obtains a well-defined relation between the momenta in the rest frame wave
function and those for the wave function in motion, thereby avoiding the need for uncontrolled
approximations to give this behavior.

The difficulty is that the simple one-quark current operators such as�; �5 are not covariant
under the Bakamjian-Thomas boosts. Obtaining a covariant current operator is a much more
difficult task which is possible only using multi-body operators. Hence form factors calculated
by keeping only the standard current operators are not covariant in general. Therefore there are
once again, in practice, a variety of inequivalent models according to various choices of reference
frames, as it is seen below.

Various forms of the Bakamjian-Thomas approach correspond to the different choices of how to
describe the dynamics [45]. There is the instant form formulation of Le Yaouancet al. [17]; the
intuitive formulation of Close and Wambach [18], which has been found to be a special case of in
the instant form formulation [17]; the light-front form given in [46] and [47]; and the point form of
[43] and [19]. In the instant form of the Bakamjian-Thomas approach, concrete calculations have
been performed up to now only in themQ = 1 limit and thus apply presently only to heavy-to-
heavy processes.

The current trend is to use the Bakamjian-Thomas approach in the infinite momentum frame. Most
of the quark models formulated in the light front approach can be obtained from the Bakamjian-
Thomas method by going to this frame. This has been shown in [48]. Exceptions to this rule are
the Wirbel-Bauer-Stech model [5] and the one developed by Dziembovski [49].

In the following the discussion is restricted to models relevant for heavy-quark decays. One must
first note a few problems of the infinite momentum frame versions of quark models. Since the
current operators such as� are not covariant under the boost operators, results depend on the
choice of the direction of various vectors with respect to the infinite momentum frame axis. One
agrees to choose the positive light-cone component of the currentJ+, which involves only those
components of quark fields, which are projected out in the light cone formalism. However, there
is still further freedom to choose the reference frame: either a “tranverse” frame as proposed by
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Jaus [22] or a longitudinal frame as in Dubin and Kaidalov [21], Narodetskiiet al., and Simula,
[20] [50]. Here transverse and longitudinal are defined by the direction of the three-dimensional
momentum transfer with respect to the direction of the infinite momentum.

In the infinite momentum transverse frame the regionq2 > 0 is inaccessible. This is a serious
drawback for semileptonic decays, whereq2 > 0. There have been two suggestions to overcome
this problem:

� One starts from theq2 < 0 tranverse frame expression and extrapolates the light-front
integral directly (see Jaus [22]).

� One uses for the analytic continuation a new “double dispersion relation” expression as
suggested by Melikhov [23].

For similar reasons, for high spin hadrons, in the infinite-momentum-frame, the physical results
depend on the choice of the helicity states used to identify the form factors in the quark model
calculation.

In conclusion, the infinite momentum frame approach has many ambiguities, some of which
compel rather unphysical choices. In contrast, in the instant form, it is sufficient to choose a
frame, for instance the rest frame of one hadron; no further choice of current and spin components
is necessary since the models are rotationally invariant.

The main advantage of the infinite momentum frame is the possibility of suppressing the pair
contribution, which is difficult to evaluate and not included. However, this suppression occurs
only in the tranverse frame, which is unphysical for semileptonic decays. In the longitudinal frame,
there is no suppression of the pair contribution, and one finds a strange behavior of the form factors
nearq2

max
, ase.g.,a decrease offB!�

+
asq2 ! q2

max
.

ThemQ = 1 limit of models à la Bakamjian-Thomas has been investigated in detail in [51].
In the instant form one can obtain covariance and heavy-quark symmetry for the form factors.
In addition, the Bjorken sum rule can be derived by using the completeness of states in motion.
Furthermore, the covariance found in this limit implies the identity of instant and light-front forms
in the heavy-quark limit. This allows for an interesting check for the infinite momentum frame
calculations, which suffer from complicated features atq2 > 0; e.g.,one should obtain the same
�2 as in the instant form in passing to the limit of heavy quarks, independent of frame choice. This
has indeed been verified. The point form seems to lead to the same conclusions: themQ = 1

limit yields covariant expression with correct heavy-quark symmetry properties [19]. Hence in the
mQ =1 limit the heavy-quark symmetry all forms of dynamics yield covariant and heavy-quark
symmetric results.

Off the limit mQ = 1 the Bakamjian-Thomas approach still suffers from serious defects at order
(1=mQ), in particular for heavy-to-light transitions. These problems are
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� Lack of covariance of form factors,

� Lack of gauge invariance [52], and

� Violations of Heavy-Quark Symmetry in the infinite momentum frame version [23].

B.3.4 Connection between Bethe-Salpeter Formalism and Three-Dimensional
Models

There is a relation between the “triangle” diagram approximation to the current matrix-element
in the four-dimensional Mandelstam formalism for the Bethe-Salpeter equations and the three-
dimensional approach. The connection is established by performing the integration over the rela-
tive energy variable, which is possible when the only dependence on this variable originates from
the poles of the propagators [12]. Hence this relation is not valid in general; it applies only for
special cases in which,e.g.,the vertex functions are constant or at least independent of the relative
energy variable.

In addition, this relation neglects the pair contribution, which automatically is given through the
reduction of the triangle diagram to a three-dimensional expression, but which is not usually taken
into account in the direct three-dimensional approaches. Therefore, for the relation to be exact, the
pair contribution must vanish. This happens if two conditions are met [53]:

1. The infinite momentum frame or light front coordinates are used.

2. Transverse frames are used.

As mentioned above, the transverse frames cannot be used to calculate directly in theq2 > 0

region. Thus one needs some extrapolation or analytic continuation if one wants to exploit the
attractive property of pair-contribution suppression in the transverse frames.

In this respect the dispersion approach of Melikhov [23] has certain advantages:

� Melikhov derives an equivalence forq2 < 0 between the triangle approximation within a
certain category of vertex functions and the light-front formulation in the transverse frame,
without pairs. These vertex functions are those which are independent of relative energy
in the rest frame of the hadron. However, this equivalence is not fully general because
of the possibility of “subtractions” needed in the dispersion relation for high-spin hadrons.
For example, for axial-current matrix elements of0� ! 1� transitions, the equivalence
is lost because Melikhov adopts a modified spectral function to enforce NLO heavy-quark
symmetry.
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� He proposes a general expression for the analytic continuation toq2 > 0.

� He cures the problems of the violation of heavy-quark symmetry in non-leading order by
introducing subtractions.

However, there is a price to pay for these improvements. First, one has to depart from the
intuitive picture of three-dimensional wave functions; in particular, the expressions for the analytic
continuation into the physically relevant region0 < q2 < q2

max
are very complex. Furthermore, the

subtractions are not supported by the infinite momentum wave function framework, which means
that this approach is somewhat outside the wave function picture.

B.3.5 Quantitative Predictions of Three-Dimensional Models

To perform an actual computation in three-dimensional approaches, one first has to chose a specific
mass operator or spectroscopic model from which the wave functions at rest are calculated. In
discussing results of models for form factors, one has to note that these results arise always from
a particular approach to the treatment of hadrons in motion and a particular model for the wave
functions at rest. For instance, the notion “ISGW model” can be either understood as meaning their
specific spectroscopic model (a nonrelativistic potential model) or their phenomenological ansatz
for form factors. Therefore, in any discussion referring to models for form factors, one must pay
attention to the question of whether one is discussing the model which obtains the rest frame wave
functions or the one for deducing from them the form factors themselves. Of course, the two
should be discussed separately from a theoretical point of view, and one could be reasonable while
the other is not.

Some issues concerning spectroscopic models and wave functions used in practical calculations,
which seem to have been often underestimated up to are the following:

� Many predictions are still formulated with wave functions taken from nonrelativistic spec-
troscopic models. It appears that relativistic spectroscopic models with relativistic kinetic
energy (such as [54], [55] and [56]) yield notably different wave functions, which exhibit an
exponential behavior over a large range ofr, and thus have a larger average momentum [32].
It is obvious on general physical grounds that they should be preferred to nonrelativistic
ones. In addition such relativistic wave functions are very close to wave functions measured
in lattice NRQCD [57]. For both these reasons model predictions formulated with relativistic
wave functions, are preferable.

� The standard harmonic oscillator wave-function is used in a good number of models. It
appears very unsatisfactory in crucial cases, in spite of the fact that the overlap with the
exact wave function may be very close to unity. A better criterion for evaluating the quality
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of the approximation for the wave function is the integral of squared difference between the
two wave functions. Using this criterion, an exponential approximation to the ground state
wave function appears far better, in particular for relativistic wave equations.

To illustrate the strong sensitivity to wave functions, let us give a typical example in the Bakamjian-
Thomas framework. With a relativistic wave function, one obtains a dipole behavior of the Isgur-
Wise function�(w):

�(w) �

�
2

w + 1

�2
: (B.4)

From this one gets�2 � 1:0 compared to�2 � 1:2 for the harmonic oscillator approximation to
the same wave function. For a nonrelativistic wave function one finds�2 = 1:3 for the ISGW
nonrelativistic wave function, and�2 = 1:4 for the harmonic oscillator approximation to the same
wave functions.

The same sensitivity to the choice of the wave function is true for the heavy-to-light transitions at
large recoil. At present, the model of Melikhov uses harmonic oscillator wave functions; a similar
treatment applied to exact relativistic wave functions might change the predictions for large recoil
significantly.

B.4 Conclusions

In conclusion, the large multiplicity of models is due in part to the existence of competing general
physical ideas: pole dominance versus wave function pictures. Within these classes there are again
many subdivisions according to further assumptions or the ways chosen to solve the remaining
problems. For the pole dominance models there is the way to pick the normalization point as well
as the difficulty to implement asymptotic QCD constraints. For the full quark model calculations
there is the difficulty of implementing the aspects of relativity, in particular the boost of the wave
functions.

Finally we want to comment on the implementation of radiative corrections. Since models are
obviously not based on local field theory, they miss an important consequence of quantum field
theory, namely radiative corrections. In particular, in QCD one may compute the short distance
contributions perturbatively. In the cases in which the matrix elements under consideration are
renormalized under a change of scale, one may use perturbation theory to calculate the dependence
on this renormalization scale. On the other hand, physical results should not depend on the
renormalization scale, and hence the nonperturbative matrix elements which are evaluated using
models, have to exhibit an appropriate scale dependence which has to match the one of the short
distance contribution.
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None of the models incorporate such an effect. However, as long as we discuss only semileptonic
decays, which are induced by the left-handed current, this is not a severe problem, since in full
QCD the operator of the left-handed current does not depend on the renormalization scale. Thus in
this case the radiative corrections can be taken into account consistently by multiplying the result
for the long-distance matrix element (obtained by a model) with the appropriate short-distance
coefficient, which in this particular case does not depend on the scale.

Typically these long-distance matrix elements are evaluated at the scale of the mass of the heavy
quark. This is, however, still a perturbative scale and hence one may still perform a perturbative
calculation, which will exhibit terms enhanced by large logarithms of the heavy-quark mass. These
terms may be resumed by using Heavy-Quark Effective Theory, which again will introduce a
dependence of the short-distance part on the renormalization scale, this time even for the left-
handed current. As in full QCD, this dependence of the short-distance contribution has to cancel
against a corresponding dependence of the matrix element, which is evaluated by a model. Also
here, none of the models incorporates any scale dependence, showing that again the models are not
consistent with QCD as a field theory.

Again, despite all the critical comments made above, there is no choice but to use models to
estimate rates for as yet unmeasured decays. Analyses to extract physical parameters such asVub
also depend on models, see Section 8.2. A range of models should be considered in any such
study. However models which have been shown not to satisfy the kind of constraints discussed at
the beginning of this appendix should no longer be used.
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C

Standard Model Parameters from Lattice
QCD

This appendix contains a compilation of the main lattice results for hadronic parameters which are
relevant forb physics. The principal sources of uncertainty and prospects for future improvements
are also briefly discussed. More details can be found, for example, in the two recent reviews [1]
and [2], and in references therein.

In the lattice formulation of quantum field theory space-time is approximated by a discrete mesh,
a “lattice,” of points and the physical quantities of interest are evaluated numerically by computing
the corresponding functional integrals. For these computations to make sense it is necessary for
the lattice to be sufficiently large to accommodate the particles being studied (L � 1 fm say,
whereL is the spatial length of the lattice), and for the spacing between neighboring points,a,
to be sufficiently small to control the systematic errors induced by the space-time discretization
(a�QCD � 1). The number of lattice points in any given simulation is limited by the available
computing resources; current simulations are performed with about 16–20 points in each spatial
direction (up to about 64 points if the effects of quark loops are neglected,i.e., in the so-called
“quenched” approximation). Thus it is possible to work on lattices which have a spatial extent of
about 2 fm and a lattice spacing of 0.1 fm, probably satisfying the above requirements.

In studying heavy-flavor physics discretization errors may be important even when the condition
a�QCD � 1 is satisfied. The reason is that for heavy quarksQ, with mQ � �QCD, the dis-
cretization errors which are ofO(amQ), become large. Moreover, at values of the lattice spacing
used in current simulations (a�1 � 2–4 GeV),amb � 1:3–2:5 so that one cannot directly put the
bottom quark on the lattice. Nevertheless, predictions for physical quantities which are of interest
in b physics can be obtained by using the scaling laws of the HQET. This is done by combining
calculations performed in a range of masses around the charm mass, which allow the study of
dependence of the physical quantities on the heavy-quark mass, with the direct calculation of the
same quantities using the lattice HQET at lowest order in1=mQ. This strategy has been widely
used to predict theB-meson leptonic decay constant, theB0–B

0

mixing amplitudeetc.̇For charm
quarks, for whichamc � 0:3–0:6, several methods to reduce the discretization errors have been
proposed and are listed in Section C.2.
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The lattice method is illustrated in Section C.1. A summary of the principal sources of uncertainty
on the theoretical predictions with this approach is given in Section C.2. The remainder of the
appendix contains a brief review of lattice results for the following quantities:

(i) quark masses, Section C.3;

(ii ) leptonic decay constants, Section C.4;

(iii ) �B = 2 and�S = 2 transition amplitudes, Section C.5;

(iv) form factors for exclusive semileptonicD- andB-decays and radiativeB-decays, Sec-
tion C.6;

(v) parameters of the HQET, Section C.7.

Finally, a brief description of the methods proposed for the calculation of the nonleptonic two-body
decay amplitudes, which are so important inB physics, can be found in Section C.8.

C.1 Evaluation of Physical Quantities in Lattice Simulations

Physical quantities, such as hadronic masses and operator matrix elements, are obtained in lattice
simulations by the direct computation of correlation functions of multi-local operators composed
of quark and gluon fields (in Euclidean space):

h0jO(x1; x2; : : : ; xn)j0i = 1

Z

Z
[DA�][D ][D ] e

�S O(x1; x2; : : : ; xn) ; (C.1)

whereZ is the partition function

Z =
Z
[DA�][D ][D ] e

�S ; (C.2)

S is the action and the integrals are over quark and gluon fields at each space-time point. In
Eq. (C.1),O(x1; x2; : : : ; xn) is a multi-local operator; the choice ofO governs the physics which
can be studied. The two most frequently encountered cases are those for whichn=2 or 3, that is
two- and three-point functions.

Lattice computations evaluate two point correlation functions of the form

C2(tx) �
X
x

h 0 jTfJh(x)Jyh(0)gj 0 i ; (C.3)
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wherex � (x; tx). Jh is an interpolating operator with the appropriate quantum numbers to be
coupled to the hadronh whose properties are to be examined. For sufficiently large positivetx one
obtains:

C2(tx) ' e�mhtx

2mh

jh 0 jJhj h ij2 +
e�mh0 tx

2mh0
jh 0 jJhj h0 ij2 + : : : (C.4)

wheremh is the mass of the hadronh, which is assumed to be the lightest one which can be created
by the operatorJyh. The contribution from each heavier hadron,h0 with massmh0 say, is suppressed
by the exponential factorexp (�(mh0 �mh)tx) with respect to the first term on the right-hand side
of Eq. (C.4) and can be neglected at large time differences. In lattice simulations the correlation
functionC2 is computed numerically, and by fitting the results to the expression in Eq. (C.4) both
the massmh and the matrix elementjh 0 jJhj h ij can be determined. In principle, from the study
of the time dependence ofC2, also the masses and matrix elements of the higher-mass states can
be extracted.

The summation in Eq. (C.3) implies that the hadronh is at rest, but of course it is also possible
to give it a non-zero momentum,p say, by taking the Fourier transform with the appropriate
weighting factorexp(ip�x).
As an example of the above procedure consider the case in whichh is theB meson andJh is the
axial currentA� (with the flavor quantum numbers of theB meson). In this case one obtains the
value of the leptonic decay constantfB,

h 0 jA�jB(p) i = fB p� : (C.5)

It will also be useful to consider three-point correlation functions:

C3(tx; ty) =
X
x;y

eip�xeiq�yh0 j J2(x; tx) bO(y; ty) Jy1(0; 0) j 0i ; (C.6)

where,J1 andJ2 are the interpolating operators for hadronsh1 andh2 respectively,bO is a local
operator, and it is assumed thattx > ty > 0. Inserting complete sets of states between the operators
in Eq. (C.6) yields

C3(tx; ty) =
e�E1ty

2E1

e�E2(tx�ty)

2E2

h0jJ2jh2(p; E2)i�

hh2(p; E2)j bOjh1(p+q; E1)i hh1(p+q; E1)jJy1 j0i+ � � � ; (C.7)

whereE1 =
q
m2

1 + (p+q)2,E2 =
q
m2

2 + p2 and the points of ellipsis represent the contributions
from heavier states. The exponential factors,exp(�E1ty) andexp ( � E2(tx � ty)), ensure that
for large time separationsty andtx � ty the contributions from the lightest states dominate. With
the exception of the matrix elementhh2j bOjh1i, all the elements on the right-hand side of Eq. (C.7)
can be determined from two-point correlation functions. Thus by computing two- and three-point
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correlation functions the matrix elementhh2j bOjh1i can be determined. The computation of three-
point correlation functions is useful in studyingB0–B

0

mixing amplitudes, semileptonic decays,
and radiative weak decays of heavy hadrons.

The study of the hadron spectrum on the lattice also allows the determination of another class
of fundamental parameters, the quark masses (see also Section C.3). Hadron masses depend on
the (short-distance) bare quark masses,mbare, related to the mass parameters, the Wilson hopping
parameters, which appear in the lattice action. By requiring that the hadron spectrum agrees with
the experimental data, it is possible to determinem. An alternative method is based on the use
of the Ward Identities (WI) which relate the divergence of the lattice (non-singlet) axial-vector
(vector) current,Alatt

� =  
1
�5 2 (V latt

� =  
1
�5 2), to the pseudoscalar (scalar) density,

P latt =  15 2 (Slatt =  1 2), e.g.,

m1

bare +m2

bare = ZAP

h@�Alatt
� (x)O(x1; : : : ; xn)i

hP latt(x)O(x1; : : : ; xn)i
; (C.8)

whereZAP is a suitable renormalization factor. At tree-levelZAP = 1. In order to extractm1;2
bare

,
the WI are computed for values of the mass parameters corresponding to the physical values of the
hadron masses containing the flavors1 and2.

The renormalized quark masses in a continuum renormalization scheme, for example in theMS

scheme, can be computed frommbare by using the relation

mMS(�) = Zm(�a; �s(�))mbare ; (C.9)

whereZm(�a; �s(�)) is a short-distance matching factor, relating the bare mass in the lattice
regularization and the renormalized one in the continuumMS scheme.

Both ZAP andZm can be obtained in perturbation theory since they involve only short-distance
physics. Experience has taught, however, that the coefficients in lattice perturbation theory can be
large, leading to significant uncertainties (frequently ofO(10%) or more). This is also true in the
calculation of the renormalization constants of many composite lattice operators which enter in the
evaluation of the hadronic weak matrix elements. For this reason, nonperturbative techniques to
evaluate the renormalization constants which relate the bare lattice operators to the renormalized
ones have been developed using chiral Ward identities where possible [3] or by imposing an
explicit renormalization condition [4] (see also Refs. [5, 6]), thus effectively removing this source
of uncertainty in many important cases.

This brief summary of lattice computations of hadronic matrix elements concludes with a word
about the determination of the lattice spacinga. It is conventional to introduce the parameter
� = 6=g2

0
(a), whereg0(a) is the bare coupling constant in the theory with the lattice regularization.

It is � (or equivalentlyg0(a)) which is the input parameter in the simulation, and the corresponding
lattice spacing is then determined by requiring that some physical quantity (which is computed in
lattice units) is equal to the experimental value. For example, one may compute the pion leptonic
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decay constant in lattice units,af�, and determine the lattice spacinga by dividing the result by
131MeV.

C.2 Main Sources of Uncertainty

Although lattice computations provide the opportunity, in principle, to evaluate the nonperturbative
QCD effects in weak decays of heavy quarks from first principles and with no model assumptions
or free parameters, in practice the precision of the results is limited by the sources of uncertainty
in these computations are the following:

� Statistical errors:The functional integrals in Eq. (C.1) are evaluated by Monte Carlo tech-
niques. This leads to sampling errors, which decrease as the number of field configurations
included in the estimate of the integrals is increased.

� Discretization errors:These are artifacts due to the finiteness of the lattice spacing. Much
effort is being devoted to reducing these errors either by performing simulations at several
values of the lattice spacing and extrapolating the results to the continuum limit (a = 0), or
by “improving” the lattice formulation of QCD so that the error in a simulation at a fixed
value ofa is formally smaller [7]�[8].

� Extrapolations to physical quark masses:It is generally not possible to use physical quark
masses in simulations. For the light (u andd) quarks the masses must be chosen such that the
corresponding� mesons are sufficiently heavy to be insensitive to the finite volume of the
lattice. For the heavy quarksQ (i.e., for c, and particularly forb) the masses must be suffi-
ciently small so that the discretization errors, which are ofO(mQa) orO(m2

Qa
2), are small.

The results obtained in the simulations must then be extrapolated to those corresponding to
physical quark masses.

� Finite volume effects:Results are required to be independent of the lattice volume treated.
In most cases of interest, the errors due to finite volume effects are much smaller than the
other systematic errors (e.g.,those due to the finiteness of the lattice spacing), provided that
the light-quark masses are not too small (see the previous item).

� Quenching:In most current simulations the matrix elements are evaluated in the “quenched”
approximation, in which the effects of virtual quark loops are neglected. It is rather diffi-
cult to estimate the error coming from the use of the quenched approximation. Moreover,
quenching effects are expected to depend on the quantity being studied and can be relatively
small in some cases and larger in others. Unquenched calculations are beginning to be per-
formed, although at present the statistical precision reached in the determination of physical
quantities is generally much poorer in the unquenched computations than in quenched.
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For almost all the quantities discussed in this appendix, the results have been obtained in the
quenched approximation. In these cases, the quoted errors include the statistical uncertainties and
a (conservative) estimate of effects coming from discretization and extrapolation.They do not
include, however, the systematic error due to the quenched approximation.In a few cases, namely
the leptonic decay constants and theK0–K

0
mixing amplitude, the existing calculations in the full

theory allow at least an estimate of the quenching error. This has been included only in the value
of B̂K given below.

C.3 Quark Masses

The systematic study of quark masses is a relatively new subject of investigation for lattice QCD.
For this reason, most of the present activity in this field is devoted to understanding and quantifying
the systematic errors. So far, three main sources of uncertainty in the lattice estimates of quark
masses have been identified: i) discretization errors, which are certainly important in the case of
the standard unimproved Wilson action; ii) the matching constants between the lattice and the
continuum schemes (e.g.,ZAP andZm in Eqs. (C.8) and (C.9)); iii) the error induced by the use of
the quenched approximation.

Consider for example the mass of the strange quarkms, which is an important parameter for the
theoretical predictions of theCP violation parameter�0=�, see Chapter 14. If the lattice spacing
and the mass of the light quarks are determined by using the� and� masses, the mass of the
strange quark can be fixed either by using the mass of the pseudoscalar mesonmK or that of
one of the vector mesons containing strange quarks (mK� or m�). In the absence of systematic
errors, the different determinations of the strange-quark mass should coincide. At fixed lattice
spacing and in the quenched approximation this is not always the case. For example the hyperfine
splitting is affected by systematic errors and the determinations of the strange-quark mass using
pseudoscalar or vector mesons may be different. This is precisely what has been found by the
CP-PACS collaboration, which has studied the light-quark masses for a variety of values of the
lattice spacing and has also attempted an extrapolation to the continuum limit. They find

ms(2 GeV) = (110� 2) MeV frommK

ms(2 GeV) = (133� 6) MeV fromm� ; (C.10)

wherems(�) is the mass of the strange quark renormalized in theMS-scheme at the scale�. The
difference between the two values given above represents an irreducible uncertainty of the present
calculations.

Up to logarithmic corrections, the masses of the light hadrons can be expanded in powers of the
quark masses. For example, using chiral perturbation theory, one expects
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m2

P = BP (m
1 +m2) + CP (m

1 +m2)2 + C 0

P (m
1 �m2)2 + : : :

mV = AV +BV (m1 +m2) + CV (m1 +m2)2 + C 0

V (m
1 �m2)2 + : : : ; (C.11)

wheremP andmV denote the masses of the pseudoscalar and vector mesons composed of two
light quarks of massm1 andm2. Lattice data show that the nonlinear terms in the expansions of
Eq. (C.11) become important only if large values of the quark masses are considered. For masses
of O(ms), or smaller (but not for masses ofO(mc)), these non-linearities are very small and very
difficult to detect within the accuracy of the present calculations. In the linear approximation, the
determinations ofms and ofm = (mu + md)=2 are not independent because their ratio can be
expressed in terms of ratios of the kaon and pion masses. For this reason, lattice predictions for
ms and for the mass of the lightest quarksm = (mu +md)=2 are strongly correlated and should
not be considered as independent predictions. Nevertheless, since differences may arise in the
different treatment of the data, and for comparison with QCD sum rules, in Table C-1 also presents
the results form. The same table also gives the lattice results formc(mc), for which one expects
that there are still sizeable discretization errors. The lattice results formb(mb) have been obtained
using either the lattice HQET or NRQCD. Discussion of the results is postponed until Section C.7.

The extraction of the quark masses involves several steps for which the different groups have
used different approaches (e.g.,the perturbative or nonperturbative determination of the matching
coefficients and the extrapolation of the mass to the continuum limit). This makes a comparison
of the results from different groups difficult. For this reason, and because the situation is rapidly
evolving, the results from the different collaborations are presented separately; the spread of the
results is indicative of the systematic errors still present in the determination of the quark masses.
For a complete set of references see [9]. The quoted errors from each group include statistical
errors plus estimates of discretization and continuum extrapolation errors. Further work is needed
to understand systematic uncertainties and eventually to obtain unquenched results which have
smaller uncertainties.

In the lattice community it has become customary to give the quark masses at the renormalization
scale� = 2 GeV, which is the typical scale in numerical simulations (a � 2–4 GeV). With QCD
sum rules, the standard renormalization scale is instead� = 1GeV. To make the comparison easier,
heremq(1 GeV)=mq(2 GeV) = 1:39 is used and results are given both at� = 2 GeV and at� = 1
GeV. A particularly appropriate choice as the reference value for future comparisons would be the
renormalization-group invariant quark masscmq defined as

cmq = R(�)mq(�) ; (C.12)

where

R(�) =

 
�0

2

�s(�)

�

!
�20=�0

(
1 +

�s(�)

�

 
�10

�20
� 2

1

�0

!
+ : : :

)
: (C.13)
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Table C-1. Results for the light-quark massm = (mu + md)=2, ms andmc from the lattice.
All the results have been obtained in the quenched approximation. Only results where the NLO
corrections have been included are given. Infinite values of� symbolize results obtained after
extrapolation to the continuum limit.

Yr � m(2 GeV)/MeV m(1 GeV)/MeV

SESAM 97 6:0 5:5� 0:5 7:6� 0:7

QCDSF 97 6:0–6:2 5:1� 0:2 7:1� 0:3

APE 97 6:0–6:2 5:7� 0:8 7:9� 0:1

CP-PACS 97 1 4:2� 0:1 5:7� 0:2

LNAL 97 1 3:8� 0:6 5:2� 0:8

Yr � ms(2 GeV)/MeV ms(1 GeV)/MeV

APE 94 6:0–6:4 128� 18 178� 25

SESAM 97 6:0 166� 15 231� 21

QCDSF 97 6:0–6:2 112� 5 156� 7

APE 97 6:0–6:2 130� 19 181� 25

CP-PACSmK 97 1 110� 2 152� 3

CP-PACSm� 97 1 133� 6 185� 8

LNAL 97 1 110� 23 153� 32

Yr � mc(mc)/GeV

APE 94 6:0–6:4 1:60� 0:27

APE 97 6:0–6:2 1:66� 0:23

The explicit expressions for the mass anomalous-dimension constants0;1 can be found in Ap-
pendix D, Equation (D-17).

C.4 Leptonic Constants of Pseudoscalar Heavy Mesons

This section reviews the current status of calculations of the leptonic decay constantsfD andfB.
The definition of the leptonic decay constant for pseudoscalar mesons has already been given
in Eq. (C.5). This definition corresponds to the normalization in whichf�+ ' 131MeV. The
two principle sources of uncertainty in the calculations of the decay constants are those due to
discretization errors and to quenching.
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For a heavy quark with massmQ, the productmQa is large and can be an important source of
mass-dependent discretization errors. This has been addressed in two ways. Some studies have
used the Sheikholeslami-Wohlert (SW or clover) improved action [10] together with improved
operators [8], which removes tree-levelO(a) errors, leaving ones ofO(�smQa). In the near
future recently developed techniques are expected to reduce the discretization errors still further,
toO(m2

Qa
2) [5, 11]. The second approach introduces a revised normalization of the quark fields

in simulations using the standard Wilson fermion action. This is designed to remove higher-order
effects inmQa from the heavy-quark propagator, but only at tree level in the strong interactions.
The theoretical significance of this normalization factor is not completely clear; in particular, it
does not eliminate all theO(mQa) effects. The nonrelativistic normalization is often denoted
“KLM” in the literature, after some of its originators [12, 13]. In some of the more recent series
of simulations, computations are performed at a sequence of lattice spacings and the results are
extrapolated to the continuum limit.

The second principal source of uncertainty in the calculations of the decay constants is quenching.
Its effects are only now beginning to be studied, and early indications suggest that the values of
the decay constants may increase when the effects of quark loops are fully included. It is still too
early to draw a firm conclusion on this point.

In the quenched case, the results forfD andfB obtained using different approaches for correcting
discretization errors are mutually consistent and give for the central values:180MeV � fD �
220MeV and150MeV � fB � 200MeV. The errors quoted by the authors are typically about
20–30MeV for fD and30–40MeV for fB. From a compilation of the most recent results, using
rather conservative estimates of the errors, our averages for the decay constants are given by

fD = 200� 30MeV ; fDs
= 220� 30MeV ;

fB = 170� 35MeV ; fBs
= 195� 35MeV ; (C.14)

fDs=fD = 1:10� 0:06 ; fBs=fB = 1:14� 0:08 : (C.15)

This section concludes with a comment on the validity of the asymptotic scaling law for the decay
constants. For sufficiently large masses of the heavy quark, the decay constant of a heavy-light
pseudoscalar mesonP scales with its massmP as follows:

fP =
Ap
mP

�
�s(mP )

�2=�0 f1 +O(�s(mP ))g+O
�

1

mP

��
; (C.16)

whereA is independent ofmP . Using the leading term of this scaling law, a value of200MeV for
fD would correspond tofB ' 120MeV. Results from the lattice computations, however, indicate
that fB is significantly larger than this and thus that theO(1=mP ) corrections on the right-hand
side of Eq. (C.16) are considerable. The coefficient of theO(1=mP ) corrections is typically found
to be between0:5 and1GeV, on the large side of theoretical expectations.
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C.5 B
0-B0 andK0-K0 Mixing

B0–B
0

mixing provides important constraints for the determination of the angles of the unitarity
triangle (for a review and references to the original literature see Chapter 11). Strong interaction
effects are contained in the matrix element of the�B=2 operator:

hB0j b�(1�5)q b�(1�5)q jB0i = 8

3
f 2Bm

2

BBB(�) : (C.17)

The dimensionless quantityBB(�) is better determined thanfB in lattice calculations, so that
the theoretical uncertainties in the value of the matrix element of the four fermion operator are
dominated by ignorance offB.

BB(�) is a scale-dependent quantity for which lattice results are most often quoted after trans-
lation to theMS scheme. The next-to-leading order (NLO) renormalization group invariantB–
parameter,̂Bnlo

B , is defined by

B̂nlo

B = bnloB (�)BB(�) = �s(�)
�2=�0

 
1 +

�s(�)

4�
Jnf

!
BB(�); (C.18)

where�0 = 11� 2nf=3 andJnf is obtained from the one- and two-loop anomalous dimensions of
the�B=2 operator by [14],

Jnf =
1

2�0

 
0
�1

�0
� 1

!
; (C.19)

with �1 = 102� 38nf=3, 0 = 4, and1 = �7 + 4nf=9. In the discussion below� = mb is used.bBB can be obtained by computing the matrix element either by using the lattice HQET at lowest
order in1=mb [15, 16], or with propagatingb quarks.

The main difficulty in trying to determine the value ofBB using static heavy quarks is that
large perturbative corrections are encountered when calculating the four-fermion operator matrix
element in some standard renormalization scheme (e.g.,theMS scheme) in full QCD from those
measured on the lattice in the HQET. To this source of uncertainty, one has to add that coming
from higher-order corrections in the heavy-quark expansion which have not been included in the
calculations. For these reasons, at present, the estimates ofBB in the static theory add little to the
information obtained with propagating quarks, and hence here only the results for the latter case
are given.

Calculations with propagating heavy quarks are reported in Table C-2. All results are given at a
common scalemb = 5GeV and then converted tôBB at NLO. The results show no observable
dependence on the lattice spacing, although the authors of Ref. [17] perform a linear extrapolation
to the continuum limit, which is the reason for the relatively large error in the corresponding
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Table C-2. Results for the mixing parameterBB obtained in the quenched approximation using
propagatingb quarks. The authors’ results forBB(�) at scale� or for BB(mb) with mb = 5GeV

are quoted. They are then scaled tomb and converted tôBnlo

B , the renormalization group invariant
B parameter. The results may differ slightly from those in the original articles owing to rescaling to
the particular choice of parameters used here: authors’ numbers are shown in upright type, rescaled
numbers in oblique type. Infinite values of� symbolize results obtained after extrapolation to the
continuum limit.

Yr � �=GeV BB(�) BB(mb) B̂nlo

B

BBS [17] 97 1 2 1.02(13) 0.96(12) 1.53(19)

JLQCD [19] 96 6.3 0.840(60) 1.34(10)

JLQCD [19] 96 6.1 0.895(47) 1.42(7)

BS [18] 96 1 2 0.96(6)(4) 0.90(6)(4) 1.44(9)(6)

ELC [20] 92 6.4 3.7 0.86(5) 0.84(5) 1.34(8)

BDHS [21] 88 6.1 2 1.01(15) 0.95(14) 1.51(22)

result. Although the quoted errors are largely statistical, the different groups treat the perturbative
matching in different ways, so that it is not appropriate simply to perform a weighted average. An
estimate based on the results in Table C-2 is

B̂nlo

B = 1:4(1) : (C.20)

In estimating the error here, it has been assumed that the results are almost independent of the
lattice spacing and no attempt has been made to quantify the effects of quenching. The second
error in the result from Ref. [18] is the authors’ estimate of the quenching errors.

The relevant phenomenological quantity forB0–B
0

mixing isf 2BB̂B. Taking the result in Eq. (C.20)
above forB̂nlo

B , with fB = 170(35)MeV from Eq. (C.14), gives

fB

q
B̂nlo

B = 201(42)MeV (C.21)

as the lattice estimate. An interesting dimensionless quantity is the ratio

� � fBs

q
B̂Bs

fBd

q
B̂Bd

: (C.22)

For propagating quarks, combining the resultfBs=fB = 1:14(8) from Eq. (C.14) withBBs=BB =
1:00(3) [22] gives

� = 1:14(8): (C.23)
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A direct extraction of the matrix element gives the ratiorsd � �2m2

Bs
=m2

Bd
= 1:54(13)(32) [17].

In the static case, Gim´enez and Martinelli [16] findrsd = 1:43(7) by combiningfBs
=fB = 1:17(3)

andBBs
=BB = 1:01(1), andrsd = 1:35(5) from a direct evaluation of the four-quark matrix

element measured on the same gauge configurations. The results of the two methods are quite
consistent and future calculations should improve on the precision ofrsd.

The above results are largely from quenched calculations. ForBBs
=BB, numerical evidence

suggests a small increase on two-flavor dynamical configurations [18], but the chiral loop esti-
mate [23, 24] is for a decrease of�0:04 in the ratio. Reliable simulations with dynamical quarks
are needed before the size of quenching effects can be determined with confidence.

This section ends with a brief presentation of the results for the kaonB-parameterBK (see Chapter
11). This quantity has been computed for a variety of lattice fermion actions and using several
(perturbative and nonperturbative) methods to renormalize the relevant four-fermion operator

O�S=2 = s�(1�5)d s�(1�5)d : (C.24)

With staggered fermions some preliminary results exist also in the unquenched case and the extrap-
olation of the quenched results to the continuum limit has been attempted by several groups. For a
recent review see, for example, Ref. [24] and references therein. In the quenched approximation,
taking into account the most recent results of the JLQCD collaboration [25], for the operator
renormalized in theMS scheme

BK(� = 2 GeV) = 0:61� 0:06 : (C.25)

From the above result, one can derive the following value for the renormalization group invariant
B-parameter bBK = 0:84� 0:07� 0:12 ; (C.26)

In the above equation the second error (which is absent in Eq. (C.25)) is an estimate of the error
induced by the use of the quenched approximation following Ref. [24].

C.6 Semileptonic Decays ofD andB Mesons

This section discusses semileptonic decays ofD andB mesons, considering in turn the cases in
which thec quark decays into ans or d quark and theb quark decays into ac or u quark. The
relevant form factors are defined in the helicity basis given below.

When the final state is a pseudoscalar mesonP , parity implies that only the vector component of
theV�A weak current contributes to the decay, and there are two independent form factors,f+

andf 0, defined by

hP (k)jV �jB(p)i = f+(q2)

"
(p+ k)� � m2

B �m2

P

q2
q�
#
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+ f 0(q2)
m2

B �m2

P

q2
q� ; (C.27)

whereq is the momentum transfer,q = p�k, andB(p) denotes either aB orD meson.

When the final-state hadron is a vector mesonV , there are four independent form factors:

hV (k; ")jV �jB(p)i = 2V (q2)

mB +mV

����"��pk� (C.28)

hV (k; ")jA�jB(p)i = i(mB+mV )A1(q
2)"�� � i

A2(q
2)

mB+mV

"��p (p+k)�

+ i
A(q2)

q2
2mV "

��p q� ; (C.29)

where" is the polarization vector of the final-state meson, andq = p�k. The form factorA0 is
given in terms of those defined above byA0 = A + A3, with

A3 =
mB +mV

2mV

A1 � mB �mV

2mV

A2 : (C.30)

C.6.1 SemileptonicD Decays

The decaysD ! K`+�` andD ! K�`+�` provide a good test for lattice calculations since the
relevant CKM matrix elementVcs is well constrained in the standard model. The form factors for
the decaysD! �`+�` andD! �`+�` can also be computed in lattice simulations. Charm quarks
are light enough to be simulated directly (though one still needs to be wary of mass-dependent
discretization errors). Furthermore, strange quarks can also be simulated directly, so forD ! K

or K� decays there is only one quark for which a chiral extrapolation (to the actual light-quark
mass) needs to be performed. For semileptonicD meson decays the whole physical phase space
can be sampled,1 while keeping the spatial momenta of the initial and final state mesons small in
order to minimize the momentum-dependent discretization errors.

Although the lattice calculations actually measure theq2 dependence of the form factors, the
standard practice, followed here, is to quote values atq2 = 0. In contrast to the case forB decays
to be discussed below, this involves only an interpolation and so is relatively well controlled.
Reference [2] and references therein give detailed discussions of theq2-dependence of the form
factors.

Lattice results for theD ! K(�); �; � form factors are summarized in Table C-3. The lattice
results were all obtained from quenched simulations and no group has performed a continuum
extrapolation. Table C-3 contains a summary based on the more recent results from UKQCD [26],

1In addition, one obtains the form factors for unphysical, negative values ofq2.
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Table C-3. Summary of lattice and experimental results forD ! K;K� and D ! �; �

semileptonic decay form factors atq2 = 0. The experimental numbers are taken from the survey in
Ref. [30].

D ! K;K� D! �; �

lattice expt lattice

f+(0) 0.73(7) 0.76(3) 0.65(10)

V (0) 1.2(2) 1.07(9) 1.1(2)

A1(0) 0.70(7) 0.58(3) 0.65(7)

A2(0) 0.6(1) 0.41(5) 0.55(10)

WUP [27], LANL [28] and APE [29] which all use either the improved SW action or the Wilson
action with a KLM normalization. The summary values presented in Table C-3 include the recent
experimental world averages [30] forD ! K;K� decays. Again the quoted uncertainties include
statistical and discretization errors, but do not attempt to estimate the uncertainty introduced by the
quenched approximation.

C.6.2 SemileptonicB ! D andB ! D� Decays

SemileptonicB ! D� and, more recently,B ! D decays are used to determine theVcb element
of the CKM matrix. Heavy-quark symmetry is rather powerful in controlling the theoretical
description of these heavy-to-heavy quark transitions, as described in Chapter 2.

In the heavy-quark limit all six form factors in Eqs. (C.27)–(C.29) are related and there is just
one universal form factor�(!), known as the Isgur–Wise (IW) function which contains all the
nonperturbative QCD effects. Specifically:

f+(q2) = V (q2) = A0(q
2) = A2(q

2)

=

"
1� q2

(mB +mD)2

#
�1

A1(q
2) =

mB +mD

2
p
mBmD

�(!) ; (C.31)

where! = vB�vD is the velocity transfer variable. Here the labelD represents theD orD� meson
as appropriate (pseudoscalar and vector mesons are degenerate in this leading approximation).
Vector current conservation implies that the IW-function is normalized at zero recoil,i.e., that
�(1) = 1.

The relations in Eq. (C.31) are valid up to perturbative and power corrections. Allowing for
corrections to the heavy-quark limit, the relevant quantities are theFi(!), the “physical form
factors” given by the IW-function combined with perturbative and power corrections.
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Table C-4. Values of the Slope of the IW–function of a heavy meson, obtained using lattice QCD.
BSS note that�2u;d is 12% smaller than�2s, but do not quote a separate result. The first error
quoted is statistical while the second is an estimate of systematic effects such as light-quark mass
extrapolation and lattice effects, but not quenching.

Yr �2u;d �2s using

LANL [28] 96 0.97(6) f+

UKQCD [31] 95 0:9(23)(
4
2) 1:2(22)(

2
1) f+

UKQCD [32] 94 0:9(45)(
9
1) 1:2(33)(

7
1) A1

BSS [33] 93 1.24(26)(33) f+

BSS [33] 93 1.41(19)(38) f+

In order to understand the shape of the physical form factor, it is convenient to expand theFi as a
power series in! � 1. ForB ! D� decays, one writes the expansion as

F(!) = F(1)
h
1� b�2 (! � 1) + ĉ (! � 1)2 + � � �

i
: (C.32)

The slope parameterb�2 differs from the slope parameter�2 of the IW function itself by heavy-quark
symmetry violating corrections,

b�2 = �2 + (0:16� 0:02) + power corrections: (C.33)

The principal difficulty for lattice calculations is to separate the physical heavy-quark mass de-
pendence due to power corrections from the unphysical one due to mass-dependent discretization
errors. One must also address the question of lattice-to-continuum matching. The lattice determi-
nations of the slope of the IW function are summarized in Table C-4. Since ‘the’ IW function is
different for different light degrees of freedom, the results in the table are labeled with subscripts
u; d or s as appropriate.

A first lattice study of the semileptonic decays�b ! �c`�` and�b ! �c`�` has recently
been performed [34], giving predictions for the decay distributions and the baryonic Isgur-Wise
function. The interested reader can consult Ref. [34] for details.

C.6.3 SemileptonicB ! � andB ! � Decays and the Rare Decay
B ! K�

This subsection considers the heavy-to-light semileptonic decaysB ! � andB ! � which are
now being used experimentally to determine theVub matrix element. Several groups have evaluated
form factors for these decays using lattice simulations [27, 29, 35, 36]. The rare radiative decay
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B ! K� which is related by heavy-quark and light-flavor symmetries to theB ! � semileptonic
decay will also be discussed.

Form factors for semileptonicB ! � decays were defined above in Eq. (C.27) and forB ! �

decays in Eq. (C.29). For completeness, form factors for the matrix element of the magnetic
moment operator responsible for the short-distance contribution to theB ! K� decay are given:

hK�(k; ")js���q�bRjB(p)i =
3X
i=1

Ci
�Ti(q

2); (C.34)

whereq = p�k, " is the polarization vector of theK� and

C1

� = 2�����"
� �p�k�; (C.35)

C2

� = "��(m
2

B �m2

K�)� "�q(p+ k)�; (C.36)

C3

� = "��q
 
q� � q2

m2

B �m2

K�

(p+ k)�

!
: (C.37)

T3 does not contribute to the physicalB ! K� amplitude for whichq2 = 0, andT1(0) andT2(0)
are related by,

T1(q
2=0) = iT2(q

2=0): (C.38)

Hence, for the processB ! K�, one needs to determineT1 and/orT2 at the on-shell pointq2=0.

Heavy-quark symmetry is less predictive for heavy-to-light decays than for heavy-to-heavy ones.
In particular, there is no normalization condition at zero recoil corresponding to the condition
�(1) = 1, which is so useful in the extraction ofVcb. Heavy-quark symmetry does, however, give
useful scaling laws for the behavior of the form factors with the mass of the heavy quark at fixed
!. Moreover, the heavy-quark spin symmetry relates theB ! V matrix elements [37, 38] (where
V is a light vector particle) of the weak current and magnetic moment operators, thereby relating
the amplitudes for the two processesB

0 ! �+l��l andB ! K�, up toSU(3) flavor symmetry
breaking effects.

For fixed! the scaling laws for the form factors given by heavy-quark symmetry are as follows

f(q2(!))j! �xed
=M�ff

 
1 +

�f

M
+

�f

M2
+ � � �

!
; (C.39)

wheref labels the form factor,M is the mass of the heavy-light meson andf , �f , etc. include
calculable logarithmic corrections. The leadingM dependences,M�f , are listed in Table C-5.
Lattice calculations with propagating quarks use a range of quark masses around the charm mass
and generally employ these scaling relations to extrapolate to theB mass: this is the case for results
from ELC, APE and UKQCD. In the limitM !1 the relations

A1(q
2(!)) = 2iT2(q

2(!)); V (q2(!)) = 2T1(q
2(!)) (C.40)
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Table C-5. LeadingM dependence of form factors for heavy-to-light decays in the helicity basis.
The dependence follows from heavy-quark symmetry applied atfixedvelocity transfer!. Note that
only three of the fourAi form factors forB ! �`�` are independent.

form t-channel leadingM
factor exchange dependence

B ! �`�`

V 1� M1=2

A1 1+ M�1=2

A2 1+ M1=2

A3 1+ M3=2

A0 0� M1=2

form t-channel leadingM
factor exchange dependence

B ! �`�`

f+ 1� M1=2

f 0 0+ M�1=2

B ! K�

T1 1� M1=2

T2 1+ M�1=2

are also found for any fixed!. The UKQCD collaboration have checked the validity of the relations
in Eq. (C.40) [39], finding that they are well satisfied in the infinite mass limit. However, at theB

mass the ratioV=2T1 already shows significant deviations from its limiting value of 1. There are
also kinematic constraints on the form factors atq2 = 0:

f+(0) = f 0(0); T1(0) = iT2(0); A0(0) = A3(0); (C.41)

which are very useful to constrain the lattice results.

From lattice simulations one can obtain the form factors only for part of the physical phase space.
In order to control discretization errors one requires that the three-momenta of theB, � and�
mesons be small in lattice units. This implies that the form factors are determined at large values
of momentum transferq2 = (pB � p�;�)

2. In the near future, one can expect to be able to compare
the lattice form factor calculations directly with experimental data at largeq2. A proposal in this
direction was made by UKQCD [39] forB

0 ! �+l�� l decays.

It is clear that one would also like to know the fullq2 dependence of the form factors, which
involves a large extrapolation inq2 from the high values where lattice calculations produce results,
down toq2 = 0. In particular the radiative decayB ! K� occurs atq2 = 0, so that existing lattice
simulations cannot make a direct calculation of the necessary form factors. Attempts to constrain
theq2 dependence of the form factors using dispersion relations can be found in Refs. [32, 40].

For now one can only rely on model input to guideq2 extrapolations. In addition one can ensure
that any assumedq2-dependence of the form factors is consistent with the requirements imposed
by heavy-quark symmetry, as shown in Eq. (C.39), together with the kinematical relations of
Eq. (C.41). Even with these constraints, however, current lattice data do not by themselves dis-
tinguish a preferredq2-dependence. Fortunately, more guidance is available from light-cone sum
rule analyses [41, 42] which lead to scaling laws for the form factors at fixed (low)q2 rather than
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Table C-6. Lattice results forB
0
! �+l��l using various ans¨atze for the form factorf+. The

decay rates are values for�(B
0
! �+l��l)=V

2

ubps
�1. ELC [35] and APE [29] results are from

their method ‘b’, which uses the heavy-quark scaling laws of Eq. (C.39) to extrapolate fromD toB
mesons at fixed!.

Yr � csw Rate f+(0)

UKQCD [36] 97 6.2 1 8:5(3314) 0.27(11)

WUP [27] 97 6.3 0 0:43(19)

APE [29] 95 6.0 1 8� 4 0.35(8)

ELC [35] 94 6.4 0 9� 6 0.30(14)(5)

Table C-7. B
0
! �+l��l results from lattice simulations. The decay rates are values for�(B

0
!

�+l��l)=jVubj
2ps�1. ELC [35] and APE [29] results are from their method ‘b’, which uses the

heavy-quark scaling laws of Eq. (C.39) to extrapolate fromD toB mesons at fixed!.

Yr � csw Rate V (0) A1(0) A2(0)

UKQCD [36] 97 6.2 1 16:5(3523) 0.35(65) 0.27(54) 0.26(53)

WUP [27] 97 6.3 0 0.65(15) 0.28(3) 0.46(23)

APE [29] 95 6.0 1 12� 6 0.53(31) 0.24(12) 0.27(80)

ELC [35] 94 6.4 0 14� 12 0.37(11) 0.22(5) 0.49(21)(5)

at fixed! as in Eq. (C.39). In particular all form factors scale likeM�3=2 at q2 = 0:

f(0) =M�3=20f

 
1 +

�0f
M

+
�0f
M2

+ � � �
!
: (C.42)

It is important to use ans¨atze for the form factors compatible with as many of the known constraints
as possible.

Lattice results forB
0 ! �+l��l, B

0 ! �+l�� l andB ! K� are reported in Tables C-6, C-7,
and C-8 respectively.

The UKQCD results forB
0 ! �+l��l andB

0 ! �+l�� l come from constrained fits [36]. Their
values for the form factors extrapolated toq2 = 0 agree well with light-cone sum rule calculations,
which work best at lowq2. The fitted form factors also agree with experimental results for the rates
and ratio-of-rates of these semileptonic decays. However, note that the extrapolated form factors
are model-dependent and that this dependence is not explicit in the quoted errors in these tables,
but is demonstrated by the spread of results obtained by different groups.
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Table C-8. Lattice results forB ! K�. Values forT (0) � T1(0) = iT2(0) are quoted only
from models which satisfy the light-cone sum rule scaling relation, Eq. (C.42), atq2 = 0.

Yr � csw T (0) T2(q
2

max
)

UKQCD [36] 97 6.2 1 0.16(21) 0.25(2)

LANL [43] 96 6.0 0 0.09(1)

APE [44] 96 6.0 1 0.09(1)(1)

BHS [45] 94 6.3 0 0.101(10)(28) 0.325(33)(65)

Table C-8 lists the values ofT (0) � T1(0) = iT2(0) for B ! K�, together with the directly
measuredT2(q2max

). All groups find thatT2 has much lessq2 dependence thanT1, although the
lattice data again do not themselves distinguish a preferredq2 dependence. In order to make a
distinction, one can apply the light-cone sum rule scaling relation atq2 = 0, see Eq. (C.42), which
states thatT (0) has a leadingM�3=2 behavior. The table lists results from form factor fits which
satisfy this scaling law. By using the UKQCD result (with statistical error only) obtained from a
combined fit toB ! V decays [36]

T (0) = 0:16(21) ; (C.43)

one can estimate the ratio (given at leading order in QCD and up toO(1=m2

b) corrections)

RK� =
�(B ! K�)

�(b! s)
= 4

�
mB

mb

�3  
1� m2

K�

m2
B

!3

jT (0)j2 = 16(43)%; (C.44)

which is consistent with the experimental result18(7)% from CLEO. Discrepancies betweenRK�

calculated usingT (0) and the experimental ratio�(B ! K�)=�(b ! s) could reveal the
existence of long-distance effects in the exclusive decay. At present, within the precision of the
experimental and lattice results, there is no evidence for them.

C.7 The Parameters of the HQET

The Heavy-Quark Effective Theory discussed in Chapter 2 is proving to be a particularly useful
tool for lattice studies in charm and beauty physics. The nonperturbative strong interaction effects
can be parametrized in terms of matrix elements of local operators, which appear as factors in the
expansion coefficients. Lattice simulations of the HQET provide the opportunity of computing
these matrix elements numerically and this section briefly describes some of the calculations of
some of the following quantities:
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� �, the mass difference between the heavy hadron and the heavy quark that it contains;

� �1, the kinetic energy of the heavy quark;

� �2, the matrix element of the chromomagnetic operator.

In practice, the heavy-quark mass must be defined at short distances (otherwise experimentally
measurable quantities cannot be expressed in terms of the mass using perturbation theory), and
below theMS mass is used. The discussion is presented simply in terms of the mass itself.
Clearly once a definition of the mass is chosen, the definition of� is then given. (The quantity�,
sometimes called the binding energy of the heavy quark, includes the energy of the light quark(s),
as well as the binding energy of the meson.) In all the three examples to be discussed below, results
are presented from lattice calculations using static heavy quarks.

C.7.1 The Evaluation of the Mass of a Heavy Quark

The first example given here is the lattice determination of the mass of a heavy quark (e.g.,theb
quark), up to and including the terms ofO(�QCD), but neglecting terms ofO(�2

QCD
=mb).

In Section C.4, the computation of the decay constant of a meson containing a heavy quark was
discussed. In the HQET this parameter is obtained by evaluating correlation functions of the form:

C(t) =
X
x

h0 jA4(x; t)A4(0; 0) j 0i (C.45)

with Lagrangian density
L = hD4h ; (C.46)

whereh represents the field of the static quark. For sufficiently large values of the timet,

C(t) ' Z2 e�E t + � � � ; (C.47)

where the points of ellipsis represent contributions from excited states. The value offB in the static
limit is obtained from the prefactorZ. In addition, however, from the exponentE it is possible to
obtain theO(�QCD) contribution tomb. Performing the matching of the heavy-quark propagator
in full QCD and in the HQET gives [46]

E = mB � (mpole

b � �m) ; (C.48)

wheremB is the mass of theB meson andmpole

b is the pole mass of theb quark. Although the
bare Lagrangian (C.46) was chosen to have no mass term, higher order perturbative corrections
generate such a term and

�m =
1X
n=1

�
�s

4�

�n Xn

a
(C.49)
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represents the perturbation series generating the mass. BothE and�m diverge linearly with the
lattice spacing, so that they are not physical quantities.mpole

b is also unphysical and in perturbation
theory contains renormalon ambiguities [47, 48]. These ambiguities cancel those also present in
�m in the difference on the right-hand side of Eq. (C.48). Thus it is possible to determine the
value of a physical (short-distance) definition of the quark mass, such asmb � mMS

b (mMS
b ) from

the computed value ofE . In practice, however, the subtraction of the linear divergence, which is
performed in perturbation theory, leads to large numerical cancellations and hence to significant
uncertainties. In Ref. [49] it was found that

mb = 4:15� 0:05� 0:20 GeV : (C.50)

The first error on the right-hand side of Eq. (C.50) is due to uncertainties in the lattice evaluation
of E and in the value of the lattice spacing. However, the larger error of200MeV or so is the
estimate of the uncertainty due to the truncation of the perturbation series for�m at one-loop
order. Evaluation of higher-order terms in this series is urgently needed to reduce the uncertainty
in the computed value ofmb.

A similar approach, using NRQCD [50], gives

mb = 4:16� 0:15 GeV ; (C.51)

in good agreement with the static result of Eq. (C.50). In Eq. (C.51) the uncertainty due to the
truncation of the perturbative series has not been included in the error.

C.7.2 Kinetic Energy of a Heavy Quark

The next example considered here is the evaluation of the kinetic energy of the heavy quark�1,
which appears in many applications of the HQET. On the lattice one starts with the evaluation of
the matrix element of the bare operator

�bare
1

= � hBjh(iD)2hjBi
2MB

(C.52)

= �(0:69� 0:03� 0:03) a�2; (C.53)

where the numerical result is taken from a simulation on a243 � 60 lattice at� = 6:0 with the
SW-action [51]. Taking the lattice spacing to be2:0 � 0:2 GeV, one sees that the magnitude of
the result is about 2.8 GeV2, to be compared to the expected physical corrections ofO(�2

QCD
) �

0.1 GeV2. Of course, the large result is due to the presence of power divergences, in this case
they are quadratic,i.e., they are ofO(a�2). In one-loop perturbation theory, the power divergence
is equal to�5:19�s a�2, which, depending on the value taken for the coupling constant�s, is
in the range(0:67 � 0:93)a�2 (the choice of a suitable definition of the coupling constant is
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a representation of ignorance of the higher-order perturbative corrections, the range given here
comes from frequently used definitions). The uncertainty is greater than the terms to be evaluated,
which are ofO(�2

QCD
). Clearly, in order for the lattice result to be useful for phenomenological

applications, the perturbative calculations must be performed to higher orders. This is the main
conclusion of this subsection.

It is also possible to subtract the power divergences nonperturbatively. In Refs. [46, 51] a subtracted
kinetic energy operator,

hD2

Sh � hD2h� c

a2
hh ; (C.54)

was defined, with the subtraction constantc fixed by imposing that the matrix element of this
operator vanishes between quark states at rest (in the Landau Gauge). The corresponding value of
�1, which is now free of quadratic divergences, was found to be2

�1 = a�2ZD2
S
(a2�bare

1
� a2c) (C.55)

= 0:09� 0:14 GeV2 : (C.56)

Of course the large relative error in Eq. (C.56) is due to the large cancellation between the two
terms in the parentheses in Eq. (C.55). In Eq. (C.55),ZD2

S
is the normalization constant required

to obtain the continuum,MS, value of�1 from the subtracted lattice one.

The difficulties described here arise because of the mixing of the kinetic energy operatorh(iD)2h
with hh=a2. Sincehh is a conserved current in the HQET, its matrix elements are the same between
all hadronic states. This means that the difference of the matrix elements of the kinetic energy
operator between any two different beauty hadrons is a physical quantity. In Ref. [51] it was found
that

�1(Bs)� �1(Bd) = �0:09� 0:04 GeV2 : (C.57)

This difference is the leading contribution to the following combination of masses

�1(Bs)� �1(Bd) =
mBs �mBd

� (mDs �mDd
)

1

2
(1=mD � 1=mB)

+O

 
�3

QCD

mQ

!
; (C.58)

where, for example,mB is the spin-averaged mass of theB meson (with the corresponding light
valence quark)

mB =
1

4
(3mB� +mB) ; (C.59)

andmQ is the mass of the heavy quarkQ (Q = b or c). Where appropriate, the subscriptd or s
denotes the presence of the corresponding light valence quark. The experimental value of the first
term on the right-hand side of Eq. (C.58) is�0:06� 0:02GeV2, in very good agreement with the
result in Eq. (C.57). It must, however, be remembered that theO(�3

QCD
=mc) corrections to this

result may be significant.

2Note that the central value in Eq. (C.56) has the opposite sign to that of many other estimates using various
definitions of�1.
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C.7.3 The Matrix Element of the Chromomagnetic Operator

The chromomagnetic operator,h1

2
�ijG

ijh, does not mix with the operatorhh, and hence its matrix
elements are free of power divergences. The parameter�2, defined as

�2 � 1

2mB

1

3
hB jh1

2
�ijG

ijhjBi; (C.60)

gives the first term in the hyperfine splitting in theB meson system:

m2

B� �m2

B = 4�2 : (C.61)

The lattice results for�2 are all significantly smaller (by about a factor of two) than the values
deduced from the physical masses of theB� andB mesons. In two recent lattice computations the
authors found:

m2

B� �m2

B =
�
0:28� 0:02� 0:04GeV2 Ref. [15]
0:28� 0:06GeV2 Ref. [51]

(C.62)

to be compared to the experimental value of0:485� 0:005GeV2.

One possible source for the discrepancy between the lattice results and the experimental value is
the unusually large one-loop contribution to the renormalization constant relating the lattice and
continuum chromomagnetic operator [52]. This renormalization constant is about 1.85 at one-loop
order, and so one may wonder whether the higher order terms might give a significant contribution.
Other possible contributions to the discrepancy might be the use of the quenched approximation,
or that the relation between�2 and the hyperfine splitting may be significantly modified by higher
order corrections in1=mb. It is important to clarify the source of this discrepancy.

Lattice calculations of the hyperfine splitting using propagating heavy quarks also give a result
which is smaller than the experimental one. This is a different problem, however, which is related
to the presence of a spurious chromomagnetic term ofO(a) present in the lattice action. This
interpretation is confirmed by the fact that the computed value of the splitting increases as the
action is “improved” to remove this term, in agreement with expectations.

C.8 Exclusive Nonleptonic Decays of Heavy Mesons

Exclusive nonleptonic decays are, in principle, an important source of fundamental information on
the properties of weak decays of heavy quarks. Unfortunately current theoretical understanding of
the nonperturbative QCD effects in these processes is rather primitive, and one is forced to make
assumptions based on factorization and/or quark models. Lattice computations of the correspond-
ing matrix elements are also difficult [53]. They need to be performed in Euclidean space, where
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there is no distinction betweenin- andout-states. The quantities which one obtains directly in
lattice computations are the (real) averages such as

hM1M2 j HW jB i = 1

2
( inhM1M2 j HW jB i+ outhM1M2 j HW jB i ) ; (C.63)

whereM1 andM2 are mesons. It is therefore not possible to obtain directly any information
about the phase due to final state interactions, and hence to determine the matrix elements reliably.
Maiani and Testa [53] also showed that the quantities which are obtained from the large time
behavior of the corresponding correlation functions are the unphysical form factors in which the
final state mesons are at rest,e.g.,

hM1(pM1
= 0)M2(pM2

= 0) j HW jB i : (C.64)

ForK ! �� decays chiral perturbation theory can then be used to obtain the physical form factors
with reasonable accuracy. ForD- andB-meson decays this is not possible. The publication of
the Maiani-Testa [53] theorem stopped the exploratory work on the numerical evaluation of two-
body nonleptonic decays. These early, and not very accurate papers, studied the non-penguin
contributions toD-meson decay amplitudes [54].

The Maiani-Testa theorem implies that it is not possible to obtain the phase of the final state in-
teractions without some assumptions about the amplitudes. The importance of developing reliable
quantitative techniques for the evaluation of nonperturbative QCD effects in nonleptonic decays
cannot be overstated, and so attempts to introduce “reasonable” assumptions to enable calculations
to be performed (and compared with experimental data) are needed urgently. Ciuchiniet al., [55,
56] have recently shown that by making a “smoothness” hypothesis about the decay amplitudes it
is possible to extract information about the phase of two-body nonleptonic amplitudes. Studies to
see whether their proposals are practicable and consistent are currently beginning.
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D

Standard Model Parameters from QCD
Sum Rules

The method of QCD sum rules has been extensively applied to the calculation of the hadronic
parameters which are relevant for the physics at theB factories. This appendix outlines the main
aspects of the approach, referring to [1] for more comprehensive reviews.

The basic quantities investigated in the QCD sum rule approach [2] are the correlation functions
defined at the Euclidean momentumQ2 = �q2:

�(Q2) = i

Z
d4xeiq�xhvacjT

�
J(x)J(0)y

�
jvaci (D.1)

(omitting possible Lorentz indices), wherejvaci represents the QCD nonperturbative vacuum. The
local currentsJ are made of quark (or gluon) fields and have the same quantum numbers of the
hadrons one is interested in,e.g.,b(x)�d(x) with � = i5; � for theB; B� mesons,qi(x)�qj(x)
for light vector mesons, analogous three-quark operators with baryons quantum numbers,etc.
Thus, Eq. (D.1) represents the Fourier transform of the nonperturbative propagation amplitude of
mesons or baryons from0! x.

The connection of�(Q2) to the relevant hadrons is realized by a dispersive representation, allowed
by the analyticity inQ2 of the right-hand side of Eq. (D.1):

�(Q2) =
1

�

Z
1

th
ds

�(s)

s+Q2
+ (subtractions); (D.2)

where the spectral function�(s) = Im�(s) contains information on the physical hadronic states
with the quantum numbers ofJ , their masses, coupling constants,etc.

The left-hand side of (D.1) can be evaluated in QCD at largeQ2 � �2
QCD by means of the

Operator Product Expansion (OPE) which organizes the result in terms of a sum of products of the
short-distance perturbative coefficients times coefficients that are a set of nonperturbative quark
and gluon operator vacuum matrix elements divided by inverse powers ofQ2 corresponding to the
dimension of the matrix element. Terms are ordered in increasing dimensionality of the matrix
elements. This expansion (D.1) in powers of1=Q2 can be written:

�(Q2)QCD =
X
k

C2k(Q
2; �s; �)

hvacjO2k(�)jvaci
(Q2)k

; (D.3)
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whereC2k are Wilson coefficients, calculable in perturbative QCD to a given order in�s. The
vacuum matrix elements (called vacuum condensates)hvacjO2k(�)jvaci systematically account
for the effects of the nonperturbative QCD vacuum. Indeed, the lowest dimension,k = 0, term
in (D.3) is the, purely perturbative, asymptotic freedom contribution to�(Q2), since the relevant
operator is the trivial unit operator. This is the only term which survives for asymptotically large
Q2. Knowledge of the vacuum condensates up to some dimension allows the extrapolation inQ2

from the asymptotic freedom region down to relatively “moderate”Q2, closer to the hadronic mass
scales. Both the operatorsO2k and the corresponding coefficientsC2k depend on a renormalization
mass scale�, separating short- from long-distance physics.

QCD sum rules are obtained by imposing, according to a generalized version of “quark-hadron
duality” [3], the requirement that the two descriptions (D.2) and (D.3) match in a suitable range
of Q2. In this way, hadronic properties (such as masses, coupling constants,etc.) in (D.2) can be
related to QCD parameters (quark masses,�s, vacuum condensates).

The vacuum expectation values cannot be computed in perturbative QCD, but must be either
estimated in some nonperturbative framework or inferred phenomenologically from applications
of QCD sum rules to cases where the hadronic spectral density�(s) is particularly well known.
Being universal, the values of the condensates so determined can then be used to make predictions
in other channels of interest (provided care is taken to ensure that renormalization-scale matching
is properly accounted for).

The lowest dimension vacuum expectation values, and their currently used values, are given by (q

denotes light quarks):

� D=3: hvacjqqjvaci(1GeV) = �(225� 25 MeV)3, obtained using PCAC, in the SU(3) limit
(SU(3) breaking corrections are discussed,e.g.,in [4]);

� D=4: hvacj�sG2
��jvaci = 0:04� 0:02 GeV4 [5];

� D=5: hvacjgsq���G�� jvaci = m2
0hvacjqqjvaci with m2

0 = 0:8� 0:2 GeV2 [6];

� D=6: hvacj(qq)2jvaci is usually obtained by the assumption of factorization (otherwise
called vacuum saturation), namely that it is given by the product of two dimension 3 vacuum
matrix elements.

Even dimension vacuum condensates in (D.3) are obtained by multiplying the above listed con-
densates by quark masses, defined at the same scale.

Clearly, since only a limited number of condensates are quantitatively known, the procedure is
sensible if the OPE expansion (D.3) is rapidly converging in the “duality” range ofQ2, so that
the sum can be truncated to the first few terms. This would make the method both economical,
i.e.,depending on few parameters incorporating the general features of nonperturbative QCD, and
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predictive at the same time. Uncertainties in results also arise because the order in�s at which
the perturbative Wilson coefficients have been calculated is limited and yet the scale at which the
condensates can be evaluated by matching to the dispersive expression is quite low. Thus results
in some cases can have unphysical apparent scale-dependence.

In practical applications, a phenomenological ansatz to parameterize the hadronic spectral function
�(s) is needed. It generally consists of the contributions of the lowest lying hadronic states�(s)H
— in many cases a�-function or a Breit-Wigner centered at the ground state — plus a “continuum”
of hadronic higher excitations and multi-particle states starting at some thresholds0. According to
parton model ideas, above the thresholds0 duality between hadrons and asymptotically free quarks
and gluons is assumed. This leads to the identification of the continuum with the perturbatively
calculable�(s)AF . Accordingly, in this parametrizations0 represents the threshold for the onset of
asymptotic freedom, and:

�(s) = �(s)H + �(s� s0)�(s)AF : (D.4)

Technically, the dispersive integrals Eq. (D.2) are modified by convoluting�(s) with suitable
weight functions, in order to improve convergence, eliminate dependence on subtraction constants,
emphasize the contribution of the ground state one is interested in, and minimize the role of
the model for the continuum of hadronic states (in particular, the sensitivity of the results to the
thresholds0, which cannot be fixed a priori). Different choices for the hadronic weight functions
identify several types of QCD sum rules:

� Hilbert, or power moments, sum rules follow fromn-times differentiation of�(Q2):

Mn(Q
2) =

(�1)n
n!

 
d

dQ2

!n
�(Q2) =

1

�

Z
1

th
ds

�(s)

(s+Q2)n+1
(D.5)

and of the corresponding OPE expansion in1=Q2 in (D.3). For heavy quarksb andc, which
already bring a large mass scale into the game by their masses, moments atQ2 = 0 have been
considered also with the corresponding OPE expansion in inverse powers of the heavy mass
mb;c. Clearly, the1=sn+1 integration for largen in (D.5) strongly emphasizes contribution to
the dispersive expression from the hadronic ground state. On the other hand, largern is found
to increase the size of both the perturbative QCD corrections and the contribution of higher
dimension contributions in the OPE. Since a truncation of the OPE is unavoidable because
only a limited number of condensates are well determined, in practice a compromise must
be made in choosing the actual values ofn at which QCD sum rules can best be numerically
exploited.

� Laplace, or exponential, sum rules are obtained by Borel transform of (D.2), which results
into an exponential weight [2] formally derivable from the limitn!1, Q2 !1, Q2=n =
1=� in (D.5):

M(�) =
1

�

Z
1

th
ds exp (��s)�(s): (D.6)
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In this case the relevant OPE expansion is in powers of the ( a priori arbitrary) variable�. A
benefit of borelization is that the higher dimensional contributions are suppressed, in addition
to higher powers in�, by factorial factors, so that an improved convergence of the OPE is
expected in this case. Similar to the previous case, large� in (D.6) would emphasize the
lowest lying hadronic states and minimize the continuum, at the cost of increasing the power
corrections. Therefore, for this kind of sum rules, a suitable range of� must be chosen as
a compromise, such that the lowest hadronic state dominates and at the same time the OPE
truncation can be justified.

� Gaussian sum rules, where the spectral function is weighted by a Gaussian centered at a
reference point̂s, can be generated from the previous ones [7]:

G(�; ŝ) =
1p
4��

1

�

Z
1

th
ds exp [�(s� ŝ)2=4�]�(s); (D.7)

� Finite energy sum rules (FESR) [8], that can be derived using the Cauchy theorem:

1

�

Z s0

0
dssn�1�(s)H = � 1

2�i

I
C(js0j)

dssn�1�(s)OPE (D.8)

(n = 1; 2; � � �), which results into the relation

1

�

Z s0

0
dssn�1�(s)H =

sn0
n
Fn(s0)� (�1)NC2nhvacjO2njvaci; (D.9)

where theFn(s0) originate from the contour integration of the perturbative term. Eq. (D.9)
also naturally follows either from (D.6) and from (D.7) [5]. The advantage of FESR is that of
projecting out operators of a given dimension. On the other hand, the positive power ofs in
(D.9) enhances the contribution of less known higher-lying hadronic states in the dispersive
expression, hence to introduce a strong dependence on the continuum thresholds0, so that
only the first few values ofn can be considered in practical applications.

Since they refer to observable quantities, in principle the predictions of the above QCD sum rules
should be independent ofn and s0, or � and s0, etc. Therefore, sum rules are exploited by
numerically looking for a (hopefully wide) “stability window”,i.e., a range inn and s0, or in
� ands0, where the OPE expansion and the hadronic dispersive contribution match each other
[9] such that the quantity to be predicted is reasonably stable against changes of such variables.
An additional criterion to identify the window is that both theO(�s) corrections and the higher
power corrections must represent small corrections (up to an assigned size) to the leading per-
turbative terms in (D.3), in order to ensure a hierarchy of contributions to the OPE and thus
justify the truncation of the series to the lowest orders in�s and in the dimensional operators.
Consequently, although they are based on field theory and hence on “first principles,” QCD sum
rules must be considered as an approximate nonperturbative framework, where results are derived
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from the numerical “optimization” procedure outlined above, rather than a direct computational
scheme. Such optimization procedures, together with the uncertainties in the actual input values
of condensates and of�QCD, produce uncertainties in the final result which, combined with the
systematic uncertainty intrinsic to the method, cannot made arbitrarily small. Nonetheless, the
method has the advantage that it offers the possibility of deriving predictions for the hadronic
quantities using (relatively) simple calculations.

Similar considerations can be applied in order to extend the method of QCD sum rules to the
calculation of hadronic form factors. In this case, the basic objects to study are three-point
correlators of the kind [10, 11]:

��(p; p
0; q) = i2

Z
d4xd4yei(p

0�x�p�y)hvacjT
�
J2(x)J

V;A
� (0)J1(y)

�
jvaci ; (D.10)

whereq = p � p0, the currentsJ1 andJ2 interpolate the hadrons, andJV;A� are weak currents. In
analogy to (D.2), the connection of (D.10) to hadronic data is obtained through spectral representa-
tions involving double spectral functions�(s; s0; q2). Similarly to (D.4), the spectral representation
is saturated by the lowest-lying hadronic states�(s; s0; q2)H , containing the required form factor
F (q2), plus a QCD continuum starting at thresholdss0, s00, and modeled by the quark-gluon
calculation�(s; s0; q2)AF . Moreover, for Euclidean (and large)p2, p02, andq2 the left-hand side
of (D.10) can be expressed as an OPE in the framework of QCD, accounting for the asymptotic
freedom contribution plus nonperturbative vacuum condensates. QCD sum rules are finally ob-
tained by matching these alternative representations, and the convergence of both the dispersive
representation and the OPE can be improved by convolution with appropriate weight functions.
For example, the analogue of the Laplace moments (D.6) reads as follows (t = q2):

M(�; �0; t) =
1

(2�)2

Z
dsds0�(s; s0; t)e�s� e�s

0�0

; (D.11)

and the optimization in the variables�, �0 and s0, s00 must be performed on (D.11) to obtain
predictions for the form factors.

Another possibility to study form factors is represented by the light-cone QCD sum rule approach,
where, instead of (D.10), one analyzes current correlators with one of the hadrons as an external
state [12, 13, 14, 15]:


�(p; p
0; q) = i

Z
d4xeip

0�xhvacjT
�
J2(x)J

V;A
� (0)

�
jH1(p)i: (D.12)

With p2 = M2
H1

now fixed, a dispersion relation in the variablep02 at fixedt is assumed to hold for
(D.12), as usual parameterized in terms of the required form factor plus a higher lying continuum.
The OPE is now applied to the T-product on the right-hand side of (D.12), the difference with
the previous formulation being that “non-forward” operator matrix elements,i.e., betweenhvacj
and jH1(p)i, must be taken into account. The OPE expansion now involves contributions to the
light-cone wave function of theH1 hadron,e.g.,hadronic matrix elements of operators ordered
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for increasing twist, rather than dimension. The wave functions can be modeled (and their value
at particular points, together with several moments, can be determined by QCD sum rules) in the
case of some light hadrons (for example, the� and the�). This kind of QCD sum rule has some
advantages for light-to-light and heavy-to-light form factors. This approach is discussed in further
detail in Section D.4.

To study hadrons containing one heavy quark in the limitmQ ! 1, or using the heavy-quark
expansion in1=mQ, the QCD sum rule approach can be directly, and very naturally, formulated in
the framework of HQET [16]. In this case, the relevant correlators involve the hadron interpolating
currents made of the appropriate heavy-quark fields. For example:~J = q5hQ(v) with Q = b; c

for theB andD mesons respectively, wherev is the heavy quark four-velocity,q(� � v�)hQ(v)

for B� andD�, and analogous trilinear constructions for beauty baryons. Moreover, the heavy-
to-heavyb ! c weak vector and axial-vector currents are expressed as~JV� = hc(v

0)�hb(v) and
~JA� = hc(v

0)�5hb(v), respectively. Accordingly, instead of (D.1) and (D.10), the basic two- and
three-point functions will have the form:

e�(!) = i

Z
d4xeik�xhvacjT

�
~J(x) ~J(0)y

�
jvaci (D.13)

(k = ! v) and

e��(!; !
0; q2) = i2

Z
d4xd4yei(k

0�x�k�y)hvacjT
�
~J2(x) ~J�

V;A(0) ~J1(y)
�
jvaci : (D.14)

Dispersion relations in! and!0, analogues to (D.2), connect such Green functions to the hadronic
states. On the other hand, for large negative!, (D.13) and (D.14) can be expanded by means
of the OPE, which can be directly obtained by the application of the Feynman rules of HQET.
Then, the procedure for obtaining QCD sum rules exactly follows the steps previously outlined
for the low mass case. Clearly, the hadronic states and the relevant observables involved here
are those pertinent to the HQET, and the connection to the full QCD can be obtained through
appropriate (calculable) QCD coefficients. The1=mQ corrections to the infinite mass limit have
been assessed in some cases by studying the relevant higher-dimensional operator matrix elements
in the framework of QCD sum rules and HQET.

In what follows we collect the most recent QCD sum rule determinations of Standard Model
parameters which are relevant to the physics at theB Factory. Since a large number of predictions
can be found in the literature for each quantity of interest, with different numerical inputs, it is
difficult to compile an exhaustive review. Therefore, as a rule, in addition to considering only
updated estimates, we selected results that make use of consistent values of the input parameters.
Unweighted numerical averages of these results are quoted as “best” values, with an uncertainty
“conservatively” determined as the largest deviation from the mean value, without attempting to
combine the individual errors. Hence these errors are in no way statistical. Earlier determinations
are quoted in the list of references.
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D.1 Quark Masses

In this section we collect the results of the most recent QCD sum rule determinations of the current
quark masses, which represent input parameters in the theoretical estimates of someB andD
meson matrix elements. The running masses depend on the renormalization scale� through the
renormalization group equation:

�
d

d�
mq(�) = �(�s)mq(�); (D.15)

where has the expansion:

(�s) = 0
�s

�
+ 1

��s
�

�2
+ 2

��s
�

�3
+ 3

��s
�

�4
+O(�5

s): (D.16)

The lowest order coefficients, forNc = 3 andNf flavors, read as follows:

0 = 2 ; 1 =
101

12
� 5

18
Nf ; 2 =

1

32

h
1249�

�2216
27

+
160

3
�(3)

�
Nf �

140

81
N2
f

i
; (D.17)

�(x) being the Riemann� function. The coefficient3 , in theMS scheme, has recently been
computed [17]:3 = 88:5256, for Nc = 3 andNf = 3.

Using the scale dependence of�s (L = `n(�2=�2)):

�s(�) =
4�

�0

1

L

(
1� 2�1

�20

`nL

L
+

4�21
�40L

2

" 
`nL� 1

2

!2

+
�2�0

8�21
� 5

4

#)
+O

 
`n2L

L3

!
; (D.18)

with

�(�s) = � �0

2�
�2
s �

�1

4�2
�3
s �

�2

64�3
�4
s +O(�5

s); (D.19)

and

�0 = 11� 2

3
Nf ; �1 = 51� 19

3
Nf ; �2 = 2857� 5033

9
Nf +

325

27
N2
f ; (D.20)

(the�5 contribution, in theMS scheme, has been recently computed in [18]), the scale dependence
of the light-quark masses can be expressed as:

mq(�) = cmqR(�s): (D.21)

Here, the�-independent parametercmq is the so called renormalization invariant mass, and

R(�s) =

 
�0

2

�s

�

!20=�0
(
1 +

 
2
1

�0
� �10

�20

!
�s

�

+
1

2

" 
2
1

�0
� �10

�20

!2

+ 2
2

�0
� �11

�20
� �20

16�20
+
�210

2�30

#��s
�

�2
+O(�3

s)

)
: (D.22)
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Table D-1. Recent QCD sum rule determinations of the combinationmu+md, in theMS scheme
at the scale� = 1 GeV.

mu +md (MeV) Ref. method

15:2� 2:0 [21] FESR

12:0� 2:5 [22] Laplace and FESR

Predictions for the scale-independent ratios between the lightu-, d-, and s-quark masses are
obtained at the next-to-leading order in chiral perturbation theory, from the measured masses of
pseudoscalar mesons [19, 20]. The results are [20]:

ms

md

= 18:9� 0:8 ;
mu

md

= 0:553� 0:043 ;
ms

1
2
(mu +md)

= 24:4� 1:5 : (D.23)

D.1.1 Non-Strange-Quark Masses:mu +md

Recent QCD sum rule determinations of the combinationmu + md, in theMS scheme at the
scale� = 1 GeV, are reported in Table D-1, where the method adopted in each determination is
also mentioned. Individual values ofmu andmd can be obtained using Table D-1 and the ratios
(D.23).

In [21], finite energy sum rules are applied to the pseudoscalar meson channel,i.e., to the cor-
relator of the non-strange axial current divergence@�(u

�5d), proportional tomu + md. The
QCD contribution includes two-loop corrections in the perturbative expression and up toD = 6

nonperturbative condensates. The hadronic spectral function is expressed in terms of the pion pole
and of higher resonances and is constrained to satisfy the behavior predicted by chiral perturbation
theory at the(3�) threshold. In [22], the 3-loop order is included in the perturbative part, and an
improved parameterization of the hadronic spectral function is used.

The results collected in Table D-1 can be conservatively summarized in the value

(mu +md)(1 GeV) = 13:4� 3:8 MeV : (D.24)

Other QCD sum rule calculations ofmu andmd can be found in [23] and references therein.
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Table D-2. The most recent QCD sum rule determinations of the strange-quark massms, in the
MS scheme at the scale� = 1 GeV.

ms (MeV) Ref. method

189� 32 [25] Laplace

203:5� 20 [26] Laplace

140� 20 [27] Laplace

189� 28 [21] FESR

146� 32 [22] Laplace, FESR

D.1.2 Strange-Quark Mass:ms

The most recent QCD sum rule determinations of the strange-quark massms, in theMS scheme
at the scale� = 1 GeV, are collected in Table D-2 (reference to the previous literature can be found
in [24]).

The determinations in [25, 26, 27] are the results from Laplace QCD sum rules applied to the scalar
channel,i.e., to the correlator of the strangeness changing vector current divergence, which is pro-
portional toms�mu. In [25], the correlator of the strangeness changing axial current divergences
(proportional toms +mu) was also considered, but in this case the data needed to reconstruct the
hadronic spectral function, in particular the information on higher(K��) resonances, are more
uncertain than in the scalar channel.

In [25], the calculation of the perturbative contribution to the sum rule is performed including
O(�2

s) corrections, whereas in [26, 27] the completeO(�3
s) expression is considered, including

the�4
s corrections to the� function and to the anomalous dimension of the quark mass [17, 18].

The QCD nonperturbative part of the OPE includes condensates up to dimension 6. Moreover, in
[25, 26] the hadronic spectral function is reconstructed by assuming the dominance of the scalar
jSj = 1, K�

0(1430), andK�
0(1950) (K�) resonances and is normalized at the (K�) threshold as

dictated by chiral perturbation theory. In [27], the hadronic spectral function is reconstructed by
using an Omn´es representation and the complete available information on the(K�) scalar system,
including the measuredI = 1=2 (K�) phase shift. The resulting spectral function is also found to
satisfy numerically the chiral perturbation theory condition at threshold.

In each determination, the quoted uncertainty accounts for the dependence on�
(3)

MS
= 280 �

480MeV, and the variation of the parameters of the QCD sum rule (Borel variable� and continuum
thresholds0 ) in the “duality” range. Therefore, the significant difference between [27] and [25, 26]
mainly reflects the systematic uncertainty related to the different procedures to input the available
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Table D-3. Two recent determinations of the pole massMc.

Mc (GeV) Ref. method

1:46� 0:05 [30] Laplace

1:41� 0:03 [31] Laplace, Hilbert moments

experimental information on the scalarK� channel in the parameterization of the hadronic spectral
function.

The determinations [21, 22] quoted in Table D-2 are obtained from the QCD sum rule calculations
of the up- and down-quark masses reported in Table D-1, using the chiral perturbation theory ratios
(D.23). The results collected in Table D-2 can be conservatively summarized by the value

ms(1 GeV) = 172� 52 MeV : (D.25)

D.1.3 Charm-Quark Mass:Mc

The starting object is the two-point correlator of the charm vector current:V� = c�c. The
hadronic spectral function makes use of experimental data on thee+e� cross-section intocc, in
particular of the precise information on the charmonium vector states. The perturbative QCD part
of the sum rule is determined at the two-loop accuracy, whereas the nonperturbative contribution
mainly depends on the gluon condensateh�sG2i, which is independently determined. Two recent
determinations of the pole massMc are reported in Table D-3 (for previous determinations see
[28]). The two-loop relation between the (perturbatively renormalized) pole mass and theMS

running mass is given by:

MQ = mQ(M
2
Q)
n
1 +

4

3

��s(M2
Q)

�

�
+KQ

��s(M2
Q)

�

�2o
(D.26)

with Kc = 13:3, Kb = 12:4 [29].

Reference [30] carries out the sum rule analysis directly in terms of the pole mass, while Ref. [31]
determines the running quark mass, which is then related to the pole mass through Eq. (D.26).

In both Refs. [30] and [31] the infinite heavy-quark mass limit (nonrelativistic limit) of the sum
rules is also studied (without resummation of the Coulomb pole); the results indicate reasonably
small 1

Mc
corrections, of the order of15 � 20%, so that higher order terms are not expected to

change the pole mass significantly.
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Table D-4. A compilation of the four most recent QCD sum rule results for the beauty-quark pole
massMb.

Mb (GeV) Ref. method

4:72� 0:05 [33] Laplace

4:62� 0:02 [31] Laplace, Hilbert moments

4:827� 0:007 [34] Hilbert moments

4:60� 0:02 [35] Hilbert moments

As a result, we quote the value

Mc = 1:45� 0:10 GeV : (D.27)

D.1.4 Beauty-Quark Mass:Mb

In Table D-4 we present a compilation of the four most recent QCD sum rule results for the beauty-
quark pole massMb. Previous determinations can be found in [32].

In this case, the relevant two-point correlator involves the beauty vector current:V� = b�b. The
hadronic contribution to the spectral function is obtained by summing over the first six known
� (nS) resonances. As for the “theoretical” side of the sum rules and the OPE, the perturbative
contribution is largely dominant over the condensate terms. Therefore the�s corrections can play
a substantial role in the determination ofMb. In the determination [35] the three-loop,O(�2

s), con-
tributions are included in the sum rule, which is an improvement on the other calculations quoted
in Table D-4, and the Coulomb pole resummation is performed. In Ref. [34] a nonrelativistic
heavy-quark expansion is made, and the Coulomb pole resummation is also performed.1

The determinations in Table D-4 can be conservatively averaged in the result

Mb = 4:71� 0:13 GeV (D.28)

where the error essentially accounts for the difference between the determination in [34] and the
results in [33, 31, 35].

1There is an infrared ambiguity, called the renormalon ambiguity, which potentially affects heavy-quark pole
masses (both charm and beauty) [36, 37]; the order of magnitude of the uncertainty from this effect value can be
estimated to beO(100 MeV).
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D.2 Leptonic Constants of Pseudoscalar Heavy Mesons

The pseudoscalar meson leptonic decay constantfP is defined as:

< 0jJA� jP (p) >= ifPp� (D.29)

whereJA� is the relevant axial-vector current and the normalization is such thatf� = 132 MeV.

For mesons composed of a heavy quarkQ and a light antiquarkq, HQET predicts an expansion
in the inverse powers (modulologs) of the heavy-quark massmQ � �QCD of the following form
([16] and references therein):

fP
p
mP = bC(MQ)Fren

"
1 +

A

MQ

+ : : :

#
; (D.30)

whereFren is a renormalized, universal nonperturbative constant, independent of the heavy-quark
mass, andbC(MQ) is a perturbative QCD coefficient. The power terms represent the corrections to
theMQ ! 1 result, due to heavy flavor- and spin-symmetry breaking, and are related to matrix
elements of higher dimension HQET operators.

In Table D-5 we list the most recent QCD sum rule determinations offDd
andfBd

, for values
of the heavy-quark masses compatible with the figures reported in the previous section. In these
calculations, the light-quark massesmu andmd are usually neglected, as their effect would be
irrelevant in comparison to the expected overall accuracy of the method. Previous results can be
found in Ref. [38].

The relevant two-point correlators involve the heavy-light pseudoscalar densityJ = qi5Q. The
determinations [39] result from QCD sum rules with finite-quark massesMc andMb, with values
determined from charmonium and bottomonium as previously discussed and where both Hilbert
moments and Laplace sum rule techniques have been employed. On the QCD side, the perturbative
contributions are evaluated up to two-loop accuracy, and nonperturbative condensates up toD = 6

have been included in the OPE. The hadronic spectral functions are parameterized in terms of the
pseudoscalar meson pole, proportional tof 2P , plus a continuum modeled by perturbative QCD.
Reproducing the experimental values of theB- andD-meson masses is used as a condition to
determine the “duality windows” in which the QCD sum rules for the leptonic constants should
work reliably. The reported uncertainties are those characteristic of the optimal analysis of the sum
rules, as well as the range of input quark masses. Indeed, the determination offB turns out to be
rather sensitive to the value of the beauty-quark mass, and in particular the largest values offB
are obtained in correspondence to the smaller values ofMb. Such heavy-quark mass effect is less
significant in the determination offD. An additional potential uncertainty is represented by the
choice of the argument of�s because scale-dependence is still significant at the presently available
order of perturbative calculation.
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Table D-5.

fD (MeV) fB (MeV) Ref. method

188� 48 160� 25 [39] Hilbert moments

172� 20 168� 18 [39] Laplace

169� 30 [40] Laplace (HQET)

170� 30[41] 180� 40 [16] Laplace (HQET)

Table D-6.

fDs
=fD fBs=fB Ref. method

1:21� 0:06 1:22� 0:02 [39] Laplace and moments

1:09� 0:03 [42] Laplace

1:15� 0:04 1:16� 0:04 [43] Laplace

1:17� 0:03� 0:03 1:20� 0:04� 0:03 [44] Laplace

The determinations offB in Refs. [40, 16] follow from Laplace QCD sum rules, directly formu-
lated in HQET. In this framework, bothFren and the coefficient of the first power correctionA in
(D.30) have been determined by QCD sum rules for the relevant operator matrix elements, with
two-loop perturbative parts and operators up toD = 5 in the OPE. The uncertainty reported in
Table D-5 follows from QCD sum rule uncertainties on the HQET parameters quoted in [40, 16]
and the chosen ranges of heavy-quark masses. The contribution of the power corrections turns out
to be non-negligible forfB and quite large forfD. In addition, the leading order�s contributions
to thefP sum rule are significant.

Our conservative averages for the results in Table D-5 are

fD = 188� 48 MeV ; fB = 178� 42 MeV : (D.31)

The same method allows a determination of the light SU(3)-flavor breaking ratiosfDs
=fD and

fBs
=fB by including corrections of the orderms in the QCD side of the sum rule. A compilation

of the most recent determinations of these quantities is presented in Table D-6.

Our conservative averages for the results in Table D-6 are

fDs
=fD = 1:19� 0:08 ; fBs=fB = 1:16� 0:09 : (D.32)
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The experimental determination offDs
is fDs

= 241� 21� 30 MeV [45], whereas only an upper
limit exists forfD: fD < 290 MeV at90% CL [46].

D.3 BBd
andBK

The parametersBBd
andBK are defined by the matrix elements

hB0

dj(b�(1� 5)d)(b�(1� 5)d)jB0
di = 2(1 +

1

Nc

)(fBmB)
2BBd

(�) (D.33)

(and similarly for the Kaon system), and represent the deviation from the vacuum saturation
expression of theB�B andK0�K

0
mixing matrix elements. By definition, such parameters are

scale-dependent. Their leading order dependence on the renormalization scale is given by:

BBd
(�) = bBBd

(�s(�))
6=23

; BK(�) = bBK (�s(�))
2=9

; (D.34)

where bB is a renormalization invariant quantity, and the different powers of�s(�) are due to the
different number of active quark flavors to be considered for theB andK system.

In [9, 47, 48] the parameterbBK is derived from the analysis of the two-point correlator of the
�S = 2 four-quark operator:O�S=2 = (s�(1 � 5)d)(s

�(1� 5)d). In this approach, theBK

parameter is determined at the crossing-related unphysical pointt = 4m2
K, where the hadronic

spectral function takes contribution from the strangeness twoKK intermediate state. Then, the
result must be extrapolated to the pointt = 0, pertinent to the matrix element analogous to (D.33).

The approach followed in [49] is the calculation of the three-point function ofO�S=2 and the
currents interpolatingK0 andK

0
. In this case, there is an ambiguity related to the identification

of the convenient kinematical variables to be used in the double dispersion relation, and to the
identification of the nonfactorizable term [49].

Therefore, a systematic uncertainty is connected to the choice of the type of QCD sum rule. Both
approaches also suffer from systematic uncertainties due to the lack of a complete calculation of
the perturbative�s correction, so that there is residual un-physical dependence on the choice of�.

The most recent determination ofbBK from the two-point function is:bBK = 0:55 � 0:09 [48],
while three-point function sum rules give:bBK = 0:4� 0:9 [49]. This situation can be summarized
by the conservative value bBK = 0:65� 0:25 : (D.35)

In [50] the parameterbBBd
has been determined using a sum rule analysis of the two-point correlator

of theO�B=2 operator in (D.34), with the result:bBBd
= 1:00� 0:15: (D.36)
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This result suggests that the violation of vacuum saturation approximation in theB channel does
not exceed15%. Results compatible with (D.36) were found in earlier applications of three-point
sum rules [51].

D.4 Heavy-to-Light Decay Form Factors from Light-Cone
Sum Rules

In exclusive decays ofB mesons involving only light quarks in the final state there is a large
region of the allowed phase space for which the decay products have large energy: up toE �
mb=2 � 2:5 GeV at maximum recoil in theB rest frame. This potentially upsets the Wilson
operator product expansion since contributions of operators of high dimension to the sum rules are
accompanied by powers ofEmb=M

2, where the Borel parameterM2 � mb� and� � 1 GeV.
This problem is exactly analogous to the breakdown of the QCD sum rule calculations of the
pion form factor at large momentum transfers [10, 11]. A detailed discussion can be found in
[52]. A radical remedy is provided by the light-cone sum rule approach [13, 14, 15] in which
the operator product expansion is organized according to the twist of the operators rather than
their dimension. This allows the resummation, in a certain approximation, of an infinite series
of contributions� (Emb=M

2)k, k = 1; 2; : : : The resummation uses results on the asymptotic
behavior of exclusive processes at large momentum transfer [53]. In cases where the maximum
energy is, however, not very large, it is not clear a priori whether this deficiency of the standard
approach is numerically relevant. ForD decays, both methods are equally applicable and yield
comparable results [54, 55]. ForB decays, one has to examine case by case.

The t-dependence of all the numerous form factors in question cannot be given here. In a few
cases, however, we provide a simple parametrization of thet-dependence using the function

F (t) =
F (0)

1 + aF t=m
2
B + bF t2=m

4
B

(D.37)

which has been found to reproduce the sum rule results to an accuracy better than 0.5% over
the entire range oft. The reader is invited to consult the original papers for details and precise
definitions.

D.4.1 Semileptonic Decays

Semileptonic decays have historically attracted most of the attention, especially the simplest of
them,B ! �l� l [56, 57, 58, 59, 60, 61, 62, 63, 64]. The hadronic matrix element is parametrized
by two form factors

h� j u�b j Bi = f+(t)(pB + p�)� + f�(t)(pB � p�)� ; (D.38)
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Figure D-1. The prediction [65] for theB ! � form factorfB!�
+ from light-cone sum rules

(solid) and the theoretical uncertainties (dashed), in comparison to lattice results [90].

where onlyf+(t) is important forl = e; �. Table D-7 gives the more recent and reliable predictions.
The recently calculatedO(�s) correction [65, 66] tof+ is taken into account. Results of the tradi-
tional (here called “three-point”) and light-cone sum rules appear to be in good agreement. Both
methods predict at-dependence of the form factorf+ which is comparable to vector-dominance.
The prediction of the light-cone sum rule [65] is shown in Fig. D-1. The second form factorf�
is usually combined withf+ in the scalar form factorf0(t) = f+(t) + t=(m2

B � m2
�)f�(t). The

latter form factor was also calculated using three-point [67] and light-cone [64] sum rules. It can
be measured inB ! ���� .

SemileptonicB ! �e� decays have been controversial for some time, with a considerable disper-
sion of results ([61] and references therein). There are four independent form factors

h�; �ju�(1� 5)bjBi = �i(mB +m�)A1(t)e
�(�)
� +

iA2(t)

mB +m�

(e�(�)pB)(pB + p�)�

+
iA3(t)

mB +m�

(e�(�)pB)(pB � p�)� +
2V (t)

mB +m�

� ��
� e�(�)� pB�p� ;(D.39)

of which onlyV (t),A1(t) andA2(t) contribute to the decay rate. These form factors were recently
reexamined in [52] (see Fig. D-2) with the conclusion that the existing three-point sum rules are
not reliable and the light-cone approach is more appropriate in this case. It is found that all three
form factors rise witht, contrary to some of the earlier predictions. The results are summarized in
Tables D-7 and D-8.
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Table D-7. Form factors from light-cone sum rules with functionalt dependence fitted to
Eq. (D.37). The first (second) value offB!�

+ is obtained with the twist 2 wave function from
[14] (asymptotic twist 2 wave function) of the pion.

FF F (0) aF bF

fB!�
+ [65] 0.27� 0.05 -1.50 0.52

0.25� 0.05 -1.65 0.67

fB!�
+ [66] 0.30� 0.03 -1.32 0.21

0.25� 0.03 -1.72 0.72

fB!�
0 [64] 0.30� 0.05 -0.84 0.03

fB!K
+ [60] 0.33� 0.05 -1.14 0.05

FB!K�

1 [74] 0.32� 0.05 - -

A
B!�
1 [52] 0.27� 0.05 -0.42 -0.29

A
B!�
2 [52] 0.28� 0.05 -1.34 0.38

V B!� [52] 0.35� 0.07 -1.51 0.47

Table D-8. Decay rates in units ps�1. �L(�T ) denotes the decay rates into a longitudinally
(transversely) polarized�. The widths forB ! (K;K�)�+�� do not include long-distance
corrections.

channel � �L=� �T=�

B ! �e� [65] jVubj2 (7:5� 2:5) - -

B ! ��� [64] jVubj2 (6:1� 2:3) - -

B ! �e� [52] jVubj2 (13:5� 4) 0.34� 0.04 0.66�0.04

B ! K� [74] 3:0 � 10�5 - -

B ! K�+�� [77] 1:7 � 10�7 - -

B ! K��+�� [76] 7:8 � 10�7 - -
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Figure D-2. The predictions [52] for theB ! � form factors from light-cone sum rules (solid)
and the theoretical uncertainties (dashed), in comparison to lattice results [90].
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D.4.2 Rare Decays

There exists a rich variety of rare radiative decays induced by flavor-changing neutral currents, of
whichB ! K� has received the most attention [68, 69, 70, 71, 72, 73, 74]. It is determined by a
single form factor, defined by

hK�; �js���q�bjBi = 2i�����e
�(�)�p

�
Bp

�
K�F1(t): (D.40)

Calculations exist both within the three-point and light-cone sum rule framework, although one
may argue [52, 74] that the light-cone approach is advantageous. It has to be noted that the
discrepancy between the approaches is somewhat masked by different groups using different pa-
rameters. Other decays studied areBs ! K�, Bu ! �(!) andBs ! � [74]. In addition,
theB ! K�`+`�, B ! K`+`� decay form factors have been calculated using the three-point
sum rules in [75] and very recently using the light-cone approach in [76, 77]. The relevant
form factors are too numerous to be presented here. The results are summarized in Table D-8.
We note that the results of [74, 76] need to be updated using the revised light-cone distribution
amplitudes of the vector meson [78] and surface terms for the continuum subtraction [52]. To
improve [76], one should also take into account the SU(3)-violating asymmetry in theK-meson
light-cone distributions. However these corrections are not expected to cause significant numerical
changes.

The light-cone sum rule method can also be used to estimate the long-distance contributions of
four-fermion operators to the decayB+ ! �+ [79, 80] which appear to be of order 20% of
the short-distance contribution to the decay rate. The same approach was applied to the decay
B ! ��� [79, 81]. The ratio of the decay widths with and without a photon is estimated to
beR�

B � 20 [79]. Recently, an estimate of the long-distance effect in the decayB ! K� was
obtained [82] using the three-point sum rules. The overall correction to the form factor (D.40) is
found to be small, not more than about 5%.

D.4.3 Strong Coupling Constants

The strong couplings ofB mesons to pions have been studied in much detail, most of all, theB�B�

coupling:
hB�+�� j B0i = �gB�B�p

�
��(B

�)�: (D.41)

In order to estimate this matrix element from the sum rules based on the Wilson operator expansion,
one needs to apply the soft-pion approximation [83, 84, 85, 86] which introduces additional uncer-
tainties. A more advanced method is to use the light-cone expansion [63] which allows calculation
of the strong coupling to the pion within the same framework and with the same accuracy as the
correspondingB ! � form factors. The light-cone sum rule [63] yieldsgB�B� = 29 � 6 where
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the theoretical uncertainty is a rough estimate. This value of theB�B� coupling is then used to
extrapolate theB ! � form factor f+ by theB�-pole approximation in the region of larget,
near the kinematical threshold. In the same framework, the strong coupling constants of the scalar
and axialB mesons with the pion have been estimated yielding the following predictions for the
observable strong decay widths [87]:�(B(0++) ! B�) ' �(B(1++) ! B��) ' 360 MeV. An
analogous method was used in [88] to obtain theBB�� coupling.

D.4.4 The Heavy-Quark Limit

The behavior of the heavy-to-light decay form factors in the heavy-quark limit has been the subject
of numerous discussions. One should distinguish between different regions of the momentum
transfer. At small recoilm2

b�t � O(mb) the quark-mass dependence of form factors is given by the
heavy-quark effective theory (HQET) and one can check that both three-point and light-cone sum
rules obey these scaling laws explicitly. At large recoil,m2

b � t � O(m2
b), HQET is not applicable

and theb-quark mass dependence has to be studied using different methods [53]. This analysis
indicates that heavy-to-light form factors generically scale as� 1=m

3=2
b at maximum recoil. The

form factors calculated by the light-cone sum rules have the expected behavior [52, 15, 64, 74],
while for usual three-point sum rules the heavy-quark limit at maximum recoil does not exist. For
realistic values of theb-quark mass these scaling laws have to be applied with great caution and
large corrections are expected, see [74] forB ! K�, [63] for theB�B� coupling and [52] for
B ! �e� decays.

D.4.5 Theoretical Accuracy and Possible Developments

The analysis of theoretical uncertainties in the sum rule methods is a difficult issue in general.
On the average, present calculations of form factors have roughly 15–30% accuracy, which trans-
lates to an uncertainty of order 30–60% in the decay rates. As far as the sum rule parameters
are concerned, the main sources of errors are the high sensitivity to theb-quark mass and the
uncertainty infB. A typical strategy is to consider ratios of sum rules, in which the dependence on
mb andfB is reduced (see,e.g.,[60, 74]). From the theoretical side, significant uncertainties are
due to unknown radiative corrections. Taking them into account is relatively straightforward, but
laborious. First results on the radiative corrections forB ! � have already been obtained [65, 66],
the corresponding results forB ! � form factors are expected to appear soon [89].

Higher twist contributions, another source of uncertainty, so far were only studied forB ! �e�

[63]. Their estimate for other decays requires, as a first step, a systematic study of light-cone
distributions of vector mesons (and photons) beyond leading twist.
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We expect that by working out radiative and higher-twist corrections to the sum rules, one can
increase the accuracy and reliability of predictions considerably. With some better knowledge of
mb andfB, the errors in form factors can potentially be reduced to� 10% (20% in the decay rates).
Higher accuracy than this does not appear feasible for the sum rule method.
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